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Dedicated to Neko
(26 December 1995 to 3 July 2015)

as a testimony to the original goodness of the animality in us all.
She provided years of constancy and joy to an ever-changing family,

yet her only prayer was for her daily bread.

A Quaker Tribute*

The fagots blazed, the caldron’s smoke 
Up through the green wood curled; 
“Bring honey from the hollow oak, 
Bring milky sap,” the brewers spoke, 
In the childhood of the world.

….

The land with Soma’s praises rang; 
On Gihon’s banks of shade 
Its hymns the dusky maidens sang; 
In joy of life or mortal pang 
All men to Soma prayed.

….

And yet the past comes round again, 
And new doth old fulfil;

In sensual transports wild as vain 
We brew in many a Christian fane 
The heathen Soma still!

Dear Lord and Father of mankind, 
Forgive our foolish ways! 
Reclothe us in our rightful mind, 
In purer lives Thy service find, 
In deeper reverence, praise.

….

Breathe through the heats of our desire 
Thy coolness and thy balm; 
Let sense be dumb, let flesh retire; 
Speak through the earthquake, wind, and fire, 
O still, small voice of calm! 

*Stanzas 1, 6, 11, 12, and 17 of The Brewing of Soma (1872) by John Greenleaf Whittier
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Why a commentary on Kant’s Religion, now?

What is religion? Are its essential features grounded in human reason, or does it neces-
sarily appeal to extrarational elements that can be verified only by experience or some 
external authority? When a religious tradition does make historical truth claims, how can 
we discern whether they are essential or merely peripheral to genuine faith? Moreover, 
what is the proper role of symbols and rituals in religious practice? These questions, and 
many more like them, are the focus of Kant’s highly influential yet often confusing book 
Die Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der bloßen Vernunft (1793/4). Ever since its first 
 publication 222 years ago, readers have debated what Kant was trying to accomplish, often 
refusing to believe that the philosopher of pure reason, creator of the Critical philosophy, 
even might have been attempting to make room for something as messy as empirical 
religion.

Time is ripe for a revolution—in Kant studies as in the academic (and, if possible, the 
popular) understanding of the nature of religion. That “Fichte is the key to the entire 
 tradition of modern continental philosophy” (Wood 2010: xxvii), his influence on modern 
developments in theology and philosophy of religion having been even more direct than 
Kant’s (xvi), is commonly recognized; indeed, as Dorrien 2012 aptly demonstrates, Fichte’s 
understanding of the religious implications of Kant’s philosophy has dominated the 
subsequent history of modern liberal theology. What is rarely acknowledged is that another 
option exists. In Kant’s own day the influential Tübingen theologian Gottlob Christian Storr 
(1746–1805), a defender of orthodoxy and the originator of the now standard theory of the 
priority of Mark’s Gospel, was an ardent defender of Kant’s Critical philosophy, viewing it 
as a welcome respite for a “supernaturalist” theory of divine revelation, after several decades 
of harsh Enlightenment skepticism in relation to empirical religion. And now, after two 
centuries of neglect, a recovery of something akin to Storr’s more affirmative way of 
 interpreting the implications of Kant’s philosophy for empirical religion has gained 
momentum: in recent years more and more interpreters have been willing to take Kant’s 
moderate position at face value, as a genuine attempt to elucidate one of the most significant 
aspects of human life, in hopes of reforming Christian theology and religious practice rather 
than abolishing it. The present commentary is an attempt to consolidate thirty years of 
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work on this project, with the aim of bringing this moderate reading of Religion into 
the mainstream.1

Aside from Critique of Pure Reason, his magnum opus, Religion is the only book Kant 
 bothered to publish in a significantly revised edition after its initial publication.2 Unlike in the 
case of the Critique, whose first edition he allowed to stand for six years before publishing a 
revision, Kant published the second edition of Religion less than a year after the first, which 
had been reprinted twice during the second half of 1793 (Vorländer 1922: lxxv). This, together 
with the fact that Religion was the first book Kant wrote after he had finished his trilogy of 
Critiques (published in 1781–7, 1788, and 1790), should remove all doubt as to the personal 
importance this topic had for Kant. He published two editions of this controversial book 
within less than a year, even though (or perhaps because?) it was under threat of censorship 
from the conservative king’s religious authority. Getting this text right was obviously very 
important to Kant. Yet commentators on Religion, unlike those who focus on the first Critique, 
have virtually ignored the differences between the two editions, often seeming unaware of 
what these differences even are.3 Why did Kant take such pains over the publication, revision, 
and republication of a work that many Kant scholars have ended up treating as but an anomaly 
in the Kantian corpus? Answering that question is one of central goals of the present project.

The first English translation of Religion appeared during Kant’s lifetime, in 1799: John 
Richardson, a British scholar and friend of James Sigismund Beck, one of Kant’s closest 
 disciples, included long extracts from Religion in volume 2 of his Essays and Treatises.4 A 
 second and more complete translation was published by J. W. Semple less than forty years later, 

1 That more work is needed to accomplish this goal is clear from the fact that Kant’s Critical Religion (PCR; see note 
9 below) was cited in a 2005 article by a leading Kant scholar as an example of recent scholars whose interpretive 
approach is motivated by religious faith more than by a sound reading of Kant’s texts; such a tendency, this Kantian 
ethicist claimed, typically has a corrupting influence on an interpreter’s intellectual honesty. Ironically, the author of 
that article later told me in a personal conversation that he had not actually read Kant’s Critical Religion. McGaughey 
2013 similarly devotes an entire article to refuting a set of claims about Kant’s view of religion, most of which either I 
have never held or are taken grossly out of context. That McGaughey imputes to me views such as that Kantian 
“ religion” means “historical religion based on particular revelation” (155) indicates that he sets out to read my work 
uncharitably, perhaps on the basis of bias or hearsay rather than on the basis of an attempt to understand what it means 
to philosophize perspectivally. (I include a brief reply to McGaughey in SP‐2015e.) Scholars who read the relevant 
 literature (see Works Cited, Part C) will readily discover that I interpret Kant’s philosophy of religion as an attempt not 
to defend Christian orthodoxy as such (à la Storr), but to moderate between the extremes of conservative and liberal 
theology. Hopefully anyone who wishes to accuse the present work of intellectual dishonesty will at least read it first! 
Regarding my religious commitments and their possible effect on my interpretation of Kant, see the first paragraph of 
the Acknowledgments, below.
2 As Guyer 2000: xlv–xlvi points out, Kant did publish a second edition of the third Critique at the publisher’s request. 
Although he made minor revisions throughout the book, however, he added only one new footnote and did not write 
a new preface. By contrast, Religion’s 1794 edition has an all new preface that responds to early critics, over twenty‐five 
new footnotes, and a major section renamed and supplemented with a lengthy new paragraph, in addition to making 
roughly one minor textual amendment per page throughout the book.
3 Even Bohatec’s extensive commentary on Religion, which focuses so intently on Kant’s likely sources, virtually 
ignores this issue. A notable exception is Hare 1996: 39n, who rightly observes that Kant’s 1794 additions “show a 
pattern of responsiveness to the worries of traditional Christians who wanted to accept Kant’s teaching.” Unfortunately 
Hare never mentions Storr and offers few details to amplify this important point.
4 For the full details of these and all other translations mentioned in this Preface, see the Abbreviations. Despite 
being introduced merely as extracts, Richardson’s translation follows some passages of Kant’s text quite closely. He 
published it around the same time Samuel Taylor Coleridge was immersing himself in Kantian philosophy. Indeed, 
Coleridge learned German in the late 1790s with the specific (though never realized) intention of eventually trans-
lating some of Kant’s works (see Class 2012: 1).
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in 1838 (and then republished in 1848). Just 35 years later, in 1873, the first modern‐sounding 
translation was published by T. K. Abbott—a translation that continues to influence scholar-
ship on Kant’s Religion to this day, for two reasons. First, it included only the first of Religion’s 
four parts, portraying it explicitly as an appendix to Kant’s ethics; for the next 120 years, the 
vast majority of Kant scholars assumed a similarly narrow view of the book’s scope. Second, 
when T. M. Greene and H. H. Hudson produced the next complete translation (hereafter GH) 
in 1934, their treatment of that first part was largely a revision of Abbott’s effort. Perhaps 
because interest in Kant’s theory of religion reached its low point during the middle years of 
the  twentieth century, it would be a further 62 years before George di Giovanni produced his 
1996 translation (hereafter GG) for the Cambridge edition of Kant’s works;5 GG often follows 
GH, just as the latter used Abbott as a starting point.

That interest in Kant’s Religion has never been greater than in the past twenty years is 
evidenced by the fact that Werner S. Pluhar’s 2009 translation (hereafter WP) appeared a mere 
12 years after its most recent predecessor. Unlike the previous translators, Pluhar is a native 
German speaker and has the distinction of being the only person to have translated all three 
Critiques into English. These two credentials alone were enough to ensure that his version of 
Religion would provide English readers with a substantially fresh perspective on Kant’s text, for 
the first time in 135 years. And the product lived up to expectations: many incoherencies that 
had plagued interpreters, tempting readers to assume that Kant’s advancing age was already 
beginning to affect his cognitive powers in 1793, resolved themselves at Pluhar’s skillful hands. 
I was therefore honored, having learned about his project during the first few months of my 
work on the present commentary, to be invited to write the Introduction to Pluhar’s transla-
tion. Readers seeking a comprehensive overview of Kant’s argument in Religion might wish to 
consult that Introduction (especially section 3) before tackling the detailed study set out in the 
following pages.

Collaborating with Pluhar during the final stage of his work on translating Kant’s Religion 
was one of the highlights of my scholarly career. Rare is the time—even (or perhaps especially) 
among philosophers—when one can feel entirely free to criticize, discuss, and argue without 
having to worry about the other party feeling offended or refusing to grant the plausibility of 
the opposing view, when one’s own reasons come to an end. Although we did not agree on all 
issues by the time the process had to be drawn to a close, I was firmly convinced that my 
Commentary should use, as its starting point, WP rather than any other work in the long line 
of (often quite similar) older translations. Moreover, WP’s critical apparatus is more compre-
hensive than those provided by either GG or GH. Readers of the present Commentary would 
therefore do well to consult WP regularly for helpful supplementary material. Pluhar provides 
many footnotes that give detailed background information on Kant’s sources or other facts 
about the text, and in most cases I only briefly cite such notes, on the assumption that readers 
do not need me to repeat Pluhar’s good work.

At first I expected to reproduce WP with only a few minor departures—most notably, his 
translation of Gesinnung, since our disagreement over that term was aired in lengthy footnotes 
within his translation itself. Though occasionally expressed in somewhat awkward English 
(due in large part to Pluhar’s effort to remain faithful to Kant’s use of often torturous German), 

5 The Cambridge edition of Kant’s Religion is often incorrectly referred to as the “Wood/di Giovanni” translation. 
This is due to an ambiguity in the 1998 edition, where Religion appeared along with a few of Kant’s minor essays. The 
verso of the title page states that the book is “translated and edited by Allen Wood, George di Giovanni”; in fact Wood 
and di Giovanni coedited the volume, but di Giovanni was the sole translator of Religion. This ambiguity has been 
allowed to stand uncorrected, even though the volume Religion and Rational Theology in the Cambridge edition iden-
tifies the editors and translator correctly and unambiguously.
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WP is on the whole far more accurate than GG or GH. GH makes quite a few errors due to 
grammatical misidentification and other infelicities; GG corrects some of them but occasion-
ally generates new ones, especially where an accurate translation would reflect just how 
 religious Kant’s language often was. However, the more I proceeded with the task of carefully 
examining each word of Pluhar’s text, comparing it to Kant’s German and to the two most 
recent previous translations, the more I found room for making small improvements to WP’s 
otherwise excellent text.6 I also found myself disagreeing with the word choice in WP— 
sometimes only mildly, but on a few occasions with a profound effect on the meaning of the 
text (though this happened far less often than in the cases of GH and GG); in the end I revised 
WP’s translations for well over five hundred German words, including some of the most 
important technical terms in Religion.7 The next section of this Preface provides a detailed 
explanation of the rules I have followed to ensure that this commentary meets one of its key 
goals: to present the most accurate, complete, and informative translation of Kant’s Religion 
available in English, one that will allow even the non‐German speaker to appreciate the many 
ways in which one’s interpretation depends on how one translates the text.

The purpose of this commentary, however, is not merely to present a comprehensive  analysis 
of Kant’s text as such, but also to advance to a new level the cutting edge of scholarship on 
interpreting Kant’s Religion. The history of interpreting Kant’s Religion has several major 
turning points. The first occurred in the 1920s: the publication of books by C. C. J. Webb 
(1926) and F. E. England (1929) signaled a renewed appreciation among English‐speaking 
scholars of Kant’s relevance to religion and was likely a contributing factor to Greene and 
Hudson’s decision to publish a new translation several years later. However, these ground-
breaking studies portrayed “Kant’s philosophy of religion” as little more than his arguments 
against the traditional proofs for God’s existence, complemented by the moral proof he puts in 
their place—Kant’s reflections on the nature and purpose of religion itself being treated more 
as a supplement to his ethics. Indeed, this assumption that Kant’s Religion does not play a 
central or culminating role in his philosophy ended up being taken for granted by most 
 interpreters throughout the twentieth century. One reason why this position gained such 
prominence was that Greene and Hudson’s translation employed the misleadingly restrictive 
title Religion within the Limits of Reason Alone; and, when reissued 26 years later, it included an 
introductory essay (Silber 1960) that explicitly promoted the reductionist reading that was by 
then mainstream.

Aside from his treatment of evil in the opening sections of Religion, Kant’s actual arguments 
were largely ignored in the English‐speaking world until three books prompted what might be 
called a “second wave”8 of interpretations: these sparked new interest in Kant’s Religion as such, 

6 To avoid weighing the text down with even more footnotes than already exist, I have in most cases not highlighted 
Pluhar’s improvements, except where the alternative translations risk serious misunderstanding. However, I do note 
numerous typographical errors and/or passages where Pluhar inadvertently skipped a word or phrase in the German text.
7 These changes are listed in the first part of the Glossary, with specifications as to Kant’s German word, the number 
of times it (or a variant of the same word) occurs in Religion, my English translation(s), WP’s translation(s), and the 
footnote identifying the first occurrence of the revised translation. After the first occurrence I normally adopt the 
revised translation without further footnoting, since interested readers can refer back to the Glossary if questions arise 
elsewhere in the text. All such changes to Pluhar’s text are displayed with dotted underlining. The rationale for 
changing (and, where controversial, the rationale for adopting) WP’s translations of key technical terms is provided in 
the second part of the Glossary.
8 My use of a “wave” metaphor here should not be conflated with the common use of the same metaphor to discuss 
the history of interpreting Kant’s Critiques (see, e.g., Ameriks 2003: 1–2). While the metaphor is the same, the history 
of the reception of Kant’s Religion does not parallel that of his Critical philosophy. Yandell 2007: 81, does refer to the 
recent “affirmative” interpreters of Kant’s theory of religion as constituting “a ‘new wave’ of Kant interpretation,” 
 accurately describing the movement as “intended to bring Kant into favor with philosophically alert theists and 
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significantly increasing awareness of how it not only sheds new light on Kant’s ethics (Wood 
1970) but also has applications for real historical religion (Despland 1973), and even for 
 religious practice, that might extend beyond Kant’s own focus on the Christian tradition 
(Green 1978). In spite of these three valiant efforts, however, the position taken as granted in 
most of the secondary literature throughout the first ninety years of the twentieth century was 
that Kant reduces religion to morality (see e.g., Michalson 1979 and 1990), so that a person 
who is interested in real, empirical religion (as such) has little if any need to read Kant.

This way of reading Kant began to change with what might be called a “third wave” of schol-
arship on Kant’s religion, beginning around the time when I published “Does Kant Reduce 
Religion to Morality?” (SP‐1992). This article argues that Kant does not reduce religion to 
morality but raises morality to the level of religion, as a necessary supplement to humanity’s 
moral weakness. In the 23 years since that article appeared, a torrent of books and articles has 
been published on issues arising directly out of the theories Kant presents in Religion. Most of 
these books and articles explore fresh ways of reading Kant on religion.

A key aim of this commentary is to provide a comprehensive resource for those who want 
to assess this third wave and to move forward with new applications—or perhaps even to 
 initiate a fourth wave, which goes beyond the “traditional versus affirmative” distinction 
that has characterized much of the past decade or two of scholarship in this area (see, e.g., 
FNP‐Firestone/Palmquist). The present commentary downplays that dichotomy because the 
old “conundrums” (i.e., the complaints raised by the generation of interpreters who merely 
assumed that Kant’s text is self‐conflicted and/or incoherent) have been answered by various 
recent studies,9 so that the time is now ripe for a new generation of Kant interpreters to begin 
examining the many detailed proposals that Kant puts forward in the text of Religion, in his 
effort to create the new discipline of philosophical theology. That is, this potential fourth 
wave of scholarship on Kant’s theory of religion will work on the assumption that Kant’s 
position has serious and specific implications for real, empirical religion and will attempt to 
flesh out these implications in detail, without quibbling over old questions of textual 
 coherence that have tended to bog down works published during the third wave. With this 
purpose in mind, and because my previous monograph on the same topic—namely PCR—
already assesses and responds to the older (pre‐2000) literature on Kant’s philosophy of 
 religion, my treatment of secondary literature in this book focuses on work published in the 
past 15 years, references to older literature being limited to material that was not  adequately 
addressed in PCR.

The overall purpose of this commentary, then, is to provide the first comprehensive  reference 
work in English on Religion: a work that any reader interested in Kant’s treatment of questions 
relating to religion can turn to for clarification of and assistance on any specific passage 
in  Kant’s  book. The best commentary on Religion published in German is Bohatec 1966 
(first   published in 1938); but it focuses almost entirely on tracing Kant’s sources, without 
offering comments on every passage. Following the typical style of a biblical commentary, 
I  have divided Kant’s entire book into short snippets, normally consisting of one to four 

 theologians.” Unfortunately he misconstrues the claims being made, as if its defenders were arguing “that Kant is an 
orthodox and pietistic Christian” (92); quite to the contrary, the movement as I understand it is portraying Kant as a 
reformer who aimed to set orthodox and pietistic Christians on the path of true religion. Although Kant rarely (if ever) 
comments on his own (private) religious beliefs, he was certainly not entirely orthodox; indeed his reformation aims 
to convince liberals and conservatives alike that, when it comes to religion, there are more important issues than 
deciding whether one is liberal or conservative.
 9 Most notable here are the books abbreviated throughout this commentary as PCR (Palmquist 2000), FDR 
(Firestone and Jacobs 2008), DRB (DiCenso 2012), and PID (Pasternack 2014). For further details, see Abbreviations.
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 sentences ranging from one to about thirty lines of text in the standard Berlin Academy edition 
(on average twelve lines or less, and only occasionally over twenty)—in other words, short 
enough for a single paragraph to suffice in providing a restatement of and comments on Kant’s 
claims therein. Fortunately, Kant usually breaks up long paragraphs by inserting dashes when 
the topic changes—even slightly. While a quick reading may cause these to appear random, 
they often turn out to be excellent hints as to where and how his thought processes are 
 developing. I nearly always follow his lead by breaking my quotations of his texts wherever a 
paragraph break (or footnote) appears and wherever one of these dashes appears.10

I introduce each passage briefly, usually with a single sentence; then, after the quotation 
itself (which is presented as an indented excerpt and uses my revised version of WP; see 
Glossary for details), I comment on the quoted passage. In most cases a single paragraph of 
commentary suffices for each passage. When a second (or in rare cases, more than one 
 additional)  paragraph follows a quoted passage, the purpose of the subsequent paragraph(s) is 
to discuss either (1) interesting post‐Kantian developments that may have been influenced by 
what Kant wrote in the quoted passage or (2) interpretive controversies that have arisen 
because Kant scholars have disagreed with each other over the correct interpretation of (or with 
Kant over the claims advanced in) a given passage. In cases where the quoted passage has given 
rise to comparatively minor interpretive disputes in the secondary literature or is only loosely 
suggestive of subsequent developments, I relegate such discussions to the footnotes.

Given these limitations, the present commentary is (at best) only indirectly comprehen-
sive in its coverage of the secondary literature: it brings together under one cover an account 
of precisely where and how Kant defends the various claims I have attributed to him in 
previous books and articles. While my comments highlight passages where I believe Kant is 
providing evidence for such interpretive stances, I have not attempted to reproduce my more 
comprehensive treatments of the secondary literature except in summary form. Readers 
interested in my defense of Kant’s position in Religion or in my more detailed reconstruction 
of that position should consult PCR and/or the other relevant publications listed in Part C of 
Works Cited. My central task here, in other words, is not to defend through independent 
arguments the validity of the various positions that I think Kant adopted but to explain more 
straightforwardly what his  position actually is and how he defends it through argument 
(when he does). In cases where the coherence of Kant’s position requires an independent 
defense, I merely summarize the treatment I or other recent scholars have provided 
 elsewhere. Had I made this book comprehensive in this sense—by grafting in all the details 
of my previous responses to studies related to Kant’s theory of religion that were published 
during the twentieth century—I would have more than doubled the size of this already 
 massive book. Similarly, in order to be comprehensive in my coverage of Kant’s text, I have 
been able, at any given point, to devote only brief attention to identifying Kant’s sources 
(a  task that is accomplished far more comprehensively by Bohatec 1966) and/or those he 
influenced. Rather than repeating old knowledge, my main emphasis here has been on 
sources and influences that Bohatec and others had not previously detected, which I have 
identified and highlighted in several significant contexts. A truly  comprehensive treatment 
of these two areas would require a multivolume encyclopedia.

10 Occasionally I had to break a long paragraph where no such dash appears, in order to avoid giving an excessively 
long and potentially convoluted paragraph of commentary on the passage. Occasionally, due to the placement of a 
crucial footnote or to the fact that a sentence was excessively long or conveyed two distinct and separable points, 
I opted for breaking a quoted passage in midsentence; in various other places the passage ends with a semicolon. The 
reader should keep in mind, therefore, that quotations ending with a comma or no punctuation and beginning with 
lowercase are not typographical errors.
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Another implication of my thoroughly text‐based approach is that this commentary only 
occasionally relates the ideas that Kant expresses in Religion to those defended in his other 
writings. The present book is a comprehensive study of Kant’s theory of religion; it is not about 
Kantian ethics or epistemology, nor does it claim to offer comprehensive coverage of Kantian 
theology. These are all areas I have addressed elsewhere, in varying degrees of detail. I touch 
upon them here only insofar as they have a direct impact on something stated in the pages of 
Religion, and then only briefly. As I demonstrate in §3 of the Introduction, Kant hoped that 
Religion would be used as a textbook for theology students, clarifying for them what it means 
to be authentically religious, though not how to construct a systematic theology. Anyone who 
picks up this commentary expecting to find yet another overview of Kant’s philosophical the-
ology, or an account of how Kant’s theory of religion completes some aspect of his Critical 
project (e.g., as a supplement to his ethics), is bound to be disappointed. Where noteworthy 
links to other works of Kant’s exist, I briefly cite the relevant passage(s), so that readers 
 interested in pursuing issues of cross‐textual comparison will know where to look. But the goal 
of my exposition is singular: to offer a clear and concise account of every point that Kant 
makes in Religion, with references to his sources and to abiding controversies as relevant.

Those interested in a quite different approach from the one I am taking here may wish to 
 consult one or more of the four recently published commentaries on Religion. For a commen-
tary that often skims lightly over precise textual details but puts a significant emphasis on 
exploring links between Religion and Kant’s other writings, one could not do better than to 
consult Pasternack’s (2014) Guidebook (PID). Pasternack does an excellent job of demon-
strating how Religion fits into the overall evolution of Kant’s moral and religious thinking, 
though his treatment of the secondary literature on Religion and his clarification of the many 
minor technical interpretive problems that arise in this text are far from complete. By contrast, 
Firestone and Jacobs’ (2008) Defense (FDR) is well worth considering for its coverage of the 
secondary literature, especially in Part 1, as is DiCenso’s (2012) Commentary (DRB), for its 
 careful attention to the nuances of Kant’s German text and to the various interpretive problems 
that arise in the course of Kant’s exposition. These three recent books, together with Bohatec 
(1966) and six other books that focus mainly on Religion and that have been published since 
2000, are my main interlocutors throughout the commentary (see section 4 of Abbreviations), 
though I refer to numerous other secondary works as relevant—especially to highlight seminal 
studies of a specific feature of Kant’s text or excellent overviews of the literature, where I have 
not dealt with these in PCR or elsewhere. The chief advantage of a fourth recent work on 
Religion, Miller’s (2015) Reader’s Guide, is that it is very short—an especially fortuitous feature 
because the author adopts the old (and now increasingly outdated) reductionist interpretation 
of Kant’s Religion, which should have been laid to rest by SP‐1992 and PCR, two of many 
 relevant secondary works that Miller simply ignores. His book appeared only after the final 
manuscript of the present work had already been submitted, so I was unable to include 
significant responses to it within the main text. Suffice it to say that Miller’s work is bound to 
mislead a new generation of students and teachers of Kant’s Religion, if it is not read with a 
keenly critical eye, as a good example of how not to interpret Kant.

Because this comprehensive approach has resulted in a lengthy book, I do not expect many 
readers to have the patience to read through it from cover to cover, nor do I have Schopenhauer’s 
audacity of insisting that one must commit to reading it twice if one is to attempt to read it all. 
Rather I have designed it to be used more like an encyclopedia: readers can dip into whatever 
section may interest them in order to get a clear and concise description of what is happening 
on the corresponding page(s) of Religion. The numerous cross‐references throughout the 
book, the detailed Glossary, and a thorough index should enhance the potential for such a 
selective approach to utilizing both the commentary and the revised translation.
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Note on the revised translation and its presentation

While I was preparing the Introduction for Pluhar’s translation of Kant’s Religion I began a 
thorough comparison of Kant’s German text with the three most recent translations: GH, GG, 
and WP. I have focused my comparing endeavors on these three translations because the three 
earlier translators did not have access to the Berlin Academy edition of Kant’s Collected 
Works—usually referred to as the Akademie Ausgabe (hereafter Ak.) and published over many 
years, starting in 190011—whereas these three all based their translations on the text found in 
volume 6 of Ak. I relied primarily on the same version of Kant’s text, consulting both the online 
version (at www.korpora.org/Kant) and the printed volume and comparing them regularly 
with the original 1793 and 1794 editions of the German text.

Ak. 6 was first published in 1907, then hastily reissued in a new edition in 1914. Not having 
been well proofread, the 1914 edition introduced some minor errors that were mostly corrected 
in later printings. This was done by reverting to the (more accurate) 1907 edition, while 
including the (more detailed) notes that had been published with the 1914 edition. As a result 
of this early publication history, different printings of Ak. 6 that seem at first glance to be 
 identical (i.e., all identified as the 1914 edition) actually exhibit some minor discrepancies; 
when such differences come to light, the only way to know for sure what Kant actually wrote is 
to consult the original editions of his published work, which I abbreviate R1 (for the first 
edition of 1793) and R2 (for the second edition of 1794). Whenever uncertainties arose out of 
Ak. 6, I consulted these and/or the Reclam edition (hereafter RM), which reliably reports R2 
variants as well as numerous places where Ak. attempts to correct apparent errors in R2, often 
either reverting to R1 (where Kant’s R2 change seems incoherent) or proposing some new 
wording. In many cases I have argued that these Ak. changes were unnecessary, since the R2 
text does make sense, if read in the light of a comprehensive interpretation of and with a 
sympathetic appreciation for Kant’s argument.

A good example of Ak.’s occasional inconsistency appears at R 159.28,12 where WP has “the 
holy” and GG “the … sacred,” whereas GH has “the holiest.” My online copy of Ak. 6 as well as 
my 1914 printed copy (both apparently based on the initial printing of the second edition) 
have Heiligsten, thus agreeing with GH; interestingly, this reading follows R1. R2 and the first 
(1907) edition of Ak. 6, by contrast, have Heiligen, thus corresponding to the translations of 
WP and GG. When I first noticed this difference, before consulting R1 and R2 and becoming 
aware of the flawed publication history of Ak. 6, I assumed that GH was correct, since only his 
translation agrees with my copy of the 1914 Ak. edition; it seemed at first that only GH had 
used the most updated version of Ak. Subsequently, however, WP assured me that he used the 
1914 edition and that his copy of Ak. 6 reads Heiligen; after further investigation, we concluded 
that my copy was the initial (flawed) version of the 1914 edition, while his was a subsequent 
printing that had reverted to the (correct) 1907 edition. Because the difference in this passage 
is easily traceable to a change that Kant himself made in R2, I followed the Ak. reading assumed 
by WP and GG in the end. This passage suggests that GH must have used the flawed version 
of the second Ak. edition before the subsequent printings reverted to the 1907 edition. 
Wherever such discrepancies came to light as a result of this or other types of textual variants, 
I dealt with them on a case‐by‐case basis and reported my conclusion in a footnote.

11 Due to a printing error in the popular paperback edition published in 1968, scholars have often referred to the Ak. 
publication dates as beginning in 1902.
12 Here and throughout the commentary I abbreviate Religion as R when citing a page number from vol. 6 of Ak. 
Sometimes (as here), the page number is followed by the line number (also specified in Ak.). I use R1 or R2 only when 
referring respectively to the 1793 or 1794 editions in their originally published form.

http://www.korpora.org/Kant
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Scholars writing about Kant in English normally cite Ak. page numbers when referring to 
Kant’s texts; I follow this convention whenever I cite specific pages of Religion within the 
 commentary. (References to all of Kant’s other writings either use standard abbreviations or 
cite the Ak. volume number, followed by a colon and the relevant Ak. page number[s].) To 
enable readers to identify the location of quoted translations of Kant’s text, I begin each 
excerpted passage by stating the page and line numbers where it appears in Ak. 6. I also insert 
the bolded Ak. page number in pointed brackets—e.g., {3}—as close as possible to the point 
where a new page begins in the German text.

Determining where to insert this corresponding page number of the German edition was 
sometimes difficult when a page break occurred in mid‐sentence, because German word order 
is often very different from English word order. Most translations merely place the number in 
the margin, leaving the reader to guess the precise location where the page break occurs. My 
rules for the placement of page divisions are as follows. I place the page number just before the 
English word (or set of words) that corresponds to the German word (or set of words) that 
comes first on the new page, unless that word appears in the German text in a very different 
position from the one it has in the English text (as often happens, for example, with German 
verbs, since they typically appear at the end of a sentence or clause). When this rule does not 
 suffice, the page number appears just after the English word (or set of words) that corresponds 
to the German word (or set of words) that comes last on the old page. I select whichever 
method minimizes the number of words that appear to be on the old page in English but are 
actually on the new page in German. In cases where such words are followed by a punctuation 
mark on the new page in the German text, the page number appears immediately before that 
punctuation mark in my translation. In other words, when the translation shows a punctuation 
mark immediately after the inserted page number, this alerts the reader to the fact that some 
words in this clause (usually the verb or verbal phrase) appear on the new page in the German 
edition, even though in the translation they have had to be placed on the old page. For a good 
example, see the page break for R 146, where the words “Holy Spirit” (together with a footnote 
number) appear at the end of the English clause; in German the verb comes after these words, 
on R 146; the semicolon appears after the page number, to indicate that some words quoted 
earlier (as if they were on R 145) actually appear on R 146.

When I refer to footnotes or other material supplied by any translator or editor of Religion 
and not to their version of Kant’s text, I put the relevant abbreviation in italics, followed by the 
page number(s). For example, “WP” refers to Pluhar’s 2009 Hackett translation of the relevant 
passage in Religion (or, occasionally, it may refer loosely to Pluhar himself), whereas “WP 2n” 
refers to Pluhar’s footnote on page 2 (English pagination), not to R 2n in Kant’s text.

Any reader who has never examined Kant’s German is likely to be amazed to discover how 
often translators have to take liberties with the text in order to produce a coherent translation. 
As already stated, I am on the whole very pleased with Pluhar’s ability to take such liberties in 
a way that captures the meaning Kant is trying to convey, rather than occluding it. GH and 
GG—to say nothing of the earlier translators, whose work is often so loose that including them 
in my comprehensive textual comparisons would have been virtually pointless—are notably 
weaker than WP in this regard. Still, I have found various passages (amounting to 8-10 percent 
of the total text) where close scrutiny of the German suggests an even better wording than WP’s; 
in such cases, my changes sometimes render the translation more literal by revising a passage 
I regard as misleadingly loose, while at other times they replace overly literal translations with 
slightly looser ones, which better capture what I take to be Kant’s essential point. (An innocuous 
example of the former is that I normally use the Latin equivalents current in English for 
Kant’s various abbreviations instead of spelling them out. This has the significant advantage of 
giving readers a “feel” for the way Kant’s original actually appeared.) My overall aim in revising 
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Pluhar’s already excellent translation in this way has been to provide scholarly‐minded readers 
of Religion with a highly accurate annotated version of the text, which warns them (especially 
those with only minimal knowledge of German) whenever the translation treats the original 
text in a loose manner—be it for the sake of smooth English reading or for any other reason.

Many (though not all) of the points that I end up highlighting in the process of revising WP 
could impact one’s interpretation. In order to allow readers to detect the difference between my 
revisions and WP’s original, I have presented all changed text with dotted underlining (as 
shown here). For one‐off changes and at the first occurrence of any technical term that I have 
consistently changed throughout the book (and therefore listed in the Glossary), I add a 
 footnote; for repeated changes I provide subsequent footnotes only if a new issue arises in the 
later context. (Where a single footnote identifying my revised translation and comparing it 
with those of WP, GG, and GH covers words that occur in significantly different parts of a 
quoted passage, I mark each portion of underlined text with the same footnote number; the 
reader therefore should not be surprised to find numerous cases of duplicated footnote 
 numbers, occasionally including even footnote numbers that are out of sequence, in my 
 presentation of Kant’s text.) In cases where the German can be read either way, I have some-
times made minor changes to WP’s text, such as omitting (or adding) the definite article in 
English or changing the word order slightly, for smoother English, without stating the change 
in a footnote; in such cases only words that WP does not use appear with dotted underlining. 
So, for example, the reader will not be alerted about the change of article when WP’s “the 
power of choice” becomes “volition” (for Kant’s die Willkür) or about the change of verb form 
when WP’s final ‐s or ‐ing is simply deleted as an alternative way of reading the German; if 
minor changes in the form of a word involve adding letters that are not in WP, I underline only 
the new letters, so the reader knows that I am preserving WP’s word choice but revising the 
form. I have also preserved Kant’s use of hyphens as much as possible, so that, for instance, 
WP’s “moral evil” becomes “moral–evil” (for Kant’s Moralisch‐Bösen) to show that Kant’s usage 
is a composite noun, meaning “the moral thing that is also an evil thing,” not a noun modified 
by an adjective. Only where rules of standard English usage forbid the use of a hyphen do I 
follow WP’s omission of Kant’s hyphens; thus “morally‐evil” cannot be used for Kant’s 
 moralisch‐Bösen because adverbs ending in ‐ly cannot be hyphenated. Even a highly literal 
translation can only go so far!

All quotations from Kant’s German follow the spelling that appears in the original (R1 and/
or R2) text. I use angled brackets (⟨ ⟩) to insert Kant’s German into the quoted passages 
 wherever doing so adds potential clarity to a context where there could otherwise be significant 
confusion; such insertions signal that the translation involves some degree of interpretation. 
They occur in one of four types of situations:

1. when the translation deviates from the standard translation of the relevant German word, 
as specified in the Glossary (or when I follow WP in a deviation from WP’s own Glossary);

2. when I use an English word that the Glossary lists as normally translating a certain 
German word but in this context it translates a different German word;

3. when I am following Pluhar’s usage, but noting that it is somewhat loose or nonstandard 
(i.e., it is not the translation one would normally expect for the given German term—and 
in many cases not the one given by the other translators); and

4. when Kant used a pronoun, an article, or some other referential word, whereas the 
 translation, instead of rendering that word, replaces it with its antecedent.

The fourth type of situation, which I call “displaced referent,” arises frequently when  translating 
(Kant’s) German into smooth English, so a further explanation may help to clarify this point.
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Type (4) insertions enable readers with at least a minimal knowledge of German to ascer-
tain—or at least make a fairly reliable educated guess about—the original construction in cases 
where Kant is using the equivalents of “the former,” “the latter,” “the same,” or simply “this/that/
it” to refer to an antecedent (i.e., a word or phrase in the immediately preceding context). More 
often than not, Pluhar (like the other translators) helps the reader by supplying the referent 
rather than preserving a construction that otherwise would often be ambiguous. The German 
construction is usually not ambiguous (or at least is less so), thanks to the presence of match-
ing declensions that signal which previous words are eligible to be the intended referent; but 
English usually has no such signals to depend on, so further specificity is required. I therefore 
preserve WP’s usage in the vast majority of cases. Whenever the translation replaces the actual 
German word with its referent, as provided in the context, I simply add that original word in 
angled brackets. As these replaced words are typically pronouns or short referential lexemes 
that bear no resemblance to the word that appears in the translation, even readers with no 
German should be able to recognize them as cases of displacement. But on some occasions the 
English requires a word or expression to be added that is not in the German: for example, at R 
21.13 WP has “this maxim” where Kant has simply dieser (“this”). Such insertions of English 
words are treated differently (see below), usually with no German added.

Another typical use of angled brackets alerts readers to the fact that Pluhar (like virtually all 
translators of Kant) helps the reader by shortening many of Kant’s excessively long sentences. 
Breaking an extralong sentence into two or more shorter ones nearly always requires a slight 
change of wording at the beginning of each newly formed sentence—even if one is not translating 
the long sentence into another language. Likewise, in almost every such case, Pluhar changes 
Kant’s wording slightly and/or adds words that are not in the original. When I insert bracketed 
German near the beginning of a sentence (or at places where the first words of a  sentence are the 
translator’s insertions—see below), this typically signals that sentence shortening has occurred.

When WP’s usage is nonliteral yet completely standard, I will (normally) not include the 
corresponding German term in brackets. The most frequently occurring example in Religion 
is when a form of derselben is translated as “its” or “that,” even though it literally means “the 
same.”13 A completely literal translation would be intelligible but would strike English readers 
as odd, so pointing out that “its” is not the literal translation would be redundant. It is not 
redundant, however, when WP replaces “its” (literally, “the same”) with the word(s) he thinks 
Kant is referring to. On those occasions, in accordance with type (4), above, I do insert the 
German, so that the reader may be aware that the translation involves some interpretation.

More often than many English readers might expect, Kant’s referent genuinely is ambiguous, 
yet Pluhar has staked a claim by choosing just one referent to specify in his text. If his choice 
seems to be the only one that makes sense in the wider context, I allow it to stand. But I revert 
to a more literal translation, noting the ambiguity and the various possible readings in a 
 footnote, if different and potentially legitimate interpretations are grammatically possible. 
Often I do this simply by specifying the other translators’ very different alternative(s).

In line with my emphasis on accuracy, I do not update the various archaic spellings that 
appear in Kant’s text. WP does update such spellings when providing Kant’s original in his 
footnotes. The most common examples are words where an “h” once followed a “t” (e.g., thun, 
which is now tun, “do”). Another difference in the conventions I adopt is that I always quote 
the German exactly as it appears in Kant’s text, whereas WP follows the more standard practice 

13 For example, at R 70n, Kant writes: nicht aus dem Anfange, sondern dem Ende desselben (literally, “not from the 
beginning but from the end of the same,” where “the same” refers to “his life,” mentioned earlier). To express the literal 
meaning of desselben in smooth English, we must write “of it” (or perhaps, “its [end]”). I add the German in such cases 
only if the translation replaces the referring term (in this case “its”) with the word(s) designating the entity it refers to.
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of changing the form of a word to fit the English grammar and/or simply stating the main 
(i.e., dictionary) form of the word in question. I employ a less standard option, so the reader 
has easy access to the exact formulation Kant used. The availability of numerous online trans-
lation programs makes it easy for novice readers to look up Kant’s exact term, determine what 
part of speech it is, and consider the range of possible meanings.

Finally, in addition to the use of angled brackets for German insertions, described above, 
I  add three distinct types of brackets around English words or phrases in three types of 
situation. These three groups can be described and illustrated as follows:

1. insertions: where the translator adds words for the sake of clarity, even though no equivalent 
word or phrase is found in the German, the inserted word or phrase is surrounded by 
square brackets ([ ]);14

2. ellipses: where Kant uses a German word or phrase only once (even though the grammar 
clearly requires it to be applied to more than one related word or phrase), while the English 
translation for that word or phrase appears more than once, the duplicated words are 
 surrounded by partial brackets (˻ ˼); and

3. displaced referents: where (as described above) a German word or phrase refers back to an 
antecedent in such a way that, when translated, it requires more than merely a  rendering 
of that word or phrase, any supplementary words (i.e., English words that have no equivalent 
at this point in the German text, though they may also function as an ellipsis) are sur-
rounded by the pair of slash forward and its reverse—the solidus and the backslash (/ \).

I sometimes use one of the above modes of demarcation in conjunction with the specification 
of the original German, added in angled brackets. However, for most borderline cases where 
the translation is not sufficiently literal (so that some annotation is required), the following 
rule determines a single and sufficient choice: I use one of the three types of brackets described 
above for English (i.e., square, partial, or slash) if the translation includes at least one word that 
corresponds more or less accurately to each German word but adds words that are not 
equivalent to anything in the German; and, to avoid ambiguity, I add the German in angled 
brackets if the literal translation of the word does not appear in the English.

Readers of the present volume who wish to quote from my revised translation of WP in their 
own publications should treat all of the above special textual markings (except standard square 
brackets) as they would treat footnote numbers that are added by the translator. That is, just as 
standard practice allows a reader to reproduce a passage from another book without providing 
any indication that the quoted passage contains a footnote number at one point, so too should 
readers of this work simply drop any angled brackets (along with the inserted German words), 
partial brackets, and slashes, without mentioning their presence—unless, of course, a special 
point is being made about the status of the word(s) being demarcated in this way. Likewise, text 
placed in double square brackets (see note 14, below) should be presented as single brackets in 
any quotes from my revised translation. This, incidentally, is the procedure I will follow when 
I quote from a passage within the commentary itself.

Why go to all the trouble of inserting these different types of markings into the translated 
text, especially if I do not want readers to reproduce these special markings when quoting from 

14 Pluhar is inconsistent in his use of square brackets for this type of insertion: like other translators, he inserts words 
of his own fairly often but almost never acknowledges this looseness of translation by placing them in square brackets; 
yet occasionally he does use square brackets (as do GG and GH) for more blatant insertions. In the latter cases I merely 
preserve WP’s text exactly as it stands, but I use [[double square brackets]] to distinguish his insertions from mine and 
from insertions that he does not mark as such.
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my revised translation? Given that WP’s frequent use of translations that are not strictly literal 
tends to be even more reliable than that of the other translators—in other words, that his many 
loose translations nearly always convey accurate meanings—are the markings anything more 
than an annoyance to the English reader? Putting up with these markings will be well worth 
the trouble for any reader who is constantly on the lookout for potential new interpretations. 
These often arise from the fact that an interpreter recognizes a possible ambiguity in the 
original text that past interpreters have not noticed because the translation had removed the 
ambiguity. Alerting readers to the many places where the English text departs from the German 
will have been worthwhile if, as a result, a wider group of readers has easy access to the 
 ambiguities in question. My annotated version of the text assists English readers in seeing 
through to the German structure more readily, with this goal in mind. Indeed I have discovered 
and highlighted a number of such ambiguities in footnotes attached to the translation, and 
from time to time the new alternative that thereby comes to light has paved the way to some 
new insight, expressed in the commentary itself. My hope is that this new, highly annotated 
text of Kant’s Religion will prompt many such innovations in the future, now that English 
readers with little (or no) knowledge of German can have easy access to potential alternative 
meanings.

Valentine’s Day, 2014



Quaker faith and practice have long impressed me as resonating well with Kant’s views on reli-
gion. The emphases are vastly different—Quakerism’s on private experience, Kant’s on public 
reason—yet these two approaches to the core issues of religion seem compatible, if not (in 
some cases) virtually identical (see FNP‐Stevenson; cf. Hare 1996: 48). Since 1980, when I first 
read a book on Quakerism, this tradition has had a gradually increasing influence on my 
thinking and scholarship. Yet not until January of 2000, the Sunday after finishing the manu-
script of Kant’s Critical Religion, did I first attend a Quaker (“Friends”) Meeting; after just one 
visit I was convinced and became a regular attender at the Hong Kong Monthly Meeting. As it 
happened, a (roughly) four‐year period followed, between 2000 and 2005, of virtual silence as 
far as my publishing was concerned; since then, my academic work has been more consciously 
influenced by Quaker ideas and ideals. The Santa Barbara Monthly Meeting admitted me into 
membership in mid‐2007. I congratulate Friends in both Santa Barbara and Hong Kong for 
their valiant efforts to create a visible expression of what Kant calls “the invisible church.”1

Allen Wood kindly sponsored me as a visiting scholar for the 2006–7 academic year in 
Stanford University’s lively Philosophy Department. This was the period when I wrote early 
drafts of this commentary’s first four chapters and came up with ideas for several key journal 
articles relating to Religion, all published over the past eight years. Getting to know Allen on a 
personal level was a great pleasure; indeed, despite our public disagreements on how to 
solve some of the key interpretive problems in Religion (most notably, the nature and basis of 
Kant’s theory of the origin of evil in human nature), I was pleased by the extent to which our 
conversations revealed that we see eye to eye on many of the broader questions regarding the 
nature, purpose, and ultimate significance of Kant’s Religion. Thanks also to my former (Arts 
Faculty) dean, Chung Ling, for providing me with the extended break from teaching that made 
those conversations possible.

Acknowledgments

1 See R 101f. Although Kant, as a child of the Enlightenment, was careful never to make a public declaration 
regarding his private commitment in matters of faith, such a declaration is arguably a duty for any scholar working on 
the interpretation of another thinker’s view of religion in the post‐Gadamerian age. Given that no interpreter can 
approach a text without presuppositions that prejudice his or her conception of what constitutes an accurate interpre-
tation, stating one’s starting point is surely more honest than pretending to have none and claiming that only one way 
of reading a text can be correct (cf. Preface, note 1). In short, I am neither “conservative” nor “liberal”; for Friends as 
for Kant, such distinctions break down, replaced by a way of being religious that centers on friendship and is reflected 
in the best examples of liberals and conservatives alike, as well as in the most vibrant representatives of just about any 
world religion.
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To have religion is a duty of man to himself.
MM 444

1. Kant’s private beliefs and the writing of Religion

Kant was a deeply religious man—in his own unique way.1 Anyone who reads and attempts to 
interpret his philosophy as a whole (and even many of the specific theories within the overall 
structure of his system) without understanding this personal feature about its creator is bound 
to be misled or confused at numerous points. Provocative though this claim may be, readers of 
this commentary will be faced with ample evidence that he never abandoned the religion of his 
youth, though he undoubtedly sought to reform it. He was raised in the tradition of German 
Pietism, with an emphasis on quiet personal devotion to God and a commitment to upright 
conduct in one’s interactions with other people, but with little emphasis placed on public 
worship, hierarchical church structures, and the complex theological doctrines that character-
ized the dominant Lutheran tradition of his day.

As a theology student at the University of Königsberg, Kant studied under several Pietist 
teachers. McGrath 2005: 292–5 explains that Pietist scholars such as Spener and Franke, whose 
ideas deeply influenced Kant at this stage in his life, had parted with orthodox Lutheran  theology 
on five key points: (1) faith is active, not merely passive receptivity; (2) Christians should aim to 
become perfect despite being sinful; (3) vicarious atonement through Christ  should not be 
understood as a literal, objective account of how justification occurs; (4) righteousness is not 
automatically bestowed on a person merely through that person’s confessing a belief in Christ; 
and (5) personal holiness is so crucial to salvation that the legitimacy of deathbed conversions is 
doubtful. As we shall see throughout this commentary, Kant upholds a version of each of these 
positions in Religion. If we accept McGrath’s account of the  characteristic features of early 

The Hermeneutic Background 
to Kant’s Religion

The Two Prefaces (R 3–14)

Introduction

1 For a full defense of this controversial claim, see PCR, especially ch. X. Wood 1999: 318, concurs: “Kant is funda-
mentally a religious thinker.” Commentators such as Kuehn 2001 and di Giovanni 2005, who present Kant as a virtual 
atheist, are typically reading their own nonreligious preferences into Kant’s works and using “religious” in an overly 
narrow (unKantian) way. On the meaning of “religion” for Kant, see Godlove 2014.
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 eighteenth‐century German Pietism, then Kant can be taken as putting forward and affirming 
(at least in a qualified way) a version of Pietist theology, even in his old age.

Although we can never be certain about another person’s private beliefs, we may infer with a 
high degree of confidence that Kant never abandoned the basic religious convictions instilled in 
him as a youth. Given his insistence on sincerity in all public utterances on religious matters 
(e.g., R 190), we must assume that Kant intended readers to take at face value the various 
personal confessions involving implicit religious belief that he penned especially in his later 
writings: deeply appreciative of his parents’ spiritual tutelage,2 he writes of a divine judge looking 
over his shoulder (CF 9–10), of his “great respect for Christianity” (CF 9) as the only religion 
capable of taking on a form that could become genuinely universal (R 136, 155; cf. PCR 189f), 
and of the hope that his own writings on religion would move the human race closer to the goal 
of understanding how Christianity could achieve that universal form (CF 8–9).

Interpreters of two very different types (who make up the majority of Kant’s readers) have 
tended to downplay the significance of whatever private religious beliefs Kant might have 
maintained into his adulthood and old age. The first type consists of those with a private dis-
dain for all things religious. Tending to regard passages in Kant’s writings that testify to his own 
religious convictions as an embarrassment, they dismiss them either as insincere attempts to 
appear more religious than he was or as incoherent holdovers from a childhood he could not 
quite shake off—either way, as passages that any responsible interpreter should brutally excise 
from the set of views that count as officially Kantian. The second type consists of some highly 
religious readers of Kant, whose own private religious beliefs focus on aspects of religion or 
theology that Kant criticizes and/or reinterprets; ironically, they tend to respond similarly to 
Kant’s attempts to weave religion or religious ideas into the very fabric of his philosophical 
system. For such readers, Kant’s denial of the possibility of proving that God exists, his claim 
that human duties can (and should) be determined quite apart from an awareness of God’s 
commands, and his downplaying of the need to affirm dogmas relating to God’s miraculous 
interventions in human history and of the importance of theological scholarship and clerical 
leadership in guiding the religious lives of ordinary believers render Kant’s approach to reli-
gion as suspicious and susceptible to easy dismissal as it is for the atheist.

Readers with a bias against taking seriously Kant’s various affirmations of religion often 
point to the bad experience of religious education Kant had as a schoolboy3 and to his refusal 

2 See PCR 318. Kuehn 2001: 31 quotes Kant as attesting to his parents’ influence: “My two parents … were perfectly 
honest, morally decent, and orderly. They … gave me an education that could not have been better when considered 
from the moral point of view. Every time I think of this I am touched by feelings of the highest gratitude”; and “I will 
never forget my mother, for she implanted and nurtured in me the first germ of goodness; she opened my heart to the 
impressions of nature; she awakened and furthered my concepts, and her doctrines have had a continual and benefi-
cial influence in my life.” Kuehn’s quotation is from Jachmann 1804: 169.
3 Most biographies of Kant discuss these bad experiences. While Cassirer does an excellent job of interweaving 
Kant’s life with his philosophical ideas, Kuehn presents the most comprehensive account of the details of Kant’s life (cf. 
Cassirer 1981 and Kuehn 2001 for their comments on the present issue); unfortunately, Kuehn tends to side with the 
first type of scholar: he cannot quite bring himself to believe that Kant, the Sage of Königsberg, really cared about 
something as unphilosophical as religion. For another of the countless examples that could be cited, see di Giovanni 
2005: ch. 5. SP‐2009a offers a more detailed discussion of the influence these events had on Kant’s religious views. PCR 
ch. II argues that Kant’s fascination with Swedenborg’s mysticism, as expressed in his 1766 book DSS, suggests that the 
mature Critical philosophy should provide an implicit foundation for a Critical mysticism that is a viable alternative to 
what I there call “fanatical mysticism”; those who do focus on religious experience can do so without falling under the 
spell of “delirium” (as I now translate Kant’s Schwärmerei), provided that they abide by the Critical guidelines Kant 
offers. SP‐1989: 70–6 (revised in PCR X.2) amasses evidence from all throughout Kant’s corpus, especially concerning 
his explicit admission in CF 69–75 of an affinity between his philosophy and a Quaker‐like approach to mysticism 
(cf. Hare 1996: 48). Wood 1996: 331 dismisses the very suggestion of such an affinity as “absurd,” but offers no coun-
terexplanation for the wealth of evidence that supports it. (His claim that Kant included the suggestive section “On a 
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to attend church services in his later life as a philosophy professor,4 as if these facts somehow 
indicated that Kant could not have regarded religion as a matter of crucial importance to 
humanity. Yet religious ideas, as I have argued at length elsewhere (especially in PCR), form the 
core of his entire philosophical system. In light of this fact, the book whose text we shall 
 scrutinize in this commentary, Religion within the Bounds of Bare Reason,5 should be regarded 
as the single most important work for understanding the overall purpose and culmination of 
Kant’s philosophical calling.6

Religion was Kant’s first book project after he completed his three great Critiques. He 
 initially wrote the whole text as a series of four essays, which he sent in 1792 to Berlin Monthly, 
the top philosophical journal of the day (see note 0.168 below). But the political climate 
 interrupted his plan: the tolerant, scholar‐friendly king who had reigned since Kant was 16 
had died in 1786; and the new king was a religious conservative whose minister, Wöllner, 
began enforcing a preexisting edict on religious censorship with a heavy hand. (For detailed 
versions of the story, see the sources listed in note 0.111 below.) Publication of Kant’s first 
essay was approved in 1792, when the censor judged its focus to be mainly on the philosophical 
issue of the status of moral evil; but the second essay, which consisted largely of a reinterpreta-
tion of the  doctrines of grace and divine atonement, was rejected on the grounds of being too 
theological. Kant responded by asking the editor to return the four essays to him “as soon as 
possible,”7 hastily compiling them into book form and sending the manuscript to a theolo-
gian,8 who formally declared the whole to be a work of philosophy. Kant was thus able to 
arrange to have the book published (in 1793) without further vetting from the censor. 
Interestingly, he called each essay a “piece” (Stück) rather than using a more common heading 
such as “chapter” (Haupstück), thereby alluding to the fact that they were originally intended 
to be a series of journal articles.9

Pure Mysticism of Reason” at CF 69–75 only because an annoying graduate student pestered him too much is itself 
absurdly demeaning to Kant’s integrity.) While the purpose of this commentary is not to defend Critical mysticism as 
a reading of Kant, I do offer some further evidence in the appendices below (see especially App. I.2).
4 See PCR notes VIII.34, VIII.49, and X.15 for examples of several such commentators and for an alternative inter-
pretation of why Kant did not attend church. A fact rarely considered in such discussions is that, as a young adult, 
while completing his studies as a theology student at Königsberg University, Kant preached sermons in several nearby 
village churches (see Bax 1903: xviii and Cassirer 1981: 32).
5 The German title—Die Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der bloßen Vernunft—is often translated in a misleading 
way, which has contributed significantly to the long history of reductionist interpretations. See PCR VI.2 for a 
 thorough justification of the translation used here, also adopted by WP. The main point is that using “bare” for bloßen 
accurately reflects its double meaning: “mere” (but not in a derogatory sense—i.e., “unaided”) and “naked” (which 
thus relates it to a clothing metaphor Kant employs throughout the book, as we shall see). Shell 2009: 204 and Stroud 
2014: 257 are among the few commentators who acknowledge the significance of this second connotation.
6 Some commentators view politics as having this place for Kant (see, e.g., DiCenso 2011), but I argue in SP‐1994 
that in Kant’s eschatological vision rational religion ultimately supersedes even political structures.
7 See Ak. 11: 336, Kant’s letter dated July 30, 1792, to Johann Erich Biester, editor of the Berlinische Monatsscrift. Di 
Giovanni 1996: 41 reports that Kant sent the first essay to Biester in February 1792. However, in his letter to Kant of 
June 18, 1792, Biester reports to Kant that the second essay had been rejected by the censor, and in July Kant asks 
Biester to return all four essays. It seems likely, therefore, that the whole book had been drafted by February of 1792 
and all four essays were sent to Biester at the same time.
8 Opinions differ over whether Kant consulted colleagues at the University of Königsberg or sent the manuscript to 
Jena. Di Giovanni 1996: 45 clarifies that Kant first asked a colleague at the University of Königsberg to declare the book 
a work of philosophy rather than of theology, and then sent it to Jena for approval. For discussion of the details, see 
PID 14n and Arnoldt 1908: 32–7.
9 Just like “piece” in English, the German Stück can refer to a journal article (see Glossary). WP, who used “Chapter” 
in the first draft of his translation, is the only translator who adopts this literal meaning; GH uses “Book” and GG 
“Part.” PID 4 is one of the few commentators who acknowledges the significance of Kant’s usage.
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That Kant cared deeply about this project is shown by the fact that he published a significantly 
revised edition less than a year later. Few commentators have raised—let alone proposing an 
answer to—the question of what motivated Kant to take such an extraordinary step,  especially for 
a work one part of which had already been rejected by the censor. (I say “extraordinary” because 
CPR is the only other book he ever significantly revised.) I will demonstrate throughout this 
commentary that a significant factor in Kant’s decision was the 1793 publication by G. C. Storr, 
the influential Tübingen theologian, of a book that offered a detailed analysis and generally 
affirmative critique of the first edition from a Christian perspective (see note 0.204 below). Kant’s 
decision to publish a second edition, together with the fact that he persisted in publishing several 
other essays on religious and/or theological topics during the same years, led Wöllner to send 
Kant a firm letter of reprimand in October of 1794, to which Kant replied by promising not to 
speak or publish on religious matters for as long as the king lived (see CF 8–9)—a response fully 
consistent with the view Kant had expressed in his “What Is Enlightenment?” essay (1784), that 
one must obey the sovereign even if one was treated unjustly.10 That religion was a keen interest 
of the aging Kant is further confirmed by the fact that, when the king died a few years later, Kant 
felt released from his promise and shortly  thereafter published CF, whose first part deals with 
theology and offers various clarifications concerning Religion.

Many interpreters who comment on Kant’s theory of religion portray it as deeply flawed,11 
often rejecting it as an implausible basis for any actual religious tradition and/or as a danger-
ously misguided attempt to replace them all. This has resulted in very little careful attention 
having been paid to the text of Kant’s Religion until recently.12 By doing the hard work of exam-
ining Kant’s entire text in a hermeneutically responsible way, we will discover that, with very 
few exceptions, the theories he defends not only are internally consistent (that is, in harmony 
with each other), but convey deep insights into the human situation and its existential pathos.13 
This rich harvest will be enhanced, the more we allow four key hermeneutic assumptions to 
guide our exposition: (1) the essence of Kant’s “Critical” method is to identify opposing 
 perspectives on an issue, then to resolve the conflict by identifying a third perspective, which 
functions as the synthesis of the other two; (2) given his deeply religious convictions (compare 
note 0.1 above), Kant’s apparent affirmations of various religious and theological beliefs should 
be taken at face value (in other words, he was not merely trying to please the censors, as is often 
claimed); (3) understanding the historical context of the various arguments Kant advances can 
sometimes shed light on various nuances he assumed would be obvious, but the essential 

10 The issue of whether Kant’s behavior during this course of events was consistent with his own principles is tricky, 
especially when one considers that Kant openly praised the French and American revolutions. SP‐2015c defends 
Kant’s consistency on these issues.
11 Michalson (1990: 8–9, 28 and passim), for example, repeatedly refers to the “wobbles” in Kant’s theory of religion. 
By contrast, see PCR, chs. VII and VIII, for a thoroughgoing interpretation that presents the details of Kant’s argument 
as internally consistent.
12 Ironically, the authors of FDR, the recent study that has focused most on refuting Michalson‐style interpretations 
of the alleged incoherence of Religion (see note 0.11 above), later clarified that, although they believe Kant’s arguments 
to be coherent, they do not believe them to be true (see note 0.153 below). As I suggested in SP‐2012c, a key weakness 
of their interpretation is that it renders Kant’s arguments too consistent, thus removing the built‐in ambivalence he 
gave them; presumably he did this so that (as Axinn 1994 argues with persuasive analytical rigor) his claims would fit 
the ambivalence of the human situation, displaying what MRB-Velkley 249 calls “the necessity of contradiction as the 
condition for human striving toward the good.” (Heit 2006: 27-8 defends the coherence of Religion along similar lines.)
13 Cf. Madore 2011: 47, 139. For an introduction to philosophy that highlights the significance of Kant in each major 
area, see SP‐2000b, which includes sections on each of the three Critiques (Lectures 8, 9, 11, and 21 deal with aspects of 
his theoretical philosophy; Lecture 22 with his moral philosophy; Lecture 29 with his aesthetics) and two  sections on 
Religion (Lectures 32–33). For a more detailed, scholarly interpretation and assessment of Kant’s whole philosophy and 
the role of Religion within it, see PSP and PCR, respectively. SP‐2014c demonstrates more concisely that several key argu-
ments in Religion can be regarded as applications of Kant’s central Critical theory: transcendental idealism.
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meaning is in most cases evident from the arguments themselves;14 and (4) Kant intends the 
main arguments in Religion to be complementary to, but not dependent on, the arguments of 
the three Critiques (see R 14 and §4 in this Introduction).

An almost universally accepted assumption among interpreters of Religion is that the book 
is to be read as part of Kant’s moral (or “practical”) philosophy. This view treats Religion as the 
third in a series of four major books Kant wrote on morality, the others being Groundwork of 
the Metaphysics of Morals (GMM, 1785), Critique of Practical Reason (CPrR, 1788) and 
Metaphysics of Morals (MM, 1797). When they read Religion solely in the context of these 
 ethical writings, interpreters inevitably find many aspects of the book not only surprising, but 
inconsistent with some of Kant’s main Critical theories. However, I believe that in such cases—
as so often in matters related to long‐standing complaints by interpreters about Kant’s alleged 
incoherence—the fault usually lies not so much with Kant as with these interpreters’ basic 
hermeneutic assumption (cf. PSP I.1).

In PCR (especially ch. VI), I demonstrate that Religion belongs not to the practical wing of 
Kant’s Critical system but to its third, judicial wing. The name “judicial” derives from the fact 
that Kant’s Critique of Judgment (CJ, 1790) is the book that primarily introduces this third 
standpoint of the system. The joint purpose of these two successive book  projects, the third 
Critique and Religion, is to construct a rational synthesis of the conflicting realms of determi-
nate knowledge (via CPR’s theoretical standpoint) and moral action (via CPrR’s practical 
standpoint)—though the two books fulfill this synthetic purpose in very  different ways. The 
first two standpoints focus on uncovering abstract principles that constitute reliable knowledge 
of nature and good ways to practice freedom, respectively, while the third standpoint (which I 
call “judicial” for want of a better term) focuses on more concrete issues relating to the 
existential meaning of human life, examined in light of our citizenship in the two metaphorical 
“worlds” defined by the two foregoing standpoints.15 If we read Religion as part of this third line 
of reasoning—part of Kant’s effort to show how real human beings, in their daily struggle to 
live a meaningful life, can overcome the opposition (or bridge the gap) between nature and 
freedom—then not only do many of the apparently new and surprising themes he discusses 
(such as the problem created by the universality of human evil and our apparent need for 
divine assistance to empower us to overcome that problem) suddenly seem appropriate to his 
Critical project, but his solutions seem plausible as well.

Further details about these various background themes will emerge as we begin the 
 commentary on Kant’s text, starting in this chapter with the prefaces to the two editions—
because these contain crucial clues as to Kant’s intentions, including the fundamental question 
of why Kant turned his attention to religion at this point in his career.16 When we approach the 

14 See SP‐2007a for a detailed warning against overemphasizing the role of historical research in coming to a clear 
understanding of a new idea or theory. Often Kant seems to be presenting a whole new hermeneutic, based on his own 
new way of reading Scripture. But those interested in tracing the historical roots of the theories Kant develops in 
Religion should consult Bohatec, whose overview of the theology books Kant himself owned gives ample evidence that 
he was well versed in the theological debates current in his day (BRR 19–32). Where relevant, I shall cite key examples 
of these influences, especially where Kant’s second edition changes appear to be responding to Storr, who is never 
mentioned in BRR—a shocking lacuna in an otherwise authoritative historical study.
15 Kant’s theoretical, practical, and judicial standpoints correspond directly to the threefold “interest” of reason outlined 
in CPR: “1. What can I know? 2. What ought I to do? 3. What may I hope?” (A805/B833). My use of “judicial” is meant to 
connote neither judgment as it functions in CPR nor divine judgment, but Urteilskraft, in the general sense of “discern-
ment” (cf. note 5.114). Further evidence that Kant’s central concern throughout the early 1790s was with the hope of 
discerning various ways to reconcile theory and practice is that he published a separate article (TP) on this topic in 1793.
16 No explanation of the rationale for Kant’s turn to religion in the early 1790s would be complete without  mentioning 
the fact that in 1791 Fichte came to Königsberg, wrote a manuscript that was eventually published as Fichte 1792/3, 
and sent it to Kant in December of 1791. As is well known, the book was first published anonymously (allegedly due 
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text with the four aforementioned hermeneutic expectations in mind, we shall find that Kant 
starts the first Preface by calling attention to a crucial perspectival issue: when a rational moral 
system attempts to account for the temptations to evil that arise as a result of our nature as 
phenomenal beings, we are constrained to go beyond both knowledge (including assumed 
theological knowledge) and morality, to religion as an experienced reality. That this was, until 
recently, an uncommon way of reading Kant goes without saying for anyone familiar with the 
literature prior to 2000; to this literature I responded in PCR and will not rehearse the details 
of my arguments here. In Part Four of PCR, for example, I argued that Kant’s philosophical 
system provides—in part—a rational justification for a highly refined approach to what could 
be called (though never by Kant himself) Critical mysticism (see note 0.3 above).

This claim cannot be justified without delving deeply into the text of Religion, for its expe-
riential emphasis does not come to the fore until the second half of the book. Because of the 
widespread assumption that Religion is a work of moral philosophy and because the book’s 
Third Piece and Fourth Piece (see note 0.9 for an explanation of my translation of Kant’s term 
Stück) contain very little that fits recognizably into that mold, the second half of Religion has 
been virtually ignored by most interpreters. The literature on the First Piece, where Kant 
introduces his theory of radical evil, is immense and growing (see, e.g., AAE and MTE); that 
on the Second Piece, where he argues that we must be able to overcome this evil and restore 
the goodness that is essential to human nature, gets some attention as part of the moral story 
that appears to be initiated in the First Piece. But, until the publication of PCR, FDR, FGP, 
DBR, HRR, PID, and MRB over the past fifteen years, the Third and Fourth Pieces (on the 
church and the proper way of satisfying God in a church) were often overlooked—though 
even most of these recent studies still give unbalanced weight to the First and Second Pieces. 
Yet, as we shall see, only in the Third and Fourth Pieces does Kant defend the claim, so dis-
concerting to some readers, that I take to be the main thesis of Religion: that, although rational 
religion is the only possible antidote to our inevitable moral failure, some historical religion is 
also necessary as a vehicle for the conveyance and realization of this rational goal.

In the remainder of this introductory chapter we shall examine the text of the prefaces that 
Kant wrote for the 1793 and 1794 editions of Religion. The first Preface is much longer and has 
a natural break, marked in Kant’s text by a blank line followed by three asterisks. The present 
chapter will examine the first half of this text, on the relation between morality and religion 
in  §2, while §3 will cover its second half, on the relation between biblical theology 
and  philosophical theology. The chapter will then conclude by examining, in §4, the 1794 
Preface, where Kant introduces his crucial distinction between the two goals (or “ experiments”) 
that characterize his task in Religion. Parts I and II of my commentary will each devote 
three   chapters, respectively, to the First and Second Piece, where Kant examines the 
individual  antidote to moral failure. This will leave Parts III and IV of the commentary to deal 

to a publisher’s error), many taking it to be Kant’s fourth Critique. Kant publicly declared that he was not the author, 
naming and complimenting the author in the process—thereby skyrocketing young Fichte to fame. Although Fichte 
1792/3 follows Kant’s approach to the postulates of practical reason quite closely, he diverges from what ended up 
being Kant’s position in Religion on a number of key issues, not least on the nature and status of divine revelation. (For 
a good summary of Fichte’s argument and its divergence from Kant, see Brazeale 2004.) While it is possible that Fichte 
chose to write on religion because he knew it was Kant’s next big project and he wanted to impress the esteemed 
 professor, what seems indisputable is that at least part of Kant’s goal in writing Religion was to distinguish his position 
from Fichte’s—a point that will prove significant as we proceed. Moreover, as di Giovanni 2005: 313, points out, in 
1788 J. H. Abicht had written a dissertation that followed “the line of interpretation of the Jena theologians and of 
Reinhold’s first Kantian Letters”—the former being “Kant’s first followers”: “All the basic Chrsitian beliefs are reintro-
duced on the basis of interests of reason” (di Giovanni 2005: 156). So Fichte’s book as well as Kant’s can be plausibly 
regarded as their respective attempts to clarify just how far one can go in employing Kant’s philosophy in defense of 
Christian faith (cf. di Giovanni 2005: 209, 332).
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with the social antidote, which Kant examines in the Third and Fourth Pieces.17 In each piece 
Kant added a section entitled “General Comment,” bringing out implications of four “parerga” 
(by‐products) of the religious system he develops in the book’s main text. With the exception 
of the first General Comment—which (a) consists mostly of material that appeared as Section V 
in the original article (and in the R1) version of the First Piece; (b) foreshadows the projected 
content of the last three essays; and (c) is included because it was initially published as a 
 separate journal article—the content of these four addenda is not materially related to the 
development of Kant’s overall argument. I shall therefore discuss each General Comment in an 
appendix at the end of the corresponding part of this commentary. The only exception is that, 
in the case of the first General Comment, only the last (lengthy) paragraph will be relegated to 
an appendix, because (as I shall argue in §§3.2–3), this is the only portion of the first General 
Comment that Kant intended to designate as the first parergon.

2. The 1793 Preface: (A) Religion as the final purpose of morality18

That no writing of Kant’s is more in need of a comprehensive commentary than Religion within 
the Bounds of Bare Reason is aptly illustrated by the opening sentence of the Preface to R1. Here 
as throughout Kant’s systematic philosophical writings, his tendency to combine several 
 different ideas in one (sometimes very long) sentence creates hermeneutic difficulties.

3.01–07 
{3} Preface to the First Edition

Ethics,19 insofar as it is based on the concept of the human being as a free being, but [one who]20 
precisely therefore also ties himself21 through his reason to unconditional laws, is in need neither 
of the idea of another being above him in order [for him] to cognize his duty, nor, in order [for 
him] to observe it, of an incentive other than the law itself.

If we break this sentence down into its constituent parts, we find two main ideas being expressed. 
First, the conception of ethics Kant assumes throughout Religion has a built‐in  paradox: a 

17 PCR (VI.3, VII.1, and note VII.15) defends this view of Religion as dealing with issues related to individual human 
nature in the first half and communal human nature in the second half; this view is now widely accepted in the literature 
(see, e.g., FDR 25, 184). Muchnik sees the Second Piece as dealing with “individual” issues and the Third Piece as 
relating to the “species” (MTE xvi), whereas the First Piece is a confusing mix, where propensity (Hang) relates to the 
species and conviction (Gesinnung) relates to the individual (xxviii). Pasternack defends a more comprehensive position 
in PID 7–9, portaying Religion as having “a chiastic [i.e., ABBA] structure,” whereby Parts “One and Four focus on 
corruption and Parts Two and Three focus on redemption” (9). PCR describes this same feature by identifying the 
book’s four parts with the ‐‐, +‐, ‐+, and ++ stages of what the geometry of logic calls a “second level analytic relation”—
these components identifying stages that are pure, mixed, mixed, and pure. But I disagree with Pasternack’s claim that 
the Fourth Piece focuses on corruption, except in a negative sense: its account of how to avoid corruption in the true 
church is a by‐product of its main focus, which is perfection. To convey his main point, that the role of conscience is 
central to the pedagogical purpose of the true church, Kant has to explain what is wrong with the typical empirical 
church. That is, true service is the driving purpose of the Fourth Piece, not pseudoservice. DiCenso is one of the few 
commentators who recognize the overall pedagogical thrust of Religion: he portrays it as “one of the major themes of the 
book” (DBR 78). I explore this theme in detail in SP‐2015b.
18 Here as throughout the commentary, an “(A)” or “(B)” after the colon refers to my division of the content of a 
passage that Kant’s text presents as one section.
19 WP, GG, and GH have “morality” for Kant’s Die Moral (literally “The moral” or “What [is] moral”), but I reserve 
“morality” for the more abstract (less culturally determined) term Moralität. See the Glossary for a full defense of my 
translations of the key terms relating to ethics as distinct from morality.
20 WP has “one who is free, but who” for Kant’s als eines freien … aber … Wesens; GH has “a free agent who” and GG 
“one who is free but who.”
21 WP, GG, and GH have “binds himself ” for Kant’s sich selbst … bindenden (literally “is self‐binding”). I reserve 
“bind(ing)” for the various forms of Kant’s more common term Verbind(ung).
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person must be free in order to cognize duty; yet, when moral agents act freely, they use reason 
to limit their freedom by choosing to obey unconditional ethical laws. Readers who neglect this 
two‐sided assumption will encounter insurmountable difficulties in following Kant’s subsequent 
arguments. The assumption will be obvious to anyone familiar with Kant’s moral philosophy; 
but, as we shall see in section 4 below, Kant wants his book to portray  religion in a way that ordi-
nary religious believers can comprehend. Because most key aspects of Kant’s background moral 
theory do appear in Religion at one point or another, but usually not in a way that clearly explains 
their meaning, readers unfamiliar with Kant’s moral  philosophy would do well to consult a 
general introduction to Kant before reading this commentary.22

The second and most important message conveyed in this first sentence is that moral agents 
need not appeal to the idea of God or to any other external incentive in order to identify what 
ethics (in the Kantian sense, understood as reason’s inner voice of duty) requires them to do. 
The contrary view, that we must find out what God or some other external authority wants 
before we can identify our moral duties and that external rewards must entice us to obey, is 
what Kant elsewhere calls “heteronomy.” Heteronomy (letting something outside us determine 
what we ought to do) is the very antithesis of moral or “autonomous” action, according to 
Kant; yet it is assumed by most cultural traditions that develop into a system of ethics. A theme 
that runs throughout Religion is that all human beings inevitably succumb to the lure of heter-
onomy in one form or another. Indeed Kant alludes to this theme in the next sentence.

3.07–11
At least it is the human being’s ⟨seine⟩ own fault if such a need occurs in him; nor, indeed, can that 
need then be remedied by anything else; for what does not arise from23 himself and his own 
 freedom provides no compensation for the deficiency of his morality. —

This sentence also has two layers of meaning. On the one hand, Kant asserts that we have only 
ourselves to blame for giving in to our moral weakness by subjecting ourselves (and our 
 systems of ethics) to some outside authority; on the other hand, he warns that such attempts 
will always come to naught, since the only way to satisfy the demands of morality is to call 
upon the inner resources provided by our own freedom and rationality.

On this basis, Kant draws his first conclusion—that morality is independent of religion.

3.11–14
Hence on its own behalf morality ⟨Sie⟩ in no way needs religion (neither objectively, in regard to 
willing,24 nor subjectively, in regard to proficiency);24 rather, by dint of25 pure practical reason it is 
sufficient to itself. —

22 See note 0.13 above. For a more detailed summary and interpretation of Kant’s moral theory (in particular, the 
claims advanced in GMM and CPrR), see PSP ch. VIII. General introductions that include a clear account of Kant’s 
moral theory are too numerous to list. But ch. 1 of PID provides a good overview of the essential theories needed to 
understand how Religion fits into Kant’s philosophy, especially his crucial doctrine of the highest good.
23 WP has “issue from” for Kant’s entspring; GH has “originate in” and GG “originate from.”
24 WP has “volition … capability” for Kant’s das Wollen … das Können; GH has “willing … ability” and GG “willing … 
capability.” That Kant links the former term to the objective side of his distinction indicates that he is thinking here of what 
he called “the good will [Wille]” in GMM and CPrR, not of the personal choice that Kant associates with volition or 
Willkür; cf. note 0.29 below. In Matt. 26: 41b and Mk. 14: 38b Jesus, admonishing Simon Peter for his inability to stay up 
all night praying, laments: “The spirit is willing [LB: willig], but the flesh is weak [LB: schwach].” Kant’s distinction may be 
alluding to this passage: as Können is an apt opposite of schwach, his point would then be that the human  weakness that 
inevitably hampers a person’s ability to fulfill religious customs does not limit our ability to obey the moral law.
25 WP has “through the power of ” for Kant’s vermöge; GG and GH have “by virtue of.” But Kant’s term has nothing 
to do with virtue in the sense of moral goodness (Tugend).
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Many readers, taking this sentence out of context, have seen in it a confirmation of the claim 
that Kant’s goal in this book is to reduce religion to nothing but morality (cf. SP‐1992). At first 
sight, he appears to be saying that, even though most systems of ethics arise out of and are inte-
grally bound up with some specific religious or cultural tradition (or both), religion as such is 
simply irrelevant to morality: we do not need religion to understand the objective nature of 
good will or to be subjectively motivated to do good. But the important qualification “on its 
own behalf ” indicates that Kant has something else in mind. As we shall see when we look at 
the next paragraph, morality and religion have a crucial relationship when considered in a 
slightly different way. Kant’s point here is to remind us at the outset that morality can stand on 
its own only from the rational (practical) standpoint. We do not need to belong to a religious 
organization that adopts a specific, culturally conditioned code of ethics, in order to under-
stand the requirements morality imposes upon us as rational beings. This is a far cry from 
saying that religion is entirely irrelevant to morality as we actually experience it.

A possible objection to Kant’s argument so far is that morality as we experience it is 
dependent on religion.26 For, as a matter of historical fact, people have typically learned the 
ethical conventions of their culture (what is often called “morals” and referred to by Kant as 
Sitten) through the transmission of some religious tradition, even if they recognize some of 
these truths to be “written on their hearts” (Rom. 2: 15) once they have learned them. While 
this is becoming increasingly less obvious in cultures where most people do not participate 
regularly in organized religious activities, a culture’s assumptions about right and wrong 
are still nearly always tied to a long tradition that is grounded in some historical religion. But 
this fact is irrelevant to the point Kant is making here. He is not saying that people, much 
less human cultures, do not need religion in order for the empirical process of transmitting 
“morals” to take place—though many have read his arguments in GMM and CPrR as if they 
implied such a claim. Rather, his argument here in Religion is (and will be) that, when we—
adult, rational, moral agents—think about what makes something right or wrong, we need 
not (and should not) locate this rational basis in something outside of us, not even in any 
specific religious tradition. A religious tradition can be, and typically is, a vehicle for teaching 
us a system of ethics, even though morality itself has an independent rational grounding.

An aspect of Kant’s writing style that can be frustrating, but is quite helpful in situations where 
his intended meaning remains unclear, is that he frequently restates his main points. If a particular 
sentence or paragraph seems confusing at first, we can often gain helpful clarification simply by 
reading on. The rest of this first paragraph illustrates this tendency, as he restates his moral theory.

3.14–18, 4.01–10
For since its laws bind through the bare form of universal lawfulness of the maxims that are to 
be  taken27 in accordance with ⟨darnach⟩ /this form\ as the supreme (itself unconditioned) 
condition of all purposes, morality ⟨sie⟩ needs, generally,28 no material determining basis of free 

26 We have seen, for example, that Kant openly admitted that he learned his own understanding of morality from the 
Christianity of his Pietist parents. Some commentators (e.g., Desmond 2001: 98) present this empirical derivation as 
if it invalidated Kant’s claims of universal validity for his theories. But the historical derivation of a theory is quite 
 distinct from (and not necessarily determinant of) its rational justifiability—a point that lies at the heart of Kant’s dis-
tinction between the “pure rationalist” and the “pure supernaturalist” in R 154–5.
27 WP and GG have “adopted” for Kant’s nehmenden; GH has “chosen.”
28 WP has “throughout” for Kant’s überhaupt; GH and GG have “absolutely” (taking it together with gar, “at all”). The 
awkward word placement is necessary in order to clarify that “generally” does not mean “usually” here, but instead 
modifies “need” by generalizing it.
29 WP and GG use “power of choice” for Kant’s Willkür; GH uses “choicew” (and elsewhere “willw”). For Kant, Willkür 
does not have the negative connotations that this word has in modern German, where it typically evokes wonton 
 arbitrariness. Willkür is a composite word, consisting of Wille (“will”) and Kür (a “choice,” “choosing,” or “decision”), 
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volition29 at all,* i.e., no purpose, neither for cognizing what [one’s] duty {4} is nor for impelling 
[one] to its performance. Rather, morality ⟨sie⟩ can quite readily abstract from all purposes; and 
when it comes down to30 duty, ˻it˼ ought to [do so]. Thus, for example, in order to know whether 
I ought to (or even can) be truthful in my testimonials31 in court, or loyal32 when someone else’s 
property entrusted to me is being reclaimed, there is no need to inquire after a purpose that 
I might—in my  explanation33—perhaps propose to myself to bring about. For it does not matter 
what sort of purpose it is; rather, someone who, although his avowal is rightfully34 being demanded,  
still finds it necessary to look around for some [particular]35 purpose is in this regard already a 
good‐for‐nothing.36

Kant introduces two new ideas in these three sentences in order to clarify why we should 
not view religion as the “basis” for comprehending our moral duty. The first is that moral 
obligation (or duty) has a formal rather than a material basis. That is, our duty must be 
expressed in the form of “universal” law: the “maxims” (or subjective moral rules) we 
 formulate as the basis of our actions ought to be rules that could be true for everyone.37 
Only in this way can people from different religious traditions share common ideas about 
what is right and wrong—a  concern for inter‐religious dialogue that will become more 
apparent as we proceed (see especially §8.2). Any material (i.e., empirically applied) rule 
might be able to serve this function, provided that it is adopted in the right way (i.e., with 
universal intent).

The second (and related) notion is that, even though in making moral choices we always have 
some “purpose”—that is, some end (Zweck) or intended outcome—in mind, we should not allow 
that purpose to be the basis of our choice. Why? Because to make a moral choice on the basis of 
some expected result is to base our maxim on something outside of us (something  heteronomous), 
and this compromises our autonomy even if the external basis is good. In  discussing the same 
two examples elsewhere Kant points out that truthfulness in court and  honesty in dealing with 

where the latter is the main word. The (now) standard rendering “power of choice” portrays “choice” as a modifica-
tion of “power”; yet Kant’s term makes no reference to any power (except implicitly, insofar as Wille is a capacity of 
the mind). Kant defines Willkür as “the faculty of desire … insofar as it is joined with one’s consciousness of the 
ability to bring about its object by one’s action” (MM 213). By contrast, an act that lacks such consciousness is called 
“a wish”; and the “will” (Wille) is “the faculty of desire considered not so much in relation to action … but rather in 
relation to the ground determining choice [Willkür] to action.” While these definitions can be read as implying that 
Willkür is itself a faculty (or power), I read them as implying that Willkür is the implementation of a power (just as a 
wish is); only Wille is an abstract (metaphysical) power as such. Hence “volition” can be taken as a close equivalent 
of Kant’s term.
30 WP has “is at issue” for Kant’s auf … ankommt; GH has “is a question of ” and GG “is the issue.”
31 WP, GG, and GH have “testimony” for Kant’s Zeugnisse, but I reserve “testimony” for Bezeugung. Kant employs the 
former for the specific situation of bearing witness in court to a person’s character or credentials.
32 WP, GG, and GH have “faithful” for Kant’s treu.
33 WP has “explication” for Kant’s Erklärung; GG and GH have “declaration.”
34 Following GG for Kant’s rechtmäßig; WP has “legitimately” and GH “lawfully.”
35 WP, GG, and GH have “some” for Kant’s irgend einem (literally “any one”). To distinguish this term from other, less 
specific terms for “some” or “any,” I insert “[particular]”; this makes explicit what is often implied by the context, that 
Kant has in mind the need for one particular item among the many available.
36 WP has “a worthless person” for Kant’s ein Nichtswürdiger; GH and GG have “contemptible.”
37 In previous writings Kant had defined the moral law in terms of several criteria expressed through various 
“formulas,” of which the formula of universal law (often abbreviated FUL) is the first and foremost. Kant’s moral 
 philosophy comes across as “empty formalism” only when this first formula is taken to stand on its own—a tendency 
whose legitimacy was convincingly refuted by Lo 1987 and many subsequent studies of Kant’s ethics since then. The 
other two key criteria, respect for persons as ends in themselves and autonomy in a realm of ends, are of at least equal 
importance. Stroud 2014: 61–7 offers an excellent account of the complex relationships between the various formulas. 
For further discussion of these and other details of Kant’s moral theory, see PSP VIII.
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other people’s property may lead to bad outcomes for the moral agent.38 In order to fulfill the call 
of duty we should uphold such maxims even though we may be  prosecuted for telling the truth 
or may need to deprive ourselves of something that would  genuinely benefit us; in such cases the 
fact that a maxim has the form of universality—in other words, the fact that it can be applied to 
everyone (see note 0.37 above)—is a sufficient basis for adopting it, even if it has some potentially 
negative (or, for that matter, positive) results for us individually. Religious goals such as pleasing 
God are merely one type of purpose that falls under the same requirement according to Kant’s 
moral theory. If I must find some empirical purpose for doing good, if I will choose to do evil 
when the result of doing good is unlikely to be “good for me,” then, even when I perform a deed 
that is externally good, I am essentially “a good‐for‐nothing.”

The footnote attached to the end of the clause on “volition” (Willkür) begins by claiming 
that, if we reject Kant’s claim that the moral law is sufficient to determine the form of what is 
good, then, given the commonly agreed proviso that self‐love is not a reliable moral principle, 
two material bases remain as the only options to determine volition: self‐perfection and the 
happiness of others.

3n.19–26, 4n.27–37
*Those who consider merely the other39 determining basis (of40 lawfulness) to be insufficient 

as determining basis in the concept of duty overall41 will nonetheless admit that this42 /deter-
mining basis\ cannot be found in self‐love directed to one’s own comfortableness ⟨Wohlbehagen⟩. 
But in that case there remain only two determining bases: one that is rational, namely [one’s] own 
perfection; and another that is empirical, other /people’s\ ⟨fremde⟩ happiness.— Now, if by the 
former they do not already understand moral perfection, which can be only a single /one\ 
(namely a will unconditionally obedient to the law), in which case they would however be 
explaining43 in a circle {4}, they would have to mean the human being’s natural perfection insofar 
as it is capable of enhancement; and of this /perfection\ there can be many (such as skill in arts 
and sciences, taste, agility of the body, &c.44). This /latter interpretation of the first determining 

38 Responding to the immense literature on Kant’s view of lying and stealing could easily fill a lengthy book. Kant’s 
most thorough treatments of these examples come in GMM 419, 429–30, and 441, CPrR 25 and 44, and MM 429–31. 
See also Kant’s 1797 essay “On a Supposed Right To Lie from Philanthropy” (Ak. 8: 425–30). For an excellent response 
to the often heated opposition to Kant’s strict stance on lying, see Mahon 2009.
39 WP, GG, and GH have “the merely formal” because Ak. has der bloß formale. However, both editions of Kant’s text 
actually have der bloß fremde. Apparently GW, the Ak. editor, took fremde as a typo that Kant failed to notice when he 
corrected other R1 errors. However, the same word appears again at the end of this sentence, with a similar meaning. 
The “other” in this context surely does refer to the (formal) moral law, so the Ak. amendation is not altogether mis-
leading, even though it is not what Kant wrote.
40 All three translators treat Kant’s der as accusative, thus omitting it and reading “lawfulness” as a synonym of “the 
merely formal determining basis.” However, der must be genitive in this context. This makes good sense if we read the 
footnote in conjunction with the sentence in the main text. That is, Kant is referring here not to lawfulness as the basis 
but to the basis of lawfulness.
41 WP, GG, and GH have “as such” for Kant’s überhaupt. See Glossary.
42 WP inserts “latter” at this point; however, Kant is not referring to a particular determining basis (e.g., a formal 
one), but to any attempt to identify one.
43 WP has “explicating” for Kant’s erklären; GH has “expounding” and GG “defining.”
44 WP has “and the like” for Kant’s u.d.g. (short for und dergleich), an archaic abbreviation meaning “and the like” but 
functioning as “etc.” does in today’s English; GG and GH have “etc.,” but I reserve “etc.” for Kant’s use of etc. and for his 
u.s.w. (short for und so weiter, “and so forth”). The latter, more commonly written as usw in today’s German, is gener-
ally regarded as an exact synonym for “etc.,” so I follow WP, GG, and GH in translating both as “etc.” However, to 
enable readers to distinguish the two, I italicize “etc.” whenever it translates usw; see, e.g., R 27.25. Kant’s unusual 
abbreviation here appears as u.d.gl. in all of its other occurrences in Religion; it literally means “and more of the same 
sort.” For both versions of the abbreviation I use “&c.” because this archaic English version of “etc.” gives the English 
text a similar “feel” as does u.d.gl. for today’s reader of the German text.
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basis\,45 however, is good always only conditionally, i.e., only on the condition that its use does 
not conflict with the moral law (which alone commands unconditionally); therefore natural per-
fection ⟨sie⟩, turned into a purpose, cannot be the principle of the  concepts of duty. The same 
holds also for a purpose directed to the happiness of other human beings. For an action must first 
be weighed in itself according to the moral law before it is directed to the happiness of others. The 
furtherance of this /happiness\, therefore, is a duty only conditionally and cannot serve as the 
supreme principle of moral maxims.

After the dash, Kant explains why his moral theory achieves what the two material options 
cannot: only the moral law in its formal purity commands “unconditionally,” so it alone can 
be used to determine what is and is not a duty.46 Self‐perfection either is an unconditional 
duty by virtue of being defined by the moral law or else it refers to natural skills, so that the 
principle is contingent, not unconditional. Similarly, the duty to help others achieve happi-
ness is unconditionally good only when based on the moral law; happiness stemming from 
nonmoral actions might not be good at all. Either way, the principle is unreliable if it is not 
tied to formal purity.

Having stated his basic principle that moral duties cannot be based on anything contingent 
such as empirical religious traditions, Kant proceeds to argue that religion may nevertheless 
have a necessary relationship with ethics. He considers this alternative in the second  paragraph 
by working backward, through points made in the foregoing argument.

4.11–15
But, although ethics does not on its own behalf need a presentation47 of a purpose that would 

have to precede the determination of the will, yet it may well have a necessary reference to such a 
purpose, namely not as ˻ a reference˼ to48 the basis, but as ˻ a reference˼ to the48 necessary  consequences 
of the maxims that are taken49 in accordance with50 them.51

45 WP reads Kant’s Dies ist as Diese ist and inserts “perfection.” GH and GG assume that Kant is referring here to the 
foregoing parenthetical list, so they use “these” for Dies and translate Kant’s (grammatical) singular as if it were a 
plural. But Kant’s Dies ist refers instead to the entire second half of the preceding sentence, which is an account of one 
way of interpreting the first of the two determining bases mentioned previously.
46 Curiously, Kant neglects to mention here a fourth option, which he does include in his previous accounts of per-
fection and self‐love as inadequate determining bases for the moral law (e.g., GMM 442 and CPrR 41–2): God’s will. 
Probably the reason for this omission is that this lengthy footnote concludes with an explanation of how religion can 
rightly interpret the origin of divine commands.
47 I follow WP’s convention of translating Vorstellung as “presentation,” which he defends at WP 2n; GG and GH use 
the more common (but potentially misleading) “representation,” often using “presentation” for Darstellung. WP’s 
translation of the verbal form, vorstellen, is more varied; see the Glossary for an explanation of where I follow and 
where I depart from WP’s usage.
48 WP, GG, and GH ignore the fact that Kant writes not just als (“as”), but als auf (“as to”) twice after his initial use of 
auf … Beziehung (“reference to”). He is therefore not saying that ethics must refer to a purpose that necessarily results 
from adopting moral maxims, but that, in any reference to its necessary purpose, a system of ethics will refer to its 
maxims’ consequences, not to their basis. In order to make Kant’s triple use of auf explicit, I have modified WP’s word 
order (and wording) to follow Kant’s order: nicht als auf den Grund, sondern als auf die nothwendigen Folgen der 
Maximen, die jenen gemäß genommen werden. WP has “not as the basis of the maxims adopted in conformity with 
those laws but as these maxims’ necessary consequences.”
49 WP and GH have “adopted” for Kant’s genommene; GG has “accepted.”
50 WP has “in conformity with” for Kant’s gemäß; GH has “conformable to” and GG “in conformity to.”
51 Following GG for Kant’s jenen, I leave Kant’s intended referent unstated. WP has “those laws”; he follows GW in 
taking jenen to refer back to Gesetze (the laws [of morality]), mentioned four sentences earlier. GH has “that end” (i.e., 
purpose), which is not grammatically possible. WP notes that, while Kant’s reference to “laws” seems to have occurred 
too far back in the context for “laws” to be the referent, it immediately precedes the intervening example. However, WP’s 
changed word order hides the fact that jenen can also refer to “consequences,” in which case Kant is saying: the necessary 
reference to a purpose in ethics is a reference to the consequences of the maxims that are adopted in order to conform 
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The possibility raised here is that moral maxims (based properly on concepts of duty) might 
refer necessarily to some purpose; if so, this purpose consists not of the basis (duty) but of the 
consequences of making the rational choice to adopt moral maxims. In other words, even 
though our reason for choosing to act in a certain way should never be to achieve a predeter-
mined empirical result, properly chosen moral actions may need to be related to some such 
result in order for a given system of ethics to be viable for us humans.

This hint, on its own, is somewhat confusing; but in the next two sentences Kant elaborates 
on what such a possibility entails.

4.16–25
For without any reference to a purpose no determination of the will can take place in a human 
being at all, because such /determination\ ⟨sie⟩ cannot be without any effect; [and the] presenta-
tion of the effect ⟨deren⟩, even if not as the determining basis of volition and as a purpose that 
precedes in the intention, must yet be able to be taken up52 as the consequence of that /volition’s\ 
⟨ihrer⟩ determination to a purpose by the law (finis in consequentiam veniens).53 Without this  
/purpose\ ⟨welchen⟩, a volition that, to a projected action, [[thus]] adds in thought no either 
 subjectively or objectively determined object (that it has or should have), [[hence being]] instructed 
indeed as to how it is to operate but not toward what,54 cannot be adequate to itself.

Our making of moral choices inevitably has some result, some “effect”; even though we would be 
wrong to make that result the basis (or motivation) for our decision making, it must matter in some 
way,55 because morality is not compatible with just any outcome of our morally good actions. Their 
results must be consistent with morality’s ultimate purpose (see note 0.53). Although caring about 
the result of our actions is an improper way to identify what we should do, it is nevertheless a key 
factor enabling a rational being to decide whether acting morally makes sense in the long run. 
The question that defines this new way of looking at the morality–religion relation is: What ulti-
mate purpose must morality have, in order for good conduct to be a worthwhile human pursuit?

Having introduced two ways of viewing how purposes relate to morality in ethical consid-
erations, Kant now portrays the second way as more than merely optional.

4.25–26, 5.01–12
Thus, for right action, ethics has indeed no need of a purpose, but the law that contains the formal 
condition of the use {5} of freedom overall is sufficient for it. Yet a purpose does emerge from 
ethics; for surely it cannot possibly be indifferent to reason how the answer to the question might 
turn out, what it is that then results56 from this right action of ours, and to which—even supposing 
we did not have it fully under our control57—we could yet, as a purpose, direct our doing and 
refraining, in order at least to concur58 with it. Thus it59 is indeed only an idea of an object that 

to morality’s purpose. In CPrR Kant argues both that moral maxims must have the moral law as their basis and that 
these same maxims must have consequences (i.e., conditions that lead to the highest good) that every moral person has 
a duty to seek to implement. So either interpretation of the referent of “them” is consistent with Kant’s moral theory.
52 WP has “capable of being admitted” for Kant’s aufgenommen werden können; GH has “capable of being accepted” 
and GG “admissible.” See Glossary for my way of distinguishing between Kant’s various ‐nommen words.
53 This Latin phrase, meaning “the end/purpose coming in the consequence,” was one side of a scholastic distinction, 
the other side being finis finium ( “the final end” or “the ultimate purpose”).
54 Following WP for Kant’s wohin; GH and GG have the more literal “whither.”
55 For helpful discussions of the importance of consequences in Kantian ethics, which argue (as Kant does here) that 
they do matter even though we must not appeal to them in the process of determining what is good, see Wood 1970: 
21–2, and Cummiskey 1996.
56 GH and GG reword the italicized statement as if it were an actual question. WP interprets Kant’s dann too loosely, as 
“will result”; the literal rendering “then results” is enough to convey the sense of the future tense that Kant is implying here.
57 WP has “in … power” for Kant’s in … Gewalt; GH has “subject to … control” and GG “in … control.”
58 WP and GG have “harmonize” for Kant’s zusammen zu stimmen; GH has “be in harmony.”
59 WP 3n points out that Kant’s es refers to the entire italicized phrase above, “what it is that then results…”
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contains within itself, together [and] unified,60 the formal condition of all purposes as we ought to 
have them (duty), and at the same time everything [that is] consonant61 therewith [and is] 
conditioned in all those purposes that we do have (the happiness appropriate to our observance of 
duty ⟨ihrer⟩), that is, the idea of a highest good in the world,

After recapitulating the core of his moral theory—namely the claim that the form not the 
purpose of one’s choice determines whether an action is right—Kant insists that reason does 
have an interest in what results from morally good conduct. Reason naturally directs itself 
toward actions that will concur with “the idea of a highest good in the world,” whereby happi-
ness results precisely to the extent that it is “appropriate to our observance of duty.”

What Kant has written so far will seem familiar to readers acquainted with his moral theory. 
At this point, however, in the middle of a typically complex sentence, he shifts gears and claims 
that a special relation between morality and religion is implied by the appeal to a highest good.

5.12–19
for the possibility of which we must assume a higher, moral, holiest, and omnipotent62 being that 
alone can unify63 the two elements of this /good\ ⟨desselben⟩. But this idea is (practically 
 considered) nonetheless not empty; for it meets our natural need—which would otherwise be an 
obstacle to moral resolve—to think for all our doing and refraining, taken as a whole, some 
[particular] final purpose that can be justified by reason.

The wohin (see note 0.54 above) of human morality, the state it directs us toward as a final goal, 
is found in this ideal correspondence between moral goodness (or virtue) and the result that 
moral action ought to produce (i.e., happiness) in order to be worth our effort. As Kant had 
argued in the Dialectic of CPrR, the human condition is such that our only way of conceiving 
how this end could come about is to postulate that God exists. Although most interpreters focus 
on this “moral argument”64 as if it constituted the core content of Kant’s philosophy of religion,65 
it plays a purely formal role in CPrR, where it meets a “need of reason.” Here Kant hints that in 
Religion, by contrast, the assumption of God’s existence will be shown to accomplish a real, 
material task: it “meets our natural need” (arising out of our embodiment: see note 1.137) and 
thereby overcomes a problem that would otherwise create “an obstacle to moral resolve.”

60 WP has “united” for Kant’s vereinigt; GH has “combines” and GG “unites.” See note 0.63 below.
61 WP has “harmonious” for Kant’s zusammenstimmende; GH has “in harmony” and GG “conforms.”
62 Following GH and GG for Kant’s allvermögendes; WP has “all‐powerful.” The word vermögend (cf. Glossary for 
Vermögen as “capacity”) means “wealthy” or (a person) “of means”; as such, Kant’s term refers to a being whose 
capacity or means suffices for everything; at R 65n.18 Kant uses allgenugsames, which obviously means “all‐suficient.”
63 WP, GG, and GH have “unite” for Kant’s vereinigen. I use “unify” to distinguish it from einigen (“united”).
64 The basic claim of Kant’s famous “moral argument” for God’s existence is that, if we do not postulate the existence 
of a moral God who will see to it that in a future life all persons will experience a degree of happiness that is consistent 
with their worthiness to be happy (cf. GMM 393; CPrR 110) as determined by how virtuous they were in this life, then 
moral behavior in this earthly life (where good people are often not as happy as bad people) will be irrational. Although 
this argument plays a crucial role in the second Critique, Kant never repeats it in Religion but merely assumes God’s 
existence. We therefore need not divert our attention to a detailed discussion of this argument; but see PSP VIII.3.B, 
PCR IV.4, and PCR app. IV.3. For a discussion of the one argument for God’s existence that is explicitly presented in 
Religion (at R 97.17–98.14), see SP‐2009b and §7.2.i in this volume.
65 Indeed, many early studies of Kant’s philosophy of religion virtually identify it with his approach to the arguments 
for God’s existence, as presented in the three Critiques. Webb 1926, for example, devotes only a chapter to Religion, 
dealing mainly with what should be called Kant’s “philosophical theology”; even worse, England 1929 never mentions 
Religion in a book devoted entirely to Kant’s view of God. The difference between Kant’s theology and his philosophy 
of religion proper becomes obvious to anyone who compares LPT with Religion: while the two works touch on some 
overlapping themes, LPT does not deal with the core issues of religion any more than Religion deals with the core 
issues of theology. See note 0.149 below.
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Interpreters commonly take Kant’s appeal in this paragraph to “a highest good” and his 
explanation of it as being “the happiness appropriate to our observance of duty” as irrefutable 
evidence that the arguments of Religion are grounded in, and thus depend on, the previous 
arguments Kant had advanced in CPrR.66 Yet this would conflict with his claim in the second 
Preface (R 14) that readers need not know his Critical theories in order to understand his argu-
ments in Religion. Perhaps this is why most of his references to “highest good” in Religion refer 
(as here) to a (eines) highest good, not the highest good. Taking this difference seriously, 
I assume that, even though Kant does appeal directly to the Critical version of his theory at this 
point, he intentionally leaves “highest good” undefined, so that no argument in Religion 
depends on the success of the arguments defended in the Dialectic of CPrR (see note 0.219 
below). By contrast, Pasternack offers a sustained argument for the claim that Religion not only 
contains numerous arguments that rely on the highest good, but also defends a new account of 
the highest good (see especially PID 65–71), one that “strikes a remarkable compromise bet-
ween the positions of the Second and Third Critiques” (54). Pasternack’s argument is intriguing, 
yet it downplays the fact that the term “highest good” occurs only four times in Religion after 
this Preface and that Kant never describes the theory itself in significant detail.67 That Kant had 
something like Pasternack’s position privately in his mind is a plausible hypothesis; but that it 
is the explicit purpose of Religion is not a conclusion justified by the textual evidence. Rather, 
as we shall see, the twofold purpose of Religion is to reform the way we understand real reli-
gious beliefs and practices and thus to encourage the leaders of religious organizations to teach 
religion in a philosophically responsible way.

What, then, is the relationship between this assumption (that God must exist in order for 
morality to have a purpose that makes a set of moral precepts worth pursuing) and real, 
empirical religion? Kant’s answer constitutes the climax of the first half of this first Preface.

5.19–25
The primary point here, however, is that this idea emerges from ethics and is not its foundation; 
[it is] a purpose which to set oneself ⟨sich zu machen⟩ already presupposes morals

68 precepts.69 
Therefore it cannot be indifferent to ethics whether or not it frames for itself the concept of a final 
purpose of all things (concurring with which does not, indeed,70 increase the number of its ⟨ihrer⟩ 
duties, yet it does provide them with a special point of reference for the unification of71 all 
purposes);

The opening paragraph of this Preface cannot be understood properly unless we see it as 
building up to this point, where Kant explains that, even though the philosophical basis of ethics 
does not arise out of religion, a culture’s moral precepts will give rise to a philosophical basis for 
religion, in such a way that religion completes what ethics alone leaves undetermined. Indeed 
this relationship serves a synthetic role in his philosophical system: like the various themes 

66 See, e.g., Byrne 2007: 95, 117, 150–1. In SP‐2009b I discuss why rejecting this assumption is so crucial for the 
cogency of Kant’s special religious argument for God’s existence.
67 Pasternack’s theory is that R 4–6 contains a new, “fourth” way of arguing for the highest good. But, in order to 
prove his point, Pasternack is forced to read between the lines of Kant’s text (see, e.g., PID 178–9), merely assuming 
that any reference to the role of ends or purposes in human volition must be about the highest good and writing as if 
Kant used the term “highest good” far more than he actually does.
68 I add a subscript “s” to translate forms of Kant’s sittlich to distinguish this usage from forms of Kant’s moralisch; see 
Glossary for an explanation of the cultural implications of sittlich.
69 WP, GG, and GH have “principles” for Kant’s Grundsätze, but this term should be distinguished from Princip; see 
Glossary.
70 WP and GG have “to be sure” for Kant’s zwar; GH omits this word.
71 Following GH and GG for Kant’s der Vereinigung; WP has “uniting.”
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discussed in the third Critique, religion forms a bridge between freedom and nature.72 Thus he 
continues:

5.25–28
for thereby alone can the association,73 which we cannot at all dispense with, of the purposiveness 
[arising] from freedom with the purposiveness of nature be provided with objective practical 
reality.

Religion establishes an objective reference point for the grand synthesis between nature (the 
ultimate object of the theoretical standpoint) and freedom (the ultimate object of the practical 
standpoint), so essential to the architectonic coherence of Kant’s philosophical system. Fleshing 
out the nature and implications of this synthesis as it applies to religion is a key purpose of 
Religion.

To emphasize the significance of the highest good, Kant conducts a thought experiment, 
hypothetically inviting his readers to adopt a somewhat god‐like standpoint.

5.28–37, 6.01–07
Consider ⟨Setzt⟩ a human being who venerates the moral law and who allows the thought to occur to 
him (as he can hardly avoid doing) of what world he would indeed create, under the guidance of 
 practical reason, if this were in his capacity74—and so ˻create˼, moreover ⟨zwar⟩, that he would place 
himself into that /world\ ⟨dieselbe⟩ as a member. Then he would not only select that [specific] /world\ 
⟨sie⟩ precisely as that moral idea of the highest good entails,75 if merely76 the selection were ceded to 
him, but he would also will that a world generally77 exist, because the moral law demands ⟨will⟩ that 
the highest good possible through us be brought about. ˻He would will this˼ even though according to 
this idea he sees himself in danger of forfeiting much by way of happiness {6} for his person, since it is 
possible that he might perhaps not be adequate to this idea’s ⟨der letztern⟩ [moral] demand, which 
reason makes the condition for [that happiness] ⟨zur Bedingung macht⟩. Hence he would feel 
 compelled by reason to recognize78 this judgment quite impartially, as if it were precipitated79 by 
someone else, yet at the same time as being his own; through this the human being manifests the need, 
brought about morally in him, to think for his duties also a final purpose, as their result.

This thought experiment, whereby a moral agent imagines being given the opportunity to 
select a final purpose for the moral world, reveals that the necessity Kant ascribes to religion in 

72 For a thorough discussion of the synthetic role of religion in Kant’s system, see PCR ch. VI.
73 WP and GG have “combination” for Kant’s Verbindung; GH has “union.”
74 WP, GG, and GH have “power” for Kant’s Vermögen. See Glossary for a discussion of Kant’s five power words.
75 WP has “requires that he do” for Kant’s mit sich bringt (literally “brings with it”); GH has “which is determined by” 
and GG “requires.”
76 WP has “if only the selection” for Kant’s wenn ihm bloß die Wahl, but Kant does not mean “if only” as in “wouldn’t 
it be nice if,” and the previous “only” in this sentence translates allein; GH has “(were) he … solely the right to choose” 
and GG “if the choice … to him alone.” GG’s translation badly distorts the subtle point here, giving the impression that 
the choice is being offered solely to one moral agent. But Kant’s point is about any given moral agent engaging in this 
thought experiment. The logic is this: God has the right (1) to select a world and (2) to create it; if God were to give 
merely the first right to any moral agent, then we would all not only choose the same arrangement that actually per-
tains in this world, but would also will that God exercises the second right. See Glossary for my convention in trans-
lating bloß.
77 WP has “[such] a world indeed” for Kant’s eine Welt überhaupt; GH has “[such] a world … by all means” and GG 
“the very (existence) of [such] a world.” All of these options miss the fact that Kant is using überhaupt, as he so often 
does, to highlight a contrast between particular and general. Where previous translations have tended to obscure this 
distinction, as here, I insert “[specific],” to make the implied contrast easier to detect for the English reader.
78 WP and GG have “acknowledge” for Kant’s anzuerkennen; GH has “avow.”
79 WP has “made” for Kant’s gefällt; GG and GH have “rendered.”
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this passage is practical (i.e., based on the moral law), not theoretical (i.e., based on the laws of 
nature). Those who respect the moral law are bound to recognize that a world wherein virtue 
is rewarded with happiness is the best possible world. Thus, if God were to defer to us the right 
to select what world is created, any moral agents making that choice would inevitably prefer 
such a world (cf. note 0.76 above) and would want it to be created even though this would mean 
they themselves might be less happy than they now are, due to their own moral shortcomings. 
Kant’s illustration here sets the stage for what will become one of his key assumptions: that 
religion fulfills a practical “need” for morality by enabling us to view our attempts to fulfill our 
duties as a partnership—though Kant does not state this explicitly at this point.80 The final 
purpose that would in that case be a merely subjective choice can also be regarded “quite 
impartially, as if it were precipitated by someone else.”

Who is this “someone else,” whose partnership with us as moral agents we must assume 
hypothetically, in order for us to be able to conceive “a final purpose” for our ethical duties? In 
the next paragraph Kant answers this question with a single, concise sentence, bringing the 
argument of the first half of this first Preface to a close.

6.08–11
Ethics, therefore, leads inescapably to religion, through which it expands* to the idea of a reigning81 

moral lawgiver,82 outside the human being, in whose will the final purpose (of the world’s creation) is 
that which at the same time can be, and ought to be, the final purpose of the human being.

Four features of this concluding statement call for emphasis. First, although morality properly 
stands on its own, without requiring any foundation in religious ideas or traditions, ethics 
directs us with practical necessity to religion. It does this by drawing our attention to a final 
purpose that we are incapable of bringing about solely through our efforts: the idea of a highest 
good for all human beings. Second, religion cannot be identical with what is moral (i.e., with 
ethics) because, in directing us to religion, ethics “expands” to something new, something that 
therefore cannot be merely reducible to morality.83 Third, although the power of religion is 
mediated to us in the form of an idea, this idea must be of a “moral lawgiver, outside the human 
being.” Kant is therefore not talking about a mere idea, which we fool ourselves into postulating 
for the sake of morality, as reductionist interpreters of Religion typically suggest (see, e.g., 
DRB). Rather he is referring to our mental conviction (or belief) that a real God must exist, to 
empower the believer to do good. Finally, as we shall see, this extension empowers us by 
enabling us to see ourselves as partners with God in the task of making the highest good real 
(see note 0.80 above and cf. note 0.76 above).

80 Near the beginning of this long paragraph Kant hinted that such a partnership may be necessary. When intro-
ducing the idea of a highest good, he inserted a qualification: “even granted we did not have it fully in our power.” 
As we shall see, Kant assumes throughout Religion that divine assistance might be necessary in order to bring about 
the ultimate purpose of being moral. This theme echoes Kant’s earlier claim that to obey the moral law is to become a  
co‐ legislator in the “kingdom of morals” (see, e.g., CPrR 82). For discussion of Kant’s appeal to a divine–human 
partnership, see Hare 1996: 467–8 and SP‐2009b: 21.
81 WP and GH have “powerful” for Kant’s machthabenden (literally “might‐holding”); GG has “mighty.” Cf. note 6.40.
82 Following GG for Kant’s Gesetzgeber; WP has “legislator” and GH “Lawgiver.”
83 I argued this point in great detail in SP‐1992. For a revised version of the same argument, see PCR VI. Incredibly, 
some interpreters read this passage as a support for a reductionist interpretation of Religion. For example, HRR‐Riebel: 
63–4 expresses considerable surprise that Kant turns to religion at all, and he accounts for this embarrassing expansion 
by assuming that Kant must not be talking about empirical religion but only about rational religion, as instantiated in 
finite beings. But, given Riebel’s insistence that the practical postulates in CPrR already contain everything necessary 
for rational religion (66)—a claim that leaves one wondering whether Riebel has read beyond Religion’s Preface—this 
reductionist interpretation still fails to explain why Kant would write a book on religion.
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As if to compensate for the brevity of this crucial paragraph, Kant adds an unusually long 
footnote to the key word, “expands.” The first of the footnote’s two paragraphs introduces an 
epistemological issue raised by the notion of the special expansion of ethics to religion.

6n.14–26
The proposition: There is a God, hence there is a highest good in the world, if (as a proposition 

of faith)84 it is to emerge merely from ethics, is a synthetic a priori proposition that, even though it 
is assumed only in a practical reference, still goes beyond the concept of duty that ethics contains 
(and that presupposes no matter, but merely formal laws, of volition) and therefore cannot be 
extricated from it analytically. But how is such a proposition possible a priori? Consonance85 with 
the bare86 idea of a moral lawgiver of all human beings is indeed identical with the moral concept 
of duty overall, and to this extent the proposition commanding this consonance would be analytic. 
But the acceptance87 of this lawgiver’s ⟨seines⟩ existence states ⟨sagt⟩ more than the bare possibility 
of such an object. Here I can only indicate the key to the solution of this problem, as far as I believe 
myself to comprehend88 it, without carrying out the solution ⟨sie⟩.

The question Kant poses here is very similar to the one that served as a central focus of his 
three Critiques: how synthetic a priori propositions are possible.89 This shows that Religion is 
properly identified as one of Kant’s systematic writings and suggests that his basic argument 
(that religion is an expansion of ethics) can be regarded as transcendental. Kant’s main point is 
that CPrR’s moral argument for God’s existence (as summarized in the first few pages of this 
first Preface) requires us to postulate not only a possible God, but an actual God. The former, 
on its own, would be a “bare idea”; but, as we shall see, this is not good enough for Kant. A reli-
gion that adopted only the analytic idea that “God’s existence is possible” would be too weak to 
have any real impact on us as human beings (beings with inclinations that compete with our 
rational duty). This is one of the main implications of the title Kant gave his book: religion 
within the bounds of bare reason requires a supplement in order to be widely accepted by 
embodied beings; a weak (analytic) religion, oriented toward deism, must be transformed into 
one with synthetic a priori power, oriented toward the “living God” of theism (CPR A633/
B661; LPT 1001). We shall examine the implications of the book’s title in more detail below.

The second, longer paragraph of this important footnote begins by distinguishing between 
two types of “final purpose” (i.e., the purpose that justifies all other purposes or objects of our 
desire): subjective and objective.

6n.27–36, 7n.04–09
A purpose is always the object of an attachment,90 that is, an unmediated91 desire for the posses-

sion of a thing by means of92 one’s action, just as the law (which commands practically) is an object 

84 Following WP and GG for Kant’s Glaubenssatz; GH has “a dogma.”
85 WP has “Harmony” for Kant’s Zusammenstimmen; GH and GG have “Agreement.”
86 Following GH for Kant’s bloßen; WP and GG have “mere.” I use “bare” when the word is an adjective, to highlight 
possible allusions to the book’s title.
87 Following GG for Kant’s Annehmung; WP has “assumption” and GG “acknowledgement.” See Glossary for the 
various meanings of A/annehm‐ and my rules for distinguishing them from the corresponding forms of A/aufnehm‐.
88 WP and GG have “have insight into” for Kant’s einzusehen (literally “see into”); GG has “understand.”
89 Kant states this basic transcendental question in its official form in CPR B19.
90 GH and GG have “an inclination” for Kant’s einer Zuneigung, but I reserve “inclination” for Kant’s technical term 
Neigung.” WP’s “a fondness,” though better, makes for rather awkward English.
91 To avoid the misleading implication of suddenness (clearly not what Kant has in mind here), WP has “direct” for 
Kant’s unmittelbaren; GH and GG have “immediate.” Except in contexts such as this one, where the potentially 
temporal connotation could be misleading, I use “immediate.”
92 Following GG for Kant’s vermittelst; WP and GH have “through.” Kant’s point is that action mediates our posses-
sion of objects that we already desire without any mediation.
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of respect. An objective purpose (i.e., a purpose ⟨derjenige⟩ that we ought to have) is one that is 
assigned to us as such a /purpose\93 by bare reason. The purpose that contains the inescapable and 
at the same time sufficient condition of all other ˻purposes˼ is the final purpose ⟨Endzweck⟩. One’s 
own happiness is the subjective final purpose of rational beings of the world (each such /being\ 
⟨derselben⟩, by dint of its nature, which is dependent on sensible objects, has this purpose, and 
hence it would be absurd to say that one ought to have it), and all practical propositions that have 
this final purpose as their basis are synthetic but at the same time {7} empirical. But that everyone 
ought to make the highest good that is possible in the world his final purpose is an a priori synthetic 
practical proposition, and indeed94 an objectively practical /one\ assigned by pure reason; for it is 
a proposition that goes beyond the concept of duties in the world and adds a consequence (an 
effect) thereof95 that is not contained in the moral laws and therefore cannot be extricated from 
them analytically.

Personal happiness is the subjective final purpose of all human beings, because of our neces-
sarily “sensible” (i.e., embodied) nature. Our objective final purpose, by contrast, is what 
reason tells us ought to come about from our practical choices, namely the highest good. This 
is a synthetic a priori proposition,96 Kant argues, because we must go beyond the mere concept 
of goodness (compliance with duty) to conceive of the highest good as the objective final 
purpose of being moral (cf. note 0.80 above).

Kant continues by clarifying a detail of his moral theory that might seem to conflict with the 
claim above: moral laws are valid (so we ought to obey them) regardless of any consequences.

7n.09–20
For these /laws\ command absolutely, no matter what their result may be; indeed, they even 
compel us to abstract entirely from the result when it comes down to a particular action; and 
through this they make duty an object of the greatest respect, without putting before us and 
assigning to us a purpose (as well as ⟨und⟩ a final purpose) that would have to amount, say, to the 
commendation of these laws ⟨derselben⟩ and ˻to˼ the incentive for fulfilling our duty. This 
[situation] could, moreover, be sufficient for all human beings if they merely abided (as they 
should) by the prescription97 of pure reason in the law. Why do they need to know the outcome 
of their moral doing and refraining, which the course of the world will bring about? For them it 
suffices that they do their duty, even if with [[the end of]] earthly life everything were to be over 
and even in it  happiness and worthiness [to be happy]98 were perhaps never to coincide.

Even the objective final purpose, the highest good itself, should not be what motivates us to 
follow the moral law. For only the feeling of respect can fulfill this function without compro-
mising the purity of the law.99 The highest good should function instead as a  guideline whereby 

93 GH, GG, and WP all have “as such” for Kant’s als ein solcher; this gives the misleading impression that “as such” 
could refer to “us,” whereas ein clearly refers back to Ein objectiver Zweck (“An objective purpose”).
94 WP has “specifically” for Kant’s zwar; GH and GG omit this word.
95 Following GH for Kant’s derselben; GG has “of these duties,” while WP omits this word.
96 Kant’s analytic–synthetic and a priori–a posteriori distinctions have generated an immense literature. They serve as 
the conceptual backdrop for Kant’s entire Critical philosophy (see CPR A1–10/B1–24); indeed I argue in PSP IV that they 
generate the four key perspectives that constitute the architectonic outline of each Critique. While these perspectives can 
also be detected throughout Religion, the underlying epistemological terms do not play any essential role. In short, 
something is “synthetic” if knowing it requires an appeal to something outside of our merely logical (“analytic”) concepts, 
and “a priori” if, once known, its truth can be justified without an appeal to any particular (“a posteriori”) experiences.
97 WP has “precept” for Kant’s Vorschrift; GH has “dictation” and GG “rule.”
98 Kant abbreviates his standard phrase here, having just mentioned “happiness.” He uses the whole phase “worthi-
ness to be happy” in the last sentence of this footnote (R 8n).
99 Kant is commonly misunderstood as arguing that duty itself is the “motive” for moral action. But the motive, Kant 
consistently argues, should be the feeling of respect for the law. SP‐1986 explains and defends this aspect of Kant’s 
theory in detail.
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persons who are attempting to be moral may assess how effective the human race as a whole 
has been so far in achieving the goals of morality. We cannot adjust our own moral choices to 
bring about what we believe would result in a greater degree of overall happiness, simply 
because we see other people behaving in an immoral way. Rather we must trust that, somehow, 
the highest good (i.e., happiness in proportion to virtue) will come about even though “the 
course of the world” (presumably including both natural evils and other people’s immoral 
choices) continues to eclipse the happiness of good people. We shall see in greater detail how 
this amounts to a partnership when we examine Kant’s arguments in the Third Piece (§7.2).

Kant goes on to make a trenchant observation, which must be acknowledged if we are to 
understand why religion is necessary.

7n.20–26
However, it is one of the unavoidable limitations of the human being and of his (perhaps also of 
all other world‐beings’) practical capacity of reason to look out, in all actions, to the result 
issuing from them, in order to discover in it something that could serve as a purpose for him 
and could also prove the purity of the intention—which /result\, though last in performance 
(nexu effectivo),100 is first in presentation and intention (nexu finali).100

No matter how rational we may be, all human beings do in fact care about the consequences of 
our actions. This, in a nutshell, is why nobody succeeds in obeying the moral law all the time. 
The solution is to embrace the highest good as a hoped‐for (ultimate) result that need not 
function as an immediately effected result.

Kant continues by explaining how human love is related to our need to identify such a final 
purpose for our moral action.

7n.26–37
Now, in this purpose the human being, even if the purpose ⟨er⟩ is put before him by bare 
reason, seeks something that he can love. Therefore the law, which instills in him merely 
respect, although it does not recognize this /something\ as a need, yet expands on its behalf to 
the point of taking up101 the moral final purpose of reason among its determining bases. That 
is, the proposition: Make the highest good that is possible in the world your final purpose! is a 
synthetic a priori proposition, which is introduced through the moral law itself and through 
which practical reason nonetheless expands beyond this law ⟨das letztere⟩; what makes this 
possible is that the moral law ⟨jenes⟩ is connected to102 the human being’s natural property of 
having to think, for all actions, not only the law but also a purpose (this property of his makes 
him an object of experience).

Even though the moral law on its own has no analytic relation to this or any other final 
purpose, Kant here argues that, because we human beings seek something to love, the law 
“expands,” allowing itself to be determined in part by a final purpose that has a synthetic a 
priori (i.e., transcendental) status. When this empirical fact of human nature confronts the 
moral law, our bare (rational) respect is transformed into the metamoral need to do whatever 
we can to identify a purpose for being moral (i.e., the highest good), and to make that purpose a 

100 The Latin phrases here mean, respectively, “according to the efficient interconnection” (i.e., the interconnection 
of efficient causes) and “according to the final interconnection” (i.e., the interconnection of final causes). This is scho-
lastic terminology of Aristotelian origin (i.e., based on Aristotle’s famous theory of the four causes).
101 WP has “admitting” for Kant’s Aufnehmung; GH has “including” and GG “to include.” See Glossary.
102 WP has “referred to” for Kant’s auf … bezogen, but using “refer” in the passive voice is highly ambiguous; GH has 
“in relation to” and GG “with reference to.”
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reality in the human world. The possibility for this expansion arises whenever we think of 
 ourselves as natural beings, whereby we make ourselves into “an object of experience.”

Kant brings this lengthy footnote to a climactic conclusion by reminding us that this 
synthetic a priori command sets in motion a process of practical causality that requires all 
 morally conscientious persons to believe in a real, almighty ruler who cares enough to join us 
in a moral partnership.

7n.37–42, 8n.33–37
And ˻ this proposition˼ (just like the theoretical while yet synthetic a priori propositions) is  possible 
only because it contains the a priori principle of the cognition of the determining bases of a free 
volition in experience overall, insofar as experience ⟨diese⟩, which displays the effects of morality 
⟨Moralität⟩ in its purposes, provides the concept of moralitys

103 as causality in the world with 
objective, although only practical, reality. —However, if the strictest observance of moral {8} 
laws104 is to be thought as cause of the effectuation of the highest good (as purpose), then, since 
human capacity is not sufficient to bring about happiness in the world concordantly105 with the 
worthiness to be happy,106 an omnipotent moral being must be assumed as ruler of the world, 
under whose provisions107 this comes about, i.e., ethics leads inevitably to religion.

This explains why morality inevitably manifests itself in religious forms: because humans are not 
only rational but also embodied beings, we need to love and be loved; our own experience of 
“the effects of morality,” however, tells us that “human capacity is not sufficient to bring about” 
the conditions for the highest good. Moral action itself therefore makes practical sense to us only 
if we assume the existence of an ultimate, caring being whose loving partnership guarantees that 
people’s happiness will eventually concur “with the worthiness to be happy.” While this argument 
shares some features with Kant’s earlier, moral argument for God’s existence (see CPrR 124–32), 
the focus here is different. Kant’s conclusion is not that God must exist, but that the ultimate 
purpose of assuming that God exists is to enable our attempts at making human morality real in 
the world (through the construction of systems of ethics) to bear religious fruit. The metaphor of 
what is moral expanding to produce religion is a preparation for another metaphor that Kant will 
introduce in the second half of this Preface and elaborate upon further in the second Preface—a 
metaphor in which two aspects of religion are depicted as concentric circles.

3. The 1793 Preface: (B) Unifying philosophical and biblical theology

R1’s Preface shifts gears once Kant concludes that, despite its rational independence from  religion, 
ethics leads directly and inevitably to religion. The second half of the Preface explains the impli-
cations of this conclusion for two corresponding ways of doing theology: the rational/
philosophical (or morally determined) and the empirical/biblical (or sensibly determined). 

103 WP, GG, and GH have “morality” for Kant’s Sittlichkeit; cf. note 0.68 above. See Glossary for a discussion of Kant’s 
subtle distinction between Moral and Sitten—terms typically treated as synonyms by English translators.
104 Following GH for Kant’s der moralischen Gesetze; WP has “the moral law” and GG “the moral laws.”
105 WP has “harmoniously” for Kant’s einstimmig (literally “unanimously”); GH and GG have “proportionate.”
106 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s glücklich. This term often connotes the fortune or luck (Glück) of being 
made happy. Kant’s theory of “the worthiness to be happy” is about what is required for a person to deserve to be 
blessed (selig) with the reward of happiness (Glückseligkeit) from God. His position contrasts with those that view the 
receipt of a heavenly reward as a matter of good luck.
107 GH and GG have “care” for Kant’s Vorsorge. WP’s “providence” is best reserved for a translation of the related 
term Vorsehung.
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While the former focuses on the one and only rational feeling, respect for the moral law, the latter 
focuses on the only sense‐based feeling worthy of serving as a final purpose, the love of God.108

Following a break marked by three asterisks, Kant first relates this distinction to the role of 
government in regulating what scholars say about religion, a problem he himself had faced 
when attempting to publish this very book (see §1 in this Introduction).

6.12–13, 7.01–03, 8.01–06
*    *    *

If ethics cognizes by the holiness of its law an object of the greatest respect, then at the level of religion 
it presents in {7} the highest cause that carries out those laws an object of worship, and [[thus]] morality 
appears in its own majesty. However, everything, even what is most sublime, diminishes under the 
hands of human beings when they employ {8} the idea of it for their use. What can be venerated truly 
only insofar as respect for it is free is compelled to accommodate itself to those109 forms that can be 
provided with standing110 only through coercive laws, and what on its own exposes itself to the public 
criticism of every human being must submit to a criticism that has  control, i.e., to a censorship.

This transitional paragraph relates the themes of the first half of the Preface (i.e., the standpoint of 
bare reason, whereby we as moral beings care only about respecting the law, in contrast to the per-
spective of sensibility, whereby we as embodied beings become religious by caring about a final 
purpose) to the themes of its second half (i.e., the implications of being a scholar in a cultural situation 
where the government imposes censorship on what is published).111 The common feature of the 
themes in both parts is that human beings are weak and therefore need authoritative guidance from 
a higher power. This, as we shall see in the next chapter, will also turn out to be a foundational feature 
of Kant’s account of how and why religion arises in all human cultures. But his main point here is that, 
even though the rational truth of the arguments to be presented in a book on religion can be recog-
nized by all who (freely) respect the moral law, the author must willingly accept a government’s 
(coercive) censorship policy if he wants his book to acquire a good reputation among the general 
public, for such coercion is to our human weakness what “public criticism” is to rational religion.

Kant begins his discussion of the proper role of government censorship by alluding to his 
own experience of publishing Religion as an example of such necessary compliance with 
human authority.

8.07–13
Meanwhile,112 since the command “Obey the authority!” is also moral, and observance of it—as 

of all duties—can be extended ⟨gezogen⟩ to religion, it is fitting that a treatise dedicated to the 
determinate concept of religion ⟨der letztern⟩ should itself provide an example of this obedience. 
This [obedience] cannot be shown, however, by being attentive merely to the law for a single 

108 Bohatec finds echoes of Stapfer’s contrast between the fear of God and the love of God in Kant’s moral interpre-
tation of this distinction (see BRR 50). He then goes on to provide a thoroughgoing overview of the extent to which 
Kant’s theory of good and evil, as expressed in the First Piece, has its historical roots in Kant’s own earlier (pre‐1781) 
writings and in the various philosophers he was reading in those early years—especially Hutcheson and Rousseau 
(BRR 63–156). Doing justice to Bohatec’s extensive historical analysis is, however, beyond the scope of our present 
study (see note 0.14 above). Although Kant suppressed much of his former emphasis on feeling during the decade 
when he was writing the three Critiques, Religion provides ample proof that he had not abandoned it altogether.
109 Following GH for Kant’s solchen (literally “such”); WP and GG omit this word.
110 GG and WP have “authority” for Kant’s Ansehen, while GH has “(rendered) authoritative.” But a different word is 
needed to distinguish Ansehen from Obrigkeit (“authority”) in the next sentence. Ansehen here has the sense of “pres-
tige” rather than “legitimate authority,” as Kant is explicitly contrasting it with the latter.
111 For a discussion of the historical context of Kant’s remarks here, see §1 above; see also SP‐2009a: §1; Kuehn 2001: 
363–72; and Stangneth 2003: ix–lix.
112 Following GH for Kant’s Indessen; WP has “But … after all” and GG “However.”
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regulation in the nation113 and blind in regard to every other,114 but ˻ can be shown˼ only by a unified 
respect ⟨Achtung⟩ for all ⟨alle⟩ unified.115

Here Kant is preparing the reader for his response to the potential accusation that in writing this 
book he was disobeying the king’s edict, in spite of the prior warnings he had been given by the 
government censor. Kant is sometimes accused of being insincere in this part of the Preface by 
making it look as if he were obeying the king’s censor, when in fact he was disobeying.116 But was 
he? The key to answering this question fairly lies in Kant’s use of gezogen (literally “drawn”), and 
this cannot be understood without reference to the argument in the first half of the Preface. 
Kant has shown that ethics, though independent of religion when viewed from the perspective 
of bare (unassisted) reason, “expands” (R 6–7), so that it “leads inevitably to religion” (8n37) 
when the requirements of human sensible (embodied) existence are taken into account. His 
claim here is that the obligation legitimately imposed on an author by one regulation—in this 
case, the king’s edict forbidding publications that challenge traditional religious ideas—cannot 
be taken in isolation but must be balanced with a unified respect for every regulation, taken as 
a unified body of law. Kant’s use of his technical term Achtung suggests that the word alle, at the 
close of this difficult passage, refers not to all government regulations, as others have assumed 
(see note 0.114), but to the universal call of reason, which unifies all persons in respect for law. 
That is, the king’s edict must be obeyed because the moral law commands everyone to obey law 
as such. If this is Kant’s meaning, then he could be implying that, even though specific historical 
situations might legitimately require an edict such as the king had recently imposed, other 
demands of morality might render such an edict inapplicable to certain situations.

Kant apparently believed that he was in just such a situation. For he now argues that his 
book’s approach to theology makes it immune to the edict in one sense, even though in another 
sense he remains as bound by it as any other author. These two senses arise directly out of the 
two types of official who may be appointed to vet books.

8.14–22
Now, the book‐vetting theologian117 can be appointed either as one who is to ensure118 merely the 
wholeness119 of souls, or as one who is to ensure at the same time the wholeness of the sciences: the 

113 WP, GG, and GH have “state” for Kant’s Staat. See Glossary for a defense of my decision not to translate this word 
in the way that seems most literal.
114 Following GH’s “with respect to every other” for Kant’s in Ansehung jeder andern; but I use “with regard” in order 
to avoid confusion with Kant’s Achtung (“respect”). GG has “to all others,” while WP has “to all other regulations.” 
Using “every” is better because it might refer here to every other type of regulation, meaning that one cannot justify 
obedience to a given political law if one ignores the moral law.
115 WP accurately reflects Kant’s use of vereinigt(e) (“unified”) twice in close succession. GH and GG smooth over the 
slightly awkward English by translating the two occurrences differently: “combined (respect) … taken together” and 
“concomitantly … coherent (respect),” respectively. All three translators insert “regulations” after “all,” though Kant’s 
term, alle, can also mean “everyone.” See below for my explanation of why I have preserved the ambiguity in Kant’s text.
116 See, for example, Bax 1903: lxviii–lxix. More recently PID 16, 71–77 claims that, while Kant may not have inten-
tionally misrepresented his own views on religion, he wasn’t always entirely “forthright” either—especially when he 
claims, here in the first Preface, that Religion makes no attempt to do biblical theology. I shall argue (cf. notes 0.134 
and 147 below) that Kant’s claim, properly understood, is entirely accurate.
117 Kant’s der Bücher richtende Theolog refers in this context to the official carrying out of the king’s censorship edict; 
that type of judging is called “vetting” in English. GH’s “the theologian who passes on books,” GG’s “the theologian 
who judges on books,” and WP’s “the theologian who passes judgment on books” could all be read as referring to any 
theologian making any kind of informal assessment of a book he or she happens to have read.
118 Kant’s expression für … Sorge zu tragen literally means “to bear a concern for”; but in this context it implies the 
official’s duty to guarantee an outcome. GH and GG have “to care for” and WP has “to attend to”; but these expressions 
both fail to convey the sense that the official is bearing a burden.
119 WP, GG, and GH have “welfare” for Kant’s Heil (literally “health” or “well‐being”). My translation avoids 
significant duplication of terms (see Glossary).
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first judge ˻is appointed˼ merely as a minister,120 the second ⟨letztern⟩ at the same time as a scholar. 
Upon the second ⟨letztern⟩, as a member of a public institution to which (under the name of a 
university) all the sciences are entrusted for cultivation and protection against interference,121 it is 
incumbent to restrict the presumptions122 of the first to the condition that his censorship [must] 
wreak ⟨anrichte⟩ no destruction in the realm of the sciences.

The theologians who read books in order to assess their compliance with the edict were either 
pastors or scholars (or both). Since a pastor’s duty is only to ensure the spiritual wholeness of 
those under his (or her) care, scholars who serve as censors must restrict nonscholarly censors 
from meddling in issues that concern scholarly wholeness (i.e., academic integrity). As we 
shall see, Kant believes that the health (Heil; see note 0.119 above) of a university depends on 
scholars being able to work without government “interference.”

What if a particular book deals with the integrity of both souls and the sciences? Kant 
continues the paragraph by addressing this very issue, arguing that, for an academic book, a 
commitment to scholarly wholeness overshadows a censor’s obligation to promote wholeness 
among ordinary members of the public. Any assumption to the contrary, he warns, would 
threaten to turn back the advances of Enlightenment society to the time of Galileo, when the 
concerns of the sciences (which here include all academic disciplines) were allowed to be 
“extended to” (and thus eclipsed by) the concerns of religion.

8.22–32, 9.01–05
And if both are biblical theologians, then chief censorship will belong to the second ⟨letztern⟩, as a 
university member of that faculty123 which has been mandated to treat this theology. For in regard 
to the first concern (the wholeness of souls) both have one and the same mandate; but, as regards 
the second (the wholeness of the sciences), the theologian as university scholar has to manage124 a 
special function in addition. If one deviates from this rule, then things must eventually125 come to 
the point where they ⟨es⟩ have already been heretofore (for example at the time of Galileo), namely 
where the biblical theologian, to humble the pride of the sciences and spare himself the effort 
needed for them, might venture incursions perhaps even into astronomy {9} or other sciences, 
e.g. the ancient history of the earth, and confiscate all experiments126 of human understanding127—
like those peoples who, finding in themselves either insufficient capacity or for that matter ˻insuffi-
cient˼ zeal ⟨Ernst⟩ to defend themselves against worrisome attacks, transform everything around 
them into a wilderness.

Far from attempting to appease the censor, Kant here lodges a frontal attack on anyone who 
(like Wöllner) threatened to reverse historical trends in favor of an approach to theological 
issues that is both pompous (thinking he can “humble the pride of the sciences”) and lazy 
(hoping to “spare himself the effort”). Nothing less is at stake, Kant warns, than the future of 
human reason itself, whose progress depends on a clear distinction between purely moral and 
sensibly determined obligations.

120 WP has “cleric” for Kant’s Geistlicher; GH and GG have “divine.”
121 Following GH for Kant’s Beeinträchtigungen; WP has “infringements” and GG “encroachments.”
122 WP has “pretensions” for Kant’s Anmaßungen; GH has “usurpations” and GG “prerogatives.”
123 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Fakultät; WP has “department,” using “schools” for the plural at R 40n.20 (cf. 
note 3.8 in this volume).
124 WP and GG have “discharge” for Kant’s verwalten; GH has “perform.” I have rearranged WP’s word order in the 
remainder of this sentence.
125 WP, GG, and GH have “finally” for Kant’s endlich.
126 Following WP for Kant’s Versuche; GH and GG have “endeavors.” For more on Kant’s technical use of this term, 
see note 0.156 below.
127 Following GG for Kant’s Verstandes; WP and GH have “reason.”
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The next paragraph relates this distinction more explicitly to theology and, in so doing, calls 
attention to the book’s title.

9.06–14
In the realm of the sciences, however, biblical theology faces a philosophical theology, which 

is  the entrusted property of a different ⟨andern⟩ faculty. This /theology\ must have complete 
freedom to proliferate128 as far as its science stretches,129 provided that it stays within the bounds 
of bare reason and, to confirm and elucidate its propositions, employs history, languages, books 
of all peoples, even the Bible130—but only for itself, without carrying these propositions into 
b iblical theology and aspiring131 to revise132 the latter’s ⟨dieser ihre⟩ public teachings,133 which are 
the minister’s privilege.

Members of the theology faculty (i.e., biblical theologians who are employed by the university 
primarily to train pastors)134 have the sole privilege of formulating church doctrine and of 
teaching it to the general, uneducated public. “The people want to be led,” Kant says elsewhere 
(CF 31), and the role of biblical theologians is to train pastors to do just that. Since pastors and 
theologians have this great responsibility on their shoulders, a government that wants to ensure 
its people’s spiritual well‐being should carefully monitor what these religious leaders put for-
ward in the public arena. By contrast, philosophers who take up theology as their subject 
matter must be given total freedom to develop the implications of religion within the bounds 
of bare reason, because their goal is not to lead the people directly but to engage in critical dia-
logue with biblical theologians.

Government censorship might properly apply to philosophical theologians, but only in cases 
where they overstep the bare rational boundary of their discipline by attempting to influence 
how the general public practices religion.

9.14–23
And although, when it has been established that philosophical theology135 has really136 over-

stepped its boundary ⟨seine Grenze⟩ and has encroached upon biblical theology, the right of the 
theologian (considered merely as a minister) to censorship cannot be disputed, yet once this is still 
in doubt and thus the question arises whether this occurred through a writing or a different public 
discourse137 of the philosopher, the chief censorship can belong only to the biblical theologian as a 

128 WP has “spread” for Kant’s sich … auszubreiten; GH and GG have “expand.”
129 WP, GG, and GH have “reaches” for Kant’s reicht. This term connotes the sufficiency of a person’s (or thing’s) ability 
to extend (e.g., one’s hand) far enough to accomplish a certain task, for example. I reserve “reach” for gelangen.
130 Kant’s personal Bible was a gold‐embossed 1751 edition of Luther’s translation, edited by Hieronymo Burckhardt; 
I abbreviate it LB.
131 WP has “seeking” for Kant’s wollen; GH and GG have “wishing.”
132 WP has “alter” for Kant’s abändern; GH has “change” and GG “modify.”
133 WP, GG, and GH have “doctrines” for Kant’s Lehren. See Glossary.
134 For a more detailed account of Kant’s distinction between biblical and philosophical theologians, see CF. This 
whole book, published soon after the king died and the censorship was lifted, develops the ideas outlined here into a 
full‐fledged theory of the division of the sciences. Noteworthy in response to those who claim that Kant was not being 
genuine here in the first Preface to Religion (see, e.g., Pasternack 2015) is the fact that his later exposition of this dis-
tinction is in every way consistent with this early summary statement. Had Kant written portions of Religion merely to 
please the censors, surely he would have recanted in CF, when censorship was no longer an issue.
135 Following GG for Kant’s der erste (“the first”); GH has “the philosopher” (because Kant goes on to mention “the 
theologian”) and WP has “the philosophical theologian” (in contrast to the theologian who serves as a minister). But 
the issue that determines which type of censorship is appropriate is whether a book stays within its proper academic 
discipline. Only after establishing this does Kant contrast the roles of the two types of theologian.
136 Following GH for Kant’s wirklich; WP has “actually” and GG “truly.”
137 WP has “presentation” for Kant’s Vortrag; GH has “utterance” and GG “dissertation.”
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member of his faculty, for he has been instructed to attend also to the second interest of the 
community, namely the flourishing of the sciences, and has been appointed just as validly as the 
philosophical theologian ⟨der erstere⟩.

Kant is not mincing his words here. He is in effect questioning in advance the legitimacy of any 
attempt the king’s censor might make to accuse this book’s careful study of the rational bounds 
of religion of “encroach[ing] upon” the realm of biblical theology; such a judgment must be left 
to theologians working within the university. For, even if it does trespass, Kant insists, the 
“right” to make this judgment belongs to biblical scholars, not to censors whose employment 
as ministers leads them to focus on writings or lectures intended for the general public; for 
only the former are charged with the task of ensuring “the flourishing of the sciences.” Within 
the university, scholars must remain free to protect the academic community’s interest in 
whatever bare reason dictates for each discipline, without needing to clothe their conclusions 
in qualifications aimed at meeting the public’s expectations.

Kant restates this point more explicitly in the next paragraph, leaving no doubt as to who has 
right of censorship if a philosopher dares to discuss issues relevant to biblical theology.

9.24–37, 10.01–04
Moreover, in such a case the primary censorship belongs to this /theological\ faculty, not to 

the philosophical, because certain teachings are the privilege of the former ⟨jene⟩ alone, 
whereas the latter ⟨diese⟩ deals with its own teachings openly and freely; hence only the former 
⟨jene⟩ can lodge a complaint that ⟨darüber … daß⟩ its exclusive right is being detracted from.138 
However, notwithstanding the convergence of all the teachings of both /faculties\ onto one 
another139 and the worry about the crossing of the bounds from the side of philosophical the-
ology,140 doubt ⟨ein Zweifel⟩ about such encroachment can easily be forestalled. For one need 
only consider that this mischief does not occur because the philosopher borrows something 
from biblical theology in order to use it for his aim (since biblical theology ⟨die letztere⟩ itself 
will not wish to deny that it contains a great deal in common with the teachings of bare reason, 
and also much belonging to the science of history or to philology ⟨Sprachgelehrsamkeit⟩ and 
subject to the censorship of these)—even supposing that what the philosopher ⟨er⟩ borrows 
from biblical theology is used by him in a signification ⟨der⟩ {10} appropriate to141 bare reason 
but perhaps not pleasing to it!142 Rather, ˻this mischief occurs˼ only insofar as he carries 
something into biblical theology ⟨diese⟩ and thereby wants to direct it at other purposes than 
its own establishment permits it [to have].143—

138 WP has “infringed” for Kant’s Abbruch geschehe; GH has “violated” and GG “impinged upon.” I reserve “infringed” 
for Eintrag geschieht (R 42n.10).
139 WP has “although all the docrtines of both approach one another” for Kant’s ungeachtet der Annäherung beider 
sämmtlicher Lehren zu einander; GH has “despite the approximation of the two bodies of doctrine to one another” and 
GG “in spite of the verging of the two bodies of doctrine on one another.”
140 WP has “there is worry that philosophical theology may overstep the bounds between them” for Kant’s der 
Besorgnis des Überschreitens der Grenzen von Seiten der philosophischen Theologie; GH has “the anxiety lest the 
philosophical faculty overstep its limits” and GG “the anxiety about a transgression of boundaries by philosophical 
theology.” Grammatically, the worry here could be either the philosopher’s worry about any crossing of these bounds 
or the theologian’s worry about the philosopher’s crossing of these bounds.
141 WP has “commensurate with” for Kant’s angemessenen; GH has “in common with” and GG “suited to.”
142 WP has “not to its liking” for Kant’s der letztern … nicht gefälligen, but I revert to WP’s standard usage for “gefäl-
ligen” (see Glossary); GH has “not pleasing to his theology” and GG “not pleasing to this theology,” both omitting 
Kant’s exclamation mark.
143 WP has “seeks to direct that theology to other purposes than its arrangement permits” for Kant’s sie … auf andere 
Zwecke richten will, als es dieser ihre Einrichtung verstattet; GH has “seeks to direct it to ends other than those which 
its own economy sanctions” and GG “seeks to fit it for other ends than it is fitted for.”
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Even though the theology faculty has “primary censorship” rights in respect of “certain teach-
ings,” philosophers should be able to cross “the bounds” of reason and borrow material from 
theology for their own philosophical purposes without worrying about being censored by 
theologians, provided that they respect these key teachings by not attempting to impose their 
own philosophical purposes onto the theological “establishment.” Each discipline has its own 
aims and purposes, so the issue of who has the right to censor a given book should depend on 
which discipline’s boundary the author adopts. No “mischief occurs,” Kant pleads, when the 
philosopher borrows material (e.g., from the Bible) in order to examine it according to legit-
imate philosophical principles; problems occur only if (and when) a scholar from one 
 discipline smuggles a foreign purpose into another discipline’s territory,144 telling members of 
that discipline that they ought to reach different conclusions from the ones they reach when 
adopting their own proper methods and aims.

As in politics, in scholarship Kant was a staunch defender of the separation of powers, an 
application of what I call the “principle of perspective” that guides the construction of his 
overall philosophical system (see PSP, ch. 2). What he appears to have overestimated, despite 
the influence his book has had on theology during the 22 decades since its publication, is the 
willingness of some (especially conservative) biblical theologians to respect the right of other 
scholars to question biblical material from within the bounds of another discipline. After a 
dash, this paragraph continues with an illustration that warns theologians against adopting 
such an antirational stance.

10.04–20
Thus one cannot say, e.g., that the teacher of natural right who borrows many classical expres-
sions and formulas for his philosophical doctrine of right from the code of the Roman one is 
encroaching upon the latter ⟨diese⟩, even if, as often occurs, he employs them in a sense /that 
is\ not exactly the same [as the one] in which—according to the interpreters of that /code\ ⟨des 
letztern⟩—they are perhaps to be taken, provided he does not wish actual145 jurists or even 
courts of law to use them thus as well. For, if that were not within his competence, then one 
could also, conversely, accuse the biblical theologian or the statutory jurist of committing 
⟨thäten⟩ countless encroachments upon the property of philosophy, because both must quite 
often borrow from it, although—respectively ⟨beiderseitigen⟩—only for their own sake, since 
they cannot dispense with reason and, where science is at issue, with philosophy. However, 
should it be countenanced by the biblical theologian146 to have, if possible, nothing at all to do 
with reason in matters of religion,146 then one can easily foresee on whose side the loss would 
be; for a religion that unobjectionably147 declares war on reason will not persevere against it in 
the long run. —

144 This territorial metaphor is implicit in Kant’s use of Grenzen (“bounds”) in the title of Religion. He employs it fre-
quently, perhaps most notably at the beginning of CPR’s “Phenomena and Noumena” chapter (A235–6/B294–5), 
where the phenomenal “land” that can be known through understanding, because it has fixed bounds, is contrasted 
with the noumenal “ocean” of reason, which constantly gives rise to illusions due to its unbounded and always chang-
ing nature.
145 WP and GG have “the … proper … the (courts)” for Kant’s die eigentlich en; GH has “proper … the (courts).” 
Kant’s die introduces a pair of abstract nouns, so no “the” is needed in English.
146 WP has “if … one were considering for the biblical theologian … with philosophy” for Kant’s Sollte es … bei dem 
erstern darauf angesehen sein, mit der Vernunft; GH has “Were Biblical theology to determine … with reason” and GG 
“were the biblical theologian to consider … with reason.” WP rearranges Kant’s word order and places “in matters of 
religion” early in this sentence. WP, GG, and GH all omit Kant’s darauf; I take darauf angesehen (literally “regarded 
thereupon”) to mean “countenanced.”
147 WP has “unhesitatingly” for Kant’s unbedenklich; GH and GG have “rashly.” Kant’s term implies the lack of any 
experience of apprehension or misgiving.
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Because philosophy is the only academic discipline governed solely by reason, Kant thinks 
that all other academic disciplines have an interest in its well‐being, for no science (including 
theology) could establish itself without employing reason. Every scholar must carry reason 
from its proper domain (philosophy) into the scholar’s own field of inquiry, and nobody ever 
regards this level of “encroachment” to be in the least problematic.

Neither should it be a problem when philosophers carry content from other disciplines into 
philosophy in order to examine it rationally. In this respect biblical theology, Kant argues, is in 
the same position as the history of Roman law, when a philosopher borrows from ancient legal 
texts in a discussion of contemporary legal philosophy. As long as the philosopher is not attempt-
ing to impose his or her conclusions onto pastors (or jurists), who have a direct impact on the 
general public, the government has no right of censorship over their writings. Kant is not saying 
that philosophers must never make pronouncements on matters of public concern, but only that, 
if they do, then they are subjecting themselves to whatever relevant regulations their government 
has quite rightly imposed in order to protect the general public from being misled in spiritual, 
political, or other matters. But to bar philosophers from reasoning about theological doctrines 
simply on the grounds that they are likely to present those doctrines in a different way from that 
in which theologians present them would be like barring philosophers from talking about the 
history of law simply on the grounds that they have reinterpreted the laws being borrowed.

Some interpreters have accused Kant of being disingenuous in the foregoing paragraphs by 
portraying Religion as if it contained no biblical theology,148 when in fact it frequently chal-
lenges traditional theological doctrines. As we shall see, the First Piece does indeed reinterpret 
the Christian doctrine of original sin; the Second Piece offers what appears to be a reworking 
of Christology; the Third Piece similarly transgresses into the realm of ecclesiology (the doc-
trine of the church); and the Fourth Piece radically reinterprets what normally goes under the 
heading of pastoral (or practical) theology. And these are only the most prominent examples! 
Many footnotes and side comments scattered throughout the book contain comments that are 
obviously assessments of traditional Christianity. However, to accuse Kant of inaccuracy in his 
portrayal of his own task here in the prefaces is to misunderstand the deeply perspectival 
nature of the distinction he is making. Kant’s argument is that philosophers are permitted to do 
precisely what Kant does throughout Religion, just as scholars in other disciplines are (of 
course) permitted to reason—and even to discuss implications they believe their own disci-
pline’s findings might have on various properly philosophical issues. (Had Kant been writing 
today, he probably would have referred to scientists who write books on religion and present 
alleged scientific evidence for God’s nonexistence.) Kant’s point here in the first Preface is that 
in Religion he will never—not even for a sentence—presume to adopt the standpoint that a 
biblical theologian properly adopts. To borrow a metaphor made popular by the influential 
twentieth‐century theologian Wolfhart Pannenberg, Kant will only engage in theology “from 
below”; at no point in Religion does he attempt a theology “from above.”149 Far from claiming 
not to do any theology, Kant goes on in the next paragraph to suggest that his ultimate goal is 
to forge a pathway for the ultimate unification of these diverse standpoints.

In hopes of encouraging theologians, especially those training to be clergy, to be more open‐
minded and receptive toward entering into creative dialogue with philosophers, Kant now 

148 Pasternack, for example, repeatedly cites CF 8, quoting Kant’s own quotation from his 1794 letter to Wöllner, 
where Kant claims that Religion “make[s] no appraisal of Christianity” (PID 6, 73, 75, 166, 188, 239); cf. notes 0.116 
and 0.134 above.
149 See Pannenberg 1977: 33–7. In CF 24 Kant explains the nature of the biblical theologian’s standpoint in more 
detail, as one that takes a guiding “spirit” as the foundation for interpreting the revealed word of God. For a discussion 
of the importance of this point, see Firestone 2007: 19.
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makes a suggestion that, to this day, has (at best) been implemented only partially in most 
university theology faculties around the world.150

10.20–27
I shall even venture a proposal:151 whether it would not be beneficial, upon completion of the 
academic instruction in biblical theology, always still to add—by way of conclusion ⟨Beschlusse⟩, as 
required for the candidate to be fully equipped—a special course152 on pure philosophical doctrine of 
religion (which makes use of everything, even the Bible), in accordance with a [set of] guidelines153 
like, say, this book (or for that matter a different one, if a better one of the same kind is available). —

That Kant envisioned Religion as a textbook for a required course in philosophical theology, 
to be taken by all theology students,154 is a fact not often taken into account by interpreters, 
who tend to see the book as an appendix to his ethics.155 Such a course would benefit students 
in both philosophy and theology, provided they take it near the end of their studies. By that 
time they will have had ample opportunity to develop an understanding of their discipline 
(theology or philosophy) as a self‐sufficient whole, the goal Kant mentions in the following 
sentence.

After another dash, Kant concludes this long paragraph by introducing a metaphor that he 
will refine and clarify in the second Preface: “the experiment”156 of unifying these disciplines. 
Only good can come from the dialogue that will naturally arise out of such an attempted syn-
thesis, even if the biblical theologian remains unconvinced by the philosopher’s reasoning.

150 In SP‐2015b I argue that the following passage refers to a new type of course, not merely to the (already common) 
course on philosophical theology—a topic Kant had himself lectured on during the late 1770s, and again from 1783 to 
1786. (Student notes based on those lectures are published in Ak. 28, the most complete set having been translated as 
LPT.) The distinctive feature of this new course, I argue, is that it was to be designed specifically to train future clergy 
to teach religion in the church in a philosophically enlightened way (see also note 0.65 above). As we shall see, this 
theme is evident throughout Religion, especially in the Fourth Piece.
151 WP has “the suggestion” for Kant’s in Vorschlag; GH and GG have “to ask.” WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s colon.
152 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Vorlesung; WP has “lecture.”
153 WP has “guide” for Kant’s Leitfaden; GH has “text” and GG omits this word.
154 Having himself been a theology student at the University of Königsberg, Kant seems to have nurtured a special 
preference for educating theology students. One semester, for example, when he was considering canceling his planned 
lectures on philosophical theology due to low enrollment, he decided to go ahead with them once he was informed 
that the registered students were mostly from the theology faculty. An interesting statistic would be to know how many 
teachers over the past two centuries have taken Kant’s hint seriously and assigned Religion as a textbook for their phi-
losophy of religion courses, as I have done many times. Because of the censor’s initially negative response to Religion 
and the general tendency that liberal theologians have had since that time to trace their philosophical grounding back 
to this book, Kant’s vision has rarely been taken on board by theologians of a more conservative bent, who have tended 
to lump it together with liberal theology, as a threat to orthodoxy. Even Firestone and Jacobs, despite their deceptively 
affirmative defense of the coherence of Religion in FDR, subsequently admit that they would not adopt Kant’s position 
as their own—and for precisely such a reason (see Jacobs 2012). As Firestone 2012: 195 puts it: “Jacobs … explains in 
some detail the general incompatibility of Kant’s philosophy with Christianity. I agree with his position.” SP‐2012e 
responds to their rejection of the viability of Kant’s position for the religious believer.
155 For examples of those who say that Religion is an appendix to Kant’s ethics and for a detailed response to this 
claim, see PCR VI.
156 Cf. note 0.126 above. Kant’s der Versuch literally means “the attempt”; GH inconsistently translates Versuch liter-
ally here, but as “experiment” in the second Preface. Kant’s whole argument in Religion centers around the relation 
between two “experiments”—as will become clear in §4 below. Significantly, the title of Fichte 1792/3 begins with 
Versuch (see note 0.16 above); moreover, Kant argues in CPR that, whenever we find ourselves holding a private 
opinion, we should “make an experiment” (Versuch machen) by sharing our opinion with others, inquiring whether 
the evidence that persuaded us has “the same effect on the reason of others that [it had] on ours” (A821/B849). This 
distinction between being privately persuaded and being publicly convinced is directly parallel to the two experiments 
Kant will introduce in the second Preface. See note 0.159 below.
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10.27–37, 11.01–02
For the sciences gain from segregation157 solely insofar as each /one\ amounts to a whole by itself 
first, and only then the experiment is made with them,158 [for us] to consider them first of all159 in 
unification. Then the biblical theologian may be united160 with the philosopher or may believe /
that\ he must refute him: if only he hears him. For in this way alone can he be armed in advance 
against all the difficulties that the philosopher ⟨dieser⟩ might make for him. Yet to conceal these /
difficulties\, perhaps also to disparage [them] as ungodly, is a paltry expedient that does not stand 
the test; but to mix the two [[sciences]], and for the biblical theologian only occasionally to 
cast161 fleeting glances thereupon,162 is a lack of thoroughness where {11} in the end no one 
 genuinely163 knows where he stands in regard to the doctrine of religion as a whole.

To require future pastors and other theology students to grapple with philosophical interpre-
tations of doctrines drawn from their tradition’s sacred text should benefit them by equipping 
them with rational tools for defending religion from the skeptic. However, the union or syn-
thesis proposed as an experiment in such a course must not blur the distinctiveness of the two 
disciplines, lest one of two disastrous alternatives result: religiously motivated censorship of 
philosophy as an “ungodly” discipline; or a pretended use of rational principles in theology 
without a genuine respect for reason’s independent authority. Both lead to an unenlightened 
result, wherein “no one genuinely knows” what the rational basis of a particular set of religious 
doctrines really is.

The first Preface closes with two short paragraphs specifying some technical information 
about the book. The first of these also offers a preliminary hint as to the problem in human 
nature that Kant believes gives rise to the necessity of religion.

11.03–11
To make discernible religion’s reference to human nature, afflicted164 partly with good and partly 

with evil predispositions, I now uniformly165 present, in the following four essays, the relation of the 
good ˻principle˼ and the evil principle as two self‐existing,166 efficient167 causes influencing the 
human being. The first /of these essays\ has already been inserted in the Berlinische Monatsschrift168 

157 WP and GH have “separation” for Kant’s Absonderung; GG has “set apart.”
158 WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s mit ihnen.
159 WP has “for the first time” for Kant’s allererst; GH and GG omit this word. I have rearranged WP’s word order, 
both here and earlier in the sentence. Kant’s claim in this sentence is cryptic, to say the least. However, in the second 
Preface he will explain this allerest more clearly as the second experiment. As we shall see, the first experiment is to 
think religion in a purely philosophical way; the second is to think it in unification with biblical theology.
160 WP and GH have “at one” for Kant’s einig; GG has “agree.”
161 WP has “to throw” for Kant’s zu werfen; GH has “casting” and GG “to direct.”
162 WP has “upon those [difficulties]” for Kant’s darauf; GH has “at philosophy” and GG “at [philosophy].” My trans-
lation preserves the text’s ambiguity.
163 Following GH for Kant’s recht; WP has “quite” and GG “exactly.”
164 WP has “fraught” for Kant’s behaftete; GH has “endowed” and GG “laden.”
165 WP has “immediately” for Kant’s gleich, positioning it after “evil principle”; GG has “equally” in the same position. 
GH omits this word as well as “now” (nun). Given that Kant goes on in the next sentence to mention the prior publi-
cation of the First Piece, his use of this word here seems to highlight the fact that the four essays are now appearing 
together, all in the same (gleich) form.
166 WP and GH have “self‐subsistent” for Kant’s für sich bestehender; GG has “self‐subsisting.” These options obscure 
the fact that this expression and zusammen bestehen (“coexist”) contain cognate terms.
167 Following GH for Kant’s wirkenden; GG has “transient.” WP omits this word, claiming that its meaning is more 
or less contained within Kant’s (archaic) einfließender (“influencing”); but the fact that he uses two different words 
does add emphasis.
168 The Berlin Monthly (1783–1811) was widely considered at the time to be Prussia’s most prestigious philosophical 
journal, a mouthpiece of the Prussian Enlightenment.
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of April 1792 but could not be omitted here, because of the exact coherence of the content of169 this 
work, which in the three essays now being added contains its complete execution.170—

Kant’s statement here suggests that, although the First Piece provides crucial groundwork for 
the entire book, it is only in the Second through Fourth Pieces that the purpose of the book 
(i.e., understanding religion) is actually executed. After commenting on the second Preface, I 
shall follow Kant’s clear, architectonic division of his book into four distinct “pieces” (which he 
here calls “essays”) by devoting three chapters of this commentary to each. And, as mentioned 
at the close of the first section of this Introduction, I shall reserve one appendix for my com-
ments on the extra elements discussed in each of Kant’s four General Comments; thus each of 
the four parts of my commentary will conclude with an appendix.

The final paragraph of the first Preface, deleted from R2 but preserved in Ak., is a side com-
ment apologizing for a slight inconsistency in the printing of the book.

11.12–15
The reader will excuse the orthography on the first sheets, which deviates from mine, because 

of the diversity171 of the hands that have worked on the copy, and the shortness of the time that was 
left me for revision.

After the First Piece appeared as a journal article (April 1792), the Second Piece had been 
rejected by the censor on the grounds that its focus was primarily theological yet the content 
failed to comply with accepted Christian doctrine. Having already finished all four essays, 
Kant eventually sent the manuscript to the dean of the philosophy faculty in Jena, who was able 
to publish it without the permission of the censor (see §1 above for details). In his haste, Kant 
probably gave a published copy of the First Piece to the printer, without bothering to amend it 
by removing whatever editorial changes may have been imposed by Berlin Monthly; this 
appears to have given rise to some formatting or stylistic inconsistencies with the other three 
essays. Since Ak.’s version of the text mostly follows Kant’s R2 revisions, we can assume that 
such inconsistency has no impact on readers of the English versions.

4. The 1794 Preface: Two experiments and Kant’s responses to critics

The second Preface picks up where the first left off, by commenting again on the book’s printing 
and editing.

12.01–05
Preface to the Second Edition

Apart from misprints and several improved172 expressions, nothing is changed in this [edition]. 
The newly added supplements are put173 under the text, marked with a dagger ⟨Kreuz⟩ (†).

169 WP and GG have “materials in” for Kant’s Materien von; GH has “subject matter in.” Although Materien is plural, fol-
lowing GH in the use of the singular allows the preservation of ambiguity in Kant’s use of derselben (see note 0.170).
170 WP has “the … elaboration of these materials” for Kant’s die … Ausführung derselben; GH and GG have “the … 
development of the first.” The latter is the most natural way to read Kant’s derselben (literally “of the same”), if one considers 
merely the grammar; but this would imply that the three new essays are merely a further development of the theme discussed 
in the first, which they are not. Kant’s “its” is better read as a rather awkward way of pointing out that, with the publication 
of all four essays in one book, his architectonic plan (for the book itself and so also for its contents) is fully executed.
171 WP has “difference” for Kant’s Verschiedenheit; GH has “variety” and GG “different.”
172 WP has “a few corrected” for Kant’s einigen wenigen verbesserten; GH has “a few … improved” and GG “certain 
few … corrected.”
173 WP and GG have “have been placed” for Kant’s gesetzt; GH has “is placed.”
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Kant’s claim here is something of an understatement: he actually made about 225 minor 
changes and added 26 new footnotes in R2, evenly spread throughout the four pieces; more-
over, he recast a crucial section of the First Piece as the (previously nonexistent) first General 
Comment and added a new paragraph that introduced the other three General Comment 
sections and supplemented them with a new first “parergon” (see note 3.74). While the 
major additions can easily be identified through Kant’s use of the dagger, most of his minor 
corrections and changes of expression are overlooked in previous English editions. I shall 
follow the standard practice of adopting them into the text without comment wherever they 
are indeed minor (e.g., corrections of obvious typos), but I will discuss in the notes any R2 
changes that have a bearing on the substance of his argument. In particular, I will call 
attention to about fifty places where the Ak.6 editor, Georg Wobbermin (GW), rejects Kant’s 
R2 changes as incoherent and either reverts to R1’s text or offers an alternative reading, 
which represents what he thinks Kant must have intended to write. In most cases I shall 
argue that GW has corrupted the text and that Kant’s own (R2) text (which WP, GG, and GH 
typically ignore, if it diverges from Ak.) makes sense after all.

The main contribution this Preface makes to our understanding of the text is Kant’s introduc-
tion of a metaphor to clarify the implications of the book’s title in terms of two “experiments.”

12.06–12
On174 the title of this work (since concerns have been voiced175 also in regard to176 the intention 

hidden under it) I comment further:173 Since revelation can still at least grasp within itself177 pure 
rational religion178 as well, but the latter ⟨diese⟩ ˻can˼ not conversely ˻grasp within itself˼ the histor-
ical element of revelation ⟨der ersteren⟩, I shall be able to consider the former179 as a wider sphere 
of faith that encloses the latter180 as a narrower one within itself (not as two ˻ circles˼ located outside 
each other but as concentric circles);181

Greene and Hudson wholly neglected the impact of this metaphor when they translated the 
title of Kant’s book in a way that implied a moral reductionism that would invalidate or trivialize 

174 WP translates Kant’s merke ich noch an loosely as “I add this comment”; GH and GG simply have “I note,” ignoring 
noch. But the word noch implies that Kant is here elaborating further on something he has already written, and, as we 
saw in §3, the first Preface explicitly refers to the “bounds of bare reason” (R 9) as well as to the “experiment” that he 
is about to clarify.
175 WP, GG, and GH have “expressed” for Kant’s geäußert. On the identity of those voicing such concerns, see notes 
0.204 and 0.213 below.
176 WP and GH have “Regarding … about” for Kant’s Von … in Ansehung; GG has “Regarding … regarding.”
177 Since Kant’s in sich … begreifen looks forward to the concentric circle metaphor he is about to introduce, it could 
also be translated as “encompasses”; but, like GH’s “embrace,” this option is not sufficiently conceptual—given that 
Kant’s begreifen is a cognate of Begriff (“concept”). WP and GG have “comprise,” but this is overly conceptual, failing 
to conjure up the image of one discipline surrounding the other like a shell that grasps its kernel.
178 GH and GG have “religion of reason” for Kant’s Vernunftreligion, an option WP also mentions in a footnote.
179 WP has “revelation” for Kant’s jene; GH and GG have “the first.” But the most likely referent of Kant’s jene is der 
ersteren (“the former”). The loose translations obscure the complexity of Kant’s meaning, because he has just stated 
that revelation consists of two distinct elements. Since jene can be either singular (“that”) or plural (“those”), Kant 
could be referring here either to revelation as such or to its two aforementioned aspects: its historical element together 
with the rational religious element that it grasps as its core.
180 WP has “pure rational religion” for Kant’s die letztere; GH has “the second” and GG “the other.”
181 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Kreise. Pointing out in a footnote that Kant’s use of Kreise is archaic, WP uses 
“spheres” here, even though Kant actually uses Sphäre earlier in the sentence. I retain the literal translation because 
Kant’s switch to two‐dimensional imagery, especially with his reference to the circles’ being “concentric,” seems to be 
inviting us to draw a diagram. FGP‐Fischer: 132 detects echoes of St. Augustine in Kant’s use of this metaphor: like 
Augustine, Kant’s goal in Religion is not to carry any specific theological banner (whether it be Protestant, Catholic, or 
any other), but to employ philosophical reasoning to cut to the rational heart of the  biblical message.
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any form of religion that lies outside the strict “limits” of “reason alone.”182 For Kant is here 
specifically warning that his title implies not one “sole” or exclusive domain of religious truth, 
but two domains, which exist in such close relationship (as core purpose and as vehicle for its 
implementation) that they overlap, like concentric circles. Religion based on revelation may 
contain much (or even all) of the inner core (i.e., what reason tells us religion ought to be), but 
its historical grounding means that it will inevitably include other material not strictly required 
by reason in its unclothed, bare (bloßen) state. Pluhar’s adoption of my recommended transla-
tion of the title (see note 0.5 above) more accurately takes into account the clarification Kant 
makes here, for the inner circle corresponds to the bare body of rational religion, while the 
outer circle corresponds to the clothing provided by a particular historical religion. We shall 
have ample opportunity to consider Kant’s various examples of this crucial distinction at 
numerous points throughout our study.

Kant goes on to describe how his two distinct “experiments” relate to this metaphor of con-
centric circles.

12.13–21
the philosopher, as pure teacher of reason (/teaching\ from bare a priori principles), must keep 
within the latter of the /two spheres\183 and hence ˻must˼ in so doing184 abstract from all experi-
ence. From this standpoint I can now also make the second experiment, namely to start from some 
[particular] supposed ⟨dafür gehaltenen⟩ revelation and, by abstracting from pure rational religion 
(insofar as it amounts to a self‐existing system), to hold the revelation as a historical system up to 
moral concepts /in a\ merely fragmentary /way\ ⟨bloß fragmentarisch⟩, and to see whether this /
system\ does not lead back to the same pure rational system of religion as a system ⟨welches⟩ 
independent and sufficient for actual religion—

Both experiments adopt the same “standpoint,” that of bare reason or reason “independent” of 
any historical (a posteriori) input, such as can be obtained from religious texts that are held by 
believers to express divine revelation. Confusingly, Kant does not explicitly identify the first 
experiment in this Preface. A clear hint is provided, however, by his use of italics. The first 
experiment will “abstract … from all experience” by attempting to construct the “pure rational 
system of religion” that constitutes the inner circle (or sphere). The second, by “abstracting 
from pure rational religion,” will attempt to show how the “historical system” given by some 
revealed religion forms an outer circle/sphere that actually points back to the same rational 
(inner) core of religious truth.

In the remainder of this long sentence Kant clarifies his intended meaning by explaining 
how the two experiments relate to the two main standpoints of Critical philosophy. Philosophers 
pursuing the second experiment ought to examine rational religion

182 See PCR VI.1 for a detailed explanation of why GH’s English translation of the title (as “Religion within the Limits 
of Reason Alone”) was so disastrously misleading, ignoring Kant’s own clarification in this paragraph. BRR 33–4 
 discusses the meaning of Kant’s title in detail, warning that it must not be read as if the project excluded the outer circle 
of historical faith. Had Kant meant to restrict his attention to rational religion, Bohatec argues, the title would have 
been Religion from Bare Reason (i.e., the words innerhalb der Grenzen der would have been replaced by aus [“from”]). 
Kant himself makes precisely this point about his book’s title at MM 488, clarifying that “religion is not pure,” even 
when it is considered “within the bounds of bare reason”; for his concern in Religion is with “religion applied to a his-
tory handed down to us,” not with “pure practical philosophy” in abstraction from its application. Because religion is 
an inherently empirical aspect of human experience, Kant’s project must involve both circles.
183 WP has “this narrower sphere” for Kant’s deren letzterem; GH has “the narrower circle” and GG “the inner circle”; 
but the reference here should be to the term Kant uses before the parentheses.
184 Following GH for Kant’s hierbei, as this makes clear that the abstraction being mentioned here occurs only within 
the narrower sphere, not in both. WP has “in this” (placed after the word “abstract”) and GG “thereby.”
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12.21–26
not indeed from the theoretical standpoint185 (under which must be included also the technically 
practical ˻standpoint˼ of instructional method as a doctrine of art),186 but still from the morally 
practical standpoint—/inasmuch as actual religion,\ as an a priori rational concept (that remains 
after omission of everything empirical) has its place only in this ˻morally practical˼ 187 reference.

This complex sentence, properly understood, directly contradicts the (once common) notion 
that Religion is Kant’s attempt to reduce religion to nothing more than a set of core moral con-
cepts. For, while he affirms that his two experiments may prove rational religion to be 
“independent and sufficient for actual religion,” he resoundingly denies that his book’s project 
could suffice for “the theoretical standpoint”—even the (very important) pragmatic task of 
discerning the best way to teach people what is moral (cf. R 3). The tools for this task, as we 
shall see, come from the outer circle (historical religion). Kant’s project therefore does not 
require rational religion to supplant historical religion; rather, it might prove that rational reli-
gion needs historical religion in some sense—namely to fill in aspects of the theoretical stand-
point that are beyond the scope of rational religion. What Kant suggests here (perhaps with 
one eye on the censor, but still quite sincerely) is that his project leaves this outer (“empirical”) 
portion of the “sphere of faith” untouched.

This clarification has important implications for a recent debate that has arisen in the liter-
ature regarding the proper identification and location of the two experiments. PCR VII.1 iden-
tified the first experiment as describing the essence of religion in terms of “an a priori rational 
concept,” establishing the necessary conditions for its possibility, while the second attempts to 
discern the extent to which Christianity exhibits this a priori concept (i.e., fulfills the necessary 
conditions for “actual religion”). PCR VII.2–3 traces the argument of the first experiment as 
occurring mainly in the first half of each piece, while PCR VIII.2–3 shows in precise detail how 
Kant turns toward the second experiment in the later section(s) of each piece. (The present 
commentary defends PCR’s position in even greater detail.) Prior to PCR few commentators 
focused on Kant’s metaphor, and those who mentioned it tended to assume what FDR 48 dubs 
the “‘Religion as Translation’ thesis,” identifying the first experiment as the moral theory 
established in GMM and CPrR, the second experiment being the task Kant (allegedly) sets 
himself throughout Religion: to translate the basic teachings of Christianity into the termi-
nology of pure practical reason.188 Without considering PCR’s alternative, FDR proposes a bold 
new hypothesis: that the second experiment occurs solely in the Fourth Piece, the first 

185 GH and GG have “from the … point of view” for Kant’s in … Absicht; WP has the more literal “with a … aim.” GH 
uses “standpoint” for Absicht after the parentheses. For a detailed defense of my use of “standpoint” for Absicht in con-
texts where Kant is referring to the assumed goal of a certain way of thinking (especially the theoretical, practical, or 
judicial), see PSP II.
186 GH and GG have “technology” for Kant’s Kunstlehre, an option that WP affirms in a footnote as a legitimate 
alternative.
187 WP adds a footnote stating that Kant’s dieser (“in this”) refers to “a priori rational.” But that would make Kant’s 
statement uninformative, or even tautological (like saying “A is A”). Having just contrasted two types of practical 
standpoint, he must rather be clarifying to which of these two rational religion refers.
188 Hare 1996 refers to the whole second experiment as “Kant’s translation project,” an assumption that contributes 
significantly to his assessment of key features of the experiment as a “failure” (60). (See SP‐2000a for my  general 
response to Hare 1996, whose overall assessment of the relevance of Religion to empirical religion tends to be char-
itable.) For a conclusive refutation of the position shared by Hare, Reardon 1988, and countless others on the nature 
and location of the two experiments, see FDR 69–82, 114–5. The fatal weakness of their argument is that they mis-
leadingly portray the translation reading as the only viable alternative to their own highly dubious interpretation. 
While adopting a position on the nature of the two experiments that is (implicitly) almost identical to PCR’s, they 
neglect the massive amount of counterevidence to their view of the second experiment’s location, presented in PCR 
VII–VIII, where I show how both experiments are weaved throughout the entire text of Religion.
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experiment being Kant’s sole concern in the first three pieces.189 Yet Kant’s point in the fore-
going passage is that even the second experiment leaves empirical (historical) religion 
untouched, for the second experiment focuses only on the extent of overlap between historical 
religion and the details established by the first experiment. Given this fact, we should expect 
Kant’s entire book to deal with the intimate relation between these two standpoints—this inter-
connection being the focus of any work that adopts the third, judicial standpoint.190

Kant concludes the paragraph by highlighting an important implication for religion, should 
his “second experiment” succeed.

12.26, 13.01–11
If this is the case, then one will be {13} able to say that between reason and Scripture there is to be 
found not merely compatibility but also unity, so that whoever follows the one (under the guidance 
of moral concepts) will not fail to coincide with191 the other as well. If this did not happen to be so, 
then one would have either two religions in one person, which is absurd, or one religion and one 
ritual worship,192 in which case, since the latter is not (like religion) a purpose in itself but has value 
only as a means, the two would often have to be shaken together, in order to associate193 for a short 
time; yet, like oil and water, /they\ would at once have to separate from each other again and let 
what is purely moral (the rational religion) float on top.

Kant here predicts two possible outcomes for his twofold experiment—or at least for its second 
application. Complete success will be obtained if he can show that the rational and historical 
systems of religion “coincide with” each other, so that following one entails following the other. 
If this turns out not to be the case, then the external portion of the wider circle (i.e., historical 
religion) will at best be seen as a potential “means” to lead people to true religion, even though 
the two are not united in any ultimate sense. In our study of the Fourth Piece we shall see that 
Kant there makes a similar distinction between religious activities as “direct” or “indirect” ser-
vice of God. Insofar as Kant’s experiment succeeds when applied to a given historical religion, 
the religious activities of that tradition will provide ways to serve God directly; in those respects 
where rational religion and historical religion are merely mixed together like oil and water, the 

189 See FDR 114–9. This proposal conflicts with a huge amount of textual evidence that suggests that each piece 
addresses both experiments. However, instead of facing that evidence (presented in PCR VII–VIII), the authors offer 
only meager, circumstantial evidence in support of their claim. Notes 10.46 and 11.19, below, briefly respond to the 
evidence they cite. For my more detailed responses to FDR, see SP‐2010d and SP‐2012c. Unfortunately, even when 
challenged (in SP‐2012c) to defend their position against the weight of contrary evidence found in Religion, they 
balked, alleging (quite misleadingly) that PCR’s account of the location of the two experiments merely serves (and 
therefore cannot be understood apart from) PSP’s theory of the four “perspectives” that define the architectonic struc-
ture of anything Kant regards as a philosophical “system” (Firestone 2012: 208–9).
190 See note 0.15 above. This implication may be what led Pasternack to avoid the whole problem of discerning 
 precisely where Kant conducts each experiment; discussing this issue under the heading “Religion’s experiment(s)” 
(PID 79–81), he insists that the second experiment must occur throughout Religion, thus explicitly rejecting FDR’s 
alternative (PID 84). But, instead of facing the question of where in Religion the first experiment is located, he side-
steps the significance of the distinction by simply using the singular (“experiment”) throughout the rest of PID; as a 
result, his position looks strinkingly similar to what FDR calls the translation thesis.
191 WP has “concur with” for Kant’s mit … zusammen zu treffen (literally “meet together with”); GH has “conform to” 
and GG “come across.” My option fits best with the guiding metaphor, while also being quite literal: Kant is conjuring 
up the image of a person being placed inside the concentric circles, and is pointing out that the person who keeps “the 
guidance of moral concepts” paramount will find that his or her position coincides with both circles.
192 WP, GG, and GH have “cult” for Kant’s Cultus. See Glossary for a discussion of Kant’s intended meaning in using 
this term.
193 WP has “so that … they would combine” for Kant’s um sich … zu verbinden; GH has “that they might … be united” 
and GG “that they might … combine.”
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most that believers can hope for is that their nonmoral religious activities—in particular, 
liturgical forms of church ritual—will serve God indirectly.

Kant’s distinction between the two experiments conducted in Religion can be regarded as an 
early application of the duty versus right distinction, which forms the architectonic basis of the 
argument in MM. Just as political authorities set up statutes whose purpose (if they function 
properly) is to motivate people to do what they ought to do anyway (i.e., their duty), so historical 
faith, too, functions as an indirect (but much needed) path to realizing the core aims of pure 
religious faith. In both cases, what is right (as defined by statutory law) ultimately legitimizes 
itself by being “indirectly ethical” (Stroud 2014: 92; see, e.g., MM 222, 394). Indeed, the dual 
focus that permeates MM—on right for external freedom and on duty for internal freedom—
could also be aptly depicted through the metaphorical relationship between the external (outer) 
and internal (inner) portions of the concentric circles that Kant uses to describe the two exper-
iments here in Religion.194 Keeping this parallel in mind as we proceed will serve as a constant 
reminder that Kant is as serious about assisting historical religious traditions to set themselves 
on the right track as he is about encouraging governments and legal systems to do the same.195

In the third of this Preface’s four paragraphs Kant hints at the overlap between the “two 
experiments” theme and the unification theme of the first Preface, using it as a segue to 
 highlight a recent scholar’s defense of a similar view.

13.12–19
I noted in the first Preface that this unification, or the experiment concerning it,196 is a task that 

is duly given to197 the philosophical investigator of religion with full right,197 and not an encroach-
ment upon the exclusive rights of the biblical theologian. Since then I have found this assertion 
cited in the Ethics of the late198 Michaelis199 (Part I, pp. 5–11)—a man well versed in both fields—
and carried out through200 his entire work, without the higher faculty having found in this anything 
prejudicial to its rights.

On the pages indicated, Michaelis’ book defends some ideas very similar to Kant’s (a point 
Kant also emphasizes in CF 8). He refers to philosophical and theological morality as “bor-
dering” each other, the former based on reason and the latter on Scripture and reason; he 
observes that, as a higher faculty,201 theology focuses on the corruption of human nature, while 

194 Cf. note 0.156 above. Looking in the opposite direction, MRB‐Muchnik: 209 suggests: “The two experiments in 
Religion … are not substantially different from the experiments Kant performed in speculation and morality, disci-
plines which underwent a similar purge from their empirical grounds of determination.”
195 A rather different potential resonance may exist between Kant’s account of the two experiments in Religion and 
his suggestive reference to his account of “the beautiful arts” (in CJ 320n) as being “only one of the several experiments 
that still can and should be attempted.” This passage may be an allusion to his own plan to write about how religious 
and political statutes can portray duties in indirect yet “beautiful” forms. That Religion and MM both deal with both 
external and internal Sitten (morals) indicates that, unlike GMM and CPrR, where the focus is entirely internal, these 
books share with CJ a synthetic function in the architectonic ordering of Kant’s system (see PSP III.4).
196 For Kant’s Versuch derselben, WP, GG, and GH have “attempt at it.”
197 WP has “that the … quite rightly deserves” for Kant’s dem … mit vollem Recht gebührendes; GH has “to which 
the … has every right” and GG “to which the … has perfect right.”
198 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s sel., an abbreviation for seligen (literally “blessed”).
199 Johann David Michaelis (1717–1791) was an influential biblical scholar and theology professor. The book Kant 
refers to here (Michaelis 1792) was published posthumously. WP 12–13n gives helpful information on Michaelis and 
on the two scholars to whom Kant refers next.
200 WP, GG, and GH have “throughout” for Kant’s durch. But Kant really does mean through: his point is that 
Michaelis’ book as a whole illustrates how philosophical and biblical theology can be unified.
201 See Part I of CF for Kant’s full analysis of the relation between philosophy (the “lower faculty”) and theology (one 
of the three “higher faculties”).
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philosophy focuses more on the abstract nature of moral goodness; and he notes that theology 
introduces love of God as the key to solving the problem. Aside from the fact that Michaelis 
had passed away by the time his book appeared, the reason his book was not censored is most 
likely that, unlike Kant, he approached such issues from the side of biblical theology, stressing 
the superiority of theological morality to motivate moral behavior through its threat of certain 
punishment from God, whereas philosophy202 can at most warn evil people that divine punish-
ment is probable.

In the concluding paragraph Kant apologizes for not having the time, energy, and/or access 
necessary to reply to his various critics.

13.20–29
In this second edition I have not been able to take into consideration, as I certainly203 would have 

wished to do, the judgments passed on this work by worthy men, mentioned /here\ and unmen-
tioned, because (like everything literary /that is\ foreign) they arrive very late in our regions. 
˻I would have wished to do this˼ above all in regard to the Annotationes quaedam theologicae etc. 
of the illustrious Dr. Storr204 in Tübingen, who has examined ⟨Prüfung genommen⟩ this /work\ ⟨sie⟩ 
with his accustomed acuteness, and at the same time with a diligence and equity205 deserving the 
greatest thanks.206 I do propose to respond to it,207 but I dare not promise it, because of the afflictions 
with which old age opposes primarily work with abstract ideas. —

The German translation of Storr’s Latin book (see note 0.204 above) had not yet appeared 
when Kant wrote this Preface, so Kant would have had to translate the content in order to com-
ment further on it at this point. Nevertheless, given his high praise for Storr’s book, it should 
not be surprising to find, upon closer scrutiny, that quite a few of the new footnotes added in 
R2 were prompted by Storr’s book, which is essentially a book‐length review of R1 that sets it 
in the context of Kant’s overall philosophy of religion.208 Kant would have known of Storr 
before writing R1, because Storr was a leading proponent of what he called “supernaturalism,” 
and this is one of the main positions included in Kant’s taxonomy of approaches to revelation, 

202 An interesting feature of Religion that typically goes unnoticed is that, immediately before each of the four pieces, 
a full page appears on which are printed the words “Philosophical Doctrine of Religion.” These pages are placed in a 
position where one would expect to find a “Part” division; yet each page is identical. That is, the same title appears 
before each of the four pieces, as if to remind the censor that this is a book consisting of four philosophy essays, not a 
book of theology.
203 Following WP for Kant’s wohl (literally “well”); GH and GG omit this word.
204 Following WP for Kant’s “Hrn. D. Storr”; GH has “Hr. D. Storr” and GG “Hr. Dr. Storr.” Gottlob Christian Storr 
(1746–1805) was an influential biblical theologian. Kant abbreviates the Latin title of Storr’s 1793 book, thus hiding 
the fact that it consists entirely of an interpretation of Kant’s philosophy of religion as being thoroughly consistent with 
Christian faith. The 1794 German translation is entitled Bemerkungen über Kants philosophische Religionslehre. See 
WP 12–13n for a brief summary. Surprisingly, BRR never mentions Storr or his book.
205 WP, GG, and GH have “fairness” for Kant’s Billigkeit.
206 Following GH and GG for Kant’s größten Dank; WP has “utmost gratitude,” but his other uses of “utmost” and 
“gratitude” all translate höchste(n) and Dankbarkeit, respectively.
207 WP here adds “to these judgments” for Kant’s welche (literally “which”); GH and GG add “to him.” (A loose trans-
lation is required in order to split Kant’s one long sentence into two.) Kant’s statement here could be taken either way, 
but it makes better sense as a reference to Storr’s book, since that is the only work Kant states that he wishes he could 
have responded to. Given the position Kant adopts in the Fourth Piece (R 154–5), I shall argue in §10.2 that the first 
part of Kant’s 1798 work, CF, could well be regarded as his proposed response to Storr.
208 This likelihood is increased by the fact that (as demonstrated in SP‐2013c) several of the footnotes added in R2 
were definitely written in response to the (anonymous) book review that Kant is about to mention; also, R 110n explic-
itly responds to Michaelis (cf. note 0.199 above), so Kant did seek to respond to his critics, perhaps more in Religion 
than in any other work.
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presented in R 154–5. The fact that Kant was openly pleased and even thankful that a supernat-
uralist had written an entire book consisting of such a thorough response to R1 suggests that 
he would be equally pleased with what is sometimes called the “affirmative” turn in recent 
Kant scholarship.209 Storr’s position was that the Critical philosophy is best regarded as protect-
ing Christianity against the onslaught of Englightenment skepticism, which had plagued 
empirical religion for the past several decades; for, as Küng (1987: 36) expresses Storr’s posi-
tion, “pure reason can only remain silent on the subject of the authority of Scripture.” The 
chapters that follow will show this to be strikingly close to the position Kant adopts in 
Religion—which may well explain why Kant remains so vague (see §10.2) as to whether he 
himself is a pure rationalist or a pure supernaturalist.

As Storr is one of the most neglected figures in the history of the early reception of Kant’s 
philosophy of religion, some additional information regarding his influence will prove help-
ful. As professor of theology at Tübinger Stift—an evangelical Lutheran seminary where 
Schelling, Hölderlin, and Hegel were all students together in the early 1790s—he taught 
Kant’s philosophy to these future giants of early nineteenth‐century philosophy and the-
ology. Using the three Critiques and Kant’s other pre‐1793 writings—Religion appeared in 
the same year Hegel left Tübingen—Storr argued that Kant’s position, properly interpreted, 
leads to “supernaturalism,” a position according to which the limits of human knowledge 
require a divine revelation in order for human beings to fulfill the moral law and realize their 
true destiny (see Pinkard 2000: 33–7). Storr claimed Kant as his chief line of defense against 
decades of Enlightenment rationalism that had sought to undermine the authority of 
Scripture and religious orthodoxy, but his radically orthodox interpretation of the implica-
tions of Kant’s philosophy for religion did not persuade these young freethinking theology 
students; much to the contrary, their reaction—against Storr’s Kant and decisively in the 
direction of Fichte’s Kant (see note 0.16 above)—prompted post‐Kantian German theology 
to develop in the idealist direction it did. When Fichte (anonymously) and Kant published 
their books on religion, in 1792 and 1793, Storr quickly followed with a book he regarded as 
a corrective to Fichte’s naturalism, offering a detailed defense of supernaturalism as the true 
message that Kant’s Religion had conveyed. Given this background, it is unfortunate that 
Kant did not express more explicitly his opinion of Storr’s book, for his few complimentary 
words here in the second Preface risk giving a very misleading impression, if the post‐
Kantian tradition over the past two centuries has correctly identified Kant as a Fichtean 
naturalist who was essentially reducing religion to nothing but morality (cf. SP‐1992). 
Indeed, if that interpretive tradition is accurate, then Kant here passes up a golden opportu-
nity to distinguish his position from such supernaturalism and to side firmly with Fichte. We 
shall return to this important issue in §10.2, when we examine Kant’s own, more refined take 
on the naturalism–supernaturalism debate, as he approaches the climax of his argument in 
Religion.

Having apologized for (allegedly) neglecting Storr’s feedback on R1, Kant cannot resist 
replying to one critic he believes has been particularly unfair.

209 For an overview, see the Editor’s Introduction to FNP, where the editors define the term as including “any scholar 
who interprets Kant as affirming theology and/or religion and interprets that affirmation as a position worthy of being 
affirmed by theologians and/or religious believers” (FNP‐Firestone/Palmquist: 28). Ambiguities arose in the use of this 
term in the wake of FDR; for a discussion of the history and limitations of the term, see SP‐2012e. Despite some 
serious disagreements as to what it entails, more and more interpreters are recognizing that the current state of Kant 
scholarship, as represented (for example) by Allison’s excellent defense of transcendental idealism, stands in need of “a 
new affirmative stance” toward Kant’s philosophy of religion (PID 26).
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13.30–37, 14.01
One judgment [[of my work]], namely that in the Neueste Kritische Nachrichten of Greifswald, 
Issue210 29, I can dispose of just as briefly as the reviewer did of the work itself. For the latter ⟨sie⟩ 
is, in his judgment, nothing other than [[my]] answer to the question posed to me by myself: “How 
is the church ⟨kirchliche⟩ system of dogmatics ⟨Dogmatik⟩ possible, in its concepts and doctrines, 
according to pure (theoretical and practical) reason?”—Hence, [[he maintains,]] this experiment211 
is of no concern at all to those who are as little aware of212 his (K.’s) system and ˻who˼ understand  
/it\ ˻as little˼ as they yearn to be able ˻to understand it˼ ⟨dieses⟩; and for them, therefore, {14} [[that 
system]] is to be regarded as nonexistent. —

Kant is actually quoting here directly from the (anonymous) book review, so (for once) the 
convoluted sentence structure is not Kant’s fault. The reviewer’s highly ambiguous meaning 
seems to be that Kant’s attempt to construct a system of rational religion that explains how his-
torical religions are possible is completely irrelevant to anyone who is not intimately acquainted 
with Kant’s Critical system.213

Significantly, the claim that Religion is of interest only to Kant scholars is the one and only 
criticism Kant openly admits to be worthy of explicit refutation at this crucial location in the 
conclusion of the second Preface, less than a year after R1 had appeared. Ironically, subsequent 
readers have often made claims similar to the reviewer’s,214 so we must carefully consider 
Kant’s reply.

14.01–10
To this I answer [as follows]. To understand this work in terms of its essential content, only 
common ethics is needed, without venturing into the critique of pr[actical]215 reason, still less 
˻into that˼ of theoretical ˻reason˼; and when, e.g., virtue as a skill216 in dutiful217 actions (according 
to their legality) ˻is called˼ virtus phaenomenon, but the same /virtue\ as a steadfast conviction218 
toward such actions from duty (because of their morality) is called virtus noumenon, these 
expressions are used only because of the school, but the matter itself is contained, even if in dif-
ferent words, in the most popular instruction for children or in sermons and is readily 
understandable.

210 WP, GG, and GH have “Number” for Kant’s Stück; see Glossary.
211 WP and GH have “essay” for Kant’s Versuch; GG has “investigation.” But see notes 0.126, 155, and 195 (above).
212 WP has “acquainted with” for Kant’s kennen; GH has “knowledge” and GG “acquaintance.”
213 For a complete translation of the anonymous review Kant is quoting from and a detailed assessment of the  
(in)adequacy of his reply, followed by an attempt to sketch how he might have replied more effectively, see SP‐2013c. 
Anyone who reads the whole review will hardly be convinced by Kant’s claim to be able to “dispose of ” the reviewer’s 
criticisms in these few sentences, especially since some of his additions elsewhere in R2 are clearly responses to other 
(more difficult) criticisms of the reviewer, not mentioned here. While the reviewer’s identity remains unknown, a 
likely candidate is Christian Duttenhofer, who worked in Greifswald during the 1760s before becoming an influential 
pastor; his 1792 book of sermons employs some of the same terms and distinctions that Kant makes, and these may 
have influenced Religion (see note 12.103).
214 Wood 1978: 60 echoes this common assumption when he claims: “Kant’s God is, most aggressively, the God of the 
philosophers.” As I reply in PCR VII.1, this may be true of Kant’s theology, but it does not apply to his theory of 
religion.
215 WP, GG, and GH spell out “practical” for Kant’s “p.”; GH also puts the whole phrase in italics and uses initial cap-
itals, assuming that Kant is referring to the title of CPrR. However, Kant does not emphasize these words, so he seems 
to be referring to the concept of such a critique rather than to the book.
216 Following GH for Kant’s Fertigkeit; WP has “proficiency” and GG “facility.”
217 WP, GG, and GH have “conforming to duty” for Kant’s pflichtmäßigen. See Glossary for an explanation of the 
function of the suffix ‐mäßig, here as in other terms.
218 WP has “attitude” for Kant’s Gesinnung; GH and GG have “disposition.” On the translation of this crucial technical 
term, see note 1.70 and SP‐2015d.
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Kant’s own self‐assessment, then, is that the core message he is conveying in this book is more 
deeply rooted in religious meaning than in the particular philosophical terminology employed 
or theories defended in his three Critiques.219 The example he gives illustrates how knowledge 
of Critical philosophy will assist the reader, without being essential: actions conforming to the 
moral law relate to the underlying conviction of a person’s heart in the same way phenomena 
relate to noumena. The First Piece, to which we shall turn our attention shortly, employs this 
distinction several times (see notes 3.108 and 114); yet we must keep in mind that Kant believes 
the basic meaning he will try to convey should be comprehensible without it.

For now, let us close this introductory chapter with a brief look at the exclamation that 
 concludes the second Preface.

14.10–15
If only the latter could be boasted concerning the mysteries of the divine nature, which [are] 
classed with the doctrine of religion and are brought into the catechisms as if they were entirely 
popular, but ˻which˼ later on must first of all be transformed into moral concepts if they are to 
become understandable to everyone!

Kant’s response to the reader who finds this book too technical is that its content is made up 
not of traditional theological teachings (i.e., of the official dogmas of a given church tradi-
tion), but of the “common ethics” one might find in a Sunday school or in a sermon movingly 
delivered by a popular preacher. Kant’s task, in terms of the metaphor used in the title of the 
book, is to shine the light of reason on these “cloaks” (cf. R 121), in the hope that the “bare” 
body of their underlying rational meaning becomes clear to all. For, if a historical religious 
tradition is fulfilling its true purpose, it will be exploring possible ways of understanding 
mysteries that, as Kant claims at R 137.01–06 (see especially note 2 in App. III), are generated 
by reason itself. Those who fail to find inspiration in Kant’s pages should perhaps ask them-
selves whether they may have been looking for the wrong kind of insight or the wrong kind 
of clarity: for a mere affirmation of the historical clothing on its own terms; or for academic 
(scholarly) rigor rather than the down‐to‐earth, human paradox that faces those who live the 
mysteries of morality and religion while having the courage to engage in the risky experiment 
of baring all in reason’s light.

219 Kant makes similar claims about both his theoretical philosophy (CPR A830–1/ B858–9, where he points out that 
his conclusions can be regarded as merely backing up the position that “common understanding” already affirms) and 
his practical philosophy (GMM 404, where he begins with “common morality” in order to derive the categorical 
imperative). However, the claim he is making here is even more specific: readers familiar with traditional religious 
ideas can grasp the content being conveyed in Religion without being familiar with the technical theories he has pre-
viously defended.
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1. Untitled introduction: Is humanity good or evil by nature?

The main text of Kant’s Religion starts with an untitled introductory section. Despite its unas-
suming placement, this section, which appears to be little more than an additional preface, 
establishes a crucial context for the whole First Piece. The section (and with it also the main 
body of the book) begins with a paraphrased allusion to a verse from the Bible, followed by an 
interpretation highlighting several themes that appear regularly throughout the book.

19.01–16 
First Piece

On the Inherence of the Evil alongside the Good Principle: Or  
on the Radical Evil in Human Nature

That the world is in bad /shape\1 is a lament as ancient as history, even as the still more ancient art of 
poetry—indeed, just as much so as the most ancient among all poetic expressions,2 the religion of the 
priests. Nonetheless,3 all [of these traditions]4 have the world start from the good: from the Golden 
Age, from life in Paradise, or from a still more fortunate6 life in communion with heavenly5 beings. 

The Original Goodness of Human Nature
Introduction, Comment, and Section I ( R 19–28)

1

1 WP has “lies in baseness” for Kant’s im Argen liege; GH and GG have “lieth in evil,” putting the whole phrase in 
quotation marks, on the assumption that Kant is quoting 1 Jn. 5: 19b: “the whole world is under the control of the evil 
one.” But Luther’s translation reads die ganze Welt liegt im Argen, and Kant’s rewording expresses a German idiom. 
As occurs throughout Religion, Kant is alluding to LB but amending it (probably from memory), often in order to 
make a specific point. Here his point is that the biblical lament reflects common sentiment.
2 WP has “poetic compositions” for Kant’s Dichtungen (cf. note 8.40 in this volume); GH and GG have “fictions,” but 
Kant has just referred to poetry (Dichtkunst); GG renders the latter loosely, as “poetic fiction,” thus preserving the 
relation between cognates, but with the wrong English word. GH appeared in the wake of Vaihinger’s 1925 book 
The Philosophy of As If; and, as di Giovanni 2012 confirms, the traditional reductionist interpretation of Religion still 
influenced GG heavily.
3 WP has “Yet” for Kant’s gleichwohl; GG and GH omit this word.
4 WP inserts “religions” here, while GH and GG allow Kant’s “all” to stand alone. I read Kant as making a statement 
not about all religions, but about all of the specific traditions referred to above: history, poetry, and priestcraft.
5 Following GG for Kant’s himmlischen; WP and GH have “celestial.”
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But they soon make this fortune6 vanish like a dream, and ˻they˼ now make the lapse7 into evil (the 
moral /aspect\, with which the physical /aspect\8 always went in the same pair)9 hasten toward the 
[ever] worse10 in an accelerated fall*—so that now (but this Now is as ancient ⟨alt⟩ as  history) we live 
in the final age, the Last Day and the end of the world are knocking at the door,

Wasting no time, Kant reveals in the book’s opening sentence that one of his main themes will 
be the “poetic” character of religious power structures, or “the religion of the priests.” As we 
shall see in examining the Fourth Piece, when Kant calls such religion poetic he does not mean 
it is meaningless or promotes untruth any more than poetry itself or history does; rather he 
means that any truth found therein has a symbolic, hypothetical status, inasmuch as we human 
beings are the source of any meaning that resides in it (see PSP IV.3–4 and PCR V). The lament 
Kant borrows from 1 John 5: 19b says nothing about priestcraft; rather the context (1 John 5) 
focuses on the inward certainty that every genuine religious believer can obtain. Such certainty 
is not contrary to what might be called “poetic truth,” for it is the final goal of symbolic or 
hypothetical reasoning.

All three of the disciplines Kant mentions in the first sentence (history, poetry, and priest-
craft) share such a hypothetical character. Kant likewise notes the consonance between pagan, 
Greek and Hebrew myths about the origin of the world: they all hypothesize an original 
goodness at the foundation of the world. Yet, as Kant adds in the third sentence, they are 
equally univocal in depicting this original, dream‐like state as giving way almost immediately 
to corruption and evil (both moral and physical) that is so serious that, for as long as we have 
recorded our own history, we human beings have pictured ourselves as being on the brink of 
final destruction.

In support of the common tendency to regard this “fall” as an ever‐accelerating moral 
decline, Kant adds a footnote to that word, quoting three Latin verses from Horace’s Odes:

19n.24–26
Aetas parentum peior avis tulit
Nos nequiores, mox daturos
Progeniem vitiosiorem.11

By citing an ancient text to support the notion that each generation tends to view itself as worse 
than the previous and better than the next, Kant shows that this tendency is nothing new. Not 
only is such pessimism “as ancient as history,” but it also crosses cultural barriers, as Kant 
further emphasizes in the main text by referring to an alleged tendency among some Hindus 
to view the destroyer god Shiva as the most powerful component of their divine trinity.

6 WP, GG, and GH have “happier [or “more happy”] … happiness” for Kant’s glücklichern … Glück; but see Glossary 
for the distinction between Glück (“fortune”), glücklich (“fortunate” or “happy”), and Glückseligkeit (“happiness”).
7 WP and GG have “decline” for Kant’s Verfall; GH has “Fall.”
8 WP and GH have “moral evil, with which physical evil,” for Kant’s das Moralische, mit welchem das Physische; 
GG has “moral evil, with which the physical.”
9 WP has “has … gone hand in hand” for Kant’s zu gleichen Paaren ging; GG and GH have “went hand in hand.” But 
Kant’s phrase is less metaphorical, not necessarily implying the kind of cooperation connoted by the English 
metaphor.
10 WP has “ever baser” for Kant’s zum Ärgern, rather confusingly putting the phrase before “hasten”; GH has “from 
bad to worse” and GG omits this phrase.
11 Horace, Odes, 3.6. As a more readable alternative to Martin’s archaic translation (quoted by GH) and to the literal 
translations of GH and WP, I offer this somewhat looser version, which more clearly expresses the gradual moral 
degradation that Kant has in mind: “Having been worse than their parents’ generation / Our parents gave birth to us, 
still worse, / That we in turn might beget offspring more vicious than ourselves.”
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19.16–20
and in several regions of India12 the World Judge and Destroyer Rudra (otherwise also called Shiva 
or Siva) is already being venerated as the god now reigning, after the World Preserver Vishnu, weary 
of the office he took over from the World Creator Brahma, has already resigned it centuries ago.

Putting aside questions regarding the historical accuracy of Kant’s sources for such comments 
(cf. note 1.12), we can appreciate this passage as foreshadowing his later emphasis on the 
Trinity (see App. III); it also illustrates how Religion draws examples from a wide variety of 
religious traditions other than just Christianity.

In contrast to the various traditions that view the course of world history pessimistically, 
Kant now calls attention to a more optimistic tendency, characteristic of Enlightenment 
thinkers, who believed that education can reverse evil’s influence.

19.21–23, 20.01–03
More recent, but far less proliferated,13 is the opposite, heroic opinion, which has probably14 

found its place solely among philosophers and, in our times, above all among pedagogues: that the 
world advances incessantly {20} (though scarcely noticeably) in precisely the reverse direction, 
namely from the bad ⟨Schlechten⟩ to the better; [or] ˻that˼ at least the predisposition to this 
[[advance]] is to be found in human nature.

Here we find Kant’s first use of the technical term “predisposition” (Anlage), though not yet 
employed in his own special sense. As we shall see, Kant is preparing to propose a theory that 
aims to account for both views: the enduring negative influence of evil throughout history as 
well as the presence of something in us that can counteract that influence. But, at this early 
stage in his argument, he has only hinted that both views have a measure of truth, the former 
being confirmed by human experience while the latter is grounded in a less tangible, “heroic 
opinion.”15 Regarding the latter, he adds:

20.03–10
This opinion, however, they have assuredly not drawn from experience if the moral /aspect of\ 
good or evil (rather than the civilizing [of people]) is at issue: for there the history of all times 
speaks far too mightily16 against them. Rather, it is presumably merely a well‐meaning presup-
position of the moralists, from Seneca up to17 Rousseau, [made] in order to impel us to cultivate 
indefatigably the germ ⟨Keimes⟩ for the good, which perhaps lies within us, if only one can count 
on such a natural foundation for the good in the human being.

In other words, human experience and history tend to support the pessimistic view of human 
nature as mired ever more deeply in evil, even though philosophers and moral educators may 

12 .Following GH and GG for Kant’s Hindostan; WP has “Hindustan.” For interesting suggestions as to Kant’s likely 
sources for his claim about Hinduism, see BRR 166–7, 249 and GG 457.
13 WP and GG have “widespread” for Kant’s ausgebreitet; GH has “prevalent.”
14 WP has “—I suppose—” (after “which”) for Kant’s wohl; GH has “indeed,” while GG omits this word.
15 WP 19n and GG 457n both note that Kant refers to a similar “heroic faith in virtue” in EAT 332, published in June 
1794. Although Kant quotes from Horace in both contexts, the EAT passage contrasts two types of religious imagery 
(heaven and hell), not two types of philosophical opinion, as here. Among the “pedagogues” who hold such a position, 
Kant is surely thinking of Johann Bernhard Basedow (1724–90), whose book (Basedow 1770) Kant had used as the 
textbook for his own lectures on education until 1780, when his friend Friedrich Samuel Bock (1716–85) published a 
better one (Bock 1780). For a thorough discussion of Kant’s treatment of these optimistic and pessimistic options, see 
BRR 165–75; Bohatec traces Kant’s position here back to the influence of Seneca, Rousseau, Hume, Ferguson, 
Shaftesbury, and Hutcheson.
16 WP and GG have “powerfully” for Kant’s mächtig; GH has “loudly.”
17 WP, GG, and GH have “to” for Kant’s bis zu.
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tend to prefer a more optimistic view of human nature as capable of cultivating ever‐increasing 
goodness. Kant’s argument will show that religion arises out of precisely this tension between 
experience and reason.

Kant concludes his second paragraph of this untitled section by introducing a hypothetical 
analogy, which suggests that nature might come to our aid in cultivating this inner seed or 
“germ for the good.”18

20.10–17
Add to this, moreover, that since the human being must, after all, be assumed to be by nature 
(i.e., as he is usually born) sound in body, there is no reason for not assuming him to be by nature 
sound and good just as much19 in soul as well. Thus nature itself, [[so the moralists conclude,]] 
promotes the training20 in us of this morals predisposition to the good. Sanabilibus grotamus malis, 
nosque in rectum genitos natura, si sanari velimus, adiuvat,21 says Seneca.

One who considers the infant mortality rate in Kant’s day might question the accuracy of his 
analogy between the health of the body and the health of the soul at birth. But Kant’s point 
seems to be more about the moment of birth (or even the moment just before it) than about the 
prospects of survival once the newborn inhabits the world outside the womb. Just as a prenatal 
infant’s health comes naturally, through its connection to the mother rather than through its 
own effort, so the human soul, considered (hypothetically) prior to all experience, is naturally 
grounded in unchosen goodness. The analogy conveyed by Seneca’s maxim provides hope to 
those who call upon that inner predisposition even after evil choices corrupt us: just as our 
body’s diseases are best cured by letting the inborn processes of nature effect a healing from 
within, so our soul’s tendency to be infected by evil desires is best counteracted by calling upon 
the natural power of the soul’s inborn goodness.

At this point the hope offered to this second class of people stands as nothing more than 
a  hypothetical opinion. To test its validity, Kant’s third paragraph considers two other, 
“intermediate” alternatives.

20.18–22
But since, after all, it could certainly have happened that people ⟨man⟩ erred in both [these] 

supposed22 experiences, the question is whether a mean23 is not at least possible, namely that the 

18 Kant explicitly employs a “seed” or “germ” metaphor twelve times in Religion, alluding to it many other times. 
He appeals to the same metaphor in the final paragraph of WIE (41), where he applies it to the church (see note 7.84 
in this volume). BRR 225–6 traces Kant’s theory of the human predisposition (Anlage) as a “germ” of the good back to 
Iselin’s History of Mankind, first published in 1764, which had gone through numerous editions, including one of 1791, 
published shortly before Kant wrote Religion (see Iselin 1791).
19 WP has “even” for Kant’s eben so wohl; GH has “similarly” and GG “equally.” For smoother English, I have also 
changed the position of “by nature.”
20 WP has “furthers the development” for Kant’s auszubilden … beförderlich; GH has “(is) inclined to lend … aid to 
developing” and GG “would … be promoting the cultivation.”
21 As the translators all point out, this quotation from Seneca’s treatise On Anger (De ira 2.13.1) appeared on the title 
page of Rousseau’s Émile. Rousseau’s original reads: Sanabilibus grotamus malis, ipsaque nosque in rectum genitos 
natura, si emendari velimus, adiuvat. Kant slightly changed it in two places, by omitting ipsaque (“itself,” said of natura) 
and by replacing Seneca’s emendari (“be improved”) with sanari (“be cured”); and he emphasized Seneca’s in rectum 
genitos. Kant’s own version translates: “We suffer from curable ills; and, if we are willing to be cured, nature helps us, 
who are born right.” WP 20n points out Kant’s modifications of Seneca’s original by giving a composite version.
22 WP’s “alleged” (for Kant’s angeblichen) can have negative connotations. GH and GG ignore this word’s literal 
meaning and replace it with “reading of ” and “ways of reading,” respectively. But Kant is referring here to the suppo-
sition that we actually experience progress, either from bad to worse (indicating a fundamentally evil nature) or from 
bad to better (indicating a good nature).
23 WP has “something immediate” for Kant’s ein Mittleres; GH and GG have “a middle ground.”
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human being, in his genus, may be neither good nor evil, or as the case may be,24 the one as well 
as the other, partly good, partly evil. —

These hybrid options—that the natural moral state of human beings is either neutral or mixed—
are appealing because they seem to fit what we actually experience. Yet Kant goes on to dismiss 
both, making a distinction familiar to readers of his Critical writings (and mentioned in R 14), 
between the external legality of an action’s results and the internal morality of an agent’s inten-
tions, as revealed by the maxims (or rules of action) adopted in the process of deciding how to act.

20.22–29
We call a human being evil, however, not because he performs actions that are evil (unlawful), but 
because they are so made-up25 as to allow /one\ to infer evil maxims in him. Now, through experi-
ence one can indeed notice unlawful actions, [and] also (at least in oneself) that they are consciously 
unlawful; but one cannot observe the maxims, not even always in oneself, [and] hence the judgment 
that the agent is an evil human being cannot with assurance26 be based on experience.

That we are unable to see into the depths of another person’s intentions, and often cannot even 
accurately detect our own intentions, is a point Kant reiterates throughout Religion and else-
where.27 Here he mentions it as the first premise in his argument that a philosophical answer 
to the question of whether human nature is good or evil cannot be based on experience.

Kant’s preferred alternative is to adopt a transcendental (synthetic a priori) approach to the 
question at hand.

20.30–34
In order to call a human being evil, therefore, one would have to be able to infer a priori from 
several consciously evil actions, [or] indeed from a single /one\, an evil maxim lying at their basis, 
and from it again a basis, itself in turn a maxim [and] lying in the subject universally,28 of all 
particular morally evil maxims.

24 WP has “perhaps” for Kant’s allenfalls; GH has “at all events” and GG “at any rate.” To avoid ambiguous overlaps of 
word usage, I translate allenfalls either as here (when options are implied) or as “in any case,” unless otherwise noted.
25 WP and GG have “constituted” for Kant’s so beschaffen; GH has “of such a nature.” See Glossary for a defense of my 
use of “made‐up” and “make‐up” for the verb and noun forms of this word.
26 Following WP for Kant’s mit Sicherheit (literally “with safety”); GH has “with certainty” and GG “reliably.” Cf. the 
“maxim of safety” that Kant discusses in R 188–189.
27 See, e.g., CPrR 93–4, R 51, and MM 447. Neiman 1994: 131 argues that such ignorance functions as a necessary 
condition of human freedom. As Kant explains in some detail (GMM 407–9), even though people’s actions usually 
conform to duty, “if we look more closely at the intentions and aspirations in them we everywhere come upon the dear 
self, which is always turning up” (407)—so much so that the “cool observer” of human interactions may legitimately 
doubt “whether any true virtue is to be found in the world.” (In CPR, A315/B372, he goes so far as to call it a “fact that 
no human being will ever act in a manner adequate to what is contained in the pure idea of virtue.”) Kant’s response 
to such doubts is not to deny them but to appeal to the perspectival hope provided by transcendental idealism: virtue 
remains possible as an ideal, because “reason by itself and independently of all appearances commands what ought to 
happen” (GMM 408). Later in the same work (GMM 450–1) he appeals more explicitly to CPR’s distinction between 
two “standpoints” as the only way of escaping the “circle” created by our own ignorance: “Even as to himself, the 
human being cannot claim to cognize what he is in himself through the cognizance he has by inner sensation. For, 
since he does not as it were create himself and does not get his concept a priori but empirically, it is natural that he can 
obtain information even about himself only through inner sense and so only through the appearance of his nature and 
the way in which his consciousness is affected”; yet a rational being “must necessarily assume something else lying at 
their basis, namely his ego as it may be constituted in itself ”—this noumenal standpoint being the source of hope.
28 GH and GG read Kant’s allgemein as an adjective (“common,” modifying Grund), whereas WP (correctly) trans-
lates it as an adverb, adding a footnote that suggests that Kant seems to be alluding to the universality of the moral law. 
However, it is possible that Kant is simply contrasting allgemein (which can also mean “generally”) with besondern 
(“particular”). I reserve “generally” for Kant’s use of überhaupt (see Glossary).
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The process of inference Kant describes here cannot be empirically grounded but must be an 
entirely rational, a priori process. If a person is aware of performing one or more acts that he 
or she regards as evil and if such a judgment is correct, then we can infer that the person must 
have adopted, as a rational basis for choosing, a maxim that made the action evil.29 This 
explains for the first time in Religion why all such evil maxims must themselves be synthetic: 
basing a choice on an underlying maxim (like basing a judgment on intuition in CPR) is not a 
merely logical procedure. The result is what Kant later (for example, at R 31.23) calls “the 
supreme maxim” (die oberste Maxime), and its transcendental status, though only implicit at 
this point, will emerge as the argument proceeds.

Kant begins the fourth paragraph by clarifying an ambiguity in the use of the term (human) 
“nature” whenever we consider whether human beings are good or evil “by nature.”

20.35–37, 21.01–09
However, lest anyone straightaway30 take exception to31 the expression32 nature, which, if it were 

intended to signify (as /it\ usually /is\) the opposite of the basis of actions [arising] from freedom, 
would stand33 in direct contradiction to the predicates morally {21} good or evil, it should be noted 
that here [I mean] by the nature of the human being only the subjective basis of the overall use of 
his freedom (under objective moral laws), the basis which ⟨dieser Grund⟩—wherever it may lie—
precedes any deed that strikes the senses. This subjective basis itself, however, must always in turn 
be an act ⟨Actus⟩ of freedom (for otherwise the use or abuse of the human being’s volition in 
regard to the morals law could not be imputed to him, and the good or evil in him could not be 
called moral).

Attempts to determine whether human beings are naturally good or evil are not about nature 
as opposed to freedom,34 but about nature as an expression of freedom, or (what amounts to the 
same thing) about freedom as an expression of our nature. This point often escapes inter-
preters of Religion, yet it is crucial to a proper understanding of the judicial standpoint Kant is 
adopting.35 The special Actus that empowers human persons with the ability to make moral 

29 In Kant’s moral theory, the act itself should not be called good or evil, but only the maxim that motivates it 
(see, e.g., GMM 397). However, as we shall see in §2.4, Kant adopts a rather different standpoint on this issue here in 
Religion, focusing on actions because intentions are beyond our reach.
30 WP and GG have “immediately” for Kant’s sofort; GH has “at once.”
31 WP has “be … troubled by” for Kant’s sich am … stoße; GH has “difficulty … be encountered in” and GG “be … 
scandalized by.” The most literal translation would be “bump oneself (sich) against.” Note that Kant uses the active 
voice, not the passive.
32 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Ausdrucke; WP has “term.” Cf. R 190.13, 31.22.
33 Following GG for Kant’s stehen; WP has “be,” but normally uses “stand.” GH omits this word, translating the verbal 
phrase as “flatly contradict.”
34 That is, Kant’s question about our good or evil nature is not directly parallel to the distinction between the phe-
nomenal and noumenal (the realms of nature and freedom) as presented in the three Critiques—even though so many 
interpreters have claimed the contrary (see, e.g., McCarty 2009: ch. 3.10).
35 On “judicial,” see note 0.15. BRR 272–3 notes this synthetic feature of Kant’s special definition of “nature” in 
Religion, though without linking it to the standpoint of CJ; instead, he emphasizes its significance for the problem, 
actively debated in Kant’s day, of how to establish responsibility for human actions. Interpreters who are troubled by 
Kant’s references to a timeless deed are far too numerous to list, but they include the anonymous book reviewer to 
whom Kant refers in the second Preface (R 13–14); see SP‐2013c for details. Even Bohatec (BRR 306–9) admits that he 
is unable to solve the apparent contradiction that the deed that secures human responsibility is “acquired” (R 29.03), yet 
“timeless”; he blames the problem on Kant’s (to Bohatec, regrettable) focus on problems set by theologians such as 
Schultz and Heilmann. Schultz, for example, had solved the problem by grounding evil in nature (BRR 311)—a position 
Kant adamantly rejects. I have argued in SP‐2010b: §4 that proper attention to the perspectival nature of Kant’s 
argument renders his alternative position self‐consistent.
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judgments36 is a free nature that is “the subjective basis” that “precedes any deed that strikes 
the senses” (i.e., every observable act of human volition). Regardless of whether human nature 
is good or evil, therefore, it must be grounded in the noumenal (i.e., in freedom) yet expressed 
in the phenomenal (i.e., in the causal nexus), otherwise we could not be held responsible for 
the empirical results of our choices.

Kant has not yet staked a claim as to whether the mystery of free volition makes our “nature” 
good or evil; however, he believes that its necessary presence at the root of all moral action 
enables us to establish how the question must be answered—namely, by examining a person’s 
supreme maxim.

21.09–23
Hence the basis of evil cannot lie in any object determining volition through inclination, not in 
any natural impulse, but ˻can lie˼ only in a rule that volition itself—for the use of its freedom—
makes for itself, i.e., in a maxim. Now, concerning this /maxim\ it must not be possible to go on 
asking what is the subjective basis, in a human being, for the adoption of this maxim rather than 
of the opposite /one\. For, if ultimately this basis itself were not a maxim any more but a bare 
natural impulse, then the use of freedom could be traced back37 entirely to determination by 
natural causes—which, however, contradicts freedom ⟨ihr⟩. Thus, when we say: The human being 
is by nature good or: He is by nature evil, this means no more than this: He contains ⟨enthält⟩ a 
first basis (inscrutable to us)* for the adoption of good maxims or the adoption of evil (unlawful)  
/ones\, and /this\ moreover ⟨und zwar⟩ universally, as a human being, [and] hence in such a way 
that through this /adoption\38 he expresses at the same time the character of his genus.

The specific rules or maxims we give ourselves in the process of deciding how to act must 
ultimately arise (whether explicitly or implicitly) out of our volition; and that capacity for 
choosing maxims must itself be guided by a higher level maxim, otherwise our choices would 
derive (like animal choice: see note 1.36) from our natural impulses, thus rendering freedom 
otiose and destroying our potential to be moral. The answer to the question must therefore 
depend neither on an empirical assessment of a given person’s actions nor on the character of 
our genus, but on whether a person’s supreme maxim is good or evil.

Before we proceed to the next paragraph to see how Kant fleshes out this claim, let us 
examine the footnote added to the observation that the ultimate basis of all our maxims is 
“inscrutable to us.” This parenthetical comment ironically threatens to destroy the whole 
project Kant is undertaking, if he seriously believes that we cannot obtain reliable knowledge 
of what this ultimate basis is. The footnote only heightens the mystery.

36 Kant elsewhere distinguishes human from animal volition: unlike humans, animals choose in a deterministic 
framework that makes them amoral (see LM 256–7; for helpful discussions, see McCarty 2009, especially §3.10, and 
BRR 121–2, which traces Kant’s position to Baumgarten’s influence). Illustrating what FDR calls the “translation 
thesis,” Bohatec (BRR 277–86) surmises that Kant’s insistence on grounding human responsibility in a noumenal act 
must have been motivated by a desire to cater to the assumptions of church dogmas such as original sin, under the 
influence of Heilmann, Achenwall, and Baumgarten; assuming such a motivation, Bohatec laments that Kant’s theory 
is little more than “an objectionable relapse into theological intuitions” (ein bedenklichen Ruckfall in theologische 
Anschauungen) (286). He demonstrates similarly significant resonances between Stapfer’s theology and Kant’s posi-
tion on freedom, moral responsibility, and the propensity to evil (BRR 322–40), even as expressed in CPrR, though 
without decrying the source.
37 Following GG for Kant’s zurückgeführt; GH has “trace.” WP’s “reduced” has misleading connotations. If reduction 
occurred, the contradiction Kant goes on to mention would no longer occur, since freedom would be recognized as 
otiose.
38 WP has “through this nature” for Kant’s durch dieselbe (literally “through/by the same”), while GG has “by his 
maxims”; GH has “thereby,” thus retaining the ambiguity of the original. Kant’s reference here, however, could not be to 
“nature,” because that term occurs before the colon, nor to “maxims,” because they express nothing until we adopt them.
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21n.29–37
*That the first subjective basis for the adoption of moral maxims is inscrutable can provisionally 

already be seen from this: Since this adoption is free, its basis (why, e.g., I have adopted an evil 
maxim rather than a good /one\) must be sought not in any incentive of nature, but always in turn 
in a maxim; and since this /maxim\ must likewise have its basis, while yet apart from the maxim39 
no determining basis of free volition is to be or can be adduced, one is referred back ⟨zurück gewi-
esen⟩ ever further, ad infinitum,40 into the series of subjective determining bases, without ever 
being able to arrive at the first basis.41

Given that free choice requires every maxim to be based on another maxim, we must presup-
pose an inscrutable ultimate basis for our maxims, otherwise we would have to assume an 
infinite regress of maxims, giving rise to a never‐ending story of moral motivation. The story 
would be much simpler if we could trace our maxims to a natural impulse; but this would take 
our actions out of the realm of free volition, and therefore out of the moral realm.

With the problem of the inscrutability of our own ultimate maxim still intact, Kant proceeds 
in the fifth and final paragraph of this opening section to emphasize that, if we are to avoid 
blaming (or praising) nature for each person’s moral character, this ultimate basis of human 
morality must arise out of a person’s free volition.

21.24–28, 22.01–09
Hence of one of these characters ⟨Charaktere⟩ (distinguishing the human being from other 

possible rational beings) we shall say: it is innate in him; and yet in doing so we shall always 
concede that nature does not bear the blame for these /characters\42 (if he43 is evil), or ˻that it does 
not get˼ the credit ⟨Verdienst⟩ (if he44 is good), but that the human being himself is author45 of that 
/innate character that distinguishes the human being\ ⟨desselben⟩.46 But, since {22} the first basis 
for the adoption of our maxims, which must itself always lie in turn in free volition, cannot be a 
fact that could be given in experience, the good or the evil in the human being (as the subjective 
first basis for the adoption of this or that maxim in regard to the moral law) is called innate merely 
in this sense,47 that it is laid at the basis (in earliest youth, up to [the point of] birth, back),48 prior 

39 WP and GG have “a maxim” for Kant’s der Maxime; GH has “maxims.”
40 GH and GG have “endlessly” for Kant’s ins Unendliche immer weiter; following WP, I consistently translate 
ins Unendliche as ad infinitim.
41 WP omits Kant’s concluding phrase ohne auf den ersten Grund kommen zu können. GH has “to reach” and GG 
“to come to” for auf … kommen.
42 Following WP, who takes Kant’s derselben to be plural; GG has “for it,” following KV 23n, who assumes that Kant 
meant to write desselben. GH omits this problematic word. The referent of derselben could also be der Unterscheidung 
(“[the] distinguishing … ”)—an unlikely option, since it appears in parentheses. Kant would then be saying that nature 
is not responsible for what distinguishes human beings from other rational beings.
43 WP and GG have “the character” for Kant’s er; GH has “it.” At this point in the text, however, Kant has never stated 
that character can be either good or evil; the last sentence of the previous paragraph explicitly refers to the human being 
as good or evil, not to character; so, even though the alternative translation of er as “it” (= the character) initially seems 
to be the best reading, it makes better sense for ihm (“him”)—i.e., dem Menschen (“the human being”)—to be the 
 referent. Kant is still talking about persons being good or evil.
44 WP has “the character” for Kant’s er, adding “for them” before the parentheses; GH and GG have “it.” Cf. note 1.43 
immediately above.
45 Following GG and GH for Kant’s Urheber; WP has “originator.”
46 WP has “the originator of this character” for Kant’s Urheber desselben; GH and GG have “its author.” I read this as 
Kant’s first reference, after the semicolon, to the “one” character he has called “innate.” That is, Kant is saying that we 
are responsible for making one of the two “characters” innate.
47 Following GH for Kant’s in dem Sinne; WP has “in the sense” and GG “in the sense.” Kant, rather oddly, emphasizes 
only the word that literally means “the.”
48 WP has “back at the point of birth” for Kant’s bis zur Geburt zurück; GH and GG have “as far back as birth.” But 
the context and the most literal reading of this grammatical construction suggest that Kant is referring to the period 
before birth and after conception, not soon after birth.
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to any use of freedom that is given in experience, and thus is presented49 as present in the human 
being simultaneously with birth—[though] not exactly as having birth as its cause.

Since nature cannot be the source of this “first basis,” Kant argues, the only reasonable inference 
we can make is that one of the human being’s two possible moral “characters”—evil or good—is 
innate. The basis for being a good or an evil person cannot be derived from empirical facts; this 
basis cannot result from some experience we have had in the phenomenal world. Rather what 
makes a person good or bad must be presupposed to be “prior to” and must therefore “always 
lie … in” (i.e., always be part of) every act of free volition, to the extent that it must already be 
present at our birth.50 There is no evidence that birth causes either a good or an evil character; 
yet we can observe that, on the occasion of our very first free moral choice, this ultimate basis 
has already been put in place.

2. Comment: (A) Why moral neutrality is impossible

Having introduced an apparently irresolvable paradox before we even come to the first 
numbered subsection of his book, Kant explains in a supplementary “Comment” section 
why two easy ways of avoiding the “conflict” between the foregoing positions, pessimistic 
and optimistic, cannot succeed.

22.10–18  
Comment

The conflict of the two hypotheses that were put forth above is based on a disjunctive propo-
sition: The human being is (by nature) either morallys good or morallys evil.51 It readily occurs to 
anyone, however, to ask whether this disjunction is indeed correct, and whether someone could 
not assert /that\ the human being is by nature neither of the two, but someone else, /that\ he is 
both simultaneously, namely in several components52 good, in others evil. Experience even seems 
to confirm this mean /position\ between the two extremes.

Kant admits here that, to the nonphilosopher—or to anyone who adopts what in PSP I called 
the “Perspective of Experience,” in contrast to “the Transcendental Perspective” that focuses 
always on the necessary conditions for the possibility of experience—it will seem obvious 
that human beings are neither good nor evil “by nature” but are a rather untidy, piecemeal (see 
note 1.52) mixture of the two. The challenge here, in other words, is that the question intro-
duced above rests on a false dichotomy: being all good or all evil are not the only alternatives.

49 WP and GH have “conceived” for Kant’s vorgestellt; GG has “represented.” Cf. note 0.47.
50 See note 1.48 above. BRR 263–6 explores the influence of Stapfer, Heilmann, Schultz, and Crusius on Kant’s ratio-
nale for viewing evil as innate.
51 WP, GG and GH have “morally good or morally evil” for Kant’s sittlich gut oder sittlich böse. Here, as elsewhere,  
I add the subscript “s” to indicate Kant’s use of sittlich; see Glossary.
52 WP has “points” for Kant’s Stücken (literally “pieces”); GH has “respects” and GG “parts.” But these options all fail 
to preserve the awkwardness of the German, which might have been intentional, given that Kant is using here the same 
word that he uses for the names of the four main divisions of Religion. (Recall that he wrote all four pieces, then sent 
them to the journal editor as a batch: see Introduction §1. So, even when this First Piece was published as an article, 
he would have had a motive for giving subtle hints regarding what might be coming up in later pieces.) If this usage 
was at least at the back of Kant’s mind here (and/or if passages such as this one—there are several such uses of Stück in 
the First Piece—played a role in his decision to use this rather odd word to designate the book’s four main divisions), 
then a subtext of this passage is to ask whether the “both good and evil” answer might pertain to one part of the book 
(e.g., the Second Piece), even though strict answers (either good or evil) pertain to the other parts (the First and Third 
Pieces). However, this possibility is remote, so I use “components”; further reasons are explained in the Glossary.
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Kant responds forcefully to this (to his mind, unphilosophical) claim, arguing that moral 
matters should not rest on compromises.

22.19–28
However, the doctrine of mores53 is greatly concerned overall to concede,54 as long as this is 

 possible, nothing morally intermediate,55 neither in actions (adiaphora)56 nor in human charac-
ters, because with such an ambiguity all maxims run the risk of losing their determinateness and 
firmness.57 Those who are attached to this strict way of thinking are commonly called (by58 a name 
that is intended ⟨soll⟩ to imply59 a rebuke, but /that\ in fact constitutes ⟨ist⟩ praise): rigorists; and 
thus their antipodes may be called latitudinarians. Thus these /latter\ are latitudinarians either of 
neutrality and may be called indifferentists, or of coalition and ˻may be called˼ syncretists.*

For Kant, mores (i.e., ethical/moral customs) are a product of reason; maxims should therefore 
be rational, and reason, being motivated in large part by the goal of seeking consistency in 
its comparisons, does not look kindly upon ambiguity. As if to illustrate his own, rigorously 
precise way of thinking, Kant diverts attention from the main topic just long enough to distin-
guish between his “rigorist,” black‐and‐white approach to moral teaching and the approach of 
those who prefer the “latitude” of focusing on the gray areas, either by refusing to take sides or 
by attempting to take both (or all) sides in a given dispute.60

As often happens in Kant’s writings, the footnote he adds here is more informative than the 
sentence it supplements. Employing a mathematical method of reasoning that he had first put 
forward in 1763 (see note 1.69 below), Kant responds to the indifferentists.

22n.29–35
*If the good = a, then its contradictory opposite is the not‐good. Now, this /not‐good\ is either 

the consequence of a bare lack of a basis for the good, = 0, or ˻the consequence˼ of a positive basis 
for the reverse ⟨Widerspiels⟩ of the good ⟨dessselben⟩, = –a; in the latter case the not‐good can 
also be called the positive evil. (In regard to pleasure61 and pain, there is a similar mean,62 so that 
pleasure = a, pain = –a, and the state in which neither of the two is found, indifference, = 0.)

53 WP has “doctrine of morals” for Kant’s Sittenlehre; GH and GG have “doctrine of ethics.” The term could also be 
translated “teaching of morals.”
54 WP has “to admit … no” for Kant’s keine … einzuräumen; GH has “avoid admitting … of anything” and GG “to 
preclude … anything.”
55 WP has the very awkward “no moral intermediate [some]things” for Kant’s keine moralische Mitteldinge. GH and 
GG have “anything morally intermediate,” giving the main verb a negative sense: “avoid” / “preclude.”
56 Ancient Greek for “indifferent,” “undifferentiated.” The “indifferents” (ta adiaphora; singular to adiaphoron) con-
stituted an important and much discussed classification of things in Stoic ethics. Kant, however, is applying the term 
to the moral character of acts. See also note 1.73 below.
57 WP, GG, and GH have “stability” for Kant’s Festigkeit.
58 WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s mit, because they all move Rigoristen before the parentheses. I here preserve the 
dramatic effect of Kant’s word order, thus also highlighting the distinction between the two options.
59 Following WP for Kant’s in sich fassen (literally “to grasp [or catch] within itself ”); GH and GG have “to carry.”
60 As WP 23n points out, BRR 176n (cf. 28n) traces the source of the technical terms Kant uses here to the Swiss 
theologian J. F. Stapfer. For a now classic discussion and defense of Kant’s “rigorist” position and its implications for 
Kant’s ethics in general, see Allison 1990: ch. 8. At MM 409 Kant clarifies that his rigorist position does not imply that 
all maxims have such a moral status. See also Wood 1999: 26–30.
61 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Vergnügens; WP’s “gratification” can have an inappropriately derogatory conno-
tation in English. This German term refers to “pleasure” as enjoyment or fun, in contrast to Kant’s usual word, Lust, 
which typically refers to the satisfaction of an appetite.
62 WP has “something intermediate of that sort” for Kant’s ein dergleichen Mittleres; GH and GG have “a similar 
middle term.” Both options are too vague, as Kant is referring to something like a mathematical (e.g., statistical) 
“mean” between two “extremes,” not to just any term in between the other two.
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Kant’s special method treats qualities as if they could be mapped onto a number line, opposite 
qualities being represented by positive and negative terms, while the neutral point positioned 
between these two is represented by 0 (zero). He proceeds to apply this method of analysis to 
the issue being considered in the main text.

22n.35, 23n.04–12
Now, if in us the moral law were {23} not an incentive of volition, then moral–good (consonance 
of volition with the law) would be63 = a, not‐good ˻would be˼ = 0, but this [situation],64 the bare65 
consequence of the lack of a moral incentive, ˻would be˼ = a × 0. In fact ⟨Nun⟩, however, the moral 
law ⟨es⟩ is an incentive in us, = a; consequently the lack of conformity66 of volition with this /law\ 
(=0) is possible only as the consequence of a real67 opposite determination of volition, i.e., ˻as the 
consequence˼ of a resistance by it = –a, i.e., only through an evil volition; and hence between an evil 
and a good conviction (inward68 principle of maxims)—by which the morality of the action must 
also be judged—there is no mean.

Kant presents here a subtle but powerful two‐step argument. First, after defining what is 
“moral–good” as “consonance of volition with the law,” he argues that such consonance can 
come about only if the moral law relates to us as a positive “incentive,” because, without a gen-
uinely positive basis for choosing good, the distinction between good and its opposite would 
collapse: both good and evil would amount to something essentially neutral (cf. note 1.64). 
Second, because moral goodness can and must be traced to something positive, its opposite 
must also be regarded not as a mere absence of conformity with the moral law, but as an active 
opposition to it. Therefore, when it comes to the choice that every person must make in order 
to be convinced of a fundamental principle designed to guide all of our maxims, the only viable 
options are to choose positive good or to choose positive evil; there is no room for evil as a 
mere absence (0) or privation of the good, as so many theologians had argued.69

With its appeal to his previously defended mathematical methodology, this is Kant’s 
strongest argument so far; yet he tucks it away in a footnote. Surprisingly, he also chooses to 
introduce here, for the first time after the Prefaces, what is arguably his most important 

63 Following GG for Kant’s Wäre … sein; WP and GH have “would.”
64 GG and WP also insert an additional “would be” at this point. They and GH all take Kant’s dieses to mean “the/this 
latter.” However, this renders the following phrase unintelligible. Kant’s point here is that, if the moral law is not a 
genuinely positive incentive, then the distinction between good (a) and not good (taken as neutral, as 0) collapses: 
both options would turn out to be 0.
65 WP has “mere” for Kant’s bloße; GH has “merely” and GG “just.” On my use of “bare” here and throughout, see 
note 0.5, Introduction §4, and PCR VI.1. Although Kant is not using the term here in the same sense as in the title, as 
a reference to the inner circle of rational religion, the type of use is the same: morality would collapse if reason did not 
look beyond the bare form of the moral law to an incentive within us—namely respect.
66 WP, GG, and GH have “agreement” for Kant’s Übereinstimmung.
67 WP’s “really” is the literal translation of Kant’s Latin word realiter; GH and GG have “real and,” though Kant does 
not have und. Kant is here employing the crucial distinction between real and logical opposition, first introduced in 
his 1763 essay on negative magnitudes (see note 1.69 below).
68 WP and GH have “inner” for Kant’s innerem; GG has “the inner.”
69 Matuštík 2008: 90 mistakenly takes Kant himself to regard evil as privative. On the relation between Kant’s posi-
tion and the theory of evil as a privation of good (often attributed to St. Augustine), see PCR 288–9. In LPT 1078 Kant 
himself appears to defend a privation theory similar to the one adopted by Leibniz; however, this could have been 
merely his summary of Baumgarten’s textbook, which was the basis for that part of his lectures, because in his earlier 
(1763) essay on negative magnitudes (ICNM 182–4) he defends a position much closer to the one presented here, 
using the same logical apparatus to distinguish the various options. See Louden 2000: 134–6 for further evidence that 
the theory of evil in Religion does not constitute a radical break from Kant’s past, as many have claimed. AAE‐Card 75f 
states six “controversial theses” that emerge from Kant’s account of evil in the First Piece; she disagrees with Kant in 
defense of the “common sense” view. What Card’s (and many others’) criticisms neglect is that Kant is giving an 
account not of empirical evil, but of evil as a necessary condition for the universal human experience of religiosity.
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technical term, Gesinnung, defining it as an “inward principle of maxims.” I translate this 
term as “conviction,” for reasons defended fully elsewhere.70 The overall conclusion of the 
argument in this footnote is that this deep, inward conviction must be either good or evil; it 
cannot be neutral, because that would render morality ultimately meaningless.71

In R2 Kant adds a new sentence to the end of this note (without marking it with a dagger),72 
reiterating a claim he has already made, though less pointedly, in the main text.

23n.13–17
[†]A morally indifferent action (adiaphoron morale)73 would be an action ensuing74 merely from 

natural laws, which therefore stands in no reference whatever to the morals law, as law of freedom—
because it is not a factum,75 and in regard to it neither command nor prohibition nor yet permission 
(legal authority) has a place, or is needed.

Kant does not deny that human beings sometimes make morally neutral choices. Indeed all 
choices motivated by concerns determined by natural laws (i.e., concerns related to our 
physical nature, our inclinations, etc.) are in a sense irrelevant to morality, because a choice can 
be relevant to the morality of our conviction (our inward, subjective basis for making choices) 
only if it is free, and choices determined by laws external to our own reason are not free.76

70 GH and GG use “disposition,” the term now employed almost universally in scholarly discussions of Kant’s 
theory of Gesinnung, while WP uses “attitude” (defending his translation in detail at WP 13–14n). However, neither 
a disposition nor an attitude is normally regarded as a “principle.” A conviction, by contrast, normally does rest on a 
maxim or principle that one adopts because one has become convinced of its truth. For an initial defense of this new 
translation of Gesinnung, see SP‐2009a: xxviiin; I offer a thorough defense in SP‐2015d, where I respond to the main 
objection to using this translation: Kant’s technical term, Überzeugung, is normally translated as “conviction.” The 
latter convention has persisted in Kant scholarship even though all other forms of the word überzeug- are translated 
as forms of “convince,” not as forms of “convict.” I solve both problems by translating Überzeugung as “convincement” 
(see note 3.83), reserving “conviction” for Gesinnung and using “convicting” (in the legal sense) for überführung. 
This new translation has the significant merit of portraying Kant’s theory of the (so‐called) “disposition” as referring 
not merely to a noumenal component of human nature, as past interpreters have assumed, but to a form of human 
volition with a phenomenal grounding (see Glossary).
71 Recall that Kant had argued in CPrR that the moral law motivates us to make choices that are universalizable, to 
respect the humanity in all persons, and to foster an environment wherein all human beings can make similar choices 
for themselves—i.e., to conform our choices to these three formulations of the categorical imperative. Cf. note 0.37.
72 WP and GG present this added sentence as if it had been, like the next added footnote, a new footnote attached 
to the early part of the next sentence in the main text, rather than merely a sentence added to the end of the previous 
R1 note. What probably prompted this mistake is that Ak. formats the added sentence as a second paragraph marked 
with a dagger, even though in Kant’s R2 text it is merely an unmarked additional sentence. Only GH locates the note 
correctly, as a mere addition to the previous (R1) note.
73 Cf. note 1.56 above; lest there be any doubt, Kant here adds the modifier morale, a Latin adjective (here in the 
neuter, to agree with the Greek adiaphoron) meaning “moral”: “what is morally undifferentiated.”
74 WP and GH have “resulting” for Kant’s erfolgende; GG has “follows.”
75 Latin for “deed,” in the sense of something that has actually been done and is considered an empirical event.
76 A frequently discussed paradox plagues Kant’s theory at this point: if actions that are determined by our physical 
nature—and hence presumably motivated by sense‐based inclinations, what Kant elsewhere calls actions—are 
determined by nature and therefore “morally indifferent,” then how can autonomous (freely chosen, Wille‐motivated) 
actions ever be anything but morally good? And, in that case, how can we be held responsible for (so‐called) evil 
actions, since we are not free to choose which inclinations determine our motives? BRR 258–62 claims that Kant 
inhereited this paradox from Wolff; this could be why the problem was detected as early as 1786, in a book review of 
GMM (in Tübingische gelehrte Anzeigen, February 16, pp. 105–12) by J. F. Flatt, a devoted follower and translator of 
Storr. For an excellent recent discussion of this problem and its relation to the debate between realist and constructivist 
interpretations of Kant’s moral theory, see Giannini 2013. The best solution is to take seriously Kant’s claim that moral 
evil lies in rational choice rather than in inclinations. Evil, as we shall see below, is for Kant the free choice to allow 
oneself to be controlled by one’s natural inclinations, and this freedom to choose whether or not to be so controlled is 
an inalienable part of what Kant will call our predisposition to humanity (see my comments at R 26.01–11). That is, to 
be human is to be forced to choose, and thereby to be responsible for what we do even if we end up allowing ourselves 
to be determined by our natural inclinations.
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Having established (in the footnote) the irrelevance of morally neutral choices to the 
question at hand, the main text now examines the first of the two previously mentioned 
options, the one Kant seems to prefer.

23.01–03, 24.01–05
{23} The answer to the suggested77 question according to the rigoristic way of deciding† is based 

on this observation, [which is] important for ethics: the freedom of volition has the quite peculiar 
make‐up78 {24} that it cannot be determined to an action by any incentive except insofar as the 
human being has taken up79 the incentive ⟨sie⟩ into his maxim (has made this ⟨es⟩ a universal rule 
for himself, according to which he wills to behave80 himself). Only in this way can an incentive, 
whichever it may be, coexist81 with the absolute spontaneity of volition (i.e., with freedom).

This clarifies that an incentive can play a role in morality, but only if the moral agent specifi-
cally makes it part of the maxim governing the choice. If the chosen incentive is respect for the 
moral law, its coexistence with freedom is not problematic. But Kant appears to be saying that, 
if the incentive is a naturally determined motive that encourages a person to follow his or her 
inclinations, then, quite paradoxically, a person can freely choose a maxim that will in effect 
put an end to the freedom‐based primacy that practical reason should have for the will.82

Shortly after resuming the flow of his argument, Kant digresses again with another meaty 
footnote (added in R2) that in several respects is more informative than the main text. 
Responding to Schiller’s recent criticism of his moral philosophy, Kant begins by portraying 
their positions as deeply complementary.

23n.18–23
†Professor ⟨Herr Prof.⟩ Schiller, in his masterfully composed essay on gracefulness ⟨Anmuth⟩ and 

dignity in ethics (Thalia, 1793, 3rd issue),83 disapproves of this way of presenting84 obligation,85 as 
if it carried with it a Carthusian‐like mental attunement ⟨Gemüthsstimmung⟩. However, since we 
are united on the most important principles, I also cannot deploy86 any disunity on this one, if only 
we can make ourselves understandable to each other. —

77 WP has “mentioned” for Kant’s gedachten; GH has “at issue” and GG “just posed.” Kant uses this term because he 
did not actually pose or state the question previously, but only suggested it indirectly.
78 WP and GG have “characteristic” for Kant’s Beschaffenheit; GH has “nature.”
79 WP has “admitted” for Kant’s aufgenommen; GH and GG have “incorporated.” This term is the basis for Allison’s 
influential claim that Kant is here proposing a so‐called “Incorporation Thesis” (Allison 1990: 5–6, 40); but Kant gives 
no indication that he intended this to be regarded as a technical term.
80 WP, GG, and GH have “conduct” for Kant’s verhalten.
81 Following GH and GG for Kant’s kann … zusammen bestehen; WP has “is … consistent,” acknowledging the literal 
meaning in a footnote.
82 Kant explicitly defends the primacy of practical reason in CPrR 119–21. Whether or not Kant really means that we 
can choose to be unfree is a matter of considerable debate among Kant scholars (see note 1.76 above). Whatever his 
“official” position may be, he appears to affirm this one here. What is less debatable is that, for Kant, we become free 
(i.e., autonomous) only by choosing to be “determined” by the moral law (as imposed on us by Wille). Paradoxically, 
then, genuine freedom entails choosing to limit one’s actions to what duty demands, while false freedom (i.e., evil) 
entails “freeing” oneself to do whatever one’s inclinations determine.
83 This journal was edited by Schiller himself (see WP 24n). After appealing to Greek mythology to explain the rela-
tionship between gracefulness, beauty, and other themes, the essay Kant refers to here explicitly critiques Kant (Schiller 
2005: 150), whose “idea of duty is presented with a severity that repels all graces and might tempt a weak intellect to 
seek moral perfection by taking the path of a somber and monkish asceticism.”
84 WP has “way of conceiving” for Kant’s Vorstellungsart; GH has “manner of presentation” and GG “mode of repre-
sentation.” WP usually has “presentation” for Kant’s Vorstellung.
85 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Verbindlichkeit, which also means “liability”; see Glossary and note 7.98.
86 WP has “establish” for Kant’s statuiren; GH and GG have “admit.” Kant’s term can mean to prescribe or decree, to 
suppose or allow, or to set up as an example, as when an artist deploys a model.
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The Carthusian order (founded by St. Bruno in 1084) is a monastic community of hermits, still 
part of the Catholic church today, who spend most of their time in solitary, ascetic contempla-
tion, in the hope of allowing what is good in human nature to regain its original prominence. 
Kant’s “as if ” indicates that he rejects Schiller’s claim that his moral theory’s focus on the absolute 
priority of duty over human inclinations requires such harsh asceticism.

Kant proceeds to explain Schiller’s charge against him and why this charge raises no gen-
uine objection for his moral philosophy. Although he is here discussing features of his own 
moral philosophy, Kant does so in a way that illustrates how his position leads naturally to the 
(quite distinct) position on religion that he will defend in Religion.

23n.23–30
I gladly admit that to the87 concept of duty, precisely on account of this concept’s ⟨seiner⟩ dignity, 
I  cannot adjoin87 gracefulness. For it contains unconditional constraint,88 to which gracefulness 
stands in direct contradiction. The majesty of the law (like the /law\ on Sinai) instills awe (not 
dread, which repels; also not charm, which invites familiarity); /and\ this /awe\ ⟨welche⟩ arouses 
the respect of the subordinate toward his master; but in this case, where the master ⟨dieser⟩ resides 
in ourselves, ˻it arouses˼ a feeling of the sublimity of our own predetermination,89 [and] the sublime 
⟨was⟩ enraptures us more than anything beautiful. —

Schiller had criticized Kant’s concept of duty for excluding gracefulness, arguing that graceful 
movement is an empirical reflection of a person’s inner moral maxim. He claimed that graceful-
ness unites morality, as “a principle which resides beyond the world of sense” with beauty, as a 
principle that is “purely sensuous” (Schiller 1902: 200). Kant’s response shows that he is not 
ignoring gracefulness but putting it in its proper place in relation to duty. Using language that 
strikingly foreshadows Rudolf Otto’s account of the experience of the numinous,90 Kant corre-
lates the distinction between duty and gracefulness to his CJ distinction between the feelings of 
sublimity (as unconditional and awesome) and beauty (as conditional and charming). Whereas 
the giver of duty is a master who “resides in ourselves,” the giver of gracefulness is (presumably) 
“outside the human being” (cf. R 6). Schiller had identified the latter with the charms of 
“nature,” while Kant now compares the former to the awesome God who gave Moses the Ten 
Commandments on Mount Sinai. Thus Kant’s theory of duty does not ignore gracefulness but 
relates to it as sublimity relates to beauty.91 This comparison suggests that, unlike the concerns 
examined in CPrR, where the goal was to understand how duty is generated from a conception 
of lawfulness (i.e., from the concept of Wille) that is binding on all human beings, here in Religion 
the contingencies related to our embodiment are relevant—apparently to both duty and graceful-
ness, since his purpose here is to persuade Schiller that their positions are compatible.

87 WP has “with the … associate” for Kant’s dem … beigesellen; GH has “associate … with” and GG “associate … with 
the.” I reserve “associate” for sich verbinden.
88 WP and GG have “necessitation” for Kant’s Nöthigung; GH has “necessity.” On the harsh connotations of Nöthigung, 
see note 12.38.
89 WP and GG have “vocation” for Kant’s Bestimmung; GH has “destiny.” See Glossary for a defense of my translation 
of this term in such contexts.
90 With frequent references to the law of Sinai, Otto 1923 adopts as technical terms some of the words Kant uses here 
(i.e., Majestät “majesty,” Ehrfurcht “awe,” and Reiz “charm”). For a brief analysis of Otto’s position and an explanation 
of how it can be seen as a complement to Kant’s philosophy of religion, see SP‐2000b: §31, and Firestone 2009: 118–38. 
On the close relation between awe and respect, see MM 488–9, where Kant links both to God’s justice.
91 In CPR Kant argued: “where you do perceive purposive unity, it must not matter at all whether you say, ‘God has 
wisely willed it so’ or ‘Nature has wisely so ordered it’” (A699/B727). Here in Religion, in the wake of the “physicotheology” 
defended in CJ’s Appendix (§85), he seems to be suggesting that duty and gracefulness correspond to God/sublimity and 
Nature/beauty. For a detailed discussion of Kant’s reply to Schiller, with special attention to R 23n, see Winegar 2013.
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Kant’s reason for inserting this footnote on gracefulness at this point is to prepare the reader 
for what he goes on to say later in the main sentence, after the footnote, about the proper role 
of sense‐based incentives in moral choice. When it comes to the actual application of duty to 
our lives, to what we today might call the existential task of living a virtuous life, gracefulness 
does play a legitimate role, for virtue welcomes the company of “the graces.”

23n.30–35
But virtue, i.e., the firmly based conviction to fulfill one’s duty strictly,92 is in its consequences 
also  beneficent, more so than anything that nature or art may accomplish in the world; and 
humanity’s glorious93 image, drawn up in this figure of /virtue with beneficent consequences\,94 
quite readily permits being accompanied by the graces ⟨Grazien⟩, who, however, as long as duty 
alone is still at issue, keep at a reverential distance.

Kant here defines “virtue” as the firm conviction that one must strictly follow one’s duty 
(i.e., obey the moral law). He responds to Schiller by explaining that, even though abstract 
moral philosophy must ensure that the graces remain “at a reverential distance” from duty, the 
consequence of a virtuous life will be to welcome just the sort of “splendid image” of a “benefi-
cent” humanity that Schiller extols. If this can be done (e.g., through religious symbolism, as 
Kant will attempt here in Religion), then such consequences will serve to synthesize the realms 
of theory and practice even “more so than anything that nature or art may accomplish”; that is, 
religion can form the bridge uniting the Critical System even better than CJ did.

Continuing this footnote with an appeal to mythology, Kant explains why sensibility 
becomes an inevitable factor once we consider virtue (i.e., the real human experience of 
goodness) as opposed to duty (i.e., an abstract rational conception of goodness).

23n.35–42
But if one takes account of the graceful consequences that virtue, if it gained access ⟨Eingang 
fände⟩ everywhere, would disseminate95 in the world, then the morally directed96 reason also calls 
(through the imagination) sensibility into play. Only after subduing monsters does Hercules 
become Musagetes97 a labor from which those good sisters recoil. These companions of Venus 
Urania are wanton sisters in the retinue ⟨Gefolge⟩ of Venus Dione as soon as they meddle in the 
business of determining duty and want to supply the incentives for this. —

Far from seeking to eclipse the role of sensibility in human life, Kant’s moral theory puts incen-
tives arising from our embodiment in their proper place: as a natural outcome of a virtuous life 
rather than as its motive force. Our “imagination” can then quite properly picture, as in Greek 
mythology, even the gods undergoing real struggles in the empirical world before they can 
reap the fruits of virtue. Hercules’ successful struggles with monsters put the Muses under his 
control; yet these companions of Venus (goddess of love and beauty) lose their heavenly 

92 Following GG for Kant’s genau zu erfüllen; WP has “toward strictly fulfilling” and GH “strictly to fulfil.”
93 Following GG for Kant’s herrliche; WP has “splendid” and GH “august.”
94 WP has “in the guise of virtue” for Kant’s in dieser ihrer Gestalt; GH has “in this character” and GG “in the figure 
of virtue.” But dieser ihrer must refer not to mere virtue, but to virtue as beneficent, for Kant goes on to contrast it with 
“duty alone” (i.e., without beneficence). Only as beneficent does virtue appear (as Kant argued in CJ) as humanity’s 
“figure,” “drawn up” by nature and art.
95 WP, GG, and GH have “spread” for Kant’s verbreiten, but I reserve “spread” for ausbreiten (when used without 
sich). The noun Ausbreitung is translated with a form of “proliferation.”
96 Following GH for Kant’s “‐gerichtete”; WP and GG have “oriented,” but WP elsewhere always uses “directed.” See 
Glossary.
97 That is, Apollo, leader of the Muses, the “good sisters” to whom Kant refers next.
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(“Urania”) character and become “wanton” when they try to be mothers (“Dione”) of virtue 
by serving as “incentives” for duty. Kant’s picture of an ideal world where all persons are both 
virtuous and happy is therefore one that, far from being ascetic (as Schiller had claimed), 
requires sensibility—and with it, as we shall see, notions arising out of the religious imagina-
tion, such as grace. For, as we shall see in §1.4, Kant’s theory of the threefold predisposition to 
good suggests that humanity necessarily entails not only striving to be moral (personality), but 
also struggling to be fully embodied (animality).

After a dash, this lengthy footnote concludes by examining a specific aspect of virtue’s sen-
sible nature: the role of human “temperament” in moral deliberations.

23n.42, 24n.23–33
Now, if one asks: Of what kind is the aesthetic make‐up, the {24} temperament, as it were, of virtue, 
[is it] courageous [and] hence cheerful,98 or anxiety‐bent99 and depressed?100 then an answer is 
hardly needed. The latter, slavish mental attunement can never occur without a hidden hatred of 
the law, and the cheerful heart in complying with one’s ⟨seiner⟩ duty (not the comfortableness in 
recognizing it)101 is a sign of the genuineness of a virtuous conviction. ˻It is such a sign˼ even in 
piety, which consists not in the self‐torment of a repentant sinner (which is very ambiguous and is 
usually only an inward reproach for having violated the rule of prudence), but in the firm resolve 
to do better in the future—˻a resolve˼ that, fired up102 by good progress, must bring about a cheerful 
mental attunement, without which one is never [quite] certain of also having embosomed103 the 
good, i.e., of having taken it up into one’s maxim.

These three sentences, rich in nuanced implications, deserve deep meditation. Kant here 
argues for a specific empirical outcome as a definitive sign of genuine virtue. The person with 
a virtuous conviction, as one who has nurtured a love for what is good, will be “cheerful”104 
when obeying the moral law, whereas a person with a “slavish”105 temperament exhibits a 
“mental attunement” that lacks a genuine conviction to do good, actually hating the moral law 
and obeying the call of duty only regretfully, out of prudence.106

Bearing in mind the crucial insight conveyed by Kant’s footnote (i.e., that affirming Kantian 
morality frees us to embrace our animality rather than forcing us to deny it), we now resume 

98 WP omits Kant’s emphasis on fröhlich.
99 WP and GG have “weighed down by fear” for Kant’s ängstlich‐gebeugt; GH has “fear‐ridden.” Kant is using the term 
Kierkegaard later employed as the focal concept of his groundbreaking 1844 book The Concept of Anxiety. Cf. R 146n.33.
100 WP, GG, and GH have “dejected” for Kant’s niedergeschlagen.
101 WP has “acknowledging the law” for Kant’s Anerkennung desselben, because he inserts “[according to the law]” 
just before this parenthetical phrase; GH has “the recognition thereof ” and GG “the recognition of it.”
102 WP has “energized” for Kant’s angefeuert; GH and GG have “encouraged.”
103 WP has “grown fond of ” for Kant’s lieb gewonnen; GH has “attained a love for” and GG “gained a love for.” Kant’s 
metaphor here alludes back to Venus (goddess of love), mentioned just two sentences earlier.
104 GH and GG have the more religious term, “joyous,” for Kant’s fröhliche. Schiller had accused Kantian morality of 
lacking the “joy” that he believed is present in the most highly developed forms of moral goodness (Schiller 2005: 
149–50; cf. note 1.83 above).
105 Schiller had accused “the immortal author of the ‘Critique’” of trying to make inclination a slave to reason 
(Schiller 2005: 148, 151). Kant is here anticipating an even more influential criticism, later leveled against his moral 
theory by Schiller together with Goethe, who wrote in Xenien, their 1797 collection of critical poems: “Scruples of 
Conscience / I like to serve my friends, but unfortunately I do it by inclination / And so often I am bothered by the 
thought that I am not virtuous / Decision / There is no other way but this! You must seek to despise them / And do 
with repugnance what duty bids you” (Wood 1999: 28).
106 For example, Kant thinks that those who decide not to steal because they realize that the chances of getting caught 
are too high are not morally praiseworthy, for their actions only accidentally comply with the moral law: they realized 
that it would be more prudent to obey. Nevertheless, Kant’s theory of prudence is not entirely negative, as some have 
claimed; see SP‐2014a and SP-2015e.
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our examination of the main text at R 24, midway through the second paragraph of the “com-
ment” added to the untitled introductory section of the First Piece.

24.05–15
However, in the judgment of reason the moral law is on its own an incentive, and whoever makes 
it his maxim is morally good. Now, if, in regard to an action referring to the law ⟨dasselbe⟩, the law 
nonetheless does not determine somebody’s107 volition, then an incentive opposed to the law ⟨ihm⟩ 
must have influence on his volition; and since, by dint of the [above] presupposition, this can occur 
only by the human being’s taking up108 this /incentive\ ([and] hence also the deviation from the 
moral law) into his maxim (in which case he is an evil human being), his conviction in regard to 
the moral law is never indifferent (never neither of the two, neither good nor evil).

For those readers who have attended carefully to Kant’s footnotes, these two sentences convey 
nothing new but are more like a summary of what has been argued (mainly in those footnotes) 
up to now. The argument, in outline, is:

1. The moral law actively motivates every rational being to choose what is good.
2. Neutral determining influences (e.g., from nature or from our natural inclinations) 

cannot, on their own, counteract this positive incentive.
3. When a person performs an action that is contrary to the moral law, this indicates that the 

person must have actively allowed an evil maxim to determine the nature of his or her 
basic moral conviction.109

4. Therefore, as far as his or her conviction is concerned, a person can never be morally 
neutral but will always exhibit either original goodness (as in premise 1) or evidence of 
having chosen evil (as in 2).

Kant assumes the validity of this conclusion throughout the remainder of the book, but not 
before explaining why one further alternative must also be mistaken.

3. Comment: (B) Could humans be partly good and partly evil?

Aspiring to completeness in his exposition, as always, Kant now briefly addresses the remain-
ing option, that a person’s basic moral status might occupy a middle ground.

24.16–22
But he also cannot be in several components morallys good, [and] simultaneously [[morallys]] 

evil in others. For if he is good in one /component\, then he has taken up the moral law into his 
maxim; thus if in another component he were to be simultaneously evil, then, because the moral 
law of compliance with duty overall is only a single /law\110 and ˻is˼ universal, the maxim 
connected to it would be universal, while simultaneously ˻being˼ only a particular maxim—
which is contradictory.*

107 Following GG, with WP’s word order, for Kant’s jemandes … einer. WP has “someone’s (action) … the (power)” 
and GH “a person’s (willw) … an (action).” 
108 WP has “admitting” for Kant’s aufnimmt; GH has “adopts” and GG “incorporate.” As explained in the Glossary, 
I translate forms of aufnehmen literally, to distinguish them from forms of annehmen.
109 The occurrence of “conviction” (Gesinnung) in the passage from R 24.05–15, quoted above, marks Kant’s first use 
of this technical term in the main text of Religion. See note 1.70 (above) for more about why I translate this term as 
“conviction.”
110 WP has “only one” for Kant’s nur ein einziges; GH has “essentially single” and GG “a single one.”
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One of Kant’s fundamental assumptions is that the moral law, being a product of reason, cannot 
contradict itself. A good act is one based on a maxim that is universalizable under the moral law, 
and a good (or virtuous) person is one for whom such a moral maxim serves as a principle inform-
ing his or her conviction, as Kant has now officially named our inward moral nature; an evil act is 
one based on a maxim that is not universalizable and is thus contrary to the moral law, and an evil 
(or vicious) person is one whose conviction follows suit. The former adopts a universal law that 
governs all persons equally; the latter adopts a particular law that sets oneself apart as more 
deserving than others.111 Just as a maxim cannot be both universal and particular, so the rational 
(and therefore timeless) basis of one’s conviction must be either good or evil at any given time.

Kant attaches a footnote to this paragraph, again addressing an issue from ancient philosophy 
that seems at first to be peripheral but turns out to offer crucial insight into his intentions.

24n.34–38, 25n.26–34
*The ancient moral philosophers, who exhausted just about everything that can be said about 

virtue, also did not leave the above two questions untouched. The first they expressed thus: 
Whether virtue must be learned (Is112 the human being therefore by nature indifferent toward it 
and vice)? The second was [this]: Whether there is more than one virtue (Does it hence not per-
haps take place113 that the human being {25} is in several components virtuous and in others 
vicious)? Both [questions]114 they answered in the negative ⟨wurde von ihnen … verneint⟩ with 
rigoristic determinateness, and rightly so; for they were considering virtue in itself, in the idea of 
reason (as the human being ought to be). But if one wants to make a morals judgment about this 
moral ⟨moralische⟩ being, the human being in appearance, i.e., as experience allows us to be aware 
of him, then both of the cited questions can be answered affirmatively; for then he is judged not 
on the scales of pure reason (before a divine tribunal), but according to an empirical standard 
(by a human judge). This ⟨Wovon⟩ will be dealt with further in what follows.115

Neglect of the important perspectival concession Kant makes here has resulted in many past 
misunderstandings of Religion. As a philosopher grounded in the a priori, Kant sees himself as 
a rigorist and takes comfort in the resonance he detects between his position and that of 
ancient philosophers on the twin issues of whether the moral nature of human beings could 
be neutral or whether it could be mixed. Nevertheless, he admits (somewhat shockingly, to 
interpreters who assume that Kant’s point of view is exclusively anthropocentric)116 that this 

111 The literature assessing the legitimacy of this assumption is massive. Some have argued that immoral maxims are 
just as universalizable as moral ones, while others have sought to defend Kant’s position. This wide‐ranging debate, 
however, belongs to Kant’s practical philosophy, not to his philosophy of religion (especially if we view the latter as part 
of the judicial wing of his system; see notes 0.15 and 5.114), so we can safely ignore it here.
112 I have rearranged WP’s word order to phrase this parenthetical insertion as a question, following GH. WP adds 
“and” at the beginning of both this and the next parenthetical phrase, in order to reduce the awkwardness of present-
ing each as a statement.
113 WP has “and hence [the alternative] does not perhaps have a place” for Kant’s mithin es nicht etwa statt finde; 
GH and GG omit most of this difficult phrase, having only “so” and “and hence … perhaps,” respectively. GG adds in 
a footnote that Kant’s nicht, in particular, “does not seem to make any difference.” In this case, none of the three trans-
lators makes the parenthetical phrase into a question. However, Kant provides question marks for both  parenthetical 
phrases, so he seems to have intended each one to clarify the question at hand. WP’s addition of “[the alternative]” to 
translate Kant’s es (“it”) results in an incoherent reading, whereby Kant ends up saying the opposite of what he must 
have meant to say, in order for the two questions to correspond to the two options he mentions above.
114 Following GH. WP adds “[issues],” while GG leaves Kant’s Beides (“Both”) to stand on its own. Kant is clearly 
referring to the two questions he just posed.
115 Following GH for Kant’s in der Folge noch; WP has “also … later” and GG “More … in what follows.”
116 In PCR I.1–3 I have argued that Kant’s philosophy, properly understood, is both anthropocentric (as far as its 
focus on knowledge is concerned) and theocentric (as far as its equally important focus on our necessary ignorance is 
concerned). The statement Kant makes near the end of the footnote quoted above is one of many textual justifications 
for the accuracy of this claim.
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(rigorist) position—the position he himself defends in CPrR—adopts the perspective of a 
“divine” judge of the human heart. If, by contrast, we adopt the perspective of a merely human 
judge of human actions, we must employ some different, “empirical standard.” This hint of 
what is to come in Religion is intriguing, to say the least. It reveals the gross inadequacy of any 
approach to interpreting Religion that sees it as a mere appendix to Kant’s ethics. In fact Kant 
is offering a fresh (judicial) account of how we human beings are to understand and judge 
their own moral nature, given the limitations implicit in our status as embodied beings.

After all these preliminaries, Kant is ready to draw to a conclusion the reflections that pre-
pare the way for the first numbered section of the First Piece. He begins the final paragraph of the 
Comment by making an important clarification about our responsibility for our moral nature—a 
clarification that includes, somewhat belatedly, a formal definition of “conviction” (Gesinnung).

25.01–09
{25} To have the one or the other conviction as an innate make‐up by nature also does not mean 

here that it has in no way been acquired117 by the human being who harbors it, i.e., ˻that˼ he is not 
the author; rather ˻it means˼ only that it has not been acquired over time ⟨in der Zeit⟩ (that he has 
always been, from his youth onward,118 one or the other). Conviction, i.e., the first subjective basis 
for the adoption of maxims, can only be a single /basis\,119 and it applies universally to the entire 
use of freedom. But conviction ⟨Sie⟩ itself must also have been adopted through free volition, for 
otherwise it could not be imputed.

Officially, then, “conviction” refers to “the first subjective basis for the adoption of maxims”; 
that is, it is the deepest layer of a moral agent’s decision‐making process, determining what 
kind of maxims we will adopt when making free choices. The paradox Kant here acknowledges 
by way of clarification is that, even though the state of a person’s conviction (i.e., whether it is 
“by nature” a good or evil “characteristic”) can be considered “innate,” in the sense that it 
has “always been” present (phenomenally), it nevertheless must have somehow been “adopted” 
(noumenally), otherwise the person would not be responsible for his or her moral choices. 
Since it was there from the beginning, the person must have “procured” it in some nontemporal 
manner. This claim surely rates as one of the most difficult to understand in Kant’s entire 
philosophical corpus, for he offers only a few hints (e.g., at R 31) as to precisely what he has in 
mind. In §2.2 I shall explain and defend Kant’s position in more detail.

The middle part of this closing paragraph conveys what may be an initial clue to Kant’s 
opaqueness on the matter of how we procure our original conviction.

25.09–17
Now, the subjective basis or the cause of this adoption120 cannot again be cognized (although 
inquiring about that ⟨darnach⟩ is unavoidable,121 because otherwise one would in turn have to adduce 
a maxim into which this conviction had been taken up, [and] this /maxim\ must likewise have its 
basis in turn). Because, therefore, we cannot derive this conviction, or rather its supreme basis, from 

117 Following GH for Kant’s erworben; WP has “procured” and GG “earned.”
118 For Kant’s auf, GH has “up” and GG “on,” while WP takes this as included in the meaning of immerdar (“always”). 
I have rearranged WP’s word order in this parenthetical clause.
119 Following GG for Kant’s eine einzige; WP and GH have “one.”
120 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Annehmung; this word can also mean “acceptance.” Cf. note 0.87 and Glossary.
121 All three translators move the closing parenthesis from the end of this sentence, where Kant put it, to this point. 
GH 20n merely states: “our alteration seems necessitated by the meaning.” GG 74n offers a more detailed explanation: 
“The clause starting with ‘for otherwise’ provides no explanation why we should not be asking about the cause, but it 
makes sense as an explanation of why no further cause can be known.” WP 26n agrees: “This is clearly an error”—and 
offers a similarly brief explanation. But I disagree. Kant’s darnach is ambiguous: assuming that it refers to “the 
subjective basis or cause of this adoption,” these translators render darnach as “into/about it”; but, if darnach means 
“into/about that,” then it can refer to the fact that the basis/cause “cannot again be cognized.” In that case, the closing 
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any [particular] first act of volition in time ⟨Zeit‐actus der Willkür⟩, we call it a make‐up of volition 
belonging to it by nature (even though in fact it has [its] basis ⟨gegründet ist⟩ in freedom).

The first sentence, provided we trust the way Kant wrote it (see note 1.121 above), states that 
we cannot cognize what causes us to adopt our innate moral conviction, but that we must nev-
ertheless explain why it is unknowable, because this (Critical) inquiry alone will prevent us 
from assuming a never‐ending series of maxims grounded in ever‐deeper causes (cf. R 21n). 
Unlike the will (Wille), volition (Willkür) acts temporally. Because we are unable to find “any 
[particular] first act” of the latter (any temporal free choice) that causes us to have the innate 
moral conviction we find in ourselves, we say that our conviction belongs to human volition 
“by nature.” What this really means, however, is that its ultimate “basis” must lie “in freedom,” 
the nontemporal “fact” of human nature that Kant calls Wille.

Having highlighted our necessary ignorance of what causes us to adopt a particular initial 
moral conviction, Kant draws the Comment to a close by hinting that the answer to the 
question at hand, whether our conviction is good or evil “by nature,” will focus not on specific 
individuals but on the entire race.

25.17–25
However, that by the human being of whom we say [that] he is by nature good or evil we do not 
understand122 the individual /one\ (since then one /human being\ could be assumed to be ⟨als⟩ 
good, and another to be evil, by nature) but are authorized to understand the entire genus—this can 
be proved only later on, if in anthropological probing123 it turns out that the bases that entitle us to 
attribute one of the two characters to a human being as innate are so made-up that /there\ is no basis 
for exempting any human being from it, and that the character ⟨er⟩ therefore holds for the genus.

This appeal to proof through “anthropological probing” is rather curious for Kant, who nor-
mally relies solely on a priori proofs.124 If intended seriously (as I believe it was), this deferral 

parenthesis can stay where Kant put it, and his meaning makes sense: even though we cannot cognize how we acquire 
our innate conviction, we must nevertheless inquire into that fact (i.e., into our ignorance of the cause), otherwise we 
must postulate an infinite regress of unknown causes. If the translators’ amendment is correct, then Kant would be 
explaining why the cause of the innate conviction is unknown by claiming that, if it were known, then another maxim 
together with its basis would have to be discerned. But that on its own offers no reason for stopping one’s inquiries at 
this level! Kant uses fragen … darnach only one other time in the First Piece, stating that we “cannot inquire into the 
temporal origin of this deed, but must inquire merely into its rational origin” (R 41). In both passages he means that, 
because we are ignorant of the temporal cause of our adoption of a given conviction, we must (in keeping with the goal 
of Critical philosophizing) inquire into its unknown status as a rational cause; only this justifies the cessation of our 
inquiries at this level. Kant is not justifying why the innate conviction must be regarded as unknown; rather, he is 
assuming its unknown status and using that to justify why we must inquire into this conviction as rational rather than 
as temporal, as the next sentence in the current passage clearly states. (See also note 2.46.)
122 Following GG for Kant’s verstehen; WP has “mean” and GH “be understood.”
123 WP has “investigation” for Kant’s Nachforschung; GH and GG have “research.”
124 Fenves 2003: ch. 4 interprets this appeal as a direct (though unconscious) contradiction of Kant’s claim to be fol-
lowing a strictly a priori method in Religion. Wood 1999: 286, by contrast, sees this as evidence that Kant intended his 
subsequent proof of the radical evil in human nature to be empirical. See SP‐2008b for an argument against both 
positions and MRB‐Wood for Wood’s most recent reply to those who see Kant’s argument for evil as having an a priori 
grounding. Without accounting for the substantial textual basis that leads most readers to expect an a priori argument 
for evil to be present in Religion, Wood ironically labels my argument in SP‐2008b (and all others that take at face 
value Kant’s claim to have provided such a proof) as “highly inventive” (54). Yet his allegation smacks of projection, 
for surely Wood’s own theory—that Kant grounds the very origin of evil in the empirical fact of our “social unsocia-
bility”—is not so much as hinted by Kant; indeed, the notion that an empirical solution could be given to a rational/
transcendental problem directly contradicts the perspectival thrust of Kant’s whole Critical project. Claims such 
as Wood’s suffer from a gross failure to appreciate the perspectival difference between the topic of the First Piece 
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to a posteriori science appears to be motivated by a desire to make it virtually impossible to 
prove beyond doubt that there have been no exceptions whatsoever to the conclusions Kant 
will reach about human nature in the main sections of the First Piece.

4. Section I: Human nature’s original predisposition is good

Because Kant initially published the First Piece as a separate essay, before publishing the rest of 
the book, its structure differs in several respects from that of the other pieces. Each piece has 
an untitled introductory section and a concluding General Comment. But, whereas the other 
three each have two main divisions and a General Comment that deals only with one of the 
four parerga,125 the First Piece has no divisions except its four numbered sections, and most of 
its General Comment section (the portion labeled Section V in R1) actually foreshadows the 
content of the Second Piece. The first numbered section of the First Piece offers Kant’s initial 
(although in a way still preliminary) answer to the question he has been defining and refining 
up until now. We shall therefore examine that section here.

Kant starts Section I by defining the teleological “elements” that determine every human 
being’s “original predisposition” in terms of three “classes”—a distinction that will influence 
the structure of many subsequent arguments.

26.01–11 {26} 
I. On the Original Predisposition in Human Nature to the Good

We can properly apply126 this /original predisposition\,127 in reference to its purpose, to three 
classes ⟨Klassen⟩, as elements of the determination of the human being:

1. the predisposition to the animality of the human being as a living /being\;
2. to the humanity of him ⟨desselben⟩ as a living and at the same time rational /being\;
3. to his personality as [that of] a being /who is\ rational and at the same time capable of imputa-

tion [[of actions to him]].*

Suddenly and with very little warning,128 Kant now takes a definite stand on how the question of 
human nature should be answered. We know only from the section’s title that he intends to 
argue that our predisposition is good. It is proper or “fitly” (füglich), he declares, to divide the 

(i.e., the source of evil in reason) and that of the Third Piece (i.e., the solution to evil in community building). Rather 
than hinting at a (nonexistent) empirical origin of evil, Kant is here leaving a “space” for a person to be born without 
the usual innate conviction that, for the rest of the race (as we shall see in Ch. 2), is evil. This explanation dovetails 
nicely with Kant’s expressed goal of performing two “experiments” (see Introduction §4): only the second experiment 
needs an appeal to anthropological research, not the first (see §4.4).
125 As I explained earlier, I comment on the text of each of the four parerga in an appendix at the end of the 
corresponding part of this commentary.
126 For Kant’s auf … bringen, GH’s “divide … into” makes sense but is too loose, GG’s “bring … under” is too literal 
and awkward English, while WP’s “reduce … to” is counterintuitive. The context dictates that Kant is dividing one 
thing into three classes, whereas reduction moves in the opposite direction. By contrast, “apply” (the primary meaning 
of aufbringen) fits the context well.
127 WP, GG, and GH have “this predisposition,” but Kant’s sie (“it”) refers specifically to the predisposition named in 
the title, the original one.
128 Prior to the title of Section I, Kant used Anlage (“predisposition”) only twice: in the first paragraph of the First 
Piece, briefly referring to those who believe that a good predisposition can help reverse the trend from bad to worse in 
human development; and in the footnote to that paragraph, where he suggests that nature might come to our aid in 
supporting this “moral predisposition.”
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predisposition into three progressively advanced “classes” of human nature,129 each of which he 
will discuss in a separate subsection. What is apparent to anyone sensitive to the architectonic 
underpinnings of Kant’s method of system building is that these three classes correspond directly 
to the standpoints of the three Critiques: the fact that we are living makes us animals, so the first 
Critique’s theoretical standpoint begins the Critical System by establishing the limits placed on 
reason by our sensibility (i.e., by nature, the phenomenal source of our inclinations); the fact that 
we can be held accountable for our actions makes us persons, so at the other extreme the second 
Critique’s practical standpoint establishes our potential to transcend these mortal limits through 
the ideas of God and immortality (i.e., through freedom, the noumenal source of the duties that 
bind our will, Wille); and, mediating between these extremes, the fact that we are rational makes 
us human, so the ultimate task of the Critical System is to adopt the third Critique’s judicial 
standpoint (shared by Religion) in order to establish how nature and freedom can coexist in a 
being who seeks, paradoxically, to embody goodness through free volition (Willkür).

Kant makes a similar distinction at CJ 210 (§5), between the three types of “satisfaction” 
(Pluhar’s translation uses “liking”), which relate “to inclination, or to favor, or to respect.” 
These are aroused by “what gratifies us” (the agreeable), “what we just like” (the beautiful), 
and “what we esteem” (the good), respectively. He correlates these to a triad strikingly similar 
to the one he employs here in Religion: animals, humans, and rational beings in general. Of the 
three, “only the satisfaction involved in taste for the beautiful is disinterested and free,” 
because the first and third types are grounded in the faculty of desire, while the second is 
grounded in the faculty of pleasure and displeasure. That is, the first and third types focus on 
“interest” in the existence of a thing and thus constitute the basic conflict that is the main 
topic of the second Critique—namely the conflict between every human being’s desire to fulfill 
our inclinations and our desire to act out of respect for the moral law. What this CJ passage 
states more clearly than anything Kant writes in Religion is that the middle predisposition 
(i.e., our humanity) is what makes us “free” to engage in this struggle, because (as Kant is 
about to state: see R 27.04–12) rationality is essentially our ability to compare—in this case, to 
compare inclinations with respect. In this way the volition that forms such a central feature of 
Kant’s argument, especially in the First Piece, arises directly out of the position human beings 
occupy, at the crossroads between two forms of necessitation.130 This also explains why each 

129 Kant’s use of “predisposition” sometimes in the singular and sometimes in the plural is the source of considerable 
confusion, some commentators assuming that he proposes three (or more) entirely distinct predispositions. 
Admittedly, in relation to education, Kant says: “Many germs lie within humanity, and now it is our business to 
develop the natural predispositions proportionally and to unfold humanity from its germs” (LP 445; cf. IUH 18). One 
way to understand Kant’s reference to a single predisposition in Religion is to compare it to a triangle: the triangle is one 
entity; yet, if we look at its sides one by one, they cannot be recognized as aspects of a triangle until the third side is 
added. Likewise, animality and humanity, on their own, do not yet constitute the (or even a) predisposition to good; 
rather, they can be seen as good only when viewed as classifications of our overall predisposition, with the third class 
firmly in place. Only when Kant’s theory is viewed in this way can we appreciate how the inevitable corruption of the 
first two classes can nevertheless be put to one side, so that goodness can be seen in our animality (our inclinations to 
bodily self‐love) and in our humanity (our inclinations to social self‐love). For alternative ways of interpreting Kant’s 
use of the plural in the case of humanity, see note 1.147 below.
130 This correlation between CJ’s basic threefold distinction and Religion’s theory of the three classes of predisposition 
provides further evidence that Religion’s standpoint corresponds to that of CJ more closely than to that of CPrR. That 
humanity aligns most closely with CJ and free volition is aptly illustrated not only by the choice between good and evil 
(the focus of most scholarly discussions of Willkür, because, as we shall see in Chapter 2, the propensity to evil arises 
directly out of this choice), but also by the choice that human beings have (as we shall see in Part III) between various 
empirical religions: we choose a particular faith because its symbols and rituals satisfy our aesthetic taste, promoting the 
kind of spirituality that will be most likely to empower us to live a moral life. The point here is that the focus in Religion 
is not on defining the moral endpoint of this story (i.e., on “personality”); that was fully explicated in GMM and CPrR. 
Rather, the focus is now on the aesthetic path that best leads us human beings to the goal of realizing our humanity.
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class of our predisposition counts as a predisposition to good, even though (as we shall see) the 
first two are easily corrupted: only when the three classes are taken together does freedom arise.

Having posited this architectonic distinction without defense or explanation, Kant launches 
into a series of three arguments, demonstrating how each classification predisposes us to be 
good. Fortunately Kant first adds a footnote, once again filling a gap in his exposition and 
 clarifying the third (and most important) class.

26n.21–32
*One cannot treat this /predisposition\ as already contained in the concept of the preceding  

/one\, but must necessarily regard it as a special predisposition. For from [[the fact]] that a being 
has reason it does not at all follow—at least as far as we can comprehend131—that this /reason\ 
contains a capacity to determine volition unconditionally, through the bare presentation of the 
qualification of its maxims for universal legislation, and thus to be practical on its own. The most 
rational of all beings of the world ⟨Weltwesen⟩ might yet always need certain incentives, coming to 
him from objects of inclination, in order to determine his volition, but might apply to this the most 
rational deliberation as regards [finding] the greatest sum of incentives as well as the means for 
achieving132 the purpose determined by them ⟨dadurch⟩, without suspecting even133 the possibility 
of such a thing as the moral, absolutely commanding law, which proclaims itself as itself, namely 
˻as the˼ highest incentive.134

From the human perspective (“as far as we can comprehend”), it seems quite possible that a 
being might be rational—able to formulate universal rules of thought to determine his or her 
choices—without being moral: in other words, a being can make such choices on the basis of 
an internally given incentive, which presents itself as determining our choices “uncondition-
ally” and “absolutely.” This is why Kant refers to freedom and the self‐legislation of the moral 
law as the one fact of practical reason (see, e.g., CPrR 31). We know that moral self‐legislation 
is possible because we experience it, not because it is analytically implied by the very possibility 
of thinking rationally.135 This will have an important consequence for Kant’s consideration of 
wickedness or devilish thinking, as we shall see in Chapter II.

The footnote concludes by marveling at the unlikelihood of us human beings ever discov-
ering or creating for ourselves a moral incentive, if it were not presented to us—as if it were an 
inward gift.

26n.32–37
If this law were not given within us, no reason would ever enable us to excogitate it as such,136 or to 
talk volition into it; and yet this law is the only /thing\ that makes us conscious of the independence 
of our volition from determination by any other incentives (˻conscious of˼ our freedom) and 
thereby at the same time of the imputability ⟨Zurechnungsfähigkeit⟩ of all actions.

131 WP, GG, and GH have “see” for Kant’s einsehen.
132 WP, GG, and GH have “attaining” for Kant’s erreichen.
133 WP has “so much as” for Kant’s auch nur and places it after “suspecting”; GH has “ever” and GG “thereby even.”
134 WP has “that it is itself an incentive, and moreover the highest one” for Kant’s sich als selbst und zwar höchste 
Triebfeder; GH has “that it is itself an incentive, and, indeed, the highest” and GG “to be itself an incentive, and, indeed, 
the highest incentive.” The German here is so awkward that KV suggested moving als after zwar, thus doing away with 
“itself as itself.”
135 Kant’s arguments in GMM sometimes adopt the latter (analytic) strategy. This need not be regarded as contradict-
ing the synthetic arguments of CPrR, for these two approaches are meant to be complementary. See PSP III.3–4 for an 
account of how these works relate to Religion in the overall structure of Kant’s system.
136 WP has “as a law” for Kant’s als ein solches; GH has “into existence” and GG “on our part,” paraphrases apparently 
based on these words. Kant’s meaning seems to be “as such a given,” since es (“it”) already refers to the law. Preserving 
the ambiguity of Kant’s grammar therefore seems advisable.
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Our awareness that this inner law imposes itself onto our volition is what makes us free 
(i.e., able to reject other incentives) and thereby accountable for what we do. Although in the 
First Piece Kant has not yet mentioned the need for a higher being as the ultimate source of 
this law (cf. R 4–5), by referring to it as “given” this footnote seems to be preparing the way for 
this crucial feature of what distinguishes religion from bare morality.

In the first of the three numbered subsections that argue for the goodness of the human 
predisposition, Kant interprets our animal nature—what we might nowadays call our “embodi-
ment”137—in terms of the physical need of members of the human species to look after their 
own well‐being (i.e., the need for “self‐love”).

26.12–18
1. The predisposition to animality in the human being can be brought under the general title 

of a physical and merely mechanical self‐love, i.e., a kind /of self‐love\ for which reason is not 
required. This /predisposition\ ⟨Sie⟩ is threefold: first, to the human being’s ⟨seiner⟩ preservation 
of himself; second, to the propagation of his species ⟨Art⟩ through the impulse ⟨Trieb⟩ to sex, and 
to the preservation of what is generated138 therewith through intermingling;139 third, to 
community with other human beings, i.e., the impulse to society. —

Kant’s use of “mechanical” should not be taken too literally, as if animal bodies engaging in 
self‐loving behaviors are machines; rather, he is alluding to the machine‐like operation of 
physical processes that are determined by the law of causality, as defined in CPR. We, like all 
other animals, do not need to think rationally in order to engage in behavior aimed at pre-
serving our own life or the lives of other members of our species. Our rational capacity is as 
unnecessary for feeding, fleeing, or fighting as it is for reproducing and  nurturing offspring or 
for forming social bonds with other members of our species. The argument here is merely 
implicit, but is fully consistent with modern biological science: like all animals, we instinctively 
behave in self‐loving ways, and this predisposition is good for the human species. Why? 
Because (as subsequently demonstrated by Darwin) the behavior caused by it, such as the 
incest taboo (see note 1.139 above), enhances the likelihood of our survival.

Instead of making the above argument explicit, Kant concludes this brief subsection by 
arguing that, although the same forms of behavior can sometimes be used in evil ways, such 
uses are derivative, not grounded in the predisposition as such.

26.18–20, 27.01–03
On it can be grafted all sorts of vices (which, however, do not sprout140 on their own ⟨von selbst⟩ 
from that predisposition as a root). They may be named vices of the coarseness141 {27} of nature, 
and in their utmost ⟨höchsten⟩ deviation from the natural purpose they are called bestial vices, of 
gluttony, of lust, and of savage lawlessness (in relation to other human beings).

137 One of the most common criticisms of Kant’s philosophy is that it presents us human beings as if we were disem-
bodied moral agents (see, e.g., Lakoff and Johnson 1999: ch. 20). Recently more and more scholars are recognizing, 
however, that nothing could be further removed from the truth (see, e.g., Shell 1996, Svare 2006, and Bunch 2010). 
Throughout this commentary we shall see that in Religion Kant regards our embodiment as the crucial factor about 
human nature that requires us to be religious: at its best, religion is, for Kant, embodied morality.
138 WP has “produced” for Kant’s erzeugt; GH and GG have “begotten.”
139 WP has “copulation” for Kant’s Vermischung; GG has “breeding,” while GH omits this word, rendering the phrase as 
“of offspring so begotten.” But Kant’s use of this specific term seems to be an allusion to the intermingling of the sexes 
(i.e., to heterosexuality as opposed to homosexuality) and/or to what we, in the post‐Freud age, call the incest taboo: the 
instinct to intermingle rather than having sex with close relatives or same‐sex partners serves to preserve offspring better.
140 WP has “spring … from” for Kant’s entsprießen; GH has “spring from” and GG “issue from.”
141 WP has “crudeness” for Kant’s Rohigkeit; GH has “beastly” and GG “savagery.” I use “coarse” for roh (literally “raw”), 
to highlight its contrast with what is well developed or cultured. At CJ 303 Kant similarly contrasts grob (“coarse”) 
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Our impulse to preserve the species through healthy forms of self‐love is natural, and therefore 
essentially good. Yet we pervert it whenever we give it unrestrained reign—for example, by 
eating or drinking too much; our predisposition to procreate is likewise essentially good but 
goes awry when we engage in forms of sexual activity that contradict its purpose;142 and, when 
we fail to temper our social relations by conforming them to the rule of law, we spoil them too. 
Although Kant’s argument remains implicit, it is quite clear: the fact that these three aspects of 
our animal nature are perverted when we use them improperly enables us to infer that the 
plant143 itself is originally good, enabling us to stay alive.

Kant’s argument in defense of the second claim, that the rational (or “human”) aspect of our 
predisposition is good, is more explicit.

27.04–12
2. The predispositions to humanity can be brought under ⟨auf⟩ the general title of a no 

doubt ⟨zwar⟩ physical but yet comparing self‐love (for which reason is required): namely, to 
judge oneself as fortunate or unfortunate only by comparison with others. From this /self‐love\ 
stems the inclination to procure a worth for oneself in the opinion of others,  originally, to be sure 
⟨und zwar⟩, merely that of equality: to permit no one superiority over oneself, linked with144 a 
constant worry that others might strive for this, from which arises gradually an unjust desire to 
acquire it over others.145—

What separates rational from merely animal beings is the ability to compare oneself with other 
members of one’s species.146 Just as the (physical) predisposition to animality is a form of 

with schön (“fine” or “beautiful”), describing the former as someone having “no feeling for beautiful nature,” but whose 
enjoyment is limited to “mere sensory sensations at table or from the bottle.” This distinction between the undevel-
oped or uncultured and the cultured is closely related to the animality–humanity distinction, as Kant explains in CBHH 
115: “the departure of the human being from the paradise which reason represents to him as the first abode of his species 
was nothing other than the transition from the crudity [Rohigkeit] of a merely animal creature into humanity, from … 
instinct to the guidance of reason—in a word, from the guardianship of nature into the condition of freedom.” Only by 
keeping in mind that animality is also a predisposition to good, though the one that is most easily corrupted, can we 
properly understand Kant’s use of roh; such persons are not more evil than other persons but merely less educated.
142 Kant develops his theory of human sexuality in MM 277–80. While his views appear sexist to most readers, I have 
argued (in an unpublished paper that I hope to make the basis of a book tentatively entitled Egalitarian Sexism) that 
in many cases, when properly understood, they are not sexist in any objectionable sense. On the convention of linking 
sexual perversion to nature’s purposes, see SP‐2003: §§10, 15.
143 Kant’s organic understanding of human nature is aptly illustrated by his use of the grafting metaphor in this 
passage and of related metaphors throughout the book, for example “seed,” “tree,” “root,” etc. The predisposition is like 
a plant whose ability to bear good fruit is compromised by the foreign influences that, as we shall see in Chatpers 2 and 
3, corrupt it at its root.
144 WP has “combined with” for Kant’s mit … verbunden; GH has “bound with,” and GG “bound up with.”
145 WP has “to gain superiority” for Kant’s sie sich … zu erwerben; GH has “to win it for oneself ” and GG “to acquire 
superiority for oneself.” WP 29n points out the similarity between Kant’s view here and that expressed in Rousseau’s 
Émile. The position advanced in this subsection is also a further development of IUH, where Kant introduces his 
notion of the “unsocial sociability” that characterizes human community building. However, despite Wood’s insistent 
wish to the contrary (cf. note 1.124 above), the proper place to discuss this position, given the architectonic structure 
of Religion, is not here but at the beginning of the Third Piece, where Kant more explicitly introduces the need for 
community as the ultimate solution to the problem of moral evil.
146 That Kant assumed that only human beings are able to exercise the low‐level rational activity required to compare 
oneself with others should not be held against him, given the state of science in his day. Nowadays, scientific research 
would require us to treat this second class as a feature of our predisposition that we share with at least some other 
mammals, since the behaviors Kant discusses here have also been observed in the so‐called animal kingdom. In CJ 
355–6 Kant also associates humanity with our ability to communicate, adding that this requires “freedom … with 
some constraint.”
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self‐love, so, too, the (mental) predispositions147 to humanity are manifested as a tendency to 
prefer (or love) one’s self over others. Everyone who sees another person who appears to be 
fortunate naturally wishes to be at least as fortunate as this other person. This, in turn, inclines 
us to be well behaved, so that others may view us as persons of worth. Provided that it goes 
only this far, the competition that naturally arises out of our tendency to compare ourselves 
with each other is evidence that our original predisposition is good.

Kant has already observed that, unfortunately, just as we easily pervert our animal nature by 
using physical self‐love as an excuse for vice, we also easily pervert our human nature by using 
rational self‐love to seek not equality, but an inappropriate level of superiority. He thus continues:

27.12–21
On this, namely on jealousy and rivalry, can be grafted the greatest vices of secret and overt hostil-
ities against all whom we regard as alien to us—˻vices˼ that actually do not, after all, sprout on their 
own from nature as their root; rather, in view of ⟨bei⟩ the worrisome148 endeavor of others to gain a 
(to us hateful)149 superiority over us, they are inclinations to procure, for security’s sake, superiority 
⟨diese⟩ over others as a preventive measure [for] ourselves, even though ⟨da … doch⟩ nature wanted 
to use the idea of such a competitiveness (which in itself does not exclude reciprocal love) only as 
an incentive to culture.

Kant now makes his overall mode of argument in this section fully explicit. The fact that our 
predisposition, as rational beings, to compare ourselves with others is closely related to prob-
lems that plague the whole human race, to “the greatest vices” that stem from “jealousy and 
rivalry,” is indisputable. However, these evils are “grafted” onto the predisposition; they do not 
“sprout on their own from nature as their root.” If the “competitiveness” rooted in our human 
predisposition gives rise to evil only when we allow our inclinations to dominate the ability in 
question (i.e., our rationality), then that underlying predisposition must be good in and of 
itself. This predisposition to compare ceases to be a healthy form of self‐love and gives rise to 
evil when, in hopes of preventing others from gaining superiority over us, we try to appear 
superior to others, even when our achievements do not merit such an assessment.

Kant concludes this second subsection by giving a new twist to the claim that our predispo-
sition to make rational comparisons is essentially good.

27.21–26
The vices that are grafted on this inclination may therefore also be named vices of culture, and in the 
highest degree of their wickedness150 (because they are then merely the idea of a maximum of evil that 
surpasses humanity), e.g., in envy, in ingratitude, ˻in˼ gloating,151 etc., they are called diabolical vices.

147 Kant never explains why he uses the singular (“predisposition”) for animality and personality, but the plural (“pre-
dispositions”) for humanity. While this might be simply a reflection of the logical distinction between a set and its 
three classes (see note 1.129 above), another possibility is that he is thinking of males and females as having funda-
mentally distinct forms of human predisposition. Kant is notorious for holding views many nowadays take to be sexist 
(see note 1.142 above); however, his previous reference to sex under the heading of animality makes this unlikely. 
More plausible is that the plural usage foreshadows the theological claim that some human beings are predisposed to 
good and others to evil—a possibility he considers in the third General Comment (see App. III) under the heading 
“The mystery of the calling” (R 142–3), but neither rejects nor condones.
148 WP has “feared” for Kant’s besorgten; GH and GG have “anxious.”
149 WP and GH have “hated” for Kant’s uns verhaßten; GG has “hateful.” They all ignore Kant’s uns, yet this makes 
explicit that Kant is referring to our hatred. I add parentheses to clarify that the whole clause modifies “superiority.”
150 GH and GG translate Kant’s Bösartigkeit more literally, as “malignancy,” an option that fits in nicely with Kant’s 
metaphor of human nature as a diseased plant. Another good option would be “maliciousness.” But this causes ambi-
guity at R 37, as WP points out in his persuasive defense of his translation at WP 41n.
151 WP has “malicious glee” for Kant’s Schadenfreude; GH has “spitefulness,” while GG translates the term literally, as 
“joy in others’ misfortunes.” BRR 227–31 traces Kant’s appeal to these “vices of culture” back to the influence of 
Rousseau, Shaftesbury, and Iselin.
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The competitive instinct that arises out of our predisposition’s second aspect has the essen-
tially good purpose of motivating groups of humans banding together to develop distinct 
cultures. Cultures appear wherever rational beings (those capable of comparing) agree to 
temper the desire each individual has for superiority through a “reciprocal love” that enables 
them to work together for a common good. Obviously, culture is not necessarily good; but 
Kant explains this fact as a result of us human beings grafting vices onto our original predis-
position. The closing sentence hints at a notion that Kant develops further in Section III: some 
types of evil reach such a “maximum” intensity that they go beyond what we normally regard 
as within the realm of “human” comparisons; this results in “diabolical vices,” whereby a 
rational being wishes positive evil for another. Again, the fact that we humans do sometimes 
experience envy, gloating, and so on, is secondary to (or a derivative from) the more basic fact 
that the rational ability that makes such evil possible (our ability to make comparisons in the 
first place) is fundamentally good.

The longest and obviously most important subsection arguing that our predisposition is 
good is the third, since it focuses on our moral nature as persons.

27.27–34
3. The predisposition to personality is the receptivity to respect for the moral law, as an incen-

tive, sufficient by itself, of volition. This receptivity to bare respect for the moral law within us would 
be the moral feeling, which by itself does not yet amount to a purpose of the natural predisposition, 
but ˻amounts to such a purpose˼ only insofar as it is an incentive of volition. Now, since this 
becomes possible solely through free volition’s taking up the moral feeling ⟨es⟩ into its maxim, the 
make‐up of such a volition is a good character.

Here, at last, Kant provides a more or less complete argument. Not all rational beings are 
persons, but only those who make respect for the moral law the sole and sufficient force 
motivating their volition. Apparently only those rational beings who have a good character 
deserve to be called persons in the fullest sense; nevertheless, all human beings are persons, 
at least to the extent of having a predisposition to make this crucial choice. That is, everyone 
has an innate “receptivity” to feel respect for the moral law that presents human volition with 
a free choice; but only those who say yes to the offer of freedom enter fully into the realm of 
personhood.152

Given Kant’s emphasis in the first two subsections on perversions of the good predisposi-
tion, his next remark may come as quite a surprise.

27.34–37, 28.01–07
Such /a character\,153 as generally every character of free volition, is something that can only be 
acquired, but for the possibility of which there must nevertheless154 be present in our nature a pre-
disposition on which absolutely nothing evil can be grafted. The {28} idea of the moral law alone, 
with the respect inseparable from it, cannot properly be called a predisposition to personality; it is 
personality itself (the idea of humanity considered entirely intellectually). But that we take up this 
respect into our maxims as an incentive155—the subjective basis for this seems to be an addition to 
personality and thus seems to deserve the name of a predisposition on behalf of it.

152 For a comprehensive set of 67 essays dealing with various aspects of Kant’s theory of human personhood, see 
SP‐2010a. In particular, Kawamura 2010 highlights the special character of Kantian personhood as more of a “task” to 
be undertaken than a given character trait that all human beings necessarily possess.
153 Kant merely has welcher, as the German here continues one long sentence.
154 WP has “nonetheless” for Kant’s dennoch; GH and GG omit this word.
155 WP omits Kant’s zur Triebfeder; GH has “as a motivating force” and GG “this incentive” (omitting Kant’s Achtung).
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Unlike the physical and rational aspects of our predisposition, this third aspect cannot be 
perverted, because respect for the moral law just “is personality itself.” Those who allow such 
respect, rather than the desires stemming from human inclinations, to serve as their “incentive” 
for maxim formation must have a “subjective basis” for doing so. That determining basis of voli-
tion must therefore be an “absolutely” good predisposition that exists in everyone.156 A human 
being has “personality” only to the extent that he or she acts on this predisposition, because 
there is no personality apart from respect for the moral law; but everyone must have the 
predisposition in order for this free choice of a good character (i.e., “the idea of humanity”: the 
second predisposition, considered in abstraction from animality, the first) to be possible at all. 
Given this requirement, the predisposition to personality can be regarded as an “addition” to 
our nature as human animals, encouraging us to respect the moral law; and this predisposition 
is an unmitigated good, even though not all human beings necessarily become good—given that 
some do not actually take up this “subjective basis” into their maxims in response to such respect.

Kant concludes Section I of the First Piece with a paragraph that presents a brief 
transcendental reflection157 on the status of the above three applications of the predisposition 
to good; perhaps inconsistently, he now refers to them as three separate predispositions.

28.08–14
If we consider the three mentioned predispositions according to the conditions of their possi-

bility, we find that the first is rooted in no reason; the second indeed ˻in˼ practical reason, but only 
[as] subservient to other incentives; but the third alone ˻in˼ reason practical on its own, i.e., 
legislative unconditionally. All these predispositions in the human being are not only (negatively) 
good (they do not conflict with the moral law) but are also predispositions to the good (they 
 promote158 compliance with that /law\ ⟨desselben⟩).

This hierarchy in the transcendental relation between practical reason and the three classes of 
predisposition explains why only the first two can be perverted. Each type positively predis-
poses us to be morally good, because each applies to our relations with our fellow human 
beings. However, our animal nature is easily perverted as soon as it is employed, because it has 
no rational conditions constraining us to exercise self‐love according to principles; our human 
nature is constrained by concerns arising out of the pragmatic side of practical reason (i.e., 
prudence), but at this level we tend to give priority to the inclinations arising out of our natural 
self‐love, so our powers of comparison are also easily perverted right from the start. Only the 
third predisposition gives explicit priority to morally practical reason, thereby pointing us 
firmly and solely in the direction of goodness. Yet, as we shall see in Chapter  2, the mere 
presence of this predisposition does not prevent us from being overcome by evil at the very 
outset of our moral experience; rather, as long as we have not actively chosen to base all of our 
moral choices on this third predisposition, its mere presence is, ironically, what makes us evil 
at the onset of our moral development.

156 To readers familiar with Kant’s moral writings, this claim will not come as a surprise, for he famously argues at the 
beginning of GMM that only a good will can be called absolutely good.
157 “Transcendental reflection” is Kant’s technical term for thinking about the conditions that make something pos-
sible. I have argued in PSP IV that each system in his Critical System begins with a stage that adopts this transcendental 
perspective in order to determine the limits or boundary conditions of the overall subject under consideration. The 
paragraph of Religion now under consideration suggests that Kant was doing essentially the same thing here, so that 
the First Piece can also be regarded as stage one in the first of his two “experiments” (see Introduction §4)—i.e., in the 
argument defending his system of rational religion.
158 WP has the somewhat awkward “further” for Kant’s befördern; GH’s “enjoin” is rather loose, while GG’s “demand” 
is potentially quite misleading.
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Kant continues by explaining that, even though the first two can be misused, all three pre-
dispositions to good are “original” and thus always present, in the transcendental sense that we 
must presuppose them in order to conceive of how human nature is possible.

28.14–17
They are original; for they belong to the possibility of human nature. The human being can indeed 
use the first two contrapurposively, but cannot exterminate159 either of them.

This is the climax of Kant’s first main argument. Its thrust cannot be appreciated without 
recognizing the perspective he is assuming. To call our predisposition(s) good is to make not 
an empirical claim about our experience as human beings, but a transcendental claim about the 
origin (i.e., the very possibility) of human nature. Human beings just are animals conditioned 
through practical reason by an unconditioned, self‐imposed inner law. This fact about our 
nature predisposes us to be good before we ever perform our first moral act; but it does not 
make us empirically good, especially because two of these predispositions are so easily used for 
purposes other than what is good. Although its first implication is to make us aware of, and 
thus responsible for, our shortcomings, the predisposition to good can never be completely 
wiped out, no matter how badly we may pervert it.

The concluding paragraph of Section I, and so also of the first step in Kant’s exposition of 
the first stage of his system of religion within the bounds of bare reason, now ends with a 
(belated) definition of “predispositions.”

28.17–24
By the predispositions of a being we understand the constituent components, as well as the forms 
of their association, that are required in order to be such a being. They are original if they belong 
to the possibility of such a being necessarily, but contingent if the being would intrinsically also be 
possible without them. It should be noted, still, that here no other predispositions are at issue 
than those that refer immediately to our capacity for desire ⟨Begehrungsvermögen⟩ and the use of 
our volition.

Kant’s first way of answering the main question of the First Piece—whether human beings are 
good or evil by nature—has been to examine the necessary conditions for being human, insofar 
as these relate “to our capacity for desire,” the rational faculty that governed Kant’s consider-
ations in CPrR.160 As creatures of desire who are “condemned to be free” (as Sartre 1966: 186 and 
567 later put it) in the way we use our volition, we are animals who must choose a rational prin-
ciple to govern our desires. Our original predisposition to good is not a “contingent” possibility; 
it is not one that we could do without and still be human persons; rather, it is necessary for the 
very possibility of our nature that we desire to remain alive, to compare ourselves with others, 
and to respect the moral law. This predisposition therefore functions as the first aspect of what 
(in the three Critiques) Kant would have called the transcendental boundary defining his topic. 
The next chapter will deal with a very different aspect of this boundary: we will examine how 
Kant answers the same question as it applies to our actual choice of moral incentives.

159 WP and GH have “extirpate” for Kant’s vertilgen; GG has “eradicate.” My translation highlights that here Kant is 
yet again thinking metaphorically.
160 Kant concludes the Introduction to the third Critique (CJ 197) by noting that the proper domain of practical 
reason is the capacity for “desire,” that of theoretical reason is the “cognitive” capacity, and that of judging (or “judicial” 
reason, as I call it) is “the feeling of pleasure and displeasure.” That Kant focuses here on desire should not eclipse the 
fact that the overall concern of Religion is more comparable with that of CJ; see Introduction §1 and notes 1.124 
(above) and 5.114.
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1. Section II: (A) Three sources of moral evil

The conclusion we witnessed Kant reaching at the end of our previous chapter should not lead 
us to assume that Kant thought we human beings start out life actually doing good. Quite to 
the contrary, as he already clearly stated in discussing the first two of the three aspects of our 
original predisposition to good, empirical evidence suggests that human nature tends to be 
corrupt from the very outset of our moral life. In Sections II and III of the First Piece Kant 
approaches this theme of the corruption of human goodness in a more direct way. Although 
our predisposition is good, he argues that all human beings must have a propensity or original 
inclination that points us in the opposite direction. Near the end of Section III Kant will claim 
to have proved that this “propensity to evil” (or evil propensity, as I also call it) actually exists; 
first, however, he argues in Section II that, if it exists, then its status must be more than just that 
of an accidental or optional feature of human experience; this propensity must be inevitable.

The section begins by defining “propensity” and distinguishing it from the other key term 
in the First Piece, “predisposition.”

28.25–29, 29.01–04 
II. On the Propensity to Evil in Human Nature

By propensity (propensio)1 I understand the subjective basis for the possibility of an inclination 
(habitual desire, concupiscentia2) insofar as this possibility ⟨sie⟩ is contingent for humanity overall.† 
What distinguishes {29} it from a predisposition is that, although it can be innate, it still need not 
be presented as being so: rather, it can also be thought (if it is good) as acquired, or (if it is evil) as 
brought upon the human being by himself. —

The question of what is or is not a being’s innate characteristic is a contingent matter. By 
 clarifying that both a predisposition and a propensity may be regarded as innate, but that a 

The Propensity to Evil in Human Nature
Sections II and III (R 28–39)

2

1 Following GH and GG for Kant’s den Hang; WP has “a propensity.” The word Hang means “slope” or “incline” and, 
like “incline,” it can also mean “tendency.” Translators use “propensity” because that is the more obvious equivalent of 
the parenthetical Latin word given here by Kant as its synonym, though propensio can also mean “tendency.”
2 “Lust” or “craving,” in Latin. Kant added this word in R2.
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propensity need not be so, Kant is leaving room for regarding these as transcendental 
 conditions (subjective determining bases) for the possibility of religion. As we saw in 
Chapter 1, the good predisposition is such an essential, even necessary part of our nature 
that we cannot take credit for having it. By contrast, the propensity, though it too has the 
(transcendental) feature of being “the subjective basis for the possibility of ” what we experi-
ence, must be  contingent (R 28),  inasmuch as it has, in some sense (perhaps unconsciously; 
see note 3.139), been chosen; otherwise we would not be responsible for the good or evil 
character exhibited by our empirical acts.3 Once we have chosen it, Kant asserts, we will 
experience a propensity as an inclination, a habitual craving (concupiscentia) for the 
fulfillment of our desires.

In R2 Kant not only added the Latin word clarifying inclination as a type of craving, he also 
appended a new footnote, both apparently in response to a critic’s misunderstanding of his 
definition of propensity.4 He employs an anecdotal example that (like many examples in 
Religion) is of questionable historical accuracy.

28n.30–36
{28} †Propensity is actually5 only the predisposition ⟨Prädisposition⟩ to desire an enjoyment that, 

once the subject has had the experience of it, produces inclination to it. Thus all coarse human 
beings6 have a propensity for intoxicating things; for, although many of them are not at all aware of 
intoxication and thus also have no desire whatever for things that bring it about, yet one need let 
them try such things only once in order to produce in these human beings a scarcely exterminable7 
desire for them. —

Kant’s aim in Religion is not to convey historically accurate facts, so despite its gross 
 generalization (that every “coarse” person is an alcoholic-in-waiting), this example 
 effectively illustrates Kant’s general meaning for “propensity.” It tells us that, if I have a 
propensity to S, then I have an inborn tendency to desire S, even before I have ever 
 experienced it. If t0 is any point in time before I first experience S and t1 is the moment 
when I try S for the first time, at t0 I need not even be aware that at t1 I will like S in order 
for the propensity to be fully operative at t0. By contrast, only after t1 can it be said that 

3 Kant expresses this contrast concisely in CBHH 115: “The history of nature thus begins from good, for that is the 
work of God; the history of freedom from evil, for it is the work of the human being.” BRR 191–211 discusses in detail 
the relevance of CBHH and IUH to Religion, highlighting the role of self‐love in the transition from animality to 
humanity: our capacity for reason is what transforms animal desires into love and pleasant feelings into “a taste for 
beauty” (195). This is further evidence that, for Kant, self‐love, though easily corrupted, is essentially good.
4 When he mentions this reviewer’s criticisms in the second Preface (R 13–4), Kant does not even hint that the 
criticisms stretch far beyond the issue of the intended readership of Religion, which he claims to “dispose of ” (see 
Introduction §4 in this volume). Among the several weighty criticisms raised by the same book reviewer is one that 
relates precisely to the topic of this footnote. See SP‐2013c for a thorough discussion of this and several other issues.
5 Following GG for Kant’s eigentlich. WP has “properly” and GH “really.” Given the historical context (see note 2.4 
above), this term in Kant’s use seems to convey the hidden message “in contrast to the anonymous reviewer who mis-
understood this key term.”
6 WP has “crude human beings” for Kant’s rohe Menschen, whereas GH has “savage peoples” and GG “savages.” Kant’s 
use of rohe (see note 1.141) is a metaphor for being uncultured. The context suggests he has in mind human beings who 
do not live among other, cultured people, for they have not been exposed to features of culture such as alcohol. Given 
this implication, a looser but accurate translation might be “all barbarians.” However, Kant is not referring to just any 
“crude” persons or only to “savages,” but to any inhabitant of a coarse, primitive society—raw, culturally “uncooked” by 
western standards—and perhaps also to those coarse persons who behave as if they lived in such a society even though 
they actually live in a more developed society.
7 WP’s “scarcely inextirpable” for Kant’s kaum vertilgbare imposes a double negative onto Kant’s text, equivalent to 
“almost always extirpable.” GH and GG have “almost inextinguishable.” On translating vertilgbare, see note 1.159.
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I have the inclination to experience S. Despite Kant’s use of what today might be consid-
ered a politically incorrect example, his theory is sound. We must keep in mind, however, 
that he is not using here his standard word for “predisposition” (Anlage); so he is not 
putting “propensity” (Hang) on the same level with the predisposition to good, as he dis-
cussed in Section I. Rather, his use of the more general term Prädisposition implies, at 
most, a similarity of function: we can think of ourselves as being predisposed in ways that 
prepare us to be good (i.e., through our Anlage) even though this very predisposition gives 
us a  tendency (i.e., Hang) to prioritize self‐love, therefore making us evil; as we shall see, 
only the latter, not the former, can be chosen.

Kant goes on to relate “propensity” and “inclination” to two additional terms that complete his 
taxonomy: “instinct” and “passion.”

28n.36, 29n.32–37
Between propensity and inclination, which presupposes acquaintance {29} with the object of the 
desire, [there] is still instinct, which is a felt need to do or to enjoy something of which one does 
not yet have a concept (such as the impulse to skill ⟨Kunsttrieb⟩ in animals, or the impulse to sex). 
Finally, from inclination onward there is yet another level of our ⟨des⟩ capacity for desire, passion 
(not affect, for this belongs to the feeling of pleasure and displeasure), which is an inclination that 
precludes self‐control.8

This completes Kant’s distinction between four levels9 of operation in our capacity for 
desire: given an object I desire, S, propensity operates even before I become aware of my 
desire for S—as I have not yet experienced S; instinct operates if I feel the desire but 
cannot state that S will fulfill it; once I have experienced S, inclination operates if I con-
sciously identify S as the object of my desire but am sometimes able to resist; passion 
 operates if my desire so  profoundly overcomes my conscious awareness that I lose self‐
control of my ability to choose freely, and am instead forced to pay uninhibited service to 
S. Each level refers to a person’s wants and choices (which are governed by the moral 
 principles of CPrR), not to a  person’s feelings and judgments (which are governed by the 
judicial principles of CJ).10

8 WP has “dominion over oneself ” for Kant’s Herrschaft über sich selbst, while GH and GG have “(the) mastery over 
oneself.” These more literal options are acceptable in other contexts but are misleading here, as Kant is not talking 
about an overarching “mastery” (much less dominion); he simply means that, when one is in the throes of passion, one 
loses self‐control.
9 GH has “stage” for Kant’s Stufe. This fourfold distinction constitutes what I call a perfect second‐level analytic 
relation—i.e., a logical distinction consisting of two sets of binary opposites (e.g., “yes” versus “no”), related to each 
other as a binary opposition (2 x 2 = 4). For details, see PSP III.3 and SP‐2000b: §13.
10 The example Kant mentions, the sexual impulse, is worth examining more closely in order to highlight a possible 
correlation between the four levels he posits in our experience of desire and Freud’s four stages of childhood sexual 
development. If we are to describe Freud’s stages using Kant’s terms, we can say that, from birth (or even before birth), 
a normal infant’s propensity for erotic pleasure is revealed by the infant’s oral desires. As the infant becomes a toddler, 
the sexual instinct is activated as he or she develops a faint awareness of how sex operates by learning to control anal-
ogous anal desires. By the time the growing child learns the difference between the sexes, the inclination to identify 
with one parent more than with the other gives rise—according to Freud—to the Oedipus complex, whereby the child 
expresses the conscious desire to usurp the position of priority that the same‐sex parent has with the opposite‐sex 
parent. Finally, the older child, overcome by the passion of budding sexuality prior to adolescence, enters a latency 
stage, when his or her prior sexual identity is pushed back into the unconscious, where it first originated. By making 
these associations I do not wish to defend Freud’s theory, but merely to point out (to those who do find it persuasive) 
that it has an interesting precursor in Kant’s psychological insight into the way desire develops. For a more detailed 
account of Freud’s four stages, see SP‐2008a: §8.
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Bearing in mind this psychological account of propensity as the earliest, preconscious stage 
in the complex development of human desire, we return now to the main text of Section II. 
In the heart of the first paragraph, following the dash, Kant argues:

29.04–12
Here, however, the issue is only the propensity to actual ˻evil˼, i.e., to moral–evil.11 Since this evil 
⟨welches, da es⟩ is possible only as the determination of free volition, but this /volition\ can be 
judged good or evil only through its maxims, ˻this evil˼ must consist in the subjective basis for the 
possibility of the maxims’ deviation from the moral law; and if this propensity may be assumed to 
belong to the human being universally (and hence ˻to belong˼ to the character of his genus), it will 
be called a natural propensity of the human being to evil. —

The psychological levels of desire, sketched in Kant’s preceding footnote, are empirical; whereas 
a propensity, as it functions in that account, can be regarded as innate, the primary use of 
“ propensity” in Section II is transcendental, referring (Kant here repeats) to “the subjective basis 
for the possibility of ” human evil.12 Having this status, it refers to the original functioning of our 
free volition—to Willkür, as Kant calls it—which makes it possible for a person to disobey the 
moral law. (Physical “evils” suffered by particular human beings are not Kant’s concern here, 
because they are not actually evil—that is, part of what is moral.) Like all transcendental condi-
tions, this applies to any given person only because, being transcendental, it applies to the entire 
human race. So far, however, Kant has merely defined what the evil propensity must be if it 
exists; discerning the nature of Kant’s subtle argument, which leads to the conclusion that it is a 
feature of human nature, will be the main purpose of this chapter.

Kant concludes the initial paragraph by stipulating one further definition—namely, for the 
new technical term “heart.”

29.12–15
We can add also that the capability or incapability,13 emanating14 from the natural propensity, of 
volition to take up the moral law into one’s ⟨seine⟩ maxim or not is called the good or evil heart.

This definition has three important implications. First, the propensity lies at the foundation 
of  human volition, where it determines initially whether or not our volition will have the 
“capability” to choose between good and evil. Second, a good propensity would therefore 
determine a person’s heart to be good; because our predisposition is also good, this would nat-
urally incline us to obey the moral law, making disobedience (and thus volition itself, as the 
choice to do good or evil) impossible. Third, an evil propensity, by contrast, would cause a 
person’s heart to be initially evil, thereby naturally inclining us to disobey the moral law; but 
good deeds would still be possible, because the good predisposition would retain an influence. 
Given these implications, the very capability of making a genuine choice to obey or disobey the 
moral law depends (rather ironically) on our natural propensity’s being evil. Kant has already 
stated his intention to prove that the human being (as a genus) possesses a propensity  

11 WP has “to moral evil” for Kant’s zum Moralisch‐Bösen; GH and GG have “moral evil.” These translations give the 
misleading impression that Moralisch is an adjective. I use the longer hyphen (or en rule) here, as throughout the book, 
to indicate that a word (in this case, “moral”) is functioning as part of a compound noun in which the two components 
have equal status: as explained in the Glossary, “(the) moral–evil” means “[what is moral] and [what is evil]” or “what 
is moral–evil.”
12 On the definition of “transcendental,” see §1.4 (especially note 1.157).
13 WP, GG, and GH have “capacity or incapacity” for Kant’s Fähigkeit oder Unfähigkeit; but I reserve “capacity” for 
Vermögen (see Glossary).
14 WP, GG, and GH have “arising” for Kant’s entspringende.
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to evil,15 though he has hinted that there may be exceptions (see pages 62–63 above). He will 
go on to argue in the Second and Third Pieces that genuine religion empowers us to oppose 
this evil propensity, enabling our hearts to become good. This new term, “heart,” therefore 
gives Kant a way of referring not to the original status of our propensity (its status of being evil 
by nature, as he is about to prove) but to the status of one’s inward volitional tendency (its being 
either good or evil) at any subsequent point in life.

In the second paragraph Kant distinguishes between three degrees of evil in a way that cor-
responds (though perhaps not exactly) to the three aspects of the good predisposition.

29.16–23
One can think of three different levels of this /propensity\. It is, first, the human heart’s weakness 

in complying with taken maxims, overall, or the frailty of human nature; second, the propensity to 
intermingle immoral incentives with moral /ones\ (even if this were done with good intention and 
under maxims of the good), i.e., disingenuousness;16 third, the propensity to the adoption of17 evil 
maxims, i.e., the wickedness of human nature, or of the human heart.

Although Kant never explicitly mentions the parallelism, his descriptions imply that frailty is 
a form of corruption that arises when we give priority to our animal predisposition (i.e., it is 
the state of the human heart as weakened by our willingness to let the need for physical self‐
love influence our behavior); disingenuousness arises primarily out of our human predisposition 
(i.e., it is a rational being’s tendency to mix motives as a direct result of the comparisons he or 
she inevitably makes); and wickedness arises primarily out of our personal predisposition (i.e., 
it is a state wherein we intentionally direct our heart toward making evil choices).18 As we shall 
see, these three aspects of the propensity to evil do not remove our predisposition (i.e., we do 
not cease to be persons any more than we cease to be humans or animals); however, they 
severely compromise its ability to fulfill its threefold purpose.

Each of the next three paragraphs comments in greater detail on one of the three levels that 
an evil propensity might manifest.

29.24–30
First, the frailty (fragilitas)19 of human nature is expressed even in the lament of an Apostle: 

Willing I have indeed, but performance is lacking;20 i.e., I take up the good (the law) into 
the  maxim of my volition; but this /good\, which objectively, in the idea (in thesi), is an 

15 Allison 1990: 152–7 argues that the present argument is Kant’s proof of the necessity of the evil propensity. A good 
propensity would make us essentially like God, who (as Kant argues in LPT 1067–800 is not free to choose evil arbitrarily 
but must act according to the moral law—a necessity that Kant, however, calls “true freedom” (LPT 1068). Although 
Allison thinks that Kant intends his formal proof of evil to be transcendental, he finds no clear evidence of such an 
argument and attempts to construct one that Kant could have used. In SP‐2008b and in §§3–4, below, I argue against the 
need for an Allison‐style reconstruction, as well as against the claim that Kant’s view of evil has an entirely anthropolog-
ical grounding (e.g., in Wood 1999: 286–9, 402).
16 WP, GG, and GH have “impurity” for Kant’s Unlauterkeit, but see Glossary for an account of why I avoid this 
translation. GH 24n notes that Unlauterkeit implies a “lack of single‐mindedness, integrity.”
17 WP, GG, and GH have “to adopt” for Kant’s zur Annehmung. Kant’s use of the abstract noun rather than the verb 
suggests that he wants to leave open just how this “adoption” comes about, as it may not be a conscious choice. Rather 
we just find ourselves making choices according to this adoption.
18 In addition to the seminal influence of Schultz’s lectures (Schultz 1741) and Stapfer’s “fundamental principles” 
(Stapfer 1751), BRR 241–53 cites Heilmann 1761 and Michaelis 1779 as the primary sources that influenced Kant’s 
theory of the three levels of the human propensity to evil.
19 Kant’s Gebrechlichkeit also means “fragility” (which is the primary meaning of the Latin equivalent fragilitas).
20 Kant is paraphrasing Rom. 7: 18b: “For I have the desire to do what is good, but I cannot carry it out.” Both GH 
and GG wrongly assume that Kant is quoting from Rom. 7: 15b: “For what I want to do I do not do, but what I hate 
I do.” Admittedly, the meaning is similar, but the wording (German and English) is completely different. Kant might 
have also been thinking here of Matt. 26: 41b: “The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak.”
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 insurmountable incentive, is subjectively (in hypothesi)21 the weaker (by comparison with 
inclination) when the maxim ought to be complied with.

That Kant here paraphrases a passage from Romans 7 is significant. For, as we shall see in §7.1, 
he will argue in the Third Piece that human frailty continues to exist even in a person who has 
experienced a religious conversion. This is precisely the point being made in that passage, as St. 
Paul prepares to explain (in Romans 8) how grace overcomes such inevitable frailty.22 Similarly, 
Kant’s point is that the propensity to evil manifests itself, even in good‐hearted people, in the 
form of frailty. That our animal nature (through the presence of inclinations) always tends to 
influence our choices—whether we like it or not—is a key feature of the human situation, 
though we always remain capable of resisting.

Kant offers an important hint as to the way his argument will proceed: he uses the Latin expres-
sions that contain the Greek terms thesis and hypothesis to distinguish between an ideal concep-
tion of the good predisposition as an “insurmountable incentive” and the reality of how we 
experience this predisposition “subjectively,” when influenced by the propensity to evil. The 
former was presented in Section I, while the latter is being assumed here in Section II and 
throughout the remainder of Religion. Moreover, as we shall see, Kant treats the evil propensity 
as a hypothesis throughout his exposition. This gives the impression that he never actually 
 presents a proof of its reality—a complaint often raised by commentators.23 I shall argue at the 
end of this chapter that this impression is misleading. But for now, let it suffice merely to note that 
whenever Kant regards a component of an argument as properly subjective, he presents it 
hypothetically.

The second level, being rational, is more susceptible to human control, so it is both a more 
serious problem and less inevitable.

29.31, 30.01–08
Second, the disingenuousness (impuritas, improbitas)24 of the human {30} heart consists in this: 

that although in terms of its object (the intended compliance with the law) the maxim is indeed 
good, and perhaps even powerful enough for performance ⟨Ausübung⟩, ˻it is˼ not purely moral, 
i.e., ˻it has˼ not, as should be [the case], taken up the law alone into itself as sufficient incentive, but 
usually (perhaps always) still needs other incentives besides that /law\ ⟨derselben⟩ in order thereby 
to determine volition to what duty demands. In other words[, that disingenuousness consists in 
this]: that dutiful actions are not done purely from duty.

Here again Kant assumes a person’s heart may be ideally good (following the nature of our 
 predisposition, as he showed in Section I), yet in practice our reasons for obeying the moral 
law may not always be (and usually are not) pure. Being human (i.e., having our minds set on 
making rational comparisons), we all tend to require other incentives to persuade us to do our 
duty. Obeying the moral law typically has to be not only good in itself, but also good for me (i.e., 
beneficial) before a person will choose to adopt a moral maxim. But this means my motive is 
not pure, for as we saw in §1.4, the self‐interest implicit in all comparisons is grafted onto it. 
Kant is not claiming that the behavior resulting from such a propensity is always immoral; he is 

21 WP correlates this and the previous Latin phrase (literally “in the thesis” and “in the hypothesis”) with Kant’s 
categorical vs. hypothetical distinction (CPrR 20–1).
22 I discuss Kant’s view of grace in PCP VIII.2.A, in SP‐2010b, and in §5.4, below.
23 In SP‐2008b I discuss several prominent interpreters who criticize Kant on precisely this point and I offer a detailed 
response, which is summarized below, in §2.4.
24 Both Kant’s Unlauterkeit and the Latin term improbitas mean “dishonesty.” Given that Kant makes his description 
in terms of mixed motives, all three translators favor impuritas (“impurity”). But impuritas can also mean “perversity,” 
so the terms together suggest a perversion of allegedly honest intentions (cf. note 2.16 above).
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merely pointing out that what makes the choice worthy of moral praise (i.e., its reliance solely 
on the moral law) is corrupted in most human  volition, so that even when we happen to do 
what is good, we may still be acting from the basis of an evil heart.

Unlike the first two degrees of the evil propensity, wherein the affected person is likely to be 
either a good‐hearted evildoer or an evil‐hearted performer of good deeds, the third degree 
describes someone who is unambiguously an evil person.

30.09–18
Third, the wickedness (vitiositas, pravitas),25 or, if one prefers, the corruption (corruptio) of the 

human heart is volition’s propensity for maxims to put the incentive from the moral law 
peripheral to26 other (nonmoral) ones. It can also be named the perversity (perversitas)27 of the 
human heart, because it reverses the morals order in regard to the incentives of a free volition; 
and although legally good (lawful) actions can always still consist with this [[wickedness]], yet 
the way of thinking is thereby corrupted in its root (as far as the moral conviction is concerned), 
and the human being is therefore designated as evil.

With frailty, our maxim may be good (i.e., entirely pure), but we are swayed by our animal 
instincts when performing the action and end up contravening our own maxim. Even with 
disingenuousness, our maxim may be good, but our comparisons (prompted by our nature 
as rational beings) lead us to give some weight to our inclinations, rather than relying entirely 
on the moral law. With wickedness, by contrast, we abandon good maxims altogether in 
favor of evil maxims. An evil maxim “reverses the morals order in regard to the incentives of 
a free  volition” by consciously placing the moral law after self‐interest. A wicked person may 
still pay lip service to the moral law—indeed, some of his or her actions may turn out to con-
form “legally” to the moral law—but such pretended conformity has no moral worth, 
because the wicked person would have readily broken the moral law, had self‐interest so 
required it.

Up to now, Kant still has not argued that human beings actually have a propensity to evil; he 
has merely described in his usual, architectonic manner what it will look like, if we have it. The 
remainder of Section II develops a more precise definition of evil, specifying both an empirical 
and a transcendental version. We shall devote the entirety of §2.2 to an examination of that 
definition. This will prepare us for interpreting in §§2.3–4 the perspectival (empirical and 
transcendental) proof Kant completes in Section III.

2. Section II: (B) Defining evil as a perversion of moral reasoning

Having introduced the basic distinctions that make the evil propensity what it is, Kant now sets 
the stage for the proof he plans to complete in Section III of the First Piece. First, he empha-
sizes (though carefully avoiding the use of the technical term introduced in the first Critique) 

25 On Kant’s Bösartigkeit, see note 1.150. The Latin vitiositas means “viciousness,” while pravitas means “crookedness,” 
“perversity,” or “depravity.” All three of these English words denote deep corruption; Kant goes on to make this explicit 
by next relating the Latin term corruptio to Verderbtheit (also “depravity”).
26 WP has “the propensity of the power of choice to [pursue] maxims whereby one is to put … second to” for Kant’s 
der Hang der Willkür zu Maximen … aus dem … nachzusetzen; GH has “the propensity of the willw to maxims which 
neglect … in favor of ” and GG “the propensity of the power of choice to maxims that subordinate … to.” I read aus 
dem … nach (literally “after, out to the”) as an implicit allusion to Kant’s concentric circles metaphor (R 12–3), where 
what is peripheral comes after and outside of the central core.
27 Kant’s Verkehrtheit closely parallels the Latin perversitas, which literally means “turned upside down/the wrong 
way around.”
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that this propensity to evil is transcendental (i.e., it is a necessary and universal condition that 
determines the very possibility of human nature as we know it).

30.19–23
It will be noted that the propensity to evil is here being set upon28 the human being (according 

to his ⟨den⟩ actions), even ˻ upon˼ the best /human being\, as indeed must be done if one is to prove 
that the propensity to evil among human beings is universal,29 or, which here means the same, that 
it is interwoven with human nature.

The phrase “if one is to prove” implies that Kant does not think he has provided such a proof 
yet, but is clarifying what type of proof we should expect. He aims to demonstrate not that we 
can find an evil propensity in some (or even most) persons, but that all people must have it, as 
a feature “set upon” our common human nature.

The next paragraph begins by rehearsing Kant’s well known distinction between morally 
good actions (i.e., those based on good maxims) and actions that are merely legally good, 
because they happen to conform to the moral law, even though the agent may have chosen to 
act in a good way for other, nonmoral reasons.

30.24–33
There is, however, no distinction (at least there need be none) between a human being of 

good mores (bene moratus)30 and a morallys good human being (moraliter bonus)30 as regards 
the conformity of their actions with the law, except that the actions ⟨sie⟩ of the former ⟨einen⟩ 
 precisely do not always ˻have˼, [and] perhaps never have, the law as the sole and supreme 
incentive, whereas those of the latter ⟨andern⟩ always ˻do˼. Of the first we can say that he 
 complies with the law according to the letter (i.e., as regards the action commanded by the 
law); but of the second, ˻that˼ he observes it according to the spirit (the spirit of the moral31 law 
consists in the law’s ⟨dieses⟩ being by itself sufficient as incentive).

If we assess people “according to [their] actions” (R 30.20), as Kant has just said “must be” 
our approach in order to prove that a propensity to evil exists in human nature, then we need 
not distinguish at this point between a genuinely good person (i.e., one who has a “good 
heart,” who will always endeavor to act in ways that show respect for the moral law) and a 
person who only appears to be good (i.e., one who politely feigns “good mores,” without 
being motivated by respect for the moral law). This distinction is actually crucial to Kant’s 
moral philosophy (see e.g., GMM 397 and CPrR 71–2), so he takes advantage of this oppor-
tunity to note its identity with the biblical version of the distinction, between obeying the 
letter of the law and obeying the law’s spirit (e.g., Rom. 2: 27, 29; 2 Cor. 3: 6). But his main 
point here is to warn us at this early stage in his argument that, given the need to focus on 
external actions in constructing a proof, this otherwise crucial distinction is of no 
consequence: if the evil propensity proves to be universal, then it will apply as much to the 
genuinely good person as to one who merely pretends to be good.

28 WP has “put forth in reference to” for Kant’s am … aufgestellt; GH has “ascribed … to” and GG “established … in.” 
Given Kant’s subsequent description of radical evil as a secondary influence, grafted onto the good predisposition, we 
can take his use of this term to express a similar metaphor, whose point is that radical evil is not a feature that is 
intrinsic to human nature by its very definition.
29 WP, GG, and GH use the construction shown here, so that the grammar flows more smoothly with that of the sen-
tence’s final clause. The phrase literally reads “if one is to prove the universality [die Allgemeinheit] of the propensity …”
30 The two Latin terms mean “well‐mannered” (cf. WP 33n) and “morally good,” respectively.
31 Following GH and GG for Kant’s moralischen; WP omits this word.
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Although Kant’s main focus in Section II is on his first experiment (see §0.4, above), he is 
obviously keeping one eye on his second experiment, for he concludes this paragraph by 
quoting yet again from Romans to shed light on his own theory.

30.33–37, 31.01–05
Whatever is not done from this faith is sin32 (according to the way of thinking). For when incentives 
other than the law itself (e.g., ambition, self‐love generally—indeed, even a kindhearted instinct, such 
as sympathy) are needed to determine volition to lawful actions {31}, then it is merely contingent that 
these /actions\ agree with the law; for the incentives ⟨sie⟩ could just as well impel /it\ to transgress ˻ the 
law˼. Thus the maxim, by the goodness of which all moral worth of the person must be assessed, is 
unlawful after all; and the human being, despite all his good actions, is nevertheless evil.

The verse Kant quotes concludes a passage (Romans 14) that claims a person who has faith in 
an inner law (the law of love that God writes on the heart) need not feel constrained by the 
external rules and regulations of a particular religious tradition, but should still be careful not 
to offend those without such faith, those who insist the rules must be followed. Interpreting 
this passage, Kant associates religious rules with “incentives other than the [inner, moral] law 
itself,” while he views the faith that accompanies a loving spirit as a “way of thinking” that aims 
to make all actions morally good. In both cases, many of these reasons for acting in a certain 
way produce behavior that seems (and is) outwardly good. Kant offers a rational defense of a 
conclusion similar to that reached in Romans 14: a maxim based on any external incentive 
(e.g., a religious rule) could result in an immoral action, because it is not rooted in a basic 
“faith” in the moral law; so all such behavior (even if it conforms to the law externally) is “sin” 
(i.e., grounded in an evil maxim).

Section II concludes with one of the book’s longest paragraphs and most controversial argu-
ments, aiming to locate the source of the choice that causes a person to adopt an evil propen-
sity. The argument begins by clarifying another aspect of the definition of “propensity,” relating 
it to one of the basic distinctions of Kant’s Critical philosophy.

31.06–14
The following elucidation is still needed in order to determine the concept of this propensity. Any 

propensity is either physical, i.e., it belongs to the volition of the human being as a natural being; or 
it is moral, i.e., it belongs to the volition of him as a moral being. —In the first sense, there is no 
propensity to moral evil; for this /evil\ must emanate from freedom, and a physical propensity 
(which is based on sensible impulses) to any [particular] use of freedom, whether for good or evil, 
is a contradiction. Therefore a propensity to evil can adhere only to the moral capacity of volition.

Physical propensities fall under the domain of theoretical cognition, as examined in CPR, 
whereas moral propensities fall under the practical domain examined in CPrR. The former 
 produce entirely empirical effects and therefore cannot constitute the original basis of evil in 
human nature. The latter, by contrast, “must emanate from freedom”—and this “must” suggests 
that the moral propensity alone can provide the transcendental condition that Kant is looking 
for. This is a crucial point not only negatively, because it means evil cannot be “based on sensible 
impulses” (i.e., the body is not, as so many have assumed, the source of evil),33 but also  positively, 
because it entails that evil arises out of a perversion of human volition. Only as such could evil be 
transcendental.

32 Kant is quoting Rom. 14: 23b: “everything that does not come from faith is sin.”
33 Among the many interpreters who criticize Kant for virtually being a body hater are Lakoff and Johnson 1999: 
ch.  20. For refutations of this portrayal of Kant that reveal that his emphasis here reflects his lifelong position, see the 
references cited in note 1.137.
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Next Kant identifies and tries to resolve a paradox: we can be blamed for moral evil only 
insofar as it is exhibited in a deed; yet if the propensity has a rational origin, as just established, 
then it is by definition prior to all deeds; so how could an evil propensity be our fault?

31.14–26
However, nothing is morallys (i.e., imputably) evil but that which is our own deed. On the other 
hand, by the concept of a propensity one understands a subjective determining basis of volition that 
precedes every deed [and] hence is itself not yet a deed; [and] thus there would be a contradiction in 
the concept of a bare propensity to evil, if this expression could not somehow be taken in two 
 different significations that can nonetheless both be reconciled with the concept of freedom. 
However, the expression deed34 can apply generally, both to that use of freedom through which the 
supreme maxim is taken up (in accordance with the law or in opposition to /it\) into volition, and 
⟨als auch⟩ to that ˻use˼ where the actions themselves are (in terms of their matter, i.e., concerning35 
the objects of volition) performed in accordance with that maxim.

Kant resolves the paradox by using the same Critical strategy he typically employed to solve 
problems throughout his writings (see PSP II.1 and PCR I.2), by distinguishing between two 
perspectives on one and the same object. Viewed empirically (or “in terms of their matter,” as he 
puts it here), our moral actions are a series of individual acts based on maxims that are grounded 
in a (good or evil) “supreme maxim”; viewed transcendentally, the same actions are regarded in 
general as a single deed, whereby the same supreme maxim is “taken up … into volition.”

The propensity Kant is analyzing here in Section II precedes all acts, not as a so‐called “timeless 
choice” that mysteriously happens “before” an agent starts performing any moral acts in the material 
world,36 but as a transcendental condition accompanying each and every act when it  happens. Those 
who interpret it in the former way often reject the theory as incoherent, if they even take it seriously 
(see note 2.36). But once we recognize that Kant is not proposing two acts (one happening here and 
now, the other happening in some mysterious realm—perhaps like Plato’s world of forms, where our 
souls all existed before each entered its corresponding human body), but two perspectives on all moral 
action, the theory is not only coherent but plausible, and at least has a chance of being rendered com-
pelling. From one perspective, each act arises out of an individual choice we make at a specific point 
in time during our lives, while from the other  perspective, all our acts as a whole arise out of a supreme 
“choice” that is made not so much  consciously, as in deepest recesses of our heart.37

That Kant regards the two types of “deed” as a perspectival distinction rather than as a meta-
physical speculation becomes even more explicit when he relates them to two Latin terms for sin.

31.26–34
Now, the propensity to evil is a deed in the first signification (peccatum originarium)38 and at the 
same time the formal basis of any unlawful deed—taken in the second sense—that conflicts with 
the law ⟨demselben⟩ in terms of its matter and that is called vice (peccatum derivativum);38 and the 
first guiltiness39 remains even if the second were to be avoided in manifold ways40 (from incentives 

34 WP adds italics here for clarity; GH and GG put this word in quotation marks.
35 WP and GG have “as regards” for Kant’s betreffend; GH has “with reference to.”
36 Most previous interpreters of Religion assume this interpretation. One of the many problems that typically lead to 
the rejection of Kant’s (presumed) position is how there can be any “before” or “after,” if this choice is timeless. See, e.g., 
Abbott 1898: lxi; Michalson 1990: 85.
37 This perspectival way of interpreting noumenal choice will also play a crucial role in clarifying Kant’s theories of 
conversion and grace in the Second Piece.
38 The two Latin phrases mean “original sin” and “derivative sin,” respectively.
39 Following WP for Kant’s Verschuldung; GH has “offense” and GG the more literal “indebtedness.” Kant uses debt 
as a metaphor for moral guilt throughout Religion.
40 WP, GG, and GH have “repeatedly” for Kant’s vielfältig.
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that do not consist in the law itself). The first ⟨Jene⟩ is an intelligible deed, cognizable merely by 
reason without any time condition; the second ⟨diese⟩ /deed\ ˻is˼ sensible,41 empirical, given in 
time (factum phaenomenon).42

The evil propensity, interpreted as a transcendental “deed” that makes immoral action pos-
sible, can be called original sin, whereas all empirically immoral acts are derivative sins. 
Moreover, as Kant hinted earlier, using other terms, action that is externally consistent with the 
moral law may still be rooted in this logically first type of guilt, if a person’s obedience gives 
heed to any incentives of self‐love. What baffles many readers is Kant’s claim that the former is 
“without any time condition” while the latter is “given in time.” This merely means that we 
must regard all the moral deeds we perform in the phenomenal world (i.e., as physical beings 
existing in space and time) as conditioned by a choice that (being the “intelligible” basis of all 
temporal deeds) cannot be associated with any particular time as its origin—a rational choice 
to be the kind of person one now is.43

Section II’s long concluding paragraph ends with a reminder of what is implied by 
regarding the propensity as “basic” or “supreme” and by taking it “to be evil,” as Kant has 
assumed so far.

31.34–37, 32.01–09
Now, the first /deed\, above all ⟨vornehmlich⟩ by comparison with the second, is called a bare 
propensity and innate because it cannot be eradicated (for this, the supreme maxim would 
have to be that of the good, whereas in this propensity the maxim itself {32} is assumed to be 
evil); above all, however, because we are just as unable to indicate a further cause for why evil 
has corrupted precisely the supreme maxim in us, although this is our own deed, as ˻we are 
unable to indicate such a cause˼ for a basic property that belongs to our nature. —In what has 
just been said one will find the reason ⟨Grund⟩ why in this section we sought, at the very 
beginning, the three sources of the morally evil solely in what, according to the laws of 
 freedom,44 ˻affects˼45 the supreme basis for the taking of, or compliance with, our maxims, not 
in what affects45 sensibility (as receptivity).46

 41 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s sensibel (literally “sensitive” or “sensory”); the word normally translated 
“sensible” is sinnlichen.
42 This half‐Latin half‐Greek phrase means “phenomenal occurrence” or “phenomenal fact/datum.”
43 A debatable interpretive issue that arises at this point is: Who makes this choice? Is it each individual person, or the 
species as a whole? While I assumed the former in PCR (cf. note 3.34 in this volume), FDR argues for the latter (e.g., 
FDR 132–300). That much of Kant’s argument in the First Piece focuses on the species is undeniable; BRR 179–86 
traces Kant’s interest in the nature of the human species back to the influence of Ferguson and Tetens, among others. 
But this emphasis does not entail that Kant is not also thinking of individuals who choose evil. I shall argue in §3.4 
that here in the First Piece Kant presents the transcendental conditions (for the species; cf. note 7.71) that are entailed 
by the judgment that any given individual has chosen evil. What is less controversial is that the ultimate solution to the 
problem of evil, for Kant, is inextricably tied to the species. Thus, although the immediate goal of human “predisposi-
tions … is the use of his [i.e., the individual person’s] reason,” they “develop only in the species, but not in the 
individual” (IUH 18), as Kant will argue in the Third Piece.
44 Following GH for Kant’s nach Freiheitsgesetzen, which WP omits; GG follows GH but places the phrase just before 
the “not” clause.
45 Following WP and GG for Kant’s afficirt; GH has “touches.” Kant’s term here carries the archaic sense of “putting 
on,” not the modern sense of “influencing” (see note 8.104).
46 Kant’s approach at “the very beginning” of Section II was prefigured in the sentence discussed above, in note 1.121, 
where the issue of the allegedly misplaced closing parenthesis arose. Kant’s explanation here accords well with my 
claim that his intention in that sentence was to call attention to our need to inquire into our rational ignorance of 
“what affects the supreme basis,” in order that we avoid the need to search for an infinite regress of temporal causes 
arising out of sensibility. Only an acknowledgment of our ignorance of the cause can justify regarding it as having 
a rational origin rather than a temporal origin.
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Kant here clarifies for the first time that in taking the propensity in human nature as evil he is 
making an assumption. Given its assumed status, the evil propensity “cannot be eradicated,” for 
the simple reason that the only way to do away with it would be to replace it with a good 
 propensity; but this is impossible if indeed the hypothesis (that the propensity is evil) is necessary. 
That it is merely “assumed to be evil” explains why Section II started with an architectonic (i.e., 
systematic, logically predetermined) analysis of the three levels of evil, rather than examining 
evil from an empirical (e.g., inclination‐oriented, or historical) perspective. Kant’s architectonic 
method typically leads him to state what something is (including a systematic analysis of its 
aspects or constituent parts) before proving that it really does apply to the type of human 
situation under consideration. That has been the case here in Section II, where Kant has been 
preparing us to understand what he wishes to establish as necessary in the next section.

3. Section III: (A) Empirical evil and its origin on the boundary

The title of the third section of the First Piece states in a nutshell what Kant seeks to prove next.

32.10–11
III. The Human Being is Evil by Nature

We shall break the section into two parts, dealing here with the empirical evidence for the claim 
that evil has its origin in human nature and in §2.4 with the need for an a priori proof to confirm 
the propensity’s transcendental status. Section II hypothesized that if we find evidence of evil 
deeds in human beings, then this must have its basis in reason and that this basis expresses itself 
in the threefold form described in §II.1. What, then, is the empirical evidence?

Kant introduces Section III with a quotation from Horace that corroborates the position he 
intends to substantiate in the first few paragraphs, that evil is rooted in human nature:

32.12
Vitiis nemo sine nascitur. Horace.47

If true, the claim that we all have vices at birth would confirm the applicability of what Kant 
argued in Section II: a propensity to evil must be assumed as a transcendental condition of 
human moral experience, or else there would be no way to explain why we do not realize the 
potential of our predisposition to good.

Instead of launching directly into a defense of Horace’s claim, Kant begins with a brief review.

32.13–22
According to what [has been said] ⟨dem⟩ above, the proposition: The human being is evil can 
 signify nothing other than [this]: He is conscious of the moral law and yet has taken up the (occa-
sional) deviation from it into his maxim. He is evil by nature; [this] means the same as: this holds 
for him considered in his genus—not as if, from the concept of his genus (the /concept\ of a human 
being generally), such a quality can be inferred (for then it would be necessary);48 rather, according 
to what awareness we have of him49 through experience, we cannot judge him otherwise, or we may 
presuppose this ⟨es⟩ as subjectively necessary in every human being, even in the best.

47 “No one is born without vices” (Satires, 1.3.68).
48 Following GH (except GH omits the parentheses) for Kant’s (denn alsdann wäre sie nothwendig); WP omits the 
whole parenthetical phrase, so I have rearranged WP’s word order, making it closer to Kant’s, to accommodate this 
phrase. GG appends “for then the quality would be necessary” to the previous parenthetical phrase.
49 WP has “what acquaintance we have with him” for Kant’s man ihn … kennt; GH has “we know of man” and GG 
“the cognition we have of the human being.”
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According to Kant, to call someone “evil” means that this person sometimes makes choices based 
on maxims that are not consistent with the moral law, and to say that this evil is part of one’s 
“nature” means that it belongs equally to the whole human race. This evil nature, however, cannot 
be part of the concept of human nature, for in that sense (i.e., according to the human predispo-
sition), as we saw in Section I, we are good. To insure that we do not think that the evil propensity 
is merely a logical inference, Kant distinguishes between two senses of the notion of necessity. 
The evil propensity’s necessity cannot be analytic (“inferred from the concept”) but must be 
transcendental (“subjectively necessary in every human being”).50 When Kant writes, “according 
to what awareness we have of [the human being] through experience, we cannot judge him 
 otherwise,” he is arguing not empirically, about particular experiences, but transcendentally, 
about experience in general. Moreover, he identifies his standpoint as judicial (see §0.1), not prac-
tical (as most interpreters have assumed): his concern is to assess how the moral status of real, 
existing human beings can be reflectively judged, not how it can be practically determined.

Kant continues by clarifying that the propensity’s “must” is moral, not merely “a natural 
 predisposition,”51 otherwise we would not be responsible.

32.22–33
This propensity, then, must itself be considered as morally evil, hence not as a natural predisposition 
but as something that can be imputed to the human being, [and] it consequently must consist in 
unlawful maxims of volition. On the other hand ⟨aber⟩, because of freedom, these /maxims\ by 
themselves must be regarded as contingent, which in turn would not resonate52 with this evil’s uni-
versality unless the subjective supreme basis of all maxims is, no matter through what, interwoven 
with humanity itself and, as it were, rooted in it. We shall, therefore, be able to53 call this /basis\ 
a natural propensity to evil, and, since it must yet always be self‐inflicted,54 ˻we shall˼ even ˻be able to 
call˼ it a radical, innate evil in human nature (yet nonetheless brought upon us by ourselves).

This theory of the evil propensity appears paradoxical: it is necessary, as emphasized by the sev-
eral occurrences of “must” in this passage; yet the maxims we freely take up in our volition, thus 
making the propensity evil, are “contingent.” That is, although we have a genuinely free choice 
each time we adopt a given maxim, its “subjective supreme basis” must somehow (“no matter 
through what”) apply universally to all human beings. Kant aims to resolve the dissonance by 
portraying this evil as radical—a metaphor55 he uses here for the first time—yet as a deed that 

50 For a discussion of the distinction between “analytic” and “synthetic” types of proposition and of how they help 
define Kant’s transcendental, logical, empirical, and hypothetical perspectives, see PCR IV.2–4. Anything 
transcendental is both synthetic and a priori (and therefore necessary for the possibility of experience in general), 
while logical necessity is analytic and a priori; the empirical is both synthetic and a posteriori (and therefore contin-
gent on particular experiences) while hypothetical contingency is analytic and a posteriori (see note 10.2).
51 This distinction explains why we cannot attribute goodness to ourselves simply on the grounds that we have 
a good predisposition. As explained in the previously quoted passage, having a good predisposition is an analytic truth 
about human nature, not something we have chosen for ourselves; given the predisposition’s status, no human being 
can take credit for its being there.
52 WP’s “cannot be reconciled” misses the metaphorical nuance of Kant’s sich … nicht zusammen reimen will; GH has 
“will not tally” and GG “would not square.”
53 WP has “Presumably … we may” for Kant’s werden wir … können; GH and GG have “we can.”
54 WP has “be something of which one is oneself guilty” for Kant’s selbstverschuldet sein; GH has “hold man himself 
responsible” and GG “come about through one’s own fault.”
55 Kant’s radicales (like the English “radical”) comes from the Latin radix, meaning “root”; this suggests that evil 
infects the very root of human nature’s “tree”—a metaphor Kant employs on several occasions (see, e.g., R 44–5). In 
CPR Kant associates “radical” with what is “properly permanent” and nonaccidental in a substance (A187/B230). 
Given this usage, whatever Kant means by “radical evil,” it must be a characteristic of the entire human race; unlike the 
choice that leads to the assumption of an evil propensity (see note 2.43 above), it is not susceptible to being chosen or 
discarded by the individual.
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we are responsible for, because we have somehow chosen it. That is, even though the mechanism 
(a threefold predisposition, perverted by the propensity to evil) is fixed at the root of human 
nature, we each become responsible for evil only when we freely conform our volition to it.

The second paragraph of Section III lists numerous empirical examples of evil, beginning with 
an apparently straightforward introductory sentence that has given rise to much controversy.

32.34–35, 33.01–02
Now, that such a corrupt propensity must be rooted in the human being, about that we can spare 

ourselves the formal proof, in view of the multitude of screaming56 examples that {33} experience 
places before57 our eyes in the deeds of human beings.

This is Kant’s first hint of what may be the central weakness of the First Piece: Critical philosophy 
requires anything transcendental to be supported by a purely philosophical (synthetic a priori) 
proof; yet commentators have been unable to locate such a proof anywhere in the First Piece. Kant 
therefore tends to be accused of giving a rather lame excuse for the obvious shortcoming of his 
own argument—that is, for providing no transcendental argument for an evil propensity, even 
though his descriptions of it have all the trappings of something transcendental.58 Kant cannot say 
that no proof is needed, so the story goes, simply because many examples of apparent evil scream 
at us so loudly! But perhaps this is not what he is saying. Instead, he could mean that, even though 
a formal proof will emerge in due course, it could be skipped, because the examples that follow 
provide sufficient evidence for most readers. We shall return to this issue in §2.4, when we examine 
a passage where Kant states that his a priori proof has already been completed.

The first few examples offer counterevidence to the common assumption of Enlightenment 
philosophers, such as Rousseau, that primitive people retain access to a “natural benignity” or 
a core good‐natured character, which civilization subsequently corrupts.

33.02–10
If one wants examples ⟨sie⟩ from that state in which many philosophers preferentially59 hoped to 
encounter the natural benignity60 of human nature, namely from the so‐called state of nature, one 
need only compare with this hypothesis the ingresses61 of unprovoked cruelty in the scenes of 
murder in Tofoa, New Zealand, [and] the Navigator Islands, and the never‐ceasing ˻cruelty˼ in the 
vast wastelands of northwestern America (which Capt[ain] Hearne cites), where no human being 

56 WP has “glaring” for Kant’s schreiender, but this covers up Kant’s use of a mixed (and thus rather poignant) 
metaphor; GH has “crying” and GG “woeful.”
57 WP and GH have “puts before” for Kant’s vor … stellt; GG has “parades before (us),” omitting “eyes.” Normally, 
I translate vor … stellt as “presents.”
58 Kant’s evasiveness in presenting an explicit proof could help explain why he never uses the word “transcendental” 
anywhere in Religion. Perhaps he was aware (at some level) that using the most technical of his technical terms would 
cause readers familiar with his Critical writings to expect a formal proof that he was not sure he could (or had) 
deliver(ed). While this is a possible explanation, I argue in SP‐2008b (summarized below, in §2.4) that Kant does pre-
sent what I call a “quasi‐transcendental” argument for the necessary and universal status of evil. Muchnik employs the 
same term (MTE xxiii–xxiv, 73–4, 87), though the argument he constructs requires an appeal to Kant’s discussion of 
the highest good in the first Preface that, as Muchnik himself admits, suffers from an “absence of textual evidence” 
(xxiv). Muchnik’s claim that “the good will” in GMM functions as a preparation for radical evil in Religion is intriguing; 
however, one need not go outside the text of Religion to locate such a preparation: the good will in GMM is a direct 
correlate of the predisposition to good in Religion.
59 WP omits Kant’s vorzüglich; GH has “preeminently” and GG “especially.” This word literally means “exquisitely” 
or “first‐ratedly,” but in each of Kant’s uses of it in Religion the context suggests that he is thinking of someone choosing 
one option with considerable bias, as if one were justified by the alleged excellence of the chosen option.
60 WP has “goodness” for Kant’s Gutartigkeit; GH and GG have “goodliness.” I reserve “goodness” for Güte and translate 
Gütigkeit as “benevolence.”
61 WP has “instances” for Kant’s Auftritte; GH and GG have “scenes.” The latter aptly reflects this term’s use in the 
theater (where it refers to an actor’s entrance or appearance, or to a show or “gig”), but, to avoid using “scenes” for two 
different words, they translate Mordscenen as “murder dramas”/“ritual murders.”
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even gains the slightest advantage from it,† and one has more vices of coarseness than one needs in 
order to abandon ⟨von … abzugehen⟩ this opinion.

What matters most when considering such examples, as noted in §2.1, above (cf. R 28), is not 
their historical accuracy62 but the point Kant intends to make by referring to them. His point 
here is simply that primitive people are sometimes so barbaric that the hypothesis of an orig-
inally good “state of nature” in human history, prior to the allegedly corrupting influence of 
civilization, cannot stand. Human conduct in primitive cultures can be judged to be evil just 
as much as it is so judged in civilized ones.

To the observation that such violence is often utterly gratuitous, Kant adds a note explaining 
why the courage needed to perform acts of mindless brutality does not count as a virtue.

33n.26–38
†Thus the perpetual ⟨immerwährende⟩ war between the Arathapescaw ˻Indians˼ and the Dog 

Rib Indians has no other aim than merely the killing. Bravery in war is the savages’ ⟨Wilden⟩ high-
est virtue, in their opinion. In the civilized state, too, bravery ⟨sie⟩ is an object of admiration and a 
basis for the preferential respect demanded by that status63 in which this /bravery\64 is the only 
merit, and this ˻is˼ not without any65 basis in reason. For [the fact] that the human being can have, 
and make [for] himself as a purpose, something that he cherishes66 more highly even than his life 
([namely,] honor), thus renouncing all self‐interest, does indeed prove a certain sublimity in his 
predisposition. Yet one ˻ can˼ see, by the smugness67 with which the victors glorify their great deeds 
(of cutting up /the enemy\, of striking /them\ down without sparing [anyone],68 &c.), that what 
they actually credit themselves with69 is merely their superiority and the destruction they were able 
to bring about, without another purpose.

To the extent that warriors (or anyone who willingly risks his or her own life while committing 
an act of violence) must put aside self‐interest to commit such atrocities, their actions do 
exhibit a degree of “honor” or “sublimity.” But Kant dismisses this semblance of virtue as 
merely an expression of power mongering, whose goal is to display the superiority of one 
group over another.70

Having cited a few examples of how primitive people are not naturally good, Kant observes 
that civilization does not enable us to do a significantly better job of putting our good predis-
position into practice. We may not kill our enemies gratuitously, but we tend to cheat, betray, 
and hate even our own best friends and benefactors.
62 See WP 36n (n. 141, 142) for informative discussions of the two examples Kant cites here.
63 WP has “class” for Kant’s Stand; GH has “profession” and GG “estate.” Kant seems rather to be referring to any 
person who earns the status of respect from others solely by exhibiting such extreme bravery.
64 Following GG and GH for Kant’s diese; WP has “respect.”
65 WP has “all” for Kant’s allen; GH and GG omit this word.
66 WP has “esteems” for Kant’s schätzt; GH has “to be valued” and GG “values.” I reserve “esteem” for Werthschätzung 
(R 160.27) and “value” for Werth.
67 Kant’s Behaglichkeit (literally “coziness” or “snugness”) implies in this context not just passive “complacency” (as 
in GH and GG) or “contentment” (as in WP), but also positive self‐approval.
68 Following WP for Kant’s ohne Verschonen; GH has “without quarter” and GG “merciless.” Kant’s “without sparing” 
also carries the connotation of not sparing any extent of violence to anyone.
69 Following WP for Kant’s sich … etwas zu gute thun; GH has “take satisfaction” and GG “place their good.” 
Elsewhere “credit” translates Verdiesnt (as a noun) or anrechnen (as a verb).
70 That Kant specifically denies genuine virtue to war mongerers in “the civilized state,” just as much as to “primitive 
people,” suggests a telling indictment of contemporary politicians, who seem to revel in the “shock and awe” that one 
nation’s advanced weaponry can now inflict on its technologically inferior enemies. By Kant’s standards, such “civilized” 
savagery is no better than the terrorist acts it allegedly aims to prevent. Kant proposes a systematic, philosophical 
alternative to war in his influential book PP. Our concern here is with Kant’s religious thought, not his political theory. 
However, I argue in SP‐1994 that the two are ultimately linked. We will see more evidence of that linkage when we 
examine Kant’s theory, in the Third Piece, of the ultimate goal of living a religious life.
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33.11–25, 34.01–03
But if one leans toward the opinion that human nature can be cognized better in its civilized state 
(in which its predispositions can develop more completely), then one will have to listen to a long 
melancholy litany of charges against humanity: of secret falsity even in the most intimate friend-
ship, so that moderation of trust in reciprocal openness71 by even the best friends is included in the 
universal maxim of prudence in [[social]] intercourse;72 of a propensity to hate the person ⟨denjeni-
gen⟩ to whom one is bound,73 for which a benefactor must always be prepared; of a heartfelt well‐
wishing74 that nonetheless admits the observation: “In the misfortune of our best friends there is 
something that does not entirely displease us”;75 and of many other /vices\ still hidden under the 
semblance of virtue, not to mention those vices of which [one does] not even make a secret,76 
because [among] us anyone ⟨der⟩ is already called good who is an evil human being of the universal 
class;77 and one ⟨er⟩ will have enough of the vices of culture and civilization (the most sickening78 
vices of all) {34} to prefer turning one’s eyes away from the conduct79 of human beings, in order not 
to contract for  oneself80 another vice, namely that of misanthropy.

Readers not familiar with Kant’s life and other writings might skim over this long sentence, taking 
its generality as an indication that Kant lacked specific examples or was too lazy or rash to think of 
any. But nothing could be further removed from the truth. His lectures (see, e.g., LP and APP) and 
his various minor writings elaborate in detail on each of the points he mentions here, as well as on 
many others. Moreover, Kant’s biographers reveal that he himself suffered each of the vices he refers 
to.81 Given that he was writing more than a century before Freud’s work revolutionized our under-
standing of the human psyche, the depth of insight Kant exhibits in this one long sentence is 
remarkable. He penetrates beneath the façade of human nature “in its civilized state” and openly 
declares what few have the courage to admit even in private: that our ethical norms and polite con-
duct are just a cover for a “universal” vice, no better (possibly worse) than in the most uninhibited 
brute—to such an extent that even the great philosopher has to resist reflecting too deeply on this 

71 WP has “disclosure” for Kant’s Eröffnung; GH and GG have “confidence.”
72 WP has “[social] interactions” for Kant’s Umgange; GH has “intercourse” and GG “social dealings.” Kant argues for 
this view of friendship in more detail in Ak. 27: 422–30, where he advises that one should never reveal so much of one-
self in any friendship that the friend could do great damage, should he or she subsequently become an enemy. While 
this may seem a low ideal for a true friendship, we must keep in mind that Kant is here talking about what is prudent, 
not about what captures the highest and best expression of virtue. For my comments on Kant’s view of friendship, see 
SP‐2003: 248–9 and SP‐2015a.
73 WP has “obligated” for Kant’s verbindlich; GH and GG have “indebted.” Elsewhere I translate verbindlich and 
verbindend as “binding” (see R 83.14, 99.08).
74 Following GH for Kant’s Wohlwollen; WP has “benevolence” and GG “goodwill.”
75 This quotation is from François de La Rochefoucauld’s Maximes, No. 583 (WP 37n).
76 WP has “the vices of those who make no secret of them at all” for Kant’s derjenigen Laster, die ihrer gar nicht Hehl 
haben; GH has “the vices of those who do not conceal them” and GG “those of which no secret is made.” The grammar 
is ambiguous: while Kant could be referring to people who are so vicious that they do not care about others knowing 
their vice, the context suggests that he is referring to vices that are so common that nobody tries to hide them.
77 WP’s translation of Kant’s von der allgemeinen Klasse is technically accurate but difficult to interpret. GH captures 
the most likely meaning by translating it more loosely as “in a way common to all.” That is, if “everyone is doing it,” then 
it seems good, even if it is actually evil.
78 WP has “mortifying” for Kant’s kränkendsten; GH and GG have “offensive.” In this context the word connotes 
something so offensive as to make one sick.
79 Following GH for Kant’s Betragen; WP has “behavior” and GG “doings.” See note 7.116 below; cf. note 3.22.
80 WP has “to bring upon oneself ” for Kant’s er sich … selbst zuziehe; GH has “(lest) we ourselves contract” and GG 
“(lest) we be dragged ourselves into.” But, in this context (see note 2.78 above), Kant’s term evokes contracting a disease.
81 For example, Kuehn 2001 is filled with stories detailing Kant’s frustrations in love affairs, in his relationships with 
friends, and in various attempts to be generous—not to mention his own behind‐the‐scenes political maneuverings to 
have philosophers amenable to his influence or favourable to his ideas placed in positions of prominence in Prussian 
universities during the 1780s and 1790s—a fact that may have been one of the hidden vices that Kant would rather his 
readers not know about him!
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“sickening” situation, lest he lose all remaining  philanthropic hope. Even educators typically do not 
teach us to be better, but only to hide the evil we harbor so deeply within us.

After his long sentence relating to the more personal vices that civilization tends to engender, 
Kant reverts to a political theme.

34.03–11
But if one ⟨er⟩ is not yet content82 with this, then one ⟨er⟩ need only take into consideration the /
state\ that is in an odd way compounded from both, namely the external state of peoples, where 
civilized populations stand against each other in the relation of the coarse status of nature83 
(a status of constant militarization)84 and have also firmly set their minds ⟨Kopf⟩ on never getting85 
out of this /relation\: One will then ⟨und er wird⟩ become cognizant86 of precepts of the great soci-
eties, called nations,† [that are] directly contradictory to the public pretense but ˻will˼ never be cast 
off ⟨und doch nie abzulegende⟩, ˻precepts˼ that no philosopher has yet been able to bring into con-
cordance87 with ethics.

Kant now combines his two previous insights to highlight the paradoxical cover‐up in the 
way the modern nations/states, which were forming around that time, related to each 
other. In theory, nation‐states are formed so that people can live in peace, not having to 
worry about the constant threat of battle between neighboring cities. While politicians 
focus their public pronouncements on this internal situation, which makes their nation 
appear to be civilized, the actions they promote as a politically organized people group are 
not essentially different from those of primitive peoples. Kant thus observes that the 
(then) current international situation, whereby each nation functioned as if it were an 
individual person bound by no law other than its own, exhibited “the coarse status of 
nature” (see note 2.83). Kant is already toying with the ideas he would soon publish in 
Perpetual Peace (1795), where he proposed that a body of international law be established 
so that nations would begin to behave in a more civilized manner toward each other. 
Organizations such as the United Nations have, since Kant’s day, taken small steps toward 
realizing his ideal. That we are still far from reaching the goal is evident from the fact that 
the  contradiction Kant unveils applies as much to today’s politicians as to those of Kant’s 
times. Only by revising the precepts that typically define our political structures—revising 
them, that is, in line with the ideals that Kant became the first philosopher ever to propose 
(in PP)—will the international situation gradually cease to exhibit some of the most irre-
futable evidence of the corruption and evil at the core of human nature.

82 Following GH for Kant’s zufrieden; WP and GG have “satisfied.”
83 WP, GG, and GH have “state of nature” for Kant’s Naturstandes; however, Kant’s normal term for “state of nature” 
is Naturzustand. The lack of a zu in the word here is unlikely to be a misprint, because Kant’s theory of the “state 
of nature” refers to an abstract concept that he would be unlikely to describe as “coarse,” though people in the state of 
nature are more likely to be coarse (i.e., uncivilized, uncultured) than those in a political state. Rather, what he is refer-
ring to here is not the relation between human beings who have not yet entered a political state, but the fact that in 
nature the normal status of everything is coarse and “militarized”—the latter perhaps being Kant’s way of describing 
the phenomenon that we in the post‐Darwin era call “the survival of the fittest.”
84 WP has “military constitution” for Kant’s Kriegsverfassung; GH has “readiness for war” and GG “war.”
85 WP has “made up … to get” for Kant’s in … gesetzt … zu gehen; GH has “taken … into … to depart” and GG “taken … 
into … to get.”
86 WP, GG, and GH have “aware” for Kant’s gewahr, and this is the most literal reading; however, I reserve “aware” for 
forms of kennen. Moreover, Kant does seem to have actual cognition in mind in his two uses of gewahr.
87 WP, GG, and GH have “agreement” for Kant’s Einstimmung.
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To the word “nations” in the previously quoted passage, Kant attached a new footnote in R2, 
clarifying that his own projected solution to the evil hidden in political relations is not to create 
a single government for the whole world.

34n.22–29
†If one looks upon the history of these merely as the phenomenon of the inward predispositions 

of humanity, which are in large part hidden from us, then one can become cognizant of a certain 
mechanistic88 progression of nature in terms of purposes that are not their (the peoples’) purposes, 
but purposes of nature. Every nation, so long as it has alongside it another one that it may hope to 
subdue, strives to increase itself by subjugating it, and thus ˻strives˼ toward universal monarchy 
⟨Universalmonarchie⟩, a structure89 in which all freedom, and with it (what is the consequence of 
freedom ⟨derselben⟩)90 virtue, taste, and science, would have to become extinct.

Calls for a so‐called one world government are nothing new! Kant’s own PP has sometimes been 
taken (wrongly; cf. note 2.70 above) as a blueprint for just such a panacea. What Kant claims here is 
that the problem of international politics is rooted in the very deepest (“hidden”—or, as we might 
now say, unconscious) part of our nature, but may also be part of the “purposes of nature.” Each 
nation exists to protect its own interest; yet to maximize self‐interest by conquering all other nations 
would put an end to the very thing governments are supposed to protect: human freedom.

Kant’s footnote continues by observing the paradoxical result.

34n.29–38
However, this monster (in which the laws gradually lose their power91), after it has devoured all 
neighboring ˻ nations˼,92 eventually disintegrates on its own and, through insurrection and discord, 
divides into many smaller nations, [all of] which, instead of striving toward a union of nations 
(a republic of free confederated peoples), in turn start the same game over again, in order by all 
means ⟨um … ja⟩ to keep war (this scourge of the human race93) from ceasing. War ⟨der⟩, although 
not as incurably evil as the tomb of universal autocracy94 (or, for that matter ⟨auch⟩, as a federation 
of peoples formed in order to keep despotism from being abandoned in any nation),95 yet does, as 
one ancient said, make96 more evil human beings than it removes.97

88 WP and GG have “machinelike” for Kant’s maschinenmäßigen; GH has “machine‐like.”
89 WP and GG have “constitution” for Kant’s Verfassung; GH has “polity.” For clarity, I consistently translate this term 
differently from Beschaffenheit (“make‐up”) and Constitution; only the latter always refers to a political constitution. 
See Glossary for details on the distinctions between these different but easily confused terms.
90 Ak. has a typo here, omitting the closing parenthesis, though it is present in R2.
91 WP, GG, and GH have “force” for Kant’s Kraft.
92 WP has “neighboring ones” for Kant’s benachbarte, thus implying that the neighbors, too, are monsters—an 
implication Kant might have intended but that seems unjustified by the context. GH and GG have “its neighbors.” 
Kant’s reference to the conquering nation as a “monster” is probably an allusion to Hobbes’ Leviathan.
93 Following GG for Kant’s des menschlichen Geschlechts; WP and GG have “humankind.”
94 Following GG for Kant’s Alleinherrschaft; WP has the less common “autarchy” and GH “despotism.” See note 8.97.
95 WP omits Kant’s in keinem Staate; GH has “in any single state” and GG “in any state.”
96 WP has “produce” for Kant’s macht, but I reserve the former for hervorzubringen; GH and GG have “creates.”
97 Kant paraphrases the same maxim in PP 365, attributing it to “that Greek,” whose identity he never reveals. As Kant 
never provides a source, commentators have previously been unable to locate it. The source is Oresteia, Aeschylus’ famous 
trilogy about the spiraling evils of the Trojan War, which won first prize at the Great Dionysia in Athens in 458 bce. In 
Agamemnon, the first play of the trilogy, the chorus reflects on the nature of the human “propensity,” then calls war “the 
unholy act that breeds / more acts of the same kind” (lines 899–900 in Johnston’s translation; see Aeschylus 2002). Although 
most of the trilogy recounts tragic tales of how attempts to seek justice through war and other forms of revenge always fail, 
Kant would have been deeply impressed by the fact that, because the hero never gives up hope, reason eventually regains 
the upper hand and the story ends with the triumph of justice. Kant’s paraphrase is an apt summary of the play’s main point.
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One world government would be not only unsustainable; it would be worse than the existing 
situation, where perpetual war is the norm. Kant’s solution to the “scourge” of war is not to 
create a single world‐state, but to encourage every nation to balance its self‐interest with a will-
ingness to recognize the freedom of other nations to pursue their own interests, through 
a body of international law. Unfortunately, Kant never explicitly identifies the “purposes that 
are not their (the peoples’) purposes, but purposes of nature” in this situation; but he seems to 
have in mind the growing maturity of the human race toward a goal that he will discuss in 
more detail in the Third Piece of Religion—a goal comparable to that reached in Aeschylus’ 
Oresteia, which he paraphrases in closing (see note 2.97 above).

Concluding our look at the long paragraph of examples of evil in human nature, we see Kant 
once again alluding—this time quite clearly, in retrospect—to the political essay he would pub-
lish just a few years later (see note 2.70 above) and to its complementary relationship with his 
present project. Having just stated that no philosopher has been able to bring the political pre-
cepts of nations into agreement with morality, he continues:

34.11–17
Nor yet (which is bad)98 ˻has any philosopher˼ been able to propose99 any better /ones\ that could 
be reconciled with human nature—so that philosophical chiliasm, which hopes for the state of an 
eternal peace based on a federation of peoples [[constituted]] as a world republic, just like 
theological ˻chiliasm˼, which waits for the perfected moral reformation100 of the entire human race, 
is universally derided as delirium.101

Here Kant foreshadows his PP, perhaps already aware that he would soon propose just such a 
“better” political theory; for he begins that essay by warning that his proposal, though quite 
serious, is bound to strike many readers as a “sweet dream” (PP 343). What he explicitly states 
here often goes unnoticed: a direct parallel exists between the philosophical–political and the 
theological–religious hope for a state of lasting peace (through “a world republic”) or goodness 
(through universal “moral reformation”) in human society—the combination of these being 
Kant’s understanding of the symbolic meaning of what biblical theologians call 
“millennialism.”102

Dream or no dream, the very awareness, among human beings, that a future period of peace 
and goodness would be radically different from what we now experience highlights the urgency 
of the point Kant was making before he turned his attention to politics: that we must inquire 
into the basis of the evil we experience. The next paragraph considers two possibilities for such 
a basis, concluding that the true basis lies on the boundary between these options.

 98 WP has “which is grave” for Kant’s welches arg ist; GH has “sad to say” and GG “what is terrible.”
 99 Following GH for Kant’s und doch auch … vorschlagen können; WP has “[replace by] suggest[ing]” and GG “or 
else … suggest [how to replace with].” In Kant’s text this sentence is actually a continuation of the long sentence that 
was (partially) quoted above. I follow GH by starting a new sentence with “Nor.”
100 WP, GG, and GH have “improvement” for Kant’s Besserung (literally “bettering”). But this could give the impression 
that the change of conviction is gradual. Cf. note 3.168. See Glossary for a defense of my translation.
101 WP has “fanaticism” for Kant’s Schwärmerei; GH and GG have “fantasy,” but elsewhere they use “fanaticism” and 
“enthusiasm,” respectively. See Glossary for an explanation of why neither of these options suffices. For an excellent 
account of the meaning of this concept, see also Fenves 1993: 72–76.
102 Kant’s term “chiliasm” is a synonym of “millennialism,” which in Christian theology refers to the period of 1,000 
years when Christ and/or Christian principles are supposed to reign on earth, as a prelude to the absolute and final 
dissolution of all evil. As we shall see in §8.4, Kant discusses the role of “the kingdom of God” more optimistically in 
the Third Piece. Rather than summarize the details of Kant’s symbolic interpretation of this concept and its parallelism 
with his theory of the final purpose of political evolution, I refer the reader again to SP‐1994 for a full explanation of 
what Kant seems to have in mind here.
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34.18–21, 35.01–09
Now, the basis of this evil (1) cannot be indicated as people ⟨man⟩ commonly tend to do ⟨pflegt⟩, 

[i.e.,] put in the sensibility of human beings and in the natural inclinations emanating therefrom. 
For not only do these have no direct reference to evil (on the contrary, {35} they provide the 
occasion for what the moral conviction in its power can manifest, [i.e.,] for virtue): we also do not 
have to answer for their existence (nor can we, because they are congenital ⟨anerschaffen⟩ [and] 
hence do not have us as their authors). But ˻we do˼ indeed ˻have to answer˼ for the propensity to 
evil; this ⟨der⟩ /propensity\, since it concerns the morality of the subject and hence is found in him 
as a freely acting being, must be able to be imputed to him as [something that he] himself is guilty 
of ⟨als selbst verschuldet⟩—despite its deep roots in volition, because of which one must say that 
this propensity ⟨er⟩ is to be found in the human being by nature. —

Unlike many philosophers, and contrary to the impression that Kant’s moral philosophy often 
gives at first glance, Kant is adamantly opposed to any attempt to base evil in our physical nature 
(our “sensibility”).103 Rather, he argues, the inclinations associated with our embodiment are 
best regarded as opportunities for virtue. This, as we saw in Chapter 1, was the starting point for 
his argument that our predisposition is good. Evil does not exist in any meaningful, moral sense 
unless we human beings can be held responsible for it. And the only way to preserve human 
responsibility is to assume that each individual is accountable for the evil propensity he or she 
experiences, even though we must admit (somewhat paradoxically) that at some level this basic 
choice is a feature of human nature itself. Tracing evil back to a physical source is wholly inap-
propriate, because our bodily nature is a given; we do not and cannot choose what our particular 
inclinations will be, so we cannot possibly base human evil on them.

If evil cannot be based in our embodied nature, the other standard alternative is to assume our 
rational nature itself is corrupt. Yet this explanation is just as inadequate, and for similar reasons.

35.09–17
The basis of this evil also (2) cannot be posited in a corruption of morally legislative reason, as if 
indeed reason ⟨diese⟩ could exterminate within itself the standing of the law itself and deny the 
obligation arising from this /law\;104 for this is absolutely impossible. To think oneself as a freely 
acting being, and yet as released from the law appropriate to such a /being\ (the moral /law\), 
would be tantamount to thinking an efficient cause operating without any laws (for, on account of 
freedom, determination according to natural laws drops out); and this is contradictory. —

The moral law, as Kant had argued in GMM and CPrR, constitutes the very essence of 
practical reason. Having access to that law is a necessary condition for being genuinely 
free. Indeed, the freedom it offers makes us free (and hence responsible) in the same way 
the principle of causality (in CPR) makes possible our knowledge of specific events in 
nature (cf. PSP VIII.2–3). But the deed that Kant has associated with humanity’s free 
choice of an evil propensity does not therefore operate lawlessly; rather it must follow 
some law(s) other than the laws of nature (see, e.g., GMM 446). If evil were grounded in a 
fundamental corruption of reason, then an evil person would be unable to discern this 
moral law; this would remove the absolute obligation to obey it, since the person would no 

103 Cf. note 2.33 above. Some commentators claim that Kant changed his mind on this point between writing GMM 
(1785) and CPrR (1788) and/or between writing CPrR and the article version of the First Piece (1792). For details and 
discussion of the relevant issues, see Caswell 2006 and McCarty 2009: ch. 6. However, the difference need not be 
regarded as a change of mind so much as a change of emphasis, reflecting as it does the inherent differences between 
the practical and judicial standpoints (cf. note 0.15).
104 Following WP for Kant’s und die Verbindlichkeit aus demselben ableugnen; GH has “or deny the obligation arising 
therefrom” and GG omits this phrase.
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longer be free. Basing evil on reason would therefore produce a situation where evil itself 
simply evaporates—an obviously self‐defeating position.

The paragraph concludes with a summary of why neither option can succeed.

35.17–26
Sensibility, therefore, contains too little to indicate a basis of the moral–evil in the human being; 
for, since it removes the incentives that can emanate from freedom, it makes the human being into 
a merely animal ˻being˼. On the other hand ⟨aber … dagegen⟩, a /reason\105 acquitting one106 from 
the moral law, a malicious reason, as it were (an absolutely evil will), contains too much, because 
the opposition to the law would thereby itself be elevated to an incentive (for without any incentive 
volition cannot be determined), and thus the subject would be turned into a diabolical being. —
Neither of the two, however, is applicable to the human being.

Our bodily senses by themselves cannot be the basis of evil, because evil arises only as a result 
of our free choice. Yet reason, by itself, cannot be the basis of evil either, because, if our will 
(i.e., our predisposition) were evil, then we would actively disrespect the moral law and in so 
doing would lose access to genuine free choice. Neither animals nor devils (if they exist) enjoy 
free choice the way we do: the former are determined by nature and the latter by a compulsion 
to disobey the moral law. Human beings, by contrast, live on the boundary between sensibility 
(a feature of animality) and holiness (a feature of personality); and the evil propensity that 
must be present, given the virtually endless number of empirical examples each person can cite 
from his or her own experience, seems to creep in mysteriously along the way. The question for 
a philosopher, therefore, is: Can we prove that human nature is evil?

4. Section III: (B) The need for (and form of) an a priori proof

After this lengthy buildup, Kant now seems poised to present a transcendental argument for the 
necessity of the evil propensity in human nature. He has shown that human nature (its predispo-
sition) is essentially good, yet human experience is filled with countless examples of evil. The 
source of this evil can be traced neither to our bodily nature nor to a corruption of reason—at 
least, not to either in isolation from the other. If we are to find the source of evil “on the boundary” 
(i.e., in the humanity of our threefold nature), then it must be possible to demonstrate its necessity 
through an a priori proof. Kant now turns his attention to this task.

The first part of Kant’s task is to clarify what the foregoing empirical evidence lacks.

35.27–31
However, even if the existence of this propensity to evil in human nature can be established through 

experiential proofs of the opposition, real107 in time, of human volition against the law, these /proofs\ 
still do not teach us the actual make‐up of that /propensity\ and the basis of this opposition.

Even if such examples persuade us that evil exists at the root of human nature and thus cries 
out for an explanation, they do not all by themselves tell us what causes such a propensity. For 
that, Kant continues, we still need an a priori proof.

105 Kant’s eine (literally “one”) must refer forward to Vernunft (“reason”). But it is conceptually parallel to einen Grund 
(“a basis”) in the previous sentence.
106 WP has “that absolves one” for Kant’s freisprechende; GH has “exempt” and GG “exonerated.” Once acquitted, one 
can no longer be prosecuted under the law—a state that (as we shall see in the Second Piece) never applies to human 
beings, even after experiencing a change of heart.
107 Following GH for Kant’s wirklichen; GG and WP have “actual.”
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35.31–37
Rather, because this /make‐up\ concerns a reference of free volition (hence of a volition ⟨einer 
solchen⟩ of which the concept is not empirical) to the moral law as incentive (of which the concept 
is likewise purely intellectual), it must be cognized a priori from the concept of evil, as far as it108 is 
possible according to laws of freedom (of obligation and imputability). What follows is the 
development of this concept.

The necessary involvement of free choice in all moral issues requires us to search for a 
nonempirical explanation of evil’s source that preserves both our freedom (in opposition 
to the first of the two foregoing explanations) and our access to the moral law (in opposi-
tion to the second). Kant reminds us that, as he already argued at length in GMM and 
CPrR, both the moral law and the respect-inspired inner choice of whether or not to obey 
it are “purely intellectual.” The search for an explanation (and proof) of humanity’s evil 
propensity must therefore be conducted by examining the concept of evil in the hope that 
we may thereby discover how evil establishes the place of priority in human free volition 
that it currently enjoys.

Kant begins the a priori portion of his proof by considering two extreme but hypothetical 
situations that would make a person morally good or morally evil. First, if our free volition 
were influenced only by respect for the moral law, as determined by our predisposition to per-
sonality, all our choices would be morally good, so our basic nature would be good.

36.01–07
{36} The human being (even the worst),109 no matter in what maxims, does not, as it were, in a 

rebellious manner renounce the moral law (by refusing110 /his\ obedience to it). Rather, the law 
⟨Dieses⟩ thrusts itself ⟨dringt sich⟩ upon him irresistibly via his moral predisposition,111 and, if no 
other incentive acted against it, then he would also take it up into his supreme maxim as a sufficient 
determining basis of his volition, i.e., he would be morally good.

Kant’s claim that the moral law “thrusts itself upon [us] irresistibly” may seem paradoxical, 
given that its presence in us is what makes our volition free. His point here, though, conveys a 
deep insight: we are free to disobey the moral law, but not free to choose whether or not to 
experience its inner influence on us.112

The second hypothetical situation concerns the inclinations—in themselves morally 
neutral—that we have as a direct result of our bodily nature.

36.07–13
By dint of his likewise innocent natural predisposition, however, he is also attached to the incen-
tives of sensibility and takes them up (in accordance with the subjective principle of self‐love) also 
into his maxim. But if he took them up into his maxim as by themselves ⟨für sich allein⟩ sufficient 
for determining volition, without being concerned about ⟨sich ans … zu kehren⟩ the moral law 
(which he does, after all, have within himself), then he would be morally evil.

108 WP has “this” for Kant’s es; GH has “evil” and GG “the latter.” WP 39n opines that Kant is referring here not to evil, 
but to its being “cognized a priori.” But “evil” is the likely referent, since this paragraph is not about the possibility of an 
a priori proof, but about contrasting empirical and a priori proofs of evil.
109 Following GG for Kant’s ärgste; WP has “basest” and GH “most wicked.”
110 WP and GG have “revoking” for Kant’s Aufkündigung; GH has “renouncing.”
111 WP omits Kant’s kraft seiner moralischen Anlage; GH has “by virtue of ” and GG “because of ” for Kant’s kraft, but 
the sense here is “in the form of ” (or via).
112 As mentioned above (page 73), Kant’s claim here prefigures, in its paradoxical wisdom (though of course, not in its 
detailed existential outworking), the famous claim in Sartre 1966 that “we are condemned to be free” (e.g., 129, 509)—though 
Sartre, rejecting the role of the moral law in establishing freedom, did not acknowledge Kant’s influence in this respect.
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Kant explicitly grounds our good predisposition, once again, in the original innocence of 
the natural incentives of self‐love that arise out of our sensibility. Yet if we were somehow to 
choose to allow these natural inclinations to exercise total control over our volition, ignoring 
the moral law, we would be morally evil.

Kant takes it as a given that human nature lies on the boundary between these two extreme 
scenarios: we experience a constant conflict between the incentives that vie for control over the 
human heart’s free volition.

36.13–19
Now, since by nature he takes up both /incentives\ into the same /maxim\113 [and] since he would also 
find each by itself, if it were the only one ⟨allein⟩, sufficient for determining the will, he would—if the 
distinction of114 maxims hinged merely on the distinction of114 incentives (the matter of the maxims), 
namely on whether the law or the sense impulse provides such an /incentive\—be simultaneously 
morally good and evil,113 which (according to the Introduction) is contradictory.

The argument here is logically simple, yet subtle: (i) our maxims are influenced by incentives 
stemming from both the moral law and natural inclinations; (ii) either incentive, by itself (i.e., 
our animality or our personality) is capable of fully determining the “matter” of a maxim for 
us to choose; (iii) we cannot (as already proved) be both good and evil at the same time; there-
fore (iv) a maxim’s matter (or content) must not be the key factor in determining its moral 
status, because otherwise it could be both good and evil.

If the moral worth of the maxims that determine whether the human heart is good or evil 
does not depend on whether the matter comes from the moral law or from our incentives 
(because in fact most of our maxims include material content from both sources), then the only 
other option is that it must depend on the maxim’s form—i.e., on the relation between its two 
incentives. The rest of Kant’s long paragraph introducing his a priori analysis of the concept of 
evil highlights the implications of this inference.

36.19–33
Therefore the distinction as to whether the human being is good or evil must lie not in the distinction 
of the incentives that he takes up into his maxim (not in the maxim’s ⟨dieser⟩ matter), but in their 
⟨der⟩ subordination (˻in˼ the maxim’s ⟨derselben⟩ form): which of the two he makes the condition of the 
other. Consequently the human being (even the best) is evil only because he reverses the morals order 
of the incentives in taking them up into his maxims: /he\ does indeed take up the moral law into his 
maxims ⟨in dieselbe⟩, alongside the /law\ of self‐love; but when he realizes115 that one cannot exist116 
alongside the other, but ˻that˼ one must be subordinated to the other as its supreme condition, he 
makes the incentive of self‐love and its inclinations the condition of compliance with the moral 
law—whereas, on the contrary, the latter should be taken up into the universal maxim of volition as 
the supreme condition of the appeasement117 of the former [and] as the sole incentive.

This is Kant’s official (a priori) definition of what makes a choice evil: a person is evil who 
requires the law of self‐love to be satisfied before giving due consideration to the moral law. 

113 Following GG for Kant’s in dieselbe; GH has “into his maxim” and WP omits this phrase. WP has “bad” for Kant’s 
böse, incorrectly identifying the word in WP 40n as übel.
114 Following WP for Kant’s der … den; GH and GG have “between … between,” thus making explicit the rather 
awkward meaning that is only implicit, even in the German.
115 Following GG for Kant’s inne wird (literally “becomes inward”); GH and WP have “becomes aware”; but see note 
2.86 above.
116 WP has “subsist” for Kant’s bestehen; GH has “remain,” and GG “stand.”
117 WP has “gratification” for Kant’s Befriedigung; GH and GG have “satisfaction,” but I reserve “satisfaction” for 
Wohlgefallen; see Glossary and note 11.60.
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Kant here claims that every person qualifies as evil in the sense that “even the best” human 
being “reverses the morals order of the incentives in taking them up into his maxims.” This 
formalistic definition of evil clarifies how evil can become a universal (virtually innate) feature 
of the human species, even though it is essentially a contingent choice: the propensity happens 
to be the way humans order the two other classes of predisposition that define their nature. We 
all tend to think that we should satisfy the demands of animality (self‐love) first, without real-
izing that, ironically, the “supreme condition” of fulfilling our natural inclinations—that is, the 
only way we can genuinely express self‐love in our moral choices—is to make our primary 
concern obedience to the moral law that binds our personality.118

The next, shorter paragraph explains why this reversal of the proper order of incentives 
easily goes unnoticed when we assess the character of a person who appears to be good.

36.34–37, 37.01–07
In this reversal of incentives through the human being’s ⟨seine⟩ maxim against the morals order, 

his ⟨die⟩ actions nevertheless may well turn out as lawful, as if they had emanated from genuine119 
precepts: [namely,] when reason uses the unity of maxims generally—which is intrinsic120 to the 
moral {37} law—merely for this,120 in order to bring into the incentives of inclination, under the 
name of happiness, unity of maxims, which otherwise cannot belong to them (e.g., so that truth-
fulness, if adopted as a precept, spares us the anxiety of maintaining conformity among our lies 
and of not getting ourselves entangled121 in their serpentine coils); in which case the empirical 
character is good, but the intelligible ˻character˼ is still as evil as ever.122

Here Kant might appear to be saying that a person can be “partly good and partly evil” (see §1.3)—
the position he took pains to refute at the outset of the First Piece. However, this would be a gross 
misinterpretation of his meaning. His point in this paragraph is that a person’s character can be 
viewed from two perspectives: a person may be empirically good by acting in a way that upholds a 
moral maxim (e.g., “always tell the truth”), yet from the transcendental (or “ intelligible”) perspec-
tive this same person is evil, if the primary motivation for choosing the maxim is to satisfy an incli-
nation (e.g., to have less anxiety). For the transcendental form of the maxim of a person who does 
this would be just as backward as that of a person who performs evil acts.

A noteworthy insight arising out of the above paragraph is that, from the perspective of the 
moral law, these two radically different types of incentive appear as intrinsically123 unified. 
Although we experience the presence of the two incentives as a struggle, their unity in practical 
reason enables them to work together for our own good, one way or another. Kant’s parenthet-
ical example illustrates this unity: telling the truth (the moral maxim) will make us happier 
(thus satisfying the maxim of self‐love) in the long run. The person with a good “intelligible 

118 In other words, to choose evil is to put animality before personality; to choose good is to put personality before 
animality. Although he does not say so here, Kant is presenting a moral interpretation of the supreme maxim Jesus 
gives at the heart of his Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 6: 33): “But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all 
these things will be given to you as well.” For further discussion, cf. §10.4, below, and SP‐1991.
119 Following WP for Kant’s ächten (literally “outlawed,” the verbal participle; but translators have taken it as an 
archaic form of the adjective echten meaning “genuine” or “authentic”); GH has “true basic” and GG “true.”
120 WP has “peculiar” for Kant’s eigen; GG has “characteristic” and GH “inherent.” WP omits Kant’s blos dazu; GH 
and GG have “merely,” omitting dazu. Kant’s dazu here carries the sense of “to this end” or “for this purpose.”
121 WP has “not becoming entangled ourselves” for Kant’s uns nicht … selbst zu verwickeln; GH has “of not being 
entangled” and GG “not being entangled.”
122 WP has “always still” for Kant’s immer noch, but here immer merely emphasizes noch, without carrying its usual 
sense of “always.” Adding “always” could misleadingly be taken to imply that the intelligible character can never be 
good; but this is not Kant’s position. GH and GG have merely “still.”
123 Cf. Glossary. Kant’s eigen (with the dative, literally meaning “own”) could also be translated as “proper”: i.e., this 
unity of incentives is proper to the moral law.
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character” (or heart) recognizes that, in light of this unity of purpose, giving priority to the 
moral law is the only way to reach both goals in a genuinely satisfying way. The problem is that, 
as Kant has been assuming all along so far, nobody naturally adopts this basic principle of 
goodness—at least, not prior to being empowered by the extramoral assistance offered by a 
 genuine religion.124 Instead, we naturally tend to take advantage of the inherent unity of the 
opposing maxims in practical reason, by interpreting everything, first and foremost, in terms of 
self‐love; we then hope to look good (in our “empirical character”) by telling the truth, but in fact 
we are doing so only because (and perhaps only if) this will make us happier in the end. Our 
“intelligible character” thus remains evil, because we are not trusting practical reason to unify 
the maxims in such a way as to fulfill our best interests.

Having still not actually presented his promised a priori proof that human nature necessarily 
has this evil propensity, Kant begins the next paragraph with yet another hypothetical if clause.

37.08–17
Now, if a propensity to this /reversal of incentives\ lies in human nature, then there is in the 

human being a natural propensity to evil; and this propensity itself, because it must in the end 
indeed be sought in a free volition [and] hence ˻must˼ be able to be imputed, is morally evil. This 
evil is radical, because it corrupts the basis of all maxims. At the same time, as a natural propensity, 
/it\ also cannot be exterminated through human powers, because this could be done only through 
good maxims; yet ⟨welches⟩ if the supreme subjective basis of all maxims is presupposed as cor-
rupted, this cannot occur. But it must nonetheless be possible to outweigh this /propensity\125 
because it is found in the human being as a freely acting being.

The first sentence seems almost tautologous, merely stating and restating what Kant has 
already claimed. Yet it does make a slight move forward by indicating that the propensity in 
human nature will have been proved (a priori) to be imputably evil, if we can show that human 
beings naturally tend to reverse the proper order of incentives when choosing a moral maxim 
to guide their actions. Such a reversal, as argued in the two previous paragraphs, is Kant’s a 
priori definition of the concept of evil.

Almost as if to distract the reader’s attention from this “if ”—for he still has given no clear proof 
that the hypothesis does hold true as a fact—Kant points out in the second sentence of the fore-
going quotation a string of implications that the hypothesis (if true) would have. First, defining 
the evil propensity as a reversal of priority in our incentives makes evil “radical,” because it cor-
rupts the very capacity that empowers us to choose.126 This, in turn, means that we are powerless 
to change this dire situation, because what must be changed (i.e., “the supreme subjective basis” 
of our volition) is the very thing that has been corrupted; it seems, therefore, that we would never 
have a reason to change. Yet Kant’s ought‐implies‐can principle127 reminds us that we are free, 

124 The traditional interpretation of Religion portrays Kant as arguing that religion must be reduced to mere morality 
in order to be genuine. I have argued in SP‐1992 and in PCR VI that the opposite is true: Kant’s argument is that 
morality must be raised to the status of religion in order to be saved from utter meaninglessness. As we shall see when 
examining the Second Piece (see also §§3.3–4), this “raising” happens through a moral interpretation of nonmoral 
beliefs, symbols, and rituals in a way that empowers the believer to become a better person.
125 Following WP for Kant’s er; GH has “it” and GG “this evil,” but Böse is in the neuter while Hang (“propensity”) is 
in the masculine, like er.
126 BRR 269–70 observes that Kant’s position here is “an echo” (ein Widerhall) of a passage from Baumgarten 1773: 
205. Citing Eph. 5: 8, Baumgarten portrays evil as “having its roots” (radices egit) in wrong thought formation. Kant 
echoes this notion rather than duplicating it, presumably by rooting evil in human conviction.
127 One of the main assumptions of Kant’s moral theory is that a person cannot be obligated to do something that is 
impossible. So, if we experience p as an “ought,” then we are justified in inferring whatever is needed in order to under-
stand how p is possible. See, e.g., CPR A548/B578, A807/B835; CPrR 142–3. For an illuminating analysis of how some 
more recent applications of this principle differ from Kant’s usage, see Stern 2004.
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thus enabling us to believe that somehow the required change could happen—a glimpse of the 
position he will defend in the Second Piece.

Without appearing so much as to have started the a priori proof that he admits is needed to 
confirm the hypothesis that the human heart is necessarily evil, Kant continues with a review 
paragraph that consists almost entirely of more (and repetitive) clarification.

37.18–23
Therefore the wickedness of human nature is to be called not so much malice128—if one takes 

this word in the strict meaning, namely as a conviction (subjective principle of maxims) of taking 
up, as an incentive, evil as evil into one’s maxims (for this /conviction\ is diabolical)—but rather129 
perversity of the heart; and this ˻heart˼ ⟨welches⟩, because of what follows,130 is now also131 named 
an evil heart.

Although we now have a new word (“perversity”) to describe the type of evil Kant believes 
human nature exhibits, we learn nothing new from this statement alone. It merely clarifies 
what he has already shown: that we human beings have an “evil heart” does not mean we are 
essentially evil, for we do not naturally exhibit  malice. Yet, once we amend the previously 
assumed translation (see note 2.130 above), this sentence serves as an important transition in 
Kant’s argument: in “what follows” he will remind us that the evil heart is consistent with 
“a universal good will”; this is why a person’s conviction can never become “diabolical.” Human 
evil arises as a perversion of an originally good predisposition, but without removing goodness 
from the depths of our conviction.

Kant’s claim that human nature is not diabolical (cf. R 35.25–6), now clarified to mean that 
we do not take up “evil as evil into [our] maxims,” has been widely discussed in recent litera-
ture.132 Rather than rehearse the various issues and confusions that have arisen in the literature 
that deals with Kant’s several brief comments on this topic, I shall respond generally to those 
who are “not persuaded that an adequate argument can be given” (PID 122) to defend Kant’s 
position. First, many who think that they are rejecting or doubting Kant’s argument are not 
responding to the view he actually defends. Kant is not saying that human beings never exhibit 
diabolical behavior, for he explicitly lists various “diabolical vices” (R 27.25–6), some of which 
are quite common. Moreover, he later discusses the (at least conceptual) possibility of diabol-
ical miracles (86.12) and admits that people sometimes feel tempted in ways that are genuinely 
diabolical (87.21). Indeed, he is willing to take seriously the idea of devilish influence, despite 
its dubious rational status, because this hypothesis provides an explanation, typically grounded 
in the symbols of some historical faith, for the fact that human beings do behave in diabolical 
ways. So those who complain that Kant’s assessment of human evil is too lenient on the grounds 
that people can behave diabolically (e.g., Bernstein 2002: 37) are actually agreeing with Kant’s 
premise but failing to recognize a key implication of his position: the worst perpetrators of 
human evil differ from the rest of us only in degree, not in kind.

128 Following WP and GG for Kant’s Bosheit; GH has “wickedness,” but I follow WP (see WP 41n) in reserving the 
latter for Bösartigkeit.
129 WP has “as rather” for Kant’s sondern vielmehr; GH has “rather” and GG “but … rather.”
130 WP has “because of the consequence” for Kant’s der Folge wegen; GH has “because of what follows from it” and 
GG “because of what results.” While these translations are all grammatically possible, they do not make sense, because 
Kant never discusses the consequences of such perversity, and in any case his moral theory would prevent him from 
grounding a judgment of evil on consequences. Elsewhere he uses this same German expression to refer to what he is 
going to say next; previous translators did not notice that this option converts an otherwise incoherent phrase into the 
missing link of this sentence’s argument.
131 WP has “now” for Kant’s nun … auch; GH has “then … also” and GG “then.”
132 See, e.g., Samet‐Porat 2007; AAE‐Card; AAE‐Louden: 103–8; and also MTE 112–19, DBR 60–6, and PID 120–3.
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Second, Kant’s claim is not about human behavior, but about human nature—in other words 
the focus is on what we must assume about the conviction of people who behave in ways that 
strike us as being horrendously evil. His claim concerns the conditions for holding someone 
responsible for malicious behavior. We must assume that even the most heinous criminal acts—
such as gruesome terrorist murders, serial rapes, and the like—are at some level performed on 
the basis of a perverted sense of what is “good” rather than out a commitment to malice as a 
lifestyle, because the latter could only occur in a being who lacked the freedom to choose bet-
ween animality and personality. When someone does appear to be acting without such freedom, 
we declare that person insane, thus implying that he or she cannot be rightfully held responsible 
for his or her evil deeds. Ironically, then, our embodiment—the very aspect of our nature that 
many readers think Kant blames for our evil nature—is what keeps us from being devils: by 
grounding us in self‐love, our animal nature insures that at some level, albeit perverted, our evil 
behavior is motivated by a desire to do what is “good” (at least for ourselves); a devil, by contrast, 
would exhibit preprogrammed behavior that would be ultimately self‐destructive.

Identifying the deepest form of human evil with perversity involves another point Kant has 
already addressed: that the evil heart characterizing human nature is more a sign of frailty 
(weakness due to our embodiment) and disingenuousness (weakness of will) than of utter 
wickedness, because our propensity to start our moral life with an evil heart does not destroy 
the essential goodness of our will.

37.23–31
An evil heart ⟨Dieses⟩ can coexist with a good will in general;133 and it arises from the frailty of 
human nature in not being strong enough to comply with one’s ⟨seiner⟩ taken precepts, linked 
with the disingenuousness consisting in not segregating134 the incentives (even of well‐intentioned 
actions) from one another by a moral plumb‐line135 and thus ultimately ⟨zuletzt⟩, in the extreme 
case,136 having regard only for the incentives’ ⟨derselben⟩ accordance with the law and not for their 
derivation from it, i.e., ˻not˼ for the law ⟨dieses⟩ as the sole incentive.

Kant does not say what he means by “the extreme case”; but, since this sentence is about a person 
with an evil heart who also possesses a “good will,” the most plausible interpretation is to read him 
as talking about an evil‐hearted person whose actions are extremely dutiful. (The most “extreme 
case” of evil is wickedness; but here he refers explicitly to disingenuousness.) If so, his point is that, 
for human beings operating in their natural state (in other words without an appeal to religion, 
which is to be introduced in the Second Piece), the most good they can hope to attain is “confor-
mity” of their incentives to the moral law; as long as their heart weighs competing incentives, they 
cannot hope to realize the pure goodness of bare reason. Although our evil propensity infects us 
with self‐interest, Kant repeats that it does not thereby prevent us from conforming our actions to 
what is good, for we still retain the predisposition to good (i.e., a good will).

Kant’s review paragraph concludes with yet another reminder.

133 Following GH for Kant’s im Allgemeinen; WP has “generally” (but see note 1.28) and GG “in the abstract.” 
Although it seems paradoxical to read Kant as referring to a universal (allgemein) good will here, that is the position 
he adopts on the good will in GMM and CPrR. This is why Kant’s contemporaries were so shocked that in Religion he 
suddenly defends the radical status of evil. Embracing this paradox is the key to Kantian religion: empirical religions 
arise, in Kant’s view, only because this paradox is essential to the human condition and each society develops a way of 
overcoming it.
134 WP has “separating” for Kant’s abzusondern; GH has “distinguish” and GG “screening.”
135 WP has “standard” for Kant’s Richtschnur; GH has “gauge” and GG “guide.”
136 Following WP for Kant’s wenn es hoch kommt; GH has “if the extreme is reached” and GG “if it comes to this.” 
Kant could be referring here to the third level of the propensity to evil—i.e., wickedness—since he has just referred to 
frailty and disingenuousness. However, I suggest a different reading in what follows.
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37.31–37
Now, even though from this /evil heart\137 [there] does not, of course,138 always arise139 an unlawful 
action and a propensity thereto, i.e., vice,140 yet the way of thinking that interprets141 even the absence 
of vice ⟨desselben⟩ as appropriateness142 of one’s ⟨der⟩ conviction to the142 law of duty (as virtue) is143 
itself (since here /one\ has no regard at all for the incentive in the maxim, but only for the compliance 
with the letter of the law) already to be called143 a radical perversity in the human heart.

Saying that human nature has an in‐built propensity to evil does not imply that all human 
beings are naturally vicious. Rather, it means that everyone naturally adopts “the way of 
thinking,” or perspective, that treats “compliance with the letter of the law” as being all that is 
required in order to be virtuous. Yet the root—the “radical” source—of this perspective is the 
same as that of vice (which is a preference for immoral acts): both stem from a perversion of—
that is, a reversal of proper order among—the incentives that influence how we choose to act.

Having reviewed the main theses defended so far in Section III, Kant turns his attention to 
the impact that the evil propensity has on the character of every person. We are all guilty, he 
argues, because all moral agents (even the youngest among us) freely choose to let this propen-
sity affect our maxims. In the lengthy and complex opening sentence of the next paragraph, 
Kant relates guilt to the three levels of evil introduced in Section II.

38.01–12
{38} This innate guilt (reatus),144 which is so called because it can be perceived just ⟨nur immer⟩ as 

early as the use of freedom in the human being may voice145 itself, and ˻ which˼ must nonetheless have 
emanated from freedom and therefore can be imputed, can be judged at its first two levels (/those\ of 
frailty and disingenuousness) as undeliberate [[guilt]] (culpa), but in the third as deliberate guilt 
(dolus); and146 it is characterized by a certain insidiousness of the human heart (dolus malus) [in] 
defrauding147 itself concerning its own good or evil convictions and, if only the actions do not have 
evil as their ⟨zur⟩ consequence, which by their maxims they might well have, [in] not troubling itself 
concerning its conviction but rather considering ˻itself˼ justified before the law.

Most people become guilty unintentionally, as a result of physical weakness (frailty) or motiva-
tional weakness (disingenuousness), while those who deliberately make themselves guilty (through 
a conviction that it is, as it were, good to do evil—i.e., to focus on self‐interest) typically defraud 
themselves into thinking that they are good, simply because their conduct (like that of the Pharisees 
in Jesus’ day) remains externally consistent with the moral law.

137 WP has “this” for Kant’s hieraus; GH has “therefrom” and GG “from it.”
138 Following WP for Kant’s eben; GH and GG omit this word.
139 WP has “give rise to” for Kant’s entspringt; GH has “follow” and GG “originate.”
140 Like WP and GH, I follow Kant’s use of the accusative for the phrase that (in the English) follows “arise.” GG 
makes this whole phrase the subject of the verb, thus giving the impression that Kant’s hieraus (see note 2.137 above) 
refers forward to “conviction” rather than back to “frailty.”
141 WP and GG have “construes” for Kant’s auszulegen; GH has “sets down.”
142 WP has “commensurateness … with the” for Kant’s Angemessenheit … zum, noting “adequacy … to the” as 
another option; GH and GG have “conformity … to the.”
143 WP has “must be called” for Kant’s ist … zu nennen; GH has “deserves to be called” and GG “is … to be named.”
144 Kant here borrows four Latin terms from Roman law, each increasing in severity: reatus refers to a criminal 
charge or “state of being accused”; culpa to a “fault” or state of being blameworthy; dolus to deceitful guilt or “fraud”; 
and dolus malus to “criminal fraud,” a more serious deception with ill intent.
145 WP has “manifest” for Kant’s äußert; GH has “manifestations” and GG “manifestation.” I reserve “manifest” for 
beweisen (cf. note 87 to App. II).
146 WP omits Kant’s und and begins a new sentence at this point.
147 WP and GH have “deceiving itself ” for Kant’s selbst zu betrügen; GG has “deceives itself.” I reserve “deceive” for 
täuschen, so that it corresponds to WP’s use of “deception” for Täuschung.
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An important point Kant makes here is that the term “innate” does not mean that we are 
actually evil before being born, for in that case we would not be responsible for it. Rather, it 
means that our guilt initially arises together with our first use of freedom—a claim consistent 
with the position he had defended in CBHH, where his more detailed treatment of the Genesis 
account presents our prelapsarian state as one of being held in the womb of our natural 
instincts, the fall being the birth of reason (cf. note 4.42). Although he does not explicitly say 
so, the only way Kant’s position can be maintained is if having an evil propensity is a necessary 
requirement for the possibility of making a free choice. For reasons I shall explain at the end of 
this section, I believe that Kant’s argument here amounts to exactly this bold claim. That is, at 
this point in his exposition, he is arguing that the evil propensity is a necessary condition for 
free choice, inasmuch as free choice arises only in it and through it.148

What Kant’s exposition in Religion lacks in clarity and logical rigor it often gains in depth of 
psychological insight. Illustrating this tendency to let insight into the human condition stand 
in place of rigorous proof, the next two sentences explore the paradoxical result of deceiving 
ourselves about our own guilt, especially when we compare our moral worth with that of other 
people around us.

38.12–23
From this stems the peace of conscience of so many (in their opinion conscientious) human beings 
when, in the midst of actions about which the law was not consulted149 [or] at least did not count 
⟨galt⟩ the most, they just fortunately eluded evil consequences; and perhaps ˻stems˼ even /their\ 
imagining of merit,150 of not feeling guilty of such offenses as they see others fraught with. Yet /they\ 
fail to probe151 whether it is not merely, for instance, a merit of fortune,152 and whether, by the way 
of thinking that they could readily uncover in their inwardness153 if only they were willing ⟨wollten⟩, 
equal vices would not have been committed by them, had they not been kept away from these by 
incapacity, temperament, upbringing, and circumstances of time and place that lead into tempta-
tion154 (all [of these being] things155 that cannot be imputed to us).

Ironically, the very choice that makes us evil (transcendentally), the choice of giving our self‐
interested inclinations priority over the voice of the moral law within us, often deceives us into 
assessing our own moral worth too generously. The good deeds that most of us exhibit most of 
the time are normally not the sign of a genuinely good conviction, but of moral luck (cf. note 
8.169): if we are fortunate enough to have good genes, caring parents, a proper education, few 

148 A few years after the publication of Religion, Schelling developed a similar argument, only more explicitly. The 
argument had a profound influence on the twentieth‐century theologian Paul Tillich, who provides a helpful analysis 
of its details in the dissertation for his licentiate degree in theology (Tillich 1912), which deals with the notion that 
human beings “fall” into consciousness. Unfortunately he does not trace the idea back to Kant; his only reference to 
Kant (37; cf. 129n) relates to the cosmological argument. For Tillich, human consciousness arises as a direct result of 
sin: knowledge itself arises only because we transgress the moral law.
149 Kant’s zu Rathe gezogen literally means “taken into counsel.”
150 WP has “their conceit of merit” for Kant’s die Einbildung von Verdienst; GH has “picture themselves as meritorious” 
and GG “the fancy that they deserve.”
151 WP has “investigate” for Kant’s nachzuforschen, but I reserve “investigation” for Untersuchung; GH has “inquire” 
and GG “inquiring,” but I reserve “inquire” for fragen.
152 WP has “the credit for this does not perhaps go merely to luck” for Kant’s es nicht blos etwa Verdienst des Glücks 
sei; GH has “good luck should not have the credit” and GG “the credit goes perhaps to good luck.”
153 WP and GG have “within themselves” for Kant’s in ihrem Innern; GH has “in their inmost nature.” On the centrality 
of “inwardness” to Kantian religion, see Glossary.
154 Kant’s in Versuchung führen alludes to Matthew 6: 13a (“lead us not into temptation”); LB reads Und führe uns 
nicht in Versuchung.
155 GH and GG omit Kant’s lauter Dinge, literally meaning “nothing but things.”
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distractions to tempt us, and so on, then we cannot assume merely from our apparently good 
deeds that the depth of our being—our “heart” (or inward moral conviction)—is genuinely 
good. Those who enjoy “the peace of conscience” that often comes with an easy life—or with a 
false view of religion (see §12.3) —and who thereby congratulate themselves for all their good 
deeds are in for a shock if Kant is right. For not peace but struggle, as we shall see more fully in 
the Second Piece, is the key indication that a person’s character possesses moral worth.156

Kant concludes this penultimate paragraph of Section III, on the psychology of guilt, by 
warning that the “dishonesty” involved in such self‐deception often deceives other people as 
well; for this aspect of the radical evil within us “detunes” our very ability to judge moral worth.

38.23–33
This dishonesty,157 a smokescreen to fool ourselves,158 which prevents the founding of a genuine 
moral conviction in us, then also expands outwardly to a falsity and deception of others that, if it 
is not to be called malice, yet deserves to be named at least worthlessness; and ˻this dishonesty˼ 
resides in human nature’s radical evil, which (because it detunes159 moral discernment160 in regard 
to what one ought to consider a human being to be and [thus] makes imputation inwardly and 
outwardly entirely uncertain) amounts to ⟨ausmacht⟩ the foul ⟨faulen⟩ stain on our genus, which, 
as long as we do not get it out, prevents the germ of the good from developing, as it otherwise pre-
sumably would ⟨wohl thun würde⟩.

Interestingly, Kant now writes as if he had already established the conclusion of his a priori 
argument for evil; for he no longer speaks of “the foul stain161 on our genus” in hypothetical terms. 
Instead, he warns that, if we do not find a way to counteract this radical evil, our good predisposi-
tion will remain forever undeveloped, so that our “moral discernment” will never harmonize with 
our human essence.

If Kant has presented such an argument, its precise structure is anything but clear. The only a 
priori argument in this section would appear to be analytic, focusing on clarifying what the 
 concept of evil propensity means. If Section III is taken apart from its relation to other sections, 
nothing in it proves such evil to be a necessary component of human nature. Kant demonstrates 
the need for a transcendental proof; but, if his text includes such an argument, its details remain 

156 Hitler may well have been thinking of this Kantian notion when he penned his influential book Mein Kampf (My 
Struggle), as Kant’s word for this struggle is Kampf and appears in the very title of the Second Piece (R 57.02). This fact 
should stand as a dire warning against interpretions such as Rossi 2005 and DiCenso in DRB, who tend to view Kant’s 
moral struggle as primarily political and only secondarily religious; for Kant, as we shall see when we examine the 
Third Piece (see also SP‐1994), the proper order must be the reverse.
157 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Unredlichkeit; WP has “insincerity.”
158 WP has “of throwing dust into one’s own eyes” for Kant’s sich selbst blauen Dunst vorzumachen; GH has “by which 
we humbug ourselves” and GG “by which we throw dust in our own eyes.”
159 WP has “deranges” for Kant’s verstimmt; GH and GG have “puts out of tune.”
160 WP has “power of judgment” for Kant’s Urtheilskraft; GH has “capacity to judge” and GG “ability to judge.” Elsewhere 
I translate Kraft as “power”; but Urtheilskraft means “discrimination” or discernment—a significant option, given its use 
in the title of CJ. Could CJ actually be critiquing our experience of discernment rather than an abstract “faculty of judg-
ment”? In any case, Kant is not here (or throughout Religion) using this term in a technical sense, as he does in CJ.
161 Goethe was probably thinking of these words (i.e., of Kant’s faulen Fleck) when he penned his oft‐quoted com-
plaint in a letter to Herder dated June 7, 1793 (Goethe 1965: 166, my translation): “after needing a long lifetime to 
purify his philosophical cloak from a number of deplorable prejudices, Kant sacrilegiously besmirched [beschlabbert] 
it with the shameful stain [Schandfleck] of radical evil, so that even Christians too were enticed to kiss its hem.” Goethe 
had probably read only the article version of the First Piece at this point. Given the highly ambivalent relation between 
good and evil portrayed in his own masterpiece Faust, Goethe might have been less disillusioned with Kant once he 
considered the whole argument of Religion, which highlighted the struggle between good and evil (and the likelihood 
of one deceptively parading as the other) in ways that are not incompatible with his own poetic vision. As MRB-
Velkley shows (238-45), Kant, “philosopher of the beneficence of evil” (245), deeply appreciated religion’s poetic value.
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implicit. For this reason I shall end this chapter with an attempt to fill that gap by making 
explicit an argument that can be found running through the text of the First Piece as a whole—
though only implicitly.

Before I do so, however, let us scrutinize the brief concluding paragraph in Section III, 
together with the important footnote attached to it, in the hope of finding some hint of how 
Kant might want to proceed in constructing the much needed proof.

38.34–37, 39.01–06
A member of the English Parliament, in the heat [[of passion]], threw out ⟨stieß … aus⟩ the asser-

tion: “Every human being has his price, for which he gives himself away.”162 If this is true (which 
/price\, then,163 everyone may decide on his own), if there is no virtue at all for which one cannot find 
a degree of {39} temptation that has a capacity to topple164 it, if whether the evil or the good spirit 
wins us over to its party165 comes down only ⟨nur darauf⟩ to who offers the most and provides the 
promptest payment, then what the Apostle says may indeed be true of the human being universally: 
“There is no distinction here, they are sinners one and all ⟨allzumal⟩—there is none who does good 
(according to the spirit of the law), not even one.” *166

Note that even at this late stage in Section III Kant does not assume this well‐known biblical 
maxim to be true, but reverts to treating it as a hypothesis. The parenthetical clause in the 
second sentence suggests that each of us may confirm or disconfirm this hypothesis through 
the personal experience of our own ability to withstand the temptation to sacrifice obedience 
to the moral law for the sake of gratifying personal inclination. Yet, in a paradoxical move that 
has often been regarded as incoherent,167 Kant says: if a person affirms the hypothesis, then an 
evil propensity “may indeed be true of the human being universally”! How can this be? Was 
Kant just writing too quickly, or did he really mean that a choice left to each individual can 
confirm a universal truth? I shall return to this question shortly, for it lies at the heart of the 
transcendental argument I believe Kant has now presented.

That the biblical text Kant quotes agrees so explicitly with the conclusion of the argument 
supposedly established by bare reason on its own is an important confirmation of Kant’s second 
experiment (see Introduction §4). Although he does not mention that experiment here, it is 
obviously in his mind. If he is right, then philosophical theology is confirming one of the most 

162 This well‐known saying, attributed to Sir Robert Walpole (1676–1745), was originally a reference not to all 
human beings (as Kant takes it here), but to specific political opponents (“All those men have their price”).
163 Kant’s parenthetical phrase reads: welches dann ein jeder bei sich ausmachen mag. All three translators simply omit 
Kant’s dann (“then” or “in that case”), translating in a way that assumes Kant to be saying: “Each person may decide on 
his/her own whether this assertion is true.” (Reinforcing this reading, some German editions change dann to the easier 
to ignore denn.) If this were Kant’s meaning, then he would be saying, with a twist of irony: “I’m not going to take a 
stand on this issue!” Yet this conflicts with the fact that the whole of Section III, including this sentence, does appear 
to take a stand on this very point. If, on the other hand, dann is taken at face value, then Kant is saying: “If the quoted 
assertion is adopted as one’s maxim, then each person is given free reign to decide what his or her price is.” Such a 
conviction is the core of radical evil.
164 WP has “capable of toppling” for Kant’s der vermögend ist, sie zu stürzen; GH has “capable of overthrowing” and 
GG “can overthrow.”
165 Following GH for Kant’s Partei. WP has “side,” but this neglects the clear political metaphor Kant is appealing to 
here; GG omits this subordinate clause.
166 Kant is here paraphrasing the Apostle Paul’s words in Rom. 3: 9–12: “Do we have any advantage? Not at all! For … 
Jews and Gentiles alike are all under the power of sin. As it is written: ‘there is no one who does good, not even one.’” 
Significantly, Paul does not make an exception for Jesus in this passage.
167 The appearance of contradiction is heightened in GH, where Kant’s möchte wohl … wahr sein is rendered as “certainly 
holds true” instead of as “may indeed be true.” Nevertheless, as I shall argue below, a correct understanding of Kant’s 
argument resolves the paradox even in this stronger form. Such a resolution, if successful, renders irrelevant the highly 
creative (but rather far‐fetched) psychoanalytic interpretation of Kant’s account of evil given in Fenves 1993.
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important yet controversial doctrines of biblical theology: that human nature is evil (a doctrine 
sometimes referred to as “total depravity”). Kant has presented this “radical evil” as holding true 
at the (transcendental) level of the basic convictions that inform our human nature, even though 
he has remained almost totally silent about whether it also applies to the empirical character of 
each and every human person.

To the biblical quotation that concludes Section III Kant attaches an arguably evasive foot-
note, which refers again to the need for a proof; but, surprisingly, he now claims that the 
required proof has already been provided!

39n.22–26
*The actual proof of this judgment of condemnation pronounced by [the court of] morally 

judgmental168 reason is contained not in this section but in the previous one. This /section\ 
contains only the confirmation of the judgment ⟨desselben⟩ through experience; but experi-
ence ⟨welche⟩ can never uncover the root of evil in the supreme maxim of free volition in 
 reference to the law, /the root\ which,169 as an intelligible deed, precedes all experience. —

The first sentence seems at first to have one of two implications: either Kant has contradicted 
himself, forgetting that earlier in this section he explicitly said that the a priori proof of evil had 
not yet been presented, or else he is not referring here to the same proof he mentioned earlier in 
Section III as being needed but not yet given. The latter option may seem tempting, since Kant 
refers here to an “actual proof ” that Paul’s radical condemnation of human nature is justified, 
whereas previously he has referred to “the formal proof ” of “a corrupt propensity” (R 33); 
 however, these are just two names for the same claim, one relevant to the second experiment 
(i.e., the Christian tradition), and the other to the first experiment (i.e., the rational system of 
religion). I take his main point in the earlier passage to be that his proof will not be formal in the 
way we might expect a proof to be if it were found in CPR or CPrR. In any case, Section II merely 
distinguished between three levels of evil, then defined our propensity as a perversion of the 
good predisposition that is ours by virtue of our nature as responsible rational animals. So how 
that analysis constitutes a proof of the radical evil described in the quoted biblical assertion is far 
from obvious.

The second sentence gives us a clue for solving this long‐standing puzzle. Near the end of 
Section II is where Kant first introduces the notion of an “intelligible deed,” whereby we 
(transcendentally) choose our evil propensity (see §2, above). If that is the “proof ” Kant is 
referring to here, then his point is simply that the best (philosophical or moral) interpretation 
of the biblical idea of universal sinfulness is to regard it not as a comment on human experi-
ence—atrocious as that often is—but as referring to a transcendental necessity that character-
izes our nature.170 This point was established in Section II. Kant’s comment in Section III, that 
an a priori proof of evil was still needed, could mean that the overall proof was still in the pro-
cess of being constructed, so it was not yet complete. While the alternative interpretation  
(see note 2.162 above) remains possible, the hermeneutic principle of charity bids us to accept 

168 WP has “sentencing” for Kant’s richtenden; GH has “judging” and GG “judgment.” See Glossary.
169 GH has “a maxim which” and GG “the maxim” for Kant’s die. WP 43n notes that this reading of die, while gram-
matically possible, conflicts with Kant’s theory that the “intelligible deed” is not the supreme maxim itself, but the 
choice of the maxim as supreme (see, e.g., R 31)—a choice that lies at the root of the will.
170 I provide below a formal summary of this argument as I understand it. For now, let it suffice to point out that the 
interpretation of Kant’s argument given in FDR is essentially the same as the one I defended in PCR—namely that 
radical evil must be predicated of human nature, if Kant’s argument is to make sense. The new feature of FDR’s inter-
pretation is the claim that Kant’s mode of argument here bears some resemblance to that of Aristotle; while this may 
well be true in a general sense, Firestone and Jacobs offer no persuasive evidence that Kant was intentionally borrowing 
from Aristotle in the First Piece.
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the view that renders greatest integrity to the text: Kant was not merely evading the issue of 
greatest responsibility for a transcendental philosopher, nor was he referring to two different 
proofs, but to two aspects of the same complex argument.

Kant devotes the rest of the footnote to a reminder of how the two perspectives on morality, 
introduced in Section II, relate to whether or not there is a “mean” between good and evil.

39n.27–36
From this, i.e., from the unity of the supreme maxim, with the unity of the law to which this maxim ⟨sie⟩ 
refers, one can also comprehend why the pure intellectual judging of the human being must have at its 
basis the precept of the exclusion of a mean171 between good and evil, whereas the precept that there is 
a mean between these extremes can be laid at the base of172 empirical judging from the sensible ⟨sensi-
bler⟩ deed (the real doing and refraining): on the one hand a negative /mean\, of indifference prior to 
all development ⟨Ausbildung⟩; on the other hand a positive /mean\, of a mixture, being173 partly good 
[and] partly evil. But empirical judging ⟨die letztere⟩ is a judging of the morality of the human being 
only in appearance and is in the final judgment [subject to] pure intellectual judging ⟨der ersteren⟩.

From the transcendental perspective, “the unity of the supreme maxim”—the maxim that 
determines whether inclinations or the moral law will inform our deepest moral conviction—
with the moral law itself necessitates that there be no “between” state: the human heart must 
be either good or evil. Yet, from the empirical perspective, our actual conduct does often 
exhibit “a mean between these extremes”: some actions do appear to arise from choices that are 
neither good nor evil—that is, are morally indifferent—while others exhibit both motivating 
forces. Kant thinks that the philosopher must focus on the transcendental perspective, not on 
its empirical counterpart.

What, then, is the proof of the evil propensity that Kant said is required in order for us to 
understand what bare reason teaches about the status of human nature being either good or 
evil? Although Kant obviously did an abysmal job of conveying the structure of the proof he 
claims to have offered, I believe a simple transcendental proof can be detected by observing the 
architectonic relationship between the headings of the main sections of the First Piece. All 
transcendental arguments, as commentators on Kant’s theoretical philosophy have observed,174 
follow a basic three‐step structure:

1. P must be true if we are to have experiences of type E.
2. Human beings do have experiences of type E.
3. Therefore, P is necessarily and universally true.

Kant states in the foregoing footnote that his “actual proof ” comes in Section II because that 
section presents the crucial first step in his argument: beings with a good predisposition must 
have a propensity to evil if we are to experience evil. Section III then presents the second step, 
first by observing that human experience is replete with examples of horrendous evil. As we 

171 Following GG for Kant’s der Ausschließung des Mittleren; GH has “of excluding a mean.” WP’s “of the excluded 
middle” is misleading, because Kant is referring here not to that well‐known principle of Aristotle’s logic, but to his 
own argument against the inclusion of a moral mean (see R 22–23n).
172 WP has “can be based” for Kant’s untergelegt werden kann; GH has “based … may be laid down” and GG “can be 
laid down on the basis.” To allow for his omission of the notion of “laying,” WP reverses the order of Kant’s subject 
(“principle”) and predicate (“judging”); I have reverted to Kant’s order.
173 WP has “consisting of the mixture of being” for Kant’s der Mischung … zu sein; GH has “a mixture” and GG “a 
mixture of being.”
174 See Walker 1978: 14–27 for a classic account of this structure. In SP‐2008b I have elaborated in much greater 
detail than I do here on the structure of Kant’s argument here and provided independent justification for its validity.
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have seen here in §2.4 of the present chapter, the second half of Kant’s Section III explains how 
even people who appear to be good may be concealing an evil heart, if we understand the con-
cept of evil in a philosophically appropriate manner. If we take this structural parallelism bet-
ween Sections II and III—considered as the first two steps in a Kantian transcendental 
argument—together with the previously mentioned hint that the evil propensity’s 
transcendental status means that it necessarily appears along with a moral agent’s first free 
choice (cf. note 2.147 above), then we should expect Section IV to draw the conclusion that P 
(i.e., the propensity to evil) does hold as a necessary and universally chosen condition for the 
possibility of an E‐type experience (i.e., human actions judged to be evil). As we shall see in the 
next chapter, this is precisely what we find Kant arguing next.
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1. Section IV: (A) Transcendental versus empirical origins

The claim made at the close of Chapter 2, that Kant’s proof of the evil propensity in human 
nature appears not in any isolated passage of the First Piece but in the architectonic connection 
between the sections, leads us to expect Section IV to confirm and clarify the conclusion of 
that transcendental argument. This next section—entitled

39.07–08 
IV. On the Origin of Evil in Human Nature

 —fulfills this expectation in two important ways. As we shall see here in §3.1, it accomplishes 
the first major task of Kant’s first experiment by explaining what bare reason justifies us to say 
about the essential condition of human nature. The second half of Section IV, as we shall see 
in the next section of this chapter, then fulfills the corresponding mandate of Kant’s second 
experiment by assessing how closely the traditional Christian understanding of evil conforms 
to this rational standard. After examining these two aspects of his conclusion, I shall complete 
the commentary on the First Piece by demonstrating, in the last two sections of the chapter, 
how the bulk of Kant’s “General Comment”—the portion that was labeled “Section V” in R1—
previews his subsequent argument that a true religion is one that empowers us to overcome the 
problem that evil poses for human nature.

Section IV begins with a definition of “origin” and a twofold application, which contrasts 
transcendental and empirical perspectives.

39.09–15
Origin (the first /origin\) is the descent of an effect from its first ˻ cause˼, i.e., from that cause which 
is not in turn the effect of another cause of the same kind. An origin ⟨Er⟩ can be taken into 
consideration either as rational ˻origin˼ or as temporal origin. In the first signification, merely the 
effect’s existence ⟨Dasein⟩ is considered; in the second, ˻one considers˼ the effect’s ⟨derselben⟩ 
occurrence, [and] hence the effect ⟨sie⟩, as an event, is connected to its cause in time.

Evil’s Rational Origin and the Hope 
for Recovery

Sections IV and V (R 39–52)

3
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Kant’s previous conclusion, that human evil must originate in an evil propensity, implies that 
reason is powerless to explain what caused that propensity to arise. To view the propensity 
transcendentally, as having its origin in reason, we need no more than an awareness that the 
effect (i.e., a series of evil choices or actions in general) exists. (This focus on existence in gen-
eral, as we saw in §2.4, applies to anything transcendental.) Viewing a thing’s origin from the 
empirical perspective, by contrast, requires us to verify its actual occurrence at a given time and 
to identify its “descent” from some prior cause (cf. CJ §65). Philosophers attempting to con-
struct a system of the basic conditions that give rise to religion within the bounds of bare 
reason need to be concerned only about the former.

Having defined the two general ways of interpreting the origin of an event (or “effect”), Kant 
now applies this to the particular case of moral action.

39.15–21, 40.01–07
When the effect is connected to a cause that is still linked with it according to laws of freedom, as 
is the case with moral evil, then the determination of volition to the effect’s ⟨ihrer⟩ production is 
thought as linked with its determining basis not in time but merely in the presentation of reason, 
and it cannot be derived from any [particular] preceding state; by contrast, this [[derivation]] 
⟨welches⟩ must always occur when the evil action {40} is connected, as an event in the world, to its 
natural cause. To search for the temporal origin of free actions as free1 (just as for natural effects) 
is therefore a contradiction; [and] hence so is it ˻to search for the temporal origin˼ of the human 
being’s moral make‐up insofar as this /make‐up\ ⟨sie⟩ is regarded as contingent, because moral 
make‐up ⟨diese⟩ means the basis for the use of freedom, ˻a basis˼ which (like the determining basis 
of free volition overall) must be sought solely in presentations of reason.

In order to judge empirical events (such as the various examples of evil cited in Section III) to 
be morally evil, we must be able to trace their temporal effect to a rational cause (i.e., a “deter-
mination of volition”). Even though the event (the evil act) occurred in time, we must not look 
at some temporal event or series of events to identify what caused it to be evil. Since the cause 
of evil is by definition rational, looking for it in time would be a gross contradiction, whether 
the temporal effect in question is a single moral act or the overall moral character that a person 
exhibits throughout a lengthy stretch of time. In either case, we must search for rational 
 explanations of how or why such temporal events took place as they did.

Of all possible explanations for the cause of evil in human experience, Kant therefore thinks 
that “the most inappropriate” is the common way of explaining the Christian doctrine of 
original sin, whereby parents pass on evil as an inheritance through childbirth—an evil 
believed to have originated with the first sin committed by Adam and Eve.

40.08–15
But now, howsoever2 moral evil’s origin in the human being may be made-up,3 among all the 

ways of presenting4 its dissemination5 and continuation through all the members of our genus and 

1  Following GG for Kant’s als solchen, to prevent it from being read as a reference to the temporal aspect of free 
actions. WP has “as free actions” and GH “as such.”
2  WP has “But whatever, indeed” for Kant’s Wie nun aber auch … immer; GH has “However” and GG “Whatever … 
however.”
3  WP has “the constitution of ” for Kant’s beschaffen; GH has “constituted” and GG “the nature of.” I have rearranged 
WP’s word order so that it follows Kant’s grammar more accurately, as beschaffen is the main verb, not a noun.
4  WP has “the ways of conceiving … to conceive” for Kant’s Vorstellungsarten … sich … vorzustellen; GH has “the 
explanations … describes” and GG “the ways of representing … to imagine.” See Glossary for an explanation of this 
usage of “envision,” shown here at the top of page 108. Cf. WP 44n.
5  WP, GG, and GH have “spread” for Kant’s Verbreitung.
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in all the generations, the most inappropriate is still6 to envision4 it as having come to us by 
inheritance from the first parents; for one can say about moral–evil exactly what the poet says 
about the good: —genus et proavos, et quae non fecimus ipsi, vix ea nostra puto.7*—

This quotation from Ovid emphasizes that, from the standpoint of practical reason, we are 
morally responsible only for the effects we ourselves bring into the empirical world through 
our rational choices; the choices of our parents or society are not, in the strictly moral sense, 
imputable to the individual.

Kant cannot be claiming that a hereditary explanation of evil is entirely meaningless, but 
only that it is inappropriate from a philosophical perspective, for in the footnote attached to the 
Latin quotation he sketches how the three “higher” faculties of the university would each be 
able to interpret the source of moral evil (or “sin”) in a specifically hereditary manner.

40n.20–39
*The three so‐called higher faculties8 (in universities ⟨hohen Schulen⟩) would make this 

heredity understandable to themselves each in its own way ⟨Art⟩, namely either as hereditary 
disease, or as hereditary guilt, or as hereditary sin.9 (1) The faculty of medicine would envision 
hereditary evil perhaps like the tapeworm,10 about which several natural scientists are really of 
the opinion that, since it is otherwise found neither in an element outside us nor (of the same 
kind) in any other [particular] animal, it must already have been there in the first parents. 
(2) The faculty of law would regard it as the legal consequence of our ⟨der⟩ entering upon an 
inheritance bequeathed to us by these /first parents\ but encumbered by a grave ⟨schweren⟩ 
crime (for to be born is nothing other than to acquire11 the use of the goods of the earth insofar 
as these are indispensable to our continuance). We must therefore make payment (recompense)12 
and are in the end nonetheless expelled (by death) from this property. How right is [what is] 
right by law! (3) The faculty of theology would regard this evil as the personal participation by 
our first  parents in the fall of a reprobate13 insurgent,14 maintaining either that we ourselves 
cooperated at the time (although ˻we are˼ not conscious of this now), or that only now, born 
under his dominion (as prince of this world), ˻we˼ allow ourselves to acquiesce to the goods of his 

6  WP has “yet,” for Kant’s so … doch; GH and GG have “surely.” I follow GG’s word order; WP and GH place it 
before “among.”
7  Ovid, Metamorphoses, 13.140–1: “Race and ancestry, and what we have not wrought ourselves, I scarcely deem our 
own.” Kant has puto (“I deem”) instead of Ovid’s voco (“I call”).
8  Following GH and GG for Kant’s Facultäten; WP has “schools,” but “faculties” is used almost exclusively in the 
secondary literature. The same threefold division is the basis for Kant’s 1798 book The Conflict of the Faculties (CF), 
where philosophy is the “lower” faculty (cf. Introduction §3). The three higher faculties can be taken as corresponding 
to the three predispositions: medicine governs our animality; law governs our humanity; and theology governs our 
personality.
9  Kant’s Erbsünde is the theological term normally translated as “original sin.”
10  The specific medical example Kant chooses here is significant, because in CJ 379–80 he cites the tapeworm as a 
potentially symbiotic alliance between parasite and host, comparing its potential benefits to the way dreams 
complement various vital functions in the sleeping body. This suggests that Kant might have flirted with the possibility 
that evil has a similarly complementary relationship with good.
11  WP, GG, and GH have “inherit” for Kant’s erwerben. As WP 45n observes, this translation assumes that Kant 
intended to write ererben. But “inherit” normally applies to goods themselves; Kant’s point is that at birth we “acquire” 
merely the potential use of (i.e., the right to use) earthly goods.
12  WP’s “do penance” for Kant’s büßen (as well as GH’s and GG’s “atone”) is inappropriate here: Kant’s metaphor is 
explicitly legal, not theological.
13  WP has “defection of an abject” for Kant’s Abfall eines verworfenen (literally “dropping/waste of a rejected”); but 
this passage refers to the devil, so religious terms should be used. GH and GG have “fall of a condemned.”
14  WP, GG, and GH have “rebel” for Kant’s Aufrührers, but I reserve “rebel” for Rebellen (R 134.20). WP’s “ insurgent’s,” 
at the end of this sentence, translates sein, and his “insurgent” translates Aufrührer at 40n.38.
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/ dominion\ more15 than ˻to˼ the supreme command of the heavenly master and do not possess 
enough loyalty16 to tear ourselves away from this, for which, however, we must also hereafter 
share the insurgent’s ⟨sein⟩14 lot with him.

As usual, we must recall that our concern as charitable interpreters of Kant should not be with 
the details of his examples. Each of these three illustrations might draw scoffs of incredulity 
(if not tears of laughter) from doctors, lawyers, and theologians working in these fields today. 
Nevertheless, the focus of our assessment should be on Kant’s philosophical point, and this is as 
valid today as it was when he wrote this footnote: the nonphilosophical scholarly  disciplines, 
being specifically concerned to assist human beings in coping with the empirical contingencies 
that arise through the effects of evil in human life, can all make good use of the notion that evil 
may in some sense be inherited, even though for philosophy (focusing as it does on bare reason) 
the idea of a temporal origin of evil is useless. Just because “voluntary actions cannot bring 
with them anything hereditary” (CBHH 123), this does not prevent us from viewing such 
actions as part of a causal nexus (and thus as potentially hereditary) when we examine them 
from other scholarly standpoints.

Kant concludes the paragraph on original sin in the main text with a sentence that confirms 
the suggestion I made at the close of Chapter  2, that the overall outline of the First Piece 
(as given in the section headings) follows the form of a transcendental argument.

40.15–19
It should be noted also that, when we probe the origin of evil, we initially do not yet bring into 
account17 the propensity to evil ⟨dazu⟩ (as peccatum in potentia18), but only take into consideration19 
the real evil of given actions in terms of its inward20 possibility and of what must come together in 
volition for such /actions\ ⟨derselben⟩ to be performed.

This apparent side comment must be clearly understood if we are to grasp the argument Kant 
claims to be presenting. His mode of argument throughout Sections I–IV is not to locate a 
potential cause and then to prove that it has indeed produced real effects in the world. This 
would not be a transcendental argument. Rather, he describes his methodology here: starting 
from the given fact that evil exists (a fact that Kant assumes no reader will deny, given the 
myriad of screaming examples listed in Section III; see R 32-4), the philosopher’s task is to dis-
cover what conditions must be true of a person’s volition in order for any such evil to occur. 
This, as noted in §2.4, is the standard procedure for all transcendental arguments. The 
empirical reality of evil is taken as a “given”; the focus of Kant’s argument has been to identify 
the necessary conditions for “its inward possibility.”

Once we admit the necessity of an innate evil propensity from the transcendental perspec-
tive, in order to explain how any evil choice could be made, we are freed to recognize that this 
does not remove the potential of any particular action, viewed in isolation, to be good.

15  WP’s “we decide to like the world’s goods better,” for uns die Güter derselben … gefallen lassen is awkward; GH and 
GG have “we prefer his favors/goods.”
16  WP has “faithfulness” for Kant’s Treue; GH and GG have “faith.”
17  WP and GG have “take into account” for Kant’s in Anschlag bringen; GH has “deal … with.” WP puts this verbal 
phrase before “not yet.”
18  St. Thomas Aquinas used this phrase to refer to “sin in potentiality” or “the power to sin.” See, e.g., his Scriptum 
super Libros Sententiarum ii, 4.664.
19  WP omits Kant’s in Betrachtung ziehen, which is virtually synonymous with in Anschlag bringen (see note 3.17 
above); GH has “direct our attention to” and GG “consider.”
20  WP has “intrinsic” for Kant’s inner; GH and GG have “inner.”
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41.01–08
{41} Every evil action must be regarded, when one seeks its rational origin, as if the human 

being had fallen into it immediately from the status of innocence. For however [good or evil]21 his 
previous behavior22 may have been, and of whatever kind may be the natural causes influencing 
him, [and] likewise whether they are to be found within or outside him, his action is nonetheless 
free and not determined by any of these causes, [and] it therefore can and must always be judged 
as an original use of his volition.

The “must” that occurs twice in this important passage is a direct indication that Kant is view-
ing evil from the transcendental perspective. Viewed empirically (as Kant illustrated in the 
previous footnote), our actions are not “original,” for many “natural causes” do influence us; 
but, whenever we assess the moral status of any action, we downplay such concerns and view 
each and every act as arising out of the original (bare rational) opposition between the good 
predisposition and the evil propensity.23 No matter how many good or evil deeds a person may 
have done in the past, each moral choice puts the person in a transcendental situation that (as 
we shall see in the next section) has essentially the same form as the situation described in the 
biblical story of Adam and Eve. An act is free in this transcendental sense if and only if the 
agent can choose between honoring the good predisposition possessed by all human beings 
and giving in to the influence of humanity’s evil propensity.

If the chosen action is evil, then the moral agent must have allowed the evil propensity 
to  take precedence. From the transcendental perspective, the moral agent cannot appeal to 
temporal influences or to empirical temptations as an excuse to explain away the choice or to 
escape responsibility for it.

41.08–17
He should have refrained from the action ⟨sie⟩, whatever the circumstances of time and the associ-
ations24 in which he may have been; for through no cause in the world can he cease to be a freely 
acting being. It is indeed rightly said that one imputes to the human being also the consequences 
emanating from his former free but unlawful acts; but this means ⟨sagen⟩ only that one has no need 
to venture into the subterfuge of establishing ⟨und auszumachen⟩ whether the consequences25 may 
be free or not, because, in the admittedly free action that was their cause, sufficient ground for 
imputation is already available.

Kant is not saying that our empirical situation is wholly irrelevant to a consideration of how 
guilty a person is in making a particular evil choice, but only that, when assessing a person’s 

21  WP adds this phrase in a footnote, because “however” (wie auch) by itself is rather awkward in English; GH and 
GG solve this problem by using “whatever.”
22  WP, GG, and GH have “conduct” for Kant’s Verhalten.
23  In CPR Kant cites the example of someone who tells “a malicious lie,” as an extended illustration of how moral 
judgment requires us to treat such a choice as if it had not arisen out of a series of natural causes (A554–5/B582–3). 
For, as Kant insists in MM 238, a person is innocent (or at least “has done no wrong to anyone”) “before he performs 
any act affecting [another person’s] rights.”
24  WP has “connections” for Kant’s Verbindungen; GH and GG use the looser but more suggestive “entanglements.” 
However, the latter occludes what WP’s translation highlights: Kant goes on to explain that he is referring to causal 
connections “in the world”; in CPR he had argued that events appearing to us in space and (as he has just mentioned) 
in time must also be causally connected in order to become objects of knowledge, and that this gives rise to an antinomy, 
since it seems to limit our freedom whenever such objects obstruct our choices. My translation preserves the allusion 
to both causal connection and entanglement.
25  Following WP and GH for Kant’s die letztern (literally “the latter”). GG has “such actions”; but this wrongly follows 
the English word order, whereas in the German Folgen (“consequences”) comes after Handlungen (“acts”). Moreover, 
the sentence goes on to state explicitly that the causal action is free.
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basic moral character, we should adopt the perspective that focuses on what is universal in 
human nature. Looking into the empirical determining influences on (and/or effects of) 
our  free choice is relevant when assessing (e.g., in legal contexts) the precise extent of our 
accountability for an evil act; but these influences are irrelevant if we are attempting to assess 
only the bare fact that we are accountable.

This passage is vitally important for a charitable interpretation of Kant’s theory of evil, for it 
reveals that the elusive timeless deed (cf. R 31.32–3) whereby we choose the evil propensity is 
not some mysterious pre‐birth experience that somehow takes place in an imaginary ( mythical) 
realm beyond time and space. Rather, Kant’s argument is that each and every moral choice can 
be viewed from two perspectives: transcendentally, the choice just is a timeless deed that makes 
us responsible for the outcome of whatever we end up doing to implement the choice; empiri-
cally, the choice takes place in time and space and may be influenced by all manner of 
 exigencies, many of which could be beyond our control and therefore relevant to the question 
of how accountable we should be. There are not two choices, nor are there two acts, but a single 
act of choice that can be interpreted from two perspectives.

Kant continues this paragraph by reiterating that even a person mired in a life of habitual 
evil retains a duty to make his or her next action (note the singular!) one that reverses this 
trend and begins to establish a better life.

41.17–25
However, no matter how evil someone might have been ([even] up to [the point of] habit, as [his] 
other nature)26 prior to an imminent27 free action, not only was it his duty to be better, but it is now 
still his duty to better himself; he must therefore also be able to do so, and if he does not, then he 
is at the moment of the action just as capable of and subject to imputation as if, being endowed 
with the natural predisposition to the good (˻a predisposition˼ that is inseparable from freedom), 
he had stepped from the status of innocence to evil. —

To justify his claim, Kant refers again to his standard ought‐implies‐can principle (see note 
2.127). Even the most evil person retains possession of the basic human predisposition to 
good, for this is the necessary condition that ensures that each choice is free, no matter how 
tempted the person is to follow the path of self‐love. Even a Hitler or a serial rapist must be 
capable of choosing what is good—no matter how many times they have repeated the same 
evil—if we intend to hold such a person responsible for the consequences of his or her behavior.

After a dash, Kant closes the paragraph, stating the conclusion of his argument in the First 
Piece as it relates to the first of the two experiments he described in the second Preface.

41.25–29
We therefore cannot inquire into the temporal origin of this deed, but must ˻inquire˼ merely ˻into˼ 
its ⟨dem⟩ rational origin, in order thereafter to determine and, if ⟨wo⟩ possible, explain the 
 propensity, if there is one, i.e., the subjective universal basis for the taking up of a transgression 
into our maxim.

Kant’s use of an “if ” clause even at this concluding point in his argument clearly indicates that 
his goal has not been to prove that human nature is definitely corrupted by an evil propensity, 
but only that, if one wishes to impute evil and its corresponding moral responsibility to any 
human persons, then we must infer that any given evil deed originates from a corruption of 

26  Following WP for Kant’s anderer Natur; GH and GG use “second nature.”
27  WP has “until an immediately upcoming” for Kant’s bis zu einer unmittelbar bevorstehenden; GH and GG have 
“(right) up to the (very) moment of an impending.”
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our rational nature—that is, from a nontemporal choice that grounds and is implied by each 
temporal action a person chooses. In other words, if just one of us is guilty of an evil action, 
then the evil propensity is imputed to the human nature shared by us all.

2. Section IV: (B) Assessing the Bible’s account of evil’s origin

The first stage of Kant’s argument being now complete as it relates to his first experiment (i.e., his 
systematic account of the transcendental conditions that enable us to explain the reality of moral 
evil in the world), he turns his attention in the remainder of Section IV to the second experiment. 
He has quoted from or alluded to passages from the Bible on several occasions up to this point 
and has made various claims that impinge to varying degrees on several specific doctrines of 
 biblical theology. But he has not focused explicitly on the question of whether the Christian 
 doctrine of original sin is consistent with or contradictory to the account of evil that he has 
defended as necessary for a system of bare rational religion. The concluding two  paragraphs (and 
two footnotes) of Section IV take up this second‐experiment challenge.

In a paragraph so lengthy that I will comment on it here in five portions, Kant begins his 
treatment of the second experiment on a positive note.

41.30–35
Now, the way of presenting that Scripture employs to depict the origin of evil as a beginning 

thereof28 in the human genus agrees quite well with the above ⟨Hiermit⟩; for Scripture ⟨sie⟩  presents 
this origin ⟨ihn⟩ in a story where that which by the nature of the case (without taking the time 
condition into account) must be thought as [[being]] first appears as first ⟨als ein solches⟩ in time.

That the story of Adam and Eve in Genesis 2–3 claims to explain the temporal origin of evil 
can be understood, Kant suggests, as a narrative device. What the text depicts as occurring first 
in time is a choice to be evil that, as we have seen above, must “by the nature of the case … be 
thought as [being] first” in a transcendental sense. Somewhat surprisingly, Kant now treats this 
appeal to a temporal origin as a proper theological doctrine, for he says that it “agrees quite well 
with” his own position.

If the biblical story assumes an origin in time and Kant has just argued that evil must have a 
rational origin, how can he say that the two accounts agree? Kant’s answer to this question is 
very subtle, but must be understood if we are to appreciate not only the nature of his argument 
but also his justification for going on to claim that the second experiment confirms Christianity’s 
grounding in reason.

41.35–37, 42.01–06
According to this /story\,29 evil does not start from an underlying ⟨Grunde⟩ propensity to it,  
since otherwise its beginning would not emanate from freedom, but ˻starts˼ from {42} sin (by 
which is understood the transgression of the moral law as divine command); the state30 of the 
human being prior to any propensity to evil, however, is called the status30 of innocence. The moral 

28  WP has “of evil” for Kant’s desselben; GH and GG omit this word. GH adds “[temporal]” before “beginning.”
29  WP has “Scripture” for Kant’s ihr; GH has “this account” and GG “the Scriptures.” But Geschichte (“story”) occurs 
after Schrift (“Scripture[s]”) in the previously noted passage and is the more likely referent.
30  WP, GG, and GH have “state … state” for Kant’s Zustand … Stand. While the two terms can be roughly synony-
mous, it is unlikely that Kant would have used different words here if he had not meant to imply a distinction. The 
word Zustand implies a static state, whereas Stand refers to the nature or status implied by that state. I consistently 
adopt, for Stand, the word WP uses twice (R 130.33, 172.24) when translating ‐stand as part of a compound word.
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law came forth31 as a prohibition (Gen. 2: 16–17),32 as indeed it must be for the human, as a being 
⟨beim Menschen als einem … Wesen⟩ not pure but33 tempted ⟨versuchten⟩ by inclinations.

As we have seen, Kant is sometimes interpreted as arguing in the First Piece that we human 
beings have an in‐built propensity to evil that is part of our nature because of a timeless 
( noumenal) choice, presumably made in some pre‐birth state,34 and that this propensity causes 
us to neglect the moral law even though our predisposition calls us to respect the law; as a 
result—to use the religious word, as Kant does here for only the third time in Religion—we sin.35 
But in this passage Kant flatly contradicts that interpretation. He points out that in the biblical 
narrative (which, we must remember, “agrees quite well” [R 41.32] with his own theory on this 
point) “evil does not start from an underlying propensity”; rather, it starts from a choice, “from 
sin.” As we have noted all along—though at first with a considerable degree of curious incom-
prehension—Kant’s argument in the First Piece assumes the givenness of evil: evil starts with 
real spatiotemporal choices to disobey the moral law. Just as in Kant’s argument, the Genesis 
narrative begins with moral agents (Adam and Eve) becoming aware of the moral law (in the 
form of God’s command not to eat a particular fruit), proceeds through their being tempted by 
inclinations (see below), and ends with sin arising as a free choice rather than as a result of some 
pre-existing propensity. The propensity to evil comes in only as a transcendental explanation of 
how such an empirical choice is possible, given our predisposition to good.

After pointing out that sin in the biblical narrative, like evil in his own moral theory, starts with 
a choice arising out of a state of utter innocence, Kant explains how the story aptly illustrates the 
struggle we all experience between competing incentives for the determination of free choice.

42.06–19
Now, instead of straightforwardly following this law as a sufficient incentive (which alone is 
unconditionally good, so that there is also no place for any further qualms), the human being did 
look around for yet other incentives (3: 6),36 ˻incentives˼ that can be good only conditionally 

31  WP has “preceded [the human being]” for Kant’s ging … voraus; but this novel translation contradicts not only the 
biblical narrative (where Adam and Eve are created before the command is given) but also Kant’s own position, as I 
argue below. GH has “became known” and GG “moved forward.”
32  Gen. 2: 16–17: “And the lord God commanded the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden; but you 
must not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat from it you will certainly die.”
33  WP has “as indeed it must with him as a being who is not pure but is” for Kant’s wie es auch beim Menschen als 
einem nicht reinen, sondern … Wesen sein muß; GH has “[known] to mankind, as it must to any being not pure but” 
and GG “as befits a being who, like the human, is not pure but is.”
34  As mentioned in note 2.170, FDR tries to save Kant from this Platonic interpretation by pointing out similarities 
between his argument and Aristotle’s theory of secondary substance and by claiming that the “choice” that makes 
every human being evil is actually made by the species itself (cf. note 2.43). However, Firestone and Jacobs never 
explain how a species can make a choice. My position, by contrast, is that the choice is made by each individual, but 
that each such choice has implications for the entire species (cf. §3.4). Just as the Bible says that in Adam “all sinned” 
(Rom. 5: 12), Kant’s position is that each human person carries the (transcendental) weight of this Adamic guilt every 
time we make an (empirical) evil choice. As Muchnik puts it (AAE‐Muchnick 138): “Kant is operating with a dual 
conception of agency, the single individual and the whole species.”
35  Kant’s distinction between evil and sin is, as we shall see below, directly parallel to his distinction between morality 
and religion. In each pair, the first element views the moral law as imposing itself directly on each human being, while 
the second element views the moral law as imposing itself on us by means of a “divine command.” Near the beginning 
of the Fourth Piece, as we shall see in §10.2, Kant employs the phrase “divine command,” used here for the first time 
in the book, as part of his official definition of religion (see R 153.28–9)—a definition he gives in all three Critiques 
(CPR A819/B847, CPrR 129, and CJ 481) as well as in R 84.07–9, 110.08–10, 152.34–6. For a good analysis of Kant’s 
definition, see Godlove 2014: Ch. 2, and of the role of divine commands in Kant’s theory of religion, see Hare 2000.
36  Gen. 3: 6: “When the woman saw that the fruit of the tree was good for food and pleasing to the eye, and also desir-
able for gaining wisdom, she took some and ate it. She also gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate it.”
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(namely insofar as the law is not infringed by them ⟨dadurch⟩); and he made it his maxim—if one 
thinks of the action as emanating consciously from freedom—to follow the law of duty not from 
duty but in any case37 also from a concern for other aims. Hence38 he began to doubt the strictness 
of the command that excludes the influence of any other incentive, [and] thereafter to rationalize 
downgrading39 his ⟨den⟩ obedience to the command ⟨dasselbe⟩ to an /obedience\ merely 
conditional (under the principle of self‐love) as a means,* so that eventually the preponderance 
⟨Übergewicht⟩ of the sensible impulses over the incentive from the law was taken up into the 
maxim of action ⟨zu handeln⟩, and thus sinning came to be (3: 6).

When Adam and Eve reason about God’s command in Genesis 3: 6 (the text Kant cites twice 
in this passage; see note 3.36 above), they are struck by the fact that the fruit is obviously good, 
so they cannot understand why it should be off limits. Kant portrays their rationalizing in 
terms of his own moral theory, as an example of the universal human tendency to allow incen-
tives of self‐love (i.e., our inclination to follow “the sensible impulses” that arise out of our 
 animality) to have “preponderance” over “the incentive from the law.” Their sin, according to 
Kant, was not the physical act of eating the fruit (for, as the serpent rightly stated, this action 
in itself was not wrong), but the transcendental choice to allow matters of self‐love to outweigh 
the bare moral command when they arrived at their judgment.40

In the footnote attached to “as a means,” Kant goes into more detail in explaining the nature 
of Adam’s moral evil.

42n.30–37
*All professed reverence toward the moral law, if yet in one’s maxim it does not concede to the 

law, as incentive sufficient by itself, preponderance over all other determining bases of volition, is 
 hypocritical; and the propensity to such reverence ⟨dazu⟩ ˻is˼ inward falsity, i.e., a propensity to lie 
to oneself in constructing41 the moral law to its detriment (3: 5).42 This is why ⟨weswegen⟩ the Bible 
(the Christian portion of /it\)43 also calls the author of evil (who resides within ourselves) the liar 
from the beginning,44 and thus characterizes the human being in regard to what seems to be the 
main basis of evil in him.

When God calls Adam and Eve to account, they act as if they are not aware of having done 
anything wrong. In so doing they deceive themselves, not because their simple act of eating 
a fruit really was wrong—from a strictly moral point of view, Kant would argue, the act as 
such was innocent enough—but because they based their decision‐making process on their 
own self‐interest, not on what obedience to the moral law demands. The way they  formulated 

37  WP has “perhaps” for Kant’s allenfalls; GH and GG have “if need be.” Cf. note 1.24.
38  WP has “Thus” for Kant’s Mithin; GH has “Thereupon” and GG “thereby.”
39  Following GG for Kant’s herab zu vernünfteln; WP has “began to use subtle reasoning to downgrade” and GH “by 
sophistry … reduced.” Cf. note 12.88.
40  Although Kant does not refer to it explicitly, Genesis 3: 7 also appears to have influenced his thinking, given his 
use of bloßen (meaning “naked” as well as “mere” or “bare”) in the title and throughout Religion (cf. note 0.5): “Then 
the eyes of both of them were opened, and they realized they were naked; so they sewed fig leaves together and made 
coverings for themselves.” This attempt to cover the human nakedness exposed by the first moral choice (according to 
the metaphor that informs the overall logic of Kant’s book) can be regarded as the beginning of historical religion.
41  WP has “interpreting” for Kant’s Deutung; GH and GG have “the interpretation of.”
42  Gen. 3: 5: “For God knows that when you eat from it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing 
good and evil.”
43  Following GH for Kant’s christlichen Antheils; WP has “of Christian contribution” and GG “the Christian part of it.”
44  Cf. Jn. 8: 44, where Jesus says to a group of listeners who claimed to believe in him: “You belong to your father, the 
devil, and you want to carry out your father’s desires. He was a murderer from the beginning, not holding to the truth, 
for there is no truth in him. When he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the father of lies.”
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their choice constitutes the sin, not what the choice was. Referring to Genesis 3: 5 (where 
Satan informs Eve that sinning will increase her moral knowledge; see note 3.42 above), 
Kant  portrays the Christian interpretation of the origin of sin as arising not out of an external 
act but out of an inner deceit. This, again, is directly parallel to his own theory that evil has a 
rational origin in our inner (nontemporal) choice, not an empirical origin in our (temporal) 
deeds.

The next part of the main (lengthy) paragraph we are now considering uses a quotation 
from Horace to affirm the New Testament’s interpretation of Adam as a symbol of every 
human being.

42.19–29, 43.01–03
Mutato nomine de te fabula narratur.45 That we daily do likewise [and] hence “in Adam all have 
sinned”46 and are still sinning is clear from the above, except that an innate propensity to trans-
gression is already presupposed in us, but not ⟨kein solcher⟩ in the first human being, [in whom] 
innocence ˻is˼ instead ˻presupposed˼ in terms of time; hence in his case ⟨bei diesem⟩ the transgres-
sion is called a fall into sin, whereas in our case ⟨bei uns⟩ it is presented as ensuing from the already 
innate wickedness of our nature. However, this propensity means nothing more than that, if we are 
willing to venture into the explanation of evil in terms of its beginning in time, [then] for every 
deliberate transgression we must pursue the causes in a previous time of our life, [all the way] back 
to the /time\ ⟨bis zurück in diejenige⟩ when the use of reason {43} was not yet developed, [and] 
hence ˻must pursue˼ the source of evil [all the way] up to a propensity to evil (as /its\ natural 
foundation), which is therefore called innate.

Having argued that, from the transcendental perspective, we are no different from Adam (as 
he is depicted in the biblical narrative), Kant now admits that, from the empirical perspec-
tive, we can discern an important difference. Viewed as a member of the human race, “the 
first human being” would have been not only empirically innocent at the moment of his or 
her first choice (as we all are just before we make any free moral choice), but also transcen-
dentally innocent. We, by contrast, enter into a human race that is already replete with 
examples of evil conduct; it is therefore pointless for us even to attempt the task of tracing 
the temporal causes of our evil choices back to early stages in our personal development. 
Such an empirical process would have to go all the way back to a prerational stage in each 
person’s life, so that (at least as far as the birth of our rational capacity is concerned) it is best 
regarded as innate.47

For someone who has just claimed that any attempt to find a temporal origin of evil is “the 
most inappropriate” approach (R 40.11), Kant is defending a view surprisingly similar to the 
traditional Christian doctrine. That this is not merely an insincere attempt to please the king’s 
censor is evident from the fact that he ends the paragraph by qualifying his affirmation, 
reminding us of the limited usefulness such etiological explanations have for philosophical 
understanding.

45  Horace, Satires, 1.1.69–70: “Under a changed name, the story is about you.” Significantly, just before Horace 
makes this famous remark, line 69 of the poem asks: Quid rides? (“Why are you laughing?”). Kant’s use of the quoted 
lines at this point therefore implies: Beware of assuming you are any better than Adam!
46  Following GH for Kant’s alle gesündigt haben (a direct quotation from Luther’s translation of the end of Rom. 5: 
12); GG has “we have all sinned.” WP has “we all sinned,” following the Latin Vulgate rather than the German. Rom. 
5: 12 reads: “Therefore, just as sin entered the world through one man, and death through sin, and in this way death 
came to all people, because all sinned—.”
47  The distinction Kant makes here became the basis for Kierkegaard’s highly influential account of the qualitative 
difference between the first sin and the consequent weight of hereditary sin on the human race, developed in 
The Concept of Anxiety (see note 1.99, above).
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43.03–11
In the case of the first human being, who is presented already with the full capacity of his use of 
reason, this is not needed, [and] also not feasible,48 because otherwise that foundation (the evil 
propensity) would even have to have been created in /him\; hence his sin is portrayed49 as  generated 
from innocence, unmediated. —However, we must not seek a temporal origin of a moral make‐up 
that is to be imputed to us, [no matter] how unavoidable this may be when we want to explain this 
make‐up’s ⟨ihr⟩ contingent existence. (This /unavoidability\50 may also be why Scripture, in 
 accordance with this weakness of ours, has presented it so.51)

Although our “weakness” inevitably prompts us to search for a temporal explanation of evil’s 
origin, dwelling too much on this issue will hamper both philosophical understanding and 
healthy moral development. Nobody had sinned before the first sinner did, so how could his 
sin have been rooted in anything buried deeply at the base of his own rational capacity? The 
Genesis narrative avoids this question by portraying Adam as having a fully developed sense 
of rational choice without any “evil propensity.” Such a propensity would have to have been 
created specially by God, thus rendering Adam no longer responsible for his sin. Instead, the 
story portrays Adam as generating sin “from innocence”—a unique sin that was “unmediated” 
by any prior choice to reverse the proper order of incentives that determined the character of 
his moral make‐up.

As Kant is about to explain, the Bible does offer an answer to the question of the temporal 
origin of evil; but before considering that answer, we must recognize that its sole purpose is to 
satisfy “this weakness of ours.” Understanding the point of Kant’s various references to human 
“weakness” throughout Religion is crucial for a proper understanding of his second experiment, 
and hence of the entire book. What he means is that human beings are not purely rational 
beings: we have animality as part of our predisposition because we are necessarily embodied; 
this means that we all experience a “contingent existence,” played out in time and space, and 
this is the primary reason why bare reason is unable to answer many of the most important 
philosophical questions. As FGP‐Fischer: 136–7 aptly describes this aspect of Kant’s position, 
the door to transcendence can be recognized by reason, but it cannot be opened! We have 
already seen, and it will become even more abundantly clear in subsequent passages, that the 
proper response to this limitation is to clothe pure reason’s naked (i.e., transcendental) expla-
nations in contingent explanations that can fill the gap left by bare  reason’s “weakness.” In the 
Second Piece Kant will argue that the proper tool for providing such clothing is the symbol.52

48  Following GH for Kant’s thunlich; WP has “practicable” and GG “expedient.”
49  WP has “is set down” for Kant’s aufgeführt wird (literally “is performed/listed”); GH has “is set forth” and GG “we 
construe.”
50  WP has “which … why” for Kant’s daher; GH has “and … for this reason that” and GG “hence.” Kant explicitly 
links his logical inference (implied by daher) to human weakness, so the premise he has in mind must be the unavoid-
ability of embodied human beings searching for a temporal explanation. Cf. note 3.51. As this insertion of Kant’s 
implied referent makes this parenthetical remark into a complete sentence, I have ended the previous sentence before 
the parentheses.
51  WP has “that origin in this way” for Kant’s ihn … so; GH has “thus … the temporal origin of evil” and GG “so … 
its origin in time.” Kant’s meaning is that, although Scripture correctly presents sin “as generated directly from inno-
cence,” it still appeals to a specific temporal situation, because the spatiotemporal limits of human embodiment 
 prevent us from picturing a cause in any other way.
52  Symbols are required whenever the object under consideration is not something that can be presented to us as 
such, in intuition. Kant summarizes his position on this important point in R 69–71n (see §5.4). For a thorough 
account of the role of symbols in Kant’s theology and philosophy of religion, see PCR V; for an assessment of their 
epistemological status, see SP‐2012b: §4.
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The concluding paragraph of Section IV provides a brief assessment of the Bible’s symbolic 
explanation of how the first sin took place in time. The paragraph begins with a reminder 
about the ultimate inscrutability of evil’s origin.

43.12–22
However, the rational origin of this detuning53 of our volition in regard to the manner [in 

which] it takes up subordinate incentives as supreme into its maxims, i.e., ˻the rational origin 
of˼ this  propensity to evil, remains inscrutable to us; for it must itself be imputed to us, and that 
supreme basis of all maxims would consequently in turn require the adoption54 of an evil 
maxim. Evil was able to emanate only from moral–evil (not ˻from˼ the bare limits of our 
nature); and yet the original predisposition (which also no one but the human being himself 
could have corrupted, if this corruption is to be imputed to him) is a predisposition to the 
good; for us, therefore, there is no graspable55 basis from which the moral evil in us could have 
come in the first place ⟨zuerst⟩. —

Notwithstanding the foregoing account of the rational origin of evil in human nature, the 
ultimate empirical source of this corruption of our good predisposition still remains a 
mystery. The reason is that, as with any potentially never‐ending chain of causal influ-
ences (cf. notes 1.121 and 2.46), we can always ask what maxim gave rise to the “supreme 
basis” that causes a person to reverse the proper order of the two types of incentives, mak-
ing moral maxims in general  subordinate to maxims of self‐love. (We cannot, he paren-
thetically reminds us, blame our aforementioned weakness, now referred to as “the bare 
limits of our nature”—namely the fact that we are embodied.) The only way to interrupt 
the infinite regress is to admit that we do not know what causes the evil propensity to exist 
in human nature (see R 21n). Even Kant’s transcendental argument (that, in order to 
explain how any person could display evil behavior, we must assume that human beings by 
nature make an a priori choice to take up a principle of self‐love as the basis for their 
supreme maxim) does not answer this question of whence (cf. 44.03); it merely confirms 
that we must conceive it in this way—mysterious though it may be. Since the predisposi-
tion—the only aspect of human nature that is both deeper than the evil propensity and 
detectable by rational analysis—is good, reason must confess at the end of the day that the 
ultimate source of evil is unknowable.

To the next sentence (to be quoted later), Kant adds a footnote that is best considered 
before commenting on the text it relates to, because it clarifies how that passage and all 
 passages like it throughout Religion are to be read. Kant devotes a whole section in the Third 
Piece to discussing the proper method of scriptural interpretation in a rational religion (see 
below, §§8.1–2). This footnote provides a foretaste of the position he develops there by 
reminding us that the philosophical interpretation of the Bible that he conducts as part of his 
second experiment is not to be taken as technically accurate exegesis but as a series of reflec-
tions on the text’s possible moral meaning.

53  WP has “derangement” for Kant’s Verstimmung (literally “disgruntlement” or “ill‐will”); GH has “perversion” and 
GG “disharmony.” But cf. note 2.159.
54  Following GH and GG for Kant’s Annehmung; WP has “admission.”
55  See WP 49n (note 230 at R 43) for an explanation of why “conceivable” (the translation GH and GG use for Kant’s 
begreiflich) is incorrect. Pluhar’s point is significant, because, if Kant were stating here that we cannot even conceive 
(i.e., form concepts of) evil’s basis, then the symbolic interpretation that he is about to praise would be impossible. 
Rather, his point here is that, even with the help of a symbolic explanation, a full understanding eludes our grasp.
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43n.26–38, 44n.34–35
*What is being said here must not be regarded as if it were intended to be scriptural exegesis,56 

which lies outside the bounds of the authority of bare reason. One can figure out57 the way in which 
one puts a historical discourse58 to moral use, without deciding about59 whether this ⟨der⟩ sense60 is 
also the writer’s or we are only inserting it61—provided the sense ⟨wenn er nur⟩ is true inherently, 
and apart from any historical proof, while yet also being the only /sense\ in terms of which we can 
draw something for [[human]] reformation62 from a passage that would otherwise be only an 
unfruitful increase in our historical cognition. One must not needlessly dispute about something—
and about its historical standing63—that, whether it is understood in this or another way ⟨so oder 
anders⟩,  contributes nothing to becoming a better human being,64 if what can contribute to this 
[[human reformation]] is cognized also without historical proof and even must be cognized without 
it. Historical cognition that has no inward reference, valid for everyone, to this /goal\ {44} belongs 
among the adiaphora,65 with which everyone may deal as he by himself finds edifying.

As understood by biblical theologians, proper exegesis requires reflection on the temporal 
conditions that led to a text’s being written in a particular historical context. Determining the 
author’s intention had already come to be regarded as a basic principle of right interpretation 
by Kant’s day.66 Yet Kant flies in the face of this tradition by defending a form of eisegesis 
(reading a meaning into a text) versus exegesis (reading the author’s intended meaning out of 
a text): the philosopher’s sole task in interpreting Scripture is to find a way of reading the text 
that makes it “true inherently” and will therefore assist in the task of making us better persons. 
Philosophers should not become preoccupied with historical debates that are not grounded in 
a truth “valid for everyone”; for each person is free to hold whatever specific beliefs about 
 historical claims (e.g., about God acting in history at a particular time and place) that he or she 
finds “edifying”—in other words, conducive to moral reformation.

56  GH and GG have “Scriptural exegesis” for Kant’s Schriftauslegung; WP has “scriptural interpretation.”
57  WP has “explain oneself ” for Kant’s sich über … erklären (literally “figure out about”); GH and GG have “explain.” 
Kant’s über is needed for the German construction and connects “the way” with the phrase following darüber (see note 
3.59 below).
58  WP has “exposition” for Kant’s Vortrage; GG and GH have “account.” Cf. note 0.137.
59  WP and GH omit Kant’s darüber, as the English verb makes sense without this supplementary preposition; GG 
mistakenly has “thereby.”
60  WP, GG, and GH have “meaning” for Kant’s Sinn.
61  WP has “we are only putting it into [the text]” for Kant’s wir ihn nur hineinlegen; GH and GG have “merely/only 
our interpretation.”
62  WP has “for [human] improvement” for Kant’s für uns … zur Besserung; GH has “conducive to our betterment” 
and GG “edifying.” The term Besserung (first occurring at R 34) deserves wider attention as a technical term in Kant’s 
vocabulary. Whether the “reformation” or “bettering” of our moral character is a gradual process or a one‐off event 
will prove to be a major issue in what follows. I have opted for “reformation” in order to highlight Kant’s (often 
neglected) argument that a person must experience a one‐off reforming (or betterment) of his or her moral character 
before any gradual improving (or bettering) of his or her actions can matter. Unfortunately, Kant uses the same term 
for both meanings, and which meaning he has in mind is sometimes open to interpretation.
63  Following GG for Kant’s Ansehen; WP has “reputation” and GH “aspect,” but these options are ruled out by the 
context. Kant’s reference to “this or another way” later in the sentence indicates that he is here saying that philosophers 
do not need to weigh in on the dispute over whether or not certain biblical passages are historical; he is not referring 
to debates about how well known (i.e., reputable) a particular text is or about the historical details contained therein.
64  Kant seems to be alluding here to 2 Tim. 2: 23 (“Don’t have anything to do with foolish and stupid arguments, 
because you know they produce quarrels”) and/or Tit. 3: 9 (“But avoid foolish controversies and genealogies and argu-
ments and quarrels about the law, because these are unprofitable and useless”).
65  “Indifferent things” in ancient Greek; see note 1.56 for comments on this Stoic concept.
66  See, for example, the classical text of Johann Martin Chladenius, Einleitung zur richtigen Auslegung vernünftiger 
Reden und Schriften (Chaldenius 1742).
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In the passage qualified by the above footnote, Kant argues that the Genesis story’s appeal to 
Satan’s appearing in the guise of a serpent can be regarded as a rational explanation of the very 
same fact about evil’s source that Kant has defended in the First Piece: namely, that evil is not 
an essential part of who we are as human beings—it is not part of our predisposition—yet it is 
present inevitably at the very outset of our moral development; and the source of evil in human 
nature (i.e., the explanation of how our volition came to be corrupted in this way) is therefore 
beyond human comprehension.

43.22–25, 44.01–08
Scripture expresses this ungraspableness67 in the historical narrative,* along with the closer 
 determination of the wickedness of our genus, by dispatching68 evil indeed before68 the beginning 
of the world,69 though not yet in the human being, but in a {44} spirit of an originally more sublime 
predetermination. As a result, therefore, the first beginning of all evil, generally, is presented70 as 
ungraspable to us (for whence the evil in that spirit?), but the human being ˻ is presented˼ as having 
fallen into evil only through seduction,71 hence not as corrupted from his very basis (even in terms 
of the first predisposition to the good), but as still capable of a reformation72—in contrast to a 
seducing spirit, i.e., a kind of being to whom the temptation of the flesh cannot be credited to 
 mitigate his guilt—

By depicting the entry of evil into human nature symbolically, as occurring through an act of 
spiritual seduction, the biblical narrative conveys four key insights that are fully compatible 
with the first stage of Kant’s rational system of religion. First, viewing evil as coming from an 
outside influence, existing even prior to the world’s beginning, rightly implies that the predis-
position of human nature is good. Second, by never explaining the origin of the evil spirit, the 
story preserves the incomprehensible mystery implicit in reason’s own inability (as argued here 
in the First Piece) to prove anything more than the bare transcendental necessity of the evil 
propensity. Third, the focus on the spirit’s use of seductive reasoning aptly suggests that the 
source of evil lies not in our embodiment itself (this being a built‐in “weakness” that, if 
anything, lessens the extent of our guilt), but in our reasoned choice to give in to temptation. 
And, fourth, depicting evil’s origin as a spirit that is incapable of moral reformation highlights 
that we human beings are capable of doing something to transform the evil that corrupts our 
nature, if only we can resist the influence of that spirit.

Following on from the fourth insight, the main text of the First Piece in R2 ends with a tan-
talizing forward glimpse into the attempt Kant will make in the Second Piece to show how 
religion solves the problem that evil creates for human nature in general and for individual 
persons in particular.

67  WP and GG have “incomprehensibility” for Kant’s Unbegreiflichkeit; GH has “inconceivability.”
68  WP has “having … come first at the” for Kant’s aus … im … voranschickt; GH has “finds a place for … at the” and 
GG “projecting … at the.” When schickt (literally “send”) is coupled with voran (“before”) plus a noun with a dative 
article, the prefix attaches to the dative noun that serves as its referent (cf. note 12.31). The expression can be used, for 
example, to refer to something dealt with in a Preface, “before” the book begins. Neglecting this nuance, all three trans-
lators insert an unnecessary preposition (“at”) instead of reading this as “before,” thus obscuring the biblical allusion 
Kant has in mind (see note 3.69, below). It is worth noting that the main lexeme in this compound, schick, is related to 
Schicksal (“destiny”), so the point here is that the Bible presents evil as in some sense part of the divine plan all along. 
(WP elsewhere translates schicklich as “fitting.”)
69  The “ungraspable” logic that Kant refers to here is an allusion to the numerous Scripture passages that refer to 
some act of God as occurring “before the creation of the world” (e.g., Eph. 1: 4; 1 Pt. 1: 20; cf. Rev. 13: 8).
70  WP has “is conceived” for Kant’s vorgestellt, both here and in the next part of the sentence; GH and GG have “is 
… represented” in both places.
71  Gen. 3: 1–6 describes the seduction Kant refers to here.
72  WP, GG, and GH have “(an) improvement” for Kant’s einer Besserung; WP and GG omit einer.
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44.08–11
and thus for the human being ⟨dem ersteren⟩, who despite ⟨bei⟩ a corrupted heart still has as good 
a will as ever,73 there remains hope of a return to the good from which he has deviated.

This sudden reference to hope is a transition to what appeared as Section V in the initial 
 publication of the First Piece (i.e., in the 1792 journal article), as well as in R1. In R2 the 
 concluding section of the First Piece appears as a new General Comment, apparently 
corresponding to the three that were already appended to the Second through Fourth Pieces in 
R1. Perhaps Kant realized that an appendix is a more suitable location for what amounts not to 
a continued discussion of the nature and origin of evil, but to a detailed overview of our 
response to evil. However, matters are complicated, because the General Comment appended 
to each of the other three pieces consists solely of material discussing the parergon (bordering 
concept) that corresponds indirectly to the topic of its respective piece (see R 52.19). In the first 
General Comment, by contrast, only the last paragraph, newly added in R2 and set in smaller 
type (the same small type used for the entire text of the other three General Comments), 
 discusses the parergon. Given the crucial role played by the Section V portion of the first 
General Comment in Kant’s main argument as well as the explicitly optional status of the par-
erga, I shall relegate discussion of the four parerga passages (i.e., the passages appearing in 
smaller type in both editions whose publication Kant himself oversaw)74 to the appendices 
placed at the end of the four main parts of this commentary. Our analysis of the First Piece will 
therefore conclude with a two‐part examination of the Section V material—Kant’s important 
preliminary account of how hope can survive in the face of evil.

3. Section V: (A) Divine aid and conversion’s possibility

If the presence of evil, both in the world and (more importantly) within a person’s own heart, 
means that the originally good predisposition of human nature is and must be corrupted by an 
evil propensity that causes us to invert the fundamental basis of our decision‐making capacity, 
then how can we possibly hope to overcome this scourge of our nature? Our volition, the 
capacity that would enable us to make such a change, is the very source of the problem that 

73  WP has “still” for Kant’s doch immer noch; GH has “yet” and GG “yet always … still.” Here as elsewhere (cf. note 
2.122), Kant’s immer noch highlights the paradoxical nature of the struggle between good and evil in the human 
condition.
74  See App. I for a further discussion of how type size relates to the issue of identifying the material properly regarded 
as the first “General Comment.” While I have no historical evidence, I surmise that renaming Section V in R2 was 
probably a printer’s error that Kant decided to tolerate in later printings, since the topic of Section V is quite different 
from that of Sections I–IV. When he sent the new paragraph to the printer, perhaps Kant gave an ambiguous instruction 
such as: “Add this new paragraph, in the same smaller type size as the other “General Comment” sections, immediately 
after Section V of the First Piece, as the new ‘General Comment.’” If my guess is correct, then Kant wanted the printer 
to leave Section V as it was in R1, but identify the new paragraph itself as the new “General Comment,” while the 
printer thought that Kant wanted the latter appended (in smaller type) to a renamed Section V. Further evidence that 
Kant never intended the Section V material to be part of “the first parergon” (as some commentators call this whole 
section) is that no other “General Comment” has a distinct title (other than “General Comment”), yet the renamed 
Section V retains its original title. Moreover, if he really meant Section V to become the “General Comment,” then why 
did he not insist that the whole section appear in small type, so that it would match the other three? Since we know that 
Kant called  his material “Section V” when it was published as a journal article in 1792 and that he chose to preserve 
this designation when that article became the First Piece in the 1793 edition of Religion, but there is reason to doubt 
that he intended to change this designation in R2, I shall follow R1 and refer to this material as Section V. In this way 
all the material that is essential to Kant’s argument is depicted as part of the main text, while only the material that Kant 
himself put into small type is relegated to the four appendices of this commentary.
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calls for a solution. What could motivate an evil‐hearted person—given that such a person is 
by definition one who makes choices based first on self‐interest, heeding the inner voice of the 
moral law only when it is convenient—to change the basis of his or her decision making so that 
human volition begins to operate in a new way? This is the (transcendental) problem, I shall 
argue, which, in Kant’s view, first gives rise to the need for religion in human life.

Up until now very little in Religion explicitly addressed the actual, empirical phenomenon of 
religion. Instead, the focus has been on an unfortunate fact concerning the moral capacity of 
human nature: that nobody actually succeeds in fulfilling the moral demands placed on us by 
practical reason. Kant’s several biblical quotations and suggestions as to how a few doctrines 
can be interpreted rationally have not been enough to persuade many readers (especially those 
who only read the First Piece) that his real topic is not morality but religion.75 However, this 
way of introducing his topic follows a pattern that is also evident in Kant’s other systematic 
writings. Just as the first Critique’s Transcendental Aesthetic tells us nothing conclusive about 
the way human knowledge is actually formed but merely sets the context that must be assumed 
in order for human understanding to impose the categories onto the input received from sen-
sibility (see PSP VII.2), so the First Piece of Religion tells us nothing conclusive about religion, 
except that it develops (and must develop) in the context of an essentially good human nature 
that suffers from a deeply corrupted volition. We begin to understand religion, Kant holds, only 
when we assume that context.

Section V of the First Piece (renamed “General Comment” in R2—see note 3.74 above) is 
entitled.

44.12–14 
General Comment

On Restoring the Original Predisposition to the Good to Its Power

Probably the most important, yet most neglected word in this heading is “power” (Kraft). The 
human predisposition, at least in theory, was capable of making us good before it was  corrupted 
by our evil propensity (our choice to invert the proper order of incentives when we formulate 
moral maxims), so the only possible solution to this problem is to appeal to some power or 
force that is able to overcome this self‐imposed practical limitation of human nature. That 
power is the specific topic of the Second Piece; but the general need for it is introduced here, 
along with a preview of Kant’s solution.

The first paragraph begins by reminding us of one of Kant’s most important and most 
uncompromising themes—namely, that human beings alone are responsible for whatever their 
moral condition may be, in the past and the future as well as in the present.

44.15–24
What the human being is or is to become in the moral sense, good or evil, into that he must make 
or have made76 himself. Either must be an effect of his free volition; for otherwise it could not be 
imputed to him, [and] consequently he ˻could˼ not morally be either good or evil. When it is said, 
He is created good, then this can mean nothing more than [this]: He is created for the good, and 
the original predisposition in the human being is good. The human being himself is not yet good 
⟨es⟩ on that account ⟨dadurch⟩; rather, according as he does or does not take up into his maxim the 
incentives contained in that predisposition (this must be left entirely to his free  selection ⟨Wahl⟩), 
he brings it about that he becomes good or evil.

75  So great is Kant’s emphasis on morality in the First Piece that many interpreters have merely assumed that the real 
purpose of Religion is to reduce religion to nothing but morality. For my response, see Introduction §1 and note 2.124.
76  Following GH and GG for Kant’s machen oder gemacht; WP has “turn or have turned.”
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We are responsible for the good or evil condition of what Kant has previously called our “heart” 
(R 29), because (and only to the extent that) we chose it—the heart itself being determined by 
our capacity for such moral choice (i.e., volition, Willkür). The good predisposition does not 
make us good, and for this very reason: we did not choose it. However, it does make us aware 
that being good is the purpose that the entire species longs to fulfill. For the predisposition just 
is the inner incentive to respect the moral law; yet, through our own devices, we all willingly 
place our inclination to self‐love higher.

Having reiterated how evil establishes what we might call the transcendental problem—that 
is, the boundary condition that makes religion possible—Kant now introduces for the first time 
in Religion the element we must identify in the second stage of the argument in order for an 
actual system of religion to arise.

44.24–31
Supposing77 [that], for /him\ to become good or better, a supernatural78 cooperation also be77 
needed, whether this /cooperation\ were to consist only in the diminution of obstacles or also in 
positive assistance, the human being must yet make himself worthy beforehand to receive it, and 
˻must˼ (which is no trifling matter) accept this aid, i.e., take up this positive increase of power into 
his maxim; through this alone does it become possible to impute the good to him and to cognize 
him as a good human being.

The nature of the power mentioned in the section heading now comes into view for the first 
time. At this point, not having yet presented any new argument, Kant can express the next 
requirement only tentatively: he supposes the need for “supernatural cooperation” if the power 
of goodness is to be restored in us, but he remains noncommittal as to whether such assistance 
would be positive (e.g.,whether it would make good more attractive) or merely negative (e.g., 
whether it would make evil less attractive). In any case, the key to the Second Piece will be to 
understand how human beings can “accept this aid,” since any goodness gained entirely through 
passive reception of outside help would not actually make us good.

While Kant is not affirming supernatural assistance in this passage, he is also not denying or 
even casting doubt on it. A simple illustration may help clarify the status of Kant’s claim. 
Suppose the teacher of an online course assigns a rare book for students to read, one that is 
available neither in their university library nor on the Internet. If students who want to read 
the book genuinely have no way to access it, then it may be necessary for the teacher to put her 
cherished personal copy on reserve in the library. The necessity here depends on whether the 
book is available from some other source that the students can be reasonably expected to 
access. Without the students’ potential access to the assigned reading, the latter might remain 
as a technical requirement for the course, but a teacher who cares about justice cannot expect 
students to feel (nor are they likely to feel) an obligation to do the reading. Kant’s appeal to the 
possible need (and the possible need) for a belief in God’s assistance shares several key features 
with this illustration. If the difficulty of fulfilling the moral ought is so great that human beings 
may cease to feel obligated by the law, the only way to restore this sense of ought would be for 
God to provide some form of special assistance. However, just as the teacher’s assistance cannot 
consist in actually reading the assignment for the students—that is, just as they must still go to 

77  WP has “Supposing … were” for Kant’s Gesetzt … sein; GH has “Granted … may be” and GG “Granted … is.” WP’s 
choice is unfortunate, because Kant’s word choice, while conditional, does not have the counterfactual implication that 
“Supposing … were” has in English.
78  Following GH and GG for Kant’s übernatürliche; WP has “supranatural,” changing the prefix “super” to “supra,” in 
hopes of avoiding the potentially misleading modern connotation of “supernatural” as involving an appeal to ghosts 
or paranormal phenomena. But in this case the medicine seems worse than the cure.
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the library to access the book that has been made available by a teacher they never see—so the 
historical fact of God doing something to assist us in feeling our obligation more deeply would 
in no way remove our obligation to access this assistance for ourselves. Likewise, just as the 
teacher would be less likely to provide special assistance (but could still choose to do so) if the 
university bookstore has enough copies of the text for sale, so that all students can easily 
 purchase one, so God might not need to assist human beings if it turns out that nature already 
provides all the access we need to comply with our moral duty.

With such potential necessity in mind, Kant now poses the problem that sets the task for the 
Second Piece, reminding us that the arguments of the First Piece already imply that a solution 
is at least possible.

44.32–33, 45.01–06
Now, how it is possible for a human being who is evil by nature to make himself into a good 

human being, this ⟨das⟩ surpasses all our concepts; {45} for how can an evil tree bear good fruit? 
However, since by the previously made avowal a tree that was good originally (in terms of its ⟨der⟩ 
predisposition) did bring forth bad79 fruit,* and since the lapse80 from good into evil (if one con-
siders  carefully that evil ⟨dieses⟩ arises from freedom) is no more graspable than the rising again80 
from evil to good, the possibility of the latter cannot be disputed.

The problem is that reason is incapable of understanding the very thing that must be under-
stood if the transcendental limitation established in the First Piece (i.e., the rootedness of evil 
in human nature through our own free choice) is to be overcome. Kant’s initial argument is 
based on a simple analogy between the first and the second stages of his system of rational 
religion. We know that evil‐heartedness is real, even though we cannot understand how human 
beings all came to prefer corrupting their good potential in this way; a corresponding change 
back to good‐heartedness must therefore also be possible, even if we cannot establish its reality 
through rational analysis alone.

Kant adds a footnote of further explanation to his metaphorical use of the biblical imagery 
of a tree and its fruit (see note 3.79) in order to illustrate the incomprehensibility of these 
changes—from potential good to real evil and from real evil to real good.

45n.16–20
*A tree that is good in terms of its predisposition is not yet ˻good˼ in terms of its deed; for if it 

were, then it could indeed not bring forth bad fruit. Only when a human being has taken up into 
his maxim the incentive put into him for the moral law, is he called a good human being (˻is˼ the 
tree ˻called˼ absolutely a good tree).

The biblical use of this metaphor includes a vivid depiction of one of the changes Kant has in 
mind: in Mark 11: 12–14 an apparently healthy tree fails to bring forth good fruit, so Jesus 
curses it and it withers “from the roots” (11: 20–21); elsewhere (e.g., Matt. 7: 20), Jesus 
encourages his followers to assess the nature of the “tree” (presumably unknowable in itself) 

79  Following GG for Kant’s arge; WP has “base” and GH “evil.” Kant’s arge Früchte is a quote from Matt. 7: 17–8 (LB). 
Matt. 7: 17–19 reads: “Likewise, every good tree bears good fruit, but a bad tree bears bad fruit. A good tree cannot 
bear bad fruit, and a bad tree cannot bear good fruit. Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown 
into the fire.” See also Matt. 7: 19–20, 12: 33, and Lk. 6: 43–45.
80  WP has “decline … recovery” for Kant’s Verfall … Wiederaufstehen; GH has “lapse … re‐ascent” and GG “fall … 
ascent.” Since Kant presents each side of this pair of changes as resulting from a one‐off nontemporal choice, English 
terms that imply a gradual movement (e.g., “descent” and “ascent”) should be avoided. Kant’s term refers to regaining 
something that has been lost—namely the predisposition to good.
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from the nature of its “fruit.” Kant employs this imagery to emphasize that the predisposi-
tion is a form of goodness that cannot be imputed to us: when a tree that could be good does 
(for whatever reason) produce bad fruit, the tree cannot appeal to its good potential to save 
itself from being cursed. Here the tree stands for the human being, its good or evil status 
corresponds to the type of maxims that inform a person’s inward moral conviction, and the 
fruit stands for the person’s moral behavior. The point of Kant’s metaphor, therefore, is that 
the goal of the Second Piece cannot be reached merely by pointing back to the good predis-
position, but only by understanding how a person can produce good deeds (fruit) from a 
genuinely good conviction (tree).

The second paragraph continues with an application of Kant’s standard ought‐implies‐can 
principle (cf. note 2.126) to determine what is required in order for us to be able to access the 
power we need so urgently, if we are to effect such a self‐transformation.

45.07–15
For, despite that fall, the command that we ought to become better human beings yet resounds 
undiminished in our soul; consequently we must also be able ˻to become˼ this, even if what we can 
do were by itself insufficient and we only thereby make ourselves81 receptive to a higher [and] to 
us inscrutable assistance. —In this we must indeed presuppose that a germ of the good in its entire 
purity has remained, that it could not be exterminated or corrupted; this germ ⟨welcher⟩ certainly 
cannot be self‐love,* which, [if] adopted as the principle of all our maxims, is precisely the source 
of all evil.

Kant introduces a subtle yet profound paradox: logically, we must have the power to change 
our conviction from evil to good, otherwise it could not be our duty to do so; yet empirically, 
our power may be “by itself insufficient.” What we are able to do might always be inadequate, 
because of the evil propensity we have from the very outset of our free choices. If so, the 
most we can hope for is that, by doing our best, we might be able to “make ourselves recep-
tive to” some “higher” power that will somehow assist us in becoming genuinely good. How 
can this happen? Kant suggests here that the power of divine assistance must come in the 
form of  activating a dormant “germ of the good” that, as established in Section I of the First 
Piece, is a necessary feature of our human nature. The first two aspects of the good predis-
position are directly connected to self‐love, whose abuse becomes the source of the evil 
 propensity, so the only viable option is to identify this “germ” with the third aspect, our 
personhood.

Near the end of the second paragraph’s last sentence Kant attaches a lengthy footnote that 
explains in more detail why self‐love cannot be the “germ of the good,” even though love is 
good in itself. The footnote begins by introducing a crucial distinction and focusing on one of 
its two sides.

45n.21–34
*Words that can assume82 two entirely different senses often delay ⟨halten … auf⟩ for a long 

time the convincement83 [arising] from even the clearest reasons ⟨Gründen⟩. Like love overall, so 
self‐love also can be divided into that of well‐wishing and ˻that˼ of satisfaction (benevolentia et com-

81  WP has “served us only to make ourselves” for Kant’s wir uns dadurch nur … machen; GH has “though we thereby 
only render ourselves” and GG “by virtue of it, we only make ourselves.”
82  WP has “take on” for Kant’s annehmen; GH has “be taken” and GG “susceptible of.”
83  WP, GG, and GH have “conviction” for Kant’s Überzeugung. I reserve “conviction” for Gesinnung (see note 1.70 
and Glossary); moreover, unlike “conviction,” “convincement” is a cognate of “convince,” the word that all translators 
use to render forms of the verb überzeugen (which is likewise a German cognate of Überzeugung).
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placentia),84 and both must (as is self‐evident85) be rational. To take up the first into one’s maxim is 
natural (for who would not want to fare well all the time?86). But it is rational insofar as one 
selects,87 in part, in regard to88 the purpose, only what can coexist89 with the greatest and most 
enduring welfare,90 [and] in part, for each of these constituent components of happiness, the most 
 suitable means. Reason here only stands in the place91 of a maidservant to natural inclination; the 
maxim that one adopts on that account, however, has no reference to morality. But, if this maxim 
⟨sie⟩ is made the unconditional principle of volition, then ˻it˼ is the source of an immensely great 
opposition to morals. —

Our understanding of Kant’s position will be clouded as long as we fail to note that “love” 
(including “self‐love”) can refer to two very different types of human desire: either well‐wishing 
(the desire to be treated favorably by others) or satisfaction (the desire to have one’s desires 
 fulfilled). Regarding well‐wishing, Kant points out that both the purpose or end (the greatest 
welfare for all) and the means of fulfilling that purpose—helping others to be happy—are 
rational, if taken together, yet only in the sense that reason shines the light for inclination to 
move more efficiently down its chosen path. If well‐wishing (i.e., kindness toward others) is 
the basis for one’s choice, the maxim will refer not to the moral law but to happiness. Well‐
wishing has “an immensely great” negative effect on a person’s moral worth if we make it the 
foundation of our moral character (Moralität).92 As the saying goes, the road to hell is paved 
with good intentions; indeed, a life of genuinely good morals (Sittlichkeit) requires more than 
just making other people happy, for kindness can easily be merely a cover for self‐love.

The next part of the footnote explores the other aspect of this distinction by relating it to a 
further distinction: one between two types of complacency.

45n.34–40, 46n.15–18
Now, a rational love of self‐satisfaction93 can be understood [in two ways]: either as94 our  
satisfying ourselves95 in those already mentioned maxims whose purpose is the appeasement of 

84  This Latin phrase, meaning “benevolence and complacency,” clarifies Kant’s immediately preceding Wohlwollen 
und … Wohlgefallen. GH and GG translate the German pair literally, as “good will and … good pleasure.” WP uses 
“benevolence and … liking,” taking the Latin as a synonym in the former case; however, the function of Kant’s Latin 
insertion at this point seems to be not to define the two German terms so much as to clarify the intended connotations 
of two terms that also have broader meanings. See the Glossary for further discussion of both terms.
85  Following GG and GH for Kant’s sich von selbst versteht; WP has “goes without saying.”
86  Following WP for Kant’s daß es ihm jederzeit wohl ergehe?, except that WP omits “jederzeit” (“all the time”). GH and 
GG have the more literal “to have it always go well with him” and “that things always go well for him,” respectively.
87  WP’s “insofar as … one selects” comes after “in part”; rearranging the word order to match Kant’s avoids the need 
to repeat the former phrase later in the sentence.
88  WP has “in view of ” for Kant’s in Ansehung; GG has “with respect to” and GH omits this phrase.
89  WP and GG have “is consistent with” for Kant’s zusammen bestehen kann; GH has “can accord with.”
90  Following WP and GH for Kant’s Wohlergehen; GG has “well‐being.” WP’s translation effectively reflects Kant’s 
play on words between wanting to “fare well” (wohl ergehe; cf. note 3.86 above) and selecting what leads to “welfare.” 
Aside from this play on words, “well‐being,” or even “prosperity,” would express Kant’s point more clearly.
91  WP has “holds … the position” for Kant’s vertritt … die Stelle; GH has “holds … the place” and GG “occupies … 
the place.” The metaphor Kant is using here is that of a “stand in” or substitute; cf. note 5.125.
92  Kant develops his theory of benevolence as an imperfect duty in GMM 421–3, 435, CPrR 82, and MM 240, 390. 
Cheng 2011 argues, from a Chinese perspective, that in some situations benevolence ought to count as a perfect duty.
93  WP has “liking for oneself ” for Kant’s Wohlgefallens an sich selbst; GH and GG have “good pleasure in oneself.” I 
have made similar changes below. This change could invite confusion, if applied to CPrR, because in that text “self‐ 
satisfaction” would be best reserved for Kant’s Selbstzufriedenheit; but the latter does not appear in Religion.
94  Following WP (with brackets added) for Kant’s entweder so … daß. GH has “in either of two ways: first, that” and 
GG “in either [of two senses: in one,] that.”
95  WP has “our liking ourselves” for Kant’s wir uns … wohlgefallen; GH has “we are well pleased with ourselves,” and 
GG “we take pleasure.”
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natural  inclination (insofar as that purpose is achieved by complying with these /maxims\), and 
then it is one and the same ⟨einerlei⟩ with the love of well‐wishing toward oneself—one pleases 
oneself, like a merchant whose speculative activities96 turn out well and who, because of the 
maxims he took therein, rejoices in his good insight. Alternatively,97 the maxim of the self‐{46}love 
of unconditional self‐satisfaction (˻a self‐satisfaction˼ not dependent on gain or loss as the conse-
quences of the action) would be the inward principle of a contentment98 possible for us solely on 
the condition that our maxims are subordinated to the moral law.

If we are complacent because we have succeeded in satisfying our inclination toward happi-
ness, mentioned earlier in this footnote, then our moral condition is no better than in the 
 foregoing assessment. Our self‐satisfaction is just like that of someone who is proud of having 
made a profitable business deal: we may deserve praise for having exercised shrewd discern-
ment regarding the ways of the world, but our inner character remains devoid of moral worth. 
By contrast, complacency based on an awareness that, regardless of the external successes of 
our actions, our maxims were grounded solely in the moral law is a fully justified form of inner 
contentment.

In the next part of this long footnote Kant reviews his moral theory, warning that self‐ 
satisfaction reflects (culpable) indifference to morality in any person whose maxims do not 
wholly adhere to the moral law.

46n.18–30
No human being to whom morality is not indifferent can have a self‐satisfaction, or indeed even 
avoid ⟨ohne … sein⟩ a bitter dissatisfaction with99 himself, if he ⟨der sich⟩ is conscious of such 
maxims as do not agree with the moral law within himself. This /love\ could be called rational 
love of oneself, ˻a love˼ that prevents any other causes of contentment, [arising] from the conse-
quences of one’s actions (under the name of a happiness to be procured through them), from 
being intermingled with the incentives of volition. Now, since the latter ˻condition˼ designates 
unconditional respect for the law, why, through the expression of a rational but only under this 
⟨der⟩ latter condition moral self‐love, does one needlessly want to complicate100 the distinct 
understanding of the principle, while101 turning oneself about in a circle (for one can love oneself 
in a moral way only insofar as one is conscious of one’s maxim to make respect for the law the 
highest incentive of one’s volition)?

An essential feature of the way (Kantian) morality works is that the only rational way of 
expressing self‐love is to refuse to allow any incentive to happiness to serve as the basis for one’s 
moral choices. Calculating the likely results of one’s actions with a view toward maximizing 
happiness is bound to produce “bitter dissatisfaction”; as Kant will hint in the following 
 sentence, this is because our predisposition to morality will cause us to feel guilty if we indulge 
in the first two predispositions, which tend to cater to self‐love, without giving priority to the 
third. To avoid circular reasoning—in other words, to avoid aiming for happiness in a way that 
is bound to fail—one should therefore choose solely on the basis of unconditional respect for 

 96  WP, GG, and GH have “business speculations” for Kant’s Handlungsspeculationen.
 97  WP has “However” for Kant’s Allein, adding “—or in the following way” at the end of the previous sentence. GH 
has “In the second sense” and GG has “however,” putting “In the second sense” in square brackets. I follow GH in 
treating Allein as the (rather unusual) correlate of Kant’s entweder (“either”). Following Kant’s German, I allow the 
previous sentence to remain grammatically incomplete; this second sentence completes the thought.
 98  Following GH and GG for Kant’s Zufriedenheit; WP has “satisfaction.” But cf. notes 3.93 and 3.113 (below).
 99  Following GH for Kant’s Mißfallen an; WP has “disliking for” and GG “sense of dislike about.”
100  WP has “make … more difficult for oneself ” for Kant’s sich … erschweren; GH has “render difficult” and GG 
“render more difficult.”
101  WP has “by” for Kant’s indem; GH has “thus” and GG “and … thus.”
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the moral law (i.e., the third predisposition), letting the first two develop as they may. Rational 
self‐love, practiced in this manner, becomes simply another term for moral self‐love. Only 
those who genuinely respect the moral law are free to love themselves without reproach; they 
alone may enjoy the genuine self‐satisfaction commonly known as “contentment.”

Kant concludes this long footnote on self‐love by relating the foregoing distinctions to our 
“nature” (i.e., our predispositions).

46n.31–40
Happiness is for us, by our nature as beings dependent on objects of sensibility, what we desire first 
and what ˻we desire˼ unconditionally. This same /happiness\, by our nature (if that is, overall,102 
what one wants to call what is innate to us) as beings endowed with reason and freedom, is not 
[even] remotely ⟨bei weitem nicht⟩ first, nor yet unconditionally an object of our maxims; this /
object\ is, rather, the worthiness to be happy, i.e., the conformity of all our maxims with the moral law. 
Now, that this /worthiness\ is objectively the condition under which alone the wish for happiness 
⟨der ersteren⟩ can concur103 with legislative reason, therein consists any morals prescription; and 
the morals way of thinking consists in the conviction of also only wishing in this conditional way 
⟨so bedingt⟩.

Were we predisposed to be solely creatures of sensibility who have a limited capacity to 
compare (as in the case of nonhuman animals), we would be justified in giving priority to 
 happiness in all our choices. Yet, when we consider these aspects of our nature (i.e., the first 
two predispositions) in their relation to our capacity for practical reason (i.e., freedom, the 
third predisposition), we must regard not happiness but the worthiness to be happy (cf. R 
8n.35) as our first and foremost goal. To be worthy of happiness a person must choose 
maxims that agree with the moral law. No other moral situation can rationally justify a 
person’s wish to be happy. Identifying moral worth with a person’s deep, inward conviction 
that this way of prioritizing our maxims is the only rational one—this is Kantian ethics in 
a nutshell.

This review of Kant’s underlying moral theory prepares us to consider the lengthy third 
 paragraph of Section V’s main text, where Kant appeals to the role played by his technical 
phenomenon–noumenon distinction (mentioned apologetically in R 14; see Introduction §4) 
in the transcendental grounding of moral choice. He begins with a crucial clarification of what 
recovering unimpeded access to our good predisposition would mean.

46.01–10
{46} The restoration of the original predisposition to the good in us is not, therefore, the acqui-

sition of a lost incentive for the good; for, this /incentive\, which consists in respect for the moral 
law, we were never able to lose, and if losing it ⟨das letztere⟩ were possible, then we would also 
never again acquire it. Therefore it is the production104 only of the purity of the moral law ⟨dessel-
ben⟩ as the supreme basis of all our maxims, according to which105 this law ⟨dasselbe⟩—not merely 
˻as˼ linked with other incentives, let alone as ⟨oder wohl gar⟩ subordinated to these (˻to˼ the 

102  WP has “that is indeed what one” for Kant’s man überhaupt das … so; GH has “we (wish) … in general so (to 
term) that” and GG (omitting überhaupt) has “this is how we … something.”
103  WP has “harmonize” for Kant’s zusammenstimmen; GH has “square” and GG “conform.”
104  WP has “restoration” for Kant’s “Herstellung”; GH has “establishment” and GG “recovery.” WP 52n opines that in 
this context the term is synonymous with Wiederherstellung, used above (R 46.01). But the translation should reflect 
the fact that Kant chose a different word, even though the two can both mean “restoration.” Since the predisposition 
makes human beings only potentially good, it makes sense to say that its rising again, after having been corrupted by 
the evil propensity, would produce actual purity for the first time.
105  Following GG for Kant’s nach welcher; WP has “after that restoration” and GH “whereby.”
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 inclinations) as conditions, but rather in its entire purity as incentive sufficient by itself for 
 determining volition—is to be taken up into this /production\.106

The evil propensity does not entirely remove or replace the good predisposition; rather it 
merely rearranges its elements. Were we to lose all access to our predisposition, we would be 
wholly unaware of the moral law, and therefore, like nonhuman animals, we could not be held 
responsible for our evil choices. The solution to the personal (or existential) problem we face 
as a result of such evil is to restore the third predisposition to its rightful place as the sole 
element influencing our moral choices. As we have seen, this does not mean that our inclina-
tions are bad; but it does mean that we must take up the moral law alone in the production of 
moral purity, viewing inclinations as simply irrelevant to our moral choices.

Kant now introduces another distinction that will be crucial to his account of the nature and 
purpose of religion—namely, between the ideal of “holiness” (deeds based on good maxims 
that remain unchallenged by competing incentives from inclinations) and the human reality of 
“virtue” (the path of “progress” from an imperfect attempt to be good to the ideal goal of 
restored holiness).

46.10–14, 47.01–04
What is ⟨Das⟩ originally good is the holiness of the maxims in complying with one’s duty, hence 
merely from duty, whereby the human being who takes up this purity into his maxim, although 
not yet himself holy on that account (for between the maxim and the deed there is still a large gap), 
is nevertheless on the way {47} to it, approaching holiness in infinite progress.107 [When] the firm 
resolve in complying with one’s duty has become a skill, [it] is also called virtue in terms of legality, 
as virtue’s ⟨ihrem⟩ empirical character (virtus phaenomenon).108

Choosing to make the moral law the sole incentive for all of one’s maxims does not automati-
cally constitute holiness, because this “firm resolve” on its own is not an empirical act; it is only 
one’s rational conviction to act. A virtuous person develops the empirical “skill” of obeying the 
moral law simply because it is one’s duty to do so, not out of any concern for the way such 
behavior may or may not be personally pleasing. A person with a virtuous “empirical character” 
will normally perform actions that conform to the law, as an expression of the choice to restore 
the supreme and sole priority of the good predisposition, even though he or she may not yet be 
able to realize this goal in all situations.

106  WP has “into this power” for Kant’s in dieselbe; GG has “into the power of choice,” while GH omits this phrase. 
The grammatically possible referents here are “volition,” “purity,” and “production.” Despite the preference of WP and 
GG, the first is unlikely, because Kant does not normally refer to the law as being taken up into volition; rather, as the 
next sentence of Kant’s text illustrates, volition takes up the law and its purity into its maxims. WP inserts a pair of 
dashes, thus highlighting Kant’s complex subordinate clause, whose point is that producing purity entails taking up the 
law into such production.
107  WP has “is yet on the way of approaching holiness” for Kant’s dennoch auf dem Wege … dazu ist, sich ihr … zu 
nähern; GH has “Still he is upon the road … towards holiness” and GG “is nonetheless upon the road … toward holi-
ness.” As Bohatec points out, Kant’s suggestion here closely parallels Luther’s notion of sanctification (BRR 333n), 
though there is no evidence that Kant actually read Luther’s works (269); see WP 53n for a quotation of a relevant 
passage. For discussions of various similarities between Kant and Luther, see PID 18–19; Heit 2006; and Lorenz 2012. 
Vanden Auweele 2012 goes too far, however, in virtually identifying Kant’s position on evil with Luther’s (cf. note 
12.163); others have claimed Kant’s position has more Calvinist overtones (see BRR 15–17).
108  This expression, meaning “phenomenal virtue,” was in common use in Kant’s day. It juxtaposes a Latin feminine 
noun (virtus) and a Greek neuter participle (phainomenon) in a hybrid Latin transliteration (phaenomenon, with the 
Latin rendering of the Greek diphthong [‐ae‐ for ‐ai‐], but with the Greek ending ‐on instead of the Latin ‐um); 
 ordinarily in Latin one would expect virtus phaenomena (or virtus phainomenē if the accompanying adjective were to 
be thought of as Greek). At R 47.20 Kant uses the parallel expression virtus noumenon—another linguistic anomaly of 
the same type. See §1.3.
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However, we cannot be sure that a person who regularly exhibits virtuous behavior has 
 actually made this inner commitment to obey the moral law for its own sake, because such 
lawful behavior may occur even without a change of heart.

47.04–12
This [[phenomenal virtue]] thus has the permanent maxim of lawful actions, no matter from 
where ⟨woher man wolle⟩ the incentives that volition needs for this are taken. Hence virtue in this 
sense is acquired little by little, and means to some /people\ ⟨Einigen⟩ a long habituation (in 
observing the law), whereby the human being, through gradual reforms of his behavior and 
 reinforcement109 of his maxims, has passed over from the propensity to vice to an opposite propen-
sity. Now, one needs for this not exactly a change of heart, but only a change of mores.

Some empirically virtuous people may not experience a radical change of heart, from being 
evil (propensity‐governed) to being good (predisposition‐governed), but might merely train 
themselves gradually over time to behave ethically, perhaps by determining experimentally 
which maxims produce the most desirable results. Such a person may learn to perform 
 genuinely “lawful actions” (i.e., through “a change of mores”), but for the wrong reason, being 
ultimately motivated by personal happiness rather than by a pure devotion to duty.

47.12–18
The human being considers himself virtuous when he feels reinforced110 in maxims [whereby he 
is] to observe his duty—although not from the supreme basis of all maxims, namely from duty; 
rather the immoderate /human being\, e.g., returns to moderation for the sake of health, the men-
dacious one to truth for the sake of honor, the unjust /one\ to civic honorableness111 for the sake of 
tranquility or acquisition,112 etc.; all according to the glorified principle of happiness.

Those whose resolve to act virtuously is firm simply because they have learned that good 
behavior is more likely to produce happy results (e.g., to enhance their own health, honor, or 
other life goals), thus fulfilling their natural inclination toward self‐love, may continue to be 
immoderate, mendacious, and unjust persons despite appearing to be good.

The goodness that genuine religion demands and offers is, by contrast, noumenal; a person 
can become not just empirically or “legally” good but “morally” good only through a radical 
transformation of the heart.

47.18–28
However, that someone should become a human being [who is] not merely legally but morally 
good (satisfactory to113 God), i.e., virtuous in terms of [[virtue’s]] intelligible character (virtus 

109  WP has “stabilization” for Kant’s Befestigung; GH has “strengthening” and GG “consolidation.” Kant is probably 
alluding here to the “firm resolve” (feste Vorsatz) mentioned two sentences earlier.
110  WP has “stabilized” for Kant’s befestigt, which can also mean “firmed up”; GH has “confirmed” and GG “stable.” 
The issue here (see note 3.109, above) is about how to increase the firmness of one’s resolve.
111  WP has “honesty” for Kant’s Ehrlichkeit, but I reserve “honesty” for Redlichkeit; GH and GG have “righteousness.” 
WP normally translates forms of the main lexeme ehren, as “honor,” as in the immediately preceeding phrase. The 
context suggests that Kant has in mind fairness and/or candor in dealing with people, but for selfish reasons—i.e., as a 
show of being honorable.
112  WP has “gain” for Kant’s Erwerbs; GG and GH have “profit.”
113  WP, GG, and GH have “pleasing to” for Kant’s use of wohlgefälliger (literally “well‐pleasing to”); but the present 
usage relates directly to Kant’s foregoing discussion of what I have termed “satisfaction” (Wohlgefallen) at the human 
level. The conventional translation creates problems due to the very different meaning Kant gives to Lust “(pleasure”); 
WP 53–54n thus goes to great lengths to avoid misunderstanding. Using “satisfactory” effectively solves this problem, 
especially since “satisfaction” is also a technical theological term, used in precisely the way Kant uses it here, to refer 
to God being well‐pleased with human beings (i.e., to God’s demands being somehow satisfied with respect to them).
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 noumenon)114—who, when he cognizes something as a duty, requires no other incentive beyond 
this presentation of duty itself—this cannot be ˻brought about˼, so long as the foundation of the 
maxims remains disingenuous,115 through gradual reform, but must be brought about through a 
revolution in the conviction of the human being (a transition to the maxim of the conviction’s 
⟨derselben⟩ holiness); and he can become a new human being only through a kind of rebirth, as if 
through a new creation (John 3: 5, compared with Gen. 1: 2)116 and a change of heart.

What genuinely satisfies God, Kant suggests, is not virtuous behavior by itself but a holy 
heart, an “intelligible character” that needs no incentive other than awareness of the duty to 
obey the moral law. This can happen only through a sudden reversal in the way one chooses 
one’s maxims, because the alternative (“gradual reform”) will never result in the integrity (or 
“holiness”) that God requires. To solve the problem created by the evil propensity, religion 
must therefore offer a means of bringing about “a change of heart,” symbolized in the Bible as 
a “rebirth” that transforms a person into “a new creation.”

Kant’s appeal to “intelligible” virtue strikes many readers as confusing, especially those who 
assume that his phenomenal–noumenal distinction refers to two ontologically distinct realms. 
As if to nip such confusion in the bud, the next paragraph presents “gradual reform” and 
sudden “revolution” as two perspectives on virtue (two ways of viewing it), not as a metaphysi-
cal distinction between phenomenal and noumenal worlds. First, though, Kant poses a question 
about how the noumenal (religious) standpoint is possible at all.

47.29–36
But if the human being117 is fundamentally118 corrupted in118 his maxims, how is it possible for 

him to bring about119 this revolution through his own powers and to become on his own a good 
human being? And yet duty commands [us] to be good ⟨es⟩, and ⟨aber⟩ it commands us nothing 
but what is feasible for us.120 This [divergence] cannot be unified121 except [by maintaining] that the 
revolution is necessary for the way of thinking ⟨Denkungsart⟩, but the gradual reform for the way 
of sensing ⟨Sinnesart⟩ (which sets obstacles against the former),122 and hence [the revolution]123 
must also be possible for the human being.

114  On the linguistic origin of this expression (a mixture of Greek and Latin), which means “noumenal virtue,” see 
note 3.108 above.
115  WP, GG, and GH have “impure” for Kant’s unlauter. See Glossary for a defense of my usage.
116  Gen. 1: 2 describes the first creation: “Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of 
the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters.” Jn. 3: 5 describes the new creation as a second, spiritual 
birth: “Jesus answered, “Very truly I tell you, no one can enter the kingdom of God unless they are born of water and 
the Spirit.” See also Ez. 36: 26.
117  Following WP for Kant’s der Mensch; GH has “a man” and GG “a human being,” here and below, which could 
obscure the fact that Kant is referring here to humanity in general, though considered individually rather than as 
related through their membership in communities (see §7.1 and cf. notes 0.17 and 2.43).
118  WP has “at the basis of ” for Kant’s im Grunde; GH and GG have “in the very ground of.”
119  Following GH and GG for Kant’s zu Stande bringe; WP has “achieve.”
120  WP and GG have “we can do” for Kant’s uns thunlich ist; GH has “we can … do.”
121  WP has “be reconciled” for Kant’s zu vereinigen; GH has “reconciliation” and GG “reconcile.” I reserve “reconcile 
(with)” for occurrences of (mit) vereinigen; we do not normally refer to a single “this” (Dieses) as being reconciled, 
though we may refer to it as being unified.
122  WP has “opposes the former way with” for Kant’s jener … entgegenstellt; GH and GG have “places … in the way of 
the former.” Note that “the former” here can refer to either the “revolution” or the “way of thinking.” Cf. note 3.123 next.
123  WP inserts “[each]” and GG “[that both]” for the (unspecified) subject of “must.” One might expect a plural form 
of the verb in this phrase, since Kant has just referred to both “revolution” and “reform.” However, muß is singular. 
This, no doubt, is why WP uses “each” instead of “both.” But a closer look at the context indicates that the point at issue 
here is whether the revolution is possible; Kant has been assuming the possibility of a gradual reform in one’s “morals” 
throughout this passage. Putting this whole phrase near the beginning of the sentence, GH correctly emphasizes its 
relevance to the revolution. Cf. note 3.122 above.
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Here we see Kant yet again employing his typical ought‐implies‐can principle (cf. note 2.126 
above and R 41, 45n): we ought to effect a revolution in our (initially evil) conviction, so such 
a revolution must be possible; yet, left to our own devices (without the further assistance 
provided by adopting a religious standpoint), we are capable of no more than a “gradual 
reform,” of the sort Kant has just described as being potentially a mere improvement in one’s 
external morals. Our “way of sensing” obstructs any attempt we might make to revolutionize 
our heart’s conviction, because our ability to eclipse the inclinations arising out of our embodied 
nature gradually, over time, becomes only negative; it must be distinguished from the positive 
revolution in our “way of thinking” that is required to make a person genuinely good. In pro-
posing this two‐sided solution to the question of how a change of heart is possible, Kant is 
attempting to synthesize opposing sides in a debate that had occurred between Heilmann 
(who thought that gradual reform is the only path to holiness) and Stapfer (who emphasized 
the necessity of a one‐off conversion): both perspectives are needed, if we are to have a complete 
picture of the problem that religion solves.124

As if to admit that this crucial point in his argument is difficult to follow, Kant goes on to 
clarify two important implications.

47.36–37, 48.01–08
That is, if through a single immutable {48} decision the human being reverses the supreme basis 
of his maxims whereby he was an evil human being (and thereby puts on125 a new human being), 
then he is to this extent, in terms of the principle and the way of thinking, a subject receptive to the 
good; but ˻he is˼ a good human being only in continual acting ⟨Wirken⟩ and becoming, i.e., he can 
hope that, with such purity in the principle that he has taken as the supreme maxim of his volition, 
and ˻with˼ the firmness of this /principle\ ⟨desselben⟩, he deems himself to be ⟨sich... befinde⟩ on 
the good (though narrow) path126 of constant progress from the bad ⟨Schlechten⟩ to the better.

124  BRR 327–41 provides an excellent overview of the details of the Stapfer–Heilmann debate, though Bohatec tends 
to portray Kant as siding with a revised version of Stapfer’s position (Bohatec replaces “fulfilling God’s will” with 
“respect for the moral law”; 329–30) rather than as proposing a synthesis. As we shall see, the crux of Kant’s subtle 
position is that each side presents a legitimate account, but only from its own (partial) perspective: reason requires us 
to believe in a one‐off revolution even though human understanding can never know more than (and must therefore 
form its judgments according to) gradual reform. However, the revolution does have priority in one sense: any attempt 
at gradual reform is bound to fail if it is not grounded in a revolution of the heart. As Kant puts it in APP 294, this 
“rebirth” is “an explosion which happens one time”—only rarely “before the age of thirty, and fewer still have … firmly 
established it before they are forty.” So, experiencing the one‐off conversion initiates a long process of inward soul‐
searching, whereby a person gradually establishes a good heart. His suggestion here is reminiscent of Carl Jung’s theory 
of the passage from the “morning” to the “afternoon” of life as a result of a midlife crisis (see SP‐2008a: §15). In his 
otherwise excellent explanation of Kant’s theory of moral revolution (Frierson 2003: 122–34), Frierson claims (128) 
the revolution described in APP must be different from the intelligible revolution described here in Religion, because 
Kant’s reference to specific ages requires APP’s “moral–anthropological” (132) revolution to be temporal. However, 
Frierson’s attempt to distinguish the two revolutions neglects the fact that any such revolution must manifest the same 
perspectival distinction: in both cases Kant insists we can never know with certainty that the revolution has actually 
taken place (see §6.2), so the two ages he mentions are only estimates of when and how (through a one‐off “explosion”) 
we first become aware of the intelligible revolution, and of when it becomes (gradually) established as a consistent life-
style, respectively. This is virtually identical to the account in Religion, except that in APP Kant is focusing on its 
anthropological implications. Frierson’s focus being on the latter, he downplays the fact that the  revolution can only be 
known to be such by God. Hare 1996: 58 expresses this dual perspective concisely: “What God sees (by intellectual 
intuition) is revolution; what we experience is reform.” We human beings never see the revolution: even its initial 
explosion into our awareness is only the temporal “moment” when the gradual reform begins.
125  The clothing metaphor implicit in Kant’s use of anzieht comes straight from the Bible (see, e.g., Eph. 4: 22–24 and 
Col. 3: 9–10) and is probably an allusion to the book’s title; it prepares us for the argument of the rest of the book, that 
morality fails to achieve its purpose unless it is clothed by historical religion.
126  Kant is alluding here to Matt. 7: 13–14, which immediately follows Jesus’ statement of the Golden Rule. For 
further discussion of this passage, see R 160.08, 160n and note 10.93 below. On “deems”, see note 8.146.
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The first implication is hypothetical: if a person makes the revolutionary decision to “put 
on” a new heart by “revers[ing] the supreme basis of his maxims,” then the new reality 
(one that religious faith views as a gift,127 as if the very possibility of making such a decision 
required us to assume God’s assistance) does not make the person empirically good, but 
only empowers him or her to be “receptive to the good.” The person actually becomes 
good only through the same kind of “continual acting and becoming” as the person who 
is merely empirically  virtuous (i.e., who has not had a change of heart) also experiences. 
The second implication is that, unlike the person whose virtue is merely empirical, one 
who adopts a revolutionary new Denkungsart has a legitimate reason to hope that his or 
her empirical labors are making  genuine progress toward reaching the ultimate goal of 
becoming good.

Kant now comes to a crucial step in his argument, the step where a distinctively religious 
standpoint first appears. He claims that God sees into the noumenal or “intelligible” depths 
of a person’s heart and can assess the entire expanse of a person’s life at a single glance, so 
that our imperfect progress can be taken as equivalent to the required change of heart.

48.08–16
For him who fathoms128 the intelligible basis of the heart ([i.e.,] of all maxims of volition), for 
whom this infinity of progress is therefore a unity, i.e., for God, this is tantamount ⟨so viel⟩ to 
really being a human being who is good (pleasing to him); and to that extent this change can 
be considered a revolution; for the judging by human beings, however, who can assess them-
selves and the strength of their maxims only by the upper hand that they gain over sensibility 
in time, the change ⟨sie⟩ is to be regarded only as an ever‐continuing striving toward the better, 
hence as a gradual reform of the propensity to evil, ˻regarded˼ as129 the perverted way of 
thinking.

From the human standpoint, all we can observe is the “infinity of progress” of our moral 
life, as evidenced by our ability (or inability) to change our behavior on the basis of moral 
choices that rely with increasing purity on the moral law and with decreasing interference 
from our embodied nature. God, by contrast, presumably not bound by embodiment, can 
view our temporal world as “a unity.” In so doing, Kant suggests, God “fathoms the intel-
ligible basis of the heart” and can assess it as having a new foundation. When we interpret 
this crucial part of Kant’s theory in light of his overall philosophical strategy of construct-
ing a “system of perspectives” (see PSP ch. II), we can see that Kant’s infamous theory of 
the so‐called timeless choice need not include any problematic reference to a mysterious 
“noumenal world.” Kant’s point here is twofold: first, if viewed from the standpoint of a 
moral God who sees into the depth of our heartfelt inward conviction, a person’s conversion 
from the normal situation of being infected with an evil propensity to a revolutionary new 
life based on the purity of the good predisposition is sufficient for that person to be 
declared good; and, second, a faith in this hypothetical possibility can empower the con-
verted persons to experience genuine moral reformation by enhancing “the strength of 
their maxims.”

127  For example, Rom. 6: 23 (perhaps at the back of Kant’s mind as he wrote this statement) says: “For the wages of 
sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord.” Kant interprets this to mean that the revolu-
tionary change of heart makes us “receptive” for the first time to genuine goodness.
128  WP has the more literal “sees through” for Kant’s durchschauen (but this would imply that we could somehow see 
to the other side); GH and GG have “penetrates” here, though elsewhere they both use “fathoms.”
129  WP has “i.e., of ” for Kant’s als; GG and GH omit this word.
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4. Section V: (B) God’s role in transforming moral character

A person’s decision to be virtuous, as we saw in the previous section, can be viewed from two 
equally valid perspectives. Viewed as a phenomenal event, it is a series of temporal choices, 
aimed at modifying one’s moral conduct by gradually developing the talent of adopting purer 
and purer maxims; yet such choices can actually succeed in making a person good only if, when 
viewed noumenally, they are empowered by a deep revolution of the heart, the possibility of 
which seems to require the assumption of some type of divine assistance. We do not literally 
live in two different worlds, nor do we make two distinct choices, one phenomenal and one 
noumenal. Rather, our one choice—to conform our volition to the moral law—can be viewed 
from these two perspectives: as a commitment to ever‐improving virtue (when viewed with 
the rational eyes of a moral philosopher) or as an open‐hearted acceptance of God’s help (when 
viewed with the faithful eyes of a religious believer). Kant concludes this forward‐looking 
 section of the First Piece by reflecting on the implications that the choice between these alter-
natives has for character transformation.

Whereas people typically try to improve their moral character by fighting against one vice 
at a time, Kant claims that real progress can be made only when the noumenal “way of thinking” 
(i.e., conviction of the heart) is first transformed.

48.17–25
From this it follows that the moral education of the human being must start not from the refor-

mation of mores but from the transformation of the way of thinking and the founding of a character, 
although it is customary to proceed differently and to fight against vices individually130 but to leave 
their universal root untouched. Now, even ⟨selbst⟩ the most limited human being is capable of the 
impression, for a dutiful action, of a respect that is all the greater the more he withdraws, in thought, 
other incentives from it that have influence on the maxim of the action through self‐love;

Transforming the “universal root” of all vices is accomplished through a thought–act 
( infamously called an “intelligible deed” on two occasions: R 31.32 and 39n.26) that amounts 
to a change of perspective. The advantage of viewing this as the proper starting point for moral 
education, as Kant does here, is that it puts everyone in the same position: a person with 
greater limitations (e.g., with stronger incentives to act on the basis of self‐love) has just as 
much access to the transforming root (respect for the moral law) as does a person who natu-
rally enjoys behaving in a manner consistent with the moral law.

Kant continues by commenting more specifically on what such a distinction implies for 
children and their moral education—a theme that, as we shall see, comes up throughout 
Religion131 and becomes a major focus in the Fourth Piece.

48.25–36
and, indeed ⟨selbst⟩, children are capable of discovering even ⟨auch⟩ the slightest indication 
⟨Spur⟩ that spurious incentives are mixed in, in which case ⟨da denn⟩ the action instantaneously132 
loses all moral worth for them. This predisposition to the good133 is cultivated incomparably by 

130  The position Kant argues against here had been defended by J. G. Sulzer (1720–79), who corresponded with Kant 
during the 1770s. Kant responds to this aspect of a letter from Sulzer in GMM 411n. That response, together with 
Kant’s emphasis on religious education in WIE and his LPT, provide ample evidence of his deep concern with moral 
and religious pedagogy even during the years when he was writing the Critiques (see SP‐2015b for details).
131  DiCenso in DBR is one of the few commentators on Religion who recognizes this emphasis.
132  WP has “instantly” for Kant’s augenblicklich (literally “blink‐of‐an‐eye‐ly”); GH has “at once” and GG “immediately.”
133  Following GG for Kant’s zum Guten; GH has “to goodness” and WP omits this phrase.
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adducing ⟨anführt⟩ the example even of good human beings (concerning the lawfulness of the 
action)134 and letting one’s ⟨seine⟩ moral apprentices judge the disingenuousness of some135 
maxims from the real incentives of their136 actions; and ˻this predisposition˼ passes over into the 
/apprentices’\ way of thinking, so that duty merely by itself starts to obtain137 in their hearts a 
noticeable weight. However, teaching /apprentices\ to admire virtuous actions, no matter how 
much sacrifice these actions ⟨sie⟩ may have cost, is not yet the right attunement138 that the mind 
of the apprentice ought to receive for the morally good.

The claim here is that children have a natural ability or tendency to detect unfair situations 
and to deny the moral worth of actions that are based on the impure incentives they observe 
operating. This ability has its source in the predisposition to good; so Kant seems to think 
that the latter is not as thoroughly corrupted by radical evil in children as it is in most adults. 
In any case, he suggests that moral educators can cultivate this tendency, bringing it fully into 
a child’s conscious awareness, by citing examples of outwardly good people who act with 
either pure or impure motives. In this way children learn to distinguish the external action 
(the appearance of goodness) from the internal motivation (whether one’s maxims have 
integrity or are disingenuous) and are more likely to “attune” their way of thinking to a respect 
for duty. The opposite will happen if children are taught merely to praise the external behavior 
of “good” persons.139

Kant concludes the paragraph by reminding us that virtuous behavior is not something 
 particularly praiseworthy or wondrous, but something that should be expected.

48.36–37, 49.01–05
For, no matter how virtuous someone may be ⟨sei⟩, whatever good he {49} can do is yet merely 
duty; but doing one’s duty is nothing more than doing what is in the usual morals order [and] 

134  Following WP for Kant’s derselben (literally “of the same”); GH and GG have “their.” WP 55n suggests that this 
could also refer to the good human beings but argues that this is unlikely, since “nowhere else does Kant attribute law-
fulness … to human beings.”
135  WP has “many” for Kant’s manche; GH has “various” and GG “certain.”
136  Following GG for Kant’s ihrer; WP has “these human beings’” and GH “these good men.” I leave the referent 
unspecified because, grammatically, it can refer to “children” or to “one’s moral apprentices.” Although either of these 
alternative readings would be rather awkward, the result fits Kant’s pedagogical theory far better than accepting the 
assumption of WP and GH. As I read this passage, Kant is advising, albeit rather unclearly, that the best pedagogical 
strategy is to show children examples of “good” actions and then ask them: “What would your motives be, if you were 
to perform such an action?” In this way the child will soon come to recognize that the incentive, not the action, is what 
determines moral worth.
137  WP and GG have “acquire” for Kant’s bekommen; GH has “have.”
138  Following WP for Kant’s rechte Stimmung (in the sense of genuine tuning); GH has “in harmony with” and GG 
“right spirit”; but cf. note 2.159.
139  Kant describes this same pedagogical strategy in numerous other passages: see, e.g., CPrR 155–7; TP 286–7; MM 
480; and LP passim. As PID repeatedly emphasizes, he consistenly identifies the period when children come of age, in 
the sense of being mature enough to begin a course of moral eduction, as starting at or around the age of eight—that 
is, roughly the same age Freud identified as the beginning of the “latency stage” of childhood (see note 2.10). Like 
Freud, Kant views this as the typical age when the child’s personality is fully formed; and, as he claims in R 26.10–1, 
only when that occurs does a human being become “capable of imputation.” Freud argues that the latency stage is 
when we forget the details of our early, personality‐forming life, thus enabling the unconscious to control much of 
what we do as adults; one way of interpreting Kant’s insistence that it is impossible to trace the temporal origin of evil 
(R 39–44) is to regard the empirical manifestation of the propensity to evil as gradually taking shape through the 
choices we make during our first seven years of life. As Madore 2011: 123 points out, however, Kant sends different 
cues in different places on the question of precisely when human beings typically come of age, and in the end his most 
considered answer may be that ultimately we never do.
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hence does not deserve to be admired.140 On the contrary, this admiration is a mistuning141 of our 
feeling for duty, as if paying obedience to duty ⟨ihr⟩ were something extraordinary and 
meritorious.

To train one’s moral thinking by admiring the behavior of virtuous persons has the ironic result 
of diminishing one’s sensitivity to the feeling of respect for the moral law. It thus decreases the 
likelihood that one will experience the much needed inward revolution in one’s conviction, 
whereby duty becomes the genuine norm.

What deserves to be admired is not the good behavior of people who appear to be virtuous, 
but the original good predisposition we all have as part of our human nature.

49.06–17
But there is one thing in our soul which, if we duly fix our eyes upon it, we cannot cease 

regarding with the highest amazement and where the admiration is legitimate [and] simulta-
neously also elevates the soul; and this is the original moral predisposition within us, overall. —
What is that within us (one can ask oneself) whereby we, beings constantly dependent on nature 
through so many needs, are yet simultaneously elevated so far above these /needs\, in the idea of 
an original predisposition (in us), that we regard them collectively142 as nothing,143 and ˻regard˼ 
ourselves as unworthy of existence should we indulge in144 their enjoyment—which /enjoyment\, 
after all ⟨doch⟩, can alone make life desirable to us—in opposition to a law through which our 
reason commands mightily145 yet also ⟨dabei⟩ without either promising or threatening anything?

The complex question Kant bids us to ask ourselves offers profound insight into the human 
condition. It acknowledges our dependence on nature for the fulfillment of our needs and that 
the satisfaction of those needs is the only thing that can “make life desirable to us”; yet it 
reminds us that, if “we indulge in their enjoyment,” conforming our choices to a law of self‐
love, then we paradoxically render ourselves “unworthy of existence.” The question asks us to 
identify the aspect of our nature that raises us “so far above these [needs] … that we regard 
them collectively as nothing” if they oppose the moral law. The answer is not the “original pre-
disposition (in us)” as such; rather, Kant says, “the idea of ” this predisposition raises us up to 
an otherwise not yet identified aspect of our nature. Without answering the question, the 
above sentence adds that the moral law “commands mightily,” though not in a way that either 
promises reward or threatens punishment.

While the remainder of the paragraph does not explicitly answer the foregoing question—a 
question that is arguably the question of Kant’s entire book, or at least of the First and Second 
Pieces—it does provide religious educators with clear guidance as to what an answer would 
need to include, by explaining how the pupil is likely to respond to this mysterious inner 
power.

140  Cf. Luke 17: 10, where Jesus says: “So you also, when you have done everything you were told to do, should say, 
‘We are unworthy servants; we have only done our duty.’”
141  Following WP for Kant’s Abstimmung (literally “off‐tuning”); GH has “lowering” and GG “dulling.” Although this 
term often has quite a positive meaning (e.g., “reconciliation”), the connotation here is clearly negative: trying to take 
credit for the feeling of respect for the moral law can bring our moral resolve into disharmony with itself.
142  WP has “one and all” for Kant’s insgesammt; GH has “all” and GG “(the) whole (of nature).” Kant’s term refers to 
each when taken as a member of a class.
143  Kant is alluding here to Phil. 3: 7–8: “But whatever were gains to me I now consider loss for the sake of Christ. 
What is more, I consider everything a loss because of the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for whose 
sake I have lost all things. I consider them garbage, that I may gain Christ.”
144  WP has “cling to” for Kant’s nachhängen; GH has “cater to” and GG “pursue.”
145  WP has “powerfully” for Kant’s mächtig; GH has “potently” and GG “compellingly.”
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49.17–21, 50.01–11
The weight of this question must be felt most intimately by every human being of [even] the com-
monest capability who has been tutored146 in advance about the holiness that resides in the idea of 
duty, but who does not go so far as probing up to147 the concept of freedom, which first of all 
emerges from this law;* and even {50} the ungraspableness of this predisposition proclaiming a 
divine descent148 must affect ⟨auf … wirken⟩ the mind up to [the point of] enthusiasm149 and 
strengthen it for any of ⟨nur⟩ the sacrifices that respect for his duty may impose on him. Repeated 
arousing ⟨öfter rege zu machen⟩ of this feeling of the sublimity of one’s moral predetermination is 
to be extolled preferentially as a means of awakening morals convictions;150 for it acts in direct 
opposition to the innate propensity to pervert the incentives in the maxims of our volition, in 
order to restore ⟨wieder herzustellen⟩, in the unconditional respect for the law as the highest 
condition of all maxims to be taken,151 the original morals order among the incentives, and thereby 
˻to restore˼, in its purity, the predisposition in the human heart to the good.

Any human being with the least awareness of the holiness of the moral demand, including 
those who have not made a serious attempt to become virtuous, will appreciate, all too pain-
fully at times, the considerable “weight” of Kant’s question. Those of a more philosophical or 
religious bent (or both), who take this existential problem as a chance to inquire into the nature 
of human freedom, will recognize that the presence of this ungraspable predisposition that 
empowers us to respect the moral law, even when it requires “sacrifices” (in other words, con-
trol over any natural inclinations that conflict with that law), has a divine source (see note 
3.148). What distinguishes religious education from merely moral education is that the former 
will repeatedly arouse the pupil’s awareness of this inner divine presence, thereby empowering 
him or her to obey the moral law in situations where one’s inner moral resolve would be too 
weak without this specifically religious incentive. This and only this can resurrect in us the 
original purity of our good predisposition, counteracting the corrupting influence of our 
“innate propensity to pervert” the moral incentives.

The rather abrupt reference to freedom in the first sentence quoted above calls for further 
explanation. Kant therefore offers a lengthy elaboration in a two‐paragraph footnote attached 
to the middle of that sentence, beginning with the claim that the concept of freedom first arises 
from our awareness of the fact that our will is determined by an unconditional moral command 
(as acknowledged by the third predisposition), thus enabling us “to overcome … any incentive 
to transgression”—that is, anything arising out of a corruption of the first two predispositions 
(due to their openness to self‐love).

146  WP and GG have “instructed” for Kant’s belehrt; GH has “taught.” WP also normally has “instructed” for angewi-
esen, which I follow (but see note 3.167 below).
147  WP has “go so far as to investigate” for Kant’s bis zum Nachforschung … versteigt; GH has “yet advanced to an 
inquiry” and GG “presumed to investigate.” Kant’s bis zum (“up to [the]”) actually relates to “probing,” but “go so far as 
up to probing the concept of freedom” is awkward. The point seems to be that such people may probe, but not to the 
point of probing freedom.
148  Following WP for Kant’s Abkunft, which also means “birth” or “parentage”; GH and GG have “origin.”
149  WP has “inspiration” for Kant’s Begeisterung; GH and GG have “exaltation.” WP translates Begeisterung as “enthu-
siasm” at R 197n; elsewhere I follow WP in reserving “inspiration” for Kant’s Eingebungen.
150  WP omits Kant’s als Mittel der Erweckung sittlicher Gesinnungen; GH has “as a method of awakening moral sen-
timents” and GG “as a means of awakening moral dispositions.”
151  WP, GG, and GH have “to be adopted” for Kant’s zu nehmenden. Kant makes the same point (more clearly) in R 
3.14–7, the only other passage in Religion where he uses zu nehmenden. In both passages, if Kant were referring to 
adopting maxims, he would have used the prefix an before nehmen (usually annimmt or angenommen); his use of 
nehmen without the usual prefix indicates he is referring to how we take maxims (see Glossary)—i.e., with or without 
considering respect for the moral law.
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49n.22–32
*That the concept of freedom of volition does not precede the consciousness of the moral 

law within us but is only inferred from the determinability of our volition by this /law\ as an 
unconditional command—of this one can soon become convinced if one asks oneself whether 
one is also certainly and immediately conscious of a capacity to overcome, through firm 
resolve, any incentive to transgression, no matter how ⟨noch so⟩ great ˻the incentive˼ (Phalaris 
licet imperet, ut sis falsus, et admoto dictet periuria tauro).152 Everyone will have to admit that 
he does not know whether, if such a case occurred, he would not waver in his resolve. Duty, 
however, nonetheless commands him unconditionally: he ought to remain loyal to his /resolve\ 
⟨ihm⟩; and from this he rightly infers that he must also be able /to do\ so ⟨es auch⟩, and ˻that˼ 
his volition is therefore free.

Kant poses another self‐reflective question to link freedom to his ought‐implies‐can principle: 
even if we do not know whether we would have the moral resolve to resist our inclination to 
transgress a difficult moral command in a given situation, and although we may even be 
 ignorant of how obedience would be possible, we know that it must be possible, because we can 
feel the commanding force of the unconditional call of duty upon us. Its very necessity assures 
us that we must be free to obey, even if we are faced with a death threat such as the one alluded 
to in Kant’s Latin quote (see note 3.152).

The first paragraph of the footnote continues with an attack on the overemphasis philoso-
phers typically place on the conflict between freedom and determinism.

49n.32–39, 50n.26–28
Those who pretend that this inscrutable property is entirely graspable produce, through the 
word determinism ⟨Determinismus⟩ (the proposition153 of the determination of volition by 
inward, sufficient bases), an illusion, as if the difficulty consisted in reconciling this 
/ determinism\154 with freedom—which of course no one is thinking of. Rather, how predeter-
minism ⟨Prädeterminism⟩, according to which volitional155 actions have, as events, their 
 determining bases in the preceding time (which, with what it includes ⟨in sich hält⟩, is no longer 
under ⟨in⟩ our control), can coexist with freedom, according to which the action as well as its 

152  Juvenal, Satires 8.81–82: “even though Phalaris may command that you be false and may have moved his bull to 
dictate perjury.” The context, as given in the Dryden translation (Juvenal 1822: 234–5), of the lines that Kant para-
phrases (shown in italics below) is this: “Be a good soldier, or upright trustee, / An arbitrator from corruption free; / 
And if a witness in a doubtful cause, / Where a bribed judge means to elude the laws, / Though Phalaris’ brazen bull 
were there, / And he would dictate what he’d have you swear, / Be not so profligate, but rather choose / To guard your 
honour, and your life to lose, / Rather than let your virtue be betray’d; / Virtue, the noblest cause for which you’re 
made.” Phalaris of Acragas/Agrigentum in what is now Sicily (part of what was then called Magna Graecia) (c. 570–c.  
554 bce) was a Greek tyrant notorious for being cruel. When Perillaus (Perillus) invented a large brass bull for Phalaris 
to use as a device for burning his victims alive, Phalaris tested the new device on Perillaus himself! The point of Kant’s 
quotation, then, is to complete the self‐reflective question posed immediately before the parenthesis: Am I aware of an 
ability within myself to resist any temptation, even that of saving myself from torture or death at the hands of a corrupt 
judge in exchange for a false testimony in court? Kant’s answer, in the following sentence, is that, if we are honest with 
ourselves, we do not know until the situation arises; but we do know that duty commands us to resist and that resisting 
is the honorable response. Awareness of this inner “ought” is our best evidence of our having freedom of choice (cf. 
CPrR 30). Kant quotes from the same satire in CPrR 158–9 (at greater length) and in MM 334 (more briefly).
153  WP has “principle” for Kant’s Satz; GH and GG have “thesis.” However, WP elsewhere normally has “proposition” 
for Satz (e.g., R 22, 32), reserving “principle” for Grundsatz (e.g., R 37, 39n, 50, 52). As explained in the Glossary, I 
follow WP’s standard usage for Satz and use “precepts” for Grundsatz to distinguish it from Princip (“principle”), 
which has a  distinct usage in Religion.
154  Following WP for Kant’s diesen (literally “this/these/that/those”); GG takes this word incorrectly, to refer to 
“these grounds,” whereas GH leaves the referent unspecified, translating it merely as “this.”
155  WP has “chosen” for Kant’s willkürliche; GH has “voluntary” and GG “freely chosen.”
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{50} opposite must at the moment of the occurrence be under the subject’s control—this is what 
one wants to comprehend,156 but never will.

According to Kant, our power to choose freely to obey the moral law is inscrutable to human 
reason: we simply do not know how it works. All we know is that its occurrence is possible. 
Kant observes that the freedom–determinism debate is not about how human volition itself 
can be freely determined, but about how such free choice can take place at a point in time after 
natural causes have exercised their influence on the will. Referring to this more accurately as a 
“predeterminism” problem preserves the notion that we are always responsible for the actual 
determining of our own choices, even if sometimes we allow our choices to be influenced 
beforehand by inclinations that arise from a source outside the will. Kant insists that we will 
never “comprehend” how “predeterminism … can coexist with freedom,” even though we may 
want to. So, having distinguished between two distinct problems related to freedom, he regards 
them both as ultimate mysteries.157

The second paragraph of the footnote, added in R2, clarifies that human freedom poten-
tially conflicts with the idea of God only if we allow for the existence of predeterminism.

50n.29–38
†Reconciling the concept of freedom with the idea of God as a necessary being is not difficult at 

all; for freedom consists not in the contingency of the action (its not being determined by bases at 
all), i.e., not in indeterminism ([[the proposition]] that doing good or evil must be equally possible 
for God, if his action is to be called free), but in absolute spontaneity. The latter ⟨welche⟩ is at risk 
only with predeterminism, where the determining basis of the action is in the preceding time [and] 
hence determines me irresistibly in such a way that now the action is no longer under my control 
but in the hand of nature; consequently, because in God no time sequence is thinkable, this diffi-
culty drops out.

If divine freedom requires making a choice with no determining grounds, then God (like 
human beings) would have to be able to do evil in order to be free. In contrast to such 
“ indeterminism,” God’s freedom consists “in absolute spontaneity”—a position Kant was 
accustomed to defending in much greater detail in his lectures (e.g., LPT 1067–8). If God’s 
choices (or ours, for that matter) were predetermined by some natural force or physical incli-
nation, then this would remove God’s (or our) ability to act spontaneously. Provided that Kant 
is correct in the view that God exists outside of time, divine choices cannot possibly be prede-
termined, since the “pre‐” element would make no sense.

Understanding why Kant inserted this new paragraph precisely at this point should provide 
a deeper appreciation for the next step of his argument in the main text. He appears to have 
added this comment on the traditional theological problem of divine freedom as part of his 
(tacit) response to the anonymous reviewer of R1, whose review he had claimed, at the end of 
the second Preface (R 13–4), to be able to dispense with in a few sentences. One of the review’s 
main objections to Religion (see SP‐2013c: 76–81) related to the negative implications for 
human freedom that the reviewer believed would follow, if one were to accept Kant’s theory of 

156  WP has “gain insight into” for Kant’s einsehen; GH has “understand”; GG has “discern.” Kant repeats this verb 
after “never will”; but this makes for awkward English, so I follow WP and GG in omitting the repetition.
157  The long‐standing debate among Kant scholars as to whether Kant is a “compatibilist” or an “incompatibilist” on 
the traditional philosophical debate over freedom and determinism is necessarily unresolvable. What can be said 
about it is that a focus on this issue misses the point of Kant’s philosophy. As Kant repeatedly states in Religion, the 
causality of freedom (what he here calls “predeterminism”), though necessary (as in compatibilism), is inexplicable (as 
in incompatibilism).
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the noumenal “deed” that establishes the evil propensity in human nature. Although the 
reviewer does not refer explicitly to the corresponding problem with divine freedom, Kant, 
having explicitly made this link in his lectures, evidently regarded a proper understanding of 
divine (timeless) spontaneity as a key to avoiding misunderstandings relating to human (time-
less) spontaneity. That Kant had in mind the reviewer’s complaints about how human freedom 
could survive in the face of radical evil is further confirmed if we regard this footnote as a pre-
lude to the next sentence in the main text.

The footnote to which the new paragraph was added in R2 appears in a paragraph discuss-
ing the need all persons have to resurrect their good predisposition. Going back to the main 
text, we find Kant asking in the next paragraph whether such a “restoration” is possible at all, 
given the corrupting influence of the evil propensity in human nature—precisely the point that 
was called into question by the anonymous book reviewer.

50.12–18
However, this restoration by applying one’s own power is ⟨steht⟩ of course confronted directly 

by the proposition of the innate corruption of human beings for everything good, [[is it not]]? 
[It is] indeed, concerning the graspableness158 of this restoration’s ⟨derselben⟩ possibility, i.e., our 
insight [into this possibility], as ˻the possibility˼ of everything that is to be presented as an event in 
time (˻as a˼ change) and to this extent as necessary according to natural laws, and whose opposite 
is yet simultaneously ˻to be presented˼ under moral laws as possible through freedom;

As usual, Kant distinguishes between two standpoints: when reason views our moral restora-
tion phenomenally, focusing on determining factors in time, we cannot conceive even the 
possibility of such a radical change taking place, for the corrupting influence of the evil pro-
pensity is too great; by contrast, when viewed from the noumenal standpoint, where freedom 
is the sole determining factor, such a spontaneous choice is easily conceivable.

Such a free choice (to change one’s moral character by denying authority to the evil propen-
sity in favor of the good predisposition) is possible, because the “proposition of the innate 
corruption of human beings” does not imply that the propensity determines our moral status; 
if anything, it implies just the opposite.

50.18–25, 51.01–06
but this restoration’s possibility itself is not contrary to159 that /proposition\ ⟨er⟩. For if the moral 
law commands that we ought to be better human beings now, then it follows inescapably that we 
must also be able ˻to be˼ this. The proposition of innate evil is of no use at all in moral dogmatics 
⟨Dogmatik⟩; for the latter’s ⟨derselben⟩ prescriptions contain the very same duties and also retain 
⟨bleiben … in⟩ the same power, whether there is in us an innate propensity to transgression or not. 
In moral asceticism ⟨Asketik⟩, however, this proposition means more, {51} yet no more than this: 
in the morals training160 of the predisposition to the good, created [in us],161 we cannot start ⟨den 
Anfang machen⟩ from innocence that is natural to us, but must start ⟨anheben⟩ from the presup-
position of a wickedness of volition in adopting its maxims in opposition to the original morals 

158  WP and GG have “comprehensibility” for Kant’s Begreiflichkeit; GH has “conceivability.”
159  WP has “confronted by” for Kant’s entgegen; GH and GG have “opposed by.”
160  Following GG for Kant’s sittlichen Ausbildung; GH and WP have “moral development,” but this risks making 
Kant’s sentence appear self‐contradictory. An innate predisposition is just there; it cannot develop. What does develop 
and can be trained is a person’s “firm resolve” to realize the potential of the predisposition in moral deeds.
161  WP places “created in us” after “predisposition”; GH has “implanted in us” and GG “our conatural” for Kant’s 
anerschaffenen. While this word can also mean “innate,” Kant consistently uses angeboren in that sense. (The “in us/
our” is clearly implied, though not explicitly stated.) Here WP’s version rightly reflects the fact that Gott hatte dem 
Menschen sein Ebenbild anerschaffen is Luther’s German version of “God created man in his image” (Gen. 1: 27a).
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predisposition, and, because the propensity to this [[wickedness]] is unexterminable, with 
unceasing counteraction against it.

Kant’s distinction between abstract moral theory (“dogmatics”) and disciplined moral training 
(“asceticism”)162 explains why the evil propensity played no constitutive role in CPrR: the force 
of duty (our obligation to obey the moral law) is independent of any weakness we may suffer 
as a result of our embodiment. Here in Religion, however, Kant is not concerned with moral 
theory as such, but with moral experience, especially as it relates to ethical training in a reli-
gious  context: educators must assume that we begin in a state of corrupted goodness—in other 
words, that we have a good potential but lack the will to put that goodness into practice. By 
saying that our propensity “is unexterminable,” Kant could not mean that individual persons 
are unable to overcome its influence; for this would defeat the dual purpose of his book—to 
explain and to compare the rational and religious solution(s) to this problem. Rather, he must 
mean that the propensity will always be a part of our nature, even if we do find a way (as 
 proposed in the Second Piece) to neutralize its influence.163

The paragraph concludes with a sketch of the solution that Kant will present in the Second 
Piece: that a heart‐based (noumenal) conversion must first occur, before our endless efforts to 
become better persons can exhibit any real, conclusive result.

51.07–21
Now, because this merely leads to a progress, advancing ad infinitum,164 from the bad ⟨Schlechten⟩ to 
the better, it follows that the transformation of the evil human being’s conviction into that of a good 
/human being\ must be posited in the change, in accordance with the morals law, of the supreme 
inward basis for the adoption of all his maxims, insofar as this new basis (the new heart) is now 
itself unchangeable. Convincement concerning this, however, the human being can indeed not 
reach naturally, neither through immediate consciousness nor through the proof of the lifestyle165 
he has led thus far ⟨bis dahin⟩; for, the depth of the heart (the subjective first basis of his maxims) 
is inscrutable to himself. But to reach166 the path that leads there, and that is instructed167 to him by 

162  Although Kant does not explicitly state that he is engaging in either dogmatics or ascetics, he is implicitly affirm-
ing a legitimate role for each. Elsewhere he describes the task of “moral ascetics” as “the cultivation of virtue” (MM 
484), associating it with Stoicism and going on to argue for a synthesis between Stoic virtue and “the ever‐cheerful 
heart” of Epicurean happiness (485). He also clarifies that his Stoic–Epicurean (virtue‐plus‐happiness) form of asceti-
cism should not be confused with that of “monkish ascetics,” who promote “superstitious fear or hypocritical loathing 
of oneself.” DBR 81–3 provides a clear explanation of how Kant’s whole theory of radical evil is tailored to promote 
“ethical training.”
163  Commentators who claim Kant’s position to be that the evil propensity as such can never be overcome are 
confusing it with self‐love. Kant’s position definitely is that human beings will never extinguish the influence of “the 
dear self ” (GMM 407), for that is the first and most prominent “class” of our predisposition to good! Kantian virtue 
consists in harnessing this predisposition so that it works for us rather than against us. This is the paradoxical 
purpose of empirical religion: to use the tools of our animality as symbols to motivate us to look beyond our 
animality.
164  Following WP for Kant’s ins Unendliche hinausgehende; GH has “endlessly continuing” and GG “extending to 
infinity.” WP’s apt Latin phrase means “to infinity.”
165  WP, GG, and GH have “life” for Kant’s Lebenswandels. The word literally means “life‐walk,” which is why Kant 
goes on to use a “path” metaphor. His point here is to contrast immediate (or unmediated) consciousness of possessing 
a good conviction with an awareness of one’s conviction that is mediated through reflection on one’s lifestyle. At R 
77.07f he expresses skepticism as to whether the former is even possible at all.
166  Following GH for Kant’s gelangen; WP has “arrive upon” and GG “attain to.”
167  WP has “assigned” for Kant’s angewiesen; GH has “pointed out” and GG “indicated.” Although slightly awkward 
in English, the translation should not hide the fact that Kant is using here a key term for his moral pedagogy; his point 
here is that an amended conviction instructs a good person’s conscience but, in order for the person to be good, he or 
she must have chosen that conviction.
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a fundamentally amended168 conviction—[this] he must be able to hope [to do] by applying his 
own power; for he ought to become a good human being, yet is to be judged morally good only 
according to what can be imputed to him as done by himself.

Whereas behavior is constantly subject to change—it may be good one moment and bad the 
next—the “heart” is the firm and (at least in comparison to behavior) “unchangeable” basis for 
a person’s behavior, as fixed by the nature of one’s conviction. It is so deeply buried in our 
character that we have no natural (i.e., rational) way of being certain that a genuine transfor-
mation has actually taken place. Since the human heart in general, even one’s own heart, is 
“inscrutable,” the most we can do is to hope we can “reach the path” that is proper to an 
“amended conviction,” knowing only that we must be able to do so, because duty would not 
compel us to do what cannot be done (see note 2.126).

Kant’s concern about “advancing ad infinitum” (i.e., about the fact that perfection can never 
be reached merely through improved behavior) corresponds directly to his previous concern 
(at R 21n.36) for the infinite regress that would arise from any attempt to identify the first 
temporal cause of “the adoption of moral maxims” (21n.29). CPrR 122–3 argues that such 
progress toward perfection, extended into an indefinite future as the postulate of the soul’s 
immortality, is sufficient to justify the (divine) judgment that a currently imperfect person is 
actually good. Perhaps recognizing that his position there is not entirely cogent—a flaw that 
commentators have been quick to point out169—Kant here revises (or at least supplements) his 
CPrR position: as we cannot literally reach an “infinite” goal in time, he now grounds his 
argument on the need for a (timeless, intelligible) revolution, in order to retain our belief that 
the moral “ought” can be fulfilled. Kant examines this new solution in greater depth in R 67, 
where it constitutes the first of three “difficulties” that reason encounters in attempting to 
understand how evil people can become good (see §5.1).

Kant starts out the concluding paragraph of this final section of the First Piece170 with an 
explicit acknowledgment that our failure to follow the moral law stems from reason’s own 
natural tendency to prefer lazy solutions to the hard work of real moral reformation.

51.22–28
Now, against this imposition171 of self‐reformation, a reason [that is] by nature disgruntled 

toward172 moral work musters up173—under the pretext of its natural incapacity—all sorts of 

168  WP has “improved at its basis” for Kant’s im Grunde gebesserten. GH and GG have “fundamentally improved.” 
But “improve” has a misleadingly partial implication here, as if there may still be more improvement yet to come. See 
Glossary for a further defense of my translation.
169  Whether the CPrR and Religion arguments are incompatible or complementary is a matter of some debate (see, 
e.g., Wood 1970: 117–21 and Allison 1990: 171–5). PID 142–8 convincingly argues for the latter; see especially 
Pasternack’s Figure 3, which presents the two positions as “two standpoints” (144, 148).
170  As explained at the end of §2 in this chapter, I am excluding here the few paragraphs on the parerga that Kant 
added in R2. They are discussed in Appendix I, below, as I regard them as the only content that Kant intended to be 
taken as the first “General Comment” (see note 3.74 above).
171  Both “requirement” (WP) and “expectation” (GH and GG) are too weak for Kant’s Zumuthung, which literally 
means “unreasonable demand.” Since this demand comes from practical reason, a literal translation would seem too 
paradoxical.
172  WP has “reason … averse to” for Kant’s zur … verdrossene Vernunft; GH has “reason, which is … averse to” and 
GG “reason, which … finds … vexing.” All of these options risk rendering Kant’s claim totally paradoxical, since the 
“imposition” in question has its origin in reason. Kant’s point must rather be that only a person who submits to the 
temptation of rational laziness has the stated tendency.
173  For Kant’s bietet … auf, WP has “enlists” and GH “summons”—both taking this as a synonym of aufbietet. 
But Kant does not seem to be using a military metaphor here. GG has “conjures up,” but this inappropriately 
connotes magic.
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 disingenuous religious ideas (which include imputing174 to God himself the principle of happiness 
as the supreme condition of his commands). All religions, however, can be divided into the 
˻religion˼ of the pursuit of favor (of bare ritual worship) and the moral ˻religion˼, i.e., the religion 
of the good lifestyle.175

In responding to the problem of our inability to obey the moral law, which is caused by the evil 
propensity that infects the very root of human nature, reason adopts one of two approaches, 
each giving rise to a distinct form of religion. The lazy response is to impute “disingenuous” 
ideas to God; these typically have the effect of excusing a person from the need to be concerned 
about his or her own moral behavior. The mindset that says “as long as God is happy with me, 
I can do whatever I wish” breeds what Kant calls religions “of bare ritual worship,” which try to 
placate God with various nonmoral actions, so that God (at least in theory) will overlook one’s 
moral failings. By contrast, “moral” religions focus directly on the hard work of “self‐ 
reformation,” so that one’s lifestyle can be transformed into something good, through a 
 revolution in one’s inward moral conviction.

This basic distinction between reason’s two ways of posing religious solutions to the problem 
of moral evil will inform aspects of Kant’s argument throughout the remainder of Religion. He 
therefore proceeds to flesh it out.

51.28–37, 52.01–07
According to the first, the human being flatters himself either that God presumably ⟨wohl⟩ can 
make him eternally fortunate without his exactly needing to become a better human being (through 
remission of his trespasses);176 or else, if this does not seem to be possible to him, ˻that˼ God 
 presumably can make him a better human being without his having to do anything more in this 
than to beg ⟨bitten⟩ for it—which, since before an all‐seeing being it is nothing more than to wish, 
would actually be nothing done;177 for if it were accomplished with the bare wish, then every 
human being would be good. But according to the moral religion ([and] among all the {52} public 
/religions\ that ever there have been, the Christian alone is of this sort), it is a precept that everyone 
must do as much as is in his powers in order to become a better human being; and ˻that˼ only if he 
has not buried his innate talent (Luke 19: 12–16),178 if he has employed ⟨benutzt⟩ his original 
 predisposition to the good in order to become a better human being, can he hope ˻ that˼ what is not 
in his capacity will be complemented179 by a higher [[being’s]] cooperation.

Kant cites two examples of the first (rationally lazy) form of religion: some people believe that 
God will overlook their sins, rewarding them with happiness without the need for any moral 

174  WP has “fictitiously attributing” for Kant’s anzudichten; GH has “the false ascription” and GG “falsely imputing.” 
While Kant probably would regard such ascription as false or fictitious, he does not explicitly state that here; the 
 translators have read that into the text.
175  WP has “way of life” for Kant’s Lebenswandel; GG and GH have “life‐conduct.”
176  Following WP for Kant’s Verschuldungen; GH has “sins,” while GG has the more literal “debts” (cf. note 2.39.) 
While Kant is not quoting (for he uses terms not found in LB), he is probably alluding here to verses that refer to such 
remission (see, e.g., Matt. 26: 28; Lk. 1: 77; Rom. 3: 25).
177  Following WP for Kant’s nichts gethan sein würde, as the German wording is also quite awkward; GH has “would 
… involve doing nothing at all” and GG “would amount … to doing nothing.”
178  Lk. 19: 12–27 is the parable of the talents. (A “talent” was a measurement of both weight and currency, like the 
British “pound,” but here it functions as a symbol of the special abilities that a person is endowed with at birth.) The 
parable tells of a nobleman who goes away to be crowned king and leaves “talents” for his servants to invest while he 
travels. The servants all make successful investments, except one, who hides his talents to avoid the risk of losing them. 
The passage Kant references ends with a verse (12: 16) describing the first servant, who doubled the investment. 
Significantly, Kant does not include the next verse, where the servant is rewarded handsomely.
179  WP has “compensated for” for Kant’s ergänzt; GH has “supplied” and GG “made good.”
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reformation; others believe that God will instantly impart goodness to them if they merely ask 
for it, again without the need for any real reformation. Both beliefs amount to wish fulfillment 
and are worthless as a genuine solution to the problem of moral evil. Moral  religions, by con-
trast, require a person to work as hard as possible to become morally better, in the hope that 
God will cooperate with anyone who has rekindled genuine respect for his or her good predis-
position by supplying “what is not in his capacity.” As we shall see, this “higher [being’s] coop-
eration” may come either in the form of an unexpected increase in moral power (i.e., a 
strengthening of the person’s moral character) or in the form of redefining how  perfection is 
to be measured (i.e., by judging a person noumenally rather than phenomenally). The fact that 
Kant refers here to Christianity as the only moral religion does not mean that all types of 
Christianity (or all Christians) fit into this ideal mold, nor does it mean that non‐Christian 
religions cannot be moral; it means only that Kant interprets Christianity as the only religion 
whose essence (or core principle, properly understood) consists in breaking out of the mold of 
ritualistic religion. More on this in later chapters.

The paragraph ends by emphasizing yet again the inevitability of human ignorance, this 
time as it relates to the nature of divine cooperation.

52.07–15
Nor is it absolutely necessary for the human being to know in what this /cooperation\ consists; 
perhaps it is even unavoidable that, if the way in which it occurs were at a certain time revealed, 
different human beings at another time would frame ⟨machen⟩ different concepts of it, and this 
with all sincerity. But then, too, the precept holds “It is not essential and therefore not necessary 
for everyone to know what God does, or has done, for his salvation,”180 but ˻ it˼ certainly ˻ is essential 
and is necessary for everyone to know˼181 what the human being ⟨er⟩ himself has to do in order to 
become worthy of this assistance.

This basic precept of Kantian religion is a fitting way to conclude our considerations of the 
First Piece: ignorance of the exact method God may have of making up for our moral 
 deficiencies is not only acceptable, but “unavoidable,” since differences of interpretation are 
bound to arise even if God does reveal (or has revealed) a particular path for restoring the 
good principle to its rightful place of dominion over our moral conviction. As far as the phi-
losopher’s attempt to construct a rational system of religion is concerned, what is essential is 
that we know and understand that, in order to be worthy of the kind of divine empowerment 
that is about to be introduced in the Second Piece, we creatures of flesh must firmly resolve to 
maintain, to the best of our (admittedly limited) ability, an inward conviction oriented toward 
obedience to the moral law.

180  Kant’s use of quotation marks suggests that he had some previous text in mind when writing this statement. 
However, the quotation contradicts a precept affirmed by many orthodox Christians, and I have been unable to locate 
any pre‐Kantian writer who advances this specific claim. Probably Kant is intentionally proposing his own alternative 
to the final sentence of the Athanasian Creed, the third of three “universal creeds” quoted in the Preface to The Book 
of Concord (i.e., the Augsburg Confession). Kant was probably familiar with the Latin version, where this phrase reads 
(Concordia 1669: 4): Haec est fides catholica; quam nisi quisque fideliter firmiterque crediderit, salvus esse non poterit 
(“This is the catholic faith; without believing this faithfully and firmly, a person cannot be saved”). The German reads 
(Concordia 1580: 3): Das ist der rechte christliche Glaube / wer denselben nicht fest und treulich glaubt, der kann nicht 
selig werden. It is worth noting that, if Kant is paraphrasing this line from the creed, then his alternative precept asserts 
not that faith, but that knowledge is unnecessary; he is therefore critiquing not the creed as such, but any interpretation 
that fails to make the crucial distinction between faith and knowledge.
181  WP has here a closing square bracket without a corresponding open square bracket; but the phrase is better viewed 
as an ellipsis than as a translator’s insertion. Kant’s wohl (“certainly”; more literally, “well,” or “probably”) refers back to the 
whole precept that Kant put in quotation marks. GH and GG omit wohl, perhaps taking it merely to signal the ellipsis.



Appendix I

Experiencing the Effects  
of Grace against Evil

The First General Comment (R 52–3)

The most substantive change Kant made in R2, aside from adding a new Preface, was to rename 
what had been Section V in the First Piece, converting it into a new General Comment 
(see note 3.170) and appending to it a lengthy new paragraph (which is the subject of this first 
of four appendices). The positioning of the new paragraph has given rise to such serious mis-
understanding that the key details discussed in §§3.2–3 bear repeating. The original R2 text 
casts the whole new paragraph into a smaller font size, also used for footnotes; yet all English 
editions (following Ak. and most German editions) present the new paragraph in the same, 
larger typeface as the main text. This gives the impression that Kant meant it to be a new, con-
cluding argument for R1’s renamed Section V, but ignores the fact that R2 also uses the same 
small font size for the main text of the other three General Comments—another detail that Ak. 
simply disregards. Admittedly, Kant might have intended the new paragraph to be merely a 
footnote to the first General Comment (as Vorländer depicts it), because the list of “Emendanda” 
at the back of R2 states that a dagger (†)—the sign he used to mark second edition footnotes—
is missing on this page. But if (as most editions assume) the dagger merely signifies any 
material added in R2, then the small type size used for the new paragraph surely means that 
Kant intended this paragraph to be the first General Comment; for only it matches the other 
three General Comments, which all appeared in the same type size. Either way, the paragraph 
is definitely discontinuous with the previous argument in R1’s Section V.

The lengthy new paragraph introduces the term “parerga” (see note 5 of this appendix), lists 
the four types of parerga discussed in Religion, briefly reviews the first type (a topic not 
addressed in the portion of the first General Comment that was Section V in R1), and declares 
that the remaining three parerga are the topics of the General Comments to the Second 
through Fourth Pieces. The odd positioning of this newly added paragraph has given many 
readers the impression that the entire initial discussion of how to overcome the problem of our 
propensity to evil (discussed in §§3.3–4) is actually part of the first parergon.1 Indeed, when 
the paragraph appears as part of the main text, Kant’s wording at certain points might seem to 

1  A typical example of this widespread tendency is Muchnik, who identifies the parergon discussed “at the end of 
Book I” as “grace” (MTE xxviii). But, as we shall see, Kant identifies the first parergon not as grace itself, but as an 
alleged experience of the effects of grace. As we saw in §§3.3–4, Kant’s (renamed) Section V introduced a theory of how 
grace might actually operate—a theory that Kant will further refine in the Second Piece. Given that Kant wrote it 
before he introduced the “parerga” terminology in R2, he cannot have had his own theory of grace (or grace in general) 
in mind when he defined the first parergon.
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imply such continuity. However, the paragraph is explicitly introductory, so if he really intended 
it to introduce the foregoing material too, then surely he would have inserted it at the beginning 
of this first General Comment, not at the end. Given the lack of any indication that his explicit 
comments on the first parergon are a further development of the earlier material of the first 
General Comment (i.e., the material that had been labeled Section V in R1), I have argued (see 
especially note 3.74) that his description of the first parergon relates, at best, only indirectly to 
the foregoing material: the first parergon arises only when we take what Kant has just pre-
sented as being within the bounds of bare reason and interpret it instead as being outside those 
bounds. Although the appendices to the four parts of this commentary are designed to examine 
each of the four General Comments, we shall therefore focus here only on the second edition 
paragraph that explicitly introduces the parerga as such. I shall argue in this and the other 
three appendices that Kant’s account of the four parerga develops a groundbreaking approach 
to understanding religious experience, which elsewhere I call his “Critical mysticism.”2

Kant’s account of the first parergon begins, immediately after (R1’s) Section V of the First 
Piece, with a summary of all four. Although the entire paragraph is new, the dagger that  normally 
alerts readers to an addition to R2 was omitted due to a printer’s error in the first printing—an 
ominous foretaste of the misunderstandings with which the history of interpreting this whole 
General Comment has been fraught.

52.16–27
†This General Comment3 is the first of the four that are appended to the pieces of this work, one 

to each, and that could carry the headings: (1) On Effects of Grace,4 (2) ˻On˼ Miracles, (3) ˻On˼ 
Mysteries, (4) ˻On˼ Means of Grace. —These are, as it were, parerga5 of religion within the bounds 

2  See note 0.3; and cf. PCR Part Four. The notion of “Critical mysticism” is intentionally paradoxical, much as many 
of the positions Kant defends in Religion are—as I argue throughout this commentary—intentional reflections of the 
ambivalent nature of the human condition (see note 0.17). That is, I do not mean to suggest that Kant’s position amounts 
to mysticism in anything like the ordinary sense of that word. Those who see Kant as far too much of a skeptical empir-
icist in such matters to be associated in any way with mysticism have not taken to heart Kant’s own words on this very 
matter (CPrR 71): “guarding against the empiricism concerning practical reason is much more important and advisable; 
for, the mysticism [concerning practical reason] is in fact still compatible with the purity and sublimity of the moral law, 
and, besides, stretching one’s power of imagination all the way to suprasensible intuitions is not exactly natural and 
commensurate with the common way of thinking, so that on this side the danger is not so general.” Critical mysticism, 
as I use the term, is Kant’s attempt to make our experience of “the purity and sublimity of the moral law” compatible 
with “the common way of thinking” about the supersensible through a theory of religious symbolism. As Kant goes on 
to say later in the passage quoted above, empiricism destroys the very “root” of our moral “convictions” (Gesinnungen). 
For a helpful examination of the role of religious experience in Kant’s writings, see HRR‐Wasmaier‐Sailer, who depicts 
“moral faith” as an experience corresponding to what would traditionally be called surrender to the will of God, appli-
cable to situations where we are unable to fulfill the demands of morality perfectly (90). What is distinctive about Kant’s 
position is not that he rejects all religious experience, but that he insists that such experiences can carry no authority 
without first being tested for consistency with the moral law (91). Wasmaier‐Sailer correctly recognizes that Kant does 
not even deny the possibility or usefulness of emotionally stirring experiences of grace, revelation, or other types of 
mystical inspiration, provided that we measure them by the “touchstone” of reason to prevent them from being merely 
arbitrary (103). Similarly, after tracing the roots of various themes in Kant’s philosophy to St. Augustine, St. Thomas, 
and other Christian theologians, FGP‐Fischer: 16 affirms that God is such a central focus of Kant’s that we can view the 
entire Critical philosophy as an attempt to identify new ways of experiencing divinity, whereby God can be understood 
as extending an invitation (Angebot) to humanity without compromising the integrity of our moral nature.
3  That Kant begins his newly added paragraph with these words is strong support for my claim, in notes 3.74 and 
3.170, that he intended only this paragraph to be the newly added first General Comment.
4  Kant’s Gnadenwirkungen can also mean “workings (or acts) of grace.”
5  Parergon (plural parerga) is an ancient Greek compound meaning “work beside/next to the main work” (ergon means 
“work”). In CJ 226 Kant inserts “(parerga)” as the Latin equivalent of “(ornaments)”; he then states that, while they are 
not an “intrinsic constituent” of a beautiful object, such parerga/ornaments nevertheless serve the useful function of 
“increas[ing] our taste’s liking,” becoming a problem only if they get in the way of appreciating the “beautiful form” of the 
object itself. As we shall see, Kant’s approach to the parerga in Religion wields precisely the same two‐edged sword.
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of pure reason; they do not belong within these /bounds\, but they still abut on6 them. Reason, 
conscious of its incapacity to assuage7 its moral need, extends itself up to boundless8 ideas that 
might complement this lack, yet without appropriating them to itself as [[part of]] an expanded 
possession. It does not dispute the possibility or reality of the objects of these ideas ⟨derselben⟩; it 
just cannot take them up into its maxims of thought and of action.

In preparation for his more detailed description of each parergon later in the same paragraph, 
Kant gives a general description of them all. Although these “boundless ideas” are not constit-
uents of rational religion in the strictest sense, they press against its bounds—as it were, knock-
ing at the door (see note 6 on this page) of “pure reason,” thereby challenging it to recognize its 
nakedness. Aware of its own inability to fulfill the demands of morality, embodied reason is 
naturally attracted to them. These ideas are possible, inasmuch as we can think them from the 
standpoint of theoretical reason; they may also be actual, insofar as they fulfill a moral need 
from the standpoint of practical reason; nevertheless, the judicial standpoint of Religion cannot 
possess them, because they are not necessary conditions for religion. Kant’s stance in each case 
will be that we must allow for the presence of these ideas (a position that could be called “mys-
tical,” although Kant himself does not use such a label), yet we should do so without claiming 
that reason can thereby comprehend them; in other words we must remain Critical when expe-
riencing their presence.

Because these ideas appeal to a supposed supernatural realm that is inscrutable to reason, 
yet they arise from a moral need, they are matters of reflecting faith, not of dogmatic knowledge.

52.27–36
What is more, if in the inscrutable realm of the supernatural there is something even more than9 
reason ⟨sie⟩ can enable itself to understand but that would nonetheless be needed to complement10 
its moral incapacity, reason ⟨sie⟩ counts on this /something’s\ becoming a benefit11 to its good will 
even uncognized[; it does so] with a faith that could be called reflecting (on the possibility of this 
something ⟨desselben⟩), because dogmatic /faith\, which proclaims itself to be a knowledge, strikes 
it as insincere or presumptuous; for removing the difficulties against what stands established on its 
own ([namely,] practically), when the difficulties ⟨sie⟩ concern transcendent questions, is only a 
side business12 (parergon).

Foreshadowing William James’ position on the supernatural, Kant insists that this 
“something … more”13 need not be cognizable in order to fulfill its task of strengthening our 
moral  weakness. Indeed, as Kant will argue in more detail in the Fourth Piece (see §12.4), a 
person who dogmatically insists that such ideas can be an object of knowledge is likely to be 
“insincere or presumptuous.” The parerga thus have a somewhat ambivalent relation to the 
two  experiments: although reason gives rise to these ideas (for it “extends itself up to” them; 

6  Following WP for Kant’s stoßen … an (literally “push against”); GH and GG have “border (up)on.” In light of Kant’s 
previous use of this word (cf. note 1.31), “abut on” seems to imply that the parerga “take exception to” or challenge 
reason’s bounds.
7  WP has “to deal adequately” for Kant’s Genüge zu thun (literally “to do enough”); GH and GG have “to satisfy,” but 
I reserve “satisfy” for wohlgefallen.
8  WP and GG have “extravagant” for Kant’s überschwenglichen; GH has “high‐flown.” See notes 5.97 and 8.125.
9  Following GH and GG for Kant’s mehr … als; WP has “beyond what.”
10  WP has “to compensate” for Kant’s zu Ergänzung”; GH has “a complement,” and GG “to make up for.” See Glossary 
for a defense of this change.
11  WP has “accruing” for Kant’s zu statten kommen (literally “to come in handy”); GH has “available” and GG “made 
available.”
12  WP has “subordinate task” for Kant’s Nebengeschäfte; GH has “by‐work” and GG “secondary occupation.”
13  James 1902; see especially his discussion of “piecemeal supernaturalism” in the Postscript.
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R 52.23), they ultimately remain mysterious (cf. 137.01f), beyond the bounds of bare reason; 
they cannot enter into the systematic structure established by the first experiment, yet they 
invite further insight from historical sources such as revelation, thereby becoming a focal 
point for the second experiment.

Given the close relation that parerga have to the rational core of religion, we should not be 
surprised to find that they fit the typical form of what I call a second‐level analytic relation 
(“2LAR”):14 the inner–outer and experience–understanding distinctions combine to produce 
four logically possible classes of transcendent “effects” (see PCR 148, Figure VII.1).

52.36–37, 53.01–09
As regards the disadvantage that would arise from these even morally transcendent ideas if we 
aspired {53} to introduce them into religion, their effect, according to the order of the four classes 
mentioned above, is this: (1) ˻effect˼ of the supposed inward experience (effects of grace), 
delirium;15 (2) ˻effect˼ of the alleged outer experience (miracles), superstition; (3) ˻effect˼ of the 
fantasized16 illumination of the understanding in regard to the supernatural (mysteries), illumina-
tism,17 delusion of the adepts; (4) ˻effect˼ of the daring attempts to affect the supernatural (means 
of grace), thaumaturgy,18 nothing but strayings of a reason going beyond its limits, and this for a 
supposedly moral (God‐pleasing) aim.19—

Although the ideas themselves are grounded in reason, so that reflecting on them is accept-
able as “a side business,” they can do real damage to rational religion, if priority is given to 
the theoretical explanations provided by a given historical tradition, so that they become 
“morally transcendent” as well. When it comes to the first parergon, for example, as Kant 
explains in the remainder of this paragraph, appealing to a “supposed inward experience” 
of God’s grace, whereby one claims to possess an immediate awareness of having been made 
good, is likely to arouse an experience of “delirium” that blocks the growth of genuine 
 (morally empowering) religion. Kant elsewhere calls this “delirious mysticism”;20 it—and 
not religious experience in general—is the target of all the negative comments Kant makes 
about mysticism.21

Similarly, as we shall see in the appendices to Parts Two through Four, Kant later argues in 
much more detail: that appealing to an “alleged outer experience” of a miracle is likely to 
replace genuine religious belief with “superstition”; that assuming an inner “illumination” of 
one’s understanding, as if such an experience enabled us to know the “mysteries” of God, is a 
“delusion”; and that “daring” to try “to affect the supernatural” (i.e., to control God) is a sure 

14  See SP‐2000b: §13: a 2LAR is any set of two two‐fold oppositions that are themselves opposite to each other, yield-
ing the logical pattern − −,+−,−+,++.
15  WP and GH have “fanaticism” for Kant’s Schwärmerei; GG has “enthusiasm.” Cf. note 2.101 and Glossary.
16  WP has “surmised” for Kant’s gewähnten; GH has “supposed” and GG “presumed.”
17  Kant’s term, Illuminatism, alludes to the Bavarian Illuminati and their movement; the Illuminati were a secret 
society founded in 1776 by Johann Adam Weishaupt (1748–1830), a prolific author who published several explicit 
attacks on Kant’s philosophy (see Weishaupt 1788a and 1788b). Kant declined to respond to these attacks, viewing 
them as overly polemic.
18  Kant’s Thaumaturgie, meaning “miracle working,” comes from the Greek words θαῦμα (thauma), “miracle,” and 
ἐργάζομαι (ergazomai), “I work.”
19  WP has “aim (an aim pleasing to God)” for Kant’s (gottgefälliger) … Absicht; GH has “purpose … (pleasing to 
God)” and GG “aim (one pleasing to God).” But this obscures the important difference between gefällig (“pleased”) 
and wohlgefällig (“satisfied”); see notes 3.113 and App. III.55; and see Glossary. The context here suggests that Kant 
really does mean pleasing (in the sense of appeasing) God (as if God were plagued with self‐love in the same way 
human beings are), rather than giving rational satisfaction of God’s just demands.
20  See note 0.3, above; see also R 53, CPrR 70–1, 121, 136, CF 46, WOT 145, and EAT 335.
21  For a thoroughgoing discussion of this issue, see PCR ch. X.
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sign that one’s reason has gone astray. None of the four parerga is wrong in itself;22 rather, their 
“disadvantage” is that they cannot be universalized, so they become wrong when we allow them 
into the core of religion. As we shall see, they can and do play a proper role in the outer circle 
of religion, the domain considered in Kant’s second experiment, for they offer myths, symbols, 
and rituals that can “clothe” bare reason. They go wrong only when they become the aim of 
religion, instead of a means to its proper aim; ironically, we cannot satisfy God’s demands 
merely by aiming to “please” God (see note 19 here in App. I).

Although Kant’s account of the first of these four parerga, on the effects of grace, is very 
brief—this being (arguably) the greatest weakness in his exposition of Religion, and clear evi-
dence that Kant himself was not inclined to develop the implications of his theory for a new 
approach to mysticism—the little he does say here helps set the stage for the other three.

53.09–27
But as regards this General Comment to the First Piece of the present treatise in particular, the 
summoning of effects of grace is of the latter kind and cannot, if reason keeps within its bounds, be 
taken up into its maxims, as overall nothing supernatural ˻can˼, because precisely with it all use of 
reason ceases. —For making them theoretically detectable23 by something (that they are ˻effects of˼ 
grace, not inward effects of nature) is impossible, because our use of the concept of cause and 
effect cannot be expanded beyond objects of experience [and] hence beyond nature; the presup-
position of a practical employment of this idea, however, is entirely self‐contradictory. For, as a 
[practical] employment, it would presuppose a rule of what good we ourselves have to do (for a 
certain aim) in order to attain something; but to expect an effect of grace means precisely the 
opposite, namely that the good (the moral /type\24) will be not our deed, but that of another being, 
[and] therefore ˻that˼ we can acquire the effect of grace ⟨sie⟩ by just doing nothing, which is contra-
dictory. Therefore we can concede the effect of grace ⟨sie⟩ as something ungraspable, but cannot 
take it up into our maxim either for theoretical or for practical use.

In order to make constitutive use of a concept, reason must be able to employ it as an element 
(a “maxim” or rule) in one of its two opposing standpoints: the theoretical (which is based on 
cognition of objects) or the practical (which is based on moral volition). The idea of an inward 
experience of divine grace cannot be a theoretical cognition because, as Kant argued at length 
in CPR, “the concept of cause and effect” can be used to produce knowledge only when it is 
applied to empirical objects (i.e., to nature), yet an inward experience of grace would be an 
explicitly supernatural use of causality. Likewise, to interpret such ideas from the practical 
standpoint would be “self‐contradictory,” for the practical standpoint assumes that anything 
relevant to our moral status is self‐chosen, yet the whole idea of an effect of grace is that we are 
passive recipients of a gift from God.

Surprisingly, Kant concludes neither that “effects of grace” are therefore impossible nor that 
the idea that they might actually happen is entirely useless to a rational religion. Rather, his 
point is that, if they happen, we must beware of the temptation of trying to understand them 

22  Indeed, as Martin Moors once suggested to me, the four parerga can be viewed as key aspects of a potential 
Kantian Christology. Although I cannot develop this possibility in detail here, I see it operating as follows: Christians 
experience grace through an inward relationship with Christ; the only non‐negotiable miracle is Jesus’ resurrection; 
the central mystery is that of Christ’s dual (God‐man) nature, as the second person of the Trinity; and all liturgical 
 rituals express the work of the living Christ (prayer is directed to Christ; baptism symbolizes dying with Christ; church 
attendance is participation in the body of Christ; and communion is the symbol of experiencing the body of Christ as 
an inward reality). For a detailed study of Kant’s Christology, see Sala 2000.
23  WP and GG have “cognizable” for Kant’s kennbar (literally “knowable” in the sense of “able to become an object 
of awareness”), but I reserve “cognizable” for erkennbaren; GH has “to define.”
24  WP has “the moral [good]” for Kant’s das Moralische; GH and GG have “the morally good.” See Glossary.
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using either the theoretical or the practical standpoints. Instead, we can “concede the effect of 
grace” only if we view it “as something ungraspable.” The only Kantian justification that would 
allow us to “concede” an idea as rational, even though it is both theoretically and practically 
useless, is for the judicial standpoint to find a proper place for that idea while preserving its 
“ungraspable” status.25 This is precisely what Kant himself did, in R1’s Section V (renamed in 
R2 and presented as if it were a long prelude to this first General Comment), through his 
appeal to the need for “supernatural cooperation” (R 44). Kant’s insistence (see §§3.3–4) that 
we must appeal to something beyond our human nature, if we are to be empowered to over-
come evil, and that we must actually experience its effects even though we cannot understand 
them and even though we must not allow such effects to overrule reason itself, is a perfect 
illustration of what I mean by “Critical mysticism.” As we shall see in the subsequent three 
appendices, Kant’s analysis of each of the three remaining parerga likewise aims to demon-
strate that such  challenges to the bounds of bare reason need not pose a threat to rational reli-
gion, as long as we are careful to interpret the role of religious experience in a way that is 
consistent with Critical principles.

25  A misconception held by many readers (or, more often, nonreaders) of CPR is that, if a concept is useless for the-
oretical reason, it is therefore impossible and must be discarded. Nothing could be further from the message of Critical 
philosophy; rather, a concept that has no proper use from one standpoint often finds its proper home in another. This 
is explicitly the case for the metaphysical ideas of God, freedom, and immortality, whose proper home is the practical 
standpoint. In CJ Kant provides examples of numerous ideas (e.g., beauty, sublimity, and natural purpose) that are 
useless for both theoretical and practical reason yet find an entirely legitimate home in the judicial standpoint. 
Interpreters such as Michalson read such perspectival distinctions as “wobbles,” as if Kant were not sure of what he 
wanted to argue. Kant’s point here is not that he does not know what to do with the parerga, but that they are properly 
regarded as incomprehensible experiences—this being the essence of Critical mysticism.
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1. Untitled introduction: How to distinguish evil from good

Having completed the First Piece’s highly controversial attempt to unveil a set of transcendental 
conditions that account for the reality of human evil, Kant is now ready to begin looking more 
explicitly at his main topic: religion. What makes religion not only possible but necessary for a 
meaningful human life is the fact that human nature is meant for good but ends up being 
mired in evil. Religion’s task is to solve this problem. It must appeal to some historical tradition 
in order to do so because, as we saw in §3.4, bare reason’s religion is unable to provide adequate 
motivational power on its own. We might portray reason as “bumping its head” on the inexo-
rable limits of necessary ignorance when it attempts to answer the two questions: Where does 
moral evil come from? and How can we overcome its powerful influence on us? Having shown 
in the First Piece that reason can give no more than a formal answer to the first question, one 
that threatens to destroy the very fabric of meaning woven into human existence by reason, 
Kant aims to answer the second question in the Second Piece, under the heading:

57.01–03
{57} Second Piece

On the Struggle of the Good with the Evil Principle  
for Dominion over the Human Being

Here in §4.1 I shall comment on the untitled introduction to the Second Piece, which begins 
by contrasting the ancient Stoic notion of virtue with Kant’s own, more enlightened version, as 
both notions relate to the issue of how the “germ of the good” in human nature can be nurtured 
in spite of evil’s active hindrance.

57.04–17
That in order to become a morally good human being it is not enough merely to let the germ of 
the good1 that resides in our genus develop unhindered, but that a cause of evil located within us 

The Personified Idea of the  
Good Principle

Introduction and Section One,  
Subsections A and B (R 57–66)

4

1 GG has an unfortunate misprint here, rendering Kant’s Guten as “god.”
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[and] acting in opposition must also be combated—this was indicated ⟨zu erkennen gegeben⟩, 
among all the ancient moralists, above all by the Stoics through their watchword virtue, which (in 
Greek as well as in Latin) designates courage and bravery2 and therefore presupposes an enemy. In 
this regard the name virtue is a glorious name, and [[the fact]] that it has often been boastfully 
misused and (as has lately the word enlightenment)3 ridiculed can do it no harm. —For to challenge 
[people’s] courage is half as much already as to instill it, whereas the lazy and timid4 way of 
thinking (in ethics and religion), [which] entirely mistrusts itself and waits for outside help, 
relaxes all the powers of the human being and makes him unworthy of this help itself.

Up to this point Kant appears to be affirming the Stoics’ view of virtue as entailing courage in the 
presence of “an enemy.” In line with Stoic philosophy, he derides those who see virtue solely in 
passive terms, whether they be contemporary philosophers who, ignoring the gravity of evil, mis-
understand what the hard work of enlightenment requires or theologians who, assuming that evil 
totally incapacitates a person’s potential to obey the moral law, promote weakness and mistrust of 
human effort.5 Encouraging laziness or a cowardly mind‐set, if not both, such approaches render a 
person unfit to receive whatever divine assistance may be available. By contrast, upholding the mere 
demand for hard work already instills in a person a substantial degree of much needed courage.

The second paragraph clarifies how the Stoics, though admirably courageous in their moral 
discipline, misinterpreted the nature of the conflict between good and evil.

57.18–25
Those valiant men did, however, fail to recognize their enemy, who is not to be sought in the 

natural inclinations—[which] merely lack discipline ⟨undisciplinirten⟩ but [which] exhibit them-
selves openly to everyone’s consciousness, undisguised6—but ˻is˼, as it were, an invisible enemy, 
who hides behind reason and therefore is all the more dangerous. They mustered ⟨boten … auf⟩ 
wisdom against folly, which merely through carelessness7 allows itself to be deceived8 by inclina-
tions, instead of exclaiming9 it against malice (of the human heart), which covertly undermines 
one’s conviction with soul‐corrupting precepts.*

Kant’s reference to the Stoics is not meant to be historically accurate scholarship, so it is not 
crucial to decide whether the Stoics actually viewed the pleasures of inclination as “their 
enemy.” Kant merely uses them as a sounding board in order to highlight his own view, already 

2 WP 62n adds this helpful explanation (transliteration altered): “Greek ἀνδρεία or ἀνδρότης (andreia, androtēs)—
rather than ἀρετή (aretē)—are derived from ἀνήρ (anēr), ‘man,’ and basically mean ‘manliness,’ hence ‘courage,’ 
‘bravery.’ The same applies to Latin virtus, which is derived from vir, ‘man.’”
3 GH and GG capitalize this word; but I follow WP 62n in assuming that Kant is referring here to the general concept 
(as much as to the movement that went by that name). In any case, this parenthetical remark demonstrates Kant’s 
awareness that by the early 1790s the Enlightenment was waning.
4 Following GG for Kant’s kleinmüthige; WP has “fainthearted” and GH “pusillanimous.”
5 Kant’s general aim throughout Religion—to challenge both liberal philosophers and conservative theologians of his 
day (see §4.2 below)—accounts for the fact that, as Michalson (1990: 40) points out, the book was not well received by 
either group among his contemporaries. Whereas Michalson views this “wobbling” as a fundamental “instability” in 
Kant’s position, I take it is as an indispensable feature of any approach that is to be genuinely Critical (see PCR §II.1): 
Kant’s attempt to strike a middle road between the two extremes favored by his contemporaries is a key strength of his 
position. For an excellent survey of the views espoused by Kant’s contemporaries, see di Giovanni 2005—though his 
view of Kant’s own theory of religion leaves much to be desired (see SP‐2010c).
6 WP has “without disguise” for Kant’s unverhohlen, placing it before “exhibit”; GG has “unconcealed,” while GH 
omits this word.
7 WP and GH have “through mere carelessness” for Kant’s bloß unvorsichtig (literally “merely carelessly”); GG has 
“merely because of carelessness.”
8 Following GH and GG for Kant’s täuschen; WP has “deluded.”
9 WP, GG, and GH have “summoning” for Kant’s aufzurufen.
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fully defended in the First Piece, that the real enemy of moral goodness is far less tangible than 
are the products of inclination; for it is hidden in the depths of human reason. Our battle 
should be waged not against the flesh, not against temporal desires, but against the spirit, the 
rational propensity that whispers in our heart’s ear principles that would destroy our character 
by miring it in an evil will.10

The long footnote Kant appends to the closing sentence of this paragraph examines more 
fully the error allegedly made by the Stoics—or by anyone who sees evil as being grounded in 
our embodied state (i.e., in what Kant calls our “inclinations”).

57n.26–27, 58n.15–21
*These philosophers took their universal moral principle from the dignity of human nature, from 

freedom (as independence from the potency11 {58} of the inclinations); nor could they have laid at 
the basis a better and nobler one.12 The moral laws they now drew immediately from reason, which 
in this way was legislative alone and was commanding through these laws ⟨sie⟩ absolutely; and thus 
everything was indicated13 quite correctly—objectively, as concerns the rule, and also subjectively, 
as regards the incentive, if one attributes to the human being an uncorrupted will to take up these 
laws unobjectionably14 into his maxims. But precisely in this latter presupposition lay the mistake.

The Stoics were right to ground the objectivity of ethics in the dignity that arises out of the 
moral law and in the capacity it gives us to make free choices, choices that are subjectively 
determined by self‐chosen rational principles rather than by inclinations that arise out of our 
embodied nature. The problem with Stoicism is its assumption that the human will remains 
uncorrupted, unchallenged by any competing principle that would interrupt a person’s inten-
tion to act on good maxims—a point the importance of which Kant had emphasized (without 
mentioning the Stoics by name) in R 22n.

Kant emphasizes the seriousness of this fault in Stoic ethics by reminding us that, even from 
the time of our very first conscious choice, we (children and adults alike) are aware of a deep 
lack of moral integrity, that we are not beings who answer to a single moral principle but 
beings mired in a struggle.

58n.21–31
For, no matter how early we may direct our attention to our morals state, we find that the situation 
with it15 is no longer that of res integra,16 but that we must start by driving the evil, which has 

10 Kant might have been alluding here to Eph. 6: 12, since he quotes directly from this verse at the end of this intro-
ductory section (see below, note 4.34). On the scholarly debate over whether or not Kant is inconsistent by sometimes 
denying and sometimes affirming that our inclinations are to blame for moral evil, see Baxley 2003.
11 WP, GG, and GH have “power” for Kant’s Macht. See Glossary.
12 Here and throughout this footnote Kant appears to be clarifying the interpretation of Stoicism he had presented in 
CPrR 112 (cf. 126–7), which had been criticized as inaccurate by an anonymous book reviewer (see WP 63n).
13 WP has “stated” for Kant’s angegeben; GH has “defined” and GG “apportioned.”
14 WP, GG, and GH have “unhesitatingly” for Kant’s unbedenklich. See note 0.147. As Kant pointed out in GMM 405, 
human beings experience “a powerful counterweight to all the commands of duty,” which causes us, as it were, to think twice 
before obeying the moral law. His point here in Religion is that only an uncorrupted will could make moral choices without 
considering the objections raised by self‐love. Indeed, Muchnik goes so far as to identify self‐love with “empirical practical 
reason” (MTE 16), thus suggesting that a being who does not experience self‐love would not be an “empirical” being.
15 Following WP for Kant’s mit ihm es (literally “with it/him, it”); GH and GG have “this state.” While it is most 
natural to read ihm and es as both referring to the closest eligible referent, “our moral state,” another option (though 
unlikely) is that ihm refers to dem Menschen (“the human being”), mentioned four lines earlier. The phrase would then 
read “we find that with the /human being\ it.”
16 “A complete/intact/untouched thing” in Latin: integer is an adjective formed (with a privative suffix) on the same 
root as the verb tangere, “to touch.”
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already taken its place (though it would not have been able to do so without our taking it up into 
our maxims), away from its possession; i.e., ˻we find that˼ the first true good that the human being 
can do is to start from the evil that is to be sought not in the inclinations but in the perverted 
maxim and therefore in freedom itself. The inclinations ⟨Jene⟩ only make it more difficult to carry out 
the opposite good maxim; the actual evil, however, consists in ⟨darin: daß⟩ one’s not willing to resist 
those inclinations when they incite transgression, and this conviction is actually the true enemy.

Kant thinks that our first awareness of making a moral choice already assumes the presence of 
evil, an evil propensity we have freely chosen to obey; that is, every person’s first conscious moral 
choice is evil.17 In the earliest stage of personal development a child (or an undeveloped, child‐
like person) might make good choices merely because he or she is not aware of any inward 
potential for transgressing the moral law; yet such “good” acts have no moral worth, for they 
are grounded merely in nonopposition to the status quo. By contrast, once a person has com-
mitted an evil act and has thereby awakened consciousness of a moral struggle, an opportunity 
for genuine virtue becomes possible.18 The Stoics, according to Kant, blamed inclinations too 
hastily; for the latter are not evil in themselves, and thus do not always need to be denied. What 
is evil is the “conviction,” the inner state whereby a person stands convinced (though perhaps 
only unconsciously) that following inclinations is preferable to obeying the moral law.19

Having warned against treating inclinations as positively evil, Kant now concedes that they 
do have a generally negative status, but only as “opponents … of precepts.”

58n.31–40
The inclinations are opponents only of precepts generally (whether these be good or evil), and to 
this extent that noble‐minded [Stoic] principle of morality is advantageous as a preparatory 
exercise (discipline of the inclinations generally) for making the subject tractable through 
precepts. But insofar as the precepts ⟨es⟩ ought to be specifically precepts of morals– good and 
nonetheless [those used] as [one’s] maxim are not, [we] must ⟨so muß noch⟩ presuppose in the 
subject a further opponent of them, with which /precepts\ virtue has to survive the struggle;20 
without this /opponent\ ⟨welchen⟩ all virtues would be, not indeed, as that Church Father claims, 
splendid vices,21 but still splendid miseries,22 for although through them the insurrection is repeat-
edly quelled, the insurgent himself is never vanquished and eradicated.

17 This idea, presented here as a seed, was later nurtured and developed into a full‐fledged theory by Schelling. See 
note 2.148 for details.
18 In MM 440 Kant describes virtue “as a struggle against the influence of the evil principle in a human being.” It is 
the attempt to do good in the face of an evil alternative. The word “struggle” in the title of the Second Piece therefore 
signals that the focus here will be on how human beings can become virtuous. The uniquely religious element that will 
emerge as we proceed is the need to adopt a holy conviction (see note 4.56 below).
19 My interpretive assumption, that Kant’s references to hidden or noumenal choice might refer to something similar 
to what we today call unconscious motivation, gives rise to the question whether we would be responsible for our act 
if it were motivated by a “choice” we made only unconsciously. I take this to be the essence of Kant’s theory of “frailty”—
that sometimes we do evil even when we are consciously trying to do good—and Kant definitely regards us as respon-
sible for evil behavior that arises out of our frailty. Moreover, most modern legal systems also hold people responsible 
for such deeds, though usually less responsible than for the evil that has been chosen consciously (i.e., “wickedness”).
20 WP has “in the struggle with which virtue has to hold its own” for Kant’s mit dem die Tugend den Kampf zu beste-
hen hat; GH has “with whom virtue must join combat” and GG “in the struggle with which virtue must hold its own.” 
None of these options properly identifies the referent of the plural, dem: the precepts that enable virtue to combat the 
evil maxims that naturally infect a person whose conviction is still controlled by self‐love.
21 St. Augustine of Hippo is commonly regarded as having used this phrase in reference to Roman “virtues,” though 
the phrase vitia splendida does not appear in his City of God (GW 502; cited in WP 64n, GG 460n, and GH 51n). For a 
thorough discussion of the topic, see Herdt 2008: ch. 2.
22 WP has the literal but awkward “paltrinesses” for Kant’s Armseligkeiten; GH and GG have “frailties,” but this gives 
the wrong impression, as if Kant were referring to one of the three levels of the propensity to evil (see §2.1).
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Moral precepts can be good or evil, but they must be rational; inclinations are not rational, but 
rooted in our nonrational (embodied) nature. The Stoic principle of disciplining the inclina-
tions is helpful only insofar as it frees a person to follow precepts of practical reason if one 
chooses to be guided by the good principle. The problem with Stoicism, Kant argues, is that it 
makes no effort to work out what specific precepts will promote positive goodness in human 
behavior. Locating evil in the inclinations has the effect of blinding us to the reality of the 
evil propensity in human nature. If we had no evil propensity, then acting on the basis of our 
inclinations would constitute not vice, but a paradoxically “splendid” (because innocent) 
misery—presumably because we would be at the mercy of our inclinations if reason could not 
counteract them by opposing the rational principle that gives them dominance. The Stoic 
approach might keep our inner “insurgent” (i.e., our evil propensity) quiet for awhile, but it 
will never enable us finally to conquer or exterminate the root principle of evil.

Having explained in the footnote where Stoicism goes wrong, Kant resumes his argument in 
the main text by emphasizing that our inclinations are not evil at all, but good opponents of 
reason.

58.01–14
{58} Natural inclinations, considered in themselves, are good, i.e., irreprehensible; and not only is 

it futile, but it would also be harmful and censurable to want to eradicate them. Rather, one must 
only tame them, so that they do not themselves wear one another out but instead can be brought 
to consonance in a whole called happiness. The reason, however, that accomplishes this is called 
prudence. Only the moral–unlawful is in itself ⟨an sich selbst⟩ evil, absolutely reprehensible, and 
must be eradicated; but the reason that teaches this, and even more so if it also puts it into prac-
tice,23 alone deserves the name of wisdom, in comparison with which vice may indeed also be 
called folly, but only when reason feels within itself sufficient strength in order to despise it (and all 
inducements to it), and24 not merely to hate it as a being25 to be feared, and to arm itself against it.

Conquering evil is what religion is (or should be) all about; but to interpret this goal as 
requiring us to deny our own natural inclinations is a gross error, both “harmful and cen-
surable.” The wild animal that lives within each of us should be tamed, not imprisoned or 
killed, and this can be done only if we prudently acknowledge the worth of our often self‐
contradictory inclinations by attempting to bring them into “consonance” with practical 
reason; only in this way can a person hope to restore personal integrity “in a whole called 
happiness.” Wisdom is the ability to discern (in both word and deed, teaching and practice) 
which inclinations, if acted upon, would prevent us from following the moral law, thus result-
ing in evil conduct. By contrast, folly is not only the refusal “to hate” vice (by fearing all 
inclinations as if they came from the devil; see note 4.25) but also, more importantly, the 
refusal “to despise” vice (by actively arming oneself against any temptations that may lead to 
an evil choice).

23 Kant’s ins Werk richtet literally means reason “gives [prudence] direction in action” or “is judgmental about 
[prudence] in action” (see Glossary). In other words, wisdom is prudence put to work. GMM 416 defines prudence as 
“skill in the choice of means to one’s own greatest well‐being,” which can be immoral but might instead be amoral, or 
even a useful supplement to pure moral motivation—as when knowledge of the way the world works gives a person 
“skill in influencing others,” or when self‐knowledge provides “insight to unite all these purposes” harmoniously 
(GMM 417n; see also 402 and CPrR 20–1, 36–7), both of which can serve the good as well as the evil. I argue in 
SP‐2014e that this duality is precisely what informs Kant’s view of historical faith as potentially serving the dominion 
of either good or evil.
24 WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s und.
25 WP has “an entity” for Kant’s Wesen; GH and GG have “something.” Kant seems to be alluding here to fear of 
the devil.
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In a paragraph that reiterates some key points expressed in the foregoing footnote, Kant 
continues his argument that the Stoic approach to moral struggle is grossly deficient because it 
keeps reason largely in the dark.

59.01–15
{59} Hence when the Stoic thought of ⟨dachte⟩ the moral struggle of the human being as merely 

a struggle with his (in themselves innocent) inclinations, insofar as they must be overcome as 
obstacles to compliance with his duty, he could—because he adopted26 no special positive (in itself 
evil) principle—posit the cause of the transgression only in the omission to combat these /inclina-
tions\ ⟨jene⟩. However, since this omission is itself contrary to duty (a transgression), rather than 
a bare defect of nature, and its cause cannot now (without explaining in a circle) in turn be sought 
in the inclinations, but only in that which determines volition as free volition (in the inward first 
basis of the maxims that are in collusion27 with the inclinations), one can readily grasp how philos-
ophers to whom a basis of explanation that remains forever shrouded in murkiness*28 and, 
although inescapable, is nevertheless unwelcome, could fail to cognize29 the actual opponent of 
the good—with which /inclinations\ they believed they [were] surviving the struggle.30

Kant is taking great pains to combat the tendency to associate evil with human inclination, 
whereby evil is viewed merely negatively, as a privation of good. Instead, evil must be rooted in 
a positive rational principle that directly challenges the dominion of the human predisposition 
to good;31 animal inclinations are actually part of this good, as we saw in §0.4, provided that we 
do not allow them to determine the will. The Stoic error is serious, for it rests on circular 
reasoning: we cannot answer the moral question (Why do inclinations cause us to neglect the 
moral law?) simply by saying that these inclinations (“shrouded” as they are in the “murkiness” 
of our physical nature) cause us to do so! The only substantive answer is to view evil as rooted 
in human reason—the evil propensity being, as it were, an angel of light who in this case 
deceives us about the very nature of moral choice.

The footnote attached to Kant’s symbolically significant claim that our inclinations are 
 perpetually “shrouded in murkiness” emphasizes yet again that the basis of evil must be traced 
to our rationality, not to our sensibility.

59n.26–38
*It is a quite customary presupposition of moral philosophy that the existence of morals–evil in 

the human being can be figured out quite easily, namely from the potency of the incentives of 
sensibility on the one hand, and from the impotence ⟨Ohnmacht⟩ of the incentive of reason 

26 WP has “assumed” for Kant’s annimmt; GH has “admitted” and GG “did assume.” As WP 64n points out, Kant uses 
the present tense, but changing to the past tense here makes for smoother reading.
27 WP has “in concert” for Kant’s im Einverständnisse (literally “in consent”); GH has “accord” (taking it together 
with sind, “are”) and GG “in accordance.”
28 WP has “obscurity” for Kant’s Dunkel (literally “dark”); GH and GG have “darkness.” But I reserve these words for 
Kant’s Dunkelheit and Finsterniß, respectively.
29 WP has “fail to recognize” for Kant’s verkennen; GG and GH have “mistake.” This term is closely related to his 
technical term erkennen (see note 7.14).
30 WP has “in the struggle with whom they believed they were holding their own” for Kant’s mit dem sie den Kampf 
zu bestehen glaubten; GH has “with whom they believed they had to carry on a conflict” and GG “with whom they 
believed they had to stand in combat.” Here as previously (see note 4.20 above), the translators read Kant’s plural dem 
as if it had a singular referent (the “opponent”). This whole concluding phrase would read more smoothly if placed 
between “inclinations” and “but”; however, it would then be unclear that the referent of “they” is “philosophers to 
whom …”
31 In CPR Kant clarifies, along similar (though nonmoral) lines (A293/B350), “that the senses do not err … not 
because they always judge correctly but because they do not judge at all.”
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(respect for the law) on the other hand, i.e., from weakness. But then the morals–good in him 
(in his moral predisposition) would have to be [capable of being] figured out even more easily; for 
[that] the one should be graspable without the other is quite unthinkable. However, the capacity of 
reason to become, through the bare idea of a law, master over all incentives striving against [it] is 
absolutely inexplicable; hence it is also ungraspable how the ˻incentives˼ of sensibility can become 
master over a reason /that\ commands with such a standing. For, if all the world proceeded in 
accordance with the prescription of the law, then one would say that everything happened 
according to the natural order, and it would not occur to anyone even to inquire after the cause.

The most common way of explaining the nature of “moral–evil” is that it occurs when the 
temptations arising from our embodied nature are stronger than a person’s rational commitment 
to be good. Kant rejects this account for a reason he has not previously given: if evil were this 
simple to figure out, then explaining its opposite—the good predisposition—should be at least 
as easy. But, Kant argues, the presence of the moral law within us is more than just difficult to 
grasp: it is impossible to grasp! An embodied being simply cannot grasp how a “bare idea” 
could be more powerful than all of the incentives of self‐love. Yet we know, from the ought‐
implies‐can principle (not explicitly mentioned in this footnote), that an idea can have such an 
effect. Kant’s new argument, then, is that, if moral goodness is essentially mysterious, then 
the same must be true of moral evil; therefore, instead of blaming our bodies for evil, it fits the 
human situation far more accurately if we attribute evil to a mysterious source, as Kant has done 
in the First Piece, through his theory of the evil propensity. Of course, if everyone naturally 
obeyed the moral law all the time, then such a question would not even arise: people would not 
ask what causes us to be good if nobody ever acted in an evil way.

Given Kant’s foregoing allusions to Satan (e.g., in R 40n as the “prince of this world” who 
parades as an angel of light) and his claim that such biblical imagery “agrees quite well with” 
his own theory of the evil propensity (41.32), we should not be surprised to find that, following 
his symbolic reference to human inclinations as being “shrouded in murkiness” (because they 
are rooted in our animality), he again refers explicitly to this biblical figure.

59.16–25, 60.01–03
Hence it should not seem strange if an apostle presents this invisible enemy, corruptor of 

precepts—[who is] detectable only through his effects32 upon us—as outside us, and, moreover, as 
an evil spirit: “We have to struggle not with flesh and blood (the natural inclinations) but with 
princes and dominators33—with evil spirits.”34 This expression seems to be intended not to expand 
our cognition beyond the world of sense, but only to make vivid,35 for practical use, the concept of 
what is unfathomable ⟨Unergründlichen⟩ to us. For, incidentally,36 for the sake of that /practical 
use\ ⟨des letztern⟩, it is all the same to us whether we posit the seducer merely within ourselves or 
also outside us {60}, because guilt applies to us no less in the latter case than in the former; for we 
would not be seduced by him if we were not in secret collusion with him.*—

32 Following GG for Kant’s Wirkungen; WP has “effect” and GH “operations.”
33 WP has “princes and potentates” for Kant’s Fürsten und Gewaltigen; GH and GG have “powers and principalities” 
(cf. note 4.34 immediately below).
34 Kant is quoting selectively from Eph. 6: 12: “For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, 
against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly 
realms.” Unlike traditional English translations of this verse, such as that of the KJV (which has “principalities and 
powers”—the translation used by GH and GG), LB takes Paul to be referring to human power mongers (“princes and 
dominators”) who cooperate with the spiritual forces of evil. Kant is following Luther’s translation, not the KJV!
35 WP and GG have “intuitive” for Kant’s anschaulich; GH has “clear.”
36 WP has “For otherwise” for Kant’s denn übrigens; GH has “moreover” and GG “at any rate.”
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While most of this introductory section was devoted to explaining why the account of evil 
given by Stoic philosophy is on the wrong track, Kant ends by reminding us why he thinks 
 biblical symbolism is on the right track. He interprets “evil spirit” as a symbolic way of 
 expressing the ineffability of a foreign power—a power that can have “dominion” (the term 
used in the title of the Second Piece) over the human will even though it is neither part of the 
human predisposition nor grounded in the “flesh and blood” of our natural inclinations. 
Depicting the evil propensity as a spirit is just as useful a practical symbol if we regard this 
spirit as an external seducer (i.e., as Satan) as it is if we regard it as a merely internal spiritual 
force. For in either case, Kant insists, this spirit could not influence us if we had not already 
chosen to listen to it as if it were a secret partner, demanding control over our will.

In the footnote attached to the last sentence in the foregoing passage—which is the penulti-
mate sentence of this introduction’s closing paragraph—Kant illustrates how such symbolism 
works by referring to the specifically Christian symbols of heaven and hell.

60n.22–35
*It is a peculiarity of Christian ethics to present morals–good as differing from morals–evil not as 

heaven from earth, but as heaven from hell, a presentation that, although graphic37 and, as such, 
shocking, is nonetheless philosophically correct according to its sense. —For it serves to prevent 
one from thinking of good and evil, the kingdom of light and the kingdom of darkness, as bordering 
on each other and as fading ⟨sich … verlierend⟩ into each other by gradual steps (of greater and 
lesser brightness); rather, [they] are to be presented [as] separated from each other by an immeasur-
able chasm.38 The complete difference in kind between the precepts with which one can be a subject 
⟨Unterthan⟩ under [[the rule of]] one or the other of these two kingdoms, and also the danger 
linked with imagining a close kinship in the properties that qualify [someone] for one or the other, 
justify this way of presenting, which, despite the horrible element it contains, is also very sublime.

Although depictions of hell’s horrors can be quite “shocking,” Kant boldly asserts that the 
rational meaning behind such symbolism is correct, if assessed solely for its compatibility with 
bare reason’s own picture of the formal relationship between the principles of good and evil. 
Religious symbolism contrasting heaven with earth corresponds to the Stoic theory that the 
physical body and its inclinations are the source of moral evil. This suggests that the change 
from evil to good may occur through a series of gradual steps. Kant thinks that the symbolic 
contrast between heaven and hell is superior, because it vividly conveys the unbridgeable 
rational gulf between good and evil. Such descriptions of the contrast between these two 
realms have a “very sublime” practical effect, emphasizing, as we shall see in what follows, the 
need to experience a radical conversion, not just a gradual reform in one’s morals.

After the footnote in the main text, Kant concludes the last paragraph with a simple preview 
of what is to come:

60.03–04
Let us divide this entire contemplation into two sections.

The first of these sections, focusing more on Kant’s first experiment, sets forth the necessary 
conditions for the second stage of his system of rational religion, while the second section 
focuses more on the second experiment by assessing how well the relevant portions of Christian 
theology correspond to the theory defended in Section One. As the former constitutes the more 
important set of arguments for the success of Kant’s overall project and is far more widely 

37 Following WP for Kant’s bildlich; GH and GG have the more literal “figurative,” but, unlike “figurative,” bildlich can 
also connote an explicit depiction of something horrific, just as “graphic” does in this usage.
38 WP omits Kant’s sondern durch eine unermeßliche Kluft von einander getrennt vorgestellt werde. Kant has nicht (“not”) 
before the first als (“as”) in this sentence but all the translators omit it, as it would create an unintended double negative.
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discussed in the secondary literature, I shall divide it into two parts, discussing it both in this 
chapter and in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 will then comment on Section Two of the Second Piece.

2. Section One, A: The archetype of perfection as a divine gift

Section One of the Second Piece is divided into three subsections, labeled A, B, and C. 
Subsection A is relatively brief and will be considered here. Subsection B is longer and deals 
with several distinct issues, so I shall comment on it in the next two sections (§4.3 and §4.4). 
Subsection C is longer than the first two taken together and deals with a set of clearly discern-
ible theological issues. I shall therefore devote the whole of Chapter 5 to commenting on that 
portion of Section One after I deal with A and B here in the remainder of Chapter 4.

The headings of the two sections employ identical wording, except that “Good” in Section 
One is replaced by “Evil” in the Section Two heading (cf. R 78.03–06; page 215 below).

60.05–07
section one

on the legal claim of the good principle  
to dominion over the human being

The occurrence of “legal” in these section titles suggests Kant’s intention to consider the 
struggle between the good and evil principles from two perspectives, as if he (or perhaps we, 
the readers) were acting as judge in a trial that assessed which principle has “dominion.” As 
explained at the beginning of CPR’s Transcendental Deduction, legal “claims” concern “the 
question regarding what is legal (quid iuris),” in contrast to “the question concerning fact (quid 
facti)” (A84/ B116–7); both types of claim require proof, but only a “legal claim” requires a 
deduction. As we saw in §4.1, Kant regards good and evil as equal and opposite rational prin-
ciples, so the point of the section headings is that each principle deserves a fair hearing, in any 
attempt to deduce whether good or evil are entitled to control human beings. However, his 
actual treatment of the two principles ends up being quite different: in considering the first 
principle, he emphasizes bare reason and thus contributes more to his first experiment, while 
his way of considering the second principle emphasizes Christian symbolism and corresponds 
more to his second experiment—this being his standard way of weaving the two experiments 
throughout his text (see Introduction §4).

Subsection A begins with a paragraph that quotes from at least five biblical texts in quick 
succession to assert that the idea of perfect humanity is a necessary requirement for the moral 
reformation of human beings.

60.08–21, 61.01–02
A. [The] Personified Idea of the Good Principle

That which alone can make a world the object of divine decree and the purpose of creation is 
humanity (the rational world–being ⟨Weltwesen⟩ generally) in its complete moral perfection; in the 
will of the highest39 being, the immediate consequence of this /perfection of humanity\, as supreme 
⟨oberster⟩ condition, is happiness. —This human being, alone satisfactory to God, “is in God 
⟨ihm⟩ from eternity”;40 the idea of him ⟨desselben⟩ emanates from God’s essence ⟨seinem Wesen⟩; 

39 Following GG for Kant’s höchsten; WP and GH have “supreme,” but I reserve “supreme” for oberste-.
40 WP 66n traces the source of Kant’s quotation to Hab. 1: 12a: “lord, are you not from everlasting? My God, my 
Holy One, you will never die”—an impression enhanced by the fact that LB reads the latter phrase as laß uns nicht 
sterben (“let us not die”). But this passage does not refer to anyone being in God. A more likely source is Jn. 1: 2, which, 
referring to Jesus as the “Word,” says: “He was with God in the beginning.” Or 1 Jn. 1: 2b: “and we proclaim to you the 
eternal life, which was with the Father and has appeared to us.” Cf. Jn. 3: 15. Obviously quoting from memory, Kant 
ended up, as usual, with a paraphrase.
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he is to that extent not a created thing but God’s ⟨sein⟩ only begotten Son,41 “the Word (the 
Become!)42 through which all other things are, and without which nothing exists that has been 
made”43 (since for its ˻sake˼, i.e., for the sake of the rational being in the world, as this being ⟨es⟩ 
can be thought according to its moral predetermination, everything has been made). —“He is the 
reflection44 of God’s glory.”45 “In him God loved the world,”46 and only in him and by adopting {61} 
his convictions can we hope “to become children of God”;47 etc.

The ultimate end or “purpose of creation” is a theme Kant had examined in CJ (especially §84) 
and throughout his writings (see Insole 2013); summarizing that argument, he reminds the 
reader that this purpose can be nothing but “complete moral perfection” on the part of all 
beings who possess both reason and sensible (embodied) existence—that is, of “humanity” as 
standing at the crossroads between divine “personality” and brute “animality” (see §2.1 above). 
Kant calls perfection “a supreme condition” for “a divine decree” to impart happiness to human 
beings.48 The Bible’s claim that this perfect humanity (i.e., Christ, God’s “Word”) is in the 
 highest being “from eternity” (see note 4.40 above) means that God’s nature necessarily 
includes this idea (i.e., the command that we too must be on the path to become perfect), to the 
extent that its realization constitutes the “moral predetermination” of all human beings and the 
ultimate reason “everything has been made” (cf. note 4.43). In the symbolism of Hebrews 1: 3, 
this idea of perfection is depicted as the “radiance” that reflects the otherwise hidden “glory” 
of God. He (for Kant uses a personal pronoun to denote this “personified idea”) is the vehicle 
of God’s love for the world (cf. note 4.46). In the circumstances, the only hope we have of 
becoming “children of God” (cf. note 4.47) is to adopt as our own the convictions exemplified 
by this ideal person.

41 Jn. 3: 16: “For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not 
perish but have eternal life.” Cf. 1 Jn. 4: 9–10 (see note 4.46 below).
42 WP has “the Let it be so!” for Kant’s das Werde!, but the context requires Kant’s meaning to be conveyed with only 
a single word; GH and GG therefore use the Latin “the Fiat!” (I remove the italics, as the exclamation is not emphasized 
in R1, R2, or Ak.) As WP 66n suggests, Kant may be alluding to Gen. 1: 3b, where LB has Es werde Licht! (“Let there be 
light!”). However, when John’s Gospel offers its new angle on the creation story, the focus of the language (especially 
Jn. 1: 9–11) is on Jesus’ coming (the advent). Translating Kant’s term literally therefore makes good sense, especially in 
light of the emphasis Kant is about to place on becoming good, not only here in Section One of the Second Piece but 
throughout the remainder of Religion. Just as the human being is “led by his instincts, until finally he feels his humanity, 
and in order to prove his freedom, he falls. Now he no longer is an animal, but he has become an animal” (LPT 1078), 
so we, in order to become persons, must reverse this conviction in order to give priority to the external and develop an 
inward conviction. Kant’s account of how the three classes of the predisposition to good should influence the process 
of moral education foreshadows Maslow’s influential theory of the “hierarchy of needs”: animality gives rise to our 
physical needs for food, safety, and the like; humanity gives rise to our social needs for love, recognition, and the like; 
and personality gives rise to the ultimate need for self‐actualization.
43 Jn. 1: 1a, 3: “In the beginning was the Word … Through him all things were made; without him nothing was made 
that has been made.”
44 Kant’s Abglanz is a (probably accidental) paraphrase of the word Glanz (“brightness” or “radiance”), as it appears 
in Luther’s version of the passage Kant is quoting (see note 4.45 next).
45 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Herrlichkeit; WP has “splendor.” Kant is paraphrasing Heb. 1: 3a: “The Son is the 
radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of his being, sustaining all things by his powerful word.”
46 1 Jn. 4: 9–10: “This is how God showed his love among us: He sent his one and only Son into the world that we 
might live through him. This is love: not that we loved God, but that he loved us and sent his Son as an atoning 
sacrifice for our sins.” Cf. Jn. 3: 16 (see note 4.41 above).
47 Jn. 1: 12–13: “Yet to all who did receive him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the right to become chil-
dren of God—children born not of natural descent, nor of human decision or a husband’s will, but born of God.”
48 Despite common assumptions to the contrary, Kant does not believe that we can live a meaningful life without 
being happy. Rather, he views human happiness as the supreme goal of creation. His argument, here and elsewhere 
(see Ch. 3.3), is that happiness is only worth having (and we are only worthy of having it) when we have not denied the 
moral law in order to achieve it.
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Even though the evil propensity in human nature weighs us down, tending to prevent us 
from achieving such lofty ideals, this personified idea serves as an “archetype” that “can give us 
power” to “elevate ourselves” in fulfilling our duty to become good again.

61.03–15
Now, to elevate ourselves to this ideal of moral perfection, i.e., to the archetype49 of morals 

conviction in all its integrity,50 is a universal human duty; and this idea itself, which reason puts 
before us for emulation, can give us power for this. However, precisely because we are not the idea’s 
⟨von ihr⟩ authors but it has taken its place in the human being without our grasping how human 
nature could have been so much as receptive to it, one can do better by saying that this archetype 
has come down to us from heaven, that it has assumed humanity (for it is not equally possible to 
envision how the human being, evil by nature, would on his own cast off evil and elevate himself to 
the ideal of holiness, as it is that this /ideal\ ⟨das Letztere⟩ would assume humanity—which by itself 
is not evil—and lower itself to it).51

Given that human beings are by nature evil (an assumption whose necessity Kant proved in 
the First Piece), the idea of a perfect humanity must come from a source outside of us. (Our 
good predisposition on its own cannot constitute such perfection, because it establishes only 
our potential to be good, not any actual goodness.) How we can even recognize this idea, 
much less be receptive to it, remains incomprehensible to bare reason; biblical imagery 
appropriately symbolizes this mystery by suggesting that “this archetype has come down to 
us from heaven” and “assumed humanity” (cf. note 4.51). This symbol is appropriate because 
reason can conceive of a holy God who takes on humanity without being corrupted by the 
propensity to evil more easily than of an evil human being who raises herself or himself up 
to the level of godly perfection. Strictly speaking, we do not know where the idea of perfect 
humanity came from; yet the most effective way to employ it as a tool to empower ourselves 
to “do better” is to admit that “we are not the idea’s authors,” but that the archetype is better 
conceived of as a divine gift.

The paragraph continues by explaining how the biblical symbolism describing the incarna-
tion of Christ52 provides bare reason with a plausible way of understanding what would other-
wise remain utterly mysterious.

49 Following WP and GH for Kant’s Urbild; GG has “prototype,” which makes the literature on this topic somewhat 
confusing, given that WP and GH use “prototype” for Vorbild. Cf. note 4.64 below.
50 WP, GG, and GH have “purity” for Kant’s Lauterkeit; cf. note 2.16 above.
51 Jn. 1: 14a: “The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us.” Kant also seems to be thinking of Phil. 2: 
6–8, where Paul encourages believers to adopt the “mindset” (v. 5) of “Christ Jesus”: “Who, being in very nature God, 
did not consider equality with God something to be used to his own advantage; rather, he made himself nothing by 
taking the very nature of a servant, being made in human likeness. And being found in appearance as a man, he hum-
bled himself by becoming obedient to death—even death on a cross!”
52 FDR ch. 6 claims that Kant’s argument here in subsection A and throughout the Second Piece is meant as an appeal 
not to biblical symbolism, but to a Platonic ideal. This passage undoubtedly contains echoes of Platonism, but this is 
inevitable, since the biblical texts Kant is quoting (mainly from John’s Gospel) themselves contain language well 
known to have been influenced by Platonism. There is no direct evidence that Kant intended to portray the archetype 
as a Platonic ideal. Quite to the contrary, when Kant discusses Plato, in CPR A314–9/B370–5 and in CPrR 93–95, he 
goes to great pains to distinguish his position from Plato’s: whereas Platonic ideas or forms are transcendent and can at 
best be regulative, Kant’s archetype is immanent and constitutive of human morality (135–6). Moreover, in Section Two 
of the Second Piece (see Ch. 6 below) Kant explicitly appeals to various empirical details related to the historical 
Jesus—a section that FDR conveniently skips, since it provides concrete evidence against the two authors’ key claim 
that the second experiment occurs only in the Fourth Piece (cf. note 10.46 below).
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61.15–24
This unification with us may therefore be regarded as a status of abasement53 of the Son of God, if 
we envision to ourselves54 that divinely minded human being—an archetype for us—in the way 
in which he, although himself holy and as such not bound to endure sufferings, nonetheless 
takes these upon himself to the greatest extent in order to further the world’s greatest good ⟨das 
Weltbeste⟩; the human being, by contrast, who is never free of guilt even when he has adopted the 
same conviction, can still regard the sufferings that befall him, no matter by what path, as 
something that he has brought upon himself ⟨als von ihm verschuldet⟩, [and] hence must regard 
himself as unworthy of the unification of his conviction with such an idea, even though the idea 
serves him as archetype.

This appeal to the biblical notion of “the Son of God” cannot properly be understood without 
recognizing its grounding in Kant’s second experiment.55 Kant is neither making a half‐
hearted attempt to please the censor nor arguing that any rational system of religion (i.e., the 
first experiment) must appeal literally to God’s Son (see note 4.55); rather he is acknowl-
edging that reason faces a gaping hole (a mystery) at the outset of the Second Piece, that we 
need something to empower us to regain access to the good predisposition that was cut off by 
our evil propensity, and that the Christian symbolism of incarnation fills that gap very effec-
tively. His emphasis here, though, is not on the specifics of that symbolism itself but on the 
philosophical goal it accomplishes. Radical evil makes it virtually impossible for us human 
beings, by our own efforts, to raise ourselves up to the standard required by the moral law 
(i.e., to perfection); but nothing in the First Piece prevents a person from believing that God 
has become human in order to empower “divinely minded” human beings to choose a convic-
tion to obey the moral law. Kant hints here at what he will argue in more detail later in 
Section One (see §5.4): that, as one takes on the archetype’s holy conviction,56 the resulting 
process of restoration activates one’s conscience, inevitably causing a person to feel a deep 
sense of unworthiness and guilt.

53 WP 67n points out that Kant’s Erniedrigung is the same word that the LB used in Phil. 2: 8 (see note 4.51 above; the 
NIV translates the relevant phrase as “he made himself nothing”).
54 WP has “conceive of ” for Kant’s uns … vorstellen; GH and GG have “represent to ourselves.”
55 Some interpreters treat this (and similar uses of Christian terminology) as a rather insincere attempt on Kant’s part 
to render his book acceptable to the king’s censor (see Introduction §§1 and 3). That Religion was in fact censored 
indicates that Kant’s attempt failed miserably, if this truly was his goal. He would also have rendered himself hypocrit-
ical in the extreme, given his own emphasis on the importance of sincerity in all of one’s religious affirmations (see, 
e.g., R 190n). At the other extreme, some recent, theologically motivated interpreters have taken Kant’s use of such 
Christian terminology as a strong claim that reason requires us to accept a Christian account of the archetype as a 
literal Son of God—a claim that FNP‐Jacobs (in dialogue with Privette 1999) effectively refutes. Such extremes of 
interpretation inevitably arise as a result of Kant’s lifelong tendency to argue in a Critical manner, seeking to forge a 
third way that preserves what is right in two opposing perspectives. Interpreters who acknowledge only one of the 
(apparently conflicting) perspectives inevitably misinterpret Kant.
56 Kant uses the phrase “holy conviction” at R 120.11 and alludes to it in numerous other passages. It refers to a con-
viction attuned to the inner archetype of perfect humanity that resides in every person’s reason—the first experiment’s 
requirement for a change of heart that he has introduced here. He defends this position in CPR, where he argues that 
any “model of virtue” that a person finds in experience can be adequately assessed only by comparing it to the arche-
type that exists “solely in his own mind” (A315/B371–2), and in CPrR 131, where he claims that “the humanity in our 
person must be holy to ourselves.” The “archetype” (CPrR 32) just is this holiness of (perfect) humanity, or “a will that 
would not be capable of [drafting] any maxims conflicting with the moral law.” Yet “any moral perfection that a human 
being can reach is always only virtue” (CPrR 128)—i.e., “a consciousness of a continual propensity to transgression or 
at least to impurity,” together with “progress ad infinitum” to the goal of holiness. See also MM 409, where Kant 
defends an aspect of what I call his Critical mysticism (see notes 0.3 and App. I.2). There he clarifies that this “constant 
approximation” must never become a habit, as this would entail a loss of freedom: “The true strength of virtue is a 
tranquil mind with a considered and firm resolution to put the law of virtue into practice.”
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To be relevant to (or unified with) ordinary human beings, such a God‐hearted person 
would have to suffer all the humiliation that ordinary human beings subject themselves 
to—the difference being that we suffer through our own guilt, while this perfect person 
would have to suffer blamelessly. Kant’s suggestion here is that the idea of such a God‐
given, perfect human being can empower us ordinary human beings—even while we are 
still in a state of total unworthiness, having allowed evil to inform our conviction—to turn 
away from the conviction we have naturally chosen at the outset of our moral development 
(the choice to prefer self‐love over love of others) and adopt a good conviction in its place. 
That idea, available to all human beings by virtue of their rational capacity—regardless of 
whether they are familiar with Christian tradition—is what Kant means by “archetype.” 
Properly understood, Kant’s argument here strikes a remarkable middle road between a 
religious liberalism that has no need of a savior and a religious conservatism that takes 
Christian salvation as a literal absolute. Understood in this way, we can see that, despite its 
appeal to Christian symbolism, the conclusion he reaches is meant as a contribution to the 
first experiment, not the second.

Having stated his basic case for what we might call a Christ‐sized “hole” in the heart of 
humanity’s rational capacity, Kant allows clues from the second experiment to lead his 
first‐experiment argument a step further, by claiming that the “ideal” conveyed to us 
through this inner archetype must be that of a perfect person who suffers even unto death 
(cf. note 4.51 above).

61.25–37
Now, the ideal of humanity satisfactory to God (hence of such moral perfection as is possible in 

a world being who is dependent on needs and inclinations) cannot be thought by us except under 
the idea of a human being who would not only be readily willing57 to perform any ⟨alle⟩ human 
duty himself, [and] at the same time also to proliferate the good about him in the widest possible 
range through teaching and example, but ˻who˼ also, although tempted by the greatest enticements, 
˻would˼ nevertheless ˻be readily willing˼ to take upon himself all sufferings, [even] up to the most 
ignominious death,58 for the sake of the world’s greatest good, and even for his enemies. —For the 
human being can frame no concept of the degree and the strength of a power, like that of a moral 
conviction, unless he envisions it as wrestling with obstacles and, under the greatest possible chal-
lenges, as nevertheless prevailing.

Ordinary human beings suffer because of our dual nature: we feel a deep respect for the moral 
law, yet we experience a real (and genuine) need to satisfy our inclinations in order to be happy 
(see note 4.48 above). As a result, we inevitably tend to choose to sacrifice the former for the 
sake of the latter. This just is the evil propensity in a nutshell. An inner idea of perfect humanity 
(i.e., the archetype) can serve as a motivating counterforce only if the person who reveals that 
perfection to us shares our dual nature and suffers at least as deeply as we do from the pain of 
being tempted to let inclination rule the will. To die a dishonorable death rather than to give in 
to such temptations, especially to do so for one’s enemies as much as for one’s friends, would 
be the ultimate expression of such an example.

Nowhere more than here is Kant vulnerable to the charge of merely importing Christian 
notions into his supposedly rational system—that is, of letting the second experiment dictate 
to the first rather than vice versa. An uncharitable reading would discount the entirety of 

57 WP, GG, and GH have “willing” for Kant’s bereitwillig; but bereit‐ implies an additional readiness, beyond merely 
(potentially passive) willingness.
58 Here Kant’s bis zum … Tode are the identical words used in LB, Phil. 2: 8 (see note 4.51 above), where the NIV has 
“[obedient] to death.”
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subsection A as little more than a half‐hearted attempt to translate Christian concepts into 
the language of his moral system (cf. note 0.188). Kant’s response to this charge, I believe, 
would be rather surprising. As we shall see in §9.2 and §§10.3–4, he regarded the Christian 
Gospel as a genuine revelation in the sense that it is fully compatible with the requirements 
of a rational system of religion; but he opines that reason may never have been capable of for-
mulating such principles (or at least would not have been able to do so as early in human 
history), had the Christian revelation never come to pass. His likely response, then, would be 
that reason is indeed following the leading strings of religion at this point in the argument, 
but only out of the necessity caused by its own limits; for reason has no power to come up 
with an explanation superior to the one suggested by the symbolism of Scripture. Once 
revealed, the whole story accords well with reason, even though bare reason may never have 
become aware of the archetype without first having “assumed” such symbolic clothing.

Kant concludes subsection A with a short paragraph that introduces the notion of “practical 
faith” in “the One” perfect God–man as the key source of human hope that we too can become 
acceptable to God despite our initial decision to let evil rule.

62.01–10
{62} Now, in the practical faith in this Son of God (insofar as he is presented as having assumed 

human nature) the human being can hope to become satisfactory to God ([and] thereby also 
blessed); i.e., he who ⟨der, welcher⟩ is conscious of a moral conviction such that ⟨sich einer solchen⟩ 
he can believe,59 and put well‐based confidence in himself, [that] under similar temptations and 
sufferings (so far as these are turned into the touchstone of that idea) he would unshakably 
⟨unwandelbar⟩ continue to adhere to humanity’s archetype and to imitate its example in loyal 
emulation ⟨Nachfolge⟩, such a human being—and, indeed, he alone—is entitled to regard himself 
as the One60 who is an object not unworthy of divine satisfaction.

How can bare reason, quite apart from the specific doctrines of any historical religious tradition, 
justify our hope that God will be satisfied with us? Only by linking such a divine judgment to 
“a moral conviction” that empowers us to “believe” in our own capacity to imitate61 the arche-
type of perfection that lay dormant in our heart until it was awakened by the example of a 
God–man. Note that Kant does not say that we must actually succeed in living a perfect life in 
order to satisfy God. (Indeed in various passages throughout Religion he explicitly denies our 
ability to accomplish such a feat.) Rather, he says, we must believe we are capable. Our belief, 
our “practical faith” in this divine gift, empowers us to challenge the rule of evil that otherwise 
prevents us from fulfilling our innate predisposition, thus enabling us to affirm the “dominion” 
or (as Iris Murdoch famously put it) the “sovereignty” of the good.

3. Section One, B: (A) Becoming exemplary via practical faith

Without believing that a change of heart is possible, a person will never experience such a 
change. In the face of the multitude of examples of human evil that are all too easy to cite 
(see §2.3), the divine (though paradoxical) gift of a perfect human being would seem to be the 
only sure way to render such belief rationally plausible. But is the Christian God–man a mere 

59 Following GG and GH for Kant’s glauben; WP has “have faith.”
60 WP has “as the human being who” for Kant’s für denjenigen; GH has merely “as,” while GG omits both words. If Kant 
were referring back to the same person, he would not have used this specific word. The grammatical structure reads: this 
person is entitled to regard himself as that person, the latter being the “Son of God”—hence the need to capitalize “One.”
61 In CJ 355 Kant contrasts archetypes with works of genius in art: whereas the latter must be created anew on each 
occasion, because we have no idea of the great work of art until it is created, an intuitive expression of an archetype is 
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idea, or is this idea an objective reality that can serve as a reliable basis for a religious faith that 
imparts power to its adherents? Kant offers a complex answer to this question in subsection B, 
tantalizingly entitled

62.11
B. Objective Reality of this Idea

Here in §4.3 I shall comment on the first half of this subsection, where Kant examines the 
proper role of examples in religious faith. This will serve as a context for commenting, in 
the next section, on the second half, where Kant presents a rational interpretation of how 
we must understand the nature of any person who may be put forward as a perfect incarna-
tion of God, such as Jesus.

Kant wastes no time in subsection B, affirming at the outset that the idea of God incarnate 
has self‐sufficient “reality” for practical reason.

62.12–20
In a practical reference ⟨Beziehung⟩, this idea has its reality completely within itself. For the idea 
⟨sie⟩ resides in our morally legislative reason. We ought to be in accordance with it, and hence we 
must also be able ˻to be in accordance˼ there˻with˼ ⟨es⟩. If one had to prove in advance, as is ines-
capably necessary with concepts of nature (so that we do not run the risk of being delayed by 
empty concepts), that it is possible to be a human being in accordance with this archetype, then we 
would likewise have to harbor qualms about conceding even to the moral law the standing to be 
an unconditional and yet sufficient determining basis of our volition.

The basis of the idea’s reality is not external, but internal to bare reason: the ought‐implies‐can prin-
ciple ensures that we are capable of conforming our choices to the archetype of perfect humanity. 
Unlike theoretical reason, practical reason need not present empirical evidence of a thing before 
regarding it as real. Otherwise, the moral law itself would be at risk of losing its unconditional status. 
Thus, the archetype is real first and foremost because it resides in practical reason.

Those who require empirical evidence before committing themselves to the sovereignty 
of the good are bound to be disappointed, for we cannot even conceive of how such a con-
viction (to prefer the moral law over self‐gratifaction) is possible, to say nothing of letting it 
rule our heart.

62.20–31
For how it is possible for the bare idea of a lawfulness, generally, to be a mightier incentive for that 
/volition\ than any and all conceivable ˻incentives˼ taken from [specific] advantages, this [we] can 
neither comprehend by reason nor evince62 by examples from experience; for, as concerns the first, 
the law commands unconditionally, and, as regards the second, even if there had never been a 
human being who had paid unconditional obedience to this law, the objective necessity of being 
such a one is yet no less—and by itself—plausible.63 Therefore no example from experience is 
needed to make the idea of a human being morally satisfactory to God a prototype64 for us: the 
idea ⟨sie⟩ resides as such a /prototype\ already in our reason. —

to be imitated, because the archetype is a preexisting idea. Thus in LM 577 Kant says: “if we have an idea of something, 
e.g., of the highest morality, and now an object of intuition is given, someone is represented to us as being congruent 
with this idea, then we can say: this is the archetype, follow it!”
62 WP has “support” for Kant’s belegt; GH has “be … proved” and GG “be … verified.”
63 WP has “evident” for Kant’s einleuchtet; GH and GG have “self‐evident.”
64 Following WP for Kant’s Vorbilde; GH has “archetype,” misleadingly treating it as a synonym for Urbild (see note 
4.49 above), while GG has “model.” The latter is also misleading (see note 4.65 below) and is required only because GG 
already uses “prototype” for some occurences of Urbild.
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In a surprising twist (given his explicit appeal to the Christian Son of God in subsection A), Kant 
now says that we need not identify even a single example of a person with a genuinely good con-
viction, because the example we are looking for already exists as a “prototype”65 in human reason. 
His point is neither to affirm nor to deny the role of Jesus (or of a Christ‐like figure in another 
religious tradition), but to focus attention on what the first experiment requires: the moral law 
would command obedience even if we had no such empirical example at our disposal.66 Those 
who know nothing of the Christian gospel (or who cannot find a single good‐hearted person 
among their acquaintances) cannot claim this as an excuse for not adopting the practical faith 
that constitutes a change of heart, because the idea of perfection serves as a prototype (i.e., a 
model) for everyone. While Jesus may have awakened us to the reality of the archetype, this 
reality is not dependent on the historical accuracy of the biblical accounts of Jesus’ life. Rather, 
the reality of the archetype is confirmed by the presence of the prototype, which we might think 
of as filling the God‐shaped hole in the heart of human reason (cf. PCR 131–2, 135, 168n).

Kant concludes this long first paragraph of subsection B by addressing an issue some reli-
gious people regard as essential to true religion: the role of miracles in confirming the reality 
of an alleged example of perfection.

62.31–35, 63.01–08
But whoever, in order to recognize a human being as an example harmonizing with that idea, so 
as to imitate him, demands yet something more than what he sees, i.e., more than a lifestyle 
entirely irreproachable and indeed as meritorious as one could require—whoever, say, for authen-
tication, demands in addition also miracles that would have to have67 occurred by that /human 
being\ or for {63} him,68 thereby confesses at the same time his moral unbelief ⟨Unglauben⟩, 
namely his lack of faith ⟨Glaubens⟩ in virtue, for which no faith based on proofs through miracles 
(which is only historical) can make up; for only faith in the practical validity of that idea which 
resides in our reason has moral worth. (This /idea\ ⟨welche⟩ alone, moreover, ˻can˼, as the case 
may be, accredit69 miracles as being such as might come from the good principle, but it cannot 
derive its accreditation69 from them.)

65 In both English and German, an “archetype” (Urbild) is the original/primal idea that makes something what it is, 
while a “prototype” (Vorbild) is the first model a person makes of that idea (the model that comes “before” all others). 
That GG sometimes uses “prototype” for Urbild is a potential source of great misunderstanding and makes the present 
passage especially difficult to follow.
66 CPR A134/B173 claims that “the fact that examples sharpen one’s power of judgment is their single and great 
benefit.” GMM 408–9 thus makes the closely related point that morality must not be derived from examples, for we can 
only judge moral examples by comparing them with our preexisting idea (i.e., archetype) of perfection. Indeed, “the 
concept of God as the highest good” arises “[s]olely from the idea of moral perfection that reason frames a priori and 
connects inseparably with the concept of a free will.” CJ 327 adds that examples are nevertheless useful for a “vivid” 
exhibition of concepts in educational or other contexts where rhetoric comes into play. Similarly, CPrR 160 encourages 
moral educators “to make the purity of the will discernible in the vivid exhibition of the moral conviction [Gesinnung] 
in examples,” while MM 480 clarifies that examples should encourage “not comparison with any other human being 
whatsoever … but with the idea (of humanity), as he ought to be.”
67 Kant adds the words sein müßten (“would have to have”) in R2 to clarify that “moral unbelief” refers to the claim that 
miracles must happen; he is not denying that they might happen. See App. II for Kant’s full discussion of miracles.
68 WP has “through or for that human being” for Kant’s durch ihn oder für ihn; GH has “this individual [should have 
performed miracles] or had them [performed] for him” and GG “either through that human being or on his behalf.” 
The point of Kant’s alternative here is to leave open the question of whether such miracles are performed by a person 
or directly by God, for a person’s benefit.
69 WP has “legitimate … legitimation” for Kant’s bewähren … Bewährung; GH has “establish the truth of … verifica-
tion” and GG “validate … validation.” This term, appearing only here in Religion, does not refer to truth, validity, or 
legality; rather, it means proving the worthiness of something. In legal contexts, auf Bewährung means “on probation”; 
so Kant is implicitly comparing miracles to the situation where wrongdoers have proved themselves worthy, through 
good behavior, of being let out of jail under observation; the archetype, by contrast, is never in a situation where it needs 
to appeal to miracles to prove its worthiness.
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Those who demand miracles as a confirming sign before they will allow goodness to have the 
dominion it deserves ironically testify to their “moral unbelief.” Instead of having “faith in 
virtue,” those who rest their faith on historical events such as miracles have a form of belief that 
lacks the “moral worth” essential to true religion. As we shall see more fully in Appendix II, 
Kant does not entirely reject the possibility of miracles. Rather, as his parenthetical conclusion 
to this paragraph suggests, his position constitutes a kind of Copernican revolution: instead of 
requiring miracles to confirm the truth of a good person’s claims, we should require goodness 
to confirm the truly miraculous character of such a person’s exemplary actions—a nonessential 
point that Kant develops further in the General Comment to the Second Piece.

Having argued that we must not depend on any particular example as a necessary prereq-
uisite to having practical faith in the archetype of perfect humanity, Kant now defends a 
seemingly opposite, yet complementary claim, that a genuine example of a morally perfect 
human being must be possible.

63.09–21
Precisely because of this, moreover, an experience must be possible in which the example of 

such a human being is given (to the extent that from an outer experience, generally, any [specific] 
attestations70 of the inward morals conviction can be expected and demanded); for according to 
the law, equitably71 every human being should provide an example for this idea in himself. The 
archetype72 remains always only in reason; for no example in outer experience is adequate to it, 
because outer experience ⟨als welche⟩ does not uncover the inwardness of the conviction, but only 
allows [us] to infer it, although not with strict certainty. (Indeed, even the human being’s inward 
experience of himself does not allow him to fathom the depths of his heart so [[thoroughly]] that 
he could attain entirely secure awareness,73 through self‐observation, of the basis of the maxims 
to which he subscribes, and of their integrity and firmness.)

Judging a person’s conviction on the basis of external evidence is bound to involve a significant 
amount of guesswork, for someone else’s conviction (or even one’s own) is not open to empirical 
observation. For this reason and because the moral law comes to us inwardly, our guiding goal 
should be to make ourselves into a shining example of perfection rather than to sit back and 
admire other examples, as if their goodness could somehow rub off on us. Even though on the 
one hand we can never be absolutely certain that our own motives are pure, on the other hand 
we can be certain (due to the nature of the law’s demand) that an empirical example of perfect 
humanity is possible. Whatever religious beliefs we may adopt to assist us in our efforts, the 
law still requires every believer (and hence also every human being) to become that example for 
oneself.

4. Section One, B: (B) An archetypal person’s twofold nature

Having argued that no single example is absolutely necessary to religious faith but that some 
example must be possible, thus encouraging us to focus on our own moral experience as the 
outcome of practical faith, Kant devotes the second half of subsection B to a discussion of what 
reason would allow us to say about a person who actually managed to exemplify the archetype. 
Although Kant shies away (both here and throughout Religion) from referring to Jesus by 

70 WP has “documentation” for Kant’s Beweisthümer; GH has “evidences” and GG “evidence.”
71 WP has “properly” for Kant’s billig; GH has “ought really” and GG omits this word.
72 WP inserts “for the idea” here; but this is misleading, as the archetype is the idea.
73 WP and GG have “cognition” for Kant’s Kenntniß; GH has “knowledge.”
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name, anyone familiar with Christian theology will easily recognize that Kant is addressing, 
here and in subsection C, questions typically discussed as part of Christology. Here he focuses 
on two key questions: (1) Must an example of the archetype be fully human? and (2) Could we 
also rightly regard such an archetype as divine? In this concluding section of the chapter we 
shall examine the answers Kant proposes in subsection B, along with side comments he makes 
on various other issues in Christology.

That Kant did not intend subsection A to be a full endorsement of a literal divine incarna-
tion, but only to portray it as a plausible way of completing what bare reason leaves undone 
(thus serving to awaken within us reason’s own archetype as an internal source of power), is 
suggested by the hypothetical way he introduces his discussion of Christological issues.

63.22–32
Now if at a certain time there had, as it were, come down from heaven to earth such a truly 

divinely minded human being, who through his teaching, lifestyle, and suffering had provided in 
himself the example of a human being satisfactory to God, to whatever extent such can be 
demanded from outer experience at all (meanwhile, [keep in mind] that74 the archetype of such a 
/human being\ is always to be sought nowhere else than74 in our reason), and if he had brought 
about through all this an immensely great moral good in the world through a revolution in the 
human race: we yet would not have cause to accept75 in him anything other than a naturally 
begotten ⟨gezeugten⟩ human being (since, after all, this /human being\ too feels bound76 to provide 
such an example in himself),

The hypothetical language is required to preserve the neutrality of bare reason with respect to 
the first experiment. We are no more justified in assuming that Kant is here denying that 
Jesus was a historical manifestation of the God–man than that he is affirming it. Rather, he 
is preparing to tell us how reason would interpret the “outer experience,” were we to come 
across “a truly divinely minded human being” in history. First, we would have to remember 
that the archetype’s perfection lies “in our [own] reason,” not in the teachings, lifestyle, and 
sufferings of the person being assessed. Even if Jesus, for example, initiated the greatest moral 
revolution in human history, this would not be a compelling reason to regard him as anything 
but a man. The symbolic beauty of picturing such a person as a gift from heaven must not 
cloud the fact that in effecting this revolution he would be responding to an obligation that all 
human beings share.

Reason’s ignorance cuts both ways, so we must not interpret Kant’s cautious approach as 
implying that he would refuse to admit the possibility that such an apparently perfect person 
could have a supernatural origin. The sentence that begins in the previously quoted passage, 
where Kant insisted on the example’s natural origin, thus continues:

63.32–37, 64.01–03
even though by [[recognizing]] this ˻we˼ would indeed not absolutely deny that he might also be a 
supernaturally generated human being. For, after all, the presupposition of the latter can gain us 
nothing for a practical aim, because the archetype on which we base this appearance must yet 

74 WP has “while yet … must never be sought anywhere else than” for Kant’s indessen daß … immer doch nirgend 
anders, als … zu suchen ist; GH has “for be it remembered that … is to be sought nowhere but” and GG “for, in fact, 
… is nowhere to be sought except.”
75 WP and GG have “to assume” for Kant’s anzunehmen (literally “to take on”); GH has “for supposing.” As explained 
in the Glossary, I take this term to mean “accept” when used in the context of gift reception or adherence to religious 
precepts, and this (rather than logical argumentation for its own sake, where the same word means “to assume”) seems 
to be Kant’s emphasis here and below (R 64.03).
76 WP has “obligated” for Kant’s verbunden; GH has “under obligation” and GG has “under the obligation.”
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always be sought in ourselves (although [we are] natural human beings), [and] the existence of 
this /archetype\ {64} in the human soul is already ungraspable enough by itself, [so] that one 
does not exactly need to accept him,77 apart from his77 supernatural origin, as also hypostatized 
in a particular human being.

The problem with the traditional Christian view of Jesus—as a human being who was born 
through a process of divine intervention—is twofold: negatively, it offers us no practical 
benefit, no assistance in overturning the dominion of evil in our own heart; and, positively, it 
only heightens our inability to grasp the internal nature of the archetype. This passage suggests 
that Kant does not think that the external details of Jesus’ physical birth were fundamentally 
different from any other person’s, yet he also explicitly portrays the internal nature of the 
archetype as, quite literally, supernatural. As he explains in greater detail in a later footnote (see 
R 80n), his objection to the story of Jesus’ virgin birth would not be that it appeals to a super-
natural origin, but that it focuses attention on external details that are simply irrelevant to the 
deep moral truth that God’s very nature can be found within every human person.

The danger posed by traditional Christology is that believing it may actively obstruct a per-
son’s ability to imitate the example of goodness set by Jesus, thus preventing the believer from 
becoming an example of the archetype.

64.03–24
On the contrary, raising such a holy one above all frailty of human nature would, rather, according 
to everything that we have the capacity to comprehend, stand in the way of applying the idea of 
this /holy one\ practically to our emulation of him. For even if the nature of that human being, 
satisfactory to God, were thought as human insofar as he were thought as fraught with the very 
same needs [and] thus also the same sufferings, with the very same natural inclinations [and] thus 
also the same kind of temptations to transgression as we are, but yet as superhuman78 insofar as his 
purity ⟨Reinigkeit⟩ of will—by no means an earned,79 but an innate, unchangeable ˻purity of 
will˼—would make any transgression absolutely impossible for him, then this distance from the 
natural human being would thus in turn become so infinitely great that the divine human being 
could no longer be set up as an example for the natural human being ⟨für diesen⟩. The latter would 
say: Let an entirely holy will be given to me, and ⟨so⟩ all temptation to evil will on its own founder 
in me; let there be given to me the most perfect inward certainty that after a short life on earth 
I am to come straightaway to partake (as a consequence of that holiness) of the entire eternal glory 
of the kingdom of heaven, and ⟨so⟩ I will take upon myself all sufferings—however severe they 
may be, [even] up to the most ignominious death—not only willingly but also with cheerfulness, 
since I see the glorious and near outcome [right] before my eyes.80

To think of Jesus (or of any other religious exemplar of goodness) as “so infinitely great” in his 
divine nature that one would assume he remained effortlessly untouched by ordinary human 
inclinations is to place him beyond the reach of imitation by us mere mortals. Rational persons 
who view Jesus in this way would readily use the idea of this perfect person as an excuse, in 
order to avoid trying to become good themselves, since they, too, would be able to resist 

77 Kant wrote ihn … seinem (in both editions), but Ak. amends ihn to es, assuming that the archetype should be called 
“it” rather than “him.” I follow Kant’s usage because, throughout subsection A as well as a few lines earlier (cf. R 
63.26–7), Kant has been treating the archetype as the idea of a perfect person. WP, GG, and GH have “it,” but Kant’s 
point is about what is necessary in order to accept a person (albeit an ideal one), not in order to assume a theory (cf. 
note 4.75 above).
78 Following GH and GG for Kant’s übermenschlich; WP has “supranatural.”
79 WP and GH have “achieved” for Kant’s errungene; GG has “gained through effort.” See note 7.2.
80 WP has “before me with my eyes” for Kant’s mit Augen vor mir; GH and GG have “before my eyes.” Kant’s rather 
awkward wording appears to be an attempt to add emphasis in the way English does using “right.”
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temptations and cope with great suffering, if only they possessed such a divine and holy nature 
and knew that they were destined to enjoy “the entire eternal glory of the kingdom of heaven” 
soon after they were to die.

Kant concludes his long first paragraph on Christology by observing that even this common 
view of Jesus’ divine nature can have a qualified moral meaning, though not enough—assuming 
the traditional interpretation—for it to serve as an example that can empower us to experience 
a moral revolution for ourselves.

64.24–34
To be sure, the thought that this divine human being was in real possession of this exaltedness 
⟨Hoheit⟩ and blessedness81 from eternity (and did not first of all need ⟨durfte⟩ to deserve82 them 
through such sufferings), [and] that he willingly divested himself of them for none but unworthy 
[people], even for his enemies, in order to save them from eternal perdition ⟨Verderben⟩, would 
have to attune our mind to admiration, love, and gratitude toward him; likewise, the idea of a 
behavior in accordance with so perfect a rule of morals could indeed be envisioned by us83 as 
holding also as a prescription to be followed. However, he himself could not ˻ be envisioned by us˼83 
as an example for imitation, hence also not as proof of the feasibility84 and achieveability85 for us86 
of so pure and exalted a moral good.*

Both for a literally divine human being (as many Christians believe Jesus to be) and for any 
ordinary human being seeking to imitate such a model, a voluntary renunciation of one’s own 
happiness, already fully attained, so that others less fortunate might benefit, inspires immense 
“admiration, love, and gratitude.” Yet the former could not be employed as a real example to 
encourage us ordinary persons that such great sacrifice is genuinely possible for us, simply 
because we (on this traditional conception) are not divine in the same way Jesus is. The goal of 
subsection B, to establish the objective reality of the archetype, would therefore be undercut, 
for the idea of perfection would be so high as to seem unreal to normal human beings.

The footnote at the end of the previously quoted passage discusses at length the inevitable fact 
that reason can comprehend “supersensible qualities” only by representing them in human form.

64n.35–36, 65n.04–13
*It is indeed a limitation of human reason—[and] one that, after all, just cannot be separated 

from it—that we cannot think of any moral worth of import in {65} the actions of a person without 
at the same time presenting ⟨vorstellig zu machen⟩ these /actions\ or their utterance87 in the human 

81 Following GG for Kant’s Seligkeit; WP and GH have “bliss.” I translate Seligkeit as “salvation” whenever it refers to 
imperfect human beings, but this translation would seem odd as applied to a perfect person or God.
82 WP, GG, and GH have “earn” for Kant’s verdienen, but WP’s standard translation is “deserve”; I reserve “earn” for 
forms of erringen. Using “earn” here could give the misleading impression that Kant is portraying the suffering person 
(i.e., Jesus) as striving to earn such character traits; rather, his emphasis is on the justice of attributing them to him, if 
(prior to becoming human) he did nothing to deserve them.
83 WP and GG have “presented to us” for Kant’s uns vorgestellt; GH has “represented to us.” See Glossary for an expla-
nation of this use of “envisioned.”
84 Following GH for Kant’s Thunlichkeit; WP has “practicability” and GG “can be practiced.”
85 WP and GH have “attainability” for Kant’s Erreichbarkeit; GG has “can be … attained.”
86 Following R1, WP does not emphasize uns; GH and GG italicize the whole clause, “for us.” I follow R2 and Ak. in 
adding emphasis only to uns.
87 WP has “this person or his manifestation” for Kant’s sie oder ihre Äußerung; GH has “that person, or his manifes-
tation” and GG “this person or his expression.” All three translators take Kant’s sie … ihre, as WP 71n explains, in a way 
contrary to the most natural reading, as referring to the person rather than the actions. I follow the natural reading, 
assuming that Kant is referring to the way we present other people’s actions, either to ourselves or in our descriptions 
of such actions. This explains why he goes on to refer to what we do or do not “assert thereby.”
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manner, even though ˻we˼ indeed do not wish to assert thereby that this is also how it is in itself 
(κατ’ ἀλήθειαν);88 for, in order to make supersensible qualities comprehensible89 to ourselves, we 
always need a certain analogy with natural beings. Thus one philosophical poet—insofar as the 
human being ⟨er⟩ has to combat a propensity to evil within himself, provided ⟨wenn⟩ only that he 
knows [how] ⟨weiß⟩ to overpower this /propensity\ ⟨ihn⟩—attributes to the human being, even on 
that account ⟨selbst darum⟩, a higher rank on the moral scale90 of beings than even to the inhabi-
tants of heaven, who, by dint of the holiness of their nature, are put way above91 any possibility of 
being misled. (The world with its defects / is better than a realm ⟨Reich⟩ of will‐less angels. Haller.)92—

Depicting God (or any supernatural being) as a person requires us to describe that being’s 
 qualities with the help of analogies with natural (e.g., human) qualities. These cannot be taken 
as literal descriptions of the nature of the supernatural being qua supernatural. Kant refers 
instead to Haller’s poetic notion, reminiscent of what is often called the great chain of being, 
that humans enjoy a higher place in the hierarchy of rational beings than angels do: painful 
though human life may be as a result of our propensity to evil, it is superior to the life of a 
rational being with no free will (e.g., an angel).

The footnote continues, after a dash, by applying the foregoing point to the issue of how 
reason can interpret the biblical account of God’s love for human beings in sacrificing the 
divine nature (i.e., through Jesus’ incarnation).

65n.13–23
Scripture too accommodates itself to this way of presenting, in order to make God’s love for the 
human race comprehensible to us in terms of its degree, by attributing to him the highest sacrifice 
that a loving being can ever perform in order to make even unworthy /people\ fortunate (“[[For]] 
God so loved the world,” etc.);93 even though we cannot through reason frame a concept of how an 
all‐sufficient being can sacrifice something of what belongs to his blessedness and rob himself of 
a possession. This /way of presenting\ is the schematism of analogy (for elucidation), which we 
cannot dispense with. But to transform it into a schematism of object-determination (for expansion 
of our cognition) is anthropomorphism,94 which—for a moral aim—has (in religion) the most 
disadvantageous consequences. —

The Bible presents not only Jesus, the incarnated God–man, but God too as giving up an 
immense and already possessed blessedness (as in a father–son relationship) for the sake of 
benefiting the whole human race, even those who are unworthy of receiving such a gift of love. 
Reason may question the logical consistency of such a claim from the standpoint of theoretical 
theology, yet it aptly illustrates the way in which the “schematism of analogy” employs symbols 

88 “Truthfully” or “in truth” (in transliteration, kat’ alētheian) in ancient Greek. Cf. CPR A739/B767 and CJ 462–3. 
Kant’s point is that the qualities of a divine being revealed through an analogy may not be literally true.
89 WP has “characteristics graspable” for Kant’s Beschaffenheiten faßlich; GH has “qualities intelligible” and GG “char-
acteristics comprehensible.” Using “qualities” here is acceptable because Kant’s standard term for the category of quality 
(Qualität) never appears in the plural in Religion. I reserve “characteristic(s)” for Merkmal(e).
90 Following WP for Kant’s Stufenleiter (literally “stepladder”); GH has “gradation” and GG “ladder.”
91 WP and GH have “placed above” for Kant’s über … weggesetzt (literally “put away” or “put off ”); GG has “raised 
above.” This expression is used to refer to jumping over something or clearing a bar; if Kant is imagining deception as 
a bar that one must jump over in order to avoid it, he is saying that heavenly beings are “cleared of ” this possibility by 
their nature.
92 Albrecht von Haller (1708–77), from his 1734 poem Über den Ursprung des Übels (“On the Origin of Evil”), ii, 
33–4.
93 Kant is quoting from Jn. 3: 16 (see note 4.41 above).
94 For Kant’s views on anthropomorphism, WP 72n cites: CPR A640–1/B668–9, A692–93/B720–1, A697/B725, 
A700/B728; CPrR 131, 135–8; and CJ 353, 457, 459.
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to make comprehensible what would otherwise remain shrouded in mystery. What religious 
believers must not forget is that analogies and symbols do not extend our objective knowledge, 
as does CPR’s concept‐based schematism.95 To confuse these two, treating theological explana-
tions as literal descriptions of the divine nature itself, is to fall into anthropomorphism—a 
tendency that almost always prompts a person to downplay the importance of establishing a 
moral conviction of his or her own.

After another dash, the footnote explains why analogies can be used to schematize certain 
concepts, even though they cannot extend our knowledge through concrete inferences.

65n.23–32
Here I just want to add a comment in passing: that in ascending from the sensible to the supersen-
sible one can indeed schematize (make a concept comprehensible96 through analogy with 
something sensible), but ˻that one˼ absolutely ˻can˼not on the analogy of what belongs to the 
sensible ⟨Ersteren⟩ infer (and thus expand a concept) that it must be attributed also to the super-
sensible ⟨Letzteren⟩; and this, moreover, for the quite simple reason that such an inference would 
run counter to all analogy if from [[the fact]] that, because we necessarily require a schema for a 
concept to make the concept understandable to ourselves (to evince it with an example), ˻one˼ 
aspired to draw [out] the consequence97 that this schema ⟨es⟩ must necessarily also belong to the 
object itself as a predicate thereof.

The schematism of analogy is reason’s only way of linking the sensible and the supersensible in 
an intelligible way. It does so by citing an example—the status of such examples being the 
overall theme of subsection B. But the necessity of citing examples as schemata does not justify 
us in going a step further and regarding the analogy as a literal description of the supersensible 
object. Given the limits of reason imposed by the first Critique, the latter must remain merely 
hypothetical.

This long footnote continues by considering the way analogies might work in the teleolog-
ical argument for God’s existence.

65n.32–42
For I cannot say: Just as I cannot make comprehensible to myself the cause of a plant (or of any 
organic creature, and of the purposeful world overall) except on the analogy of an artisan 
⟨Künstlers⟩ in reference to his work (a clock), namely by attributing understanding to it, so too 

95 One of the greatest weaknesses in Kant’s exposition of Religion is his failure to provide a full account of the precise 
nature of symbolism—a lacuna ably filled by Tillich’s symbol‐based approach to theology (see, e.g., Tillich 1957: ch. 3), 
though Tillich did not give due credit to its origin in Religion. Tillich’s sign–symbol distinction corresponds to Kant’s 
CPR distinction between schematized concepts (which constitute empirical knowledge: see CPR A137–47/B176–87) 
and ideas of reason (which may regulate empirical knowledge but can be clearly conceived of only by means of anal-
ogies, because they lack grounding in sensibility: see CPR A642–68/B670–96). Religious symbols perform the crucial 
role of providing (hypothtetical yet real) sensible grounding for rational ideas; so they schematize, but only in an ana-
logical sense. (Kant’s theories of “the typic of the pure practical power of judgment” in CPrR 67–71 and “hypotyposis” 
in CJ 351–2 are also indirectly relevant here, but remain unexplored throughout Religion.) For further discussion of 
Kant’s theory of religious symbolism, see Chignell 2010, who emphasizes that it is on the basis of its analogies and vivid 
imagery that we can fulifll what Kant calls “a duty” in R 83–4: “to search in Scripture for that sense which is in harmony 
with the holiest teaching of reason.” Appealing to such symbols is a duty rather than merely an option because, as 
mentioned in a 1794 essay, the result of a religious community developing with rational religion at its core is that 
“practical reason” will be “illumined by” “the received pious doctrines” (EAT 336). In other words, religious symbols 
serve to reveal to reason what reason by itself might never (or at least not so quickly) discover. Kant defends the 
 historical necessity of revelation as a response to human weakness: he presents revelation as hastening humanity’s 
awareness of reason’s ideal in various passages (see, e.g., R 105–7; 155–6).
96 WP has “ability to grasp” for Kant’s Faßlichkeit; GH has “comprehending” and GG “capacity to comprehend.”
97 WP has “it sought to draw the conclusion” for Kant’s die Folge ziehen wollte; GH and GG have “to conclude.”
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must the cause itself (of the plant, of the world overall) have understanding—i.e., attributing 
understanding to this /cause\ ⟨ihr⟩ is a condition not merely of my comprehensibility, but of the 
possibility itself to be a cause. However, between the relation of a schema to its concept and the 
relation of this same schema of the concept to the thing itself there is no analogy, but an enormous 
leap (μετάβασις εἰς ἄλλο γένος)98 that leads straight into anthropomorphism; the proofs of this 
I have given elsewhere.99

In chapter III of CPR’s Transcendental Dialectic Kant had thoroughly assessed the way in 
which so‐called physico‐theological (or teleological) arguments work. As restated here, Kant’s 
previous argument was that an analogy between any purposive structure in nature and the 
supersensible intelligence that caused the whole world to exist is a useful tool enabling us to 
comprehend the idea of God, but it does not place any necessary conditions on the objective 
fact of God’s existence. The “enormous leap” Kant refers to here, probably thinking of Lessing’s 
“ugly ditch” (see note 4.98), would entail overstepping the epistemological limits placed on 
reason in CPR (see note 4.99): we cannot obtain empirical knowledge (or scientific proof) of 
any supersensible reality.

Returning now to the main text, we find Kant describing in subsection B’s last paragraph 
how we would have to conceive of Jesus (or any presumed divine–human synthesis) in order 
to remain within the bounds of bare reason and thus avoid the anthropomorphism he just 
warned against in the footnote.

65.01–03, 66.01–08
{65} That very same divinely minded but actually fully100 human teacher would nonetheless 

still be able to talk about himself truthfully as if the ideal of the good were exhibited bodily in him 
(in [his] teaching and walk101) {66}. For he would then be speaking only of the conviction, which 
he himself102 makes the rule of his actions, but which, since he can make it visible [only] as an 

 98 “Transition from one kind to another” (in transliteration, metabasis eis allo genos) in ancient Greek. This phrase 
became famous in logic thanks to Aristotle, who identified a specific type of logical fallacy under this description: as 
he argues at Posterior Analytics 1.7, 75a38, one must not use propositions of arithmetic to prove geometrical truths. 
Lessing’s 1777 essay “On the Proof of the Spirit and of Power” employs this Aristotelian phrase when he puts forward 
his highly influential claim that an “ugly ditch” exists between history and faith and refers to it as an example of what 
Aristotle had in mind in the Analytics passage (cf. Michalson 1985: 42, 75). Kierkegaard’s attempt, in his Philosophical 
Fragments and his Concluding Unscientific Postscript, to meet Lessing’s challenge through a “leap of faith” was influ-
enced by his own reading of Kant’s Religion, as Green 1992 has persuasively argued. That is, Kierkegaard’s leap is pre-
cisely the leap into anthropomorphism that Kant refers to here (see note 4.99 below). For Kant’s solution to the 
problem of Lessing’s ditch, see R 109.18f and note 8.3 below.
 99 Kant is most likely referring here to the analytic of principles in CPR, especially ch. I on schematism. Referring 
back to that part of the book, Kant explains in A782–3/B810–1 that synthetic a priori proofs cannot be taken to estab-
lish a direct link between a given concept and a particular cause (i.e., the “thing” that gives rise to the concept), 
“because such a transition would be a leap that could not at all be justified; the proof shows, rather, that experience 
itself and hence the object of experience would be impossible without such a connection.” Such a “leap beyond the 
bounds of experience” requires a transcendent use of the category of causality, which is illegitimate (A636–7/B664–5; 
cf. A630/B658). The main purpose of CPR’s transcendental analytic was to show that “we are never entitled to make a 
leap from a member of the empirical series … outside the coherence of sensibility. To make this leap would be to act 
as if these members were things in themselves” (A563/B591). He relates this to anthropomorphism in A640/B668 and 
A692/B720, and develops the theme further in R: 141–2, 168f (see also note 4.94 above).
100 WP has “quite properly” for Kant’s ganz eigentlich; GH has “completely” and GG “in fact totally.”
101 WP, GG, and GH have “conduct” for Kant’s Wandel. The word serves as a metaphor here, also being an abbrevi-
ated form of Kant’s technical term, Lebenswandel (“lifestyle,” or more literally “lifewalk”; see Glossary).
102 WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s sich selbst. Yet these words link up with a second sich selbst that comes later in this 
sentence (see note 4.103 below) to make a significant point: even though one can make the conviction one’s rule 
without any influence from others (i.e., one makes it oneself), others cannot benefit from this choice unless one makes 
one’s conviction visible in the form of an example.
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example for others, not by itself,103 he places before [their] eyes only outwardly, through his teach-
ings and actions: “Who among you can accuse me of a sin?”104 It is, however, in accordance with 
equity ⟨Billigkeit⟩ that a teacher’s irreproachable example of what he teaches, when this is a duty 
for everyone anyway, be credited to none other than the most ingenuous105 conviction of his, if one 
has no proofs of the opposite.

Here Kant assesses the biblical account of Jesus as one who explicitly claimed to be God incar-
nate. What rational sense, if any, can we make of such a claim? We can regard Jesus as speaking 
both truthfully and rationally if we view his physical nature as “properly human” and interpret 
his claim to have a divine nature as a reference to his good conviction. Interpreted in this way, 
Jesus’ claim serves as a shining example for all to follow, for any person could (i.e., ought to be 
able to) affirm it. We should all understand and strive to follow the moral law so thoroughly 
that we could ask the same question Jesus poses to his accusers in John 8: 46: to challenge 
others to convict me of sin is, at one and the same time, to call attention to the internal (self‐
legislated) nature of moral evil and to urge others to assess my actions only according to the 
principles that inform my own moral conviction—these being the twin requirements of Kant’s 
categorical imperative and Jesus’ Golden Rule (see SP‐1991 and PCR App. V). A rational justi-
fication of Jesus’ claim to a divine nature, in other words, would interpret it as a claim that his 
“teaching” was entirely consistent with the moral law and his “actions” were sufficiently blame-
less to enable us to infer the highest integrity in his conviction.

This last paragraph of subsection B continues by suggesting that Jesus’ righteousness (tradi-
tionally regarded as an expression of his divinity) nevertheless retains a unique status in 
comparison to that attained by religious believers who seek to follow his example.

66.08–15
Now, such a conviction with all the sufferings taken upon oneself for the sake of the world’s greatest 
good—as thought in the ideal of humanity—is completely valid, for all human beings at all times 
and in all worlds, before the supreme righteousness,106 if the human being makes, as he ought to do, 
his ˻conviction˼ ⟨die seinige⟩ similar to it. It will of course always remain a righteousness that is not 
ours107 insofar as this /righteousness of ours\108 would have to consist in a lifestyle completely and 
unfailingly in accordance with that conviction.

The archetype is an idea, not an “ideal” (i.e., a transcendent object),109 so “the ideal of humanity” 
must refer neither to the archetype nor to the historical Jesus, considered merely as a man, but 

103 WP has “cannot make it visible … for others by itself ” for Kant’s sie … für andre, nicht für sich selbst sichtbar 
machen kann; GH has “cannot make this disposition visible … for others, by and through itself ” and GG “cannot make 
it visible … to others in and of itself.” All these translations obscure Kant’s main point, which is that examples of good 
actions can and do make visible the moral conviction that serves as their rule, even though the rule itself remains 
invisible.
104 Jn. 8: 46: “Can any of you prove me guilty of sin? If I am telling the truth, why don’t you believe me?”
105 WP and GG have “purest” for Kant’s lautersten; GH has “supremely pure.” Cf. note 2.16.
106 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Gerechtigkeit; WP has “justice.” Cf. note 11.90.
107 Kant is paraphrasing Phil. 3: 9: “and be found in him, not having a righteousness of my own that comes from the 
law, but that which is through faith in Christ—the righteousness that comes from God on the basis of faith.”
108 WP has “the latter” for Kant’s diese; GH has “it” and GG “ours.”
109 In CPR (e.g., A407–8/B434–5) Kant distinguished between a “transcendental idea” (a concept, such as “freedom,” 
that cannot be presented to us through sensibility yet has application to the world) and an “ideal” (the idea of God, 
believed to exist in an objectified, transcendent form, as the “absolute totality in the synthesis of the conditions of all 
possible things as such”). In other words, “the ideal” refers to God as a transcendent, real being whose existence is 
unknowable (according to CPR), yet whose reality we must believe in (according to CPrR), in order to uphold the 
rationality of our own moral predetermination.
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to the God–man (i.e., in Christian tradition, to the Christ),110 considered as a transcendent 
object of faith. Therefore, Kant’s claim here is that the conviction of a human being whose 
vicarious suffering was grounded in a total reliance on the archetype would be—Kant actually 
dares to say “is”!—“completely valid,” not just for everyone on earth but for all possible human 
beings; this makes such a person the prototype (i.e., the first model) for imperfect human 
beings to emulate. Kant’s (crucial) qualification is that such a belief in an ideal God–man, as 
the representative of all humanity before God’s “supreme righteousness” (or “justice”; see note 
4.106 above), retains its validity only “if ” one who interprets (for example) Jesus’ sufferings as 
an expression of the Christ is able to adopt a “conviction similar to” Jesus’ (archetypal) convic-
tion. In other words, those who aspire to be Christian (i.e., to become Christ‐like) must, 
through a commitment of practical faith, conform their own conviction to the archetype that 
is imbedded within this ideal, thereby affirming the dominion of the good through “a righ-
teousness that is not ours” (cf. note 4.107 above).

The second half of subsection B has presented rational guidelines that are meant to apply 
generally, to any religious tradition, though their most obvious application is to the nature of 
Jesus, especially to what theologians call the hypostatic union: Jesus’ nature as one person who 
is both fully human and fully divine. While Kant stops short of claiming that reason requires us 
to affirm this view of Jesus’ nature, he has claimed that reason’s bare elements (i.e., the condi-
tions for the possibility of religion, as established by the first experiment) provide us with a 
plausible basis for interpreting Christian symbolism that preserves its essential meaning.111 
I see this as the passage in Kant’s exposition that he alludes to in R 25, when he states that only 
“anthropological probing” would enable us to decide whether a human being could ever live 
without succumbing to the evil propensity.112 Conveniently side‐stepping the question of 
whether or not the historical Jesus literally achieved moral perfection (because what matters 
for us is that we think of Jesus as “the ideal,” the Christ), Kant simply imitates Jesus’ own strategy 
in John 8: 46, challenging his readers to find evidence of evil in the actions that issued from 
Jesus’ “most ingenuous conviction” and to emulate his example as far as possible.

Unless one adopts FDR’s implausible assumption that subsection B refers not to Jesus but to 
a Platonic ideal (see note 4.52 above), I cannot see how an equitable reading of this passage 
would reach any conclusion other than that Kant, in sharing the results of his own “anthropo-
logical probing,” is claiming that, until one finds evidence that Jesus succumbed to the propen-
sity to evil, anyone whose lifestyle is not “completely and unfailingly in accordance with that 
conviction” is well advised to appeal for assistance to just such an ideal of a superior righteous-
ness (as when Christians take Jesus to be the Christ). The argument at this point has clear 
implications for the second experiment, for Kant is obviously reinterpreting the essence of the 
Christian gospel. Yet his focus is still on the first experiment’s task of identifying the core 

110 In GMM 408–9 Kant clarifies that the archetype as such (i.e., as an idea) is an ideal that “God only” could fulfill. 
“Christ,” for Kant, is thus the symbol of the God‐man, the human being who somehow manages to fulfill the divine 
imperative (see Anderson and Bell 2010: 33).
111 For a more detailed argument that Kant’s position here is consistent with a belief in Jesus’ divinity (but without 
requiring such belief), and for an assessment of the epistemological status that such a belief would have, see SP‐2012b.
112 A related question is whether Jesus even had an evil propensity at all. As I read Kant’s position, the answer has to 
be “yes,” because, if he lacked it, he would not be human and could not serve as our example. Even someone who 
becomes a prototype by adopting a conviction that is wholly in tune with the archetype of perfection must experience 
the process of becoming perfect through a struggle against the propensity to do otherwise. This may be why Kant is so 
elusive about whether or not Jesus ever gave in to the evil propensity: had Jesus never done wrong, he could never have 
“woken up” to his own moral development. For Kantian “perfection” assumes a process of becoming (cf. note 4.42 
above), much like that assumed in Heb. 5: 9: “once Jesus was made perfect, he became the source of eternal salvation 
for all who obey him.”
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rational requirements for any person who believes in a human representative as an expression 
of God’s assistance to humanity. This is why he is careful not to affirm or deny the Christian 
account of salvation at this point—a fact that frustrates antireligious Kantians and disappoints 
anti‐Kantian orthodox Christians, when they attempt an honest appraisal of this passage.

Kant’s first‐experiment argument (i.e., his attempt to demonstrate the rational conditions 
for the possibility that imperfect human beings might adopt a good conviction despite their 
evil propensity) has now led him to the core of Christian theology. Apparently recognizing this 
fact, Kant concludes subsection B by announcing that subsection C will deal with several “great 
difficulties” that arise for anyone who affirms a belief in salvation, according to the rational 
conditions sketched above.

66.15–18
Yet an appropriation of this conviction ⟨der ersteren⟩ for the sake of ours ⟨der letzten⟩, if the latter 
⟨diese⟩ is unified with113 the conviction of the archetype, must be possible, although making this /
appropriation\ ⟨sie⟩ graspable to oneself is still subject to great difficulties, which we shall now 
propound.114

Given that bare reason has ample room for a conception of a human being (such as Jesus) as 
both human and divine, provided that we interpret that human being’s nature in terms of a 
transcendent ideal (such as the Christ), thus enabling him to serve for us as a real (though not 
absolutely necessary) prototype for imitation, we are now left with the question: How can we 
human beings, who continue to struggle against the power of the evil propensity, appropriate 
as our own a righteousness that was fully accomplished only by another? This question and 
several others related to it are answered by the doctrine of salvation in Christian theology; the 
first experiment’s challenge to find a purely rational way to answer such questions shall be our 
focus throughout Chapter 5.

113 WP has “unite with” for Kant’s mit … vereinigen; GH has “made at one,” and GG “associated with.”
114 WP has “shall … set forth” for Kant’s vortragen wollen; GH has “turn” and GG “want to consider.” WP uses 
“propound” for vorgetragen at R 158.26.
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1. First difficulty: How can imperfect beings become holy?

Kant’s main purpose in the Second Piece of Religion, as far as his first experiment is concerned, 
is to explain the conditions that must be fulfilled in order for a person to overcome the effect 
our evil propensity has on our moral character. Whereas the First Piece adopts the 
transcendental perspective to account for the problem that gives rise to the need for religion, 
the Second Piece adopts the logical perspective, explaining how the gift of a divine logos 
enables us to return the good principle to its rightful place of dominion over our will. In 
Chapter 4 we saw that bare reason recognizes in itself an unfulfilled need (a hole, so to speak, 
in the human heart) that can be filled only by a divine Word taking on human form and 
providing a perfect example that confirms the possibility of becoming good. The fact that we 
are aware of this need and believe we can identify such an example is ample proof that this 
“archetype” resides first and foremost within us and can, as a result, empower us to effect a 
conversion from evil‐heartedness to good. We further saw that, although human beings may 
need a real historical example of such an ideal person in order to become aware of this inner 
power, authentic religion calls each person to become such an example.

As we saw in §4.4, Kant concedes to traditional Christian theology that Jesus might have 
played a special role in the human race’s ability to achieve such a moral revolution, for “a truly 
divinely minded human being” (R 63.22) would serve as a prototype, awakening us to the 
reality of the archetypal idea that exists in human reason. In section 4 of the present chapter we 
shall further see that he even allows that each person’s salvation might depend on Jesus’ 
accomplishment; for when Kant finally comes around to presenting the “deduction” (76.07) 
that is the main point of the Second Piece, he can express it only in symbolic, personified 
terms that explicitly appeal to this historical prototype (see R 74.23–6.34). However, along the 
lines of a more liberal theology, he also insists (in both subsections B and C) that each person 
still has a duty to make the “good principle” the sovereign force in his or her own will. The 
divine gift of the archetype may be free, but we have to do something in order to appropriate 
the righteousness it offers as our own. The problem is that, as argued in the First Piece, we all 
started out as evil. In Section One, subsection C of the Second Piece—a subsection Section 
One), entitled

Legitimizing Hope in Divine Grace
Section One, Subsection C ( R 66–78)

5
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66.19–20
C. Difficulties Opposing the Reality of this Idea, and Their Solution 

—Kant describes and attempts to solve three specific difficulties that arise out of the fact that 
we are all inevitably corrupted by evil. In this chapter (the only one in this commentary that is 
entirely devoted to just one subsection of Religion) I shall present Kant’s treatment of these 
difficulties as corresponding to three traditional problems in Christian theology: sanctifica-
tion, eternal security, and justification.1

That the first difficulty relates to the doctrine of sanctification (how a Christian, following 
conversion, can become holy) is evident from the outset of the first paragraph of subsection C, 
where Kant describes this difficulty in terms of the contrast between human imperfection and 
God’s holiness.

66.21–31
The first difficulty that makes [it] doubtful, in reference to the holiness of the [[divine]] lawgiver 
along with the deficiency of our own righteousness, [whether] the idea of humanity satisfactory to 
God [is] achievable in us2 is the following. The law says: “Be ye holy (in your lifestyle), as your 
Father in heaven is holy!”3 For this is the ideal of the Son of God that is set up for us as the prototype.4 
The distance of the good that we ought to bring about in ourselves, however, from the evil whence 
we proceed5 is infinite, and ˻this good˼ is to that extent, as far as the deed is concerned—i.e., the 
appropriateness of the lifestyle to the holiness of the law—not achievable in any time.6 Nonetheless, 
the human being’s morals  make‐up ought to agree with this holiness ⟨ihr⟩.

The “idea of a humanity satisfactory to God” refers to the “archetype” Kant introduced in subsec-
tion A (see §4.2). It represents not only the possibility of a religious solution to the problem of 
personal evil that was raised in the First Piece, but the idea whose objective realization is the goal of 
Kant’s entire system of rational religion. Indeed, the first experiment can succeed only if, as argued 
in subsection B, the archetype comes to be more than just an idea conjured up by human reason but 
establishes itself as an objectively real component of humanity’s moral character. In Chapter 4 
we saw how reason would be able to conceive of a person actually realizing this goal of perfect 
holiness in human history (§4.4), but that, even if we think we have met some such example, we are 
not thereby excused from becoming holy ourselves (§4.3). So the question here is: How can the 
archetype become real in our own moral character, given the impossibility of bridging the “infinite” 
gap between our own imperfection and the holiness demanded by the moral law?

The first paragraph continues by affirming, with yet another appeal to the ought‐implies‐can 
principle, that reason is justified in assuming whatever is necessary for overcoming the 
apparent impossibility of the moral demand.

1 Traditionally, “sanctification” refers to the process whereby, following a religious conversion, the believer is gradu-
ally transformed into a holy person; “eternal security” refers to a believer’s assurance that, having experienced a 
conversion, one’s eternal destiny with God is certain (i.e., one can never become “unsaved”); and “justification” refers 
to God’s decision not to blame the converted person for his or her pre‐conversion evil. Kant sketches his solutions to 
the first two difficulties in CPrR 123n, where he introduces his basic rational hope that lifelong “progress toward the 
good … counts for God as possession.”
2 A more literal translation of Kant’s die Erreichbarkeit … in uns … zweifelhaft macht would be “makes doubtful the 
achieveability of … in us.”
3 Kant is here combining Matt. 5: 48 (where Jesus says: “Be perfect, therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect”) and 
1 Pet. 1: 16 (“for it is written: ‘Be holy, because I am holy’,” quoting Lev. 11: 44–5; 19: 2; cf. Lev. 20: 7). Cf. note 9.37.
4 WP, GG, and GH have “model” for Kant’s Vorbild.
5 WP and GG have “start” for Kant’s ausgehen; GH has “advance.”
6 WP has “not attainable in any time” for Kant’s in keiner Zeit erreichbar; GH has “impossible of execution in any 
given time” and GG “not exhaustible in any time.”
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66.31–35, 67.01
This /make‐up\ ⟨Sie⟩ must therefore be posited in the conviction, in the universal and ingenuous 
maxim of the behavior’s conformity with the law ⟨demselben⟩, as the germ from which all good is 
to be developed, the conviction ⟨sie⟩ that starts from a holy principle which the human being has 
taken up into his supreme maxim. ˻This is˼ a change of mentality ⟨Sinnesänderung⟩ that must 
indeed be possible {67}, because it is [one’s] duty. —

The solution Kant proposes is that we locate the reality of the archetype in the “make‐up” of 
a person’s “conviction.” That is, if a person has experienced a “change of heart” (R 47.11) by 
sincerely resolving to conform his or her conduct to the moral law, then the “germ” of the 
good predisposition will have taken root in that person’s real conviction. Such a person’s heart 
would be “holy” even though his or her behavior would continue to be imperfect, and thus 
virtuous at best.

The question posed by this first difficulty can now be refined as asking whether (and, if so, 
how) a person’s conviction can stand in place of a moral act, so that empirical failures in that 
person’s behavior may be overlooked by a divine judge.

67.01–08
Now, the difficulty consists in understanding how the conviction can count for the deed that 
is  always7 (not generally, but at every [specific] point of time) deficient. The solution of the 
 difficulty,8 however, rests on the following. According to the assessment made by us, who in 
the concepts of the relation of cause and effects are unavoidably restricted to time conditions, 
the deed ⟨die letztere⟩, as a continual progress ad infinitum from a deficient good to what is 
better, remains always deficient.

Kant begins his brief, three‐part argument by pointing out that this problem is rooted in the 
inevitably perspectival nature of the human thinking process (i.e., of “the assessment made by 
us”). As argued in CPR, all our empirical knowledge is bound by causal relations that present 
themselves in time. Insofar as human deeds all take place in this same temporal arena (i.e., in 
the phenomenal world), they are “always deficient.”9 In other words, Kant’s first point is that 
our behavior is inevitably imperfect, when assessed according to the rigorous standards of the 
theoretical standpoint, where only the consequences of our actions are relevant10—just as our 
knowledge is necessarily finite and can never reach beyond sensible conditions to the 
unconditioned.

Having called attention to his perspectival distinction between phenomenal and noumenal 
ways of interpreting human experience, Kant presents two additional considerations that lead 
to the desired conclusion.

67.08–16
Thus we must regard the good in appearance in us—i.e., ˻the good˼ in terms of the deed—always as 
insufficient for a holy law. But this /good’s\ ⟨seinen⟩ progress ad infinitum toward appropriateness 
to that law ⟨dem letzteren⟩ can yet be thought by us, because of the conviction from which it is 

7 Following WP and GH for Kant’s jederzeit, except that WP omits Kant’s emphasis; GG has “every time.”
8 Following WP for Kant’s derselben; GH and GG omit this word.
9 As 1 Cor. 13: 9–10 puts it: “For we know in part and we prophesy in part, but when perfection comes, the imperfect 
disappears.”
10 Those who label Kantian ethics “deontological” rarely appreciate that the consequences of our actions do matter 
for Kant, as his emphasis on behavior and lifestyle in Religion clearly illustrates. Fortunately several recent studies have 
emphasized this aspect of his ethics: see, e.g., Cummiskey 1996, Louden 2000, and Grenberg 2013.
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derived, which is supersensible, as judged by a knower of hearts11—˻judged˼ in his pure intellectual 
intuition—as a perfected ⟨vollendetes⟩ whole also in terms of the deed (the lifestyle);* and thus the 
human being, despite his constant deficiency, can yet expect to be satisfactory to God overall, at 
whatever point of time his existence may be cut short.

The holiness of the law is “supersensible,” whereas our deeds are phenomenal, so our “progress 
ad infinitum”—from bad to better in this case—is bound to appear to us as “insufficient” as long 
as we view it empirically. By contrast, the form of knowledge Kant attributes to God is “intellec-
tual intuition,”12 whereby “a perfected whole” is known all at once. Kant posits that, from the 
noumenal standpoint of God as “a knower of hearts,” our moral status will be assessed not on 
the basis of a piecemeal scrutiny of each empirical deed, but on the basis of the supersensible 
“conviction” that is the true source of our overall lifestyle.13 Thinking of the human situation in 
this way gives us good reason to hope that, even though we are bound to remain imperfect at 
the point of death—in other words, even though the process of “sanctification” (see note 5.1 
above) always seems incomplete from our human point of view—God may still judge us as holy.

In the footnote that comes in the middle of the last sentence of this first paragraph of 
subsection C, Kant presents an important proviso, lest we misunderstand sanctification to 
imply that a good‐hearted person’s deeds are somehow perfect—even when their empirical 
expression falls short of the integrity of our moral duty.14

67n.28–37
*It must not be overlooked that [I] intend to say by this not that the conviction is to serve to 

remunerate [God]15 for the lack of /what is\ dutiful, [and] hence for the real evil in this infinite 
series (on the contrary, [I] presuppose that the human being’s moral make‐up satisfactory to God 
is really to be found in the conviction),16 but rather that the conviction, which stands in place of 
the totality of this series of the approach continued ad infinitum, makes up only for the deficiency, 
which ˻is˼ inseparable, overall,17 from the existence ⟨Dasein⟩ of a being in time,17 of never quite 

11 WP has “one who knows the heart” for Kant’s einem Herzenskündiger; GH has “Him who knows the heart” and GG 
“him who scrutinizes the heart.” Kant is probably thinking here of Lk. 16: 15, where Jesus is quoted as saying: “You are 
the ones who justify yourselves in the eyes of men, but God knows your hearts. What is highly valued among men is 
detestable in God’s sight.” The suffix ‐kündiger does not mean “knower”: rather it carries the connotation of expertise 
(“one well‐versed in”); but using “knower” is appropriate because Kant is also alluding to Acts 15: 8, which starts “God, 
who knows the heart” (Gott, der Herzenskündiger in LB). See also Rom. 8: 27 and note 5.9 above. As Kant’s construction 
contains no sexist language here, it seems best to avoid inserting it into the translation, as GH and GG do here and WP 
does at R 189n.23.
12 On Kant’s theory that divine knowledge consists of “intellectual intuition,” see CPR B71–2, B138–9, A253/B308–9 
and LPT 1052–3. For further references and discussion, see PCR V.1 and Pluhar 1987: xcii–cviii.
13 Here—as in our discussion of the so‐called “intelligible deed” (R 31.32, 39n.26), whereby we adopt a good or evil 
conviction (see Ch. 2.2, and especially note 2.36; cf. R 48.17–25)—we need not regard Kant as proposing an ontological 
distinction between different “worlds,” provided that we interpret his remarks as relating solely to human perspectives. 
As throughout his Critical writings, he is making claims not about the metaphysical reality of God’s situation, but only 
about the epistemological requirements of the human situation.
14 Kant’s warning in this footnote is similar (though not identical) to that given at Rom. 6: 1–2: “What shall we say, 
then? Shall we go on sinning so that grace may increase? By no means! We died to sin; how can we live in it any longer?”
15 WP, GG, and GH have “compensate for” for Kant’s vergüten. See note 5.113 below.
16 WP and GG have “the series” for Kant’s ihr; GH has “this temporal series.” While either reading is grammatically 
possible, “series” (Reihe) cannot be the intended referent, because Kant’s position throughout Religion is that only a 
good conviction can satisfy God, and not anything that can be found in the empirical series. Kant’s whole point in the 
sentence surrounding this parenthetical insertion is that the conviction must take the place of the series precisely 
because neither the totality of the series nor any element in it can satisfy God.
17 WP and GH have “of a temporal being as such” for Kant’s eines Wesens in der Zeit überhaupt; GG has “in principle … 
of a temporal being.”
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completely being ⟨zu sein⟩ what one is thinking of becoming ⟨man zu werden im Begriffe ist⟩. For, 
as regards the remuneration18 for the transgressions that occur in this progress, it will be taken into 
consideration in connection with the solution to the third difficulty.

As always, Kant is keenly aware of the danger of using religion as an excuse for neglecting 
moral duties. His proposal for resolving, through bare reason, the difficulty of understanding 
how sanctification works must not be taken to imply that our empirical character, our behavior 
in the temporal series of our moral deeds, is unimportant. Just the reverse is true. Reason’s 
appeal to what might be called God’s perspective, as a means of instilling hope, is being treated 
here not as an excuse for specific failings (i.e., not as a response to evil itself), but as a response 
to what Kant elsewhere calls the “weakness” of the general human situation (see, e.g., R 29.17). 
In language foreshadowing Heidegger’s Sein und Zeit, Kant reminds us that our very existence 
(Dasein) as embodied beings (beings “in time,” in der Zeit) makes moral failure inevitable—a 
fact that would be rationally intolerable if we were not able to conceive of how God can 
 overlook that failure. How (or whether) God might be remunerated for the very real moral 
failure that occurs as a result of our weakness is the topic of the third difficulty (see Ch.5.3). 
Before addressing that important issue, let us turn our attention to the second difficulty: the 
problem of whether we can have good reason to be certain of having received God’s assistance.

2. Second difficulty: Can we be certain of our eternal destiny?

The second difficulty that Kant believes threatens the objective reality of the archetype is a 
result of the conflict between the moral demand for perfection and the empirical imperfection 
we all experience; it is Kant’s version of the theological problem often known as “eternal security.” 
This problem, as traditionally formulated, has two sides: whether a person can ever be sure of 
having received the divine assistance necessary for salvation; and whether God’s decree of 
salvation, once granted, can later be revoked. Christians who affirm a doctrine of eternal security 
typically praise it as being the source of great spiritual contentment: the “blessed assurance” 
(that Jesus saves) frees the believer to relax and enjoy the rest of his or her life as a beloved child 
in God’s family.

Kant recasts this traditional theological problem by focusing on whether we can be sure that 
we human beings possess and will always preserve the good conviction that (as we saw in section 1 
of this chapter) alone enables God to see us as holy beings in spite of our imperfection.

67.17–27, 68.01–03
The second difficulty, which becomes conspicuous19 when the human being striving toward the 

good is considered in regard to this moral good itself in reference to divine benevolence,20 concerns 
moral happiness, by which [I] here21 mean not assurance of an everlasting ⟨immerwährenden⟩ 
possession of contentment with one’s physical state (liberation from ills ⟨Übeln⟩ and enjoyment of 
ever‐increasing pleasures), i.e., ⟨als⟩ physical happiness, but ˻assurance˼ of the reality and persistence 
of a conviction [that] always advances ⟨fortrückenden⟩ in the good (never falls away ⟨fallenden⟩ 

18 WP, GG, and GH have “compensation” for Kant’s Vergütung. Cf. note 5.15 above.
19 WP and GH have “emerges” for Kant’s hervorthut; GG has “arises.” I reserve “emerge” for the (related) word, 
hervorgehen.
20 Following GW, I take R2’s Glückseligkeit (“happiness”) to be an error; Ak. thus reverts to R1’s Gütigkeit. WP has 
“benignity,” while GH and GG have “goodness.” Elsewhere Kant does not attribute happiness to God.
21 Kant added this word in R2, probably to clarify that the following definition of “moral happiness” is distinct from 
happiness as defined in the Critiques and in GMM.
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from it). For, if only one were firmly assured of the unchangeability of such a conviction, the constant 
“seeking22 after the kingdom of God” would be tantamount {68} to already knowing oneself in 
possession of this kingdom, and thus ⟨da denn⟩ the human being, so minded,23 would even on his 
own have confidence that “all the rest (what concerns physical happiness) will fall to him.”24

Kant here assumes that the person in question is actively “striving toward the good,” so that the 
empirical evidence would suggest a good conviction. Can such a person be assured of “moral 
happiness,” in the sense of being confident that he or she will never depart from his or her 
current path of ever‐improving goodness? If so, then we could be certain that our constant 
“seeking” to be good would be seen by God (in the manner indicated by the solution to the first 
difficulty) as equivalent to the complete perfection of the archetype, so that a reward of 
“physical happiness” (though perhaps only in a future life) would be fully justified.25 Does bare 
reason support the sincere religious believer who seeks future happiness through an assurance 
of the new conviction’s presumed unchangeability?

Kant answers this question, thereby attempting to solve the second difficulty, in a lengthy 
paragraph that begins by warning us of the danger of caring too much about having absolute 
certainty.

68.04–14
Now, a human being worried about that could indeed be referred, with his wish, to this: “His 

(God’s) Spirit bears witness to our spirit,” etc.;26 that is, whoever possesses as ingenuous a 
 conviction as is required will feel even on his own that he can never fall so deep [into happi-
ness]27 as to be embosomed again to28 evil. However, the situation with such supposed feelings 
of supernatural origin is precarious; nowhere does one deceive oneself more easily than in what 
favors a good opinion of oneself. Moreover, it seems not even advisable to be encouraged to such 
a confidence, but instead ˻it seems˼ more beneficial (for morality) “to work out29 one’s salvation 
with fear and trembling”30 (a harsh saying, which, if misunderstood, can impel people to the 
darkest delirium).

A devout believer might interpret biblical passages such as Romans 8: 16 (see note 5.26) as 
 evidence that we really should feel certain that, having experienced a conversion from evil‐
heartedness to good‐heartedness, we will never again return to our old way of making moral 

22 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Trachten (literally “aspiring to”; Kant’s usual word for “seek” is suchen). LB 
uses Trachtet in the verse Kant is quoting (see note 5.24 below).
23 WP has “with such an attitude” for Kant’s so gesinnte; GH has “thus minded” and GG “thus disposed.”
24 Kant is paraphrasing Matt. 6: 33: “But seek [Trachtet] first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things 
will be given to you as well.” See also Lk. 12: 31.
25 The issue of whether Kant’s concept of the highest good requires only moral happiness or also physical happiness 
to be distributed to each person in proportion to his or her virtue has generated much debate. Schopenhauer (1999: 
117–8, 128–9, 168), for example, assumed the former. Weiper 2000, by contrast, argues for the latter. But see Düsing 
1971 for a good argument that Kant must have both types of happiness in mind.
26 Rom. 8: 16: “The Spirit himself testifies with our spirit that we are God’s children.”
27 WP, GG, and GH have “low” for Kant’s tief, elsewhere always translated as “deep(ly).” Given the context, Kant’s 
“falling” metaphor here refers not to the temptation to give in to evil, but to the feeling of being immersed in happiness 
as a result of the generous gifts that “fall to” (R 68.03) the members of God’s kingdom.
28 WP has “regain his fondness for” for Kant’s wiederum lieb zu gewinnen; GH has “again to love” and GG “regain a 
liking for.”
29 Following GH and GG for Kant’s zu schaffen; WP has “procure.” The LB has schaffet, so the normal English trans-
lation (see note 5.30 immediately below) should also be used.
30 Phil. 2: 12: “Therefore, my dear friends, as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence, but now much more 
in my absence—continue to work out your salvation with fear and trembling.” The LB has selig where Kant has Seligkeit 
(“salvation”).
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choices. The danger in assuming that such assurance has a “supernatural origin”31 is that we 
may be misjudging the status of our own current moral character—given the tendency of all 
human beings to regard their own beliefs and actions as good. Kant thinks that a better biblical 
verse to apply to the question of whether believers should be encouraged to feel assured of 
their status before God is Philippians 2: 12, where salvation is presented as something we 
human beings must “work out” for ourselves, “with fear and trembling.” But, like the first 
saying, this one also risks “impel[ling] people to the darkest delirium,” if it is misunderstood—
for example, by encouraging a constant paranoia in the face of divine judgment. Clearly Kant 
thinks that the notion of absolute certainty of one’s salvation, or even the desire for it, is likely 
to be morally harmful.

Kant thus continues by rejecting the opposite extreme, a total lack of assurance that one’s 
conviction is acceptable to God, and by introducing a morally empowering middle path.

68.15–19
Yet without any confidence in one’s conviction once one has adopted it, a persistence to continue 
therein would hardly be possible. However, this /confidence\ can be found, without surrendering to 
sweet or to fearful delirium, by comparing one’s32 lifestyle as led thus far with one’s [previously] 
 prepared32 resolve. —

Lacking all confidence (“fearful delirium”) would be just as harmful as having too much 
confidence (“sweet” delirium), because it would also encourage a person simply to give up the 
quest for a lifestyle that is satisfactory to God. The way to gain a morally healthy degree of 
confidence, Kant suggests, is to compare one’s lifestyle—that is, our behavior after experiencing 
a change of heart—with the resolution that informs one’s basic moral conviction.

Genuinely religious assurance, assurance that imparts real power for moral reformation, 
must be based not on fear or false certainty, but on justified—in other words, rational—hope.

68.19–33
For the human being who, through a sufficiently long life, has perceived, from the period ⟨Epoche⟩ 
[starting when he] adopted precepts of the good,33 their effect on the deed, i.e., on his lifestyle as 
advancing to the better and better ⟨zum immer Besseren⟩, and ˻who˼ finds himself prompted to 
infer from this a basic reformation in his conviction only conjecturally, can yet also hope rationally 
that—because such advances, if only their principle is good, ˻will˼ still increase one’s ⟨die⟩ power 
for the following /ones\ [as much] as ever—he will in this life on earth no longer abandon this path 
but will advance on it still more courageously than ever;34 and indeed that, if after this life yet 
another lies ahead of him, he will under different circumstances—as far as he can tell35—yet continue 
thereafter on this path ⟨darauf⟩ according to the very same principle and will still approach 

31 Kant is here alluding to the doctrine of a divine “calling”—i.e., the belief that those who are saved have been called 
by God to fulfill this destiny. He only hints at it here because, as a parergon, the divine calling will be dealt with in the 
third General Comment, under the heading of the “mysteries” that naturally arise out of religion within the bounds of 
bare reason (see App. III).
32 WP has “the … the … that one has made” for Kant’s seines … seinem gefaßten; GH has “his … the … which he has 
adapted” and GG “our … the … we once embraced.”
33 WP has “who, starting from the period when he adopted the principles of the good, has perceived through a suf-
ficiently long life”; but this placement of the (implied) word “starting” would suggest that one must perceive moral 
progress from the very start of this period; rather Kant’s point is only that the epoch in question (during which one 
must perceive progress) starts with one’s resolve to be good.
34 WP and GG have “with ever greater courage” for Kant’s immer noch muthiger; GH has “with ever‐increasing 
courage.”
35 Following WP for Kant’s allem Ansehen nach; GH and GG have “to/in all appearances.” Kant also uses this idiom 
(without allem) at R 110.01–02 (see note 8.4).
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[nearer]  than ever to36 the goal of perfection, unachieveable though [this goal is], because, 
according to what he has perceived in himself thus far, he may consider his conviction to be 
amended from its very basis.

In this highly complex sentence Kant explains the previously mentioned comparison in terms 
that suggest that he is thinking of what in some religious circles is called a person’s “spiritual 
pilgrimage.” Since we cannot see our own heart with perfect clarity (cf. R 51, 63; see also MM 
447), we can estimate “only conjecturally” when our change of heart actually took place. If we 
examine the period of our life from that time onwards, we should be able to perceive our 
lifestyle steadily “advancing to the better and better,” in compliance with “precepts of the good.” 
If we do observe such advances, then this has two effects: first, it confirms (though not with 
absolute certainty) that our inner “conviction” has indeed undergone a radical, one‐off refor-
mation (Besserung), from evil to good; and, second, this hope in turn strengthens our resolve 
to continue on this good path. Following the same logic, we may conjecture that, if another life 
follows this one, then we will have a chance to continue our pilgrimage there, moving ever 
closer to the goal of conforming our behavior to the perfection of an archetype‐informed con-
viction. Such hope, that a genuine change has occurred in the status of our conviction, can 
be rational only if it is based on the empirical evidence we have when we observe our own 
moral deeds from day to day—even though we are never absolutely certain that such a change 
really has taken place.

This rationale—what we might call Kant’s logic of salvation—can also be used to make a 
rational assessment of the status of a person who claims to have experienced a religious 
conversion, yet continually fails to exhibit moral progress.

68.33–37, 69.01–04
By contrast, a human being who despite often‐tried37 resolve to the good has nevertheless never 
found that he stood firm38 by it but has always relapsed39 into evil, or perhaps has even had to perceive 
in himself, as he continued his life, that he has fallen always deeper,40 from evil to worse—as if on 
a slope, as it were—cannot rationally entertain {69} any hope that, if he still had longer41 to live 
here, or even if a future life lay ahead of him, he would make it better;42 for in view of such indica-
tions he would have to regard the corruption as rooted in his conviction.

36 WP has “still keep approaching” for Kant’s immer noch nähern; GH has “to approach ever nearer to” and GG “come 
ever closer to.”
37 WP has “often‐attempted” for Kant’s oft versuchtem; GG and GH have “often repeated.” Cf. note 6.1.
38 Following WP for Kant’s Stand hielt (literally “held a status”); GH has “stood his ground” and GG “to stand fast.” 
The literal meaning of this idiom, though not coherent in English, is instructive (see Glossary). Kant is saying that a 
person who resolves to maintain the “status” (Stand) of being good should consider whether or not he can hold on to 
that status in the long term.
39 Following GG for Kant’s zurückfiel; WP has “fallen back” and GH “falling back.” Elsewhere WP uses “relapse” for 
Kant’s cognate term Rückfall.
40 WP has “lower and lower” for Kant’s immer tiefer; GH has “evermore” and GG “ever further down.” Careful con-
sistency of translation is crucial here, lest the English reader miss the irony in Kant’s usage of the same metaphor 
(falling deeper) that he used earlier on this same page (R 68.07; see note 5.27 above) to describe a person who feels a 
deep (but unjustifiable) happiness in response to God’s perceived beneficence.
41 That is, if he were given more time. Unlike WP’s “a while left,” Kant’s länger does not imply that the remaining 
time will be short. GH’s “(to) go on” is more accurate. GG’s “(had to live) longer” wrongly implies a reluctance to 
continue.
42 WP has “behave better” for Kant’s es besser machen; GH has “conduct himself better,” while GG paraphrases this 
whole clause as “(hope of) improving.” Each of these options simply omits Kant’s es (“it”), the intended referent of 
which could be “evil” (Bösen), but which more likely refers to the overall situation involving the person’s weak “resolve 
to the good.” The best paraphrased translation would therefore be: “do better at keeping his resolution.”
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Hard though these words may be for some religious believers to accept, Kant insists that reason 
provides no grounds for hope to someone who is unable to put into practice the good principle 
he or she claims to affirm. By reiterating the metaphor of falling into the depths (see note 5.40 
above) but placing it now in a very different context, Kant seems to be offering an implicit 
warning to those who are content to trust in a delirious feeling of being favored by God.43 Not 
only do such persons have no good reason to assume that they possess a good conviction now, 
but they cannot rationally hope that, if granted another life in some after‐death state, they 
would suddenly start to improve at that stage.

This interpretation of eternal security and its implications for possible life after death has a 
dual advantage, for it empowers both good‐ and evil‐hearted people to live better in the pre-
sent life.

69.04–13, 70.01
Now, the first [type of] ˻hope˼44 is a glimpse into an immense ⟨unabsehliche⟩ but wished‐for and 
fortunate future; the second, by contrast, ˻is a glimpse˼ into an equally immense misery; i.e., both 
˻are˼—for human beings, according to what these are able to judge—˻glimpses˼ into a blessed or 
accursed ⟨selige oder unselige⟩ eternity. These ⟨die⟩ presentations are potent enough to serve the 
one part [[of the human race]] for reassurance and reinforcement in the good, and ˻to serve˼ the 
other /part\ for awakening judgmental ⟨richtenden⟩ conscience45 in order still to do damage to46 
evil as much as possible, [and] hence to serve [this part] as incentives, without there being any 
need to presuppose dogmatically, as a doctrine, an eternity of good or of evil for the human being’s 
destiny*—supposed detections47 and assertions with which {70} reason only oversteps the limits 
of its insight.

Here again, as throughout the Second Piece, Kant’s emphasis is on the power of belief: the 
solution to the problem of radical evil rests in a radical change in the way we conceive of our 
moral situation. This logical perspective adopted in the Second Piece offers reassurance to 
those whose behavior suggests that they really have converted to a good conviction, while it 
serves as a wake‐up call to those who, remaining under the dominion of evil, are allowing their 
conscience to sleep. Genuine (rational) religion can have this power even without imposing 
presumptuous dogmas, as if we could know the absolute truth about our own eternal destiny. 
A pretentious insistence that heaven and hell are real places and that all human beings literally 

43 If Kant does indeed intend to be offering a warning here, then this passage can be regarded as an allusion to (or 
critique of) 1 Jn. 1: 6: “If we claim to have fellowship with [God] and yet walk in the darkness, we lie and do not live 
out the truth.” Kant is making essentially the same claim, provided that Christians interpret “fellowship with God” as 
holding a good conviction and “walking in darkness” as doing evil.
44 That is, future hope held by a person who can rightly infer a good conviction from observed moral progress, as 
opposed to the hope of a person who cannot do so.
45 Following GG for Kant’s des … Gewissen; WP has “the … conscience” and GH “the voice of conscience.” 
Conscience, as Kant employs the term, functions as a transpersonal moral reality to which each individual must appeal 
in order to have a good conviction; people who have an evil conviction can maintain their evil‐hearted status only by 
turning a deaf ear to the voice of conscience. In view of its transpersonal nature I treat “conscience” as an abstract noun 
whenever it appears with any form of the definite article, deleting (without further notice) WP’s “the,” or his insertion 
of “his” or “one’s” before “conscience” at R 78n.33, 77.11, 134.05, 171.13, 179.18, 187.31, 189.14, 199.02, as here. This 
view of the role of conscience in Kant’s theory of moral judgment is diametrically opposed to that of Moyar 2008, who 
takes Kant’s increased appeal to conscience in the 1790s to be evidence that he is moving in the Fichtean direction of 
an absolute act of first‐person individuality. Grenberg 2013 offers a detailed critique of Moyar’s position.
46 WP has “infringe” for Kant’s dem … Abbruch zu thun; GH has “to break with” and GG “to make a break with,” but 
this would be the meaning without zu thun.
47 WP and GG have “cognitions” for Kant’s Kenntnissen (literally “knowledges” in the sense of “acts/objects one 
becomes aware of ”); GH has “knowledge.” Cf. note 23 in App. I.
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go to one place or the other after they die cannot be justified rationally, since any claim to 
detect our eternal destiny “oversteps the limits of [reason’s] insight”; yet a more moderate belief 
that some such eternal destiny awaits us can have a positive moral effect of the utmost 
importance.

The footnote attached as a lengthy single paragraph to the passage quoted above assesses a 
string of “children’s questions” related to the theology of death and eternity, beginning with the 
question of whether hell’s punishments will be temporary.

69n.14–22
*To the questions of which, even if they could be answered, the questioner would still not 

understand [how] to make /them\ prudent48 (and which could therefore be called children’s 
questions) there belongs also this /one\: whether the punishments of hell will be finite or eternal 
punishments. If the first were taught, then [one] must worry that many people (like all those who 
believe in purgatory, or like the sailor in Moore’s Voyages)49 would say: “Then I hope I will be able 
to endure it.” But if the other were asserted and included in the symbol of faith,50 then, contrary to 
the intention pursued in this, the result might well be hope for complete impunity after the most 
ruthless51 life.

Such questions are childish not because they are unanswerable (though this too may be true) 
but because answering them provides no prudence, no guidance or power assisting us to live a 
good life. A belief in temporary punishment (purgatory) might encourage a person to persist 
in evil during this earthly life, in the hope of enduring the hardship of the next life well enough 
to effect a change of heart at that later stage. By contrast, permanent punishment is so harsh 
that a person taught to believe such a dogma might end up hoping that, even though he or she 
has lived “the most ruthless life,” that life could not possibly be so bad as to deserve eternal 
punishment—the dogma thereby backfiring in its moral impact. Such a belief could be simi-
larly counterproductive if it led someone who has committed horrible moral evils to give up 
even trying to change, on the grounds that his or her crimes surely already secured him or her 
an eternal place in hell.

As an aside to his discussion of eternal destiny, Kant now considers the plight of the minister 
who, called to the bedside of a dying person who has lived such a “ruthless life,” cannot bear to 
warn the person that he or she may be bound for an eternity in hell.

69n.22–30
For since, in the moments of belated repentance at the end of that /life\ ⟨desselben⟩, the  minister 
consulted for advice and comfort ⟨Trost⟩ must, after all, find it cruel and inhuman to proclaim 
eternal reprobation52 to the person ⟨ihm⟩, and ˻since˼ he deploys no mean53 between this /eternal 
reprobation\ and complete absolution (but [one is] punished either eternally or not at all),53 

48 WP has “know how to make sense of ” for Kant’s Kluges zu machen verstehen; GH has “be (none) the wiser” and 
GG “in the least enlighten.”
49 Kant actually puts the emphasis on “Moore’s,” not on “Travels.” As GW 503 notes, Francis Moore’s A New Collection 
of Voyages, Discoveries and Travels (1745) was translated into German by Johann Joachim Schwabe in 1748.
50 As WP 77n explains, Kant’s term Glaubenssymbol refers to a church creed.
51 WP has “the most reprobate” for Kant’s dem ruchlosesten; GH has “such a wicked” and GG “such a dastardly.” 
Kant’s emphasis here is not on how horrible such a person’s acts were throughout life, but on the irony that a person 
who never showed mercy could, on this view, nevertheless hope to receive mercy at death.
52 Following GH for Kant’s Verwerfung; WP has “rejection” and GG “damnation.”
53 WP has “sets up nothing intermediate” for Kant’s kein Mittleres statuirt; GH and GG have “recognizes/admits no 
middle ground.” The whole parenthetical phrase shown here was added in R2 as a clarification of this point. Kant’s use 
of statuirt (literally “decrees” or “takes as a statute”) implies that the pastor bases his assumption on a creed (cf. note 
5.50 above), an approach Kant later calls “statutory faith” (e.g., R 126, 158).
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he must hold out to him hope for the latter, i.e., ˻ he must˼ promise to transfigure him in haste54 into 
a human being satisfactory to God; and thus—since there is no time left to enter upon a good 
lifestyle—repentant confessions, formulas of faith, [and] perhaps also vows to start55 a new life, in 
case the end of the present one were to be delayed even longer, stand in place of the means [to this 
transfiguration]. —

A kind‐hearted minister’s solution to this uncomfortable situation is typically to emphasize the 
positive side, offering “complete absolution” by hastily morphing the person “into a human 
being satisfactory to God.” The problem in such situations is that the usual evidence of the 
genuineness of a person’s change of heart will not be available if the person really does die soon 
afterwards. In its place the pastor normally depends on expressions of dogmatic belief or of 
sincere regret, together with the person’s commitment to begin a life of good deeds if his or her 
life turns out to be spared. But does such a person have a firm basis for rational hope that the 
minister’s promise is not empty?

Kant views this less than ideal situation as resulting from the minister’s tendency to regard 
issues related to eternal security as theoretical dogmas rather than as practical hypotheses. By 
contrast, ministers and theologians versed in the principles of rational religion will teach 
others always to assess their “future destiny” on the basis of the evidence provided by their 
present and recent lifestyle.

69n.30–40, 70n.03–08
This is the unavoidable consequence if the eternity of one’s ⟨des⟩ future destiny in accordance with 
the lifestyle [one has] led here ˻is˼ propounded as dogma and the human being is not rather 
instructed to frame a concept of his future ˻destiny˼ from his morals state as it has been hitherto 
and to infer this /destiny\ himself as the naturally foreseeable consequence of /his lifestyle\.56 
For there the immensity of the series of these /consequences\ ⟨derselben⟩ under the dominion of 
evil will have for him the same moral effect (of impelling him to undo—as much as is possible 
for him, before life’s end57—what has been done, through reparation or compensation in terms of 
its effects) as can be expected from the proclaimed eternity of that evil, yet without carrying 
with it the disadvantages of the dogma of that eternity ⟨der letztern⟩ (to which neither rational 
insight nor scriptural exegesis entitles [us] anyway) {70}: because in his life the evil human 
being already counts in advance on this easily attainable58 pardon, or at the end of his life ⟨desselben⟩ 
˻he˼ believes that ˻he˼ has to deal only with the claims of heavenly justice upon him, which he 

54 WP has “transform … speedily” for Kant’s in der Geschwindigkeit … umzuschaffen; GH has “transform … on the 
spur of the moment” and GG “transform … in a hurry.” I reserve “transform” for verwandeln.
55 WP and GH have “vows to lead” for Kant’s Angelobungen (literally “inaugurations” or “[acts of] swearing in”); GG 
has “vows of.”
56 WP has “of his future moral state … to infer this future state himself as the naturally foreeable consequences 
thereof ” for Kant’s vom künftigen … darauf als die natürlich vorherzusehende Folgen desselben selbst zu schließen; GH 
has “of his future state … as the natural and foreseeable result of it” and GG “of his future moral state … to come on 
his own to a conclusion regarding it as the [totality of the] naturally foreseeable consequences of the present one.” 
Kant’s original has a grammatical mistake here in both R1 and R2: he uses a singular adjective (vorherzusehende) with 
a plural noun (Folgen). Although some earlier German editions corrected the error by making the adjective plural, 
Wobbermin surprisingly leaves the error in place without noting the problem (see GW 508), and even RM makes no 
mention of variant readings here. While WP and GG assume Kant intended the plural construction (WP leaving the 
resulting awkwardness in place; GG inserting the implied concept of totality to compensate for the problem), I follow 
GH in assuming that Kant intended the singular. Kant had to use the plural form because in the next part of his sen-
tence (the next sentence, in WP) he refers to the series “of the same” (derselben); but his singular adjective (unchanged 
in R2) suggests that he had the singular in mind for the first of his two references to the consequence(s) of one’s past 
lifestyle. Kant’s logic requires this inferred consequence to be one’s future destiny, not one’s moral state.
57 WP and GG have “the end of his life” for Kant’s dem Ende des Lebens; GH has “his life ends.”
58 WP, GG, and GH have “obtainable” for Kant’s zu erlangenden.
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appeases59 with bare words; meanwhile, ˻he counts on it˼ that60 the rights of human beings in this 
connection go blank,61 and no one gets back what /is\ ⟨das⟩ his (an outcome of this kind of expia-
tion which is so common that an example of the opposite is almost unheard of). —

The alternative strategy recommended here is a typically Kantian mean between the extremes: 
encourage evil persons who are near death to do whatever they can in the time that remains, 
however brief, “to undo” the negative effects of the wrongs they have done.62 Such concrete 
acts of reparation would then serve as an empirical basis for the person’s hope of salvation. 
The dogmatic alternative, Kant claims, is justified neither by reason nor by good “scriptural 
exegesis.” For it has the great disadvantage that people who believe this dogma tend, quite 
rationally, to plan ahead by choosing to live a life devoted to self‐interest, with the conscious 
intention of seeking divine pardon as closely as possible to their dying day, thus maximizing 
their happiness without suffering the horror of eternal damnation. Often egged on by a well‐
intentioned minister, such people focus their deathbed concerns on how to satisfy “heavenly 
justice”; as a result, they treat the rights of their fellow human beings as empty, instead of 
using their final moments to rectify situations where others may have been hurt by their past 
evil deeds.

The one very long paragraph that constitutes this footnote continues by reassuring us that, 
if we simply encourage someone nearing death to act according to his or her own conscience, 
then we need not worry that the person’s self‐judgment will be too lenient.

70n.08–14
But if [any]one worries that ˻his˼ reason, through his conscience, would judge ⟨beurtheilen⟩ him 
too leniently, then he is, I believe, very much mistaken. For precisely because reason ⟨sie⟩ is free 
and will itself speak over him,63 the human being, it is incorruptible;64 and if, in such a state,65 one 
just tells him that it is at least possible that he will soon have to stand before a judge, then one need 
only leave him to his own meditation, which will in all probability direct66 him with the greatest 
severity. —

59 WP has “satisfies” for Kant’s befriedigt; GH has “satisfied” and GG “satisfy.”
60 WP has “while” for Kant’s indessen daß; GH has “meanwhile” (after starting a new sentence) and GG “and … 
meanwhile.” All three simply ignore Kant’s daß, which I read as signaling an ellipsis that portrays the insignificance of 
human rights as something that such a person counts on when reasoning in this way.
61 Or “go away empty-handed.” WP has “are neglected in this” for Kant’s hierbei leer ausgehen; GH has “are  disregarded” 
and GG “are … left begging”—all neglecting Kant’s use of the active voice for this German idiom. At R 144n.32 I use “fade 
out” for a similar idiomatic use of the same verb, but without leer (literally, “empty” or “blank”).
62 Kant might have been thinking here of Plato’s Phaedo, which depicts Socrates’ last words as instructions to settle 
an unpaid debt to Asclepius.
63 WP has “is itself to pronounce on him” for Kant’s selbst über ihn … sprechen soll; GH has “must pass judgment even 
upon … himself ” and GG “must pass judgment over him.” But Kant mentions judgment only later in this sentence. 
His point here is that conscience speaks over a person most authoritatively.
64 Kant’s unbestechlich also means “unbribable.” Unlike corrupt clerics or some theological portrayals of the divine 
judge, one’s conscience cannot be bribed.
65 WP has “situation” for Kant’s Zustande; GH and GG have “circumstances.”
66 WP has “pass judgment on” for Kant’s nach … richten; GH has “pass sentence upon” and GG “judge.” As explained 
in the Glossary, WP normally translates richten as “direct,” reserving “pass judgment” for richtet, which I normally 
revise as “adjudge.” As Nachricht means “report,” the connotation here is that one’s conscience will probably “report on 
him” severely to the judge, the idea being that this way of thinking (that one’s conscience might some day report to a 
divine judge) is likely to cause a person to comply with the moral law more strictly rather than encouraging leniency. 
Kant’s word choice does not suggest condemnation at this point, so much as preemptive orientation (i.e., directing) 
toward the good.
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Being wholly free, a person’s reason cannot be bribed when engaged in self‐assessment. So 
Kant advises pastors that reminding a dying person whose life did not exhibit clear evidence of 
good‐heartedness that we might have to submit to divine judgment after death should 
encourage such a person to do his or her utmost, in the days or even moments prior to death, 
to make good whatever wrongs it remains in their power to set right.

After a dash Kant assesses what a common saying implies about a person’s eternal destiny 
prior to the moment of death.

70n.14–23
Let me add to this a few further observations. The common motto, All’s well that ends well, can 
indeed be67 applied to moral cases, but only if by the good end ⟨Ende⟩ [we] understand the one 
where the human being becomes a truly good human being. Yet by what is he to cognize himself 
as being such, since he can only infer it from the persistently good lifestyle that succeeds it, for 
which, however, there is no time left at the end of life? The saying can be conceded68 more readily 
with regard to happiness, yet also only in reference to the standpoint from which he looks upon his 
life, namely not from its beginning but from its end, by looking back from there to the beginning 
⟨jenen⟩.

We may think of a person’s life as having a “good end” in two ways. Such an assessment may 
refer either to the goodness of a person’s convictions or to the extent of a person’s happiness. In 
the latter case, Kant agrees that a happy ending enables a person nearing death to look back on 
his or her whole life as having gone well; but he points out that this is useless to a young person 
looking forward. If the “good end” refers to our moral state, then the saying has no practical 
value, since we can assess our convictions only by observing a “persistently good lifestyle,” yet 
at the moment of death no time remains for us to prove ourselves in this empirical manner.

Kant, approaching his 70th year and no doubt contemplating his own impending death, 
now offers a few words of practical wisdom to anyone who may be troubled by the prospect of 
past sorrows disrupting an otherwise happy ending.

70n.23–28
Sufferings that have been overcome do not leave behind, once one sees that one is safe, any 
 tormenting reminiscence, but rather a gladness that only makes the enjoyment of the now arising 
fortune all the more savory; for pleasures or pains, being (as belonging to sensibility) contained in 
the time series, also vanish with it and do not constitute a whole with the now existing enjoyment 
of life but are displaced by it as the subsequent /enjoyment\.69

This complex sentence makes three distinct points. First, a person facing an impending death 
need not be tormented by memories of the disappointments or losses previously suffered, 
because the experience of death will free us from all such sorrows. Second, because we experi-
ence “pleasures or pains” solely as a result of being part of this world of “sensibility,” we should 
feel glad on our deathbed at the prospect of experiencing a new mode of existence, which will 
be free of such temporal struggles. And, third, as we prepare ourselves for the transition from 
this life to the next, we should rest assured that our “existing enjoyment” of the “whole” of our 
life is even at the present moment displacing those past sorrows, transforming unfulfilled 
dreams into a new dream of constant joy.

67 WP has “by” (a typo) for Kant’s werden.
68 Following GG for Kant’s eingeräumt; WP has “granted” and GH “admitted.”
69 WP has “the enjoyment that succeeds them” for Kant’s den nachfolgenden; GH has “their successor” and GG “it 
succeeds them.”
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Returning to the “All’s well” saying, Kant now concludes by warning against using this motto 
to assess our life’s “moral worth.”

70n.28–39
But if that same proposition is applied to the judging of the moral worth of the life [that one has] 
led thus far, then the human being may be quite wrong in so judging his life ⟨es⟩, even if he has 
concluded his life ⟨dasselbe⟩ with a very good ˻life˼style.70 For the morally subjective principle of 
the conviction, by which his life must be judged, is (as something supersensible) of such a kind that 
its existence cannot be thought as divisible into time segments but ˻can be thought˼ only as an 
absolute unity; and, since we can infer the conviction only from the actions (as appearances 
thereof), life will, for the sake of this assessment, be considered only as a unity of time, i.e., as a 
whole, and thus the reproaches from the first part of life (from before the reformation) have their 
say71 just as loudly as does the approval in the latter /part\ and might dampen the triumphant tone: 
All’s well that ends well—very much indeed. —

Because our conviction (the true basis of any person’s “moral worth”) does not exist in time 
and space but is “an absolute unity” that is “supersensible,” and because we can make moral 
judgments only on the basis of “the actions” that function as our conviction’s “appearances,” 
we can judge someone’s (including our own) moral worth only by viewing the person’s 
actions “as a unity of time, that is, as a whole.” If we do this, then a new difficulty arises: the 
evil actions of our early life, before we experienced a change of heart, might counterbalance 
the good we have done after our conversion, leaving us less than “well,” in a moral sense, at 
life’s conclusion. Kant does not say so at this point, but, as we shall see in section 3 of the 
present chapter, this is the third difficulty he examines in subsection C. His point here is 
simply that this rather trite saying cannot stand up to scrutiny as a reliable principle of moral 
self‐assessment.

A similar notion, sometimes defended as a theological dogma, is that, since the book of life 
closes, so to speak, and all moral accounting ends as soon as a person dies, all our shortcom-
ings must be either forgiven here on earth or else eternally punished.

70n.39–42, 71n.23–31
Finally, as regards that teaching concerning the duration of punishments in another world, yet 
another ˻teaching˼ is also closely akin to it, although not the same, namely “that all sins will have 
to be forgiven here,”72 that as life ends one’s account must be completely closed {71}, and no one 
may hope that what [he] neglected here [he] can perhaps still make up there. Yet this /teaching\ 
⟨Sie⟩ can no more proclaim itself to be a dogma than the preceding one; rather, it is only a precept 
by which practical reason prescribes to itself the rule in using its concepts of the supersensible, 
meanwhile conceding ⟨sich bescheidet⟩ that it knows nothing of the supersensible’s ⟨des Letzteren⟩ 
objective make‐up. For, it says no more than this: We can only infer from the lifestyle that we have 
led whether or not we are human beings satisfactory to God; and, since that /lifestyle\ ends with 
this life, there also closes for us the account whose sum total alone must yield whether or not we 
may consider ourselves justified. —

70 WP has “very good conduct” for Kant’s einem ganz guten Wandel; GH has “conduct … perfectly good” and GG “a 
totally good new turn.”
71 WP has “add their voice” for Kant’s mitsprechen; GH has “speak” and GG “join in with … a voice.”
72 Kant’s alle Sünden hier vergeben werden müssen loosely paraphrases part of Luke 11: 4: “Forgive us our sins, for we 
also forgive everyone [LB: Sünden, denn auch wir vergeben allen] who sins against us.” Articles 11, 12, and 25 of the 
Augsburg Confession state that confession and absolution must occur before a believer can partake of the sacraments. 
These articles, taken together, opposed the Catholic church’s doctrine of purgatory—this being the “hope” that Kant 
goes on to deny in the remainder of this sentence.
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Like all theological dogmas that refer to matters beyond this earthly life, we can have no 
 theoretical knowledge of whether or not this one is true, so our only basis for rational judg-
ment is practical (i.e., moral). Kant therefore states that the only use we can make of the prin-
ciple that all sins must be forgiven during our lifetime would be to regulate reason’s “concepts 
of the supersensible.” Even though we cannot know with absolute certainty what may take 
place after death, we can have practical certainty that God will be satisfied with us—will say 
well done—at the end of our life only if the “sum total” of our lifestyle appears to have been 
governed by a good conviction.73 This practical certainty should regulate any rational theology 
by insuring that, for all practical purposes, the lifestyle being assessed refers only to this life.

After the last of several dividing dashes, this footnote—the longest one in Religion—ends with a 
brief reflection on the difference between using regulative and constitutive principles in theology.

71n.31–38
Generally, if instead of using the constitutive principles of the cognition of supersensible objects, 
insight into which is after all impossible for us, we restricted our judgment to the  regulative prin-
ciples that settle for the possible practical use of these /objects\, then [judgment] in very many 
pieces would make human wisdom better off,74 and the supposed knowledge of that whereof we 
fundamentally know nothing would not breed baseless, although for a while glistening, soph-
istry,75 to the detriment—which at some point does eventually emerge—of morality.

As Kant thoroughly demonstrated in the Dialectic section of CPR, any attempt to use principles of 
human understanding in a constitutive way in hopes of gaining “cognition of supersensible objects” 
is “impossible for us” as human beings. Philosophical and theological speculation glistens with 
promises of presumed knowledge, which nevertheless remains beyond our reach; to insist on such 
claims inevitably harms the interests of morality, especially in pedagogical religious contexts, as 
Kant has been discussing in this footnote. Instead of even attempting to gain such knowledge, we 
would be better off recognizing our theoretical ignorance and affirming only what can be justified 
on practical grounds, even if this seems to leave “human wisdom” shattered “in very many pieces.”

Resuming our comments on the main text, we find that Kant concludes his discussion of the 
second difficulty by relating his position on the rational assurance we can have of our eternal 
destiny before God to the Christian notion of the Holy Spirit.

70.01–02, 71.01–09
Thus the good and ingenuous conviction of which one is conscious ([and] which may be called a 
good spirit governing us {71}) also carries with it, although only mediately,76 trust in its persistence 
and firmness, and is the77 Comforter (Paraclete)78 when our lapses make us worried about its 

73 While it was once the norm for commentators to assume that Kant allows no room for divine forgiveness (see, e.g., Silber 
1960: cxxxii–cxxxiv; cf. note 8.120), several recent studies have taken Kant’s arguments here in subsection C as a serious 
attempt to defend a rational theory of forgiveness: see Sussman 2005 and AAE‐Sussman; cf. MRB‐Stevenson: 118 and 136, 
who rightly concludes that Kant acknowledges “an element of ultimate mystery” on such issues, aiming to challenge us “to 
face up to that mystery with a sense of forgiveness (justifying grace?) and hope (for sanctifying grace?).”
74 WP has “would in quite many ways be in a better state” for Kant’s so würde es in gar vielen Stücken mit … besser 
stehen; GH and GG have “would be better off in a great many ways/respects.” Kant has es (“it”) as the grammatical 
subject and uses Stücken (“pieces”) quite awkwardly, even for German readers; the three translators smooth over the 
awkwardness by making “human wisdom” the subject and taking “pieces” as a metaphor for “ways.” But the wider 
context suggests that Kant is saying that piecemeal judgment makes wisdom better off.
75 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Vernünftelei; WP has “subtle reasoning.” Cf. note 3.39.
76 WP, GG, and GH have “indirectly” for Kant’s mittelbar.
77 WP, GG, and GH have “our” for Kant’s der, but there is no ellipsis here.
78 The Greek—παράκλητος (paraklētos), literally “(one who is) called to one’s side” (e.g., to offer comfort)—referred to a 
legal representative in classical Greek. It is used in Jn. 14: 16 and several other Johanian passages to refer to the Holy Spirit.
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persistence. Certainty in regard to this /conviction\ ⟨derselben⟩ is for the human being neither 
possible nor, as far as we comprehend, morally beneficial. For (as should be noted carefully)79 we 
cannot base this trust on an immediate consciousness of the unchangeability of our convictions, 
because we cannot fathom these, but we must in any case80 only infer them from their conse-
quences in our lifestyle.

Although we cannot have absolute (theoretical, constitutive) certainty that our convictions are 
good, we can and do have an inner awareness of possessing “a good spirit,” and this provides 
us with a practical “trust in its persistence and firmness.” This corresponds aptly to the 
Christian doctrine of the Holy Spirit as “the Comforter” who strengthens the believer’s resolve 
during times of self‐doubt. This moderate practical assurance that we have and will continue 
to have a good conviction is an acceptable resolution of this difficulty, because the theoretical 
alternative—namely, claiming absolute certainty—would not be “morally beneficial”: we might 
use it as an excuse to lapse into moral laziness.

The paragraph closes by relating the lifestyle‐to‐conviction inference, which gives rise to 
this moderate assurance, to the main issue discussed in the foregoing footnote: a person’s 
reflections on his or her eternal destiny as death approaches.

71.09–20
This ⟨welcher⟩ inference, however, since it has been drawn only from perceptions that are appear-
ances of the good and evil conviction, never allows [us] to cognize with certainty above all the 
conviction’s ⟨derselben⟩ strength, least of all if one reckons,81 toward the foreseen near end of life, 
˻that one˼ has amended one’s conviction; for there, since no lifestyle is given any more on which to 
base the verdict ⟨Urteilsspruchs⟩ of our moral worth, those empirical proofs of the conviction’s 
⟨derselben⟩ genuineness are entirely lacking, and the unavoidable consequence of the rational 
judging of one’s morals state is hopelessness82 (for which, however,83 in view of the obscurity83 of all 
prospects ⟨Aussichten⟩ beyond the boundaries of this life, the human being’s nature takes care 
even on its own to keep ˻hopelessness˼ from breaking out84 into wild despair).

Kant again links our assurance of having a good conviction to our ability to detect evidence of 
it in the history of empirical behavior that makes up our lifestyle; but the “strength” of such 
assurance always remains objectively uncertain.85 This is especially the case if the supposed 

79 Following WP for Kant’s was wohl zu merken ist (literally “what is well to note”); GH and GG have “be it well 
noted.”
80 WP and GG have “at best” for Kant’s allenfalls; GH has “always.” Cf. note 3.37.
81 WP has “supposes” for Kant’s meint (more literally, “opines”); GH and GG have “think.” This is the verbal form of 
Kant’s standard word for “opinion,” Meinung. I use “reckon” whenever, as here, the context refers to a process of calcu-
lation that leads up to the forming of the opinion. Cf. note 12.117.
82 Kant’s Trostlosigkeit (also “desolation”) here connotes “comfortlessness,” given that Kant’s word for “Comforter” 
(quoted above) is Tröster.
83 WP and GG have “which, however” for Kant’s dafür aber (which could also be read as “but, on the other hand”); 
GH has “though, indeed.” Following GG and GH for Kant’s Dunkelheit; WP has “darkness.”
84 WP has “to keep from erupting” for Kant’s daß sie nicht … ausschlage; GH has “prevents this comfortlessness from 
turning” and GG “that it does not turn.” Cf. note 8.107. WP omits Kant’s sie, whose referent is “hopelessness.”
85 Kant’s strategy in dealing with this second difficulty is grounded in his distinction between knowledge, faith, and 
opinion in CPR A822/B850. (For helpful discussions of this distinction, see Stevenson 2003, Chignell 2007, and 
Pasternack 2011a.) Eternal security is not properly interpreted as conveying knowledge, because that would require 
both objective and subjective certainty. But the believer’s sense of assurance is based on more than just opinion (total 
uncertainty); this is the position that Kant thinks could lead to “wild despair.” The basis for authentic religious 
assurance is subjective certainty—the Kantian definition of faith, as applied mainly to the postulates of God and 
immortality in CPrR—but, as MRB‐Chignell aptly argues, Religion emphasizes hope, this being the proper kind of 
assurance an individual can have, on the basis of an assessment of the character of one’s lifestyle.
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conversion occurs “toward the foreseen near end of life,” because then the person has no 
“empirical proofs of the conviction’s genuineness.” Instead of being comforted with a spirit of 
calm assurance, such a person is more likely to feel hopeless discomfort when contemplating 
his or her (past) lifestyle. Kant admits, however, that even such a person need not allow this 
hopelessness to become “wild despair,” because our theoretical ignorance of God’s ways (cf. Is. 
55: 8) implies that we need never be entirely devoid of all hope.

3. Third difficulty: How can God punish pre‐conversion evil?

Whereas the first difficulty corresponds to the Christian doctrine of sanctification (how an 
imperfect believer can be judged holy) and the second corresponds to the doctrine of eternal 
security (to what extent a believer may be assured of salvation), the third relates to the hardest 
problem of all: how a good God can satisfy the demands of divine justice by punishing the real 
evil done by a person who previously had an evil conviction. Since all human beings, as Kant 
argued in the First Piece, are infected with radical evil at the outset of their moral development, 
this is a problem that must be solved if anyone is to preserve a rational hope of being declared, 
at the end of this life, satisfactory to God. In responding to this difficulty, Kant suggests a 
rational equivalent of the Christian doctrine of salvation by grace. Subsection C thus con-
cludes, as we shall see in §5.4, with explicit reflections on that doctrine.

Kant begins his solution to the problem of justifying pre‐conversion evil by explaining the 
rational nature of the difficulty.

71.21–22, 72.01–11
The third and, it seems, greatest difficulty, by which every human being, even after he has 

entered upon the path of the good, {72} [is] yet presented as reprehensible in the sentencing86 of 
his entire lifestyle before a divine justice, is the following. —Whatever may have gone on87 in his 
case with the adoption88 of a good conviction, and indeed, however persistently he continues in 
this conviction in a lifestyle in accordance with it, he yet started from evil, and this indebtedness it 
will never be possible for him to erase. He cannot regard [[the fact]] that after his change of heart 
he is not incurring any new debts as if he had thereby paid the old ones. Nor can he, in a good 
lifestyle to be led henceforth, extract any surplus beyond what he is intrinsically obliged89 to do 
each time; for it is always his duty to do all the good that stands in his capacity. —

In Protestant theology the problem of justification normally comes before the problem of 
sanctification, because the former relates to conversion, while the latter relates to a person’s 
spiritual growth after conversion. Kant reverses this order, as is common in Catholic and 
Orthodox forms of systematic theology, because he is dealing with these issues in order of 
increasing difficulty; also, justification applies to everyone, so it is the most wide‐ranging of 
the three issues. Whereas Kant’s solution to the first difficulty explains how a person with a 
good conviction can be satisfactory to God even though such a person’s behavior is still not 

86 Following GG for Kant’s Aburtheilung; WP has “judging,” and GH “judged.”
87 WP has “have happened” for Kant’s zugegangen sein; GH has “have done” and GG “state.” The first half of this sen-
tence (up to the italics) could be paraphrased as “Whatever explanation one may offer to solve the first difficulty …”
88 Following WP for Kant’s Annehmung; GH has “adopting” and GG “acquisition.” This term can also mean 
“acceptance” (see, e.g., R 6n.23 and 118.08); while this Annehmung definitely requires human beings to do something, 
Kant’s “Whatever may be going on” suggests that he wishes to leave it open as to whether we acquire this new convic-
tion as a gift (which requires accepting; see R 171.16) or as a reasoned maxim (which requires adopting). The German 
term can carry either meaning—or perhaps both.
89 WP has “obligated” for Kant’s schuldig; GH and GG have “under obligation.”
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always good, it does not explain how God can overlook the evil that a person did while he or 
she was still governed by an evil conviction. Such pre‐conversion “indebtedness” to God 
cannot be covered by a person’s postconversion good conviction, even if we were to imagine 
the person’s subsequent good deeds being weightier than the person’s pre‐conversion evil. The 
hard fact we must all face, according to Kant, is that each one of us starts out his or her moral 
life mired in evil and that, having freely chosen such a conviction in some (noumenal) sense, 
we are fully accountable for it.

As we saw when examining the First Piece, each person’s first freely chosen act is evil, so the 
debt that we come to owe a moral God is “radical” in the sense that, for every human being, it 
occurs before any good that we may accrue to our credit.

72.11–22
However, this original ˻debt˼, or debt ⟨Schuld⟩ generally preceding every good,90 whatever he may 
do—this, and nothing more, is also what we understood by radical evil (see the First Piece)—also 
cannot be obliterated,91 as far as we ˻can˼ comprehend by our rational [[awareness of]] right 
⟨Vernunftrecht⟩, by anyone else. For it is not a transmissible obligation ⟨Verbindlichkeit⟩, which—
like, say, a monetary debt (where it is all the same to the creditor92 whether the debtor himself or 
someone else pays for him)—can be transmitted93 to someone else, but is the most personal of all  
/obligations\, namely a debt of sins, which only the punishable one ⟨Strafbare⟩ can bear, not the 
innocent one, however magnanimous the latter may be in wanting to take it upon himself for the 
former. —

Any religion that is to remain within the bounds of what seems “right” to bare reason must 
insist that the person incurring a moral debt also be the one who discharges it. Unlike financial 
debt,94 the liability incurred by a moral debt cannot be taken over by another person: if a friend 
harms me, the wrong will not be undone if (for example) his brother apologizes. Evil is “the 
most personal” form of indebtedness we can imagine, for justice can be satisfied only if the 
culprit bears the consequences. Even if a kind‐hearted person wanted to become responsible 
for someone else’s evil, the innocent person simply cannot fulfill such a role.

Defining “moral–evil” as “sin” when the moral law is “regarded as divine command,” and 
thus designating it as a religious concept (see note 3.35), Kant concludes his initial description 
of this third difficulty by noting that the result is “an infinity of guilt.”

72.22–34
Now, what /is\ morals–evil95 (transgression of the moral law regarded as divine command, hence 
called sin) carries with it an infinity of violations of the law [and] hence ˻an infinity˼ of guilt 
⟨Schuld⟩, not so much because of the infinity of the highest lawgiver, whose authority has thereby 

90 WP has “which precedes in general whatever good” for Kant’s überhaupt vor jedem Guten, was … vorhergehende; 
GH has “prior to all the good a man” and GG “at any rate the debt that precedes whatever good a human being … ever.”
91 WP has “extirpated” for Kant’s getilgt; GH has “discharged” and GG “erased.”
92 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Gläubiger (literally “believer”). Here Gläubiger contrasts with Schuldner 
(“debtor”); but elsewhere Schuld is Kant’s standard word for “guilt.”
93 WP has “transferred” for Kant’s übertragen; GH and GG have “made over.” The word “transmissible,” above, trans-
lates Kant’s transmissible, a loan word from Latin that is a close synonym of übertragen.
94 For a helpful discussion of Kant’s “debt” metaphor, see FDR 174–80; the authors suggest that Kant might have been 
influenced here by Leibniz’s Theodicy, where Leibniz makes a very similar distinction in a debate with Ernst Sonner.
95 WP, GG, and GH have “moral evil” for Kant’s das Sittlich‐Böse. But Kant’s normal term, when referring to morally 
evil maxims (or to the underlying propensity), is moralisch‐bösen (see, e.g., R: 20). Kant normally uses sittlich (“morals”) 
or Sitten (“morals”) to refer to the empirical perspective on a person’s moral life. And, as confirmed by the parenthet-
ical insertion at the end of this sentence, Kant is here contrasting sinful deeds with sin itself: the empirical deed is what 
“carries [guilt] with it,” transcendentally; moral–evil as such (i.e., the maxim, or its underlying propensity) is the guilt.
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been violated96 (a boundless97 relation of the human being to the highest being, of which we under-
stand nothing), but as an evil in conviction and maxims generally (like universal precepts as con-
trasted with individual transgressions). (This is different before a human court of law, which takes 
into consideration only the individual crime, hence only the deed and the ˻maxims˼ connected to 
it,98 but not the universal conviction.) Thus, [since the morallys evil deed carries with it this infinity 
of violations and of guilt,] every human being would have to expect an infinite punishment and 
expulsion from the kingdom of God.

Shying away from the classical theological (and philosophically speculative) view that human 
guilt is infinite because of God’s infinite nature (see note 5.96), Kant gives this dogma a practical 
twist. Even if we were to commit only one evil deed—that is, even if we were to change our 
 conviction from evil to good soon after making our first moral choice—we would nevertheless 
have started out with evil. Since each deed at that stage “carries with it” an evil conviction that 
generates “universal precepts,” we would have made ourselves infinitely guilty, and thereby 
worthy of “an infinite punishment and expulsion from the kingdom of God.” As Kant observes in 
a parenthetical comparison, divine justice is radically different from human justice, for it focuses 
on “the universal conviction” rather than on “the individual crime” and whatever motivated it. 
Even if we allowed an evil conviction to have dominion for only a short time, the fact would 
therefore remain that we violated an eternal standard and deserve eternal condemnation.

Having described the problem, Kant devotes another lengthy paragraph (the only longer 
paragraphs being those that span R 78–82 and 118–21) to sketching the basis for a rational 
solution, beginning with the assumption that any solution would apply only to a person who 
has already experienced a change of heart from evil to good.

72.35–37, 73.01–08
The solution of this difficulty rests on the following. The judicial verdict of a knower of hearts 

must be thought as having been drawn from the universal conviction of the accused, not from the 
{73} appearances thereof, [i.e.,] ˻not from˼ the actions deviating from the law or concurring with 
it. However, [one] is here presupposing in the human being a good conviction holding the upper 
hand over the evil principle [that] was previously potent in him. Thus ⟨und … nun⟩ the question 
is whether the moral consequence of the [evil] conviction,99 [i.e.,] the punishment (in other words, 
the effect of God’s dissatisfaction with the subject), can be extended ⟨gezogen⟩ even to his state in 
the amended conviction, in which he is already an object of divine satisfaction.

After repeating his position on the mode of divine judgment—that God looks at the heart, not at 
specific actions (cf. note 5.11 above)—Kant restates this difficulty in terms of his assumption 

96 GH 66n states that Kant is here arguing against the scholastic position that was given its classic expression in 
Anselm’s Cur deus homo? (see Anselm of Canterbury 1857 and 1998). For further discussion of this correlation, see 
PID 154, 168–9, 171 and note 5.104 below.
97 WP has “extravagant” for Kant’s überschwenglichen; GH has “transcendent” and GG “intangible.” In R1 Kant wrote 
moralischen (“moral”). The change made in 1794 suggests his growing awareness of the religious standpoint’s essential 
mystery. Religion is a moral relation to God when it is considered subjectively (R 153.28); the philosopher must plead 
ignorance of our objective relation to God. Yet he did not hide his respect for this mystery: see note 8.125.
98 WP has “the attitude referred to it,” thereby correctly portraying Kant’s darauf bezogene as contrasting with the 
phrase that follows it. But, whereas Kant never portrays Gesinnung as being relevant to the lawcourts and never says 
that a particular deed has its own Gesinnung, he does portray a person’s maxims as being very relevant to assessing the 
level of that person’s legal guilt. GH has “what is relative thereto” and GG “anything related to it”; but these translations 
also fail to reflect the fact that what correlates with “the universal conviction” in the context of a court of law is the 
maxim that motivated the specific deed.
99 WP has “the actions” for Kant’s der ersteren; GH and GG have “his former/earlier disposition.” The referent of 
Kant’s term is grammatically ambiguous, but the previous sentence states that God’s punishment must be based on the 
conviction, not on the derivative actions.
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that we are dealing with a person whose good conviction now has dominion over the evil prin-
ciple. Since an evil conviction is unacceptable, God must satisfy the demands of justice by giving 
out a punishment; yet God is satisfied with a good conviction. So at what point can God punish 
a person for being evil, given that the person is now “an object of divine satisfaction?” Can 
punishment for evil that was well deserved prior to a person’s conviction having been amended 
“be extended” to apply to the good‐hearted person?

Kant prepares us for his rather surprising solution by ruling out the two most obvious 
possible answers: that the punishment is effected either before or after a person’s conversion 
experience.

73.08–17
Since the question here is not whether the punishment inflicted upon him would concur with 
divine justice also before the change of mentality (which no one doubts), the punishment ⟨sie⟩ 
should not (in this investigation) be thought as executed upon100 him before his ⟨der⟩ reformation. 
But it also cannot be accepted [[as]] appropriate, after the reformation ⟨derselben⟩, [to] this new 
quality of his (of a human being satisfactory to God), when the human being is already walking in 
the101 new life and is morally a different human being.102 Nonetheless, a sufficiency103 must be ren-
dered to the highest justice, before which someone punishable can never go unpunished.104

If (as Kant assumes) God is just, then human evil must be punished in a manner “appropriate” 
to the status of a person’s conviction. If such punishment is to render a person “satisfactory to 
God,” it “should not” happen before a person is “walking in the new life” with an amended con-
viction, because God, seeing the person’s evil conviction, would not be satisfied—not even 
after the punishment; indeed, no difficulty arises in such a case, because “no one doubts” that 
evil‐hearted persons deserve punishment and cannot, while remaining evil, restore their good 
standing with God. By contrast, after a person has experienced a moral reformation, divine 
punishment would be inappropriate, since the individual has become “morally a different 
human being.” How, then, can “the highest justice, before which someone punishable can 
never go unpunished,” be sufficiently addressed?

Following his usual tendency to prefer a middle path between two extremes, Kant suggests that 
punishment may be inflicted not before or after, but during a person’s conversion experience.

73.17–24, 74.01
Since, therefore, the punishment ⟨sie⟩ is in accordance with divine wisdom neither before nor after 
the change of mentality and is nonetheless necessary, it would have to be thought as appropriate to 
this change ⟨ihr⟩ and carried out ⟨ausgeübt⟩ in105 the state of the change of mentality itself. 
We  must  therefore see whether this state ⟨letzteren⟩ can be thought, through the concept of a 
moral change of mentality, as already containing those ills ⟨Übel⟩ that the new human being of 

100 WP has “imposed on” for Kant’s an … vollzogen (noting “carried out (on)” as an alternative reading); GH has 
“consummated” and GG “fully exacted.”
101 WP has “is … living the” for Kant’s im … wandelt … ist; GH has “is … leading a” and GG “leads a.”
102 Cf. Col. 3: 9–10: “Do not lie to each other, since you have taken off your old self with its practices and have put on 
the new self, which is being renewed in knowledge in the image of its Creator.”
103 WP, GG, and GH have “satisfaction” for Kant’s “ein Genüge.” To avoid confusion, however, I reserve “satisfaction” 
for Wohlgefallen (see note 5.128 below).
104 This is also a main precept of Anselm’s so‐called “satisfaction theory” of salvation, with its aut poena aut satisfactio 
(“either punishment or satisfaction”) ultimatum (cf. note 5.96 above): God will be satisfied (pleased) only with one 
who has done nothing that is punishable; the punishment does not satisfy God (in the sense of pleasing God), but is 
merely sufficient to meet the demands of divine judgment. See note 3.113.
105 Kant added emphasis to this word in R2, no doubt to highlight its contrast with the “before” and “after” options. 
WP and GG remove the emphasis; only GH follows Kant’s emphasis, translating in as “during.”
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good conviction106 can regard as punishments* incurred (in a different reference) prior to him107 
and, as such, /punishments\108 by which a sufficiency is rendered to divine justice {74}. —

On the assumption that punishment is necessary for divine justice even though it cannot 
be regarded as happening either before or after a person’s conversion to a good conviction, 
Kant’s proposed solution is the only remaining option. Punishment before the change of 
heart would be too early (i.e., it would be unjust and ineffective, since the person is beyond 
restoration) and punishment afterwards would be too late (i.e., the person would no 
longer deserve it, since the good‐hearted person already satisfies God’s demands), so does 
it make better sense to think of divine punishment as taking place “in the state of the 
change of mentality itself?” Kant’s initial proposal is that, because this option enables us 
to think of the conversion experience itself as “containing those ills that” were “incurred 
(in a different reference) prior to” the person becoming good‐hearted (see note 5.107)—
and (he might have added) because it also enables us to think of the punishment as occur-
ring after the evil‐hearted person has ceased to exist—it alone would be consistent with 
“divine justice.”

Before we unpack what Kant has in mind by this notion of containment, let us examine the 
footnote attached to the word “punishments,” where Kant defends a moral (but surprisingly 
affirmative) interpretation of the hypothesis that “all ills in the world are” actually “punish-
ments for committed transgressions.”

73n.25–33
*The hypothesis [whereby] all ills ⟨alle Übel⟩ in the world are to be regarded in general as puni-

shments for committed transgressions cannot so much be assumed as having been devised for the 
sake of a theodicy, or ˻devised˼ (for it is too common to have been excogitated so artificially)109 as 
an invention for the sake of the religion of the priests (ritual worship);109 but it presumably lies very 
near to110 reason, which is inclined to connect the course of nature to the laws of morality, and 
which quite naturally produces from this the thought that we first ought to seek111 to become 

106 WP has “of good attitude” for Kant’s gutgesinnte; GH and GG have “whose disposition is (now) good.” These 
translators all take ‐gesinnte as a synonym of Gesinnung, because in English “good” (gut) cannot be combined with the 
more accurate translation “‐convicted” (or “‐minded”).
107 WP has “which he has … brought upon himself ” for Kant’s als vor ihm … verschuldete; GH has “as incurred by 
himself ” and GG “as having been incurred by himself.” They all follow Ak.’s change of Kant’s vor (“before” or “prior 
to”) to von (“upon” or “by”). GW’s change conveniently supports an interpretive assumption that dominates the 
secondary literature: that Kant’s focus is entirely on the human being’s self‐incurred responsibility and not at all on any 
divine involvement. However, this change obscures the logic of Kant’s claim; for, if we take at face value what he actu-
ally wrote in both R1 and R2, the new human being can regard divine justice as satisfied only if the ills that serve as 
just punishment, having been incurred as payment for the old human’s evil, are experienced before the new conviction 
comes into effect. Whereas the “different reference” must refer to the old human being, if the Ak. revision is accepted, 
the text as originally written suggests that it refers to an as yet unnamed referent for the punishment that occurs in (i.e., 
during) the conversion experience. Kant identifies the referent as “the conviction of the Son of God” in R 74.15; cf. 
62.09.
108 WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s als solche. The emphasis on Strafen (“punishments”) was added in R2, so Kant prob-
ably regarded this phrase as providing further emphasis.
109 WP has “(for the sake of cult)” for Kant’s “(des Cultus)”; GH has “(or formal worship)” and GG “(cult).” 
I exchange the positions where WP places Kant’s two parenthetical phrases, thus avoiding the need to repeat “for 
the sake of.”
110 Following GH and thus preserving Kant’s likely intention to allude here to his metaphor of the boundary bet-
ween rational and empirical religion. WP has “suggests itself to” for Kant’s liegt … sehr nahe and GG “is closely 
allied to.”
111 Following GH and GG for Kant’s suchen; WP has “try,” but I reserve “try” for versuchen.
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better human beings, before we can demand to be liberated from112 the ills of life—or ˻that we 
ought to seek˼ to remunerate others with overriding well‐being.113—

Kant thinks that this common hypothesis cannot be a merely artificial “invention,” “devised” 
by philosophers (to solve the problem of evil) or priests (to manipulate the laity); it is such a 
popular belief that it must have some basis in common reason. Indeed, it aptly illustrates the 
purpose of Kant’s third Critical standpoint (that of CJ as well as Religion),114 which is to 
“ connect” or synthesize “the course of nature to the laws of morality.” To interpret human 
suffering as divine punishment can encourage evil people “to seek to become better”—if for no 
other reason than to enjoy the promised “overriding well‐being” that will compensate for “the 
ills of life” that they have previously suffered. Obviously, such reward‐based reasoning is far 
from conforming to the integrity of a good conviction; Kant is therefore not recommending 
such a hypothesis but is merely clarifying its rational derivation.

The footnote continues by citing examples of such reasoning from three very different 
sources.

73n.33–38, 74n.32–36
Because of this, the first human being is presented (in Holy Scripture) as having been condemned to 
work if he wanted to eat, his wife to bear children in pain, and both to die, on account of their 
 transgression, although it is impossible to see how, even if this /transgression\ had not been 
committed, animal creatures provided with such limbs could have expected ⟨gegenwärtigen⟩ a 
different predetermination. For the Hindus human beings are nothing more than spirits (called 
devas) locked into {74} animal bodies as punishment for erstwhile crimes; and even a philosopher 
(Malebranche) preferred attributing to nonrational animals no souls at all, and thereby also no 
feelings, to ⟨als⟩ conceding that horses had to endure so many torments “without yet having eaten 
of the forbidden hay.”115

Genesis 3: 16–19 portrays the pains of childbirth, toiling in the fields in order to eat, and even-
tually death as punishments that Adam and Eve had to endure for disobeying God’s command, 
even though these facts of life seem to be an inevitable result of having a body and, as such, are 
not obviously caused by any evil we may have committed. Similarly, Hindu tradition portrays 

112 WP has “freed of ” for Kant’s befreit zu werden; GH and GG have “freed from.”
113 WP has “to [be] compensate[d] for them by preponderant well‐being” for Kant’s durch überwiegendes Wohl zu 
vergüten; GH has “to be compensated for these by preponderating goods” and GG “to be compensated for them with 
a superior good.” I add the dash to connect this phrase to the “ought” clause as an ellipsis, so that Kant’s use of the 
active voice makes good sense and the usual meaning of vergüten can be preserved. His use of sie now refers not to the 
ills we suffer in our pre‐conversion life, which we hope God will pay us back for with our own “overriding well‐
being”—a sentiment that Kant would be unlikely to describe as being “very near to reason”—but to our attempts to 
enhance the well‐being of others, whom we have harmed through our pre‐conversion selfishness; Kantian reason does 
incline good‐hearted persons to attempt to remunerate these people with a level of good‐will that outshines our 
former ill‐will toward them.
114 On the role of Kant’s judicial standpoint, see SP‐2000b §29, and PSP §IX.1. In PCR VI.1 (and in Introduction §1 
in this volume) I argue that Religion is bound to be misunderstood if we see it as belonging to the second (moral– 
practical) wing of the Critical system, instead of seeing it as a crucial part of this third wing—the attempt to unite 
nature and freedom in one standpoint. Firestone makes the same assumption, referring frequently to “judicial reason,” 
but distinguishes between the “poetic perspective” (following Davidovich 1993) and an “ontological perspective” that 
Firestone sees operating in PCR (Firestone 2009: 111f, 140–1).
115 WP 82n cites Malebranche (De la recherche de la vérité, Book IV, ch. 11, 467) as the source of Kant’s joke about 
the “forbidden hay.” GG 461n cites Book IV, ch. 2 of the same work. However, no reference to “forbidden hay” occurs 
in Book IV of Malebranche 1674/1675 or anywhere else in that treatise or in any of his other writings, as far as I have 
been able to locate. Rather, Kant’s source was most likely a note on page 4 of Claude Adrien Helvétius’ 1758 book De 
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us as spirits trapped in bodies, in punishment for wrongdoings in a past life. Some pre‐Kantian 
philosophers even went so far as to deny that animals can suffer, on the (fanciful) grounds that 
they never disobeyed any animal equivalent of the moral law. Kant is not endorsing these 
beliefs so much as illustrating that this view of suffering as a direct result of sin is a common 
assumption that transcends any one culture or tradition.

Notwithstanding the questionable way in which this hypothesis (that the ills we suffer are 
divine punishments for our wrongdoing) has been portrayed in the past, Kant resumes in the 
main text his discussion of whether it can assist us in solving the third difficulty: the problem 
of how God can forgive pre‐conversion evil.

74.01–08
For the116 change of mentality is an exit from evil and an entry into the good, the putting off of 
the old human being and the putting on of the new one,117 where the subject dies to sin (hence 
also ˻to˼ all inclinations insofar as they mislead [us] into sin ⟨dazu⟩), in order to live to righteous-
ness.118 This change ⟨In ihr⟩ as an intellectual determination, however, does not contain two 
moral acts separated by an intermediate time, but is only one unique119 ˻ act˼, because the abandon-
ment of evil is possible only through the good conviction that brings about the entry into the 
good, and vice versa.

The experience of religious conversion has two concurrent features (cf. notes 5.102 and 
5.117): in a moment of moral revolution, we say no to evil and yes to good; in so doing, we 
reject the power our inclinations once had over our decision making and we resolve to let the 

l’esprit, which was translated into German in 1760. The English translation of the passage that appears to have been 
Kant’s source (Helvétius 1807: 3n) reads: “There is no necessity for having recourse to Malebranche’s jocular reply to 
a person, who, maintaining to him that animals were sensible of pain, said, They have then probably eaten forbidden 
hay.” Indeed a later author, who cites Malebranche’s words as Apparemment ils ont mangé du foin défendu (“Apparently 
they’ve eaten forbidden hay,” quoted in Stewart 1854: 279n), explicitly describes this as the response Malebranche 
gave “when pressed in conversation by some of his friends with the skeptical objections to the justice of God drawn 
from the sufferings of the brutes.” Immediately after the footnote where he discusses Malebranche’s controversial 
position, however, Stewart goes on to quote from Helvétius on the same issue; so Helvétius was likely also Stewart’s 
source (though Helvétius used the pluperfect avaient mangé where Stewart has the perfect ont mangé). Helvétius may 
well have invented the story as a joke—making fun of the fact that Malebranche often refers to horses as illustrations 
in various philosophical arguments and frequently appeals (very seriously) to Adam’s choice to eat the forbidden 
fruit as an explanation for human suffering and pain. An anonymous 1777 book of anecdotes gives a slightly different 
account from that of Helvétius, but both sources contain the following words exactly as Kant has them (in quotes): 
von dem verbotenen Heu gefressen haben (“having eaten of the forbidden hay”). See also the detailed account of the 
story in Desessarts 1801: 239. Significantly, none of these sources portrays Malebranche as saying that horses suffer 
without eating the forbidden hay; this version of the joke appears to be original to Kant.
116 WP and GH have “a” for Kant’s Die; GG (translating Sinnesänderung as “conversion”) drops the article, which is 
also a viable option. Kant is referring here to change of mentality in general, not to any particular person’s experience 
of such a change.
117 Eph. 4: 22–24: “You were taught, with regard to your former way of life, to put off your old self, which is being 
corrupted by its deceitful desires; to be made new in the attitude of your minds; and to put on the new self, created to 
be like God in true righteousness and holiness.” See also Col. 3: 9–10 (note 5.102 above).
118 Kant is summarizing the main theme reiterated throughout Romans 6. See, e.g., Rom. 6: 11–13: “In the same way, 
count yourselves dead to sin but alive to God in Christ Jesus. Therefore do not let sin reign in your mortal body so that 
you obey its evil desires. Do not offer any part of yourself to sin as an instrument of wickedness, but rather offer your-
selves to God as those who have been brought from death to life; and offer every part of yourself to him as an instru-
ment of righteousness.” Following old (KJV) English, WP, GG, and GH have “unto sin” (etc.) for Kant’s der Sünde. 
Kant’s grammar could be read as if he had the genitive: “the subject of sin dies … in order to live [as subject of] righ-
teousness.” But LB uses the same construction in Rom. 6: 10 (er der Sünde gestorben), so it seems preferable to interpret 
Kant as merely replacing er (“he,” referring to Christ) with das Subject (referring to the converted human being).
119 WP, GG, and GH have “single” for Kant’s ein einiger. See note 7.159.
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moral law be the sole effective force determining our will. This revolution is “intellectual” in 
the sense that it takes place not in the temporal realm of actions performed for others to see, 
but in the noumenal realm of the will’s basic convictions. Rejecting evil and turning toward 
good is an act that might be called mystical, given that it is performed in the inner recesses of 
a person’s heart.120

At this (dare we say?) mystical moment of conversion, our two moral natures are present 
simultaneously, so that here (and only here) can we rightly portray the “new human being” as 
taking on the punishments due to the “old human being” and thus effecting an inner sacrifice 
that suffices to meet the demands of divine righteousness.

74.08–17
Therefore the good principle is contained just as much in the abandonment of the evil ˻conviction˼ as 
in the adoption of the good conviction, and the pain that rightfully accompanies the first121 arises 
entirely from the second. The exit from the corrupted into the good conviction (as “the dying of 
the old human being,” “crucifying of the flesh”)122 is in itself already a sacrifice and an entrance 
upon a long series of life’s ills that the new human being takes upon himself in the conviction of 
the Son of God—in other words ⟨nämlich⟩, merely for the sake of the good—but that yet were 
actually deserved by ⟨gebührten⟩ a different /human being\, namely the old one, as punishment 
(for the old one ⟨dieses⟩ is morally a different /human being\). —

Following conversion, my good conviction makes me receptive to divine assistance and thus 
satisfactory to God and deserving of no punishment, even though my behavior will not 
always live up to the standards of the good lifestyle I have set as my ideal. Yet a genuine 
 religious conversion, Kant here tells us, just is the inner choice to endure all the pain that con-
tinues to exist, even after conversion, as a result of the evil life I led prior to adopting a good 
conviction. Referring explicitly to his favorite archetypal symbol (“the Son of God”—i.e., 
Jesus, in Christian tradition), Kant argues that, by taking on that ideal conviction at the 
moment of conversion, I am agreeing to submit my “flesh” (my inclinations) to a kind of 
“crucifying” by treating them as dead to my moral volition. Since my body does not actually 
die at that moment, I am in effect agreeing to suffer the pain that was my due punishment as 
an evil‐hearted person even though I have now become good‐hearted. Only those with a 
good conviction will actually experience such pain, because those with an evil conviction will 
take pleasure in following the dictates of self‐love. The “new human being” can justifiably 
regard such pain as punishment on behalf of the “old human being,” because in the conversion 
experience the two are one reality.

After a dash, Kant clarifies the last point by distinguishing between a person’s physical and 
moral nature, then relates his position more explicitly to the Christian doctrine of 
justification.

120 Kant’s emphasis on the need for such a conversion is one of the best examples of his “Critical mysticism” (see notes 
0.3 and App. I.2). Although few Kant interpreters have been willing to take this theory at face value, the sage of 
Königsberg bases at least his religious philosophy, and perhaps also his entire philosophical system, on an unknowable 
and ineffable experience.
121 Following GG for Kant’s die erste; WP has “the first attitude” and GH has “the former disposition.” While Kant 
might be referring here to the two convictions (evil, followed by good), a more plausible reading, given his reference 
to “the exit” in the next sentence, is: “the pain that rightfully accompanies abandonment of the evil conviction arises 
entirely from acceptance of the good conviction.”
122 Cf. Rom. 6: 2b, 6, 11 (“We are those who have died to sin; how can we live in it any longer? … For we know that 
our old self was crucified with him so that the body ruled by sin might be done away with, that we should no longer 
be slaves to sin … In the same way, count yourselves dead to sin but alive to God in Christ Jesus”) and Gal. 5: 24 
(“Those who belong to Christ Jesus have crucified the flesh with its passions and desires”).
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74.18–31, 75.01
Although, therefore, he is physically (considered in terms of his empirical character as a being of 
sense) the same punishable human being, and will have to be judgmental about123 such a  
/human being\ before124 a moral court of law, [and] hence also ˻ judgmental˼ of124 himself, yet in his 
new conviction (as an intelligible being), before a divine judge before whom this /conviction\ sub-
stitutes for125 the deed, he is morally a different human being. And this /conviction\ in its purity 
⟨Reinigkeit⟩, like that126 of the Son of God, which he has taken up into himself, or (if we personify 
this idea) ˻like˼ the latter ⟨dieser⟩ himself, as vicarious substitute,127 bears for him, and thus also for 
all who believe (practically) in him, the debt of sins; renders sufficiency,128 as redeemer ⟨Erlöser⟩, 
to the highest justice through suffering and death; and brings it about, as advocate,129 that they can 
hope to appear before their judge as justified, except that (in this way of presenting) the suffering—
what the new human being must continually take upon himself in his life* while dying unto the old 
/human being\—is presented in the representative of humanity130 as a death suffered once and for 
{75} all. —

Because we recognize ourselves as the same physical human being both before and after conversion, 
we must judge ourselves to be guilty of our past evil when viewed empirically, even though (as 
viewed by “a divine judge” who sees the “intelligible” nature of our conviction) we have become a 
new, innocent person. Thanks to this new personal identity, we obtain a Christ‐like moral purity: 
this divine nature (this “Son of God”) within us can do what we in our physical nature could never 
hope to accomplish. Boldly identifying his theory of the “new conviction” with the Christian sym-
bolism that refers to our inner archetype as a distinct person, Kant says that he131 can bear our guilt 
as (what Christian theology calls) a “vicarious substitute” for all those who have practical faith, can 
redeem us from the need to meet the requirements of divine justice on our own, and can represent 
us so that we may hope to stand justified before a divine judge. Any doubt that Kant is alluding (in 
part) to the work of the historical Jesus should be removed by the concluding sentence, where he 
affirms that this symbolism carries a twofold implication: whereas during conversion we accept a 
lifetime of suffering on behalf of our old, evil nature, we also simultaneously place hope in “the 
representative of humanity,” who has already completed the work.

How close is Kant’s position here to a traditional account of Christ as the vicarious substitute 
whose innocent death pays for the sins of all who will receive such a gift of grace? Countless 
interpreters read Kant as rejecting the orthodox account outright;132 admittedly, his discussion 

123 WP has “judgment must be passed on him as” for Kant’s als … gerichtet werden muß; GH and GG have “(he) must 
be judged as.” For an explanation of this use of gerichtet as meaning “be judgmental about,” see Glossary. The context 
dictates that Kant must be referring here to being self‐judgmental, not to divine judgment.
124 WP has “before … before” for Kant’s vor … von; GH and GG have “before … by.”
125 WP, GG, and GH have “takes the place of ” for Kant’s vertritt.
126 WP, GG, and GH have “the purity” for Kant’s die.
127 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Stellvertreter; WP has “proxy.” Cf. notes 5.156 and 3.91.
128 WP and GH have “renders satisfaction” for Kant’s thut … genug (literally “does enough”); GG has “satisfies.” Cf. 
note 5.103 above.
129 Kant’s Sachverwalter can also refer to a legal representative—e.g., an attorney.
130 WP has “humankind” for Kant’s Menschheit, but his normal translation is “humanity”; GG has “human kind” and 
GH “mankind.”
131 A point often overlooked by interpreters, who refer to the archetype as “it,” is that Kant uses two masculine 
personal pronouns (dieser and ihn) in this paragraph, as a direct reference to the divine archetype living within the 
believer. GH conveys the Christian symbolism behind this usage by capitalizing the “H”; I follow WP and GG in using 
lowercase, thus leaving open the possibility that Kant wanted the pronoun to apply both to the human individual and 
to Jesus as the prototype of perfect humanity.
132 For a typical example, see Anderson and Bell 2010: 72: “salvation cannot be achieved by an imitation of Christ,” 
because dependence on such an empirical example involves “excessive self‐love or self‐deception.” Like most such 
claims in the secondary literature, their assessment is not grounded in a close scrutiny of Kant’s text.
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does focus more on justice than on a loving offer of unmerited grace. However, close attention 
to his wording reveals that he is careful never to deny the possibility of grace, here or elsewhere. 
Rather, he consistently leaves open this theoretical possibility, as a matter of historical faith—
an area he has promised in the prefaces to leave in the good hands of biblical theologians. His 
concern, by contrast, is to critique any approach to grace that would disconnect divine love 
from justice. In a way that foreshadows certain aspects of Tillich’s masterful Love, Power, and 
Justice of 1954, Kant is not arguing that human beings must (or even can) justify themselves; 
quite to the contrary, he insists that our lifestyle, despite our best efforts, always remains inad-
equate to that goal, just as in orthodox Christian tradition. As in Christian theology, his solu-
tion to the third difficulty entails that, even though we deserve divine condemnation, God (not 
the human being!) graciously takes our good conviction as payment for the evil conviction that 
governed the “old human being.”133 Yet even Hare, who acknowledges Kant’s generally 
affirmative attitude toward Christian ideas, sees subsection C as raising two firm objections 
against the traditional account of salvation through faith in Christ’s vicarious atonement: the 
crucifixion and resurrection were historical events, whereas Kantian salvation is noumenal; 
and, while the tradition says that Christ pays the debt of sin in full, Kant allows for “no 
transmissible liability for evil” (Hare 1996: 57). After examining how Kant might respond 
to these well‐known objections, put forward so forcefully by Michalson 1990 and others, 
Hare admits “a kind of plausibility to [Kant’s] account in terms of our intuitions about our 
guiltiness” (59), but concludes that Kant’s “second experiment” project remains “a failure” on 
this crucial point (60).

While rightly acknowledging that Kant affirms a reconstructed theory of Christian justifica-
tion at this point, Hare’s account falters precisely because it assumes these passages to be part 
of the second experiment rather than the first. To grasp the limited point of Kant’s arguments, 
we must take him at his word, resisting the temptation to read between the lines and assume 
he is trying to replace historical doctrines rather than merely to reform the way Christians 
interpret their moral core. Along these lines, I argue in PCR VII.2.B and VIII.2.B that Kant 
views Jesus’ atoning sacrifice as a vivid symbol of what all human beings should experience as 
they become awakened to the rational idea of the inner archetype. Twisting my position into 
the claim that the archetype itself is a symbol,134 FDR 177–8 responds that the archetype is “an 
eternal … entity who proceeds from God’s own being and is a cognized object of rational 
faith—not a mere symbol”; aside from misapplying the Platonic associations of “an eternal 
ideal” (an entirely unjustifiable interpolation, given Kant’s explicit denial of its legitimacy; see 
note 4.52), FDR’s position is virtually identical with that of PCR, including the authors’ 

133 Because philosophical theologians must admit ignorance of God’s perspective, Kant expresses the language of 
grace from the new human being’s perspective: the only way we can assess our own receptivity to divine love is by 
examining our lifestyle. Hence a Kantian paraphrase of Jn. 3: 16 might be: “God so loved the old human being that he 
gave a historical model of the archetype of perfect humanity, so that whoever emulates this model’s archetypal convic-
tion shall, by doing so, be transformed into a new human being who willingly suffers on behalf of the old.” Hope for 
and belief in the eternal efficacy of such a transformation is not merely an expression of raw justice, but of a love that 
fully expresses divine justice.
134 Firestone and Jacobs base this claim on a quotation from PCR 460–1 that actually agrees entirely with the position 
they defend. FDR labels my position the “Religion‐as‐Symbol thesis” (e.g., 209). Whereas I do assign a crucial role for 
symbolism in Kant’s theory of religion, I am far from identifying Kant’s concept of religion with symbolism. As I clarify 
in a detailed critique of FDR, my position regarding symbolism would better be called a “Faith‐as‐Symbol thesis” 
(SP‐2012c: 174): for Kant, symbolism is contributed by historical faith, not by rational religion. Had they considered 
my actual arguments on this issue, in PCR VII.2.B, the authors would have recognized that I too regard the archetype 
as a rational idea (a component of the first experiment), the historical Jesus (functioning as a prototype for all who 
believe) serving as a second‐experiment symbol that can empower those who believe in his atoning sacrifice, as long 
as they do not allow it to become an excuse for moral laziness (cf. SP‐2010b).
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 recognition that “Kant’s language of vicarious atonement in this passage may refer to an actual 
atonement performed by the prototype.”135 Commentators who still continue to accept the old 
reading can do so only by inserting words Kant never uses, as when Chignell 2010: 116n says 
the archetype “rather than Christ” is the “‘new man’ in us” who does the atoning. The whole 
point of Kant’s “deduction” in subsection C is to establish, on the basis of a first experiment 
argument (regarding the archetype’s purely rational function as an atoning idea), that the 
Christian story could be true, as long as it agrees with the religion of reason.136 SP‐2012b defends 
this position in greater detail, clarifying that the text does not provide sufficient evidence 
to say that Kant himself did (or did not!) believe in Jesus as savior; what Religion establishes is 
only how one who nurtures such a private (historical) belief must interpret it, in order for it to 
serve the purposes of true (public, moral) religion.

To clarify his solution to this third difficulty, Kant now adds a crucial footnote, emphasizing 
the need to distinguish between two complementary perspectives on punishment and 
justification.

74n.37, 75n.10–17
*Even the purest moral conviction still produces in the human being, as a being of the world ⟨als 

Weltwesen⟩, {75} nothing more than a continual becoming of a subject who is satisfactory to God 
in terms of the deed (which is found in the world of sense). In terms of quality, this /conviction\ 
⟨sie⟩ (since it must be thought as supersensibly based) ought to and can indeed be holy and in 
accordance with the ˻conviction of˼ the human being’s ⟨seines⟩ archetype; in terms of degree—as 
it reveals itself in actions—it always remains deficient and infinitely far removed from the /quality\ 
˻of the archetype’s conviction˼.137 In spite of this, because this conviction contains the basis for 
continual progress in complementing this deficiency, it stands in the place of the deed in its 
perfection.

Viewed from the (noumenal) perspective of its true (supersensible) nature, the “quality” of a 
person’s good conviction is “holy and in accordance with the conviction of the human being’s 
archetype.” But viewed from the phenomenal perspective of our everyday actions and their 
quantitative “degree” of conformity to that qualitative idea, our moral status before God is (at 
best) in a perpetual process of reformation: while trying to make our deeds more “satisfactory 
to God,” we always fall short of reaching that goal—“infinitely” short, as suggested by the 
logical gap between quality and quantity. Despite the empirical deficiency of our actions, a 
pure conviction can stand in their place, as if our “continual progress,” projected into an 
indefinite future, would eventually reach perfection.

This perspectival distinction leads Kant to ask how his solution to the problem of justifica-
tion can be consistent with the notion that God actually punishes our pre‐conversion evil.

135 FDR 178. This claim is slightly inaccurate, given that FDR follows GG (see note 4.49) in using “prototype” for 
Kant’s Urbild (“archetype”); see Glossary. Given their usage, they are mistaken in saying that the archetype might atone 
for Kant; the prototype (the Vorbild) is a manifestation of perfection in history that might have an atoning effect; but 
that would be knowable only by revelation, not by reason, and Kant is careful to avoid encroaching on the biblical 
theologian’s territory by adjudicating the Vorbild.
136 PID 154‐8, 238 defends a position much like PCR’s, arguing that Hare’s Kant fails only because Hare is expecting 
Kant to accomplish too much. By contrast, DRB seems unaware of the subtleties of the debate on this key issue in the 
recent literature and assumes that Kant is attempting to reduce the Christian story to nothing but moral symbolism 
(the position FDR inappropriately attributes to PCR: see note 5.134 above).
137 WP has “from that archetype’s attitude” for Kant’s von der ersteren (literally “from the former”); GH has “there-
from” and GG “from that of the archetype.” But Kant mentions the archetype (and the archetype’s conviction) after the 
human being (and the human being’s conviction); so, if he meant to refer to these, he would have written “the latter.” 
The archetype exists only at the level of quality, not at the level of degree; so this second comparison is between the 
qualitative perfection of the archetype and the quantitative imperfection of human deeds.
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75n.17–30
However, now the question arises: Can someone “in whom there is no condemnation,”138 or ˻in 
whom there˼ must be none, indeed believe himself justified and nonetheless, when sufferings 
befall him on the path to ever greater good, still139 impute these to himself, as punitive as ever,139 
[and] hence confess thereby a punishability and thus also a conviction dissatisfactory to God? Yes, 
but only in the quality140 of the human being whom he is continually taking off ⟨auszieht⟩. What 
in that quality (that of the old human being) he would deserve as punishment (and that is all the 
sufferings and ills of life, generally), that he gladly takes upon himself in the quality140 of the new 
human being merely for the sake of the good. Consequently these /sufferings\ ⟨sie⟩ are to that 
extent not imputed to him, as such a /new human being\, as punishments, but the expression 
means no more than [this]: all the ills and sufferings befalling him, which the old human being 
would have to have imputed to himself as punishment and which, insofar as he is still dying unto 
him, he does really impute as such to himself, he willingly takes up141 in his quality of the new 
human being as so many occasions for testing and practicing his conviction toward the good;

How can a person who stands justified, without “condemnation” (see note 5.138), nevertheless 
interpret the sufferings of this life “as punishment?” Can we be, at one and the same time, 
 satisfactory (blameless) and dissatisfactory (blameworthy) to God? Only a perspectival 
 interpretation of the postconversion situation can clarify how this is possible: what we would 
inevitably regard as punishment in our pre‐conversion state (i.e., the lack of fulfillment of our 
inclinations, with “all the sufferings and ills” that this entails), the postconversion person 
“gladly takes upon himself,” thinking of them not as punishments, but as new opportunities for 
cultivating one’s good conviction. From the perspective of the perfected “new human being” we 
would therefore not even use the word “punishment”; but, because we are all “still dying” to 
our inclinations during this earthly life (i.e., we are “continually taking off ” the old human 
being; cf. R 74.01–03 and 77.34–77.06), a good‐hearted person freely accepts such suffering, 
whether or not it feels like punishment.142

Ironically, good‐hearted persons experience such punishment as both cause and effect of their 
good deeds, as well as of their “contentment” with the paradoxes involved in living a moral life.

75n.30–37
of this /testing and practicing\, even that punishment is the effect and simultaneously the cause, 
[and] hence ˻is˼ so also of that contentment and moral happiness which consists in the conscious-
ness of his progress in the good (which is one with the act of the abandonment of evil). In the old 
conviction, by contrast, the very same ills would have to have not only counted as punishments but 
also been sensed as such, because even considered as bare ills they are still directly opposed to what 
the human being in such a conviction makes his single goal by way of ⟨als⟩ physical happiness.

One who recognizes that the act of abandoning evil “is one with the act” of making “progress in 
the good” will also be aware that the former entails a kind of “punishment” that paradoxically 
produces “moral happiness.” By contrast, if a person who remains mired in an evil conviction 

138 Rom. 8: 1: “Therefore, there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus.”
139 WP has “continue … as punishing” for Kant’s immer noch als strafend; GH and GG have “at the same time … as 
punishment.”
140 WP, GG, and GH twice have “his quality” for Kant’s der Qualität; however, Kant’s use of the impersonal der in 
both occurrences alludes to the second necessary and universal condition of the true church (see R 101.33): the 
qualitative measure of membership in the true church, as we shall see in §7.3.i, is that disingenuousness must be 
replaced by integrity. Kant makes the same allusion more explicitly at 77.03–4.
141 WP has “receives” for Kant’s nimmit … auf; GH has “accepts,” and GG “takes upon.” Cf. note 1.108.
142 As Kant claims in CPrR 156, “the law of morals, and [with it] the image of holiness and virtue” are manifested 
“most splendidly in suffering.” For this reason, if morality “is to exert any influence at all on our soul, it can do so only 
insofar as it is” motivated by pure intentions.
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were to be deprived of fulfilled inclinations in the same manner, that person would have counted 
“the very same ills” as “punishments” and even “sensed [them] as such,” because such a person’s 
“single goal” is to obtain the “physical happiness” that is possible only by fulfilling inclinations.

The clarifications in this footnote enable us to recognize two crucial subtleties in Kant’s 
suggestion that the punishment for past evil occurs in the conversion experience. The solution 
to the third difficulty does entail that the required punishment, in one sense, takes place all in 
a flash, at the timeless moment when a person’s conviction changes from evil to good. But in 
this case we can make sense of such a change only by appealing (as Kant does) to the religious 
symbolism of an actual prototype (as in the Christian account of Jesus), who has already 
completed this work on our behalf. This is a “supersensible” solution to the problem of 
 justification. If, on the other hand, we adopt the phenomenal perspective and view a person as 
ever striving to complete in actions the goodness that is fully realized in his or her conviction, 
then Kant’s solution must be expressed as a paradox: at the moment of conversion, the change 
we experience just is the taking on of a new way of interpreting the pain and suffering of living 
an earthly life; and, while this change is likely to increase the amount of suffering we experience 
(see note 5.142 above), we will no longer experience it as suffering, but as pure joy.

4. Overview: Grace as the basis for a legal claim to being good

Although Kant does not start a new section at this point or even state explicitly that he has 
completed his explanation of how to solve the third difficulty, he does change his focus. Rather 
than continuing to discuss the three difficulties as such, he devotes the remainder of subsection 
C to an overview of how rational religion can come to terms with a practical need highlighted 
by the foregoing discussion: we must be able to access divine grace in some form in order to 
have a reasonable hope of being sanctified, assured of an eternal destiny with God, and justified 
in spite of our past evil. Kant begins by pointing out that his solution to the third difficulty in 
particular has already shown how grace must operate.

75.01–08
Here, then, is that surplus beyond the merit of works that earlier we were unable to find,143 and 
˻it is˼ a merit that is imputed to us by grace. For [the possibility] that what, in our case, in life on 
earth (perhaps also in all future times and ˻ in˼ all worlds) is always only in the [[state of]] ⟨im⟩ bare 
becoming (namely, to be a human being satisfactory to God) should thereby144 be imputed to us as 
if we were already in full possession of it144 here—to this, after all, we surely have (according to 
empirical self‐cognition) no legal claim†

143 Kant introduced the third difficulty by pointing out that the solution to the first difficulty (i.e., the fact that after 
conversion God judges us on the basis of a good conviction rather than of specific deeds) does not enable us to “extract 
any surplus” (R 72). The “surplus of grace,” an official doctrine of the Catholic church since Pope Clement VI instituted 
it in 1343, declares that believers are capable of accumulating more grace than they need in order to be saved and that 
they could then use this surplus to help others (e.g., to shorten the time others spend in purgatory). Misuse of this doc-
trine led to the practice of purchasing “indulgences,” which was among the foremost concerns expressed by Luther’s 95 
Theses. For an overview of the four responses the Reformation proposed on the subject of this abuse, all agreeing that 
there can be no surplus of grace, see Ray 2011: 336. Significantly, the Pietist response was to see “good works as being the 
way in which Christians pattern their lives after Christ and thereby give evidence of their faith and the working of the 
Spirit in their lives.” This, of course, is a position Kant defends throughout Religion; but, crucially, he defines “works” in 
terms of moral deeds rather than churchly deeds. For further discussion of the latter distinction, see SP‐2007b.
144 WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s damit, placed near the beginning of this sentence in German. In R2 Kant replaced 
derselben with desselben. While the former had no clear referent (“times” and “worlds” being the only options), the 
latter clarifies that what we have no legal claim to possess is “merit” and/or the “becoming” in its fullness—both of 
which amount to the same thing.
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The “surplus” that Kant regards as the essence of grace is the suffering a person takes on in 
choosing a good conviction; unlike the tradition he is responding to (see note 5.143 above), 
such a surplus cannot be transferred to a physically different person but can be transferred 
from the new moral person to the old. This alone can make up for the difference between the 
inevitably partial good we can accomplish through our empirical actions (in the process of 
“becoming” a person “satisfactory to God”) and the perfect good required by the integrity of a 
conviction that conforms to the archetype. Grace is God’s declaration that a person can be 
judged good on the basis of having adopted practical faith in the archetype—for the archetype 
just is the idea that “the Become!” is the Word that guides our moral choices (R 60.16)—even 
though from a strictly legal perspective the converted person’s deeds still fall far short of 
perfection.145

The footnote Kant inserts here in R2 is brief and important enough for us to consider before 
continuing with the remainder of the sentence. He defines grace in general as a superior’s gift 
in a situation where the recipient has “nothing” (i.e., no “legal claim” to receive such a gift) 
other than the willingness to receive what is being offered.

75n.38–41
†But ˻we have˼146 only receptivity, which is all that we, for our part, can attribute to ourselves; 

but the decree ⟨Rathschluß⟩ of a superior to bestow a good for which the subordinate has nothing 
but the (moral) receptivity is called grace.

A decree of grace is wholly determined by the gift giver—in this case, God. That Kant adds this 
note to the word Rechtsanspruch (“legal claim,” the key term in the headings of both sections 
of the Second Piece) suggests that grace is crucial to the main purpose of the Second Piece. His 
point here in Section One, then, is that human beings have no rightful (Rechts‐) basis to claim 
(‐anspruch) to be good, apart from an appeal to divine grace.147

Kant continues the sentence in the main text, which broke off in mid‐sentence in the passage 
quoted earlier, by reminding us that we have access to our inward conviction only indirectly, 
through our immediate awareness of our deeds. Even a belief in divine grace gives us no legal 
claim to receive it,

75.08–09, 76.01–06
insofar as we are aware of ourselves [in that way] (gauge our conviction not immediately but only 
according to {76} our deeds), so that the prosecutor within us would still be more likely to propose 
a judgment of condemnation. It is therefore always only a verdict of grace, although fully in 
 accordance with eternal justice (as based on an atonement148 thereof that for us resides only in the 
idea of the amended conviction but of which God alone is aware), when we for the sake of that 
good in [our] faith are unburdened of all responsibility.

145 Kant’s treatment of grace, believed by some commentators to be virtually nonexistent (see, e.g., Byrne 2007), has 
been receiving increasing attention in recent years. See especially Mariña 1997, Rossi 2006, SP‐2010b, and MRB‐
Stevenson, all of whom find genuine forms of grace operating in Religion in various ways.
146 WP inserts only “have,” as an ellipsis from the main text. GH retains Kant’s incomplete sentence, while GG rear-
ranges the word order to make the sentence complete.
147 That commentators on Religion have until recently tended to downplay the role of grace in the Second Piece is 
somewhat surprising, given the fact that in CPR Kant explicitly affirms Leibniz’s distinction between “the kingdom of 
nature” and “the kingdom of grace” (A812/B840), calling the latter “a practically necessary idea of reason.” DiCenso 
2011: 241n acknowledges this strain in Kant’s theory of religion but offers no explanation for why it is there; instead, 
he seems to assume that calling something a symbol implies that philosophers can simply ignore it.
148 WP, GG, and GH have “satisfaction” for Kant’s Genugthuung—a term that could also be translated as “a rendering 
sufficient” (see note 5.128).
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Left to the devices of one’s own conscience, any morally honest person would have to declare 
“a judgment of condemnation,” not a decree of innocence. That the latter is “always only a ver-
dict of grace” is “fully in accordance with eternal justice,” as long as we appeal in practical faith 
to “the amended conviction … of which God alone is aware.” Although we must be open in 
order to receive the gift—i.e., we must choose to appeal to our good conviction—atonement 
occurs only because God, observing the conviction (and the suffering it entails), actually 
“unburden[s us] of all responsibility.”

Kant begins the next paragraph by labeling the foregoing argument a “deduction”149 of the 
theological doctrine of justification by grace—this being the proper philosophical way to 
establish a “legal claim” (see Ch. 4.2)—and by asking what “practical use” it has.

76.07–17
It may still be asked now whether this deduction of the idea of a justification of a human being 

who is indeed guilty150 but ˻who˼ has nonetheless passed into a conviction satisfactory to God has 
any [particular] practical use, and what this use may be. It is impossible to see what positive use 
could be made of it for religion and for one’s lifestyle, since the above ⟨jener⟩ investigation has as 
its basis the condition that the ˻ person˼ concerned already really is in the required good conviction 
at whose support ⟨auf deren Behuf⟩ (development and furtherance) all practical use of moral con-
cepts actually aims; for, as regards comfort, such a conviction already carries this with it for the 
˻person˼ who is conscious of it (as comfort and hope, not as certainty).

A “positive” use of such a practical deduction would enable believers to claim objective 
knowledge (and thus theoretical certainty) of their status before God.151 Such a bold claim, Kant 
insists, lies beyond the reach of rational religion. Instead, he has merely been assuming 
throughout subsection C that a person who seeks solutions to the three difficulties would 
(hopefully) already possess a good conviction. The closest he has come to demonstrating the 
latter (he now reminds us) is when, in resolving the second difficulty, he argued that a person 
possessing a good conviction will experience both “comfort and hope,” even though full‐
fledged certainty is neither possible nor practically beneficial.

Along the lines of this hint, Kant affirms a significant “negative benefit” of the arguments he 
has advanced, a benefit we must affirm (pace Wittgenstein!) despite our necessary theoretical 
ignorance of the status of our own (or anyone’s) moral conviction.

76.17–34
Hence the deduction ⟨Sie⟩ is to this extent ⟨in so fern⟩ only the answer to a speculative question, 
yet an answer ⟨die⟩ that cannot therefore be passed over in silence,152 because otherwise reason 
could be reproached for being absolutely incapacitated to153 reconcile with divine justice the hope 

149 In Kant’s Critical system a “deduction”—a term arising out of his frequent use of legal metaphors, and referring to 
the legal right to reduce the overall number of options to a smaller number (see my comments on R 60.06)—is required 
whenever a transcendental condition is being claimed as necessary for the possibility of the given subject matter. (Thus, 
for example, his transcendental deduction of the categories demonstrates that we have the right to subtract, as it were, 
from the totality of coherent truth claims any proposition whose concepts do not conform to the categories.) So his usage 
here implies that Kant is arguing that grace is necessary for religion. Kant’s claim here is often overlooked, perhaps because 
most deductions (especially in CPR) are far more complex and rigorous than the argument Kant has presented above.
150 Kant’s verschuldeten literally means “indebted.” Cf. note 2.39 and WP 80n.
151 In CPR B306f, Kant distinguishes in a similar way between the positive and the negative uses of the concept of 
“noumenon.” In that passage, as here in Religion, he argues that only the negative use is rationally justifiable.
152 Kant’s mysticism, in other words, must be Critical, unlike the mystical admonition later advanced by Wittgenstein 
1922: §7: “What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence.” Critical mysticism operates by taking seriously 
the power of symbols; see, e.g., PCR (especially ch. V).
153 WP has “incapable of ” for Kant’s unvermögend; GH has “unable to,” and GG “incapable of.”
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for the human being’s absolution from his guilt—a reproach that could be disadvantageous for it 
in many respects, above all in a moral one. However, the negative benefit that can be drawn from 
this /deduction\ for religion and mores, on behalf of every human being, extends very far. For one 
sees from the suggested deduction that, for the human being encumbered by guilt, absolution 
before heavenly154 justice can be thought only on the presupposition of a complete change of heart, 
[and] hence that all expiations, whether they be of the penitential or the solemn155 kind, all invo-
cations and laudations (even those of the vicarious156 ideal, of the Son of God)157 cannot make up 
for the lack of the change of heart ⟨erstern⟩, or, if the change ⟨diese⟩ is there, increase in the least 
its validity before that court;158 for this ideal must be taken up into our conviction in order to count 
in place of the deed.

Kant’s deduction of justification by grace explains how guilty human beings can conceive of 
themselves as acceptable to God without violating the demands of divine justice. The key is his 
perspectival distinction between imperfect deeds and a perfect conviction, whereby faith in 
the archetype empowers us to pursue the former in spite of our ignorance of whether or not we 
possess the latter. By showing the mechanism in human nature that makes atonement possible, 
Kant has not provided any theoretical knowledge of whom God does and does not accept. 
Nevertheless, he has paved the way for the greatest possible (moral) safeguard to a proper 
understanding of genuine religion: those who claim that salvation can be obtained through 
any form of external actions (especially through nonmoral, ritualistic acts of religiosity aiming 
to placate an angry God) are asserting a form of religion unworthy of rational assent—even if 
such acts are performed in the name of a “vicarious ideal” as worthy as Jesus. The gospel that 
can be affirmed with rational integrity proclaims that only a change of heart, with the suffering 
it entails, can “count in place of the deed” before a holy God.

Returning to a concern he dwelt on at some length in connection with his solution to the 
second difficulty, Kant again asks what a person nearing death may rationally hope for (or 
fear), in light of this way of interpreting divine grace.

76.34–37, 77.01–06
Something different is contained in the question what, at its end,159 the human being has to expect, or 
what he has to fear, from the lifestyle ˻ he has˼ led. Here he must, first of all, be at least somewhat aware 
of his character; ˻he must˼ therefore be able, even if he believes {77} [that] with his conviction 
there had instantiated a reformation,160 to take into consideration simultaneously also the old (cor-
rupted) one, from which he started, and to discern161 what and how much of the old conviction 
⟨der ersteren⟩ he has cast off ⟨abgelegt⟩, and what quality (whether ingenuous or still disingen-
uous) as well as what degree [[of strength]] the supposed new conviction has for overcoming the 
old conviction ⟨die erste⟩ and forestalling a relapse into it;

154 Following GG and GH for Kant’s himmlischen; WP has “divine.”
155 WP and GG have “ceremonial” for Kant’s feierlichen; GH has “ceremonies.”
156 Following GH and GG for Kant’s stellvertretenden; WP has “proxy.” Cf. note 5.127 above.
157 That is, even prayers and praises directed to Jesus.
158 WP has “that court of law” for Kant’s jenem Gerichte; GH has “the divine tribunal” and GG “the heavenly tri-
bunal.” Kant is definitely not referring here to human law courts. As we shall see, however, his own preferred interpre-
tation of the last judgment is that it occurs in the court of conscience. He might have used a vague expression at this 
point in order to leave room for this later clarification.
159 WP and GG have “at the end of his life” for Kant’s am Ende desselben; GH has “at life’s close”; Kant’s desselben (“its”) 
refers not just to “life,” but to the whole phrase seinem geführten Lebenswandel (“the lifestyle he has led”).
160 WP has “his attitude has undergone an improvement” for Kant’s es sei mit seiner Gesinnung eine Besserung vorge-
gangen (literally “it/there has instantiated a reformation by/with his conviction”); GH has “his disposition has 
improved” and GG “there has been an improvement in his disposition.”
161 WP has “glean” for Kant’s abnehmen (literally “take off ”); GH has “infer” and GG “examine.”
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Any assumption about our eternal destiny is rational only if it is based on a realistic assessment 
of our own “character.” The term “character” cannot be synonymous with “conviction,” because 
Kant here expects us to be “aware of ” (kennen) the former “at least somewhat,” whereas we 
have no knowledge of our conviction, but only a belief based on hypothetical inference. He 
suggests three steps to assessing one’s own character: first, consider how corrupted your initial 
conviction once was, and do so on the basis of your knowledge of the deeds you performed 
before you resolved to become a better person; second, consider the quality of your present 
conviction by assessing the integrity of your motives for your current actions; third, consider 
how strong your resolve is, given how thoroughly you have succeeded in casting off the bad 
habits that had developed as a result of your old conviction.

If we imagine a person arguing his or her case before a “future judge,” Kant goes on to insist, 
a genuine character assessment would therefore have to cover that person’s “entire life,” not 
merely certain parts that may be more advantageous for him or her to consider.

77.06–17
hence he will have to seek after it162 through163 his entire life. Since, therefore, he can obtain no 
secure and determinate concept whatever of his real conviction through immediate consciousness, 
but can discern it only from the lifestyle that he has really led, he will be able to think of no other 
state at his convicting164 than that165 his entire life—not merely a segment thereof, perhaps the last 
and for him still most beneficial /one\—be165 put before his166 eyes some day for the judgment of 
the future judge164 (conscience awakening167 within himself, along ⟨zugleich⟩ with the empirical168 
self‐cognition [he has] summoned ⟨herbeigerufenen⟩); with this, however, he would on his own 
connect the outlook into a life continued yet further (without setting up169 boundaries here), if, 
[i.e.,] it had lasted even longer.170

The judge Kant is picturing here is not primarily God, but the religious person’s “conscience awak-
ening within himself.”171 Kant is not imagining that we can somehow persuade God that we have 
come so far in our moral quest that our remaining shortcomings ought to be forgiven, as this 
would directly contradict his preceding account of divine grace as wholly independent of anything 

162 WP has “investigate his attitude” for Kant’s sie … nachzusuchen; GH has “examine his disposition” and GG “look 
at his disposition.” But Gesinnung (“conviction”/“attitude”/“disposition”), for Kant, is by definition beyond the reach of 
empirical probing. So he must be referring here to soul‐searching, along the lines of the three‐step procedure for 
character assessment that he just described.
163 WP, GG, and GH have “throughout” for Kant’s durchs. But Kant’s point is not that in order to assess one’s eternal 
fate one must demonstrate that one has investigated one’s conviction at every point during one’s lifetime. By “through” 
he means that, when conducting such soul‐searching, one must appeal to one’s entire life—what he goes on to call “the 
lifestyle that he has really led.”
164 WP has “to convince the future judge … in his judgment” for Kant’s für das Urtheil des künftigen Richters … zu 
seiner Überführung; GH has “the verdict of his future judge … for passing judgment” and GG “of being delivered to 
the verdict of a future judge.” Kant’s zu (“at”) carries the sense of “[relevant] to.”
165 Following GG for Kant’s daß … werden; WP has “for … to be” and GH “to have.”
166 Following GH for Kant’s ihm; WP and GG have “the judge’s.” I take Kant’s primary referent here to be the person 
whose life is being judged, though it would also refer to the judge, insofar as this passage is about self‐assessment.
167 WP has “the awakening conscience” for Kant’s des aufwachenden Gewissens; GH and GG have “awakening 
conscience.” On conscience as a transpersonal reality that functions as the primary mode of human awareness of God’s 
presence, see note 5.45 above.
168 Following GG and GH for Kant’s empirischen; WP omits this word.
169 WP has “setting himself ” for Kant’s sich … setzen; GH has “setting any” and GG “fixing … for himself.”
170 WP has “yet awhile” for Kant’s noch länger; GH and GG have “longer.” Cf. note 5.41 above.
171 Cf. Matt. 7: 1–2: “Do not judge, or you too will be judged. For in the same way you judge others, you will be 
judged, and with the measure you use, it will be measured to you.” On the consistency of Kant’s categorical imperative 
with this portrayal of divine judgment as determined by the agent, see SP‐1991.
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we can do to deserve it. An awakening conscience is a gradually increasing awareness of the true 
nature of one’s conviction. Ironically, the more aware we become of having a good conviction, the 
more we recognize our own guilt when we assess any actions that fall short of the ideal of perfec-
tion.172 A person can maintain a rational hope of satisfying God only if such self‐reflection reveals 
a willingness to continue making moral progress, should his or her life be prolonged.

What this means is that, even if biblical theology reassures me that God will look graciously 
upon me, counting me as a blameless, good‐hearted person, a proper recognition of my 
ignorance about the status of my own conviction nevertheless requires me to focus my efforts 
on improving the deeds that constitute my lifestyle.

77.17–25
Now, here [he]173 cannot make the previously cognized conviction substitute for the deed; rather, 
conversely, from the deed presented to him he is to discern his conviction. What, the reader prob-
ably reckons,174 will just174 this thought—which brings back memories to the175 human being (who 
need not, indeed, be the worst) of175 much that he has otherwise long since carelessly stopped pay-
ing attention to, even if he were told nothing more than [that] he has cause to believe [that] he will 
some day stand before a judge—[[lead him to]]176 judge concerning his future destiny according to 
his lifestyle as led thus far?

Up until now Kant has merely clarified the question stated at the beginning of this paragraph, 
regarding what implications our lifestyle has on what we may hope for or fear when facing 
death, without explicitly answering it. Foreshadowing the discussion of conscience that will 
serve as the culmination of Kant’s whole argument in Religion (see §§12.3–4), he urges us, his 
readers, to look deeply into our own moral character, compare the logical idea we aspire to 
emulate (“the Become!”) with the empirical deeds actually displayed by our lifestyle, and then 
consider how we would judge our own lifestyle, if assessed from beginning to end, in a context 
where everything were open to view.

Kant concludes the main text of subsection C by observing the difference between the 
honest response we would be likely to give to this challenge if the question were posed in the 
privacy of our own reflections and the evasive response we would be more likely to give if we 
were brought before an external judge.

77.26–37, 78.01–02
If in the human being one addresses the question to the judge who is within himself, then the 
human being ⟨er⟩ judges himself strictly, for he cannot bribe his own reason. ˻If,˼ however, one 
presents to him a different judge, insofar as one claims to have from him a report177 of alternative 

172 Along these lines, St. Paul refers to himself as “the worst of sinners” (1 Tim. 1: 16)—a self‐assessment he seemed 
to apply not only because he was “a blasphemer and a persecutor and a violent man” (1: 13) prior to his conversion, 
because even after his conversion he referred to himself as “a wretched man” (Rom. 7: 24): “For I do not do the good 
I want to do, but the evil I do not want to do—this I keep on doing” (7: 19).
173 WP, GG, and GH follow Ak. and various other German editions, which insert er here. I place “he” in square 
brackets because er is not present in Kant’s 1793 or 1794 texts. See WP 86n.
174 WP has “in the reader’s opinion” for Kant’s meint der Leser wohl; GH has “I ask the reader” and GG “does the 
reader think.” I follow WP for Kant’s bloß; GG has “mere” and GH omits this word, which should be regarded here as 
either a modal particle (“just”) or an adverb (“merely”).
175 WP has “recalls to the recollection of the … much” for Kant’s “dem … vieles in die Erinnerung zurückruft; GH and 
GG have “will bring / brings back to his recollection … much.”
176 Following WP. Without some such insertion, the translation would portray Kant as asking what the thought 
judges, whereas Kant’s point surely is that a person judges by means of this thought.
177 WP has “such as one claims to be informed about … then” for Kant’s so wie man von ihm … Nachricht haben will, so; 
GH has “since there are those who claim to know of such a judge …—and” and GG “of whom news will be had … and.”
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admonitions,178 he has much to object—[[all of it]] taken from the pretext of human frailty—
against this /judge’s\ ⟨seine⟩ strictness. And generally he thinks that he can get around that judge 
⟨ihm beizukommen⟩, whether he means to forestall the punishment from him through repentant 
self‐torments that do not emanate from a true conviction of reformation, or to mollify him 
through begging and imploring, also through formulas and through confessions passed off as 
faithful;179 and if hope is held out to him for this (according to the proverb All’s well that ends well), 
then from early on he makes his plan accordingly, so as not to forfeit needlessly too much of the 
{78} life of pleasure and, when life’s ⟨desselben⟩ end is near, to close the account nonetheless 
speedily to his advantage.†

As Kant indicates with his carefully guarded quip regarding “admonitions from elsewhere,” the 
external judge he has in mind is God, as often portrayed in religious traditions. A religion 
based on anything other than practical reason will tend to encourage its followers to avoid the 
severity of divine judgment either through preemptive attempts to impose presumed punish-
ments onto themselves or through acts of placating God with sweet words intended to win an 
undeserved pardon—all without requiring a genuine reformation in one’s conviction. Such an 
approach tends to encourage people to continue in an evil‐hearted state until sometime near 
the end, when they will conjure up a half‐hearted deathbed conversion that will have little or 
no effect on their eternal destiny—a tendency Kant examined at length in the footnote attached 
to his discussion of the second difficulty (see R 69–71). By contrast, if we ground our religious 
hope in practical reason, we will view this divine judge as assessing our character from within, 
and thus as inescapably demanding a genuine character transformation, starting here and now.

In the concluding footnote appended (in R2) to the last sentence of Section One, Kant 
supplements his previous reflections on how a minister trained in rational religion ought to 
respond to such a person who feigns a deathbed conversion.

78n.23–35
†The aim of those who at the end of life have a minister summoned ⟨rufen⟩ is usually that they 

want to have a comforter in him, not because of the physical sufferings that the last illness—or 
indeed even just the natural fear of death—carries with it (for, concerning these ⟨darüber⟩, death 
itself, which ends them, can be the comforter), but because of the moral /sufferings\, namely the 
reproaches of conscience. Now, here conscience ⟨dieses⟩ should rather be stirred up and sharpened, 
in order by no means to neglect what good is still to be done, or ˻what˼ evil—in terms of its 
remaining consequences—is still to be annihilated (repaired for), in accordance with the warning: 
“Be obliging to your adversary (with him who has a legal claim against you), as long as you are still 
on the way with him (i.e., as long as you still live); lest he surrender you (after death) to the judge,” 
etc.180 But to give, in place of this ⟨An dessen Statt⟩, opium for conscience, as it were, is to incur 
guiltiness against [this person] himself181 and ˻against˼ others surviving him—entirely contrary to 
the final aim for which, at the end of life, such support of conscience may be held to be needed.

178 WP has “by instructions from elsewhere” for Kant’s auf anderweitigen Belehrungen; GH has “through other chan-
nels of information” and GG “through sources of information elsewhere.”
179 WP has “faith‐based” for Kant’s gläubig; GH has “to believe” and GG “of faith.”
180 Matt. 5: 25: “Settle matters quickly with your adversary who is taking you to court. Do it while you are still 
together on the way, or your adversary may hand you over to the judge, and the judge may hand you over to the officer, 
and you may be thrown into prison.” GH refers here to Rom. 8: 1, apparently as evidence against the position Kant is 
recommending, for in that passage Paul assures us that there is “no condemnation” after death for believers (see note 
5.138 above).
181 I have rearranged WP’s word order here. WP has “to give to the person … opium for his conscience … is to incur 
guiltiness against this person himself ” for Kant’s Opium fürs Gewissen zu geben, ist Verschuldigung an ihm selbst; GH 
has “to administer … opium to the conscience is an offense both against the man himself ” and GG “to administer 
opium to conscience … is to be guilty of a crime against the human being himself.”
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A person who consults a minister when nearing death usually does so not in order to be 
comforted physically, but to ease the pain of a guilty conscience. Nevertheless, Kant challenges 
clergy in this situation to have the courage to confront such a person directly with the obliga-
tion to set right, as far as may be possible in the short time remaining, any wrongs he or she 
may have done to others. This accords well, he thinks, with the advice that Jesus gives in 
Matthew 5: 25 (see note 5.180 above), to make out‐of‐court settlements with one’s adversary. 
One can best aid a dying person’s conscience by helping him or her to heed such advice before 
the time comes when a (human) adversary might meet that person face to face in an eternal 
court, where all the condemning evidence would be available. The alternative—to ease the 
person’s conscience without requiring an amended conviction as evidenced by a resolve to do 
good deeds—“is to incur guiltiness against” the dying person as well as against anyone he or 
she may have harmed. Such a minister, in attempting to help the dying person, may have done 
eternal harm instead.

While this may seem to be a strange way to end a lengthy discussion of the theological dif-
ficulties that stand in the way of a philosophically legitimate hope in divine grace, it is appro-
priate, because all of the concerns Kant has addressed in subsection C relate to the issue of our 
eternal destiny. Never is that question more important than in the closing moments of a per-
son’s life. And no person’s role is likely to carry more weight at that time than a minister called 
to offer spiritual consolation. Kant’s rational pill may be hard to swallow at this point, but it 
provides us with an excellent glimpse of what is to come in the remainder of Religion. For in 
the Third and Fourth Pieces Kant will elaborate in great detail on the difference between the 
moral–rational way of practicing religion and its alternative: religions of divine worship that 
are in fact veiled attempts to help people remain mired in the false comfort of their evil hearts. 
Before we examine how Kant develops this theme in the second half of the book, let us turn to 
Section Two of the Second Piece, where he shifts his focus to the second experiment, in order 
to summarize and assess the extent of success obtained by New Testament Christians in fol-
lowing in the footsteps of their founder.
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1. The Genesis narrative on evil’s legal claim to dominion

In Section One of the Second Piece, Kant focused on how bare reason (in constructing a system 
of religion along the lines of the first experiment) can demonstrate “the legal claim of the good 
principle to dominion over the human being.” Although he often alluded to Jesus and to 
 various Christian doctrines relating to the theology of atonement, these were never more than 
background themes. Section One primarily aimed to determine what conditions must apply if 
an evil‐hearted person is to have a legitimate hope of overcoming the consequences of having 
started out life under the dominion of the evil propensity (as demonstrated in the First Piece). 
In short, an archetype of perfect humanity must reside within each person, who must resolve 
to conform his or her conviction to this archetype; then, in the practical faith that God will 
judge on the basis of this inward conviction, the person must seek to display a new lifestyle 
through behavior that gradually conforms more and more to the integrity of the archetype, 
through whom the person’s inward conviction has been amended.

On the basis of these conditions, Kant shifts his focus to the second experiment in Section 
Two, entitled

78.03–06 
Section Two

On the Legal Claim of the Evil Principle to Dominion over  
the Human Being, and the Struggle of the Two Principles with Each Other

Following a short introductory paragraph, we find the longest paragraph of the book: a step‐
by‐step assessment of the biblical account of salvation, starting with the Genesis  narrative (to be 
discussed here in §6.1), proceeding from there to the life and teachings of Jesus (§6.2), and 
 concluding with his death and resurrection as the source of a new freedom (§6.3). The main text 
of the Second Piece then ends with a summary interpretation of the rational meaning of biblical 
symbols regarding the struggle between good and evil (§6.4).

Kant explicitly states at the outset of Section Two that he will now consider to what extent 
Christian Scripture presents the principles of rational religion in the form of a “story.”

Biblical Symbols of the Struggle with Evil
Section Two (R 78–84)

6
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78.07–13
Holy Scripture (the Christian portion of /it\) sets forth this intelligible moral relation in the form 
of a story where two principles in the human being, opposed to each other like heaven and hell, 
presented as persons outside him, not merely try their might1 against each other, but also (the one 
as prosecutor and the other as advocate of the human being) aspire to validate ⟨gelten machen⟩ 
their claims by law before a highest judge, as it were.

Although Kant refers here to the Bible’s “Christian portion,” he actually begins his account of the 
metaphorical description of the struggle between evil and good—a description that portrays 
the struggle through the symbolism of two external powers (Satan and God)—with a recap of the 
Jewish portion that he has already interpreted in Section IV of the First Piece. Indeed, the initial 
scriptural basis for the notion that the “evil principle” has a “legal claim” on human beings would 
surely come from Jewish Scripture.2 As we shall see, what he adds in the second, excessively long 
paragraph of Section Two of the Second Piece is an account of why evil retains this claim in spite 
of the defense of the legal claim of the good principle, as presented in Section One.

The biblical account of Adam’s first sin addresses a mystery that lies beyond the bounds of 
bare reason—namely, how evil came to have a legal claim over human beings even though we 
had been entrusted with an earth full of good things to possess.

78.14–22, 79.01–05
The human being was originally appointed the proprietor of all the goods of the earth (Genesis 

1: 28),3 but in such a way that he should possess them only as subordinate property (dominium 
utile) 4 under his creator and Lord as supreme proprietor (dominus directus).4 At the same time an 
evil being is put forth (how it became so evil as to become disloyal to its lord—since, after all, 
 primordially it was good—is not familiar [to us]), which, through its fall, has lost all property that 
it might have possessed in heaven and now wants to acquire another on earth. Now, since earthly 
{79} and corporeal objects can afford him—as a being of a higher kind, as a spirit—no enjoyment, 
he seeks to acquire a dominion over [people’s] minds by making the ancestral parents defect 
⟨abtrünnig⟩ from their overlord and adhere to him [instead], for he then5 succeeds in setting 
 himself up as supreme proprietor of all the goods of the earth, i.e., ˻as˼ prince of this world.

Without telling us how an originally good spirit became evil, the Bible portrays human evil as orig-
inating from this rebellious spirit’s attempt to win a political battle against God. Whereas human 
beings were created to “possess” (i.e., to be rightful users) of the earth’s “goods” on God’s behalf, this 
evil spirit feigns ownership of these goods in order to dominate the minds of our “ancestral parents.” 
When the first humans “defect from their” true spiritual master, this evil spirit can make himself the 
world’s new “prince”; humanity is then ironically condemned, through their own choice, to be 
 controlled by the very “goods of the earth” that God had intended them to possess and freely enjoy.

The notion that the advent of evil was the result of a political battle in the spiritual realm 
raises the question why an all‐powerful God would not intervene and destroy this evil spirit at 
the outset of its existence.

1 WP and GG have “test … power” for Kant’s Macht … versuchen; GH has “pit … strength.”
2 The symbolic backdrop in the book of Job, for example, is Satan’s repeated appearance in the heavenly court in 
order to secure permission to tempt God’s servant, Job, to curse God. Similarly, the first sin as depicted in Genesis 3 
comes as a direct result of the serpent’s temptation.
3 Gen. 1: 28: “God blessed them and said to them, “Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. 
Rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky and over every living creature that moves on the ground.”
4 These Latin phrases are legal terms, meaning “useful ownership” (e.g., of a renter, or in feudal systems, a vassal) and 
“direct/absolute owner,” respectively.
5 WP has “and thus” for Kant’s da … dann; GH has “Thus” and GG “And so.” Kant’s word choice suggests not just a 
succession of events, but a cause‐and‐effect progression.
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79.05–08
Now, one might indeed find it objectionable6 here why God did not make use of his control against 
this traitor,* and did not prefer to annihilate at its beginning the kingdom that he intended to 
found ⟨stiften⟩;

Before sketching a response to this conundrum, Kant adds a footnote that recounts a some-
what humorous incident in religious pedagogy to illustrate the strangeness of the biblical 
account of Satan’s nature.

79n.32–37
*Father Charlevoix7 reports that, when he recounted to his Iroquois pupil of catechism all the evil 

that the evil spirit has brought into the initially ⟨zu Anfang⟩ good creation and how this spirit ⟨er⟩ still 
constantly seeks to foil the best divine arrangements, the pupil ⟨dieser⟩ asked him with  indignation, 
But why does God not strike the devil dead?—to which question he candidly ⟨treuherzig⟩ admits that 
he could not, in the hurry, find an answer.

Only by answering this question—only by explaining why God would permit a situation 
whereby the good principle that ought to have dominion over the human race is allowed to be 
challenged not at the mundane level of our physical nature but in the deepest recesses of our 
minds8—can Kant explain (as indicated in the title of Section Two) the “legal claim” evil has 
over human beings and the reason a struggle between good and evil is therefore inevitable.

We find just such an explanation in the main text, where, as if to assist Father Charlevoix in 
his pedagogical plight, Kant portrays such a situation as necessary in order for God to give us 
moral freedom.

79.08–16
but the rule and government of the highest wisdom over rational beings proceeds with them 
according to the principle of their freedom, and what good or evil is to befall them they are to have 
to impute to themselves on their own. Thus in defiance of the good principle a kingdom of evil was 
here established, to which all human beings descended (by nature) from Adam became subject—
and this with their own consent, because the illusion of the goods of this world diverted their 
glances from the abyss of perdition for which they were being saved up ⟨aufgespart⟩.

We could not be held accountable for the evil we do if we had not freely chosen to act in such 
a manner. The biblical account thus portrays God as wisely permitting an opposing “kingdom of 
evil” to be set up, whereby human beings would risk enslaving themselves to the very “goods of 
this world” that we were originally supposed to possess by participating in divine “rule and 
government” (i.e., by embracing the gift of freedom). The biblical narrative aptly portrays Adam 
and Eve as subjecting themselves instead to slavery “with their own consent,” just as (according 
to the transcendental argument Kant presented in the First Piece) all human beings do, through 
the propensity to evil that can be detected even in each person’s first free moral act (see §2.4).

6 WP has “find it questionable” for Kant’s es bedenklich finden; GG has “wonder why” and GG “find it strange.”
7 For information on Pierre‐François‐Xavier de Charlevoix (1682–1761), a French Jesuit missionary to North 
America, see WP 89n and GW 503.
8 Contrary to Michalson’s claim (1990: 69), Kant’s theory of the universality of moral evil does not stem from his “deep 
suspicion of our bodies.” Michalson correctly depicts Kant’s position as focused on “the competition for control of character 
between sensuous and rational incentives,” but he wrongly portrays Kant as blaming this battle on “the fact of our bodili-
ness.” Embodiment merely provides the occasion or context wherein human reason must make a choice. As Kant’s depic-
tion of the biblical narrative in the current passage makes clear, our embodiment provides the arena for both good and evil 
to establish “dominion” over us. Like many others, Michalson reads a negativity into Religion that is not present in the text. 
For Kant, the body is at worst a neutral domain, the battleground for the rational forces of good and evil within us.
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In concluding his opening reflections on the biblical narrative, Kant cites “Jewish theocracy” 
as evidence that the good principle’s “legal claim to dominion” was in some form established 
even at this pre‐Christian stage, yet he observes that the people’s minds were not receptive to 
this rational good.

79.16–29
The good principle did indeed, because of its legal claim to dominion over the human being, 
 safeguard itself through the establishment of the form of a government that was arranged (in Jewish 
theocracy) merely to serve for public and exclusive veneration of its name. However, the minds of the 
subjects ⟨Unterthanen⟩ in this /government\ ⟨derselben⟩ remained attuned to no incentives other 
than the goods of this world, and hence the subjects ⟨sie⟩ also did not want to be governed in this life 
otherwise than through rewards and punishments. But, in turn, ⟨dafür aber⟩ they also were capable 
of no other laws than partly such as imposed burdensome ceremonies and customs, [and] partly 
such as were indeed morals but in which an external coercion occurred [and] which were therefore 
only civil laws, the inwardness9 of moral conviction not being considered at all. As a consequence 
⟨so⟩, this arrangement did not essentially do damage to the kingdom of darkness ⟨Finsterniß⟩, but 
served only to keep always in remembrance the indelible right of the first proprietor. —

The word “theocracy” literally means “God’s power,”10 yet the Jewish people preferred to draw 
their incentives not from that good source but from “the goods of this world.” This choice was 
rational (or spiritual), not physical, though its effect was to cause the people to construct a reli-
gion that focused on “rewards and punishments” in this life. Likewise, Kant asserts, their reli-
gious laws were impure: though partly moral and “partly … burdensome ceremonies and 
customs,” they were all assessed in terms of “external coercion” rather than “the inwardness of 
moral conviction.” As a result of this external emphasis, the Jewish political–religious state, 
Kant opines, was unable to battle effectively against “the kingdom of darkness.” Much as in the 
first stage of Kant’s first experiment, where the good predisposition first arises out of our 
external, animal nature yet does not suffice to make people actually good, so the primary 
accomplishment of Jewish theocracy was to preserve the memory that the good principle is 
“the first proprietor” of the legal claim to dominion over human beings.

2. Advent of a unique person, free from the propensity to evil

Kant’s one long paragraph describing the biblical story of the struggle between good and evil con-
tinues (after a dash) with an abbreviated version of a life of Jesus narrative. In this section I shall 
discuss the portion dealing with his life and teachings, reserving the interpretation of his crucifixion 
and death for section 3. Discussing a single paragraph of Kant’s text in three separate sections, 
though somewhat awkward, will enable us to focus separately on the several equally important 
themes he emphasizes at this stage in the development of the second experiment.

Kant’s long paragraph continues with a complex sentence on the biblical portrayal of Jesus’ 
birth as an expression of kairos (that is, as coming at “just the right time” in Jewish history), 
suggesting also a Greek origin for the revolutionary aspect of his teachings.

9 GG has “inferiority” at this point—presumably a misprint for “interiority.”
10 For an extensive treatment of the biblical roots of the notion of “theocracy” quite apart from considerations of 
Kantian philosophy, see SP‐1993. Like Kant, but unlike most contemporary scholars, I regard this term (rightly con-
strued) as describing an essentially positive political system that is easily perverted into the worst kind of political 
system. Unfortunately, the term has commonly come to be used to refer only to a system wherein human beings usurp 
and then abuse political power in God’s name, a usage that thus spoils the original purity of its meaning.
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79.29–31, 80.01–05
Now, in that same people, at a time when it felt in full measure all the ills of a hierarchical 
 structure and was moved in large part to reflection—through this as well as perhaps {80} through 
the Greek sages’11 moral doctrines of freedom, which shocked the slavish mind and had gradually 
obtained influence over this /people\ ⟨dasselbe⟩—[and] hence was ripe for a revolution, there 
appeared all at once a person whose wisdom was purer still than that of the philosophers hitherto, 
as though [he] had ⟨wie … war⟩ come down from heaven.12

The Jewish people were ripe for such a revolution precisely because they had for so long  carried 
with them the seed of goodness in the form of ethical teachings but had allowed these to be 
eclipsed by an overbearing emphasis on the externally mediated laws of “a hierarchical 
[political] structure.” Having become slaves to this way of thinking, they were just beginning 
to recognize that the Greek culture that had been influencing them for some time, through the 
agency of the Roman Empire, might carry with it a new way of looking at the ethical rules that 
were so deeply ingrained in their own culture. Kant explicitly connects the historical Jesus to 
his first‐experiment theory of the archetype by saying that this person who “appeared all at 
once” among the Jewish people had such great “wisdom”—“purer still than that of the 
 philosophers hitherto”!—that he and perhaps also his wisdom (see note 6.12) seemed to have 
“come down from heaven.” This last expression, as we saw in §4.2, is the same symbolic 
 description Kant gave of the archetype of perfect humanity in R 63.23, the first necessary 
condition in bare reason’s account of how moral regeneration is possible.

The gospel writers are so insistent on the purity of Jesus’ conviction that they portray him as 
not having participated in “the compact … with the evil principle.”

80.05–11
And he ⟨die⟩ also proclaimed himself, in regard to his teachings and example, as indeed a true 
human being, but yet as an envoy of such an origin that he, in his original innocence, was not also 
comprised ⟨mitbegriffen⟩ in the compact that the rest of the human race—through its representa-
tive, the first ancestral father—had entered into with the evil principle,† and “in whom, therefore, 
the prince of this world had no part.”13

As the “last Adam” (1 Cor. 15: 45), Jesus is portrayed as not having succumbed to the 
 corrupting influence of the evil propensity. Preserving the “original innocence” that all 
human beings possess prior to setting out on their moral pilgrimage in this life, Jesus refuses 
to participate in Satan’s kingdom—a claim that, as Kant insists in R 25.21–2, can be verified 
only through “anthropological probing.” Unlike his purely rational (first-experiment) 
discussion of this issue in R 63–6 (see §4.4), however, Kant is now adopting an overtly 

11 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Weltweisen (literally “world‐wise ones”); WP has “philosophers,’” but Kant uses 
Philosophen a few lines below.
12 Kant’s war leaves open whether the person or the wisdom is what seemed to have “come down from heaven.” WP, GG, 
and GH all assume he meant “wisdom”; however, the very next words—part of the same sentence in German—refer to 
the person as being a heavenly “envoy.” This context, together with the fact that Kant’s previous use of these same words 
(in R 63.23) referred explicitly to the archetype, suggest that the implied subject of war is the person—though Kant might 
also have had wisdom in mind. Chignell 2010: 118 finds this passage “suggestive of Luke’s Christmas story.” However, 
I detect no similarities. Kant is rather alluding to Gal. 4: 1–5, where recovery from slavery to spiritual forces in the fullness 
of time are the themes: “as long as an heir is underage, he is no different from a slave, although he owns the whole estate. 
The heir is subject to guardians and trustees until the time set by his father. So also, when we were underage, we were in 
slavery under the elemental spiritual forces of the world. But when the set time had fully come, God sent his Son, born of 
a woman, born under the law, to redeem those under the law, that we might receive adoption to sonship.”
13 Cf. Jn. 14: 30: “I will not say much more to you, for the prince of this world is coming. He has no hold over me.”
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symbolic (second-experiment) approach. Chignell 2010: 115–6 points out that the sym-
bolism here employs the Christus Victor view of atonement, depicting Jesus as an “envoy,” 
sent to do battle against a disloyal vassal who has usurped the authority of the good ruler. 
(This interpretation dominated Christian theology  during the first  millennium, until it was 
supplanted by Anslem’s “satisfaction” theory.)14 Kant  neither affirms nor rejects this once 
standard way of imagining Jesus’ atoning work. Rather, he merely calls attention to the res-
onance between this way of depicting Jesus’ work and the rational, satisfaction‐based 
account of the archetype defended in Section One—this being precisely the task of the 
 second experiment.

In a footnote added in R2 to the foregoing sentence, Kant suggests that the doctrine of the 
virgin birth arises directly out of the rational need to explain how Jesus could be exempt from 
an evil propensity that is “innate” for everyone else.

80n.13–24
†To think, as possible, of a person free of the innate propensity to evil by having him born of a 

virgin mother is an idea of reason15 accommodating itself ⟨sich … bequemenden⟩ to a moral 
instinct, as it were, that is difficult to figure out and yet also not to be denied. For we regard natural 
generation, because it cannot occur without sensual pleasure ⟨Sinnenlust⟩ of both parties, but yet 
also seems to bring us (for the dignity of humanity)16 into far too close kinship with the universal 
animal genus, as something of which we are to be ashamed—a presentation that surely has become 
the actual cause of the supposed holiness of the monastic status17—[and] which therefore seems to 
us to be something immoral, irreconcilable with the perfection of a human being, yet grafted in his 
nature and hence also passed on to his descendents as an evil predisposition. —

Kant begins by admitting that such an idea is reason’s response to an inevitable “moral instinct.” 
(As we saw in §2.1, instinct comes immediately after propensity in Kant’s  hierarchical account 
of the roots of moral motivation, which is also added in R2 [see R 28–9n]; and there he cites 
sexuality as a prime example.) The fact that people tend to feel “ashamed” of sex (cf. Gen. 2: 
25), presumably because such instincts seem to compromise human “perfection” by putting us 
too closely in touch with our “kinship with the universal animal genus,” gives rise to the 
monastic view of holiness. On this view, our sensual nature, taken to be the source of evil, is 
incompatible with human perfection. That Kant is not promoting this view is indicated not 
only by his use of the words “possible” and “seems” and by his associating it with monks 
(a lifestyle Kant tends to disapprove of), but also by his ascription of evil to the predisposition 
rather than to the propensity. Kant regards our animal nature as a good predisposition 
(see §1.4), so he is not affirming this view but criticizing it as an incorrect portrayal of the way 
evil enters into the human moral situation.

Further evidence that Kant does not support this view of human sexuality—a view that 
 portrays sex as the vehicle for passing evil to the next generation—comes in the next sentence, 
where he explains why both that view and the resulting idea of a virgin birth are “obscure.”

14 The impression that Kant “typically downplays” the satisfaction theory (Chignell 2010: 116) in Section One of the 
Second Piece stems from translating wohlgefallen as “well‐pleasing”; as we have seen, translating this technical term as 
“satisfaction” (see Glossary) makes it obvious that Kant’s first experiment relies heavily on a version of the satisfaction 
theory of atonement—albeit a significantly revised one.
15 Following GH and GG for Kant’s der … Vernunft; WP has “a reason.”
16 Following GH for Kant’s “(für die Würde der Menschheit),” except that GH omits the parentheses; GG has 
“(for human dignity),” while WP omits this phrase.
17 WP, GG, and GH have “monastic state” for Kant’s Mönchsstandes; but WP uses “status” at R 172.24; cf. note 2.63.
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80n.24–32
Now, to this obscure (on one side merely sensible, but on the other nonetheless moral, hence 
 intellectual) presentation, the idea of a birth, independent of any sexual intercourse (a virgin  
/birth\), of a child fraught with no moral defect is indeed appropriate, though not without 
 difficulty in theory. (For a practical aim, however, there is no need at all to determine anything 
in regard to theory ⟨deren⟩.) For according to the hypothesis of epigenesis, the mother, who is 
descended from her  parents by natural generation, would after all still be fraught with that 
moral defect and would pass it on—at least as per18 half of ˻it˼—to her child even in a 
 supernatural generation.

In keeping with his comments on the virgin birth in Section One (see §4.4), Kant admits that 
practical reason gives us no clear guidance on this issue. However, he now calls attention to a 
theoretical (i.e., scientific) “difficulty” in the idea that our evil nature is handed down through 
a physical process (i.e., sex), as this doctrine assumes: the mother would then be just as 
“fraught” by this evil predisposition as the father would be, so the child would be at least “half ” 
bad, though his other half might be supernatural!

Avoiding this unintended implication requires complicating matters with an even more 
problematic assumption.

80n.32–37
Hence, in order for this not to be the consequence, one would have to accept the system of the 
preexistence of the germs [[of evil]] in the parents, yet also not that of the envelopment [[of these 
germs]] in the female ˻part˼ (because it would not avoid that consequence), but [[that of their 
envelopment]] merely in the male part (not that of the ova19 but that of the spermatozoa19). Now, 
in a supernatural pregnancy this /male\ part drops out, and thus that way of presenting could be 
defended [as] theoretically20 appropriate to that idea [[of virgin birth]]. —

A supernaturally impregnated virgin could consistently be depicted as giving birth to a holy 
child (a person unstained by innate evil) only if human evil is passed on through the man’s 
sperm, but not through the woman’s ova. Had Kant known about X and Y chromosomes (not 
discovered until the first quarter of the twentieth century), he might have added that a baby’s 
sex is actually determined (and so, in a sense, chosen) by whether the sperm contributes an X 
or a Y chromosome, the female’s egg always having an X chromosome, and that removing this 
physical “choice” from the procreative act could therefore symbolize the removal of the evil 
propensity—the latter being bound up with free choice.21

Having suggested this way of preserving a theory he had already characterized as “inappro-
priate” (in R 40.11; see §3.1), Kant concludes this R2 footnote by asking what use such a theory 
could be to (bare) practical reason.

18 WP has “as” for Kant’s nach; GH has “to the extent of ” and GG omits this word.
19 Kant uses the Latin terms ovulorum (literally “of little eggs”) and animalcul. sperm. (literally an abbreviation for 
“of  little seed animals”); cf. WP 90n. Given this context, WP’s standard translation of Vorstellungsart as “way of 
 conceiving” makes for quite a humorous translation (though probably unintentionally so) in the part of the sentence 
following this parenthetical phrase.
20 Following GG and GH (but bracketing their “as”) for Kant’s theoretisch; WP omits this awkward word. Though awk-
ward, the word is crucial to Kant’s point: he concludes the footnote by contrasting the theoretical with “the practical aim.”
21 The theory that evil is inherited through procreation has its roots in St. Augustine, especially his Confessions. One 
problem raised by Kant’s hypothetical extension of the theory is that, by the same logic, the supernaturally born child 
could not be a normal male, since no human Y chromosome would be available. Perhaps Kant intends the whole 
argument at this point as a reductio ad absurdum.
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80n.37–40
For what, however, [do we need] all these theories pro or contra, if for the practical /aim\ it is 
sufficient to envision that idea as a symbol of humanity elevating itself above the temptation to evil 
(resisting it victoriously), as the paragon /for\ us?22

Appealing to biological processes to explain how a holy child could be born is useless to anyone 
who, recognizing the primacy of practical reason over theoretical,23 already affirms the power 
of the “idea” of perfect humanity and the need to make an example to serve as its prototype (as 
Kant demonstrated in Section One). For we must be aware of this idea as an inner archetype, 
if the story of Jesus is to serve as the “paragon” of that practical idea and thus have the power 
to change our heart from evil to good; understanding the physical process (if possible at all) is 
optional and has no reforming power on its own.

Kant continues in the main text by observing that the presence of a holy person on earth 
poses such a serious threat to the “prince of this world” that the biblical narrative depicts Satan 
as offering to Jesus basically the same deal that God originally gave Adam:24

80.11–12, 81.01–05
Through this the prince’s ⟨letztern⟩ dominion was put at risk. For, if this human being satisfactory to 
God resisted {81} the prince’s ⟨seinen⟩ temptations also to join that contract,25 [and] if other human 
beings, faithfully,26 also adopted the same conviction, then the prince ⟨er⟩ would forfeit as many sub-
jects, and his kingdom would run the risk of being destroyed entirely. The prince ⟨Dieser⟩ therefore 
offered to make him trustee ⟨Lehnsträger⟩ of his entire kingdom, if only he would pay homage to him 
as its proprietor.

Refusing the pact with Satan, Jesus sets an example: all human beings should follow Jesus’ lead 
by stepping out of the kingdom of darkness and into the new kingdom of light.

In response to Jesus’ refusal, Satan inflicts on him all manner of earthly suffering, poverty, 
persecutions, sorrow, and finally death. With his uncorrupted good predisposition, Jesus feels 
such sorrows more deeply than an evil‐hearted person would. Yet he does not give in, even 
when faced with an angry mob ready to see him killed.

81.06–14
Since this attempt did not succeed ⟨gelang⟩, he not only deprived this stranger in his territory 
⟨Boden⟩ of everything that could make his life on earth agreeable (up to [the point of] greatest 
poverty), but ˻he˼ incited against him all the persecutions by which evil human beings can make 
that /life\ ⟨es⟩ bitter, sufferings that only a goodly‐minded27 /person\ genuinely feels deeply,28 

22 WP has “to us as a model” for Kant’s uns zum Muster; GH has “before us as a pattern” and GG “before us as model.” 
All three translators position this phrase shortly after the verb (before or after “idea”). But Kant places it at the end of 
the sentence, after the whole subordinate clause describing the idea. His point is that the way we envision the idea (as 
symbol) enables it to serve as the paragon of human virtue for us, not that our envisioning it to ourselves as a model to 
imitate somehow makes it a symbol.
23 Kant defends the primacy of practical reason at length in CPrR 119–21, 134–41.
24 Matt. 4: 8–9: “Again, the devil took him to a very high mountain and showed him all the kingdoms of the world 
and their splendor. ‘All this I will give you,’ he said, ‘if you will bow down and worship me.’” See also Lk. 4: 5–7.
25 WP has “covenant” for Kant’s Contract; GH and GG have “bargain.” Kant borrows the (Latin‐derived) English 
word, probably as an intentional allusion to the “social contract” theory of politics defended by various English philos-
ophers—a theory that stands in marked contrast to the religiously oriented political commentary that Kant is about to 
introduce in the Third Piece.
26 WP has “in their faith” for Kant’s gläubig; GH has “devoutly” and GG “believe in him.”
27 WP has “well‐minded” for Kant’s Wohlgesinnte; GH has “well‐disposed” and GG “well disposed.”
28 WP has “feels quite deeply” for Kant’s recht tief fühlt; GH has “can feel deeply” (omitting recht) and GG “can truly feel with 
depth.” Although recht (“genuinely”) modifies tief (“deeply”), I follow GG in placing it before the verb, for smooth reading.
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defamation of the ingenuous aim of his teachings (in order to deprive him of all appendages),29 
and persecuted him up to [the point of] a most ignominious death—nonetheless, without in the 
least30 accomplishing anything against him through this assault by none but unworthy [people] 
on his steadfastness and frankness in ˻his˼ teaching and ˻his˼ example for what is best.

That Satan’s attack against Jesus “did not succeed” is indicated by the fact that Jesus was 
 willing to die rather than let his will be controlled not by his duty to uphold the good but by 
an inclination toward self‐protection or other types of animal or human self‐love. Jesus felt 
such inclinations just as much as any human being does, yet he serves as a prototype who 
can awaken the archetype of perfect humanity within us precisely because he  consistently 
chose to suffer rather than to give in to such inclinations. Here again, the  biblical narrative 
passes the second‐experiment test by depicting in symbolic terms the same basic message 
conveyed by bare reason.

3. In what sense does the crucifixion defeat the power of evil?

Kant continues his long paragraph that traces the relevance of the biblical narrative to his system of 
rational religion by assessing how Jesus’ death symbolizes the moral struggle between good and evil.

81.14–19, 82.01
And now the outcome of this struggle! Its result can be regarded as a legal or, for that matter, as a 
physical one. If one looks upon the physical outcome ⟨den letztern⟩ (which strikes the senses), then the 
good principle is the defeated party; in this conflict, after enduring many sufferings, he had to give up 
his life,† because in a foreign dominion (which [[as such]] has {82} control) he incited a revolt.

As indicated by the heading of Section Two, Kant views the “struggle” (Kampf) between good 
and evil in legal terms—that is, as a rational, court‐style assessment of the rights accorded to 
us by two types of law: the moral law and the law of self‐love or inclinations. In Section One 
Kant argued that, viewed from the first‐experiment perspective of bare reason, the good 
 principle has priority over evil. By contrast, he now observes that, if we treat the story of Jesus’ 
struggle with Satan “as a physical one” (e.g., as a political battle), then the crucifixion portrays 
Jesus as suffering a miserable defeat—a just punishment for stirring up political trouble in 
enemy territory. Such a punishment really would be just from Kant’s political standpoint, 
because he believed revolt against a reigning political authority to be always wrong.31

Kant’s footnote at this point, added in R2, warns against the tendency of some writers to inter-
pret the Pauline notion that Jesus willingly “gave himself up” to die for the sins of mankind (see 
Gal. 1: 4; 2: 20; Eph. 5: 2, 25) in a way that seems to imply that he essentially committed suicide.

81n.20–26
†Not that (as Dr. Bahrdt invented in novelistic fashion) he sought death in order to further a good 

aim through a spectacular, splendid example;32 that would have been suicide. For one may indeed 
hazard ⟨wagen⟩ something at the risk of losing one’s life, or even endure death at the hands of 

29 WP has “adherents” for Kant’s Anhang; GH and GG have “following.”
30 WP has “without, however, in the least” for Kant’s ohne gleichwohl … im mindester; GH has “Yet … (nothing)” and 
GG “without … in the least.”
31 Kant does allow for rare exceptions, for strictly moral reasons. For further discussion of Kant’s position on justified 
resistance, see notes 7.64 and 12.54.
32 For information on the popular rationalist theologian, Karl Friedrich Bahrdt (1741–92), including a quote from a 
text defending this position, see WP 91–2n and GW 503.
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another if one cannot evade it, without becoming disloyal to an irremissible duty; but ˻ one may˼ not 
have oneself and one’s life at one’s disposal33 as a means, for whatever purpose34 it may be, and thus 
be the author of one’s death. —

Jesus evidently realized that, by continuing to pursue his duty, he was risking imminent death 
(see Jn. 15: 10, 13; 16: 28); yet this does not mean he “sought” or actively chose death. To choose 
to end one’s life as a means to some other end (e.g., by at the same time killing one’s enemies, 
or even by saving the world from damnation) would be to neglect the universal duty to oneself 
that makes suicide wrong.35 In order to have acted consistently with the moral law (as Kant sees 
it), therefore, Jesus could not have planned his own death, even as a means to the end of saving 
the world.

The footnote continues by responding to another writer who portrays Jesus as waging an 
external, political war in the hope of usurping the position of authority then held by the Jewish 
priests.

81n.26–34
Nor (as the Wolfenbüttel fragmentist suspects)36 did he hazard his life for an aim that was not 
moral but merely political though unauthorized,37 perhaps in order to topple the government of 
the priests and, with supreme worldly control, put himself in its place. For this is countered by the 
exhortation to do this ⟨es⟩ in remembrance of him,38 issued to his disciples at the Last Supper, after 
he had already given up the hope of preserving his life ⟨es zu erhalten⟩; this /exhortation\ ⟨welches⟩, 
if it had been intended to be the reminder about a failed worldly aim, would have been a sickening 
one, arousing indignation against its author [and] hence contradicting itself.

Here Kant cites but one of many possible examples to illustrate how Jesus’ actions prior to his death 
were not those of a typical political activist: his request at the Last Supper that his followers 
remember him with such a ritual would have been “a sickening” gesture, if he were thereby merely 
admitting defeat in a hopeless “worldly” political struggle. Such a gesture would have aroused 
“indignation” in Jesus’ followers, as well as being self‐contradictory, inasmuch as warriors do not 
celebrate their defeats. As we shall see in Appendix IV, Kant later (R 199–200) proposes quite a 
different (moral) interpretation of the communion ritual that Jesus here initiated.

This footnote concludes by similarly contrasting the political interpretation of Jesus’ death 
with a moral one.

81n.34–39, 82n.34–36
Nonetheless, this reminder could also concern the failure of a very good, purely moral aim of 
the master, namely, to bring about, still during his lifetime, a public revolution (in religion), by 
toppling a ceremonial faith—which displaces all moral conviction—and the standing of the priests 

33 Following GG and GH for Kant’s “über … disponieren”; WP has “regulate.”
34 Kant’s Zweck also means “end” (the preferred translation of GH and GG). WP’s usage works well, except where 
Kant makes a means–end contrast, as here.
35 In several places (e.g., GMM 397–8, 422; MM 442–4) Kant cites suicide as a counterexample of one of the four basic 
types of duty. For a good overview of the immense literature on this topic, see Wood 1999: 139–50; see also Kim 2009.
36 Kant is referring to a work by the Wolffian deist philosopher Hermann Samuel Reimarus (1694–1768), posthumously 
published in fragments (1774–78) by G. E. Lessing, who at the time was serving as a librarian in Wolfenbüttel. See WP 
92n. MRB‐Kuehn presents a detailed account of Reimarus’ position, arguing that Kant’s account of Jesus in Religion 
strikes a middle path between Reimarus’ deism and the biblical theology of Johann Salomo Semler (1725–91).
37 WP has “not permitted” for Kant’s unerlaubter; GH has “unlawful” and GG “illegal.” Cf. note 12.156.
38 Following GH for Kant’s zu seinem … zu thun; WP and GG have “Do … of me.” Kant is paraphrasing Lk. 22: 19: 
“And he took bread, gave thanks and broke it, and gave it to them, saying, ‘This is my body given for you; do this in 
remembrance of me.’”
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of this /faith\ ⟨desselben⟩ (the provisions for the assembly at Easter of his disciples, scattered over 
the country, may have had that purpose). {82} Indeed, even now [one] may still regret that this 
revolution ⟨sie⟩ did not succeed. Yet it was not foiled; rather, after his death it passed into an 
alteration of religion39 that spread quietly, but amid much suffering.

Jesus’ open opposition to “the standing of the priests” (see, e.g., Matt. 23) makes better sense if 
we interpret it as a moral battle in a revolutionary attempt to replace “a ceremonial faith” with a 
religion grounded in the “moral conviction” that (as argued in Section One) is independently 
legitimized by bare reason. In this context, his act of setting up a ritual on the night before his 
death, to remind his followers of his conviction, makes sense. For it encouraged them to gather 
together regularly to attempt to implement what their “master” had begun. Even though his 
“revolution did not succeed” immediately (cf. Jn. 14: 12), because his followers managed only 
“an alteration of religion,” it nevertheless “was not foiled” (see note 6.39); rather, it “spread qui-
etly” throughout the world, despite “much suffering” being endured by his followers.

The footnote’s distinction between a legal and a physical struggle clarifies the next part of 
the main text, where Kant explains how, viewed from the legal perspective as a struggle bet-
ween moral principles, Jesus’ death is properly interpreted as a victory.

82.01–09
However, the kingdom in which principles are reigning40 (whether they be good or evil) is a 
kingdom not of nature but of freedom, i.e., a /kingdom\ ⟨ein solches⟩ in which one can have things 
at one’s disposal only insofar as one rules over minds, in which therefore no one is a slave (bond-
man) except he who wills to be one ⟨es⟩, and as long as ˻he does so˼; hence precisely this death (the 
highest level of a human being’s sufferings) was the exhibition ⟨Darstellung⟩ of the good principle, 
namely of humanity in its41 moral perfection, as an example for everyone to emulate.

The moral principles of good and evil reign only in the “kingdom … of freedom,” not 
through a direct influence on events in nature. But the struggle Kant has been examining 
throughout the Second Piece is no less political in its implications than an openly political 
struggle: because the good principle (like the evil) “rules over minds,” it indirectly puts “at 
one’s disposal” what happens in nature. Unlike nature’s kingdom, where our bodies can be 
forced to do things against our will, in the moral kingdom we can only become a slave by 
choosing to be one. Viewed in terms of this inner struggle for self‐control, Jesus’ death was a 
clear “exhibition of the good principle,” showing us all a worthy model “of humanity in its 
moral perfection.” As  Chignell 2010: 122 observes, this passage is “the most explicitly 
Abelardian moment” here in Section Two: like Peter Abelard, Kant is encouraging us “to 
emulate” the Jesus we see depicted in the gospel narratives. Indeed, the point of Kant’s 
argument here is that, by taking up this second‐experiment task, we also fulfill the core 
requirement of the first experiment.

39 WP, GG, and GH have “a religious transformation” for Kant’s Religionsumänderung, but I reserve “transforma-
tion” for “Umwandlung”; cf. note 76 in App. II. The nuanced point Kant is making here is to express “regret” that the 
radical transformation of religion that Jesus had preached (see §10.3 for Kant’s summary of the pure rational core of 
Jesus’ teaching) is precisely what did not occur, but that instead the history of Christianity shows only an alteration 
or  modification of Judaism (see §9.3.i for Kant’s detailed account of this point); but he is optimistic that this slow 
alteration will eventually succeed (cf. §9.3.ii).
40 WP has “hold power” for Kant’s machthabend sind; GH has “have might” and GG “have power.” Cf. note 0.81.
41 In R1 Kant had ganzen (“whole” or “total”) after “its.” He deleted it in R2, perhaps in order to avoid the misleading 
inference that Jesus’ death leaves nothing further for other human beings to accomplish—given that the Third Piece 
focuses on the work that must be accomplished by religious communities.
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The gospel narratives that transmit the story of Jesus’ death can and ought to have “the 
greatest influence on human minds” precisely because they provide a “most striking” illustra-
tion of the “contrast” between moral–spiritual freedom and servitude to evil.

82.09–22
The presentation ⟨Vorstellung⟩ of this /death\ ⟨desselben⟩ was meant ˻to have˼—and ˻was˼ also able to 
have—at his time the greatest influence on human minds, and it is able to have ˻this influence˼ at any 
time; for it lets the freedom of the children of heaven and the servitude of a bare42 son of earth be seen 
in the most striking contrast of all. However, the good principle ˻did˼ not ˻descend˼ invisibly from 
heaven into humanity merely at a certain time, but has been descended ˻into it˼ from the origin of the 
human race onward (as anyone must admit who is mindful of such43 holiness and simultaneously of 
the ungraspableness of the association of this /holiness\ ⟨derselben⟩ with the human being’s sensible 
nature in the moral predisposition)44 and legally ⟨rechtlicherweise⟩ has its45 first domicile in humanity 
⟨ihr⟩. Since, therefore, the principle ⟨es⟩ appeared in a real human being as46 an example for all others, 
he “came unto his own, and his own ⟨die Seinen⟩ did not take him up, but to those who47 took him up, 
˻to those˼ who47 believe in his name, he gave potency to be called children48 of God”;49

Kant interprets the biblical symbolism that contrasts “the children of heaven” with someone 
who remains “a bare son of earth” and that depicts Jesus as descending “from heaven into 
humanity” as a completely valid expression of the religion that bare reason presents to all 
people. If we see it in these terms, we must keep in mind that this mysterious descent of “the 

42 This is one of several passages where Kant reverses his normal association of “bare” (bloßen) with the religion of 
reason: here “the children of heaven” rescue a naked “son of earth” from “servitude” to the inclinations by clothing him 
with “freedom.” I resist following the convention of using “mere” in such contexts, as adopted by the other translators, 
because, from the standpoint of the biblical theologian, true freedom comes only when the bare symbols of historical 
faith put on the clothing of rational faith—a perspectival shift that is quite appropriate to the second experiment (see 
PCR IX.1) and may well have been in Kant’s mind when he uses bloßen in this way.
43 WP has “the principle’s” for Kant’s seine (literally “his” or “its”); GH and GG have “of the principle.” While this 
reading is consistent with Kant’s theory of the good principle (which is holy and together with our sensible nature 
forms part of the human “predisposition”), it does not fit with the context as well as does the other grammatically 
possible reading, whereby seine refers to the closest referent, jeder (“anyone”). In this passage Kant’s focus is on how 
we recognize holiness in another person—first and foremost in a single great example (such as Jesus), but also in any 
others who emulate that example, as the following quotation from Scripture makes clear—so the parenthetical 
phrase seems to highlight the paradox of viewing a person as holy, yet also as embodied. My use of “such” allows both 
readings to be possible in English, as in German.
44 By “sensible nature”, Kant is referring here to animality, the first aspect of the predisposition to good (see §1.4). GG 
obscures this reference by translating Anlage as “disposition,” apparently assuming that Kant made a mistake and 
meant to write Gesinnung.
45 Following WP and GH for Kant’s seinen; GG omits this word. In R1 Kant had ihren. The correction enables the 
grammatical referent to be “the good principle,” which is the subject of the sentence. The potential feminine referents 
that might have led Kant to write ihren in R1 include “moral predisposition,” “freedom,” and (way back at R 80.04) 
“person” (i.e., Jesus).
46 Following GH and GG for Kant’s als; WP has “who was.”
47 WP, GG, and GH have “as many as … to them … even to them” for Kant’s deren … die … die, no doubt attempting 
to follow the KJV more closely.
48 WP, GG, and GH have “the sons” for Kant’s Kinder, again attempting to follow the KJV more closely. However, 
Kant’s German is a paraphrase of the LB, not a direct quotation, and the NIV wording is actually closer to Kant’s 
German (see note 6.49 below). Elsewhere WP always has “children” for Kinder.
49 Kant is (loosely) quoting Jn. 1: 11–12: “He came to that which was his own, but his own did not receive him. Yet to 
all who did receive him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the right to become children of God.” The LB has: 
Er kam in sein Eigentum; und die Seinen nahmen ihn nicht auf. Wie viele ihn aber aufnahmen, denen gab er Macht, 
Kinder Gottes zu werden, die an seinen Namen glauben. Kant quotes this as: so kam er in sein Eigenthum, und die Seinen 
nahmen ihn nicht auf, denen aber, die ihn aufnahmen, hat er Macht gegeben, Gottes Kinder zu heißen, die an seinen 
Namen glauben.
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good principle” (in the form of the archetype; see §4.2) into human form has been  happening 
since “the origin of the human race.” Such references to a heavenly origin are appropriate 
symbolic expressions of our inability to grasp the paradoxical “association of this holiness with 
the human being’s sensible nature” (see note 6.44 above). Yet in Jesus just such a union 
“appeared in a real human being,” even though his own people rejected his revolutionary 
 message. Just as the biblical narrative tells us, those who receive this heavenly archetype are 
thereby given “potency to be called children of God”: even though bare reason cannot grasp 
how a human person can be holy, this symbolism encourages us to believe that it can happen; 
the dominion of the evil propensity can actually be overcome.

Kant therefore concludes this lengthy paragraph that assesses the rational content of the 
biblical narrative by proposing a moral interpretation of Jesus’ exemplary sacrifice.

82.22–28
i.e., through the example ˻he gives˼ of this /principle\ ⟨desselben⟩ (in the moral idea) he opens the 
gate of freedom to all who, like him, want ⟨wollen⟩ to die unto everything that keeps them  fettered 
to life on earth to the detriment of morals; and gathers to himself “a people zealous ⟨fleißig⟩ of 
good works, for ˻his˼ ownership”50 and under his dominion; meanwhile, [as for those] who thus 
prefer moral servitude, he leaves ˻them˼ to it.51

The power of practical faith in the archetype (the idea of perfect humanity)—shown to be a real 
possibility through the life and death of Jesus, who serves as its prototype—is that it opens the 
door to freedom that had been closed to all who had freely chosen servitude to the aspects of 
“life on earth” that desensitize us to our moral nature. By uniting the faithful around the symbol 
of his own sacrificial death, Jesus gathers together for the first time “a people” who agree to be 
governed under the dominion of his conviction and who will therefore be “zealous of good 
works,” just as Titus 2: 14 calls all believers to be (see note 6.50). Without needing the pro-
nouncement of any judge other than each person’s own conscience, Jesus also leaves to their 
own devices those who would remain slaves to their inclinations rather than enjoying the free-
dom available to all who choose “the moral idea.” For, ironically, the very event that enabled 
Jesus to defeat the powers of darkness, his willingness to die rather than serve his inclinations, 
looks like defeat to all those who “prefer moral servitude.”

4. The narrative’s rational meaning

The foregoing interpretation of Jesus’ death as a symbol for uniting the morally faithful into 
one body of co‐workers for good provides an effective transition to the Third Piece of Religion, 
where Kant will both examine the rational conditions for forming such a religious body of 
believers and assess how far the Christian church has actually progressed in its attempt to 
realize this goal. But before turning to the Third Piece let us look at the last two paragraphs of 
Section Two, where Kant explains in what sense Jesus’ death “disarmed the [evil] powers and 

50 WP has “as peculiar to him” for Kant’s zum Eigenthum; GH and GG have “for his possession.” Tit. 2: 14 reads: “who 
gave himself for us to redeem us from all wickedness and to purify for himself a people that are his very own, eager to 
do what is good.”
51 WP has “while he leaves to their dominion all who” for Kant’s indessen daß er die, so … der ihrigen überläßt, but 
“their dominion” makes a very awkward referent for der ihrigen; GH and GG have “while he abandons to their fate all 
those who,” but nothing corresponding to “fate” appears in Kant’s text. My translation preserves Kant’s word order, so 
that the reference to servitude (this being the whole paragraph’s main topic) becomes clear. I add the semicolon for 
smoother English.
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authorities” (Col. 2: 15) in a manner that can be regarded as a genuine triumph, even though 
evil continues to have a “legal claim” over individual human beings.

In the moral battle waged up to and during his death, Jesus did not conquer evil altogether, 
but rather broke its former stronghold by providing a concrete model (i.e., a “prototype”) of a 
person who maintained a good conviction to the bitter end.

82.29–33, 83.01–04
Therefore the moral outcome of this conflict, on the part of the hero of this story (up to his 

⟨desselben⟩ death), is actually not the vanquishment ⟨Besiegung⟩ of the evil principle—for its 
kingdom still endures, and in any case a new epoch must yet arise in which it is to be 
destroyed—but only the breaking of its control, holding,52 against their will, those who have so 
long {83} been its subjects, while another moral dominion (for the human being must stand 
under some [particular] /dominion\)53 is opened to them54 as a sanctuary55 in which they can find 
protection for their morality if they want to abandon the old /moral dominion\.

The kingdom established by Jesus’ life, teachings, and death did not replace or exterminate the 
kingdom of evil; “a new epoch” may be required in order for that to happen. However, his heroic 
example effectively empowers those who would otherwise stand helplessly under the control of 
evil, enabling them to believe they can make their own lives into a similar testimony to good (cf. 
Phil. 3: 10). This new kingdom offers “a sanctuary,” a religiously governed “moral dominion,” 
where people can now “find protection for their morality”: the story of Jesus provides concrete 
proof that evil can no longer hold potentially good human beings “against their will.”

Until the new epoch arrives, when evil is defeated (see §8.4), those who seek to follow the good 
principle must face the fact that the evil principle retains its legal claim as “the prince of this world.”

83.04–10
Incidentally, the evil principle continues to be called the prince of this world, wherein those who 
adhere to the good principle should themselves always be prepared56 for physical sufferings, sacri-
fices, and mortifications of self‐love, which are here57 presented as persecutions by the evil prin-
ciple, because the prince ⟨er⟩ has rewards in his kingdom only for those who have made well‐being 
on earth ⟨Erdenwohl⟩ their final aim.

This, in a nutshell, is why (as we saw in §5.3) good people suffer, and should expect to suffer, 
even though Jesus’ grace‐giving work was uniquely sufficient. We can rightly consider our 
suffering and trials “as persecutions by the evil principle”: the fact that the archetype within us 
empowers us to do good, having been awakened and restored by the message of Jesus’ example 
(for all who accept him as their prototype), does not change the basic structure of the world we 
live in; if anything, it only heightens the stakes of the inner moral struggle.

52 WP and GH have “power to hold” for Kant’s Gewalt … zu halten; GG has “controlling power in holding.”
53 WP has “be subject to one or another” for Kant’s unter irgend einer … stehen; GH has “be subject to some rule or 
other” and GG “be subject to some dominion or other.”
54 WP has “revealed” for Kant’s ihnen … eröffnet, omitting ihnen; GH has “offered them,” and GG “revealed to them.”
55 WP has “a refuge” for Kant’s Freistatt; GH has “an asylum” and GG “freedom.” As Kant is here foreshadowing his 
doctrine of the church, to be developed in the Third Piece, he seems to be giving this political term a religious twist.
56 In both editions, Kant wrote sich … auf … gefaßt sein, which is awkward in German, just as my “themselves … be 
prepared” is in English. Ak. takes this as an error and revises Kant’s text to sich … auf … gefaßt machen, which WP 
follows: “prepare themselves.” GH and GG have “be prepared,” following Kant’s original text, but omitting the awkward 
word sich (“themselves”).
57 WP has “there” for Kant’s “hier”; GH has “in this connection” and GG “in this world.” Whereas GG’s interpretation 
might reflect Kant’s intended meaning, Kant might also mean “in Scripture.”
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Kant’s concluding paragraph states, for the benefit of those who may not have followed his 
second‐experiment intentions here in Section Two of the Second Piece, that his goal in taking 
so seriously the Bible’s “lively” narrative is to remove “its mystical cloak” and reveal the 
universal validity of the underlying message.

83.11–17
We readily see that, if one divests this lively ˻way of presenting˼—and for its time probably also 

the only popular way of presenting—of its mystical cloak, it (its spirit and rational sense 
⟨Vernunftsinn⟩) has been practically valid and binding for all the world at all times, because it sug-
gests itself ⟨nahe … liegt⟩ enough to each human being for him to cognize his duty concerning it. 
That sense ⟨Sinn⟩ consists in this: that there is absolutely no wholeness58 for human beings except 
in the most intimate taking up of genuine morals precepts into their conviction;

Once we go beyond the “popular” understanding of the biblical text, we can find in it the same 
conclusion bare reason has already independently reached in Section One (cf. §§4.2–5.4), that 
“wholeness” comes only to those whose conviction is ruled by “genuine morals precepts.” The 
outcome of the second experiment as it relates to the Second Piece, therefore, is that the Bible 
teaches the same message as does the religion of bare reason.

In the remainder of the long, complex sentence partially quoted above, Kant makes a more 
negative point, reminding us that, whenever we are unable to live up to the moral demand, a 
rational principle is the culprit, not the mere fact of human embodiment.

83.17–29
that what acts in opposition to this taking up is by no means the so often blamed sensibility, but a 
certain self‐incurred ⟨selbst verschuldete⟩ perversity, or, as people ⟨man⟩ otherwise also want to call 
this wickedness, fraud59 (fausseté,60 satanic guile, through which evil came into the world), a corruption 
that resides in all human beings and ˻ that˼ can be overpowered by nothing but the idea of the morallys 
good—˻the morallys good˼ in its entire purity—[together] with the consciousness that this /idea\ ⟨sie⟩ 
really belongs to our original predisposition and ˻that˼ one need only be diligent in keeping it free 
from any disingenuous admixture and in taking it up deeply into our conviction in order to be con-
vinced, through the effect that this /idea\ ⟨sie⟩ gradually produces ⟨thut⟩ on the mind, that the dreaded 
potencies61 of evil can accomplish nothing against it (“the gates of hell shall not prevail against it”);62

Into this review of the results of his first experiment up to this point, Kant grafts terms taken from 
the second experiment, in order to show their utter compatibility. When we find ourselves mired in 
evil, rather than blaming our bodily nature (a nature we did not choose and cannot be blamed for 
having), we should locate evil in our own “self‐incurred” commitment to believe the “satanic guile” 
of a false promise: that the only way to cope with the human situation is to seek slavishly to gratify 
the body’s inclinations. The true solution is to commit ourselves to “the idea of … the morally good 
in its entire purity,” as we see displayed before our eyes in the story of Jesus but should also recognize 
as belonging to our own “original predisposition.” As we “free” this idea from “any disingenuous 
admixture” with sense‐based gratification, it will have a gradually increasing “effect … on the 
mind,” so that we too, like Jesus, can eventually overcome “the dreaded potencies of evil.”

58 WP, GG, and GH have “salvation” for Kant’s Heil, but I reserve “salvation” for Kant’s Seligkeit. See Glossary for a 
fuller defense of this usage.
59 Following GG for Kant’s Betrug; WP has “deceit” and GH “falsity.” See note 2.147.
60 “Falseness” (in French), in the sense of “duplicity.”
61 WP, GG, and GH have “powers” for Kant’s Mächte (literally “mights”).
62 Matt. 16: 18: “And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will 
not overcome it.”
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This reminder enables us to see more clearly how, by focusing in turn on the two experiments, 
Sections One and Two of the Second Piece end up establishing the legal claim of different moral 
principles. The legal claim of the good principle can be established only by adopting the first 
experiment’s (rational) perspective and seeking a correct understanding of how moral regenera-
tion is logically possible. The legal claim of the evil principle can be established only by adopting 
the second experiment’s (historical) perspective and illustrating (in story form, through a 
concrete example) how the reality of evil in human life is inextricably linked to our human 
situation as embodied (and therefore suffering) beings. While the outcome of the story illustrates 
why an ongoing struggle between these two principles is inevitable, Kant’s quotation from 
Scripture (see note 6.61 above) suggests that a measure of victory can nevertheless be won, even 
on earth, if good people can only work together—this being the main topic of the Third Piece.

After quoting from the Bible’s first explitict reference to the church, Kant wastes no time in 
warning against the temptation—which is especially powerful for those unable to persuade 
themselves that a reformation has genuinely occurred in their conviction—to let superstitious 
rituals and delirious experiences replace practical belief and moral action.

83.29–35
and that—so that we do not perhaps complement the lack of this confidence63 superstitiously, through 
expiations, which presuppose no change of mentality, or deliriously,64 through supposed (merely passive) 
inward illuminations, and thus are always kept away from the good that is based on self‐activity65—we 
ought to lay at the basis of this /good\ ⟨ihm⟩ no other characteristic than that of a well‐led lifestyle. —

Throughout his writings, as in this passage, Kant tends to associate mysticism with superstitious 
beliefs or delirium‐inducing experiences, rejecting such experiences on the grounds that they inevi-
tably block us from attaining “the good that is based on self‐activity.” The face of true religion that he 
exposes by lifting this veil is not stripped of all religious experience. Rather, as I have argued in Part 
IV of PCR and as will come into focus more and more in the second half of this commentary, Kant’s 
philosophical system prepares us for a genuine or Critical mysticism, whereby we “lay at the basis of 
this good” not fancy words or arguments but “a well‐led lifestyle.” (For how can arguments be the 
basis of the good, if we have no immediate knowledge of the character of our own conviction?) 
In Chapters 7–9 we shall examine how Kant argues, in the Third Piece of Religion, that separate indi-
viduals can never hope to overcome the power of evil by themselves but must band together in the 
form of noncoercive communities of grace, for it is against such communities (not the individual 
good‐hearted believer) that “the gates of hell cannot prevail” (see note 6.62 above). In Chapters 10–11 
we shall then examine how Kant elaborates in the Fourth Piece on the pedagogical point made in the 
passage above: members of such a community must be careful to encourage beliefs and religious rit-
uals that strengthen their mutual ability to serve God through obedience to the moral law, for anything 
short of a lifestyle that evinces a good  conviction must be decried as pseudoservice to God.

The final sentence of Section Two of the Second Piece uses a pair of carefully worded  descriptions 
to portray the second experiment as dovetailing perfectly with the first. To reiterate that reason and 
Scripture are saying the same thing in two different ways, Kant first refers to the “teaching of reason” 
as “holiest”—an expression one would expect to see applied to Jesus and/or the Bible.

63 WP and GG have “trust” for Kant’s Zutrauens; GH has “assurance.”
64 WP and GH have “fanatically” for Kant’s schwärmerisch; GG has “by way of enthusiasm.”
65 This is Kant’s only use in Religion of “self‐activity” (Selbstthätigkeit), which was a key technical term for Fichte 
1792/3—a book Kant read around the time he started writing Religion. Kant had used this word occasionally (e.g., 
three times in CPR), but preferred the terms Spontaneität (“spontaneity”) for theoretical self‐activity and Autonomie 
(“autonomy”) for moral self‐activity. Anyone who thinks Religion adopts the same standpoint as CPrR must explain 
why the crucial moral term, “autonomy,” never occurs in Religion.
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83.35–37, 84.01
Incidentally, an effort like the present one, to search in Scripture for that specific sense that66 
stands in harmony with the holiest teaching of reason, not only may ˻be regarded˼ as permitted, 
but it must rather {84} be regarded as a duty;†

This claim, that we actually have “a duty” to pursue Kant’s second‐experiment goal of locating 
 passages of Scripture that have a clearly identifiable rational (moral) sense, implies that other 
 interpretations are also possible—a point Kant makes explicit in the brief footnote he added in R2.

84n.35
†In saying this ⟨Wobei⟩, one may concede that this sense67 is not the only one.

Chignell questions whether Kant could be sincere in making this concession: “the duty to 
 perform rational exegesis on scripture seems ipso facto [to] be a duty to interpret it in Kant’s way” 
(2010: 125–6). Yet Kant’s comment is a direct response to worries expressed by two early responses 
to R1. The anonymous book reviewer mentioned in R 13–4 had questioned whether Kant’s 
theory of the priority of moral interpretation over theoretical interpretation (see §§8.1–2) would 
ever be acceptable to biblical theologians (SP‐2013c). Moreover, Storr (himself an influential bib-
lical theologian) had seriously challenged Kant’s theory of “philosophical interpretation (if one 
can call it interpretation)” (1793: 59 [80]) in a footnote just before the quoted parentheses, which 
refers to R1 105f (= R 82.33–83.20f). Given that Kant’s main discussion of his principle for inter-
preting scripture comes later, in the Third Piece (in R 109–14), it is remarkable that Storr cites the 
very passage (assuming that Storr’s “f ” extends to R 84) where Kant adds this footnote in R2. This 
can hardly be a coincidence. Adding the footnote here can be taken as a very serious reminder to 
Storr (and others who may doubt the feasibility of his appeal to moral interpretation at this point) 
that in the Third Piece, where he more fully defends moral interpretation as the key principle of 
scriptural hermeneutics in a church, Kant does allow other types of interpretation, as long as they 
remain subordinate to the moral. Indeed, as we shall see, Kant adds another, longer footnote in 
that very section of R2, possibly also in response to Storr (cf. note 8.13).

The main text closes with a quotation from the Bible that supports the second of the pair of 
descriptions that Kant is here using to encourage us to see his two experiments as working 
toward “the same goal.”

84.01–05
and one may bear in mind in this what the wise teacher said to his disciples about someone who 
went his distinctive68 way, even though in doing so he did in the end have to arrive at the same goal: 
“Forbid him not; for he that is not against us is for us.”69

Just as Kant attributes a “holiest” character to reason in the previous part of this sentence, he here 
gives Jesus the status of being “wise”—perhaps the greatest compliment a philosopher can give. 

66 WP has “that meaning which” for Kant’s denjenigen Sinn … der; GH has “that sense which” and GG “a meaning.” 
None of these translations captures the sense of the word denjenigen, which suggests picking one out of several options.
67 WP has “the meaning” for Kant’s er; GH and GG have “it,” leaving it to the English reader to decide whether Kant 
is referring here to the sense, to Scripture, to the teaching of reason, or to duty. The German, however, has no such 
ambiguity, since Sinn (“sense”) is the only masculine noun Kant has used in this sentence of the main text.
68 WP, GG, and GH have “own” for Kant’s besondern (literally “special”); here this term connotes not so much a 
person’s ownership of the way as that it is distinct from the norm.
69 Kant is quoting Mk. 9: 39–40, where Jesus tells his disciples, upon being told that someone else is casting out 
demons using Jesus’ name: “‘Do not stop him … For no one who does a miracle in my name can in the next moment 
say anything bad about me, for whoever is not against us is for us.’”
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Kant may well have been thinking of himself as he closed the Second Piece with Jesus’ words of 
acceptance toward a man who “went his own distinctive way”; if so, the entirety of Religion can 
be read as Kant’s attempt to demonstrate—to himself as well as to his more orthodox religious 
followers—that he was actually still upholding the essence of his childhood faith, even though he 
had given up on organized religion many years earlier (see Introduction §1). In any case, the fact 
that his gloss on this biblical quotation comes just before he turns his attention, in the Third 
Piece, to the community of faith is a poignant testimony to the inner struggle Kant must have 
experienced as he wrote this book. As we prepare to consider the message of the Third Piece, this 
conclusion to the Second Piece stands as a plea to both his religious (antiphilosophical) and his 
philosophical (antireligious) readers to remember that Kantian (religious) reason, like the 
 biblical (philosophical) Jesus, admonishes us to welcome into one religiously formed human 
family all who stand with us in the promotion of good, without assuming that others are “against 
us” simply because they belong to a different community—or even to no organized religion.



Experiencing Miracles as Self‐Negating
The Second General Comment (R 84–9)

The three General Comments that Kant included in R1 are each much longer, but also more 
straightforward, than the concluding paragraph of the first General Comment that Kant 
added in R2. Each illustrates the basic point that Kant makes in the concluding portion of 
that passage (R 53): even though parerga can give us neither theoretical knowledge nor 
practical wisdom, we can accept them as “ungraspable” (R 53); reflecting on them critically 
(i.e., with a keen awareness of our necessary ignorance) enables us to experience the reli-
gious idea in each case (if it actually impacts us) without abandoning the rational principles 
that make a person authentically  religious. As we turn now to the General Comment in the 
Second Piece, the topic shifts from inner  experience to outer experience—that is, to what 
religious people typically call “miracles.”

Kant begins the second General Comment by reminding us of what has been established by 
the first experiment up until the end of the Second Piece.

84.06–16  
General Comment

If a moral religion is to be established (such /a religion\ ⟨die⟩ must be posited not in  ordinances1 
and observances but in the conviction of the heart to observe all human duties as divine com-
mands), then all miracles that history connects with the introduction of that /religion\ ⟨ihrer⟩ 
must eventually render dispensable the very faith in miracles overall. For one betrays a punish-
able ⟨sträflichen⟩ degree of moral unbelief if one is unwilling to concede sufficient authority to 
the prescriptions of duty, as originally written by reason into the human being’s heart, unless 
they are in addition  authenticated through miracles: “Except ye see signs and wonders, ye will 
not believe.”2

As Kant argued in the Second Piece, religion can fulfill its goal of overcoming the debili-
tating effects of the propensity to evil only if we assume that a person can experience a 
change of heart: viewing “all human duties as divine commands” empowers us to replace 
our prior preference to follow the dictates of self‐love with a new conviction to be morally 

Appendix II

1 WP has “statutes” for Kant’s Satzungen; GH and GG have “dogmas.”
2 Kant quotes Jn. 4: 48 (“‘Unless you people see signs and wonders,’ Jesus told him, ‘you will never believe’”), where 
Jesus is lamenting a man’s lack of faith. Upon returning to the city where he had earlier changed water into wine, Jesus 
is met by a man who wants him to heal his dying son. Jesus tells him to go home, because his child will live (4: 50), and 
upon doing so the man discovers that his son had begun to get well right around the time Jesus had spoken those words.
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good. Significantly, Kant does not deny the legitimacy of the miracles that, according to 
the Bible, accompanied the historical introduction of this moral religion; rather, he offers 
a rule for determining whether or not a miracle is authentic. To be consistent with moral 
religion, a miracle must be self‐negating; it “must eventually render dispensable the very 
faith in miracles overall.” The words of Jesus quoted in support of this claim (see note 2, 
here in Appendix II) come in a story that portrays Jesus as giving in to a man’s request for 
a miracle (or at least, the man’s son does get well, just as Jesus says he will), but only when 
the man demonstrates moral faith by doing what a good father should do: he returns to the 
bedside of his sick son.

The occurrence of such miracles, Kant goes on to explain, is not inconsistent with the 
religion of bare reason, as long as they are regarded as adornments that clothe the bare body 
of true religion.

84.16–26
Now, it is indeed entirely appropriate to the common way of thinking of human beings that, 
when a religion of bare ritual worship and observances achieves its end3 and one based in the 
spirit and in the truth4 (˻in˼5 moral conviction) is to be introduced instead, the latter’s intro-
duction—although it has no need for this—is in history also accompanied and, as it were, 
adorned by miracles, in order to proclaim the cessation ⟨Endschaft⟩ of the earlier religion 
⟨ersteren⟩, which without miracles would have had no authority at all. [This,] moreover, [may] 
indeed [occur] in such a way that, in order to win over the adherents of the earlier religion 
⟨ersteren⟩ to the new revolution, the earlier religion ⟨sie⟩ is interpreted as the older prototype, 
now come to fulfillment, of what in the new religion ⟨letztern⟩ was the final purpose ⟨Endzweck⟩ 
of providence.

When an empirical religion exhibits “bare ritual worship,” emphasizing repetitious 
 “observances” that fail to convey to people the spiritual truth of “moral conviction,” a “new 
revolution” that focuses on such moral conviction may need something spectacular to attract 
the attention of a populace that has lost its way. Here Kant is surely thinking of Jesus’ use of 
miracles to introduce his radical new message in the context of Judaism. The miracles are 
needed not because they are essential to the message, but because the old religion has given 
people a “way of thinking” that requires such external feats, in order for any message to have 
“authority.” This is also why Christians tend to view their religion as a “fulfillment” of 
Judaism; for Kant, “Judaism” is a label (as we saw in §6.4, when discussing R 83–4) for the 
typical empirical religion that gives in to human weakness, whereas “Christianity” is his 
label for the spiritual rediscovery of religion’s moral core. Kant’s point, then, is that a genu-
inely revolutionary religion brings its predecessor to fulfillment only in the sense that it 
treats certain core aspects of the earlier tradition as peripheral, viewing them as acceptable 
only insofar as their presence caters to human weakness, so that they no longer constitute 
the core of the new religion.

From the fact that the new religion preserves some elements of the old religion merely to 
cater to human weakness we must not infer that such elements retain their former status as 
essential, “once the true religion” appears.

3 WP has “come to its end” for Kant’s ihr Ende erreicht; GH and GG have “has run its course.” At R 45n, WP uses “is 
reached” for erreicht wird.
4 Jn. 4: 24 quotes Jesus as saying: “‘God is spirit, and his worshipers must worship in the Spirit and in truth.’”
5 I follow WP, GG, and GH by reading Kant’s der as dative; GG and GH insert “on.” However, the German is ambiguous 
and could also be genitive (“of … ”).
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84.26–34, 85.01
And under such circumstances it has to be fruitless to dispute now those narratives or interpreta-
tions,6 once the true religion is there—and able now and henceforth to maintain itself on its own 
through rational bases—which in its time needed to be introduced through such expedients.7 For 
otherwise one would have to wish to accept that the bare faith [in] and repeating of8 ungraspable 
things (which anyone can do, without being a better human being on that account, or ever 
becoming /one\ thereby) is a way, and indeed the only ˻way˼, to please God well9—an allegation 
that one must dispute with all ˻one’s˼ might {85}.

Because it is based on truth, rational religion need not appeal to “expedients” such as mir-
acles; those who have grasped this fact should not waste time debating whether any 
specific miracles actually occurred or how the narratives recounting them ought to be 
interpreted. Kant’s insistence that such disputes are “fruitless” explains why he had no 
problem leaving the scholarship on such issues in the hands of biblical theologians  
(see Introduction §3 and §8.2.i). The one dispute that philosophically minded religious 
believers must engage in is the claim that any nonmoral acts (or belief in them) can “please 
God well” on their own, for a moral God will be truly satisfied only when a person becomes 
“a better human being.”

Kant concludes his long first paragraph by emphasizing the latter point so forcefully that he 
is willing to grant to biblical theologians that the whole historical account may be miraculous, 
even though this would make Jesus entirely mysterious.

85.01–13
It may therefore be that the person of the teacher of the sole religion valid for all worlds is a 
 mystery; that his appearance on earth, just as his ascension10 from it, that his life full of deeds and 
his suffering are nothing but miracles; indeed, that the history that is to authenticate the narrative 
of all those miracles is itself also a miracle (supernatural revelation). In that case we may let these 
miracles ⟨sie⟩, collectively, rest on their worth,11 and ˻we˼ may indeed even honor the cloak12 that 
has served to set in motion13 publicly a teaching whose authentication rests on a document that is 

6 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Ausdeutungen (literally “from meanings” or “outmeanings”—i.e., meanings 
constructed from a text); normally I use “construction” for Deutung, to distinguish it from Auslegung (“interpretation”). 
But here the context, together with Kant’s use of the prefix aus, requires “interpretations.” Kant seems to be thinking here 
of 2 Tim. 2: 23 and/or Tit. 3: 9 (see note 3.64).
7 Following GH for Kant’s Hülfsmittel; WP has “remedies” and GG “aids.” Cf. note 8.7.
8 WP has “merely having faith in and reiterating” for Kant’s das bloße Glauben und Nachsagen; GH has “mere faith 
in, and repetition of ” and GG “the mere faith in … and their repetition.”
9 WP has “to be pleasing to” for Kant’s wohl zu gefallen; GH and GG have “of pleasing.” See Glossary for the crucial 
distinction between “pleasing” God well and “satisfying” (wohlgefallen) God.
10 WP has “vanishment” for Kant’s Entrückung; GH and GG have “translation.” Kant is obviously referring here to 
the episode in the biblical accounts of Jesus’ life known as the “ascension,” where the resurrected Jesus is miracu-
lously taken up into heaven (see Mk. 16: 19, Lk. 24: 51, and Acts 1: 9–11). Kant uses the German theological term 
for “rapture,” which refers to believers who will be taken up in the last days just as Jesus was in his ascension. In 
English, however, the word “rapture” is never used to refer to Jesus’ (original) “ascension.” Kant may have used this 
term, rather than the technical term (Himmelfahrt) which he used in 128n.22, in order to avoid portraying Jesus as 
essentially different from other human beings.
11 WP has “let … rest on their merit” for Kant’s auf ihrem Werthe beruhen lassen; GH has “not call in question” and 
GG “leave the merit … undisturbed.” These options, though loose, accurately convey that Kant is discouraging us from 
focusing on the legitimacy of specific miracles.
12 Following WP for Kant’s Hülle; GH has “trappings” and GG “external cover,” both of which also capture important 
implications of Kant’s term.
13 WP has “initiate” for Kant’s in Gang zu bringen (literally “to put in gear”); GH and GG have “bring into … 
currency.”
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preserved indelibly in every soul14 and does not need any miracles—provided that ⟨wenn … nur⟩, 
concerning the use of these historical reports, we do not make it as religious pieces15 that [an act 
expressing] knowledge, faith, and confession of them16 is by itself something whereby we can make 
ourselves satisfactory to God.

Even if we regard the reports of miracles found in the Gospels as themselves a miraculous divine 
revelation, this does not change their status as “the cloak” of authentic religion; the written record 
deserves honor not because of its miraculous nature but because it has been the occasion for 
 countless readers to experience the inner miracle whereby the moral law that is written on every 
human heart comes alive. This transformative experience—and not merely giving lip service to the 
historical records, as if we were performing a religious play for God—enables us to satisfy God.

Kant begins the second paragraph by observing the limitations that have typically been 
placed on miracles by political authorities.

85.14–21, 86.01–05
However, as regards miracles overall, [we] find that rational human beings, although they have 

not meant to renounce17 their ⟨den⟩ faith in them, are still never willing ⟨wollen⟩ to let /miracles\ 
come up18 practically, which is tantamount to saying19 that, as regards theory, they do indeed believe 
that /there are miracles\ ⟨dergleichen⟩, but in their professions20 they do not deploy any. Hence, 
although wise governments have always conceded—and indeed have perhaps even taken up the opinion 
legally among the public doctrines of religion—that miracles had occurred of old,21 /they\ have not 
allowed new miracles.* For {86} the ancient ⟨alten⟩ miracles were little by little already22 so determinate 

14 Kant is alluding to Jer. 31: 33 (a verse that is also quoted in Heb. 8: 10 and 10: 16): “‘This is the covenant I will make 
with the people of Israel after that time,’ declares the Lord. ‘I will put my law in their minds and write it on their hearts. 
I will be their God, and they will be my people.’” Kant’s use of Urkunde (“document”) is obviously metaphorical, 
 echoing this metaphorical “writing.”
15 WP has “a component of religion” for Kant’s zum Religionsstücke; GH and GG have “a tenet of religion.” But here 
Kant seems to be using ‐stücke in the sense of “plays”: we should not treat religious rituals as if believers were 
performing “party pieces” for God. (This connotation is even more evident in R 187.29.) Recall, too, that the four 
Stücken (“pieces”) of Religion set out the systematic requirements for a rational religion, in fulfilment of the first 
experiment (see Introduction §4). Therefore, Kant’s point here is that we must not regard anything relating to the 
second experiment as if it were essential to the first.
16 WP has “knowing them, having faith in them, and confessing them” for Kant’s das Wissen, Glauben und Bekennen 
derselben; GH has “the knowing, believing, and professing of them” and GG “knowing, believing, and professing them.” 
I insert “[an act expressing]” because Kant’s grammar requires that these three “religious pieces” (cf. note 15 above), be 
taken as a singular term. That is, Kant portrays them collectively, as expressed in a single act peformed for God.
17 WP has “despite having no intention of renouncing” for Kant’s dem sie gleichwohl nicht zu entsagen gemeint sind; 
GH has “while not disposed to renounce” and GG “though not disposed to renounce.”
18 WP has “let them prevail” for Kant’s aufkommen lassen; GH has “allow such belief to appear” and GG “allow this belief 
to intervene,” both wrongly taking Kant to refer to belief in miracles rather than to the miracles themselves. Kant’s point here 
is not about whether people believe in miracles (since he has just conceded that they do), but whether people routinely rely 
on actual miracles in such a way that they would welcome them to be discovered as part of their day‐to‐day practical affairs.
19 WP has “is tantamount to meaning” for Kant’s so viel sagen will; GH has “is to say” and GG “is as much as to say.”
20 Following WP for Kant’s “Geschäften”; GH has “affairs of life” and GG “practical affairs,” but these options are too 
loose, because this is the term Kant uses to refer to the three types of professionals that were trained in Prussian 
 universities—doctors, lawyers, and priests—to whom Kant explicitly refers in the next few paragraphs. Note that the 
German (Geschäften) and English (“professions”) terms can also refer to adherence to a set of beliefs (as in “profession 
of faith”), though Kant may not have this secondary meaning in mind.
21 Following GH and WP for Kant’s vor Alters; GG uses the paraphrase “in ancient times.” The German expression 
means “in the old days,” though in this context Kant does appear to be referring primarily to ancient civilizations.
22 WP has “had already … become” for Kant’s waren … schon; GH has “were” and GG “have already been.” Unlike Kant, 
WP and GG both place “already” before “little by little.” Following “and,” WP and GH add a second “so” that is not in the 
German. My more literal translation reflects the ambiguity in Kant’s reference to a process that advances “little by little,” 
by which he seems to be alluding to a process still being carried out by the government authorities of his own day.
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and limited by the authorities that no confusion could be wreaked by them in the community; in 
consequence of new miracle workers, however, governments ⟨sie⟩ did indeed have to be worried on 
account of the effects that they23 might have on the status of public tranquility24 and the established order.

Rational persons who profess belief in miracles typically allow only for those that occurred 
long ago, never depending on miracles to conduct their professional business. Likewise, 
 governments have no problem admitting miracles into the precepts of publicly sanctioned 
 religion, because biblical theologians have carefully defined and limited their applicability so 
that any alleged modern‐day miracle will be branded as illegitimate, posing a risk to public 
welfare. This openness to theoretical assent, as long as one does not allow it to corrupt one’s 
day‐to‐day practical reasoning, is a direct application of the basic idea of Kant’s two  experiments: 
biblical theologians are permitted to believe and to teach something that is not grounded in 
practical reason, on the condition that no damage is done to the practical (ethical and legal) 
well‐being of those under their tuition.

That Kant was thinking here of a particular historical context becomes evident in the 
 footnote appended to this paragraph’s second sentence, where he illustrates the relation 
 between priests, government‐appointed censors, and philosophers.

85n.22–34
*Even teachers of religion who attach their articles of faith to the authority of the government 

(orthodox /teachers of religion\) follow in this, together with the government ⟨letzteren⟩, that 
same maxim. Thus [when] Mr. Pfenninger25 defended his friend, Mr. Lavater, for his assertion of26 
a faith in miracles [that is] still26 possible, he rightly reproached these /orthodox teachers\27 with 
inconsistency (for he expressly excluded ⟨nahm … aus⟩ those who think naturalistically on this 
point), [pointing out] that, while they did after all affirm the miracle workers28 that had really been 
in the Christian congregation28 some seventeen centuries ago, they were now no longer willing to 
deploy any ˻miracles˼, yet without being able to prove from Scripture that and when miracles ⟨sie⟩ 
were to cease entirely at some point (for the sophistry whereby they are now no longer needed is a 
presumption of29 greater insight than a human being ought, I suppose ⟨wohl⟩, to dare29), and this 

23 Following GG for Kant’s sie, as it seems preferable to preserve the ambiguity in Kant’s text. WP has “miracles,” 
noting that “miracle‐workers” is grammatically possible; GH paraphrases the sentence in a way that takes Kant’s sie in 
the latter sense. Elsewhere I follow WP in using “miracle workers” for Kant’s Wunderthäter, except that I drop his 
hyphen in order to follow Wiley house style.
24 WP has “public state of tranquility” for Kant’s öffentlichen Ruhestand; GH and GG have “public peace.” Kant’s point 
is that governments are unlikely to take miracles seriously, lest the latter disrupt the tranquil status quo that keeps the 
former in power.
25 Johann K. Pfenninger (1747–92) was a pastor in Zürich who had written a defense of Johann C. Lavater (1741–
1801), a Zürich theologian who served as a deacon in Pfenninger’s church (see WP 97n).
26 WP has “having asserted that … continues to be” for Kant’s seiner Behauptung eines noch immer; GH has “declaring 
that … was still” and GG “the claim … that … is still.”
27 WP has “these teachers” for Kant’s ihnen; GH has “these orthodox theologians” and GG “the orthodox.” Kant 
 awkwardly places the following parenthetical comment after the words “while they” (a few lines below); moving it here 
clarifies that his “they” (sie) excludes naturalist theologians.
28 WP has “assert the miracle‐workers … community” for Kant’s Gemeinde … Wunderthäter behaupteten; GH has 
“insisted … workers of miracles … community” and GG “assert miracles … community.” If Wunderthäter means 
simply “miracles” (as it can), then GG’s use of “assert” fits nicely; but to “assert” miracle workers is awkward English. 
Elsewhere WP normally has “congregation” for Gemeinde; I standardize this usage, reserving “community” to translate 
Kant’s technical term gemeinen Wesen. Here Kant is referring to the earliest Christian congregation or localized group, 
not to a world‐wide community.
29 WP has “presumes … to credit himself with” for Kant’s ist Anmaßung … sich … zutrauen; GH has “involves a 
presumption of … attribute to himself ” and GG “presumes … to be thought capable of.” Kant’s “sich … zutrauen” 
could also be translated as “to trust himself with.”
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proof they still owe him. It was therefore only a maxim of reason not to concede and allow miracles 
⟨sie⟩ now, not objective insight that there are none.

A pastor (Pfenniger) had reproached certain biblical theologians for affirming the  miracles 
described in the Bible but refusing to allow modern‐day miracles, inasmuch as no biblical 
grounds can be cited to identify precisely when miracles stopped happening. He limited his 
charge of inconsistency to orthodox theologians, since those who give  naturalistic explana-
tions of miracles typically reject the miraculous element in both ancient miracles as well as 
modern ones. Kant agrees with the pastor’s charge that the government‐appointed biblical 
theologians were guilty of “sophistry,” but then (rather surprisingly, for any readers who expect 
Kant to be entirely opposed to traditional religion) offers a line of defense for the official cen-
sors’ position: our reluctance to acknowledge miracles nowadays is acceptable, but only if we 
regard it as a “maxim of reason”30 rather than an “objective insight.” Given his agreement, Kant 
is here recommending that the questionable approach to miracles is actually justifiable: accept-
ing old miracles enhances systematic unity by making the new religion more attractive, while 
the common skepticism toward new miracles  protects us from the possibility of having to deal 
with  mischievous deviations from “experiential  cognition” (see note 30 here).

In the second half of the footnote, Kant points out that the same maxim of reason that avoids 
“worrisome mischief ” in civil society, which would occur if modern miracles were officially 
recognized, can do the same for the philosophical community.

85n.34–38, 86n.31–37
But does not this same maxim, which in this instance considers the worrisome mischief [that a 
reliance on miracles might create] in the municipality,31 hold also for the fear of a similar mischief 
[specifically] in the philosophizing and generally ˻in the˼ rationally meditating community?31—
Those who, while not conceding great (spectacular) miracles, do liberally allow little ones under 
the name of extraordinary governance (because {86} the latter, as bare guidance, require only little 
application of power by the supernatural cause), fail to consider that what counts here is not the 
effect and its magnitude but the form of the course of the world, i.e., the way in which the effect 
⟨jene⟩ occurs, whether naturally or supernaturally, and that for God no distinction of easy and dif-
ficult32 is thinkable. But, as regards the mystery33 of the supernatural influences, such  intentional 
hiding of the importance of an event of this kind is even less appropriate.

Just as the government‐appointed biblical theologians are right to be concerned about public 
order, so Kant expresses concern over formal order: anyone who argues that small miracles can be 

30 In the Appendix to the Dialectic of CPR (A671/B699) Kant defines a “maxim of reason” as the presupposition that 
an object actually corresponds to one’s idea (e.g., of God), even though we lack any ability to prove the existence of such 
an object. Such a presupposition is justifiable if “all rules of reason’s empirical use [in relation to the idea in question] 
lead to systematic unity and always expand experiential cognition and can never go against it” (cf. A743/B771).
31 WP has “civil community … community” for Kant’s bürgerlichen Wesen … gemeinen Wesen; GH has “civic life … 
commonwealth” and GG “civil … community … community.”
32 Following GG and GH for Kant’s des Leichten und Schweren zu denken sei; WP has “the easy and the difficult.” 
Throughout LPT (and elsewhere) Kant argues that God, considered as ens realissimum (“the most real being/existing 
thing” in Latin), must contain all possible predicates, even contradictory ones (see, e.g., LPT 1039–40). A person who 
thinks of God as finding one course of action easier than another is therefore not thinking clearly about God. God, 
Kant argues, is best conceived as performing one act; our impression that God is changing is a result of changes that 
occur in us human beings, not in God (LPT 1096–7).
33 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Geheime (literally “secret”; derived from the word Heim, which means “home”). 
Luther used this term to refer to what theologians (in English) typically call a “mystery.” The term suggests the existence of 
a private source of knowledge, in contrast to a public (öffentlich) source; for Kant, only the latter is appropriate for philoso-
phers, while those working in the professions (doctors, lawyers, and priests) must sometimes appeal to the former.
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conceded even though great ones do not happen is also guilty of sophistical “mischief.” For what 
matters, as far as reason is concerned, is not the scale of an alleged miraculous event, but “the way” 
it occurs. To assert that God has done something makes it irrelevant whether the event seems easy 
or difficult to us. The “supernatural influences” that some theologians regard as a “mystery”34 cor-
respond to what Kant calls the “change of heart” (see §§3.1–4). No event is more important for 
rational religion than this one, for on it hinges our ability to overcome the effects of radical evil; so 
it is of utmost importance for theologians not to hide the true source of such an amazing event.

The footnote’s concluding warning must be kept in mind as we now return to the text of the sec-
ond paragraph, where Kant offers a definition of “miracles” that focuses on what they mean “for us.”

86.05–15
But if one asks what is to be understood by the word miracles,35 then one can explain them (since 
actually we are concerned to know only what they are for us, i.e., for our practical use of reason) by 
saying ⟨dadurch⟩ that they are events in the world of whose cause the laws of  operation36 absolutely 
are and must remain unfamiliar to us. Now, here one can think of either theistic or demonic 
 miracles, while ⟨aber⟩ dividing the latter into angelic (agathodemonic)37 miracles or diabolical 
(cacodemonic)37 /ones\; of these, however, it is actually only the latter that are inquired after, 
because the good angels (I know not why) give us little or nothing at all to say about them.

For practical reason, a miracle is an event in the phenomenal world that has a cause whose gov-
erning laws are necessarily beyond our ability to comprehend. (Although Kant does not mention 
it here, this definition would seem to include every moral act, since the causality of freedom is 
also noumenal and thus unknowable for human beings.) Assuming that the word implies a non-
human cause, Kant offers a typical dyadic taxonomy of the possible types (cf. note 14 in App. I): 
divine or spirit‐caused; and good or evil. Here, as always, Kant assumes that God must be 
good,38 so the latter dyad applies only to nondivine spiritual beings—that is, angels or demons.

The third paragraph of the Second Piece’s General Comment goes on to explain why reason 
has less trouble accepting divine miracles than demonic ones.

86.16–30, 87.01–02
Concerning theistic miracles, we can indeed frame a concept of the laws of operation of their cause 

(as an almighty39 etc. and thereby40 moral being), but only a universal ˻concept˼, insofar as we think 

34 Mysteries are the main topic of the third parergon (see App. III).
35 Following GG for Kant’s Wunder; WP and GH have “miracle.” Both options are possible, but Kant’s use of plural 
pronouns suggests the plural here.
36 Following WP for Kant’s Wirkungsgesetze; GH has “operating laws,” while GG “and effects,” completely neglecting 
Kant’s emphasis on the underlying laws.
37 WP properly transliterates Kant’s terms agathodämomische and kakodämonische, because they each combine a 
Greek with a German word (agathos means “good” in Greek, while kakos means “evil”). GH has “of good spirits” and 
“of bad spirits,” while GG has “miracles of good spirits” and “miracles of evil spirits.”
38 Likewise, the devil (if any) is not a divine being, but only the highest evil demon. As a result, the fourfold dis-
tinction generated by the two dyads is in this case not what I call a “perfect” second‐level analytic distinction (see 
SP‐2000b: §13). As Kant demonstrates in CPR’s Dialectic, such distinctions do not aim to describe real objects; 
rather, they express pure reason’s need to be clear and systematic, by outlining the “complete unity of the cognition 
of understanding” (e.g., A645/B673). Determining the reality of such objects is beyond the power of human reason, 
for it would require an experience of things in themselves.
39 WP, GG, and GH have “omnipotent” for Kant’s allmächtigen.
40 Apparently because God’s moral character does not seem to follow logically from the attributes determinable by 
theoretical reason, WP translates Kant’s dabei loosely, as “also.” However, the distinctions made in the previous para-
graph (cf. note 38, just above) do assume that, if a being is divine (according to theoretical reason), then that being 
must also be morally good. GH and GG thus have the more literal “therewith” and “hence,” respectively.
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him as creator of the world and governor according to the order of nature as well as the moral /order\; 
for we can obtain awareness of these laws of /nature and morals\41 immediately and by themselves, 
[and] reason can then employ them for its use. If, however, we assume that God sometimes and in 
particular cases also lets nature deviate from these its laws, then we do not have the least concept, and 
also cannot ever hope to obtain one, of the law according to which God then proceeds in the arrange-
ment of such an event (apart from the universal moral ˻law˼ that all he does will be good, through 
which however nothing is determined in regard to this particular incident). Now, here reason is as 
though paralyzed by this, because it is held up by it in its task42 according to familiar laws, but is not 
tutored by any {87} new /law\, nor can ever hope to be tutored concerning one in the world.

Kant’s argument here presupposes two key claims defended in CPR: first, human  understanding 
uses preset laws (i.e., the twelve categories, schematized as principles) to gain empirical knowledge 
of the world; second, pure reason operates quite differently, by forming universal concepts that 
aim to bring systematic unity into our use of the understanding. The latter claim explains why we 
have no trouble forming a concept of theistic miracles, for the idea that God can intervene directly 
in the empirical world might serve to fulfill the goal of unity in some cases (see below). The former 
claim explains why Kant thinks the idea of a theistic miracle nevertheless leaves reason feeling 
“paralyzed”: our normal way of understanding events depends on known laws; if we choose to 
call an event a miracle, then we are confessing complete ignorance of the law that caused it to 
occur, since God’s “reason” for causing it remains mysterious. The only law Kant thinks we can 
apply, in such cases, is moral: God’s reason for intervening must have been good.

The third paragraph concludes by contrasting the problematic but acceptable concept of a 
theistic miracle with the irrational concept of a demonic miracle and by alluding to the biblical 
story of Abraham as a possible example of the latter.

87.02–16
Among these miracles,43 however, the demonic /ones\ are the most incompatible of all with the 
use of our reason. For in regard to the theistic ˻miracles˼ reason ⟨sie⟩ would, after all, still be able 
to have at least a negative characteristic for its use: namely that, if something is presented as 
 commanded by God in an immediate appearance of him that nonetheless conflicts straightfor-
wardly with morality, [then] despite ⟨bei⟩ all the semblance of a divine miracle it still cannot be 
one (e.g., if a father were ordered to kill his son, who, as far as he knows, is entirely innocent).44 
In the case ⟨bei⟩ of a miracle assumed [to be]45 demonic, however, this characteristic drops out 
also; and if for these /miracles\ ⟨solche⟩ one wanted to seize,46 by contrast, the opposite positive  
/characteristic\ for reason’s use—namely that, if through the /miracle\ ⟨dadurch⟩ there occurs an 
invitation to a good action that we already cognize in itself as [our] duty, /then\ the invitation ⟨sie⟩ 
did not occur from [the agency of]47 an evil spirit—even then one could make a mistake ⟨falsch 
greifen⟩; for, as they ⟨man⟩ say, the evil spirit ⟨dieser⟩ often disguises himself as an angel of light.

41 WP has “with the laws of these orders” for Kant’s von dieser ihren Gesetzen (literally “from these its laws”); GH has 
“of the laws of the natural order” and GG “of the laws of these orders.” Kant uses the same construction in the next 
sentence, where the context allows WP to translate it literally.
42 WP has “occupation” for Kant’s Geschäfte; GH has “dealings,” and GG “affairs.” Cf. notes 12 in App. I and 53 here.
43 That is, among the three possible types set out in the previous paragraph of Kant’s text.
44 Kant is alluding to Gen. 22: 1–2, where God commands Abraham to kill his son. Kant discusses the example of 
Abraham more explicitly in R 187 (see note 12.130) and CF 62–6. For a defense of Abraham against Kant’s claim that 
Abraham was guilty of immoral conduct, see SP‐2009c. Kierkegaard replies to Kant’s criticism of Abraham in his book, 
Fear and Trembling, taking what he calls Abraham’s “teleological suspension of the ethical” to be an exemplary model 
of genuine religious faith.
45 WP and GG have “supposed” for Kant’s angenommenen; GH has “what is taken to be.”
46 Following GG for Kant’s ergreifen; WP has “adopt” and GH “avail.”
47 WP has “was … performed by” for Kant’s von … geschehen; GH has “issued from” and GG “come from.”
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Allowing the concept of a theistic miracle is permissible because reason provides a negative 
rule, which falsifies any alleged divine miracle that could be dangerous for society: the alleged 
miracle could not have come from God if the situation it creates is clearly contrary to the moral 
law, as occurred when Abraham thought that God was telling him to kill his son (see note 44 
here in App. II). Although the limits of human reason prevent us from being certain as to 
whether God caused something to happen, we do know that God is good; so it is permissible to 
regard an event as a divine miracle only if it is consistent with moral goodness. However, the 
reverse logic fails, because (due to the ubiquity of radical evil) evil frequently disguises itself as 
good: we cannot assume, simply because an alleged miracle creates a seemingly good situation, 
that it cannot have come from a demonic source.

What Kant failed to consider here is that, just as “the evil spirit often disguises himself as an 
angel of light,” so radical evil, too, can fool us into judging something as evil when it is actually 
good. Only if the Abraham story is interpreted with this possibility in mind (i.e., the possibility 
that God might choose to use apparent evil to teach a person a good lesson) can it be preserved 
as a useful guideline for moral/spiritual growth and genuinely religious reformation; and all 
three monotheistic traditions have, indeed, interpreted that story along these lines. But the fact 
that Kant too hastily abandoned the potential conformity of the Abraham story to his own 
theory of rational religion only confirms his main claim in this passage: reason is well and truly 
paralyzed whenever it attempts to identify a miracle of any kind, because God (being omnipo-
tent) would surely be able to conceal good behind apparent evil just as easily as a demon could 
pass evil off as good.

The fourth paragraph concludes this second General Comment by observing that, even 
though reason’s limits prevent us from altogether denying the possibility of miracles, members 
of the main professions (judges, church ministers, doctors, and philosophers)48 normally never 
“count on” miracles as a substitute for their own professional reasoning.

87.17–32
In [[the]] professions, therefore, one cannot possibly count on miracles, or even49 take them into 

consideration in one’s use of reason (and this /use\ ⟨der⟩ is needed in all situations ⟨Fällen⟩ of life). 
The judge (however [much] he may believe in miracles50 [when he is] in church) listens to the delin-
quent’s allegation of diabolical temptations, which the latter claims to have endured, as though nothing 
at all were said, even though, if the judge ⟨er⟩ regarded this situation as possible, surely it would always 
be well worthy of some ⟨einiger⟩ concern that a simple ordinary human being has fallen into the snares 
of a cunning villain; however, he cannot summon the villain ⟨diesen⟩, confront the two with each 
other; in a word, he can make absolutely nothing rational out of it. The rational minister, therefore, 
will certainly take care not to cram the heads of those assigned to his spiritual care with little stories 
from the Hellish Proteus51 and bewilder52 their imagination. As regards the miracles of the good kind, 

48 The first three were trained by the three “higher faculties” of the Prussian university. The fourth constitutes the 
“lower” faculty; in light of its unique status, Kant often treats philosophy as if it did not count as a “profession.” For the 
philosopher’s task is primarily to engage in creative dialogue with members of the higher faculties, not to have a direct 
influence on the public. For a critique of Kant’s view of the purely academic role of philosophers, see SP‐2006.
49 WP has “perhaps” for Kant’s irgend; GH has “at all” and GG “in any way.”
50 WP has “however strong his faith in miracles may be” for Kant’s so wundergläubig er auch … sein mag; GH has 
“however credulous of miracles he may be” and GG “however much he might believe in miracles.” The expression so 
… auch implies that the strength of the judge’s belief is irrelevant: the judge might merely pretend to believe or might 
actually believe (weakly or strongly).
51 Kant is referring here to Francisci 1695.
52 WP has “brutify” for Kant’s zu verwildern, while GH has “debasing”; but the German metaphor here does not nec-
essarily imply becoming brute‐like. GG’s “making … run wild” is more suitable but employs a helping verb not present 
in the German. The German metaphor in this context means “to excite excessively.”
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however, people in professions53 use them merely as turns of phrase. Thus the physician says, The 
sick man is beyond help, unless perhaps a miracle occurs; i.e., he will certainly die. —

In this first half of the paragraph Kant looks at the three higher faculties. Beginning with 
law, he observes that, in court, even a judge who privately believes in miracles will simply 
remain silent if a person accused of wrongdoing appeals to some devilish influence as an 
excuse. While the judge may feel some sympathy for the accused, such claims are not admis-
sible in court because the devil cannot be called as a witness; they are officially deemed 
irrational. Kant thus advises church ministers not to encourage such appeals by mixing 
stories of devils into their teaching, for this serves only to provide unnecessary stimulation 
to the imaginations of those under their spiritual care.54 Finally, Kant observes that, although 
doctors sometimes use “miracle” to refer to an unexpected recovery from illness, this is 
simply a polite way to tell a patient that their sickness is (or was) beyond any rational hope 
of cure.

After a dash, Kant shifts his attention to the “lower” faculty (see note 48 here), focusing first 
on the philosopher’s role as a professional “investigator of nature.”55

87.32–37, 88.01
Now, professions include ⟨Zu … gehört⟩ also that of the investigator of nature, to search for the causes 
of [allegedly miraculous] events in the natural laws of these; in the natural laws of these events, 
I say—which /laws\ he can therefore evince by experience, even if he must renounce awareness of 
what, in itself,56 operates according to these laws, or what these [events],57 in reference to a different 
possible sense, might be for us58 {88}.

The natural philosopher (or scientist, in today’s terminology) attempts to trace every event 
back to causes that operate according to laws that govern human experience. Kant’s own 
 examination of this principle in CPR located the source of causal laws within the human 
mind, thus denying the possibility of ever knowing whether or not the causes we observe also 
operate somehow in an event “in itself.” In order to know such (noumenal) causes, we would 

53 WP has “occupations” for Kant’s Geschäften; GH has “the affairs of life” and GG “practical affairs.” WP has confirmed 
to me in private correspondence that this and subsequent uses of “occupation(s)” in this passage were oversights; he opted 
for “profession(s)” to translate Geschäfte(n) only when proofreading his final draft. Cf. notes 20 and 59 here.
54 In CPrR 155–6 Kant warns against using such manipulative tactics in educational situations; see also CJ 327–8, 
where he focuses more broadly on the dangers of rhetoric as “the art of persuasion.” Such negative comments on 
 rhetoric have given rise to an interpretive tradition much like that of the old reductionist model of interpreting 
Religion, whereby scholars of rhetoric typically assume that Kant has nothing affirmative to contribute to their 
 discipline. In response, Stroud 2014 demonstrates that Kant’s philosophy leaves ample room for a balanced use of rhe-
torical methods; drawing support from PCR’s interpretation of Kant’s appeal to religious symbols as having an 
affirmative goal despite his repeated warnings against error, Stroud argues that Kant offers valuable guidelines as to 
how to employ rhetoric in a way that is constructive and “educative.”
55 Following WP for Kant’s Naturforscher; GH and GG have “scientists.” But in Kant’s day there was not yet a clear 
dividing line between philosophy and the physical sciences. People doing what would be called “science” nowadays 
were routinely called “natural philosophers”—a label Newton uses for himself.
56 Following GG for Kant’s an sich selbst; WP and GH have “it is in itself that.” For clarity, I have added commas 
around this phrase.
57 WP has “these [causes]” for Kant’s sie; GH has “it” and GG “these laws.” The verb (sein möchten) requires sie to be 
plural, but the context makes the most obvious reading (i.e., “laws”) implausible. Rather, sie must ultimately refer to 
the miracles, whose possible natural causes the professional scientist must seek. Causality is the main “law” Kant has 
in mind here, and God’s “sense” presumably operates without this law; so Kant’s point is that we cannot conceive of 
what “causes” miracles, from God’s perspective.
58 WP, GG, and GH place “might be for us” immediately before “in reference”; but this is confusing, because the “dif-
ferent sense” being referred to is not ours, but (presumably) God’s (or perhaps some angelic or devilish being).
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need to possess “a different possible sense.” Although Kant does not say so explicitly, his point 
here seems to be that, in order for us to identify a miracle positively, we would have to possess 
what he elsewhere calls “intellectual intuition”—a power God alone possesses (see notes 5.12 
and App. IV.43; cf. PSP V.1).

Aside from identifying natural causes, the philosopher’s other great “task” is to promote human-
ity’s “moral reformation,” and here too an appeal to “heavenly influences” is of minimal use.

88.01–10
In the same way, the moral reformation of the human being is a task59 incumbent upon him. Now, 
heavenly influences may always still contribute thereto, or be regarded as needed to explain ⟨zur 
Erklärung⟩ the possibility of this reformation ⟨derselben⟩; he does not understand how to [[deal 
with these influences]], neither how to distinguish them securely60 from the natural /ones\, nor 
how to draw them—and thus, as it were, heaven—down to himself. Since, therefore, he does not 
immediately know how to get started61 with them, he does not in this case deploy† any miracles; 
rather, if he listens to the prescription of reason, he proceeds as if any change of mentality and 
 reformation depended solely on his own applied adaptation.62

The philosopher cannot deny the possibility of moral miracles; indeed, Kant’s own theory of 
the change of heart implies that something like a miracle is necessary, if we are to conceive 
of how it is possible to overcome the effects of radical evil (cf. §§3.3–4). Yet two problems 
 prevent any positive affirmation: first, we could not understand a divine cause because we 
lack the relevant power (i.e., intellectual intuition) that would enable us to distinguish it 
from natural causes; and, second, we have no control over “heaven,” so we don’t even know 
what to do to bring about the requisite miracle. As a result, Kant advises philosophers not to 
“deploy any miracles,” but to regard conversion and moral reformation as responsibilities 
that must be fulfilled through one’s own hard work.

Lest readers be misled by the subtlety of his position, Kant adds a short footnote in R2, clar-
ifying that the philosopher’s minimalist approach does not challenge the possibility—or even 
the reality—of miracles.

88n.15–17
†Which means the same as this: he does not take up faith in miracles into his maxims (either of 

theoretical or of practical reason), yet without challenging their possibility or reality.

Those who affirm Kant’s philosophical theology may believe in miracles, as long as they do 
not depend on miracles for either theoretical understanding of the world or moral 
reformation.

The fourth paragraph and this second parergon conclude by reiterating this section’s main 
negative point: that it is “senseless” to regard a firm “belief in miracles” as a “gift” that enables 
a person to take invasive control of heaven and perform miracles oneself.

59 Kant’s term, Geschäfte(n), can mean “task(s)” as well as “profession(s)” or “occupation(s)” (cf. notes 20 and 53 
here).
60 WP has “safely” for Kant’s sicher; GG and GH have “with certainty.” Cf. note 68, below, here in Appendix II; in  
R 132n Kant defines his “principle of security” (Sicherheitsprincip).
61 WP has “does … know what to do” for Kant’s anzufangen weiß; GH has “can make … possible use” and GG “knows 
… what to do.” GH and GG omit Kant’s unmittelbar (“immediately”); WP places “directly” after “with them.”
62 WP has “work” for Kant’s Bearbeitung; GH has “exertions” and GG “workmanship.” While arbeit—the main 
lexeme in this compound—does mean “work,” this form of the word refers to a person’s way of “handling” (i.e., 
“processing” or “adapting to”) a situation.
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88.10–14
But that, through the gift of a genuinely firm theoretical belief63 in miracles, one might well64 even 
oneself also bring them about and thus assail heaven—this is a senseless invasion [of heaven]65 that 
goes too far beyond the limits of reason for us to dwell on it.*

Kant’s justification for setting aside such an openly dogmatic view is that it no longer qualifies 
as a borderline concept (i.e., a parergon).

Instead of taking his own advice at this point, however, Kant gives into the temptation “to 
dwell on” miracles further by adding a lengthy footnote that defends his claim, comparing 
miracle workers with magicians.

88n.18–28
*It is a common subterfuge ⟨Ausflucht⟩ of those who hoodwink the credulous with magical 

arts, or at least want to make them believe such /arts\ in general, that they appeal to66 the avowal, 
by investigators of nature, of their ignorance. After all, we are not aware, these /investigators\ ⟨sie⟩ 
say, of the cause of gravity, of magnetic power, &c.—Yet we do cognize in sufficient detail the laws 
of this /cause\,67 under determinate limitations on the conditions under which alone certain 
effects occur; and this is enough for a secure68 rational use of these powers as well as for the expla-
nation of their appearances secundum quid,69 [i.e.,] downward to the use of these laws, in order to 
arrange experiences under them; even if not simpliciter70 and upward, in order to  comprehend the 
causes themselves of the efficient powers according to these laws. —

The metaphor, often cited by religious believers even today, between invisible forces such as 
gravity and the divine power that presumably causes a miracle, is illegitimate: in the former 
case, but not the latter, we do know how the laws actually work, even though the transmission 
of the cause to the effect is unobservable. Knowing how the laws work enables us to subsume 
particular “appearances” or “experiences” under them and thus arrive at a concrete, rational 
“explanation.” But even in such cases relating to natural science we do not have the ability to 
reason “upward” in order to arrive at gravity itself—whatever that may be. Yet that is just the 
sort of reasoning so‐called miracle workers employ when presuming that by (for example) 
uttering a special incantation they can, like a magician who claims to interrupt the laws of 
nature, induce God to intervene.

This difference, between a healthy openness to understanding downward causation and the 
extreme danger of assuming upward causation, helps explain why anomalies in nature “invigorate 
the mind,” whereas the claims of miracle workers depress the mind.

63 WP notes a more literal alternative translation of Kant’s recht fest … theoretisch zu glauben: “quite firmly believing 
… theoretically.” In any case, Kant is alluding to the fact that miracle working is included in St. Paul’s lists of “spiritual 
gifts” (see, e.g., 1 Cor. 12: 10, 28–29).
64 WP has “could perhaps” for Kant’s wohl … könne; GH and GG “could.”
65 WP and GG have “notion” for Kant’s Einfalle; GH has “conceit.”
66 Following GG for Kant’s daß sie sich auf … berufen (literally “that they call upon”); WP and GH have “to appeal 
to.”
67 Following WP for Kant’s derselben; GH has “these [phenomena]” and GG “these forces.” While each option is 
grammatically possible, Kant’s derselben most likely refers to the word Kant has just emphasized, die Ursache (“cause”), 
given that he uses the singular, “cause,” to refer to all the phenomena he lists.
68 WP has “safe” for Kant’s sichern; GH has “assured”; GG omits this word. The point is that focusing on the laws that 
govern how effects are generated from a cause is like securing a gun so that it does not fire accidentally, as reason does 
when we presume to use it to speculate about the cause of the cause, etc.
69 Literally “according to what,” a Latin phrase typically used in scholastic (Thomistic) Aristotelianism to mean that 
something is said “with qualification” vs. simpliciter (“without qualification”).
70 “Simply,” “absolutely,” or “without unqualification” in Latin (cf. note 69 immediately above).
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88n.28–40, 89n.01–03
Through this an ⟨das⟩ inward phenomenon of the human understanding also becomes graspable: 
why so‐called natural miracles, i.e., sufficiently authenticated although counterintuitive71 appear-
ances, or qualities of things unexpectedly becoming conspicuous and deviating72 from the natural 
laws familiar thus far, are apprehended with eagerness and invigorate73 the mind as long as they are 
nevertheless regarded as natural, while, on the contrary, it is depressed by74 the proclamation of a 
true miracle. For the first open up a prospect of a new acquisition of nourishment for reason, 
because they hold out the hope of discovering new natural laws; the second, on the other hand, gives 
rise to the worry of losing even the confidence in the ˻natural laws˼ assumed to be already familiar. 
But if reason is deprived of the laws of experience, then in such an enchanted ⟨bezauberten⟩ world 
it is no longer of any use whatever, not even for the moral employment therein in complying with 
one’s duty; for {89} one no longer knows whether, unbeknown to us, changes are not instantiated75 
through miracles even in the morals incentives, ˻changes˼ concerning which no one can distinguish 
whether he ought to attribute them to himself or to another, inscrutable cause. —

When an investigator discovers in nature some effect that goes against the laws that have been 
generally accepted so far, this offers a new challenge for natural human understanding to come 
up with an explanation that can incorporate the new evidence. This response to contrary 
 evidence is shared by anyone with a genuine desire for discovery and occurs because it  confirms 
the mystery that underlies all science: we are somehow coming to know something that is (in 
itself) independent of us and will nourish our understanding, if we let it. But when a miracle 
worker displays an effect that similarly goes against our normal expectations, this threatens to 
deprive our understanding, not only of the accomplishments of science, but also of our own 
moral nature. For, in the “enchanted world” that the miracle worker conjures up, reason becomes 
a useless tool, both for gaining knowledge of the world and for deciding what we ought to do. 
Everything that happens tends to be attributed to the mysterious cause (i.e., God—or perhaps a 
demon?) if human beings think they are somehow capable of controlling this “upward” cause.

Some otherwise rational persons attempt to justify this magical way of thinking by stipulating 
that miracles are extremely rare, so there is no cause for worry; but Kant remains unconvinced.

89n.03–20
As for those whose discernment is attuned in such a way in this regard that they reckon themselves 
unable to manage ⟨behelfen⟩ without miracles, they believe that they mitigate the offence that 
reason takes at miracles ⟨daran⟩ by assuming that miracles ⟨sie⟩ occur only rarely. If what they 
mean is that this lies in the very concept of a miracle (because, if such an event happened usually, 
it would not be declared a miracle), then one can in any case let them get away with this sophistry 
⟨Sophisterei⟩ (of altering76 an objective question concerning what the thing is into a subjective  
/one\ as to what is signified by the word whereby we indicate the thing ⟨sie⟩), and ask again: how77 
rarely? Maybe once in a hundred years; or indeed of old, but now no longer at all? Here nothing is 
determinable for us from awareness of the object (for by our own avowal this /object\ is boundless 
for us),78 but only from the necessary maxims of the use of our reason: namely, to admit them 

71 WP has “paradoxical” for Kant’s widersinnische; GH has “irrational” and GG “absurd.”
72 WP has “emerging unexpected … which deviate” for Kant’s sich hervorthuende unerwartete und … abweichende; 
GH has “unexpected … emerging and not conforming” and GG “that show up unexpectedly contrary.”
73 WP has “animate” for Kant’s ermuntern; GH has “exhilarate” and GG “stimulate.”
74 WP and GG have “dejects the mind” for Kant’s es … durch … niedergeschlagen wird; GH has “the spirit is dejected by.”
75 WP has “do … take place” for Kant’s vorgehen; GH has “may … be occurring” and GG “have occurred.”
76 WP, GG, and GH have “transforming” for Kant’s umzuändern, but I reserve “transform” for Kant’s verwandeln.
77 WP, GG, and GH follow Ak. in emphasizing Kant’s wie, but neither R1 nor R2 emphasizes it.
78 WP has “extravagant” (omitting “for us”) for Kant’s für uns überschwenglich; GH has “transcends our under-
standing” and GG “escapes us.”
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either as daily occurrences (although hidden under the semblance of natural incidents),79 or never, 
and, in the latter case, to lay them at the basis neither of our rational explanations [of natural 
events]80 nor of the regulations81 of our actions; and, since the first is not compatible with reason 
at all, nothing is left ˻for us˼ but to adopt the latter maxim; for this precept always remains only a 
maxim for judging, not a theoretical assertion.

Inasmuch as such persons are relying on the very concept of a miracle when they assume that 
a frequent miracle would be a contradiction in terms, Kant exposes the sophistry in their 
reasoning by pointing out that we could never determine how rarely they should happen, since 
miracles are not empirical events at all (whether rare or frequent) but transcendent events—so 
the concept of time does not even apply to them. The correct way to assess the term “miracle” 
is not as an empirical concept (i.e., via the power that Kant elsewhere calls “understanding”) 
but as a concept of reason. Regarded as an idea of reason, a miracle is something that, being 
transcendent, occurs either always (for it underlies the entire phenomenal world) or never. In 
the former case, all natural events are in some sense miraculous, but this “is not compatible 
with reason at all.” Left with the second option, we must not base either our science or our 
ethics on an appeal to miracles. But Kant is careful to admit that this does not justify us in mak-
ing “a theoretical assertion” that miracles never happen; rather, philosophical theologians can 
affirm only as a maxim of reason that an appeal to miracles will never assist reason in its gen-
uine tasks.

Having declared that the first option—miracles happen all the time—is irrational, Kant, per-
haps aware that his rejection will seem rather conceited to some, now qualifies his judgment 
with an affirmation of the deep wisdom of nature’s way of preserving life.

89n.20–29
No one can carry the imagining of his insight so high as to wish to pronounce decisively that e.g.82 
the extremely admirable preservation of the species in the plant and animal kingdoms, where 
every spring each new generation once again exhibits its original undiminished, with all the 
inward perfection of mechanism and even (as in the plant kingdom) with all the usually83 so 
 delicate beauty of color, without the otherwise ⟨sonst⟩ so destructive powers of inorganic nature in 
bad ⟨böser⟩ autumn and winter weather being able to harm its84 seed in that regard—that this, I 
say, is a bare consequence according to natural laws, and whether an immediate influence of the 
creator is not rather required for it each time, ˻this no one˼ can wish [to claim] to comprehend. —

One who observes the way plants and animals reproduce, especially the way plants often die in 
bad weather yet their seed survives to create new growth each spring, must admit ignorance as 
to whether this occurs merely through cold mechanistic laws or whether God’s direct and 
constant intervention is needed. This qualification cuts two ways: it reinforces Kant’s previous 

79 WP inadvertently omits the close parenthesis mark that Kant places here.
80 This addition seems to be required by the context, since Kant has been discussing miracles from both the natural 
and the moral standpoints; it would make little sense for him to refer here to “our rational explanations … of our 
[moral] actions.”
81 WP has “guidelines” (adding “maxims” as an alternative) for Kant’s Maßregeln (literally “measures,” as in a 
restriction order designed to protect the public from a mentally disturbed person); GH has “guiding rules” and GG 
“maxims.” But these options are too neutral, because the term can have a negative connotation, especially when used 
as a verb (as in “reprimand” or “rebuke”).
82 WP omits Kant’s z.B. (= zum Beispiel); GH has “for example” and GG “for instance.”
83 Following WP for Kant’s sonst; GH omits this word, while GG has “always.” All three translators have “otherwise” 
for sonst later in this sentence.
84 WP notes that Kant’s jener ihrem (literally “that, its/their (x)”—an archaic construction that Kant often uses) can 
also be translated “their” (as in GH; GG has “the”); it would then refer back to “species” rather than “generation,” as here.
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claim that reason provides us with no grounds for believing in a constant miracle; but it also 
prevents skeptical readers from concluding as a result that what Kant really meant is that 
 miracles are impossible.85

This long footnote concluding the General Comment in the Second Piece ends with a 
reminder that such events in nature are experiences, so we must maintain modesty when 
 interpreting them.

89n.29–35
However, they are experiences; for us, therefore, they are nothing other than natural effects and 
also ought never to be judged otherwise; for this is demanded by the modesty of reason in its 
claims; but to go beyond these boundaries is arrogance86 and immodesty in one’s claims, even 
though in asserting miracles people usually purport to manifest87 a humbling,88 self‐renouncing 
way of thinking.

Ironically, people who like to assert that a miracle has occurred typically claim to be expressing 
humility, not wanting to take credit for an effect that God might be ultimately responsible for. 
Yet, from a philosophical point of view, such a claim entirely lacks modesty, for it arrogantly 
assumes that we human beings are able to transcend the limits of our own reason. Kant’s final posi-
tion on the second parergon is, therefore, that genuine humility requires the defender of rational 
religion not to appeal to miracles in either theoretical or practical reasoning, even though at the 
same time we must never go so far as to claim that they definitely do not occur. For, if a miracle 
were to occur, we would recognize its genuineness by the fact that it would be self‐negating—a 
suggestion that once again illustrates the paradoxical character of what I have called Kant’s Critical 
mysticism (cf. notes 0.3 and App. I.2). A genuine miracle would tend to encourage people not to 
depend on miracles, because any historical experience of miracles is necessarily indiosyncratic 
and therefore is not conducive to the promotion of universal religion.

85 The two extremes in interpreting Kant’s view of miracles are aptly represented by Nuyen 2002, who reads more of 
an affirmation of miracles into Kant’s text than is justified, and by Peddicord 2001, who thinks that Kant regards 
 miracles as “impossible.” Peddicord’s position is the more untenable of the two, for in his lectures Kant was even more 
open to the possibility of giving miracles a legitimate moral interpretation than he is in Religion (see, e.g., LM 734–5 
and Ak. 29: 873). Bonaccini (forthcoming) offers a balanced synthesis of these positions; see also MRB‐Chignell: 107f. 
MRB‐Ameriks: 141 rightly asserts that “non‐natural sources” of events “are by no means a far‐fetched option for Kant.”
86 WP and GG have “presumptuousness” for Kant’s Vermessenheit; GH has “rashness.”
87 WP has “evince” for Kant’s beweisen; GH has “exhibit” and GG “demonstrate.” I reserve “evince” for belegen, and 
WP’s standard translations for beweisen are “manifest” or “prove.”
88 WP, GG, and GH have “humble,” following Ak.’s demüthige; but in both editions Kant has demüthigende, which 
 normally means “humiliating” but can also mean “humbling.” The emendation in Ak. probably interprets Kant’s usage 
correctly, as the adjectival form reads more smoothly and can only mean “humble.” However, Kant used the participle, 
and this form carries a more active tone, which should be preserved in the translation.
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1. Untitled introduction: Hope for victory in struggling with evil

Of Religion’s four main pieces, the third is the longest. To accommodate this feature, and 
because its first main division has more sections than that of the other three pieces, I shall 
divide the two middle sections of each chapter, here in Part III of the commentary, into two 
subsections. Kant begins the Third Piece, just like each of the other three, with an untitled 
introduction, which comes immediately under the main heading:

93.01–03
{93} Third Piece

The Victory of the Good over the Evil Principle and the Founding  
of a Kingdom of God on Earth 

After commenting on the core message of the whole piece, I shall devote the remainder of this 
chapter to a consideration of the densely packed argument in the first five sections of Division 
One (entitled “Philosophical Presentation of the Victory of the Good Principle amid the 
Founding of a Kingdom of God on Earth”), where Kant argues that some form of religious orga-
nization is necessary in order for the goal of religion to be realized. Chapter 8 will then consider 
the final two (much longer) sections of Division One, where Kant explains how to interpret 
Scripture (Section VI) and how to understand salvation (Section VII) in an organization that 
embodies the rational core of genuine religion. Chapter 9 will conclude Part III of the commen-
tary by examining how, in Division Two (entitled “Historical Presentation of the Gradual 
Founding of the Dominion of the Good Principle on Earth”), Kant shifts his focus from the first 
experiment to the second and argues that the history of the Christian church, though far from 
perfect, offers evidence that a gradual victory of the good is actually occurring.

Commentators often virtually ignore the Third Piece, especially those who insist that Kant 
allows for no escape from evil’s controlling influence over human nature. This view seems at first 
to be confirmed at the beginning of the untitled introduction, where Kant says that even “goodly‐
minded” people—that is, even those who have experienced the conversion described in the 
Second Piece, from an evil to a good conviction—will inevitably continue to struggle with evil.

The Founding of a True Church
Introduction and Division One,  

Sections I–V (R 93–109)

7
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93.04–13 
The struggle in which every moral, goodly‐minded human being must, under the lead of the 
good principle, survive in this life against the challenges of the evil /principle\ can yet, no 
matter how hard he tries, provide him with no greater advantage than liberation from the 
dominion of the evil principle ⟨letztern⟩. To become free, to “be unburdened of the servitude 
under the law of sins in order to live for righteousness,”1 this is the highest gain that he can 
earn.2 He nonetheless continues to remain exposed to the attacks of the evil principle ⟨letz-
tern⟩; and, to assert his freedom, which is constantly being challenged, he must henceforth 
always remain armed for struggle.

In order to reconcile what Kant writes here with what he goes on to argue in the remainder of 
the Third Piece (as well as with the title itself, where a genuine victory is clearly in view), we 
must keep in mind that the “human being” referred to at this point is the individual person 
who (as explained in the Second Piece) has, of his or her own accord, chosen to call upon the 
empowerment available from the archetype of perfect humanity. This human being—any 
solitary individual who has experienced a religious conversion—can take solace in the fact that 
evil no longer determines his or her choices; he or she must nevertheless “remain armed,” 
because at the point of conversion the struggle against evil has only just begun.

How do people with a good conviction go about arming themselves for the struggle that lies 
ahead? Before answering this question in the second paragraph of this untitled introduction, 
Kant first explains why a good person still struggles with evil.

93.14–27, 94.01–06
However, the human being is nonetheless in this dangerous state through his own fault ⟨Schuld⟩; 

consequently, he is bound at least to apply [his] power, as much as he is able, in order to extricate 
himself from it. But how? That is the question. —If he looks around for the causes and circum-
stances that bring this danger upon him and keep ˻him˼ in it, he can easily convince himself that 
they come to him not so much from his own coarse nature, insofar as he is there separately, as from 
human beings with whom he stands in relation or association. It is not the inducements of that  
/nature\ ⟨der ersteren⟩ that arouse what should actually be designated the passions, which wreak 
such great ravages in his originally good predisposition. His needs are only minor, and his state of 
mind in attending to them ⟨in Besorgung derselben⟩ ˻is˼ moderate and tranquil. He is poor3 (or 
considers himself to be so) only4 insofar as he worries that other human beings might consider 
him to be so and ˻might˼ despise ˻him˼ for it ⟨darüber⟩. Envy, lust for power, greed, {94} and the 
hostile inclinations linked with these assail his intrinsically contented ⟨genügsame⟩ nature at once 
when he is among human beings; and there is not even any need to presuppose these /latter\ as 
already sunk in evil and as examples misleading others: it suffices that they are there, that they 
surround him, and that they are human beings, in order to corrupt one another in their moral 
predisposition and make one another evil.

Kant begins his answer to the crucial question he poses before the dash by reminding us that 
the source of this ongoing struggle is not the mere fact of our embodiment; for the good‐hearted 
person has already made a commitment no longer to be dominated by the “coarse nature” 
that, as we saw in §2.1 (R 28n), originally led us astray from our good predisposition. Unlike 
the inclination‐based “needs” of the evil‐hearted person, those of the good‐hearted person “are 

1 Rom. 6: 18: “You have been set free from sin and have become slaves to righteousness.” WP omits Kant’s emphasis 
on the word frei (“free”), just before this quotation.
2 WP has “achieve” for Kant’s erringen; GH and GG have “win.” See note 4.79.
3 Cf. Matt. 5: 3, “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.”
4 Following GG and GH for Kant’s nur; WP omits this word.
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only minor, and his state of mind in attending to them is moderate and tranquil.” Not the pas-
sions (the state of being controlled by physical pleasure: see R 29n), but the social vices that 
arise whenever we are with other people—even with other good‐hearted people5—are the 
source of the ongoing struggle with evil that good people continue to face.

If the competition that naturally exists between human beings as a result of their rational 
nature (see R 28–30) is the empirical cause of a good person’s ongoing struggle with evil, then 
the key to an empirical victory over evil—a victory “on earth”—must be to join forces with 
other good‐hearted persons6 in order to form relationships that are capable of counteracting 
this tendency.

94.07–14
Now, if no means could be discovered for establishing a unification7 aiming quite precisely at the 
prevention of this evil and the furtherance of the good in the human being, as an existing and ever 
proliferating society [that were] set up merely for the preservation of morality [and] that acted 
with unified powers in opposition to evil, then this would, however much the individual human 
being might have done to elude evil’s ⟨desselben⟩ dominion, still keep him unceasingly in danger 
of relapsing under this /dominion\ ⟨dieselbe⟩. —

In case there was any doubt, Kant now explicitly states that the previous argument dealt with 
“the individual human being,” whereas the present one will modulate to the very different issue 
of how human beings might organize themselves in such a way as to provide a mutually 
empowering “preservation of morality” (see note 7.7 immediately above). His initial argument 
is that good individuals can avoid “relapsing” into evil only by establishing some such way of 
acting together.

The paragraph continues by making the claim, to be defended through an explicit argument 
in Division One, Section II, that setting up such a new “society” is a universal human “duty,” 
since there is no other way to conceive how “the good principle” can regain its dominion.

94.14–25
The dominion of the good principle, insofar as human beings can affect it, is therefore, as far as we 
[can] comprehend, not achieveable except through the establishment and proliferation8 of a 

5 Kant’s insight here is echoed in the title of Niebuhr 1960: “moral man” often gives rise to “immoral society”; how-
ever, in his criticism that “Kant’s maxim that human beings must always be treated as ends and never as means”—
Kant’s maxim actually says never only as means—“is not the axiom of rational ethics that he supposes” but “rather, a 
religious ideal” (58), Niebuhr seems unaware that in Religion Kant presents it in precisely the latter light. By contrast, 
FDR 183 assumes Kant to be referring in this passage to “those who have not been converted to the good” corrupting 
“the moral convert.” Likewise, DBR 138 assumes that the negative influence comes from “others who are driven by 
corrupted principles and maxims.” Yet this ignores Kant’s explicit explanation that those who “corrupt one another” 
may not be people who are “already sunk in evil” (see also note 7.35 below). This leads FDR to draw a series of mis-
leading inferences from Kant’s arguments in the Third Piece, which in turn contribute significantly to the authors’ 
rejection of the profoundly reformative message of Religion (see, e.g., Jacobs 2012: 225–7 and the response in 
SP‐2012e).
6 An option Kant never seriously considers as an effective means of counteracting the social dimension of evil is to 
remove oneself completely from society by becoming a hermit or (slightly less extremely) a monk. Instead, he displays 
a bias against the solitary life that he never fully justifies (see, e.g., R 130); the closest he comes to arguing against such 
a response is to begin his list of “screaming examples” of evil (R 33) with deeds perpetrated by those living in the “state 
of nature” that Rousseau had recommended returning to. If the state of nature gives rise to evil just as much as the civil 
state, a return to nature will not solve the problem. While this might adequately address the situation of the hermit, it 
does not apply to the monk, who withdraws not to nature but to an “order” (i.e., the religious community of the mon-
astery)—precisely the type of solution that Kant is about to propose.
7 Kant’s Vereinigung can also refer to an “association” or “organization.”
8 WP has “expansion” for Kant’s Ausbreitung; GH has “spread” and GG “the diffusion.”
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society according to laws of virtue and, for their sake, a society which reason makes it a job9 and a 
duty for the entire human race in its [[whole]] range to resolve upon. —For only thus ⟨so allein⟩ 
can one hope for a victory of the good principle over the evil /one\. Morally legislative reason, 
apart from the laws that it prescribes to each individual, also hangs out in addition a flag of virtue 
as a point of unification for all who love the good, that they may assemble beneath it and thus first 
of all get the upper hand over the evil that untiringly challenges them.

This new duty is quite distinct from the “laws of virtue” that reason “prescribes to each 
individual.” For “apart from” and “in addition” to such laws, moral reason entices all good‐
hearted persons (i.e., “all who love the good”) to form themselves into an external body (sym-
bolized here by “a flag”), thus empowering them to resist evil.

Appealing to the symbol of a flag leads directly to the question of whether Kant is picturing 
this new society as a political entity.

94.26–35
An association of human beings under bare laws of virtue as prescribed by this idea may be 

called an ethical ˻society˼ and, insofar as these laws are public, an ethically civil (in contrast to a 
juridically civil) society, or an ethical community.10 This /ethical community\ may ˻exist˼10 in the 
midst of a political community and may even consist10 of all the members thereof (nor indeed 
could it, if the political community ⟨das letztere⟩ did not lie at the basis, be brought about by 
human beings at all). But it ⟨jenes⟩ has a principle of unification [that is] special and [is] peculiar 
to it (virtue) and hence also a form and structure essentially distinct from that11 of the political 
community ⟨letztern⟩.

This new society consisting of good‐hearted persons must be ethical rather than political, 
and this means that its “form and structure” are based on laws of virtue rather than on exter-
nally legislated laws. Yet such an “ethical community” needs to be civil—in other words, an 
expression of public relationships—just as much as is “a political community.” Indeed, without 
modeling it on a political structure, human beings could not even begin to create an ethical 
community.

Significant misunderstandings arise at this point, as many commentators assume that Kant 
must have been more interested in political progress than in reforming religion. In 1784 Kant’s 
Idea essay had, admittedly, argued (IUH 27) that “an externally perfect state consititution” is 
“the only condition in which [‘the hidden plan of nature’] can fully develop all its predisposi-
tions in humanity.” DiCenso in DRB and Rossi (2005) are good examples of recent interpreters 
who defend the common approach whereby Religion is assumed to portray religious reforma-
tion as another step on the path to this political goal. Thus DBR 134 depicts Kant’s central focus 
in the Third Piece as one of bringing “moral and positive law into dynamic interrelation” 
in “social and political institutions.” However, as we shall see, Kant radically distinguishes 
between religious and political organizations in the Thrid Piece; indeed, even in Idea, political 
progress is taken as the means to an essentially “inward” end or purpose; for Kant, the latter is 

 9 WP, GG, and GH have “task” for Kant’s Aufgabe, but I reserve “task” for Geschäfte.
10 Following WP and GG for Kant’s gemeines Wesen (literally “common being”); GH has “commonwealth.” Kant’s 
bestehen can mean “exist” or “consist” (see Glossary); although Kant here uses the word only once, he applies it in two 
ways, such that the context requires a different English translation for each, as WP 103n also points out.
11 Following WP for Kant’s der (literally “the [one]”); GH has “it” and GG “those,” but Kant would have used denen 
if he had intended the latter. Kant’s der clearly refers to Verfassung, but his wording suggests that “form” and “struc-
ture” may be two words for the same thing (cf. WP 104n). This indicates that Kant may not be thinking of these 
words as referring to a public characteristic; I have therefore not followed WP’s insertion of “[public]” immediately 
after “form and.”
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necessarily moral—and hence also religious, given a properly enlightented understanding of 
what constitutes genuine religion. As a result, accounts of the Third Piece such as those of 
DiCenso and Rossi, which may give the impression that this is a work of political philosophy, 
suffer from expecting an external outcome that Kant never envisioned.

In spite of the diametrical opposition between their essential natures, the political community 
can be a metaphor for the ethical.

94.35–37, 95.01–06
There is nonetheless a certain analogy between the two, considered generally as two communities, 
in regard to which the ethical community ⟨erstere⟩ can also be called an ethical nation, i.e., {95} a 
kingdom of virtue (of the good principle). The idea of this /nation\ ⟨wovon⟩ has, in human reason, 
its entirely well‐based objective reality (as a duty to come to an agreement to [form]12 such a 
nation), even though subjectively one could never hope concerning the good will of human beings 
that they would decide to work in concord toward that purpose.

Kant employs just such a political metaphor, calling the ethical community a special kind of 
“kingdom,” quite often throughout the Third Piece—including, as we have seen, in the title of 
Division One. His justification for such a practice—namely, his proof that the idea of an ethical 
kingdom has “objective reality”—rests not on a naive (e.g., utopian) hope that “the good will of 
human beings” will prevail, but rather on the bare fact that reason imposes such a demand on 
us. The nature and implications of this “duty” form the topic of Sections I and II.

2. Division One, Sections I–III: Founding the ethical community

i. Sections I and II: The duty to leave the state of nature

The seven numbered sections in Division One of the Third Piece present a systematic argument 
regarding the founding, the establishment, and the implementation of an ethical community. 
Here, in §7.2.i, we shall examine Kant’s argument in Sections I and II: that the idea of such a 
community has objective reality because it arises out of a universal human duty. Next (in 
§7.2.ii), we shall see how he argues in Section III that the inability of human beings to fulfill 
this duty independently gives rise to the need to assume that God is the community’s ultimate 
founder. What this means, as Kant explains in Section IV (examined in §7.3.i), is that the 
 ethical community must be a church (an ethical community under God’s guidance) in order to 
succeed. Section V’s argument follows directly from Section IV, so in §7.3.ii I discuss Kant’s 
claim that the true church inevitably begins with an appeal to revelation even though it is a 
rational reality. The chapter then concludes (in §7.4) with an analysis of Kant’s account of dif-
ferent types of churches, in the untitled comments appended to Section V. This chapter’s 
philosophical defense of the necessity of a church will prepare the way for our discussion in 
Chapter 8 of the claims Kant makes in Sections VI–VII, regarding the proper method of inter-
preting religious ideas.

Section I begins the third stage of Kant’s philosophical (“first experiment”) argument by 
distinguishing again between the two types of “civil state.”

12 WP has “to unite to form” for Kant’s sich zu einem … zu einigen; GH and GG have “to join,” but this would imply 
that the ethical community already exists and individuals have a duty to join it. As Kant goes on to argue in Section I, 
human beings form this community by uniting together under ethical laws. WP’s insertion of “form” is therefore more 
consistent with Kant’s position. While zu einigen normally means “to unite,” when used with sich it means “to come to 
an agreement,” as WP correctly translates this expression elsewhere (R 147.11).
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95.07–16
Division One

Philosophical Presentation of the Victory of the Good Principle  
amid the Founding of a Kingdom of God on Earth

I. On the Ethical State of Nature
A juridically civil (political) state13 is the relation of human beings among one another ⟨untereinander⟩ 
insofar as they jointly stand under public juridical laws (which are, collectively, coercive laws). An 
ethically civil state13 is one where they are unified under laws ⟨dergleichen⟩ free from coercion 
⟨zwangsfreien⟩, i.e., bare laws of virtue.

Kant now identifies the crucial difference between the political and the ethical approaches 
to constructing a civil union: all political laws are based on force, whereas “laws of virtue” are 
purely rational or “bare” and therefore noncoercive.

With this difference in mind, the next paragraph introduces the first half of a fourfold distinc-
tion, constructed by combining the political–ethical and the natural–civil distinctions.

95.17–24
Now, just as the juridically civil state ⟨dem ersteren⟩ is contrasted with the legal (but not,  therefore, 

always legitimate) [or], i.e., ˻with˼ the juridical state of nature, so the ethically civil state ⟨dem letzteren⟩ 
is distinguished from the ethical state of nature. In both [[states of nature]] each /person\ legislates 
⟨giebt … das Gesetz⟩ to himself, and there is no external /law\ to which he, along with everyone 
else, might cognize14 himself to be subjected. In both each /person\ is his own judge, and there is 
no public reigning15 authority that might with legal power ⟨rechtskräftig⟩ determine, according to 
laws, what is each /person’s\ duty in occurring cases, and bring those /laws\ to the point of being 
carried out ⟨in … Ausübung⟩ universally.16

In both of its two senses, “state of nature”17 refers to the original, precivil situation where no 
external laws exist to compel people to conform to the will or preferences of others; because 
“no public reigning authority” exercises control, “each person is his own judge,” either in 
external relationships (the political state) or in individual choices (the ethical state), just as 
was the case in the biblical book of Judges (see note 7.16). The “juridical state of nature” 
follows the rule often referred to as might makes right: in any conflict, the person deemed to 
be right is the one who wins the fight! Kant supplements this classical notion with a 
corresponding “ethical state of nature” that can be characterized as based on the rule should 
makes good: the person deemed to be good is the one who dutifully chooses to do whatever he 

13 Translating Kant’s Zustand as “state” can be misleading; it is not synonymous with Staat (“nation‐state”) but means 
“state of affairs.” Kant’s word for “state of nature” (see below) is Naturzustand. WP omits Kant’s emphasis on “ethically 
civil.” In order to comply with Wiley’s house style WP’s hyphen has been omitted wherever this or other -ly compound 
terms occur in my presentation of quoted passages from Religion.
14 WP has “recognize” for Kant’s erkennte; GH has “recognizes” and GG “acknowledges.” Cf. note 4.29.
15 WP has “public power‐holding” for Kant’s öffentliche machthabende; GH has “powerful public” and GG “effective 
public.”
16 Kant seems to have in mind here the kind of chaotic political situation described throughout the book of Judges, 
as concisely expressed by the closing verse (Jud. 21: 25; cf. 17: 6): “In those days Israel had no king; everyone did as 
they saw fit.” Locke also considers this theme in section 13 of his Second Treatise, though without naming it an ethical 
“state of nature.”
17 This term originates in the writings of Thomas Hobbes (see note 7.37 below) and was adopted by many subsequent 
political philosophers. Bohatec argues that Kant’s usage derives largely from Rousseau (BRR 199–210). In an unpub-
lished note (Ak. 15.2: 896), Kant proposes a three‐step process for leaving the state of nature, summarizing them as 
“1. kultiviert, 2. zivilisiert, 3. moralisiert” (quoted in BRR 203). These steps obviously correspond to the three classes 
of the predisposition to good: animality needs cultivating; humanity needs civilizing; personality needs moralizing.
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or she thinks should be done—deeds that may or may not suit the whims of his or her self‐
love—without considering that the moral law must have an objective status that requires us to 
give heed to the “shoulds” of other people as well—in other words to a universally valid “ought”.18

A group of people leaves the juridical state of nature by agreeing on a set of external laws, 
thereby forming a “political community”; yet politics cannot become a means of establishing 
“an ethical community,” because people must agree on internal laws (of virtue) in order to leave 
the ethical state of nature.

95.25–34, 96.01–04
In an already existing political community, all political citizens are, as such, nonetheless deemed 

to be ⟨befinden sich⟩ in the ethical state of nature and are entitled also to remain in it, because for 
the political community ⟨jenes⟩ to coerce its citizens to enter into an ethical community would 
be a contradiction (in  adjecto),19 since the latter—in its very concept—carries with it freedom 
from coercion. Every political community may ⟨kann⟩ indeed wish that a dominion over minds 
according to laws of virtue be found in it as well; for where its20 coercive means of dominion20 are 
not sufficient, because a human judge cannot fathom the inwardness of other human beings, there 
virtuous convictions would bring about what is required. {96} But woe to the lawgiver who aspired 
to bring about through coercion a structure directed to ethical purposes!21 For he would thereby 
not only bring about precisely the opposite of the ethical /purposes\, but would also undermine 
his political /ones\ and render them insecure. —

Those in authority may wish to exercise “a dominion over minds” by drafting laws with an 
ethical aim, but such attempts are futile; for it would be self‐contradictory to force someone to 
be virtuous, given that virtue is by definition a willing (unforced) choice to obey internal laws. 
When ethical laws are externally enforced, they have the ironic effect of hampering virtue: 
people are likely to do what is good, but for the wrong reason, thus allowing the evil propensity 
to retain its dominion—a point Kant stresses by paraphrasing Jesus’ condemnation of a similar 
misuse of power (see note 7.21). Since we cannot judge “the inwardness of other human 
beings,” the guardians of a political system could never accurately assess whether external laws 
with an ethical aim are succeeding. By contrast, if people were to have “virtuous convictions,” 
lawgivers could trust them to become virtuous by themselves, without being coerced. What 
politicians ought to wish, therefore, is that “an ethical community” be set up within and 
alongside their “political community.”

Kant may appear to be doing little more than nit‐picking over definitions at this point, but 
he is actually providing a philosophical basis for citizens to insist on a broad range of religious 
freedoms.

96.04–16
Hence the citizen of the political community remains completely free, as far as this community’s 
⟨des letztern⟩ legislative authority is concerned, [as to] whether he wants in addition to enter, with 

18 For a detailed account of the distinction between the political and the ethical, see MM, whose two main parts 
(“Doctrine of Right” and “Doctrine of Virtue”) deal, respectively, with these same two types of law, the external and 
the internal. See also page 36, above.
19 “In what is added” (Lat.; also spelled adiecto)—i.e., a contradiction in terms.
20 Following GG and GH for Kant’s ihre; WP has “the.” GG and GH, however, both omit Kant’s jener, while WP 
correctly renders it as “of dominion”
21 Cf. note 7.11 above. Kant is alluding here to the seven woes Jesus proclaims to the Jewish religious leaders in Matt. 
23: 13–29, especially the sixth (27–8): “ ‘Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You are like 
whitewashed tombs, which look beautiful on the outside but on the inside are full of the bones of the dead and every-
thing unclean. In the same way, on the outside you appear to people as righteous but on the inside you are full of 
hypocrisy and wickedness.’ ”
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other fellow citizens, into an ethical unification as well, or prefers to remain in the natural state of 
this kind. Only insofar as an ethical community must nonetheless rest on public laws and contain22 
a structure based on them will those who voluntarily associate23 [in order] to enter into this state 
not have to acquiesce to orders from24 the political potentate,25 as to how they ought inwardly to 
set up or not set up such /laws\,26 but certainly ˻ they will have to acquiesce to˼27 limitations, namely 
to the condition that there be nothing in the laws ⟨darin⟩ that conflicts with the duty of its mem-
bers as national citizens—even though, if the ethical ⟨erstere⟩ association28 is of a genuine ⟨ächter⟩ 
kind, the latter issue is of no concern anyway.29

Two implications follow from the fact that political power cannot be used to make people 
good. First, instead of attempting to legislate in the ethical realm, governments must give their 
people (whether individually or in groups) the freedom to interpret ethical “shoulds” in what-
ever way they see fit. Kant is preparing to argue (in Sections III–IV) that the philosophically 
significant aspect of what religious organizations do is to offer people a legitimate way to leave 
the ethical state of nature. So this first implication amounts to the requirement that govern-
ments leave people free to decide for themselves whether or not to join a particular religious 
group: those wielding political authority must not interfere with religion. But the demand for 
noninterference holds only within the parameters of the second implication: in order to pro-
tect the political community from potential instability, ethical communities must likewise 
accept that, because their goals are ethical, any constitution or “public laws” they may impose 
on their members (see section 3 in this chapter) must be consistent with the laws of the land—a 
requirement Kant thinks should not be difficult to follow, for any group that has genuinely 
ethical aims (cf. note 7.29).

Section I concludes by pointing out that, unlike the political community, the ethical 
community is an “ideal of the whole of all human beings” that is only partly realized by specific 
instantiations.

22 WP has “involve” for Kant’s enthalten; GH has “possess” and GG “have.” I revert to WP’s usual translation 
(“contain”) here, though this is rather awkward, because Kant’s choice of this word creates a similar awkwardness in 
German.
23 WP has “obligate themselves” for Kant’s sich … verbinden; GH has “pledge themselves” and GG “commit 
themselves.” See Glossary for my distinction between “association” and “obligation.”
24 WP has “have to put up from … not with commands” for Kant’s sich von … nicht … befehlen … gefallen lassen 
müssen; GH has “bound, not [indeed] to accept orders from” and GG “must … not [indeed] allow … to command.” 
A contemporary idiom that expresses the same sentiment as the idiom Kant uses here is “not have to take shit 
from.” WP takes nicht (“not”) to relate to the verb in the subordiate clause instead of making it part of the main 
verb that forms the idiom. While the sentence can be read either way and the meanings are similar, the idiom Kant 
employs here normally appears in the negative, and this reading conveys Kant’s message more straightforwardly 
to those setting up churches.
25 WP, GG, and GH have “power” for Kant’s Macht (literally “might”). In this context (see Glossary) the term 
connotes whatever authority controls the political system.
26 WP has “this constitution” for Kant’s solche (literally “such /things\”); GH has “this ethical constitution” and GG 
“such a constitution.” However, these options conflict with Kant’s use of the plural.
27 WP has “certainly with” for Kant’s wohl, where “with” is an ellipsis (cf. note 7.24 above); GH and GG omit this 
word and insert “to agree to” and “allow,” respectively.
28 WP has “[self]‐obligation” for Kant’s Verbindung, but here the word seems to apply more to our obligation to 
others; GH has “pledge” and GG “bond.”
29 The duty Kant refers to here concerns political citizenship, not ethical; he is alluding to Rom. 13: 1–3: “Let everyone 
be subject to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except that which God has established. The authorities 
that exist have been established by God. Consequently, whoever rebels against the authority is rebelling against what 
God has instituted, and those who do so will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers hold no terror for those who 
do right, but for those who do wrong. Do you want to be free from fear of the one in authority? Then do what is right 
and you will be commended.”
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96.17–29
Incidentally, because the duties of virtue pertain to all ⟨ganze⟩ of the human race, the concept of 

an ethical community is always connected to the ideal of a whole of all ⟨eines ganzen aller⟩ human 
beings, and this is what distinguishes it from the ˻concept˼ of a political /community\. Hence a 
multitude of human beings unified in that aim cannot yet be called the ethical community itself, 
but ˻can be called˼ only a particular society that strives toward unanimity30 with all human beings 
(indeed, ˻unanimity˼ of all finite rational beings), in order to establish an absolute ethical whole of 
which each partial society is only a presentation or a schema, because each one can itself be pre-
sented in turn—in relation to others of this kind—as being ⟨befindlich⟩ in the ethical state of 
nature, along with all the imperfections thereof (as is likewise31 the case with different political 
regimes that stand in no association through32 a public international law).

When reading such statements we must recall that in 1793 Kant had not yet written 
Perpetual Peace, wherein he would attempt to fulfill the goal he had set in his 1784 Idea 
essay by presenting the political correlate of the ideal ethical community. The foregoing 
hint of his later argument suggests a direct parallel between Kant’s theories of political and 
ethical community building, both having three stages: in both situations human beings 
begin in a state of nature where they are not yet unified by any law (and so an individual’s 
external “might” determines what is right, or an internal “should” determines what is 
good); they develop distinct political communities (e.g., nation‐states) by agreeing on a set 
of external laws, just as they develop distinct ethical societies by agreeing on a particular 
understanding of the moral law; finally, they establish a body of international law in order 
to unite all nations in peaceful coexistence, just as they establish the ideal ethical community 
to unite all of the distinct societies, each considering itself only as a “schema” (or partial 
representation) of the “absolute ethical whole.”

Having referred twice (in the untitled introduction) to the “duty” of setting up an ethical 
community, and having clarified (in Section I of Division One) that external (political) laws 
cannot compel a person to participate in such a task, Kant devotes Section II—entitled

96.30–33
II. The Human Being Ought to Leave the Ethical State of Nature in order 

to Become a Member of an Ethical Community

—to an analysis of this duty. The first of Section II’s two paragraphs warns that good‐hearted 
human beings must beware that, in the ethical state of nature, freedom encourages evil just as 
it does in its juridical counterpart.

96.34–35, 97.01–16
Just as the juridical state of nature is a state of war of everyone against everyone, so also is the 
ethical state of nature a {97} state of incessant antagonism33 against the good principle, which 
resides in every human being, by the evil that is found in him and also in everyone else. Human 

30 WP has “agreement” for Kant’s Einhelligkeit; GH has “harmony” and GG “consensus.”
31 WP has “indeed likewise,” following Ak. in accepting Kant’s R1 text, auch … eben so; the word auch does not 
appear here in R2. Kant probably deleted it because it merely duplicates the words eben so. GH has “precisely” and GG 
“also,” both apparently following R2, perhaps on the assumption that this was Kant’s deletion rather than a typesetting 
error.
32 WP has “are not connected by” for Kant’s in keiner Verbindung durch … stehen; GH has “are not united through” 
and GG “not bound together through.”
33 WP has “aggression” for Kant’s Befehdung, alluding in WP 106n to the fact that the root here is equivalent to the 
English “feud”; GH and GG have “(‐ly) attacked.”
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beings ⟨die⟩ (as was noted above)34 reciprocally corrupt one another’s moral predisposition, 
and—even with the good will of each individual /human being\35—because of the lack of a principle 
unifying them they deviate, through their discords, just as if they were instruments of evil, from the 
common purpose of the good, and put one another in danger of falling into the hands of the domin-
ion of evil ⟨seiner⟩ again. Now, just as, furthermore, the state of a lawless external (brutish) freedom 
and independence from coercive laws is a state of injustice and of war of everyone against everyone, 
which the human being ought to leave in order to enter into a politically civil /state\,* so is the ethical 
state of nature a public reciprocal antagonism against the principles of virtue and a state of inward 
depravity36 which the natural human being ought to endeavor to get out of as soon as possible.

When individual good‐hearted people do what they think they should be doing, but without 
basing their decisions on “a principle unifying them” with other good‐hearted people, they 
become “instruments of evil” in just the same way in which people living in a lawless state tend 
to become entangled in a “war of everyone against everyone.” The problem with the ethical state 
of nature is not that each person’s should is not actually good; it is that the question of whether 
or not it is good is believed to be just as irrelevant as the question of whether the strongest 
person in the juridical state of nature (the one who wins a fight, for example) is actually right. 
In both the juridical and the ethical state of nature people are free from the constraints of law, 
yet their freedom becomes a tool for injustice and evil, respectively. This “brutish” situation, as 
Kant describes it in a clear allusion to Hobbes’ well‐known description of life in the state of 
nature as “solitary, poore, nasty, brutish, and short” (Hobbes 1651 62), calls for a change.

The footnote added to this first paragraph suggests a minor clarification of the classical 
political theory that Kant is extending into the ethical realm.

97n.25–38
*Hobbes’ proposition status hominum naturalis est bellum omnium in omnes37 has no other 

defect except that it should say: est status belli,38 etc. For, even if one does not concede that real 
hostilities always prevail among human beings who do not stand under external and public laws, 
yet their state (status iuridicus),39 i.e., the relation in and through which they are capable of rights 
(˻capable˼ of their acquisition or maintenance), is a ⟨ein solcher⟩ state in which each human being 
wants to be himself the judge concerning what is to be a right for him as against ˻what is a right 
for˼ others,40 yet also has for this no security from others nor gives ˻any˼ to them, each having 

34 WP 106n cites R 94 as the intended cross‐reference; but Kant probably also has in mind R 27, where he makes a 
similar point when first introducing his theory of the good predisposition. Given how rarely Kant gives cross‐references, 
this suggests that he sees a direct correspondence between the three classes of the good predisposition and the three 
stages of human history just sketched: animality (state of nature), humanity (civil state culminating in a body of inter-
national law), and personality (ideal ethical community).
35 The clause inserted between these dashes, together with “again” at the end of the sentence, clearly demonstrates 
that in the Third Piece Kant’s primary concern is how good‐hearted people can prevent other good‐hearted people from 
having a corrupting influence on them (see note 7.5 above).
36 WP, GG, and GH have “immorality” for Kant’s Sittenlosigkeit.
37 “The natural state of humans is war of all against all” (Lat.): here Kant paraphrases a statement made by Thomas 
Hobbes (1588–1679) in his 1642 treatise De cive (On the Citizen). See WP 106n for the full passage in Latin and 
English.
38 “There is a state of war” (Lat.).
39 “Juridical state” (Lat.).
40 WP has “is to be right for him as against others” for Kant’s ihm gegen andere Recht sei; GH has “shall be his rights 
against others” and GG “is his right vis‐à‐vis others.” A typo occurs here in R1, which has andere Ruhe (“calm … as 
against others”); but this makes no sense. In R2 Kant changed Ruhe to Recht, but various editors have assumed that 
Kant meant to write andere recht. If I am correct in assuming that Kant intentionally capitalized Recht, his oversight 
was to leave out das (or ein), which would then normally appear with Recht. Taking Kant’s Recht as it stands in R2 helps 
solve the problem, later in Kant’s footnote, of what des ihrigen refers to (see note 7.43 below).
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only his own control—which is a state of war, in which everyone must constantly be armed against 
everyone. Hobbes’ ⟨Der … desselben⟩ second proposition, exeundum esse e statu naturali,41 is a 
consequence of the first; for this state is a continual wounding42 of the rights of all others through the 
presumption of one’s being the judge in one’s own cause ⟨Sache⟩ and leaving other human beings no 
security concerning their /right\43 except merely their ⟨seine⟩ own volition.

Hobbes’ position could give the impression that in the state of nature everyone is always 
actually at war with everyone else—a claim that would be empirically false. Kant clarifies that 
Hobbes’ maxim actually means that everyone is in the situation of being ready for war at all 
times, a situation created by the fact that (in words reminiscent of Locke’s Second Treatise; see 
note 7.16) each person “wants to be himself the judge concerning what is to be a right for him 
as against what is a right for others.” This desire is what justifies Hobbes’ claim that we must 
join together to create a civil society, for the state of nature “leav[es] other human beings no 
security” when a stronger person’s will overpowers their own.

The footnote having clarified what is really at stake in Hobbes’ political theory, Kant now 
extends it more explicitly to the ethical realm, with an unprecedented new argument regarding 
the necessary conditions for creating an ethical community.

97.17–24, 98.01–08
Now, here we have a duty of its own kind, not of human beings toward human beings, but of the 

human race toward itself. For every genus of rational beings is determined objectively, in the idea 
of reason, for a common purpose, namely the furtherance of the highest good as a common 
˻good˼. However, the highest morals good is not brought about through the endeavor of the 
individual person for his own44 moral perfection alone, but requires the unification of those  
/rational beings\ for this same purpose in a whole45 as {98} a system of goodly‐minded human 
beings, in which and through the unity of which alone this /good\ ⟨es⟩ can come about; yet the 
idea of such a whole, as ˻the idea of˼ a universal republic according to laws of virtue, is an idea 
entirely distinct from all moral laws (concerning what we know to be under our control), namely 
to work toward a whole of which we cannot know whether, as such a /whole\, it is also under our 
control. Thus the duty is, according to its kind and its principle, distinct from all others. —

Here for the first time Kant clearly states that the duty to form an ethical community is unique 
inasmuch as it places an obligation not on individual human beings as individuals, but on 
humanity as a whole. Although he explicitly associates this duty with “the furtherance of the 

41 “[That] one should leave the state of nature” (Lat.).
42 WP has “infraction” for Kant’s Läsion (literally “lesion”); GH has “infringement” and GG “violation.” These 
options literalize Kant’s metaphor.
43 WP has “their interest” for Kant’s des ihrigen (literally “theirs,” as in GG), assuming that “interest” is implied. GH 
has “their affairs.” Both options incorrectly imply that Kant is comparing “one’s own cause” to the cause of “other 
human beings”; this translation is ruled out by the fact that Sache (“cause”) is feminine while des ihrigen is either neuter 
or masculine. Given the previous change (see note 7.40 above), we can read Kant as referring back to the key issue of 
what is right.
44 Following GH and GG for Kant’s eigenen; WP omits this word.
45 WP has “that those rational beings … unite … to form” for Kant’s eine Vereinigung derselben in ein Ganzes; GH has 
“a union of such individuals into a whole” and GG “a union of such persons into a whole.” While Kant’s derselben could 
refer to “the individual person,” as in GH and GG, I follow WP, who relies on Wobbermin’s suggestion (GW 510) that 
“rational beings” in general are the intended referent. However, WP misleadingly distorts Kant’s meaning by wording 
the phrase as if all rational persons must themselves perform the uniting. What is required is that there be a unification; 
Kant’s argument is leading to the conclusion that we rational beings must presuppose a God as the initiator of such 
a unification, if we are to conceive of its possibility. WP also reverses the order of Kant’s subordinate clauses here, 
making it appear that the “whole” is the “system” that he goes on to mention, whereas the most natural reading of the 
German is that this “system” is the “purpose” of the unification.
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highest good,” Kant might not be treating “the highest good” as a technical term, for instead of 
reiterating its standard definition46 he leaves it conspicuously indeterminate, referring to it 
only generally, “as a common good”—an omission of detail that may have been an intentional 
effort to dissociate the argument he presents here from the one in the Dialectic of CPrR.47 In 
any case, a unique problem characterizes this duty: individual good‐hearted people can con-
trol whether or not they work toward their own “moral perfection”; yet creating an ethical 
community requires such people to be unified “in a whole” devoted to “this same purpose,” 
and, because this requires other people’s cooperation, it is something “we cannot know 
whether” humanity can actually accomplish.

On the basis of this appeal to ignorance, Kant concludes this short section by foreshadowing 
the claim defended in Section III, where this line of reasoning is portrayed in terms that I 
believe constitute a distinctively religious argument for God’s existence.

98.08–14
One can already conjecture in advance48 that this duty will need the presupposition of another 
idea, namely that of a higher moral being through whose universal arrangement the powers of the 
individuals, insufficient by themselves, are unified to yield a common effect. First of all, however, 
we must follow the guideline of that morals need overall and see where this will lead us.

Kant presents the conclusion of his argument only tentatively at this point, as a “conjecture” 
being put forward “in advance” of its full demonstration (see §7.2.ii). Although he seems to 
think that such an inference to “a higher moral being” will be virtually self‐evident, the densely 
packed argument calls for clarification. After a detailed analysis (see note 7.47), I previously 
summarized the argument as:

1. The human species has a unique, collective duty to itself, to promote its highest good 
among all human beings.

2. This new duty must establish a purely ethical community by systematically uniting the 
self‐legislation of each person who pursues (however imperfectly) the ideal of his or her 
own moral perfection.

3. This new duty is unique: we do not know how it would be possible for individual humans 
on their own to work toward fulfilling it, though we do know the species as a whole ought 
to (and therefore can) fulfill it.

4. Therefore (in view of our ignorance), reason needs to presuppose the idea of a higher 
moral being who can complete the work human individuals cannot reasonably hope to 
accomplish on their own in fulfilling this unique duty of the human species to itself.49

46 In CPrR and elsewhere Kant defines the highest good as the situation where each person’s happiness is propor-
tional to his or her virtue. He then uses it as a crucial part of his moral arguments for the need to believe in a real God 
and a future life.
47 I have defended just such a claim in SP‐2009b: 11–2. Byrne 2007: 70–93 argues that all of Kant’s arguments for God 
rest on his notion of the highest good, and that they all fail for precisely this reason. I reply that the argument Kant 
presents in this paragraph is an exception, for he says nothing here or elsewhere in the Third Piece about the highest 
good necessarily being a situation wherein all are rewarded with a degree of happiness proportional to their virtue (see 
note 7.46 just above). Avoidance of such details is also consistent with Kant’s claim in the second Preface that one does 
not need to be familiar with the three Critiques in order to understand the main arguments of Religion (see R 14). On 
Pasternack’s alternative interpretation of the role of the highest good in Religion, see note 0.67.
48 WP has “The reader is probably … suspecting in advance” for Kant’s Man wird … zum voraus vermuthen; GH has 
“We can … foresee” and GG “We can … anticipate.” WP translates vermuthungsweise as “conjecturely” (R 68.23).
49 SP‐2009b: 14–5. Prior to giving this four‐step summary of Kant’s argument in that article, I provide a detailed 
analysis and defense of each step. That is, each step as quoted here is the conclusion of a previous summary statement 
of one portion of Kant’s more detailed, step‐by‐step argument.
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With the argument laid out in this more systematic fashion, let us now turn to Kant’s detailed 
defense of its crucial conclusion.

ii. Section III: An ethical community requires God

The title of Section III expresses the conclusion of Kant’s religious argument for God’s existence 
in a nutshell.

98.15–17
III. The Concept of an Ethical Community Is the Concept of a  

People of God under Ethical Laws

His use of “is” could give the impression that he intends to present a merely logical (i.e., analytic 
a priori) argument, aimed at no more than clarifying the meaning of the phrase “ ethical community.” 
But, as we shall see, his likely intent is better understood as the “is” of postulation—a usage that 
shares the same epistemological status as naming and is best understood as having an analytic a 
posteriori status (see SP‐1987). That is, he will here stipulate that the only way to experience an 
actual ethical community is to regard it as “a people of God under ethical laws.”

The first and longest of this section’s three paragraphs begins with a reminder that an ethical 
community must employ some set of “public laws” in order to unite its members, even though 
this law cannot take the “juridical” form that befits a political community.

98.18–33, 99.01–03
If an ethical community is to come about, then all individuals must be subjected to a public 
legislation, and all laws that bind them must be able to be regarded as commands of a common 
lawgiver. Now, if the community to be established were intended to be a juridical one, then the 
multitude unifying to form a whole would have to be itself the lawgiver (of the constitutional 
laws), because legislation starts from the principle to limit the freedom of everyone to the conditions 
under which it can coexist50 with the freedom of everyone else according to a universal law,* and here 
the universal will thus establishes a legal external coercion. But, if the community is to be an ethical 
one, then the people itself, as such a /people\, cannot be regarded as legislative. For in such a 
community all the laws are aimed quite precisely at furthering the morality of actions (which is 
something internal),51 [and] hence cannot stand under public human laws, whereas the public 
laws ⟨letzteren⟩, by contrast {99}—this ⟨welches⟩ would amount to a juridical community—are 
aimed only at the legality of actions, which meets the eye,52 and not at (inward) morality, which 
alone is at issue here.

50 Following GG for Kant’s zusammen bestehen kann; WP has “is consistent” and GH “can be consistent.” Whereas 
WP is right to replace GH’s “can be” with “is” (because two things either are or are not consistent with each other, so 
“can” makes no sense), Kant himself uses kann (“can”), so this suggests that his use of zusammen bestehen refers to 
coexistence rather than consistency.
51 WP, GG, and GH follow Ak. in closing the bracket after “human laws.” However, in both editions Kant closes it 
here. Inasmuch as the main contrast here is between moral–divine and public–human laws and given the fact that 
Kant again brackets only the word “inner” when it appears later in the same sentence, his placement seems both inten-
tional and appropriate. The attempt of later editors to “improve” Kant’s meaning actually distorts it, making it appear 
as if he were claiming that the laws of an ethical community cannot be public because they are internal; but the point 
of Kant’s “hence” is that they cannot be “public human laws” because they are moral. These, as he is about to argue, 
must be interpreted as rooted in the divine.
52 Following GH for Kant’s in die Augen fällt. WP’s “is obvious” accurately expresses the meaning but sacrifices the 
idiomatic color of Kant’s expression. GG’s “is visible to the eye” takes the metaphor literally, thus missing the meaning.
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This distinction between external and internal expressions of universal law eventually became 
the basis for Kant’s Metaphysics of Morals, as foreshadowed in the footnote to the italicized 
principle.

98n.34
*This is the principle of all external right.53

Kant’s argument in the main text is that, whereas the people can quite properly be regarded as 
“itself the lawgiver” in a political community, the same cannot be the case for a community 
whose purpose is to further “the morality of actions,” because legislation enacted by “the mul-
titude unifying to form a whole” (as in a democracy) can never constitute more than “public 
human laws”; as we have seen, these are capable of enforcing only “the legality of actions.”

The duty to form an ethical community reaches an impasse at this point, unless we appeal 
to the aforementioned conjecture.

99.03–20
There must therefore be someone, other than the people, who could be indicated as being  publicly 
legislative for an ethical community. Nonetheless, ethical laws also cannot be thought as proceeding 
originally merely from the will of this superior (as statutes that would, perhaps, not be binding54 if 
his order had not been issued beforehand), because then they would not be ethical laws, and the 
duty in accordance with them ˻would be˼ not a free virtue but a coercible55 legal duty. Therefore 
only such a one can be thought as supreme lawgiver of an ethical community, in regard to whom 
all true duties, hence also the ethical /duties\,* must simultaneously be presented as his commands, 
who must thus also be a knower of hearts,56 in order to be able to fathom even the most inward 
/aspect\57 of the convictions of everyone and, as it must be in any community, to let everyone have 
whatever his deeds are worth. This, however, is the concept of God as a moral ruler of the world. 
Therefore an ethical community is thinkable only as a people under divine  commands, i.e., as a 
people of God,58 and indeed59 according to laws of virtue.

The only conceivable way to resolve the paradox of how to create an ethical community—given 
that genuine morality is by definition self‐legislated (so that in a sense “should” really does 
make “good”) and yet a community must have a shared (public) basis in law—is for the 
members of such a community to believe in a “supreme lawgiver” who commands whatever is 
ethical. Kant had previously argued at length (e.g., GMM 442–3 and CPrR 41) that this concept 
of a moral God as “ruler of the world” cannot be taken to imply that whatever God commands 

53 In 1797 Kant used essentially the same principle as the basis for Part I of MM. Cf. note 7.18 above.
54 Following GG and GH for Kant’s verbindend; WP has “obligatory.”
55 WP has “capable of being coerced” for Kant’s zwangsfähige; GH has “coercive” and GG “enforceable.”
56 See note 5.11. In Lk. 16: 15 Jesus says: “‘You are the ones who justify yourselves in the eyes of others, but God 
knows your hearts. What people value highly is detestable in God’s sight.’” Cf. Ps. 7: 10 (“My shield is God Most High, 
who saves the upright in heart”), Acts 1: 24a (“Then they prayed, “‘Lord, you know everyone’s heart’”; LB has HERR, 
aller Herzen Kündiger), and Acts 25: 8 (“God, who knows the heart, showed that he accepted them by giving the Holy 
Spirit to them, just as he did to us”).
57 WP has “innermost [core]” for Kant’s das Innerste; GH has “the innermost parts” and GG “the most intimate 
parts.” By choosing to insert such concrete words (“core” and “parts”), the translators give the impression that Kant is 
making an obscure metaphysical speculation, when all he means here is “the most secret aspect”; that is, God can see 
our deepest secrets.
58 1 Pet. 2: 10: “Once you were not a people, but now you are the people of God [Gottes Volk]; once you had not 
received mercy, but now you have received mercy.” In LB the phrase, Volkes Gottes, occurs only in Heb. 4: 9: “There 
remains, then, a Sabbath‐rest for the people of God.” Cf. Hos. 2: 23 and Rom. 9: 25.
59 Following GG and GH for Kant’s zwar; WP omits this word.
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is thereby moral, for this would reduce morality to an impure (not self‐legislated) source; instead, 
the only way to preserve the purity of morality is to regard God, being “a knower of hearts,” as 
the enforcer of “the laws of virtue.” This leads directly to the conclusion of the argument 
advanced in Section II: the only way humanity can fulfill its duty to construct an ethical 
community is for it to regard itself as a “people” under (i.e., governed by) a divine lawgiver.

The footnote attached to the word “ethical” clarifies what is implicit when we dress an 
ordinary (“bare”) human law in religious clothing by calling it “a divine command.”

99n.26–38
*As soon as something is cognized as a duty, even if it were a duty imposed by the bare volition 

of a human lawgiver, obeying it is yet simultaneously a divine command. The statutory civil 
laws can indeed not be called divine commands;60 but, if they are legitimate, then their ⟨ derselben⟩ 
observance is simultaneously a divine command.61 The proposition “One must obey God more 
than human beings”62 means only that, when human beings ⟨die letzten⟩ command something 
that is in itself evil (immediately opposed to the morals law), ˻one˼ need not, and ought not to, 
obey them. Conversely, however, if a politically civil law that in itself is not immoral is opposed 
to a supposed divine statutory law, then there is a basis for regarding the latter as suppositious 
⟨untergeschoben⟩; for it conflicts with a clear duty, yet even the assertion that it is indeed really a 
divine command can never be authenticated sufficiently through empirical characteristics, in 
order that one may transgress, as a consequence of [obeying]63 that /command\, a duty that 
otherwise holds.

This footnote makes four points. First, all genuine human duties can be regarded as divine 
commands; in this capacity they belong to the domain of religion (cf. R 153–4). Second, 
although civil statutes (i.e., laws imposed by “a human lawgiver”) are not divine commands, 
obeying them is a divine command, since it is a human duty to obey the law of the land once 
we leave the political state of nature. Third, the only exception to this duty of obedience is that, 
if a civil statute conflicts with a human duty, then we are obligated not to obey it.64 Finally, if any 
person (or any religious organization) supposes that a particular statute is a command of God 
and yet that statute conflicts with a legitimate civil statute (i.e., one that we have a duty to obey, 
since it is not immoral), then we should refuse to believe the claim that the former really is a 
command of God. In other words, we must not disobey a legitimate law merely because we 
think that God has told us to do so, because (as Kant argues in more detail in the Fourth Piece) 
an alleged “divine command can never be authenticated sufficiently through empirical 
characteristics.”

This footnote provides an essential context for the remaining two paragraphs of Section III, 
where Kant considers whether a “theocracy” (i.e., “a juridical community” in which “a people 
of God” permits human leaders to enforce a set of “statutory laws” as God’s commands) would 
be a viable solution to the problem of how to construct an ethical community.

99.21–25, 100.01–11
One could, presumably, also think a people of God according to statutory laws, in other words, 

according to ˻laws˼ such that what it comes down to in compliance with them is not the morality 

60 Following GG and GH for Kant’s Gebot; WP has “laws.”
61 On the latter point, Kant seems to be alluding to Rom. 13: 1–3; see note 7.29 above.
62 Acts 5: 29: “Peter and the other apostles replied: ‘We must obey God rather than human beings!’”
63 WP has “in conformity with” for Kant’s zufolge; GH and GG have “on its account.”
64 Kant argues elsewhere (e.g., in MM 320f) that citizens must not rebel against a political authority. Reconciling his 
various claims on obedience and rebellion has proved to be no small task. For a detailed analysis of this issue and an 
attempt to present a consistent interpretation of Kant’s position, see SP‐2015c.
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but merely the legality of the actions; this would be a juridical community, of which God would 
indeed be the lawgiver (hence the structure of it ˻would be˼ a theocracy), {100} but human beings, 
as priests who receive his orders65 immediately from him, ˻would˼ carry on an aristocratic 
government. But such a structure, whose existence and form rest entirely on historical bases, is not 
the one that amounts to the problem of pure, morally legislative reason, whose solution alone we 
have to bring about here. It will be considered in the historical division, as an institution in terms 
of politically civil laws, whose lawgiver, although God, is yet external ⟨äußerlich⟩; here, on the 
other hand, we are concerned only with a structure ⟨solchen⟩ whose legislation is merely internal 
⟨innerlich⟩, namely a republic under laws of virtue, i.e., with a people of God “that would be zealous 
of good works.”66

As Kant will argue in more detail in Division Two (see Chapter 9, especially §1), insofar as the-
ocracy is regarded as an externally legislated political system, it cannot solve the problem that 
“pure, morally legislative reason” presents here in the Third Piece, because the “existence and 
form” of its structure “rest entirely on historical bases.” At best, it can encourage “merely the 
legality of the [people’s] actions”—a concern relevant only to the second experiment; it there-
fore leaves the internal morality of their actions undetermined, yet encouraging the latter is 
the whole point of Kant’s current (first experiment) effort to view an ethical community as 
“a people of God.”

Having briefly touched upon each of Aristotle’s three types of political system (a monarchy 
with God as king, an aristocracy, and a republic—three options he will address again at R 
102.16–28), Kant suggests in the closing paragraph of Section III that a genuine (i.e., internal, 
morally focused) theocracy is in a sense more like “a gang,” the difference being that a gang 
unites itself under the evil principle.

100.12–17
Such a people of God can be contrasted with the idea of a gang ⟨Rotte⟩ of the evil principle, a 

unification of those who are on its side67 for the proliferation of evil—evil ⟨welchem⟩ being 
concerned not to let that other unification come about, even though here too the principle chal-
lenging virtuous convictions resides likewise within ourselves and is presented only graphically68 
as an external potentate.

A typical gang of hoodlums is united not by a political structure with officials to enforce 
laws that govern its members, but by a shared concern to strengthen and promote each 
other’s convictions, the only “external power” being some graphic symbols to depict the evil 
that unites them. Likewise, if we seek to establish an ethical community as “a people of 
God,” we must remember that the good principle “resides … within ourselves”; this will 
enable us to resist the temptation to rigidify the law of the heart by enforcing it as a set of 
external statutes. Here in the Third Piece evil’s chief function is to prevent people from 
 similarly uniting together; thus the antidote is for the ethical community to take on the 
religious form of a church.

65 Following GG for Kant’s Befehle; WP has “commands” and GH has “behests.”
66 Tit. 2: 14; see note 6.50.
67 WP has “partake of the principle” for Kant’s seines Theils sind; GH has “side with it” and GG “side with that 
principle.”
68 See note 4.37 for a defense of this translation of Kant’s bildlich. Just as the word refers in R 60n to graphic (i.e., 
explicit) depictions of evil, it refers here to explicit depictions of Satan as the spiritual leader of a gang of evildoers.
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3. Division One, Sections IV–V: Establishing a true church

i. Section IV: The four requirements for church organization

In keeping with his habit throughout Religion, Kant gives Section IV a title that concisely 
expresses its main argument:

100.18–21
IV. The Idea of a People of God Cannot (by Human Arrangement)  

Be Carried out Except in the Form of a Church

Given the way he ended Section III, the word “church” should be understood here as referring to 
a public yet nonpolitical organization devoted to the task of supporting its members in doing 
good, but without seeking to take control over the law of the land in the way a typical theocracy 
does. A fact rarely reflected in the secondary literature on Religion is that, after this transitional 
section (introducing the idea of the “church” and using “ethical community” only three times), 
Kant uses “ethical community” only six more times in the remainder of the book, while using 
“church” well over a hundered times in the Third Piece alone. Unfortunately, the vast literature 
on Kant’s concept of the ethical community only rarely mentions his term “church”;69 this 
situation leads naturally to the impression many critics have, that the ethical community is not a 
religious entity at all, but more like a social club (see note 7.69 above). Yet, if we take seriously the 
title of Section IV, then this tendency constitutes a crucial error, for Kant’s position is that the 
ideal of an ethical community is literally hopeless if we do not interpret it religiously, as a church.

The first paragraph of Section IV emphasizes the seriousness of the section title’s warning, 
by declaring that, on our own, because of the restrictions imposed on reason by our embodi-
ment, we human beings will never be able to establish the ethical community.

100.22–28
The sublime, never completely achieveable idea of an ethical community diminishes greatly 

under human hands, namely to an institution that has a capacity, in any case, to present purely 
only the form of this /community\ ⟨desselben⟩, but in regard to the means for establishing such a 
whole is greatly restricted by conditions of the human being’s morals

70 nature. But how can one 
expect something completely straight to be built ⟨gezimmert⟩ from such crooked wood?71

69 For example, Rossi laments that Kant offers no guidelines for constructing an ethical community; yet he down-
plays the role of the church in Kant’s theory, mentioning the term only occasionally (see, e.g., Rossi 2005: 62). More 
recently, HRR‐Dörflinger: 168 likewise complains of Kant’s lack of guidance as to how historical religion can serve as 
a vehicle for religious faith; he even opines that Kant seems to have thought that humanity would have been better off 
if no historical religions had ever existed (162)! Yet, as we shall see in §7.3.ii, Kant argues in the next section that 
 historical faiths are necessary in order to bring humanity to an awareness of rational faith. SP‐2010e and SP-2015e offer  
detailed responses to such critics.
70 WP translates sinnlichen as “sensible”; GH and GG have “sensuous.” All three follow Ak., which (along with various 
other German editions) adopts R1’s text at this point. I follow R2’s sittlichen, which GW 510 regards as a typo rather 
than an intentional change. However, Kant does not include sittlichen in the list of typos at the back of R2. It therefore 
seems preferable to regard it as a correction of what may well have been a typo in R1: it would then be part of Kant’s 
attempt to clarify that evil has a rational source, so that blaming our sensible nature is unjustified.
71 Kant employs the same “crooked wood” metaphor in IUH 23, expressing it as a statement. Significantly, in that context 
he does not refer to a possible religious solution to the problem, but only states that individuals cannot hope to bring about 
humanity’s moral predetermination but must hope that the whole species can do so. But this does not make individual choice 
irrelevant (see notes 2.43 and 3.34). See BRR 207 for further comments on Kant’s species‐oriented view of providence. As 
Bohatec puts it: “the transition from the guardianship of nature to the status of freedom was a loss for the individual, while 
it was a victory for the genus” (BRR 208). For a discussion of Kant’s development of this theme in CJ, see BRR 214–7; Kant’s 
primary opponent was Mendelssohn, who had argued for the primacy of the individual over the species (BRR 217–24).
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Human reason gives us the ability to construct a clear concept of the ethical community; 
indeed, Kant’s aim in this section is to provide a set of formal guidelines for implementing that 
concept in a real human community. But we (human persons) are the material for constructing 
this community, and radical evil makes the “good tree” of our nature (cf. R 45) into “crooked 
wood,” so without assistance (e.g., from a divine being whose grace functions like a perfectly 
straight saw mill, cutting us into the shape of the archetype), we would be unable to present 
to ourselves any intuition of a “completely straight” construction, corresponding to that 
“sublime” idea.72

After drawing the expected theological conclusion at the outset of the second paragraph, 
Kant introduces an important qualification.

100.29–35, 101.01–03
Founding a moral people of God is, therefore, a work whose execution can be expected not from 

human beings but only from God himself. However, the human being is still not permitted, on that 
account, to be inactive in regard to this task and to let providence reign, as if each person might 
⟨dürfe⟩ pursue only his moral private concern but leave the whole of the concern of the human 
race (in terms of its moral predetermination) to a higher wisdom. He {101} must, on the contrary, 
proceed in such a way as if everything came down to him, and only on this condition may he hope 
that a higher wisdom will bestow completion73 upon his well‐intentioned effort.

Lest we human beings become completely passive, assuming that our need for God implies 
that we can do nothing to further the establishment of an ethical community, Kant insists that 
our initial hope in God’s assistance regarding this task74 must go no further than to explain 
how the founding of the ethical community could occur. The special duty highlighted in 
Section II still applies to each person, requiring us to be as concerned about humanity’s “moral 
predetermination” as we are about our own. God’s role ends up being twofold: to initiate the 
process, giving us hope in its possibility, and to complete the process in partnership with 
humanity. We are best off if we regard everything in between as entirely our responsibility.

As if to acknowledge just how religious his argument is becoming, Kant pauses in the third 
paragraph to quote from the Lord’s Prayer.

101.04–06
The wish of all goodly‐minded /human beings\ is, therefore, “that the kingdom of God come, 

that his will be done on earth”;75 but what do they now have to arrange so that this shall be done 
with them?

This bold question aims to impress upon religious believers that those who offer such a 
(legitimate) prayer ought to use it as an occasion to reflect on their own moral duty. This, as 
we shall see in Appendix IV, is a good illustration of Kant’s theory of the proper function of 
prayer—a topic examined fully in SP‐1997.

72 In CPR Kant argues that any cognition of an object requires a synthesis of some concept with an intuition. If no 
intuition is possible, the concept is called an idea. See PSP VII.3.A for further details. The fact that Kant here calls this 
idea “sublime” (a term he unpacks as part of the project of CJ) suggests that the project of Religion corresponds to that 
of the third Critique more than to that of the second, as I have argued in PSP X.3 and PCR ch. VI.
73 Following WP and GH for Kant’s Vollendung; GG has “fulfillment.” The word can also mean “perfection,” as refer-
ring to the consummation of a process.
74 Commentators who complain that Kant lacks any concept of operative grace (see, e.g., Vanden Auwelle 2012: 123) 
have not properly taken into consideration explicit statements that Kant makes in passages such as this one, indicating 
that he does recognize the need for God to initiate any divine–human encounter.
75 Kant is quoting here from Matt. 6: 10; cf. Lk. 11: 2. See page 380n.
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The fourth paragraph in Section IV defines “church” (in preparation for Kant to use this 
term in place of “ethical community” for the remainder of the book), then prepares for an 
account of the basic features that define the pure idea of a church by invoking the distinction 
between the church’s “visible” and “invisible” aspects.

101.07–23
An ethical community under divine moral legislation is a church, which, insofar as it is not an 

object of possible experience, is called the invisible church (a bare idea, of the unification of all 
upright persons76 under the divine immediate but moral government of the world, serving as an 
archetype for any such /government\ ⟨jeder⟩ to be founded by human beings). The visible /church\ 
is the real unification of human beings to form a whole that concurs with that ideal. Insofar as any 
society under public laws carries with it a subordination of its members (in the relation of those 
who obey the society’s ⟨derselben⟩ laws to those who are concerned with ⟨auf … halten⟩ the laws’ 
⟨derselben⟩ observance), the multitude unified to form that whole (of the church) is the congrega-
tion under its superiors, who (called teachers, or also shepherds of souls)77 only administer the 
business of the community’s ⟨derselben⟩ invisible sovereign and are, in this reference, collectively 
called servants of the church, just as in the political community the visible sovereign sometimes 
calls himself the supreme servant of the nation, even though he cognizes not a single human being 
above himself (and usually not even the people as a whole).

The “invisible church”78 is the “bare idea” (or “archetype”) of an ethical community ruled by 
God. By contrast, the “visible church” is any human organization that attempts to unite its 
members in a way that “concurs with that ideal.” Each specific example of the visible church is 
called a “congregation” and will have some form of organizational structure that (in all 
likelihood) will resemble that of some political organization (cf. SP‐1993: ch. 4). For example, 
just as Kant’s beloved king, Frederick II (who reigned over Prussia from 1740 to 1786, and to 
whom Kant dedicated CPR) would often refer to himself as “the first servant of the state,” so 
all members of visible churches should view themselves as servants of one another. The legiti-
macy of every religious organization is thus to be assessed by how well it “administers the 
business” set by “the community’s invisible sovereign” (i.e., God, legislating in conformity to 
the moral law).

On the basis of this invisible–visible distinction, Kant explains that a “true” church will be a 
visible organization that exhibits the proper characteristics of the invisible ideal, which he then 
lists in the order of the four category headings, as first employed in CPR.79

76 WP has “righteous persons” for Kant’s Rechtschaffenen; GH has “the righteous” and GG “upright human beings.”
77 Kant’s Seelenhirten probably alludes to 1 Pet. 2: 25b: ihr seid nun bekehrt zu dem Hirten und Bischof eurer Seelen 
(LB); “now you have returned to the Shepherd and Overseer of your souls” (NIV).
78 Kant adopts this term (and the visible–invisible distinction as a whole) from classical Christian theology that 
dates back to Augustine, who was deeply influenced by Plato’s theory of Forms. Reformation theologians such as 
Calvin revived the distinction in their disputes against the Catholic church. For a typical eighteenth‐century 
treatment of the topic, see Rogers 1719. The invisible church is also sometimes called corpus mysticum—a term Kant 
himself uses approvingly in CPR A808/B836. The importance this distinction had for Kant is highlighted by the 
comments he wrote in his personal copy of the Bible, many of which accentuated the key role of the invisible church 
(see Ak. 19: 653–4).
79 That is, quantity, quality, relation, and modality (see, e.g., CPR A80/B106). Wobbermin (GW 504) claims that 
Kant’s fourfold distinction is “an exegesis” of the traditional “four marks of the church,” as stated (for example) in the 
Nicene Creed: “one, holy, catholic, and apostolic church.” While the first two are, indeed, virtually identical with Kant’s 
terms, the third and fourth would require considerable eisegesis in order to be rendered consistent with Kant’s choices. 
Kant’s four requirements—universality, integrity, freedom, and unchangeableness—correlate far more closesly with 
the four key “testimonies” of the Quaker tradition that began in England nearly 150 years before Religion was pub-
lished: simplicity, integrity, peace, and equality. For further discussion of the resonance between Kant and Quakerism, 
see FNP‐Stevenson.
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101.23–32
The true (visible) church is the one that exhibits the (moral) kingdom of God on earth, as much as 
this can be done by human beings. The requirements, [and] hence also the marks, of the true 
church are the following:

1. Its universality [and] consequently numerical unity,80 the predisposition for which it must 
contain within itself: namely that, even though divided into contingent opinions and at variance, 
yet in regard to the essential aim it is built on such precepts as must lead it necessarily to 
universal unification into a single church (hence no denominational schism).

In its quantity the true church must be one. This does not prevent it from manifesting itself in 
the form of many diverse congregations, exhibiting the nonessential differences of opinion and 
practice that inevitably arise between different cultural groups. But there can be no divisions 
regarding “the essential aim”—namely, the archetypal grounding in the four “marks” or “precepts”81 
being presented here.

The second precept, corresponding to quality, is a type of “integrity” that Kant elsewhere 
associates with holiness.

101.33–36
2. Its make‐up (quality); i.e., integrity: unification under no incentives other than moral ones 

(cleansed ⟨gereinigt⟩ of the feeblemindedness82 of superstition and the madness ⟨Wahnsinn⟩ of 
delirium).

For Kant, virtue consists of moral choices (and the actions based on them) that are made in 
the context of conflicting incentives—the basic conflict having been aptly expressed in Section 
I of the First Piece (see §1.4) as the predispositions to animality (inclination) and personality 
(holiness). The predisposition to humanity stands between these two because (outside of the 
assistance provided by religion), human beings cannot hope for anything more than the 
perpetual imperfection of virtue. It is important to keep in mind that Kant uses Lauterkeit 
rather than Reinheit, since the latter (cf. reinen, “pure,” in the title of CPR)—but not the 
former—implies a lack of any involvement from sensibility (cf. note 2.24). Kant’s point here is 
not that the church must avoid immersing itself in sensible symbols, but that, when it does so 
(as it must, so Kant argues later in the Third Piece), it must take care to preserve the priority 
of moral incentives over any other. This limited amount of cleansing (here Kant does use a 
form of rein) is required only to prevent “superstition” and “delirium” from creeping into an 
otherwise good organization—two endemic types of corruption that become Kant’s focus in 
the Fourth Piece.

80 Following R2, which emphasizes Einheit. WP, GG, and GH use standard type, following Ak., where Kant’s emphasis 
is dropped.
81 In CPR the “principles [Grundsätze] of pure understanding” are the rules that must be followed by any judg-
ment that is to give rise to an empirical cognition of an object. They follow the order of the four category headings, 
as schematized (i.e., as related to time). Kant’s use of the same word, Grundsätze (“precepts”), in describing the 
universality of the true church suggests that he sees these four necessary characteristics as fulfilling a similar 
function in his system of pure rational religion. Their placement in the text of Religion suggests that Kant is following 
the same architectonic form that he also adopted in CPR and CPrR, as I argue in PCR VII.3.A. As I interpret Kant’s 
architectonic, a set of four categorial principles/precepts forms the backbone of stage three in each of his four‐stage 
systems (cf. PSP VII.3.A, VIII.3.A). On my use of the term “precepts,” see Glossary.
82 WP’s “imbecility” is too strong for Kant’s Blödsinn (which nowadays means “silliness”); GH has “stupidity” and GG 
“nonsense.” WP’s translation is accurate for the eighteenth century; however, at that time “imbecility” referred in 
general to “feebleness of mind or body” (Johnson 1792), not to a form of mental retardation, as it does today. Kant is 
saying that superstition is for the feeble‐minded, not that it is for the mentally retarded.
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The third precept, corresponding to relation, is a multifaceted “freedom” that prevents 
church members from allowing their ethical mandate to be eclipsed by political interests.

102.01–06
3. Its ⟨Das⟩ relation under the principle of freedom, the internal ⟨innere⟩ relation of its members 

among one another as well as the external ⟨äußere⟩ /relation\ of the church to the political 
potentate, both in a free nation83 (hence neither a hierarchy nor an illuminatism, a kind of 
democracy by special inspirations that may differ from those of other /persons\ according to 
the mind of each).

Kant identifies two types of necessary freedom: church members must not seek to control each 
other’s behavior (for each is assumed to be individually answerable to God); and the church as a 
whole must be analogous to, yet independent from, the state (i.e., it should neither seek to control 
nor allow itself to be controlled by the existing political authority). Kant’s parenthetical qualifica-
tion highlights two problems he is especially seeking to avoid: if church members are allowed to 
control each other, then a morally destructive “hierarchy” results; yet, if the church wholly rejects 
any republic‐like authority (see note 7.83), then an equally destructive “illuminatism” sets in, 
whereby the moral law itself loses its ultimate authority to guide the church.84

The fourth precept, corresponding to modality, might seem to be merely an artificial 
requirement arising out of Kant’s insistence on following the fourfold architectonic deter-
mined by the categories; yet it fulfills the important function of ensuring the stability and com-
pleteness of the entire set of characteristics.

102.07–15
4. Its modality, unchangeability according to its constitution—yet with the caveat that the85 

contingent arrangements ⟨zufälligen Anordnungen⟩, concerning merely the church’s ⟨derselben⟩ 
administration, [are] to be revised86 according to time and circumstances—for which it surely 
must also contain the secure precepts within itself (in the idea of its purpose) already a priori 
(hence under original laws, once publicly made prescription[[s]] as if through a book of laws; 
not ˻under˼ volitional ⟨willkürlichen⟩ symbols, which, because they lack authenticity, are 
contingent, exposed to contradiction, and changeable).

83 WP and GG have “free state” for Kant’s Freistaat; GH has “republic,” which WP 112n adds as a viable option. 
However, the term refers here both to the church and to the “political potentate,” so it is best to use a neutral term. Kant 
could not be saying that the true church must be a republic; rather, as he argues in the paragraph following the fourth 
precept, it must resist the temptation to regard any specific political form as essential to its make‐up.
84 Few Kant scholars acknowledge how intimately Kant tied enlightenment to the development of healthy churches. 
Indeed, he concludes WIE with a paragraph (WIE 41–2) defending a position that foreshadows his theory of the true 
church: “when nature has unwrapped, from under this hard shell [i.e., a civil order that lacks freedom, because laws 
are still required to promote enlightenment in society], the seed for which she cares most tenderly, namely the propen-
sity and calling to think freely,” freedom will “gradually” dawn “upon the mentality of the people.” In other words, 
church attendance is good for the masses, especially if members of the clergy are educated to use church to promote 
freethinking. But, because “in human affairs … almost everything is paradoxical,” we should not set people completely 
free, lest they merely move from one set of prejudices to another. This was Kant’s rationale for submitting to government 
regulation of religion, despite its (apparent) conflict with this third precept of the true church.
85 WP has “with the exemption of the” for Kant’s mit dem Vorbehalt der; GH has “with the reservation that” and GG 
“exception … made for the.”
86 WP has “to be altered” for Kant’s abzuändernden; GH has “may be changed” and GG “must change.” Since abän-
dernden means “revising,” Kant’s point is that the fourth characteristic mandates regular revision. WP obscures this 
emphasis by putting this whole phrase before the previous phrase (“concerning”); I follow GH and GG, who both 
present the English phrases in reverse order to that of their German equivalents. This order is crucial, otherwise the 
“secure precepts” that Kant goes on to mention will refer to administrative rules; but Kant’s meaning is that the church 
must adopt rules of revision for all of its contingent beliefs, symbols, and rituals.
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The “constitution” mentioned here is simply the present list of four “secure precepts” that 
define, for any true church, “the idea of its purpose.” By stating as one of these precepts that the 
precepts themselves cannot change, Kant ensures that no congregation can decide that 
some contingent factors relevant to its own specific “administration” can also be regarded as 
ultimate. (This is precisely what happens whenever a particular denomination, or sect within 
a denomination, insists that anyone who does not accept its favorite belief or ritual cannot be 
saved.) Kant is not denying that each congregation or group of congregations may have its 
own traditions; but these organizational forms are contingent and thus “changeable,” so they 
may well be contradicted by other traditions. As a result, they “lack authenticity” as essential 
precepts of the church. Assuming that such traditions inevitably form an important part of any 
congregation, Kant’s important “caveat” is that a congregation that belongs to the “true church” 
must constantly revise these very traditions, in an effort to keep them in line with these four 
essential precepts.87

Having outlined the four basic requirements—universality, integrity, freedom, and 
unchangeableness—Kant concludes Section IV with a metaphorical explanation of how the 
(quasi‐)political side of such a church organization ought to be conceived.

102.16–28
Therefore, an ethical community, regarded as a church, i.e., as a bare representative of a nation 

of God,88 actually has no structure [that is] similar, according to its precepts, to the political one. 
The structure ⟨Diese⟩ in it is neither monarchic (under a pope or patriarch), nor aristocratic89 
(under bishops and prelates), nor democratic (as of sectarian illuminates). It could best still be 
compared with the ˻structure˼ of a household (family) under a common—though invisible—
moral father, insofar as his holy son, who knows his /father’s\ ⟨seinen⟩ will and simultaneously 
stands in blood relationship with all the members of the household ⟨ihren⟩, stands in his /father’s\ 
⟨desselben⟩ place in disclosing his will to them more closely;90 [and] the members ⟨welche⟩ there-
fore honor the father in him and thus enter with one another into a voluntary, universal, and 
continuing unification of heart.

Although the church down through history has mimicked each of the three traditional forms 
of political organization,91 none of them is appropriate for the true church considered in its 
“bare” form (i.e., as part of the first experiment, without taking into account the historical 
examples presented by Christianity as assessed in the second experiment). If we insist on 
using some type of political language to portray this bare rational idea of the church, then the 
metaphor of family politics would be most appropriate. Here Kant is alluding to the Christian 

87 This fourth precept of the true church echoes Kant’s argument in WIE 38–9, where he asks: “should not a society 
of clergymen” (e.g., a Dutch “synod”) “be authorized to bind itself by oath to a certain unalterable creed …?” He 
replies: “this is quite impossible. Such a contract, concluded to keep all further enlightenment away from the human 
race forever, is entirely null and void, even if it were ratified by the supreme power”; it “would be a crime against 
human nature,” for to accept “a permanent religious constitution” as absolute and unchangeable would be “to nullify a 
period of time in the progress of humanity toward improvement and make it fruitless and hence detrimental to 
posterity.”
88 WP has “state of God” for Kant’s Staats Gottes; GH has “city of God” and GG “state [ruled] by God.” As GH’s loose 
translation accurately suggests, Kant is probably thinking here of Augustine’s classic City of God (De civitate Dei), 
which is translated in German as Gottesstaats. See the Glossary for a defense of my use of “nation.”
89 WP has “aristrocratic,” a typo.
90 WP has “acquainting them more closely” for Kant’s diesen näher bekannt macht; GH has “making … better known 
to them” and GG “making the other members better acquainted.”
91 Kant is here following the classical threefold distinction introduced in Herodotus’ Histories (see especially §§81–2) 
and developed in its most systematic form in Aristotle’s Politics. For a discussion of the relevance of monarchy, aristoc-
racy, and democracy to an authentically religious form of political organization, see SP‐1993 ch. 1 and passim.
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doctrine of the Trinity, which he will examine in the General Comment to the Third Piece 
(see App. III). His main point seems to be that church members should regard themselves as if 
they were siblings aiming to follow in the “holy” footsteps of their eldest brother, whose will 
was perfectly conformed to that of the church’s invisible “moral father.” This suggestion may 
seem far‐fetched (at least, if taken as a requirement of the first experiment), yet it may seem 
more plausible once we consider Kant’s claim, in the next section, that the true church is 
necessarily grounded in some historical tradition.

ii. Section V: Every true church begins as a revelation faith

Kant follows his usual practice in Religion by summarizing the main argument of Section V—
the longest single section in the Third Piece—in the title:

102.29–33
V. The Constitution of Any Church Always Starts from Some Historical 

(Revelation) Faith, Which May Be Called Church Faith,92 and This Is Best 
Founded on a Holy Scripture

As the use of parentheses suggests, Kant here (and throughout the rest of the book) treats the 
concepts of “historical faith” and “revelation faith” as coextensive: both refer to a religious faith 
that appeals to the claim that God’s will has been specially disclosed to human beings at certain 
specific points in their cultural history, typically through either written texts or oral traditions. 
Because such a belief inevitably forms the basis for setting up a community of religious 
believers, Kant also often refers to it as “church faith.” Aside from pointing out the synonymy 
of these three key terms, the title conveys Kant’s main claim: that such (historical–revealed–
church) faith “is best founded on a holy scripture.”

The title’s reference to historical faith and scripture could give the impression that Kant has 
now turned his attention to the second experiment. To guard against this misconception, 
the first paragraph explains that the issue being considered here is the proper role of the 
abovementioned types of faith within a “pure religious faith”—this being Kant’s term for the 
faith required by rational religion.

102.34–35, 103.01–08
To be sure,93 pure religious faith is the only one that can establish a universal church: for it is a 
bare rational faith, which {103} can be communicated to everyone in order to convince him; 
meanwhile, a historical faith based merely on facts can spread its influence no farther than how-
ever far the reports relating to the capacity of judging their credibility can reach out to,94 according 
to circumstances of time and place. However, a particular weakness of human nature bears the 
blame for [[the fact]] that this pure faith can never be counted on as much as it presumably 
deserves, namely to establish ⟨gründen⟩ a church on it alone.

92 Following WP for Kant’s Kirchenglauben; GH and GG have “ecclesiastical faith,” so the latter is typically found in 
the literature. But this usage tends to obscure the direct linkage between Section IV and the rest of the book, whereas 
the connection is self‐evident if we use “church faith.”
93 Following WP for Kant’s zwar; GH and GG omit this word.
94 WP, GG, and GH have “reach” for Kant’s so weit … hingelangen; by ignoring so weit, all translators treat Kant’s 
expression as if he had merely written gelangen. But hingelangen carries the additional connotation of sufficiency.
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Historical faith is limited by its very nature: it can never be communicated universally unless 
it has “bare rational faith” at its core. Nevertheless, the latter needs the former as well, because 
of a “weakness of human nature,” to be identified in the next paragraph.

Kant already claimed, in the opening paragraph of Section IV, that human beings are unable 
to bring the pure, archetypal idea of the church into existence without divine assistance. In the 
second paragraph of Section V he now explains that, because of our inability to gain knowledge 
of any supersensible reality (as argued in CPR), people find it difficult to believe that obeying 
the moral law is all it takes to satisfy God’s requirements.

103.09–26
Human beings, conscious of their incapacity in cognizing sensible95 things, although allowing96 

all honor to be paid96 to that [[pure religious]] faith (as ˻the faith˼ which must be convincing for 
them in general), yet cannot easily be convinced that steadfast diligence directed toward a morally 
good lifestyle is all that God demands of human beings in order [for them] to be subjects in his 
kingdom [who are] satisfactory to him.97 They cannot readily ⟨wohl⟩ think of their commitment98 
except as [one] to some [particular] kind of service99 that they have to render to God, where 
it comes down not so much to the inward moral worth of the actions as, rather, that they are 
rendered to God in order that /the human beings\, however morally indifferent the actions ⟨sie⟩ 
may be in themselves, may yet please God at least through passive obedience. They cannot get it 
into their heads that, when they fulfill their duties toward human beings (themselves and others), 
they are precisely thereby also carrying out divine commands; ˻that,˼ hence,100 in all their doing 
and refraining, insofar as these have reference to morals, ˻they˼ are constantly in the service of God; 
and that it is indeed absolutely impossible to serve God more closely in another way (because, after 
all, they cannot act upon and have influence upon any beings other than merely those of the world, 
but not upon God).

Instead of recognizing that the only universally valid faith is one that regards God as demanding 
only that human beings obey the moral law, most people believe that God also demands some 
“morally indifferent” actions. Yet such a belief suffers from the illegitimate assumption that 
human beings are capable of influencing spiritual beings such as God through their spatiotem-
poral actions.

What gives rise to this misconception is that, instead of responding to our theoretical 
ignorance of God’s nature and will by appealing to what we can know (i.e., the moral law), such 

95 WP, GG, and GH follow Ak., which has übersinnlicher (“supersensible”), taking Kant’s sinnlicher as an error. But, if 
this were an error, Kant would have corrected it in the 1794 edition. Presumably his meaning is: in cognizing sensible 
things, human beings become conscious of their incapacity to cognize anything that transcends sensibility. The two 
readings amount to the same thing, but what Kant wrote carefully avoids the problem of how we become conscious of 
the supersensible if we cannot cognize it. Kant’s wording implies that our awareness of the incapacity arises through 
our cognition of sensible things.
96 Following GH and GG for Kant’s widerfahren lassen. WP has “paying (all honor),” but this assumes that the 
persons Kant is describing here (i.e., those who follow what he is about to call “a liturgical religion”) are themselves 
doing the paying. Rather, Kant’s meaning seems to be that they merely pay lip service to pure religious faith; they, treat 
it as a secondary consideration rather than as the essence of being religious. This nuance is lost if the active voice is used.
97 WP has “to him pleasing subjects” for Kant’s ihm wohlgefällige Unterthanen; GH has “subjects … and well‐pleasing 
to him” and GG “his well‐pleasing subjects.”
98 WP, GG, and GH have “obligation” for Kant’s Verpflichtung (literally “dutiful undertaking”). I reserve “obligation” 
for Verbindlichkeit. See note 1.85.
99 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Dienst. Gottesdienst (“divine service”) is often used to refer to a church 
service or to the worshipful activities that take place therein. Kant’s Dienst therefore alludes to what religious people 
often call a “worship service.” The distinction Kant introduces here, between two types of Dienst, becomes the main 
focus of the Fourth Piece.
100 Following GG for Kant’s mithin; WP and GH have “therefore.”
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people assume that satisfying God must occur in the same way it does when we try to please a 
typical human ruler.

103.26–35
Now, every great lord of the world has a special need to be honored by his subjects and  glorified 
[by them] through displays of submissiveness, without which he cannot expect from them as 
much compliance with his orders as he presumably needs in order to be able to rule over them. 
In addition, the human being, however reasonable ⟨vernunftvoll⟩ he may be, also does always 
find an immediate satisfaction in testimonies of honor.101 Hence duty is treated, insofar as it is 
simultaneously a divine command, as the pursuit of a concern of God, not of the human being, 
and thus arises the concept of a liturgical ˻religion˼102 instead of the concept of a pure moral 
religion.

Human beings, being weak, enjoy being honored and praised; and most people who hold posi-
tions of power are satisfied only when those under their governance are submissive. Thus, 
when people think of what God might require of them, they tend to assume that a similar 
situation holds. This is why most religious traditions adopt a preset, “liturgical” form that 
focuses on serving God—as if God were as insecure as humans tend to be. This is also why 
(as Kant adds in R 200) those who attempt to serve God in this way tend to view themselves as 
God’s favorites.

On the assumption that being religious means venerating God as a lawgiver, the second 
paragraph points out that these two ways of conceiving what it means to obey God correspond 
to two types of religious law, only one of which complies with the requirement of universality 
that was specified in Section IV.

103.36–37, 104.01–13
Since all religion consists in our regarding God, for all our duties, as the lawgiver to be universally 

venerated ⟨verehrenden⟩, what is at issue in {104} the determination of religion, as regards our 
behavior in accordance with it, is to understand how God wills ⟨wolle⟩ to be venerated (and 
obeyed). —However, a divine legislative will commands either through ˻laws that˼ in themselves 
˻are˼ merely statutory, or through purely moral laws. In regard to the latter /laws\, everyone can 
from himself cognize, through his own reason, the will of God that lies at the basis of his religion; 
for the concept of the deity actually arises only from the consciousness of these laws and the need 
of reason to accept a potentate that can procure for them103 the entire effect, possible in a world, 
that concurs with the final morals purpose. The concept of a divine will determined according to 
bare, purely104 moral laws, just as it allows us to think only one God, so also105 ˻allows us to think˼ 
only one religion that is purely moral.

101 WP, GG, and GH have “attestations of honor” for Kant’s Ehrenbezeugungen.
102 WP has “service of God” for Kant’s gottesdienstlichen; GH and GG have “divine worship.” As explained in the 
Glossary, Gottesdienst is the standard German term for a church (or “worship”) service and/or the various rituals and 
traditions associated with such services, while the adjective form, used here, typically refers to liturgy.
103 Following WP and GG for Kant’s diesen; GH has “for these laws.” An equally plausible way to read Kant’s diesen is 
as a simple demonstrative pronoun that introduces the following phrase—a grammatical construction that Kant 
frequently uses. Kant would then be saying not that the effect in question is procured for the laws, but that we must 
assume whatever may be necessary to “procure this, the entire effect”—i.e., to procure it for ourselves as rational beings.
104 WP and GG have “merely according to purely” for Kant’s nach bloßen rein; GH has “according to pure … alone.” 
However, as WP notes, bloßen is an adjective here, not an adverb; translating it as “bare” (as in the book’s title) clarifies 
that Kant is contrasting “purely moral” laws with laws that are not bare but “clothed” in historically conditioned 
content.
105 WP has “so it also” for Kant’s also auch, but inserting “it” causes the opening phrase (“The concept … laws”) to 
lose its role as the verb’s grammatical subject and thus to become disconnected from the rest of the sentence.
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Conceived of theoretically, obeying God means complying with a set of externally legislated 
statutes; conceived of practically, obeying God means following the internally legislated moral 
law. Because every person has the ability to recognize the moral law’s commands, and because 
the idea of God itself first arises (as Kant argued in CPrR’s Dialectic) from reason’s need to 
ensure that those laws concur with their final purpose,106 a religion based on the moral view of 
obedience to God can fulfill the first requirement of the true church: universality.

By contrast, Kant goes on to explain, a religion based on obedience to God’s statutes cannot 
be universal because it requires a special revelation, which by definition is available only to 
certain people within a given historical tradition.

104.13–26
But, if we accept statutory laws of God’s will107 and posit religion in our compliance with them, 
then awareness of these /laws\ is possible not through our own bare reason but only through rev-
elation; [and] this /revelation\ ⟨welche⟩, whether it be given to each individual secretly or publicly, 
so as to be propagated among human beings through tradition or scripture, would be a historical 
faith, not a pure rational faith. —However, even if one were to accept statutory divine laws (which 
can be cognized as mandatory108 not on their own but only as revealed divine will), still the pure 
moral legislation whereby the will of God is originally written109 in our hearts110 is not only the 
inescapable condition of all true religion generally, but it is also that which actually constitutes 
religion ⟨diese⟩ itself, and for which [specific] statutory /religions\ can contain only the means to 
its furtherance and proliferation.

After the dash, Kant explains a key difference between the two types of law: statutes are 
theoretical maxims of action that a person would not be obligated to perform if a powerful 
ruler (in this case, God) did not command them; moral laws, by contrast, are practical maxims 
that we must obey whether or not we posit a God who (also) commands them. Only the latter 
can be “written in our hearts”; so they must be what “actually constitutes religion itself.” 
Statutory laws are not thereby rendered worthless: rather, they play a valuable role, as “the 
means to [religion’s] furtherance and proliferation.”

In the third paragraph Kant draws the now obvious conclusion that, if Section IV’s 
universality requirement is to be followed, then the question of how God wants to be venerated 
in a religion must be answered through an appeal to the priority of moral over statutory laws.

104.27–37, 105.01–02
Therefore, if the question as to how God wills ⟨wolle⟩ to be venerated is to be answered in a uni-

versally valid way for every human being regarded merely as a human being, then there is no hesi-
tation that the legislation of his will should be merely moral;111 for statutory /legislation\ (which 
presupposes a revelation) can be regarded only as contingent and as one that has not come, nor can 
come, to112 every human being, [and] hence as not binding for human beings generally. Therefore, 
“not they who say Lord! Lord!, but they who do the will of God,”113 hence they ˻who˼ seek to 

106 Presumably Kant is alluding here to his doctrine of the highest good. But see pages 13–21 and notes 7.46 and 47, above.
107 WP has “of this will” for Kant’s desselben (literally “of the same”); GH and GG have “of such a will.”
108 WP, GG, and GH have “obligatory” for Kant’s verpflichtend. I reserve terms cognate with “obligate” for forms of 
verbinden.
109 WP has “inscribed” for Kant’s geschrieben; GH and GG have “engraved.”
110 See Jer. 31: 33b: “I will put my law in their minds and write it on their hearts.” See also Heb. 8: 10 and 10: 16.
111 GG translates Kant’s German phrasing more literally: “there is no second thought that the legislation of his 
will might not be simply moral.”
112 WP and GG have “reached … reach” for Kant’s gekommen … kommen; GH has “applied … apply.”
113 Kant is quoting from Matt. 7: 21. Cf. note 10.95 and note 94 in App. IV.
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become satisfactory to him not through laudation of him ⟨desselben⟩ (or of his envoy,114 as a being 
of divine origin) according to revealed concepts, which not every human being can have, but 
through a good lifestyle, in regard to which everyone knows his own {105} will—they will be the 
ones who render to him the true veneration that he demands.

Significantly, Kant does not infer from the priority of the moral law that statutory laws lack all 
relevance; rather, his inference is that they are “not binding for human beings generally.” In 
other words, statutes can play no role in shaping the basic precepts that define the constitution 
of the true church. One who thinks otherwise will be like those whom Jesus condemns (see 
note 10.95) for wrongly thinking (on the Day of Judgment) that God must accept them, simply 
because they gave lip service to God without doing what God really wanted them to do.

Were we to stop reading at this point, Section V would support the reductionist interpreta-
tion of Religion. However, as the section title has already hinted, Kant now goes on to explain 
that, provided we give the moral law its proper place of priority in determining the basic 
precepts of bare religion (as outlined in Section IV), it turns out that statutes not only play, but 
must play some role in determining how a church can be established.

105.03–11
But, if we consider ⟨halten⟩ ourselves mandated115 to conduct ˻ourselves˼116 not merely as human 

beings but also as citizens in a divine nation on earth and to work for the existence of such an 
association under the name of a church, then the question as to how God wills to be venerated in a 
church (as a congregation of God) seems not to be answerable by bare reason, but to be in need of a 
statutory legislation of which we become informed ⟨kund werdenden⟩ only through revelation,117 
hence of a historical faith, which, in contrast to pure religious faith, may be called church faith.

Kant’s use of an “if ” clause harks back to the special duty (Pflicht) presented in Section II, 
which Section IV refined as a duty to establish a church. So the claim here is that those who 
accept Kant’s argument, and who thereby regard themselves as citizens of what we might call a 
morally grounded theocracy,118 must adopt some “statutory legislation.” For, from a congrega-
tion’s perspective, “bare reason” must be clothed in some revelation, imbedded in a historical 
tradition, lest “church faith” be rendered ineffectual.

If pure religious faith and church faith both play a genuine role in Kant’s first‐experiment 
conception of the necessary conditions for religion, then what is their relation to each other? 
Kant explains:

105.11–27
For what counts in pure religious faith ⟨dem erstern⟩ is merely that which constitutes the matter of 
the veneration of God, namely the observance, occurring in a moral conviction, of all duties as 

114 Kant is referring here to Jesus. He uses the same word (Gesandten) to refer to Jesus in R 80. On Jesus’ potentially 
divine origin, see §4.4 above.
115 WP has “obligated” for Kant’s verpflichtet; GH has “obliged” and GG “duty‐bound.” Cf. note 7.98 above.
116 WP, GG, and GH have “to behave” for Kant’s zu betragen. Cf. note 2.79.
117 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Offenbarung; WP has a typo, “relevation,” this being one of four places where the 
same typo appears.
118 Cf. SP‐1993. In SP‐2012d I argue that the position Kant defends in Sections II–IV can also be called a “non‐
coercive theocracy.” In 1794, a few months before receiving Wöllner’s letter of censure, Kant expresses this notion by 
suggesting that “if to Christianity … one adds any sort of authority (even a divine one) … then its worthiness to be 
loved has … disappeared” (EAT 338). That is, no external authority should impose (especially God‐like) power over 
other people, for in true Christianity not even God does this. Love must replace coercion, he argues, because this alone 
is “a free assumption of the will of another into one’s maxims”—this being “an idispensable complement to the imper-
fection of human nature” (338).
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his commands. But a church, as the unification of many human beings into119 a moral community 
under such convictions,120 needs a public commitment, a certain church form, resting on experiential 
conditions, that is in itself contingent and manifold and hence cannot be cognized as duty without 
divine statutory laws. However, determination of this form must not, therefore, be regarded 
straightaway as a task of the divine lawgiver. There is, rather, ground for accepting that it is the 
divine will that we ourselves carry out the rational idea of such a community and that, although 
human beings might have tried ⟨versucht⟩ many forms of a church with unfortunate result, they 
nevertheless ought not to cease striving after this purpose, if need be, through new experiments 
⟨Versuche⟩ that avoid as much as possible the mistakes of the previous ones; for121 this task, which 
is for them simultaneously a duty, is left entirely to themselves.

Kant invokes the form–matter distinction repeatedly from this point forward in Religion. The 
matter of pure religious faith, he tells us here, “occur[s] in a moral conviction”; so the “obser-
vance … of all duties as [God’s] commands,” which serves also as Kant’s definition of religion 
(see R 153), refers not to actions per se, but to the heart’s state. The form of pure religious faith 
consists of “divine statutory laws” that may be different for different congregations, as they 
must fit the “experiential conditions” of each church tradition. The fact that these statutes must 
be regarded as God’s commands in order for the church members to treat them as duties does 
not mean that establishing the form of the church is God’s task. Quite to the contrary, a require-
ment of the true church is that members regard the selection of appropriate religious forms as 
their task and persist in this trial‐and‐error process until forms of religious service are 
established that really do empower members to do good.

The long fifth paragraph continues with a frank expression of the ambivalence Kant observes 
regarding the role of statutory laws in a true church: assuming that they really came from God 
seems overly presumptuous, unless their moral character is obvious and they seem to have 
come out of nowhere.

105.27–37, 106.01–02
Therefore, one does not have cause, in establishing some [particular] church and [[determining 
its]] form, to consider the laws straightforwardly122 as divine statutory ones; it is, rather, arrogance 
to pass them off as such laws ⟨dafür⟩ in order to spare ⟨überheben⟩ oneself the effort to amend still 
further123 the church’s ⟨letztern⟩ form, or perhaps ˻it is˼ even a usurpation of higher standing, in 
order—through the pretense of divine authority ⟨Autorität⟩—to lay a yoke on the multitude by 
means of church ordinances.124 Yet it would likewise be conceit,125 in this, simply to deny that the 
way in which a church is arranged may perhaps also be a special divine arrangement, if, as far as 

119 WP has “union … to form” for Kant’s Vereinigung … zu; GH has “union … into” and GG “union in.” I reverse the 
order WP has for this and the following phrase.
120 WP has “among as many attitudes” for Kant’s unter solchen Gesinnungen; GH has “with such dispositions” and GG 
“of equally many dispositions.” They all read Kant’s phrase as modifying “human beings”; but Kant would have used 
mit (“with”), not unter (“under”), had that been his intention. The use of the plural (Gesinnungen) becomes far less 
problematic once we translate it as “convictions” (see note 1.70).
121 WP has “because” for Kant’s indem (literally “while” or “as”); GH has “inasmuch as” and GG “since.” Preserving 
Kant’s semicolon is preferable, however, to avoid linking the following statement too closely to the previous.
122 Following WP for Kant’s geradezu (literally “almost” or “virtually”); GH has “straightway” and GG “straightaway,” 
but the temporal connotation of these options is not the effect intended here. Rather, Kant’s point is that we would be 
too bold to declare definitely that the laws are literally divine.
123 WP has “of continuing to make improvements on” for Kant’s noch ferner an … zu bessern; GH has “of still further 
improving” and GG “of improving … further.”
124 WP has “church statutes” for Kant’s Kirchensatzungen; GH has “ecclesiastical dogmas” and GG “ecclesiastical 
statutes.”
125 WP and GH have “self‐conceit” for Kant’s Eigendünkel, but “self‐” is redundant in this context; GG has “arrogant” 
here and both “self‐conceit” and “sense of superiority” elsewhere.
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we can comprehend, the church ⟨sie⟩ is in the greatest concordance with moral religion, and if, in 
addition, one cannot readily comprehend how, without the duly prepared {106} advances of the 
public in religious concepts, it could all at once have appeared.

Claiming that the forms of service adopted by one’s own church tradition are God‐given not 
only is a sign of moral laziness on the part of the leaders, but also puts undue pressure on the 
laity. Church leaders should avoid such an arrogant practice, for it contradicts the fourth 
requirement of the true church: that all forms of church governance other than the four basic 
requirements must be changeable. Yet it would be equally arrogant to claim (as many interpreters 
of Kant believe he is himself claiming) that a given church’s form cannot be God‐ordained. Kant’s 
proviso on this point prepares the way for a claim he will make later (see R 128–36 and 157–63), 
that Jesus’ teaching might legitimately be regarded as a gift from God.

Kant next interprets the foregoing ambivalence as an indication that people have a “propen-
sity” to establish churches that function as cults—that is, as groups for which a liturgical form 
of statutory faith is more important than pure religious faith.

106.02–12
Now, in [people’s] doubtfulness concerning this problem,126 whether God or human beings 
themselves are to establish a church, is proved the propensity of human beings ⟨der letztern⟩ to a 
liturgical religion (cultus)127 and—because this /religion\ rests on volitional prescriptions—to faith 
in statutory divine laws under the presupposition that outside of128 the best lifestyle (the ˻lifestyle 
that˼129 the human being may always129 enter according to the prescription of the purely moral 
religion) there must nonetheless still be added a divine legislation, not cognizable by reason but 
requiring revelation; whereby is countenanced ⟨womit es … auf … angesehen ist⟩ veneration of 
the highest being immediately (not by means of compliance with his commands, which is already 
prescribed to us by reason).

The propensity in question causes people to assume that God is not satisfied merely by a per-
son’s moral lifestyle but also requires something “outside” the bounds of bare reason—assuming 
that Kant’s über alludes to the spatial imagery of the concentric circles metaphor mentioned in 
the second Preface (R 12; see note 7.128). That is, such people wrongly infer, as an immediate 
implication of their worship of God, that they can satisfy God directly through obedience to 
the precepts that are contained in their religious tradition’s revealed Scripture (even though 
these constitute only the outer circle of religion), while they think that a moral lifestyle (the 
inner circle) satisfies God only indirectly. As we shall see, Kant argues in the Fourth Piece that 
precisely the opposite is true.

As a result of this propensity (probably connected in Kant’s mind with the propensity to evil 
expounded in the First Piece), people inevitably tend to regard some form of church faith as 
intrinsically “necessary,” even though it is actually necessary only as a means of furthering the 
moral core of all true religion.

126 WP has “Now, in this doubtfulness of people concerning the problem” for Kant’s In der Zweifelhaftigkeit dieser 
Aufgabe nun; GH has “In the indecision over the problem” and GG “Now, in the hesitation over this task.”
127 “Worship” (Lat.); cf. the English word “cult.” Kant’s use of this term, together with his use of “propensity,” suggests 
that he views this tendency as evil.
128 WP has “over and above … be added” for Kant’s über … hinzukommen; GH has “supplement” and GG “supervene 
to.” I translate über as “outside of ” when the context alludes to the distinction Kant makes in the second Preface bet-
ween the two “experiments” that relate to each other as concentric circles. His point here, then, is that religious people 
tend to appeal, outside of the inner circle (i.e., religion as a good lifestyle), giving priority instead to the outer circle (i.e., 
to divine laws that cannot be made universal).
129 WP has “whatever way of life” for Kant’s den … immer, but the loose implications of “ever” could be misleading 
here; GH has “conduct which … always” and GG “a conduct that … always.”
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106.13–30
Now, thus it happens that human beings will never consider the unification to [establish] a church, 
and the agreement in regard to the form to be given to it, as well as public arrangements for the 
furtherance of what is moral130 in religion, to be necessary in themselves, but ˻will consider them 
necessary˼ only in order, as they say, to serve their God through festivities,131 confessions of faith 
in revealed laws, and observance of prescriptions belonging to the church’s form (which, after all, 
is itself merely a means), although fundamentally all these observances ⟨Observanzen⟩ are morally 
indifferent actions, yet are considered, precisely because they are to be done merely for his sake, to 
be pleasing to him all the more. Hence, in the fashioning ⟨Bearbeitung⟩ of human beings into an 
ethical community, church faith naturally† precedes pure religious faith; and temples (buildings 
consecrated to public liturgy)132 came ⟨waren⟩ before churches (places of assembly for admonition 
and animation133 in moral convictions), priests (consecrated administrators134 of pious customs) 
before ministers (teachers of the purely moral religion), and /they\ also usually still do ⟨sind es⟩ in 
the rank and value granted to them by the great multitude.

Here we come to the conclusion that was foreshadowed in the title of Section V. Having stated 
in the main text that “church faith naturally precedes pure religious faith,” Kant adds a footnote 
in R2, clarifying that identifying the proper order is a perspectival task.135

106n.36
†Morally speaking136 it should happen in reverse.

This is the same (perspectival) logic that we saw operating in the opening pages of the first 
Preface (R 3; see Introduction §2 above): that is, Kant is not saying that one perspective is 
wrong while the other is right; rather, he is pointing out how each perspective can be valid, 
when assessed in terms of its own parameters (see PSP II.1–III.4). After the footnote, Kant 
provides two examples of both perspectives in the main text, highlighting the fact that the 
temporal order follows the reverse of the rational order: temples and their priests, focused on 
admonishing people about the “pious customs” believed to be revealed by God, predate 
churches and ministers, which focused on empowering “moral convictions”—a distinction 
corresponding to the Judaism–Christianity distinction that Kant will examine further in 
Division Two of the Third Piece (see §§9.1–2). Kant’s concluding clause seems to refer to the 

130 WP and GH have “the moral element” for Kant’s des Moralischen; GG has “the moral [content].” Kant is referring 
here to the “matter” side of the form–matter distinction, but “moral matter” is rather awkward in English.
131 Following GG for Kant’s Feierlichkeiten; WP and GH have “ceremonies.” Kant’s nine uses of this term suggest that, 
although he has in mind the solemnity of all Feierlichkeiten (e.g., R 199.16–8), he also views them as “celebrations”  
(R 199.07 and 200.03); in English we celebrate festivals, not ceremonies.
132 WP has “service of God” for Kant’s (plural) Gottesdienste; GH has “worship of God” and GG simply “service.” 
These options all leave the English reader unaware of the fact that Gottesdienst is the normal German term for a church 
service and/or to the liturgy that constitutes it. Cf. note 7.102 above.
133 WP has “invigoration” for Kant’s Belebung; GH has “quickening” and GG “inspiration.”
134 WP, GG, and GH have “stewards” for Kant’s Verwalter (WP notes “administrators” as an alternative); but a steward 
administers on behalf of another, and Kant explicitly states at R 139.26–7 that God as judge is Verwalter “of his own holy laws.”
135 Storr 1793: 6 (3–4) cites R1 142 (= R 105.19–106.03) to support his claim that Kant’s philosophy of religion pro-
tects biblical theology from anyone who “categorically denies biblical teachings on supernatural things from theoret-
ical grounds” (Storr 1793: 5 [2]). The citation comes at the point in his argument where Storr urges that, if one denies 
the possibility of revelation, then one can allow “no immediate influence of God,” whether “on visible nature” or “on 
moral change, such as the moral reformation of human beings.” If Storr’s citation of this passage in R1 prompted Kant 
to add the new footnote, then Kant’s clarification is not a denial of Storr’s claim but a reminder that, although he is 
right that revelation is possible (or even necessary, from the second‐experiment perspective of historical faith), God’s 
moral influence still has priority, from the first‐experiment perspective of rational religion.
136 Following GG for Kant’s Moralischerweise; WP and GH have “morally.”
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fact that both approaches “still do” tend to focus on these different sides of religion, even 
though they now coexist concurrently.

Given the inevitable need for some church faith or other to serve as a liturgical form or 
vehicle for the matter or moral essence of religious faith, the main text of Section V concludes 
with a paragraph emphasizing scripture as a more effective means to achieve this purpose than 
mere tradition is.

106.31–35, 107.01–12 
Now then, if it once stands unaltered137 that a statutory church faith138 is added to139 the pure reli-

gious faith as a vehicle of this faith ⟨des Letztern⟩ and as a means to the public unification of human 
beings for furthering /it\, then one must also admit that the unchangeable preservation of this  
/statutory church faith\, its universal uniform ⟨einförmige⟩ proliferation, {107} and even the 
respect for the revelation accepted140 in it can scarcely be provided for sufficiently through tradi-
tion, but only through scripture, which must itself, as revelation to contemporaries and [their] 
progeny,141 be in turn an object of deep respect; for the need of human beings promotes142 this, in order 
[for them] to be certain of their liturgical duty. A holy book gains the greatest respect even among 
those (and most of all precisely among those) who ˻can˼not read143 it, [or] at least cannot frame from 
it any coherent concept of religion, and all rationalization144 makes no difference against ⟨verschlägt 
nichts wider⟩ the dictum striking down all objections:145 Thus it is written. This is also why the passages 
in the book ⟨desselben⟩, which are to set forth a point of faith, are called simply proverbs.146

137 WP has “If, then, it just cannot be changed” for Kant’s Wenn es nun also einmal nicht zu ändern steht; GH has 
“Since, then, it remains true once for all” and GG “Now once it stands as unalterable.”
138 WP leaves these words unitalicized, though Kant’s text emphasizes them.
139 Following WP for Kant’s daß nicht … beigegeben werde; WP notes that Kant’s nicht is only rhetorical. GH likewise 
leaves the verb affirmative. However, GG has “is not added to,” thus making Kant’s claim appear to be precisely the opposite 
of the one he is actually making. This fits well with GG’s atheistic interpretation of Religion but constitutes a serious error.
140 WP, GG, and GH have “assumed” for Kant’s angenommene (literally “taken on”). Here the term refers to the 
response of religious believers to the gift of revelation. Revelation is assumed (this being the most common translation 
for angenommene in Religion) by a church faith only in the sense of being taken on (as one takes on a disguise or a 
persona, or adopts a vehicle for transportation), not in the sense of being presupposed (as in an argument). WP trans-
lates the same word as “accepted” in similar contexts elsewhere (e.g., R 112.01); see Glossary.
141 WP and GH have “posterity” for Kant’s Nachkommenschaft; GG has “future generations.” Kant’s six uses of this 
term in Religion all refer to the descendants of those who adopted a given religious tradition; I use “progeny” to reflect 
Kant’s use of a singular term and to highlight that, although Kant is referring to the whole set of one’s descendants, his 
main concern is with educating the current generation’s immediate offspring.
142 WP, GG, and GH have “requires,” following Ak., which changes Kant’s fördert to fordert. Again, Kant’s text should 
be trusted: he has just referred to statutory faith’s “furthering” (Beförderung) role; now he likewise adds that a human 
“need” (i.e., our need for sensible presentation of rational ideas) promotes (fördert) respect for scripture, thus fur-
thering the furthering, so to speak. He would not say that this need requires any given presentation, as he argues later 
in Section V that all such vehicles of faith could, in principle, cease (see R 135n).
143 WP’s “cannot read” assumes that Kant’s concluding können goes with this nicht lesen as well as with the following 
phrase; GH and GG have “do not read,” taking the “can” to refer only to the second phrase. The German here can be 
read either way, but Kant’s wenigstens (“at least”) suggests WP’s reading.
144 WP has “subtle reasoning” for Kant’s Vernünfteln; GH has “sophistical reasoning” and GG “subtle argument.” 
Elsewhere GH and GG use “ratiocination” for Vernünfteln.
145 WP has “authoritative pronouncement which strikes down all objections” for Kant’s alle Einwürfe niederschlagen-
den Machtspruch; GH has “decisive assertion which beats down every objection” and GG “knockdown pronounce-
ment” (omitting alle Einwürfe). In R1 Kant had alle Zweifel (“all doubts”). Perhaps in rereading his book for R2 he 
realized that, although an authoritative dictum may encourage silence, by curbing a person’s willingness to express 
doubts, it cannot totally prevent doubt, which may be healthy.
146 WP and GH translate Kant’s Sprüche rather loosely, as “texts”; GG’s more literal rendering, as “sayings,” does not 
fit the context, since English‐speaking Christians rarely refer to biblical texts as mere sayings. Both options ignore the 
fact that the LB translation of the title of the book of Proverbs is Sprüche; and a proverb can aptly be regarded as a 
 written “point of faith.”
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Appealing to the need for unchangeability—the fourth requirement guiding the governance of 
the true church—Kant now argues that the only way to preserve “statutory church faith,” given 
its status as the necessary supplement to pure religious faith (cf. note 7.139 above), is to declare 
that a written record of the assumed revelation has the status of scripture. His claim that a book 
fulfills this natural human need more effectively than church tradition (i.e., his claim that 
scripture should ground liturgy rather than vice versa) suggests a bias for Protestant over 
Catholic forms of church faith—an issue he will address explicitly in the untitled comments 
that conclude Section V. At this point he offers two reasons in support of this claim: a holy 
book easily gains respect, even (or especially!) among church members who cannot read; and 
it provides an objective reference for settling any disputes that may arise regarding what God 
has actually commanded. Of course, one could easily retort that the pope (being a person) is 
even more easily treated with respect (as embodying the archetype), and that papal decrees 
provide just as reliable a basis for a consistent written authority as does scripture. But let us 
defer discussion of this point until §7.4.

The concluding paragraph ends by mentioning the issue that will be the focus of Section VI 
(i.e., how best to interpret scriptural texts) and offering on that basis a further defense of the 
advantages of a holy book over a holy tradition.

107.12–25
The authoritative147 interpreters of such a scripture, precisely through this their profession, are 
themselves consecrated persons, as it were; and history proves that exterminating any faith based 
on a scripture has been impossible, even for the most devastating national revolutions, whereas 
the ˻faith˼ that based itself on tradition and ancient public observances met its demise simulta-
neously with the breakdown of the regime.148 Fortunate* [indeed]! if such a book, having come 
to the hands of human beings, contains, besides its statutes [taken] as laws of faith, also—in its 
completeness—the purest moral doctrine of religion that can be brought into the best harmony149 
with those /statutes\ (as vehicles for its introduction). In this case, both on account of the purpose 
to be achieved by this /book\ ⟨dadurch⟩, and because of the difficulty of making the origin of such 
an illumination of the human race, instantiated through this book ⟨dasselbe⟩, graspable to oneself 
according to natural laws, the book ⟨es⟩ can claim standing equal to that of a revelation.

Kant’s argument here is more concrete: a church faith grounded in tradition (such as public 
rituals) tends to be inextricably linked to the political regime, so that a revolution that puts in 
place some other political authority ends up overthrowing the church faith as well. But give the 
people a holy book, and exterminating their statutory faith proves to be “impossible.” Moreover, 
if the book inexplicably contains the pure essence of moral religion in such a way that its stat-
utes can serve as “vehicles” for bringing about the true purpose of religion, then no philosophical 
objection can be raised against treating the book as a divine revelation, for it would be difficult 

147 WP has “designated” for Kant’s bestimmten; GH and GG have “appointed.” In the first edtion Kant wrote bestellten 
(“appointed”). While the two terms are nearly synonymous, the R2 revision might have been a (futile!) attempt to 
avoid offending the censor, as the original term implies heavy‐handed ordering of official interpreters, while the latter 
is less pointed, implying at most the realization of a destiny (e.g., their attainment of authority through a theological 
education) and at least a “certain” or “peculiar” status as interpreters. In either case, he is referring here to what the first 
Preface calls biblical theologians.
148 WP, GG, and GH have “state” for Kant’s Staat. Above, “national revolutions” translates Staatsrevolutionen. See 
Glossary for a defense of these translations.
149 In R1 Kant had zugleich (“simultaneously”). He probably deleted this word in R2 to avoid giving the impression 
that the process of bringing historical faith into harmony with pure religious faith had itself been completed upon the 
first writing of the New Testament. That the book contains pure religion in its completeness does not imply that its 
readers recognize this harmony all at once—this being a key point of Kant’s Third Piece argument.
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indeed to explain “according to natural laws” how “such an illumination of the human race” 
could have occurred—a concession to the possibility of a divine origin that Kant already made 
in the Second Piece (R 85; see App. II, below) and will expand upon in Division Two of the 
Fourth Piece (R 154–6).

Kant explains the logic of this argument in a footnote attached to the exclamation: “Fortunate 
[indeed]!” (Glücklich!).

107n.31–34
*An expression for anything wished for, or worthy of being wished for, that we yet can neither 

foresee, nor bring about through our endeavor according to laws of experience; for which, therefore, 
if we want to name a basis, we can adduce none other than a benevolent150 providence.

This clarifies, as a transition to the untitled comments appended to Section V (where Kant will 
discuss how religious pluralism can be consistent with revelation), that we may justifiably 
appeal to divine providence to explain any situation where a desired outcome occurs even 
though there was nothing that we human beings could have done to bring it about. What is 
most noteworthy is that Kant’s appeal to providence is not formulated as a doctrine or as a the-
oretical certainty, but as a humble expression of gratitude for such good fortune.

4. Untitled comments: Different faiths can express one religion

Anticipating theories of religious pluralism developed nearly two centuries later,151 Kant 
appends to Section V a series of untitled comments that clarify how different forms of revela-
tion can give rise to different church faiths, which can coexist without compromising the first 
required precept of the true church, its universality. After three asterisks,152 he writes:

107.26–30, 108.01–02
*    *    *

Now some /comments\153 that attach to this concept of a revelation faith.
There is only one (true)154 religion; but there can be many kinds ⟨Arten⟩ of faith. —One may 

add155 that in the various churches, segregated from each other because of the diversity in their 
kinds of faith {108}, one and the same true religion may nevertheless be found.

The sentence immediately preceding the dash is among the most frequently quoted passages of 
Religion. It expresses in a nutshell the rather complex theory of church faith that Kant has defended 

150 WP has “benign” for Kant’s gütige; GH has “gracious” and GG “generous.”
151 See especially the work of John Hick (1966), who explicitly bases his philosophy of religion on (what he takes to 
be) a Kantian distinction between reality and appearance. However, Hick and other religious pluralists pay surpris-
ingly little attention to Religion—or none at all. A notable recent exception is MRB‐Tampio, who relates Kant’s plu-
ralism to modern liberal democratic theory, arguing that Rawls would have done well to pay more attention to 
Religion. In a more religious vein, Love 2010 portrays Kant’s position as “transcendental inclusivism” (570–2), an 
alternative to Tillich’s more extreme pluralism. Firestone 2009: ch. 4 brings Hick’s Kantianism to the fore, comparing 
it with Green 1978.
152 GG and Ak. follow Kant’s original text by also using three asterisks, while GH prints eleven; WP marks this break 
with a long line. The following paragraphs function as an appendix to Section V, though Kant never gives the section 
a title.
153 WP has “some things” for Kant’s einiges; GH has “a few words” and GG “something.” WP begins this sentence 
(incomplete in Kant’s text) by inserting “Let me add”; GH and GG insert “And,” preserving the incomplete structure.
154 The original printing of the 1914 Ak. edition drops the parentheses around Kant’s wahre, but this was a typo.
155 WP and GG have “say, further” for Kant’s hinzusetzen; GH has “say further.”
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in Section IV and so far in Section V. In referring to the “many kinds of faith,” Kant is not thinking 
of the nuanced differences between what he has variously called pure religious faith, church faith, 
statutory faith, and revelation faith. (Referring back to the concentric circles metaphor mentioned 
in the second Preface at R 12, the first term above uniquely designates the inner circle defined by 
the first experiment, here called the “one (true) religion,” while the next three all designate differ-
ent aspects of the outer circle.) Rather, what he means by the many Arten of faith is that the outer 
circle can express itself through “various churches,” each with distinctive traditions, rituals, and 
scriptures, provided that each serves as a vehicle for the inner core of moral religion.

In the third paragraph Kant makes explicit that his term “faith” (and with it also “church”) 
refers to more than just Christian tradition.

108.03–12
It is therefore more fitting (as, indeed, it is really more customary) to say: This human being is 

of this or that (Jewish, Mohammedan, Christian, Catholic, Lutheran) faith than: He is of this or 
that religion. The latter expression should equitably not be used even in addressing the large 
 audience156 (in catechisms and sermons); for it is too scholarly and not understandable for them, 
as indeed the modern languages also do not supply for it any synonymous word. The common 
man understands by it always his church faith, which strikes his senses, whereas religion is hidden 
inwardly and comes down to moral convictions.

While this advice might seem rather snobbish to the twenty‐first‐century reader, we must 
recall that Kant was writing at a time when the vast majority of religious people had little or no 
formal education. Today it might not be true that so‐called “common people” would regard the 
distinction Kant is making as too scholarly for them to understand. Indeed, his main point 
about word usage is as true today as it was in the 1790s: people tend to use “religion” to refer to 
what Kant has defined as a “faith.” The latter refers to the external (sensible) manifestation of 
religion in the form of various myths, rituals, and symbols, whereas religion proper is a 
philosophical concept that appeals to a person’s hidden inward convictions.157

The penultimate paragraph of these additional comments continues in a tone that might 
seem somewhat snobbish, but is coldly realistic.

108.12–21
One does too much honor to most /people\ to say of them that they confess ⟨bekennen sich⟩ this 
or that religion; for they are aware of ˻none˼ and demand none; statutory church faith is all that 
they understand by this word. Also, the so‐called religious controversies that have so often shaken 
the world and spattered it with blood have never been anything other than squabbles over church 
faith; and the oppressed /person\ actually complained not that ⟨darüber, daß⟩ he was prevented 
from adhering to his religion (for no external control can do this), but that he was not permitted 
to pursue his church faith158 publicly.

156 WP and GH have “the general public” for Kant’s das große Publicum; GG has “the larger public.” These options 
neglect the context: Kant is referring not to the general public but to church congregations—what he calls the “church–
public” (Kirchenpublicum) at R 113.23. His reference here to their unscholarly status suggests that he is thinking of 
what we might today call “the masses,” for whom references to different religions might encourage an us/them attitude 
that does not befit the universality of genuine religion, whereas talk of different faiths is an acceptable way of high-
lighting the impressive variety of historical traditions.
157 A subculture in some traditional Christian circles reverses this common way of using terms in order to make a 
point that is actually consistent with Kant’s position, even though it uses the key terms in opposite ways. The title of 
Fritz Ridenour’s popular book How to Be a Christian without Being Religious seems appalling from a Kantian perspec-
tive; yet the book’s promotion of “faith” as the key to true Christianity is actually a call to internalizing one’s religious 
convictions, while its downplaying of “religion” refers solely to external ceremony and ritual.
158 WP has “it” for Kant’s seinen Kirchenglauben; GH and GG have “their ecclesiastical faith.”
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Kant makes a good point here: doctrinal controversies and religious wars are never about the 
moral core of true religion, but typically amount to one group’s attempt to usurp for its own 
church faith a place of priority in relation to another group. Snobbish or not, the basic com-
plaint—that religious people often tend to confuse the statutes and rituals of their particular 
tradition with the rational core that unites all truly religious persons—is as true now as it was 
in Kant’s day.

Kant concludes the comments appended to Section V with a paragraph urging the reader to 
resist the temptation to confuse the aspects of a true church that are genuinely universal with 
those that are not, and by listing various ways in which this error can occur.

108.22–32, 109.01–07
Now, when, as usually happens, a church passes itself off as the unique159 universal church 

⟨Kirche⟩ (even though it is based on a particular revelation faith, which, being historical, can on 
no account be required of everyone), he who does not recognize its (particular) church faith at 
all is called by it an unbeliever ⟨Ungläubiger⟩ and is hated ˻by it˼ wholeheartedly; ˻he˼ who devi-
ates from that /faith\ only in part (in the nonessential), ˻ is called by it˼ a misbeliever ⟨Irrgläubiger⟩ 
and ˻is˼ at least shunned ˻by it˼ as contagious. If he does eventually confess [[allegiance]] to the 
same church, but nonetheless deviates from it on the essentials of its faith (namely on what is 
turned into these essentials), then he is called, above all if he spreads his misbelief, a heretic 
⟨Ketzer⟩* and, like an insurgent, is regarded as even more punishable160 than {109} an external161 
enemy, and is expelled from the church by an anathema162 (such as the Romans pronounced on 
him who crossed the Rubicon contrary to the Senate’s consent) and handed over to all the gods 
of hell. The exclusive rightness of faith claimed by the teachers or heads of a church in point of 
church faith is called orthodoxy, which one could perhaps divide into despotic (brutal) and 
liberal orthodoxy. —

Defenders of a particular church faith who label others with derogatory terms such as “heretic” 
and “unbeliever” wrongly regard some feature(s) of their historical tradition as essential and 
therefore as universally valid, which Kant insists is rationally unjustifiable for any historically 
based claim; after all, the fourth requirement of the true church reserves this status for the four 
rational precepts themselves. His parenthetical insertion, apparently a mere off‐the‐cuff 
remark, aptly illustrates this point, hinting that those who apply such labels to others are actu-
ally engaging in an illegitimate form of political war mongering: Julius Caesar’s free choice to 
disregard the Senate’s ban by crossing the Rubicon (a very small river) sparked a civil war 
because the Senate took his (in itself, insignificant) act as a serious defiance of its authority; 
likewise, religious leaders who see themselves as justified in branding heretics as “anathema” 
(i.e., one cursed by God; see note 7.162) are in effect declaring war on their own tradition 
by refusing to allow believers the freedom to question even a minor doctrine of church 

159 WP has “sole” for Kant’s einige; GH has “one” and GG “only.” In today’s German einige(n) means “several” or “a 
[select] few,” but in Kant’s day it also functioned in the way einzige(n) does today. I use the slightly loose (but not inac-
curate) “unique,” because the other translators’ choices are all commonly used to translate other German words.
160 Following WP and GG for Kant’s strafbarer, which also means “criminal”; GH has “culpable.”
161 Following GG for Kant’s äußerer; WP and GH have “foreign.”
162 Following WP and GH for Kant’s Bannfluch, which according to WP 129n literally means “ban‐curse”; this Bann, 
however, has the sense of casting a “spell.” GG has “excommunication,” but this is redundant since Kant has already 
stated that the person is “expelled.” Kant may be alluding to 1 Cor. 16: 22: “If anyone does not love the Lord, let that 
person be cursed!” The LB (like the KJV) actually has “anathema,” simply transliterating the Greek term for “one who 
is cursed.” That Kant did not use “anathema” suggests that he simply meant to refer to a formal, curse‐like “ban,” as 
when the Roman Senate forbade Caesar to cross the Rubicon.
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faith, in accordance with the third requirement of a true church.163 Kant is obviously not 
 condoning the use of such labels, as is clear from his use of words such as “hated,” “contagious,” 
“external enemy,” and “handed over to all the gods of hell.” Rather, such expressions of ortho-
doxy are despotic to the point of being “brutal,” though a more “liberal orthodoxy” may well be 
consistent with moral religion. Indeed, the subtle point of his parenthetical comparison bet-
ween the heretic and Julius Caesar is to emphasize how meaningless such an “anathema” is: 
despite the Senate’s declaration that his act was illegal, Caesar went on conquer Italy; his 
courage to defy the Senate’s ban can be regarded as the founding act of the Roman Empire. 
Perhaps Kant is hinting that courageous heretics, even if excommunicated, can likewise 
establish the bare religion of moral reason.

The footnote added to the word “heretic,” in the middle of the previous passage, traces the 
origin of this term to a nonwestern religious tradition.

108n.33–37, 109n.32–34
*The Mongols call Tibet (according to the Alphab[[etum]] Tibet[[anum]] of Georgius, p. 11) 

Tangut‐Chadzar,164 i.e., the country165 of house dwellers—in order to distinguish these from them-
selves as nomads living in wastelands and under tents—from which emanated the name of the 
Chadzars and from this the ˻name˼ of the Ketzer;166 for the Mongols ⟨jene⟩ adhered to the Tibetan 
faith (of the Lamas), which agrees with Manichaeism167 and perhaps also {109} takes its origin 
from it,168 and disseminated it during their incursions in Europe; which is also why ⟨daher auch⟩ 
for a certain time169 the names Haeretici and Manichaei170 were in use as synonymous.

Kant gleaned this account from a lengthy 1762 book written in Latin by an Italian linguist 
whose work focused on issues relating to Christian missions. While Giorgi (an Augustinian 
friar living in Rome) never actually travelled to Tibet or Mongolia, he was an expert in a wide 

163 Kant’s reference to Caesar’s crossing of the Rubicon is almost certainly an allusion to Leibniz’s use of the same 
illustration, in his 1686 Discourse on Metaphysics (§13). Leibniz employs the story to illustrate his theory that, although 
our choices seem free to us, they are all fully determined from God’s point of view, and that in this sense every histor-
ically contingent feature of a person’s (or anything’s) existence is actually, in a sense, analytic. Leibniz’s claim sparked 
substantial controversy and continues to challenge the preconceptions of many philosophers to this day. Given the 
context, Kant’s use of this illustration here suggests that he is implicitly disputing the legitimacy of Leibniz’s basic 
claim: since we do not know God’s perspective, it is dangerous in the extreme to take any empirical fact as analytic.
164 Following Kant’s own spelling of this term in the original 1794 edition. WP, GG, and GH follow Ak. in dropping 
Kant’s “d.” Significantly, the book Kant refers to here (Giorgi 1762: 11) actually spells this term “Tangút‐CatZár,” a 
spelling that suggests a much clearer connection with the German term Ketzer (“heretic”), which Kant goes on to 
mention. For a helpful book review on Giorgi 1762, see Lundquist 1996. Giorgi’s book was among the first to be 
printed using a newly designed set of movable type that was able to accommodate Tibetan characters.
165 WP, GG, and GH have “land” for Kant’s Land; WP elsewhere uses “country.”
166 WP and GH insert “[heretics]” in the text; GG provides this translation in a note.
167 WP and GG have “Manicheism” for Kant’s Manichäism; GH has “Manicheanism.” Manichaeism was a gnostic sect 
that originated in Persia during the third century ce and featured a belief in a duality of divine powers: good and evil. 
It was promptly condemned as a heresy through a series of edicts in both the Byzantine and the Roman Empire that 
sometimes required extreme treatment (banishment, if not death) for anyone found to be promoting it.
168 For an explanation of why Kant’s (Giorgi‐inspired) etymology is incorrect, see WP 109n, GG 463n, and GH 99n, 
who all take GW 504 as their source. Grimm 1854–1961 and others confirm that Ketzer (“heretic”) comes from the 
Greek καθαροί (“the pure ones”), from which the English term “Cathars” also derives. The timeframe Kant mentions 
in the last part of this sentence is most likely the twelfth to fourteenth centuries, when the Cathars were most active in 
Europe.
169 WP and GH have “for a long time” for Kant’s eine geraume Zeit hindurch; GG has “some time ago.” Concerning 
the period Kant had in mind, see note 7.168 immediately above.
170 “Heretics” and “Manicheans” (Lat.). Giorgi 1762 uses various forms of both of these Latin terms in discussing 
Mongolian heresy (see, e.g., 104–5, 179).
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range of relevant languages, and the sources for his Alphabetum Tibetanum—an impressive 
study of Asian religion—included the writings of actual missionaries. A likely motive for Kant’s 
appeal to such an example would have been to employ it as a reductio ad absurdum, as if to 
say: those who worry about heresy and strict adherence to the precepts of a church’s statutes 
are raising to the status of essential beliefs concerns relevant to nothing more than cultural 
customs (such as the custom of living in houses versus living in tents). In other words, he may 
be citing Giorgi to illustrate the caveat added to the fourth requirement of the true church: 
contingent factors in a religion must be subject to revision.

The main text of the supplementary section appended to Section V ends with a provocative 
suggestion that the true church should combine elements of Catholicism and Protestantism.

109.07–16
If a church that passes its church faith off as universally binding is to be called a catholic /one\, but 
a church ⟨diejenige⟩ that repudiates171 these pretensions of other /churches\ (even though it would 
often gladly exercise them itself, if it could) is to be called a protestant church, then an  attentive 
observer will encounter many laudable examples of protestant catholics and, on the other hand, 
even more examples—offensive ones—of archcatholic protestants; the former ˻are examples of˼ 
men of an expansive way of thinking (even though presumably not that of their church), against 
whom the latter, with their restricted172 ˻way of thinking˼, stand out very much indeed, but by no 
means to their advantage.

As a generic term, the word “catholic” (from the Greek adverb katholou, “on the whole”) means 
“universal”; so Kant is here playing on the literal meanings of the names of two of the main 
branches of Christianity in order to remind us of the need for a true church to abide by the first 
requirement listed in Section IV, universality, but without thereby defining itself as determined 
by a particular form of church faith. To be authentically catholic is to define universality in 
terms of the pure religious faith that ought to be the core concern of all churches; to be authen-
tically protestant is to repudiate any church that wrongly defines its universality in terms of its 
historically based statutes. In both cases those who see religion aright have “an expansive way 
of thinking,” while those who err exhibit a “restricted way of thinking.” Interestingly, in this 
context Kant leans towards the Catholic tradition as being more likely to produce the correct 
frame of mind in viewing church faith properly.173 What Kant finds particularly “offensive” is 
the tendency of some Protestants to be “archcatholic”—by which he presumably means that 
they tend to present their own church tradition as the only one that can lead to salvation. The 
best way to guard against this error (which is at least as prevalent in the twenty‐first century 
as it was in the eighteenth!) is to focus one’s interpretation of Scripture not on the theoretical 
analysis of the statutes but on the moral core conveyed within—a point that will be Kant’s 
focus in the remainder of Division One of the Third Piece. To this we turn our attention in the 
next chapter.

171 WP has “takes issue with” for Kant’s sich gegen … verwahrt; GH and GG have “protests against.”
172 In R1 Kant modified this word with sehr (“very”). Deleting it in R2 suggests that he was making at least a feeble 
attempt to avoid the impression that he was being overly negative about the (Protestant) tradition he is here 
criticizing.
173 Kant would have approved of the definition of universality expounded by Pope John Paul II in Wojtyła 1994: 
135–43, where he argues that all who adopt the proper sort of religious conviction are members of the Catholic church, 
even if they (or the church itself) do not know it, while those who do not live lives devoted to charity are not saved, 
even if they are members of the (earthly) church.
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1. Division One, Section VI: (A) Interpretations must be moral

Kant’s key argument in Section V can be paraphrased in the form: he found it necessary to 
deny the status of certain knowledge to the claims made by any historical faith in order to make 
room for the moral faith of rational religion (cf. CPR B xxx). Foreshadowing the modern 
ecumenical movement, Kant argued that many different forms of church faith can lead to one 
and the same pure rational faith, but only if everything about each church organization is 
open to revision, except its reliance on the four requirements of the true church, as outlined 
in Section IV; moreover, he observed that, historically, church faiths have been most likely to 
succeed in situations where they were grounded on a book that the people believed to have 
been revealed. With these twin conclusions in mind, Kant turns in Section VI to the pragmatic 
question of how such revealed texts should be interpreted in an empirical church. The argu-
ments in this section are bound to be misunderstood if they are read as applying in an abso-
lute way to any and all interpretations of religious Scriptures. As the title of Section VI clearly 
indicates:

109.17–19
VI. Church Faith Has Pure Religious Faith as Its Highest Interpreter

Kant’s focus here is on how members of a (true) church should interpret their Scripture. Not 
surprisingly, as this section title also indicates, Kant’s position on this issue is unequivocal: 
Scriptures must be given a moral interpretation, if they are to have any relevance to a true 
church.

Kant opens the section with a lengthy sentence that begins by acknowledging that the four 
precepts listed in Section IV were intended to be understood as marks of truth.

109.20–31
We have noted that, although a church forgoes the most important mark of its truth, namely that of 
a legitimate claim to universality, if it bases itself on a revelation faith—which, as a faith [that is] 

Interpreting Religious Ideas in a Church 
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historical (although widely proliferated, and warranted1 to the most remote progeny, by a scripture), 
is yet incapable of universal convincing communication—nevertheless, because of the natural 
need of all human beings to demand for the highest concepts of reason and [as] bases [[for these 
concepts]]2 always something sensibly tenable, i.e., some [particular] experiential confirmation 
&c. (˻a need˼ that ⟨worauf ⟩ one does really have to take into account if ⟨bei⟩ the intention is to 
introduce a faith universally), some [particular] historical church faith must be employed, which 
one usually also finds to be already at hand.

This sentence expresses in a new way the basic paradox that permeates the entire book: the 
first mark of a true church is its universality; through it, a church is grounded in pure religious 
faith; yet we all have a “natural need” (as a result of our embodiment) for “something sensibly 
tenable,” and, to satisfy this need (as argued in Section V), revelation inevitably becomes the 
basis for every successful church faith. This is a paradox because anything sensible is bound to 
be contingent and thus not universal but (as required by the caveat to the fourth requirement; 
see §7.2.ii) subject to revision.3 Kant resolves the paradox by making a claim he will develop 
further in the Fourth Piece (R 155f): in order to introduce pure rational faith universally, “some 
[particular] historical church faith must be employed” (my emphasis), even though this 
necessity does not (and, for the sake of universal truth, cannot) extend to the contingent details 
of the given tradition one finds “already at hand.” This Kantian leap of faith (see note 8.3) chal-
lenges members of every historical faith to cross over the bridge of judicial (symbolic) 
reasoning by giving its theoretical concepts (its beliefs, symbols, and rituals) a meaning that 
steps beyond the literal and into the practical realm of moral reason. As we shall see, this is the 
core feature of Kant’s distinction between genuine religion and pseudo‐religion: the prudent 
use of historical faith leads to wisdom for those who cross this paradoxical bridge but to fool-
ishness for those who try to have one form of faith (the theoretical or the practical) without the 
other (cf. note 4.23 and note 8.172).

This resolution of the paradox only works, as Kant explains in the second paragraph, if 
church members agree to give priority to the task of harmonizing the teachings of their 
revealed text with the “practical rules of a pure rational religion” (i.e., with morality).

110.01–15
However, in order to reconcile with such an empirical faith—which, as far as one can tell,4 has 

played into our5 hands accidentally6—the foundation of a moral faith (whether this faith ⟨er⟩ be a 

1 WP has “spread far, and warranted” for Kant’s weit ausgebreiteter … zugesicherter; GH has “far more widely dissemi-
nated … more completely secured” and GG “more widely spread … more firmly secured,” but these two adjectives would 
be in the comparative only if the parenthetical phrase were detached from the wider context. They have the same form as 
the previous adjective, historischer: in the German text, these three ‐er words are all adjectives modifying Glaube (“faith”).
2 Following WP for Kant’s zu den höchsten Vernunftbegriffen und Gründen. GH and GG have “grounds of reason” for 
Gründen; although it is grammatically possible to read this as an ellipsis, the Vernunftbegriffen that Kant refers to here 
are the four requirements of the true church, especially universality. If Gründen refers back to the grounds of reason, 
then identifying those grounds would be quite problematic; but, if WP is right, then Kant is saying that the sensible 
features of historical faith serve as the (no doubt empirical) basis for communicating the rational concepts.
3 Kant is here proposing a solution to the problem that, as WP 120n points out, had been highlighted by Lessing and 
is often known as his “ugly ditch” (see, e.g., Michalson 1985): that historical truths, being contingent, cannot be used 
to prove necessary truths of reason. As we shall see, Kant’s solution prefigures Kierkegaard’s later “leap of faith” (see 
note 4.98), but moves in the opposite direction.
4 Following WP for Kant’s dem Ansehen nach (an idiom meaning “by all indications”; literally “according to the 
sight”); GH has “it would seem” and GG “to all appearances.”
5 Kant’s uns has no grammatical antecedent. While he might simply be thinking here of all human cultures, the wider 
context of Religion suggests that he intends it to refer to the “philosophical theologians” mentioned in the first Preface, 
those whom Kant depicts as conducting the two experiments with him.
6 WP, GG, and GH have “chance” (before “has”) for Kant’s ein Ungefähr (literally “an accident”), an archaic idiom.
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purpose or only an expedient7), one requires an interpretation of the revelation that has come to 
our5 hands, i.e., a pervasive8 construction9 of it into a sense10 that concurs with the universal 
practical rules of a pure rational religion. For the theoretical /aspect\11 of church faith cannot 
interest us5 morally, if it does not work toward the fulfillment of all human duties as divine 
commands (which constitutes /what is\ essential ⟨das Wesentliche⟩ in all religion). To ourselves5 
this interpretation, in regard to the text (of the revelation), may often seem forced, [and] may often 
really be ˻forced˼; and yet this interpretation ⟨sie⟩ must, if only it is possible that the text ⟨dieser⟩ 
accepts12 it, be preferred to a literal /interpretation\ that either contains within itself absolutely 
nothing for morality, or perhaps even acts counter to morality’s ⟨dieser ihren⟩ incentives.†—

Regardless of whether moral faith is the core purpose of a church or only a peripheral aid to 
some other purpose, reconciling it with the tradition’s empirical elements requires a commit-
ment to a specific way of interpreting revealed Scripture. Theoretical interpretations relating to 
the accidental features of a given revelation are irrelevant to the philosophical theologian (see 
note 8.5 above) if they do nothing to bolster the essential (moral) core of religion—unless they 
positively conflict with “morality’s incentives.” For the philosopher’s task (and also that of any 
religious believers who wish to make their faith philosophically sound) is to expound scrip-
tural texts in a moral way, even if doing so requires a forced interpretation—for example a 
metaphorical rather than a literal one.

Kant’s proviso, “if only it is possible that the text accepts it,” is not warning against contra-
dicting the text’s literal or theoretical meaning; rather, it refers to the text’s susceptibility to 
symbolic interpretation. We have already seen examples of both possibilities in Religion: Kant 
takes some texts (e.g., those describing Adam’s sin, Jesus’ divine nature, and the virgin birth: 
R 41–2, 65–6, 80n) as accepting a moral interpretation, while others (e.g., those describing sin 
as an inheritance and the bodily resurrection and ascension of Jesus) as not accepting such a 
meaning (see R 40, 128–9n). That Kant’s exposition of biblical texts or doctrines of the first 
type might seem “forced” should not bother the philosopher, as long as this exposition helps 
reconcile empirical and pure faith within a church; his inability to read doctrines of the second 
kind as moral symbols may be more a reflection of the limits of Kant’s poetic insight than any 
inherent defect in the passage of Scripture where such doctrines are proclaimed.

The footnote Kant adds at this point in R2 cites an example of what can happen if biblical 
theologians do not consider whether a difficult text accepts a moral exposition, then uses it to 
hone in on the key issue of priority that pervades Religion.13

7 WP has “an aid” for Kant’s Hülfsmittel (an archaic spelling for Hilfsmittel; literally “means of help,” cf. note 8.103 
below); GH has “a means” and GG “an auxiliary means.”
8 WP and GG have “thoroughgoing” for Kant’s durchgängige; GH has “thorough‐going.”
9 WP has “construal” for Kant’s Deutung, but “construal” is sometimes used with negative overtones: a person who 
says “A construes p as q” is sometimes politely hinting that he or she believes q is actually a misconstrual of p; however, 
such a negative connotation is neither implied by the German nor justified by the context. GH has “interpretation” and 
GG “understanding.” Cf. note 3.41.
10 WP has “to yield a meaning” for Kant’s zu einem Sinn; GH and GG have “in a sense.” Kant is recommending that 
biblical interpreters focus on symbolic constructions by giving each passage a moral sense.
11 WP and GG insert “element,” while GH inserts “part”; Kant has das Theoretische. Kant is referring here to theoret-
ical interpretations of scriptural passages that emphasize some historical fact(s) and/or some church doctrine(s) that 
biblical scholars draw from, rather than interpreting them morally.
12 WP has “is capable of bearing” for Kant’s es … möglich ist, daß … annimmt; GH has “can possibly support” and 
GG “can at all bear.” Kant’s choice of words implies that the text accepts interpretations like gifts, or adopts them as we 
adopt maxims.
13 The anonymous book reviewer that Kant refers to at R 13–14 severely criticizes Kant’s moral hermeneutic, stating 
that it “will surely have to outrage the theologically inclined … as it completely conflicts with [the maxim for interpret-
ing Scripture] that was acknowledged until now” (translation from SP‐2013c: 79). Despite claiming to “dispose of ” the 
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110n.18–24
†To show this in an example, take Psalm 59: 11–16, where one finds a prayer for a revenge that 

goes horrendously far.14 Michaelis15 (Ethics,16 Part II, p. 202) approves of this prayer and adds: “The 
Psalms are inspired; if punishment is entreated17 in them, then this cannot be wrong, and we ought to 
have no holier ethics than the Bible.”18 I pause here at this latter expression, and ask whether ethics 
must be interpreted in accordance with the Bible or, rather, the Bible in accordance with ethics. —

Kant’s pregnant “pause” in response to Michaelis’ appeal to biblical inspiration as a justification 
for violent acts of revenge (see note 8.14) brings forth a rhetorical question that is intended to 
prompt readers to infer: obviously the Bible should be interpreted in a way that is consistent 
with morality! Kant evidently hopes to awaken readers who are reluctant to accept his moral 
hermeneutic (see, e.g., note 8.13) to the dangers of assuming the opposite principle, that 
something is moral simply because it appears in the Bible.

In case his rhetorical thought–question alone does not have its desired effect on some 
readers, Kant reminds us of the need to remain consistent by concluding the new footnote with 
a lengthy sentence that quotes from two conflicting passages, both discouraging revenge.

110n.24–40
Now, even19 without taking into account the passage in the N[[ew]] T[[estament]] “It was said 
to20 them of old time, etc. But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, etc.,”21 

reviewer’s criticism in a few lines of the second Preface, Kant surely intended this new footnote—together with many 
of the other changes and additions made in R2—as a further response. For the full text of that review, which must have 
contributed to (and might have been the immediate cause of) the censorship that followed Kant’s publication of R2, 
and for an assessment of the adequacy of Kant’s responses, see SP‐2013c. Moreover, Storr includes an entire section 
that criticizes Kant’s theory of moral interpretation of Scripture (Storr 1793: 59–61 [79–83]; §17), on the grounds that 
Kant appears to be unconcerned about the historical accuracy of the words uttered by Jesus and the twelve apostles but 
willingly forces them to say “what he wished they would have said” (59 [80]). In the same place Storr cites R1 150 (= R 
110.03–111.06)—precisely the passage where Kant added this footnote. Of course, there is no direct evidence that Kant 
is responding to Storr, but, given that Storr 1793: 47n cites Michaelis affirmatively, Kant might have intended his 
appeal to Michaelis as a reductio ad absurdum, in response to Storr’s insistence on the priority of the historical.
14 Following WP for Kant’s bis zum Entsetzen weit geht (literally “goes far, up to horror”). After praying “Deliver me 
from my enemies, oh God” (Ps. 59: 1) and claiming to be innocently conspired against, the psalmist adds “rouse your-
self to punish all the nations; / show no mercy to wicked traitors” (59: 6). S/he then entreats God: “Do not kill them,” 
but use them as an object lesson for others, by “uproot[ing] them and bring[ing] them down” (59: 11), so that they will 
“be caught in their pride” (59: 12). The prayer continues by suggesting that, if God will “consume them in your wrath, / 
consume them til they are no more,” then this will serve as an object lesson for all “evildoers” (59: 11): “Then it will be 
known to the ends of the earth / that God rules over Jacob [i.e., the nation].”
15 On J. D. Michaelis (1717–91), see note 0.199. Michaelis was a biblical theologian known for his emphasis on the 
importance of biblical inspiration; he argued, for example, that even the vowel points in the Hebrew text were of 
ancient origin and therefore part of the revealed text. Kant is probably ridiculing Michaelis in his subsequent reductio 
argument about “scholarly religion” requiring knowledge of Hebrew (cf. R 167; see also Ak. 7: 343 and CF 8).
16 WP and GH have “Moral,” leaving unclear whether they are translating or simply reproducing Kant’s Moral; GG 
has “Ethic.” Michaelis’ book deals with what would nowadays be called Christian ethics. Cf. note 0.19.
17 WP has “is begged for,” but begging has implications in English that are not shared by Kant’s wird … um … gebeten. 
GH has “is prayed for” and GG “they pray for”; while beten means “pray,” the past passive would be gebetet. Kant is 
using the past passive of bitten.
18 WP inadvertently omits the close quote mark at this point.
19 WP has “here” (after “account”) for Kant’s einmal; GH has “as a first alternative” (after “try”); GG takes it as part of 
the meaning of “now,” placing the latter word after “without.”
20 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Zu; WP has “by,” which is a possible reading of the German and follows the KJV, 
but I follow the NIV (see note 8.21 immediately below).
21 In Matt. 5: 21a, 22a, 43–44, Jesus says: “‘You have heard that it was said to the people long ago, “You shall not murder.” 
But I tell you that anyone who is angry with a brother or sister will be subject to [divine] judgment … You have heard that it 
was said, “Love your neighbor and hate your enemy.” But I tell you, love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you.’”
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how this /passage\, which is also inspired, can coexist with that earlier one, I shall try either to 
adapt it to my self‐existing morals precepts ([[by accepting,]] perhaps, that what are understood 
here are not bodily ˻enemies˼ but, under the symbol of them, the invisible enemies [that are] far 
more ruinous to us, namely evil inclinations, which we must wish to bring completely underfoot); 
or, if this is not practicable ⟨angehen⟩, then I shall prefer to assume that this passage is to be under-
stood not in the moral sense at all, but in terms of the relation in which the Jews viewed themselves 
[as standing] toward God as their political regent—as is also another passage of the Bible, where it 
is said: “Vengeance is mine; I will repay! saith the Lord,”22 and which is commonly interpreted as a 
moral warning against private revenge, although it probably only points to the law, which holds in 
every nation, to seek after atonement for insults23 in the court of law of the sovereign, where, if the 
judge permits the plaintiff ⟨ihm⟩ to propose any punishment he wants, no matter how harsh, the 
plaintiff ’s thirst for revenge must in no way be regarded as having been approved.

Kant offers two strategies for avoiding Michaelis’ unpalatable position: treat the text as either 
symbolic or nonmoral. If we read the Psalm passage with Jesus’ forgiving attitude in mind (see 
note 8.21 above), then we can interpret it as a symbolic admonition to stamp out the “evil incli-
nations” within our own will. (Note that Kant takes care here to specify that these are “not 
bodily enemies,” for radical evil is the theory that our choices are “far more ruinous to us” than 
our physical needs.) The psalmist in this case is praying for strength to become a moral person. 
Aware that the text may be too harsh to “accept” this kind of symbolism, Kant offers a second 
option: to read the text in terms of St. Paul’s attitude toward divine vengeance (see note 8.22), 
as a political symbol of God’s relationship with the Jewish state. Just as Paul’s admonition has a 
clear moral implication, so the Psalm passage can be read as an acknowledgement of the gen-
eral point of law that, no matter how harshly a wronged person would like to punish the 
wrongdoer, we are morally obligated to appeal to a judge. The footnote thus demonstrates that 
the claim made by a reviewer of R1—that Kant’s moral hermeneutic is a direct threat to the 
orthodox belief in the Bible as a divinely inspired revelation (cf. note 8.13 above)—is mis-
placed. Moral interpretations uphold the Bible’s most basic convictions; Kant is not staking a 
claim about biblical inspiration one way or the other, but about philosophical priorities.24

After a dash, the main text of the second paragraph of Section VI continues by claiming that 
teachers from every religious faith that is at least partly based on a Scripture have upheld the 
surpassing value of moral interpretations.

110.15–17, 111.01–19
It will also be found that all ancient and modern kinds of faith, formulated partly in holy books, 
have been dealt with in this way, and that reasonable ⟨vernünftige⟩, well‐meaning25 public teachers 
have {111} kept on interpreting them until they virtually26 brought them into conformity, in terms 

22 Kant is quoting from Rom. 12: 19 (which, in turn, quotes from Deut. 32: 35a): “Do not take revenge, my dear 
friends, but leave room for God’s wrath, for it is written: ‘It is mine to avenge; I will repay,’ says the Lord.”
23 Kant uses the legal term Beleidigungen, which also means “defamations.”
24 Kant’s claim, though philosophical in nature (indeed, grounded in his conception of the categorical imperative), is 
nevertheless derived (empirically) from a religious source, for he is essentially proposing an application to hermeneu-
tics of Jesus’ claim in Mk. 2: 27: “The Sabbath was made for man, not man for the Sabbath.” Forcing a text is morally 
acceptable even though forcing a person normally is not, because the categorical imperative requires us to treat persons 
as ends; nothing in Kantian ethics prevents us from treating things (such as texts) as a means to a (moral) end.
25 Following WP for Kant’s wohldenkende (literally “well‐thinking”); GH and GG have “thoughtful” and elsewhere use 
“right‐thinking.” Here and in his other two uses of this word (R 152.36 and 176.25) the context suggests that what Kant has 
in mind is not logical acuity but those who properly prioritize practical (moral) reasoning over theoretical (logical) reasoning.
26 WP has the overly colloquial “pretty much” for Kant’s nachgerade (an idiom having the sense of “nearly”); GG 
follows GH’s surprisingly inconsistent reading: “gradually … exactly.” I have rearranged WP’s word order for “into 
conformity.”
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of their essential content, with universal moral dogmas.27 The moral philosophers among the 
Greeks, and afterward among the Romans, did virtually26 the same with their fabulous mythology.28 
Ultimately,29 they did know how to interpret the grossest30 polytheism as bare symbolic presenta-
tion of the properties of the unique31 divine being, and to provide for the various vicious actions 
[[of the gods]], or even for the wild yet beautiful musings32 of their poets, a mystical sense ⟨Sinn⟩ 
that brought a popular faith (which it would not even have been advisable to exterminate, because 
perhaps an atheism, still more dangerous to the regime, could have arisen from it) close to a moral 
teaching understandable and alone profitable to all human beings. Later Judaism and even 
Christianity consist of such partly very forced constructions, but [in] both [cases] ⟨beides⟩ for 
undoubtedly good and for all human beings necessary purposes. The Mohammedans know very 
well (as Reland33 shows) how to provide the description of their paradise, dedicated to all sensuality 
⟨Sinnlichkeit⟩, with a spiritual sense ⟨Sinn⟩, and the Indians do the same with the interpretation of 
their Veda,34 at least for the more enlightened part of their people.35—

Kant cites six traditions, though he provides a concrete example in only one case: (1) first 
Greek mythology and subsequently (2) Roman mythology were both interpreted in moral 
terms by ancient philosophers;36 (3) Judaism and (4) Christianity both offer “very forced 
constructions” of texts when doing so will serve “good and … necessary purposes”;37 

27 Kant’s call for a set of “universal moral dogmas” foreshadows Hans Küng’s efforts since the early 1990s to identify 
a “global ethic” that applies equally to all major religious and cultural traditions. See Küng 1991 and the Global Ethic 
website, at www.weltethos.org/data‐en/c‐10‐stiftung/10a‐definition.php.
28 WP’s “fictitious doctrine of gods” for Kant’s fabelhaften Götterlehre is misleading, not only because “fiction” has a 
technical meaning for Kant, but also because mythology (the literal meaning of Götterlehre) is not about doctrine. GH 
has “fabulous accounts of the gods” and GG “legends concerning the gods.”
29 Following WP for Kant’s doch zuletzt; but WP places this word after “did”; GH and GG have “in the end,” also 
modifying the first verb. But the German is ambiguous: this word could also modify “interpret”; placing it at the 
beginning in English suggests (as is likely) that Kant meant this modifier to relate to the whole complex verbal 
phrase.
30 Following GH for Kant’s gröbsten; WP and GG have “coarsest.”
31 WP has “sole” for Kant’s einigen; GH has “single” and GG “one.” See note 7.159. Kant’s word choice here may be an 
allusion to the Trinity, this being one of the main topics of the third General Comment (see App. III). Kant’s term here 
is similar to the traditional theological expression des dreieinigen Gottes (“of the triune God”); he has to drop the word 
drei, because Greek and Roman mythology appealed to more than just three gods. Given this multiplicity, Kant might 
have intended einigen here to have the sense of “united.”
32 WP has “reveries” for Kant’s “Träumereien”; GH and GG have “fancies.”
33 WP: 122n, GG 463n, and GH 102n all recite biographical information on Adrian Reland (1676–1718), a Dutch 
orientalist, as provided in GW 504.
34 WP, GG, and GH have “Vedas” for Kant’s Vedas, but the German here is genitive singular; the plural form is 
Veden.
35 As WP notes (123n), Bohatec (BRR 431n) claims to identify Kant’s source here as Baron de Sainte‐Croix’s intro-
duction to a book by Jean Calmette, which Kant had read in a recent German translation.
36 Kant gives no hint as to which philosophers he is thinking of here. One might think of Plato for the Greek 
tradition, since his hero (Socrates) was put to death partly because he questioned popular traditions related to the 
Greek pantheon; however, Socrates defended himself (in Plato’s Apology) by claiming that he was not promoting 
atheism but only a more cautious belief in a divinity whose nature is moral. In the Helenistic tradition Kant might be 
thinking of Plutarch (before 50 ce–after 120 ce), who is widely known for his biographies of various Roman emperors. 
Plutarch was a Platonist philosopher influenced by Stoicism. His philosophical treatises make ample references to 
mythology, offering moral interpretations.
37 Again, Kant gives no examples, but, since he highlights later Judaism, he is most likely thinking of the ancient 
scholarly tradition of midrash, whereby stories are concocted to fill gaps in texts that might otherwise cause interpre-
tive dilemmas. They would normally begin with a text from the wisdom literature, with an explicit moral point, then 
show that an otherwise problematic statement in the law (halakha) or other Talmudic text can be understood as mak-
ing the same point. Numerous early Christian theologians used symbolic interpretation (especially allegory) in a 
similar way to enable nonmoral stories to illustrate moral lessons.

http://www.weltethos.org/data-en/c-10-stiftung/10a-definition.php
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(5) Muslims often interpret the Qur’an’s statements about paradise symbolically, since it can 
 otherwise read as an entirely amoral (or even immoral) invitation to bask in sensual delights;38 and 
(6) enlightened Hindus do likewise with sensually oriented texts in the Vedas.39

Kant’s long paragraph on moral interpretation continues after the dash, but his focus changes 
at this point: he compares this kind of interpretation with its alternatives—literal interpreta-
tion (the focus of historical scholarship) and subjective interpretation (the focus of feeling‐
oriented readings). The two subsections of the next section in this chapter will examine each 
of these alternatives in turn.

2. Division One, Section VI: (B) Nonmoral Interpretive Methods

i. Scriptural scholarship is secondary to the moral method

Midway through the second paragraph of Section VI (after the second of four dash breaks), 
Kant begins his explanation of why moral interpretations of religious Scriptures tend to be 
compatible with the literal interpretations typically popularized by Bible teachers.

111.19–26
That this can be done, however, precisely without always offending greatly against the literal sense of 
the popular faith is due to [[the fact]] that, long before this faith ⟨letzteren⟩, the predisposition 
to moral religion lay hidden in human reason; [and] although the first coarse utterances thereof 
aimed merely at their liturgical use and, for the sake of this, gave rise even to those alleged revela-
tions, yet they did thereby also, although unintentionally, put something of the character of their 
supersensible origin even into these poetic expressions.40—

As we saw in §1.4, near the outset of the First Piece Kant identified personality as the third (and 
highest) aspect of our predisposition to good, the only aspect that cannot be corrupted. Our 
humanity (i.e., our status as rational beings), the second aspect, can be corrupted, even though 
personality lies within it like a “germ” of goodness (e.g., R 20.09, 38.32). Rather than staking a 
claim on the question of whether or not the early, “coarse” examples of alleged revelation in 
human history, such as those that tend to be adopted by liturgical religious traditions, really 
come from God, Kant makes the point that even creations of human reason will tend to hint at 
something that does have a genuine supernatural origin, for they carry with them this seed of 
pure moral goodness.

After the third dash Kant clarifies that imposing a moral interpretation onto a text does not 
imply that the original author actually intended this as the primary meaning, but only that such 
a meaning is at least possible.

38 Kant is most likely thinking of Avicenna (c. 980–1037), whose philosophical writings are filled with symbolic 
interpretations, in an effort to interpret the Qur’an as consistent with Aristotle’s ethics. For a comparison of Avicenna 
with the Medieval Jewish philosopher Maimonides on this issue, see Stroumsa 1998. See also Bäck 2005, for some 
interesting parallels between Kant and Avicenna.
39 Kant might have been thinking of the Kama Sutra, an often explicit handbook on sensuality, love, and sex. The title 
means “Sexual‐Pleasure Scripture”.
40 WP has “inventions” for Kant’s Dichtungen; GH has “myths” and GG, “poetic fabrications.” But Kant’s term does 
not necessarily carry the derogatory connotations that all of these options typically have in English (cf. note 1.2). By 
using this term to refer to Scripture, Kant is implicitly denying the claim of Chladenius 1742, that scriptural texts 
should be read merely as vernünftiger … Schriften (“reasonable … writings”—as his book title claims).
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111.26–37
Nor can one accuse such interpretations of dishonesty, so long as ⟨vorausgesetzt daß⟩ one does not 
wish to assert [that] the sense that we give to the symbols of the popular faith or, for that matter, 
to holy books was indeed thoroughly41 intended in this way ⟨so⟩ by their [original] ˻drafters˼,42 but 
leaves this undecided and accepts only the possibility of understanding their drafters43 in this way. 
For the final aim even of reading these Holy Scriptures, or of inquiring into their content, is to 
make better human beings;44 but the historical /element\, which contributes nothing to this, is 
something in itself quite indifferent,45 with which one can do as one wishes.— (Historical faith is, 
“by itself, dead”;46 i.e., on its own, considered as a confession,47 it contains nothing, and also leads 
to nothing, that might have a moral worth for us).

Kant warns us not to confuse his position with that of biblical scholars on hermeneutics (see 
note 8.42), for claiming that the biblical authors themselves always intended to advance a moral 
meaning would be dishonest, since that is obviously not the case. Instead, biblical scholarship 
and philosophical theology address two quite distinct issues: historical accuracy versus reli-
gious meaning. Insofar as a moral interpretation is historically possible, the religious believers 
to whom Kant is writing (see Introduction §4), who are members of a church that regards 
some Scripture as its fundamental guide, must attend to “the final aim” of interpreting Holy 
Scriptures in a church: “to make better [i.e., to reform] human beings.” When Kant says “the 

41 WP has “throughout” for Kant’s durchaus; GH and GG have “exactly.”
42 WP has “by these interpretations” for Kant’s von ihnen; although this is grammatically possible, it could not be 
Kant’s meaning, because those who propose moral interpretations obviously intend the meanings they advance. GH 
and GG have “by them,” simply preserving the ambiguity. As I read this sentence, the grammatical referent of ihnen is 
“holy books”; but books do not “intend,” so this must be an ellipsis pointing to the next phrase, where Kant’s word 
choice suggests that he is referring to those who first drafted these writings (see note 8.43 below). An awareness of the 
historical context of biblical hermeneutics in Kant’s day is crucial for understanding this point: Kant is referring to the 
widely accepted position, first advanced by Chladenius (see note 8.40 above), that the correct interpretation of 
Scripture is always the one that best accords with the author’s original intention. Partly in response to Kant’s radical 
alternative, Schleiermacher significantly refined and bolstered that position, eventually prompting the development of 
hermeneutic philosophy as we know it today. For a discussion of the historical development of hermeneutics from 
Chladenius to Kant, see Gelfert 2010.
43 WP, GG, and GH have “authors” for Kant’s Verfasser. I reserve “author” for Urheber, Kant’s standard word for a 
person who wrote a book. As the German term used here refers to those who draft documents such as a constitution 
(Verfassung), Kant seems to have in mind those who wrote the original documents that were later compiled as the 
Bible in its current form. Later (R 189.20) he uses the same term for the drafters of a church creed.
44 Following WP and GG for Kant’s bessere Menschen zu machen; GH has “to make men better.” This phrase could be 
translated, albeit loosely, “to reform human beings” (cf. note 3.168).
45 WP and GH have “which is in itself quite indifferent and” for Kant’s ist etwas an sich ganz Gleichgültiges; GG has 
“is something in itself quite different and.” Kant’s Gleichgültiges literally means “equally valid” (perhaps implying that 
one historical faith is, in itself, no better than any other). The term often carries a negative connotation, as in “unim-
portant,” “apathetic,” or “resigned.” However, the implied apathy toward historical faiths is justified not because they 
are wrong, but becuase the historical part is not what makes them either right or wrong; rather, the moral part fulfills 
this function.
46 Kant is paraphrasing Js. 2: 17: “faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead” (cf. Js. 2: 16 and Matt. 25: 
31–46). For a thoroughgoing discussion of Kant’s often misunderstood position on the theological controversy over 
faith and works, see SP‐2007b. Although Kant’s paraphrase contributes to most interpreters’ view that Kant comes 
down firmly on the (heretical) side of works, I argue that his position is actually a defense of genuine faith that is not 
inconsistent with orthodox interpretations of the relevant passages. For a similar interpretation, one that links radical 
evil to Kant’s critique of works–righteousness and agrees that faith is therefore an absolute requirement of Kantian 
religion, see Vanden Auweele 2014: 128–32.
47 WP and GH have “creed” for Kant’s Bekenntniß, but I reserve “creed” for Symbols (see note 45 in App. III and note 
12.161); GG has “declaration.” WP’s standard translation for Bekenntniß, “confession,” is acceptable here, provided we 
keep in mind that Kant is referring to a confession of faith, not a confession of sin.
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historical element … is … in itself quite indifferent,” he means in relation to this moral–
philosophical goal: saying “one can do as one wishes” with the former does not mean that 
church members can treat the text dishonestly but that biblical scholars should be completely 
free to follow the dictates of scholarship wherever these may lead, without being overly 
concerned about moral implications, for that is the task of the church. Accordingly, this long 
paragraph ends with a parenthetical paraphrase of James 2: 17 that compares the philosopher’s 
moral hermeneutic with the loving “action” that breathes life into the otherwise dead “faith” of 
the biblical scholar’s historically focused hermeneutic.48

Bringing us to the heart of Section VI, the third paragraph argues that, regardless of what 
historical scholarship uncovers about a given text, the Bible itself states a “supreme criterion” 
of all that we regard as divine revelation: it must be morally edifying.

112.01–15
{112} Therefore, even if a scripture has been accepted as divine revelation, the supreme 

 criterion of it as being such will still be this: “All scripture, inspired49 by God, is useful for teaching, 
for punishment, for reformation, etc.,”50 and since the latter, namely the moral reformation of 
human beings, amounts to the actual purpose of all rational religion, this /rational religion\51 will 
also contain the supreme principle of all scriptural exegesis. This religion is “The Spirit of God, 
which guides us into all truth.”52 This /spirit\, however, is the one which, while admonishing53 us, 
also animates us—with precepts—at the same time to actions; and, whatever the scripture may yet 
contain for historical faith, this /spirit\54 refers entirely to the rules and incentives of pure moral 
faith, which alone constitutes—in each church faith—the /aspect\ that55 is actual religion therein.55 
All investigating and interpreting of scripture must proceed from the principle that we are to 
search for this spirit in it, and “eternal life can be found in scripture ⟨darin⟩ only insofar as it 
 testifies to56 this principle.”57

48 Kant’s metaphorical observation helps explain why religiously minded students of biblical studies end up losing 
their faith as a result of what they learn to a far greater extent than do religiously minded students of philosophy (espe-
cially the philosophy of religion). The latter focus on understanding the life of faith; the former, on what Kant calls the 
“clothing.” For students who have been raised to think of the clothing as the key to genuine faith, discovering the 
human origins of the Bible can be disastrous if their faith does not also have a deep (philosophical) grounding. Kant’s 
antidote, therefore, is to preserve the text’s life through symbolic interpretation.
49 WP inserts “in us” here, but nothing corresponds to it in Kant’s text or the verse he is quoting (see note 8.50).
50 See 2 Tim. 3: 16–17: “All Scripture is God‐breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in 
righteousness, so that the servant of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.”
51 Following WP for Kant’s diese; GH and GG have “it,” but their sentence structure suggests that the reference would 
be Besserung (“reformation”). While this reading is grammatically possible, it would be quite strange to say that refor-
mation “contains” (enthalten) a hermeneutic principle.
52 Jn. 16: 13 quotes Jesus as saying: “But when he, the Spirit of truth, comes, he will guide you into all the truth. He 
will not speak on his own; he will speak only what he hears, and he will tell you what is yet to come.” This verse is often 
cited as evidence that the Holy Spirit is a member of the Trinity.
53 WP, GG, and GH have “instructing” for Kant’s belehren; but cf. note 3.146. Here Kant’s term carries the connotation 
of Belehrung (see note 5.178), as evidenced by the fact that all translators use the participle.
54 Following WP for Kant’s er (literally “he” or “it”); GH and GG omit this word, leaving ambiguous whether Kant is 
referring to the spirit or the religion here. But he is surely referring to the spirit, since this is what “is actual religion.” 
Again, Kant is preparing us to consider the Trinity in the third General Comment.
55 WP has “what” for Kant’s (rather wordy) dasjenige … was darin; GH has “the element of ” and GG omits all these 
words.
56 Following GG for Kant’s von … zeuget; WP has “attests to” and GH “testifies of.”
57 Jn. 5: 36–37a, 39–40 quotes Jesus as saying: “I have testimony weightier than that of John. For the works that the 
Father has given me to finish—the very works that I am doing—testify that the Father has sent me. And the Father 
who sent me has himself testified concerning me … You study the Scriptures diligently because you think that in them 
you have eternal life. These are the very Scriptures that testify about me, yet you refuse to come to me to have life.” This 
passage (Jn. 5: 30–47) is often cited as evidence that Jesus is a member of the Trinity.
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As if to illustrate the point he is making here, Kant quotes portions of three verses that 
 probably had quite different meanings in the minds of their original authors. The possible 
exception is the first, where the author does appear to be stating a principle, namely that all 
scripture provides a basis for moral interpretation; but, even here, nothing is said about such 
an interpretation taking precedence over other uses, such as determining right doctrine or 
ritual. Indeed, Kant might have chosen the two passages from John’s Gospel precisely in order 
to illustrate the radical nature of the reformation he is proposing. For many Christian churches 
have interpreted these passages to justify belief in the doctrine of the Holy Spirit and Jesus, as 
members of the Trinity (see notes 8.52 and 57 above; cf. App. III). Kant is not denying these 
traditional interpretations but merely pointing out that, if a church views the moral transfor-
mation of its members as its main purpose, then it stands to reason that moral interpretation 
should be the criterion for determining what does and does not count as “Scripture, inspired 
by God.”

In the fourth paragraph Kant addresses the specific question of the priority between moral 
and historical interpretation, a topic that closely corresponds to his discussion, in the first 
Preface, of the relation between the philosophical and the biblical theologian.

112.16–24
Now, to this scriptural interpreter there is adjoined, but as subordinated [to him], yet another 

one, namely the scriptural scholar.58 The standing of Scripture—as the worthiest, and now in the 
most enlightened part of the world the only,59 instrument for the unification of all human beings 
into one church—amounts to the church faith, which, as popular faith, cannot be neglected, 
because to the people no teaching that is based on bare reason seems suitable as an unchangeable 
standard; they demand divine revelation, [and] hence also a historical authentication of its 
standing through the deduction of its origin.

The second sentence offers an important (and rarely appreciated) proviso to Kant’s bold 
opening assertion, that the historical–biblical interpreter holds a subordinate position to 
that of the moral–philosophical interpreter. This subordination relates only to the stand-
point of the first experiment, with its rational goal of establishing the four basic character-
istics of the true church: Kant explicitly mentions universality (“unification … into one 
church”) and unchangeability. The philosopher must nevertheless recognize that the Bible 
has “standing” as the only “instrument” suitable for propagating the religion of bare reason 
“as popular faith.” So Kant is not asking churches to adopt his own book (i.e., Religion) as a 
new Scripture! The proviso is that, because the people (i.e., the unenlightened masses) 
“demand divine revelation,” historical scholarship does have an important role to play in 
church faith.

The problem, as Kant goes on to explain, is that human knowledge is limited and (even with 
the Bible’s help) we cannot read God’s mind, so an alleged revelation can be authenticated only 
by assessing the situation surrounding its historical propagation.

58 In CPrR 138n Kant clarifies that the “very meaning” of the word “scholar” entails that “scholarship 
[includes] only what one must definitely be taught and hence cannot discover on one’s own, through reason”; 
this is why Kant does not call the moral interpreter a “scholar,” even though he or she may be a philosophy 
teacher.
59 Kant’s use of “only” (einzigen) alludes to the position held by the most influential church faith of his culture: one 
of the central dogmas of Luther’s reformation was sola scriptura (“only Scripture”)—typically referred to by this Latin 
phrase because Luther wrote most of his works in Latin.
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112.24–37, 113.01–02
Now, human skill ⟨Kunst⟩ and wisdom cannot ascend [all the way] up to heaven in order to see for 
itself60 the credentials of the first teacher’s mission,61 but must be content with the marks that, in 
addition to the content, can still be taken from62 the way in which such a faith was introduced, i.e., 
with human reports, for which /one\ must search gradually in very ancient times and in languages 
now dead,63 in order to evaluate them as to their historical64 credibility. Hence scriptural scholarship 
will be required to maintain in [good] standing a church based on Holy Scripture, [though] not a 
religion (for religion ⟨die⟩—to be universal—must always be based on bare reason), even if this 
/scholarship\ establishes nothing more than that the origin of Scripture ⟨jener ihr⟩ contains nothing 
that would make the acceptance of it as [being]65 an immediate divine revelation impossible; this 
would be sufficient in order for those who reckon that they find special {113} strengthening of their 
moral faith in this idea, and who therefore gladly accept it, not to be prevented from doing so. —

This further explanation of Kant’s initial point (and its proviso) suggests that, within the con-
fines of church faith considered only as the outer of the two concentric circles of faith, scriptural 
scholarship (of the historical variety) rightly takes precedence; but its role there is to authenti-
cate the church’s reliance on its Scripture. With regard to core precepts of “bare reason,” such 
as the need for true religion “to be universal,” the role of historical scholars is only negative: to 
verify “that the origin of Scripture contains nothing that would make the acceptance of it as 
[being] an immediate divine revelation impossible.” Kant’s explicit goal here is to affirm that 
members of a church should “not … be prevented from” assuming that the Bible is divinely 
revealed, provided this strengthens “their moral faith.”

After a dash, the fourth paragraph concludes by clarifying that historical scholars have an 
obligation not only to authenticate but also to interpret the church’s Scripture, so that “the 
unscholarly person” may be better equipped to understand its meaning.

113.02–10
However, not merely the authentication of Holy Scripture but also its exegesis66 requires scholarship, 
[and] for the same reason. For how is the unscholarly /person\ ⟨Ungelehrte⟩, who can read it only in 
translations, to be certain of its sense? Hence the interpreter, who has internalized67 the original 
 language as well, must yet also possess extensive ⟨ausgebreitete⟩ historical awareness and criticism,68 
in order to take from the state ⟨Zustande⟩, the mores, and the opinions (the popular faith) of that 
time the means through which one can open the church community’s understanding.

Kant’s main point here can be taken at face value, and has been adopted by many church con-
gregations around the world: pastors are typically trained in Greek and Hebrew and at least 
learn the latest theories relating to what is nowadays usually called “biblical criticism” (see note 

60 WP has “itself to examine” for Kant’s selbst nachzusehen; GH has “itself to inspect” and GG “ascertain for itself.”
61 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Sendung; WP has “message.”
62 WP has “obtained from” for Kant’s hergenommen; GH has “elicited” and GG “gathered.”
63 For the significance of this reference to dead languages, see note 8.15 above.
64 Following GH and GG for Kant’s historischen; WP omits this word.
65 WP has “of its being” for Kant’s derselben als; GH and GG have “its … as.”
66 WP and GH have “interpretation” for Kant’s Auslegung; GG has “exposition.” I use “exegesis” when Kant is explic-
itly referring to interpreting Scripture.
67 WP has “is familiar with” for Kant’s inne hat (literally “has within”); GH has “being familiar with” and GG “has control of.”
68 WP has “historical knowledge and critical judgment” for Kant’s historische Kenntniß und Kritik; GH has “historical 
knowledge and criticism” and GG “acquaintance with history and critical judgment.” We must resist the temptation to 
associate this use of Kritik with the titles of Kant’s three Critiques: he is not telling church‐oriented biblical scholars 
that they must have an extensive knowledge of the Critical philosophy, because the second Preface denies this. Rather, 
Kant is referring to the then budding discipline known to us as “historical criticism.”
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8.68 above), even if they resist believing in the relevance of these theories to interpreting the 
text. His reference to opening “the church community’s understanding,” however, may have a 
secondary implication: as church members become better educated in the latest historical– 
critical theories about the Bible’s origin, they are likely to be less inclined to regard the text sim-
plistically, as a book that descended as it is, “all the way” from heaven (to borrow the phrase 
used at R 112.25), but are likely to view it also as a set of writings with all‐too‐human origins. 
Kant realizes that such increasing awareness of historical origins sometimes causes students of 
the Bible to lose their faith (see note 8.48 above). But the “faith” that is lost is a false faith, and 
this is precisely why Kant insists on the priority of a moral interpretation. Only those who are 
firmly convinced of this moral criterion will be able to open their understanding to facts about 
the origin and literal meaning of the text without giving up on religion altogether.

Kant concludes his discussion of the relative importance of scriptural scholarship vis‐à‐vis 
moral interpretation (or “rational religion”) with a paragraph that relates this issue to his posi-
tion on censorship, already presented in the first Preface (see also MM 347).

113.11–26
Rational religion and scriptural scholarship are, therefore, the actual called69 interpreters and 

trustees of a holy document. It is obvious ⟨Es fällt in die Augen⟩ that these absolutely must not 
⟨nicht können⟩ be hindered, in the public use of their insights and discoveries in this realm, by the 
secular arm and tied to certain dogmas; for otherwise laypersons ⟨Laien⟩ would be compelling 
clerics ⟨die Kleriker⟩ to join their opinion, which, in fact, they have only from the clerics’ ⟨dieser 
ihrer⟩ admonition. If the regime only takes care that there is no lack of scholars and of men 
standing in good repute70 in terms of their morality, who administer the whole of church affairs71 
[and] to whose consciences it entrusts this management, then it has done everything that its duty 
and authority require ⟨mit sich bringen⟩. But that /the regime\ itself  72 should carry these /clerics\73 
into the school and [have them] deal with74 scholarly controversies75 (which, provided they are not 
carried on from pulpits, leave the church–public in utter peace)[—this] is an imposition76 that the 
public cannot make on the lawgiver77 without immodesty, because it is beneath his dignity.

69 WP and GG have “appointed” for Kant’s berufenen; GH has “qualified.” Kant may be alluding here to a (possible, 
alleged) divine calling, though the same word could refer to a government appointment—probably an intentional 
ambiguity, as the implicit double meaning would then be that rational interpreters are (divinely) called while scriptural 
interpreters are appointed by the government.
70 WP has “with a good reputation” for Kant’s im guten Ruse stehenden; GH has “in … good repute” and GG “of … 
good standing.”
71 WP has “of the church affairs” for Kant’s des Kirchenwesens; GH and GG have “church body.”
72 WP has “the legislator himself ” for Kant’s selbst; GH has “the lawgiver” and GG “the legislator.” They all take selbst 
to refer to den Gesetzgeber, later in the sentence (see note 8.77 below). Here “the regime” (mentioned previously) and 
“the lawgiver” refer to the same entity—not necessarily a literal person.
73 WP has “these [interpreters]” for Kant’s Diese, but this cannot be Kant’s meaning, because the two types of interpreters 
under consideration (philosophers and scriptural scholars) both already do most of their work in “the school” (i.e., in uni-
versities). GH has “this matter,” indicating that what should not be carried into the school are the affairs that relate properly 
to church administration. GG has “this [duty and authority]”; while this is grammatically possible, it would mean that Kant 
is discouraging state legislators from transferring their own duties and authorities to university scholars. The context sug-
gests, by contrast, that the policy he is discouraging is one that allows clerics to usurp the duty and authority of scholars by 
ruling on purely scholarly matters. This was, in fact, the very policy being implemented by the king of Prussia at the time 
Kant wrote Religion (see Introduction, §1): the king’s minister in charge of the censorship policy was a cleric.
74 Following WP for Kant’s mit … zu befassen; GH has “concern himself with” and GG “attend to.” I have added “have 
them,” so that the English makes explicit what the German clearly indicates: that diese (“these [clerics]”) and not “the 
lawgiver” is the grammatical subject of zu befassen.
75 WP has “their controversies” for Kant’s ihren Streitigkeiten; GH and GG have “their quarrels.”
76 WP and GG have “demand” for Kant’s Zumuthung; GH has “burden.” Cf. note 3.171.
77 WP, GG, and GH have “him” for Kant’s den Gesetzgeber; WP and GH specify “legislator” and GG “lawgiver,” earlier 
in the sentence (see note 8.72 above).
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Kant has no objection to biblical theologians appealing to Scripture as their primary authority—a 
point he reiterates elsewhere (see, e.g., CF 23–4). But scholarly debate over the origin and meaning 
of an alleged revelation should take place primarily within the university, the government staying 
out of such debates. Of course, the government has a legitimate concern for the welfare of the 
public, but this “duty and authority” can be entirely fulfilled simply by ensuring that church 
administrators (i.e., the clergy) are properly trained scholars in both historical–critical scholar-
ship and philosophy (i.e., morality). For if the government meddles in church (as well as in schol-
arly) affairs by imposing certain “dogmas” as the correct stand on various scholarly controversies, 
then this poses a direct threat to the third requirement of a true church: its freedom.

ii. Feeling as a common but unreliable third method

As the other three precepts that guide the true church have already been dealt with in Kant’s 
defense of the moral criterion for interpreting Scripture, we should not be surprised to find 
him concluding this topic with a discussion of a third method that, if given precedence, would 
threaten the church’s integrity.

113.27–37, 114.01–04
However, yet a third pretender78 to the office of interpreter comes forward, [one] who needs 

 neither reason, nor scholarship, but only an inward feeling, to cognize the true sense and simulta-
neously the divine origin of Scripture. Now, to be sure, one cannot deny that “he who follows 
Scripture’s teaching and does what Scripture prescribes will indeed find that it is from God,”79 and 
that the very impulse to good actions and to uprightness80 in lifestyle, which must be felt by the 
human being who reads Scripture or hears its discourse,81 has to convict82 him of its divinity; for 
this /impulse\ ⟨er⟩ is nothing other than the effect of the moral law, ˻the law˼ that fills the human 
being with a profound83 respect [and] that also deserves, on that account, to be regarded as divine 
command {114}. However, just as one cannot from some feeling infer and ascertain any [particular] 
cognition of laws, and that these are moral, no more and even less can one through a feeling ˻infer 
and ascertain˼ the secure mark of an immediate divine influence.

Kant begins by affirming the core experiential fact that leads many religious people to regard 
“feeling” as the best guide to determining the two issues under consideration here in Section VI 
(i.e., what a passage of Scripture really means, and whether it can properly be regarded as 
divine revelation): reading the Bible and hearing others expound on it really can fill a good‐
hearted person with an “impulse” to do good and live righteously. However, Kant insists that 
this feeling derives not from the (impure) source of the text itself, but from the fact that it puts 
us in touch with “the moral law”; he thus identifies this feeling as “respect,” the only feeling that 
can be pure (cf. CPrR 76), and he reminds us that this is the basis for regarding the text “as 
divine command” (cf. R 110 and 153–4 and note 3.35 above). Just as feeling in general cannot 
produce concrete knowledge of an empirical object, so too is it unable to serve as a “secure 
mark” for the church to use as the basis of its treatment of Scripture.

78 Following WP for Kant’s Prätendent; GH and GG have the less literal but less misleading “claimant.” For the 
German here does not mean “one who pretends,” but “one who claims a right” (as in “pretender to the throne”).
79 Kant is probably thinking of Jn. 7: 17, which quotes Jesus as saying: “Anyone who chooses to do the will of God will 
find out whether my teaching comes from God or whether I speak on my own.” Cf. 2 Tim. 3: 16.
80 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Rechtschaffenheit; WP has “righteousness,” which GH and GG also use for this 
term in its only other occurrence (R 163.32).
81 WP has “it presented” for Kant’s ihren Vortrag; GH has “it expounded” and GG “(listens) to it.”
82 WP, GG, and GH have “convince” for Kant’s überführen, but I reserve “convince” for überzeugen (see Glossary).
83 WP has “deep” for Kant’s inniglicher; GH has “fervent” and GG “heartfelt.”
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The paragraph continues with a further explanation of why feeling cannot serve as “a touch-
stone,” as morality can.

114.04–17
For more than one cause may occur for the same effect; in this case, however, the bare morality of 
the law (and of the teaching), cognized by reason, is the effect’s ⟨derselben⟩ cause; and even in the 
case of the bare possibility of this origin, it is a duty84 to give it this latter construction, if one does 
not want to leave the door wide open to any delirium and to deprive even the unambiguously 
moral feeling, through its kinship with any other fanciful /feeling\, of its dignity. —Feeling, if the 
law from which or, for that matter, by which it ensues85 is familiar in advance, is something that 
each person has only on his own and cannot expect of86 others; hence he also cannot extol it as a 
touchstone for the genuineness of a revelation; for it teaches absolutely nothing, but contains only 
the way in which the subject is affected in regard to his pleasure or displeasure, on which no cog-
nition whatever can be based. —

One’s feeling that a text (or a particular interpretation of a text) has a divine origin could result 
either from its being based on the purity of bare reason’s moral nature or from a variety of 
impure causes—such as the text’s confirmation of inclinations one finds pleasing, or its conflict 
with inclinations one finds displeasing. Kant regards the purity of the moral law as the primary 
cause of the general feeling of “profound respect” that Christians often experience when 
reading or listening to the Bible; yet we have a “duty” to look for moral interpretations even 
when such a feeling does not arise on its own (i.e., even when the text initially displeases us), 
otherwise interpretations induced by delirium will appear just as legitimate as moral ones, and 
even genuinely moral passages will lose the true source of their dignity. Moreover, feeling fails 
“as a touchstone” because it is inextricably tied to the subjective way in which a person is 
“affected,” so no universal truths can be inferred from it.

After reiterating the conclusion of Section V—that bare rational religion must be clothed in 
a church faith that appeals to Scripture as its only reliable “standard” (i.e., source of social 
norms)—Section VI concludes with a paragraph that makes explicit the relative importance of 
each type of “interpreter” of the church’s faith.

114.18–24
There is, therefore, no standard ⟨Norm⟩ of church faith except Scripture, and no interpreter of 

this faith ⟨desselben⟩ other than pure rational religion and scriptural scholarship (which pertains to 
the historical /element\ of Scripture). Of these /interpreters\, only the first is authentic, and valid 
for the whole world; but the second is only doctrinal, in order87 to transform the church faith for a 
certain people at a certain time into a determinate, stable, self‐sustaining system.88

Kant removes any doubt regarding the intended context of his discussion of competing 
methods of interpretation by clearly stating that what is being interpreted is “church faith” 
based on Scripture; he is not addressing university‐based interpreters, whose concerns are 

84 WP has “where this origin is merely possible it is one’s duty” for Kant’s der bloßen Möglichkeit dieses Ursprungs es 
Pflicht ist; GH has “this origin were no more than barely possible, duty demands that” and GG “this origin is merely a 
possibility, our duty is yet.”
85 WP has “occurs” for Kant’s erfolgt; GH and GG have “arises.”
86 WP has “impute to” for Kant’s zumuthen; GH has “be demanded of ” and GG “be expected of.” The sense of 
“expect” here is to “impose an expectation on” (cf. note 3.171).
87 WP has “its aim being” for Kant’s um; GH has “having as its end” and GG “its aim is.”
88 WP has “a system that is determinate and keeps itself stable” for Kant’s ein bestimmtes, sich beständig erhaltendes 
System; GH has “a definite and enduring system” and GG “a definite and self‐maintaining system.”
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entirely scholarly.89 Of the three possible types of interpreters (each adopting the standpoint of 
one of Kant’s three Critiques), only two provide reliable assistance to the church. Rational reli-
gion alone has built in integrity: Religion’s first experiment is based on the practical (moral) 
standpoint (see R 12–13), so it is the only source of “authentic” or unembellished90 interpreta-
tion. Scriptural scholarship focuses on “the historical element”: being itself based on the theo-
retical (“doctrinal”)91 standpoint, it has the secondary (second experiment) aim of clothing the 
bare body of rational religion to make it more acceptable “for a certain people at a certain 
time.” By contrast, feeling, based as it is on the judicial standpoint’s concern with pleasure and 
displeasure (see PSP IX; cf. note 0.15 above), plays no proper role in determining how a church 
draws its faith from Scripture. Insofar as the administrators of a given church remember that 
their own “system” of beliefs and practices has been historically determined to fit their specific 
needs and therefore cannot be imposed universally, their appeal to scholars to clarify the 
details of their faith will be fully justified.

The concluding paragraph ends with a rather surprising proviso (surprising at least for 
those who assume that Religion attempts to reduce religion to nothing but morality): the need 
for a historical grounding of church faith makes it inevitable that churches will tend to reverse 
the proper order by depending exclusively on the scriptural scholars whose interpretations per-
petuate their own biases.

114.24–32
But, with regard to church faith ⟨diesen⟩, it cannot be altered92 that historical faith eventually93 
becomes a bare faith in scriptural scholars and their insight. This does not, indeed, particularly do 
honor to human nature, but is nonetheless made good again94 by public freedom of thought, to 
which human nature95 is therefore96 all the more entitled, for only by the fact that96 scholars expose 
their exegeses to everyone’s examination, but themselves simultaneously also remain always open 
and receptive to better insight, can they count on the community’s confidence in their decisions.

89 This marks a crucial difference between Religion and Kant’s later treatment of the same themes in CF. As a result 
of neglecting this difference and of assuming that Religion should be read through the lens of CF, FDR makes several 
unwarranted claims, such as that Kant’s approach in Religion has “an elitist tendency” (202).
90 Duden Online lists ungeschönt (“unembellished” or “unadorned”) as a key synonym for authentisch, the German 
term Kant uses here. For Kant’s theory of the primacy of practical reason over theoretical reason, see CPrR 119–21.
91 For Kant’s use of the German term doktrinalen (“doctrinal”) as designating a special application of theoretical 
reason, see CPR A825–7/B853–5.
92 WP has “it cannot be avoided” for Kant’s ist es nicht zu ändern; GH has “must” and GG “there is no avoiding the 
fact.” See note 7.137.
93 WP and GG have “ultimately” for Kant’s endlich; GH has “finally.” But in this context Kant cannot mean that this ten-
dency is the final or ultimate outcome of the situation he is describing, since he goes on in Section VII to argue that the 
ultimate goal of the church is to usher in the kingdom of God by correcting the very tendency he is acknowledging here.
94 WP has only “is … made good” for Kant’s wiederum gut gemacht wird, but “again” (wiederum) is important as it 
alludes to the restoration of the original human predisposition to good. GH and GG also neglect this implication, using 
“can be corrected” and “can be made good,” respectively.
95 Following WP for Kant’s dazu diese (literally “thereto this”). GH and GG take dazu to mean merely “and,” and diese 
to refer to “freedom”; but to make this work, they must translate berechtigt somewhat loosely, as “is … justified.” These 
two translations agree on Kant’s two central claims: (A) “public freedom of thought” offsets the harm done to human 
nature by the fact that historical faith inevitably deteriorates into a faith in scholars; and (B) such freedom not only 
gives scholars a chance to deepen their insight (by exposing their views to public scrutiny), but is also the very factor 
that gives the public its confidence that scholars can be trusted. But the translations portray Kant as connecting these 
two claims in opposite ways. WP has Kant claiming: (A) is part of what first entitles human nature to have freedom, 
especially because of (B). The GH/GG translation has Kant arguing, less complexly: public freedom has two pragmatic 
justifications, (A) and (B). Both translations are grammatically possible and each results in a claim that is consistent 
with what Kant affirms in the broader context.
96 WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s deshalb (“therefore”); WP has “since only because” for Kant’s weil nur dadurch, daß; 
GH and GG have “since only if.”
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This tendency disturbs Kant, as he believes it to be rooted in an aspect of human nature that 
lacks honor (i.e., in radical evil, which is itself defined as just such a reversal of proper prior-
ities; see §2.2). The best way for this potentially evil situation to be “made good again” is to 
encourage the “public freedom of thought” that is our due (since freedom is the third mark of 
a true church); for, when scholars know that their work will be subjected to examination by the 
church community, they are more likely to remain open to more insightful (i.e., more morally 
empowering) interpretations. This note of realistic pessimism serves as a suitable preface to 
the final section of Division One, where Kant provides an account of the proper role of church 
faith: as a vehicle for promoting bare rational religion that ends in a rather idealistic vision of 
the goal of human history.

3. Division One, Section VII: (A) Interpreting faith as a vehicle

i. The “remarkable antinomy” of sanctifying faith

Section VII is the longest section in Division One, so the remainder of this chapter will examine 
it in three manageable portions. The title highlights the ultimate goal of the Third Piece.

115.01–04
VII. The Gradual Transition of Church Faith to the Autocracy97  
of Pure Religious Faith Is the Approach98 of the Kingdom of God

First, in this subsection we examine the problem that has come to be known as Kant’s “remark-
able antinomy of faith.”99 The next subsection (3.ii) considers Kant’s controversial solution to 
that problem. The final part of the chapter (section 4) deals with Kant’s concluding reflections 
on the eschatological goal of the true church. The overall goal of Section VII is to complete the 
first experiment’s analysis of the true church by arguing, as the title suggests, that empirical 
church congregations must be gradually transformed from organizations ruled by culturally 
specific, self‐protective scholarly interpretations of a chosen Scripture into all‐encompassing 
communities ruled exclusively by pure rational faith, as manifested by the four requirements 
of the true church laid out in Section IV.

97 WP has “Autarchy” for Kant’s Alleinherrschaft; GH has “exclusive sovereignty” and GG “exclusive dominion,” both 
replacing Kant’s technical term with an explanation of its meaning. The German term literally refers to dictatorship, 
or even tyranny (see note 2.94); but Kant obviously has a more positive meaning in mind here, where reason’s “self‐
rule” gives everyone “autocracy.” For an argument that this concept has a biblical basis, see SP‐1993.
98 Following WP for Kant’s Annäherung; GH and GG have “Coming.” While the latter is more suggestive of the bib-
lical references to the coming of God’s kingdom (see SP‐1993: 69–73), WP’s choice is more accurate. The German term 
suggests a convergence of disparate elements—in this case, of the many types of church faith converging to their one 
common core.
99 The literature on Kant’s antinomy of faith is the main exception to the rule that Kant scholars have largely ignored 
the Third Piece. The debate was sparked by Quinn 1990, who argued that Kant’s attempt to solve the antinomy reveals 
an openness to divine assistance, but has too many internal contradictions to be convincing. FDR 50–5 provides a help-
ful gloss on Quinn’s position, but the authors bypass this issue in discussing this section of the Third Piece (203–5). 
Responses and/or alternative interpretations have been proposed by Mariña 1997; PCR VII.3.B; SP‐2010b; DRB 169–75 
(which claims that Kant proposes two distinct antinomies); PID 190–6; and Miller 2015 100–3. Kant introduced the 
term “antinomy” in the Dialectic section of CPR, where he defines it as “the state of reason in … dialectical inferences” 
that aim “at the transcendental concept of the absolute totality of the series of conditions for a given appearance as such” 
(A340/B398). For each of the four theoretical antinomies he discusses (A405–567/B432–595), he argues that the 
background theory of transcendental idealism provides either a solution or at least a way of coping with the rational 
contradiction.
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The first paragraph of Section VII provides a new explanation of how Section V necessarily 
arises out of Section IV, but in such a way as to predetermine the proper priority between the 
true (invisible) church and its various empirical (visible) manifestations.

115.05–16
The mark of the true church is its universality; but the characteristic of this, in turn, is the church’s 
⟨ihre⟩ necessity and its determinability, [which is] possible in only a single way. Now, historical 
faith (which is based on revelation as experience) has only particulate100 validity, namely for those 
whom the history on which it is based has reached, and, like all experiential cognition, it contains 
within itself the consciousness not that the object believed in must be so and not otherwise, but 
only that it is so; hence it contains at the same time the consciousness of the object’s contingency. 
Hence historical faith101 can indeed be sufficient for a church faith (of which there can be several); 
but only pure religious faith, which is based entirely on reason, can be cognized as necessary [and] 
hence as the one /faith\ ⟨den einzigen⟩ that distinguishes the true church. —

The universality of the true church implies necessity, while the historical grounding of every 
church faith (inasmuch as it arises out of a particular experience of revelation) makes it contin-
gent. Since church faith by its very nature need not be universal, no problem arises if it is 
grounded in historical facts and “experiential cognition”; but, once a church aspires to become 
“the true church,” it must place its primary emphasis on “pure religious faith,” since this alone, 
being “based entirely on reason,” can attain necessity and universality.

The first paragraph continues, after a dash, by distinguishing between the “church militant” 
(which can call itself “true” only insofar as its system of dogmatics sets itself on the path of 
coming ever closer to the pure religious faith without the vehicle) and the “church triumphant” 
(which actually realizes the “all‐unifying” goal of pure religious faith).

115.16–36, 116.01–03
Hence, if likewise102 (in accordance with the unavoidable limitation of human reason) a histor-
ical faith, as a channel,103 conveys104 pure religion—yet along with the consciousness that it is 
merely such a /channel\ and ˻that˼ this /faith\, as church faith, carries with it ⟨bei sich führe⟩ a 
principle of continually coming closer to pure religious faith in order to be able, eventually, to 

100 WP, GG, and GH have “particular” for Kant’s particuläre. I reserve “particular” for forms of besondern. Kant’s 
meaning here is not “particular” as opposed to “general,” but particulate, i.e., “made of particles”—as in “particulate 
matter.” Historical faith can provide nothing more than particles of truth.
101 Following GH for Kant’s er; WP and GG have “this faith.”
102 WP has “even if ” for Kant’s Wenn … gleich, while GG has “even though.” But it would make no sense for Kant to 
say: “even if ” x conveys pure religion, x still qualifies as the true church (as the sentence goes on to say)—because the 
previous sentence has just affirmed that pure religion is the distinguishing feature of the true church. While gleich 
(taken as “even”) could modify “historical faith” (so that Kant would be saying: even a historical faith can be a true 
faith, if it conveys pure religion), it seems simpler to take gleich merely as a signal that this sentence parallels the 
argument of the previous sentence. GH has “When,” simply omitting the problematic gleich.
103 WP, GG, and GH have “vehicle” for Kant’s Leitmittel; but “vehicle” normally translates Vehikel. Kant’s rare term 
here refers to a “medium” or “means” (mittel) of “conducting” or “guiding”—i.e., a conducting device, such as a wire 
(for electricity) or a pipe (for water). The two metaphors have the same meaning but their components function in 
opposite ways: a vehicle moves in order to carry its load from point A to point B; a Leitmittel remains stationary as its 
load moves from A to B.
104 WP has “does … emulate” for Kant’s afficirt; GH and GG have “attaches itself to.” Kant’s (now outdated) term 
comes from the Latin, affectare (meaning “to strive after”), and literally means “affect,” in the archaic sense of putting 
on something (“to affect a British accent” or “he affected a disguise”). But when a Leitmittel “puts on” something (cf. 
note 8.103 above), it moves or conveys it from one place to another. The “limitation of human reason” that Kant refers 
to here is our embodiment: pure religion must be embodied in a historical faith.
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dispense with105 that channel—such a church may indeed be called the true /one\; but since 
concerning historical dogmatics106 one can never avoid conflict ⟨Streit⟩, it ˻can˼ be called only 
the church militant ⟨streitende⟩, though with the prospect of breaking out,107 eventually, into the 
unchangeable and all‐unifying ˻church˼ triumphant ⟨triumphirende⟩! The faith of every 
individual who carries about him the moral receptivity (worthiness) to be eternally happy is 
called sanctifying108 faith. This /faith\, therefore, can also only be a single /one\; and, despite all 
the diversity in religious faith, it can yet be found in every /faith\ wherein, referring to its goal 
of pure religious faith, it is practical. The faith of a liturgical religion, by contrast, is a slavish and 
mercenary faith (fides mercenaria, servilis)109 and cannot be regarded as a sanctifying /faith\, 
because it is not moral. For moral faith ⟨dieser⟩ must be a free faith based on ingenuous convic-
tions of the heart (fides ingenua).110 The former /faith\ deludes [people into trying]111 to become 
satisfactory to God through actions (of cultus)112 that (though laborious) do not, after all, have 
any moral worth on their own and ˻that˼ hence are only actions compelled ⟨abgenöthigte⟩ by 
fear {116} or hope, which an evil human being can perform as well, whereas the latter /faith\113 
presupposes a morally good conviction as necessary for this /satisfaction\.

On the basis of this militant–triumphant distinction, Kant introduces the new term that is the 
main topic of this section: essentially the same “sanctifying faith,” understood as the type of 
faith that makes a person morally worthy of being made eternally happy, can be found in any 
religious tradition that has set itself the practical goal of empowering its members to attain 
pure religious faith. By contrast, church faith that focuses on liturgical forms, but without 
basing them on morality, cannot sanctify (i.e., make a person blessed: see note 8.108), 
because such faith amounts to a form of slavery (see note 8.109) that requires no change of 
heart—the same condition we are in when we remain mired in the radical evil that gives 
inclinations priority over the moral law. Unpacking the implications of this distinction, which 

105 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s entbehren; this term literally means “to make do without (something).” 
Kant is therefore not stating that we ought to throw away the channel but that some day the necessary function it now 
serves will be irrelevant, as there will no longer be a gap that requires bridging.
106 WP, GG, and GH have “dogmas” for Kant’s Glaubenslehren, but this is the standard German term for a system of 
dogmas—i.e., dogmatics. As the latter is both singular and plural, I use it for both forms of this German term.
107 WP has “erupting” for Kant’s auszuschlagen; GH has “becoming” and GG “flowering.” While this term can be used 
as a metaphor for budding or sprouting, this is not its primary denotation; nevertheless, Kant might have had this in 
mind, as he employs botanical metaphors throughout Religion; I have therefore used a more literal translation that can 
be read either way. Cf. note 5.84.
108 WP, GG, and GH have “saving” for Kant’s seligmachenden; this term literally means “to make blessed/saved.” Kant 
is referring here and throughout Section VII to the theoretical concept of the process that begins once a person has 
faith in the atonement for sin. The technical term for that process in Christian theology is “sanctification.”
109 This Latin formula, which means “mercenary, servile faith,” has influenced the English translations of Kant’s 
Frohn‐ und Lohnglaub (more literally “service‐and‐reward faith”). By contrasting receptivity to eternal happiness (ewig 
glückselig) with a “reward” or “wage” (Lohn) for being a slave (Frohn), Kant is alluding to Rom. 6: 16–23, where Paul 
repeatedly employs the slavery metaphor, concluding (6: 23): “For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is 
eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord.” Although LB uses Sold (“payment”) and ewige here, Lohn appears in the previous 
context (Rom. 4: 4): “Now to the one who works, wages [Lohn] are not credited as a gift but as an obligation.”
110 “Ingenuous faith” (Lat.), in the sense of being both “free” and “frank/sincere.” This clearly indicates that Kant 
intends lauter/Lauterkeit not so much in the sense of “pure/purity” as “sincere/sincerity” (cf. note 2.16 on Unlauterkeit). 
But I reserve “sincere” for Kant’s term aufrichtig.
111 WP has “presumes” for Kant’s wähnt; GH has “fancies it possible” and GG “fancies.” This is Kant’s only use in 
Religion of the verbal form of Wahn, the technical term normally translated as “delusion.” My insertion is necessary to 
convey the sense of wähnt accurately in English.
112 “Worship” or “service” (Lat.); I follow WP and GG in taking Kant’s des cultus as Latin, because “c” is lowercased. 
GH has “of worship,” presumably taking the lowercase “c” as a typo. Cf. notes 5.109 and 7.127.
113 WP and GH have “moral faith” for Kant’s der letztere; GG has “the other faith.”
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is closely related to the earlier one between statutory faith and moral faith (R 102–7; see  
§7.3.ii above), is the key challenge for the rest of Religion: Kant asks us to choose: (A) Will we 
interpret religious faith as an attempt to satisfy God by obeying nonmoral precepts, motivated 
by fear of punishment for service withheld and/or by hope of reward for service rendered? or 
(B) Will we interpret faith as a form of assurance based on the practical hope that God will 
bless those who, though still imperfect, have the sincere conviction to walk the path of con-
tinual moral improvement in their lifestyle?

Although Kant obviously prefers the second option, he opens the next paragraph by admit-
ting that each interpretation rests on a genuine condition for a legitimate “hope of salvation.”

116.04–19
Sanctifying faith contains two conditions for the human being’s ⟨seiner⟩ hope of salvation: one 

in regard to what he ⟨er⟩ cannot do ⟨thun⟩ himself, namely make his transpired actions legally 
(before a divine judge) untranspired;114 the other in regard to what he can and ought to do, 
namely to walk in115 a new life in accordance with his duty. The first faith is faith ⟨der⟩ in an 
atonement (reparation for his guilt,116 redemption, propitiation by117 God); the second is faith in 
being able, in a good lifestyle to be led henceforth, to become satisfactory to God. —The two 
conditions amount to only one faith and belong together necessarily. However, we cannot com-
prehend the necessity of an association [between them] except by assuming that ⟨man annimt⟩ 
one /condition\ can be derived from the other, i.e., either that the faith in absolution from the 
guilt that rests upon us brings forth the good lifestyle, or that the truthful and active ⟨thätige⟩ 
conviction of always leading a good lifestyle ˻brings forth˼ the faith in that absolution, according 
to the law of morally efficient causes.

In order for us human beings (given our radical evil) to be able to hope to be sanctified (or 
eternally blessed), we must first believe that God has rightfully absolved us from guilt for all 
our past evil deeds, essentially treating them as if they had never transpired. The second 
necessary condition is that we must believe that our lifestyle can change in such a way that our 
actions gradually conform more and more closely to the perfectly good conviction that will 
genuinely satisfy God. Kant makes the crucial assumptions that the first condition refers to 
something beyond our control, while the second is under our control—assumptions left unde-
fended here, inasmuch as the first two Critiques can be regarded as thoroughgoing defenses of 
these assumptions, respectively. Taken together, the two conditions constitute sanctifying faith; 
but, in order for them to be necessarily linked, one must be the cause of the other. Either faith 
in God’s gift of absolution causes us to live morally, or the conviction to live morally serves as 
the causal basis for faith in divine absolution.

Having clearly stated the two necessary conditions for sanctifying faith, Kant adds a short 
third paragraph, which concisely introduces the rather strange antinomy that will occupy the 
heart of Section VII.

114 WP has “undo … the actions he has done” for Kant’s seine geschehene Handlungen … ungeschehen zu machen. GH 
has “undoing … actions which he has performed” and GG “undoing … of actions done.” Incidentally, GG omits 
“divine” (göttlichen) in Kant’s parenthetical phrase. My translation more accurately reflects Kant’s use of two cognate 
terms and avoids using English cognates for thun and machen, which are not etymologically related in German.
115 WP has “live in” for Kant’s in … zu wandeln. GH has “leading” and GG “the conversion to.” While wandeln can 
connote a one‐off “change” or “transformation,” Kant’s use of Lebenswandel (“lifestyle”) as a technical term (cf. note 
3.165) makes it more likely that he is thinking here of the ongoing “walk” of the postconversion life.
116 Following WP for Kant’s Bezahlung für seine Schuld—literally “payment for his debt.” Here as throughout Religion, 
Kant uses these terms metaphorically. GH has “reparation for his debt” and GG “reparation for guilt.”
117 WP, GG, and GH have “reconciliation with” for Kant’s Versöhnung mit. See note 12.93.
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116.20–26
Now, here there shows up118 a remarkable119 antinomy of human reason with itself, the 

resolution120 of which—or, should this not be possible, at least its settlement120—can alone 
decide whether a historical (church) faith must always be added, as an essential component 
of sanctifying /faith\, outside of pure religious faith, or whether it, as a bare channel, can 
eventually—however distant that future may be—merge into121 pure religious faith.

Kant’s word choice suggests that, if the first condition ends up being primary, this will solve the 
antinomy (see note 8.120); if the second condition ends up being primary, the antinomy will 
persist (as an inevitable illusion) even though the problems it may cause will be settled (as 
when one settles the differences between quarreling parties, who agree to cooperate peacefully 
even though they retain their conflicting views). This antinomy is “remarkable” because it can 
guide us into a deeper appreciation of the delicate role played by the historical element in all 
church faith and enables us to understand more deeply the paradoxical ideal goal of human 
history, where the historical means of propagating religious faith can be one with the purpose 
of religious faith as mandated by bare reason.

Kant numbers the next two paragraphs, thus indicating that each will explore the implica-
tions of one of the two ways of uniting the two conditions of sanctifying faith. Paragraph 1 
considers what results if we regard belief in a (presumably) known divine atonement as the 
cause of a transformed lifestyle.

116.27–37, 117.01–02
1. [If one] presuppose[s] that for the human being’s sins an atonement has been made, then it is 

indeed readily graspable how every sinner might gladly refer it to himself and how, if it merely 
comes down to [having] faith (which means the same as declaring ⟨Erklärung⟩ that he wants the 
atonement ⟨sie⟩ to have been made for him as well), /he\ would not for one moment harbor 
qualms on that account. However, it is quite incomprehensible122 how a rational human being who 
knows that punishment is due to him could seriously believe ⟨im ernst Glauben⟩ that he only needs 
to believe the report of an atonement having been rendered for him, and to accept the atonement 
⟨sie⟩ (as the jurists say) utiliter,123 in order to regard his guilt as obliterated, and this indeed to such 
an extent (to the very root) that even for future /events\ a good lifestyle, for which he has thus far 
not made the slightest {117} effort, will be the unfailing consequence of this faith and of his 
acceptance ⟨Acceptation⟩ of the proffered benefaction.

118 WP has “there manifests itself ” for Kant’s zeigt sich; GH and GG have “appears.”
119 Following GH and GG for Kant’s merkwürdige; WP’s “noteworthy” is the most literal translation but fails to 
convey the element of strangeness implicit in German and also present in “remarkable.”
120 Kant’s two terms Auflösung (“resolution”) and Beilegung (“settlement”) allude to the two conditions he just 
defined. This is clearer in German, given the repetition of -lösung (“solution”): the first condition relates to a one‐off 
Erlösung (“redemption”) and, if given priority, would lead to the antinomy’s Auflösung (“resolution”); the second 
relates to the process of Gott wohlgefällig werden (“becom[ing] satisfactory to God”) and, if given priority, would 
allow for only a Beilegung (“settlement”), since one’s evil still exists. Reardon 1988 claims that Kant “cannot admit the 
idea of redemption” and that “the word itself occurs but once in [Religion], and then only in a context which depre-
ciates its meaning” (116). However, Erlösung occurs twice: here and at R 172.05, where Kant does indeed warn 
against the dangers of a false reliance on presumed redemption; and in the present passage (at R 116.10) Kant’s usage 
is not derogatory. Moreover, he uses the closely related term Genugthuung (“atonement”) 13 times. As I argue in 
SP‐2007b, Kant does have a coherent theory of redemption. Similarly, Heit 2006: 23–7 argues that a Lutheran‐like 
theory of justification and redemption functions as the “centrepiece” of Kant’s argument in Religion. Madore 2011: 
119–26 affirms that Kant calls on “divine cooperation” in the form of conversion, redemption, and justification; the 
opposite impression arises in many readers because Kant consistently refuses to allow reason to penetrate into the 
mystery of how this cooperation works (126): “Grace has its own logic that human logic cannot decipher.”
121 WP, GG, and GH have “pass over into” for Kant’s in … übergehen.
122 WP has “beyond one’s insight” for Kant’s nicht einzusehen; GH has “impossible to see” and GG “inconceivable.”
123 “Usefully” or “beneficially” (Lat.). BRR 442n cites Achenwall 1781 as the likely source of Kant’s reference to “the jurists” here.
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If we could somehow be justified in presupposing that God has made atonement available in a 
way that precedes anything a person could do to deserve it (this being exactly the claim that 
Luther had made the foundation of all Protestantism), then it would be perfectly rational for 
each person to want to take advantage of such a useful gift. In such a situation, sanctifying faith 
would simply be equivalent to acknowledging such a natural desire. The problem Kant sees in 
this (traditional theological) solution to the antinomy of faith is that it requires assent to a the-
oretical knowledge claim regarding what is necessarily “incomprehensible” for human beings. 
It is therefore quite an irrational way to proceed: any honest rational person must admit that 
we are responsible for our own evil deeds and should not be so gullible as to believe a mere 
“report of an atonement” that would suggest otherwise.

Human self‐love, the hallmark of radical evil, easily construes such wishful thinking as 
hope, and this “bare yearning” can lead even rational persons to the assumption, made by the 
Protestant reformers, that such faith must itself be a divinely inspired gift, in a way that tran-
scends even the possibility of rational justification.

117.02–20
No deliberative human being can bring this faith about within himself, however much the bare 
wish for a good for which one does or can do nothing is often—through self‐love—transformed 
into hope, as if the object of /the wish\ ⟨sein⟩, lured by the bare yearning, would come on its own. 
One cannot think this possible except [[on the assumption]] that the human being regards this 
faith itself as heavenly inspired in him, and thus as something about which he need give no further 
account to his reason. If he cannot do this, or if he is still too sincere to contrive in himself such a 
confidence as a bare124 means of ingratiation, then, despite ⟨bei⟩ all his respect for such a bound-
less125 atonement, [and] despite ⟨bei⟩ all his wish that such an /atonement\ may stand open to him 
as well, he will yet be unable to refrain from regarding it only as conditioned: namely ˻conditioned 
so˼ that his lifestyle, amended as much as is in his capacity, must precede, in order to provide even 
the slightest basis for the hope that such a higher merit126 could come to his benefit. —If, therefore, 
historical cognition of the atonement ⟨dem letztern⟩ belongs to church faith, but the amended 
lifestyle ⟨der erstere⟩ as condition [[of the atonement]] belongs to pure moral faith, then pure 
moral faith ⟨dieser⟩ will have to precede church faith ⟨jenem⟩.

The Protestant gospel of wholly unmerited justification by faith gives rise to what we might 
nowadays call an existential problem for any “deliberative” persons who are “too sincere” to 
appeal to such an assumption merely as a means of ingratiating themselves with God. To solve 
this problem, many thoughtful Christians adopt the practical strategy that Kant outlines 
here:127 they assume that an “amended lifestyle” must precede (i.e., be the basis for) one’s “hope 
that such a higher merit” might have occurred. But this results in a paradox, as Kant notes after 
the dash: the option that began with the presupposition that faith in a historical atoning event 
must precede any change in our evil situation seems to end with the conclusion that moral 
faith must actually precede the historical faith taught by the church!

124 WP and GH have “as … mere” for Kant’s als bloßes; GG has “simply as,” taking bloßes incorrectly as an adverb.
125 WP has “extravagant” for Kant’s überschwengliche; GH has “transcendent” and GG “overflowing.” All three 
options miss the suggestion of an excess of emotion. Another option would be “gushy”; but, aside from being 
 idiomatic, this has negative connotations that would seem inappropriate, since Kant claims to have “respect” for 
this (mysterious) way of believing in atonement. Cf. note 5.97.
126 WP and GH have “gain” for Kant’s Verdienst; GG has “favor.” WP’s standard translation for Verdienst is “merit.”
127 Many appeal for biblical support to Js. 2: 14–26 (see note 8.46 above)—a passage that so explicitly affirms the 
practical correlate that Kant is appealing to here (namely, the necessity of seeing evidence that one’s faith is having a 
reformative influence on one’s lifestyle) that Luther thought the book of James should not have been included in the 
Christian Canon; indeed, he famously calls it an “epistle of straw” (LB, Preface).
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This rather surprisingly paradoxical conclusion leads directly to a consideration of the sec-
ond option, yet this option can hardly be so much as expressed without creating an obvious 
absurdity: assuming first and foremost that a sanctifying faith is based on the fact that human 
beings earnestly strive to make themselves better seems impossible if it is the case that “the 
human being is corrupt by nature.”

117.21–34
2. However, if the human being is corrupt by nature, how can he believe that, strive as hard as 

he will, ˻he˼ will make himself into a new human being satisfactory to God, if—conscious of the 
offenses of which he has thus far become guilty—he still stands under the potency of the evil 
principle and finds in himself no sufficient capacity for doing better in the future? If he cannot 
regard the justice that he has himself aroused against himself as propitiated128 through another’s 
atonement, but himself as being, as it were, reborn through this faith and thus able first of all to 
enter upon a new lifestyle that would then be the consequence of the good principle unified with 
him, on what is he to base his hope of becoming a God‐pleasing129 human being?—Therefore, 
faith in a merit that is not his own, and through which he is propitiated by God, must precede all 
endeavor toward good works; [but] this conflicts with the previous proposition.

The question Kant poses here (in two forms) is closely related to the “third difficulty” dis-
cussed in the Second Piece, where the focus was on how we can regard ourselves as justified 
before God, given our pre‐conversion evil. There, as we saw in §§5.3–4, the solution was that a 
person must experience a change of convictions so striking that the “new human being” (i.e., 
the archetype) within him or her suffers vicariously on behalf of the evil performed by the “old 
human being.” Kant now questions whether belief in the salvific efficacy of this practical stand-
point is really sufficient, if we do not “first of all” believe that it comes to us “through another’s 
[e.g., Jesus’] atonement” causing the change that makes the new lifestyle possible for us. But, if 
such vicariously atoning faith must come first, then, ironically, this takes us back to the first 
option—which, as we already saw, points to this second option, thus highlighting the remark-
able (circular) nature of this antinomy.

Paragraph 2 continues by exploring the source of the “conflict” that gives rise to this apparent 
circle.

117.34–37, 118.01–07
This conflict cannot be resolved through insight into the causal determination of the freedom of 
a human being, i.e., ˻into the causal determination˼ of the [noumenal]130 causes which bring it 
about that a human being becomes good or evil, and therefore ˻can˼not ˻be resolved˼ theoreti-
cally; for this question surpasses {118} our reason’s entire capacity for speculation. But, for the 
practical /issue\, where ⟨wo nämlich⟩ the question is not what comes ⟨sei⟩ first in the use of our 
free volition physically but what ˻comes first in its use˼ morally—in other words ⟨nämlich⟩, from 
what we ought to start, whether from faith in what God has done on our account, or from what we 
ought to do in order to become worthy of it (whatever it may consist in)—there is no hesitation in 
deciding for the latter.

128 WP and GG have “reconciled” for Kant’s versöhnt; GH has “satisfied.”
129 WP and GH have “pleasing to God” for Kant’s Gott gefälliger; GG has “well‐pleasing to God,” but see note 3.113.
130 WP, GG, and GH have “into the” for Kant’s der, thus allowing the ellipsis (“into”) to obscure Kant’s use of the 
genitive. I make the genitive explicit, as this renders a meaning that fits well with his two‐level argument in both the 
First and the Second Piece. Since our use of freedom is what causes us to be good or evil and the First and Second 
Pieces inquire at length into these causes, Kant is warning that we cannot inquire into the causes of the causes that 
make us good or evil. For such an inquiry would require us to ask questions about God, and this, as he goes on to say 
(and as argued in CPR) oversteps the limits of theoretical reason.
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The remarkable (and apparently circular) antinomy brings us face to face with the limits of theo-
retical reason, because the only way to resolve the circularity would be to adopt God’s perspective, 
and this is beyond reason’s “capacity for speculation.” However, if we limit our attention to the prac-
tical question of what we ought to choose first—either to believe that God has done something we 
cannot naturally know, in order to save us, or to believe that we should do whatever we can to make 
ourselves worthy of being saved—Kant thinks that reason comes down firmly on the practical side.

Paragraphs 1 and 2 each illustrate, in opposite ways, why this antinomy is so remarkable. In 
a standard antinomy, reason provides a self‐consistent way of defending two opposite 
knowledge claims, and the philosopher’s challenge is to explain how two equally rational argu-
ments could coexist. But in this antinomy each attempt to present a rational defense of the 
priority of one option produces a conclusion that requires the assumption of the opposite 
option. A remarkable paradox, indeed! Having stated the two sides of the antinomy and hinted 
at its practical solution, Kant adds a paragraph explicitly connecting the two conditions with 
the corresponding theoretical and practical standpoints.

118.08–21
For acceptance of the first requirement for sanctification,131 namely faith in a vicarious atone-

ment, is necessary in any case merely132 for the theoretical concept; we cannot make the absolution 
graspable to ourselves otherwise. By contrast, the necessity of the second principle is practical and, 
indeed, purely moral. We cannot securely133 hope to come to partake in the appropriation even of 
another’s atoning134 merit, and thus in salvation, unless ⟨als wenn⟩ we qualify for it through our 
endeavor in complying with every human duty; [and] this /compliance\ ⟨welche letztere⟩ must be 
the effect of our own work and not again another’s influence, where we are passive. For, since 
the latter command is unconditional, it is necessary also that the human being lay it, as a maxim, 
at the basis of his faith, in other words ⟨nämlich⟩ that he start from the reformation of life as the 
supreme condition under which alone a sanctifying faith can occur.

This further explication does not solve the antinomy itself, but merely lays out the stark contrast 
more clearly: the only coherent theory of how human beings (being evil) can even begin the 
process of becoming better (i.e., the process of sanctification) is to assume some kind of vicar-
ious atonement; yet the only secure practical basis for hoping that God has actually included me 
in the (unknowable) process of salvation is for me to appeal to my “own work” in attempting to 
conform my lifestyle to what duty unconditionally commands. So which requirement is actually 
the supreme condition for salvation? Are the two even compatible, or is this really as vicious a 
circle as it appears to be? Kant’s attention now turns to his attempt to answer these questions.

ii. Perspectival solution to the antinomy of faith

Having set forth the apparent cause–effect circularity that characterizes the “remarkable 
antinomy” of sanctifying faith, and having explained the phenomenon in terms of the 
adoption by each approach of a distinct Critical standpoint, Kant now sets out to solve the 

131 WP, GG, and GH have “salvation” for Kant’s Seligmachung (literally “[eternal] bliss‐making”). But they all also 
translate Seligkeit (literally “[eternal] blessedness”; cf. note 4.81) as “salvation.” Cf. notes 8.108 (above) and 9.74.
132 WP has “at most … merely” for Kant’s allenfalls bloß; GH has “in any case … only” and GG “in any case only.” Cf. 
note 5.80.
133 WP and GH have “certainly” for Kant’s sicher; GG has “surely.” But Kant is alluding here to his “principle of secu-
rity” (Sicherheitsprincip) (see R 132n).
134 Following GH for Kant’s genugthuenden; WP has “satisfaction‐based” and GG “satisfying.” Cf. note 5.103.
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problem in the next two paragraphs of Section VII. The first (and by far shorter) paragraph 
summarizes the position he will defend in detail in the lengthy paragraph (and accompanying 
footnote) to follow: the requirement assumed by each approach properly comes first when 
viewed from its corresponding standpoint; yet their ultimate compatibility depends on 
acknowledging the primacy of the practical standpoint.

118.22–27
Church faith, as a historical /faith\, rightly starts from the first /requirement\ ⟨erstern⟩. 

Since, however, it contains only the vehicle for pure religious faith (˻the faith˼ in which the 
actual purpose lies), that which in pure religious faith ⟨diesem⟩, as a practical /faith\, is the 
condition, namely the maxim of doing, must come at the beginning, and the ˻maxim˼ of 
knowledge or theoretical faith ˻must˼ only bring about the reinforcement and perfection of the 
maxim of doing ⟨erstern⟩.

The task of the historical element in a church faith is to reinforce and perfect pure religious 
faith by filling in its theoretical gaps; so it is quite right for a theology of atonement to take pre-
cedence within concrete church communities. But, once we recognize that “the actual purpose” 
of church faith in general (if it is to identify itself with the true church) is to serve as a vehicle 
for pure religious faith, we must recognize that “the maxim of doing” (i.e., practical faith) is the 
heart, “the maxim of knowledge”135 being empty without it.

The long explanatory paragraph—the second longest paragraph in Religion (cf. R 78–82)—
begins by relating the two requirements (now called “principles”) to the two key concepts of 
“duty” and “grace.” Kant employs these terms to present the first step of his actual argument 
regarding the necessarily two‐in‐one nature of a practically oriented sanctifying faith.

118.28–34
Here one may still point out that, according to the first principle, faith (namely, faith ⟨der⟩ in a 

vicarious136 atonement) would be credited to the human being toward duty, whereas faith in a 
good lifestyle, as brought about through a higher influence, ˻would be credited˼ to him toward 
grace. —According to the second principle, however, it is the reverse. For according to it the good 
lifestyle, as supreme condition of grace, is unconditional duty, whereas the higher [[being’s]] 
atonement ˻is˼ a bare matter of grace. —

The proper standpoint of church faith, being theoretical, makes it a duty to believe in a histor-
ically based vicarious atonement (such as the account of Jesus’ death and resurrection in 
Christian tradition) and explains the renewed practical faith of those who believe as an unmer-
ited gift of grace. The opposite holds from the standpoint of pure religious faith: being prac-
tical, this principle views “the good lifestyle” as an “unconditional duty” and treats atonement 
as God’s gracious gift to those who fulfill this “supreme condition.” If we take Kant at his word 
(e.g., in the previous paragraph, as well as in his discussion of the relationship between biblical 
and philosophical theologians in the first Preface), both approaches are acceptable, but only on 
the condition that each keeps within its proper territory.

Just as each principle has its proper role to play from its respective standpoint, each also has 
a tendency to be abused, when interpreted in an absolute (nonperspectival) manner; yet 
 neither on its own can solve the antinomy in question.

135 This phrase refers back to Kant’s appeal to the statutes of faith at R: 104; taken as God’s commands, they function 
as theoretical maxims of knowledge (see §7.3.ii).
136 Following GH and GG for Kant’s stellvertretende; WP has “proxy,” though he translates the same term as “vicar-
ious,” earlier on the page (R 118.09).
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118.35–37, 119.01–03
The first principle is accused (often not wrongly) of liturgical superstition ⟨Aberglauben⟩, which 
knows how a punishable lifestyle can nonetheless be reconciled with religion; the second, of natu-
ralistic unbelief ⟨Unglauben⟩, {119} which associates138 indifference, or indeed even recalcitrance,137 
toward all revelation with138 a lifestyle that is otherwise perhaps even exemplary. —139

Religious leaders who take the theoretical standpoint as the sole criterion for sanctifying faith often 
tend (with the encouragement of biblical theologians) to lead their church members astray by 
inciting a superstitious hope that God will simply ignore a lifestyle that is genuinely punishable, 
simply because they follow the preset liturgical forms. But those who take the practical standpoint as 
the sole criterion are no less errant: they may live an exemplary life, but (with the encouragement of 
philosophical theologians) they all too often neglect or stubbornly rebel against the very revelation 
that offers the missing element that would enable them to resolve the antinomy of sanctifying faith.

The next two sentences, each set off by a pair of dashes, introduce a metaphor that has 
misled readers of Religion into expecting from Kant’s solution to the antinomy something that 
(I shall argue) he never intended to provide.

119.03–06
But [employing] the /maxim of doing\140 would be to cut the knot (by means of a practical 
maxim)—instead of disentangling it (theoretically)—141which is indeed also permitted in religious 
questions. —141 The following, meanwhile,142 may serve for appeasement of the latter solicitation.143—

137 WP has “refractoriness” for Kant’s Widersetzlichkeit; GH and GG have “antagonism.”
138 WP and GG have “combines … with” for Kant’s mit … verbindet; GG has “combine … with.”
139 WP acknowledges omitting the pair of dashes Kant places around the following sentence. (GH also omits them, 
though GG does not.) I include them because they serve to isolate the following sentence from the previous one, thus 
making it easier to see that (as I argue below) this next sentence refers back to what he argued several sentences earlier 
(cf. note 8.140 immediately below).
140 Kant’s das must ultimately refer back to the das (“that which”) that appears in the previous paragraph (where it 
refers to “the maxim of doing”), because the following parenthetical remark explicitly takes das to refer to “a practical 
maxim.” WP, GG, and GH have “this”; GH also inserts “[latter attitude],” while WP adds a footnote: “I.e., adopting the 
combination just described.” While the most natural reading is, admittedly, to regard Kant as referring only to the 
second of the two options just discussed, this would not make sense: Kant has not mentioned any other “practical 
maxim,” nor has he claimed that “naturalistic unbelief ” would entail such a maxim.
141 Kant sets off the previous phrase with a pair of commas. WP and GH replace the first comma with a dash, so that the 
only possible referent for “which” (in the following relative clause) is “disentangling.” But this is misleading: the rest of the 
sentence makes much better sense if “which” refers to the first part of the sentence, before the parenthetical phrase. GG 
drops the first comma, thus hinting at the possibility of my reading, but leaves Kant’s meaning obscure. Given the other 
reasons for thinking that Kant is cutting the knot (see note 8.143 below), I have inserted a second dash here.
142 WP and GH have “however” for Kant’s indessen; GG has “At any rate.” My use of the equally plausible “meanwhile” 
fits better with the following changes.
143 WP and GH have “theoretical demand” for Kant’s letzteren Ansinnens; GG has “theoretical preoccupation.” The 
assumption of past translators, that Kant thinks he is untying the “knot” rather than cutting it, is based on a misinter-
pretation of letzteren (“latter”) as referring to the second of these two options. Eighteenth‐century dictionaries do trans-
late Ansinnen as “demand,” relating it closely to Zumuthung (“imposition”; see notes 3.171, 8.86, and 11.39); but 
“demand” at that time meant “a question; an interrogation” or “the asking of what is due” (Johnson 1792); its range of 
possible senses did not include insisting on one’s way. Likewise, Kant is referring to the suggested or queried expectation 
(as when someone solicits), not to a modern‐day demand that one has a legal right to insist on; for he suggests in the 
latter part of the previous sentence that cutting the knot is “permitted in religious questions.” Kant’s welches (“which”) is 
ambiguous: it could refer to aufzulösen (“disentangling”), as all three translators and virtually all English interpreters 
have taken it; but this is unlikely, because one does not “permit” something that is taken to be the most desirable out-
come (i.e., solving a theoretical problem theoretically); one “permits” a solution that might seem second‐best (i.e., solv-
ing a theoretical problem practically, by cutting the knot), and this is the suggestion Kant is soliciting. This is confirmed 
by the early book review of R1 that Kant responds to in the second Preface (R 13–14): the reviewer explicitly refers to 
Kant as cutting a knot that he should have untied (see SP‐2013c: 79, 96n). Surely, if the (German) book reviewer had 
misread the intended meaning of this passage, Kant would have cleared up such a false accusation at this point in R2.
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The best way to read this metaphor, given the ambiguity of the German (see notes 8.140–3 
above), is to regard Kant as pointing to two ways of “cut[ting] the knot.” He has already clearly 
stated that the task of resolving this antinomy (i.e., of disentangling its “knot”) would require 
penetrating into the mind of God—something “quite incomprehensible” for us human beings 
(R 116.32)—so the “appeasement” that is to follow cannot be an attempt to solve the antinomy 
theoretically, as previous English translations of this passage misleadingly imply. Rather, both 
the superstitious and the unbelieving solutions tend to be so popular precisely because they do 
what is “permitted in religious questions”: each cuts the knot—but in an inappropriate way, 
because each fails to appreciate the perspectival consistency between the two competing prin-
ciples. For, as Kant explains in CJ 340, the only proper way of solving any genuine antinomy is 
to show how consistency is possible. The only correct way to “cut” (i.e., to explain the possible 
consistency of) such a theoretical knot is practical. (Given that, as mentioned in the 
Introduction §4, Kant’s concentric circles metaphor applies to the rights–duties distinction as 
much as to the distinction between historical or revelation faith and pure or rational faith, 
Kant’s statement, toward the end of PP, that, “as soon as the two conflict with each other, 
morals cuts the knot that politics cannot untie” (PP 380) also confirms that practical knot 
cutting is standard practice for the Kantian philosophical theologian.) Kant therefore fleshes 
out his bare “appeasement of ” this practical “solicitation” in the remainder of this paragraph.

After a fifth dash in this long paragraph, Kant begins his attempt to fulfill the religious man-
date to cut the antinomy’s knot by appealing to his theory of the archetype as a practical “stan-
dard” (cf. R 114.18) that serves as a basis for uniting the two conflicting principles.

119.06–16
The living faith in the archetype of humanity satisfactory to God (˻faith in˼ the Son of God) in 
itself144 is connected to a moral idea of reason insofar as this /idea\ serves us not only as a plumbline 
but also as an incentive, and therefore it amounts to the same whether I start from it, as a rational 
faith, or from the principle of the good lifestyle. By contrast, the faith in the very same archetype 
in appearance (˻faith˼ in the God‐man), as an empirical (historical) faith, is not one and the same 
with the principle of the good lifestyle (which must be entirely rational), and aspiring to start and 
derive the good lifestyle from such a /faith\† would be something entirely different.

Because faith in a perfect (divine) human being is connected to both principles that give rise to 
the antinomy, the problem of whether we start from the theoretical or the practical side of the 
equation simply dissolves. However, this works only if we focus on the intrinsic nature of 
the God‐man as archetype; if we focus on the empirical person (e.g., Jesus the man), then the 
two principles would remain “entirely different” and the antinomy will persist. The former 
works because the archetype as such is, at one and the same time, a moral “plumbline” and an 
empirical “incentive”; but, as Kant clarifies in a brief R2 footnote,145 the latter favors one prin-
ciple over the other.

144 WP awkwardly places “in itself ” (an sich selbst) after “archetype”; GH and GG put it after the verb. I follow Kant’s 
placement, immediately after the parentheses.
145 This addition might have been prompted by Kant’s reading of Storr 1793: 12(12): Storr cites R1 164–8 (= R 
118.16–121.09) as evidence for his claim that biblical theology fully agrees with Kant’s warnings regarding the abuse of 
the church’s teaching on atonement. After some discussion, Storr 1793: 13(14) concludes: “biblical teaching on the 
atonement allows hope for forgiveness of sins and salvation only under the condition of the reformation of one’s heart 
and life.” If Kant had this feedback in mind, then his new footnote is a concession to Storr, clarifying that biblical the-
ology is not at fault for appealing to historical evidence, for it must do so.
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119n.35–36
†Which must base the existence of such a person on historical attestations.

Whereas focusing on the archetype guarantees empirical relevance, nothing guarantees that 
the historical reports of a religious hero’s life will correspond perfectly to the moral “idea” of 
the archetype.

When believers give priority to historical attestations of an empirical savior, the apparent 
circularity observed in the two principles will persist, whereas in the former case it is 
overcome.

119.16–23
To this extent, therefore, there would be a conflict ⟨Widerstreit⟩ between the two propositions 
above. However, in the appearance of the God‐man, the actual object of the sanctifying faith is not 
that about him which strikes the senses or can be cognized through experience, but the archetype 
that lies in our reason [and] that we lay at the basis of the God‐man ⟨letztern⟩ (because, as far as 
can be perceived from his example, he is deemed146 to be in accordance with it); and such a faith is 
one and the same with the principle of a lifestyle satisfactory to God. —

Kant is here arguing that faith in Jesus (or in any equivalent prototype) can function properly 
as “sanctifying faith” only if we interpret the historical reports we have of him through the lens 
of the archetype rather than vice versa. If we do this, then faith in Jesus as the God‐man just is 
practical faith in the principle that a good lifestyle will satisfy God, for the archetype encom-
passes both principles in one.

Once we recognize the archetype’s unifying impact, we can go one step further and see that 
the circularity that causes the antinomy to seem so remarkable is only apparent, because the 
two positions are actually manifestations of the very same principle.

119.23–31
Hence there are here not two intrinsically different principles such that starting from the one or 
the other would be to enter upon opposite paths, but only one and the same practical idea from 
which we proceed, in one case ⟨einmal⟩ insofar as it presents the archetype as located in God and 
proceeding from him, in another case ⟨andermal⟩ insofar as it ˻presents˼ it as located in us, but in 
both cases insofar as it ˻presents˼147 it as the standard of measure148 for our lifestyle; and the 
antinomy is therefore only a seeming one, because through a misunderstanding it looks upon [one 
and] the same idea, only taken in different references, as two different principles. —

This solution to the remarkable antinomy is explicitly perspectival: one and the same arche-
type looks like a historical fact that requires us to assume that God must act before we can 
become good, when viewed from the theoretical standpoint, and like a practical maxim that 
requires us to assume our lifestyle must change before God acts, when viewed from the prac-
tical standpoint. Once we identify the central idea being affirmed in any genuine appeal to 
sanctifying faith, the two principles that create the antinomy turn out to be opposite ways of 
proceeding around “one and the same” (circular) path.

As if to mimic the circularity of the antinomy’s two paths around the same circle, Kant now 
restates the point he has already made about what happens if we emphasize the historical 

146 WP, GG, and GH have “found” for Kant’s befunden. At R 193.03 WP has “deemed” for befunden.
147 WP has “represents” here for Kant’s vorstellt but translates this same occurrence of the word as “presents” twice in 
the earlier part of the sentence; GH follows Kant with an ellipsis here, while GG consistently uses “represents.”
148 WP has “standard” for Kant’s Richtmaß; GH has “gauge” and GG “standard measure.”
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element in a way that excludes this practically oriented, perspectival way of interpreting faith 
in the archetype.

119.32–34, 120.01–04
However, if one aspired to make historical faith, [i.e.,] ˻faith˼ in the reality of such an  appearance 
that had once occurred in the world, the condition of the only sanctifying faith, then the two 
 principles would indeed be two entirely different ones {120} (the one empirical, the other rational); 
[and] concerning these a true conflict of maxims would arise as to whether one would have 
to proceed and start from one or the other, nor indeed would any reason ever be able to settle 
⟨schlichten⟩ it. —

Reason ceases to be a potential arbiter (Schlichter) in the dispute between the two sides of the 
antinomy, if we interpret reports about Jesus in the way biblical theologians have often done, 
as posing a historical condition for the possibility of salvation. In this case, faith cuts itself off 
from reason and would need to appeal to some other source (e.g., revelation) to justify its 
claim. Note that Kant does not claim here that this option is wrong, for that judgment would 
be beyond the purview of his first‐experiment goal. Rather, his argument is that, if we want to 
construct a rational system of religion, then the antinomy of faith must be resolved 
practically.

Kant illustrates these two ways of interpreting sanctifying faith by expressing each in the 
form of a proposition that might be affirmed by a typical religious believer who adopts one or 
the other approach.

120.04–17
[Consider] the proposition: One must believe that there once was (of which reason tells us 
nothing) a human being who through his holiness and merit has done enough for himself (in 
regard to his duty) as well as for all others (and their lack in regard to their duty), in order to hope 
that we can become blessed ⟨selig⟩ even149 in a good lifestyle, though only owing to that faith. This 
proposition says something quite different from the following /one\: One must with all one’s 
powers strive after the holy conviction of a lifestyle satisfactory to God, in order to be able to 
believe that God’s ⟨desselben⟩ love for humanity (already assured to us through reason), insofar 
as humanity ⟨sie⟩ strives after his will with all its capacity, will complement the lack of the deed, 
onto whichever kind ˻of lack˼ it [may] be [added],150 in consideration of honest151 conviction. — 
The first /faith\, however, does not stand within the capacity of every (even of the unscholarly151) 
human being.

The first proposition is the core dogma of traditional Protestant theology: We are saved by faith 
in the perfect life of the historical Jesus, and only on the basis of such faith may we hope that 
our own lives will be acceptable to God. The second is the core theological dogma of Kant’s 
first experiment (i.e., of his attempt [Versuch] to reform traditional Christianity): Only by 

149 Following WP in treating Kant’s selbst as an adverb; GH and GG use “ourselves,” treating it as a pronoun. But WP 
awkwardly places this phrase before “we can become blessed”; I follow GG’s order of phrases.
150 WP has “in some way” and GG “somehow” (both modifying the verb, “will … “) for Kant’s phrase, auf welche Art 
es auch sei; GH has “whatever this deficiency may be,” modifying “deed” (as the German word order suggests). While 
it is possible that Kant intended this phrase to express ignorance of the way “God’s love” may be manifested, it seems 
more plausible to read it as expressing hope that an “honest conviction” can make up for any kind of imperfect deed.
151 Following GG for Kant’s redliche; WP has “sincere” and GH “upright.” Cf. note 2.157. WP, GG, and GH have 
“unlearned” for Kant’s ungelehrten; however, given its contrast here to the person with “honest conviction,” Kant’s 
point is not that one has to be a generally educated person in order to verify the first proposition, but that one must be 
a biblical scholar.
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striving to live a holy life may we hope that a loving God will judge us by our “honest convic-
tion” (including the fact that we remain mired in evil) rather than by our deeds, and on the 
basis of such hope we are saved by faith in a loving God who somehow provides what is lack-
ing. What makes Kantian Christianity an advance on traditional Protestantism is its univer-
sality, accessible even to those who have not had the opportunity to learn about the reports 
conveyed by the Bible’s special revelation. Significantly, Kant does not deny that the first prop-
osition might be valid (for his previous argument implies that it might be), but only observes 
that it has the (philosophically serious) shortcoming of appealing only to those who have 
learned a particular church faith, so it cannot be affirmed by all human beings.

The conflict Kant highlights in discussing this remarkable antinomy has a long history: 
 religious leaders, adopting the theoretical standpoint, tend to view faith as compensatory—
though the  second (moral) option also always creeps in. Kant attributes this persistent one‐ 
sidedness to the fact that priests have “complained” louder than moralists.

120.17–35
History proves that this conflict ⟨Streit⟩ between two principles of faith has prevailed in all forms of 
religion; for all religions have had expiations, no matter in what they might posit them. But the 
moral predisposition, for its part, also did not fail to make its demands heard. However, at all times, 
the priests have nonetheless complained more than the moralists. For the priests ⟨jene nämlich⟩ 
[have complained] loudly (while ⟨und⟩ calling upon the authorities to handle the nuisance152) about 
neglect of the liturgy that was instituted to propitiate the people to heaven and ward off misfortune 
from the regime; the moralists ⟨diese⟩, on the other hand, about the lapse of mores, which they 
˻have ˼ very much ascribed153 to the account of those means of absolution by which the priests have 
made it easy for everyone to placate154 the deity over the grossest vices. Indeed, if an inexhaustible 
fund for paying off debts previously incurred or yet to be incurred is already available, where one 
need only reach over (and, with all the claims that conscience makes, without doubt will indeed first 
of all reach over) to make oneself free of debts,155 whereas the resolve for a good lifestyle can be 
deferred until one is, first of all, in the clear ⟨im Reinen⟩ concerning the debts ⟨wegen jener⟩, then 
one cannot easily conceive ⟨denken⟩ different consequences for such a faith. —

This disparaging portrayal of priests (especially the parenthetical remark about their tendency 
to seek the protection of government “authorities”) is obviously a response to the situation 
Kant faced in Prussia, where the religiously conservative king had recently instituted an edict 
preventing the publication of controversial ideas that might be harmful to the state‐sanctioned 
religions—an edict that had hampered Kant’s original plans to publish Religion as a series of 
journal articles (see Introduction §1 and §3). Kant contrasts the priests to the “moralists,” who 
blame priests for the general public’s lapse of morals, since an emphasis on “expiations” 
(whether according to the Protestant doctrine of salvation as a free gift of God’s grace or 
according to the Catholic practice of penance and indulgences) misleads people into believing 

152 WP has “to restrain the nuisance” for Kant’s dem Unwesen zu steuern; GH has “to check the mischief ” and GG “to 
combat the problem.” Kant’s zu steuern literally means “to steer.”
153 WP has “put down to” for Kant’s schrieben (literally “wrote”); GH has “set” and GG “blame.”
154 WP has “to reconcile himself with” for Kant’s sich … mit … auszusöhnen, but I reserve “reconcile with” for mit … 
vereinigen; GH has “to make his peace with” and GG “to be reconciled with.” By itself, (sich) auszusöhnen means “to 
patch up” or “to conciliate”; this is its only use in Religion, and the context implies placation, not genuine 
reconciliation.
155 Following WP for Kant’s schuldenfrei, though WP adds “[i.e., guilt]” to make explicit the fact that Schuld means 
both “debt” and “guilt.” GH has “free … of sin” and GH, “blameless,” but these options neglect that Kant is here 
employing a debt–guilt metaphor (see notes 2.39 and 5.94).
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that even “the grossest vices” will be easily forgiven.156 Kant’s concluding appeal to the debt 
metaphor offers a reductio ad absurdum defense of the moralists’ complaint: just as a person 
with an irresponsible attitude toward money is unlikely to change “if an inexhaustible fund” is 
made readily available for present and future use, so people who lack a genuine religious con-
viction are bound to take the easy way out by accepting the claim that they can be forgiven 
without any need for them to change their lifestyle, if such an offer is presented to them as 
God’s preferred way. The reliance of traditional religions on a theoretical interpretation of 
sanctifying faith is all the more attractive, the more irksome a person finds conscience to be; 
yet it tends to result in moral corruption for such persons, by encouraging them to believe that 
they will be forgiven no matter what.

Kant concludes this lengthy paragraph with a dire warning against the temptation to pre-
serve the traditional way of interpreting the doctrine of salvation by faith through an appeal to 
mystical experience. This option portrays God in such an arbitrary way that it ultimately risks 
throwing reason itself into disarray.

120.35–37, 121.01–10
But, if even this faith itself were presented as if it had so special a power and157 such a mystical (or 
magical) influence that, although as far as we {121} know it should be considered merely historical, 
it were yet able, if one clings to it and to the feelings linked with it, to amend the whole human being 
from his very basis (make a new human being out of him), then this faith itself would have to be 
regarded as conferred and inspired (with and beneath the historical faith) immediately by heaven—
at which point ⟨wo⟩, then, everything, even with the moral make‐up of the human being, amounts 
ultimately to an unconditional decree of God:158 “He has mercy on whom he will, and whom he will 
he hardens,”* which, taken according to the letter, is the salto mortale159 of human reason.

To interpret sanctifying faith as if it quasi‐magically changed a person into a good human 
being, at a specific point in that person’s life history, requires the assumption that this faith is 
itself conferred directly by God to the believing person as the basis for the person’s urge to 
believe in the first place—a highly debatable assumption, which some theologians have never-
theless been prepared to make.160 But, Kant warns, such an assumption (which, as he acknowl-
edges, does find some prima facie support in the Bible) turns the moral nature of human beings 
into an arbitrary decision made by God, and, on any view of human reason that gives primacy 
to the practical (as Kant does), this is an extremely dangerous path to tread.

To illustrate how biblical texts that seem to support a divinely ordained, mystical experience 
of heart‐defining grace can instead be interpreted rationally, Kant adds a footnote that also 
puts a finishing touch on his perspectival solution to the antinomy of faith.

156 One of the moralists Kant has in mind was probably J. G. Sulzer, whose moral pedagogy Kant criticized in GMM 
411n (see SP-2015b: §2).
157 Following GG and GH for Kant’s und; WP has “or.”
158 Kant’s quote is almost identical to the LB, Rom. 9: 18: “Therefore God has mercy on whom he wants to have 
mercy, and he hardens whom he wants to harden.”
159 “Somersault”: the Italian term Kant uses here is derived from the Latin meaning “deadly jump”; in German usage 
salto mortale meant the same as it does when used in current English—a very dangerous (but not necessarily fatal) 
undertaking. As WP 134–5n explains, F. H. Jacobi had portrayed faith as entailing just such an existential leap, in 
opposition to the overly rational approaches of Lessing, Kant himself, and others.
160 Such “prevenient grace,” as it is called, was a topic discussed at the Council of Trent (1545–63) and was subse-
quently defended by theologians such as Charles Wesley (1707–88); it forms the basis of Arminian theology. Calvinism 
goes even further and defends a doctrine of “irresistible grace,” whereby the believer has no real choice but to believe. 
BRR 449–52 discusses the theological background of this claim, specifically noting Kant’s influence on the theology of 
J. H. Tieftrunk, who had become professor of philosophy at the University of Halle in 1792. For an overview of 
Tieftrunk’s Kantian philosophy of religion, see Kertz 1907.
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121n.25–38
*This161 can presumably be interpreted as follows: No human being can say with certainty 

how162 this one becomes a good and that one an evil human being (both comparatively), because 
it seems that the predisposition to this difference can often be found already at birth, [and] 
˻because˼ sometimes contingencies of life for which nobody can  ˻be predisposed ˼163 also tip the 
balance164 in this matter;165 and just as little166  ˻can one say˼ what can become of him. About this, 
therefore, we must leave the judgment to the All‐seeing; [and] here this is expressed as if his 
decree, pronounced concerning them before they were born, had traced out to each the role that 
he was to play some day. In the order of appearances, previewing167 is for the author of the world, 
if he is himself thought anthropopathically ⟨anthropopathisch⟩ in this, simultaneously a predestin-
ing.167 But in the supersensible order of things, according to laws of freedom, where time drops out, 
it is merely an all‐seeing knowledge, without being able to explain,168 and yet simultaneously also 
˻without being able to˼ reconcile with the freedom of the will, why one human being proceeds in 
this way ⟨so⟩ [and] another according to opposite precepts.

First, the philosophical interpreter of religion must recognize that human ignorance (in this case, 
regarding the ultimate cause of a person’s life trajectory toward ever‐increasing good or evil) can 
be expressed symbolically: in the case of Romans 9: 18, the symbol is God’s pre‐birth decree of a 
person’s moral status. We should read such texts not as declaring positive knowledge of God, but 
as symbolically acknowledging that, given what we do know about moral character (e.g., that it 
often seems inborn and that changes often result more from accidental circumstances than from 
intentional choices),169 we must humbly confess a willingness to “leave the judgment to the All‐
seeing.” Adopting the theoretical standpoint, as required by the symbol, leads the author to write 
as if God had human feelings and were subjected to human time conditions; but, if we adopt the 
practical standpoint, with its grounding in the timelessness that is the origin of all freedom, God’s 
decree must be regarded as an omniscient act that somehow leaves our moral character intact. 
Such interpretations (see notes 8.162–3) enable philosophers to respect the authority of the Bible 
without simply dispensing with reason, just as the practical solution to the antinomy of faith 
respects faith in the historical Jesus by grounding it in the universal archetype.

161 That is, the verse quoted from Rom. 9: 18 (see note 8.158 above).
162 WP, GG, and GH have “why” for Kant’s woher (literally “whence”). Kant is referring here to the causal mechanism 
(the “how”), not to the reason (the “why”), for the former (not the latter) features in the antinomy’s apparent circu-
larity. Kant examines this mechanism in detail in the third General Comment (see App. III).
163 WP has “that are no one’s fault” for Kant’s für die niemand kann; GH has “which no one can foresee” and GG “over 
which nobody has any control.” Kant leaves the main verb unexpressed, so each translator is simply reading between 
the lines here. But each of their insertions neglects the fact that this phrase stands in direct contrast to the previous 
one. Kant’s point is that our inability to control, foresee, or be blamed for our good or evil character has two aspects: 
our innate predisposition inclines in one direction or the other; and the contingencies of life that could not be part of 
that predisposition push us further, one way or the other. Again, Kant is preparing us for the third parergon.
164 WP has “help turn the scale” for Kant’s Ausschlag geben (literally “give deflection”); GH has “seem to tip the scale” 
and GG “are … the decisive factor.”
165 WP has “in this” for Kant’s hierin einen (literally “in this one”); GH and GG omit these words.
166 Following GG for Kant’s eben so wenig; WP and GH have “no more.”
167 WP has “seeing in advance … resolving in advance” for Kant’s Vorhersehen … Vorherbeschließen; GH and GG have 
“prevision … predestination.”
168 Following WP for Kant’s erklären, except that he inserts “our” as the verb’s subject, while Kant leaves both this and 
the next verb without any subject; GH (combining this word with ohne, “without”) has “it is impossible to explain” and 
GG “the possibility of explaining.” The fact that Kant does not specify a subject for either verb suggests that he may 
have intended to say that, being timeless, God cannot explain moral differences between people that appear in time, 
nor could they be reconciled from God’s perspective. Once again (cf. R 38), Kant seems to be flirting with the concept 
of moral luck (see note 8.169 immediately below).
169 Nowadays this insight often goes by the name “moral luck” (see Nagel 1976 and Williams 1981). On the relevance 
of moral luck to Kant’s ethics, see Moore 1990; see also R 144.
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4. Division One, Section VII: (B) The coming of God’s kingdom

The final three paragraphs of Section VII conclude Division One of the Third Piece by exam-
ining the implications of the foregoing solution to the antinomy of faith for any church that 
takes up Kant’s challenge by regarding itself as a vehicle for pure religious faith. The first of 
these concluding paragraphs begins by restating the connection between the historical goal of 
church faith and the two perspectives of sanctifying faith, rooting the latter in the fact that 
our predisposition as humans (rational beings) has both a physical (animal) and a moral 
(personal) aspect.

121.11–20
It is therefore a necessary consequence of the physical and simultaneously of the moral predis-

position in us—the latter being the foundation and simultaneously the interpreter of all religion—
for religion ⟨daß diese⟩ eventually to be detached gradually from all empirical determining bases, 
from all statutes that rest on history and that, by means of a church faith, unify human beings 
provisionally in order to further the good, and thus for pure rational religion ultimately to rule 
over all, “so that God may be all in all.”170 —The cloaks under which the embryo first formed itself 
into the human being must be cast off if he is now to step into the light of day.

With the interpretation of this Scripture verse as a call for historical religious traditions to 
place pure rational religion at their core, so that their original “empirical determining bases” 
are seen as merely provisional stages, Kant’s account of the first experiment reaches its climax. 
Quite appropriately, he therefore follows this quotation with his most explicit expression of the 
metaphor that defines the structure of the whole book. The true church, as an organization 
engaged in the historical process of gradually transforming humanity’s dependence on ani-
mality into a dependence on personality, fulfills its destiny to become a manifestation of the 
religion of “bare reason” once it casts off the cloaks that were initially so important. But what 
are these “cloaks?”

Kant answers this question in the next portion of the paragraph: the cloaks of empirical reli-
gion are the statutes and other contingent features that become dispensable when a church 
reaches maturity, despite having been genuinely (prudentially) crucial to the organization’s 
initial conception, early development, and growth to maturity.

121.20–24, 122.01–10
The leash171 of holy tradition, with its appendages—the statutes and observances—which in its 
time rendered good services, is little by little becoming dispensable, indeed eventually a fetter, 
when he enters adolescence. As long as he (the human genus) “was a child, he was prudent172 as a 

170 After quoting from Ps. 8: 6 (“you put everything under their [or “his”] feet”), 1 Cor. 15: 26–27 interprets this 
passage as meaning that God is putting everything under Christ’s feet, reasoning that this must mean everything 
except God. The verse Kant quotes from (15: 28) then explains the final goal of the process: “When he has done this, 
then the Son himself will be made subject to him who put everything under him, so that God may be all in all.” Given 
this context and the fact that Kant’s solution to the antinomy of faith appeals directly to the archetype, his quotation of 
this passage here implies the following about the goal of pure rational religion: just as the archetype (cf. Christ in 
Christian theology) is subject to the moral law (cf. God), so also all contingent features of a true church must be sub-
ject to the archetype.
171 WP has “leading string” for Kant’s Leitband; GH and GG have “leading‐string.”
172 WP has “was astute” for Kant’s war … klug; GH has “understood” and GG, “was as clever.” Each of these options 
captures a possible connotation of klug, but they all leave the English reader wholly unaware that Kant is using the 
adjectival form of his noun for “prudence” (Klugheit); for an analysis of the significant role of prudence in Kant’s 
theory of the church, see SP‐2014a and SP‐2015e.
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child”173 and knew how to associate with ordinances174—which had been imposed on him {122} 
without his collaboration ⟨Zuthun⟩—presumably scholarship as well, and indeed even a philos-
ophy subservient to the church: “But now that he becomes a man, he puts away what is childish.”173 
The abasing distinction between laypersons and clerics ceases, and equality arises from true free-
dom, yet without anarchy; for, although everyone obeys the (nonstatutory) law that he prescribes 
to himself, he must yet simultaneously regard it also as the world ruler’s will, revealed to him 
through reason—˻a will˼ that175 invisibly binds everyone under a common government in a 
regime that had previously been presented and prepared poorly by the visible church.176—

Kant began the First Piece by posing a question about human progress (see §1.1). Having 
interspersed comments about progress and historical development throughout the text, he 
now implies that the human race (presumably thanks to the Enlightenment and its cap-
stone, the Critical philosophy) has entered its “adolescence”: the “leash” that has long been 
regarded (quite rightly) as the core of (childhood) religion should be set aside, for it and its 
various “appendages” are obstacles to reaching full maturity. Just as children need parents 
to guide and shape their development, the young church needs biblical scholars (as well as 
philosophically minded theologians) and clergy to fulfill the prudent task of leading the 
laity—in other words members who are not themselves sufficiently rational—into goodness, 
so that these members can come to an early awareness of what God does or does not want 
them to do. But when religious persons realize that this distinction is demeaning once 
all human beings are trusted to discern God’s will in their hearts (moral reformation 
being now firmly placed at the center, as the church’s raison d’être), visible church 
government can pass away (as Kant will explicitly state at R 135n), being replaced by a form 
of deep, invisibly governed freedom that is best regarded not as anarchy, but as genuine the-
ocracy (see note 8.176).

Whereas the individual change of heart discussed in the Second Piece must come about 
through a revolutionary, timeless choice, this corporate change of heart must occur through a 
gradual, historical process—at least as far as “human work” is concerned.

122.10–24
All this is not to be expected from an external revolution, which impetuously and forcibly pro-
duces its effect, ˻ an effect˼ [which is] greatly dependent on fortunate circumstances [and] in which, 
whatever mistake was made during the foundation of a new structure, will regretfully be retained 
through centuries, because it can no longer be revised, at least not without a new (always dan-
gerous) revolution.— Rather, it is in the principle of pure rational religion, ˻of such religion˼ as a 
constantly occurring177 (although not empirical) divine revelation, that the basis for that transition 

173 1 Cor. 13: 11: “When I was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When 
I became a man, I put the ways of childhood behind me.”
174 WP has “statutes” for Kant’s Satzungen (a synonym of Statuten, which WP also translated as “statutes” when it 
appears in the previous sentence); GH and GG misleadingly have “propositions” here.
175 WP has “which” for Kant’s der, adding a note to specify that this refers to “will” (and, by implication, to the world 
ruler), but anyone skipping the footnote will assume it refers to “reason.” GH has “a will that,” and GG “and this ruler.”
176 For a defense of the claim that the Bible defends a form of theocracy (God’s rule)—one that is strikingly similar 
to the system Kant sketches here—see SP‐1993.
177 Following WP and GH for Kant’s geschehenden; GG has “taking the place.” Ak. adopts the R1 reading, assuming 
R2’s geschehenen (“occurred”) is a typo that Kant simply failed to notice. If the change of tense was intentional, Kant 
might have been thinking that God’s timelessness makes the present continuous tense inappropriate. In that case, the 
revised phrase would be translated, somewhat paradoxically, as “invariably occurred”—i.e., at any given time, we must 
treat this revelation as if it has already occured.
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to this new order of things must lie. This /transition\,178 once prepared through179 mature deliber-
ation, is brought to execution through a gradually progressing reform, insofar as this /new struc-
ture\ is to be a human work; for, as regards revolutions that can shorten this progress, they are left 
to providence and cannot be introduced on schedule180 without detriment to freedom. —

The success of social revolutions inevitably depends on accidental features that lead the revo-
lutionaries to adopt one type of initial organizational structure rather than another; any result-
ing defects can be repaired only by risking yet another revolution—a process that would need 
to continue ad infinitum. But, once we recognize that a “pure rational religion” lies as “the 
principle” at the basis of every (genuine) visible church, we can work toward the goal of grad-
ually conforming every religious organization to the ideal of this “new order of things.” 
Genuinely religious revolutions must be providential, coming to a community as a “divine 
 revelation” rather than being intentionally implemented, as a human plan.

On this basis, should biblical passages proclaiming the coming of God’s kingdom be taken 
as divine revelation that just such a providential revolution has taken place? As Kant made 
clear in the first Preface, the philosophical theologian has no right to make such assessments 
from within the standpoint of any religious tradition. Nevertheless, such passages can be 
provided with a philosophical justification if we interpret them as affirming a principle of 
gradual transition from diverse church faiths to “universal rational religion.”

122.25–37, 123.01–06
There is, however, ground for saying “that the kingdom of God is come unto us,”181 even if only 

the principle of the gradual transition of church faith to universal rational religion and thus to a 
(divine) ethical regime on earth has taken root universally182 and somewhere also publicly, 
although the real establishment of this /regime\ ⟨desselben⟩ still lies an infinite distance away from 
us. For, since this principle contains the basis for a continual approach to this perfection, there lies 
in it (invisibly), as in a germ that develops and that will subsequently183 bear seed in turn, the whole 
that some day is to illumine and rule the world. But the true and the good, for the insight into 
which and the heartfelt interest184 in which every human being’s natural predisposition contains 
the basis, do not fail, once they have become public, to communicate themselves pervasively, by 

178 WP, GG, and GH take Kant’s welcher (“which”) to refer to Grund (“basis”). However, the transition, not the basis, 
is what must be “brought to execution,” and this occurs “through mature deliberation” on the basis for it.
179 WP has “apprehended through” for Kant’s aus … gefaßt; GH has “grasped with” and GG “grasped after.” These 
loose translations were required because all three translators mistook the referent of welcher (see note 8.178 above).
180 WP, GG, and GH have “according to plan” for Kant’s planmäßig (literally “plan‐fully”). As ‐mäßig means “mix 
with” or “moderate,” Kant’s point is twofold: first, no human plan or schedule can control the divine intervention 
needed for a genuinely religious revolution; but, second, given his reference to freedom being harmed, if this qualifi-
cation did not apply, he must also mean that God (“providence”) respects human planning and may delay what could 
come sooner, if the gradual reform of human beings were sufficient to make us ready to receive it.
181 See Matt. 12: 28b and Lk. 11: 20b: “the kingdom of God has come upon you.”
182 Following WP for Kant’s allgemein … Wurzel gefaßt; GH has “become general and … gained … a … foothold” 
and GG “put in roots universally.” It is unclear whether Kant intends here to say that the root has actually begun to 
grow in the ground, or whether the good principle or “predisposition” (Anlage) has merely begun to prepare (i.e., 
sprout) a root. The previous sentence suggests that what has been “prepared” has occurred through “mature delibera-
tion,” and later (R 151.10) Kant describes such preparation as the task of “understanding” (i.e., conceptualizing a prin-
ciple); so he is probably not saying that the predisposition is actually rooted “universally”; rather, what is universal is 
the idea (or archetype) of the good predisposition. That is, the sprouted plant of goodness is present in the nature of 
every human being, waiting to be transplanted into fertile soil of each individual’s community experience; but, as the 
next statement suggests, it has not necessarily taken root in everyone as yet—indeed, perhaps not even in anyone.
183 WP has “later” for Kant’s in der Folge; GH has “in due time” and GG “in the future.”
184 Following WP for Kant’s Herzensantheils; GH and GG have “sympathy.”
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dint of their natural affinity with {123} the moral predisposition of rational beings overall. The 
restraint,185 due to political civil causes, that may from time to time befall their proliferation 
serves,185 rather, to make the unification of minds toward the good (which, after they have set an 
eye on it once,186 never leaves their thoughts) all the more profound.*

Such passages are evidence that the rational principle has taken on an empirical, public foot-
hold even though the completion of the process (i.e., the arrival of theocracy as an actual “eth-
ical regime”) lies in the “infinite” future, for the principle is, by definition, an “invisible” one. 
Any church that affirms this “germ” as its guiding principle, in the hope that a divine “perfec-
tion” will eventually “illumine and rule the world,” is taking up into its tradition a “seed” that 
functions as the social equivalent of an individual’s predisposition to good. Just as individuals 
who have a “heartfelt” conviction to pursue “the true and the good” can expect to witness 
gradual moral improvement, so also these ethical qualities naturally spread through a 
community, once the power of “the moral predisposition” has taken hold. Ironically, “political 
civil causes” (i.e., attempts at implementing moral aims through human revolutions alone) are 
likely to restrict the church’s expansion toward this goal; yet church members who have the 
principle of the theocratic goal fixed firmly in their minds will surely grow closer during such 
inevitable setbacks.187

At the end of the penultimate paragraph of Section VII Kant adds a footnote, clarifying that 
he does not mean the foregoing comments to be an assessment of, or an attack on, Christian 
faith—something he later also claimed he had not done in Religion (see CF 8). Rather, his con-
cern is to ensure that biblical theologians not be allowed to make church faith more than it has 
the right to be—for example, by letting it define the very “concept of actual religion.”

123n.07–18
*One can, without either refusing188 the service of church faith or antagonizing189 the faith 

⟨ihn⟩, preserve its useful influence as a vehicle and nonetheless take away from it, as a delusion of 
a liturgical duty, all influence on the concept of actual religion (that is ⟨nämlich⟩, moral /religion\), 
and can thus, despite the diversity of statutory kinds of faith, bring about compatibility of190 their 
adherents among each other190 through the precepts of the unique rational religion, [by reference] 
to which ⟨wohin⟩ the teachers are to interpret all those ordinances and observances; until, with 
time, by dint of the true enlightenment (a lawfulness emerging from moral freedom) [which] has 
[then] gained the upper hand, one can with everyone’s concordance exchange the form of an abas-
ing means of coercion for a church form that is appropriate to191 the dignity of a moral religion, 
namely the ˻form˼ of a free faith. —

185 In both editions Kant has a grammatical mistake, Die Hemmung … dienen, using a singular subject with a plural 
form of the verb. WP, GG, and GH follow Ak. by changing the subject to the plural form Die Hemmungen. However, 
Kant most likely intended to refer to a singular (type of) restraint, but was misled by his own use of the plural noun 
Ursachen (“causes”) into using the plural verb. On this assumption, I take the verb to be the error, not the noun, trans-
lating the sentence as if Kant had written Die Hemmung … dient.
186 WP has “once they have fixed their eyes upon it” for Kant’s nachdem sie es einmal ins Auge gefaßt haben; GH has 
“after they have once cast their eyes upon it” and GG “after these have once cast their eyes upon it.” Kant’s idiom (ins 
Auge gefaßt; literally “prepared in an eye”) means “envisaged”; but the singular (“an eye”) suggests targeting what one 
envisages (as when one shuts one eye when preparing to take aim), not simply glancing at it. Kant may be alluding here 
to Phil. 3: 12: “Not that I have already obtained all this, or have already arrived at my goal, but I press on to take hold 
of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me.”
187 See SP‐1993 ch. 6, for a discussion of the role of suffering in the shaping of a theocratic mentality.
188 Following GG for Kant’s aufsagt; WP has “revoking” and GH “renouncing.”
189 WP and GH have “attacking” for Kant’s befehdet; GG has “feuding with.” Cf. note 7.33.
190 WP and GG have “among” for Kant’s der … unter einander; GH has “mutual (compatibility) of.”
191 WP has “adequate to” for Kant’s die … angemessen ist; GH has “which squares with” and GG “commensurate to.”
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One can accept Kant’s arguments and yet continue participating in the church services run by 
one’s preferred religious tradition, for his position is not antagonistic toward any legitimate 
vehicle for religious faith, as long as it stays within its proper bounds and does not attempt to 
pontificate on what philosophers alone can assess. The charge that Kant is here contravening his 
own guidelines regarding the need to keep biblical and philosophical theology distinct (see 
notes 0.134 and 0.148; cf. R 9–10) misses the fact that Kant never said he would not assess 
whether and when a discipline has improperly crossed this boundary. Indeed, identifying such 
“delusion” and preventing people from regarding it as “a liturgical duty” is the philosophical 
theologian’s primary role! What philosophers must not assess is how well a particular church 
faith succeeds (or fails) in serving as the vehicle it is meant to be, when it does stay within its 
proper boundary; that is of no concern to Kant, unless church teachers construe “ordinances 
and observances” in a way that hinders “the true enlightenment” that is “the form of a free faith.”

Here a perplexing problem arises: If enlightened (rational) religion is free, yet also universal 
(i.e., always an expression of one and the same rational faith), then how is this consistent with 
the fact that visible churches as they appear in actual historical situations are bound to be 
diverse, sometimes in seemingly irreconcilable ways? Kant devotes the remainder of this foot-
note to this problem.

123n.18–25
Reconciling church unity of faith with freedom in matters of faith is a problem that the idea of the 
objective unity of rational religion, through the moral interest that we take in it, constantly impels us 
to solve; but, for bringing this [[reconciliation]] ⟨welches⟩ about in a visible church, if we consult 
human nature about this, there is little hope. It is an idea of reason, exhibiting which in an intuition 
appropriate to it is impossible for us, but which nonetheless has objective reality as a practical regu-
lative principle, in order to work toward this purpose of the unity of pure rational religion.

Given that the impulse to seek unity is itself a rational idea, we must not expect visible churches 
to exhibit the unity in an intuition (i.e., in a sensible form) that lives up to the idea. Just as indi-
viduals must work toward being good even though human nature is beset by radical evil, so 
religious organizations must work to implement this idea of religious unity even though reach-
ing the goal may be impossible; for this is the purpose of pure rational religion.

Kant concludes the footnote (in R1) by comparing the way visible churches are likely to 
evolve, in light of this rational purpose, with the way powerful nations tend to subjugate more 
and more weaker ones, until a superpower (as we now call such a nation) becomes so unwieldy 
that its unity begins to splinter.

123n.25–35
It is with this as with the political idea of a national law,192 insofar [as] it is to be connected simulta-
neously to an international law192 [that is] universal and reigning. Experience denies us any hope for 
this. A propensity seems to have been put (perhaps intentionally) into the human race, [so] that 
every single regime, if things go according to its wishes, will strive to subjugate every other regime 
to itself and to set up a universal monarchy ⟨Universalmonarchie⟩; but, when it has achieved a 
certain size, will nonetheless on its own splinter into smaller regimes. Thus, every church harbors 
the proud pretension to become a universal /one\; but, once it has proliferated and becomes domi-
nant,193 there soon shows up a principle of disintegration and separation into different sects.

192 WP has “a right of state … a right of nations,” for Kant’s Staatsrecht … Völkerrecht; GH and GG have “the right(s) 
of a state … an international law.” The former is the German term for “constitutional law” in nation–states governed 
by a constitution.
193 WP has “is becoming dominant” for Kant’s herrschend wird; GH has “commenced to rule” and GG “acquires ascendancy.”
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Kant speculates that human communities seem to be beset by “a propensity” (corresponding 
to the propensity to evil in individuals) that leads political regimes inevitably to act in such 
self‐protective ways. In like manner, visible churches are bound to interpret the call to unity as 
a mandate to force other churches to accept the absolute truth of their historical traditions; yet 
success in unifying numerous diverse groups in this manner inevitably leads at some point 
back into sectarian schisms that are at least as divided as the original groups were.

In R2 Kant adds a sentence to this footnote, noting two powerful causes that tend to obstruct 
the natural tendency of states to unite into larger federations.

123n.36–40
†The premature and thereby ([i.e.,] by coming before human beings have become morally 

better) harmful fusion of regimes—if we are permitted to assume194 in this an intention of provi-
dence—is prevented above all by two potently efficient causes, namely diversity of languages and 
diversity of religions.

Probably alluding to the biblical story of the Tower of Babel (Gen. 11: 1–9), Kant interprets diver-
sity of languages and religious traditions as a possible providential intention, designed to limit 
the damage that can be done if the universality that is the proper goal of rational religion is expe-
rienced by human beings who are not yet morally capable of benefiting from such unification. In 
the following year (1795), Kant published a fuller explanation and defense of these same two 
causes, in PP 360-8.

Here what I call the “theocentric orientation” of Kant’s philosophy comes to the fore. One of the 
most thorough treatments of my interpretation to date, Lorenz 2012: 152–72, affirms the presence 
of this orientation but argues that Kant develops it by portraying moral faith as giving rise to a 
practical “system of purposes” (161), not by constructing an architectonic “system of perspectives,” 
as PSP and PCR claim. (A similarly thorough treatment, Love 2010, is more sympathetic to my 
emphasis on the role of Kant’s architectonic.) While Lorenz is undoubtedly right to draw attention 
to the telos that drives the development of Kant’s entire system—indeed, that telos is nowhere more 
evident than here in the Third Piece, where the moral predetermination of human beings gives us 
a duty to work toward forming an ethical community that will instantiate nothing less than “the 
kingdom of God”—I see (and Lorenz identifies) no contradiction between affirming that Kant 
employs (and insists on employing, much to the dismay of many readers) architectonic reasoning 
as the proper philosophical method for bringing this telos to light. Lorenz gets Kant wrong in 
contending (2012: 169) that Kant’s project is theological in something like the traditional dogmatic 
(e.g., Lutheran) sense, such that it is not empirical religion in the form of actual church commu-
nities (as I have argued) but Christian theology that effects the synthesis between the theoretical 
and practical standpoints. As Kant argued in the first Preface and has demonstrated throughout 
Religion, he is not interested in actually constructing a biblical (i.e., dogmatic) theology; rather, his 
focus is always and only philosophical and (so I have argued) specifically judicial, in the sense of 
being oriented toward experiential manifestations of theoretical claims that make a difference to 
our moral–practical lifestyle. No single source of misunderstanding Kant’s philosophy of religion 
is greater than this one: interpreters expect Kant to take sides on dogmatic/theological issues, yet 
his point in Religion is to motivate us to be religious in the most authentic sense of the word, not to 
tell us which religious community we should join. That he had real human experience in mind, 
more than dogmatic theology, is evidenced nowhere more clearly than here in Division One of the 
Third Piece, where the kingdom of God is presented as an idea that we must instantiate on earth.

194 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s anzunehmen, on the assumption that Kant’s focus here is on what is per-
mitted for an argument. Given his reference to providence, Kant’s use of this term also suggests he is assessing whether 
it is permissible to accept a belief in such explanations of historical phenomena.
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Kant’s short concluding paragraph in the main text (after a break marked, again, by three 
asterisks in the German text), harks back to the previous paragraph’s reference to the kingdom 
of God, interpreting this invisible “work” as a constantly progressing—that is, a teleological—
manifestation “of the good principle” in the community of the human race.

124.01–05  
*    *    *

{124} This, then, is the work—unnoticed by human eyes but progressing constantly—of the 
good principle, of establishing for itself, in the human race as a community according to laws of 
virtue,195 a potency196 and a kingdom that maintains the victory over evil and ˻that˼, under its 
dominion, assures the world of an eternal peace.

Ending Division One with a suggestive reference to a notion that he probably already had in 
mind as the title of what would become his most influential political essay (i.e., PP), Kant con-
cludes his architectonic account of the empirical perspective on rational religion by claiming 
that the ultimate “victory over evil” can occur only insofar as the church succeeds in ushering 
in the moral kingdom of God on earth.

195 Following WP for Kant’s nach Tugendgesetzen; GH has “under laws of virtue” and GG “according to the laws of 
virtue.” However, I follow GH and GG in the placement of this phrase; WP places it after “kingdom” (then adds a 
further “a kingdom” on the assumption that Kant has an ellipsis). Kant sets off this whole clause (“of establishing … a 
kingdom”) with commas, thus indicating that the phrase in question relates to the “the human race as a community”; 
but the commas are missing in the initial 1914 edition of Ak., and this makes it possible to misread these two words as 
modifying “kingdom.”
196 WP, GG, and GH have “power” for Kant’s Macht (literally “might”). This term can also designate (at least meta-
phorically) the power holder—in this case, God as the “potentate” guaranteeing peace in the ethical community.
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1. Division Two: (A) The unchangeable basis of the true church

In the Third Piece, as in the Second Piece, the second major part focuses on historical issues, 
 indicating that Kant is concerned here more with the second experiment than the first. Division 
One having been a “Philosophical Presenation” (R 94), the title of Division Two makes this explicit:

124.06–08  
Division Two

Historical Presentation of the Gradual Founding of  
the Dominion of the Good Principle on Earth 

Unlike Division One, Division Two has no subsections (and hence no section titles other than the 
overall title); nevertheless, Kant’s account of the history of the true (universal) church has a clear 
progression, moving from a discussion of Jesus’ radical break with all that was nonuniversal in 
Judaism, to the tendency of Christians down through the ages to shape their faith into something 
just as nonuniversal as Judaism, and concluding with reflections on why we have good reason to be 
optimistic for the future, because Kant’s own interpretation of pure moral religion portrays the mes-
sage of the coming of God’s kingdom in symbolic terms that can be applicable to all good‐hearted 
people. I shall divide my comments on Division Two into sections highlighting this progression.

As we saw in Chapters 7–8, Sections V–VII of Division One highlighted, in order, each of 
the first three requirements for the organization of the true church, so it should come as no 
surprise that Kant’s focus shifts in Division Two to the fourth requirement, distinguishing 
 between the changeable and the unchangeable.

124.09–28
Concerning religion (in the narrowest1 meaning of the word) on earth one cannot require a 
universal history ⟨Universalhistorie⟩ of the human race; for it, being based on pure moral faith, is 

Gradual Victory of Good  
in Church History 

Division Two (R 125–37)

9

1 Following WP for Kant’s engsten; GH and GG have “strictest,” which would normally be a good translation when 
modifying “meaning.” However, Kant is alluding here to the concentric circles metaphor in the second Preface (see 
R 12); so the more literal meaning of “narrow” or “constricted” is best preserved.
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not a public state, but each /person\ can be conscious only by himself of the advances that he has 
made in this /faith\ ⟨in demselben⟩. Hence it is only of church faith that we can expect a universal 
⟨allgemeine⟩ historical exhibition,2 by comparing it in regard to its multiple3 and changeable form with 
the sole, unchangeable, pure religious faith. From the point onward where church faith ⟨der erstere⟩ 
publicly recognizes its dependence on the restricting conditions of pure religious faith ⟨des letztern⟩ 
and of the necessity of consonance with it, the universal church starts to form itself into an ethical 
nation of God and to advance, according to an established principle that is one and the same for all 
human beings and for all times, toward this nation’s ⟨desselben⟩ completion. —One can foresee that 
this history will be nothing but the narrative of the constant struggle between the liturgical ˻religious 
faith˼ and the moral religious faith, the former of which, as historical faith, the human being is 
 constantly inclined to put at the top, while the latter has never given up its claim to the superiority that 
belongs to it as the only soul‐mending4 faith and will certainly assert this claim eventually.

After a rare clarification, that he uses the key word “religion” in more than one sense (something 
that any attentive reader will have noticed, and that can cause considerable perplexity), Kant 
begins with the surprising claim that religion in its “narrowest meaning” cannot be universal. By 
this claim he must be referring back to the Second Piece, where he examines religion as it relates 
to the experience of private individuals advancing on the path to goodness, without the assistance 
of a religious public in the form of a church. Thus he clarifies that his discussion of a universal 
history of religion refers only to “church faith”—that is, only to public religious organizations as 
defined here in the Third Piece, Division One. Such a history of (public) religion must distin-
guish between the liturgical “form” of each particular faith tradition, which is “multiple and 
changeable,” and the “unchangeable” (material) core of “pure religious faith.” The “restricting 
conditions” Kant refers to here are the four requirements set out in Section IV of Division One; 
so his point is that the history of “the universal church” starts when a public religious organiza-
tion first takes this fourth characteristic as its crucial guideline—for it includes within it the first 
three (by requiring what is unchangeable in the structure of the true church to consist only of 
these four precepts).5 The “ethical nation of God” (i.e., what I call “Kantian theocracy”) starts 
when empirical organizations begin to concur with this pure requirement—though Kant is quick 
to remind us (after the dash) that this history will be a “constant struggle” between the two types 
of church faith that he first identified in Section V of Division One: pure religious faith ought to 
be a church’s material core, but it tends to be sidelined by historical faith in certain  liturgical 
forms that cater to our ever‐present human inclinations.

In the next paragraph Kant explains why his account of church history must focus on (what 
he regards as) the only faith tradition that contains within it the seed or “predisposition to” 
universal religion:6 a mere recounting of entirely disparate historical faiths would fail to accom-
plish the task of giving historical evidence that a genuine unity of historical faiths is possible.

2 WP has “exposition” for Kant’s Darstellung; GH and GG have “account.”
3 WP and GH have “varied” for Kant’s verschiedenen; GG has “manifold.”
4 WP has “soul‐improving” for Kant’s seelenbesserndem; GH has “bettering the soul” and GG “which improves the 
soul.” See Glossary for an explanation of my usage.
5 HRR‐Riebel: 61–2 correctly points out that Kant’s focus on the church in Religion is entirely on a public organiza-
tion, where that entails being rooted in moral content that is universally accessible to human beings. This helps explain 
why Kant devotes so little attention to the details of church organization (see note 7.69). As Riebel points out, Kant is 
not interested in das Theoretische (the theoretical aspect) of church faith (HRR 62), for this, like revelation, is a private 
affair that is the proper domain of biblical theolgians.
6 I argue in SP‐2013a that Laozi’s Dao De Jing, if taken as a scripture that grounds a historical faith, can be regarded 
as defending the same four characteristics of church government that Kant introduced in R 101–2. That Kant wrote 
as if Christianity is the only historical faith that defends this principle is at worst an indication of his limited 
knowledge of other traditions and at best an expression of prudence, motivated by a sincere desire to avoid offend-
ing the status quo.
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124.29–34, 125.01–10
This history can have unity, however, only if it is restricted merely7 to that part of the human race 

in which the predisposition to the unity of the universal church has already been brought close to 
its development, inasmuch as through this /history\ ⟨sie⟩ at least the question concerning the 
 distinction of rational and historical faith has already been publicly set up and deciding it8 made 
the greatest moral issue; for {125} the history [of the ordinances]9 of different peoples whose faiths 
stand in no association under one another10 does not otherwise afford any unity of the church. One 
cannot, however, count as belonging to this unity that in one and the same people a certain new 
faith once emanated that was markedly distinct from the previously dominant one, even if the latter 
⟨dieser⟩ carried with it the occasioning ⟨veranlassenden⟩ causes for the new /faith’s\ generation.11 For 
there must be unity of principle if one is to count the following12 of different kinds of faith, one after 
another,12 [as belonging] to the modifications of one and the same church, and it is actually with the 
history of this church ⟨der letztern⟩ that we are now occupied.13

The key distinction that must be made before we can even begin discussing the history of the 
universal church is between “rational and historical faith”—a distinction that Kant thinks Jesus 
first made public (see §9.4 below and §10.4) and that defines the foci for the two experiments 
he is conducting here in Religion (see Introduction §4). What matters, when tracing the histor-
ical origin of the one true church, is not merely identifying whether a particular historical faith 
(and here Kant is obviously thinking of Judaism) occasioned the one that first made universal 
religion public, but determining whether the underlying principle of the two faiths was the 
same. That is, even though the Christian faith obviously developed out of the Jewish faith, the 
latter would deserve to be regarded as the original basis for the true church only if the two his-
torical faiths were mutually bound together under the same (unchangeable) moral principle as 
their common core (see note 9.10).

Kant makes his brief introductory argument explicit in the third paragraph by clearly stating 
that, even though “the Jewish faith … immediately preceded” Christianity, it has “no essential 
asssociation whatsoever” with the founding of the first true church.

125.11–19
For this aim, therefore, we can deal ⟨abhandeln⟩ only with the history of that church that, from its 

first beginning onward, carried with it the germ and the principles for the objective unity of the true 
and universal religious faith, to which it is gradually being brought closer. —Now, here we find, first, 

7 Following GG for Kant’s bloß; WP has “alone” and GH “wholly.” See note 1.65 and Glossary.
8 WP has “its settlement” for Kant’s ihre Entscheidung; GH has “its solution” and GG “its resolution.” The term can 
have the sense of a judge reaching a verdict, an umpire making a call, or a team playing the deciding game in a sporting 
match, but does not refer to solving a puzzle or resolving a problem.
9 The bracketed words translate der Satzungen, which GW inserted in Ak. WP inserts “of the statutes,” GG “of the 
dogmas” and GH “merely of the dogmas”—all without indicating that Kant’s original text has nothing corresponding to 
these words. I have retained them in brackets because Kant’s focus on the fourth requirement of the church in the previous 
paragraph does suggest that his focus here is on the lack of unity among the ordinances of different historical faiths.
10 WP has “connection to another” for Kant’s Verbindung unter einander; GH has “connection with one another” and 
GG “connected” (using the passive voice and omitting unter einander). The fact that Kant replaces the usual preposi-
tion mit (“with”) with unter (“under”) is significant: he is not addressing the issue of whether or not historical faiths 
are associated with each other, empirically. Rather, he is implying that different historical faiths can form a single, 
consistent history only by being mutually subordinated under pure rational faith—a point made more explicit at 
R 123n.12, where Kant uses the same phrase. Indeed, the term Verbindung can also refer to an obligatory “binding.”
11 WP and GG have “production” for Kant’s Erzeugen; GH has “product.” Cf. note 1.138.
12 WP has “succession … one after another” for Kant’s die Folge … nacheinander; GH has “succession … following 
one another” and GG “succession … which replace one another.” This whole phrase can mean “succession”; however, 
the question of whether the faiths are a genuine succession (which requires a unity of principle) or a mere “following 
one after another” is precisely what is at issue here.
13 WP, GG, and GH have “are … concerned” for Kant’s beschäftigen.
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that the Jewish faith stands in no essential association whatsoever, i.e., in no unity according to con-
cepts, with this church faith whose history we want to examine, even though that /faith\14 immediately 
preceded and provided the physical occasion for the founding of this (the Christian) church /faith\.14

While in the postholocaust age such a claim might seem offensive in the extreme—not to 
mention ironic, in a section allegedly devoted to universal religion!—we should not reject 
Kant’s claim without considering the merits of his argument. Does the Jewish faith, properly 
considered, contain an essential conceptual “unity” with the “church faith” that Jesus founded? 
Kant turns to this very question in the next paragraph: as one of the longest paragraphs in the 
main text of Religion (the only longer paragraphs being the three located at R 78–82, 118–21, 
and 72–6), it deserves a subsection of its own.

2. Division Two: (B) Christianity’s radical break with Judaism

i. The allegedly nonuniversal emphasis of the Jewish faith

Kant’s lengthy paragraph defending his claim that the Jewish faith is nonuniversal at its core 
(and thus rejects the unchangeable requirements of the true church) begins with a general 
argument based on the essentially external, political nature of Judaism, then proceeds to offer 
three more specific arguments.

125.20–36
The Jewish faith is, in terms of its original arrangement ⟨Einrichtung⟩, an embodiment15 of merely 

statutory laws, on which a national structure was based; for whatever ⟨welchem⟩ moral additions were 
appended to it, either already at that time or even16 subsequently, absolutely do not belong to Judaism, 
as such a /faith\.17 Judaism ⟨Das letztere⟩ is actually not a religion at all, but merely a unification of a 
multitude of human beings who, because they belonged to a particular tribe,18 formed themselves into 
a community under merely political laws, [and] hence not into a church;19 on the contrary, the 
community ⟨es⟩ was intended ⟨sollte⟩ to be a merely secular nation, so that, if this /nation\ were to be 
torn apart through adverse contingencies, it would continue to20 be left with the political faith (belonging 
to it essentially) [of the people] in perhaps restoring it some day (at the advent of the Messiah). [[The 
fact]] that this national structure has theocracy as its foundation (obviously21 an aristocracy of priests 
or leaders who boasted of instruction22 immediately23  conferred on them by God), [and] hence ˻that˼ 
the name of God—who, after all, is here being venerated merely as a secular regent who makes no claim 
at all concerning and upon conscience—does not make it into a religious structure.

14 WP has “it … this faith … this … (church)” for Kant’s jener … dieser; GH has “the Jewish … this … (church)” and 
GG “it … it … this (church).” But Kant’s jener and dieser are parallel: each implicitly refers back to one of the two types 
of faith, the Jewish and Christian versions, respectively.
15 WP has “sum” for Kant’s Inbegriff; GH and GG have “collection.”
16 WP and GH omit Kant’s auch; GG has “only.”
17 WP, GG, and GH have “as such” for Kant’s als einem solchen. The phrase does not mean “in its essence,” but implic-
itly refers to the whole previous explanation of what that essence is: a faith consisting of statutory laws, etc.
18 WP, GG, and GH have “stock” for Kant’s Stamm (literally “stem”), but this term in English has derogatory implica-
tions that Kant’s German does not share.
19 BRR: 460–1 cites theologian J. S. Semler (1792; see especially 116, 126, 249, 304) as the source of Kant’s views on Judaism.
20 WP, GG, and GH have “still” for Kant’s noch immer.
21 WP has “manifestly” for Kant’s sichtbarlich; GH and GG have “visibly.”
22 WP, GG, and GH have “instructions” for Kant’s Instructionen. In R2 Kant changed Instructionen (“instructions”) 
to Instruction (“instruction”); as Ak. retains R1’s reading, so do the three translators. However, I follow Kant’s change 
because it suggests that he had in mind a constant relationship rather than a one‐off set of instructions.
23 WP omits Kant’s unmittelbar; GH and GG have “directly.”
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Kant argued in the opening sections of Division One (see §7.2) that a genuinely ethical 
community by definition cannot be political. The fact that the Jews are first and foremost an 
ethnic group that established itself as a community on the basis of “merely statutory laws,” and 
that their “national structure” was set up explicitly to give the people political power in compe-
tition with other secular states, does suggest (on Kant’s terms) that “Judaism is actually not a 
religion at all.” The biblical statutes and admonitions that do have the ring of genuine morality24 
were appendages, rather than being viewed as an essential core. Thus, even the core belief in 
“the advent of the Messiah” was essentially a “political faith,” not a religious one. That the Jews 
aimed to set up a theocracy does not make them genuinely religious, for their theocracy was 
based not on God issuing essentially moral commands directly to the conscience of each good‐
hearted person in an ethical community (as a Kantian theocracy would be), but on priests who 
behaved as aristocrats, directing the people’s external behavior in the name of God.25

While there are certainly exceptions to Kant’s generalization about the nature of the historical 
faith described in the Jewish Bible, Kant does acknowledge such exceptions (see note 9.24 
above). Some scholars (e.g., Fackenheim 1963 and, more recently, PID 196–204) have argued 
against Kant’s interpretation of Judaism on the grounds that he misconstrues several crucial 
aspects of the Jewish concept of morality as arising out of the God–human relationship. Axinn 
provides a powerful apology for Kant, from a Jewish perspective, concluding that Kant’s theory 
of rational religion is a “necessary” though “not sufficient” basis for Judaism itself (1968: 23): 
“there is nothing essential in Kant’s religious view that a Jew must reject and much to be gained 
in clarity.” Perhaps the best counterargument to Kant’s criticism of Judaism for focusing on 
external, this‐worldly behavior (a focus Kant himself has, throughout much of Religion) would 
therefore be that the Bible’s portrayal of the setting up of the Jewish state does not condone it (as 
Kant assumes), but treats it as an act of rebellion against a God whose preference was for an 
entirely ethical relationship with the people (see SP‐1993: 37–8). In other words, while Kant’s 
assessment is a mostly accurate description of what actually occurred in the early history of the 
Jewish state, he does not adequately acknowledge that many if not all Jewish writers have 
opposed this externalization of religion not just at a later stage, but from the start to the finish. 
Evidence of such opposition significantly weakens Kant’s attempt to deny a fundamental con-
nection between the Jewish faith and Jesus’ internalized, universal message. But, to be fair to 
Kant, let us consider his three specific arguments before assessing his overall position.

Kant’s first two specific proofs, that the Jewish faith is not essentially a moral  religion, are 
that all the commandments can be imposed “as coercive laws” and that all reward and punish-
ment for obeying or disobeying these laws are meted out in this life, without any awareness of 
the rational need for life after death.

125.36–37, 126.01–16
The proof that the structure ⟨sie⟩ was not intended to be a religious one ⟨das letztere⟩ is clear. First, 
all the commandments ⟨Gebote⟩ are {126} of such a kind that even a political structure can be 
concerned with them ⟨darauf halten⟩ and impose them as coercive laws, because they concern 
merely external actions; and, although before reason the Ten Commandments would already hold 
as ethical ones, even if they had not been given publicly, in that legislation they have not been given 
at all with the demand on one’s moral conviction in obeying them ⟨derselben⟩ (wherein Christianity 
later posited the main work), but have been directed absolutely only to the external observance. 

24 Kant is presumably thinking here of some of the Ten Commandments (such as those forbidding lying, stealing, 
and murder) and various other verses, mainly in the prophetic writings (e.g., Jer. 31: 33 and Mic. 6: 8), that together 
bear witness to a growing dissatisfaction with merely statutory faith.
25 See SP‐1993 and §7.2.ii–3.i above, for further discussions of the differences between Jewish theocracy and the 
conscience‐oriented theocracy that Jesus and Kant defended.
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This is also evident from [[the fact]] that, second, all the consequences of fulfilling or transgressing 
these commandments—all reward and punishment—are restricted to those /consequences\ alone 
which can be accorded to everyone in this world, and even these /consequences\ not according to 
ethical concepts; for both /reward and punishment\ were intended to affect even the progeny, 
which had taken no practical part ⟨Antheil⟩ in those deeds or misdeeds, which in a political structure 
can indeed be a prudential means for providing oneself with compliance, but in an ethical one would 
be contrary to all equity.26

Kant’s explanation of the first proof hits the nail on the head: the problem is not that the laws 
of Judaism were not properly ethical, but that the whole emphasis was placed on external 
observance rather than on an obedient person’s “moral conviction.” Only the latter is genuinely 
universal and hence unchangeable, so the fact that Christianity changes the focus, by making 
the inner conviction more important than the external act, is crucial. The second proof further 
confirms that the focus of Judaism was nonmoral, because both rewards for obedience and 
punishments for disobedience tended to be imputed not only to the person who actually per-
forms the good or bad deed, but also to a person’s direct descendants. Such an interpretation 
of how God rewards and punishes people might serve as a very effective “prudential means” to 
persuade people to obey; but it is wholly inappropriate as an ethical standard. Here Kant’s 
account of Jewish teaching is fairly standard, so his rationale for arguing against regarding 
Judaism as the origin of the first true church seems stronger.

Kant continues his discussion of the second proof by noting what is (at least for a Kantian) 
an important implication of focusing rewards and punishments entirely on earthly life: the 
Jewish faith contains no essential belief in life after death, yet this is an essential ingredient in 
Kant’s moral religion.27

126.16–35
Now, since no religion can be conceived ⟨gedacht⟩ at all without faith in a future life, Judaism, as 
such, taken in its purity, contains no religious faith at all. This is bolstered28 still further by the fol-
lowing observation. For it can hardly be doubted that the Jews, just as much as other peoples, even 
the coarsest, would ⟨sollten⟩ likewise have had a faith in a future life [and] hence ˻would have had˼ 
their heaven and hell; for this faith thrusts itself upon everyone on its own, owing to the universal 
moral predisposition in human nature. It, therefore, certainly happened intentionally that the law-
giver of this people, even though he is presented as God himself, did not want to pay the least regard 
to the future life, which indicates that he wanted to found only a political, not an ethical community; 
but to talk in a political community ⟨dem erstern⟩ about rewards and punishments that cannot 
become visible here in [this] life would have been, on that presupposition, an entirely inconsistent 
and inappropriate procedure. Now, although it also cannot be doubted that subsequently the Jews 

26 Following WP and GG for Kant’s Billigkeit; GH has “right,” but Kant is using a primarily economic term as a metaphor, 
comparing the fair outcome of a moral situation with justice in an economic exchange.
27 Kant argued in CPR that the immortality of the soul is one of three key “ideas of reason” whose defense is the pri-
mary task of metaphysics. In 1755 he had proposed a rather fanciful theory of extraterrestrial life, whereby souls might 
be reborn on planets further away from the sun (and thus would be less weighed down by bodily inclinations), the 
more rationally they had lived in their previous life (see UNH 271, 360f). CPR’s Dialectic therefore shocked Kant’s 
fellow Enlightenment rationalists by denying the possibility of a theoretical proof for immortality; seven years later 
CPrR’s Dialectic compensated to some extent by arguing that belief in immortality is a necessary postulate that must 
be affirmed to explain why we should be moral. But according to Michalson, Kant had already abandoned his com-
mitment to the idea of immortality by the time he wrote Religion: “One might plausibly say that the most important 
theological development in the Religion is the apparent superseding of the postulate of immortality by the theory of 
moral progress associated with the ethical commonwealth” (Michalson 1999: 121). However, this position ignores 
Kant’s explicit and repeated appeals to immortality in Religion (see, e.g., R 67, 75n, 135, 157; see also SP‐2013b).
28 WP has “reinforced” for Kant’s bestärkt (literally “be‐strengthened”); GH and GG have “supported.” I reserve 
“reinforced” for befestigt.
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[probably] produced ⟨werden gemacht haben⟩, each for himself, such and such a religious faith that 
was mingled in with the articles of their statutory ˻faith˼, that /religious faith\ nonetheless has never 
amounted to a component belonging to the legislation of Judaism.

In previous works (cf. note 9.27 above) Kant had argued that all human beings have access to 
the moral law—a claim he tends to refer to as a “universal moral predisposition” here in 
Religion (e.g., R 27–8)—and that this naturally leads all rational persons to posit the idea of a 
future life. The fact that individual Jews would have therefore found such an idea inevitably 
lurking in their minds makes it even more remarkable that, according to their official doctrine, 
God’s laws have no impact whatsoever on such a future life. Kant interprets this as incontro-
vertible evidence that in its essence the Jewish community was political, not ethical. Even 
though many Jews did eventually (e.g., by the time Jesus was born) believe in an afterlife 
(see Matt. 22: 23), thus suggesting that a “religious faith” had obtained a foothold for some 
private individuals, such a belief was never integrated into the official (public) doctrine relating 
to the nature of God’s commands; the Jewish faith therefore cannot properly be called a 
“church” and the history of the true church does not begin with this tradition.

Kant’s third and conclusive proof that Judaism should not be regarded as the historical 
origin of the universal church, even though it did adopt a similar, theocratic belief system, is 
that the (Kantian) Christian church must be inclusive and universal, while the Jews have always 
insisted that they are God’s exclusive, chosen people.

126.35–37, 127.01–18
Third, it is so far off the mark [to say] that Judaism constituted a period belonging to the state of 
the universal church,29 or ˻that˼ perhaps at its time /it\ constituted even itself this universal church 
{127}, that on the contrary ⟨vielmehr⟩ it—as a people especially chosen by Jehovah for himself—
excluded the whole of the human race from its communion, [and] bore enmity toward all other 
peoples and was in return met with enmity by everyone. One should also not assess too highly, in 
this, that this people set up,30 as universal ruler of the world, a united God who could not be pre-
sented through any visible image. For one finds among most other peoples that their dogmatics 
likewise aimed at this, and ˻that the dogmatics˼ only aroused suspicion of polytheism by /its\ ven-
eration of certain mighty subgods ⟨Untergötter⟩ subordinated to that /united God\ ⟨jenem⟩. For 
surely ⟨doch⟩ a God who wants ⟨will⟩ obedience merely to such commandments for which no 
amended moral conviction is required is not actually that moral being whose concept we need for 
a religion. A religion ⟨Diese⟩ would even occur sooner with a faith in many such mighty invisible 
beings, if a people conceived of ⟨dächte⟩ them as perhaps still all agreeing, despite the diversity in 
their departments, that they would dignify with their satisfaction only those ⟨den⟩ who adhered to 
virtue with all ˻ their˼ heart, than if the faith is dedicated only to a single being, who ⟨das⟩, however, 
makes mechanical ritual worship the main work.

Not only have Jews tended to be exclusive, according to Kant, but they have tended to bear 
hostile, antagonistic feelings toward other nations—a point that Kant thinks explains why the 
Jews have tended to be disliked by other ethnic communities. The fact that Judaism is a mono-
theistic religion does not, in itself, make it a proponent of pure religious faith; for in Kant’s view 
most polytheistic faiths also aim at monotheism, by viewing one God as the greatest and all 
others as weaker “subgods.” Indeed, Kant goes so far as to suggest that a system of polytheistic 
dogmatics that portrays all gods as wanting humans to obey divine commands from the 
heart  would be superior to a monotheism wherein God desires external obedience alone. 
Whether or not his view of ancient Judaism is accurate, we must keep in mind that his claim 

29 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Kirche; WP’s “church” omits the emphasis.
30 Following GG and GH for Kant’s sich … setzte; WP has “posited for itself,” but Kant’s term is not so philosophical.
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(that it deserves no place in the history of the true church) is based not on anti‐Jewish bias, 
and  certainly not on a denigration of contemporary Judaism, but on the reasoned observation 
that the early Jews openly portrayed themselves as God’s exclusively chosen people (cf. the 
third General Comment), whose ethical work consisted primarily of “mechanical ritual 
worship.”

ii. The universal heart of Jesus’ message

Before assessing Kant’s criticism of Judaism any further, we must look more closely at his rea-
sons for seeing a distinct form of religious faith in the original founder of Christianity. He 
begins this next step in his argument by pointing out that, although the earliest “teachers of 
Christianity” did attempt “to weave from it and Judaism a coherent guideline,” this does not 
detract from the fact that their new faith was “founded on an entirely new principle.”

127.19–35
We therefore cannot begin the universal history of the church, insofar as this /history\ ⟨sie⟩ is to 

amount to a system, except from the origin of Christianity, which, as a complete abandonment of 
Judaism wherein it emanated, [and] founded ⟨gegründet⟩ on an entirely new principle, brought 
about an entire revolution in dogmatics. The effort that the teachers of Christianity ⟨des erstern⟩ 
make, or may have made at the very beginning, to weave from it /and Judaism\ ⟨beiden⟩ a coherent 
guideline, by wanting the new faith to be regarded as only a continuation of the old, which [allegedly] 
had ⟨habe⟩ contained all the events of the new faith ⟨desselben⟩ in prototypes ⟨Vorbildern⟩[—by this 
effort they] show31 far too distinctly that their only concern here is, or was, [with] the most fitting 
⟨schicklichsten⟩ means of introducing a pure moral religion in place of an ancient ritual worship to 
which the people were far too strongly accustomed, yet without directly ⟨gerade⟩ offending against 
their ⟨seine⟩ prejudices. The subsequent abolition of the corporeal emblem that served to segregate 
that people entirely from others already allows the judgment that the new faith, not bound to the 
statutes of the old—indeed, to no statutes overall—was to contain a religion valid for the world, not 
for a single people.

Kant seems to be thinking here especially of the Gospel of Matthew, with its frequent  references 
to the Jewish Bible (i.e., to the Christian Old Testament) and its portrayal of Jesus as the Jewish 
Messiah, who had come in the flesh but was rejected by his own people. The rationale for such 
a practice (i.e., interpreting the Jewish Scriptures as if they had all along been typological 
 predictions of Jesus’ life and teachings), Kant argues, was merely to introduce Jesus’  radically 
new form of religious faith in a way that would seem acceptable to people who were still mired 
in “an ancient ritual worship.”32 The crucial fact that early Christians abandoned the Star of 
David (“the corporeal emblem” that symbolized the grounding of Jewish faith in a political 
reality, the reign of King David) and replaced it with the cross (the symbol of an ethical reality, 
the willingness to suffer rather than to obey the law of self‐love) is clear evidence that the 

31 WP, GG, and GH accept Ak.’s change of Kant’s zeigen (“show”) to zeigt (“shows”), treating this as a typo that Kant 
failed to catch in preparing R2. If Kant intentionally preserved the plural verb, then his intended subject is the teachers, 
not their effort. My bracketed insertion enables us to take Kant’s verb as it stands.
32 Kant’s argument here parallels his way of explaining why the New Testament portrays Jesus as a miracle worker (see 
R 84–6; cf. App. II). Also worth noting is that in the Fourth Piece, when Kant provides his own interpretation of Jesus’ 
radical new message (R 159–62; see §10.4 below), he relies primarily on Matthew, the very Gospel that attempts most 
thoroughly to ground Jesus’ life and teachings in his Jewish roots. And, just before doing so, Kant again emphasizes the 
important distinction between the rational question of what makes a religion true and the pragmatic question of how 
best to spread it universally (R 155).
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dogmatics of “the new faith” was fundamentally different from that of the old: in place of 
“a  single people” united by external statutes, Christianity binds believers to no statutes and 
attempts to be “valid for the world.”

Having presented some fairly strong reasons for rejecting the claim that the history of the 
universal church began with Judaism, Kant now proceeds to admit, rather surprisingly, that 
the Judaism of Jesus’ day was, in fact, mingled with elements of a true religious faith that surely 
did influence the first origins of Christianity.

127.36–37, 128.01–09
Thus ˻ Christianity arose˼ from Judaism—yet from a /Judaism\ ⟨dem⟩ that was no longer patriarchal 

and unmingled, standing ⟨gestellten⟩ merely on its own political structure (which, moreover, was 
already in {128} great disarray), but from a Judaism already mixed, because of ⟨durch⟩ moral 
 teachings that had gradually become public in it [darin], with a religious faith, [and] in a state where 
this  otherwise ignorant people had already been approached33 by much foreign (Greek) wisdom. 
This /wisdom\ ⟨welche⟩ presumably also helped to enlighten this /people\34 through concepts of 
virtue and, despite the oppressive burden of its statutory faith, to prepare it for revolutions, [[which 
were realized]] at the opportunity of the diminution of the priests’ potency by their subjugation 
under the sovereignty of a people that regarded all foreign popular faiths with indifference.35

By the time of Jesus’ birth (as the biblical nativity stories clearly indicate), the Jewish political 
system had already been eclipsed: the Roman Empire had occupied the land, allowing the 
existing “popular” faith to continue, but only on the sidelines. This weakening of the political 
side of Jewish theocracy, together with the fact that the occupiers would have brought with 
them “much foreign (Greek) wisdom” in the form of “concepts of virtue,” is what prepared the 
people to be receptive to revolutions such as the one Jesus was to lead. While “the oppressive 
burden of its statutory faith” was still in place, the power that cultic practices had held over the 
people was being severely weakened by foreign influences.

While the advent of Christianity seemed sudden, it succeeded because the seed of Jesus’ 
initial message fell on such fertile ground, the initial hearers recognizing the radical difference 
between the empty “slavish faith” of old and this new “moral faith.”

128.09–18, 129.01–07
Now, from such a Judaism there suddenly, even though not without preparation, arose Christianity. 
The teacher of the gospel announced himself as one sent from heaven, while at the same time 
declaring, as one worthy of such a mission, that slavish faith ⟨Frohnglauben⟩ (in liturgical days,36 con-
fessions, and customs) is intrinsically null, whereas moral faith, which alone makes human beings 
holy “as their father in heaven is holy”37 and ˻which˼ proves its genuineness by a good lifestyle, is the 
only sanctifying faith. But after he had given, in his own person, through teaching and suffering up 
to /his\ undeserved ⟨unverschuldeten⟩ and also meritorious death,* an example in accordance with 

33 WP has “had … been reached” for Kant’s zugekommen war (literally “had been come up to”); GH has “had been 
able to receive” and GG “had … become available.”
34 WP and GH have “Judaism” for Kant’s es; GG has “it.” Later in this sentence, “its” and “it” also refer back to the 
people rather than to “Judaism” as such.
35 In the German this whole passage (including the first sentence of the next quoted passage) is one long sentence. In 
R2 Kant added the previous dash, together with a dash at this position, to make the sentence more readable. GG pre-
serves both dashes along with Kant’s long sentence, while GH thoroughly rearranges the sentence into three separate 
sentences. WP also preserves both dashes but inserts a period here. I remove this latter dash, because a dash at the end 
of a sentence implies a change of topic, which Kant obvioiusly did not intend at this point.
36 WP has “in days … of the service of God” for Kant’s an gottesdienstliche Tage; GH has “days of divine worship” and 
GG “days of divine service.” Cf. note 7.99.
37 Kant is again combining Matt. 5: 48 and 1 Pet. 1: 16. Cf. R 66.24–5 and note 5.3 above.
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the archetype of the only {129} humanity satisfactory to God, /he\ is presented as going back again 
to the heaven from which he had come. For, though he left his last will behind by word of mouth 
⟨mündlich⟩ (just as in a testament), yet, as regards the power of the recollection of his merit, teaching, 
and example, /he\ was able to say that “he (the ideal of the humanity satisfactory to God) would 
nonetheless remain with his disciples, [even] to the end of the world.”38 —

Jesus’ life, teaching, suffering, and death so completely exhibited the rational characteristics of 
the archetype of perfect humanity (see §4.2) that the Gospel writers could accurately portray 
him as being “sent from heaven” and as returning to heaven after the completion of his work; 
for the archetype has a genuine “heavenly” origin (cf. R 60–1). Yet, at the same time, recalling 
Jesus’ work empowers those who believe, precisely because his life activated and brought this 
archetype into public awareness, where it remains to this day. As such, the history of the 
universal church begins with Jesus.

Kant inserts a footnote at the words “meritorious death,” explaining that the portions of the 
Gospel narratives that continue after Jesus’ death cannot be regarded as part of the public his-
tory of the universal church, since this “more mysterious history” (whether or not it really 
happened) was witnessed only by a select few.

128n.19–33
*With which the public history of him (which was thus also able to serve universally as an 

example for emulation) ends. The more mysterious history—˻which was˼ added as an appendage39 
and ˻which was˼ instantiated merely before the eyes of his intimates—of his resurrection and 
ascension (these, if one takes them merely as ideas of reason, would signify the beginning of 
another life and entry into the seat of salvation, i.e., into communion with all [those who are] 
good) cannot be used, its historical valuation notwithstanding, for religion within the bounds 
of bare reason. [This is so] by no means because it is a historical narrative (for so is the preceding 
/history\), but because, taken literally, it adopts40 a concept that, although very appropriate to 
human beings’ sensible way of presenting, is very burdensome to reason for its faith in the future. 
This ˻is˼ ⟨nämlich⟩ the /concept\ of the materiality of all beings of the world, both the materialism of 
the41 personality of the human being (psychological /materialism\), [according to which] this /person-
ality\ ⟨die⟩ occurs only on the condition of the very same body, and ⟨als⟩ also [on that] of the 
presence in a world generally ( cosmological /materialism\), [according to which] that /presence\42 
cannot on this principle be other than spatial.

Interpreted as symbols, the biblical accounts of Jesus’ resurrection and ascension to heaven 
could aptly signify the importance of an afterlife for a moral religion: members of the universal 
church may believe that, upon death, they will enter into spiritual communion with all other good‐
hearted people. Interpreted literally, however, the narratives imply a twofold “materialism” that 

38 Kant is paraphrasing Matt. 28: 20b, where Jesus is quoted as saying: “And surely I am with you always, to the very 
end of the age.”
39 WP has “a supplement” for Kant’s Anhang; GH and GG have “(a) sequel.”
40 WP has “assumes” for Kant’s annimmt; GH has “involves” and GG “implies.”
41 WP and GH follow Ak. in italicizing Kant’s der (“of the”); neither of Kant’s editions emphasizes this word, nor 
does GG.
42 The second (1914) edition of Ak. 6 has a typo here, reading Kant’s welche (“which”) as welcher. The latter would 
refer to Körpers (“body”), Begriff (“concept”), or Materialism (“materialism”). WP, GG, and GH read welche as refer-
ring to Welt (“world”); while this is grammatically plausible, Kant’s parallel emphasis (on “personality” and “presence”) 
implies that his intended referent is “presence” (Gegenwart); cf. WP 142n. One of the debates Kant’s early publications 
addressed most frequently was the mind–body problem, with special emphasis on understanding the body’s mode of 
presence in the world. For an argument that Kant’s position is more compatible with materialism than often assumed, 
while also posing certain challenges to so-called “eliminative materialism,” see SP‐2015f.
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would burden our rational faith in a future life. Kant’s comments here seem to suggest that he 
believes the most rational conception of immortality assumes neither that a physical body 
is necessary for the continuation of a human being’s personality nor that a spatial world is 
necessary as the context for a future life.

The footnote continues by arguing that spiritualism is a more rational hypothesis, since it avoids 
the assumption that we will somehow be transferred, after death, to another physical place.

128n.34–39, 129n.27–38
By contrast, the hypothesis of the spiritualism of rational beings of the world, where the body ˻can˼ 
remain dead in the earth and yet the same person still be living there,43 [and where] the human 
being can likewise in regard to his spirit (in his nonsensible quality) reach the seat of the blessed 
without being transferred to some [particular] place in the infinite space that surrounds the earth 
(and that we also call heaven), is more favorable to reason. [It is so] not merely because of the 
impossibility of making understandable to oneself a matter that thinks {129}, but above all because 
of the contingency to which our existence after death would be exposed,44 that it is to rest merely 
on the cohesion of a certain clump of matter in a certain form, whereas reason ⟨sie⟩ can think the 
permanence of a simple substance as based on the substance’s ⟨ihre⟩ nature. —On the latter pre-
supposition (/that\ of spiritualism), however, neither can reason find an interest in dragging along, 
through eternity, a body that, however purified ⟨geläutert⟩ it may be, must yet always consist (if 
personality rests on its identity) of the same material that constitutes the basis of its organization, 
and to which in life it never genuinely embosomed itself;45 nor can reason ⟨sie⟩ make graspable to 
itself what should [become of]46 this lime–earth ⟨Kalkerde⟩, of which the body ⟨er⟩ consists, in 
heaven, i.e., in another region of the world,47 where presumably other /kinds of\ matter ⟨Materien⟩ 
might constitute the condition for the existence and preservation of living beings.

Kant offers three arguments against a materialist interpretation of the afterlife. First, it makes 
us just as subject to the unresolvable mind–body problem in the afterlife as we are in this life.48 

43 WP has “be there alive” for Kant’s lebend da sein; GH has “is … alive” and GG “be living.”
44 WP, following Ak.’s dadurch (literally “thereby”), adds “through the provision” at this point; GH has “by claiming” 
and GG “if we made.” Kant deleted this word in R2, yet Ak. follows R1, ignoring the possibility that Kant may have 
intentionally deleted it: dadurch would normally refer to a foregoing provision, and in this case—as Kant must have 
realized as he was proofreading his text—the foregoing “because” clause refers to an “impossibility”. Each translator 
tries to save the word’s sense by making dadurch refer to the following, subordinate clause; but the R2 wording makes 
good sense without any such explanatory word, so I follow Kant by simply deleting it.
45 WP has “that even … he never quite grew fond of ” for Kant’s den er selbst … recht lieb gewonnen hat, taking er to 
refer back to the Person or Mensch (“human being”) mentioned at the beginning of this passage; GH has “for which … 
it never achieved any great love” and GG “which … the body itself never quite grew fond of.” I follow GH and GG, who 
read den as referring to Stoffe (“material”) and er to Körper (“body”). Kant’s recht (literally “rightly”) suggests that when-
ever we enjoy the body’s materiality, such enjoyment tends to arouse moral qualms—a fact that was later confirmed by 
the work of Sigmund Freud and D. H. Lawrence, in the very process of their attempts to combat this tendency.
46 WP has “is doing” for Kant’s soll; GH has “should be” and GG “should be doing”—all placed just before “in heaven.” 
Kant’s construction here is slang, meaning something like “what’s the point of x?” I read the remainder of this sentence 
not as questioning whether bodies belong in heaven, as if to mock those who suppose such, but as asking what form 
heavenly (possibly spiritual) “bodies” would take. The logic of the argument requires soll to carry the sense of asking 
what lime earth might become (in its transformed state), rather than why it is there at all. See Bunch 2010 and SP‐2015f.
47 Following GG for Kant’s d.i. in einer andern Weltgegend; GH has “i.e., in another region of the universe,” while WP 
omits this phrase.
48 A noteworthy aspect of Kant’s Critical philosophy that is rarely acknowledged is that it entirely sidesteps Descartes’ 
famous mind–body problem, even though, prior to the publication of CPR in 1781, this was the central problem of 
philosophy. For Kant, the mind and the body become alternative perspectives that can be adopted by one and the same 
unified person. His reference here to “the impossibility of ” understanding how matter can think suggests that those 
who refer even in our own day to what is now called “the hard problem of consciousness” (see Chalmers 1995) are, 
according to Kant, asking the wrong question.
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Second, it would make our heavenly life just as contingent as our earthly life is, whereas 
 spiritualism could be based on a more rational concept of the “substance” of human nature 
as being inherently permanent. Third, the spiritualist alternative, whereby our personal 
identity is determined (perhaps even in this life) by some other (nonphysical) type of 
“matter,” accords better with the interests of reason: it makes no sense to carry a lump of clay 
to heaven.49

In the context of the foregoing footnote’s twofold argument, that the accounts of Jesus’ 
bodily resurrection are not part of the history of the universal church and that in any case 
a spiritual body rather than a material one is the proper basis for belief in an afterlife, the 
main text continues (after a dash) by pointing out that, even though Christianity as “a his-
torical faith” requires some miraculous confirmation of Jesus’ divine status, pure moral 
faith does not.

129.07–15
This teaching, if the concern were, say, with a historical faith as to the descent and the perhaps 
superterrestrial rank of his person, was indeed in need of confirmation through miracles; but 
as belonging merely to moral, soul‐mending faith, it can dispense with all such attestations of 
its truth. [Yet] in a holy book ˻this teaching˼ is [nonetheless] still adjoined to miracles and 
 mysteries whose disclosure50 itself is in turn a miracle and requires a historical faith that cannot 
be authenticated, as well as secured in terms of signification and sense, except through 
scholarship.

Even though the history of the universal church, being based solely on the four unchangeable 
requirements of a “moral, soul‐mending faith,” could do without any nonmoral supplements, 
the fact remains that Christian Scripture does refer to various “miracles and mysteries,” 
including the claim that the Bible itself is a miraculous revelation from God, and that such 
claims are necessary when Christianity is regarded as “a historical faith.” As Kant explains in 
the General Comments to the Second Piece (on miracles) and Third Piece (on mysteries), 
only scholarship (i.e., only the work of the biblical theologian) can authenticate such issues, 
for, as parerga, they fall outside the proper purview of the philosophical theologian, even 
though they present themselves as borderline  concerns for anyone interested in pure rational 
faith (cf. note 9.51, below, and App. I).

The proper role of “scholarship” will be a major concern in the Fourth Piece, so Kant 
prepares the way for that discussion by examining, in the next few paragraphs, the contri-
butions that biblical theologians have made to Christianity considered as a historical faith 
and that those philosophical theologians such as himself have made to Christianity as a 
pure religious faith. As this discussion is often ignored but ends up being crucial to a proper 
understanding of his subsequent arguments, I shall devote one subsection of this chapter’s 
third section to each of these two topics.

49 Kant’s reference to “other kinds of matter” probably alludes to St. Paul’s account of resurrection as producing 
“a spiritual body,” in 1 Cor. 15: 42–44: “So will it be with the resurrection of the dead. The body that is sown is perish-
able, it is raised imperishable; it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory; it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power; 
it is sown a natural body, it is raised a spiritual body.” Here Kant is obviously flirting with views such as Swedenborg’s, 
thus supporting my suggestion in PCR (especially chs. II and X) that Kant’s religious philosophy can be understood as 
a “Critical mysticism.” I elaborate further on this claim in the appendices of the present volume, for in Religion the 
parerga provide the  primary occasion for Kant to emphasize his openness to real religious experience.
50 WP has “promulgation” for Kant’s Bekanntmachung; GH has “manner of making … known” and GG “propaga-
tion.” But the “miracle” Kant associates with this term is surely not the human act of spreading, but God’s act of 
disclosing.
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3. Division Two: (C) The role of scholarship in church history

i. The diversion of historical Christianity from its true aim

In this subsection we shall examine another single paragraph of Kant’s text—one that is almost 
as long as the one presented in subsection 2.i. Here his focus is on the shortcomings not of 
Judaism, but of Christianity itself, when interpreted as just another historical faith—particularly 
in the hands of biblical scholars. Such scholars are indispensable to any faith based on a scrip-
ture, for they bolster its historical basis by authenticating its earliest proponents; the universal 
church’s pure rational faith, by contrast, is self‐authenticating, needing no group of scholars to 
enable it to maintain its status as public.

129.16–26, 130.01–08
But any faith that, as historical faith, bases itself on books needs for its warrant a scholarly public, 

in which it can be monitored,51 as it were, by writers as contemporaries who stand in52 no suspicion 
of a special tryst53 with the faith’s ⟨desselben⟩ first disseminators, and whose link ⟨Zusammenhang⟩ 
with our current writing has maintained itself uninterrupted. The pure faith of reason, by contrast, 
does not need any such authentication, but proves itself. Now, in the days of that revolution /of 
pure faith\,54 the people that ruled over the Jews and was disseminated in their very place of 
residence ⟨Sitze⟩ (the Roman people) included already a scholarly public, from which the history 
of that time, as regards the events in the political {130} structure,55 has indeed been passed on 
through an uninterrupted series of writers. Moreover, this people, although little concerned about 
the religious faith of its56 non‐Roman subjects, was by no means unbelieving57 in regard to the 
miracles held ⟨sollenden⟩ to have publicly occurred among them; yet, [even as] contemporaries, 
they did not mention anything, neither of those [miracles], nor of the nonetheless publicly instan-
tiated revolution58 to which these gave rise (with regard to religion) in the people ⟨Volke⟩ [that] 
had been subjected to it ⟨ihnen⟩.

Another salient feature of first‐century Judaism is that along with the occupying Romans came just 
such a “scholarly public,” whose writers passed down a reliable history of political events that 
occurred throughout the empire. Although Roman historians showed little interest in the particu-
lars of the historical faiths of foreign lands, they were attentive to reports of miracles;59 yet no Roman 
contemporaries of Jesus recorded anything about the early days of the Christian revolution.

This curious fact about the origin of Christianity as a historical faith was partially rectified 
by Roman writers in the later part of the first century, who did investigate and report on the 

51 WP has “checked” for Kant’s controllirt (a term adopted from the French); GH and GG have “controlled,” but the 
German term only took on this meaning quite recently (WP 143n). Kant’s use of the term denotes the kind of “control” 
involved in inspecting passports at a border, but not to (for example) controlling a vehicle as one steers.
52 WP has “who are … yet” for Kant’s als … die in … stehen; GH has “who … who are” and GG “who were … yet in.”
53 WP and GH have “agreement” with Kant’s Verabredung; GG has “collusion.”
54 WP has “at the times of those revolutions” for Kant’s zu den Zeiten jener Revolution; GH and GG have “at the time 
of the revolution in question.”
55 WP has “political organization” for Kant’s politischen Verfassung; GG and GH have “political events.” Cf. note 2.89.
56 Following WP for Ak.’s seiner, which GW puts in place of Kant’s ihrer (“their”); GH and GG have “their,” following 
Kant in ignoring the grammatical point that “people” is singular.
57 WP has “lacking in faith” for Kant’s ungläubig; GH has “incredulous,” and GG “unreceptive.”
58 WP has “the revolutions—although they occurred publicly—” for Kant’s der gleichwohl öffentlich vorgegangenen 
Revolution; GH has “though the revolution had taken place quite as publicly” and GG “the equally public revolution.”
59 The most influential of the Roman historical writers who lived during the period Kant refers to were Titus Livius, 
better known as Livy (59 BCE–17 CE), Marcus Velleius Paterculus (c. 19 BCE.–c. 31 CE), and Gaius Plinius Secundus, 
better known as Pliny the Elder (23–79 CE).
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initial spread of the Christian faith;60 but not until much later, when Christianity established 
its  own “scholarly public,” were the first origins of Christian history subjected to a proper 
scholarly investigation.

130.08–21
Only late, after more than a generation, did they perform a probing concerning the make‐up of 
this change of faith, /which\ had hitherto remained unfamiliar to them ([and] which had not been 
instantiated61 without a public movement), but ˻they performed˼ none concerning the history of 
its first beginning, in order to search for it in their own annals. Hence from that /beginning\ until 
the time when Christianity amounted on its own to a scholarly public, its history is murky,62 and 
thus we remain unfamiliar with what effect its teaching had on the morality of its religious com-
rades, whether the first Christians really had been morally amended human beings, or else people 
⟨Leute⟩ of ordinary stamp ⟨Schlage⟩. But ever since Christianity became itself a scholarly public, or 
at least entered into the universal /one\, its history, as regards the beneficial effect that one may 
rightly expect from a moral religion, is by no means conducive to recommending it. —

As a result of the relative obscurity of the origins of Christianity, we will probably never have 
enough reliable information about the earliest Christians to assess whether they experienced 
genuinely moral conversions. What we do know, though, is that, once the Christian faith had 
established its own scholarly public, it led to innumerable effects that, as Kant goes on to 
explain, were far from being consistent with what one would expect from a faith that had given 
birth to the universal church.

The next passage, by far the longest portion of text displayed as a single quotation in this 
commentary, consists of one long sentence, recounting eight distinct senses in which the history 
of the Christian church, once it came to be understood as based on and guided by a scholarly 
public, inevitably went astray.

130.21–37, 131.01–16
[For this history recounts] how mystical delirium in the life of hermits and monks and the laudation 
of the holiness of the unmarried status rendered a large number of human beings useless to the 
world; how, linking alleged miracles with this /unmarried status\, ˻such laudation˼63 weighed down 
the people ⟨Volk⟩ with heavy fetters under a blind superstition; how, with a hierarchy thrusting itself 
upon free human beings, the terrible voice of orthodoxy rose from the mouth of pretentious, exclu-
sively called ⟨berufener⟩ scriptural interpreters and divided the Christian world into embittered 
parties over opinions concerning faith (/opinions\ which, if one does not exclaim pure64 reason as 
interpreter, absolutely cannot be brought to universal concordance); how in the East ⟨Orient⟩, 
where in a ridiculous way the nation itself occupied itself with statutes of faith of the priests and 
with the priestery, instead of keeping them within the narrow limits of a bare teaching status (from 
which they are always inclined to pass over into a governing one)—how, I say, this nation inevitably 
had to fall prey in the end to foreign enemies who eventually put an end to its dominant faith; how 

60 Kant is probably thinking of Titus Flavius Josephus (c. 37–c. 100 CE), who witnessed and reported extensively (as a 
Roman Jew) on the early spread of Christianity beyond Palestine, and perhaps also Cornelius Tacitus (c. 56–c. 120 CE).
61 WP and GG have “and had occurred not” for Kant’s die nicht … vorgegangen war; GH has “but which had 
occurred not.”
62 WP, GG, and GH have “obscure” for Kant’s dunkel.
63 WP (omitting “alleged”) has “miracles linked with this fanaticism” for Kant’s damit zusammenhängende vorgebli-
che Wunder; GH and GG have “(the) alleged miracles accompanying all this.” For the verb that follows, Kant has a 
form that requires a singular subject (drückte) in both editions; the translators, following GW, took this to be a typo, 
all assuming “miracles” is the subject. But my translation shows how Kant might have intended to relate this second 
“how” clause back to the first, so that the miracle‐laden delirium weighs people down, not the miracles as such.
64 WP has “summon” for Kant’s ausruft; GH has “appeal to” and GG “recourse to.” WP omits Kant’s reine (“pure”).
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in the West ⟨Occident⟩, where faith erected its own throne independent of the worldly potentate 
{131}, the civil order along with the sciences (which sustain it) was shattered and made powerless65 
by a pretended vicar of God; how both Christian parts of the world—like the plants and animals that, 
near their disintegration through a disease, attract destructive insects to complete the disintegration 
⟨diese⟩—were attacked by barbarians; how in the western part ⟨dem letztern⟩ that spiritual / potentate\ 
ruled over and chastised66 kings like children by means of the magic wand of his threatened excom-
munication, incited them to foreign wars (the Crusades) depopulating another part of the world, to 
antagonism among one another, to the rebellion of subjects against those in authority over them 
⟨ihre⟩ and to bloodthirsty hatred against their differently minded ⟨denkenden⟩ fellow comrades 
⟨Mitgenossen⟩ of one and the same universal so‐called Christianity; how the root of this unrest,67 
which even now is kept from violent eruptions only through political interest, lies hidden in the 
 precept of a despotically commanding church faith and continues ⟨noch immer⟩ to give rise to 
worries ⟨besorgen läßt⟩ about ingresses similar to those.

Kant’s eight observations regarding the history of Christianity are: (1) Christian scholars have 
tended to identify “holiness” with lifestyles (such as monasticism and celibacy) that value “mystical 
delirium” more than practical usefulness; (2) their appeal to miracles tends to distract ordinary 
people with superstitious beliefs; (3) pretentious scholars, serving as self‐appointed guardians of 
“orthodoxy,” have embittered Christians by dividing the faith into opposing camps over issues of 
biblical interpretation in situations where “universal concordance” could be reached only by allow-
ing the rational (moral) interpretations of philosophical theologians to carry weight (cf. Ch. 8.1–2); 
(4) eastern Orthodox scholars were so “ridiculous” as to mix this tendency with an attempt to set 
up priests and religious statutes as tools of governance instead of limiting their focus to teaching 
the people; (5) Catholic scholars in the West set up a pope who, though remaining technically 
 separate from the political government, ended up wielding such control that both civil society and 
even the sciences ground to a halt for many centuries; (6) barbarian attacks on both parts of the 
Christian world were brought on by their inevitable internal disintegration, like the insects that 
easily destroy unhealthy plants and animals; (7) with the threat of “magic” excommunication, the 
pope then forced others into all manner of evil acts, including wars, rebellion, and hatred of anyone 
(even other “Christians”) who disagreed with his official stance; and, finally, (8) all these problems 
are rooted in a precept of church faith that permits officials to command people like a despot—
a precept that many still regard as a feature of true religion and that would wreak even more havoc 
than it already does, if it were not so contrary to the people’s political self‐interest.

Kant concludes his overview of the evils of Christian history by pointing out that a “bad pro-
pensity of human nature” (bad in the sense of “sad” or “too bad”; see Glossary) causes any reli-
gious tradition “built on a historical faith” to be bound to give a negative impression such as this.

131.16–29
This history of Christianity (which, insofar as it was to be built on a historical faith, could indeed 
not turn out differently), if taken in, like a painting, in one glance, could indeed justify the 
exclamation68 tantum religio potuit suadere malorum!,69 did /it\ not shine forth from its ⟨desselben⟩ 
founding, still as sufficiently distinct as ever,70 that Christianity’s ⟨seine⟩ true first71 aim was none 

65 WP, GG, and GH have “rendered impotent” for Kant’s kraftlos gemacht.
66 Following GG for Kant’s züchtigte; WP and GH have “disciplined.”
67 WP has “dissension” for Kant’s Unfrieden; GH has “discord” and GG “strife.”
68 Following GH for Kant’s Ausruf”; WP and GG have “outcry.”
69 “Religion alone could prompt such evil!” Kant is quoting this Latin phrase from Titus Lucretius Carus (c. 99–c. 
55 BCE), De rerum natura (On the Nature of Things), Book I, line 101.
70 WP has “continue to … distinctly enough” for Kant’s immer noch deutlich genug; GH has “still clearly” and GG “still 
clearly enough.” All three translators place this phrase before “from its founding.”
71 Following GH and GG for Kant’s erste; WP omits this word.
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other than to introduce a pure religious faith about which there can be no contending opinions, 
but ˻that˼ all the turmoil by which the human race has been shattered and is still being split apart 
stems merely from this: that, through a bad ⟨schlimmen⟩ propensity of human nature, what at the 
beginning was to serve merely to introduce this pure religious faith ⟨des letztern⟩—namely 
 winning over to the new /faith\, through its own prejudices, the nation ⟨Nation⟩ accustomed to the 
old historical faith—was subsequently72 made the foundation of a universal world religion.

We must not forget, however, that amid all these historical infelicities the “pure religious 
faith” that is “Christianity’s true aim” can still be detected. The distortion of its true mes-
sage, Kant claims, was caused by the attempt of its earliest adherents to present the new 
faith in a way that would more readily attract its original Jewish and other audiences. It 
would be unfair to Kant to accuse him of anti‐Semitism here. For his overall point is that 
all historical faiths (not only early Judaism) fail to convey true religion when they give in to 
the natural human tendency to reverse the proper order of (organizational) incentives, by 
making what is changeable into the core, instead of founding the faith on what is genuinely 
universal, and hence unchangeable.

ii. Qualified optimism about the present state of religion

In the next paragraph, also unusually long, Kant expresses optimism concerning a question 
reminiscent of the discussion at the beginning of the First Piece (R 19–20), then qualifies it 
with concerns over political abuse of religion. Anyone with insight into the distinction  between 
the rational, unchangeable core of the universal church and the historically determined  features 
that any given church must adopt as its vehicle of expression is likely to regard the history of true 
religion as progressing from bad to better.

131.30–37, 132.01
If one now asks, Which period of the entire church history familiar thus far is the best?, I have 

no qualms in saying, it is the present one, namely in the following way ⟨so⟩. One need only allow 
the germ of the true religious faith—as it has now been planted in Christendom, though only by 
several /human beings\, but still publicly—to develop further and further unhindered, in order to 
expect from it a continual approximation to the church that unifies all human beings forever [and] 
constitutes the visible presentation (the schema) of an invisible kingdom of God on earth {132}. —

Here we find one of the most concise statements of Kant’s religious vision. Just as the Second 
Piece argued that imperfect individuals have good reason to hope they have been saved, if 
they have reawakened the “germ” of the predisposition to good by adopting a good (private) 
conviction and can detect gradual progress toward a better lifestyle (see Chapter 5), so the 
Third Piece has argued that communities of faith have good reason to regard themselves as 
belonging to the true church that is already approximating the ideal of the “invisible kingdom 
of God on earth” (though only as an imperfect “schema”), if at least some members publicly 
acknowledge “the germ of the true religious faith,” as Jesus did in his earthly ministry and as 
Kant is doing here in Religion.

On that note of optimism, Kant highlights two key precepts that he sees being upheld by all 
enlightened European scholars of religion, who recognize (at least in private) the need to free 
the faithful from the burdensome interpretations of biblical theologians.

72 Following GG for Kant’s in der Folge; WP has “afterwards” and GH “in the sequel.”
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132.01–20
Reason, which in matters that by their nature ought to be moral and soul‐mending is extricating itself 
from the burden of a faith constantly exposed to the volition of the interpreters, has accepted 
 universally among true venerators of religion in all countries of our part of the world (even if not 
everywhere publicly) [the following precepts]. First, ˻ it has accepted˼ the precept of equitable modesty 
in claims about anything that is called revelation[; it is the following]. Concerning a scripture that in 
terms of its practical content contains nothing but ⟨lauter⟩ divine /things\, no one can dispute the 
possibility that it may indeed (namely in regard to what is historical in it) also really be regarded as 
divine revelation. Likewise, the association of human beings into one religion cannot properly 
⟨füglich⟩ be brought about and made permanent without a holy book and a church faith based 
thereon ⟨auf dasselbe⟩. Moreover—given the make‐up ⟨wie … beschaffen ist⟩ of the present state of 
human insight—a new revelation, introduced through new miracles, can scarcely be expected. 
[Therefore], the most reasonable and equitable /thing to do\ is to continue ⟨fernerhin⟩ using this73 
book, which happens to be there, as the foundation for church instruction, and not to weaken its 
value ⟨Werth⟩ through useless or mischievous attacks, while yet also not thrusting faith in it upon 
any human being as required for salvation.

The first precept is modesty in affirming or denying the status of divine revelation for any scrip-
ture. The founding of the true church requires “a holy book” (see §7.3.ii), so if a particular scrip-
ture contains “practical content” that is thoroughly moral (and therefore worthy of being 
regarded as “divine”), it is at least possible that its historical content really was revealed too. 
Given that a divine revelation is a miracle, and the modern (Enlightenment) mindset does not 
permit “new miracles” (but cf. App. II), the wisest option, Kant argues, is to keep using the Bible 
“as the foundation for church instruction” (cf. note 8.50 above). His call, as usual, is for scholars 
to take a middle road between the skeptical rejection of the Bible as useless and the dogmatic 
insistence that believing every word in it is necessary for salvation.

Whereas Kant’s first precept is mainly for philosophical theologians (who need no reminder 
that true religion has a moral core, but who may tend to forget that divine revelation is pos-
sible), his second precept is primarily for biblical theologians (who tend to confuse the vehicle 
with the moral core by treating “sacred history” as a knowledge‐generating end in itself, rather 
than as a set of vivid symbols designed to enhance the community’s holiness).

132.20–27, 133.01–08
The second precept is [the following]. Since the sacred ⟨heilige⟩ history that is designed merely for 
the sake of church faith can and is to have, by itself, absolutely no influence on the adoption of 
moral maxims, but is given to this /faith\ only for the living ⟨lebendigen⟩ exhibition of its true 
object (virtue striving toward holiness), it ˻must˼ always be taught and explained as aiming at what 
is ⟨das⟩ moral; but in this one must also stress, carefully and (because, above all ⟨vornehmlich⟩, the 
common human being has within him a constant propensity to step across to passive* faith) {133} 
repeatedly, that the true religion is to be posited not in the knowledge or confession of what God 
allegedly does or has done for our sanctification,74 but in what we must do to become worthy of 
this ⟨dessen⟩; [and] that can never be anything other than what has by itself an indubitable uncon-
ditional worth ⟨Werth⟩, hence ˻can˼ alone make us satisfactory to God, and of whose necessity 
every human being can also become completely certain without any scriptural scholarship. —

“Sacred history” (as revealed in a holy book) is the account of what a particular group of people 
believes God has done to assist them in their advance toward holiness. It thus determines what 

73 WP and GH have “the” and GG “a”—all following Ak.’s das, which adopts R1’s reading. Although R2 has an obvious 
misprint, dis, this suggests that Kant intended to make a change here; the most likely alternative to das is dies (“this”)—
to clarify that he is referring to the Bible.
74 WP, GG, and GH have “salvation” for Kant’s Seligwerdung. See notes 4.81, 6.58, 8.131, and Glossary.
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is distinctive for any given “church faith,” but cannot be used reliably to define what is moral. 
For if this (nonuniversal, conditional) aspect of a church faith is posited as the core of “true 
religion,” then the typical believer will merely become passive and will tend to neglect his or 
her genuine (universal, unconditional) duty. The second precept, then, is that the true church 
must interpret its sacred history “as aiming at what is moral,” discouraging its members from 
assuming that a mere knowledge of God’s acts is sufficient to guarantee sanctification. For, 
although every rational person readily understands that a good God would be satisfied with us 
only if we are good, we also possess an ever‐present propensity (arising from our self‐love) to 
imagine a God who lets us remain passive. Church teachers must therefore clearly and repeat-
edly emphasize how sacred history illustrates (and thereby motivates us to emulate) genuinely 
virtuous human beings.

The footnote on the word “passive” offers two suggestions, one rather trivial and one “deeper,” 
to explain why people tend to be reluctant to engage actively in matters of church (historical) faith.

132n.28–37
*One of the causes of this propensity lies in the principle of security: that the mistakes of a reli-

gion in which I was born and bred,75 whose admonition76 did not depend on my selection ⟨Wahl⟩, 
and in which I did not change anything through rationalization of my own, can be charged not to 
my account but to that of my educators or of the teachers publicly put77 to this /task\ ⟨dazu⟩—one 
reason among others78 why one does not easily approve of a human being’s public change of reli-
gion. To this ⟨wozu⟩, to be sure, yet another (deeper) reason is added, [namely] that, with the 
uncertainty which everyone feels within himself as to which faith (among the historical /ones\) is 
the right one, whereas moral /faith\ is everywhere the same ⟨der nämliche⟩—one finds it quite 
unnecessary to make a stir about this.

Kant’s first explanation for what might be called religious laziness arises out of the observation 
that (at least in his day) most people are born into a particular historical faith and instructed 
in its ways without being given any real choice. While on one hand this tends to give people a 
sense of security, because it easily enables them to plead innocence and blame their early 
teachers if it turns out that their childhood beliefs are mistaken, on the other hand it tends to 
discourage people from telling others, if one later decides to change one’s religious commit-
ment.79 The more significant reason people tend to treat their church faith with indifference is 
that “everyone” (at least, everyone who is internally honest!) feels uncertain about which 
 historical faith is right; an awareness of the unchangeable universality of moral faith enables a 
person to be less concerned about which historical faith one associates with.80

75 WP has “educated” for Kant’s erzogen; GH and GG have “brought up.”
76 WP has “the instruction of which” for Kant’s deren Belehrung; GH has “instruction therein” and GG “in which 
I was instructed.” The point of Kant’s rather awkward wording is simply that one does not choose to be admonished in 
the precepts of one’s childhood religion.
77 WP, GG, and GH have “appointed” for Kant’s “gesetzter.” I reserve “appointed” for “angestellt” (e.g., R 8.14).
78 WP has “: another reason” for Kant’s ein Grund mit; GH has “This is also a ground,” and GG “a reason too.”
79 Kant’s use of the first person suggests that this footnote is autobiographical. In his old age, he was quite open about 
the bad experiences he had as a youth, being forced to cooperate with strict religious instruction (see Kuehn 2001: 
45–55 and PCR 318 for details). Indeed, his side comment regarding the likely disapproval for a “public change of 
religion”—a disapproval Kant appears to be supporting here, perhaps for the sake of peace within the community—
suggests that Kant’s private opinions about religion might have been further from the church faith of his youth than 
Religion already shows them to be.
80 Although he shifts to the third person, Kant’s second reason is equally autobiographical. During his early adult-
hood, he had been a student of theology at the University of Königsberg and probably preached sermons occasionally 
while serving as a tutor for a country parson (see PCR 318 and note 0.4 above). But by the time he became a university 
professor he had stopped attending church altogether (see PCR 223n).
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Having discretely provided what he probably regarded as a justification for his own lack of 
involvement in any visible church, Kant continues the current paragraph of the main text by 
arguing that the modesty and indifference required by the two foregoing precepts of rational 
faith (as regards how one treats the claims of particular historical faiths) should also be 
extended into the political arena.

133.08–15, 134.01–02
Now, not to hinder these precepts, so that they will become public, is the duty of the regent. By 
contrast, very much is risked in this ⟨dabei⟩ and undertaken at one’s own responsibility by 
encroaching here ⟨hiebei⟩ on the course of divine providence [in order] to please81 certain histor-
ical church doctrines that, after all, have in their favor ⟨für sich⟩ at most only82 a probability, to be 
established ⟨auszumachende⟩ by scholars, [[in order]] to expose—through the offer or refusal of 
certain civil advantages otherwise standing open83 to everyone—the subjects’ conscientiousness to 
temptation;* for doing this ⟨welches⟩, not counting the termination {134} [that] occurs84 thereby 
to a freedom that in this case is holy, can scarcely provide good citizens for the nation.

The “regent” Kant refers to here is (at least as applied to his own context) Wöllner, the king’s 
minister for religion at the time, who had already vexed Kant by obstructing his original plan 
to publish Religion as a series of four journal articles (see Introduction §1). Political power, 
when used either to enforce or to outlaw any “historical church doctrines,” amounts to no less 
an offense than usurping “divine providence.” Biblical scholars have the responsibility to try to 
prove the “probability” of such doctrines; so, if politicians give or withhold “civil advantages” 
to tempt scholars to adopt or reject certain theological positions, this will not only infringe the 
“holy” status of academic freedom, but will in the end work against the proper political goal of 
providing “good citizens for the nation.”

Kant appends a footnote to the middle of the previous sentence, warning readers not to 
accept (even as a joke) any attempt to justify coercive government policies concerning religious 
matters by identifying religious freedom with freedom of thought.

133n.16–24
*If a government does not want /people\ to regard ⟨für … gehalten wissen will⟩ as coercion of 

conscience [[the fact]] that it only prohibits publicly stating one’s religious opinion, whereas it is after 
all not preventing anyone from thinking to himself in secret whatever he sees fit, one usually jokes 
about this and says that this is no freedom at all granted by the government ⟨ihr⟩, because the 
government ⟨sie⟩ cannot prevent that anyway. However, what the secular supreme potentate85 cannot 
do, the spiritual /potentate\ can indeed: namely, prohibit even thought, and really also prevent it; 
indeed, it can impose such a coercion, namely the prohibition so much as to think differently from 
what it prescribes, even on its mighty85 superiors. —

81 WP has “and trying to please” for Kant’s und … zu gefallen; GH has “and, for the sake of ” and GG “by favoring” 
I follow GH and GG in reading und … zu as implying the rationale for actually catering to such doctrines, rather than 
an attempt to do so.
82 WP has “at best” for Kant’s höchstens nur; GH and GG have “at best … only.”
83 WP and GG have “available” for Kant’s offen stehenden; GH has “open.”
84 WP has “impairment done” for Kant’s Abbruch … geschieht; GH has “damage done” and GG “harm which … 
befalls.” While Abbruch can refer merely to “damage” or “harm” done, Kant seems to be portraying the precepts of 
moral religion, whose aim is to give birth to freedom, as a fragile foetus being nurtured in the citizen’s womb; in terms 
of this metaphor, the great risk of any political system is to abort the pregnancy by tempting citizens with “civil 
advantages.”
85 WP has “power … powerful” for Kant’s Macht … mächtigen; GH has “power … temporal” and GG “power … 
mighty.” Translating the former as “power” leaves it unclear that both of these terms refer to the same persons: those 
whoses “might” comes from their political position.
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This is no joke, at least when matters of religion are at issue, because a spiritual power can 
control a person’s thoughts. This is one of the main reasons it is so dangerous for a political 
authority to enforce the precepts of a particular church faith. Whereas mere political coercion 
rarely (if ever) succeeds in brainwashing people in matters of faith, religious indoctrination 
frequently does—especially when reinforced by a political regime.

The footnote continues, after a dash, by referring for the fourth time in Division Two to a 
human “propensity” that is not explicitly called evil; here in the Third Piece it seems to refer 
to a tendency of communities (or individuals in relation to communities) to develop in ways 
analogous to how individuals develop.

133n.24–36
For because of the propensity of human beings to liturgical, slavish faith, to which they are on 
their own inclined to give not only the greatest ˻importance˼, before moral /faith\ (whereby one 
is to serve God through observance of one’s duties overall), but also the only importance, 
˻an importance that˼ remunerates [God] for any other deficiency, it is always easy for the guard-
ians of orthodoxy, as shepherds of souls,86 to strike ⟨einzujagen⟩ into their flock a pious scare 
⟨Schrecken⟩ of the slightest deviation from certain dogmas based on history, and even of all inves-
tigation, to the point ⟨dermaßen⟩ where people ⟨sie⟩ will not dare allow to spring up within them, 
even only in thought, a doubt against the propositions thrust upon them, because this would be 
tantamount to lending an ear to the evil spirit. It is true that, in order to become detached from 
this coercion, one needs only to will ⟨wollen⟩ (which is not the case with the /coercion\ [imposed 
by] the sovereign ⟨jenem landesherrlichen⟩ in regard to public confessions); but it is precisely this 
willing that is being blocked87 inwardly.88

Religious communities tend to develop liturgical forms of “slavish faith” (cf. R 128) rather than 
focusing on “moral faith,” and they do so in one of two ways:89 by making obedience to moral 
commands secondary to various nonmoral statutes; or by raising the latter to such a degree of 
importance that they completely replace the need to be moral. In either case (but especially the 
latter), pastors and scholars can easily manipulate their interpretation of the common sacred 
history so that lay people are afraid even to think that the orthodox dogmas might not be true. 
By identifying doubt with evil, church leaders can effectively block people’s natural will to 
think freely. Of course, more than just willing is needed to overcome political coercion, because 
the government can actively force a person to stop stating their religious views in public—just 
as Kant himself experienced only a few months after publishing R2.

Kant concludes the footnote by picking up on his parenthetical comment about political–
religious coercion and explaining why it is far worse than merely religious coercion.

133n.36–40, 134n.34–37
Yet, although this actual coercion of conscience is bad enough ⟨schlimm genug⟩ (because it 
 misleads one into inward hypocrisy), ˻it is˼ still not as bad ⟨schlimm⟩ as is restraint of external 
freedom of faith. For the coercion of conscience ⟨jener⟩ must, through the advance of moral insight 
and consciousness90 of one’s freedom, from which alone the true respect for duty can emanate, 

86 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Seelenhirten; but this is also a standard German term for “pastors.”
87 Following WP for Kant’s ein Riegel vorgeschoben wird (literally “a bolt is pushed forward”—an idiom similar to the 
English “putting a stop to something”); GH has “a rule has been interposed” and GG “a bar is being applied.”
88 WP, GG, and GH have “internally” for Kant’s innerlich. See Glossary.
89 This distinction, under several slightly different names, will be the main focus of the Fourth Piece (see §10.1). 
Previously Kant has referred to it as “ritual worship” versus “religion” (R 13, 51, 84, 106, 115–6).
90 WP and GH have “the consciousness,” following Ak.’s das Bewußtsein; with GG, I delete das, because Kant 
deleted it in R2.
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 gradually {134} dwindle on its own, whereas this external /coercion\ prevents all voluntary advances 
in the ethical communion of the faithful91—˻the community˼ which constitutes the essence of the 
true church—and subjugates the form of this church ⟨derselben⟩ entirely to political enactments.92

While religious coercion perverts a person’s conscience, leading to hypocrisy, it eventually 
leads to its own demise through the inevitable moral reawakening that human freedom con-
stantly engenders. Politically imposed religious coercion, by contrast, puts the very existence of 
the true church in jeopardy, for it actively suppresses the continued advance of its very core, 
the ethical community itself.

Following this footnote, the main text concludes Kant’s long paragraph with a rhetorical 
question that significantly qualifies the optimism expressed at the outset of the paragraph.

134.02–10
Who, I wonder ⟨sich wohl⟩, among those who offer themselves for the prevention of such a free 
development of divine predispositions to the world’s greatest good, or even propose this preven-
tion ⟨sie⟩, would want—if he meditated on it ⟨darüber⟩ in consultation with conscience—to 
vouch93 for all the evil that can emanate from such violent encroachments, [[the evil]] through 
which the progress in the good, intended by the government of the world, might perhaps for a long 
time be hampered, indeed even be turned into a regression, even if it can never be abolished 
entirely by any human potentate or institution?94

This question requires no answer, for it clearly implies that nobody who consults their 
conscience could support or even help to enforce “violent” political–religious policies (as 
Wöllner had recently been implementing). Ironically, such policies ultimately obstruct the 
very “divine predispositions to the world’s greatest good” that God’s “government of 
the world” would provide, if only our political power structures did not constantly stand in 
the way. Those who reject such a genuine (Kantian) theocracy are ultimately responsible 
for the many evils that (as the previous paragraph illustrated) inevitably result when 
 religion is enforced by political means.

4. Division Two: (D) Symbols of the inward kingdom

Kant’s sketch of the history of the true church in Division Two ends on a more positive 
note, with two final paragraphs (together with three weighty footnotes, two added in R2) 
reminding us that church history looks forward to an ideal fulfillment in a heavenly 
kingdom that is always approaching, even though its enemies will oppose it right up to “the 
end of the world.”

134.11–25
Ultimately, even the kingdom of heaven is presented in this history, as regards /its\ guidance by 

providence, not only as an approach ˻that is˼ indeed delayed at certain times but never entirely 
interrupted, but also ˻as being˼ in its onset ⟨Eintritte⟩. Now, when this historical  narrative is also 

91 WP has “persons of faith” for Kant’s der Gläubigen; GH has “believers” and GG “the believers.”
92 WP, GG, and GH all have “ordinances” for Kant’s Verordnungen.”
93 WP, GG, and GH have “answer” for Kant’s sich … verbürgen. Rather than merely giving a verbal defense to explain 
the rationale behind any offenses, the term implies actually offering a personal guarantee to repay any wrongs, as when 
an insurance company offers a policy to protect a person from unforeseen costs.
94 Following WP and GG in replacing Kant’s period with a question mark, to indicate that Kant is asking a rhetorical 
question; GH uses an exclamation mark.
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supplemented (in the Apocalypse)95 with a prophecy (just as in [the] Sibylline books)96 of the 
completion of this great change of the world, in the portrayal97 of a visible kingdom of God on 
earth (under the government of his vicarious substitute and vicar, descended again [[from 
heaven]]), and of the happiness that is to be enjoyed here on earth after the segregation and 
expulsion of the rebels who once again try98 their resistance, along with the complete extermination99 
of these rebels ⟨derselben⟩ and of their leader, and so ˻when˼100 the end of the world constitutes 
⟨macht⟩ the conclusion101 of that history, [then] one can interpret this as a symbolic presenta-
tion aimed merely at greater animation of hope and courage, and of striving after that /kingdom 
of heaven\.102

The biblical book of Revelation offers a prophetic description of the final transformation of the 
world into a “kingdom of God on earth,” ruled by Jesus after his second coming, as enabling 
believers to live happily together after all who oppose such theocratic rule have been expelled. 
Even though at present we can only glimpse the “onset” of this process, Kant encourages us to 
interpret such narratives (whatever their historical source may be) as moral symbolism aiming 
to empower us with “hope and courage” as we strive for the same ultimate goal of ushering in 
a holy community.

As evidence that biblical references to a kingdom of God (or heaven) should be interpreted 
morally, Kant next points out that this is precisely how Jesus himself interpreted such claims.

134.25–33, 135.01–09
The teacher of the gospel had shown the kingdom of God on earth to his disciples only from its 
glorious, soul‐elevating, moral side, namely /that\ of the worthiness to be citizens of a divine 
nation, and ˻had˼ instructed them as to what they had to do, not only in order to reach103 this 
themselves, but in order to unify with like‐minded104 others and, where105 possible, with all of the 
human race, for this [purpose].106 As regards happiness, however, which constitutes the other part 
of the unavoidable human wishes, he foretold them that during their life on earth they could not 
count ⟨keine Rechnung machen⟩ on it {135}. On the contrary, he prepared them to be ready for the 
greatest tribulations and sacrifices; yet he added (since, as long as the human being exists, a 

95 That is, the book of Revelation, the last book of the New Testament.
96 These books of prophecy, purchased by Tarquinius Superbus (the last king of ancient Rome) at an exorbitant price 
from a sibyl (a prophetess), were consulted as oracles by subsequent Roman rulers prior to making crucial political 
decisions. After the originals were lost and/or destroyed, replacements written during the first few centuries CE (and 
still extant) bear some resemblances to the apocalyptic events recounted in Revelation. Whether Kant is referring here 
to the pre‐Christian originals or to the post‐Christian forgeries is unclear.
97 WP has “picture” for Kant’s Gemälde (literally “painting”); GH and GG have “image.”
98 WP has “make another attempt at” for Kant’s noch einmal versuchen; GH has “once again seek” and GG “once again 
make an attempt at.”
99 WP, GG, and GH have “extirpation” for Kant’s Vertilgung. Cf. note 1.159.
100 WP and GG have “so that” for Kant’s und so; GH has “and when, thus.”
101 Following WP and GG for Kant’s Beschluß (literally “decision” or “resolution”); GH has “closes with.” Kant’s use is 
obsolete and connotes the resolution of various complexities at the culmination of a story’s plot. This is the same word 
Kant uses at R 10.27, to refer to the stage when theology students should be required to take a course that might use 
Religion as a textbook.
102 Following WP for Kant’s Nachstrebung zu demselben; GH has “our endeavors to that end” and GG “effort in 
achieving it.”
103 WP and GG have “attain to” for Kant’s gelangen; GH has “achieve.”
104 WP and GG have “of like mind” for Kant’s Gleichgesinnten; GH has “of the same mind.”
105 WP and GG have “if ” for Kant’s wo; GH has “so far as.” The context suggests that Kant really has location in mind 
rather than mere conceptual possibility: he is interpreting Jesus’ Great Commission (“Go into all the world and preach 
the Gospel to all creation,” Mk. 16: 15), whereby the disciples were to attempt to convert every person in a given loca-
tion, insofar as their receptivity to the message made this possible.
106 WP has “for this” for Kant’s dahin, placing it just before “with”; GG has “in it” and GG omits this word.
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complete renunciation of the physical /element\ of happiness cannot be expected of him),107 “Be 
cheerful and confident, you will be requited for it well in heaven.”108 Now, the [just] cited addition 
to the history of the church, which concerns its ⟨derselben⟩ future and ultimate destiny, presents it 
eventually as triumphant, i.e., as crowned with happiness,109 after having overcome110 all obstacles, 
still here on earth. —

The stages that Kant here attributes to Jesus’ theocratic message correspond to the progres-
sion of topics in Religion: individual salvation making us members in “a divine nation” (as 
in the Second Piece); forming groups of like‐minded members, one community at a time 
(as in the Third Piece); and breaking down barriers between communities in hopes of unit-
ing all humanity into one body (as in the Fourth Piece). In order to obtain these goals, the 
natural human need for happiness (as in the First Piece) would have to be sacrificed, but 
only temporarily. This, Kant explains, is the main reason church history must look forward 
to an ultimate, triumphant destiny: even the holy person (or community) remains human, 
and to be human is to need happiness, so hope for future happiness is entirely rational.

The only way to conceive of happiness and holiness coinciding is to portray the ultimate the-
ocracy as being preceded by the final separation of good and evil people into two separate realms.

135.09–23
The separation of the good /people\ from the evil, which during the church’s advances to its  perfection 
would not have been conducive to this purpose (since ⟨indem⟩ the intermingling of the two with 
each other was precisely needed for this, partly to serve the good people ⟨den erstern⟩ as a whetstone 
of virtue, [and] partly to draw the others away from evil by their example), is presented, after the 
completed establishment of the divine nation, as the ultimate consequence thereof ⟨ derselben⟩. To 
this ⟨wo noch⟩ is still added the ultimate proof of this nation’s ⟨seiner⟩ firmness, regarded as potency, 
its victory over all external enemies, who are likewise regarded as [[dwelling]] in one nation (the 
nation of hell); and thus ⟨womit⟩ all life on earth comes to an end, as111 “the last enemy (of good 
human beings), death, is abolished ⟨aufgehoben⟩,”112 and with ⟨an⟩ both parties immortality begins, 
to the salvation ⟨Heil⟩ of the one, [and] the perdition of the other; the form itself of a church is 
 dissolved; the vicar on earth enters into one class with the human beings elevated to him as citizens 
of heaven, and thus God is all in all.113*

Throughout the course of church history the intermingling of good and evil people served two 
important purposes: evil provides good people with the opportunity to sharpen their focus on 
virtue,114 while good provides evil people with an ever‐present reminder of the change of heart 
they too could experience. But when all earthly life ends, so too does the rationale for allowing 
good and evil to coexist. This is the moral significance of the concepts of heaven and hell, 
regarded as symobls of divine and devilish nations, respectively. Since death is a necessary 
 feature only of our physical, earthly lives, Kant interprets its final abolition as an indication 

107 In both editions Kant omits this close parentheses mark, supplied by Ak.
108 Kant is paraphrasing the first half of Matt. 5: 12, which continues with a reference to prophets: “Rejoice and be 
glad, because great is your reward in heaven, for in the same way they persecuted the prophets who were before you.”
109 Following GG and GH for Kant’s mit Glückseligkeit; WP omits this phrase.
110 Following GG for Kant’s überwundenen; WP and GH have “have been overcome.”
111 Following GG for Kant’s indem; WP has “:” and GH “in that.”
112 Cf. 1 Cor. 15: 26: “The last enemy to be destroyed is death.”
113 For the scriptural source of this statement, see note 8.170.
114 Kant’s twofold account of the function of evil, especially this first function, aptly illustrates what Hick 1966 dubs 
the “soul‐making” argument, which has its roots in the early Church Father Iranaeus and was employed in Leibniz’s 
Theodicy. In defending the coexistence of good and evil on earth, Kant is interpreting the parable of the weeds (Matt. 
13: 24–9), where Jesus tells his followers to let the “weeds” grow with the “wheat” until the harvest.
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that human immortality begins when all earthly life ends; at that point, evil persons are 
( presumably) relegated to eternal nonexistence, so that in the end “God is all in all.”

The (R1) footnote that Kant attaches to his quotation of this verse from the Bible interprets 
the verse as implying that all historical faiths, including those based on the Bible, must eventu-
ally pass away in order for humanity to realize the final theocratic goal whereby a pure  religious 
faith becomes universal.

135n.27–35
*This expression (if one sets aside what is mysterious [in it], ˻what˼ reaches beyond all bounds of 

 possible experience, [and] ˻ what˼ belongs merely to the sacred history of humanity, hence being of no 
practical concern to us)115 can be understood thus: that historical faith, which, as church faith, 
requires a holy book as the leash of human beings, but ˻ which˼ precisely thereby prevents the church’s 
unity and universality, will itself cease and pass over into a pure religious faith equally  plausible to all 
the world—toward which, then, we ought now116 to work diligently through persistent extrication of 
the pure rational religion from the cloak [that] at present [is] not yet dispensable.

Ironically, even though church faith requires a holy scripture to lead people into a moral life-
style, the correct attitude toward that book, and toward the historical faith that appeals to it as 
its basis, is to view them as ultimately “dispensable.” Here Kant appeals explicitly to the clothing 
metaphor implicit in the title of Religion: the duty of all right‐thinking people is to distinguish 
clearly between what is dispensable in their tradition (the “cloak” of church faith) and what is 
indispensable (the moral faith at its core).

In hopes of avoiding misunderstanding—one that many interpreters of Religion still commit—
Kant adds a new footnote at this point in R2, explaining that this duty does not imply that one’s 
church faith must actually cease to exist.

135n.36–38
†Not that it will cease (for it may perhaps always be useful and needed as a vehicle), but that it 

can cease; whereby is only meant117 the inward firmness of the pure moral faith.

Throughout church history (i.e., as long as humans retain their earthly, embodied nature), we 
will require some vehicle for sharing “the pure moral faith” with others. Interpreters such as 
Dörflinger, who portray Kant’s pitting of rational faith against historical faith as diametrical 
opposites rather than complementary partners (HRR-Dörflinger 161; cf. note 7.69), have not 
taken to heart the important qualification added here. The intent of Kant’s “vehicle” language 
is neither to destroy all communities of faith nor to offer them a merciful concession (166), lest 
they be annihilated by the Enlightenment (175), but to reform the way such communities are 
actually structured by eclipsing their claims to exclusivity, so that the universal church can 
attain inward (i.e., moral) firmness.

Division Two ends with a paragraph interpreting the biblical account of the 1,000‐year reign 
of Christ on earth as a beautiful symbol that aptly depicts an ideal “moral world-epoch” as a 
vision of a “future world” that the faithful can foresee and even prepare for, even though its 
“empirical completion” is not a historical event.

115 For Kant’s uns … nichts Angehende, WP omits uns; GH has “in no way applies to us” and GG “does not concern us.”
116 WP, GG, and GH have “even now,” following Ak.’s schon jetzt; however, in R2 Kant deleted schon (“even,” in the 
sense of “already” or “as early as”), probably to avoid giving the impression that it might be too early to start this 
problem. Perhaps in preparing R2 Kant realized that this “now” is actually as old as sacred history itself.
117 WP has “this is … to point to” for Kant’s womit … gemeint ist; GH has “whereby … is indicated” and GG “whereby 
is intended.”
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135.24–26, 136.01–16
This presentation of a historical narrative of the future world ⟨Nachwelt⟩, ˻a narrative˼ that itself 

is not history, is a beautiful ideal of the moral world‐epoch, brought about through the introduction 
of the true universal religion [and] foreseen ⟨vorausgesehenen⟩ in faith {136}, up to118 its completion, 
which we cannot envisage119 as empirical completion but to which we ˻can˼—in continual advance 
and approach to the highest good possible on earth (in which there is nothing mystical, but every-
thing happens in a moral way [and] naturally)—only look ahead ⟨hinaussehen⟩, i.e., make provision 
for it. The appearance of the anti‐Christ, [as well as] chiliasm120 [and] the proclamation of the 
 nearness of the end of the world, can assume before reason their proper ⟨gute⟩ symbolic significa-
tion, and the last /of these\ ⟨die letztere⟩, presented as an event that (like the end of life, whether near 
or far) cannot be seen beforehand ⟨nicht vorher zu sehendes⟩, expresses very well the necessity to 
stand always in readiness121 for it, but in fact (if one bases this symbol on its intellectual sense) 
always really to regard ourselves as called citizens of a divine (ethical) nation. “When, therefore, 
cometh the kingdom of God?”—“The kingdom of God cometh not in visible form. Neither shall 
they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is within you!” (Luke 17: 21–2).122†

The symbolism here is not “mystical” in any traditional sense, but moral and natural, once we 
interpret it as an expression of the universal human duty to work toward the realization of “the 
highest good possible on earth.” Just as an individual is likely to live best when in a constant state 
of readiness for death, so human communities of faith will be less likely to pervert the true 
meaning of religion if they  constantly remember that all faith traditions will pass away; for, just 
as Jesus insisted that the kingdom of God is an internal reality, so the ultimate fulfillment of a 
universal theocracy is  ethical. Even though we cannot know in advance how or when the end will 
come about, we must live in the constant awareness that it is surely coming. (SP-1993: 69–73)

In R2 Kant offers, in effect, a new conclusion for Division Two: a lengthy footnote appended 
to the end of the main text contrasts his “bare” moral interpretation of the kingdom of God 
with various other, more politically oriented interpretations.

136n.17–27
†Now, here is a kingdom of God presented not according to a special covenant (not a messianic  

/kingdom\), but a moral /one\ (cognizable by bare reason). The messianic kingdom ⟨Das erstere⟩ 
(regnum divinum pactitium)123 had to draw124 its proof from history, and there it is divided into the 
messianic kingdom according to125 the old or according to125 the new covenant. Now, it is remarkable 

118 WP and GH have “even to” for Kant’s bis zu, which could be taken (wrongly) to imply that we foresee the whole 
process; GG has “in.” But Kant’s point here is that, right up to (bis zu)—i.e., pending—the point where the ideal world‐
epoch actually arrives, we can do no more than predict and hope for its completion. The three forms of sehen (“see”) 
that Kant uses here carry the sense of “anticipate without actually seeing,” “actually see in advance,” and “look out for” 
(e.g., see through a window), respectively.
119 WP has “view” for Kant’s absehen; GH has “conceive” and GG “see directly.”
120 Cf. R 34 and the discussion in §2.3 (especially note 2.102).
121 WP has “to be … ready” for Kant’s in Bereitschaft zu stehen; GH has “standing ready” and GG “to be ready.”
122 Kant’s two quotes actually come from Lk. 17: 20–21: “Once, on being asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of 
God would come, Jesus replied, ‘The coming of the kingdom of God is not something that can be observed, nor will 
people say, “Here it is,” or “There it is,” because the kingdom of God is in your midst.’” Lk. 17: 22 reads: “Then he said to 
his disciples, ‘The time is coming when you will long to see one of the days of the Son of Man, but you will not see it.’”
123 “Divine covenantal kingdom” (Lat.).
124 Following GH and GG for Kant’s ziehen. Cf. R 46n.32, where WP uses “draw” for ziehen in a similar context.
125 Following GH for Kant’s nach … nach; WP and GG have “of … of.” The sense here is “following” or “in accordance 
with.” Kant also uses nach in the first sentence of this footnote, so translating all three the same way preserves the 
parallelism. WP, GG, and GH have “and” for Kant’s oder (literally “or”). But Kant’s “or” should be preserved, because 
the point he is making is that, according to those who affirm such a dichotomy, the historical proof need come from 
only one of the two possible types of covenant.
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that the venerators of the former (the Jews) have continued to maintain themselves as such, despite 
being scattered all around126 the world, whereas the faith of other religious comrades has usually 
fused with the faith of the people wherein they were scattered. This phenomenon seems to many to 
be so wondrous that they judge it to be surely impossible according to the course of nature, but to 
be an extraordinary arrangement for a special divine aim. —

As pointed out earlier in Division Two, Jewish theocracy portrays a “messianic kingdom” 
based on a historically manifested covenant with God. While the early Christians continued 
to use the language of divine covenant, they interpreted it quite differently. One distinctive 
feature of the Jewish people is that they tended to maintain themselves as a distinct historical 
faith, even when they were forced to live in foreign lands, whereas members of other faith 
traditions tended to merge more readily with whatever new ethnic culture they belonged 
to—a difference that is often taken (by Jews and Christians alike) to indicate “a special divine 
aim” for the Jews as God’s chosen people.

After a dash, the new concluding footnote continues by attributing this tendency to the fact 
that scripture‐based faiths are always more resilient than those based merely on customs,127 as 
were the Roman and Babylonian empires that ruled over the Jews.

136n.27–39, 137n.14–15
But a people that has a written religion (holy books) never fuses into one faith with a people that 
(like the Roman Empire—the entire civilized world at that time) has no such religion ⟨dergleichen⟩ 
but merely ˻has˼ customs; rather, sooner or later it makes proselytes. This is also why the Jews, 
from128 the Babylonian captivity—after which, as it seems, their holy books first of all become 
public reading material—are no longer accused on account of their propensity to run after foreign 
gods, especially since the Alexandrian culture, which also must have had an influence on the Jews 
⟨sie⟩, was able to benefit them in providing those /gods\ with a systematic form. Thus the Parsis,129 
adherents of the religion of Zoroaster, have maintained their faith until now in spite of having been 
scattered, because their dasturs had the Zendavesta.130 By contrast, those Hindus who under the 
name of Gypsies are scattered far and wide have not escaped the intermingling with foreign faiths, 
because they came from the dregs ⟨Hefen⟩ of the people (˻from˼ the Pariahs,131 who are even 
forbidden {137} to read in their holy books).

Kant makes the intriguing suggestion that even the Jews overcame their “propensity” to chase 
“foreign gods” (a frequent theme of the Hebrew prophets) only after their own faith tradition 
became publicly accessible in the form of written scriptures. Rather than adapting to the host 
culture, members of a book‐based faith are more likely to convert those who do not have the 

126 WP, GG, and GH have “throughout the” for Kant’s in alle.
127 Kant makes the same point in Division One of the Third Piece, Section V (see §7.3.ii). Indeed, perhaps one of his 
main reasons for adding this new footnote in R2 was his realization that his discussion in Division Two had not 
provided any historical evidence for this claim.
128 WP, GG, and GH have “after,” following Ak.’s nach; in both editions Kant wrote vor (literally “before”), and if we 
take this in its most common sense of “prior to,” then it is surely erroneous, as the argument would be incoherent. 
However, vor can also mean (more loosely) “in the face of ” or “from this time forward,” and assuming this sense pro-
duces no such contradiction. Indeed, if Kant’s point is that the change in question originated during and as a result of 
the Babylonian captivity, then the Ak. amendment is significantly misleading, since it relocates the change after (not 
during) the captivity.
129 The Parsis are members of the Zoroastrian religion, whose ancestors, fleeing Muslim persecution around the 
seventh to the tenth century CE, migrated from Persia to western India.
130 A dastur is a Zoroastrian high priest, whose interpretations (zend) of their ancient scriptures (avest) are called the 
Zendavesta, though the latter term is often used to refer instead to the scriptures themselves.
131 Members of the lower, “Paraiyar” caste in the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. The term is sometimes used (inaccurately) 
to refer to the lower castes throughout India; as such, it serves as a synonym for “outcast.”
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benefit of a holy book. To show that this rule can be applied generally, Kant further compares 
the stability of Zoroastrians (whose priests teach from a scripture) with the position of lower 
caste Hindus (who were forbidden to read their scriptures). In spite of the questionable histor-
ical accuracy of these examples,132 Kant’s overall point is clear enough: a holy book provides the 
best basis for a historical faith.

Having (re)affirmed the superiority of scripture‐based faiths, Kant proceeds to qualify his 
explanation in several ways, with more sweeping generalizations about various world religions.

137n.15–29
However, what the Jews by themselves would nevertheless not have brought about was done by the 
Christian religion and later the Mohammedan, above all the Christian ⟨die erstere⟩; for these ⟨sie⟩ 
presuppose the Jewish faith and the holy books belonging to it (even if the Mohammedan religion 
⟨die letztere⟩ claims that they are corrupted ⟨verfälscht⟩). For the Jews were always able to rediscover 
among the Christians, who had emanated from them, their ancient documents, when ⟨wenn⟩ during 
their wanderings—[in places] where133 the skill to read these documents ⟨sie⟩ and hence the pleasure 
of possessing them may have become extinguished in manifold ways134—they retained only the rec-
ollection of having had such ⟨deren⟩ at some point in the past. Hence outside the suggested coun-
tries135 one indeed encounters no Jews, if one exempts the few on the coast of Malabar136 and perhaps 
one congregation in China (of whom the first were able to be in constant commercial interaction 
⟨Handelsverkehr⟩ with their fellow believers137 in Arabia),138 although it cannot be doubted that they 
must have proliferated ˻their faith˼ in139 those rich countries also, but, through a lack of any kinship 
of their faith with the kinds of faith found there, came to forget their own ⟨des ihrigen⟩ completely.

First, Judaism surely derived some of its lasting stability from the fact that both Christians and 
Muslims accept the Jewish Bible as a legitimate (though secondary, and thus less reliable) part 
of their own scripture‐based faiths. Kant suggests that the Jews might have lost touch with 
their own holy books at various points in their history, had not Christians or Muslims 
retained a scholarly interest in reading these documents in their original language. Second, 
and perhaps for this reason, one rarely finds Jewish communities flourishing in places that are 

132 For example, Zoroastrians are not permitted to make converts, this no doubt being a key reason their sect is now 
close to extinction, despite having a strong scriptural grounding. A key source of information regarding Kant’s exam-
ples of non-Christian religions was Meiners 1780, whose book he used as the basis for part of LPT (see esp. 1122–6).
133 WP has “if ” for Kant’s wo, but introducing a sense of uncertainty here is misleading; GH has “whenever” and GG 
“where.” Kant’s wenn, earlier in the sentence, could be translated as “if,” as GG does; like WP, GH has “when.”
134 WP and GG have “repeatedly” (after “may”) for Kant’s vielfältig (literally “manifoldly”); GH has “as (may) often 
(have) happened.” But the repetition implied by viel (“many”) relates to the many different situations, not times.
135 WP has “mentioned countries” for Kant’s gedachten Ländern; GH has “countries referred to” and GG “lands indi-
cated.” Kant uses gedachten (literally “thought”; i.e., alluded to but not explicitly stated) because he has not actually 
mentioned the countries he has in mind. Rather, the context merely suggests that he is thinking of any country where 
Christianity or Islam is the predominant religion.
136 Kant is referring to what was then (1661–1795) the colony of Dutch Malabar, on the southwest coast of India. The 
presence of Christian (Dutch Reformed) occupiers, however, does not invalidate the point Kant is making here, because 
the Cochin Jews had settled in the area long before the Dutch arrived. Indeed, tradition has it that their arrival dates 
back to the time of King Solomon, though historical evidence traces them back only to the fall of Jerusalem in 70 CE.
137 Following GG for Kant’s Glaubensgenossen; WP has “comrades of faith” and GH “co‐religionists.”
138 Small groups of isolated Jews were known to have migrated to China throughout much of the Middle Ages, 
mostly from India or Persia. Kant’s reference here is probably to the so‐called “Kaifeng Jews,” named after the town 
where they settled in Henan Province sometime between the seventh and twelfth centuries, because they adopted so 
many local customs that they are also called “Chinese Jews.”
139 WP has “must have spread into” for Kant’s sich nicht in … sollten ausgebreitet haben; GH has “spread throughout” 
and GG “must have spread in.” Omitting Kant’s nicht is necessary to avoid an unintended double negative in English. 
The sollten (literally “should”) carries the sense of “probably did, though we have no evidence,” just as does the 
English “must” in such a context.
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not also occupied by either Christians or Muslims; in the exceptional cases, isolated commu-
nities (see, e.g., note 9.138 above) survived by maintaining close relations with just such Jewish 
communities. Finally, Kant speculates, many isolated Jews probably have mingled so fully with 
local customs in such places that they lost their religious identity.

The concluding second edition footnote of Division Two of the Third Piece ends by encour-
aging the reader not to dwell on such controversies regarding why a certain historical faith is 
or not preserved, but to focus instead on more edifying matters.

137n.29–40
However, to base edifying contemplations upon this preservation of the Jewish people—along 
with their religion—under circumstances so disadvantageous to them is quite precarious ⟨mißlich⟩, 
because each of the two parties140 believes that [the situation] fits its bill.141 The one /party\ sees in 
the preservation of the people to which it belongs, and of its ancient faith, /which\ despite the 
scattering among such a variety of peoples remains unmixed, the proof of a special benevolent 
providence /that is\ saving this people ⟨dasselbe⟩ up for a future kingdom on earth; the other ˻sees 
in it˼ nothing but warning ruins of a destroyed nation /that\ resists the arriving ⟨eintretenden⟩ 
kingdom of heaven,142 ˻ruins˼ that a special providence continues to sustain, partly to preserve in 
remembrance the ancient prophecy of a messiah proceeding from this people, partly to deploy, in 
this people ⟨ihm⟩, an example of punitive justice because it recalcitrantly143 wanted to frame of this 
messiah ⟨demselben⟩ a political rather than a moral concept.

Historical evidence can easily be twisted to prove one theory or another on questions such as 
why the Jewish faith has lasted so long. Is it because divine providence is preserving this chosen 
people to be key participants in the earthly kingdom of God, the future establishment of which 
will mark the ultimate fulfillment of the true church?144 Or is their preservation rather meant 
as a constant warning of how wrong it is for a faith community to place its hope in “a political 
rather than a moral  concept,” as the Jews have done with their belief in a “messiah” who is yet 
to come? While some interpreters would assume that the second option is the one Kant advo-
cates,145 I believe his actual position would be somewhere between these two extremes. The 
first option adopts a literalist understanding of historical faith, which Kant obviously regards 
as dangerous. But the second adopts a moral reductionism that fails to take into account the 
symbolic riches that Kant insists are available from traditional historical faiths.

As I have argued throughout this commentary and elsewhere (ever since SP‐1992), Kant 
neither defends traditional religion as such nor reduces it to nothing but moral acts; so we 
should interpret his (admittedly problematic) portrayal of Judaism in a similarly cautious 
manner. The official stance of Judaism on the political enforcement of religion is the source of 
false religion; yet the Jewish people were open enough to an ethically sensitive faith to provide 
the perfect context for the birth of the universal church. While they typically continue to 
reverse the proper order of priority between historical tradition and the pure religious faith 
that serves as the true church’s moral core, so do most Christian (and other) faith communities. 

140 WP has “each of the parties” for Kant’s ein jeder beider Theile; GH has “both sides” and GG “both parties.”
141 WP has “it finds its account” for Kant’s seine Rechnung zu finden; GH aptly paraphrases Kant’s idiom as “they find 
in it [confirmation of] their own opinions,” while GG has “they find confirmation in it.” The idiom Kant uses here 
carries the sense that one finds the “reckoning” (Rechnung) that one puts into a situation.
142 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Himmelreich; WP has “heaven on earth,” apparently taking this term as an allu-
sion to Kant’s use of Erdenreich (“kingdom on earth”) earlier in this sentence.
143 WP has “obstinantly” for Kant’s widersetzenden; GH has “stiff‐neckedly” and GG “in its stiffneckedness.”
144 This view is often still promulgated in certain fundamentalist Christian contexts, as I know from personal 
experience. Kant is probably relying on similar childhood experiences in testifying to the prevalence of such claims.
145 For a thorough study of this debate, tracing these and other options, see Tomasoni 2003.
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Perhaps most significant of all (and this is the real reason Kant keeps coming back to it) is that 
Judaism is the historical origin of the religious hope that constitutes the underlying message of 
this concluding footnote: that we must believe in the real possibility of a theocracy (a divine 
government) existing here on earth—even if this belief functions in an entirely symbolic way. 
Kant would surely admit that many Jews have recognized, just as many Christians have ignored, 
the core of Jesus’ revolutionary new insight that serves as the core of Kantian theocracy: the 
kingdom of God exists now, within every person who recognizes the priority of ethics and love 
over politics and law—a message that is only implied here in Division Two, but forms the heart 
of the Fourth Piece.



Appendix III

Understanding Mysteries as Moral 
Symbols in Communities of Faith
The Third General Comment (R 137–47)

Whereas the first two parerga dealt with presumed experiences of God—either inner, as “effects 
of grace” (R 53.11), or outer, as miracles—the last two are about presumed understandings of 
God—either internal, focused on the mystery of God’s nature, or external, as an attempt to 
control God through what Kant calls “means of grace.” Kant begins the first paragraph of the 
third General Comment with a clear definition of a “mystery” as a holy object that can be 
known internally yet cannot be communicated to others.

137.01–11  
General Comment

{137} In all the kinds of faith that refer to religion, probing behind1 its inward2 make‐up  inevitably 
comes upon a mystery, i.e., upon something holy, [in other words,] ˻something˼ which can indeed 
be known by3 each individual, but ˻ which˼ nonetheless ˻ can˼not ˻ be˼ publicly familiar, i.e., commu-
nicated universally. —As something holy, it must be a moral /object\, hence an object of reason 
and able to be sufficiently cognized inwardly for practical use, yet as something  mysterious, not for 
theoretical use, because then it would have to be also communicable to everyone and thus also able 
to become familiar outwardly and publicly.

A “mystery” lies behind the “inward make‐up” of every religious faith, such that anyone who 
pursues it in depth eventually comes into contact with “something holy.”4 The problem is that, 
although we can know this thing through private experience, we cannot communicate it to 

1 Following GG for Kant’s hinter, though GG puts this phrase after “mystery”; WP and GH have “into,” but Kant’s use 
of hinter is unusual, so the translation should preserve this (apparently intentional) special imagery. If the “inward 
make‐up” here refers to religion (see note 2 immediately below) as the rational core of all true faith (i.e., to the moral 
convictions that faith aims to instill in people), then Kant’s point in this sentence is that the members are bound to 
think of God as “something holy” (cf. note 90 here in App. III).
2 Ak.’s ihre innere amends Kant’s dative ihrer innern (in both editions) to the accusative form of the same words. WP, 
GG, and GH follow Ak., taking ihre (“their”) to refer to “faiths.” I take Kant’s text at face value, whereby “its [ihrer] 
inward” must refer to religion. In other words, Kant is saying that probing into the basic elements of religion—this 
being the task of the first experiment—inevitably gives rise to mysteries, and these become the focus of the differences 
between different faiths. Assessing the suitability of a given faith’s mysteries is a task for the second experiment.
3 Following GH for Kant’s von … gekannt; WP has “with … acquainted” and GG “cognized by.”
4 This insight formed the basis of Otto’s influential study of religious experience (see note 1.90). Note, however, that 
Kant does not use the word Idee (“idea”) here, as Otto does. His claim seems to be that members of any genuinely 
 religious (i.e., morally empowering) faith eventually meet the “something” that is itself (presumably) the holy source 
of all that is in the phenomenal world.
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others as an item of theoretical knowledge. Since it strikes the religious person as holy, Kant 
suggests that (unlike the idea of a miracle), this subjective experience can have a practical use, 
once we interpret such an inner experience as that of “a moral object.” Although we can obtain 
a practical knowledge of its nature, it remains a mystery because we cannot communicate it to 
others as an item of theoretical knowledge.

In the second paragraph Kant distinguishes between two ways of interpreting faith in a mystery: 
as either God‐given (as in the effects of grace, the first parergon) or as pure rational faith.

137.12–13, 138.01–07
Now, faith in something that we are yet to regard at the same time as a holy mystery can be 

considered to be either a divinely inspired {138} or a pure rational faith. Unless we are compelled 
by the greatest plight to accept the first /alternative\, we shall make it our maxim to side with the 
second. —Feelings are not cognitions and therefore also do not designate a mystery; but, since a 
mystery ⟨das letztere⟩ refers to reason, yet nonetheless cannot be communicated universally, each 
person will have to search for it (if ever there is one) only in his own reason.

As usual, Kant is skeptical about the value of the first option, the feeling‐oriented approach. 
Nevertheless, he makes two points that are typically ignored by commentators. First, he does 
not entirely reject the legitimacy of interpreting one’s faith as arising out of a felt experience 
of the holy; he simply reserves this option for those whose conversion involved an experi-
ence of being saved from “the greatest plight.” Second, Kant openly affirms that the subjective 
experience of the holy is something “each person will have to search for … only in his own 
reason.” In other words, he openly affirms what I call “Critical mysticism” (see notes 0.3 and 
App. I.2), whereby experience of God is possible, but must be strictly limited by the strictures 
laid down by our theoretical ignorance. This experience, once again, is of “something holy,” 
which  presents itself to individuals but cannot be communicated to others.

Even though the mysterious thing that generates an experience of the holy seems to be outside 
us, as far as we can tell, Kant explains in the third paragraph that, because philosophers have no 
way of gaining insight into such a thing, the best we can do is to try to locate the mystery in the 
inward, subjective aspect of our nature.

138.08–24
It is impossible to establish a priori and objectively whether there are such mysteries or not. 

We  shall therefore have to seek after /them\ immediately in the inwardness, in the5 subjective  
/element\ of our moral predisposition, in order to see whether anything like this ⟨sich dergleichen⟩ 
can be found in us. However, we shall not be allowed to include among the holy  mysteries the bases 
for what is ⟨dem⟩ moral, which are inscrutable to us—what ˻is moral˼ can indeed be communi-
cated publicly, but its cause is not given to us—but ˻shall be allowed to include among them˼ solely 
what ⟨das … was⟩ is given to us for cognition, yet is nonetheless incapable of being communicated 
publicly. Thus freedom, a property of which the human being becomes informed through the 
determinability of his volition by the unconditionally moral law, is not a mystery, because the cog-
nition of it can be communicated to everyone; this property’s basis, however, which is inscrutable 
to us, is a mystery, because it is not given to us for cognition. But precisely this freedom alone is 
also what, when it is applied to the ultimate object of practical reason, [namely] the realization of 
the idea of the moral final purpose, leads us inevitably to holy mysteries.*—

As we saw in §1.4, the predisposition to good in human nature has three levels:  animality, 
humanity, and personality. The third level is the subjective element that gives rise to morality 

5 WP has “inner” for Kant’s Innern, dem; GH and GG have “inner, the.”
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through the agency of our “volition” (Willkür). That we have such free choice is not mysterious, 
for it is public knowledge that arises directly out of our awareness of the moral law, which can 
be understood; but why we have this capacity to be moral (i.e., what gives us such freedom, or 
what it is based on) is a mystery. The latter is the very question that gave rise to the Dialectic in 
CPrR (esp. 110–11), where Kant identifies this “ultimate object of practical reason” as the highest 
good—an idea that he then used as the basis for his moral arguments for God and immortality 
(122–32; cf. R 5 and note 0.64). Kant’s claim here (which would be virtually  impossible to under-
stand without some prior awareness of what Kant had argued in CPrR) is that the “holy mys-
teries” arise when human freedom applies itself to the task of attempting to realize morality’s 
ultimate goal (i.e., a world where happiness is distributed in proportion to a person’s virtue). 
Kant devotes the rest of this General Comment to unpacking what this claim entails.

Apparently recognizing how difficult his cryptic claim about the origin of “holy mysteries” 
is likely to be for his reader, Kant adds a footnote relating his claim to Newton’s analogy 
 between gravity and God’s omnipresence in the empirical world.

138n.25–38, 139n.28
*Thus the cause of the universal gravity of all matter in the world is unfamiliar to us, so much so 

that one can in addition also comprehend that this cause ⟨sie⟩ can never be cognized by us, because 
the very concept of it presupposes in it a first motive force ⟨Bewegungskraft⟩ residing uncondition-
ally in /this cause\ itself. But this cause ⟨sie⟩ is nonetheless not a mystery, but can be made apparent6 
to everyone, because its law is sufficiently cognized. When Newton  presents it like the divine 
omnipresence in [the world of] appearance (omnipraesentia phaenomenon),7 as it were, then this 
is not an attempt to explain it (for the existence of God in space involves a contradiction), but ˻is˼ 
still a sublime analogy, in which is countenanced merely the unification of corporeal beings into a 
world whole ⟨Weltganzen⟩, by basing it on an incorporeal cause. And the same would  happen with 
the attempt to comprehend the independent ⟨selbstständige⟩ principle of the unification of rational 
beings of the world into an ethical nation, and to explain that unification ⟨die letztere⟩ from this. 
The duty that draws us toward this is all we cognize; the possibility of the intended effect, even if 
we obey that /duty\, lies beyond {139} the bounds of all our insight. —

We can never understand what (if anything) causes gravity, because the concept of 
gravity includes the assumption that it is “a first motive force”; yet, despite our ignorance, 
gravity is not a mystery, because we do have a good understanding of how the law of gravity 
operates in the phenomenal world. Newton’s analogy between gravity and God—an analogy 
Kant severely criticized in the second General Comment (see App. II)—can be regarded as 
“sublime,” provided we do not regard it as an attempt to explain gravity. Rather, it merely 
reflects the fact that, as reason seeks to unify the diversity of the phenomenal world, 
 forming the idea of God as a world‐cause is one good way to do so—a claim Kant defended 
at length throughout the Dialectic of CPR. This claim is directly parallel to the point 
Kant makes here: freedom functions similarly, as a first motive force in the moral world. As 
Kant argued in R 98 (see §7.2.i and SP‐2009b), we can and we do cognize a special duty that 
motivates us to attempt to form  ethical communities, but we have no insight into whether 
or not God actually causes us to experience that duty, or into the possibility of realizing “the 
intended effect,” even though we are rationally permitted to hope that God cooperates with 
us in this way.

6 WP and GG have “manifest” for Kant’s offenbar; GH has “public.”
7 “Phenomenal omnipresence.” Kant’s term mixes features from Latin and Greek. This type of formation is explained 
in note 3.108. Isaac Newton develops this theory in his book, Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (1686–87).
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After a dash, the footnote continues by distinguishing between empirical mysteries (which 
might someday be resolved) and the transcendent (and necessarily unresolvable) mysteries 
that arise when the divine “something” causes us to experience holiness.

139n.28–37
There are mysteries [that are] concealments (arcana)8 of nature; there may be mysteries (secrecy, 
secreta)9 of politics that are not meant to become publicly familiar;10 but both, insofar as they rest 
on empirical causes, still can become familiar to us. In regard to what it is a universal human duty 
to cognize (namely, what /is\ ⟨des⟩ moral, there can be no mystery; but in regard to what only God 
can do, where doing something for it ourselves surpasses our capacity [and] hence also our duty, 
there can be only an actual /mystery\, namely a holy mystery (mysterium)11 of religion, concerning 
which it might perhaps be useful to know and understand only that there is such a /mystery\, but 
not exactly to comprehend it.

The “concealments … of nature” are apparently random empirical events that just are the way 
they are, without any detectable cause, while political “mysteries” are anything but random. 
What is common to both is that they refer to facts that are not now public knowledge but could 
be, if a currently hidden explanation were ever to come to light. Moral matters can never be 
mysterious in this way, as Kant repeatedly reminds us, for otherwise we would not be respon-
sible for what we do. But our cognition of the highest good makes us aware that our powers are 
limited, and this naturally gives rise to the need to believe that God might do something to 
make up for our shortcomings. Since this possibility surpasses both our knowledge and our 
duty, we cannot “comprehend it”; yet we do experience “something holy,” so it would be useful 
to know that something real corresponds to the mystery we experience.

With the foregoing footnote as a backdrop, Kant goes on in the fourth paragraph to explain 
how the failed attempt by free persons to realize the highest good leads directly to holy mysteries.

139.01–12
{139} Because the human being cannot himself realize the idea, inseparably linked with the pure 

moral conviction, of the highest good (with regard not only to the happiness belonging thereto, but 
also to the necessary unification of human beings for the entire purpose), yet nonetheless12 encoun-
ters in himself a duty to work toward this /idea\,13 he finds himself drawn toward the faith in the 
cooperation or arrangement, by a moral ruler of the world, through which alone this purpose is 
possible. And now there opens up before him the abyss of a mystery of what God is doing in this, 

 8 “Secrets” (Lat.), from arcere (“to enclose, contain”). This term connotes esoteric knowledge and is etymologically 
related to “ark.” Kant may be alluding to Arcana coelestia (Secrets of Heaven, 1749–56), where Swedenborg claimed to 
reveal spiritual truths that nature normally conceals; see note 83 below.
 9 Also, Latin for “secrets,” originally meaning “[things] set apart, hidden.” The previous (German) word 
(Geheimhaltung in R1 and Ak., meaning “secrecy,” which R2 Kant changed to Geheimnißhaltung, this being a less 
common word referring to an attitude of “keeping a secret”) is closely related to Kant’s word for “mystery” 
(Geheimnisse). WP incorrectly places this parenthetical insertion before the semicolon; GG places it after “politics.” 
My placement here follows GH (and Kant), making it directly parallel to arcana.
10 Following WP for Kant’s die nicht öffentlich bekannt werden sollen; GH has “which ought not to be known publi-
cally,” while GG omits this entire phrase.
11 “Mystery,” a late Latin term referring to religious truth given by divine revelation, with a hidden spiritual meaning. 
Interestingly, Otto uses the same Latin word to refer to the mystery of the numinous that is a typical characteristic of 
how religious people experience the idea of the holy. See note 1.90.
12 WP and GH have “yet” for Kant’s gleichwohl aber; GG has “and yet.”
13 WP 154n notes that Kant’s darauf might refer to “the highest good,” but “probably refers to the realization” of it. 
However, what draws us into this “encounter,” according to Kant, is the twofold idea of the highest good and its realization. 
That Kant begins the next paragraph with “This idea …” further suggests that his use of darauf here refers to the “idea” 
mentioned previously: the paradox we encounter in the idea of the highest good is what necessitates belief in God.
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whether anything is to be attributed to him generally,14 and what ˻ is to be attributed˼ to him (God),14 
in particular; meanwhile, the human being cognizes in each duty nothing but what he himself has 
to do in order to be worthy of that complement unfamiliar or at least ungraspable to him.

Here Kant expresses the essence of Critical mysticism: anyone who has a “pure moral convic-
tion” also thereby “encounters” the duty to assist other good‐hearted people in pursuit of their 
temporal goals, with the ultimate goal being the unification of all human beings to accomplish 
this purpose for the whole of humanity; yet humanity cannot fulfill this duty without assistance. 
Faced with this dilemma, the good‐hearted person is aware of being “drawn toward” the belief 
that a moral God will cooperate with us in pursuing the duty that we so clearly encounter in 
our heart. Yet, when we attempt to identify this “something” (or someone?) that is drawing us 
toward moral faith, we lean over an “abyss,” for God’s actions (if any) are “ungraspable.” We 
must hope that this God will do something to complement our shortcomings; but all we can 
know for sure is that our role in this partnership is to do our duty when duty calls. What Kant 
is describing here is not just a set of rational concepts; he is describing an encounter with 
 holiness in the depths of the human heart—an encounter that every good person experiences, 
yet nobody can share publicly (i.e., a Critical mysticism).

Because no human being is capable of knowing God directly, this idea of “a moral ruler of 
the world” presents us with a practical “task,” as Kant explains in the fifth paragraph: not to 
know God “in himself ” (which would be impossible), but to know what God’s nature must be 
“for us as moral beings.”

139.13–21
This idea of a moral ruler of the world is a job for our practical reason. We are concerned to 

know not so much what God is in himself (˻what˼ his nature ˻is˼)15 as what he is for us as moral 
beings, even though for the sake of this reference we must think and assume the divine natural 
make‐up as is needed for this relation in the complete perfection required for the execution of 
his will (e.g., as [that] of an unchangeable, omniscient, almighty, etc. being); and apart from this 
 reference /we\ cannot cognize anything in him.

Here we see Kant implementing his Critical principle of the “primacy of practical reason” (see 
CPrR 119–21): the fact that we encounter duty in a way that draws us into moral faith in God 
justifies us in accepting (at least for the sake of clear thinking) that the attributes traditionally 
assigned to God by theoretical reason are also reliable indicators of God’s “natural make‐up.”

With the foregoing as an introduction, Kant now offers, in yet another uncharacteristically 
short paragraph, a concise statement of the moral attributes, not of God as such, but of “the 
true religious faith” that is “universal” and therefore not itself a mystery.

139.22–27
Now, in accordance with this need of practical reason, the universal true religious faith is faith 

(1) in God as the almighty creator of heaven and earth, i.e., morally as holy lawgiver; (2) in him, the 
preserver of the human race, as benevolent governor and moral provider thereof; (3) in him, 
the administrator of his own holy laws, i.e., as just judge.

Our encounter with the abyss of holiness generates a “need” in our practical reason, and this 
need is satisfied when we believe in God “as holy lawgiver … benevolent governor and … just 

14 WP has “him (God) at all” for Kant’s ihm überhaupt … ihm (Gott); GH has “indeed … in general … to God” and 
GG “at all … to him.”
15 Kant added this parenthetical clarification in R2.
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judge.” This Kantian triad, which he had previously defended as constituting the “three prop-
erties that contain within themselves everything by which God becomes the object of religion” 
(CPrR 131n), corresponds to the traditional Christian doctrine of the Trinity: God as Father 
(“creator”), Son (“preserver”), and Holy Spirit (“administrator” of justice).

The seventh paragraph clarifies that such trinitarian faith on its own is not the mystery that 
is the topic of this third parergon, for it merely expresses what practical reason is bound to 
think about the way God must act toward human beings who form a community.

140.01–11
{140} This faith actually contains no mystery, because it expresses solely God’s moral behavior 

toward the human race; it also offers itself on its own to any human reason, and is therefore found 
in the religion of most civilized peoples.* It resides in the concept of a people as a community, 
˻a concept˼ in which such a threefold superior control (pouvoir)16 must always be thought, except 
that this /community\ is here presented as ethical, which is why this threefold quality of the moral 
sovereign of the human race can be thought as unified in one and the same being, even though in 
a juridically civil ⟨juridisch‐bürgerlichen⟩ nation it would necessarily have to be distributed among 
three different subjects.†

That this concept is rooted in reason explains why most advanced religious traditions have 
developed a trinitarian concept of God—a point Kant elaborates on in a new (R2) footnote, 
quoted below. The rational concept of a community always involves three forms of 
administrative power: the executive, the legislative, and the judicial. In a political community, 
these powers must be separate—a doctrine that had been promoted vigorously by various 
recent French philosophers17 and enshrined in the United States Constitution, as fully ratified 
in 1791, less than two years before the publication of Religion. But in an ethical community the 
three powers can be regarded as three manifestations of one and the same (divine) being.

The first of two footnotes Kant adds to the foregoing paragraph contrasts two ways of inter-
preting the biblical accounts of the final judgment of human beings, each expressing “God’s 
moral conduct toward the human race” by focusing on a different person of the Trinity.

140n.12–26
*In the sacred prophetic story of the last things, the judge of the world (actually, he who will take 

under his dominion and separate out, as his own, those who belong to the kingdom of the good 
principle) is presented and mentioned not as God but as the Son of man.18 This seems to indicate 
that humanity itself, conscious of its limitation and frailty, will in this selection [process]  pronounce 
the verdict; which is a benevolence that nonetheless does not do damage to justice. —By contrast, 
the judge of human beings as presented in his divinity (the Holy Spirit),19 i.e., as he speaks to our 
conscience in terms of the holy law recognized by us and in terms of our own imputation 

16 “Power” (Fr.), in the sense of “controlling influence.”
17 The distinction was first proposed by Montesquieu (Charles‐Louis de Secondat) in his influential 1748 book 
De l’esprit des loix (The Spirit of Laws).
18 The phrase “son of man” occurs 93 times in Ezekiel, as the author’s standard way of depicting God referring to the 
prophet (Ez. 2: 1 et al.). The Gospels portray Jesus as frequently employing the same phrase when referring to himself: 
30 times in Matthew (8: 20 et al.), 14 in Mark (2: 10 et al.), 25 in Luke (5: 24 et al.), and 13 in John (1: 51 et al.). 
However, Kant’s reference here is to the two occurrences in Revelation: “I turned around to see the voice that was 
speaking to me. And when I turned I saw seven golden lampstands, and among the lampstands was someone like a 
son of man, dressed in a robe reaching down to his feet and with a golden sash around his chest” (1: 12–13); and 
“I looked, and there before me was a white cloud, and seated on the cloud was one like a son of man with a crown of 
gold on his head and a sharp sickle in his hand” (14: 14).
19 Following GH and GG on the placement of this parenthetical appellation; WP places it after “imputation,” whereas 
Kant places it after the verb (“presented”).
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[of guilt],20 can be thought as judgmental only in terms of the strictness of the law, because we 
ourselves absolutely do not know how much can come to our benefit to the account of our frailty, 
but have before our eyes merely our transgression, together with the consciousness of our freedom 
and of the violation of duty of which we are entirely guilty, and thus have no reason for accepting21 
benevolence in the judicial verdict concerning us.

Kant interprets the Bible’s “Son of man” symbolism (traditionally associated in Christian 
 doctrine with Jesus, the second person of the Trinity) as a reference to “humanity itself ” passing 
judgment on itself, through a process of selecting those who have upheld “the good principle” 
to be part of God’s “kingdom.” From this perspective, we can think of God’s action toward 
humanity as benevolent, yet without impairing justice, because a human‐centered judgment 
would have to take into account the limitations of our frail nature. Here Kant seems to be 
alluding to his theory of the “new man” who in suffering on behalf of the “old man” is able to 
atone for pre‐conversion evil (see §5.3). By contrast, in the Fourth Piece (see §12.3), Kant will 
portray the process of judgment as occurring through each person’s conscience; from this per-
spective, Kant goes on to argue, judgment corresponds to work  traditionally attributed to the 
Holy Spirit (the third person of the Christian Trinity), who judges according to the strict letter 
of the moral law; judgment from this perspective is  considerably less benevolent, given that 
each person has an inner awareness of the moral law and has freely chosen to disobey.22

The first footnote seems out of place, given that Kant has just referred not to judgment but 
to the trinitarian concepts shared by many religious traditions. While this may be part of his 
reason for adding a new footnote in R2, providing specific examples of the claim made in the 
main text precisely where the first note appears, he is also responding to the use made of this 
passage in Storr 1793.

140n.27–40, 141n.32–37
†One cannot readily indicate the reason why so many ancient peoples agreed on this idea, 

unless it is that the idea ⟨sie⟩ lies in universal human reason when one wants to think of a 
˻government of˼ a people and (by analogy therewith) of a government of the world. The religion 
of Zoroaster had these three divine persons: Ormuzd, Mithra, and Ahriman; the Hindu ˻religion 
had˼ Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva23 (except with the difference that the /religion of Zoroaster\ 
⟨jene⟩ presents the third person as author not merely of ill24 insofar as it is punishment, but even 
of moral–evil, for which the human being is punished, whereas the /Hindu religion\ ⟨diese⟩ 
˻presents˼ the third person merely as judgmental and punitive).25 The Egyptian /religion\ had its 
Ptah, Kneph, and Neith,26 of whom, as far as the obscurity of the reports from the most ancient 
times of this people allows one to guess, the first was to present spirit, distinguished from matter, 

20 WP 155n adds: “[Of merit and guilt.]” However, the remainder of Kant’s footnote clearly implies that he is thinking 
here only of the conscience imputing guilt.
21 WP, GG, and GH have “assuming” for Kant’s anzunehmen; while it can mean “assuming” in contexts relating to 
arguments, this word means “accepting” in contexts relating to gift giving. This passage focuses on benevolence more 
than on the structure of an argument. While Kant is saying that a person constructing an argument would have no 
reason to assume divine benevolence, he also appears to be saying that a person facing a divine judge would have no 
reason to accept it. See Glossary for further discussion of Kant’s use of this term.
22 See Ps. 53: 3 (cf. 14: 3; also quoted in Rom. 3: 12): “Everyone has turned away, all have become corrupt; there is no one 
who does good, not even one.” See also Mk. 10: 18 and Lk. 18: 19, where Jesus includes himself under this judgment.
23 Ormuzd and Ahriman were the chief gods of good and evil, while Mithra was a “lesser god” (WP 155n), of justice. 
Cf. EAT 328–9n. The Hindu trinity are gods of creation, preservation, and destruction (cf. WP 156n).
24 GH and GG have “evil” for Kant’s Übels; WP has “the bad,” but normally uses “ill.” See Glossary.
25 WP omits the closing parenthesis, also omitted in R2 and in some Ak. editions; I follow the Ak. editions that insert 
it at this point; GH and GG replace Kant’s stand‐alone opening parenthesis with a dash.
26 As WP 156n notes, Bohatec (166–7) discusses the textual sources Kant used for his (accurate) summary of this and 
the previous religious traditions. See also note 9.132.
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as  creator of the world;27 the second principle,28 the sustaining and governing benevolence; the 
third, the wisdom restricting the former /two\,29 i.e., justice. The Gothic /religion\ venerated its 
Odin (All‐father), its Freya (also Freyja, goodness), and {141} Thor,30 the judgmental (punitive) 
god. Even the Jews seem to have pursued these ideas in the last time periods of their hierarchical 
structure. For in the charge of the Pharisees that Christ31 had called himself a Son of God, they 
seem to have put no special weight of accusation on the teaching that God has a son, but ˻seem 
to have put˼ such ˻weight˼ only on Christ’s ⟨Er⟩ claim ⟨wollen⟩ that he was this Son of God.

Kant has at least three reasons for reciting these details about five non‐Christian traditions, 
four of which make explicit references to trinitarian concepts of the deity. First, these examples 
confirm the claim, made in the main text (but left undeveloped in R1), that “the religion of 
most civilized peoples” (R 140.04) understands faith in God in a threefold manner. Second, 
they confirm that God plays a judging role in each of these religions: Ahriman, Shiva, Neith, 
and Thor each take up the role of judging human evil, which Kant has just associated with the 
Holy Spirit. Third, the specific occasion causing Kant to realize the need for further clarifica-
tion was very likely Storr’s appeal to R1 to support his claim that “the impossibility of a positive 
determination of the distinction between Father, Son, and Spirit can provide no sufficient 
ground to deny to oneself the distinction of which the Bible assures us.”32 In response to this 
claim, Kant’s new footnote clarifies that, although Storr’s claim is technically correct, the same 
can be said of the trinitarian divinities found in the Scriptures of a wide range of other world 
religions. In other words, Storr is correct that the religion within the bounds of bare reason 
(i.e., the first experiment) cannot deny a Christian’s right to believe in the Trinity; but this alone 
also does nothing to raise the Bible’s claim above that of these other traditions. The new note 
therefore emphasizes the status of the Trinity as a parergon.

The main text resumes with the eighth paragraph, asserting that the trinitarian nature of 
God exhibited in all these traditions had been a genuine mystery, until Christianity revealed its 
moral basis.

141.01–08
{141} But because this faith—which, on behalf of religion overall, has purified the moral relation 

of human beings to the highest being of harmful anthropomorphisms and made it appropriate to the 
genuine morals of a people of God—was after all first put forth publicly to the world in a [[particular]] 
dogmatics (the Christian /one\), and in it alone, one can indeed call its disclosure the revelation of 
what was until then for human beings—through their own fault ⟨Schuld⟩—a mystery.

As the examples in Kant’s foregoing footnote aptly illustrate, pre‐Christian trinities were filled with 
anthropomorphic depictions of deities whose natures could only be described as mysterious. 

27 WP italicizes “creator”; Kant’s emphasis is on the entire word Weltschöpfer.
28 WP and GG omit Kant’s Princip here, though WP inserts it into the previous phrase, after “first”; GH has “a principle 
of.” Kant probably avoided using “principle” for the first term in this trinity because “creator of the world” is not a 
 principle in the way “benevolence” and “justice” are.
29 Following WP for Kant’s jene (literally “that” or “those”); GH and GG have “this benevolence/generosity,” a reading 
that is also grammatically possible.
30 WP 156n provides a detailed summary of the respective roles of these deities, observing that in the second paren-
thesis Kant erroneously supplied the name “Freyer” (Freya’s brother), rather than providing the actual alternative 
spelling of the female goddess’ name—an error WP corrects, but GH and GG preserve.
31 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Christus. This is one of just two places in Religion (see R 165) where Kant 
uses a proper name to refer to Jesus.
32 Storr 1793: 7n (6n) cites R1 199–208 (= R 139.06–147.14) as evidence for this claim. The R2 footnote under 
consideration here is the first of two new footnotes that Kant adds in the passage Storr cites here. See also 
R 144n.32–35.
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Christian dogmatics purifies the Trinity (at least, in Kant’s moral interpretation of it) by basing it 
on “the genuine morals of a people of God.” This transformation establishes the Christian doctrine 
as a genuine revelation, for it is “publicly” transmissible.

Kant devotes the ninth paragraph of this parergon to the task of clarifying the crucial differ-
ences between the moral and amoral depictions of each person of the godhead.

141.09–25
In this ˻faith’s disclosure˼, that is, it says,33 first, that one ought to present the highest lawgiver, 

as such, as commanding not mercifully, [and] hence not forbearingly (indulgently) toward the 
weakness of human beings, nor despotically and merely according to his unlimited right; and 
˻one ought to present˼ his laws not as volitional34 and in no way akin to our concepts of morals, 
but as laws connected to holiness of the human being.35 Second, one must posit his goodness 
⟨Güte⟩ not in an unconditional well‐wishing toward his creatures, but in [[the fact]] that he takes 
account first of their moral make‐up, through which they can satisfy him, and only then com-
plements their incapacity to assuage this condition on their own. Third, his justice cannot be 
presented as carried out benevolently and exorably36 (which contains a contradiction), still less 
as carried out in the quality of the lawgiver’s holiness (before which no human being is just), but 
only as a limitation of benevolence to the condition of the conformity of human beings37 with 
the holy law insofar as they could, as children of human beings,38 be in accordance with that law’s 
⟨des letztern⟩ demand. —

The moral Trinity depicts God (as Father) commanding human beings in a balanced manner, 
 neither too leniently (in view of our weakness) nor too harshly (in view of God’s “unlimited right”); 
it accomplishes this goal by defining God’s laws in terms of what is moral for human beings—laws 
that would lead to our “holiness,” if we could fully comply with them. Likewise, God (as Son) can 
be called “good” not in the sense of bestowing indiscriminate well‐wishing (e.g., by saving 
everyone, unconditionally), but by letting our “moral make‐up” complement our inevitable 
inability to live holy lives, so that (as we saw in Chapter 5) those who have experienced a change of 
heart can be saved by virtue of having adopted a good  conviction. And God (as Holy Spirit) judges 
us not on the basis of how fervently we may plead for mercy, nor by comparing us with the impos-
sible ideal of God’s own holiness, but by making a balanced assessment of the overall conformity of 
our life with the demands of virtue, given our limited nature as human beings.

After a dash, the ninth paragraph sums up Kant’s interpretation by explaining why the 
Christian doctrine of a threefold personality within one person is a valuable symbol even when 
the Trinity is viewed as essentially moral.

33 WP has “For in this promulgation it is said” for Kant’s In ihr nämlich heißt es; GH has “These doctrines assert” and 
GG “This revelation says.” Since Kant goes on to provide his own, moral interpretations, he must not have intended to 
introduce this paragraph by referring to traditional doctrines or revelation.
34 WP has “laws chosen by him” for Kant’s willkürliche; GH and GG have “arbitrary.” Cf. note 10.61.
35 Following GG for Kant’s des Menschen; WP has “in the human being” and GH “man’s.” As WP admits in a foot-
note, the genitive here literally requires “of.”
36 Following WP for Kant’s abbittlich (a rare term connoting a willingness to give in to special pleading; the root 
word, bitte means “please!”); GH has “exorable” and GG “condoning.”
37 WP has “that human beings harmonize with the holy law” for Kant’s der Übereinstimmung der Menschen mit dem 
heiligen Gesetze; GH has “men’s agreement with the holy law” and GG “that human beings abide by the holy law.” WP 
and GG rearrange Kant’s grammar so that human beings are made the active party in this process; whereas Kant con-
sistenly insists that human beings are responsible for conforming their actions to the moral law, he is less dogmatic 
when it comes to their conviction. Here he is referring to the conformity of human beings as such; see also R 145.26.
38 Kant’s term Menschenkinder occurs 27 times in the LB; WP 157n assumes he is alluding here to the two occur-
rences in the New Testament: Mk. 3: 28 and Eph. 3: 5. Mk. 3: 28–29: “Truly I tell you, people [Menschenkinder] can be 
forgiven all their sins and every slander they utter, but whoever blasphemes against the Holy Spirit will never be for-
given; they are guilty of an eternal sin.”
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141.25–31, 142.01–03
In a word, God wills to be served in a threefold moral quality, [each aspect] specifically  different,39 
for which the appellation40 of multiple (not physical, but moral) personality41 of one and the same 
being is not an inappropriate expression. This symbol of faith42 at the same time expresses the 
entire pure moral religion; otherwise, without this /threefold\ distinction, that religion would, in 
accordance with the propensity of the human being to think of the deity as like a human sovereign 
{142} (who, in his reign, usually does not segregate [[the components of]] this threefold quality 
from one another, but often mixes or confuses them), run the risk of degenerating into an anthro-
pomorphic slavish faith.

By portraying God as one person with three unique personality traits, just as in the traditional 
Christian creed, moral religion avoids the danger of viewing God anthropomorphically. Because 
typical human sovereigns fail to keep the three traits distinct, they tend to enforce laws that are 
too extreme, to be too kind to certain subjects, and to allow special pleading to influence their 
judgments. But God as moral Trinity is able to maintain perfect balance in each respect.

The tenth paragraph finally introduces the type of mystery that constitutes this third parergon: 
one that arises if we regard God’s triune nature as a theoretical rather than a practical (moral) 
concept.

142.04–20
However, if this same faith (in a divine Trinity)43 were regarded not merely as a presentation of 

a practical idea, but rather as a faith ⟨solcher⟩ that is to present what God is in himself, then it 
would be a mystery surpassing all human concepts [and] hence incapable of a revelation for 
human comprehension,44 and could in this regard be proclaimed to be a mystery ⟨als ein solches⟩. 
Faith in this /mystery\ ⟨dasselbe⟩ as an expansion of theoretical cognition of the divine nature 
would be only the creedal confession45—not at all understandable for human beings and, if they 
opine to understand it, anthropomorphic—of a church faith, whereby not the least would be 
accomplished for morals reformation. —Only that which in a practical reference one can indeed 
quite readily understand and comprehend, but which from a theoretical point of view (for the 
determining of nature,46 of the object in itself) surpasses all our concepts, is a mystery (in one ref-
erence) and can yet (in another) be revealed. Of this kind is the one mentioned above, which can 
be divided into three mysteries revealed to us through our own reason:

While we can understand the moral Trinity because it corresponds meaningfully to established 
human concepts, any attempt to interpret the Trinity as a description of God’s intrinsic nature 
runs into the problem that, as Kant demonstrated in CPR, our theoretical cognition is strictly 
limited by space, time, and the categories. So, even if God were to reveal this three‐in‐one status 

39 Following GH and GG for Kant’s specifisch verschiedenen, but adding the bracketed words for clarity; WP has 
“varying in kind.”
40 WP and GG have “designation” for Kant’s Benennung; GH has “naming.”
41 Emphasis added by WP.
42 Following WP and GH for Kant’s Glaubenssymbol, a term also used to refer to a “creed”; GG has “creed of faith.”
43 Following WP and GG for Kant’s Dreieinigkeit, this being the standard term for “Trinity”; GH has the literal trans-
lation, “tri‐unity,” an option WP also notes.
44 WP has “the human power of grasping” for Kant’s die menschliche Fassungskraft; GH has “man’s powers of com-
prehension” and GG “humanly comprehensible.”
45 WP has “confession of a symbol” for Kant’s Bekenntniß … Symbol; on this technical use of “Symbol” as a theological 
term, see note 42, above in this appendix, and note 12.161. Given that Bekenntniß shares a common root with kenntniß 
(“knowledge” by acquaintance), GH has “acknowledgement of a symbol”; GG has “profession of a creed.”
46 WP has “for … the nature” for Kant’s zur … der Natur, neglecting the genitive for der; GH and GG have “for the … 
of the nature.” All three translators follow Ak.’s deletion of the comma Kant has (in both editions) after Natur. Yet this 
comma serves the crucial purpose of indicating that “of the object” is a clarification of what Kant means by “of nature.”
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as an accurate account of the divine nature, we could not understand it: the only way to avoid 
the impression of believing in a mere mystery would be to interpret it as an anthropomorphic 
symbol in some nonmoral way. But what remains a mystery when viewed from the theoretical 
standpoint, we can “readily understand” as an insightful revelation when reason approaches it 
from the practical standpoint. With this in mind, Kant numbers the next three paragraphs, 
devoting each to one of the three key mysteries that arise from a theoretical interpretation of the 
Trinity: traditional Christian theology takes the calling, atonement, and election of the faithful to 
describe the way God acts toward us as Father (creator), Son (preserver), and Holy Spirit 
(administrator of justice), respectively.

The first mystery, the traditional Christian doctrine that human beings are called by God to 
live a certain kind of life, naturally arises because thinking of “the creator of the things of 
nature” (God as Father) logically entails regarding ourselves as “creatures”; yet the resulting 
theoretical concept (i.e., sanctification) is paradoxical, since reason can make no sense of how 
God could cause a person freely to choose to be holy.

142.21–37, 143.01–05
1. The ˻ mystery˼ of the calling47 (of human beings, as citizens, to an ethical nation). —We cannot 

think of the universal unconditional submission of human beings to the divine legislation except 
insofar as we regard ourselves simultaneously as his creatures, just as God can be regarded as the 
author of all natural laws only because he is the creator of the things of nature. However, it is abso-
lutely ungraspable to our reason how beings could be ⟨sein sollen⟩ created for the free employment 
of their powers; for according to the principle of causality we can attribute to a being, assumed to 
have been produced, no other inward basis for its actions except the one put into it by the pro-
ducing cause; but ⟨auch⟩ then every action of this /being\ ⟨desselben⟩ would also be determined 
through this /basis\ ⟨welchen⟩ ([and] hence through an external cause), [and] hence this being 
itself would not be free. Therefore, the legislation that is divine and holy, [and] hence pertains 
merely to free beings, cannot through our rational insight be reconciled with the concept of a 
creation of these [beings]; rather, one must regard them already as existing48 free beings who are 
determined not by dint of their dependence on nature, owing to their creation, {143} but through 
a merely moral constraint possible according to laws of freedom, i.e., a call to citizenship49 in the 
divine nation. Thus the calling to this purpose is morally entirely clear, but for speculation the 
possibility of these called beings is an impenetrable mystery.

If God created us with a particular “inward basis,” then all our actions must already be deter-
mined by that “producing cause,” so we could not be free. But Kant paves the way for a practical 
resolution of this mystery even before he states the paradox: for a calling to holiness makes 
perfect sense if we interpret it through practical reason, as the universal vocation every person 
has, to be a citizen in an ethical community. (This is precisely the unique “duty” that Kant 

47 Following WP for Kant’s Berufung, this being the standard theological term for a calling in the sense of a “vocation”; 
GH has “divine call” and GG “call.”
48 WP has “regard them as already existing” for Kant’s jene schon als existirende … betrachten; GH has “regard them 
even now as existing” and GG “simply presuppose the latter as already existing.” WP and GG position “already” as if it 
modified “existing,” thus suggesting that Kant is referring to the (metaphysical) preexistence of the soul. But his word 
order indicates he is making an epistemological point, about the way we must think about free beings.
49 Following WP, GG, and GH for Ak.’s and R1’s Bürgerschaft; R2 has Bürgschaft, which means “sponsorship” or 
“guarantee,” also the term for posting “bail” for a person accused of a crime. While this change does make sense and 
might have been intended by Kant, his original (R1) term is preferable, as it clearly alludes to Eph. 2: 12: “remember 
that at that time you were separate from Christ, excluded from citizenship [LB: Bürgerschaft] in Israel and foreigners 
to the covenants of the promise, without hope and without God in the world.” For a thoroughgoing discussion of the 
close relationship between the concepts of creation and freedom in Kant’s corpus, see Insole 2013.
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introduced at R 97, when formulating his new, religious argument for God’s existence; see 
§7.2.i.) That is, insofar as we view God’s law giving as moral, we must already regard human 
beings not as created physical beings, but “as existing free beings,” determined (i.e., called) 
“through a merely moral constraint.” Whereas a specific, theoretically distinct calling for each 
person is virtually impossible to reconcile with human freedom, the universal call to accept 
“laws of freedom,” as governing citizens of the ethical community that constitutes Kant’s 
 concept of a genuine “divine nation” (i.e., a theocracy; see §§7.2.ii–3.ii), is “entirely clear.”

The second mystery, the doctrine of vicarious atonement (through the sacrifice of Christ, 
God as Son), is also a problem for reason only if we attempt to interpret it from the theoretical 
standpoint, as another person literally making an evil person good.

143.06–20
2. The mystery of atonement. The human being, as we are aware of him, is corrupted and by no 

means appropriate by himself to that holy law. Nonetheless, if God’s goodness has, as it were, called 
him into being,50 i.e., has invited him to a special way of existing (to [be] a member of the kingdom 
of heaven), then God ⟨er⟩ must also have a means of making up, from the fullness of his own holi-
ness, for the deficiency in the human being’s suitability that is required for this. That, however, goes 
against the spontaneity (which is presupposed with everything ⟨allem⟩ morally good or evil that a 
human being may have about him51), according to which such a good must stem not from someone 
else but from himself, if it is to be imputed to him. —Therefore, as far as reason comprehends, no 
one else can, through the abundance in his good behavior and through his merit, substitute for that 
/human being\ ⟨ihn⟩; or, if such is assumed, then assuming it52 can be necessary only for a moral 
aim, because for rationalization it is an unachieveable mystery.

Given the radical evil that corrupts our nature (as argued in the First Piece), Kant claimed in 
the Second Piece that the archetype of perfect humanity, found within each person (as an 
expression of our predisposition to good), must have a divine origin; through this inner, divine 
“Word,” God calls a new moral person into being,53 inviting each person so converted (as 
argued in the Third Piece) “to [be] a member of the kingdom of heaven.” Although we have 
good practical reasons to place our hope in “a means of making up” for our inevitable 
 deficiency—one that does not contradict but issues directly from God’s holiness—we cannot 
rationally conceive of such atonement as not being somehow based on our own “spontaneity,” 
since otherwise we could not properly claim to have converted from evil to good. If a doctrine 
of historical faith (such as the Christian belief in Jesus’ atoning work on the cross) does claim 
that “the abundance in [another person’s] good behavior” can “take that human being’s place,” 
then those who teach such a doctrine must insure they do so in a way that is consistent with 
the “moral aim” of empowering the believer to be a better person—that is, to make the goodness 
obtained through the atonement a reality in his or her life. Beyond this potential for moral 
 usefulness, the doctrine of vicarious atonement remains a “mystery” that no longer presses 

50 Following GH and GG for Kant’s ins Dasein gerufen; WP has “summoned him into being,” but “summon” has legal 
connotations that Kant does not intend here. Rather, Kant is alluding to the “Word (the Become!)” (R 60) that is the 
very essence of divine creativity: God creates the “new being” in the very act of uttering this Word—a good example 
of analytic a posteriority (see note 12.115).
51 Following WP for Kant’s an sich; GH and GG have “within himself.” Kant seems to be referring here to the features 
that are inherent to human nature, as discussed in the First and Second Piece: especially our predisposition to good, 
the propensity to evil, and the archetype of perfect humanity.
52 WP and GG omit Kant’s emphasis on es.
53 This is one of the several claims in Religion that foreshadow Paul Tillich’s theology; see especially his 1955 book 
The New Being.
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against reason’s bounds; anyone who affirms it as a theoretical dogma must answer to Kant’s 
objection that such a belief has no rational basis.

The thirteenth paragraph briefly comments on the third mystery, the doctrine of divine 
election, whereby orthodox Christian doctrine regards some people as predestined to justifi-
cation (through the indwelling presence of God as Spirit) and others to reprobation.

143.21–32
3. The mystery of election. Even if that vicarious atonement is conceded as possible, the morally 

faithful acceptance of it54 is nonetheless a determination of the will to the good; [and] this  
/determination\ already presupposes in the human being a God‐pleasing55 conviction, which the 
human being ⟨dieser⟩, however, in accordance with the natural corruption within him, cannot 
bring forth on his own. But that there should operate in him a divine grace that concedes this 
assistance to one human being but refuses it to another, not according to the merit of the works but 
by unconditional decree, and that one part of our race is destined56 for salvation, the other for 
eternal reprobation,57 this again yields no concept of a heavenly justice, but would in any case have 
to be connected to a wisdom whose rule is absolutely a mystery to us.

Kant grants that any belief in divine atonement—including his reinterpretation of the orthodox 
doctrine in terms of moral faith—requires some form of election. For even moral faith requires 
a believer to possess “a conviction pleasing to God,” yet our “natural corruption” prevents us 
from “bring[ing] forth [this conviction] on [our] own.” Indeed, to believe in a moral atone-
ment, therefore, just is to presuppose that “a determination of the will to the good” has 
occurred. While Kant seems willing to defend the rationality of orthodox Christian doctrine 
to this extent (i.e., by affirming that in some sense divine aid must be assumed, to lift us out of 
our evil condition), he finds no rational basis for the claim that God allows such “divine grace” 
to operate in one person “but refuses it to another.” If such election is made on no basis other 
than God’s arbitrary, “unconditional decree,” then the “concept of a heavenly justice” becomes 
indefensible; the defender of this doctrine is thus forced to take refuge in “a wisdom whose rule 
is absolutely a mystery to us”—an appeal most of the major Reformation theologians were nev-
ertheless fully prepared to make.58

What is important to note about Kant’s discussion of these three mysteries in the foregoing 
numbered paragraphs is that in each case he never rejects the doctrine outright, but instead 
offers a moral interpretation together with a reminder of our theoretical ignorance; the next 
paragraph thus begins by restating this general position on the third paragraph.

143.33–37, 144.01–03
Now, as regards these mysteries, insofar as they concern the moral life history of every human 

being—namely, how it happens that a morals good or evil, generally, is in the world, and ([if] evil 
⟨das letztere⟩ is in all /human beings\ and at all times) how good ⟨das erstere⟩ nonetheless emanates 
from evil ⟨dem letztern⟩ and is established in some [particular] human being; or why, if this happens 

54 WP has “its acceptance, made in moral faith,” for Kant’s die moralisch gläubige Annehmung derselben; GH and GG 
have “a morally believing acceptance of it.”
55 WP and GH have “pleasing to God” for Kant’s gottgefällige; GG has “well‐pleasing to God,” conflating this term 
with the quite distinct Gott wohlgefällig. Cf. note 19 in App. I and note 8.129.
56 Following GH for Kant’s ausersehen; WP has “marked out” and GG “elects.”
57 Following GG and GH for Kant’s Verwerfung; WP has “damnation.” Cf. note 5.52.
58 Kant is obviously referring in this passage to the Reformation doctrine of “double predestination.” While the doc-
trine is normally associated primarily with John Calvin’s theology, Boettner 1932: 1 argues that Martin Luther was also 
a firm believer in essentially the same position, perceived as the only way to safeguard a robust affirmation of God’s 
sovereignty.
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in {144} several /human beings\, yet others remain excluded from it—about this God has revealed 
nothing to us, and also can reveal nothing to us, because we still would not understand† it.

As usual, Kant makes two points: first, each mystery addresses a genuine concern relating to 
“the moral life history of every human being”; but, second, even if the orthodox doctrines are 
true, “God has revealed nothing to us” about how they actually apply to real people. Between 
the dashes he reiterates the three areas of human morality that the mysteries address: (1) how 
“morals good or evil” exist at all (“the calling”); (2) “how good … is established in some 
[particular] human being” even if59 all human beings start out evil (“atonement”); and in that 
case (3) why “others remain excluded from it” (“election”). While these are genuine  questions 
that are bound to arise for any thoughtful moral being, the Kantian response is to accept our 
ignorance, for “we still would not understand it,” even if God were to reveal such specifics 
regarding other people’s moral history.

With pedagogy always on his mind, Kant attaches a new note to “understand” in R2, partly 
condoning yet partly cautioning any church teacher who “harbors no qualms” about appealing 
to parallels in science to justify the practice of requiring faith in mysteries.60

144n.19–32
†One usually harbors no qualms about expecting apprentices of religion to believe mysteries, 

on the ground ⟨weil⟩ that our not grasping mysteries ⟨sie⟩, i.e., our being unable to comprehend 
the possibility of the object thereof,61 can no more entitle us to refuse to accept them than ˻it can 
entitle us to refuse to accept˼, say, the propagative capacity of organic /kinds of\ matter,62 
˻a capacity˼ that likewise no human being grasps and that we nonetheless cannot refuse to accept 
on that account, even though it is and will remain a mystery to us.63 However, surely we under-
stand quite readily what this expression means ⟨sagen wolle⟩, and ˻we˼ have an empirical concept 
of the object, [together] with consciousness that there is no contradiction in it. —Now, concerning 
any mystery put forward for faith one may rightly demand that one understand what is meant by 
it. This does not come about by one’s understanding individually the words through which the 
mystery ⟨es⟩ is intimated, i.e., by ˻one’s˼ associating a sense with them; rather, the words ⟨sie⟩, 
 subsumed under64 one concept, must still allow a sense, lest perhaps ⟨und nicht etwa⟩ all thought 
thereby fade out.65—

Just as scientists teach many theories without worrying that they refer to hypothetical objects “that 
no human being grasps,” Kant grants that theologians and pastors may teach the mysteries of faith 

59 Kant’s use of the parenthetical “if ” clause is highly significant, for it suggests that, even after completing the com-
plex arguments of the First Piece, he does not want to take a stand on two questions: Are all human individuals really 
corrupted by evil at the outset of their moral development? And is there ever a time in any human being’s life when the 
hindrances of radical evil can be completely overcome?
60 Yet again, Kant was probably prompted to write this new footnote, at least in part, by his reading of Storr’s book‐
length response to R1. For Storr 1793: 53 (71) had cited the previous page (R1 204 = R 143.09–20) in the course of 
appealing to just such an analogy between divine mysteries and those relating to the plant and animal kingdoms.
61 WP omits Kant’s derselben; GH and GG have “their.”
62 Following WP for Kant’s organischer Materien; GH (ignoring Materien) has “organisms” and GG (ignoring the 
plural) “organic matter.”
63 Kant does not seem to have foreseen the tremendous advances in the life sciences that have taken place during the 
two centuries after he penned these words. Discoveries such as the structure of DNA have enabled us to understand 
what Kant here calls “the propagative capacity of organic kinds of matter” more than he could have imagined. Yet the 
basic “capacity” that puts life itself into an organism remains a mystery even today. Indeed, if Kant were to rewrite this 
passage today, he would still be able to cite plenty of “objects” in science that are talked about as if they were empirical 
observations, even though they are actually hypothetical inferences.
64 WP and GH have “taken together in” for Kant’s zusammen in … gefaßt; GG has “combined together in.”
65 WP has “be extinguished in this” for Kant’s dabei … ausgehe; GH has “thus … frustrate” and GG “thereby escape.”
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even though “we are unable to comprehend the possibility of the object”; in neither case are we enti-
tled “to refuse to accept them” simply due to our ignorance. Yet he warns religious teachers to take 
heed of one crucial difference: in science we do understand what the theory means, for our concept 
of the object is empirical, even though it refers to an object that we may never be able to experience 
with our five senses; the set of concepts therefore coheres without contradiction. We should demand 
no less of any teacher who requires pupils to believe the  mysteries of the faith. This does not merely 
entail understanding the individual words used to convey the doctrine; rather, “all thought [will] 
fade out” if we use sets of words without requiring that they be “subsumed under one concept.”66

After a second dash, Kant concludes this R2 footnote with a comment that responds 
directly to Storr’s abovequoted citation of these several pages (quoted earlier in this appendix, 
at note 32) as they appeared in R1.

144n.32–35
[The alternative] that God can surely let us have this cognition through inspiration, if only we for 
our part do not fail to wish this seriously, is unthinkable; for, this cognition ⟨es⟩ cannot inhere in 
us at all, because the nature of our understanding is incapable of it.

Claiming that those who prepare themselves properly will receive from God a “cognition through 
inspiration … is unthinkable,” for we still could not understand an alleged cognition that  surpasses 
the bounds of human understanding. Although Kant does not explicitly say so, his clarification 
here is again prompted by Storr’s appeal to the Bible’s (inspired) assurance as the basis for belief 
in the Trinity,67 hinting that teachers such as Storr, who carry so much influence in the training 
of future pastors, should employ a moral interpretation so that their “apprentices” will at least 
have a single coherent (moral) concept of the belief they are affirming.

The fourteenth paragraph continues, after the footnote, by observing that the same incom-
prehensibility that applies to a person’s claim to have been told by God who is good and who is 
evil (or how any of the mysteries actually operates) also applies to any claim to identify what 
causes “a free action … on earth.”

144.03–13
It would be as if we wanted to explain and make graspable to ourselves that which happens to the human 
being from his freedom;68 although God has indeed revealed his will about this through the moral 
law in us, /he\ has left the causes through which a free action occurs on earth, or even69 does not occur,70 
in that [same] murkiness in which for human probing everything must remain that, as history, is to 

66 Here Kant’s remark is reminiscent of the contemporary trend known as “chaos writing,” whereby self‐styled 
“ language poets” use language in precisely the way Kant warns we must not (see Appler 2010).
67 To be fair to Storr, however, we must recognize that, immediately following the passage quoted above (on page 
362), he writes (Storr 1793: 7 [6]): “Even left to itself reason leads us to such objects, of which we can indeed compre-
hend that they are, without being in a position to cognize them in themselves, except to the extent that we can remove 
certain  misconceptions therefrom, and cannot determine what the cause is, because we never in the least know what 
it is like.” This statement agrees so completely with Kant’s position that it seems likely that Kant added this footnote in 
R2 to reiterate Storr’s point about reason’s limits, while clarifying that any appeal to inspiration must be moral.
68 WP has “seeking to explain and make comprehensible to ourselves what occurs, we sought to do so in the human 
being, from his freedom” for Kant’s wir das, was geschieht, am Menschen aus seiner Freiheit erklären und uns begreiflich 
machen wollten; GH has “we wished to explain and to render comprehensible to ourselves in terms of a man’s freedom 
what happens to him” and GG “from the human being, through his freedom, we wanted to explain and make compre-
hensible to us what happens.”
69 WP has “again” for Kant’s auch; GH and GG omit this word.
70 WP inserts “there” at this point, but this is misleading. Kant’s contrast is not between events that occur in the phe-
nomenal world and events that occur elsewhere (e.g., in the noumenal world), but between acts of commission and 
acts of omission. That is, the point of his “or even does not occur” is to observe that sometimes our free choices result 
in something not happening here on earth.
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be grasped according to the law of causes and effects, yet also from freedom.71†† Concerning the 
objective rule of our behavior, however, everything that we need is sufficiently revealed to us (through 
reason and Scripture), and this revelation is likewise72 understandable to every human being.

Kant’s point is not that revelation (or even divine inspiration) never occurs; rather, he is 
encouraging us not to speculate about what lies beyond our knowledge. If we stick to what we 
know, the moral law, we can acknowledge that divine revelation is available; for, being based 
not only on a historical document (Scripture) but also on reason, this “objective rule of our 
behavior” has the advantage of being “understandable to every human being.” By contrast, nei-
ther reason nor Scripture tells us why some people end up with one kind of moral life while 
others end up with a very different moral history—apparently due to factors that go beyond 
their own free choices. This is a question that must remain “in the same murkiness” that 
plagues all historical matters—an inaccessibility that has led some recent philosophers to 
appeal to “moral luck”73 to account for the very differences that have led some theologians to 
propose doctrines relating to divine predestination. Some interpret the arguments concerning 
moral luck as casting doubt on Kantian morality; yet, as this passage illustrates, Kant actually 
acknowledges moral luck, but does not regard it as a matter that reason can take on board.

In the short second footnote added in R2, appended to the penultimate sentence of para-
graph fourteen, Kant clarifies that his claim is perspectival.

144n.36–39
††Hence in a practical reference (when duty is at issue) we understand quite readily what 

 freedom is; but from a theoretical point of view, as regards the causality of freedom ⟨ derselben⟩ 
(its74 nature, as it were), ˻we˼ cannot without contradiction even think of aspiring to  understand it.

Only when adopting the theoretical standpoint (i.e., attempting to discern “the causality of 
freedom”) are we unable to understand the nature of such causality without running into the 
contradictions that Kant examined in CPR’s third antinomy. By adopting the practical stand-
point (i.e., focusing on duty), as Kant has done in the main text at this point, we can easily 
understand “what freedom is.”

Having made his primary point about the necessity of appealing to practical reason in any 
religious instruction that relates to otherwise incomprehensible issues, Kant restates in the 
fifteenth paragraph his own moral interpretations of the three mysteries.

144.14–18, 145.01–05
The below tutor and simultaneously impel reason, heart, and conscience thereto:75 that the 

human being is called, through the moral law, to a good lifestyle; that through indelible respect for 

71 WP has “being history, is yet to be comprehended also from freedom” for Kant’s als Geschichte doch auch aus der 
Freiheit … begriffen werden soll; GH has “(as an historical occurrence, though yet springing from freedom) ought to 
be conceived of ” and GG (inserting a semicolon and omitting Kant’s “that”) “all this ought to be conceived, as history 
… yet also from freedom.”
72 WP has “also” for Kant’s zugleich; GH has “at the same time” and GG “equally.”
73 On moral luck, see R 38 and note 8.169.
74 Following GG and GH for Kant’s ihre; WP has “freedom’s.” The pronoun is ambiguous: it could refer to “causality,” 
to “freedom,” or to the whole phrase. That is, what we cannot even think of trying to understand theoretically might 
not be the nature of freedom itself, but the nature of “the causality of freedom.”
75 All three translators replace Kant’s colon with a long dash and follow Kant in placing this phrase—darüber beleh-
ren und dahin treiben zugleich Vernunft, Herz und Gewissen—after his threefold summary. In so doing, they obscure 
what is quite clear in the German construction—namely that Kant is presenting a threefold list. For the quoted phrase, 
WP has “about this we are taught, and to this we are impelled, simultaneously by reason, heart, and conscience,” GH 
“reason, heart, and conscience all teach this and urge its fulfilment,” and GG “reason, heart, and conscience all teach 
this and drive us to it.” I move this phrase to the beginning of the sentence and preserve Kant’s colon, as this more 
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this law ⟨dasselbe⟩, ˻a respect˼ that lies in him, he also finds in himself a promise76 of trust toward 
this good spirit, and of the hope to be able to do enough for77 it, however this might happen; finally, 
that he, comparing the latter78 expectation to the strict command of the moral law ⟨erstern⟩, {145} 
must constantly test himself as one summoned to give account before a judge.79 It is immodest to 
demand that still more be opened80 to us; and if /it\ should be /that\ this occurred,81 then he would 
⟨müßte er⟩ not have to include it in the universal human need.

Philosophically minded teachers should introduce the mysteries as follows: human reason, 
“through the moral law,” impels every person to experience the calling “to a good lifestyle”; our 
heart feels “respect for this law,” as if a practical “promise” were written on it with “indelible” 
ink,82 and this impels us to hope and trust that atonement is possible, without our needing to 
know how; and our conscience impels us always to compare our “expectation” of atonement 
with “the strict command of the moral law,” so that through such self‐testing we will be pre-
pared “to give account before a judge,” as evidence for our election. To require more than this, 
insisting that secrets of heaven “be opened to us,” as Swedenborg had done,83 is not only 
immodest, but demands conditions for salvation that not everyone can fulfill.

Having summarized how the Christian mysteries can be taught as moral truths, Kant takes 
a step back in the sixteenth paragraph of the third General Comment, in order to relate the 
same strategy to “that great mystery:” that love encompasses all religious truth.

145.06–19
But, although that great mystery, which encompasses all the mentioned /mysteries\ in one 

 formula, can be made graspable to every human being through his reason as a practically necessary 
religious idea, yet one can say that, in order to become the moral foundation of religion, above all 

clearly conveys that this phrase is actually introducing the three members of the list. To reflect the reversal of order in 
the two parts of Kant’s sentence, I translate his darüber (“above”; literally “there over”) loosely, as “below.” I follow WP, 
GG, and GH in using semicolons to separate Kant’s three daß (“that”) clauses.
76 WP has “the promise” for Kant’s Verheißung; GH has “justification” and GG “encouragement.” This German term 
(a variant of the term for “promised land”) appears 50 times in the LB, mostly in Paul’s writings. In Gal. 3: 16–29, for 
example, the term appears seven times, all referring to Christ as the fulfillment of the “promise” made to Abraham. 
Kant obviously chose this word intentionally, in order to convey these scriptural allusions, which carry the religious 
meaning of hope of justification. As Eph. 2: 12 states, those without this Verheißung are also without Hoffnung 
(“hope”)—this being the same word Kant uses here.
77 WP has “render satisfaction to” for Kant’s genug thun zu; GH and GG have “to satisfy.”
78 WP and GG have “this” for Kant’s die letztere; GH has “the last‐named.”
79 Kant may be alluding here to 1 Pet. 4: 5: “But they will have to give account to him who is ready to judge the living 
and the dead.”
80 WP has “disclosed” for Kant’s eröffnet; GH has “revealed” and GG “made manifest.” Kant is using the term in the 
same sense as in 2 Pet. 1: 14 (LB): Jesus Christus eröffnet hat (NIV: “Jesus Christ has made clear”).
81 WP has “had this indeed happened” for Kant’s wenn dieses geschehen sein sollte, but admits that Kant’s wording is 
not necessarily meant to imply that it did not happen (WP 161n); GH has “were such a revelation to occur” and GG 
“if this were to happen.”
82 Passages such as this one suggest the deeply Kantian roots of Schleiermacher’s notion of religion as the “feeling of 
absolute dependence” (e.g., Schleiermacher 1928: §4). What is often neglected by interpreters who emphasize the 
appeal Schleiermacher’s theory had to the philosophers of romanticism is that the “feeling” that grounds his theory is 
absolute; as such, it is unlike all ordinary feelings we may experience—i.e., it is closely akin to Kantian respect. For a 
helpful discussion of the transcendental nature of Schleiermacher’s theory, see Behrens 1998; he quotes Dilthey’s claim 
that Schleierrmacher is properly regarded as “the Kant of theology” (480n). Moreover, Godlove 2014 provides a strong 
defense of the oft‐neglected fact that Kant affirms a significant non‐conceptual component in all human experience; 
in ch. 4 (96f) Godlove explores the Kantian roots of Schleiermacher’s position.
83 I argue in PCR, chs. II and X, that the single greatest factor that led Kant to his Copernican revolution in philosophy 
was his reading of (and frustrated attempt to provide feedback on) Swedenborg’s 1749–56 eight‐volume book Arcana 
coelestia. In commenting here on those who demand that such secrets “be opened,” Kant was probably recalling the 
disturbing events that led to his writing of Dreams of a Spirit Seer (1766).
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of a public /one\, it was revealed first of all when it was taught publicly and made the symbol of an 
entirely new religious epoch. Festive84 formulas usually contain their own language, intended merely 
for those who belong to a particular union85 (a guild or community), ˻a language˼ sometimes mys-
tical and not understood by everyone, which equitably (out of respect) one should indeed make use 
of only for the sake of a solemn action (as, say, when someone is to be taken up as a member into a 
society separating itself out from others).86 The highest goal, however, of the moral perfection of 
finite  creatures—never completely achievable for human beings—is love of the law.

Having elsewhere discussed his view of Jesus’ “love God” command as the historical‐faith 
equivalent of his own rational theory that we are to obey the moral law (e.g., R 110n.150–1), 
Kant assumes the reader will catch his meaning with only a hint at this point. By teaching it 
“publicly” (cf. R 158f), Jesus made this “one formula … graspable to every human being,” thus 
ushering in “an entirely new religious epoch.” Virtually all other “festive formulas” employed 
by historical faiths serve primarily to exclude those who have not been initiated—for example, 
by confusing outsiders with “mystical” language. Perhaps alluding also to his own proclama-
tion (e.g., in CPrR), that Jesus’ message is the historical equivalent of his rational teaching 
regarding “love of the law,” Kant may be hinting that he too is ushering in a “new religious 
epoch,” aimed at realizing humanity’s highest, though “never completely achieveable” goal, 
“the moral perfection of finite creatures.”

Lest there be any doubt about which formula Kant has in mind here, paragraph seventeen 
concludes the General Comment to the Third Piece by explicitly detailing how the Bible’s “God 
is love” principle provides a new way to explain the Trinity symbolically.

145.20–28, 146.01
In accordance with this idea, the following ⟨es⟩ would be a principle of faith in religion: “God is 

Love”;87 in him one can venerate the Lover88 (with his love of moral satisfaction in ⟨an⟩ human beings 
insofar as they are adequate to his holy law), the Father; in him, furthermore, insofar as he exhibits 
himself in his all‐preserving89 idea, humanity’s archetype begotten and beloved by him ⟨von ihm 
selbst⟩, ˻one can venerate˼ his Son; finally also, insofar as he limits this satisfaction to the condition of 
the conformity of human beings with the condition of that love of [[moral]] satisfaction, and thereby 
proves it to be a love based on wisdom, ˻one can venerate˼ the Holy Spirit* {146};

This biblical principle conforms well to Kant’s (and Jesus’) foregoing “idea” that our “highest 
goal” is “love of the law” (i.e., of God), in the sense that identifying God with love completes 
what remains unattainable in human love. Loving God as Father (“the Lover”) now symbolizes 
worshipping one whose love entails being satisfied with people “insofar as they are adequate to 
his holy law.” Loving God’s “begotten and beloved” Son symbolizes the reverence we must have 
for the “all‐preserving idea” of “humanity’s archetype” wherever we see traces of it exhibited on 
earth. And loving God’s “Holy Spirit” symbolizes our reverence for the divine wisdom whereby 
the (Father’s) love for human beings is limited to those who satisfy “the condition of that love 
of [[moral]] satisfaction”—that is, who exhibit in their inner conviction the (Son’s) archetype.

84 WP and GG have “solemn” for Kant’s Solenne; GH has “ceremonial.”
85 Following GH for Kant’s Verein; WP has “association” and GG “society.” This term also refers to a club or social 
organization.
86 WP has “that excludes itself from others” for Kant’s sich von andern aussondernde; GH has “which is exclusive” and 
GG “exclusive.”
87 Kant’s quote comes from 1 Jn. 4: 8, 16: “Whoever does not love does not know God, because God is love … And 
so we know and rely on the love God has for us. God is love. Whoever lives in love lives in God, and God in them.”
88 WP, GG, and GH have “the loving one/One” for Kant’s den Liebenden. For an example of the Bible’s portrayal of 
God the Father as the lover of human beings, see Jn. 14: 21, 23.
89 Following WP for Kant’s alles erhaltenden; GH has “all‐inclusive” and GG “all‐encompassing.”
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Here Kant adds a lengthy footnote, making explicit what was only implied in the main text: 
the unification of the love and fear of God, occurring in human conviction, is aptly symbolized 
by the traditional doctrine of the Spirit as proceeding from Son and Father.

145n.29–37, 146n.03–08
*This Spirit, through which the love of God as Savior (actually, our requited love in accordance 

with this /love\90) becomes reconciled with the fear of God as lawgiver, i.e., the conditioned with 
the condition, [and] which can therefore be presented as “proceeding from both,”91 apart from 
[[the fact]] that “it leads to all truth (observance of duty),”92 is at the same time the actual judge of 
human beings (before their conscience). For the adjudging93 can be taken in two meanings: either 
as that94 concerning merit and lack of merit, or ˻as that concerning˼95 guilt and innocence ⟨Schuld 
und Unschuld⟩. God, regarded (in his Son) as love, adjudges96 human beings insofar as beyond97 
their guiltiness98 a merit can still become a benefit to them {146}, and there his verdict ⟨Ausspruch⟩ 
is: worthy or not worthy. He separates out, as his own, those to whom such /merit\ ⟨ein solches⟩ can 
still be imputed. The others go away empty‐handed.99 By contrast, the aphorism100 of the judge 
according to justice (of the /one\ actually to be called Judge,101 under the name of Holy Spirit) 
about those to whom no merit can become a benefit is: guilty or not guilty, i.e., condemnation or 
absolution. —

Kant’s reference to the unification of “the conditioned with the condition” is his standard way of 
referring to the “third thing” that serves to synthesize matter with form (see e.g., CPR 391). He 
employs it here to interpret the doctrine of the Trinity as implying that our humanity itself is the 
conditioned material that prompts love of God (as Son), the divine is the formal condition that 
prompts us to fear God (as Father), while the Spirit is the synthesis that unites these otherwise 
conflicting impulses through the “observance of duty” prompted by our conscience. Two types 
of judgment emerge: God’s love (as Son) judges us to be worthy of receiving the supplement of 
salvation even though we remain guilty in terms of the strict demands of the moral law, if (as we 
have seen) our conviction has converted from evil to good (cf. atonement); those who have not 
experienced such a change of heart, by contrast, are subjected to God’s righteousness (as Spirit), 
whereby one must face the fear‐inducing verdict of “guilty or not guilty.”

90 WP has “responding love conforming to it” for Kant’s dieser gemäße Gegenliebe; GH has “responding love propor-
tioned to His” and GG “corresponding love proportionate to his.” The point of this parenthetical phrase is to clarify 
that “the love of God” that is unified with “the fear of God” (see below) is the human being’s love for God, not God’s 
love for human beings, though the former arises in response to the latter.
91 While Kant’s als von beiden ausgehend is not a direct quotation from the Nicene Creed, he is clearly alluding to the 
line der aus dem Vater (und dem Sohn) hervorgeht (“he proceeds from the Father [and the Son]”).
92 Kant’s er in alle Wahrheit (Pflichtbeobachtung) leitet is a direct quote (LB) from Jn. 16: 13a: “But when he, the Spirit 
of truth, comes, he will guide you into all the truth.” Kant adds the parenthetical word, of course, and uses er (“he” or 
“it”) in place of Luther’s der Geist (“the Spirit”).
93 WP has “passing of judgment” for Kant’s Richten; GH has “judgment” and GG “‘judging.’”
94 WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s das (referring to Richten, “the [judging]”).
95 In R2 Kant omits the second occurrence of über that appeared in R1, probably recognizing that the repetition was 
unnecessary; Ak. follows R1, so WP, GG, and GH retain the second “concerning”; the “as that” fills an ellipsis in both 
editions. I place “concerning” within the ellipsis because Kant deleted it in R2.
96 WP has “passes judgment on” for Kant’s richtet; GH and GG have “judges.” See Glossary.
97 WP, GG, and GH have “over and above” for Kant’s über.
98 WP has “obligation” for Kant’s Schuldigkeit; GH has “indebtedness” and GG “guilt.”
99 Kant may be alluding here to Matt. 25: 31–46, the parable of the sheep and goats. See R 161.35–162.13 (pages 406–7 
in §10.4) for Kant’s explicit discussion of this parable.
100 WP has “decision” for Kant’s Sentenz; GH and GG have “sentence.” This term connotes not the sentence (or 
decision) itself, but the maxim a judge uses when sentencing.
101 WP has “the judge properly so called” for Kant’s des eigentlich so zu nennenden Richters; GH and GG have “of the 
J/judge properly so called.”
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The footnote continues, after a dash, by making explicit that the first type of judging focuses 
on our “moral conviction,” so that being “meritorious” relates not to positive superiority in the 
“observance of duty” but only to the negative quality “of moral receptivity,” which makes us 
“not unworthy” of being declared “good” (i.e., deserving salvation).

146n.08–20
In the first case, adjudging means the separating out of the meritorious from the unmeritorious, 
both of whom are pursuing a prize102 (of salvation).103 By merit, however, we understand here a 
superiority of morality not in reference to the law (in regard to which no surplus of observance of 
duty beyond our guiltiness can apply to us) but in comparison with other human beings in regard 
to their moral conviction. Worthiness always has also an only negative meaning (being not 
unworthy), namely of moral receptivity to such goodness. —Therefore, the [[judge]] who adjudges 
in the first quality (as brabeus)104 makes the judgment of selection between two persons (or parties) 
pursuing the prize (of salvation);103 but the one in the second quality (the actual judge) makes the 
aphorism about one and the same person before a court of law (˻before˼ conscience) that 
 pronounces the judicial verdict between prosecution and defense ⟨Sachwalter⟩. —

Whereas the judging relevant to God as Son is properly compared to a race, only some 
competitors winning the prize of salvation (or justification), the judging relevant to God as 
Spirit is better compared to “a court of law,” wherein each person stands before his or her 
own conscience in order to make an honest assessment of one’s own state (i.e., of the 
progress of one’s sanctification).

After another dash, Kant clarifies that, given the sinfulness of all human beings, those who 
remain unreceptive to the love offered in the first form of judgment will thereby render them-
selves rejected (by the Son), but also inevitably condemned (by the Spirit).

146n.20–33
If, now, it is assumed that, although105 all human beings stand under the guilt of sins, yet105 to 
several of them a merit can still105 become a benefit:106 then the verdict of the judge takes place out 
of107 love; the lack of this verdict would only lead to a judgment of rejection, of which, however, the 
judgment of condemnation (since the human being now falls into the hands of the judge [[who 
judges]] from justice) would be the unfailing consequence. —In such a way, in my opinion, the 
seemingly conflicting propositions “The Son will come to judge the living and the dead”108 and, 

102 Kant is alluding here (and below) to Phil. 3: 14: “I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has 
called me heavenward in Christ Jesus.” See also 1 Cor. 9: 24, 27, where the same “prize” metaphor is applied to running 
a race.
103 For Kant’s two parenthetical uses of der Seligkeit, WP and GG have “(salvation)” both times; both times they omit 
der, thus neglecting that Kant’s use of the genitive links “salvation” back to the previous genitive in both cases—first to “the 
separating out of the meritorious” and then to “the judgment of selection” rather than to “the prize.” GH specifies the 
genitive only the second time: “(salvation) … (of salvation).” Kant’s grammar suggests that the prize consists in being sep-
arated out as meritorious in the first instance, and of being judged to be one of the selected ones in the second instance.
104 Kant gives a latinized form of the Greek word βραβεύειν (brabeuein), “to act as a referee.” A form of the related 
term βραβεῖον (brabeion, “prize”) is used in both scripture passages that Kant alludes to here (see note 102 above).
105 WP has “although … still” for Kant’s zwar … aber doch; GH has “though indeed” and GG “although … indeed … 
nonetheless.”
106 All three translators replace Kant’s colon with a comma; I restore the colon to clarify that the “If ”‐clause applies 
equally to both of the options stated on either side of the following semicolon.
107 WP and GG have “proceeds from” for Kant’s findet … aus … statt; GH has “from … becomes effective.”
108 Kant’s Der Sohn wird kommen, zu richten die Lebendigen und die Todten is a slightly altered quote from the 
Apostles’ Creed: er kommen, zu richten die Lebenden und die Toten (“he shall come to judge the living and the dead”). 
Jesus is portrayed as the “judge (of) the living and the dead” in Acts 10: 42, 2 Tim. 4: 1, and 1 Pt. 4: 5, each of which 
use die Lebendigen in the LB. WP normally translates richten as “direct,” in the sense of giving direction (see Glossary).
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on the other hand, “God sent not his Son ⟨ihr⟩ into the world to condemn the world; but that the 
world ⟨sie⟩ through him might be saved” (Gospel of John 3: 17)109 can be reconciled and stand in 
conformity with the one where it says, “He that believeth not in the Son110 is condemned already” 
([John] 3: 18),111 namely by that Spirit of whom it is said, “He will judge the world because of sin 
and righteousness.”112—

After another dash, Kant comes to what seems to be the main purpose of this footnote: by clar-
ifying how divine love can be consistent with divine justice, he can reconcile the various bib-
lical passages that refer to different aspects of the Godhead as “judge.” Even though the 
Apostles’ Creed emphasizes those passages that refer to Jesus as judge, the other passages that 
refer to the Spirit as judge are making the equally important point that the Spirit (via the 
human conscience) merely judges on the basis of the state of self‐condemnation that already 
pertains to anyone tainted by radical evil. While Kant’s biblical quotations are not entirely 
accurate (see notes 108–112 of this appendix), they are close enough to the original and con-
sistent enough with their respective contexts, so that his proposal deserves to be regarded as a 
serious attempt to contribute to trinitarian theology.113

Aware that his careful attention to this subtle point concerning the dual nature of divine 
judgment might leave some readers baffled, Kant concludes his lengthy footnote by clarifying 
that such reflections must not be regarded as a way of “exploring the divine nature”; rather, 
they have a “great practical importance.”

146n.33–42
The anxious carefulness about such differentiations in the realm of bare reason, the /reason\ ⟨als⟩ 
for which they are actually undertaken here, could easily be regarded as useless and burdensome 
subtlety; and ⟨auch⟩ it would be that, if it were aimed at exploring the divine nature. However, 
since human beings in their religious concern are constantly inclined to turn, on account of their 
trespasses ⟨Verschuldigungen⟩, to the divine goodness ⟨Güte⟩, but nonetheless cannot circumvent 
his justice, while ⟨aber⟩ a benevolent judge in one and the same person is a contradiction, one can 
readily see that even from a practical point of view their concepts about this must be very wavering 
and dissonant114 with themselves [and] ˻that˼ correcting them and determining them exactly is 
therefore of great practical importance.

109 Kant is probably quoting from memory here, as his Gott hat ihn nicht in die Welt gesandt, daß er die Welt richte, 
sondern daß sie durch ihn selig werde varies only in minor ways from the LB: Denn Gott hat seinen Sohn nicht gesandt 
in die Welt, daß er die Welt richte, sondern daß die Welt durch ihn selig werde. In the NIV Jn. 3: 17 reads: “For God did 
not send his Son into the world to condemn the world, but to save the world through him.” WP, GG, and GH have 
“John” for Kant’s “Ev. Joh..” In such contexts, I would normally translate richte as “adjudge” (see Glossary).
110 WP, GG, and GH have “him” for Kant’s den Sohn.
111 Kant’s quotation—Wer an den Sohn nicht glaubet, der ist schon gerichtet—is a slight variation on the middle por-
tion of this verse as it appears in the LB: Wer an ihn glaubt, der wird nicht gerichtet; wer aber nicht glaubt, der ist schon 
gerichtet, denn er glaubt nicht an den Namen des eingeborenen Sohnes Gottes. In the NIV Jn. 3: 18 reads: “Whoever 
believes in him is not condemned, but whoever does not believe stands condemned already because they have not 
believed in the name of God’s one and only Son.” WP normally translates gerichtet as “directed” in the sense of giving 
direction or orientation (see Glossary and notes 108 and 109 above).
112 Kant’s Er wird die Welt richten um der Sünde und um der Gerechtigkeit willen is again paraphrasing the Bible. Jn. 
16: 8 in the LB reads: Und wenn derselbe kommt, wird er die Welt strafen um die Sünde und um die Gerechtigkeit und 
um das Gericht. In this passage Jesus has just told his disciples that he must go away, so that “the Advocate” will come 
(16: 8). He then continues: “When he comes, he will prove the world to be in the wrong about sin and righteousness 
and judgment.” On richten, see notes 108, 109, and 111 above.
113 Firestone 2009: 146–62 makes an initial attempt to relate Kant’s symbolic theology to contemporary views of the 
Trinity, especially that of Catherine LaCugna (155–63).
114 WP has “discordant” for Kant’s unzusammenstimmend; GH has “lacking in … coherence” and GG “inconsistent.”
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Within “the realm of bare reason,” doctrines relating to the divine mysteries (like all 
 parerga) deserve to be treated with “anxious carefulness,” because they provide an oppor-
tunity to combat the inevitable tendency people have to attempt to circumvent their 
wrongdoings by appealing to “divine goodness” without taking divine justice into account. 
Reason’s task, in taking such religious beliefs seriously, is not to declare them true or false, 
but to protect believers from placing false hope in “wavering and dissonant” concepts such 
as that of a “benevolent judge,” because such beliefs can do great damage to people’s moral 
integrity.

The concluding (seventeenth) paragraph of the third General Comment ends, picking up 
after the semicolon where the footnote mark appeared, by warning against literally invoking 
the trinitarian God, as if this threefold personality were somehow at our disposal.

146.01–02, 147.01–14
˻one can˼not, however, actually invoke him in such multifold personality (for, this would 
 intimate a diversity of beings; but he is {147} always only one unique object), though ˻one 
can˼ indeed ˻invoke him˼ in the name of the object venerated and beloved by himself above all 
else, with which to stand in moral unification is one’s desire and simultaneously one’s duty.115 
Incidentally,116 the theoretical confession of faith in the divine nature in this threefold quality 
belongs to the bare classical formula of a church faith—to distinguish it from other kinds of 
faith derived from historical sources—˻a faith˼ with which few human beings are able to link 
a distinct and determinate concept (˻one˼ not exposed to misconstruction117); exposition of it 
applies more to the teachers in their association with one another (as philosophical and schol-
arly interpreters of a holy book), in order to come to an agreement concerning its sense. Not 
everything in this /faith\ ⟨welchem⟩ is for common comprehension, or even for the need of 
this time, but the bare literalist faith more readily corrupts rather than reforms118 true  religious 
conviction.

God as such must be “always only one unique object,” so, if we do invoke (e.g., pray to) a 
specific person of the Trinity, it must be only for moral reasons—for example in order “to 
stand in moral unification” with God’s Son, as archetype. Taken literally, the “classical 
 formula” of the Trinity is “bare” (i.e., it has no rational or moral content); it serves as little 
more than a theoretical precept that distinguishes one historical sect from others by 
requiring its members to affirm creeds that they have no way of understanding. Indeed, 
the task of deciding what this doctrine means is properly left “to the teachers” who, “as 
philosophical and scholarly interpreters of a holy book” ought to be able “to come to an 
agreement concerning its sense.” As a representative of philosophers, Kant warns biblical 
theologians (i.e., “scholarly interpreters”) that promoting a “bare [i.e., nonmoral] literalist 
faith” in the Trinity is more likely to corrupt than to reform what matters most—that is, a 
person’s “religious conviction.”

115 WP 164n suggests that the beloved “object” Kant refers to here is “God’s Son.”
116 WP has “Otherwise” for Kant’s Übrigens; GH has “Over and above this” and GG “For the rest.” Here this word 
carries the sense of “After all,” but without implying the sharp contrast that WP and GH assume.
117 WP and GH have “misinterpretation” for Kant’s Mißdeutung; GG has “misunderstanding.”
118 WP, GG, and GH have “improves” for Kant’s bessert (literally “make better”); this is Kant’s only use of this form of 
bessern, a term that sometimes does carry the sense of gradual improvement. Here, however, where the status of a 
person’s conviction is at stake, the reference must be to a one‐off reform (see §3.2–4, especially note 3.62).
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1. Untitled introduction: True and false service of God

The Fourth Piece begins, as usual in Religion, with an untitled introductory section, followed 
by two main parts that further develop the distinction made in the second Preface between two 
“experiments.” After summarizing what has been argued up to this point, Kant introduces the 
crucial distinction that forms the overall subject matter of this piece, as reflected even in the 
titles of the two parts: Part One focuses “On the Service of God in a Religion Generally” (R 153) 
and Part Two “On the Pseudoservice of God in a Statutory Religion” (167). As we shall see, 
however, this division is more complex than it seems at first to be: Part One has sections 
dealing with natural religion and scholarly religion (the latter applying more to the second 
experiment than the first), and the four sections of Part Two focus on themes that alternate 
between the first and second experiments. The very title of the Fourth Piece highlights the 
same distinction, then hints at the reason for this interweaving of the experiments:

151.01–05 
{151} Fourth Piece

On Service and Pseudoservice under the Dominion of  
the Good Principle, or, On Religion and Priestery

What is easily neglected is that Kant takes both sides of this distinction to be “Under the 
Dominion of the Good Principle”; we must therefore beware of succumbing to the facile 
assumption that Kant is portraying “service”/“religion” as absolutely good and 
“pseudoservice”/“priestery” as necessarily evil. Rather, his position (as we shall see) is that the 
hypothetical (i.e., as if) attempt to serve God via statutory faith and the priestery that governs 
it can play a role for good in authentic religion, but only if they function not as ends in them
selves, but as indirect supports for direct (moral) service.

The first paragraph of the untitled introduction offers an overview of the main points 
defended in the Third Piece, beginning with a clarification that all of this talk about “the 
kingdom of God” should not be regarded merely as referring to a future, far‐off goal, with no 
relevance to religion as we practice it today.

Natural Christianity Revealed
Introductions and Part One,  

Section One (R 151–63)
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151.06–12
It is already a beginning of the dominion of the good principle and a sign “that the kingdom of 
God will come to us,”1 if so much as the precepts of its constitution start to become public; for in the 
world of understanding ⟨Verstandeswelt⟩, the /kingdom of God\2 is already there when its ⟨wozu⟩ 
bases, which alone can bring it about, have universally taken root,3 even though the complete 
development of its appearance in the world of sense is still removed at an immense distance.

This clarification harks back to R 135n (see §9.4), where the footnote added in R2  clarified that 
we might never arrive at the stage of fully formed religion that would allow the human race to 
do away with all historical faiths whatsoever. Kant now supplements that point by stressing 
that, even if the empirical fulfillment of the kingdom of God ends up being far off in an 
indefinite future, goodness can still have real dominion, here and now, if the public becomes 
aware of the required precepts defining the true church’s constitution: presumably he is refer
ring here to universality, integrity, freedom, and unchangeability, as introduced in the Third 
Piece (see §7.3.i). We need not wait until “the good principle” is fully implemented in the 
empirical world before we begin to think of ourselves as living in the kingdom of God; for the 
process of making the ethical community a reality on earth has already begun. Kant might 
seem to be implying that Religion itself has accomplished this goal for the first time, since only 
here do these precepts “start to become public”; but this impression is mistaken, for, as we shall 
see in section 3 of this chapter, he believes these four principles were first brought to light by 
Jesus. This theme of making present what is ultimately a future goal (i.e., the dominion of 
goodness on earth) permeates the Fourth Piece to such an extent that we can think of Kant 
as  foreshadowing the position some twentieth‐century theologians dubbed “realized 
eschatology.”4

Kant follows the provocative opening sentence with a more straightforward overview of the 
arguments that were presented at various points in Division One of the Third Piece.

151.12–24
We have seen that to unify to form an ethical community is a duty of a special kind (officium sui 
generis),5 and that, even though each person ⟨ein jeder⟩ obeys his private duty, one can indeed 
infer from this a contingent consonance of all toward a common good, even without there also 
being a need for a special arrangement, but that this consonance of all must nonetheless not be 
hoped for unless a special task is made of the unification of everyone with each other6 for one and 

1 WP, GG, and GH have “is at hand” for Kant’s zu uns komme, all identifying Kant’s quote as coming from Matt. 3: 2. 
But that passage quotes John the Baptist as using “heaven” rather than “God”; moreover, Kant’s wording bears little 
resemblance to that of the LB. Rather, Kant seems to be combining the texts where Jesus proclaims “the kingdom of 
God is in your midst” (Lk. 17: 21b) or “the kingdom of God is near” (21: 31) with the line in the Lord’s Prayer that says 
“your kingdom come” (Lk. 11: 2c and Matt. 6: 10a), which reads Dein Reich komme in the LB.
2  WP and GG have “something” for Kant’s das; GH has “that.” These options take Kant to be making a general state
ment about contents of the understanding, yet the claim would not apply to most empirical concepts. Rather, the con
text suggests that Kant’s das refers back to das Reich (“the kingdom”), just as Gründe refers back to Grundsätze. I take 
Kant’s claim here to be a good example of what I have called an “analytic a posteriori” (or hypothetical) belief; as such, 
its validity applies not to every concept, but only to those sharing this special status (see, e.g., PSP IV.3–4 and SP‐2012a).
3  Kant uses this expression at R 122.28–9; on its likely meaning, see note 8.182.
4  C. H. Dodd (1884–1973) defended “realized eschatology” as any interpretation of the “end times” that sees the 
final goal of human history as already occurring in Jesus’ earthly ministry, and therefore as also available to people 
today, without needing to wait until the end of human history. See, e.g., Dodd 1961: 35. For a critical assessment of 
Dodd’s position, see Sullivan 1988.
5  “Service (i.e., task or responsibility) of its own kind” (Lat.)—i.e., a unique kind of duty.
6  WP has “of them all” for Kant’s derselben mit einander; GH has “their … with one another” and GG “of all with one 
another.” Kant’s derselben (“of the same”) refers to “all,” but einander gives it the sense of each one.
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the same purpose, and [of the] establishment of a community under moral laws, as a unified and 
therefore stronger power to resist the challenges of the evil principle (which human beings are 
otherwise tempted, even ⟨selbst⟩ by one another, to serve as instruments). —

Prior to introducing the four “marks” of the true church in the Third Piece, Kant had argued 
in Sections I–II of Division One that forming an ethical community is a unique duty of 
humanity to itself,  transcending all individual duties (see §7.2.i). It is required in order to 
counteract the negative influence people otherwise tend to have on each other, as the untitled 
introduction had argued; for this influence can even cause otherwise good‐hearted people to 
serve as instruments of the evil principle itself. Kant established the need for such “a contin-
gent consonance” even before he argued (in Sections III–IV) that this duty requires “a special 
task” (i.e., human partnership with God as the founder).

The paragraph concludes, after a dash, by summarizing key arguments presented in Sections 
III–V of the Third Piece.

151.24–27, 152.01–03
We have also seen that such a community, as a kingdom of God, can be undertaken by human 
beings only through religion, and that, eventually, in order for this /religion\ to be public (as is 
required for a community), this /kingdom\ ˻can only be˼7 presented in the sensible form of a church 
{152}, [so that] bringing about ⟨zu stiften⟩ the arrangement of this /church\ ⟨deren⟩ is incumbent 
on human beings as a work that is left to them [to do] and ˻that˼ can be demanded of them.

Sections III and IV (first half) had argued that the only way for human beings to unite together 
under moral (rather than political) laws is to picture God as legislating internally, to each 
member of the community. Sections IV (second half) and V then establish that this moral 
community must be religious—that is, a church. Whereas the four basic precepts of church 
organization are necessary, the work left for human beings to accomplish is inevitably contin-
gent—thus giving rise to what Section V calls “historical faiths.”

With the quick overview complete, the second paragraph of the Fourth Piece’s introduction 
reiterates and expands on the distinction made in the Third Piece, Division One, Section IV, 
on the basis of the conclusion of Section III’s argument, between God as founder of the divine 
kingdom and human beings as its constitutive members.

152.04–16
However, establishing a church as a community according to religious laws seems to require 

more wisdom (in terms of insight as well as of good conviction) than one may probably trust human 
beings [to have],8 especially since it seems that the moral good which is intended through such an 
arrangement must for this sake already be presupposed in them. In fact, it is even9 a counterintuitive 
expression, that human beings should found a kingdom of God (as one might readily say of them 
that they can establish a kingdom of a human monarch); God himself must be the author of his 
kingdom. However, we do not know what God may do immediately to exhibit in reality the idea 
of  his kingdom—[even] as we find within ourselves the moral predetermination to be citizens 

7  WP renders Kant’s (elliptical) werden könne literally, as “can be”; but this misleadingly suggests that the presenta
tion of the kingdom of God as a church is merely an option. Kant’s addition of nur (“only”) to the main application of 
this verb, earlier in this sentence, gives the clear sense of “must be,” which is how GH translates it. GG has “is,” but the 
whole context requires the sense of necessity, as did Kant’s argument in Sections III–V of Division One. I convey this 
sense, following Kant’s text more closely than GH or GG, by adding “only” in this second application of the verb.
8  WP has “credit … with” for Kant’s zutrauen; GH has “be expected of ” and GG “thought capable of.”
9  Following GG for Kant’s auch; WP has “indeed” while GH omits this word.
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and subjects in it—but certainly ˻ do know˼ what we have to do to make ourselves fit to be  members 
of that /kingdom\ ⟨desselben⟩.

Kant here supports his previous statement of this twofold claim (cf. R 100) with three specific 
reasons. First, we must believe that God founds the ideal kingdom because human beings lack 
the wisdom (in both its theoretical and its practical forms, as insight and as good conviction) to 
accomplish such a feat. Second, if we were able to found the kingdom, we would have to pre
suppose the very goodness that we would be attempting to bring about (so the reasoning 
would be circular). Third, for us to found an ethical kingdom would be counterintuitive, since 
the only type of kingdom we can establish (as argued in R 98–100) is political. Although we 
know that God must found this kingdom, human reason cannot tell us how God will bring it 
about. All we do know is that, in order to be members in that kingdom, our role is to do our 
moral duty.

The second paragraph continues by reiterating the dual origin of the church, as first noted 
in Section IV of the Third Piece: God is the author of the constitution, insofar as the plan is 
revealed in Scripture; yet human beings must author the church organization, by designing 
structures in line with reason’s four guiding precepts.

152.16–25
Hence this idea, whether indeed ⟨nun⟩ it was aroused and made public in the human race through 
reason or through Scripture, will nonetheless bind us to the arrangement of a church of which, in 
the latter case, God himself as founder ˻is˼ the author of the constitution, but human beings as 
members and free citizens of this kingdom are yet in all cases the authors of the organization; and 
so ⟨da denn⟩ those among them who in accordance with this organization manage the public 
business of the church ⟨derselben⟩ make up its ⟨derselben⟩ administration, as servants of  the 
church, just as all the others ˻ make up˼ a fellow comradeship ⟨Mitgenossenschaft⟩, the  congregation, 
subjected to the laws of the church ⟨ihren⟩.

This emphasis on divine–human partnership serves a dual aim: it warns against the tendency 
of skeptical philosophers and unbelievers to deny God any possible role, as if we human beings 
were capable of accomplishing everything on our own; and it guards against the laziness that 
can easily set in when dogmatic theologians and religious believers claim that human beings 
have no role to play other than that of passive recipients. In either case (i.e., for those who 
appeal to divine revelation and for those who do not), the crucial distinction of the Fourth 
Piece arises: those who manage the church’s business are thereby set apart from those who 
 subject themselves to its rules.

With this key distinction in mind, Kant seems to backtrack in the third and final paragraph 
of the introduction by pointing out that, in the religion of pure reason (i.e., the ideal religion 
that would manifest the kingdom of God on earth in its fullness), this humiliating distinction 
between clergy and laity would not arise.

152.26–37, 153.01–02
Since a pure rational religion as a public religious faith permits only the bare idea of a church 

(namely, of an invisible one), and ˻since˼ only the visible /church\, which is based on ordinances, 
is in need of and capable of an organization by human beings, it will not be possible to regard the 
service under the dominion of the good principle in the invisible church ⟨der ersten⟩ as church 
service, and that religion does not have any legal servants, as officials of an ethical community; 
each member of the community ⟨desselben⟩ receives his orders immediately from the highest law
giver. But because in regard to all our duties (which we must at the same time regard, collectively, 
as divine commands) we stand nonetheless always in the service of God, the pure rational religion 
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will have all well‐meaning ⟨wohldenkenden⟩ human beings as its servants (though without /their\ 
being officials) {153}; in this sense alone, /they\ will not be able to be called10 servants of a church 
(namely a visible /one\, which alone is at issue here). —

If it were possible for an invisible church to exist on its own, apart from any visible instantia
tion, then no ordinances would be necessary; no “church service,” nor any governing church 
officials, would exist. Insofar as this pure ethical community is realized on earth, each of its 
members draws his or her guidance immediately from God, as author of the moral law. The 
ideal goal of all religion, therefore, is for all human beings to view themselves as servants, 
under the leadership of a common (divine) official, whose rules just are what we recognize as 
human duties. The enigma Kant highlights here is this: if in this ideal sense, a genuinely 
 religious person does not serve “a church,” then why is the proper human ordering of this visible 
institution precisely what “is at issue”?

Kant resolves this enigma by recalling a definition that has already appeared at several 
points in Religion and will play a crucial role here in the Fourth Piece: a “true” (visible) church 
is any humanly organized community of faith that adopts the “principle of constantly approach
ing” the invisible ideal of pure religion.

153.02–18
Meanwhile, since any church established on statutory laws can be the true one only insofar as it 
contains within itself a principle of constantly approaching the pure rational faith (as the faith 
⟨demjenigen⟩ which, when it is practical, actually amounts to the religion in each faith) and of 
being able, in time, to dispense with church faith (in terms of what is historical in it), we shall 
nonetheless be able to posit in these laws, and in the officials of the church founded on them 
⟨darauf⟩, a service (cultus) of the church insofar as they ⟨diese⟩ direct their teachings and regula
tion11 always to that ultimate purpose (a public religious faith). By contrast, as for the servants of a 
church who do not take this ultimate purpose ⟨darauf⟩ into account at all, [but] ˻who˼, on the 
contrary, declare the maxim of continual approach to it ⟨demselben⟩ as damnable, but the attach
ment to the historical and statutory part of church faith as alone sanctifying, /one\ will rightly be 
able to accuse them of pseudoservice ⟨des Afterdienstes⟩ of the church or (as what is presented by 
the church ⟨diese⟩) of the ethical community under the dominion of the good principle. —

The immediate goal of Kant’s reformation of empirical religion is not to destroy all churches, 
but to encourage those officials who manage each church organization to direct all beliefs and 
rituals (all “service”) toward the “ultimate purpose” that constitutes the religious core of every 
true faith. The visible church is just as capable of true service as is the invisible church that lies 
at its core; likewise, Kant warns, any religious leaders who reverse this key principle by attach
ing absolute importance to “the historical and statutory part of church faith” (so that trying to 
practice moral goodness becomes “damnable”) are promoting a “pseudoservice” that falsifies 
both the visible church and its invisible core.

After a dash, Kant concludes this final paragraph of the introduction by restating his 
point about pseudoservice in the form of a definition, both in general and as applied to a 
community.

10  WP has “except that to this extent we will not be able to call them” for Kant’s nur werden sie so fern nicht … heißen 
können; GH has “except that, so far, they cannot be called” and GG “but to this extent they cannot be called.” In the 
following parenthetical phrase, Kant’s “here” (hier) refers to “officials” in the previous parenthetical phrase. His point 
is that calling someone a servant of pure rational religion does not by itself imply membership of a visible church, so 
that the ban on having “officials” need not be applicable “here,” in a visible church.
11  Following WP for Kant’s Anordnung, which WP normally translates as “arrangement”; GH has “regulations” and 
GG “order.”
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153.18–25
By a pseudoservice (cultus spurius)12 is understood the persuasion [that one is] serving someone 
by actions that in fact undo the latter’s ⟨dieses seine⟩ intention. In a community, however, this 
occurs when something that ⟨daß, was⟩ has only the value of a means, so as to assuage13 the will of 
a superior, is passed off as ⟨für dasjenige⟩, and put in the place of ⟨an … dessen⟩, what makes14 us 
satisfying to him immediately; as a result, then, the intention of the latter is foiled.

An individual’s attempt to help another person is spurious if the action undertaken ends up 
thwarting the aims of the one who is supposedly being served. When such pseudoservice 
occurs in a community, people collectively treat as their ultimate purpose some belief or action 
that properly functions only as a means to the end that would genuinely please the superior; 
the people’s “service” ends up frustrating the superior’s true aim. Although he does not apply 
this definition explicitly to religion at this point, Kant is obviously thinking of God as the 
superior and moral goodness as the end or purpose that satisfies God immediately. Church‐
based actions and beliefs, therefore, are properly viewed as (at best) indirect means of serving 
God (insofar as they motivate believers to be good); while they are meant for good, they iron
ically thwart the good principle when people treat them as ends in themselves.

2. Part One, Introduction: Approaches to interpreting religion

Part One of the Fourth Piece, examining the healthy side of the service–pseudoservice distinc
tion, begins with an introduction that outlines a typology of approaches to interpreting  religion 
that can be viewed from several different perspectives. After reiterating the crucial role of duty 
in his standard definition of religion (see note 3.35), Kant distinguishes “revealed” from “natural” 
interpretations of religion by calling attention to their different views on the priority of duty.

153.26–29, 154.01–05  
Part One

On the Service of God in a Religion Generally
Religion (regarded subjectively) is the cognition of all our duties as divine commands.* 
That  / religion\ ⟨Diejenige⟩ in which I must know in advance {154} that something is a divine 
command in order to recognize it as my duty is revealed religion (or ˻a religion˼ in need of a reve
lation); by contrast, that /religion\ ⟨diejenige⟩ in which I must know beforehand that something is 
a duty before I can recognize it as a divine command is natural religion. —

Taken objectively, human duties are simply duties, as defined by the categorical imperative that 
Kant had defended at great length in GMM and CPrR (see note 0.51); a religious community’s 
understanding of what God wants people to believe or do may have little explicit reference to 
moral goodness. But, as we saw in the First Piece, religion first arises because human beings are 
woefully unable to live up to the demands of the moral law, due to the influence of radical evil 
on our volition. Religion assists us in overcoming this problem by providing a subjective moti
vation to be good: we must supplement our objective understanding of duty by assuming that 

12  “Counterfeit/illegitimate worship/service” (Lat.); cf. note 7.99.
13  WP has “to satisfy” for Kant’s Genüge zu thun, though he usually translates this expression as “to fulfill”; GH has 
“complying with”; GG has “satisfying.”
14  WP has “is to make,” while GG and GH have “would make,” all following Ak.’s mache. But in both editions Kant 
wrote in the present tense, macht; as he is alluding here to his own theory that a good conviction is (not just “would 
be”) satisfactory to God, I see no reason to introduce a tense not used by Kant.
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duties are also God’s commands. Commentators frequently portray the opening sentence of Part 
One as if Kant is defining religion by identifying duties and divine commands (i.e., reducing reli
gion to nothing but morality). However, careful attention to his wording suggests he is actually 
raising morality to a new standpoint, whereby it can be regarded hypothetically “as” divinely com
manded. Having done this, he proceeds to distinguish between those whose “ cognition” of duty 
gives priority to identifying what God has commanded (i.e., revealed  religion) and those who 
believe knowing one’s duty already suffices to define God’s commands (i.e., natural religion).

Before examining how Kant further refines this distinction between natural and revealed 
religion, let us look at the lengthy footnote attached to the opening sentence, where he explains 
why his definition is superior to those it aims to supplant.

153n.30–35, 154n.10–18
*Through this definition one forestalls many defective constructions of the concept of a religion 

generally. First, [[one clarifies]] that in such religion ⟨ihr⟩, as far as theoretical cognition and 
 confession [[of faith]] are concerned, no assertoric knowledge is required (not even of the existence 
of God)—because with the lack of our insight into supernatural objects of this confession, [alleged] 
/assertoric knowledge\15 could already be hypocritical—but only a problematic assumption16 {154} 
(hypothesis), in terms of speculation, concerning the supreme cause of things; but [[that,]] in 
regard to the object toward which our morally commanding reason instructs us to work ⟨zu 
wirken⟩, a faith17 promising a result for this its final aim is presupposed: a practical, hence free 
assertoric /faith\ that needs only the idea of God, which one must inevitably come upon [in]18 any 
moral [[and]] serious (and therefore faithful) work ⟨Bearbeitung⟩ for the good, without one’s 
presuming to be able to secure objective reality for it ⟨ihr⟩ through theoretical cognition. The 
minimum of cognition ([[that]] it is possible that there is a God) must, subjectively, already 
be sufficient for what can be made a duty for every human being.

The first advantage of defining religion as a subjective synthesis between two otherwise dispa
rate concepts (duty and divine command) is that this protects believers from the hypocrisy 
that tends to result when religion is defined in terms of an objective assent to theoretical 
knowledge claims.19 As Kant argued at length in the Dialectic of CPR, “assertoric knowledge” of 
God’s existence and nature is beyond the scope of human reason’s powers; the most we are ever 

15  WP has “this confession,” GH “such avowal,” and GG “such profession”—all following Ak.’s Bekenntniß. In both 
editions Kant wrote Bekenntnißes, which is most naturally taken as a misspelling of the genitive, Bekenntnisses. If we 
read it as a genitive, then “confession” cannot be the verb’s subject; rather, “supernatural object of this confession” 
refers to God, considered as a known, transcendent object. The sentence in this form still makes good sense, if we take 
the subject to be unexpressed (since he did not supply the requisite es for it), so that this verb shares the same subject 
as the previous one—a grammatical construction Kant frequently uses. My solution assumes that Kant and/or the 
printer inadvertently used ß where ss is required; GW’s solution (followed by all three translators) assumes that Kant 
made a grammatical and a spelling error.
16  Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Annehmen. While this is probably the best translation, given Kant’s refer
ence to hypothesis in the immediate context, the wider context relates to the question of how a religious believer is to 
regard his or her acceptance of the doctrines of historical faith. In such contexts (see, e.g., R 159.08), a form of “accept” 
is the preferred translation. See Glossary for a further defense of this convention.
17  Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Glauben. Here, as often in Kant’s use of this term, it carries a verbal sense 
that could also be translated as “a believing.” This is important here because the “object” of practical reason is a voli
tional act (of having faith), not a merely intellectual assent to a proposition.
18  WP has “which must come inevitably to” for Kant’s auf die … unvermeidlich gerathen muß; GH has “to which … 
must inevitably lead” and GG “which must occur to” (omitting “inevitably”).
19  Bohatec (BRR 42–50) points out that Kant’s definition of religion was formatively influenced by Stapfer and, to a 
lesser extent, by Baumgarten, both of whom relied on Wolff. He explains in considerable detail how Kant’s appeal to 
natural religion is essentially a polemical response to Stapfer’s definition of religion as a duty to serve God—precisely 
the position Kant is rejecting in this long footnote.
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justified in assuming is the “problematic” hypothesis that God’s existence is at least “possible.” 
Yet the latter is all that is needed, as long as religion is defined in this moral way. For, despite 
the vast differences between religious traditions, the “minimum” affirmation (that there 
may be a real God who corresponds to our idea) can stand as a universal duty, because all who 
faithfully work to make goodness real in the world will “inevitably” find themselves encoun
tering “the idea of God.” Kant is not assuming that everybody will believe in a real God, but 
only that religion is best defined in terms of a duty (doing good) and a belief (God as a possible 
guide) that that every rational human being can accept.

The second benefit of Kant’s moral definition of religion is that it guards against the common 
presumption that people can control God simply by obeying the set of commands that their 
community believes God has revealed specifically to them.

154n.18–26
Second, through this definition of a religion overall we forestall the erroneous presentation [of it], 
as though it were the embodiment20 of special ⟨besonderer⟩ duties connected immediately to God, 
and thereby keep ⟨verhütet⟩ ourselves from adopting21 (as human beings are greatly inclined to do 
anyway), besides the ethically civil ⟨ethisch‐bürgerlichen⟩ human duties (of human beings toward 
human beings), also court services, and from thereafter perhaps even see king to use /these\ latter to 
make good the lack in regard to the former. There are no special duties toward God in a universal 
religion; for God cannot receive anything from us; we cannot act ⟨wirken⟩ upon ˻him˼ or for him.

People have a tendency to view God merely as a supreme version of a human ruler, and this 
often leads religious communities to assume that God wants to be served in the way a human 
monarch would, through actions akin to “court services” (cf. R 106); believers then tend to 
hope that their devotion to practicing special, church‐defined deeds will compensate for their 
disobedience to the moral law. Given that the concept of duty properly applies only to human–
human relations, Kant’s definition implies that human actions cannot influence God. While 
the second experiment can take into account church traditions that often include special 
requirements taken to be “special duties toward God,” these can play no role in the first 
experiment (the universal religion of reason).22

The footnote proceeds to consider a possible objection to the foregoing: is not “the guilty 
awe” that human beings feel before God (cf. R 23n) evidence that we must have a duty to God?

154n.26–33
If one aspired to make the guilty awe [[we feel]] toward him such a duty, one would fail to consider 
that this /awe\ is not a special action of religion but the religious conviction in all our dutiful23 

20  WP has “of it as a sum” for Kant’s als sei sie ein Inbegriff; GH and GG have “of religion as an aggregate.”
21  WP has “assuming” for Kant’s annehmen; GH has “taking on” and GG “take on.” While this word normally means 
“assume” (as in “take on,” in this context), I use “adopt” in contexts that relate, at least indirectly, to our choice of 
maxims. Here Kant means “choosing to regard as a duty.”
22  For important background on Kant’s highly rarefied concept of duty, including his admission that perhaps no 
human being has ever really complied with duty in its stricted sense, see GMM 406–8. And for Kant’s most mature 
reflections on the role of “duties to God” in religion, see MM 486–91.
23  WP has “that conform to duty” (after “actions”) for Kant’s pflichtmäßigen; GH has “done in conformity with duty” 
(translating Gesinnung as “temper”!) and GG “done in conformity to duty.” The suffix ‐mäßigen (from gemäß) does 
mean “according to” or “in conformity with.” However, mäßigen alone means “chasten,” “moderate,” or “temper.” In 
this context, Kant’s term refers not only to actions that conform to duty, but to the relevance of respect for the moral law 
to an action. Kant clearly states that the religious feeling he has in mind is guilt, so the actions he lumps together as 
pflichtmäßigen must include wrongdoing. Understood properly, Kant’s claim here provides a significant (though 
subsidiary) benefit of translating Gesinnung as “conviction”: for Kant, to have a “religious Gesinnung” just is to feel 
“guilty awe” (i.e., to feel convicted) regarding one’s moral status.
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actions generally. Even if it is said: “One ought to obey God more than human beings,”24 then this 
means nothing more than [this]: when statutory commands, in regard to25 which human beings 
can be lawgivers and judges, come into conflict with duties that reason prescribes unconditionally 
and concerning the compliance26 or transgression of which God alone can be the judge, then the 
standing27 of those /commands\ must yield to these /duties\.

In response Kant appeals to the transcendental perspective that governs his whole philosophy: 
the guilt all human beings feel is not evidence of any special religious act (of disobedience to a 
divine command), but of the presence of a special “religious conviction” in all human beings 
(otherwise known as respect for the moral law), which demands that we temper all our actions 
to the call of duty. He quotes from Acts (see note 10.24) to illustrate that, even in the Bible, duty 
never relates to statutes, but always to unconditional demands that are  prescribed in such a way 
that “God alone can be the judge.” Whereas moral duties are of the latter type, statutes always 
relate to external actions that we can adjudicate; this is why we must consider statutes (whether 
religious or political) as yielding to genuine moral duties in any situation where the two come 
into conflict.

The footnote concludes by warning that the verse quoted from Acts could be used to incite 
hypocritical law breaking, if one adopts the opposite of Kant’s proposed interpretation.

154n.34–41
However, if by that wherein God must be obeyed more than human beings one were to understand 
the statutory /commands\ issued28 by a church as therefore19 the commands of God, then that 
 precept could easily become the repeatedly heard battle cry29 of hypocritical and power‐ lusting 
priestlings30 for insurrection against their civil authority. For anything permitted that this authority 
⟨die letztere⟩ commands is certainly a duty; however, whether something that is indeed intrinsi
cally permitted but is cognizable for us only through divine revelation is really commanded by 
God—/this\ is (at least for the most part) extremely uncertain.

For priests to incite the laity to insurrection in order to enforce biblical statutes would be 
 hypocritical because the Bible itself portrays obedience to civil authority as undoubtedly a 
duty—and Kant also had his own, rational defense for this position.31 His concern here, 

24  When a group of apostles led by Peter is challenged for breaking the law by preaching the gospel, Acts 5: 29b 
quotes them as replying in self‐defense: “We must obey God rather than human beings!”
25  WP has “concerning” for Kant’s in Ansehung; GH and GG have “regarding.”
26  WP and GH have “observance” for Kant’s Befolgung; GG has “are observed.” Such options would be appropriate 
only if Kant were referring here to the statutory regulations of human traditions. Obedience to duty is precisely 
something that Kant thinks cannot be observed.
27  WP has “authority” for Kant’s Ansehn; GH and GG have “precedence.” This German term typically refers to a 
thing’s reputation or standing—i.e., the right to be considered. See note 0.110.
28  WP has “passed off … as” for Kant’s dafür ausgegebenen, but the German does not necessarily have the derogatory 
connotation of WP’s English, ausgegebenen nowadays being the standard term used to refer to a company issuing 
stocks, for example. GH has “are given out … as coming from” and GG “as alleged.” Kant’s point is only that such com
mands are considered to be from God because they are issued by the church, and that this logic is flawed; his wording 
makes no assumption about whether or not commands in question really come from God.
29  WP, GG, and GH have “war cry” for Kant’s Feldgeschrei.
30  Following WP for Kant’s Pfaffen, as the German term here is always pejorative. GH and GG have the more neutral 
term “clerics.”
31  See, e.g., Rom. 13: 1–5, where Paul admonishes Christians to “be subject to the governing authorities, for there is 
no authority except that which God has established” (13: 1), calling this “a matter of conscience” (13: 5). For more on 
Kant’s own rationale for regarding obedience to law as a duty, see SP‐2015c.
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 however, is to clarify that the status of nonmoral (i.e., merely “permitted”) statutes is “extremely 
uncertain” if they are not required by the law of the land: the only way to know whether God 
commands such actions would be to have access to divine revelation. The difference between 
religions that accept or reject this rationally ungrounded form of divine command (i.e., 
 between “revealed” or “natural” religion) is the focus of Part One.

As we resume the first paragraph of the main text, after the dash Kant introduces a distinc
tion between three types of “rationalist,” without telling us explicitly which (if any) of the 
 positions is his own.

154.05–09, 155.01–04
He who declares merely that natural religion is morally necessary, i.e., a duty, can also be called 
rationalist (in matters of faith). If he ⟨dieser⟩ denies the reality of all supernatural divine revelation, 
then he is called a naturalist; now, if he does indeed allow this /real revelation\32 but asserts that 
being aware of it and accepting ˻it˼ as {155} real are not necessarily required for religion, then he 
could be named a pure rationalist; but if he considers faith in this /revelation\ ⟨dieselbe⟩ to be 
necessary for universal religion, then he could be called the pure supernaturalist in matters of faith.

The first and third types of rationalist (implicitly) adopt opposing types of dogmatism: the 
naturalist denies that any “real revelation” exists (so that natural religion alone suffices), while 
the “pure supernaturalist” affirms the necessity of a real revelation (so that natural  religion, 
though “morally necessary,” cannot suffice on its own).33 The “pure rationalist” holds the mid
dle ground, granting the naturalist’s insistence that natural religion alone would  suffice, yet 
agreeing with the supernaturalist that an objectively real divine revelation might occur.34 From 
this moderate point of view, the supernaturalist is right to affirm an actual divine revelation 
but wrong to regard it as necessary for true religion, while the naturalist is right to regard the 
moral (“natural”) component of religion as necessary for true religion but wrong to regard 
those who believe in a divine revelation as ipso facto misguided.

Most commentators have taken for granted that Kant himself is a pure rationalist, though 
Wood (like Bohatec; cf. note 10.34) attributes naturalistic rationalism to Kant (Wood 1991: 
7–11)—a position that cannot be supported by a close reading of the text.35 Pure  rationalism 
not only accords well with Kant’s life‐long tendency to seek the middle path—a procedure I 
regard as the essence of his Critical method (see PSP II.2)—but also seems  consistent with his 

32  WP and GG have “this revelation” for Kant’s diese; GH has “revelation.” I insert “real” because Kant has just 
referred to those who deny “reality” to “all” alleged revelations. He is therefore contrasting two types of persons who 
share a belief in the moral necessity of natural religion: those who deny the possibility of a real revelation and those 
who affirm such a possibility.
33  Kant explicitly grounds these two extremes on their respective view of actual revelation because the first of the 
two points he made in the foregoing footnote was that no rational person can deny the possibility of revelation. Many 
atheists would go further than the naturalist, denying that revelation is even possible. But, as FNP‐Hare argues, one 
cannot (consistently) be both an atheist and a Kantian.
34  Perhaps the reason Kant did not specify the position he regards as his own is that he assumed this would be 
obvious, given that he borrows his overall strategy from Stäudlin 1791, who had defended a position between pure 
rationalism and pure supernaturalism (BRR 52). Bohatec (BRR 52–7) takes Kant to be agreeing with Stäudlin on this 
point; however, on Kant’s account, pure rationalism (a term Bohatec mentions only once) is itself the middle ground, 
between the dogmatic extremes of naturalism and pure supernaturalism. Bohatec takes Kant’s actual position to be 
more sympathetic to naturalism than Kant admits in this passage.
35  Admittedly, interpreters who agree that Kant is a pure rationalist sometimes disagree over which options he elim-
inates. For example, Despland 1973: 220 thinks that pure rationalism requires the denial of rationalism, while Hare 
1996: 42–45 regards these as expressing compatible positions, as species and genus (42n). Similarly, FDR 78, 212–5 
thinks that Kant denies regular supernaturalism but regards pure supernaturalism as a viable challenger to pure ratio
nalism, while Allison thinks “it is non‐controversial that Kant was not a supernaturalist” (2012: 268).
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apparent tendency to “wobble” (as Michalson 1990 misleadingly puts it), by appearing to 
accept Enlightenment rationalism yet treating Christian Scripture and tradition with a degree 
of seriousness and respect that his antireligious interpreters find incredulous. In the most 
extensive treatment of this issue to date, FDR 211–20 rightly emphasizes that Kant portrays all 
three options (naturalism, pure rationalism, and pure supernaturalism) as types of rationalism, 
opposing all three to an essentially irrational belief in revealed religion that excludes natural 
religion by defining duty solely in terms of divine revelation, and that he leaves open the 
question whether he is a pure rationalist or a pure supernaturalist. The background history I 
sketched in §4 of the Introduction also suggests that Kant adopts an agnostic position on this 
issue, though I regard the position he defends throughout Religion as most consistent with 
pure rationalism.

Although Kant never mentions any specific philosophers in this passage, he surely had 
Fichte and Storr in mind. Storr had coined “supernaturalism” as a description of his own posi
tion, which he regarded as compatible with Kant’s overall philosophy, over against what he saw 
as the “naturalism” of Fichte (1792/3); Storr obviously hoped that Kant would take sides.36 That 
Kant presupposes Storr’s dichotomy but focuses on the middle term is strong support for view
ing pure rationalism as Kant’s preferred option, as he would then be supporting the synthesis 
between Storr’s extremes and thereby refusing to support either side on its own. Kant praised 
both Fichte (1792/3) and Storr (1793), perhaps in part because both sought to defend and 
apply the Critical philosophy to the issue of revelation.37 However, in this passage the only 
options he portrays as philosophically respectable are the two “pure” options. (He certainly is 
not decrying pure supernaturalism as philosophically naïve, as is often assumed; see note 10.35 
above.) This suggests that Kant might have regarded Fichte’s view of “religion as an objective 
projection of a subjective state,” which “became canonical for the young Hegelians” (di 
Giovanni 2005: 212), as a form of pure rationalism rather than naturalism. In that case, Kant’s 
reluctance to endorse either of these viable (“pure”) options may have been his way of encour-
aging open debate between the two. An intriguing option—especially for those who see the 
whole post‐Kantian tradition of German idealism as having reached an impasse in contempo
rary theology (see Dorrien 2012; cf. SP‐2014b)—is that Kant is here seeking to defend a more 
cautious, moderate position than Fichte’s, encouraging philosophers to take revelation more 

36  Given that Kant is adopting Storr’s terms here, it comes as no surprise that, on the very first page of his book on 
Religion (Storr 1793: 4n [1n]), Storr cites this much‐discussed passage (R1 216, which includes R 154.01–6) as being 
relevant to his own interest in “the question (hypothesis) of believing assertorically in supernatural things” (Storr 1793: 
4 [1]). Significantly, Storr himself (probably first in the long line of commentators) expressed dismay that Kant “leaves 
the whole matter undecided” (1793: 18, 22 [22, 27])—a point Storr reiterates throughout his book. For a helpful 
account of Storr’s influence (as the Kant interpreter whom Schelling and Hegel reacted against, preferring Fichte’s 
reading of Kant instead), see Pinkard 2000: 35.
37  See notes 0.16 and 204, above, and R 13f. Fichte 1792/3 (23, 53–6, and passim) presents his own taxonomy of types 
of religion: “pure rational religion” refers to philosophical theology; “natural religion” to what is universal in any reli
gion; and “revealed religion” to the nonuniversal elements whose purpose is to strengthen the “weakness” of human 
nature (see Brazeale 2004: 51–2). As Brazeale demonstrates, the core of Fichte’s argument—namely that “revelation” is 
“the concept of an appearance produced in the sensible world by the causality of God, through which he proclaims 
himself as moral lawgiver” (cf. Fichte 1792: 48) and that believing in an alleged revelation is rationally warranted only 
when it conveys a moral message (82)—is obviously Kantian; but, for Fichte, revelation is far from holding even a 
potentially universal or necessary status, since it can never be more than Wunsch (105–6), a form of wishful thinking 
that is useful only to motivate weak‐willed people. Given that for Fichte only the postulates of practical reason can be 
necessary, Storr’s claim that Fichte was a naturalist seems justified. Moreover, Brazeale aptly argues that several impor
tant features of Fichte’s argument are preKantian—most notably, its way of distinguishing between subjectivity and 
objectivity and its take on propositional attitudes (putting groundless hoping in the position Kant gives to grounded 
but uncertain “opinion”). To follow the path of Fichte is therefore to revert to a philosophical stance that is at least 
partly pre‐Critical.
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seriously than they normally do. Once this is recognized, deciding whether Kant thought of 
Fichte’s position as “naturalism” or as “pure rationalism” becomes less important, because in 
either case his point is to insist that philosophers be open to supernaturalism and rationally 
minded theologians be open to other forms of rationalism.

The foregoing suggestion is confirmed in the first part of CF, where Kant encourages creative 
conflict between theologians and philosophers; for he assumes that theologians will adopt a 
position like Storr’s, where divine revelation is taken as a necessary condition for genuine 
 religious insight. As such, Kant may well have regarded CF as the response to Storr (and so also 
to the whole supernaturalist tradition) that he announced (in R 13) an intention to write (see 
note 0.207). Reading the arguments of this later work back into the text of Religion leaves little 
doubt regarding Kant’s intentions: he is not merely embracing a subjectivist interpretation of 
the implications of the Critical system for religion in general and for revelation in particular, 
as Fichte 1792/3 had defended them, but is instead insisting that the question of the objective 
nature of religion and revelation must remain open on both sides: just as theologians should be 
open to philosophical, a priori analysis, philosophers must be open to the results of historical 
research—a point that is at the core of Storr’s criticism of Kant. In other words, as we shall see 
throughout the remainder of the Fourth Piece, Kant’s middle path was to encourage creative 
dialogue between the two types of rationalists who remain open to an objective revelation (thus 
excluding naturalism) and to input from pure reason (thus excluding naïve supernaturalism). 
With this middle path in mind, the revolution proposed in the Preface of this commentary 
should be understood not as a call to interpret Kant as an orthodox Christian, as some have 
mistakenly taken my position to be (see Acknowledgements, note 1)—that is, not as a “back to 
Storr’s Kant” movement—but as a “back to the Kant who respected Storr as much as he 
respected Fichte” movement.

The second paragraph of Part One’s introductory section casts doubt on the cogency of 
the naturalist option on the grounds that a true rationalist cannot completely deny the 
possibility of revelation any more than God’s existence can be positively denied (see 
above).

155.05–15
The rationalist, by dint of this title of his, must even on his own keep within the limits of human 

insight. Hence he will never deny ˻revelation˼, as a naturalist would, and will dispute neither the 
inward possibility of revelation generally, nor the necessity of a [specific] revelation as a divine 
means for the introduction of the true religion; for about this ⟨hierüber⟩ no human being can 
establish anything through reason. Therefore the question in dispute can concern only the 
reciprocal claims of the pure rationalist and the supernaturalist in matters of faith, or what 
⟨ dasjenige … was⟩ the one or the other accepts as necessary and38 sufficient for the sole true 
 religion, or only as contingent in it.

To his previous claim about the rational possibility of revelation, Kant now adds that divine 
revelation is also necessary, in order to explain how “the introduction of the true religion” 
could ever have occurred; for human reason on its own would have no insight into this. With 
the naturalist excluded, the dispute boils down to two options: either nonmoral statutes are 
necessary and sufficient while duties are contingent “for the sole true religion” (as supernatu
ralists claim); or else duties are necessary and sufficient while nonmoral statutes are contingent 
(as pure rationalists claim).

38  Following GH and GG for Kant’s und; WP has “or,” but Kant’s implied question is twofold (is it “necessary and 
sufficient” or “contingent?”) not threefold (is it “necessary or sufficient … or … contingent?”).
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The third paragraph fleshes out what Kant only hinted at in the previous paragraph: that the 
issue here depends on whether one is asking about the “first origin” and “intrinsic possibility” 
of religion or about our ability to communicate it to others.

155.16–23
If one divides religion not according to its first origin and its inward possibility (where it is 

divided into natural and revealed /religion\) but merely according to its ⟨derselben⟩ make‐up, 
which makes it capable of external communication, then it can be of two kinds: either natural 
/religion\, of which (once it is there) everyone can be convinced through his reason, or scholarly 
religion, of which one can convince others only by means of scholarship (in and through which the 
others ⟨sie⟩ must be guided). —

Whereas natural religion in its strictest sense is implausible when the distinction is drawn in 
the first way, due to the strictures CPR placed on our ability to have rational insight into the 
transcendent origin and possibility of things, it retains a valid place when religion is viewed 
from the empirical perspective, as a set of beliefs or (commanded) actions that must be 
 communicated to others. From this perspective, religion is “natural” if bare reason suffices to 
persuade each person of its truth; if the guidance of specialists (e.g., in a revealed text) is 
necessary in order for others to ascertain the truth of religious claims, then the religion is 
“scholarly.” This new distinction corresponds to the distinction made in the first Preface, 
 between philosophical and biblical theologians.

The third paragraph continues, after a dash, by explaining why this natural–scholarly 
 distinction will be employed in what follows, rather than the initial, natural–pure rational–
supernatural distinction.

155.23–29
This distinction is very important; for, from a religion’s origin alone, one can infer nothing 
concerning its suitability or unsuitability to be a universal human religion, but ˻one can˼ indeed 
˻make˼ /such an\ ˻ inference˼ from its make‐up, to be or not ˻ to be˼39 universally communicable; the 
first property,40 however, amounts to the essential character ⟨Charakter⟩ of that religion which 
shall bind41 every human being.

The main goal of Religion is to identify and explain an approach to religion that can be 
“universal,” the secondary goal being to determine whether Christianity could fill such a 
role. Knowing whether or not a religion was revealed by God does not, all by itself, tell us 
whether or not it has the potential to be universal. We do know this, however, if we know 
whether a religion is or is not “universally communicable”—that is, whether it is natural (in 
the second sense) or scholarly. For the property of being universally communicable is an 
analytic constituent of any religion whose “essential character” is to aim to “bind every 
human being.”

39  WP has “character of being, or of not being,” for Kant’s Beschaffenheit … zu sein, oder nicht; GH has “capacity or 
incapacity for” and GG “constitution as … or not.”
40  WP 170n opines that Kant is referring here to “natural” religion. But it is crucial to note that, given what Kant goes 
on to argue in the next paragraph, he has in mind here the second definition of “natural,” which refers not to rational 
origins, but to the property of a religion as “universally communicable.” So “the first property” refers to being (rather 
than not being) universally communicable.
41  WP has “is to obligate” for Kant’s verbinden soll; GH has “ought to be binding upon” and GG “ought to bind.” See 
the Glossary for an explanation of the double meaning of verbinden: while it implies individual obligation 
(Verbindlichkeit), in this context Kant probably intends its primary meaning to be that of binding all human beings in 
unity, this being the first requirement of the true church (R 101).
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Kant proceeds in the fourth paragraph to explain that these two ways of distinguishing 
 between types of religion enable us to understand how a religion could be both natural and 
revealed.

155.30–37, 156.01–09
Accordingly, a religion can be the natural one, but nonetheless also revealed, if it is of such a 

make‐up ⟨so beschaffen⟩ that human beings could and ought to have arrived at it on their own 
through the bare use of their reason, even though they would not have arrived at it as early, or in 
as wide a proliferation, as is required, [and] hence a revelation of it at a certain time and42 at a 
certain place ˻was˼ wise43 and for the human race was able to be very profitable—yet in such a way 
that, once the religion thus ⟨dadurch⟩ introduced is there ⟨da ist⟩ and has been {156} publicly 
disclosed,44 everyone can henceforth convince himself of this religion’s ⟨dieser ihrer⟩ truth by 
himself and his own reason. In this case the religion is objectively a natural /religion\, although 
subjectively a revealed one, [and] thus it does actually deserve the former name. For, subsequently 
it might in any case be entirely forgotten ⟨in Vergessenheit kommen⟩ that such a supernatural 
revelation had ever been instantiated,45 yet without the slightest loss to that religion either in its 
comprehensibility, or in its certainty, or in its power over minds.

If the essential “make‐up” of a religion features requirements that bare reason can recognize as 
legitimate, then it is “natural” as far as the first (transcendental) set of distinctions is concerned; 
yet, if its precepts are so innovative that no evidence can be given of a prior human origin once 
they are actually made known, then the same religion can be regarded as “revealed,” as far as 
the second (empirical) set of distinctions is concerned. That is, even though a religion seems 
objectively “natural” (i.e., self‐evident to all rational persons) once it exists, we may need to 
regard it as a divine revelation in order to give an adequate subjective explanation of how it 
came to arise in the first place. If we recall that Kant’s opening definition of religion was explic
itly subjective, we can now see how it paved the way for his conclusion that, even though 
 religion within the bounds of bare reason is objectively natural (as the first experiment 
 demonstrates), it can also be fully consistent with a religious tradition that has been subjec
tively revealed.

Before applying this initial conclusion to its obvious target (namely, the status of Christianity 
in the second experiment), Kant concludes the fourth paragraph by contrasting the above 
both–and situation with its either–or alternative.

156.09–16
The situation is different, however, with the religion that, because of its inward make‐up, can be 
regarded only as revealed. If it were not preserved in a completely secure tradition or in holy books 
[considered] as documents, it would disappear from the world; and there would have to be instan
tiated a supernatural revelation, either one publicly repeated from time to time, or one continually 
enduring inwardly in every human being, without which the proliferation and propagation of such 
a faith would not be possible.

If we identify the “inward make‐up” of a given historical religious tradition with beliefs or 
rituals that could only be legitimated by appealing to divine revelation, then of course reason 
would be unable to justify a person’s commitment to it. In that case, the religion would not be 

42  Following GH and GG for Kant’s und; WP has only a comma. I have also deleted the comma WP adds after “place.”
43  Following GH and GG for Kant’s weise; WP omits this word.
44  WP has “promulgated” for Kant’s bekannt gemacht; GH has “made known” and GG “made … known.”
45  WP has “took place” for Kant’s vorgegangen sei; GH has “the occurrence,” GG “there...was.” Cf. note App. II.75.
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“natural” in either sense of the term; for its origin would have to be supernatural and its 
continued existence would depend either on scholars—who preserve the faith by document
ing on the one hand the tradition (as in Catholicism) or on the other hand the Scripture (as 
in Protestantism)—or on repeated divine revelations to every person who becomes a member 
(as in Pietism and what might be regarded as its modern offspring, the Charismatic 
Movement).

The fifth paragraph of this introductory section offers a brief caveat to the latter point, 
 noting that no religion could be entirely devoid of rational principles, then announces the plan 
for Part One.

156.17–25
But every religion, even the revealed one, must yet at least in part also contain certain principles 

of natural /religion\. For revelation can be added in thought ⟨hinzugedacht⟩ to the concept of a 
 religion only through reason, because this concept itself, being derived from an obligation under the 
will of a moral lawgiver, is a pure concept of reason. Therefore, we shall be able to regard [and] to 
test even a revealed religion on the one hand still as a natural religion, but on the other as a scholarly 
one, and to distinguish what or how much belongs to it ⟨ihr⟩ from the one source or the other.

If we assume, with Kant, that the concept “religion” first arises as a human response to a 
sense of “obligation under the will of a moral lawgiver” (as suggested by the “guilty awe” 
mentioned in R 154n) and recall that CPrR portrays God as a necessary postulate of practical 
reason, then obviously the term “revealed religion” will imply a rational component even for 
those who (wrongly) believe their religion has a solely divine origin, not capable of being 
explained rationally. On this basis, any  historical faith can be subjected to a “test”46 to deter
mine how much of its essential make‐up is “natural” and how much is “scholarly,” when 
examining how the religion is to be propagated to others.

Having announced his intention to test a specific religious tradition for both its natural 
and its scholarly elements (i.e., those rooted in the first experiment versus those alleged to 
be necessarily revealed), Kant proceeds in the concluding paragraph of this untitled open
ing section to specify the precise tradition he will test.

156.26–35
This cannot readily be done, however, if we intend to talk about a revealed religion (at least one 

assumed to be such ⟨dafür⟩), without gleaning47 some [particular]48 example thereof from history; 
for in order to become understandable we would still have to think up cases49 as examples, since 

46  Firestone and Jacobs (FDR 156) appeal to Kant’s use of “test” (prüfen) in this passage to support their claim that 
the second experiment does not begin until the Fourth Piece. Although the word translated as “experiment” is Versuch, 
they are correct to recognize that Kant is here referring to the distinction between the two experiments. What they 
neglect is that natural religion belongs to the first experiment; so here in Part One of the Fourth Piece, as throughout 
Religion, Kant is weaving together both experiments. See SP‐2012c: 74–8 for a detailed response to their idiosyncratic 
treatment of the two experiments.
47  WP has “taking” for Kant’s herzunehmen; GH and GG have “selecting.” Cf. note 5.161. At R 72.10, WP has “extract” 
for the similar term herausbringen.
48  WP, GG, and GH have “some” for Kant’s irgend ein. GH adds “or other” and GG misleadingly translates Beispiel 
with the plural (“examples”), but Kant’s idiom is explicitly singular; both omit Kant’s davon (“thereof ”).
49  WP has “instances … of our examples” for Kant’s Fälle … welcher Fälle … uns; GH has “instances … we take these 
from history their” and GG “instances … of these instances … to us.” None of these options expresses with sufficient 
clarity Kant’s point, that one historical example is a better confirmation of the possibility of what would otherwise 
require several imaginary examples to be established, because the real possibility of multiple imaginary examples, 
unlike that of one historical example, can always be doubted.
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the possibility of our cases49 might otherwise50 be disputed. We cannot do better, however,51 than 
to take to hand52 some [particular] book, which contains [an example] of such /an [alleged] 
 revelation\,53 above all one which is54 most intimately interwoven with morals, [and] consequently 
with teachings akin to reason,55 as a medium for elucidations of our idea of a revealed religion 
generally.

Establishing that “revealed religion” and “natural religion” are not mutually exclusive terms is 
best done by citing a specific historical example, otherwise those at either extreme—the 
 naturalist or the supernaturalist—might dispute the very possibility of such a dual perspective. 
In that event, numerous imaginary examples would have to be cited in order to convince the 
skeptic. So the best way to elucidate how a pure rationalist views revelation is to select a book 
that is actually regarded by a given tradition as divinely revealed, yet also includes moral teach
ings that make it “akin to reason.”

Picking up in the middle of a lengthy German sentence that Pluhar helpfully divides into 
two, the paragraph continues by reiterating that the book selected will be one of several 
 potential examples, so what follows should be taken as a “useful procedure” that might be 
applied to any such text without challenging those scholars whose “profession” requires them 
to determine the text’s true meaning.

156.35–37, 157.01–09
We then hold this /book\ ⟨welches⟩ before us, as one of the various56 books that deal with religion 
and virtue under the charge57 of a revelation, as an example of the intrinsically revealed text useful 
pro{157}cedure of picking out58 whatever in this book may be for us a pure [and] hence universal 
rational religion, without wanting thereby to encroach on the profession of those to whom is 
entrusted the interpretation of that same book as the embodiment of positive doctrines of 
 revelation, and thus to challenge their interpretation, which is based on scholarship. On the 
 contrary, since scholarship ⟨sie⟩ aims at one and the same purpose as do the philosophers, namely 

50  WP puts “otherwise” after “since,” but “since otherwise” is awkward. In R2 Kant changed aber selbst to aber 
sonst; as such, R1’s reading of this phrase would be “since, however, even the possibility of our cases might be dis
puted.” In revising the text, he must have realized that this occurs only if one does not accept the validity of a given 
revelation.
51  In R2 Kant changed also (“therefore”) to aber, apparently realizing that what comes next is not the conclusion of 
a foregoing argument, but merely a restatement of his assertion that we have no better option than to appeal to a 
revealed text for helpful examples.
52  WP has “to take up” for Kant’s zur Hand zu nehmen; GH has “to adopt” and GG “adopt.” Kant’s expression, when 
applied to a written document, means “to consult for guidance.”
53  WP has “containing such [examples]” for Kant’s welches dergleichen enthält; GH has “which contains such exam
ples” and GG “which contains [instances] of that sort.” None of these options specifies what sort of example Kant 
intends, nor do they make clear that Kant is only requiring one example (see note 10.49 above). If an insertion is going 
to be made, it should specify the referent of dergleichen, as I have done here.
54  Following GH for Kant’s welches … ist; WP and GG omit these words.
55  WP has “with doctrines that are moral and consequently akin to reason” for Kant’s mit sittlichen, folglich mit ver-
nunftverwandten Lehren; GH has “with doctrines that are ethical and consequently related to reason” and GG “with 
teachings that are ethical and hence related to reason.”
56  WP has “the many” for Kant’s den mancherlei; GH and GG have “a variety.”
57  WP has “under the trust” for Kant’s unter dem Credit; GH has “on the credit” and GG “accredited (to).” Just as Kant 
is using “credit” as a metaphor for protecting a thing’s status by relating it to something “richer,” the English “charge” 
in such contexts is a money‐related term that implies similar protection.
58  WP and GH have “searching out” for Kant’s herauszusuchen; GG omits this word and the rest of the phrase up to 
the next comma.
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moral–good, it is advantageous to it59 to bring the philosophers60 through their own rational bases 
precisely where scholarship ⟨sie⟩ means to reach by another path. —

Echoes of the first Preface resound in this passage, as Kant again emphasizes what many 
 commentators have questioned: he has no intention of challenging the biblical scholar’s 
right to determine the correct historical meaning of the biblical text; rather, assuming that 
theologians aim at “the morally good” just as much as philosophers do, the goal of the two
fold testing procedure that follows is merely to show how this common goal can be reached 
by two very different paths.61

The sixth paragraph concludes the introduction, after a dash, by naming the New Testament 
as the book Kant has in mind and explicitly identifying the main topics of the two sections of 
Part One: demonstrating how “Christian dogmatics” can be understood as being natural and 
yet also scholarly.

157.09–13
Now, here that book may be the N.T.,62 as a source of Christian dogmatics. In accordance with63 
our intention, we shall now present the Christian religion in two sections: first, the Christian 
 religion as a natural /religion\, and then, second, as a scholarly religion in terms of its content and 
in terms of the principles occurring in it.

Because the second task is radically different from the first and corresponds quite closely to 
the topics in the first two sections of Part Two of the Fourth Piece, I shall limit my attention 
in the remainder of this chapter to the first section of Part One. Chapter 11 will then cover the 
second section of Part Two together with the first two sections of Part Two, leaving the much 
longer third and fourth sections of Part Two for Chapter 12.

3. Part One, Section One: (A) The moral core of Jesus’ teachings

Section One of Part One consists mostly of Kant’s attempt to demonstrate that the morally 
oriented religion of bare reason is explicitly taught in the New Testament, especially in 
Matthew’s Gospel.

59  Following WP for Kant’s der letzteren (literally “the latter”); GH and GG have “scholarship,” placing this phrase 
earlier in the sentence. Kant’s word order clearly indicates that he is referring to “scholarship” here.
60  Following WP for Kant’s diese; GH and GG have “scholarship.” While the latter is grammatically possible, Kant’s 
reference to “rational bases” suggests that his reference must be to the philosophical theologian.
61  Cf. note 10.60 immediately above. Recall that Kant argues in the first Preface that, even though he will directly 
challenge some interpretations of biblical texts put forward by biblical theologians, he will not “encroach” on their 
territory. Here he repeats that he is attempting to reach the same goal they are (or should be!) aiming at: “the morally 
good.” Pasternack seriously misconstrues Kant’s aims and procedure when he repeatedly charges Kant with violating 
his own claims, merely because Religion does what Kant here openly states he is going to do: challenge biblical theolo
gians with moral interpretations designed to make them think harder about what interpretations they will present to 
churchgoers as “orthodox.” This procedure is entirely consistent with the position Kant later defends in CF, since he 
there assigns philosophers the duty to engage in just such “conflicts” with members of the theology faculty. The reason 
this does not constitute an “appraisal” of Christianity, as Kant pleads (CF 8)—a claim Pasternack repeats seven times 
(cf. note 0.148), rhetorically nagging readers to assume that Kant must be prevaricating—is that such a judgment can 
occur only within the theology faculty and be made on the basis of a claim to hold an authoritative interpretation of 
the text as revealed. Kant, by contrast, argues only on “rational bases.”
62  Following WP for Kant’s “N.T.”; GH and GG have “New Testament,” spelling out Kant’s abbreviation.
63  Following WP and GH for Kant’s zufolge (literally “as a consequence of ”); GG has “In keeping with.”
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157.14–16 
Section One of Part One  

The Christian Religion as a Natural Religion

Before launching into that hermeneutic exercise, Kant devotes the first paragraph to the task 
of explaining the implications of the natural–revealed distinction for the issue of church lead
ership, the next two paragraphs introducing the first true church and its founder.

Right at the outset Kant leaves no doubt that he views his own (first‐experiment) account of 
religion within the bounds of bare reason as promoting a form of natural religion by identi
fying it explicitly with the three ideas of reason that were first introduced in CPR, then refined 
in CPrR: freedom (as the core requirement for morality), God (as the guarantor that morality’s 
purpose will be fulfilled), and immortality (as the explanation of how human beings can 
benefit from God’s judgment).

157.17–34
Natural religion, as ethics (in reference to the freedom of the subject), linked with the concept of 
that which can provide its ultimate purpose with a result (the concept of God as moral author of 
the world), and connected to a duration of the human being that is appropriate to this entire 
purpose (to immortality), is a pure practical concept of reason that, in spite of its infinite fruitful
ness, yet presupposes only so little theoretical capacity of reason that one can sufficiently convince 
every human being of it ⟨ihr⟩, ˻ at least˼ practically, and can expect64 at least its effect from everyone 
as a duty. This /religion\ ⟨Sie⟩ has within it the great requirement of the true church, namely the 
qualification for universality, insofar as one understands by this validity for everyone (universitas 
vel omnitudo distributiva),65 i.e., universal unanimity.66 In order for it ⟨sie⟩ to spread and be 
 maintained in this sense as a world religion, it does indeed need a ministry (ministerium)67 of the 
bare invisible church, but no officials (officiales);68 i.e., ˻it needs˼ teachers but not principals, 
because through the rational religion of each individual there does not yet exist a church as 
universal unification (omnitudo collectiva),69 nor is ˻it˼ actually even intended through that idea. —

Kant’s moral theory makes such minimal theoretical assumptions that it easily passes the test 
of a natural religion: every rational person already possesses the ability to confirm its validity 
internally, through respect for the moral law, and can therefore be expected to admit responsi
bility for “its effect”—by which Kant presumably means the unique duty to create an ethical 
community. Because it comes to everyone through practical reason, this moral demand meets 
the first and foremost “requirement of the true church”: a unity of purpose that has genuine 
universality (cf. R 101), distributed to all humanity. The true (universal) church that arises as 

64  Following GG for Kant’s zumuthen; WP has “demand” and GH “require.” Cf. note 8.86.
65  “Universality, or distributive totality/unity” (Lat.; see note 10.69 below).
66  Following GH for Kant’s allgemeine Einhelligkeit; WP has “universal agreement” and GG “communality of insight.” 
As we shall see, what Kant has in mind here is not actual agreement, but the “subjective” conviction of a felt unity.
67  “Ministry” or “service” (Lat.); as used in the Lutheran tradition, the term refers to a body of ordained clergy who 
meet periodically to decide on specific issues, such as examining and ordaining new ministers, or conducting trials for 
heresy. Kant’s equivalent German term Dienerschaft (literally “servanthood”), could also be translated as “domestic 
staff ” or “(e.g., household) servants,” but shares a common root with Gottesdienst (the common term used for “worship 
service”; see note 7.99); taken literally, Kant would therefore be referring to persons employed to conduct religious 
services. Given the context, however, these terms should be taken as metaphors, suggesting that believers in pure 
rational religion need to work hard, “ministering” with just as much evangelistic fervor as members of historical faiths 
often do, even though they may have no visible organization to support them.
68  “Officials” (Lat.), a term used in referring to those employed to perform specific duties or fill an office; Kant’s 
equivalent German term Beamten refers especially to civil servants. Cf. note 10.67 immediately above.
69  “Collective totality/unity” (Lat.; cf. note 10.65 above). The distinction Kant appeals to here, between omnitudo 
collectiva and omnitudo distributiva, was standard in the logic textbooks of his day: collective totality refers to the “all” 
shared by a specific group, while distributive totality refers to a universal “all.”
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a result needs to have devoted leaders who will serve humanity, ministering to the needs of 
others while working to promote the cause of goodness in their teaching, but these leaders 
need not be governing officials (see note 10.67 above). For, on its own, such bare rational reli
gion consists only of the “invisible church” composed of “each individual” who works for 
goodness. Only as historically revealed religion does the church become a (visible) “universal 
 unification,” whereby pure moral religion is affirmed by a specific group.

The first paragraph continues, after the dash, by making explicit the foregoing allusion to 
the need for a visible church to be established, in order to clothe and “maintain” the “ unanimity” 
that is otherwise experienced only subjectively, within each individual.

157.34, 158.01–17
Such unanimity, however, is not likely {158} to maintain itself on its own, [and] hence to propagate 
itself in its universality without becoming a visible church; rather, ˻it can do so˼ only if a collective 
universality, i.e., a unification of the faithful into a (visible) church according to principles of a 
pure rational religion, is added. Yet this /church\ does not arise from that unanimity by itself; or 
again, if it had been established, ˻it˼ would not be brought by its free70 adherents (as has been 
shown above) into a permanent state as a communion of the faithful (because ⟨indem⟩ none of 
these illumined /persons\ believes that he needs, for his religious convictions, the fellow 
comradeship of others in such a religion). Consequently, unless the natural laws, cognizable by 
bare reason, are supplemented by certain statutory enactments [that are], however, attended 
simultaneously by legislative standing (authority),71 then there ⟨dasjenige⟩ will still be lacking, [as 
much] as ever, what amounts to a special duty of human beings [[and]] a means to their ⟨derselben⟩ 
highest purpose, namely their permanent ⟨beharrliche⟩ unification into a universal visible church; 
but this ⟨welches⟩ standing, to be a founder of such a church ⟨derselben⟩, presupposes a fact 
⟨ein Factum⟩ and not merely the pure concept of reason.

The distributive universality of the invisible church, as established by the first experiment’s 
defense of natural religion, must express itself in the form of the collective universality of the 
visible church (see note 10.69 above), as established by the second experiment’s interpretation 
of revealed religion. The subjective unanimity characteristic of the invisible church would not 
naturally transform itself into a permanent, objective unanimity (i.e., communion of good per
sons who join an actual community), because those adept at thinking in such distributive terms 
(such as Kant) tend to view natural religion as sufficient and are therefore reluctant to join 
religious organizations. To make up for this insufficiency, bare reason’s “natural laws” must be 
“supplemented by”  statutes that can be derived only by going beyond practical reason into the 
realm of historical fact; only there can we identify someone who deserves to be considered as 
“a founder of ” “a universal visible church” that can lend permanence to the unanimous 
subjective conviction shared by all rational persons (i.e., the conviction of goodness ruling the 
human heart), thereby bringing about the “highest purpose” of the human race.

In the second paragraph of Section One Kant portrays Jesus (who remains unnamed, as 
usual) as having made just such an attempt to encourage people to unite into a universal 
church, as characterized by volunatary participation, and invites us to “test” his teachings for 
ourselves, to determine whether they constitute an essentially natural religion that has been 
supplemented by various contingent statutes designed to assist in realizing the moral goal.

70  Following GH and GG for Kant’s freien; WP omits this term.
71  Following GH and GG for Kant’s Autorität; WP has auctoritas, explaining at WP 172n that he replaces Kant’s 
German word with this Latin term because it carries a dual connotation, meaning both Autorität (“authority”) and 
Ansehen (“standing,” in the sense of giving someone “recognition,” “consideration,” or “prestige”); by contrast, Autorität 
does not obviously overlap with Ansehen. WP’s idea is excellent, but should not be inserted into a translation because 
it was not Kant’s idea. Rather, Kant’s use of Autorität simply clarifies what he means by referring to a specifically 
“legislative” type of Ansehen.
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158.18–37
Now suppose ⟨Wenn⟩ we assume a teacher of whom a story (or at least the general, not basically 

disputable opinion) tells that he was first to propound publicly a pure, for all the world compre
hensible (natural) and impressive religion—the teachings of which, being preserved to us, we can 
thus ⟨desfalls⟩ test ourselves—[and] ˻to propound it˼ even in defiance of an irksome but dominant 
church faith devoid of moral aim (˻a faith˼ whose slavish service can serve as example of any other 
on the whole merely statutory faith, the like of which ⟨dergleichen⟩ was universal at that time). 
˻Suppose,˼ [moreover,] we find that he made this universal rational religion the supreme and 
 irremissible condition of every religious faith, and ˻that he˼ then added certain statutes72 that con
tain forms and observances intended to serve as means for bringing about a church that was to be 
founded upon those principles. In that case, despite the contingency and the volitionality73 of his 
regulations ⟨Anordnungen⟩ aiming at this, one cannot deny to this church ⟨der letzteren⟩ the name 
of true universal church, nor ⟨aber⟩ ˻deny˼ to him himself the standing of having called human 
beings to unification into this /church\ ⟨dieselbe⟩, [and] ˻of having done so˼ precisely without 
wishing to augment the faith with new burdensome regulations or, for that matter, to make /the 
regulations\ first instituted ⟨getroffenen⟩ by himself special holy actions and ˻to make such 
actions˼74 mandatory on their own as religious pieces.

In contrast to the “slavish” approach to religion dominant in Jesus’ day, whereby adherents had 
to follow “burdensome regulations” regarding acts of service that were nonmoral yet viewed as 
“mandatory … religious pieces” in a play performed for God (see note 15 in App. II), Jesus 
made morality “the supreme and irremissible condition of every religious faith,” offering 
 various new “statutes” in a spirit of “volitionality.” That is, he recommended “let’s do x” (cf. note 
10.73), where “x” referred to “forms and observances” that would serve as a helpful means 
to  make the pure moral core of “universal rational religion” visibly manifest in a “true 
universal church.”

Kant proceeds to clarify in the third paragraph that, to call Jesus “the founder … of the first 
true church” does not make him the founder of pure (i.e., nonstatutory, moral) religion, for the 
latter (as Jer. 31: 33 states) is written on every human being’s heart.

159.01–11
{159} By following ⟨nach⟩ this description, one cannot miss the person who can be venerated as 

the founder, not indeed of the religion that, pure of all ordinances, is written in the heart of every 
human being (for it is not of volitional origin), yet of the first true church. —To authenticate this 
dignity of his as a divine mission, we shall adduce several of his teachings as indubitable docu
ments of a religion generally, no matter how it may stand with75 the [specific] history (for the idea 
itself already contains the sufficient ground for accepting /them\); ⟨und⟩ they will, to be sure, have 
to be none but pure doctrines of reason;76 for it is these alone which prove themselves, and on 
which the authentication of the others must therefore preferentially rest.

72  Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Statuta, a German loan word from the Latin, statuta (“statutes”).
73  WP has “chosen character” for Kant’s Willkürlichkeit; GH and GG have “arbitrariness,” but Kant’s use of 
Willkür lacks the negative connotations of this English term, even though in its modern use the German does 
have this meaning. The remainder of the sentence suggests that Kant’s point in using this term is that Jesus’ fol
lowers have the choice to follow or ignore his new rules, since they are not “obligatory,” as the old, “burdensome” 
rules were.
74  WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s und, but I take this word as an important signal of an ellipsis.
75  WP has “what … may be” for Kant’s es mag mit … stehen, wie es wolle; GH has “let … be what they may” and GG 
“let their … status be what it may.”
76  Following GG for for Kant’s Vernunftlehren; WP has “teachings of reason” and GH “teachings … of … reason.” See 
Glossary.
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The test that follows aims to demonstrate that at least “some of [Jesus’] teachings” can serve 
“as indubitable documents” conveying the essence of natural religion. The history of the 
 biblical texts will be irrelevant at this point in Kant’s argument, because “pure doctrines of 
reason” are self‐authenticating. Indeed, as Kant will argue in Section Two of Part One (see 
§§11.1–2), authenticating the historical texts properly rests on the preliminary task of deter
mining their consistency with rational religion, not vice versa. If Jesus’ teaching does contain 
the natural religion written on every person’s heart, this will confirm the claim that he was on 
“a divine mission.”

Kant conducts the bulk of his “authentication” test in one long paragraph that includes two 
footnotes. He begins by summarizing Jesus’ reinterpretation of the Mosaic Law in the Sermon 
on the Mount: Jesus portrays “holiness” in thought and deed, grounded in a “pure moral 
 conviction of the heart” and not in compliance with statutory “church duties,” as the key to 
satisfying God’s demands.

159.12–21, 160.01–08
First, he demands ⟨will⟩ that not the observance of external civic or statutory church duties but 

only the pure moral conviction of the heart shall be able to ⟨könne⟩ make a human being satisfac
tory to God (Matt. 5: 20–48);77 that before God a sin in thought shall be considered equal to the 
deed (5: 28),78 and ˻that˼ holiness shall be the goal toward which a human being ⟨er⟩ ought to strive 
overall (5: 48);79 that, e.g., hating in one’s heart shall be tantamount to killing (5: 22);80 that a wrong 
inflicted upon one’s neighbor81 shall be able to be remunerated only through atonement rendered to 
the neighbor ⟨ihm⟩ himself, not through liturgical acts (5: 24),82 and [that], on the point of truthful
ness, the civil means of extorting /it\ ⟨Erpressungs‐⟩,* the oath, shall itself [[be seen to]] do damage 
to respect for the truth {160} (5: 34–37);83—that the natural but evil propensity of the human heart 
ought to be reversed entirely, ˻that˼ the sweet feeling of revenge must pass over into tolerance 
⟨Duldsamkeit⟩ (5: 39, 40)84 and the hatred of one’s enemies into beneficence (5: 44).85 Thus, he says, 

77  This passage quotes Jesus as saying: “For I tell you that unless your righteousness surpasses that of the Pharisees 
and the teachers of the law, you will certainly not enter the kingdom of heaven” (Matt. 5: 20), followed by a series of six 
assertions: “You have heard that it was said … But I tell you …” relating to murder, adultery, divorce, oath taking, 
revenge, and love. In each case, Jesus intensifies and internalizes the traditional (externally focused) interpretation of 
the Mosaic Law.
78  Matt. 5: 28: “But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her in 
his heart.”
79  The part of the Sermon on the Mount dealing explicitly with the Mosaic Law ends with Matt. 5: 48: “Be perfect, 
therefore, as your heavenly Father is perfect.”
80  Matt. 5: 22: “But I tell you that anyone who is angry with a brother or sister will be subject to judgment. Again, 
anyone who says to a brother or sister, ‘Raca,’ is answerable to the court. And anyone who says, ‘You fool!’ will be in 
danger of the fire of hell.” Raca is an Aramaic term of contempt, meaning “worthless” or “stupid.”
81  Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Nächsten (literally “next” or “nearest”), which in the grammatical 
construction Kant uses implies “[the one] next [to you].”
82  Matt. 5: 23–4: “Therefore, if you are offering your gift at the altar and there remember that your brother or sister 
has something against you, leave your gift there in front of the altar. First go and be reconciled to them; then come and 
offer your gift.”
83  In Matt. 5: 33–37 Jesus reinterprets the Jewish statutes relating to oath taking and concludes (5: 37): “All you need 
to say is simply ‘Yes’ or ‘No’; anything beyond this comes from the evil one.”
84  In place of the old “eye for eye, tooth for tooth” maxim (Matt. 5: 38), Jesus suggests (5: 39–40): “do not resist an 
evil person. If anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them the other cheek also. And if anyone wants to sue you 
and take your shirt, hand over your coat as well.” With this verse in mind, it is relevant to note that Duldsamkeit can 
also mean “forbearance.”
85  In place of the old “love your neighbor and hate your enemy” maxim (Matt. 5: 43), Jesus suggests (5: 44): “love 
your enemies and pray for those who persecute you.”
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does he mean to assuage the Jewish law completely (5: 17),86 but whereby87 obviously ˻he means˼ 
that law’s ⟨desselben⟩ interpreter must not be scriptural scholarship but pure rational religion; for, 
taken according to the letter, the law ⟨es⟩ permitted exactly the opposite of all that. —

After highlighting two of Jesus’ key moral principles, that thought and deed are equivalent in 
God’s eyes and that our goal should be to strive for “holiness” (or being “perfect”; see note 
10.79 above), Kant refers briefly to five of the six examples that Jesus gives in the Sermon on 
the Mount (see note 10.77 above). The only example he does not mention explicitly (i.e., that 
lust is just as wrong as adultery) is the passage where Jesus states the thought‐equals‐deed 
principle; so in fact Kant covers all six of Jesus’ examples, presenting each in a straightforward 
manner that accurately reflects the concern for moral rectitude that permeates Matthew’s 
Gospel. He concludes by interpreting Jesus’ intensification of the Mosaic Law (expressed in the 
verse that begins the whole passage; see notes 10.77 and 86 above) as implying the very distinc
tion made in the introduction to Part One of the Fourth Piece between “scriptural scholarship” 
(“the letter” of the law) and “pure rational religion” (the law’s moral spirit).

The footnote Kant attaches to his reference to the example of oath taking explains and 
 justifies Jesus’ prohibition by observing that taking an oath in court is an essentially supersti
tious act: it wrongly presupposes that a person who lacks trustworthiness will suddenly 
 cooperate under the threat “of divine punishments.”

159n.22–33
*It is not easy to comprehend why this clear prohibition against that means of coercing 

confessions before a civil court of law, ˻a means˼ based on bare superstition rather than on con
scientiousness, is considered to be so insignificant by religious teachers.88 For that it is superstition 
whose effect is here most of all being counted on can be cognized by [[the fact]] that, concerning 
a human being whom one does not trust to tell the truth in a solemn statement on whose truth 
rests the decision of the justice ⟨des Rechts⟩ of human beings (˻the decision˼ of the holy /one\89 that 
is in the world), ˻one˼ yet believes [that] he will be induced to doing so ⟨dazu⟩ by a formula that 
contains nothing more about ⟨über⟩ that statement than the invocation upon himself of divine 
punishments (which, because of a lie like this, he cannot escape anyway), just as if it came down to 
him whether or not to give account before this highest tribunal. —

86  The part of the Sermon on the Mount dealing explicitly with the Mosaic Law begins with Matt. 5: 17: “Do not 
think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish them but to fulfill them.” The LB 
uses erfüllen (the standard word for “fulfill”), whereas Kant uses Genüge zu thun (cf. note App. I.7); WP has “to fulfill,” 
GG “to satisfy,” and GH “to do full justice to,” none of which adequately conveys the distinct connotation of Kant’s 
chosen expression.
87  WP has “although … (means) in this” for Kant’s wobei aber; GH and GG have “whence.” None of the translators 
acknowledges the ellipsis from the beginning of the sentence, which clarifies that Kant is here interpreting Jesus’ meaning.
88  WP omits Kant’s von Religionslehrern; GH has “(civil tribunal) of religious teachers” and GG “religious teachers 
(hold as).”
89  WP has “i.e., of the holy [realm]” for Kant’s des Heiligen; GH has “the holiest of beings” (following R1, where Kant 
had des Heiligsten) and GG “the one sacred thing,” both ignoring the genitive. WP’s insertion, “realm,” refers to Rechts 
(i.e., human justice, or “[what is] right”), but this is unlikely, since Kant never refers to “justice” as holy. GH’s “beings” is 
also incorrect, because Kant would have had to write der, not des, if he were referring to Menschen. This parenthetical 
phrase serves not as a synonym for the previous genitive phrase, as WP’s insertion of “i.e.” assumes. Rather, it refines 
what kind of decision Kant has in mind: the decision is not that of a judge in a human court, but of the witness, whether 
or not to give heed to the “holy” judge that will be the focus of the concluding section of the Fourth Piece (see §§12.3–4): 
conscience. Kant’s point, in other words, is that telling the truth in court rests entirely on a person’s conscience, so the 
idea that a person is more likely to decide to tell the truth if he or she appeals to a divine judge (one not in this world) is 
a gross superstition that religious teachers ought to oppose, just as Jesus did (see note 10.83 above). Kant’s slight amend
ment in R2 deletes the suffix “‐st” so that des Heiligen is no longer superlative, probably because conscience is the only 
holy thing in the world, so it was superfluous for him to have called it the “most” holy thing in R1.
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Lamenting the irrationality of this practice, Kant has in mind several points that render Jesus’ 
recommendation highly significant: first, someone who lies in court to condemn an innocent 
person would not be able to escape divine punishment anyway, regardless of whether or not an 
oath were sworn; second, the practice would make sense only under the (ridiculous) condition 
that people were able to choose whether or not to have their statements judged by God. 
Moreover, the practice of swearing oaths in court discourages trust in the only “holy one … in 
the world”—that is, it detracts from our responsibility to consult conscience before deciding 
what to say in any context, especially in court (see note 10.89 immediately above)—and it 
thereby encourages the superstition of believing that an appeal to a divine judge will somehow 
make a person more trustworthy.

The footnote continues after a dash by portraying the Gospel text as itself highlighting 
the absurdity of treating oaths as magic “spells,” as if we could put God “under our 
control.”

159n.33–39
In the cited scriptural passage, this kind of affirmation is presented as an absurd arrogance to make 
real through spells,90 as it were, things that are in fact not under our control. —One readily sees, 
however, that the wise teacher, who says there that whatever goes beyond the Yea, yea, Nay, nay, as 
affirmation of truth is from the evil /one\,91 had before his eyes the evil consequence to which oaths 
lead, namely that the greater importance attributed to them almost sanctions the common lie.

Kant sees Jesus as raising a third problem with oath taking: when a court requires a higher 
standard of truthfulness than merely giving one’s word, this implies that “the common lie” is 
quite acceptable—a position Kant is generally believed to have argued against elsewhere.92

Turning back to the main text, one‐third of the way through the long paragraph on Matthew’s 
Gospel, we find Kant appealing to several metaphors later in the Sermon on the Mount (and 
beyond) for further evidence that Jesus refused to allow people to think that performing 
“church duty” can substitute for “their true moral duty.”

160.08–23
Moreover, by [his] appellations of the strait gate and the narrow way, he also does not leave unno
ticed the misconstruction of the law which human beings permit themselves in order to evade 
⟨vorbeizugehen⟩ their true moral duty and to indemnify themselves ⟨sich … schadlos zu halten⟩ for 
this by fulfilling the church duty (7: 13).93* Of these pure convictions he nonetheless requires that 
they ought also to be proved in deeds (7: 16);94 and to those, on the other hand, who reckon to 
make up for their lack of deeds ⟨derselben⟩ by invocations and laudations of the highest lawgiver 
in the person of his envoy, and to ingratiate themselves into favor, he denies their insidious 

90  WP and GG have “magic words” for Kant’s Zauberworte; GH has “magical words.”
91  WP has “bad” for Kant’s vom Übel (but cf. WP 174n); GH and GG have “of evil.” Kant is paraphrasing Matt. 5: 37. 
See note 10.83 above.
92  See, e.g., GMM 402–3, 419; CPrR 44, 61, 156. Kant’s definitive statement on this topic, his 1797 essay, SRLP, deals 
specifically with the issue of lying in court—a point that is often neglected in the vast literature that typically accuses 
Kant of adopting an unrealistically rigorous stance (see, e.g., Paton 1954 for a classic critique of Kant’s position). Yet 
Kant’s official definition of a “lie” (see MM 238n; cf. MM 429–31) assumes the same context of a legal contract, so it 
seems plausible to assume that Kant did not intend his prohibition on lying to cover the “white lie.” If so, then Jesus 
may be defending an even stricter moral standard than Kant!
93  Matt. 7: 13–14: “Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction, 
and many enter through it. But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it.”
94  After portraying false prophets as wolves in sheep’s clothing (Matt. 7: 15), Jesus says (7: 16): “By their fruit you will 
recognize them. Do people pick grapes from thornbushes, or figs from thistles?” GG incorrectly identifies this verse 
as “5: 16,” though he correctly quotes 7: 16 in his endnote (GG 466n).
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hope (7: 21).95 Concerning these works he demands ⟨will⟩ that, for the sake of the example [they 
set] for emulation, they ought also to be done publicly (5: 16),96 and this in a cheerful mental 
attunement, not as actions extorted ⟨abgedrungene⟩ in a servile manner (6: 16);97 and that thus—
from a small beginning in communicating and proliferating such convictions, as a grain of seed in 
good soil, or a ferment of the good—religion would, through inward power, gradually increase to 
a kingdom of God (13: 31–33).98—

Jesus’ metaphors of the narrow gate (moral duty) versus the wide gate (church duty) (see note 
10.93 above), and of the fruit (deeds) that displays good health at a tree’s core (a person’s “pure 
convictions”) (see note 10.94 above) aptly illustrate what Jesus also stated plainly: the hope of 
immoral people to “ingratiate themselves” to God by offering “invocations and laudations” in 
Jesus’ name is nothing less than “insidious” (cf. note 10.95). By contrast, those who put moral 
duty in its proper place should let the “light” of their good deeds shine “publicly” (cf. note 
10.96) and with cheerfulness rather than in the “somber” mood of the hypocrites who priori
tize church duty (cf. note 10.97). Likewise, Jesus’ twin parables of the smallest “seed” that grows 
into the largest plant and of the pinch of yeast that allows a huge lump of dough to “ferment” 
(cf. note 10.98) aptly illustrate how even small outward acts of goodness can “gradually 
increase” and strengthen a person’s good inner convictions until they give rise to nothing less 
than “a kingdom of God.”

The footnote Kant attaches to his Matt. 7: 13 reference (see note 10.93 above) interprets the 
strait gate and narrow way as metaphors for “the good lifestyle,” while the wide gate and broad 
way refer to “the church.”

160n.32–37
*The strait gate and the narrow way that leads to life is that of the good lifestyle; the wide gate 

and the broad way that many walk is the church. [The point is] not that it is due to the church and 
its ordinances that human beings become lost, but that going to church ⟨dieselbe⟩ and confessing 
[[allegiance to]] its statutes or celebrating its rites is taken to be the manner in which God actually 
wants ⟨will⟩ to be served.

As always throughout Religion, Kant’s point here is not ontological but hermeneutic—as 
DiCenso effectively argues throughout DRB. Far from identifying the church as necessarily the 
road to reprobation—for this would contradict his repeated claims that the church is a good 
and useful path to the kingdom of God—he claims that the common tendency to interpret 
churchgoing, confessions, and rituals as direct ways of serving God is misguided. Jesus’ gospel 
is a call to a new lifestyle, not a confirmation of the all‐too‐human desire to placate God.

Kant concludes the main text’s long paragraph with a moral interpretation of Jesus’ two
fold love command, discussing its implications for those who hope that God will let them 
off easy.

95  Matt. 7: 21: “Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only the one who 
does the will of my Father who is in heaven.” Cf. note 7.113 and note 94 in App. IV.
96  Matt. 5: 14–6: “You are the light of the world. A town built on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a 
lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand, and it gives light to everyone in the house. In the same 
way, let your light shine before others, that they may see your good deeds and glorify your Father in heaven.”
97  Matt. 6: 16: “When you fast, do not look somber as the hypocrites do, for they disfigure their faces to show others 
they are fasting. Truly I tell you, they have received their reward in full.”
98  Matt. 13: 31–33: “He told them another parable: “The kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed, which a man took 
and planted in his field. Though it is the smallest of all seeds, yet when it grows, it is the largest of garden plants and 
becomes a tree, so that the birds come and perch in its branches. He told them still another parable: The kingdom of 
heaven is like yeast that a woman took and mixed into about sixty pounds of flour until it worked all through the dough.”
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160.24–31, 161.01–03
Finally, he summarizes99 all duties (1) in a universal rule (which grasps within itself the internal 
⟨innere⟩ as well as the external ⟨äußere⟩ moral relation of the human being), namely: Do your duty 
from no other incentive than the immediate esteem for it, i.e., love God (the lawgiver of all duties) 
above everything;100 [and] (2) ˻in˼ a particular rule, namely one that concerns the human being’s 
external relation to other human beings as universal duty: Love everyone as yourself,101 i.e., further 
their well‐being from a well‐wishing [that is] immediate rather than derived from self‐interested 
incentives. {161} These ⟨welche⟩ commands are not merely laws of virtue, but prescriptions 
of  holiness, the /holiness\ we ought to strive after but in regard to which the bare striving is called 
virtue. —

As he had suggested in GMM 399, Kant thinks Jesus’ twofold love command can be interpreted 
in terms of the main precepts of his own moral theory: if we assume God is the moral law’s 
“lawgiver,” then the command to “love God” is essentially the same “universal rule” as Kant’s 
claim that “esteem for” duty must be the motive that governs all our thoughts and actions;102 
likewise, “love your neighbor as yourself ” is essentially the same “particular rule” as Kant’s 
“indirect” duty of benevolence.103 Having reminded us of the parallelism between his own 
moral theory and Jesus’ core message, Kant clarifies a distinction that he had hinted at previ
ously in Religion, but had never stated so directly: Jesus’ religious message goes beyond any 
moral theory by appealing to holiness (i.e., God‐like perfection); such holiness may be out of 
our reach (at least, without divine assistance), but a core message of Religion has been that the 
only way to achieve virtue (the goal of human morality) is to supplement morality with reli
gion by striving for the higher goal of holiness.

The lengthy paragraph concludes with a dire warning for those who, despite the love 
command, might still hope that Jesus offers “a heavenly gift” that might excuse us from the 
hard work of virtue, rather than being a means of empowering us to obtain it.

161.03–11
To those, therefore, who reckon to await this moral good quite passively, hand in lap, as a heav
enly gift passed down from above, he denies all hope for this. [Any person] who leaves unused 
the natural predisposition to the good, which lies in human nature (as a talent104 entrusted to 
him)—in the lazy confidence [that] surely a higher moral influence will, moreover, complement 
the morals make‐up and perfection that he lacks—he threatens that, on account of this neglect, 
even the good which the person ⟨er⟩ might from a natural predisposition have done is not to 
become a benefit to him (25: 29).105

 99  WP has “collates” for Kant’s faßt zusammen (literally “grabs together”); GH has “combines” and GG “sums up.” 
Kant’s term can also mean “recapitulates.”
100  Matt. 22: 37 quotes Jesus as saying the first great commandment is: “Love the Lord your God with all your heart 
and with all your soul and with all your mind.” Mk. 12: 30 and Lk. 10: 27 add “and with all your strength” to this 
quotation from Deut. 6: 5, where “strength” (but not “mind”) is included in the list.
101  Matt. 22: 39, Mk. 12: 31, and Lk. 10: 27 quote Jesus as saying the second great commandment is: “Love your neighbor 
as yourself.” The statement also appears in Lev. 19: 18, Matt. 19: 19, Mk. 12: 33, Rom. 13: 9, Gal. 5: 14, and Js. 2: 8.
102  SP‐1986 argues that this way of expressing Kant’s position is potentially misleading, as Kant is often taken to be 
saying that duty must itself be the motive for our actions; his actual position is that respect (or here, “esteem”) is the 
motive. SP‐1991 argues that Kant’s categorical imperative is not identical to Jesus’ love command so much as the 
transcendental foundation for its proper application.
103  On Kant’s distinction between direct and indirect duties, see CPrR 93, MM 410, 457; cf. PCR 178, 182, and Figure AVII.1.
104  Following WP and GH for Kant’s Pfund (literally “pound”); GG has “capital,” but Kant’s reference to Matt. 25: 29 
(see note 10.105 immediately below) justifies using “talent.”
105  Matt. 25: 29 concludes the parable of the talents (25: 14–30) by quoting Jesus as saying: “For whoever has will be 
given more, and they will have an abundance. Whoever does not have, even what they have will be taken from them.”
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Kant interprets Jesus’ parable of the talents (see note 10.105) as a reminder that “the natural 
predisposition to the good” cannot be simply neglected, while one passively waits for “a higher 
moral influence.” Jesus’ parable warns that such “lazy confidence” will backfire, for even the 
little good that such a person does naturally accomplish will not count in his or her favor—
presumably  because such a person has not experienced the change of heart that overturns the 
radically evil human tendency to put self‐interest before respect for the moral law and there
fore does not actually love God.

4. Part One, Section One: (B) Jesus’ teachings on the afterlife

Having completed his long paragraph interpreting the moral core of Jesus’ teaching, Kant 
 concludes his “test” in Section One of Part One of the Fourth Piece (cf. R 156.24), designed to 
depict Christianity as a natural religion, by examining what Jesus had to say about the afterlife. 
He had previously claimed that a fatal flaw in Judaism was its lack of any necessary belief in an 
afterlife (see R 126). Such a flaw is fatal, for Kant, because belief in immortality is a crucial 
component of his previously defended theory of the “highest good” (see e.g., CPrR 122–4). In a 
nutshell, Kant’s theory of the highest good is that human beings must presuppose they are free 
in order to explain how morality works, that the question of what we ought to do can be 
answered independently of any appeal to God or religion, but that, having established what we 
ought to do, the question of why we should strive to be moral can be answered rationally only 
by postulating belief in an actual God and some form of future life, where people will experi
ence happiness in proportion to the extent of their virtue in this life.

Given the importance of immortality to Kant’s conception of the highest good, we should 
not be surprised that, after he interprets Jesus’ gospel as being thoroughly consistent with 
his moral theory, Kant devotes a new paragraph to demonstrating that Jesus also acknowl
edged the “natural” (i.e., rational) need for moral persons who have lived this life in a way 
that requires numerous “sacrifices of happiness” to be able to look forward to a better 
situation in the afterlife.

161.12–20
Now, concerning the expectation, very natural to the human being, of a lot appropriate in regard 

to happiness with the human being’s morals behavior, above all in view of a good many ⟨so man-
chen⟩ sacrifices of happiness ⟨letzteren⟩ that had to be undertaken on account of morals behavior 
⟨des ersteren⟩, he promises (5: 11, 12)106 for this a reward in a future world,107 but—in accordance 
with the diversity of the convictions in this behavior—of another kind ⟨auf andere Art⟩ to those 
who did their duty for the sake of the reward (or, for that matter, for ˻the sake of˼ absolution from 
a punishment /they\ incurred108) than to the better human beings, who performed it merely for its 
own sake.

106  Matt. 5: 11–12 concludes the “Beatitudes” by quoting Jesus as saying: “Blessed are you when people insult you, 
persecute you and falsely say all kinds of evil against you because of me. Rejoice and be glad, because great is your 
reward in heaven, for in the same way they persecuted the prophets who were before you.”
107  Following WP for Kant’s dafür Belohnung einer künftigen Welt (literally “for this a reward of a future world”); GH 
and GG have “a reward for such/these sacrifices in a future world.” WP 177n notes that the wording of Matt. 5: 12 (see 
note 10.106 immediately above) and the awkwardness of the literal meaning justifies inserting “in.” As written, Kant’s 
meaning would be that the future world is the reward.
108  Following WP for Kant’s verschuldeten; GH and GG have “(a) deserved (punishment).” This is the same word 
used in the first sentence of WIE: “self‐incurred minority” (WIE 35). Although the guilt is self‐incurred, the punish
ment Kant refers to here would presumably come in a future life, from God.
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Crucial to the way natural religion interprets “morals behavior” is the recognition that human 
“convictions” are of two disparate kinds: as Kant argued in the First Piece, good‐hearted people 
recognize the need to sacrifice their own happiness for the sake of moral behavior, while those 
who have not yet begun the struggle to overcome the effects of radical evil may do their duty 
from time to time, but only “for the sake of the reward”—or, even worse, merely to avoid the 
prospect of divine punishment. Kant interprets Jesus’ references to future reward in the Beatitudes 
(see note 10.106 above) as a confirmation that he understood this key rational distinction.

Turning beyond Matthew’s Gospel, to a rather odd parable in Luke where Jesus seems to 
compliment a self‐serving manager, Kant suggests a moral interpretation whereby even the 
evil‐hearted person, if only guided by reason, deserves a reward for doing good.

161.20–35
As for him who is ruled by self‐interest—˻by˼ the god of this world—if he, without disavowing 
⟨loszusagen⟩ it, only refines it through reason and extends ˻it˼ beyond the narrow boundary of the 
present, ˻he˼ is presented (Luke 16: 3–9)109 as one who defrauds that lord ⟨Herrn⟩ of his through 
/that lord’s\ own [rules]110 and wins from him sacrifices on behalf of duty. For if the thought occurs 
to him that some day, perhaps soon, he will after all have to leave this world, [and] that nothing of 
what he here possessed can he take along to the next, he readily decides to write off his account 
what he or his lord, self‐interest, had lawfully to demand [as] /payable\ here by111 needy human 
beings, and to provide himself for this as it were with instructions112 payable in another world. By 
this he proceeds indeed, as regards the incentive of such beneficent actions, more prudently than 
morallys, yet nonetheless in accordance with the morals law, at least according to its letter, and ˻he˼ 
may hope that this too may not remain unrequited to him.*

The shrewd manager in Jesus’ parable recognizes that he can still reap some benefit, even after 
being reprimanded, by sacrificing some of his own (and his rich master’s) self‐interest; Jesus 
draws from this the “eternal” implication that friendship is more important than money (see 
note 10.109). Kant, in turn, takes this as evidence that, although we appeal to prudence when 
drawing such maxims regarding the implications of our present actions for a possible future 
life, this practice is still commendable. For when this occurs the postulate of immortality has 
the laudable effect of leading an otherwise unethical person to conform their actions to “the 
morals law,” so that the law of self‐interest (i.e., radical evil) defeats itself.

To his provocative suggestion that an evil‐hearted person who nevertheless does good might 
deserve some eternal reward, Kant adds a footnote, arguing that, despite our ignorance of 
future events and the potential for abusing such a belief, believing that good deeds will be 
rewarded “in the world to come” is rational.

109  These seven verses form the heart of Jesus’ parable of the shrewd manager (Lk. 16: 1–15), where a manager who 
is about to be fired reduces the debts owed to his rich master so that the debtors will at least pay something. Jesus 
 commends such self‐interest, advising his followers (16: 9): “use worldly wealth to gain friends for yourselves, so that 
when it is gone, you will be welcomed into eternal dwellings.”
110  WP has “on his own” for Kant’s durch sich selbst; GH has “in his very person [as servant]” and GG “takes it upon 
himself ”—all placing the phrase after “who.” That Kant places this phrase immediatly after “Lord” (Herrn) suggests it 
may refer to such a person, as it were, beating self‐interest at its own game.
111  WP has “could … demand … from” for Kant’s an … zu fordern hatte; GH has “has … to exact from” and GG 
“could … require of.” By neglecting the fact that Kant makes a conceptual, if not also a grammatical, ellipsis that he 
wants us to fill with the word “payable ” (zahlbar), all three translators had to treat Kant’s an as if he had written the 
wrong preposition. Kant’s whole point is that a person who presumes to trade what is “payable here” for what is 
“payable in another world” is still ruled by self‐interest. In the sentence after the footnote, below (R 161.35), Kant uses 
the same expression, an Dürftigen, to describe the proper approach to helping the needy.
112  WP has “bonds” for Kant’s Anweisungen (a banking term used for a deposit slip or a transfer order); GH has “bills 
of exchange” and GG “transfer bills.”
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161n.36–37, 162n.29–37
*We know nothing about the future, nor ought we to investigate113 more than what stands in 

rationally moderated association114 with the incentives of morals and their purpose {162}. To 
this115 belongs also the belief that there is no good action which will not also have, for him who 
carries it out, its good consequence in the world to come; ˻that˼ hence the human being, however 
reprehensible he may find himself at the end of his life, must not allow this ⟨dadurch⟩ to keep him 
from performing at least one more good action which is within his capacity, and that in doing so 
⟨dabei⟩ he has cause to hope ˻that˼, according to the extent to which he harbors in it a pure and 
good  intention, the action ⟨sie⟩ will still be of greater worth than those deedless absolutions which, 
without contributing anything to a lessening of the guilt, are meant ⟨sollen⟩ to make up for116 the 
lack of good actions.

Belief in immortality can have an empowering effect on a person who, nearing death, regrets 
having lived in a “reprehensible” way. For even “one more good action” would suffice to give 
the person a rational hope that the “pure and good intention” behind this action might 
 outweigh a life of evil. Kant concludes his brief argument (developed in more detail in a foot
note, R 78n, added to R2) by pointing out that one such good deed would, at least, be far more 
valuable than the “deedless absolutions”117 that many foolishly count on to offset their guilt 
without any actual goodness.

The penultimate paragraph of the main text of Section One ends by pointing out the consis
tency between the view of rewards that Kant has just defended and the view of the final 
 judgment that Jesus proclaims in his shocking parable of the sheep and the goats.

161.35, 162.01–13
Compare with this what is said about beneficence toward needy /persons\ {162} from bare motives 
of duty (Matt. 25: 35–40),118 where those who provided help to the suffering without letting even 
the thought occur119 to them that something like this might also be worthy of a reward—and ˻that˼ 
through this they would perhaps, as it were, bind120 heaven to a reward—are declared by the judge 
of the world, precisely because they did it without any concern for a reward, to be ⟨für⟩ the /ones\ 
actually chosen for his kingdom. Thus we readily see that the teacher of the gospel, when he speaks 

113  WP has “search for” for Kant’s forschen; GH has “seek to know” and GG “look for.”
114  WP has “is rationally linked” for Kant’s in vernunftmäßiger Verbindung steht; GH has “stands in rational connec
tion” and GG “is rationally bound up.” By translating steht as “is,” WP and GG are unable to reflect the nuance of in 
vernunftmäßiger. On the function of ‐mäßig, cf. notes 0.34, 0.216, and 8.180.
115  That is: to the class of beliefs that are rationally linked with moral incentives, etc.
116  Following GG for Kant’s ersetzen; WP and GH have “compensate for.”
117  Here Kant is referring to “pseudoservice”: empty acts of worship conducted by those whose hearts remain mired 
in evil. For a discussion of the implications of Kant’s argument for the classical theological debate regarding the relative 
importance of faith versus works, see SP‐2007b; cf. note 11.123.
118  These six verses form the heart of Jesus’ parable of the sheep and the goats (Matt. 25: 31–46), where Jesus claims 
that the divine judge will condemn the “goats” (people who think they can get to heaven merely by performing acts of 
devotion to God) and will welcome into heaven the “sheep” (nonreligious people who help those in need). With the 
latter, Jesus imagines the judge as having the following conversation (25: 35–40): “‘For I was hungry and you gave me 
something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I needed 
clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you looked after me, I was in prison and you came to visit me.’ Then the 
righteous will answer him, ‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give you something to 
drink? When did we see you a stranger and invite you in, or needing clothes and clothe you? When did we see you sick 
or in prison and go to visit you?’ The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, whatever you did for one of the least of these 
brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.’”
119  WP has “allowing even the thought to occur” for Kant’s ohne sich auch nur in Gedanken kommen zu lassen; GH 
has “without the idea even entering … minds” and GG “without it even entering … minds.”
120  WP has “were … obligating” for Kant’s verbänden; GH has “obligated” and GG “were binding.”
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of the reward in the world to come, intended thereby to make it not an incentive of actions, but 
only (as a soul‐elevating presentation of the perfection of divine goodness and wisdom in guiding 
the human race) an object of the purest veneration, and of the greatest moral satisfaction, for a 
reason [that] judges the human being’s predetermination as a whole.

Jesus’ parable (see note 10.118 above) declares that at the last judgment God will condemn 
people who performed religious observances in the belief that they would thereby “bind 
heaven” to reward them (the “goats”), whereas those who instinctively helped “needy persons 
from bare motives of duty,” without even thinking about any possible reward, are judged to be 
“the ones actually chosen for” God’s kingdom. The point of the parable, clearly, is that reward 
in an afterlife is not to be a person’s “incentive” for moral action, but should be passively appre
ciated “as a soul‐elevating” expression of God’s perfect wisdom, encouraging us to trust God to 
guide us in our attempts to be good.

Has Kant been doing biblical theology here in Section One? His frequent references to bib
lical passages and his focus on giving moral interpretations give many readers the impression 
that he is contradicting his own claim, several years later (CF 8), that in Religion he performs 
no “appraisal” of Christianity. What we must keep in mind as we read this (and even more the 
next) section, however, is that Kant’s goal in Part One is to test a scripture for its natural and its 
scholarly or revealed content, respectively; it is not to pass judgment on the correct or incorrect 
way to view it from within the context of a visible church—a group of practicing believers, 
guided by scholarly interpreters to understand their religious faith in a particular way. To the 
latter he will turn his attention in Section Two and in Part Two (see Chapters 11–12 below). 
But for now let us examine his concluding paragraph of Section One for further evidence that 
he has no assessment in mind, at least at this point.

Section One ends with a paragraph that explains the section’s heading: the foregoing 
 evidence confirms that Christianity (insofar as this name refers to the gospel as preached by 
Jesus) passes the test by showing itself to be “a complete” natural religion, one that has universal 
appeal by being grounded on the one hand in the moral law (with its postulate of freedom) and 
on the other hand in the  postulates of God and immortality.

162.14–21
Here, then, is a complete religion that can be submitted to all human beings through their own 

reason comprehensibly and convincingly, [[and]] that has moreover been made vivid, by an 
example whose possibility and even necessity of being for us an archetype to be emulated (as far as 
human beings are capable of this), without either the truth of those teachings or the standing and 
dignity of the teacher needing any other [particular] authentication (for which ⟨dazu⟩ scholarship 
or miracles, which are not everyone’s thing,121 would be required).

Kant’s well‐known arguments against the possibility of proving through theoretical arguments 
that God exists boil down to the claim that God is not an object that can be presented in 
 intuition. So the claim here, that the teaching and example of Jesus provide us with a “vivid” (or 
an “intuitive,” anschaulich) grasp of “religion” (i.e., of the ideas of reason: God, freedom, and 
immortality), is highly significant. For the rational person, no “other authentication” is needed: 
the evidence provided by miracles and other historical truth claims that require scholarship for 
verification appeals only to a special subgroup of humanity.

Similarly, Kant continues, the many references to the Mosaic Law and the Gospels’ attempts 
to depict various Old Testament texts as typology that looked forward to Jesus’ coming 

121  Following WP for Kant’s nicht jedermanns Sache; GH and GG have “not matters for everyone,” but, as WP 178n 
explains, the German phrase is a colloquialism almost identical to the English idiom given here.
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( particularly prevalent in Matthew) are strategies adopted for the sake of making the message 
more appealing to its early listeners (cf. R 84).

162.21–28, 163.01
If there occur in it appeals ⟨Berufungen⟩ to older (Mosaic) legislation and typology,122 as if they 
were intended to serve the teacher ⟨ihm⟩ as confirmation, they ⟨diese⟩ were provided not for the 
truth of the suggested teachings themselves, but only for /their\ introduction among people 
attached wholly and blindly to what /is\ ⟨am⟩ old. Such an introduction ⟨welches⟩, among human 
beings whose heads—crammed with statutory dogmas—have become almost unreceptive to the 
rational religion, must always be much more difficult than if one had intended to bring this reli
gion ⟨sie⟩ to the reason of untutored but also uncorrupted ⟨unverdorbener⟩ {163} human beings.

Such measures of expediency are needed only for people who have been duped into believing 
that a set of “statutory dogmas” are necessary for salvation, and who have therefore become 
less receptive to the universal call of rational religion. Indeed, the latter would come much 
more naturally to people whose minds are “untutored”—uncluttered with morally optional 
details related only to a particular historical faith.

This final paragraph of Section One concludes by emphasizing that natural religion on its 
own needs no such appeal to local “prejudices” that require “careful interpretation,” since it is 
based on concepts and values that every person can readily understand.

163.01–07
Because of this, it also should not seem strange to anyone if he finds [[that]] a discourse accom
modating itself to the prejudices of that time [[is]], for the present age, enigmatic and in need of 
careful interpretation, even though it allows a doctrine of religion to shine through—and also 
repeatedly points to it explicitly—that must be understandable to every human being and 
 convincing [[to him]] without any employment of scholarship.

That the Gospels transmit a pure form of natural religion to us does not change the fact that 
scholarly interpretation is needed for those portions of the text that do appeal to  nonuniversal, 
historically bound issues. Having shown in Section One that the Christian Scriptures pass the 
test of natural religion, Kant turns his attention in Section Two to the task of testing how far 
these same Scriptures contain a religion that must be submitted to the  scrutiny of biblical 
scholars in order to be interpreted properly. The question that shapes that further inquiry, not 
only in Section Two of Part One, but also throughout Part Two, is: How can biblical theolo
gians do their job without contravening the principles of natural religion in such a way that the 
true service of God becomes a form of pseudoservice?

122  WP has “prior development” for Kant’s Vorbildung; GH and GG have “prefiguration.”
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1. Part One, Section Two: (A) Biblical scholarship as a means

Chapter 10 introduced us to Kant’s distinction between service and pseudservice of God, 
examined Kant’s two distinct ways of relating natural religion to revealed religion (i.e., 
according to either its basic subjective nature or its ability to be spread universally), and 
demonstrated that the required precepts of natural religion are evident in the New 
Testament accounts of Jesus’ teaching. As a pure rationalist, Kant thinks that natural reli-
gion is available to everyone and that one of the philosophical theologian’s main tasks is to 
call attention to this fact; he also allows that it could be regarded as a divine revelation, but, 
insofar as we regard it as such, the responsibility for its spread falls upon biblical theologians, 
whom he now also calls “scholars.” The focus in Section Two of Part One, entitled

163.08–09
Section Two

The Christian Religion as a Scholarly1 Religion

is on these scholars and how they can fulfill their task without destroying the natural  religion 
contained within the biblical text.

Section Two begins by explaining the crucial role played by biblical scholars: true religion 
must be universal (see R 101), yet the dogmas that define a historical faith are not naturally 
universal (i.e., they are not “cognized … through reason”); so people must trust scholars to 
communicate the “essential content” of each dogma in an “undistorted” way.

163.10–21
Insofar as a religion propounds, as necessary, dogmas that cannot be cognized as such through 
reason but ˻that˼ nonetheless are for all future times to be communicated undistorted2 (in terms of 
[their] essential content) to all human beings,3 it must be regarded (if one does not want to assume 

Learning Statutory Religion 
without Delusion

Part One, Section Two, and Part Two §§1–2  
( R 163–75)

11

1 Following WP for Kant’s gelehrte; GH and GG have “Learned.” See Glossary.
2 WP and GH have “uncorrupted” for Kant’s unverfälscht; GG has “unadulterated.” Note that verfälscht means 
“falsify” or “distort,” and Kant is referring here to dogmas, not precious metals or (necessarily) moral maxims.
3 Following GG for Kant’s allen Menschen; GH has “to all men,” while WP omits these words.
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a continual miracle of revelation) as a sacred property entrusted to the care of the scholars. For, 
although initially ⟨anfangs⟩, accompanied by miracles and deeds,4 it was able to gain access 
everywhere ⟨allenthalben⟩ even in regard to what is indeed not confirmed through reason, yet the 
very report of these miracles, together with ⟨zusammt⟩ the teachings that required confirmation 
through this /report\,5 will in subsequent time6 have need of7 a written, documentary, and 
unchangeable admonition of the progeny.8

As Kant argued in R 113–4, individual feeling is an illegitimate alternative to the two genuinely 
trustworthy ways of interpreting scripture; feeling would be legitimate only if “a continual miracle 
of revelation” occurred. The two legitimate interpreters of scripture, by contrast, require either 
(for philosophical theologians) no appeal to miracles or (for biblical theologians) an appeal 
to miracles only “initially,” as a concession to those who would not believe without a display of 
“signs and wonders” (cf. note 11.4). In the generation following Jesus’ ministry, verbal reports of 
his teachings and deeds were the only basis for spreading the new faith; but, as the new faith grew 
in the aftermath of Jesus’ death (cf. note 11.6), the early Christians realized that they had to 
preserve these reports in writing. This, in turn, gave rise to the need for scholarly interpreters.

Following this brief reminder of how biblical theologians became necessary (nöthig), 
Kant provides a belated definition of “faith” by linking it to a set of religious precepts.

163.22–35
Acceptance of the precepts of a religion is preferably9 called faith (fides sacra).10 We shall therefore 

have to regard the Christian faith on the one hand as a pure rational faith, [and] on the other as a 
revelation faith (fides statutaria).11 Now, the first can be regarded as a /faith\ freely accepted by 
everyone (fides elicita),12 the second as a commanded faith (fides imperata).13 Everyone can 
through his reason convince himself of the evil of what15 lies in the human heart and from which 
no one is free,14 of the impossibility of ever considering oneself justified before God by one’s 

4 Kant’s Thaten (“deeds”) is alluding here to what is nowadays often called “signs and wonders,” on the basis of texts 
such as Acts 2: 22, where Peter is quoted as exclaiming: “Fellow Israelites, listen to this: Jesus of Nazareth was a man 
accredited by God to you by miracles, wonders and signs, which God did among you through him, as you yourselves 
know.” The LB has mit Taten und Wundern und Zeichen for the italicized words in the above quote. Significantly, as 
Kant was no doubt aware, Jesus himself explicitly criticized those who depend on “miracles, wonders, and signs,” 
because these can be falsified (e.g., Matt. 24: 24; Mk. 13: 22; Jn. 4: 48).
5 Following WP and GH for Kant’s dieselbe; GG has “them,” taking Kant’s singular pronoun as referring to “miracles” 
(Wundern).
6 Following WP for Kant’s in der Folge der Zeit; GH and GG have “with/in the passage of time,” but this is unlikely to 
be Kant’s intended meaning. While in der Folge typically means “subsequent(ly),” it can also refer to an event’s 
consequence or aftermath—i.e., “in the aftermath of the time.”
7 WP has “will … need” for Kant’s wird … nöthig haben; GH has “requires” and GG “would … necessitate.”
8 WP and GH have “instruction of posterity” for Kant’s Belehrung der Nachkommenschaft, but this makes little sense; 
GG’s “instruction to posterity” is better but Kant uses the genitive, not the dative. Kant’s concern here is with religious 
education: for those who share a common tradition, a scripture is the best basis for admonishing the offspring to follow 
in the way of the parents; depending on a new miracle of revelation in each new generation would risk compromising 
the universality of the true church.
9 WP and GG have “preeminently” for Kant’s vorzüglicher Weise (literally “[in the] preferred fashion”); GH has “par 
excellence.”
10 “Holy faith” (Lat.).
11 “Statutory faith” (Lat.).
12 “Elicited/enticed faith” (Lat.). See also R 164.15, below.
13 “Commanded/ordered faith” (Lat.).
14 WP and GH have “which” for Kant’s was; GG has “that”. Kant is not saying that evil itself resides in the human 
heart, but that what resides in the human heart (i.e., its propensity) is evil. The whole sentence alludes to Rom. 3: 10: 
“No one is righteous, no not one.”
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lifestyle and nonetheless of the necessity of such a righteousness valid before God ⟨ihm⟩, of the 
unsuitability15 of an [alleged] compensation18 for failing16 uprightness by means of17 church 
observances and pious slavish services and, on the contrary, of the irremissible obligation to 
become a new human being; and to convince oneself of this pertains to18 religion.

This second paragraph takes a step back by once again rehearsing the difference between 
Sections One and Two of Part One, but now Kant grounds the distinction in Religion’s fore-
going arguments: faith is rational if every person can discover its precepts in his or her own 
reason and is therefore free to accept or reject them; faith based on statutory precepts con-
veyed through revelation, by contrast, must be “commanded.” Kant’s account of his first 
experiment has argued that any rational person will recognize three basic truths: in the First 
Piece, that “no one is free” of the evil propensity that besets “the human heart”; in the Second 
Piece, that, because our “lifestyle” can never be deemed sufficiently good to justify us in the 
face of divine righteousness, we must appeal to something more (i.e., the inward moral con-
viction that arises out of a change of heart); and, in the Third Piece, that the role of a church 
is to assist people in fulfilling their “irremissible obligation to” experience such a religious 
conversion, whereas the “slavish services” of “church observances” are useless if one believes 
that they compensate for the “failing uprightness” that we all exhibit. The arguments 
composing Kant’s first experiment aim to establish these conclusions quite apart from any 
appeal to Christian doctrine.19

Having specified three basic elements of rational faith as unearthed by the first experiment, 
Kant devotes the third paragraph of Section Two to clarifying the focus of revelation faith: it is 
“built upon facts,” thus giving the second experiment its distinctiveness.

164.01–11
{164} But from the point where the Christian teaching is built upon facts, rather than upon bare 

concepts of reason, it is called no longer merely the Christian religion, but the Christian faith, 
which has been laid at the basis of a church. The service of a church consecrated to such a faith 
is therefore two‐sided: on the one side, it is the service ⟨derjenige⟩ that must be rendered to the 
church ⟨ihr⟩ according to the historical faith; on the other side, ˻it is the service˼ that is due to it 
according to the practical and moral faith of reason. In the Christian church, neither of the two 
/services\ can be separated from the other as self‐existing on its own ⟨allein⟩: the second not from 
the first, because the Christian faith ˻is˼ a religious faith; the first not from the second, because it 
is a scholarly faith.

15 WP has “uselessness” for Kant’s Untauglichkeit; GH and GG have “futility.”
16 WP has “the lacking” for Kant’s ermangelnde; GH has “the … which is lacking” and GG “the lack of.” WP translates 
every other occurrence of the verbal form of ermangeln with a form of “fail,” which also fits well in this context: as Kant 
surely knew, Christian doctrine claims we do not merely lack righteousness, but utterly fail to obtain it.
17 WP has “compensating for … by” for Kant’s Ersatzmittels für … durch; GH and GG have “substituting for.” All 
three ignore the impact of Kant’s ‐mittels, which together with durch means “by means of.”
18 WP, GG, and GH have “is part of ” for Kant’s gehört zur. WP normally translates gehört zu as “pertains to” or 
“belongs to.”
19 This passage aptly illustrates why it is crucial to distinguish carefully between Kant’s two experiments, rather than 
to conflate them as in PID (see note 0.189). It might also be taken as evidence for the claim (in FDR) that Kant’s first 
experiment stops at the end of the Third Piece (cf. note 10.46). However, the fact that Kant here focuses only on his 
prior establishment of key first‐experiment conclusions does not mean that those same parts of the book do not also 
deal with their relation to Christian doctrine (e.g., original sin, salvation through divine grace, and ecclesiology). Nor 
does it mean that here in the Fourth Piece he is not continuing to develop a final stage of his first‐experiment argument 
(as I argue in PCR VII.3.ii).
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Insofar as Christianity is a genuine religion as well as a historical faith, the service conducted 
by its churches must be “two‐sided” in precisely the way Kant’s second experiment is designed 
to assess: all historical–factual elements must be inextricably tied to pure rational elements. 
From the point of view of the second experiment, it is no more appropriate to reduce religion 
to nothing but moral actions than it is for churches to treat ritualistic observances as sufficient 
for salvation. Kant never tires of insisting on the latter point, but this passage is one of the relatively 
few places where he clearly insists on the former as well. In keeping with the strictures placed 
on philosophical theologians in the first Preface, he reminds his fellow philosophers that their 
colleagues in the theology faculty are to be respected as fulfilling a necessary function in the 
moral development of the human race: their scholarship protects the faith that aptly clothes 
and consecrates the “bare concepts of reason.”

Whereas religion as defined at the outset of Part One is explicitly subjective, the scholar-
ship that must accompany any revelation faith, insofar as it focuses on historical issues, is 
objective.

164.12–25
The Christian faith as a scholarly faith relies upon history and, insofar as scholarship (objec-

tively) lies at its basis, it is not a faith [that is] intrinsically free and derived from insight into 
adequate theoretical bases of proof (fides elicita). If it were a pure rational faith, then—20even 
though the moral laws upon which, as a faith in a divine lawgiver, it is based, command uncondi-
tionally—it would still have to be regarded as a free faith: just like21 it was presented in Section 
One. Indeed, even as a historical faith, if only [having] faith were not made a duty, it would be able 
to be a theoretically free faith, if everyone were scholarly. But if it is to hold for everyone, even ˻for˼ 
the unscholarly person, then it is not merely a commanded faith but also /one that\ obeys the 
command blindly, i.e., without investigation as to whether indeed it is really a divine command 
(fides servilis).22

The objectivity of scholarship could be “intrinsically free” only if biblical theologians were able 
to provide “adequate theoretical bases of proof ” for the dogmas of faith; but as Kant argued in 
CPR’s Dialectic, this is impossible. The only fides elicita (see note 11.12 above), the only proper 
way to coax faith from people while remaining rational, has practical bases—as argued in 
CPrR’s Dialectic. Kant’s point here, in the fourth paragraph of Section Two, is not—as has often 
been wrongly claimed (see, e.g., note 0.116)—to force biblical theologians to adopt the 
philosophical principles of pure rational faith; for he explicitly states that this would be to 
reduce the topic of Section Two to that of Section One (i.e., natural religion). The biblical theo-
logian’s job is not to teach pastors or their congregants about the postulates of practical reason 
(e.g., about rational “faith in a divine lawgiver”), but to spread the good news of God’s break-
through into history with “everyone.” The problem is that the only effective way to do this in 
situations where some people are “unscholarly” is to portray faith as “a duty,” and this is why 
scholarship inevitably gives rise to blind fides servilis. Only in a situation where everyone is 
educated could scholarship retain its properly theoretical emphasis and yet be a “free faith,” 
because in that situation alone could the notion that belief is a duty be dropped.

Kant elucidates the distinction between elicita and servilis in the fifth paragraph by com-
paring “unscholarly” believers to a “convoy” or “train” of soldiers, scholars being charged with 
the task of defending it from either the front or the rear.

20 WP places this dash after “laws,” but this separates the subject (“laws”) from its verb (“commands”). Kant’s German 
has only a series of commas, no dashes.
21 WP and GH have “and … thus” for Kant’s wie … auch; GH has “and … thus” and GG “in the way … also.”
22 “Servile/slavish faith” (Lat.). On fides elicita, see note 11.12 above.
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164.26–37, 165.01
However, in the Christian doctrine of revelation one can by no means start from unconditional 

faith in revealed propositions (/propositions\ inherently ⟨für sich⟩ hidden to reason) and have the 
scholarly cognition follow upon it, perhaps merely as a safeguard against an enemy attacking the 
rear convoy;23 for then the Christian faith would be not merely a fides imperata but even a ˻fides˼ 
servilis. This /doctrine\ ⟨Er⟩ must, therefore, always be taught at least as fides historice elicita;24 i.e., 
in it as revealed dogmatics, scholarship had to constitute not the rearguard but the vanguard, and 
the small number of scriptural scholars (clerics), who also can by no means ⟨durchaus … nicht⟩ 
dispense with profane scholarliness, would drag behind it the long convoy25 of the unscholarly 
(laypersons), who are inherently uninformed [about]26 Scripture (and to whom belong even the 
cosmopolitan regents) {165}. —

Though the precise details of his “convoy” metaphor are rather obscure, Kant is obviously chal-
lenging the wisdom of any biblical theologian who tries to protect the obedient progression of 
unscholarly believers by imposing on them “revealed propositions” that must be accepted 
from the outset: biblical scholars should instead put themselves in the position of “the rear 
convoy,” defending their revealed dogmatics from any doubts expressed as to its veracity. 
(Similarly, an army doctor takes up the rear in order to treat injured soldiers; see note 11.23.) 
Because this rear position seems insufficient to protect the spiritual soldiers under their care, 
biblical scholars usurp a position that does not belong to them, at the front of the battalion of 
churchgoers. They thus turn those who have freely shown allegiance to the divine command 
(fides imperata) into slaves (fides servilis), forcing them to follow the leader by affirming what-
ever interpretations their favorite scholars give to the biblical text—a metaphor that Nietzsche 
took up nearly a century later as the basis for his critique of master–slave morality.

The fifth paragraph continues, following a dash, by drawing this part of Kant’s argument to 
an initial conclusion: the only way to avoid exchanging the proper positions of the “rear 
convoy” and the main convoy of religious soldiers is for biblical theologians to respect the divi-
sion of the faculties, as proposed in the first Preface, by allowing natural religion (and therefore 
philosophical theologians, as its interpreters) to play its proper role at the front of the spiritual 
battlefield.

165.01–07
Now, if this is not to happen, then universal human reason in a natural religion must be  recognized 
and honored in Christian dogmatics as the supreme commanding principle, but the doctrine of 
revelation, upon which a church is founded and which requires scholars as interpreters and pre-
servers, ˻must be˼ loved and cultivated as a bare means, though an extremely valuable  
/one\, for providing the natural religion ⟨der ersteren⟩ with comprehensibility, even to the igno-
rant, and ˻with˼ proliferation and permanence.

The theologians responsible for shaping Christian dogmatics should acknowledge that natural 
religion, by appealing to what is genuinely “universal” in “human reason,” provides “the 

23 WP and GG have “rear train” for Kant’s Nachzug; GH has “from the rear.” While Zug means “train,” in Kant’s day 
it did not refer to what we call a “train” today, because the world’s first railway journey took place in 1804, just a few 
days after Kant’s death. As WP 180n explains, Kant is referring to the rear section of a line of soldiers (i.e., a convoy). 
Because this Nachzug portion of a battalion marched at the rear, guarding against attacks from behind, its task often 
included taking care of the dead and injured.
24 “Historically elicited/enticed faith” (Lat.); cf. note 11.12. On the two previous Latin phrases, see notes 11.13 and 
22 above.
25 WP, GG, and GH translate Kant’s Zug literally, as “train”; but cf. note 11.23 above.
26 Following GG for Kant’s unkundig; WP has “uninformed with,” and GH has “ignorant of.”
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supreme commanding principle” of faith; the fides imperata must therefore be philosophical. 
This need not detract in the least from the love and concern one shows for cultivating the 
doctrines that are unique to one’s own (revealed) tradition. Rather, only when biblical scholars 
(especially those who also serve as ministers—a caring role that Kant explicitly aligns, in CF 
and elsewhere, with that of doctors and lawyers) recognize that their core task is not to enforce 
belief in revealed propositions but to help make the moral core of Jesus’ message graspable 
“even to the ignorant”—only then can they fulfill their proper function “as a bare means” to the 
“proliferation” of true religion throughout the world.

2 Part One, Section Two: (B) Christian Judaism as prudential

Kant’s argument in Section Two of Part One shifts gear at this point, from an attempt to defend 
the role of biblical scholars as both necessary and legitimate, to an analysis (in paragraph six) 
of why biblical theologians nevertheless tend to have a negative effect on church life and (in 
paragraphs seven and eight) why the traditional linkage between Christianity and Judaism 
only exacerbates this problem. He begins by relating both the “convoy” metaphor and his 
redefinition of faith, as grounded in one of two possible principles, to his earlier distinction 
between true service and pseudoservice.

165.08–17
This is the true service of the church under the dominion of the good principle; that /service\, 

however, where revelation faith is to precede religion ˻is˼ pseudoservice, through which the moral 
order is entirely reversed and what is only means ˻is˼ commanded unconditionally (as if as ⟨gleich als⟩ 
a purpose). Faith in propositions of which the unscholarly person can assure himself neither 
through reason nor ˻through˼ Scripture (inasmuch as the latter ⟨diese⟩ would first of all27 have to 
be authenticated) would be made an absolute duty (fides imperata)28 and would thus be elevated, 
along with ⟨sammt⟩ other observances linked with it, to the rank of being a sanctifying faith even 
without moral determining bases of actions [and] as a slavish service. —

True service occurs whenever we put the good principle first, as the convoy that protects the 
progression of the unscholarly from the attacks of evil; pseudoservice occurs if “the moral 
order is entirely reversed,” the contingent means (i.e., the revealed propositions of Scripture 
that convey natural religion, as summarized in Section One; see §§10.3–4) being treated as if it 
were an end in itself, an unconditional command. This reversal inevitably leads to false ser-
vice because the wrong thing is identified as “an absolute duty”: unscholarly persons are led to 
believe that their salvation depends on faith in the truth of revealed propositions—a tendency 
that is evident even today, with fundamentalist churches typically specifying biblical inerrancy 
at or near the top of their doctrinal statement. This not only discourages typical churchgoers 
from using their own reason to authenticate their faith; it also opens the door to various other, 
nonmoral “observances” being treated as necessary for salvation.

Whereas Kant had explained in Section One (R 157; cf. 152–3) that everyone who has pure 
rational faith forms an invisible church made up of servants but no officials, the sixth para-
graph here in Section Two continues after the dash by making the opposite point: if a church 
founded on revelation faith reverses the proper order of principles, it ends up having officials 
but no servants.

27 WP has “in the first place” for Kant’s allererst, placing it awkwardly at the end of the parenthetical phrase; GG and 
GH have “first.”
28 See note 11.13 above. For Kant, this type of faith is appropriate only for natural religion.
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165.17–34
A church founded upon this second ⟨letztere⟩ principle does not actually have servants (ministri),29 
as ˻does˼ the /church\ with the first structure, but ˻has˼ commanding high officials (officiales).30 
Even if these (as in a Protestant church) do not appear in hierarchical splendor as spiritual officials 
clothed with external control, and even protest against this with words, yet in fact /they\ ˻do˼ want 
to be regarded as the unique31 called interpreters of a Holy Scripture, after having robbed pure 
rational religion of the dignity, [which is] due to it, of always being that Scripture’s ⟨derselben⟩ 
highest interpreter, and having commanded scriptural scholarship to be used solely on behalf of 
church faith. In this way they transform service of the church (ministerium)32 into a domination of 
its members (imperium),33 even though, in order to conceal this presumption, they employ the 
modest title of the former. But this domination, which would have been easy for reason,34 costs 
⟨kommt … zu stehen⟩ the church ⟨ihr⟩ dearly, namely in the expenditure of great scholarship. For, 
“blind in regard to nature, it pulls down all antiquity over its head and buries itself under it.”35—

Kant takes it as granted that the Roman Catholic church, with its hierarchical order of priests 
culminating in a pope who at some points in history also held considerable political power, is 
a top‐down organization run by governing officials, not a community of equals under the 
self‐governance of a ministerium. Because the Protestant church claims to foster the latter 
type of community, with each member therefore being capable of genuinely serving God, 
Kant focuses on the subtle deception that occurs when so‐called “servants” end up exercising 
just as much despotic control over the people by portraying themselves “as the unique called 
interpreters of a Holy Scripture.” The yoke of interpreting Scripture morally, as Jesus did, is 
“easy for reason,” because natural religion is evident even to the unscholarly (see note 11.34); 
but when educated clerics try to usurp that authority, it ends in disaster. Biblical scholars who 
put themselves forward as the only true interpreters remind Kant of the biblical story of 
Samson who, though blinded and weak, manages to pull down the pillars of the temple, 
killing himself and thousands of enemy worshippers in the process (see note 11.35). Similarly, 
Protestant ministers entertain the laity, blindly imposing the heavy burden of text‐based 
duties, yet remain unaware of destroying the pillars that hold up the natural religion at the 
Bible’s heart. Such an approach to religious education stands in sharp contrast to the easy 
yoke Kant sees Jesus promoting, for Christianity’s “founder speaks not in the quality of a 
commander demanding obedience to his will, but in that of a friend of humanity who appeals 
to the hearts of his fellow human beings on behalf of their own well‐understood will” (EAT 
338; cf. Jn. 15: 14).

29 “Servants,” “attendants,” “agents,” or “accomplices” (Lat.); cf. note 10.67.
30 “Officials” (Lat.); see note 10.68.
31 WP and GH have “only” for Kant’s einigen; GG has “exclusive.” See note 7.159. Given that einigen also means 
“united,” this passage resonates with Kant’s call for genuine unity in the first Preface (R 10). Clerics ruin such unity‐
in‐diversity when they portray themselves as the scholars who are uniquely capable of interpreting the text.
32 Latin for “ministry”; see note 10.67 below.
33 “(Military) command,” “authority,” “supreme power/rule,” or “empire” (Lat.).
34 Kant is alluding here to Matt. 11: 25–30, where Jesus, having just denounced several towns that were not receptive 
to his message, prays in front of a crowd in (lowly) Galilee, thanking God (11: 25b) “because you have hidden these 
things from the wise and learned, and revealed them to little children.” He concludes with the oft‐quoted claim (11: 30): 
“For my yoke is easy and my burden is light.” That Kant himself uses the word “yoke” (Joch) in a footnote added just 
three sentences below, then quotes the verse itself in Part Two of the Fourth Piece (R 179n), is further evidence that he 
had this verse in mind even at this point.
35 While GH 153n and GG 467n both declare the source of this quote to be unknown, WP 182n traces it to an online 
anthology that includes excerpts from Young 1759; in the original edition of the latter book, the quotation appears on 
page 80, following a reference to Samson, who was blind (Jud. 16: 21) when he pulled down the pillars of the temple, 
killing himself and thousands of his Philistine captors (16: 23–30).
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The sixth paragraph ends with a sentence introducing Kant’s discussion of the implications 
of this perversion of the proper ordering of religious principles, as conducted in the two 
remaining paragraphs of Section Two—the first point being that church officials tend to treat 
a procedure that was genuinely prudent for the early church as if it were a universally valid 
“component” (Stück) defining religion’s rational core.

165.34–37, 166.01–07
The course that things take, once brought to these terms ⟨auf diesen Fuß gebracht⟩, is the following:

First, the procedure prudently observed by the first proliferators36 of Christ’s teaching, to pro-
cure for it access among their people ⟨Volk⟩, is taken to be {166} a component of the religion 
itself, holding for all times and peoples, so that one was to ⟨sollte⟩ believe [that] every Christian 
must be a Jew whose Messiah has come; however, it ⟨womit⟩ does not well cohere with this that, 
after all, he is actually not bound to any law of Judaism (as statutory); ˻he˼ nevertheless would 
have to37 accept faithfully37 the entire holy book of this people as a revelation that is divine, given 
to all human beings.†—

As previously suggested (R 128), Kant has no objection to the tendency of early (Jewish) 
Christians to see Jesus’ new religion as an outgrowth of Judaism, whereby being Christian was 
presented as a new way of being Jewish (with Jesus as the fulfillment of the hoped‐for Messiah), 
as long as one does not universalize what was merely a prudent means of proliferating a new 
faith; doing the latter leads to an incoherent position. For if every Christian had to be a Jew, 
then Christians would need to accept the entire Jewish Bible as a universally valid divine 
revelation (even though, ironically, Jews see their laws as applicable only to themselves); 
yet the New Testament clearly states that Christians are not bound by Jewish statutory laws 
(see e.g., Rom. 14).

At this point in R2 Kant inserts a new footnote in which he refers to a contemporary Jewish 
philosopher who had argued that Jews have no need to convert to Christianity and interprets 
his own position (rather loosely) as defending essentially the same view: that the claims of 
Christians to encompass Jewish religion within their own faith are irrelevant to pure moral 
religion.

166n.20–33
†Mendelssohn38 uses this weak side of the customary way of presenting Christianity in a very 

skillful way to reject completely any solicitation39 of religious conversion made to a son of 
Israel. For, he said, since even by the admission ⟨Geständnisse⟩ of the Christians the Jewish 
faith is the lowest floor upon which Christianity rests as the upper [floor], this would be tanta-
mount to expecting39 of someone that he break off the ground floor in order to settle down in 
the second story. His true opinion, however, shines through fairly clearly. He means ⟨will 
sagen⟩: If you yourselves first clear Judaism out of your religion40 (in historical dogmatics it 

36 WP has “disseminators” for Kant’s Ausbreitern; GH and GG have “propagators.”
37 WP has “allegedly must in his faith” for Kant’s gläubig … müsse; GH has “is none the less supposed to be faithfully” 
and GG “must … on faith.”
38 Moses Mendelssohn (1729–1786), with whom Kant frequently corresponded in his younger years, was one of the 
major thinkers of the German Enlightenment prior to Kant. For details, see Pluhar’s informative footnote (WP 
182–3n).
39 WP has “demand … to demanding” for Kant’s Ansinnen … zumuthen; GH has “demand … the demand” and GG 
“suggestion … suggestion.” While these two words do refer to the same claim, they are far from being synonymous. 
See notes 3.171, 8.86, and 8.143.
40 Kant is paraphrasing Matt. 7: 5, where Jesus is quoted as saying to those who judge others: “You hypocrite, first 
take the plank out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly to remove the speck from your brother’s eye.”
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may always remain as an antiquity), then we will be able to take your proposal under delibera-
tion. (In fact, presumably no other religion would then remain than purely moral /religion\ 
unmingled with statutes.) Our burden is not lightened in the least by casting off the yoke of 
external observances41 if another is imposed ⟨aufgelegt⟩ on us in its stead, namely that of confes-
sions of faith in sacred history, /a yoke\ that weighs down the conscientious person much more 
severely. —

The metaphor Kant attributes to Mendelssohn42 seems humorous at first, but it suffers from a 
logical flaw. If Christians claim to build their house of faith on top of the house of Judaism, 
then a Jewish convert would not be required to “break off the ground floor” and somehow live 
in a “second story” that had nothing beneath it. Kant’s position (i.e., that true Christianity is 
entirely set apart from its historical Jewish roots), by contrast, would have precisely this impli-
cation. If Mendelssohn regarded himself as arguing against Kant when he defended himself 
against a critic who had solicited his conversion (see note 11.42), then Kant’s response is 
deeply ironic: he paraphrases the words of Jesus (cf. note 11.40 above) to portray Mendelssohn 
as telling Christians to stop being hypocritical: Kant’s point is that Jews have no reason to 
convert to Christianity if they are merely exchanging one set of laborious “observances” for 
another; but, if Christians would clearly grasp the pure moral “eye” of their religion, removing 
the statutory “plank” from this core position (though allowing such observances to remain, as 
historical antiquities), then perhaps right‐thinking Jews such as Mendelssohn would be 
more likely to consider Christianity as a genuinely new option. Kant’s version of the 
Christian “proposal” (i.e., pure religious faith as the ideal version of the Christian “upper” 
floor) would dispense altogether with any “ground floor,” as “no other religion would then 
remain.” But in the less‐than‐ideal world where we still need “historical dogmatics” (as a 
ground floor), Jews should not be required to abandon their traditions, if they are able to 
see “moral teachings” of rational religion as their core—a possibility Kant explicitly allows 
for at R 128.02, albeit somewhat reluctantly. His main argument here is a reductio ad ab-
surdum against Christians who seek to convert Jews not to rational religion but from one 
historical faith to another.

The footnote continues, after the dash, by conveying one of the most affirmative messages 
regarding Judaism in all of Religion.

166n.34–39
Incidentally, the holy books of this people will probably always remain preserved and respected, 
even if not on behalf of religion then still for scholarship, because the history of no other people 
dates back, with any ⟨einigem⟩ semblance of credibility, as far as this one, to epochs of prehistory43 
into which all profane history familiar to us can be placed (even up to the beginning of the world), 
and thus the great void that profane history ⟨jene⟩ must leave behind is yet filled in by something 
⟨wodurch⟩.

41 See note 11.34 above.
42 Mendelssohn’s comment was a response to an anonymous review (by A. F. Cranz) of his 1782 book Jerusalem oder 
die religiöse Macht und Judentum (see Mendelssohn 2001). Cranz had introduced the house metaphor in alleging that 
Mendelssohn’s reasoning about religion had already compromised his faith in Judaism and moved him closer to 
Christianity, so that he might as well just become a Christian. Mendelssohn’s reply (82–3 [21–6]) adopts the house 
metaphor, arguing that, if Christianity is really built on the “cornerstones” (Ecksteine) of Judaism, then to convert from 
Judaism would undermine the “security” of Christianity. Mendelssohn also refers to Jesus’ yoke metaphor (129 
[129–31]).
43 Following GG for Kant’s Vorzeit; WP and GH have “antiquity,” but Kant is referring here to epochs before (nonbiblical) 
ancient history. The use of “antiquity” in the preceding quoted passage translates Kant’s Antiquität.
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If scholarship as such is in view, then the Hebrew Bible deserves the highest respect as the 
source of invaluable “sacred history.” It should be preserved for its usefulness in filling the void 
that is necessarily left by “profane history,” which can never go back to “prehistory,” much less 
to “the beginning of the world”—a topic Kant had written on with considerable interest in 
1786 (cf. CBHH).

After the dash, the main text of the seventh paragraph resumes Kant’s discussion of the 
Hebrew Bible by observing that, despite the value it has for “historical science overall,” “this 
book’s authenticity” suffers from a “great difficulty” that even its association with Christianity 
and a “scholarly public” cannot solve.

166.07–19, 167.01–06
Now, with this book’s authenticity (which is far from being proved by the fact ⟨dadurch⟩ that 
passages from the /book\ ⟨demselben⟩, indeed the entire sacred history occurring in it, are 
used in the books of the Christians for the sake of this their purpose)44 there is ⟨setzt es⟩ 
instantly45 great difficulty. Before Christianity’s beginning and even its already considerable 
advance, Judaism ˻had˼ not yet entered the scholarly public, i.e., /it\ ˻was˼ not yet familiar to the 
scholarly contemporaries of other peoples, its history not yet monitored, as it were;46 and thus 
its holy book was brought to historical credibility because of its antiquity ⟨Alterthums⟩. 
Meanwhile, even conceding this /credibility\,47 it is not enough to be aware of the book ⟨es⟩ in 
translations and to transmit /it\ thus to [one’s] progeny; rather, for the security of the church 
faith based on the book ⟨dadrauf⟩ it is required also that for all future time and {167} in all 
peoples there be scholars who are informed [about]48 the Hebrew language (as far as this is 
possible in a language ⟨einer solchen⟩ of which one has only a single book); and surely it ought 
to be not merely a concern of historical science overall, but one on which hangs human salva-
tion,49 that there are men sufficiently informed [about] that /language\ ⟨derselben⟩ to secure 
the true religion for the world.

That the Christian Bible adopts large portions of the Hebrew Bible as its own, the New Testament 
quoting specific passages to portray Jesus as the fulfillment of Jewish prophecies, does not by 
itself authenticate the older text. The expression “scholarly public” refers here to scholars from 
different cultures; because the Hebrew Bible had not been well known outside of Jewish culture, 
the history it conveys lacked credibility until Christianity adopted portions of it and spread 
them throughout the world. This fact, in itself, does not legitimize the credibility of the Hebrew 
Bible; but even if we were to grant such credibility, Kant argues with a considerable degree of 

44 That is, Christians use the Hebrew books collected in their Old Testament to authenticate the story of Jesus, 
claiming it as a fulfillment of prophecies. Kant’s point in this parenthetical insertion is that, ironically, such usage does 
nothing to legitimate the authenticity of the original Hebrew texts.
45 WP has “immediately” for Kant’s sogleich; GH omits this word and GG has “at once.”
46 Following WP by inserting a semicolon before Kant’s und so. GH and GG read the following phrase as a continu-
ation of Kant’s foregoing description of what had not yet occurred, when Christianity came on the scene: GH does so 
by adding a “not” and GG by removing a “not” that is in the text. WP’s semicolon is justified by the fact that Kant uses 
a separate nicht for each of the first three clauses, but no nicht after the und so. This does give the impression that, 
contrary to the GH/GG reading, Kant is saying that Christianity brought “historical credibility” to the Hebrew Bible, 
“because of its antiquity.”
47 WP has “even granting this antiquity” for Kant’s dieses auch eingeräumt (literally “this even conceded”), but what 
Kant is conceding to Christians here is not so much the antiquity of the Jewish Bible as its credibility; GH has “apart 
from this” and GG “even if this were all sorted out,” but these loose translations of “eingeräumt” are required only 
because GH and GG misread the previous phrase (see note 11.46 above).
48 WP has “versed in” for Kant’s kundig; GH has “familiar with” and GG “knowledgable in.”
49 WP and GG have “the salvation of humankind” for Kant’s die Seligkeit der Menschen; GH has “the salvation of 
mankind.”
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irony (if not sarcasm) that, if one’s religious faith is grounded on history rather than reason (and 
if true religion must be universal, as claimed at R 101), then one is left with the “great difficulty” 
of training scholars from every culture around the world to learn Hebrew, so that this all‐important 
portion of Scripture does not need to be interpreted only in translation.

We must recall that Kant was writing at a time when Hebrew was virtually a dead language: 
since no Jewish state existed, Jews spoke the language of whatever culture they had adopted; 
Hebrew was rarely spoken outside the context of reading and learning the Jewish Scriptures. 
Kant’s argument here is therefore a reductio ad absurdum: if it is right to allow biblical scholar-
ship to lead the way in teaching true religion to humanity, and if Christianity together with its 
Jewish roots constitutes the sacred history that all true believers must honor, then the spread of 
true religion can succeed only if scholars are trained to read Hebrew in every culture around 
the world; this not only is impractical but arguably amounts to cultural imperialism, though 
the same problem does not arise if pure rational faith is prioritized instead.

Section Two concludes with the eighth paragraph, arguing that Christian scholarship suffers 
from a credibility problem not unlike that of Judaism, due to the gap between the key events 
and the time when their written record became available to a “scholarly public.”

167.07–18
The Christian religion has, to be sure, a similar fate ⟨Schicksal⟩ to the extent that, although even 

under the eyes of a scholarly people its ⟨derselben⟩ sacred events occurred publicly, nevertheless 
its history was delayed by more than a generation before the religion ⟨sie⟩ entered that /people’s\ 
⟨desselben⟩ scholarly public, [and] hence its ⟨derselben⟩ authenticity must lack confirmation by 
contemporaries. It has, however, the great advantage over Judaism of being presented as having 
issued from the mouth of the first teacher not as a statutory but as a moral religion, and, entering in 
this way into the closest association with reason, of having been able, through reason ⟨sie⟩, to be 
disseminated on its own—even without historical scholarship50—for all times and peoples with 
the greatest security.

Even though the Romans (“a scholarly people”) ruled over the Jews during Jesus’ lifetime, their 
historians wrote nothing about the events that were later recorded in the New Testament—a 
point Kant mentioned previously (R 128–30; cf. 136n). The best historical documentation 
comes when “contemporaries” of an event can confirm its “authenticity,” but biblical scholars 
in Kant’s day had already reached a consensus, that the New Testament was written “more than 
a generation” after Jesus’ death. The advantage Christianity has over Judaism, then, is that its 
founder grounded the authenticity of his message in reason, not in history, by preaching an 
explicitly nonstatutory religion that focused on the moral character of each person—a claim 
Kant has demonstrated in Section One. Being securely grounded in what is naturally present 
in all people, the essential Christian message can be spread universally without the aid of 
historical scholarship.

The concluding paragraph continues by clarifying for a second time that the proper role of 
scholarship is prudential: to assist in founding “congregations” (i.e., visible churches), whose 
populace may or may not benefit from a grounding in Jewish tradition.

167.18–29
But the first founders of congregations nonetheless found it necessary to entangle with it ⟨damit⟩ 
the  history of Judaism, which was a prudent action in view of their situation at that time—
though perhaps only for that /situation\—and has thus, in their sacred legacy, also come down to us. 

50 WP has a misprint here: “scholarlship.”
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But  the founders of the church took up these episodic means of recommendation among the 
essential articles of faith and augmented them either with tradition, or ˻with˼ interpretations that 
held inherent51 legal power from councils or were authenticated through scholarship. Concerning 
this scholarship ⟨von welcher letztern⟩, or its antipode, the inward light to which any layperson can 
also lay claim, it is still impossible to see how many changes yet lie in store for faith on their 
account ⟨dadurch⟩; and this ⟨welches⟩ cannot be avoided as long as we seek religion not within us 
but outside us.

Insofar as Christianity’s early founders were aware of the need to view the movement not only 
in terms of its visible congregations but also as a unified spiritual (“invisible”; R 101.09 and 
157.30) organization, they should have resisted the temptation to place historically contingent 
aspects of Judaism at the core of Christian faith; but, instead, the church fathers appealed 
 precisely to such “episodic means,” seeking to authenticate them through tradition and/or 
legalistic endorsement of their preferred interpretations by church councils. Once again, Kant 
appeals to the two alternative methods of interpretation (cf. R 109–14 and 163) that compete 
with natural religion: trusting “the inward light” of feeling has the advantage of being universal 
but lacks the objective validity offered by “its antipode,” historical scholarship; the latter, 
 however, lacks an even more crucial element, universality, if it is not viewed as a supplement to 
pure rational faith. Feeling and scholarship share a common appeal to an external authority 
(i.e., an objective God as the source of mystical experiences, or of the facts of sacred history), 
and if we take any such authority as the basis, starting point, or key element of religion, then 
our faith is bound to be changeable and unstable. The conclusion of Part One’s argument, 
therefore, is essentially affirmative: truly religious service of God is an internally focused, 
 morally enacted outgrowth of what is universal in human nature; as such it transcends and is 
properly viewed as the guide for any tradition of historical faith.

3. Part Two, Introduction and §1: The origin of religious delusion

Part One of the Fourth Piece having used Christianity to illustrate how a historical faith can 
 successfully disseminate true religion without giving up its statutory traditions (namely by 
insuring that biblical scholars, whose proper role is to authenticate the texts that form the basis 
for the historical traditions, allow the pure religious faith that lies at the core of Jesus’ message to 
lead the way in all matters of faith), Part Two offers four sections exploring different aspects of 
how churches tend to be unsuccessful in such efforts and how such failures can be avoided.

167.30–31
Part Two

On the Pseudoservice of God in a Statutory Religion

While this title gives the impression that the remainder of the Fourth Piece will be entirely 
negative—focusing, as Pasternack claims, on “corruption” (PID 7–9; but cf. note 0.17)—the 
four sections actually alternate between a focus on the negative and a focus on the positive. In 

51 WP, GG, and GH have “acquired,” following Ak.’s erhielten, which assumes Kant’s enthielten (literally “contained”) to 
be a typo: the word order (in both R1 and R2) is awkward if Kant really meant enthielten; with GW’s change to erhielten 
the word order reads smoothly. Saying that an interpretation “contains” power “from” (von) a Council is similarly awk-
ward; however, to contain something is to hold it within, and this could be what Kant meant to convey by using this 
strange wording. Interpretations approved at church councils did not acquire power through any act that was distinct 
from the councils; they carried the power with them, as an inherent feature of having been put forward in that context.
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this section we shall examine the single paragraph introducing Part Two, as well as the short §1, 
which develops the same theme of “religious delusion.” This chapter will then  conclude with 
comments on the more affirmative topic of §2, where Kant conveys a principle designed to 
assist visible churches in avoiding religious delusion.

The unheaded introductory paragraph sets the stage for the whole of Part Two by reminding 
us that the only “true” religion is based on “practical principles” that “pure reason” reveals to us 
as nonempirical, unconditionally necessary “laws,” equally available to all.

167.32–34, 168.01–11
The true, sole religion contains nothing but laws, i.e., such52 practical principles of whose uncon-
ditional necessity we can become conscious [and] which we therefore recognize as revealed 
through pure reason (not empirically) {168}. Only for the sake of a church, of which there can be 
different and equally good forms, can there be statutes, i.e., enactments regarded as divine, which 
to our pure moral judging are volitional and contingent. Now, to regard this statutory faith (which 
is in any case restricted to one people and cannot contain the universal world religion) as essential 
to the service of God overall, and to make it the supreme condition of divine satisfaction taken in 
human beings, is a religious delusion,* the pursuit of which is a pseudoservice, i.e., a ⟨eine solche⟩ 
supposed veneration of God whereby one acts directly contrary to the true service required by 
God ⟨von ihm⟩ himself.

The empirical (i.e., conditional and/or contingent) statutes that most people associate with 
 religion arise only because the invisible church needs to be manifested in some visible form in 
order to be disseminated to all humanity. Although these different forms of church can never 
achieve universal acceptance, they can be “equally good” as far as moral reason is concerned; so 
each person should remain free to choose whichever form best suits his or her empirical needs. 
The all too common human tendency, however, is to raise the culturally conditioned statutes of 
one’s own tradition to the level of being “essential” to satisfying God’s commands. Kant calls this 
common error “a religious delusion,” while those who act on such a false belief inevitably end up 
practicing “pseudoservice.” If God actually requires people to obey the moral law, but we come 
to believe that God will accept our acts of “supposed” devotion to God in place of such obedi-
ence, then we are acting “directly contrary to the true service” that God actually requires.

Before exploring how Kant expands on this theme of delusion in §1 of Part Two, let us look 
at the footnote he attaches to his first use of that word in the main text, a footnote that defines 
“delusion” as the kind of deception in which one takes a “bare presentation” as “the thing itself.”

168n.20–34
*Delusion is the deception of regarding the bare presentation of a thing as equivalent to the 

thing itself. Thus with a stingy rich man it is the miserly delusion of regarding ⟨daß er … hält⟩ the 
 presentation of some day being able to make use of his riches, should he want to, as a sufficient 
compensation53 for never using ⟨daß er … niemals bedient⟩ them. Honor delusion54 posits in lauda-
tion by others, which fundamentally is only the external presentation of their respect (/which\ 
inwardly /they\ perhaps [do] not harbor at all), the worth that the person ⟨er⟩ should attribute 

52 WP and GG omit Kant’s solche; GH has “those.” The rather awkward wording here reflects the awkwardness of 
Kant’s German wording.
53 WP, GG, and GH have “substitute” for Kant’s Ersatz; I reserve “substitute” for Kant’s Stellvertreter, here following 
WP’s standard translation for Ersatz.
54 Following WP for Kant’s Der Ehrenwahn; GH and GG have “the illusion/delusion of honor.” Of course, delusions 
do not “posit,” persons do. Both German and English lack a single word that names an honor‐deluded person, but Kant 
clearly has in mind here a parallel to the “miserly” person. As I suggest in the main text later in this chapter, we might 
call such a person an “egomaniac.”
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merely to the respect itself ⟨der letzteren⟩; to this /delusion\ belongs therefore also the passion for 
titles and decorations, because these are only external presentations of a superiority over others. 
Even madness,55 therefore, has this name because it is in the habit of taking a bare presentation 
(of the imagination) for the presence of the thing itself and of dignifying56 /it\ equally. —Now, the 
consciousness of possessing a means to some [particular] purpose (before one has availed oneself 
of it)57 is the possession of this purpose ⟨des letztern⟩ merely in [one’s] presentation; hence to settle 
for the means ⟨mit dem ersteren⟩, just as if it could count in place of possession of the purpose 
⟨des letzteren⟩, ˻is˼ a practical delusion, /the delusion\ which alone is at issue here.

After he states his definition, Kant illustrates it with three examples of how deluded people typically 
think: (1) misers mistake the thought of being able to benefit from their vast riches for the real 
benefit of actually using them; (2) egomaniacs mistake the thought of others giving them outward 
expressions of honor and praise (or, in some cases, the thought of winning “titles and decorations”), 
and the feeling of superiority that comes from such a thought, for the real value of being genuinely 
respected; and (3) insane people mistake imagined experiences for real empirical events. After the 
dash, Kant identifies the general type of delusion to be  considered in §1: people who suffer from “a 
practical delusion” mistake the means for obtaining a certain goal or “purpose” (e.g., making a list of 
one’s unfulfilled duties) for the purpose itself (e.g., actually fulfilling those duties). While the fore-
going three examples also illustrate this general type (since they each involve a misguided attempt 
to fulfil a purpose), the specific type of practical delusion that concerns us here is religious.

The main text of Part Two resumes with a section consisting of one lengthy paragraph and 
two footnotes. The paragraph begins by identifying “anthropomorphism” as the main  culprit 
that leads people into religious delusion, even though (like the transcendental illusions Kant 
identified in CPR’s Dialectic) it is “scarcely avoidable for human beings” and can be quite 
“innocent.”

168.12–19, 169.01–08
§1. On the Universal Subjective Basis of Religious Delusion

Anthropomorphism, which in the theoretical presentation of God and his essence is scarcely 
avoidable for human beings, but incidentally58 (provided that it does not influence concepts of 
duty) ˻is˼ yet also58 innocent enough, is extremely dangerous in regard to our practical relation to 
his will and for our morality itself; for we then make a God for ourselves,† [namely] such as we 
believe ˻we˼ can most easily win him over to our advantage {169} and thus be exempted from the 
burdensome uninterrupted effort of acting upon the most inward /aspect\ of our moral convic-
tion. The precept that the human being usually frames ⟨macht⟩ for himself for this relationship59 
is that by everything that we do solely in order to please the divinity well60 (provided that it does 

55 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Wahnsinn; Kant’s term for “delusion” is Wahn, so the following comment in 
the main text draws attention to the etymological link between these terms. Madness causes Wahn to a person’s Sinn 
(“senses,” or the ability to make sense of things).
56 WP has “to dignify” for Kant’s zu würdigen (literally “to appreciate”); GH has “values” and GG “to value.” Keeping 
the same (“of...‐ing”) construction in the English makes clear that Kant’s “habit” refers to both “taking” and 
“dignifying.”
57 Following GG for Kant’s jenes; WP has “that means” and GH “this means.” Kant’s pronoun could refer either to 
Zweck (“purpose” or “end”) or to Mittels (“means”). In either case, the meaning is that it is a delusion to think that a 
mere awareness of the means suffices for possessing the end. If one does not actually employ the means in an attempt 
to make the purpose available to oneself, then the mere awareness of the means is useless.
58 WP has “but otherwise … yet also” for Kant’s übrigens aber doch … auch; GH has “but yet” and GG “but … also.”
59 WP has “for this relation” for Kant’s für dieses Verhältniß; GH has “in this connection” and GG “to justify this behavior,” 
but the context indicates that this “precept” is one that is to guide a person’s relationship with (the self‐created) God.
60 WP and GG omit Kant’s wohl; GH has “well‐” (with “pleasing”). On the important difference between zu gefallen 
(“to please”) and wohlgefällige (“satisfactory”), used later in this sentence, see note 3.113 and the Glossary.
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not [happen to] conflict straightforwardly with morality, even though it does not in the least 
 contribute to it) we prove to God our willingness to serve /him\ as obedient and precisely therefore 
satisfactory subjects ⟨Unterthanen⟩, [and] hence ˻we˼ also serve God (in potentia).61—

According to CPR’s Dialectic, “God” (as an “idea of reason”) is a concept transcending all 
 possible knowledge, so theoretical reason cannot present God in any way that is literally true. 
In order to talk about God at all, we inevitably create symbols based on empirical objects or 
events that are known to us. The danger arises only when we take such anthropomorphism 
literally, especially in the realm of practical reason, where we deceive ourselves into thinking 
that God will be satisfied with actions that do not arise out of “the most inward aspect of our 
moral conviction.” Those who would regard a lifestyle based on moral conviction as “burden-
some” tend to adopt a delusory precept that portrays a person’s relationship with God as 
operating in the way human relationships typically do: “solely in order to please” a person well 
(especially someone who has power over us), we perform acts that have no purpose other than 
to prove our loyalty as obedient “subjects.” Though not immoral, these usually end up being 
nonmoral acts; since moral acts are already our duty, they do not demonstrate any special will-
ingness to obey. This line of reasoning is a delusion because it takes the mere thought of one’s 
potential  service to God as if it were itself sufficient to render us “satisfactory” to God.

In R2 Kant adds a new footnote, in hopes of avoiding potential misunderstanding of the 
italicized phrase about the human tendency to “make a God” in our own image.

168n.35–38, 169n.30–37
†Although it does sound objectionable, ˻it˼ is in no way reprehensible to say that every ⟨ein 

jeder⟩ human being makes a God for himself, indeed, ˻that˼ he must make one ⟨einen solchen⟩ for 
 himself according to moral concepts (accompanied by the infinitely great properties that belong 
to the capacity to exhibit to62 the world an object appropriate to these /concepts\) {169}, in order 
to venerate in that God ⟨an ihm⟩ the one who made him. For, in whatever way a being has been 
disclosed63 and described [to him] by someone else as a God,64 [and if] indeed such a /being\ 
⟨ein solches⟩ were even (if this is possible) to appear to him, he must still first of all compare this 
presentation with his ideal in order to judge whether he is entitled to regard and venerate this 
being ⟨es⟩ as a divinity.65 From bare revelation, therefore, without laying at the basis beforehand 
that concept in its purity, as a touchstone, there can be no religion, and all veneration of God 
would be idolatry.66

As Kant argued in CPrR’s Dialectic, we all must make a God-concept for ourselves in order to 
make sense out of our moral capacity; as a proper substitute for pure reason’s illusory tendency 
to totalize its key concepts (i.e., to trace them to a hypothetical infinite source), this moral 

61 “Within power” or “within what is possible” (Lat.).
62 WP, GG, and GH have “in” for Kant’s an (literally “at”); but Kant probably avoided using in (“in”) precisely because 
his Critical philosophy depicts moral concepts as not existing “in” the empirical world; rather, we exhibit the ideas of 
reason to the world through the use of moral symbols.
63 WP has “made familiar” for Kant’s bekannt gemacht; GH and GG have “made known.”
64 Following WP for Kant’s als Gott; GH and GG have “as God,” which is also a possible reading, as the German can 
be read either way when it lacks an article. But the context, referring to ein Wesen (“a being”), implies that Kant has the 
indefinite article in mind when referring to the appearance of an alleged God.
65 Storr 1793: 51 (67) makes a statement very similar to this one, then cites the passage immediately after the position 
where Kant adds this new footnote (i.e., R1 243, equivalent to R 169.12–29f). Storr’s concerns about this passage may 
have prompted Kant’s attempt to clarify his meaning.
66 For Kant’s further discussion of idolatry, see CJ 459n and WOT 142–3. For comments on his view, see PCR 109–10, 
182–3, 233.
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 postulate is the only way we human beings can “venerate” our creator. Such anthropomorphic 
bases for engaging in God‐talk need not be “reprehensible”—even in the case of people who 
claim that a divine being has somehow appeared to them—as long as we first “compare this 
presentation with” the reality we find in the depths of our heart (i.e., the “ideal” archetype of 
perfect humanity; see R 60–2). This moral “touchstone” (cf. R 62.06), as argued in the previous 
section of the Fourth Piece, must be considered prior to accepting any revelation, for it alone 
entitles us to worship the God we believe we have experienced. Without this safeguard against 
delusion, any worship of God based on “bare revelation” amounts to idolatry, and the faith it 
expresses does not even deserve to be called a “religion.”

Resuming the main text after the first dash in §1’s only paragraph, Kant points out that the 
delusory precept misleading people to try to please God with nonmoral actions may express 
itself in various forms in different cultures.

169.08–22
It need not always be sacrifices by which the human being believes that he is performing this 
 service of God: festivities too, even public games, as among Greeks and Romans, have often had to 
serve, and continue to serve, to make the divinity favorable to a people, or even to individual 
human beings, according to their delusion. Yet sacrifices ⟨die ersteren⟩ (penances, castigations, 
pilgrimages, &c.) have always been regarded as more powerful, ˻as˼ more effectual upon the favor 
of heaven and more suitable for absolution, because they serve to designate more strongly67 the 
unbounded (though not moral) submission to his will. The more useless such self‐torments are 
[and] the less their purpose is the universal moral reformation of the human being, the holier they 
seem to be. For precisely because in the world they are of no use for anything, and yet cost effort, 
˻their˼ sole purpose seems to be as testimony of dedication68 to God. —

Some people believe divine service to consist in activities that are meant to be enjoyable to us: 
the ancient ritual of holding “public games” served this pseudo‐religious function, just as do 
the modern church festivities that involve lengthy periods of singing popular songs to God. 
Those who engage in such presumed “service of God” delude themselves into believing that 
God must also be enjoying the fun time they are having, since it feels so good for us human 
beings to experience such ceremonial events. But a form of delusory service that many believers 
have taken to be even stronger (i.e., more effective in controlling God’s favor) has been to 
engage in various types of sacrificial ritual, for people tend to believe that God (like many 
human beings) will be more impressed, the stronger their “unbounded … submission” is to 
what they perceive as God’s will. The delusion here occurs when a person presents “self‐
torments” that are essentially “useless” as if they were even holier than a person’s “universal 
moral reformation.” As in all religious delusion, merely presenting oneself to oneself (and to 
God) as capable of having a specific virtue (e.g., as being willing to work hard) is mistakenly 
equated with possessing the real virtue (i.e., actually working hard to reform one’s lifestyle on 
the basis of a good conviction). The irony is that the deluded person views such actions as 
expressing genuine religious devotion precisely because they have no other purpose.

After a second dash, §1’s long paragraph continues by identifying a biblical rationale often 
cited to justify this religious delusion, then attributes it to the human “propensity” to prefer 
procedures that have “no moral worth” of their own.

67 WP has “more intensely” for Kant’s stärker; GH and GG have “more forcefully.”
68 WP has “to attest dedication” for Kant’s zur Bezeugung der Ergebenheit; GH has “to the attestation of devotion” and 
GG “at attesting devotion,” but I reserve “devotion” for Andacht, used later in the same paragraph. Ergebenheit implies 
an attitude of submission, but I also follow WP in reserving the latter English word for Kant’s Unterwerfung, as used in 
the previous sentence.
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169.22–29, 170.01
Although, it is said, God is in no respect served in this through the deed, he yet looks in it at 
the  good will, ˻at˼ the heart69 which is indeed too weak to comply with his moral commands, 
but ˻which˼ makes good this lack by the ready‐willingness ⟨Bereitwilligkeit⟩ it attests for doing so. 
Here, now, is visible the propensity to a procedure that by itself has no moral worth, except  perhaps 
only as a means of raising the sensible capacity of presentation ⟨Vorstellungsvermögen⟩ to concom-
itance with intellectual ideas of the purpose, or, if it might perhaps work {170} counter to these 
ideas ⟨den letztern⟩, of pressing it down.70*

Because the Bible refers to God as a “knower of hearts” (see note 11.69; cf. R 189.23), 
Christians are often the first to admit that no human deeds (not even their own rituals) are 
intrinsically God‐serving; yet, since nobody can fulfill the moral law completely, they 
reason, a heartfelt “ready‐willingness” to serve God, as expressed in ritual ceremonies and 
sacrifices, “makes good this lack.” The logic here is actually quite similar to Kant’s own 
account of how salvation is possible, when he appeals in the Second Piece to God taking the 
change of heart as equivalent to a perfect life (see §3.4 and §5.1). The crucial difference is 
that the procedure Kant endorses requires believers to adopt a new (morally amended) life-
style, as evidence of a good conviction, whereas this deluded reasoning allows people to 
continue living an unreformed life, on the grounds that the heart is “too weak” to change. 
By unashamedly giving first  priority to nonmoral deeds (in the name of serving God), they 
confess that they are actually still being controlled by what Kant calls the “propensity to 
evil” in the First Piece. Kant thus adds a crucial qualification: the delusion of viewing a 
heartfelt performance of nonmoral deeds as if it could serve the “purpose” of satisfying 
God’s requirements can take on a moral value that is either positive or negative. Religious 
observances may serve “as a means of ” indirectly motivating a person either to be good (if 
they raise our sensibility so that it coincides with a genuine moral end), or to be evil (if they 
lower our sensibility in a way that silences the call of duty).

For readers well versed in the terminology and arguments of the first and second Critiques, 
Kant adds a footnote at this point to emphasize that, lest his Critical principles be violated, the 
impact of the sensible on the intellectual cannot be regarded as direct.

170n.20–38
*For those who believe that, wherever71 the differentiations of the sensible from the intellec-

tual are not too familiar ⟨geläufig⟩ to them, /they\ are finding contradictions of the Critique of 
Pure Reason with itself,72 I here point out that, when one talks about sensible means of fur-
thering the intellectual /element\ ⟨das Intellektuelle⟩ (of the pure moral conviction) or about the 
obstacle that those sensible means ⟨die erstere⟩ put up against this intellectual element ⟨dem 

69 Kant is alluding to 1 Sam. 16: 7b, where God tells Samuel: “The Lord does not look at the things people look at. 
People look at the outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart.” Cf. Jer. 17: 10 and Rev. 2: 23. See also note 5.11.
70 WP has “of depressing it” for Kant’s es niederzudrücken; GH has “of suppressing them” and GG “of repressing 
them.” These options obscure Kant’s figurative contrast between “raising” (zu erhöhen) and “pressing down.” His point 
is that this religious delusion has a positive effect if it raises our sensibility, so that it serves as a means of uniting it with 
reason through symbols (the key to Kantian religion!), and a negative effect only if it lowers our sensibility, so that it 
actively prevents us from reaching the rational goal of being moral.
71 WP, GG, and GH have “whenever” for Kant’s allenthalben, wo (literally “everywhere, where”). Kant is referring to 
the locations in CPR, not to times.
72 WP 187–8n and GG 468–9n provide helpful discussions of a debate between C. J. Kraus and A. W. Rehberg that 
focused on the alleged inconsistency between CPR and CPrR. As the details are not crucial to a proper understanding 
of Kant’s arguments in Religion, I shall not rehearse them here. However, it is worth noting that the anonymous 
reviewer of R1 (see R 39.30f) raised a similar concern about appeals to the noumenal (see SP-2013c).
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letzteren⟩, this influence of two so heterogeneous principles must never be thought [of] as 
direct.73 For as beings of sense we can work contrary to the law, or in behalf of it,74 on ⟨an⟩ the 
appearances of the intellectual principle, i.e., ˻on˼ the determination of our physical powers by 
free volition, which becomes conspicuous in actions,75 so that cause and effect are presented as 
in fact homogeneous ⟨gleichartig⟩. But, as regards the supersensible (the subjective principle of 
morality in us, which lies locked up in the ungraspable property of freedom)—e.g., pure reli-
gious  conviction—into this76 we have no insight ⟨sehen wir … nichts⟩, apart from its law 
(although this is indeed already sufficient), concerning the relation of cause and effect in the 
human being, i.e., we cannot explain to ourselves the possibility of actions as events in the world 
of sense [[as arising]] from the moral make‐up of the human being, [and thus] as imputable to 
them,77 precisely because they are free actions whereas the bases of explanation of all events 
must be taken from the world of sense.

The twofold qualification Kant has just made in the main text states that deeds with an intrin-
sically neutral moral status can nevertheless affect our moral character or “make‐up” 
(Beschaffenheit). Yet one of the basic principles of CPR is that the categories (e.g., causality) 
apply only to the sensible world, so it is easy to read Kant’s position (as many have, starting 
with the earliest commentators; see note 11.72 above) as if he saw no common ground between 
them. As a result, whenever Kant does acknowledge such common ground, he is accused of 
self‐ contradiction. The contradiction is only apparent, he explains, once we realize that the 
“influence” of the sensible on the intellectual, or vice versa, is never “direct”; as he has repeat-
edly stated in Religion, religious knowledge is always symbolic. The deeds we perform certainly 
do have moral relevance, but their actual influence is not on the intellectual principle (e.g., our 
inner conviction) as such, but on the appearance of this principle. When we make a free choice 
(an intellectual act), this directly affects “our physical powers” to perform good deeds; here 
there is no contradiction, since the cause and effect are both moral. Nonmoral deeds (such as 
the religious rituals Kant has just referred to in the main text) can have a direct impact on our 
physical strength to act in one way or another; both being empirical, no contradiction exists 
here either. Kant’s claim is that sometimes nonmoral deeds indirectly influence our moral con-
viction by either empowering or disengaging the (empirical) motivating factors relating to our 
choice to implement either good or evil. Such claims give us no more “insight” into our free, 

73 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s direct, which appears to be a rare example of Kant borrowing from English—
though an old form of the German equivalent, direkt, was written as directe; in any case, both the German and the 
English terms are loans from the Latin adjective directus. The word I normally translate as “direct(ly)” is gerade.
74 Kant has nur as part of this phrase in R1 , but this word is missing from R2. GW 513n takes this to be a typo and 
inserts the omitted word; WP, GG, and GH follow Ak., inserting “only” here. However, Kant is about to contrast our 
sensible nature with our supersensible nature, appealing to the all‐important “pure religious conviction” as the human 
being’s most important work. So it would make sense for him to delete “only,” lest some readers wrongly infer that 
human beings can have no influence on their own conviction. As sensible beings, we must work with symbols; but we 
do not work only with symbols, for, if we believe that part of our nature transcends the sensible world, then we will also 
think of ourselves as working on the mysterious conviction that underlies all our volition.
75 Even though Kant places this phrase after “volition,” WP places it after “determination,” on the grounds that Kant’s 
die (“which”) seems to refer more to the latter. Following GH and GG, I preserve Kant’s word order, as the phrase in 
this position can be read in either way—an ambiguity that might have been intentional.
76 WP has “into this freedom” for Kant’s von dieser; GG has “it,” while GH omits this phrase. WP 188n notes that 
dieser could refer to Religionsgesinnung (“religious conviction”); the subsequent reference to “its law” makes “freedom” 
a potential referent, “morality” being also possible. Either of these would be an odd referent, though, since they both 
appear in Kant’s parenthetical phrase and in the genitive, while Religionsgesinnung does not. The most natural referent 
of “this” would seem to be “supersensible,” but Kant would have had to use diesem if he meant to refer to the neuter 
term das Übersinnliche.
77 Following WP and GG for Kant’s ihnen; GH has “him.” Kant uses the plural pronoun here even though it refers to 
his singular use of Menschen (“human being”).
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moral (“supersensible”) nature than we found in CPrR, where Kant portrayed freedom as a 
bare fact that is knowable only through our experience of the moral law. Just as CPR argued 
that we cannot understand how a person’s free choice could cause “events in the world of 
sense,” yet we must assume this to be the case in order for human actions to be “imputable,” so 
here in Religion Kant argues that we cannot fully explain how nonmoral deeds can matter to 
our moral–religious conviction, yet they obviously do.78

Following the footnote mark, the main text of §1’s lengthy paragraph concludes by restating 
the nature of such “bare religious delusion”: a person forms the opinion that “devotion” (i.e., 
tuning one’s mind to be receptive to “convictions dedicated to God”) has a value equivalent to 
the actual possession of real godly convictions.

170.01–11
To this procedure we nonetheless attribute in our opinion the worth of the purpose itself, or, which 
amounts to the same, we attribute to the mind’s attunement to a receptivity for convictions  dedicated 
⟨ergebener⟩ to God ([this attunement is] called devotion ⟨Andacht⟩) the worth of these  convictions 
⟨der letztern⟩. Hence this ⟨welches⟩ procedure is a bare religious delusion that can assume all kinds of 
forms, in one of which it looks more similar to the moral /form\ than in another, but that in all ˻of its 
forms˼ is not merely an undeliberate deception but even a maxim to attribute to the means, instead of 
the purpose, a worth in itself; and thus ⟨da denn⟩, by dint of that maxim ⟨der letztern⟩, this deception 
is equally absurd ⟨ungereimt⟩ in all these forms and, as hidden inclination to fraud,79 reprehensible.

The evil propensity in all of its forms exhibits itself in “delusion” that is nothing short of 
 “reprehensible,” because at its deepest level it is always based on a deliberate maxim that attrib-
utes to the means an intrinsic worth that is appropriate only to the end or purpose. In this case, 
a person takes religious observances, which (as we have seen) can be a legitimate sensible 
means leading to the adoption of good convictions, and takes these as already equivalent to the 
good convictions themselves. When this delusory procedure succeeds in encouraging moral 
action, it admittedly “looks more similar to the moral” procedure that Kant himself expounded 
in the Second Piece; yet even in such cases it remains delusory; as an application of the second 
level of the evil propensity (i.e., disingenuousness), a person has reached a moral goal through 
impure reasoning. Notwithstanding his harsh condemnation of such delusion, Kant turns his 
attention in the next section to the remedy for this “hidden inclination to fraud.”

4. Part Two, §2: The moral principle opposing religious delusion

Kant’s indictment of humanity on the grounds that we are all inclined to commit “fraud” in our 
relationship with God is at least two‐sided. First, as we saw in §§11.1–2 above, clerics fraudu-
lently use their status as biblical scholars to dupe the laity into thinking of “slavish service” as 
intrinsically satisfactory to God. Second, as argued in §11.3, individual believers therefore end 
up in the absurd position of trying to defraud God by enacting rituals, in a show of s ervice that 
they (sincerely!) believe can satisfy God, as if such enactments were evidence of a genuine 

78 Although the problem Kant addresses here relates primarily to how an empirical object or event can be a symbol 
that influences a nonempirical reality (our “pure moral conviction”), his solution also applies to the more frequently 
discussed problem of noumenal causality—i.e., to how a “change” at the intellectual level (such as the change of heart) 
can have an influence at the empirical level of our deeds. Kant’s most complete statement of his position on this issue 
occurs in CPR, at A533–57/B561–85.
79 Following WP for Kant’s Betrugs‐; GH has “deception” and GG “deceit.” Kant’s word choice highlights his claim 
that this type of deception is both deliberate and hidden—i.e., it constitutes nothing less than fraud. Cf. note 6.59.
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change of heart. Although both types of fraud spring from a hidden delusion, those commit-
ting them must take responsibility at a deep level for choosing the fraudulent maxim that gov-
erns their way of thinking, for the presence in us of the third predisposition (the moral law) 
ensures that we are always capable of overcoming our history of self‐denial and breaking the 
habit of deluded thinking about God. Having briefly exposed this deluded way of thinking in 
§1 of Part Two, Kant’s goal in the much longer §2 is to guide us into just such a state of increased 
self‐awareness.

The first paragraph of §2 begins by advancing a basic precept of pure rational faith that is 
designed to protect religious people from “bare religious delusion”: we are deluded if we believe 
that God will be satisfied with anything that excludes82 “a good lifestyle.”

170.12–19, 171.01–04
§2. The Moral Principle of Religion Opposite to Religious Delusion

I first80 take on81 the following proposition as a precept requiring no proof: Apart from82 a good 
lifestyle, anything ⟨alles was⟩ further82 which the human being supposes that /he\ can do to become 
satisfactory to God is a bare religious delusion and a pseudoservice of God. —I say, anything ⟨was⟩ 
which the human being believes that he can do {171}; for whether beyond everything that we can 
do there may,83 in the mysteries of the highest wisdom, still be something that only God can do to 
make us human beings satisfactory to him is not thereby denied.

In keeping with his pure rationalist stance, Kant clarifies that this precept of rational faith is not 
intended to exclude the possibility that our attempt to live a good lifestyle might need to be 
supplemented mysteriously by “something that only God can do” that will render us completely 
satisfactory. Rather, what this precept defines as delusory is only those religious beliefs that 
reverse the proper order of the two concentric circles (see note 11.82) by assuming that divine 
satisfaction is possible without a good lifestyle. Properly understood, therefore, the use of reli-
gious observances that Kant previously identified as indirectly serving their proper moral end 
(R 169–70) are not outlawed by this precept, provided a person does not take them to be 
capable of satisfying God by themselves.84

80 WP, GG, and GH have “To begin with(,) I” for Kant’s Ich … erstlich. Here erstlich carries the sense of “initially.”
81 WP has “assume” for Kant’s nimmt … an; GH has “take” and GG “accept.” This expression is synonymous with 
annimmt, translated as “assume” in contexts relating to arguments and “accept” when related to precepts or gifts. I use 
the literal meaning, since Kant separates the two parts of the word, almost as if to portray this precept as the closest 
rational religion has to clothing that it puts on, at least in its (second‐experiment) assessment of historical faiths.
82 This crucial precept of Kantian faith has been taken by many readers to imply moral reductionism. As I argued in 
SP‐1992 (and PCR VI.1), Kant’s use of the word außer (literally “except,” in the sense of “outside of ”) alludes to his 
concentric circles metaphor in the second Preface. Moral reductionism would require him to present a positive version 
of the stated principle. Instead, his use of außer with the dative implies that religious delusion entails excluding “a good 
lifestyle.” WP accurately conveys this sense by translating außer as “[a]part from … further”; GH has “over and above” 
and GG merely “apart from.” Evidence that Kant was concerned about a possible misreading of this principle is that he 
changed the position of the commas: R1’s alles, was außer dem guten Lebenswandel became alles was, außer dem guten 
Lebenswandel in R2; but Ak. reverts to R1 for the first comma and omits the second, thus obscuring Kant’s attempt to 
set off the außer-clause as defining the element that something außer must link to in order to avoid being condemned 
by this principle.
83 Following GH for Kant’s nicht … möge; WP has “may not” and GG “might.” WP is technically correct to include 
“not,” but in English the double negative here would change the meaning in a way that is not intended by the German.
84 Kant’s precept is so nuanced that commentators frequently take it to imply that any and all nonmoral historical 
church traditions are by their very nature false and harmful: “Whatever historical content its religious rituals exhibit 
over and above the plain practice of virtue is inherently corrupt” (di Giovanni 2005: 202). Yet Kant’s precept does not 
state that all nonmoral historical content is necessarily corrupt; rather, it says that it is a delusion to believe that such 
content can save us. Kant’s precept leaves ample room for the view that nonmoral rituals can indirectly motivate us to 
do what is good (cf. note 10.102). The claim that Kant regards all acts of worship as morally worthless (see, e.g., 
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Lest we read his previous sentence as positively endorsing the need for divine assistance, 
Kant continues the first paragraph of §2 by clarifying that, even if a church teaches that the 
mechanism for such mysterious divine aid has been revealed, we must still resist any claim 
that merely confessing knowledge of this “sacred history” is sufficient to “make ourselves 
satisfactory to God.”

171.04–19
Yet if the church were perhaps to proclaim such a mystery as revealed, still the opinion that 
believing this revelation, as sacred history relates it to us, and confessing it (whether inwardly or 
outwardly), is intrinsically something by which we make ourselves satisfactory to God is a 
 dangerous religious delusion. For this faith, as inward confession of one’s ⟨seines⟩ firm assent, is so 
truly a doing extorted ⟨abgezwungen⟩ by fear that a sincere human being might sooner accede to85 
any other condition than to this one; for with any other slavish services he would in any case only 
do something superfluous, whereas here, in a declaration of whose truth he is not convinced, 
[[he]] would be doing something conflicting with conscience. That confession, therefore, 
concerning which he persuades86 himself that it can by itself (as the acceptance of a good offered 
to him) make him satisfactory to God, is something he supposes ˻he˼ can still do outside of 87 the 
good lifestyle which consists in compliance with the moral laws to be carried out in the world, 
inasmuch as he turns with his service straightforwardly ⟨geradezu⟩ to God.

That Kant had the clergy in mind as at least one of the perpetrators of the “fraud” mentioned 
at the close of §1 is confirmed when he refers here to the laity as being “extorted by fear” into 
making such an “inward confession”; but the laity is to blame too, since any “sincere human 
being” with a properly engaged conscience (i.e., anyone who is not already trying to defraud 
God) would never be duped by the self‐interested claim that such a vacuous “doing” could 
have any effect on God. As Kant had warned in CPR (see note 11.86), the rational person 
should beware of assenting to a claim that entails being persuaded by some private “good” 
attached to it; we should be convinced (especially in matters relating to faith) only by what all 
people can share—that is, by the attempt to shape one’s empirical lifestyle according to “moral 
laws.” Forgetting that religious observances can have (at best) an indirect impact on our  lifestyle 
(cf. R 170n), such a person falsely believes that he or she will be deemed acceptable on the basis 
of service offered “straightforwardly” to God.

The second paragraph of §2 picks up where the second sentence of the first paragraph left 
off, by reminding us of how the religion of bare reason (i.e., the first experiment, as defended 
in the Second Piece) solves the difficulty of how we can properly think of a just God as providing 
assistance to unrighteous human beings.

HRR‐ Dörflinger: 160) is a misconception typically affirmed by reductionist interpreters of Religion. As we shall see in 
Appendix IV, Kant not only permits but welcomes such acts as symbolic ways of enhancing human motivation, as long 
as we take them as indirect service of God. Instead of recognizing that moral symbolism can fulfill a powerful role in 
religious ritual, Dörflinger portrays Kant’s position as a playful aestheticization of religion (169–74) in which 
Gottesdienstspiel (“liturgical play acting”) is morally indifferent (169). What Dörflinger neglects, in his valiant attempt 
to  connect worship with Kant’s theory of beauty as a symbol of morality (CJ §59), is that beauty is not indifferent 
toward morality; it is indifferent to the interest an observer might have in the existence of the beautiful object. Similarly, 
Kant is far from being indifferent to the moral content of religious ritual.
85 WP has “consent to” for Kant’s eingehen (literally “enter into”); GH and GG have “agree to.”
86 PID 228–31 points out that Kant is here using the technical terms he introduced in CPR A822/B850 as types of 
“assent” (or what is often called “propositional attitudes”): “opinion” is giving assent without any basis for certainty; 
“faith” is assent based on subjective certainty; being “convinced” is having a proper (universally communicable) basis 
for assent, while being “persuaded” is assenting for reasons of a private, self‐interested nature. For an excellent account 
of these terms, see Pasternack 2011b.
87 WP has “even beyond” for Kant’s noch über; GG and GH have “over and beyond.”
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171.20–34
First,88 reason does not, in regard to89 the lack of our own righteousness90 (which holds before 

God), leave us entirely without comfort.91 Reason ⟨Sie⟩ says that anyone who, in a truthful conviction 
dedicated to duty, does as much as stands in his capacity to discharge92 his obligation (at least in a 
constant approximation toward complete appropriateness to the law) may hope that what does not 
stand in his capacity will be complemented93 by the highest wisdom in some [particular] way 
(that can make immutable the conviction of this constant approximation). Yet reason ⟨sie⟩ ˻says 
this˼ without presuming to determine the way [this process occurs] and to know wherein it ⟨sie⟩ 
consists; it ⟨welche⟩ may perhaps be so mysterious that God could at most reveal it to us in a 
symbolic presentation in which solely the practical /aspect\ is understandable to us, whereas 
 theoretically we could not catch94 at all what this relation of God to the human being is in itself, 
and associate concepts with it, even if he wanted to uncover such a mystery to us. —

Kant’s summary combines the two solutions he had previously advanced (see §3.4 and Chapter 5) by 
suggesting that, if we truthfully dedicate our lives to the goal of discharging our obligations, so that 
we can detect growth in our moral development over time, this gives us a rational justification to 
hope that God will “make immutable the conviction” that underlies our constant progress. The key 
factor that lies outside our control (as Kant argued in his discussion of the “second difficulty;” see 
§5.2) is the permanence of our conviction. Reason’s assumption that God’s judgment would be gen-
uinely just, taking into consideration human imperfection, makes it rational to assume that God 
will provide the security of such permanence to those who fulfill their side of the partnership 
agreement by doing their best to improve. Although Kant is careful to add that reason tells us 
nothing about how God will actually make our conviction “immutable,” he openly admits the 
 possibility that God might “reveal it to us in a symbolic presentation” with a clear practical meaning 
that all human beings can understand. Here again we see evidence that Kant’s goal in Religion—
even when it comes to his notorious criticism of religious observances as “pseudoservice”—is not 
to destroy all revealed religion and historical faith, but to identify the precise rational gap that such 
empirical traditions must fill, if they are to avoid the charge of religious delusion.95

In the middle portion of the second paragraph, between a pair of dashes, Kant asks us to 
consider (hypothetically!) a church that, ignoring the rational strictures he has just outlined, 
claims to possess determinate knowledge of God’s way of complementing our “moral lack,” 
and claims this so confidently that its members feel secure in pronouncing “eternal reprobation” 
on any who remain ignorant.

88 WP, GG, and GH have “In the first place” for Kant’s erstlich.
89 WP has “as regards” for Kant’s in Ansehung; GH and GG have “with respect to.”
90 Following GH and GG for Kant’s Gerechtigkeit; WP has “justice,” which is the usual meaning for this German 
word. However, in the context of God’s just judgment of human beings (as indicated by Kant’s parenthetical phrase) it 
takes on this secondary connotation (see note 11.91 below). Nevertheless, this paragraph focuses on the justice of the 
human situation, so Kant is certainly also thinking of this term in its primary sense, as WP’s translation suggests.
91 Kant is probably alluding here to Rom. 10: 6 (see also Rom. 3: 21–6), where Paul writes, with reference to the “Israelites”: 
“Since they did not know the righteousness of God and sought to establish their own, they did not submit to God’s righteous-
ness.” The LB uses the same word Kant employs here (see note 11.90 above), Gerechtigkeit; the NIV has “righteousness”.
92 WP has “to fulfill” for Kant’s ein Genüge zu leisten (literally “render a sufficiency”); GH and GG have “to satisfy.”  
I reserve “fulfill” and “satisfy” for erfüllen and forms of wohlgefallen, respectively.
93 WP has “compensated for” for Kant’s ergänzt; GH has “supplied” and GG “supplemented.” In the next sentence of 
the main text, I replace WP’s (inserted) “compensation” with “process,” as “complementation” would be awkward.
94 WP, GG, and GH have “grasp” for Kant’s fassen, but fassen has a wide variety of metaphorical and idiomatic uses, 
and I reserve “grasp” for begreifen.
95 Reading between the lines (cf. note 11.91 above), we can see that Kant is not telling Christians that they are 
deluded if they believe Paul’s claim, in Rom. 3: 25a, that “God presented Christ as a sacrifice of atonement, through the 
shedding of his blood”; rather, he is warning them (and primarily the clerics who teach them) to focus on the practical 
meaning of such a confession, since these words do not actually resolve the rational problem of how salvation can 
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171.35–37, 172.01–06
Suppose, now, that a certain church were to assert that it knows determinately the way in 
which God complements that moral lack in the human race, and were at the same time to sentence 
to eternal reprobation all human beings who do not know this ⟨jenes⟩ means of justification—
unfamiliar to reason in a natural {172} manner—[and] ˻who˼ therefore also do not take it up96 as 
a religious precept and confess it. Who, indeed, is then the unbeliever here: he who has confidence 
without knowing how what he hopes for comes about, or he who claims to know thoroughly this 
manner of redemption of human beings from evil, or, should he not ⟨widrigenfalls⟩, gives up all 
hope for it ⟨dieselbe⟩?—

Should such a church actually exist, how would its members fare, if assessed from the philoso-
pher’s standpoint of natural religion, given that any such claims to have resolved the mystery 
of salvation must remain “unfamiliar to reason?” Rather than address this issue straightfor-
wardly, Kant poses a (rhetorical) question whose message is self‐evident: if we require religion 
to include the inner circle as defined by the first experiment (i.e., to take on what lies within 
the bounds of bare reason), then true believers are those who confidently hope for “redemption 
… from evil” without claiming to know the precise mechanism whereby God brings it about, 
whereas an “unbeliever” will hope for redemption only if a presumed absolute knowledge of 
how it  operates is available. Contrary to the assumption of many interpreters (see notes 0.116 
and 147), Kant is not appraising Christianity in passages such as this; he merely points out that 
those who uphold a certain way of interpreting Christian doctrine thereby put themselves in 
an irrational position (e.g., requiring knowledge while pretending to uphold faith)—a position 
some, but not all, Christians are ready and willing to embrace.

The second paragraph concludes by speculating on what motivates those who embrace the 
irrational position of letting a revelation faith provide knowledge of what remains necessarily 
unknowable for reason: their real concern is usually not “to know this mystery,” since such 
knowledge alone “is entirely useless,” but to infer from it the best way to acquire “the favor of 
heaven.”

172.06–16
Fundamentally, the latter is not all that much concerned to know this mystery (for his reason 
already teaches him that knowing something that he still can do nothing about is entirely useless 
to him);97 rather, he wants to know it only so that out of the faith, the acceptance, the confessions, 
and the laudation of all this revealed /material\ ⟨Offenbarten⟩ ˻he˼ can make for himself (even if it 
were to happen only inwardly) a liturgy that could acquire for him the favor of heaven before any 
expenditure of his own powers toward a good lifestyle, hence quite gratuitously, perhaps even give 
rise to this good lifestyle ⟨den letzteren⟩ in a supernatural way, or, if there were to be action 
roughly98 in opposition to it,98 at least remunerate [heaven] for the transgression.

occur. The core message of the first half of Part Two of the Fourth Piece is that Christians are deluded if they believe 
this confession to absolve them from the need to give heed to the deep, moral–practical meaning expressed by the 
doctrine of vicarious atonement (see §5.4).
96 WP has “adopt” for Kant’s aufnehmen; GH has “accept,” and GG “elevate.” Cf. note 1.108.
97 Kant is probably alluding here to Js. 2: 19: “You believe that there is one God. Good! Even the demons believe 
that—and shudder.”
98 WP has “him” for Kant’s ihm etwa; GH has “may (have acted)” and GG “perhaps … it.” WP misconstrues this and 
the next phrase as referring to a situation in which the person in question is somehow being compensated for actions 
against him or her. While Kant’s use of the word ihm could (grammatically) refer to this person, I follow GH and GG 
in assuming it refers to a good lifestyle. His use of etwa together with the passive voice is sarcastic: such persons lack 
awareness of radical evil to such an extent that they tend to trivialize their own wrongdoings, treating them as if they 
were so insignificant that God would accept liturgical ritual as payment for them.
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What is so attractive about the claim, typically made by adherents to a revealed religion, that 
we can know the (admittedly unknowable) mystery of God’s ways, is that a completely different 
type of faith then emerges: if God accepts various types of religious observances, directly 
related to the revealed truths, in place of “a good lifestyle,” then merely by affirming (e.g., in the 
liturgy) a belief in this claim, a person “gratuitously” receives divine assistance without having 
to exert any moral effort. Such aid might come in the form of God supernaturally making a 
person’s behavior “good” (again, without the person’s own effort), or in the form of placating 
God’s anger at a person who has continued to do evil.

Having reviewed his previously defended account of how reason preserves a potential role 
for divine assistance (but without divesting it of its mystery), and having pointed out the theory’s 
close relationship to the basic precept of pure rational faith introduced at the outset of §2, 
Kant explains in the third paragraph how this precept or “maxim” establishes the very “bounds” 
(cf. Religion’s title) between rational religion and superstitious “pseudoservice of God.”

172.17–30
Second, if the human being deviates even in the slightest from the above maxim, then the 

 pseudoservice of God (superstition) has no longer any ⟨weiter keine⟩ bounds; for beyond that  
/maxim\ anything (as long as it ⟨was nur⟩ does not immediately contradict morals) is volitional. 
From his lip offering,99 which costs him the least, up to the /offering\ ⟨zu dem⟩ of natural goods, 
which otherwise could presumably be used better to the advantage of human beings, indeed 
[even] up to the sacrifice100 of his own person, inasmuch as he makes himself (in the status of 
hermit, fakir, or monk) lost to the world, he tenders ⟨bringt … dar⟩ everything to God, except for 
⟨nur nicht⟩ his moral conviction; and when he says that he brings even his heart to God ⟨ihm⟩, 
then he understands by this not the conviction of a lifestyle satisfactory to God ⟨ihm⟩, but a heart-
felt wish that those offerings may be taken up in101 payment for that conviction ⟨die letztere⟩ (natio 
gratis anhelans, multa agendo nihil agens,102 Phaedrus).103

To allow religion to stray from the maxim that bases it on a moral lifestyle is to wipe away the 
“bounds of bare reason,” giving free reign to superstition, so that anything goes, so to speak. 

 99 The Bible has numerous references to (false) lip offerings, most notably Is. 29: 13: “The Lord says: ‘These people 
come near to me with their mouth and honor me with their lips, but their hearts are far from me. Their worship of me 
is based on merely human rules they have been taught.’” When talking with a group of “Pharisees and teachers of the 
law” (whom he has just called “hypocrites”), Jesus quotes this verse in Matt. 15: 8 and Mk. 7: 6b: “These people honor 
me with their lips, but their hearts are far from me.” WP 190n suggests that Kant may be alluding to Heb. 13: 15 
(“Through Jesus, therefore, let us continually offer to God a sacrifice of praise—the fruit of lips that openly profess his 
name”), but this passage is not about hypocrisy.
100 Following WP for Kant’s Aufopferung; GH and GG have “immolation.” As WP 190n observes, this word literally 
means “offering up.”
101 In R2 this in (“in”) is missing; Ak. and all translators follow R1. If Kant meant this as a correction, the text would 
read “may be taken up for [or as] the latter payment,” but the context makes no obvious reference to two types of 
payment.
102 Latin for “the people, breathing freely, by doing much accomplish nothing.” Kant is here slightly misquoting Fable 
5, “Caesar to the Chamberlain,” in Book II of the Fables of Phaedrus (15 BCE–50 CE; a Thracian slave who became 
Augustus’ freedman and wrote poetry in Latin). In the original text natio comes at the end of line 1, while the 
remainder of Kant’s quotation constitutes line 3 (except where Kant has nihil Phaedrus has the synonym, nil). WP 
191n provides the first stanza, where this passage appears, in both Latin and English. The fable itself, however, appears 
in the second stanza: as Tiberius Caesar enjoys a garden walk, a well‐clothed servant runs around sprinkling water on 
the dusty ground; Caesar then sees the servant take a short‐cut to another nearby path, where he quickly spreads fresh 
dust on the ground; when Caesar calls to him, the servant expects a reward, but is surprised when the master makes 
fun of his vain labor.
103 WP replaces Kant’s punctuation with periods immediately after “agens” and “Phaedrus”; I restore Kant’s (and 
Ak.’s) punctuation.
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Subject to the unharnessed volition of one’s spiritual leader, virtually any form of sacrifice 
may be required, potentially wasting much that would be of great value to other people. The 
one thing that is never given to God, once this basic precept of rational religion is neglected, 
is a person’s “moral conviction.” When those under the spell of such delusions claim to give 
their “heart to God,” they are not expressing a conviction to pursue “a lifestyle satisfactory to 
God,” but merely expressing a vain “wish” that God would accept their sacrifices in lieu of a 
conviction to be good. Those who engage in such pointless sacrificial busywork inevitably 
end up being bitterly disappointed, having failed to impress their Master (cf. notes 11.99 
above and 10.117).

Kant divides the fourth paragraph into two portions, the first arguing that, when one goes 
so far as to adopt a maxim to justify one’s belief that religious observance is intrinsically “satis-
factory to God,” all forms of service that one might choose end up being essentially “the same 
in terms of [moral] worth”: worthless.

172.31–37, 173.01–12
Eventually, once one has passed over to the maxim of a service [that] supposedly is on its own 

⟨für sich selbst⟩ satisfactory to God [[and]], if necessary, also propitiative104 to him but not purely 
moral, then there is no essential difference in the way of serving God ⟨ihm⟩ as it were mechanically 
that would give one ˻way˼ an advantage over the other. They are all the same in terms of worth (or 
lack of worth), and it is bare affectation ⟨Ziererei⟩ to regard oneself as more select, because of a 
more refined ⟨feinere⟩ deviation from the sole intellectual principle of genuine {173} veneration of 
God, than those who are guilty of an allegedly grosser degradation to sensuality ⟨Sinnlichkeit⟩. 
Whether the devotee ⟨Andächtler⟩ undertakes his statute‐moderated105 walk to church or a 
 pilgrimage to the sanctuaries in Loretto106 or in Palestine;107 whether he brings his formulas of 
prayer to the heavenly authority with his lips, or with a prayer wheel, like a Tibetan (who believes 
that these wishes achieve their purpose just as well, even if put down108 in writing, provided that 
they are moved by something, e.g., by the wind if written onto flags, or by the hand if enclosed in 
a canister as a whirling machine),109 or whatever surrogate for the moral service of God it may be, 
it is all the same ⟨einerlei⟩ and of equal worth. —

Such forms of religious observance are worthless when they are detached from the maxim 
requiring them to support a moral lifestyle, because they all end up being mechanical—that is, 
oriented toward our sensual nature. Those who regard their own rituals as “more refined” than 
others, because they deviate in more subtle ways from the moral precept of rational religion, 
are displaying “bare affectation,” an artificial show of superiority that does not even pretend to 
clothe itself in morality. The typical Christian churchgoer might scoff at the Tibetan monk 
with his prayer wheel, but, if both regard their chosen ritual as a “surrogate for the moral 
 service of God,” they are “all the same.”

The second part of the fourth paragraph stresses that “moral conviction” rather than 
“external form” is what enables a person “to become satisfactory to God” (though our actions 

104 WP and GG have “conciliatory” for Kant’s versöhnenden; GH has “propitiating.”
105 WP has “statute‐governed” for Kant’s statutenmäßigen; GH has “according to rule” and GG “statutory.” See note 
0.216 for an example of Kant’s most notable use of this ‐mäßig suffix. Kant’s point is not that such worshippers do not 
genuinely venerate God, but that, by mixing their otherwise rightly principled actions with a false belief that obedience 
to statutes is what really matters, they destroy the integrity of what would otherwise be a genuinely religious act.
106 For a discussion of several possible locations Kant might have been referring to here, as a place of pilgrimage to 
worship the Virgin Mary, see WP 191n.
107 Kant is probably thinking here of the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem.
108 WP has “drawn up” for Kant’s aufgesetzt; GH has “set down” and GG “set out.”
109 On Kant’s likely sources for these examples, see WP 192n and BRR 461, 510.
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do matter, as empirical evidence that our conviction is “alive”), then considers the possible 
objection that a commitment to virtue might be “a dizzying delusion” too.

173.12–27
What matters here is not so much the difference in external form; rather, everything [hinges on] 
the acceptance or abandonment of the sole principle, to become satisfactory to110 God either only 
through moral conviction—insofar as in actions, as its appearance, it exhibits itself as alive—or 
through pious play‐acting and do‐nothingness.* But is there not perhaps also a dizzying 
⟨schwindligen⟩ delusion of virtue, rising above the bounds of human capacity, that might well be 
included, along with the groveling religious delusion, in111 the general class of self‐deceptions? 
No, virtuous conviction112 is occupied with something real that ⟨was⟩ by itself is satisfactory to 
God and concurs with the world’s greatest good ⟨Weltbesten⟩. It may indeed be joined by a delu-
sion of conceit, of considering oneself adequate to the idea of one’s holy duty; but that is only 
contingent. But to posit the highest worth in this /conviction\ ⟨ihr⟩ is not a delusion—like, say 
⟨etwa⟩, that in church exercises of devotion—but a genuine ⟨baarer⟩ contribution that works 
toward the world’s greatest good.

Kant is firm in his rejection of the claim that rational faith in “virtuous conviction” can be 
lumped together with revelation faith in rituals that entail “groveling,” as just another self‐
deception. For in the former alone are we confronted “with something real” that “concurs with 
the world’s greatest good”113 and therefore genuinely satisfies God. He concedes that some who 
adhere to the “sole principle” of moral faith, under consideration here in §2, might be con-
ceited enough to believe they can actually attain the perfection required by “holy duty”; this is 
a delusion, but is not a necessary aspect of the principle under consideration. The principle 
merely posits “the highest worth in this conviction,” for, unlike “church exercises of devotion,” 
actions based on a moral conviction make “a genuine contribution” to goodness in the world.

The footnote attached to the first sentence of the previous quoted passage calls attention to 
the “psychological phenomenon” whereby those who adhere to a revelation faith with fewer 
statutes tend to look down upon those whose faith requires assent to more statutes.

173n.29–37
*It is a psychological phenomenon that the adherents of a confession [[of faith]] in which there 

is somewhat less statutory [[material]] to believe feel ennobled thereby, as it were, and more 
enlightened, even though they still have retained enough of it in order not indeed to be entitled 
to114 look down with contempt (as, after all, they really do) from their supposed height of purity 
upon their brethren in church delusion. The cause of this is that they do thereby find themselves 
brought somewhat closer, however little it may be, to the pure moral religion, even though they 
still remain attached, [as much] as ever, to the delusion of wanting to complement it through pious 
observances, in which there is only less passive reason.

110 WP has “to please” for Kant’s wohlgefällig zu werden; GH and GG have “becoming well‐pleasing.” Kant’s use of zu 
werden here is significant, as it alludes back to the all‐important archetype, whom he calls “the Become!” at R 60.16.
111 WP has “with” for Kant’s mit dem kriechenden Religionswahn in; GH has “along with the cringing religious 
illusion, in” and GG “together with groveling delusion of religion, in.”
112 WP has “attitude of virtue” for Kant’s Tugendgesinnung; GH and GG have “disposition of virtue.”
113 This almost certainly refers to what Kant calls “the highest good” in his Critical writings. In Religion he rarely uses 
this (or any other) technical term from the Critiques, because he wants to keep the content accessible to anyone inter-
ested in religion (see R 13–4). PID amasses impressive evidence that the highest good is weaved throughout Kant’s 
arguments in Religion; but most such references (as here) are merely implicit; it is not necessary to take on board Kant’s 
Critical version of such arguments in order to follow his reasoning in Religion.
114 WP has “to not indeed be entitled to” for Kant’s um eben nicht … zu dürfen; GH has “that they are not entitled to” 
and GG “that … they should not.”
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The feeling such people have of being “more enlightened” seems justified, inasmuch as it is 
caused by the real fact that they are at least slightly closer “to the pure moral religion.” 
Nevertheless, their sense of superiority is a delusion and the contempt they feel for others is 
hypocritical, because their own maxim is no purer than the maxim of those whose rituals they 
despise. Worshippers of both types are guilty of abandoning “the sole principle,” as Kant puts 
it in the main text, for they equally hope to supplement pure religion “through pious obser-
vances.” That one person exhibits “less passive reason” when performing religious rituals does 
not constitute an “acceptance” of reason’s principle.

The fifth paragraph of the main text introduces a distinction that Kant has employed from 
time to time throughout the book and that gains prominence throughout the last few sections: 
the customary religious distinction between “nature” and “grace.”

173.28, 174.01–08
It is, moreover, a custom (at least a church one) to call nature whatever can be done by human 

beings115 by dint of {174} the principle of virtue, but grace whatever serves only to complement the 
deficiency of every human being’s115 moral capacity116 and—because this capacity’s ⟨dessen⟩ adequacy 
is also a duty for us—can only be wished or, for that matter, hoped and asked for; to regard both 
together as efficient causes of a conviction [that is] sufficient for a lifestyle satisfactory to God; but also 
not merely to distinguish them from each other but perhaps even to oppose117 ˻them˼ with each other.

The Christian church draws this distinction mainly from St. Paul’s writings (see note 11.116), 
where it is primarily described in terms of two contrasting “laws”: Moses’ moral law (a stan-
dard that human nature ought to meet but invariably fails to accomplish) and Jesus’ law of love 
(the basis for the good news of God’s grace to humanity). Grace is traditionally regarded as 
something we can ask God for and hope to receive, but human effort is limited to the (moral) 
realm of nature. Kant affirms this tradition, but only on the condition that we take both sides 
as “efficient causes of ” the moral conviction that is alone “sufficient for a lifestyle satisfactory 
to God.” Working out the implications of this claim is arguably the main task of Religion.

Having introduced and affirmed the basic distinction between nature and grace, the sixth 
paragraph continues by warning against the tendency to try to distinguish the effects of grace 
and nature, as such an attempt is a symptom of the delusion called “delirium.”

174.09–26
The persuasion [that] /one\ can distinguish effects of grace from those of nature (of virtue), or 

perhaps even [the former] ˻can˼ produce the latter118 in oneself, is delirium; for neither can we 

115 All three translators make allowances for the fact that Kant has the plural, “by human beings” (von Menschen), but 
then uses “his/its” (seines) later in the sentence. WP and GG change the initial plural to singular; GH preserves the 
initial plural and changes the later “his” to “our.” But we need assume no error on Kant’s part, if we take the words alles 
seines to mean “every human being’s.” Note that Kant retains the plural (uns, “us”), later in the sentence.
116 This distinction between (human) nature and (divine) grace is a main theme in the writings of St. Paul, especially 
in the book of Romans, where “nature/natural” occurs 10 times and “grace” 21 times, most of these in just the way Kant 
portrays. Indeed the main theme of Romans is the contrast between the two “laws” that correspond directly to these 
two terms: the moral (= nature) vs. love (= grace).
117 WP has “contrast” for Kant’s entgegen zu setzen; GH has “set them over against” and GG “set them well against.”
118 Ak. replaces Kant’s die letztern (in both editions) with sie (“them”), on the assumption that “the latter” would con-
tradict an essential precept of Kant’s moral theory, that we can produce virtue in ourselves. Following Ak.’s attempt to 
improve Kant’s text, WP has “them,” GG “these effects,” and GH “the former.” However, we can take what Kant wrote 
at face value, once we recognize that the implied subject of “produce” is the effects of grace: “the latter” thus means that 
delirium persuades a person that the effects of grace can produce virtue in that person. The delusion is not (as the Ak. 
amendment implies) experiencing grace, for this is a possibility Kant has repeatedly conceded throughout Religion; 
the delusion is to believe one detects grace producing virtue within oneself.
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be aware of a supersensible object in the experience of any /effects\,119 still less have influence on it 
to draw it down to us, even if in the mind there sometimes occur movements working toward what 
is moral,120 ˻ movements˼ that we cannot figure out and about which we are compelled to admit our 
ignorance: “The wind bloweth whither it listeth, [...] but thou knowest not whence it cometh, 
etc.”121 To want to perceive heavenly influences in oneself is a kind of madness, in which there may 
 presumably also be method (because those supposed inward revelations must still always attach 
themselves to moral [and] hence rational ideas), but which yet always remains a self‐deception 
detrimental to religion. To believe that there may be effects of grace, and /that\ perhaps there even 
have to be ˻such effects˼ to complement the imperfection of our striving for virtue, is all that we 
can say concerning them ⟨davon⟩; incidentally, we are incapacitated to determine anything in 
regard to their characteristics ⟨Kennzeichen⟩, but even more so of doing anything toward their 
⟨derselben⟩ production.

Delirium can take two forms: the believer either passively waits for “a supersensible object” to 
initiate an experience or actively attempts to “have an influence on” such an object. Either way, 
Kant insists, such efforts are fruitless, because (as argued at length in CPR) empirical knowledge 
of anything that transcends our spatiotemporal world is impossible. As usual, in keeping with 
what I have called his “Critical mysticism” (see notes 0.3 and App. I.2), Kant concedes that 
something like an effect of grace is possible, insofar as we sometimes experience inexplicable 
mental events “working toward what is moral.” Thus, quoting Jesus for support, Kant insists 
that the correct initial response to such seemingly mystical experiences is to confess ignorance, 
freeing the spirit to blow where and when it will. Seeking perceptual knowledge of such inef-
fable experiences “is a kind of madness,” “a self‐deception detrimental to religion.” Yet there 
may be “method” to such madness, inasmuch as moral ideas inevitably “attach themselves” to 
claims about “inward revelations.”122 Although most commentators focus exclusively on Kant’s 
negative remarks about what has conventionally been translated as “fanaticism” (i.e., the 
delirium one experiences when faith in effects of grace is allowed to replace the requirement of 
a good lifestyle), Kant explicitly concedes that “there may be effects of grace.” That is, they may 
actually occur (since, after all, we are ignorant of the supersensible realm), so a Critical faith in 
such effects is justified. Moreover, effects of grace might even be necessary “to complement the 
imperfection of our striving for virtue.”123 Provided we avoid the two‐pronged error of claiming 
determinate knowledge of such effects (i.e., superstition) and of attempting to produce such felt 
effects (i.e., delirium), faith in effects of grace need not conflict with the principle that ties all 
faith to religion within the bounds of bare reason.

The seventh paragraph of §2 distinguishes between two similar types of religious delusion: 
superstition is the belief that religious rituals can directly influence a person’s “justification 

119 WP has “in anything in experience” for Kant’s in der Erfahrung irgend woran; GH has “by any token … in experi-
ence” and GG “nowhere in experience.”
120 WP has “that work toward what is moral” for Kant’s aufs Moralische hinwirkende; GH has “making for morality” 
and GG “that work toward morality.”
121 Jn. 3: 8 quotes Jesus as saying: “The wind blows wherever it pleases. You hear its sound, but you cannot tell where 
it comes from or where it is going. So it is with everyone born of the Spirit.” As usual, WP quotes from the KJV. Despite 
his use of quote marks, Kant omits a phrase and his wording varies slightly from that of the LB.
122 Presumably Kant is thinking here primarily of the moral postulates, God and immortality, since mystical experi-
ences typically involve alleged communication with either God or departed spirits. His allusion is to Shakespeare’s 1602 
play Hamlet (Act II, Scene 2), where Polonius responds to Hamlet (who has just complained that a book he is reading is 
too honest about the ravages of old age) by muttering as an aside: “Though this be madness, yet there is method in’t.”
123 Anyone who thinks Kant’s theory of religion defends a works–righteousness that has no place for divine aid 
has not sufficiently digested §2 of Part Two of the Fourth Piece. I offer a detailed refutation of that common claim, 
clarifying Kant’s actual position, in SP‐2007b; cf. note 10.117.
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before God,” while delirium is the closely related delusion that we can bring about such a result 
by striving to interact with God.

174.27–37
The delusion [that] through religious acts of ritual worship [[we]] accomplish anything in 

regard to justification before God is religious superstition, just as the delusion of wanting to bring 
this about by striving for a supposed interaction ⟨Umgange⟩ with God is religious delirium. —It is 
superstitious delusion to want to become satisfactory to God through actions that any human 
being can perform without exactly ⟨eben⟩ needing to be a good human being (e.g., by confessing 
statutory dogmas, by observing ⟨Beobachtung⟩ church observance ⟨Observanz⟩ and discipline 
⟨Zucht⟩, &c.). The delusion ⟨Er⟩ is called superstitious, however, because it selects bare means of 
nature (not moral /means\), which by themselves can have absolutely no effect on what is not 
nature (i.e., on the morallys good). —

Such beliefs are delusions because they take the presentation of a wish to be good, exhibited 
through a ritual such as a confession of faith, as if it were capable of satisfying God without the 
person “needing to be a good human being.” They are superstitious insofar as they employ 
natural (nonmoral) means, in an effort to achieve an ethical (nonnatural) effect. If Kant is 
using “nature” consistently with his religious definition of it in the fifth paragraph of §2, then 
his point here is that superstition involves using a means that is possible for us to achieve in 
order to have an effect that is not possible for us to achieve.

Following the dash, the seventh paragraph continues with a further clarification of “delir-
ious” delusion as occurring when people not only seek to achieve an effect (or “purpose”) that 
is beyond human capability, but also imagine they can bring about a means to that end, when 
even the means lies beyond our reach.

174.37, 175.01–15
A delusion is {175} called delirious, however, when even the imagined means, being supersensible, 
is not within the human being’s capacity, without yet taking account of the unachieveability of the 
supersensible purpose intended through this /means\; for, this feeling of the immediate presence 
of the highest being and the differentiation of this feeling ⟨desselben⟩ from any other, even from 
the moral feeling, would be a receptivity to an intuition for which there is no sense in human 
nature. —Superstitious delusion, because it contains a means that to many a subject is in itself 
 suitable and also possible for him ⟨diesem⟩, at least to counteract ⟨entgegen zu wirken⟩ the obstacles 
to a conviction satisfactory to God, is to this extent still akin to reason, and is reprehensible only 
contingently by making what can merely be a means an object immediately satisfactory to God. 
Delirious religious delusion, by contrast, is the moral death of reason; after all,124 without reason 
⟨die⟩ no religion can take place, since, like all morality generally, religion ⟨welche⟩ must be founded 
on precepts.

Kant argues in CPR that human beings possess no “intellectual intuition” (see note App. IV.43), 
as would be needed in order to have empirical knowledge of God. Reminding Kantian readers 
of that claim, he here observes that, without such intuition, we are wholly incapable of distin-
guishing different causes of our feelings—for example, whether we are actually in “the 
immediate presence of the highest being” or whether our “moral feeling” is merely affecting us 
in a certain way. Delirium is therefore a worse form of delusion than superstition, because it 
completely denies the role of moral reason, the very heart of religion; indeed, the precepts that 
provide the basis for any religious tradition are essentially dead if reason is discarded. 

124 WP has “for … at all” for Kant’s doch gar; GH has “for … after all,” while GG omits these words.
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Superstition, by contrast, at least preserves a secondary role for reason by affirming means that 
are not only within our natural human capability, but in many cases also quite “suitable” as a 
way of counteracting “the obstacles to a conviction satisfactory to God.” Whereas delirium 
necessarily conflicts with the antidelusion principle that is the focus of §2, superstition  conflicts 
with it “only contingently”—that is, only if the superstitious person wrongly views “what can 
merely be a means” to salvation as if it were “an object immediately satisfactory to God.”

The short eighth paragraph concludes §2 by reaffirming the key “precept” of Kantian church 
faith, which was expressed at the outset of this section, and by casting it in the form of a 
rational “principle” that guards against all delusion.

175.16–20
Hence the precept—of a church faith—[which] remedies or forestalls all religious delusion is this: 

that this /faith\ must, besides the statutory propositions that for now it cannot wholly dispense with, 
yet also contain within itself a principle to bring about the religion of the good lifestyle as the actual 
goal, in order to be able some day to dispense with statutory propositions ⟨jener⟩ entirely ⟨gar⟩.

This closing statement concisely conveys Kant’s realistic recognition that churches need 
“statutory propositions” to bolster the faith of their members in various ways; however, 
they must serve only as dispensable means, never as the organization’s core precept. His recipe 
for avoiding delusion is therefore quite simple: viewing its statutes as means to a higher end, 
church faith must supplement them with “a principle” that defines the organization’s “actual 
goal” as “bring[ing] about the religion of the good lifestyle” for its members. With this prin-
ciple now clearly stated, we can turn our attention in Chapter 12 to the final pair of sections 
that concludes the main text of the Fourth Piece, where Kant identifies the improper and 
proper ways to think about the role of a guide in matters of faith.
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1. Part Two, §3 Appendix: The deception of priestery

The nature of religious delusion having been specified in §1 of Part Two of the Fourth Piece 
and the clue to overcoming it identified in §2, Kant turns his attention in §3 back to the theme 
that was his focus in Part One’s Section Two: the biblical scholars who (if not properly trained 
in philosophical theology) tend to obscure the natural religion that lies at the heart of Jesus’ 
teaching. Just as in the first two sections, the concluding two sections of Part Two move from 
the negative to the positive. First, §3 argues that viewing unphilosophical clergy as spiritual 
guides is bound to promote delusory ways of being religious, under the heading:

175.22–24] 
§3. On Priestery† as a Governance in the Pseudoservice of the Good Principle

This sets the stage for Kant’s crowning affirmative claim, in §4, that true service of God must 
be guided not by clergy but by conscience.

Before discussing Kant’s opening argument, let us examine the footnote he adds in R2 to the 
word “Priestery” in the title of §3, wherein he clarifies that he has chosen a term with admit-
tedly derogatory connotations because “all church forms” tend to display some kind of 
“spiritual despotism,” no matter how “unpretentious and popular” they may aim to be.

175n.27–36
†This appellation, designating1 merely the standing of a spiritual father (πάπα),2 acquires the 

signification of a rebuke only because of the supplementary concept of a spiritual despotism that can be 
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1 WP and GG have “name, which designates” for Kant’s bezeichnende Benennung; GH has “name (Pfaffentum), signifying.”
2 WP and GG have πάππα and GH “pappa,” all following Ak.’s correction of what appears to be Kant’s misspelling of 
the Greek word for “papa.” Kant has πάπα (“papa”) in R2, which is more likely to be a misspelling of πάπας, meaning 
“pope,” the spiritual father of the Catholic church. He probably used this spelling intentionally, as the allusion to the 
pope would heighten the effect of its etymological connection to the German Pfaffe (a pejorative term for a clergyman), 
from which Kant’s term Pfaffentum is derived (cf. WP 195n). WP coins “priestery” for the latter, in hopes of finding a 
similarly pejorative English term; by contrast, GH’s “clericalism” and GG’s “priestcraft” each have a more neutral con-
notation. JR coined “priestdom” (see JR 403–4n); JS followed JR. The critique of priestery developed in this section, as 
well as the overall distinction between true and false service of God developed in the Fourth Piece, had a profound 
influence on Kierkegaard’s similar critique of “Christendom,” as put forward in many of his later writings.
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encountered in all church forms, however unpretentious and popular they proclaim themselves [to be]. 
Hence in contrasting ⟨Gegeneinanderstellung⟩ sects I do not want by any means to be understood as 
 wishing to disparage one with its customs and regulations by comparison  ⟨vergleichungsweise⟩ with another. 
They all deserve equal respect insofar as their further experiments are /those\3 of poor mortals to make 
the kingdom of God sensible ⟨versinnlichen⟩ on earth, but also equal rebuke, when they regard the form 
of this idea’s exhibition (in a visible church) as the thing itself.4

Although Kant compares and contrasts various religious traditions while conducting his sec-
ond experiment, his intent is not “to disparage” any of them. Rather his goal is philosophical: 
to emphasize that all traditions “deserve equal respect insofar as” they valiantly experiment 
with various ways of expressing the rational ideal in symbols, and “equal rebuke” insofar as 
they mistake the symbol for “the thing itself ”—this being the key to the service–pseudoservice 
distinction that lies at the heart of the Fourth Piece. The implication here is that any sect that 
sets up a special class of religious leaders is likely to disparage itself by perpetrating delusions.

Like so many of the footnotes added in R2, this one also appears to serve (at least partly) as a 
response to Storr’s (1793) in depth study of and response to R1. For in light of Storr’s repeated expres-
sion of genuine appreciation of and agreement with Kant’s emphasis on morality as the core of true 
religion, Kant appears to be saying that Storr’s attempt to Christianize his philosophy deserves 
respect—thus confirming the high praise he himself gave Storr in R2’s Preface—even though he dis-
agrees with Storr’s emphasis. Storr had devoted an entire section (1793: 50–4 [65–72]; §14) to the 
criticism that Kant neglects the “historically certain fact” (53 [71]) that Jesus’ life and teachings con-
stitute the realization of the archetype of perfect humanity (54 [71–2]): “In short, we Christians have 
found that of which the great philosopher Kant sought to have assurance.” Just before the first of these 
two quotations, Storr cites R1 251 (= R 174.03–24), the page just before the position where Kant adds 
this footnote in R2. The “rebuke” Kant has in mind here is directed at Storr, who surely would have 
pled guilty to the charge that he believed Jesus to be not just “the form of this idea’s exhibition,” but 
“the thing itself”—for this is precisely what Storr had accused Kant himself of neglecting.

The main text of §3 begins by tracing humanity’s tendency to set up a class of religious leaders back 
to pre‐religious, fear‐based responses to the natural human weakness that gave rise to animism.

175.25–26, 176.01–09
The veneration of mighty invisible beings, which was forced from ⟨abgenöthigt⟩ the helpless human 
being by his natural fear based on the consciousness of his incapacity {176}, did not start instantly 
with a religion.5 ˻ It started˼ from a service of God (or of idols) [that was] servile;6 when it had obtained 
a certain publicly legal form,7 /it\ became a temple service, and, only after the moral education of 
human beings had gradually been linked with these laws, a church service. Both of these have at their 
basis a historical faith, until people ⟨man⟩ eventually began8 to see this /faith\ as merely provisional 
and as the symbolic exhibition and the means for the furtherance of a pure religious faith.

3 Taking R2’s fernern (“further”) as a typo, Ak. changes Kant’s text to Formen. Following Ak., WP, GG, and GH have 
“their forms are (the) attempts.” But Kant’s wording makes good sense as it stands.
4 Kant may be alluding here to Col. 2: 16–7: “Therefore do not let anyone judge you by what you eat or drink, or with 
regard to a religious festival, a New Moon celebration or a Sabbath day. These are a shadow of the things that were to 
come; the reality, however, is found in Christ.”
5 WP replaces Kant’s sondern with this period; GH and GG have “but.”
6 WP replaces Kant’s welcher with this semicolon; GH starts a new sentence here, while GG preserves Kant’s 
construction with “which.”
7 WP has “form under public law” for Kant’s öffentlich‐gesetzliche Form; GH has “publicly legalized form” and GG 
“public and legal form.”
8 Ak. omits the emphasis Kant put on angefangen in both R1 and R2; WP, GG, and GH follow suit. The emphasis 
serves to highlight what I have previously referred to as Kant’s realized eschatology (see note 10.4)—i.e., his claim that 
true religion requires that we begin to set ourselves (and the church) on the path of goodness, not that we complete the 
whole process that we thereby set in motion.
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The fear that motivated the primitive worship of spirits in nature gave rise to idol worship in 
early civilized cultures; this in turn led to legalistic temple worship once it took on the more 
refined form of specific external acts that worshippers could do to please the gods (or God, in 
Judaism). Only when “moral education” was grafted onto such legalism did “temple service” 
become “church service.” What is noteworthy is that Kant now blurs the distinction between 
Jewish and Christian forms, emphasized previously (cf. R 125–8): both have a “historical” 
basis, until their practitioners come to see their service as a “symbolic exhibition” of “pure reli-
gious faith.”

To emphasize still further the pluralism implied by defining true religion not as a specific 
historical tradition but as its rational core, Kant proceeds in the second paragraph by explicitly 
comparing primitive and modern traditions, in terms of both their spiritual leaders and the 
types of faith adopted by their followers.

176.10–27
From a Tungusic shaman9 up to a European prelate /who\ governs both church and national 

regime, or (if instead of the heads and leaders we wish to look only at the adherents of the faith 
according to their own way of presenting) from10 the entirely sensual ⟨sinnlichen⟩ Vogul11 who in the 
morning lays a bear skin’s paw on his head with the short prayer, “Strike me not dead!,”12 up to10 the 
sublimated Puritan and Independent13 in Connecticut, there is indeed a mighty distance in the manner, 

9 The Tungus (nowadays more commonly known as the Evenks) are an indigenous tribal people of northern Asia 
(mainly Siberia); the term “shaman” (referring to the spiritual adviser for each clan) first came into use in European lan-
guages as a transliteration of the Tungusic word “saman” (see Grim 1983: 15), though its etymology might go back to the 
Sanskrit Śramana, an ascetic tradition in India during the first millennium bce). The shaman is not so much a leader in 
the western sense as a specialist in the magical traditions that enable the people to protect themselves from nature’s forces. 
In many ways the shaman had, in the primitive tribe, the combined functions of the priest, lawyer, and doctor in the Europe 
of Kant’s day. Early references to this tradition occurred in the reports of travelers to China, sent by Peter the Great in the 
1690s (Grim 1983: 15). BRR 561n lists three possible sources of Kant’s knowledge of the Tungus and shamanism.
10 Following WP for Kant’s zwischen … und, so that the two parts of the sentence read more smoothly; GH and GG 
preserve the literal, “between … and,” but change the previous von … bis zu (“from … up to”) to match this construction.
11 The Voguls (nowadays more commonly known as the Mansi) are a tribal group living in the northern Ural moun-
tains and along the river Ob, in western Siberia; like Hungarian, the Vogul language belongs to the Finno‐Ugric family. 
English accounts of Vogul/Mansi traditions are rare; but see Aado Lintrop, “The Mansi: History and Present Day” 
(www.folklore.ee/~aado/rahvad/mansingl.htm). Attempts to convert this people group to Christianity began well 
before Kant’s day and have been notoriously unsuccessful.
12 The bear serves as the totem animal for the Mansi (cf. note 12.11 immediately above); for a recent account of this tra-
dition in English, see Schmidt 1989. Bohatec (BRR 516n) lists six possible sources of Kant’s knowledge of the Voguls and 
their bear‐worshipping tradition. However, he does not note that the prayer Kant puts into the Vogul’s mouth—Schlag mich 
nicht todt!—is a quotation from Büsching 1770: 938, where it is attributed to a different Russian tribe, the Teleuts, and is 
not associated with the bear ritual. Büsching writes: Einen Gott glauben sie, den sie dadurch verehren, daß sie sich alle 
Morgen gegen der Sonne Aufgang wenden, und dieses kurze Gebet hersagen: schlag mich nicht todt (“They believe in a God 
whom they worship, in that they turn every morning toward the sunrise, and recite this short prayer: strike me not dead”). 
Significantly, “Strike me not dead!” is also a line from the concluding scene (Act V, Scene III) of The Princess of Cleves, a 
1681 play by the English dramatist Nathaniel Lee (c. 1653–92). The whole context—a speech uttered by Duke Nemours to 
the princess, is: “Strike me not Dead, / With Duty’s Name, by Heaven I swear you’re free / As Air, as Water, Winds or open 
Wilds, / There is no Form of Obligation now? / Nay, let me say, for Duty: O forgive me, / ‘Tis utmost Duty now to keep my 
Love / You have confess’d for me.” Although Lee died in conditions of ill repute, his Dramatic Works were collected and 
published in 1784. Lee was anti‐Puritan, and The Princess of Cleves in particular is a parody of certain Puritan ideas. That 
Kant goes on to compare this tradition with Puritanism suggests that he may have been acquainted with Lee’s work, per-
haps through his regular meetings with his good friend, Joseph Green, a British merchant (see, e.g., Kuehn 2001: 154–7).
13 “Puritan” typically refers to various Protestant religious sects prominent during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, which sought to purify the Church of England from aspects of Catholicism that they believed remained too 
influential. Independents (also called Separatists; precursors of modern Congregationalists) were a Puritan group 
founded by John Robinson in 1610. They were most influential in England around the middle of the seventeenth 
century, but many moved to the New World as a result of religious persecution. For modern studies of Puritanism that 
include accounts of various Independents, see Coffey and Lim 2008.

http://www.folklore.ee/~aado/rahvad/mansingl.htm
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but not in the principle, of believing;14 for concerning the latter ⟨dieses⟩, they collectively belong to one 
and the same class, namely /the class\ of those ⟨derer⟩ who set15 their liturgy in that which does not in 
itself amount to a better human being (faith in certain statutory theses, or attending to certain more 
volitional observances). Only those who mean to find this service ⟨ihn⟩ solely in the conviction of a 
good lifestyle distinguish themselves from those [others]; [they do so] by the transition to a principle 
[that is] entirely different and [is] exalted far above the other ⟨das erste⟩, namely /the principle\ 
whereby they confess [[allegiance]] to an (invisible) church that encompasses all well‐meaning 
/ people\ and, according to its essential make‐up, can alone be the true universal /church\.

Just as a shaman’s way of behaving toward those in the tribe who look to him or her for guidance 
may bear little or no resemblance to the behavior of a Christian priest who holds high posi-
tions in both religious and political circles, so also the rituals practiced by tribal peoples around 
the world may seem far less refined than those practiced by members of modern Christian 
sects; yet the principle of faith that underlies both is virtually identical. Puritan statutes that 
encourage people to regard certain types of nonmoral behavior as intrinsically pleasing to God 
are not essentially different from haphazard rituals that strike modern readers as utterly super-
stitious: both assume that serving God does not require a person to experience real moral ref-
ormation. The differences of degree between these traditions become a difference in kind only 
if a person converts to a whole new internal principle, whereby serving God entails adopting 
“the conviction of a good lifestyle.” And this, as Kant argued in the Third Piece, requires reli-
gious people to stop viewing their own specific tradition as absolutely true; instead, we must 
recognize that the true “(invisible) church” is a union of “all well‐meaning people.”

Before reiterating the stark difference between these two principles, Kant explains in the 
third paragraph that, regardless of which principle is adopted, the “intention” of any religious 
person, ipso facto, is “to guide” an “invisible potency” in such a way that one’s own “destiny” 
will be more favorable.

176.28–37, 177.01–09
An intention16 that they all have is to guide to their advantage the invisible potency holding 

sway ⟨gebietet⟩ over the destiny of human beings; they think differently only about how this is to 
get started.17 If they consider that potency to be an intelligent being and therefore attribute to it18 
a will from which they await their lot, then their striving19 can consist only in the selection of the 
way in which, as beings subjected to that intelligent being’s ⟨seinem⟩ will, they can become  pleasing 
to it through their doing and refraining. If they think of it as a moral being, then they easily convince 
themselves through their own reason that the condition of acquiring the being’s ⟨sein⟩ satisfaction 
must be their morally good lifestyle, above all pure conviction, as the subjective {177} principle 
thereof ⟨desselben⟩. Yet the highest being may in addition perhaps also want to be served in a way 
that cannot become familiar to us through bare reason, namely by actions in which by themselves we 
regard20 indeed nothing moral, but which we yet undertake volitionally, either as commanded 

14 WP has “having faith” for Kant’s zu glauben; GH omits this verb, while GG has “faith.”
15 WP has “posit” for Kant’s setzen; GH has “consist in” and GG “place.”
16 Following WP for Kant’s eine Absicht; GH has “The intention” and GG “The one aim,” but these options both 
(incorrectly) imply that religious people have only one aim. Kant’s eine (“one”) implies that religious people have at 
least this one aim, but leaves room for the possibility that they may also have others.
17 WP has “as regards how to go about it” for Kant’s wie das anzufangen sei, darüber; GH has “in … how to undertake 
this feat” and GG “over how to go about it.”
18 Following WP for Kant’s ihr; GH has “Him” and GG “him,” but as WP 196n points out, the referent is to the imper-
sonal term, Macht (“potency”). The next three occurrences of “it” are similar, with GH and GG translating the impersonal 
pronouns (ihm, es, and ihn) with “Him/him.”
19 Following WP for Kant’s Bestreben (literally “endeavor”); GH has “efforts” and GG “effort.”
20 WP has “see” for Kant’s ansehen; GH has “discover” and GG “detect.”
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by this /being\ ⟨ihm⟩ or even just to testify to our submissiveness toward it. Hence ⟨welchen … also⟩ 
in both ways of proceeding, if these constitute a whole of systematically ordered occupations, 
they21 posit a service of God overall. —

That Kant contrasts those who view this “invisible potency” as “an intelligent being” with those 
who “think of it as a moral being” indicates that he is including even followers of true (moral) 
religion among those for whom being religious is a way to guide their destiny toward a better 
goal. The difference between tribal religions and the Puritans is that the latter view God as 
intelligent; the difference between both groups (insofar as Puritans focus on outward behavior) 
and Kantian religion is that the latter also requires God to be moral (so that one’s “good life-
style” must stem from “pure conviction”). Kant concedes that a supremely powerful being 
could be moral yet “also want to be served in” extramoral ways, just as the first two groups 
(tribal religions and Puritans) claim; but we could never know the will of such a being “through 
bare reason.” Only regarding our moral duty can all people “easily convince themselves through 
their own reason” that obeying it is God’s will. Both can be called “service of God,” insofar as 
each conducts its business22 in a “systematically ordered” manner. That Kant is here contrast-
ing not true and false service, but two types of service that might both be legitimate, becomes 
clear as his argument proceeds.

The paragraph concludes, following the dash, by contrasting two very different ways of 
linking the moral and nonmoral ways of serving God: either they both please God “immedi-
ately,” or one of them is an indirect “means” while the other is “the actual service.”

177.09–24
Now, if the two ˻ways of proceeding˼ are to be linked, then either each of them immediately, or one 
of the two only as a means to the other as the actual service of God, will have to be assumed to be 
the way to please God well. That the moral service of God (officium liberum)23 would please him 
immediately is self‐evident. But it cannot be recognized as the supreme condition of all [[divine]] 
satisfaction in the human being (this /satisfaction\ ⟨welches⟩ also lies in the very concept of 
morality) if the mercenary service (officium mercennarium)24 could [[possibly]] by itself be 
regarded as satisfactory to God; for then no one would know which service would be preferable in 
an occurring case in order to adjust accordingly ⟨danach⟩ the judgment concerning his duty, or 
how the two ⟨sie⟩ would complement each other. Therefore, actions that have no moral worth in 
themselves will have to be assumed to be satisfactory to God ⟨ihm⟩ only insofar as they serve [as]25 
means for the furtherance of what is immediately good in actions (for morality), i.e., for the sake of 
the moral service of God.

Kant’s argument proceeds in four steps. First, we know that “moral service” pleases God 
“immediately”; this is an analytic truth, since it “lies in the very concept of morality.” Second, 
while it is logically possible that certain types of nonmoral (reward‐based) service might also 
please God immediately, human beings would then be in an impossible situation, for “no one 
would know which service would be preferable” at any given point. Third, the only way out of 

21 Following WP for Kant’s sie, taking it to refer to the religious people under discussion (cf. WP 197n); GH has “our 
acts” and GG “and which,” referring back to Art (“way”).
22 Kant’s Beschäftigungen (“occupations” above; GH and GG have “activities”) is closely related to Geschäften, the 
term he uses to refer to the three “businessmen” of the faculties: priests, lawyers, and doctors (see, e.g., R 87).
23 “Free (or independent) obligation” (Lat.).
24 “Hired (or mercenary) obligation” (Lat.). Kant’s German equivalent, Lohndienst, also refers to a “hired servant.”
25 Ak. inserts this als, which is not present in R1 or R2; without it, Kant would be saying that nonmoral actions satisfy 
God only if “they serve a means for the furtherance of ” immediately good actions, but leaving this means unidentified. 
Ak. seems correct to assume that the nonmoral actions are themselves the means.
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this impasse is to treat one type of service as a means toward the fulfillment of the other type. 
Since we know the status of moral service but do not know the status of nonmoral service, we 
are justified on practical grounds to assume that any nonmoral service that God demands must 
serve as an indirect means to fulfill our direct moral service.

The fourth paragraph of §3 supports the foregoing inference by reminding us of the 
conclusion reached in §§1–2: to drop the first premise, so that nonmoral actions may be 
regarded as immediately satisfying to God, is to stand “under the delusion” that we human 
beings can influence God “through entirely natural means.”

177.25–37, 178.01–03
Now, the human being who uses ⟨braucht⟩ actions—˻actions˼ that by themselves contain nothing 

satisfactory to God (˻nothing˼ moral)—nonetheless as means for acquiring God’s immediate satisfaction 
in him, and thereby the fulfillment of his wishes, stands under the delusion [that he] possesses an art of 
bringing about a supernatural effect through entirely natural means. Attempts of this sort ⟨dergleichen⟩ 
are usually called magic, a word, however, that (since it carries with it the supplementary concept of a 
communion with the evil principle, whereas those attempts can after all also be thought as undertaken 
with incidentally good moral intention, through misunderstanding) we shall exchange for the word 
fetishizing, familiar in other contexts.26 A supernatural effect of a human being, however, would be one 
that is possible in his thoughts only by his supposedly affecting God and making use of him ⟨desselben⟩ 
as a means in order to produce in the world an {178} effect for which his powers, indeed even his 
insight whether the effect ⟨sie⟩ might be so much as ⟨auch⟩ satisfactory to God, are not sufficient 
by themselves—which contains an absurdity in its very concept.

We now see why Kant chose to compare modern, more refined (but still nonmoral) religious 
traditions with primitive superstitions. Both approaches essentially amount to performing 
“magic,” insofar as both attempt to control what happens “in the world” in a way that lies 
beyond the limits of human powers. But, to avoid implying that Christians (or members of 
other traditions that claim to identify nonmoral ways of serving God) are actually serving “the 
evil principle,” Kant opts for the less presumptuous word, “fetishizing.” Several decades earlier 
(see note 12.26), Charles de Brosses had coined “fetish” as a religious term for any object that 
a person believes is capable of producing a “supernatural effect.” While such effects seem to be 
“possible in [a person’s] thoughts,” the “very concept” turns out to be absurd, since we do not 
even possess “insight” into whether or not a nonmoral effect (i.e., one that does not serve as a 
means to a moral end) could satisfy God. This reminder does not contradict Kant’s previous 
affirmation that nonmoral acts might qualify as genuine service of God; rather, it clarifies that 
they cannot so qualify (but will instead lead to the delusion of fetishizing) if religious practi-
tioners view them as “sufficient by themselves.”

Having reminded us that fetishizing is a delusion, Kant reaffirms in the fifth paragraph that non-
moral service to God can still serve a useful function, as long as we interpret it indirectly, as a means.

178.04–16
But if the human being seeks, in addition to doing so through what makes him the object of 

divine satisfaction immediately (through27 the active an indirect conviction of a good lifestyle), to 
make himself worthy of the complement of his incapacity by a supernatural assistance also by means 

26 WP and GG have “otherwise familiar … fetishism” for Kant’s sonst bekannte … Fetischmachens, but using “other-
wise” for sonst makes no sense here; GH has “fetishism, familiar in other connections.” At R 194.30 GH and GG use 
the more literal, “fetish‐making.” The word “fetish” was coined and popularized by Charles de Brosses in his 1760 book 
Du culte des dieux fétiches. Kant is very likely referring here to the popularlity and significance of this book.
27 Following GG for Kant’s durch; GH has “by”; WP omits this word.
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of certain formalities, and if with this intention /he\ means, through observances—which indeed 
have no immediate worth but do serve as means to the furtherance of that moral conviction—to 
make himself merely receptive to the achievement28 of the object of his good, moral wishes, then he 
does, to be sure, for the complement of his natural incapacity count on something supernatural, yet 
not as something effected by the human being (through influence upon the divine will), but as /
something\ received, which he can hope for but cannot produce. —

This highly complex sentence conveys two straightforward ideas, once we unpack Kant’s 
convoluted grammatical structure. First, “the active conviction of a good lifestyle” is and must 
remain the key component supporting any hope we may have of being worthy to receive 
“supernatural assistance” to complement our incapacity, so that we may satisfy God despite 
being imperfect. This is Kant’s first experiment in a nutshell—the second experiment’s essence 
being the other idea expressed here. This second idea is that, if we choose to clothe our moral 
conviction in “certain formalities” of a nonmoral nature, based on our own tradition’s limited 
view of what else God might want from us, then we must remember that these religious obser-
vances do not directly have “influence upon the divine will,” but serve to make us more “receptive 
to the achievement of” moral perfection—such moral receptivity being a key feature of Kant’s 
definition of “grace” at R 75n. While there may, indeed, be something supernatural going on 
here—Critical principles prevent us from attaining any certainty on this matter either way—what 
we can be sure of is that we “cannot produce” the supernatural effect (i.e., the grace needed to 
complement our imperfect attempts to follow a virtuous lifestyle) but can only receive it.

The fifth paragraph continues, after the dash, with the pendulum swinging back to the 
 negative side: Kant warns the religious person yet again that to interpret such nonmoral actions 
“in themselves,” as if they satisfy God “immediately,” is a “delusion.”

178.16–31
But if actions that in themselves, as far as we ˻can˼ comprehend, contain nothing morally, 
God‐satisfyingly ˻received˼29 are in his opinion nonetheless to serve as a means or indeed as the 
condition for expecting support for his wishes immediately from God, then he must stand under 
⟨in⟩ the delusion that, although he has for this supernatural [assistance]30 neither a physical 
capacity nor a moral receptivity, he can nonetheless bring it about through actions [that are] natural 
though in themselves not at all akin to morality (˻actions˼ the performance of which requires no 
conviction satisfactory to God and which, therefore, the worst human being can perform just as 

28 WP and GG have “attainment” for Kant’s Erreichung; GH has “receiving.”
29 Following Kant’s R1 and R2 text, nichts moralisches Gott wohlgefälliges, I assume this phrase contains an ellipsis, 
these adjectives referring back to the closest grammatically eligible noun: Empfangenes (“received”), which occurs 
near the end of the previous sentence. GW amends Kant’s text to nichts Moralisches, Gott Wohlgefälliges, for which WP 
has “nothing moral, nothing pleasing to God,” GG “not … anything moral and well‐pleasing to God,” and GH “nothing 
moral or well‐pleasing to God.” While my reading assumes that Kant wrote accurately, but with a difficult-to-detect 
ellipsis in mind—a not infrequent occurrence in Religion!—the Ak. emendation assumes that Kant (even when proof-
reading for R2) forgot the simplest rule of German grammar, that nouns must be capitalized. Moreover, the Ak. 
reading risks distorting Kant’s point, which is that such persons grant that their actions contain nothing morally satis-
fying to God; however, they would not grant that their actions contain nothing at all that satisfies God, because they 
believe they have received a special gift of grace that makes them good. Kant does not dogmatically deny the latter, 
though he is typically interpreted as maintaining this view, partly due to such Ak. emendations of his text; rather, 
Kant’s position is that we cannot know whether God would ever be satisfied with a nonmoral action, or would ever give 
a gift of grace in response to such an action, and that such an assumption therefore cannot be part of rational religion, 
though it may well be part of historical faith. The delusion he is identifying here is that some religious persons claim 
to know that nonmoral actions can (as it were, magically) make us morally good. Kant is not claiming to know that 
nonmoral actions cannot satisfy God, much as GW and others might have preferred Kant to have claimed that.
30 Following GH for Kant’s Übernatürliche, except that GH does not put the word in brackets; WP inserts “[link],” 
while GG has “the supernatural,” thus neglecting Kant’s dieses (“this”).
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well as the best)—through formulas of invocation, through confessions of a mercenary faith, 
through church observances, &c.—and thus, as it were, magically bring about ⟨herbeizaubern⟩ 
the deity’s assistance. For between merely physical means and a morally efficient cause there is no 
connection at all according to any [particular] law that reason can think of, according to which this 
cause ⟨die letztere⟩ could be presented as determinable to certain effects by those physical means 
⟨die ersteren⟩.

By calling nonmoral religious observances delusory when viewed as quasi‐magical ways of 
controlling God, Kant is not claiming to know that God will not respond in the way such per-
sons hope; for human reason is not capable of knowing what God may or may not do, even in 
such circumstances. Rather, the delusion is to believe something with no rational grounds for 
taking it as true. The core assumption of Kant’s whole philosophy is that, if human beings have 
any link with the supernatural, it is through our moral nature; to divorce religious hope from 
this (proper) practical basis (i.e., belief in God as “a morally efficient cause”) and to ground it 
in a “merely physical means” is a delusion because “reason can think of ” “no connection at all” 
whereby a law could govern such human–divine interactions. Instead, we would be left with 
the random (and morally abhorrent) situation whereby evil people could perform external rit-
uals that would force God to accept them without ever experiencing any moral reformation. 
One who bases hope of divine assistance on a change of heart is not deluded because no control 
over God is assumed.

Kant begins the sixth paragraph with yet another restatement of his basic two‐sided thesis, 
this time weaving into it references to the concepts of revelation and historical faith that played 
crucial roles in earlier sections of Religion and emphasizing that the difference between true 
and false service rests on the priority one assumes in binding “two good things”: “statutory 
laws” and “moral conviction.”

178.32–37, 179.01–05
Whoever therefore dispatches31 the observance of statutory laws requiring a revelation as 

necessary, before ˻dispatching˼31 religion, and ˻dispatches this˼, indeed,32 not merely as a means 
to moral  conviction but as the objective condition for thereby becoming satisfactory to God 
immediately, and puts this historical faith after33 the striving for the good lifestyle (whereas that 
observance ⟨die erstere⟩, as something that can be satisfactory to God only conditionally {179}, 
must conform ⟨sich … richten⟩ to this /striving\,34 which alone satisfies him absolutely ⟨schlech-
thin⟩), transforms the service of God into a bare fetishizing and performs a pseudoservice that 
undoes all work toward the true religion. So much depends, when one wants to bind two good 
things, on the order in which one binds them!—

31 WP has “has … come first … to” for Kant’s zur … voranschickt; GH has “assigns priority to … to” and GG “gives 
precedence to … to.” Kant uses this grammatical construction in the same way (though in a different context) in R 
43.25–44.01; see note 3.68. The context suggests that his use of a mailing metaphor (schicken literally means “mail,” or 
any means of sending something to someoone) refers to people metaphorically “mailing” to God either obedience to 
statutory laws or obedience to the moral law. Given his reference to enlightenment in the next quoted passage, the 
metaphor may also be aimed at religious teachers: it may refer, namely, to the messages they send their congregations 
regarding these two forms of service.
32 WP inserts “this” in place of Kant’s zwar; GG has “indeed,” while GH omits this word. While here it signals 
an ellipsis, the corresponding zwar at R 43.25 (where the same grammatical construction appears) signals the dative 
referent of voranschickt (cf. note 12.31 above).
33 WP has “puts second to” for Kant’s nachsetzt; GH has “places … below” and GG “places … behind.”
34 Following WP for Kant’s nach dem letzteren; because they use a different word order, GH and GG have “the 
former” here and “the latter” for die erstere, thus implying that Kant is referring to “historical faith” as contingent and 
leaving unclear which component he is calling absolute. WP 198n points out that Kant’s use of was (“which”) requires 
the referent here to be neuter, referring back to the whole phrase “striving for the good lifestyle.”
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Remarkably, Kant now leaves no doubt that he sees the revealed clothing of historical faith as 
essentially good. What makes false service false is not merely “the observance of statutory laws” 
as such, just as the evil propensity in the First Piece is not the mere satisfaction of our animal 
inclinations (identified there as the first classification of the predisposition to good); rather, in 
both cases we err only when we adopt a deluded “conviction,” choosing to believe that the lesser, 
conditional good is more important than the higher, absolute good of morality. Only our striv-
ing for the latter, as Kant never tires of repeating, can be properly regarded as “the objective 
condition for … becoming satisfactory to God immediately,” because such striving is our best 
evidence of a good conviction (see §§5.2–3). This is the message religious teachers should be 
“dispatching” (see note 12.31 above) to their congregations.

Kant next emphasizes, after a dash, that this perspectival distinction is the key to “true 
enlightenment,” for it allows a proper role for one’s historical–statutory tradition, yet ensures 
this “yoke” must remain light, thus freeing people to focus on “moral service.”

179.05–18
It is in this distinction, however, that true enlightenment consists; the service of God thereby becomes 
first of all a free [and] hence moral service. But if one deviates from it,35 then, in place of the freedom 
of the children of God,36 there is instead imposed upon the human being the yoke of a law (the 
statutory /law\); thus, this /imposed law\,37 because it is an unconditional constraint38 to believe 
something that can be cognized only historically and therefore cannot be convincing to everyone, is 
for conscientious human beings a still far heavier yoke* than the whole stuff concerning pious 
imposed observances may ever [properly]39 be, for in their case ⟨bei denen⟩ attending to them  suffices 
for one to match40 with an established church community, without anyone needing either inwardly 
or outwardly to confess his faith that he considers this law ⟨es⟩ to be a regulation brought about by 
God; for actually it is by this /confession\ that conscience is burdened.

What improperly burdens the well‐functioning conscience is not statutory law itself, nor even 
the yoking of that law to our moral nature (see note 12.37); for both sides of the foregoing 
 distinction require just such a linkage. Rather, Kant’s complaint here is against those who 
reverse the proper order of priority between the two components by seeking to impose the 
statutory law of a specific tradition as “an unconditional constraint” that was “brought 
about by God,” even though the validity of such laws can never be a matter of universal assent. 

35 Kant’s davon (“from it”) refers to “this distinction” (see WP 199n). But the distinction has two sides: the deviation 
Kant is referring to here is from the first (enlightened) option to the second (deluded) option, not from the distinction 
itself.
36 Kant appears to be alluding to Romans 8, where Paul says that “through Christ Jesus the law of the Spirit who gives 
life has set you free from the law of sin and death” (8: 2). After observing that suffering is the inevitable result for those 
who adopt this new mindset, because “the creation” itself remains subjected to “its bondage” to law (8: 20–21), Paul 
expresses the “hope” that “the creation itself will be … brought into the freedom and glory of the children of God.”
37 WP has “and this law” for Kant’s welches dadurch; GH and GG have “and this yoke.” But Kant cannot be saying that 
statutory law (or even yoking it to the moral law) is, as such, “a still far heavier yoke” than conscience permits, because 
he has just stated that statutory law (as yoked to the moral) is good. The mistake he is highlighting here is the situation 
whereby religious teachers impose that law onto people as an “unconditional constraint.” The significance of the impo-
sition comes across more clearly in German: although the grammatical referent of welches is Gesetze (“law”), the 
immediately preceding word is auferlegt (“imposed”), indicating that the imposed law is the problem.
38 WP has “necessitation” for Kant’s Nöthigung; GH has “requirement” and GG “coercion.” While WP’s translation is 
literally accurate, it does not convey the sense of the German, which refers to a forced action that puts another person 
under duress; “sexual assault,” for example, is expressed as sexuelle Nöthigung.
39 Following GH and GG for Kant’s immer (literally “always”); WP has “in fact.” I insert “properly,” as this is implied 
by Kant’s “may be.”
40 WP has “harmonize” for Kant’s zusammen zu passen; GH has “secure … conformity” and GG “be in harmony.”
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The (properly enlightened) conscientious person will not completely remove this yoke by alto-
gether rejecting the validity of the historical tradition (since Critical principles require humility, 
given our necessary ignorance of any nonmoral laws that God may or may not have com-
manded), but will lighten its burden by “attending to” whatever observances may be useful “for 
one to match with an established church community.” The latter, of course, was the main point 
of Kant’s argument in the Third Piece. Perhaps for that reason, he provides no hint at this point 
as to what such “attending” might entail; he tells us only that it does not require a person to 
“confess … that he considers this law to be” divinely revealed. Fortunately, much of the 
remainder of Religion, including the discussion of the fourth parerga (see App. IV), provides 
just such further details.

Perhaps aware that the foregoing, radical claim might seem to contradict the Bible’s por-
trayal of the proper role of statutory faith, Kant adds a footnote interpreting the passage from 
Matthew’s Gospel where Jesus refers to just such a “yoke”; he highlights the paradoxical double 
meaning of calling a command “burdensome.”

179n.24–38
*“That yoke is gentle, and the burden is light,”41 where the duty that is incumbent on everyone 

can be regarded as imposed upon him by himself and through his own reason, which, therefore, to 
this extent ⟨so fern⟩ he takes upon himself voluntarily. Only the moral laws, however, as divine com-
mands, are of this kind; of them alone the founder of the pure church could say, “My commands are 
not difficult ⟨schwer⟩.”42 That expression means no more than this: they are not burdensome 
⟨beschwerlich⟩, because everyone comprehends on his own the necessity of complying with them, 
[and] hence nothing is thereby thrust upon him; whereas despotically commanding regulations—
although imposed on us for our best [interest] (yet not through our reason)—in which we can see 
no use, are as it were vexations (drudgeries) to which one subjects oneself only if forced. In them-
selves, however, the actions, considered in the purity of their source, that are commanded by those 
moral laws, are precisely those that the human being finds most difficult, and for which he would 
gladly undertake the most burdensome pious drudgeries, if it were possible to offer them ⟨diese⟩ as 
payment in place of those ⟨jener⟩ /actions\.

From the rational perspective (i.e., that of Kant’s first experiment), a light yoke is a command 
that a person can interpret “as imposed upon him by himself,” for one can obey such com-
mands without feeling constrained: “nothing is thereby thrust upon him.” Since only moral 
laws come to us in this way, Kant reasons, Jesus must have been referring to these in the passage 
in question, contrasting them with the heavy burden of statutory laws placed on followers of 
traditional Judaism. Ironically, Kant admits that, from the historical perspective (i.e., that of the 
second experiment), obeying moral laws is precisely what the typical person “finds most diffi-
cult”; this is why religious traditions inevitably offer “the most burdensome pious drudgeries” 
in the (deluded) hope that these can serve “as payment” for disobeying moral actions by a 
person whose heart remains mired in self‐interest. Jesus’ point (and Kant’s) is that a good‐
hearted person has no need for such useless “vexations.”

The concluding paragraph of the main text of §3 turns at last to the topic identified in the 
section title, describing “priestery” as “the structure of a church” that is founded on nonmoral 

41 Kant is quoting here from Matt. 11: 30; see note 11.34.
42 Kant now quotes from 1 Jn. 5: 3 (“In fact, this is love for God: to keep his commands. And his commands are not 
burdensome”), but changes the word seine (“his”) in the LB to meine (“my”). Presumably Kant was quoting from 
memory and simply forgot that these words were not attributed to Jesus. This is somewhat surprising, given that in the 
next sentence Kant seems to be suggesting an improvement on Luther’s translation. Assuming that Kant knew the 
Greek text as well, his point in the next sentence seems to be that beschwerlich is a better translation of the original 
βαρεῖαι (bareiai) than was Luther’s schwer. The translators of the NIV, quoted above, obviously agree with Kant.
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commands and observances and thus allows priests to govern it through “a fetish service” that 
actually “borders very closely on paganism.”

179.19–23, 180.01–12
Hence priestery is the structure of a church insofar as a fetish service governs in it; [and] this 

⟨welches⟩ is always to be found where it is not principles of morals but statutory commands, rules 
of faith, and observances [that] make up its43 foundation and the essential /feature\. Now, there are 
indeed many forms of churches in which the fetishizing {180} is so manifold and so44 mechanical 
that it seems to be supposed to ⟨sollen⟩ displace all morality, [and] hence also religion, and to stand 
in their place, and thus borders very closely on paganism. Yet the more or less is precisely not what 
counts here, where the worth or lack of worth rests on the make‐up of the uppermost binding45 
principle. If this /principle\ imposes obedient submission to an ordinance as slavish service, but 
does not ˻ impose˼ the free homage that ought to be paid to the moral law uppermost: then however 
few may be the imposed observances, if they be but declared to be unconditionally necessary, then 
it is indeed a fetish faith through which the multitude is governed and ˻is˼ robbed of its moral 
freedom46 through obedience under47 a church /structure\ (not ˻obedience under the structure 
of˼48 religion).

When a church turns a blind eye to the proper way of employing its (inevitable) nonmoral 
 elements, namely as indirect ways of motivating people to be moral, and treats them instead as 
if they could directly “displace all morality,” the priest promoting such a system of governance 
is not essentially different from a pagan shaman. Indeed, Kant stresses that the difference of 
degree between these two forms of religious leadership (i.e., “the more or less”) is irrelevant, if 
both adopt as their foundation the principle that “slavish service” to nonmoral rules is more 
important than the moral law. Even if a priest imposes only a few nonmoral observances as 
“unconditionally necessary” for salvation, such a mode of church governance robs people of 
their “moral freedom”; priestery gets away with such theft by requiring “obedience under a 
church [structure],” so we must resist blaming such atrocities on religion itself.

The paragraph continues by distinguishing between a church’s organizational structure (i.e., 
how power is distributed down the hierarchy) and its essential “constitution”: regardless of 
which form of secular government a church structure imitates, it “always remains despotic” 
insofar as it tolerates priestery.49

43 WP, GG, and GH have “the … (essential feature/essence) of the church,” following Ak.’s derselben; but in R1 and 
R2 Kant has desselben. The latter would refer not to the church but to either “priestery” or “fetish service.” Since both 
German options literally mean “its,” my translation is correct regardless of whether one accepts Ak.’s emendation. 
Either option seems acceptable, since both readings apply: fetish service is found where statutes, etc. rather than prin-
ciples of morals make up the foundation and essence of priestly structuring of a church.
44 Following GH for Kant’s so; GG and WP omit this, Kant’s second use of the word so.
45 WP has “that obligates uppermost” for Kant’s oberst verbindenden; GH has “which is supremely binding” and GG 
“which binds above all others.”
46 Following GG and GH in the placement of this genitive phrase; WP follows Kant’s word order by placing it (rather 
awkwardly) after the parentheses.
47 WP, GG, and GH have “to” for Kant’s unter; but the context suggests that Kant is thinking of the churchgoer who 
comes under the control of priestly dictates. I insert “structure” to reflect Kant’s point, that priestery is a church 
structure.
48 WP has “rather than to” for Kant’s nicht; GH and GG have “not to.”
49 In both his Politics and his Ethics Aristotle distinguishes between three forms of republican government that can 
each be either good (kingship, aristocracy, polity) or bad (tyranny, oligarchy, democracy). For a thorough study of how 
these forms relate to the structure of church governance, see SP‐1993, where I coin the term “ecclesiocracy” to refer to 
essentially the same structure that Kant calls “priestery.” Like Kant in the Third Piece (see, e.g., R 101), I refer to the 
“good” structure as “theocracy”—though this word is more often used nowadays to refer to perverted forms that stress 
ultimate control. See note 7.91 on the origins of Aristotle’s distinction.
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180.12–21
The structure of this church ⟨derselben⟩ ([the] hierarchy) may be monarchic or aristocratic or 
democratic; that concerns only its organization; its constitution under all these forms yet is and 
always remains despotic. Where statutes of faith are classed with constitutional law, a clergy rules 
which believes that it can quite readily dispense with reason and even, ultimately, with scriptural 
scholarship, because it, as the only authorized guardian and interpreter of the will of the invisible 
lawgiver, exclusively has the authority to administer the prescription of faith ⟨Glaubensvorschrift⟩ 
and thus, provided with this control,50 need not convince but only order. —

When a church draws up a statement of faith as its governing constitution, the clergy can easily 
use it as a tool to rule the people with a heavy hand. Neither philosophical nor biblical theolo-
gians are given their proper place as authoritative interpreters of God’s will; instead, like a despot, 
the priest merely tells the people what to do and believe. They must comply, as neither reason nor 
historical tradition matters to one whose sole goal is to control. The fact that Kant is here lament-
ing the displacement of both legitimate types of interpreters (see R 109–14) helps verify his 
 sincerity in the first Preface, where he urged these two types of scholar to embrace a unity of 
purpose. Kant’s opponent in the Fourth Piece is not the biblical scholar (who has a proper role; cf. 
Section Two of Part One), but the priests who promote false service by ignoring both.

Kant concludes both this seventh paragraph and the main portion of §3, after a dash, by 
warning that priestery as a church structure not only manipulates those under its direct con-
trol (i.e., the laity) but also seeks ultimately to control the civil government.

180.21–31
Now, because apart from this clergy all the rest is laity ⟨Laie⟩ (the sovereign of the political 
 community not excepted), the church ultimately rules the national regime, not exactly through 
control, but through influence on the minds [and] also, in addition, ⟨überdem auch⟩ through 
 pretense of the benefit that the regime ⟨dieser⟩ is allegedly supposed to be able to draw from an 
unconditional obedience to which a spiritual discipline has accustomed even the thinking of the 
people. Yet here ⟨wobei aber⟩, unnoticed, the habituation to hypocrisy undermines the honesty 
and loyalty of the subjects, sharpens up their wits51 to illusory service even in civil duties and, like 
all defectively taken52 principles, brings about precisely the opposite of what was intended.

A shrewd priest can manipulate government policy, because the sovereign (whether a monarch, a 
few aristocrats, or the people) belongs to the laity, whose minds are subject to church influence. 
Moreover, the “spiritual discipline” of obeying church rules can benefit the political regime by mak-
ing “unconditional obedience” into a habit. What the sovereign fails to recognize, if duped by such 
indirect influences,53 is that this mode of church governance is based on delusory, “defectively taken 
principles” and thus breeds hypocrisy. The loyalty that the national government seems to win, by 
giving influence to church leaders, actually undermines the honesty that is required if one is to be 
genuinely obedient to civil duties,54 because priestery actually teaches people to be shrewd.

50 WP, GG, and GH have “power” here, and “force” in the next sentence, for Kant’s Gewalt. The word refers to the 
ability to manipulate some other person or thing, if necessary using violence. See Glossary.
51 Following WP for Kant’s abwitzigt; GH has “renders … cunning” and GG “sharpens.” Grimm 1854–1961 offers 
Latin prudentem reddere (“to make prudent”) as a synonym for Kant’s rather unusual word choice here.
52 WP has “adopted” for Kant’s genommene; GH and GG have “accepted.” The combination of adjective with the 
adverb that modifies it indicates that the two together modify “principles.”
53 Kant was no doubt thinking of his own political situation as he penned these words: see Introduction §1 for details of how 
the new, religiously conservative king had given a priest (Wöllner) far too much influence on policies relating to academics.
54 Obedience to civil authorities is a key principle for Kant (see e.g, MM 320, 372; cf. Ak.7: 381), though he does allow 
for some (rare) exceptions (see Arntzen 1996: 410). See SP‐2015c for a detailed study of when Kant views resistance to 
political authority as justified.
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2. Part Two, §3: Appendix: Teaching godliness without idolatry

Having warned that the determining feature of pseudoservice is not a willingness to take 
historical faith seriously, but the tendency of church leaders to portray their preferred 
tradition in a way that enables them to control people toward nonmoral ends, Kant sup-
plements his argument in §3 (after an unheaded section break marked by three asterisks) 
with three paragraphs (and two footnotes) restating the same basic point in terms of the 
distinction between virtue and “godliness.” Properly interpreting the latter term, as we 
shall see, holds the key to unlocking the mystery of how religion can serve as a path to 
realizing the former, universal human duty. Yet misinterpreting this same term leads 
straight to idolatry.

Kant begins his untitled appendix by reminding us that this dire situation arises as a 
direct consequence of the seemingly harmless mistake of putting two good principles in the 
wrong order; this error is not only the same as the one Kant highlighted in his earlier 
discussion of “sanctifying faith” (see §8.3), but also the core of his definition of the propen-
sity to evil (see §2.2).

180.32–34, 181.01–08 
*    *    *

All this is, however, the unavoidable consequence of the at first glance seemingly unobjectionable55 
transference56 of the principles of the only sanctifying religious faith, because ⟨indem⟩ the issue was to 
which of {181} the two one should concede the first place as the supreme condition (to which the other 
is subordinate). It is equitable, it is reasonable, to accept that not merely “wise /men\ after the flesh,”57 
scholars and rationalizers,58 will be called to this enlightenment in regard to their true  wholeness—for 
the entire human race is supposed to be capable of this faith—but [also]59 “the foolish things of the 
world”;60 even the ignorant or conceptually most limited person must be able to lay claim to such 
admonition and inward convincement.

55 WP has “which … seems harmless” for Kant’s unbedenklich scheinenden, putting the whole phrase after the next 
word (see note 12.56 immediately below); GH has “appears to be a harmless” and GG “apparently harmless.” The point 
of Kant’s unbedenklich might be that those who commit such an error apparently do so unobjectionably. But I take the 
word to apply to us, the readers, because in many cases religious believers do not experience any objections whatsoever 
in reversing the order of principles. Indeed, I have argued in PCR IX that such a reversal is precisely what Kant thinks 
a biblical theologian should do. Thus the apparent unobjectionability of the reversal becomes objectionable only when 
we view the situation from the standpoint of the philosophical theologian (see §0.3).
56 WP, GG, and GH have “transposition” for Kant’s Versetzung. Kant’s (rather obscure) point here is that this problem 
arises only when the principles of rational faith are transferred from the practical to the theoretical standpoint. From 
the practical standpoint, the issue of priority that Kant restates below becomes a moot point; determining this issue of 
priorty only poses a problem when viewed theoretically.
57 Kant’s quote comes directly from 1 Cor. 1: 26b (LB), where Paul writes: “Not many of you were wise by human 
standards [LB: Weise nach dem Fleisch]; not many were influential; not many were of noble birth.” These words come 
in the middle of a passage (1: 18–31) that contrasts worldly “wisdom” with the “foolishness” of the gospel—reflections 
that Paul bases on a quote from Is. 29: 14. Kant’s following reference to “scholars and rationalizers” is surely an allusion 
to verse 20, where Paul refers to “the teacher of the law” and “the philosopher of this age.” Significantly, the immedi-
ately preceding passage (1 Cor. 1: 10–17) deals with conflicts between different (wrong‐headed) leaders in the early 
church. The latter is likely to be what drew Kant to this chapter, given that his overall theme here in §3 is priestery.
58 WP has “subtle reasoners” for Kant’s Vernünftler; GH has “sophisticated” and GG “skilled at ratiocination.”
59 WP has “but, rather,” for Kant’s sondern; GH has “as well” (placed after the biblical quote) and GG “but that rather.” 
WP and GG remove Kant’s semicolon after the biblical quotation, while GH moves it to make it coincide with the 
second dash; I restore Kant’s location for the semicolon, as both parts of the sentence make good sense if (like GH) we 
read “sondern” as implying a supplement, not a contrast.
60 Kant is quoting from 1 Cor. 1: 27: “But God chose the foolish things of the world to shame the wise; God chose the 
weak things of the world to shame the strong.”
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Kant’s use of Scripture here aptly illustrates the moral hermeneutic he defends in the Third 
Piece (see §§8.1–2). The biblical author (see notes 12.57 and 60 above) obviously intends to 
contrast worldly wisdom and divine foolishness, portraying the latter as the only path to salva-
tion for the worldly wise, “who are perishing” (1 Cor. 1: 18). But Kant, unabashedly following 
his moral hermeneutic, forces onto this passage a meaning that is consistent with the universal 
applicability of our moral nature: in order for “the entire human race … to be capable of this 
faith,” neither the wise (e.g., biblical theologians and philosophers) nor the foolish (e.g., uned-
ucated and mentally challenged persons) can be excluded. Rather, a way must be left open for 
the whole spectrum of human beings to be properly educated in such a way that they become 
convinced of the proper way to attain “true wholeness.”

Kant’s argument in this first paragraph of this untitled appendix continues by noting that 
historical faiths are precisely the kind of faith (as opposed to their rational component, moral 
faith) that can provide readily graspable (e.g., anthropological) ways of conceiving the basic 
truths of moral religion, so that people who are incapable of digesting philosophical (or, for 
that matter, biblical) scholarship can still have an opportunity to be properly educated.

181.08–19
Now, to be sure ⟨zwar⟩, a historical faith seems,61 above all, if the concepts that it needs in order to 
catch the reports are entirely anthropological and quite suited ⟨anpassend⟩ to sensibility, [to] be61 
precisely of this kind. For, what is easier than to apprehend such a narrative, simple and made 
 sensible, and to communicate it to one another, or to repeat the words of mysteries, ˻words˼ with 
which there is no need at all to associate a sense; how easily does something like this ⟨dergleichen⟩ 
find universal access, above all in the case of a great promised [self‐]interest,62 and how deeply 
roots a faith in the truth of such a narrative that moreover bases itself on a document63 recognized 
for a long time as authentic, and thus such a faith is of course appropriate even to the commonest 
human capabilities.

Kant’s focus here returns to an issue raised near the beginning of the Fourth Piece (R 155f; see 
§10.2): the communicability of faith—a task that is, of course, among a priest’s main functions. 
Kant’s purpose is not to denigrate narratives that have been passed down as part of a long 
 historical tradition, but to praise their simple and straightforward way of expressing religious 
truth as an invaluable means of educating those with “the commonest human capabilities.” 
People without the ability to engage in complex reasoning need to be able to repeat words “with 
which there is no need at all to associate a sense,” presumably because this helps them form good 
habits. And a tradition that dates back thousands of years (see note 12.63) can provide the 
 requisite assurance of truth on issues that more scholarly‐minded persons would require 
 evidence to support. Such narratives are even more likely to gain widespread acceptance by 

61 WP has “it seems … that … is,” GG “it might … seem that … is,” and GH “It does … seem as though …  (satisfies)”—
all following Ak.’s amended text, whereby scheint’s … daß … sei replaces Kant’s scheint … sein (in both editions). Ak. 
also amends Kant’s vornämlich to vornehmlich; although rare, the former is not wrong, having the same meaning. 
I reinstate Kant’s comma to show that “above all” modifies “historical faith” (implying its superiority over rational faith 
in this respect), not the description that follows (which may be a feature of all historical faiths). Ak.’s other rewording 
here seems equally unnecessary, as Kant’s wording makes good sense, except that his sein should be zu sein.
62 WP, GG, and GH have “advantage” for Kant’s Interesse. Kant is alluding here to the rewards that are often promised 
to those who accept the mysteries of the faith: a religion is more attractive if it appeals to self‐interest in a way that gives 
believers an advantage over nonbelievers. But what Kant states here is the presence of a (vested) interest; the resulting 
advantage is only implied.
63 Kant’s intended referent here is ambiguous: he could be referring to the New Testament, from which he has just 
quoted, or to the Old Testament, since the narrative he has just quoted from (i.e., the New Testament) bases its 
argument on a quotation from Isaiah (see note 12.57 above). The latter is more likely, given Kant’s earlier reference to 
the Old Testament’s being deemed credible due to “its antiquity” (R 166.15).
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making promises that appeal to people’s self‐interest—as historical faiths often do. None of this 
is necessarily bad, as we shall see, unless religious leaders abuse it.64

At this point Kant’s focus changes, somewhat abruptly (given that he does not even 
break the paragraph with a dash), by referring to “the proclamation of … an event” that 
he leaves unspecified; given the context, he is probably referring to the so-called Christ 
event, whereby Jesus’ incarnation and death saves humanity (since that is the mystery 
referred to as “foolishness” in 1 Corinthians 1: 18; see note 12.57 above).

181.19–28
However, although the proclamation of such an event, as well as the faith in rules of behavior 
based thereon, need not be provided precisely or preferentially for scholars or sages:65 these are 
yet also not excluded from it; and here66 one finds so many misgivings,67 partly in regard to the 
proclamation’s68 truth, partly in regard to the sense in which its68 discourse is to be taken, that 
accepting such a faith, which is subjected to so many controversies (even sincerely meant /ones\), 
as the supreme condition of a universal and only sanctifying faith is the most counterintuitive 
/thing\ that can be conceived ⟨denken⟩. —

Those who already affirm the moral core of all true religion may not need to appeal to the sal-
vific event(s) narrated by their religious tradition (such as the biblical accounts of the death 
and resurrection of Jesus), though they are also “not excluded from” doing so, if they wish. 
What fills many “scholars or sages” with “misgivings” regarding certain precepts of historical 
faith is precisely what 1 Corinthians 1 points out: the mysteries relating to the cross seem like 
“foolishness” to highly educated people. As Kant puts it, both the truth of the event itself— 
presumably he is thinking here of Jesus’ resurrection—and the problem of how to interpret the 
texts describing it are fraught with controversy; thus, a rational person cannot help but recoil 
from the suggestion that accepting such problematic truth claims is “the supreme condition of 
a universal and only sanctifying faith.” As always, Kant is careful here not to deny the truth of 
any historical dogma; what he finds “counterintuitive” is only the thought that believing it 
would cause a person to be saved.

Following the only dash in this lengthy first paragraph of §3’s untitled appendix, Kant 
employs the strategy a Critical philosopher can be expected to adopt whenever faced with a 
theoretically unresolvable issue that demands attention: he modulates from the theoretical to 
the practical standpoint, inquiring whether our moral nature yields cognitions about what 
 history leaves uncertain.

64 Indeed, given Kant’s emphasis on misuse of authority by priests, the “document recognized for a long time as 
authentic” might have been intended as a reference to the Donation of Constantine, the forged decree of the Roman 
emperor that was used for several centuries to justify the pope’s political authority, until the mid‐fifteenth century, 
when it was proved to be a fake.
65 WP has “philosophers” for Kant’s Weltweise; GH and GG translate the term literally, as “the wise of the world.” 
Kant’s term comes directly from the LB, 1 Cor. 1: 20: Wo sind die Weltweisen? Like WP, the NIV (cf. note 12.57 above) 
has “philosopher”; however, I reserve “philosopher” for Philosoph.
66 Kant’s und da (“and here”) refers back to “for scholars or sages.” This is clearer in German, because Kant places a 
colon after the clause containing “sages.” WP, GG, and GH replace this colon with a comma, due to the awkward 
English; but the colon is also awkward in German and seems intentional as a way of drawing attention to the fact that 
the following comments all refer back to these “scholars or sages.” I follow WP in changing Kant’s comma to a semi-
colon, just before “and here.”
67 WP has “perplexities” for Kant’s Bedenklichkeiten; GH and GG have “doubts.”
68 WP has “the event’s … the event’s” for Kant’s ihrer … ihr (literally “its/their … its/their”); GH has “its … its” and 
GG “of the event … of the event.” Other possible referents of these two impersonal pronouns include “rules of con-
duct,” “scholars or sages,” and even “misgivings.”
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181.28–37, 182.01–05
Now, there is, however, a practical cognition, which, although it rests solely on reason and 
requires no historical doctrine, yet is as obvious69 to every human being, even to the simplest, as 
if it were literally written in his heart:70 a law that one need only name in order to agree straight-
away with everyone about its standing, and that carries with it unconditional obligation in 
everyone’s consciousness, namely the /law\ of morality. Also, what is still more, this cognition 
either leads even on its own71 to faith in God, or at least determines [on its] own71 his concept as 
that of a moral lawgiver, [and] hence leads to a {182} pure religious faith which for every human 
being is not only graspable but also in the highest degree venerable; indeed, it leads to this faith 
⟨dahin⟩ so naturally that, if one wants to make the experiment, one will find that one can elicit 
this /faith\ ⟨er⟩ through questions72 in its entirety from every human being without having 
taught him anything about it.

Employing his moral hermeneutic once again, Kant interprets the biblical passages regarding 
the law written on the human heart as referring not to historically conditioned statutes, but to 
the fact that everyone immediately acknowledges the unconditional authority of the moral law, 
even if it is so much as mentioned. He then reminds the reader familiar with the Critiques that 
the fact of our moral nature impels us to postulate a real God in whom we must place our faith, 
“or at least” it informs us how best to conceptualize God, so that we know how to believe in a 
being who is worthy of veneration “in the highest degree.”73 In contrast to the proclamation of 
a supernatural event—one that may or may not have happened, but in either case remains the-
oretically unknowable—the good news about this natural way of cognizing God is that we “can 
elicit this faith … from every human being” without subjecting them to indoctrination; merely 
stimulating a person’s reason with appropriate questions (see note 12.72) will suffice.

The lengthy first paragraph of this untitled appendix concludes with an admonition to let 
prudence and duty work together—a harmony that can occur only by making moral faith “the 
supreme condition” of our hope that we shall be able “to partake of whatever wholeness a his-
torical faith might promise us,” such as the biblical promise of a resurrection after our death, 
to enter into a future embodied life.74

69 WP has “suggests itself so strongly” for Kant’s so nahe liegt; GH and GG have the more literal “lies as close.” But the 
German metaphor here implies that something is obvious to the point of being self‐evident, not a mere suggestion.
70 Kant is alluding here to Jer. 31: 33 (see note 7.110). See also Rom. 2: 15, where Paul says the Gentiles “show that the 
requirements of the law are written on their hearts, their consciences also bearing witness, and their thoughts sometimes 
accusing them and at other times even defending them.” The latter passage is especially significant, given that Kant is 
about to conclude the book with a lengthy discussion of conscience as the proper guide to true religion. Similar claims 
are made (without mentioning conscience) in Heb. 8: 10 and 10: 16.
71 Following WP (with added brackets) for Kant’s für sich allein … allein; GH has “alone and of itself ” and GG “of 
itself alone,” both simply omitting the second occurrence of allein.
72 Following WP for Kant’s abgefragt (literally “prompted”); GH has “elicited” and GG “elicited … upon questioning.” In 
an Appendix to MM Kant himself provides an example of this pedagogical method of question‐based moral awakening 
(MM 480–2); see also PCR App. IX.3, where I summarize Religion in terms of 95 questions‐and‐answer exchanges.
73 Kant’s claim here foreshadows Paul Tillich’s definition of religious faith in terms of “ultimate concern.” Like Tillich, 
who claims that everyone has an ultimate concern but directing it to something nonultimate constitutes idolatry, Kant 
makes the point in this section that our moral nature gives us this ultimate (“highest”) concept and pushes us to ven-
erate it; in what follows he will explain how a false veneration constitutes idolatry.
74 While it is difficult for some to believe that Kant was serious about the idea of immortality because he wrote far 
less about it than about the other two ideas of reason (i.e., God and freedom), and while many have assumed that, if 
he was serious, then his view of immortality must have been something close to Plato’s theory of the eternal soul, 
Bunch 2010 has convincingly argued that Kant regarded bodily resurrection as the best explanation of how a future life 
is possible. See also SP‐2013b for an overview of Kant’s portrayal of immorality as an imaginative projection of an 
undetermined future.
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182.05–17
It is, therefore, not only to act prudently to start from this /faith\ and to let the historical faith that 
harmonizes therewith ⟨damit⟩ follow it, but it is also one’s duty to make it the supreme condition 
under which alone we can hope to come to partake of whatever wholeness a historical faith might 
promise us; namely ⟨und zwar⟩ ˻we can hope this˼ in such a manner that we can or may let75 the 
historical faith ⟨diesen⟩ count75 as universally binding only according to the interpretation given to it 
by76 the pure religious faith (because this /faith\ contains universally valid teaching), whereas the 
moral–faithful /person\77 is yet also open to the historical faith insofar as he finds it  conducive to the 
animation78 of his pure religious conviction. In this way alone does this /historical\ ⟨welcher⟩ faith 
have a pure moral worth, because it is free and not extorted ⟨abgedrungen⟩ through any threat 
(in which case ⟨wobei⟩ it can never be sincere).

Far from denying the legitimacy of historical faith, Kant is here explaining how to make it 
rational rather than “counterintuitive” (R 181.27–8): it must be free, so that we “can or may” 
interpret it as “universally binding,” but without being “extorted through any threat”; this is 
possible only by interpreting all precepts of historical faith according to the “universally valid 
teaching” of “pure religious faith.” A “moral–faithful person” who finds a given historical nar-
rative and/or promise to be “conducive to the animation of his pure religious conviction” is 
fully justified in believing it, for it then promotes the ends of true religion. By contrast, a 
person who believes only out of self‐interest, because of the promise of some future gain, or to 
avoid the threat of some alleged harm, “can never be sincere.”

Having reiterated in the long first paragraph of the untitled appendix why two good principles 
become bad when they are combined in the wrong order, Kant introduces in the short second par-
agraph a crucial new way of describing the same distinction: a church that gives priority to universal 
moral laws in its teaching and service must still consider the proper roles of virtue and godliness.

182.18–25
But even insofar as the service of God in a church is directed preferentially to the pure moral 

veneration of God ⟨desselben⟩ according to the laws prescribed to humanity overall, one can still 
go on to ask whether, in that /church\ ⟨dieser⟩, it is always only the ˻doctrine of˼ godliness or also 
the pure doctrine of virtue, [which,] each separately, should make up the content of the religious 
discourse.79 The first appellation, namely doctrine of godliness, perhaps best expresses the meaning 
of the word religio80 (as it is understood at the current time)81 in the objective sense.

The highly pragmatic question Kant is posing here is how a church based on bare rational religion 
should conduct its program of religious instruction; but his way of posing the options is surprising. 

75 WP has “accept” for Kant’s gelten lassen, but I reserve this word for forms of annhemen; GH has “entitled to allow” 
and GG “concede validity to.”
76 Following WP and GG in converting Kant’s welche … ihm giebt into the passive voice, as this change enhances the 
clarity of the parenthetical insertion.
77 WP has “the person of moral faith” for Kant’s der Moralisch‐Gläubige; GH and GG have “the moral believer.” See 
Glossary for a defense of this use of “moral–.”
78 WP has “invigoration” for Kant’s Belebung; GH and GG have “vitality.” According to Grimm 1854–1961, the verb 
beleben was sometimes used around the eighteenth century to refer to Christ’s resurrection. This provides further 
 evidence that Kant is thinking of the Easter “event” throughout this section.
79 WP has “the religious lecture” for Kant’s des Religionsvortrags; GH has “religious teaching” and GG “the religious 
instruction.” Cf. note 0.151.
80 “Religion” in Latin, but also referring to “conscientiousness,” “a sense of right,” or “moral obligation,” as well as 
“sanctity,” “supernatural constraint,” and “worship.” Kant seems to have in mind the latter set more than the former.
81 Kant may not be thinking of any specific theologian’s definition of religio, but BRR 522–23 suggests that his 
distinction between the doctrines of godliness and virtue was probably influenced by his reading of Stäudlin 
1791: 159–62.
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Given his lengthy defense of the priority of moral faith over historical faith in the previous 
 paragraph, we would expect him to assume that a true church must teach virtue and then to ask 
whether a church should also teach “godliness” (i.e., piety). But Kant does just the opposite: 
assuming that a church must teach godliness, he asks whether this alone suffices, or whether “the 
religious discourse” in a church should be supplemented through a separate effort to teach virtue. 
Perhaps in order to justify this unexpected assumption, he explains that “the objective sense” of the 
Latin word for religion refers to godliness (cf. note 12.80 above); “virtue” thus presumably refers to 
its subjective sense, which explains why he explicitly qualifies his moral definition of religion as 
subjective (see R 153–4).

The third and final paragraph of the untitled appendix to §3 answers this question of what 
church instruction must include by first noting that godliness itself is a two‐sided concept, 
involving both fear and love of God—these being the objective expression of the subjective 
experiences of guilt in the face of duty and of freedom, respectively.

182.26–37, 183.01–03
Godliness contains two determinations of moral conviction in relation to God: fear of God is this 

conviction in compliance with his commands from guilty (underling‐) duty,82 i.e., from respect for 
the law, but love of God83 ˻is this conviction˼ from one’s own free choice and satisfaction toward 
the84 law (from filial duty). Thus both /determinations\ contain, outside of morality, the concept 
of a supersensible being provided with properties that are required to complete the highest good 
[which is] intended by morality ⟨diese⟩ but goes beyond our capacity. The concept of the nature of 
this /being\ ⟨von dessen⟩, if we go beyond the moral relation of the idea of this being ⟨desselben⟩ to 
us, stands always in danger of being thought by us anthropomorphically and thus often precisely 
to the detriment of our morals precepts; hence the idea of this being ⟨dem⟩ cannot exist by itself 
{183} in speculative reason, but bases its very origin, and still more its power, entirely on its refer-
ence to our determination to duty, ˻a determination that˼ rests on itself.

Godliness is the objectification of a response people naturally have to the subjective experi-
ence of moral conviction: if we project our two‐sided experience of guilt in the face of free 
choice beyond the moral realm and onto “the concept of a supersensible being,” then feelings 
of fear and love naturally result. The danger here is to ignore the anthropomorphic roots of 
these feelings, so that “the idea of this being” is taken literally, as if it could “exist by itself in 
speculative reason” (i.e., objectively). Yet this warning does not imply that these feelings are 
false, for this process of objectification is required by Kant’s theory of the highest good: given 
our inability to achieve it by ourselves, the Dialectic of CPrR argues that the idea of God 
must be “postulated” as a real object, worthy of belief. The danger arises not from belief in a 
real God as such, but from neglecting the primacy of practical reason—the same principle 
that requires us to put moral faith before historical faith and to regard the feelings of fear and 

82 WP has “obligated (a subject’s) duty” for Kant’s schuldiger (Unterthans‐) Pflicht; GH has “bounden duty (the duty 
of a subject)” and GG “imposed duty (the duty of a subject).”
83 While Bohatec may be correct that Kant learned this distinction from Stapfer (BRR 521), Kant is also surely 
alluding to various biblical passages that connect love of God with fear of God, such as 1 Jn. 4: 18: “There is no fear in 
love. But perfect love drives out fear, because fear has to do with punishment. The one who fears is not made perfect 
in love.” Numerous passages in the Psalms also promise God’s love to all who fear God (cf. Deut. 10: 12).
84 WP has “liking for the” for Kant’s Wohlgefallen am; GH has “approval of the” and GG “pleasure in the.” But Kant’s 
point here is not about pleasure or liking; he intentionally adds Wohl‐ to form a compound word that serves as a 
technical term (see Glossary) in his account of how salvation operates. Here, though, he is referring not to what sat-
isfies God, as such, but to what satisfies the moral law. Kant also defines Jesus’ love command in terms of a person’s 
choice to satisfy the moral law in GMM 399; cf. CPrR 81–2. SP‐1991 examines the distinction between (and compati-
bility of) Kant’s categorical imperative with Jesus’ love command.
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love of God as symbols of a deeper, moral reality. If we do not ground God’s nature in 
morality, godliness (i.e., a feeling of fear or love of God—or both) can be detrimental to 
“our morals precepts.”

Given the dangers involved in teaching godliness by itself, Kant now focuses even 
more explicitly on to the theme of church education, assuming the primary question is 
no longer whether virtue needs to be taught, but rather whether it or godliness should be 
taught first.

183.04–19
Now, which is more natural in the first instruction of youth and even in the pulpit discourse: to 
propound the doctrine of virtue before the doctrine of godliness, or that /of godliness\ ⟨diese⟩ 
before that /of virtue\ ⟨jener⟩ (perhaps even without mentioning the latter ⟨derselben⟩ at all)? Both 
apparently stand in necessary association with each other. This, however, is not possible otherwise, 
since they are not the same, than [[by assuming that]] one would have to be thought and pro-
pounded as purpose, the other merely as means. However, the doctrine of virtue exists through 
itself (even without the concept of God), [but] the doctrine of godliness contains the concept of an 
object which we envision, in reference to our morality, as85 a cause complementing our incapacity 
in regard to the moral final purpose. Hence the doctrine of godliness cannot on its own constitute 
the final purpose of morals striving but can serve only as a means to strengthen that which in itself 
constitutes a better human being, virtuous conviction, by promising and securing to it (as a striv-
ing toward the good, even toward holiness) the expectation of the final purpose of which this 
/striving\86 is incapacitated.

Since godliness and virtue “are not the same,” yet are necessarily associated, one must be the 
means to achieving the other as its end or purpose. Whereas virtue can be taught without 
introducing the concept of God, godliness contains this very concept, presented as a moral 
“cause complementing our incapacity” to be virtuous; it would therefore be impossible to teach 
godliness as “the final purpose of morals striving” without first teaching “virtuous conviction” 
as “that which in itself constitutes a better human being.” But the latter already implies that 
godliness “can serve only as a means to strengthen” virtue (conceived as “striving toward … 
holiness”). Godliness provides such strength “by promising and securing” for virtue “the 
expectation” that the highest good (as “the final purpose of … this striving”) is possible despite 
our incapacity.

Having considered and rejected the possibility of viewing godliness as the purpose and 
virtue as the means to achieve it, Kant now considers the contrasting option and finds it far 
more plausible: being rooted in the human soul, the concept of virtue does not require com-
plex rational inferences, as the God concept does.

183.19–32
The concept of virtue, by contrast, is taken from the soul of the human being. He already has 
it within him whole,87 although undeveloped, and it need not like the religious concept be 
rationalized out88 through inferences. In the purity of this /concept\ ⟨seiner⟩, in the awakening 

85 Ak. (as well as WP, GG, and GH) omits the emphasis Kant added to als in R2.
86 WP has “this attitude” for Kant’s jene; GH and GG have “it,” the intended referent apparently being Gottseligkeitslehre 
(“doctrine of godliness”). Neither option fits with the context, since godliness is the religious practice that tries to 
enhance our awareness of the holiness of our conviction, and this is sufficient; the only possible referent of jene that is 
not sufficient is our striving.
87 WP has “entire” for Kant’s ganz; GH and GG have “in full.”
88 WP has “subtly reasoned out” for Kant’s herausvernünftelt; GH has “rationalized into being” and GG “ratiocination.” 
Cf. note 3.39.
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of consciousness to a capacity—otherwise never conjectured by us—[whereby we] can 
become masters over the greatest obstacles within us, in the dignity of the humanity which 
the human being must venerate in his own person and in their [human] predetermination,89 
[and] after which he strives in order to achieve it, lies something so soul‐elevating and con-
ducting [us]90 to the deity itself, which is worthy of worship only through its holiness and as 
lawgiver for virtue, that the human being, even if he is still far removed from giving this con-
cept the power of influence upon91 his maxims, is nevertheless not reluctant to be sustained 
by it ⟨damit⟩, because even through this idea he already feels himself to a certain degree 
ennobled.

The church’s primary task (moral education), therefore, consists in awakening people to an 
awareness of a complete but “undeveloped” aspect of their soul—presumably the predispo-
sition to good. Once we become aware of this pure concept, which functions as archetype 
of perfect humanity for those who have practical faith—something we might never conjec-
ture if the church did not provide us with a symbolic illustration of it—we can begin to 
develop our inner capacity to overcome the obstacles presented by our inclinations, in 
order to achieve what is predetermined to be the task of all human beings: self‐mastery. 
Our awareness of this archetype (which Kant will identify as conscience in the next section) 
elevates our soul, thus “conducting [us] to the deity itself ”—a being who “is worthy of 
worship only through its holiness.” If the church educates its members using this concept of 
God “as lawgiver for virtue,” then even someone who is far from being virtuous, who does 
not yet have the strength of character to allow the moral law to have “influence upon his 
maxims,” will tend “to be sustained by it,” for it naturally ennobles us by enhancing our 
sense of human dignity.

Kant’s next sentence interjects a further contrast, considering again what is likely to occur 
if church teaching starts not with the subjective concept of virtue, but with the objective God 
concept.

183.32–37
Meanwhile, the concept of a ruler of the world /who\ makes this duty a command for us still 
lies at a great distance from him and, if he started from it, /it\ would strike down his courage 
(which is part of what constitutes the essence of virtue) but would run the risk of 
 transforming godliness into a fawning, servile submission to a despotically commanding 
potentate.

If church teachers approach the virtue–godliness distinction by first portraying God objec-
tively, as “a ruler of the world,” laying down certain commands as human duties, this will tend 
to discourage members, for such a God seems distant and anything but ennobling. As virtue 
then seems harder than ever to obtain, those subjected to such teaching are likely to replace 
genuine godliness (see below) with “a fawning, servile submission” to a God who is conceived 
to be essentially a despot. Virtue, too, will then obviously wane.

The good news for church leaders is that the courage and independence that results when 
they adopt the former approach, by putting virtue first in their teaching, is actually strength-
ened if they then teach their members the central Christian doctrine: that the demands of 

89 WP has “in the vocation thereof” for Kant’s ihrer Bestimmung; GH has “human destiny” and GG “personal vocation.” 
Kant’s ihrer could mean either “its” (i.e., the person, as an abstraction) or “their” (i.e., all human beings).
90 WP has “that so elevates the soul and so guides us” for Kant’s so Seelenerhebendes und … Hinleitendes; GH has 
“which so exalts the soul, and so leads it” and GG “that so uplifts the soul, and so leads it.”
91 WP, GG, and GH have “the power of influencing” for Kant’s die Kraft des Einflusses auf.
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divine justice have been appeased (and our inevitable shortcomings thereby forgiven) by Jesus’ 
atoning sacrifice.

183.37, 184.01–08, 185.01–02
Now, this /virtue‐motivated\ courage to stand on one’s own feet {184} is itself strengthened by the 
subsequent92 doctrine of propitiation,93 which ⟨sie⟩ presents what cannot be altered as over and 
done with, and now opens up to us the path to a new lifestyle; whereas, if this teaching comes at 
the beginning, the vain endeavor to undo what has been done (the expiation), the fear concerning 
the appropriation of this /vain endeavor\ ⟨derselben⟩, the presentation of our utter incapacity for 
the good, and the anxiety over a relapse into evil must deprive the human being of his courage* 
and transfer94 him into a groaning, morally passive state that undertakes {185} nothing great or 
good but expects everything from wishing. —

A person whose heart has been converted to the good may still lack resolve, being aware that 
the task of moral perfection is too immense to be completed by anyone who remains afflicted 
by “what cannot be altered”—that is, the propensity to evil. By  portraying that propensity “as 
over and done with,” the Gospels’ accounts of Jesus’ sacrificial life, death, and resurrection can 
free such a person to conceive how “a new lifestyle” is possible. Teach this precept of historical 
faith first, however, and four features of typical Lutheran theology will deprive new believers of 
whatever courage might have accompanied their conversion: “the vain endeavor to” bring 
about removal of one’s evil propensity (i.e., “expiation”); the fear that one might fail to appro-
priate the gift of grace; awareness “of our utter incapacity for the good” (i.e., so‐called total 
depravity); and angst that one might “relapse into evil” (i.e., so‐called backsliding). Far from 
enhancing courage, church leaders who teach in this manner will produce “groaning, morally 
passive” members who risk “nothing great or good,” because they merely wait, expecting 
everything to come “from wishing.”

The footnote near the end of the preceding sentence compares the “character” or “tempera-
ment” typically exhibited by members of four major historical faiths, starting with three non‐
Christian traditions.

184n.09–20
*The different kinds of faith among peoples do, I suppose ⟨auch wohl⟩, little by little also give 

them a character [that] distinguishes them outwardly in their civil relation [and] that is later 
attributed to them just as if it were as a whole a property of temperament. Thus Judaism in terms 
of its first arrangement, where a people was to segregate itself from all other peoples and forestall 
any intermingling with them through all conceivable, in part distressing95 observances, drew upon 

92 WP has “that follows upon it” for Kant’s darauf folgende; GH has “when it follows” and GG “which follows from 
it.” All three translators place this phrase after Versöhnungslehre (“doctrine of propitiation”), though Kant places it 
before, as an adjective. While GH and WP correctly convey Kant’s point that courage is enhanced by the proper order 
of instruction, GG’s wording implies that, for Kant, the doctrine of Jesus’ atoning (or appeasing) sacrifice somehow 
follows from the courage one gains from learning virtue; yet this makes no sense.
93 WP has “reconciliation” for Kant’s Versöhnungslehre; GH and GG have “doctrine of atonement,” but I reserve “atone-
ment” for Genugthuung. Versöhnungstag is, admittedly, the German term for “Yom Kippur” (or “Day of Atonement”), 
the holiest day on the Jewish religious calendar. But the use of this term rather than Genugthuung suggests that the rel-
evant conception of atonement relates to acts (or an act) of appeasement—one of the connotations of Versöhnung.
94 WP has “put” for Kant’s versetzen; GH and GG have “reduce.” Cf. R 128n.38, where I follow WP in translating 
versetzt as “transferred.”
95 WP has “painstaking” for Kant’s peinliche; GH has “arduous” and GG “painful.” Kant’s term not only denotes pain 
but also connotes emotional turmoil. He is probably thinking, in particular, of circumcision, especially since he uses 
“intermingling” in reference to sex at R 26.17.
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itself the reproach of misanthropy. Mohammedanism distinguishes itself through pride, because 
instead of in miracles it finds the confirmation of its faith in the victories over and the subjugation 
of many peoples, and ˻because˼ its devotional customs are all of the courageous kind.† The Hindu 
faith gives its adherents the character of timidity,96 for reasons precisely opposed97 to those imme-
diately ⟨nächst‐⟩ preceding. —

Because Judaism’s early rituals were often painfully embarrassing (see note 12.95 above) and 
thus served as a way “to segregate itself from all other peoples,” the faith was often accused of 
training its members to be misanthropic. Because Islam’s early period stressed victory in battle 
“and the subjugation of many peoples” as its tool for confirming its members’ faith, its form of 
godliness (i.e., its “five required devotional customs”; see R 193.37–194.01) educated its people 
to be “courageous” and proud. And, for very different reasons—presumably due to a lack of 
willingness to relate their faith to “civil” issues—Hindus tend to be regarded as timid. Kant’s 
point seems to be that none of these historical faiths has rituals that effectively enhance their 
members’ courage to be moral.

The new footnote inserted into this footnote in R2 comes at the end of the sentence on 
Islam, though it offers generalizations not only on the origins of Muslim pride but also, each 
following a dash, on Hindu timidity and Christian piety.98

184n.32–41, 185n.26–29
†This remarkable phenomenon (of an ignorant though intelligent people’s pride in its faith) 

may also stem from the founder’s imagining99 that he alone had once again renewed in the world 
the concept of God’s unity and supersensible nature, ˻a concept˼ that would of course ennoble his 
people by liberating it from image worship ⟨Bilderdienst⟩ and the anarchy of polytheism if he 
⟨jener⟩ could rightly take credit for this. —As regards the characteristic /feature\ of the third class 
of religious comrades,100 which is based on poorly <übel> understood humility, the lowering of 
conceit in the assessment of one’s moral worth, by holding out to one the holiness of the [moral] 
law, ought to bring about not contempt for oneself but rather the resolve to bring ourselves, in 
accordance with {185} this noble predisposition in us, to approach101 appropriateness to that /
holiness\ ⟨jener⟩ ever more /closely\;101 in place of this, virtue, which actually consists in the 
courage for this resolve ⟨dazu⟩, is relegated, as a name already suspected of conceit, to paganism, 
and the groveling courting of favor is extolled instead. —

The Muslim tendency to exhibit pride stems from Mohammed’s self‐image, as founder of a 
new faith that would teach “the world the concept of God’s unity and supersensible nature.” 

96 WP has “faintheartedness” for Kant’s Kleinmüthigkeit; GH and GG have “pusillanimity.” Kant’s term literally means 
“small‐courageous‐ness.”
97 Following GH for Kant’s entgegengesetzt; WP and GG have “opposite.”
98 Kant discusses Christian piety in the original (R1) footnote only after the dash that follows this new footnote 
mark in R2; I therefore discuss his initial reflections on Christian piety only after commenting on the new foot-
note. While this is slightly awkward, it does seem to represent the order in which Kant wants us to read the two 
passages in question. Otherwise he could have easily placed the R2 footnote mark at the very end of the R1 
footnote.
99 WP has “conceit” for Kant’s Einbildung, but I reserve “conceit” for Eigendünkels (used near the end of this quoted 
passage); GH and GG have “fancy.” Note that making an “image” (bild) of God is a key component of all “idolatry” 
(Götzendienst, literally “idol worship”). Thus the second commandment (Ex. 20: 4) states: “You shall not make for 
yourself an image [Bildnis] in the form of anything in heaven above or on the earth beneath or in the waters below.”
100 WP 205n claims Kant is referring here to “the Christians.” In fact, the third faith mentioned in the original footnote 
is that of the Hindus; while their temperament resembles that of Christian piety, Kant explicitly addresses the latter only 
after the second dash.
101 WP has “ever closer to” for Kant’s immer mehr zu nähern; GH and GG have “ever nearer to.”
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Kant’s use of derogatory language (calling Muslims “ignorant though intelligent” and implying 
Mohammed’s pride was illegitimate) is unfortunate, since Islam’s basic principle is indeed that 
God is one and cannot be presented in any image, and surely no historical faith is more liber-
ated from polytheism and “image worship” than Islam. That is, Mohammed succeeded in his 
pedagogical goals, questionable though some of his tactics may have been. Kant is kinder to 
Hindus (see note 12.100 above), though his observation is of a similar nature: whereas Muslims 
tend to misunderstand pride, Hindus typically suffer from “poorly understood humility.” 
Correctly conceived of, humility lowers one’s “conceit” by accurately assessing “one’s moral 
worth” in the face of “the holiness of the [moral] law”; this should result in a resolve to become 
more holy, because “the courage for this resolve” to attain holiness just is human virtue. Instead, 
Kant observes, Hindus (tending to be timid, and thus to lack courage to work on self‐improve-
ment) often wallow in self‐contempt, eschewing all virtue (lest they become conceited), and 
extol “the groveling courting of favor.”102

Although Kant tucks away this claim about virtue in a second edition supplement to a first 
edition footnote that is purportedly about Hindus, he is probably defending his own theory 
of virtue against Storr, who critiqued this passage as it appeared in R1. Without naming Kant, 
Storr (1793: 51) warns his readers that a conception of virtue that aims to instill hope “only 
on the condition of compliance with the [moral] law” risks a conceited arrogance that is 
nothing short of “egotism” (Philautie), then cites R1 268 (= R 183.30–184.07), the very passage 
where the R1 footnote begins. Whether or not Kant meant his new comment about humility 
as a response to Storr, it does provide such a response: far from being an expression of ego-
tism, the resolve to do one’s best to be virtuous, in the hope that God will provide whatever is 
lacking, is an expression of true humility that stands in stark contrast to what often passes as 
pious humility.

A few pages earlier, Storr 1793: 36 (48) had cited virtually this same passage (R1 267f [= R 
183.09–30f]) as evidence that Kant sometimes claims that “without such a hope [that God 
will bless the virtuous with happiness], i.e., without religion, it is impossible for one to 
respect the law and be steadfast in following it,” because the human “longing for happiness” 
is a “necessary” part of our nature. (A footnote attached to this sentence cites passages in 
other works where Storr thinks that Kant affirms the possibility of being virtuous without 
religion.) While Storr does not explicitly claim that the practice of piety—the topic Kant 
turns to next—enables historical faith to accomplish what rational religion cannot do alone, 
his book’s overall argument is that Kant’s own position requires an attitude of receptivity to 
(or revelation from) God. Given his awareness of Storr’s argument, Kant may have had both 
of these passages from Storr in mind when he used humility and piety in R2 as a new segue 
between Hinduism and Christianity.

Like Hindus, Pietist Christians (as Kant states in the last portion of the R1 footnote, discussed 
below) tend to make the mistake of thinking that God wants slavish “devotionality” more than 
virtuous actions.

102 Perhaps what gave WP the impression that this sentence of Kant’s text refers to Christians (see note 12.100 
above) is Kant’s statement that this group relegates virtue “to paganism.” But many Hindus, including in Kant’s day, 
object to the claim that Hinduism is pagan—a claim that is often based simply on the grounds that Hindus appear 
to worship many gods. Sharma 2013, for example, argues that Hinduism is not polytheism but “polymorphism”; he 
quotes the report of seventeenth‐century French traveler François Bernier (1625–88), whose Hindu contacts 
refused to be identified as pagan, describing their ritual worship in terms strikingly similar to those Kant gives here, 
but insisting that the “deference” they show to various images is directed not to the images themselves, but to one 
or another aspect of the triune God. Kant describes the Hindu trinity (thus indicating that he knew why Hinduism 
is not a form of paganism) at R 19 and 140n.
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185n.29–35
Devotionality103 (bigotterie,104 devotio spuria105) is the habit of positing the practice of piety, rather 
than in actions satisfactory to God (in the fulfillment of all human duties), in the immediate 
preoccupation with106 God through testimonies of awe; this ⟨welche⟩ practice must then be 
classed with slavish service (opus operatum),107 except that to superstition it still adds the delirious 
delusion of supposed supersensible (heavenly) feelings.

Kant defines this new term as the habit of putting pious religious practices, such as “the 
immediate preoccupation with God through testimonies of awe,” in the place that belongs to 
“the fulfillment of all human duties.” As such, it constitutes superstitious pseudoservice, as well 
as “the delirious delusion” that the feelings generated in worship must actually be caused by 
God.108 While Storr himself certainly did not go this far, for he repeatedly reminds his readers 
that true Christianity must maintain a moral core, Kant is here expressing a (legitimate) worry 
that those who follow Storr’s path into historical religion might miss this crucial point.

The original (R1) footnote continues, after the dash, by explaining why those following the 
Christian tradition sometimes fall victim to the same error as Hindus—a point that the R2 
footnote has now prepared us to digest.

184n.20–31
Now, it is certainly not due to the inward make‐up of the Christian faith, but to the way in which 
it is brought to people’s minds, if a reproach similar to that [of Hindus] can be raised against it 
[in reference] to those who have the most heartfelt intentions concerning it but ˻who˼, starting 
from human corruption and despairing of all virtue, posit their religious principle solely in piety 
(by which is understood the precept of sufferers’ behavior109 in regard to a godliness to be expected 
through a power from above);110 for they never posit a confidence in themselves [but] look around 

103 WP has “Affected devotion” for Kant’s Andächtelei; GH has “Devotional hypocrisy” and GG “False devotion.” These 
options are not so much wrong as overly specific; Kant leaves no doubt as to his intended meaning by adding a defini-
tion in brackets. His likely inspiration for using this term was a book of sermons (Duttenhofer 1792) that had just been 
published by a pastor from Heilbronn who had been a student of Crusius (one of the philosophers who had a 
significant influence on Kant’s early development); cf. note 0.213. The third of the 28 sermons in his book is entitled 
“Der Unterschied zwischen Andacht und Andachtelei” (“The Distinction between Devotion and Devotionality”; at 
pp. 43–63). A few years later, Mellin included entries on both terms in his Encyclopedic Dictionary of the Critical 
Philosophy (1797, vol. 1: 203–5).
104 “Bigotry” in French, though the term is now assimilated into German. According to idiome.deacademic.com/312/
bigott, the French term might itself originate from the German oath Bei Gott (equivalent to the English “by God”). If 
Kant was aware of this folk etymology, it would explain his choice of this otherwise rather odd term for those who wish 
to be seen to be God’s “devotees.”
105 “False/illegitimate devotion/allegiance/piety” (Lat.).
106 WP has “occupied with” for Kant’s Beschäftigung mit; GH and GG have “commerce with.” But Kant’s point here is 
not that such worshippers believe they are somehow conducting business with God; his focus is on their mental state, 
whereby they are so preoccupied with “God” (i.e., with the feelings that are being generated by their worship) that they 
lose sight of their moral duty.
107 “Devoted/toilsome work” (Lat.).
108 Although Kant is obviously not enamored with the kind of practice he describes here, and although the belief that 
such practices can substitute for virtuous deeds can be declared to be positively false, he does not dogmatically state 
that the feelings generated in worship are not sourced in heaven; rather, in keeping with his definition of delusion (see 
§§11.3–4), the mistake here is to act as if one knew something that one does not actually know—one way or the other. 
Storr often reminds his readers of this nuance, as it is the basis for his affirmative interpretation of Kant’s philosophy 
of religion.
109 WP has “of a passive conduct” for Kant’s des leidenden Verhaltens; GH has “of a passive attitude” and GG “of con-
ducting oneself passively.”
110 Following GH and GG, I preserve Kant’s word order here; WP puts “from above” before the preceding phrase 
(“through a power”).
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in constant anxiety for a supernatural assistance, and even in this self‐contempt (which is not 
humility) reckon themselves to possess a means of acquiring favor, of which the outer expression 
(in pietism or sanctimony)111 proclaims a servile cast of mind.

The error of sanctimony is not intrinsic to Christianity (nor even to all expressions of piety), 
but stems from an incorrect method of teaching the precepts of historical faith. Priests who 
“posit their religious principle solely in piety,” understood as a form of “godliness” that 
“despair[s] of all virtue” because of the alleged total depravity of human beings, will encourage 
the laity to view themselves as passive sufferers who can do nothing but wait to be made good 
by divine strength. Having been taught to ignore the principle of virtue, such Christians lack 
self‐confidence; yet, mistaking self‐contempt for humility, they anxiously believe their godli-
ness, expressed as “a servile cast of mind,” serves as “a means of acquiring favor” from God, 
thereby procuring “supernatural assistance.”

The main text of the untitled appendix to §3 concludes, after the dash at the end of the sen-
tence to which the foregoing footnotes are attached, with a brief restatement of Kant’s core 
message, that the difference between true and false service depends on which “supreme con-
cept” one posits to define one’s “moral conviction.”

185.02–11
In what concerns moral conviction, everything hinges on the supreme concept to which one 
 subordinates one’s duties. If the veneration of God is the first /thing\, to which one therefore 
 subordinates virtue, then this object is an idol, i.e., it is thought as a being whom we should hope112 
to please not through good morals behavior in the world but through worship and ingratiation; but 
religion is then idolatry. Hence godliness is not a surrogate for virtue, so as to dispense therewith 
⟨um sie⟩, but is its ⟨derselben⟩ completion, so that we can be crowned with the hope of eventual 
success in all our good purposes.113

To define what constitutes a human duty by subordinating virtue to “the veneration of God” 
makes this God‐object into “an idol.” For seeking to ingratiate a divine being through acts of 
worship rather than “through good morals behavior” is the essence of idolatry. Once again, 
Kant reminds us, this does not mean that godliness itself is idolatrous. Quite to the contrary, 
if we resist the temptation to make godliness “a surrogate for virtue” (such that being good 
becomes unnecessary), then godliness is the very means by which the good‐hearted person 
“can be crowned with the hope of eventual success”—that is, with perfection.

3. Part Two, §4: (A) Conscience as the guide for church teaching

If the crucial factor in guarding against pseudoservice is to make sure that church teachers 
always acknowledge the priority of virtue over godliness by presenting the latter as a support 
for the former rather than a replacement of it, then the question that is likely to trouble church 
leaders is: How can the accuracy of church teaching be protected? Kant begins his answer to 
this question in the title of the final section of Religion’s main text:

111 WP has “affected piety” for Kant’s Frömmelei; GH has “spurious devotion” and GG “false piety.” Kant’s word for 
ordinary “piety” (used above) is Frömmigkeit. We might also call this false form “pietality”; cf. note 12.103 above.
112 WP has “would need” for Kant’s hoffen dürften; GH and GG have “may hope.”
113 Kant is alluding here to Heb. 2: 5–10, a passage that twice quotes from Ps. 8: 5 (“You have made them a little 
lower than the angels / and crowned them with glory and honor”), then concludes that “it was fitting that God, 
for whom and through whom everything exists, should make the pioneer of their salvation perfect through what 
he suffered.” That is, even Jesus experienced the archetype as a process (“the Become!”); cf. R 60.16.
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185.12–13
§4. On the Guideline of Conscience in Matters of Faith

Kant has already hinted numerous times (see, e.g., R 38, 69–70, 77–8) that his argument is 
building up to a crescendo that highlights the sanctity of conscience. He now explains and 
defends this proposal in detail, responding directly to anyone who might worry that this would 
result in an “anything goes” situation. As the section is rather long and the argument modulates 
to a new topic roughly in the middle, I shall divide my comments on it into two sections: the 
present section examines Kant’s general account of what conscience is and how it relates to 
church teaching, as found in the first five paragraphs; §12.4 then comments on the final three 
paragraphs and three important footnotes, where Kant focuses specifically on the danger of 
hypocrisy in affirming creeds.

Kant begins §4 with two short paragraphs clarifying that his concern is not to identify how 
conscience can have a guideline, but how it can be a guideline, given a proper definition of this 
key term.

185.14–22
The question here is not how conscience should be guided (for it needs no guide; having one114 
is enough), but how conscience ⟨dieses⟩ itself can serve as the guideline in the most objectionable 
moral decisions. —

Conscience is a consciousness that is by itself a duty. But how is it possible to think of such a 
/consciousness\, since the consciousness of all our presentations seems to be necessary only for 
a logical aim, hence merely conditionally, when we want to clarify ⟨klar machen⟩ our presentation,115 
[and] hence cannot unconditionally be a duty?

Conscience, for Kant, is a form of consciousness that, paradoxically, makes us aware of a pos-
sible choice “that is by itself a duty.” This is paradoxical because normally consciousness of an 
object carries “a logical aim” that is conditional on any concepts involved serving “to clarify our 
presentations” (e.g., to provide us either with ways of conceptualizing our sensations or with 
ways of exploring the implications of our conceptions); but in moral consciousness we appre-
hend a concept (“duty”) that applies to us unconditionally.

The third paragraph responds to this paradox by appealing to “a moral precept” that Kant 
takes to be self‐evident: When in doubt, don’t!

185.23–25, 186.01–09
It is a moral precept, which requires no proof, [that] one ought to venture nothing at the risk of 

its being wrong (quod dubitas, ne feceris! Pliny).116 The consciousness, therefore, that an action 
which I want to {186} undertake is right is an unconditional duty. Whether an action, overall, is 
right or wrong, this ⟨darüber⟩ is judged by understanding, not by conscience. It is also not abso-
lutely necessary to know concerning all possible actions whether they are right or wrong. But 
concerning the /action\ that I want to undertake I must not only judge and opine117 but ˻must˼ also 

114 WP, GG, and GH have “a conscience” for Kant’s “eines.”
115 WP and GH have the plural, “presentations” and “representations,” for Kant’s Vorstellung; GG has “representa-
tion,” thus being the only translator who noticed that Kant changes from the plural used earlier in this sentence to the 
singular. The logical paradox that Kant is calling attention to here is an excellent example of what I have called the 
problem of “analytic a posteriori” belief. See SP‐1987, PSP:IV.2, and SP‐2012a.
116 The Latin quotation (which means “Insofar as you doubt, do not act!”) is from Pliny (23–79 ce), Epistles, I, 18, 5.
117 WP has “have the opinion” for Kant’s meinen; GH has “form an opinion” and GG “be of the opinion.” In Religion 
Kant often uses meinen to refer to one who approaches religious belief in an overly calculating way. In such contexts I 
translate it as “reckon” (see note 5.81).
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be certain that it is not wrong, and this demand is a postulate118 of conscience to which is opposed 
probabilism,119 i.e., the precept: that the bare opinion [that] an action may well be right is itself 
sufficient for undertaking the action ⟨sie⟩. —

According to “probabilism” (see note 12.119), a person has a duty, before undertaking any 
action, to judge that it at least might be right. Kant opposes this position by suggesting that 
conscience does not require an exercise of human understanding (i.e., the power of logical 
judgment) whereby one compares “all possible actions” to determine “whether they are right 
or wrong.” Rather, conscience “is a postulate” that imposes onto the concept of our proposed 
choice an awareness of certainty that an action “is not wrong” in the very act of affirming that 
“I want to undertake” it. In other words, to employ conscience as a guideline for one’s actions 
is to limit what one wants to what one knows to be right.

The third paragraph of §4 continues, after a dash, by offering a qualified second definition, reit-
erating that conscience is not rational judgment of some actual cases, but moral self‐judgment.

186.09–20
One could define conscience also as follows: it is moral self‐judgmental discernment,120 except 
that this definition would still be very much in need of a prior explanation of the concepts 
contained in it. Conscience is not judgmental about actions as cases that stand under the law, 
for this is what reason does insofar as it is subjectively practical (hence the casus  conscientiae121 
and casuistry, as a kind of dialectic of conscience); rather, reason here is  judgmental about 
itself as to whether it has indeed really undertaken ⟨übernommen⟩, with all caution, that 
assessment ⟨Beurtheilung⟩ of actions (whether they are right or wrong), and it situates122 the 
human being himself as a witness against or for himself that this has been done or has not 
been done.

Kant’s worry about this second definition is that some might take such self-judging as a 
 reference to the pedagogical technique known as “casuistry,” whereby students are trained in 
ethics by being asked to consider examples of difficult ethical dilemmas. This, Kant insists, 
is not the task of conscience, but of reason in its application to practical matters. The self‐
judgment referred to here concerns only a person’s honest testimony as to whether or not he 
or she “has indeed really undertaken, with all caution, that assessment of actions (whether 
they are right or wrong).” That is, a person employs conscience as a guideline by always seek-
ing to determine whether a proposed action is right or wrong before acting.

In order to distinguish between poor moral judgment and “lack of conscience”, the fourth 
paragraph of §4 considers an example relating to church governance (the main topic of Part 
Two of the Fourth Piece): that of an inquisitor who condemns a heretic to death.

118 WP 206n points out that Kant’s term, Postulat,” has a root meaning of “demand.”
119 WP 206n translates a note from GW 506 that cites the sixteenth‐century source of this philosophical position, 
whereby “probabilism” is described as the view that one is permitted to act if there is at least a probability that the 
action may be good, even if another act is more likely to be good. Jesuits such as Luis Molina defended such a position; 
Jansenists and Blaise Pascal adamantly opposed it.
120 WP has “the moral power of judgment passing judgment on itself  ” for Kant’s die sich selbst richtende moralische 
Urtheilskraft; GH and GG have “the moral faculty of judgment, passing judgment upon itself.” Using “discernment” 
avoids the misleading need to use “judgment” to translate two very different German words. Cf. note 2.160.
121 “Plights/cases of conscience.” This was the Latin name for the standard examples given in classical textbooks on 
casuistry. The word “cases,” earlier in Kant’s sentence, translates the German Casus.
122 WP has “brings forward” for Kant’s stellt … auf (literally “sets on”); GH has “calls” and GG “calls upon.” This 
expression can also mean “embattles,” so the connotation here is that conscience sets up an inner battle within the 
person.
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186.21–37, 187.01–02
Take, e.g., an inquisitor ⟨Ketzerrichter⟩ who clings firmly to the exclusiveness of his statutory 

faith, even to the point ⟨bis allenfalls⟩ of martyrdom, and who has to adjudge a so‐called heretic 
(otherwise a good citizen) charged with unbelief. Now ⟨, und nun⟩ I ask, if he sentences123 him to 
death, whether one could124 say [that] he has been judgmental in accordance with his (although 
erring) conscience, or whether one could124 rather accuse him absolutely of lack of conscience, [and 
this] whether he erred or did wrong consciously; for one can tell him to his face that in such a case 
he could never have been entirely certain [that] he was not thereby ⟨hierunter⟩ doing a complete125 
wrong. To be sure, he presumably had the firm faith that a supernaturally revealed divine will 
 (perhaps according to the saying, compellite intrare)126 permitted him, if ⟨wo⟩ not indeed made [it 
his] duty, to eradicate the supposed unbelief along with the unbelievers. But was he indeed really 
convinced as strongly ⟨sehr⟩ of such a revealed teaching, and also of this sense thereof ⟨derselben⟩, 
as is required in order to venture on this basis ⟨darauf⟩ to kill a human being? That it is wrong to 
take a human being’s life because of his religious faith is certain, unless {187} perhaps (to concede 
the extreme case ⟨das Äußerste⟩) a divine will, [with which] he has become familiar127 in an 
extraordinary way, has enacted128 otherwise.

This inquisitor, Kant tells us, is so devout that he is willing to die for his faith; the accused, 
by contrast, is “a good citizen”—aside from his unbelief. The former presumably accepts 
the Augustinian tradition, whereby Jesus allegedly taught that church leaders should force 
people to believe (see note 12.126), so his “firm faith” in “a supernaturally revealed divine 
will” would fully justify him (and perhaps even require him) to sentence an unbeliever to 
death, should he refuse to repent.129 Kant takes it as certain “that it is wrong to take a human 
being’s life because of his religious faith”; what he wants us to discern is whether the inquis-
itor is guilty of an erring conscience or a “lack of conscience.” If he genuinely sought to dis-
cern the right thing to do, then he merely “erred” in his judgment, but if he “did wrong 
consciously” then he lacked conscience, since he did not even try to determine what was 
right. Having first imagined telling the inquisitor “to his face that … he could never have 
been entirely certain [that] he was not … doing a complete wrong,” Kant instead asks him 
to consider whether he is “really convinced as strongly” of this interpretation of Jesus’ 
teaching as would be required “to kill a human being.” Posing this as a question allows Kant 
to concede that, if “a divine will” had somehow actually told the man to do this, then it 
would be justifiable.

123 WP, GG, and GH have “condemns” for Kant’s verurtheilt. Cf. R 171.37.
124 WP has “can … could” for Kant’s könne … könne; GH has “might … might not” and GG “can … can.”
125 WP and GG have “perhaps” and GH “possibly” (all after “not”), following Ak.’s vielleicht; in R2 Kant replaced this 
word with völlig, which I adopt here on the assumption that Kant sought to intensify the wrongness of the inquisitor’s 
action.
126 “Compel them to enter” (Lat.). Kant is alluding here to Lk. 14: 23, where Jesus relates a parable in which the 
master of a house throws a party, and when those invited fail to show up, he tells his servant: “‘Go out to the roads 
and country lanes and compel them to come in, so that my house will be full.’” The Latin Vulgate has conpelle 
intrare for the words Kant quotes; the former word, incidentally, can also mean “round them up” (e.g., when refer-
ring to a herd of cattle). The popular version that Kant quotes uses the plural form of the imperative verb, whereas 
the biblical parable requires the singular. St. Augustine famously cites this verse in his letter to Vincentius (93.2.5; 
see Augustine 2001, II.1: 380), interpreting Jesus’ parable as giving church leaders the right to force unbelievers to 
believe—an argument that became the basis for the practice of trying heretics before the church‐organized 
Inquisition.
127 WP has “become acquainted” for Kant’s bekannt gewordener; GG and GH have “made known.”
128 WP has “ordained” for Kant’s verordnet; GH has “ordered” and GG “decreed.”
129 Kant’s inspiration for this example was most likely Friedrich Schiller’s play Don Carlos (1787), the same work 
Fyodor Dostoevsky used as the basis for his famous account of the Grand Inquisitor in Brothers Karamazov.
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The possibility that God might actually appear to a person, directly commanding him or her 
to do something that conflicts with the laws of morality, reminds Kant of the highly influential 
biblical passage where God tells Abraham to kill his own son.130

187.02–15
But that God has ever voiced this dreadful will rests on historical documents and is never apode-
ictically certain. After all, the revelation came to131 the inquisitor ⟨ihm⟩ only through human 
beings and as interpreted by them, and even if it seemed to him to have come from God himself 
(like the order issued to Abraham to slaughter his own son like a sheep), yet it is at least possible 
that an error prevails here. But in that case ⟨Alsdann⟩ the inquisitor ⟨er⟩ would be venturing it132 
at the risk of doing something that would be extremely wrong, and precisely in this he acts with a 
lack of conscience. —Now, this is how it is with all historical and apparitional faith,133 namely that 
the possibility always remains [that] an error is to be found in it; hence it shows lack of conscience 
to comply with it,134 in view of the possibility that what ⟨dasjenige, was⟩ it demands or permits is 
perhaps wrong, i.e., at the risk of violating a human duty [that is] in itself certain.

Had the inquisitor used conscience as his guideline, he would have had to base his (alleged) 
certainty on one (or both) of two factors: the biblical texts that relate stories of apparitions 
where God seems to condone immoral acts; or an actual apparition that he himself has expe-
rienced. Since the first factor would depend on human interpretations of the text, these stories 
would always be open to doubt, even if the original text really was revealed by God. An error 
is likewise “at least possible” when a person attempts to understand what has actually occurred 
during an apparition. If the inquisitor carries out an act that is self‐evidently immoral to any 
(normal) human being, even though he is necessarily uncertain as to whether he is doing 
something “extremely wrong,” then his decision “shows lack of conscience”—whether or not it 
is actually right or wrong.

Kant continues his response to the inquisitor by warning, in the fifth paragraph of §4, that 
church leaders may perpetrate abusive practices if they teach in a way that employs the same 
dubious logic, even if the actions they encourage are in themselves fully acceptable.

130 As in R 87.9–10 (see note App. II.44), Kant is referring here to Gen. 22: 1–2, where God commands Abraham: 
“‘Take your son, your only son, whom you love—Isaac—and go to the region of Moriah. Sacrifice him there as a burnt 
offering on a mountain I will show you.’” For a response to the specifics of Kant’s criticism, defending Abraham’s 
decision from the standpoint of Kantian ethics, see SP‐2009c. Kant never considers the possibility of forcing a moral 
interpretation onto the story: that Abraham left the land of Ur in order to set out on his own (primarily internal) 
journey of faith could be interpreted as a (Kantian) denial of the absolute validity of the historical faith of his childhood; 
his interpretation of God’s command could thus be taken as a symbolic expression of his recognition that even his own 
newly constructed historical faith, based on the promise of a new nation of descendents, was not to be taken as absolute. 
Interpreted in this way, Abraham (who abandoned his external context to forge a new internal path) and Moses (who 
instituted a set of external norms to guide the newly founded ethical community) could be taken as biblical (symbolic) 
correlates of Kant’s first and second experiments, respectively.
131 WP, GG, and GH have “reached” for Kant’s zugekommen. Cf. note 9.33.
132 Following WP for Kant’s er, which GH and GG omit. This “it” refers to the decision “to take a human being’s life 
because of his religious faith.”
133 WP and GG have “phenomenal faith” for Kant’s Erscheinungsglauben, but this is incorrect for two reasons: first, 
Kant has a technical term for “phenomenon,” so if Kant meant Erscheinung in its technical sense, then it should be 
translated as “appearance” (see PSP VI.2–3); Kant never talks about “appearance faith,” so his meaning here must be 
specific to this context. GH, attending more carefully to the context, has “visionary faith,” but “visionary” can mean 
either (accurately) “apparitional” or (inaccurately) “having utopian goals for the future.”
134 Following WP for Kant’s ihm … Folge zu leisten; GH has “to follow such a faith” and GG “to act upon it.” Kant’s 
ihm refers to the aforementioned apparition and/or the interpretation of the revelation (the “historical documents”) 
that the inquisitor uses as justification.
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187.16–34
More yet: even if an action commanded by such a positive law [that is] (regarded as) revealed were 

in itself permitted, the question arises whether spiritual superiors or teachers may, according to their 
supposed convincement, impose this ⟨es⟩ upon the people to confess as an article of faith (on pain of 
forfeiting their status). Since the convincement has in its favor no bases of proof except historical  
/ones\, while in the judgment of this people (if only it135 tests itself in the least) there always remains 
the absolute possibility [that] an error had perhaps been instantiated136 therewith137 or in their138 
classical interpretation, the minister would be compelling this people ⟨das Volk⟩ to confess, at least 
inwardly, as just as true as it truly believes in a God, i.e., as it were in the presence of God, /something\ 
that it yet does not know with certainty to be so; e.g., to recognize the assignment of a certain day for 
the periodic public furtherance of godliness as a religious piece139 enacted140 immediately by God, or 
to confess firm belief in a secret that it does not even understand. Here the people’s ⟨Sein⟩ spiritual 
superior would himself be proceeding against conscience in thrusting upon others, for their faith, 
something of which he himself can never be completely convinced, and hence equitably [[he]] should 
consider well what he is doing, because he must answer for141 all abuse arising from such a slavish faith. —

Ministers are using the inquisitor’s logic when they threaten to excommunicate people in their 
church unless they “confess as an article of faith” something nonmoral that the minister is con-
vinced God has commanded as “a positive law.” Imposing such assent onto others merely 
because one has been convinced by the historical proofs or by the “classical interpretation” of 
the relevant texts—again, Kant is probably thinking here of the biblical accounts of Jesus’ res-
urrection—is a culpable abuse of spiritual power. Especially if the minister tells the people to 
focus on an inward confession “in the presence of God,” as if affirming that a questionable 
dogma were as important as genuine religious faith, conscience is being neglected: the “abso-
lute possibility” that this dogma might be wrong is being replaced by a pretended certainty 
that it is right. This holds not only for “secret” dogmas such as the Trinity, but also for more 
mundane claims, such as that God has set aside one day (e.g., Sunday) for the performance of 
special religious practices. Kant again warns church leaders that promoting “such a slavish 
faith” runs counter to the demands of conscience, because even the minister cannot possibly 
have absolute certainty on such matters.

135 Kant’s es can refer either to “the judgment” or to “this people”; either way, Kant’s point here is “if only the people 
exercise their conscience.”
136 WP, GG, and GH omit Kant’s vielleicht, apparently regarding it as a redundant repetition of “absolute possibility”; 
but it is not redundant. Rather, Kant includes it in order to remain consistent with his claim that an error might have 
occurred. For Kant’s vorgegangenen, WP has “has occurred” and GH “previous” (modifying “interpretation”), while 
GG omits this word.
137 WP has “with [the revelation]” for Kant’s damit; GH has “through their interpretation” and GG “into these 
[proofs].” These referents—to the revelation (WP), the (bases of) proof (GG), or the people’s interpretation (GH)—are 
all grammatically possible. But I take Kant to be referring to “the convincement.” That is: the inquisitor may have erred 
in the process he used to become convinced.
138 Following GG for Kant’s ihrer; WP has “its,” while GH omits this word. The only grammatically possible (feminine 
plural) referent here is the “bases of [the inquisitor’s] proof ”; these bases were historical, so that is why Kant says the 
error might lie in classical interpretation.
139 WP has “a component of religion” for Kant’s Religionsstück; GH has “a part of religion” and GG “part of a religion.” 
See note App. II.15 and Glossary.
140 WP has “ordained” for Kant’s verordnetes; GH and GG have “commanded,” but this is misleading. The term refers 
to an “enactment,” as when a legislative body passes an “act” that then becomes law, or a group of actors puts on a play. 
Here Kant’s theater allusion, given the context, means not that God acts out this performance but that God is, as it 
were, the play’s director.
141 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s verantworten; like its English equivalent, this idiom means “to take respon-
sibility for” something. As we shall see, Kant leaves it open whether this “answer” must be given to God or only to one’s 
own conscience. Perhaps Kant’s official position is that these are the same.
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Having warned ministers that they must eventually “answer for” the abuses they perpetrate 
in God’s name (see note 12.141 immediately above), Kant concludes the fifth paragraph, fol-
lowing the dash, with a concise statement that resolves the paradox mentioned at the outset of 
§4: one can believe something true, yet believe it in a false way.

187.34–37
Thus there can perhaps be truth in what one believes ⟨Geglaubten⟩, and yet simultaneously 
untruthfulness in the belief (or in the merely inward confessions thereof), and the latter ⟨diese⟩ is 
in itself damnable.

Kant does not mince his words in emphasizing the importance of believing in the right way, for 
neglecting this is the essence of pseudoservice: one who claims to affirm some precepts of 
 historical faith, yet views these as “merely inward confessions” that have no impact on one’s 
chosen lifestyle, can expect nothing less than rejection by God. This distinction was later 
developed and extended by Kierkegaard, who famously argued that (for example) praying in 
the right way is more important than praying to the correct God–object.142 That Kant himself 
developed a very similar emphasis on subjectivity and inwardness as the right way in matters 
of  faith is often not fully appreciated. But, turning now to the concluding section of this 
 commentary’s main text, we shall see that this is one of Kant’s central concerns in Religion.

4. Part Two, §4: (B) Avoiding hypocrisy in affirming creeds

In this concluding section of our examination of the main text of Religion I shall comment on the three 
paragraphs that end the Fourth Piece (the part prior to its General Comment), together with three 
footnotes (two added in R2). In these few pages of text Kant draws his final argument to an apt 
conclusion, while also preparing us to deal appropriately with the last of the four parerga discussed at 
the end of each piece. As mentioned in the Preface, I recommend that the reader read these four 
appendices last, because the four parerga take the entire first‐experiment argument for granted and 
relate as closely to each other as to the arguments of the Piece where Kant presents them. Nothing 
illustrates this dependence of all four parerga on the entirety of Kant’s main argument better than 
Kant’s explanation, at the close of §4, of how to affirm creeds without succumbing to hypocrisy—
advice that must be taken to heart by anyone who is to follow Kant’s arguments in the four parerga.

Recalling arguments advanced in the first two sections of Part Two of the Fourth Piece (see 
note 12.143 immediately below), Kant reassures us in paragraph six that freethinking tends to 
ennoble religious people who were “previously … under a slavish yoke of faith.”

188.01–10
{188} Although, as was noted above,143 human beings who have made even the slightest 

beginning in freedom of thought,* whereas ⟨da⟩ previously they were under a slavish yoke of faith 
(e.g., the Protestants), straightaway consider themselves ennobled, as it were, the less they need to 
believe ([what is] positive and belongs to priestly prescription),144 yet for those who have not yet 

142 For a helpful discussion of Kierkegaard’s position and his debt to Kant in this regard, see Green 1992: 130.
143 WP 209n and GG 470n identify this reference as R 173 (including 173n). While the discussion there is certainly 
relevant, I take Kant to be referring back to his previous references to the light and heavy “yoke”: R 179 (and 179n), as 
well as R 166n, where Kant portrays Mendelssohn as just such a partially freed thinker. As HRR‐Wasmaier‐Sailer: 92–8 
explains, Kant had accused Mendelssohn of overstepping the bounds of reason by taking a need of reason (e.g., God’s 
existence) to be a speculatively proven insight.
144 WP has “to the priestly precept[s]” for Kant’s zur Priestervorschrift; GG has “to clerical precepts” and GG “to 
priestly precepts.” I reserve “precept” for Kant’s Grundsatz (see, e.g., note 0.69).
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been able or not yet wanted to make an experiment of this kind it is exactly the reverse. For their 
precept is [that] it is advisable to believe too much rather than too little, since what one does beyond 
⟨mehr … als⟩ ˻what˼ one is obliged ˻to do˼ can at least do no harm but may perhaps even help. —

Ironically, people who either cannot or do not want to think freely (this being required for both 
aspects of the twofold “experiment” Kant is conducting in Religion; cf. R 12) will typically expe-
rience “exactly the reverse” response to “priestly prescription” that requires belief in “positive” 
knowledge claims about what is ultimately unknowable. Arguments such as Pascal’s Wager 
tend to lead such people to adopt the precept that it is safer “to believe too much rather than 
too little”—a dangerous guess that borders on what Kant calls “illuminatism” (R 53), if one 
persuades oneself that one really understands what one claims to believe.

To the first main clause of the previous quoted passage (on those who have only minimal 
“freedom of thought”), Kant appends a footnote admitting difficulty in appreciating the 
common phrase “ripe for freedom,” even though many otherwise “prudent men” tend to use it.

188n.20–39
*I admit that I cannot well accommodate ⟨finden⟩ myself to the expression, used ⟨sich …  bedienen⟩ 

indeed by prudent men as well:145 A certain people (engaged in working for a legal freedom) is not 
[yet] ripe for freedom; a manor lord’s serfs146 are not yet ripe for freedom; and thus also, human 
beings overall are not [yet] ripe for freedom of faith. According to such a presupposition, freedom 
will never arrive; for, one cannot ripen to freedom ⟨dieser⟩ if one has not previously been set free 
(one must be free in order to be able to use one’s powers purposively in freedom).147 The first exper-
iments148 will indeed be coarse, [and] ˻will˼ usually also be linked with a more burdensome and 
dangerous state than when one was still under the orders but also the care of others; yet one never 
ripens to reason except through one’s own experiments ([and] one must be free in order [that] ˻ one˼ 
may make them ⟨welche⟩). I have nothing against [[the fact]] that those who hold control in their 
hands, being compelled by circumstances of time, are putting the unfastening ⟨Entschlagung⟩ of 
these three fetters149 still far, far off. But to make it a precept that those who are once subjected to 
them ˻are˼, overall,150 not suited to freedom, and ˻that˼ one is entitled to remove these people ⟨sie⟩ 
from it always, is an encroachment upon the royal prerogatives of the deity itself, who151 created the 
human being for freedom. It is indeed more convenient to rule in the nation, the house, and152 the 
church, if one is able to enforce ⟨durchzusetzen⟩ such a precept. But also more just?

If we assume that anyone is not ready for freedom, whether it be in civil, domestic, or church 
life, then “freedom will never arrive,” because one must first have been “set free” before being 
“able to use one’s powers purposively in freedom.” Kant assumes a three‐stage process: those 
whose reason is genuinely undeveloped need fixed rules as their guideline; once a certain level 

145 WP has “presumably … as well” for Kant’s auch wohl; GH has “even” and GG “even … wont.” Like GG and GH, I 
preserve Kant’s colon; WP uses a period here.
146 WP, GG, and GH have “the bondmen of a landed proprietor” for Kant’s die Leibeigenen eines Gutseigenthümers.
147 GH and GG put these three statements in quotation marks; I follow WP, who follows Kant by not using quotation 
marks. Quotation marks, if inserted on Kant’s behalf, should come only around the words “ripe for freedom,” as only 
this phrase is common to all three statements, and Kant does not appear to be quoting from actual authors.
148 WP, GG, and GH have “attempts” for Kant’s Versuche. This is the same term translated as “experiment” in the two 
Prefaces (R: 10.30, 12.16)—a fact that was probably at the back of Kant’s mind here.
149 Following WP for Kant’s Fesseln; GG and GH have “bonds.” Kant is presumably referring to “the state, the house, 
and the church,” mentioned below. His three examples of “ripe to freedom,” listed above, relate to the same realms.
150 WP omits Kant’s überhaupt; GH and GG have “essentially.”
151 WP, GG, and GH follow Ak.’s amendment of Kant’s der (in both editions) to die, all translating it as “which.” Kant’s 
article refers to “the deity” (der Gottheit), while Ak.’s article refers to “the royal prerogatives” (die Regalien).
152 Following GG and GH for Kant’s und; WP has “or.”
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of maturity has been reached,153 these “fetters” should be unfastened, even though at first the 
newly freed person, being as yet unripe, will experience “a more burdensome and dangerous 
state than when one was still under the orders but also the care of others”; finally, one “ripens” 
into the full purity of reason only “through one’s own experiments,” for which freedom is of 
course a prerequisite. (We can aptly think of the two experiments that comprise the main 
argument in Religion as governing the two transitions between these three stages: his reference 
here to the “first experiments,” which encourage religious persons to escape the perils of pseu-
doservice, corresponds to the second experiment, while “one’s own experiments,” which ripen 
reason to a full appreciation of its own purity, correspond to the first experiment.) Obviously 
thinking of his own situation in Prussia, Kant claims to accept the controlling hands of those 
(e.g., Wöllner; see Introduction §1) who were delaying this developmental process;154 what he 
finds wholly unacceptable is for a political regime to adopt a legal precept that defines certain 
subjects as “not suited to freedom,” especially when they were once free. Such despotism surely 
makes a ruler’s job “more convenient”; but one who would presume “to remove these people 
from [freedom] always” would be making an unjust “encroachment” on a “royal” realm that, 
according to Kantian theocracy (see §7.2), belongs properly to God.

Resuming the main text of the sixth paragraph of §4, after the dash at the end of the passage 
containing the foregoing footnote, Kant labels the aforementioned tendency (to affirm “religious 
confessions” dishonestly, in hopes of gaining God’s favor) a “delusion”—one that such persons 
ironically view as acceptable since, after all, they think “religion makes good every mistake.”

188.10–19, 189.01–03
This delusion, which makes dishonesty in religious confessions a precept (which one decides to do 
all the more easily because religion makes good every mistake, hence also that of dishonesty), is 
the basis of the so‐called maxim of safety in matters of faith (argumentum a tuto):155 If what 
I  confess concerning God is true, then I have hit the mark; if it is not true, [but] incidentally also 
not /something\ [that] in itself ˻is˼ unauthorized,156 then I have merely believed it superfluously, 
which was indeed not necessary, but ˻I have˼ burdened myself only with maybe an inconvenience, 
which after all is no crime. The danger [arising] from the dishonesty of his pretense, the violation of 
conscience, in passing off as certain, even before God, something of which he is {189} yet conscious 
that it is not of the make‐up required to affirm it with unconditional confidence, all this the hypocrite 
regards as nothing. —

Such delusion had given rise among Christian theologians to “the so‐called maxim of safety 
in matters of faith” (see note 12.155), encouraging overbelief: on the condition that we do not 
affirm something that directly conflicts with the authority of the biblical revelation, we are 

153 Kant assumes that a typical child reaches this stage around age eight: he recommends submitting moral examples 
to children “eight or nine years old” in TP 286 and to “a ten‐year‐old boy” in CPrR 155.
154 This is the one place in Religion where it is, admittedly, very difficult to see how Kant could not be prevaricating. 
Having already enjoyed most of his life (from ages 16 to 62) under the authority of a freedom‐loving king, it must have 
been intensely frustrating for Kant to witness what he surely saw as a backward step in his country’s march toward 
freedom. Indeed, he explicitly states as much, later in the same sentence. However, see SP‐2015c for my full explana-
tion of how Kant could have, indeed, been serious in stating that he had “nothing against” the new system. He believed 
his duty was to accept it.
155 “Argument from safety/security” (Lat.). WP omits this parenthetical phrase. The phrase refers to a type of 
argument that was much discussed in the literature of Kant’s day. For a dissertation analyzing the subject, see Müller 
1733, especially §IV (where he identifies it with the argumentum ab utili [“argument from utility”]) and §V (where he 
traces relevant examples in Pascal, Gallus, and other Christian thinkers). Kant’s own source was more likely to be 
Timmermann 1786, who mentions Pascal’s argumentum a tuto on the very first page (§I).
156 WP has “something … not permitted” for Kant’s Unerlaubtes; GH and GG have “something … forbidden.” Cf. 
note 6.37.
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better off affirming a questionable dogma than denying it, just in case it ends up being true; if 
it turns out to be false, we have incurred no cost to ourselves other than “an inconvenience.” 
Such dishonest reasoning may not conflict with the Bible, but it directly violates conscience by 
pretending to be certain (“even before God”) about something that we are aware “is not of the 
make‐up” that even could be affirmed “with unconditional confidence.” One who reasons in 
this manner is a hypocrite.

The sixth paragraph concludes, following a dash, with Kant’s reversal of the standard for-
mula in the form of a “genuine maxim of safety”: if I can know something only by God’s 
revealing it to me, not rationally, then the limits of human knowledge require that I must nei-
ther affirm it “as certain” nor (as long as it is not immoral) “reject [it] as certainly false.”

189.03–19
The genuine maxim of safety, alone reconciled with religion, is exactly the reverse one: Whatever 
can become familiar to me, as means or as condition of salvation, not through my own reason but 
only through revelation and can be taken up into my confessions solely by means of a historical 
faith, but incidentally does not contradict the pure moral precepts, I cannot indeed believe and 
affirm as certain, but [[can]] just as little reject as certainly false. Nonetheless, without determining 
anything about this, I count on it157 that whatever redeeming /capacity\ may be contained therein158 
will, insofar as I do not perhaps make myself unworthy of it through the deficiency of my moral 
conviction in a good lifestyle, come to my benefit. In this maxim there is true moral safety, namely 
before conscience (and more cannot be required of a human being); by contrast, there is the utmost 
⟨höchste⟩ danger and unsafety with the supposed prudential means, to circumvent in a crafty way 
the detrimental consequences that might emanate for me from not confessing and, by siding with 
both parties, to ruin conscience159 with both [prudential concerns]. —

Because the traditional maxim employs “prudential means” in a vain attempt “to circumvent 
… the detrimental consequences” of unbelief, it cannot be “reconciled with religion”; so it ends 
up putting the believer in “the utmost danger and unsafety.” This new maxim, by contrast, does 
not require us to “determin[e] anything about” the truth or falsity of historical dogmas; rather, 
it encourages the believer to hope that, if any of those dogmas ends up carrying genuine 
redemptive capacity, then this will “come to my benefit,” as long as I do not exclude myself 
“through the deficiency of my moral conviction in a good lifestyle.” The latter provides a 
person with “true moral safety, namely before conscience,” whereas the former entails craftily 
“siding with both parties” (i.e., hedging one’s bets by considering the implications of both belief 
and unbelief), thereby ruining one’s conscience in two ways; Kant’s point is that true prudence 
(i.e., wisdom) requires siding with what God really wants, goodness.160

In the seventh paragraph, after an unusual end‐of‐paragraph dash, Kant pauses to challenge 
theologians, church teachers, and all readers to reflect on whether they dare affirm a creed 
with certainty, even at the risk of losing “everything that is worthy and holy.”

157 WP has “on [the fact]” and GG “on the fact” for Kant’s darauf, but Kant would not describe what follows as a “fact.” 
Without the auf, Kant’s idiom (rechne ich) would mean “I reckon it [to be true].” GH omits Kant’s darauf, using “I may 
expect” for the verb.
158 WP has “beatifying element it may contain” for Kant’s darin Heilbringendes enthalten sein mag; GH has “therein 
is salutary” and GG “saving content it may have.” WP and GG omit Kant’s darin (“therein”).
159 WP has “to ruin one’s standing” for Kant’s es … zu verderben; GH has “I am liable to incur the disfavor” and GG 
“I spoil my standing.” But each of these options fails to relate es (“it”) to a referent in the immediate context and por-
trays Kant as making a prudential argument rather than a moral one.
160 Kant’s “maxim of safety” is actually a reinterpretation and/or fresh application of Jesus’ advice to those seeking 
worldly benefits (Matt. 6: 33): “But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to 
you as well.”
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189.20–27
Suppose that ⟨Wenn⟩ the drafter of a creed,161 or ⟨wenn⟩ the teacher of a church, [or] indeed 

any human being insofar as he is to admit to himself inwardly [his] convincement concerning 
propositions as divine revelations, asked himself, Do you indeed dare, in the presence of the 
knower of hearts, [and] subject to ⟨mit⟩ the renunciation of everything that is worthy and holy 
to you, affirm the truth of these propositions? In that case ⟨so⟩ I would have to have a very 
unfavorable concept of human nature ([which], after all, [is] at least not entirely incapable of 
[being] good)162 in order not to foresee that even the boldest teacher of the faith would tremble 
at this point.†

Perhaps recalling the inquisitor who was his focus earlier in §4, Kant optimistically predicts 
“that even the boldest teacher of the faith would tremble at” the prospect of staking one’s 
entire well‐being on the truth of man‐made propositions that claim to be based on “divine 
revelations.” Only someone who thought (unlike Kant) that human nature is “entirely inca-
pable of [being] good”163 could fail to hope that such a question would awaken anyone’s 
conscience.

While Kant may not have had any specific theologian in mind when he wrote this 
passage, Storr took the challenge as being aimed directly at his own “supernaturalist” posi-
tion (see Ch. 10.2). Although he agrees with Kant regarding the moral (and hence, “natural”) 
core of Christianity, Storr disagrees with Kant’s tendency to downplay the importance of 
historical faith. He cites this passage (R1 277 = R 189.09–190.02) in the course of arguing 
that, although Kant’s defense of rational religion (i.e., his first experiment) rightly takes 
“diligent and careful reflection on [the moral meaning of] religious doctrine” to be 
“necessary for (subjective) religion … it is certainly not sufficient” (Storr 1793: 47 [63–4]). 
Storr concedes that one who merely “memorizes” doctrines, even “‘deep down in his heart’ 
(impressed deeply on his mind),” but without respecting the moral law, “has no (subjective) 
religion, and no true faith” (46 [62]); yet, he urges, “we would occupy ourselves with this 
reflection all the better, more diligently, and with much better success, the less restricted 
the range of the objects of our reflection are” (49 [64]). Before going on to argue that his-
torical facts (especially those relating to Jesus’ unique life and work) are also essential to 
true religion (at least for the biblical theologian), Storr suggests that this should not be a 
problem for Kant, because “the more numerous and varied the [types of] truths and 
grounds of argument are,” the more “we can awaken and animate religious convictions in 
us through these considerations.”

That Storr’s argument did not persuade Kant is suggested by the fact that in R2 he qualifies 
his foregoing prediction with a new footnote aimed directly at anyone who, like Storr, really 
does link reprobation to a person’s rejection of alleged revealed propositions.

161 Following WP, GG, and GH for Kant’s Symbol, as the word is synonymous with Glaubenssymbol (literally “belief 
symbol”) in this context (see Grimm 1854–1961; see also notes 8.47 and App. III.45). For Kant refers explicitly to its 
“drafter” (Verfasser) as having composed “propositions” believed to be revealed, and in R 111.26–31, the only other 
passage where Kant uses Verfasser (“drafter”), Kant also refers to Symbolen of faith in the same context as “holy books.” 
We should keep in mind, however, that what Kant writes here also applies to belief in any religious symbol, which may 
explain his use of the more general term in both passages.
162 WP has “of doing good” for Kant’s des Guten, but inserting “doing” is not appropriate because Kant is referring 
here to what moral purpose our nature is capable of being, not to what individuals can do; GH has “of goodness” (but 
I reserve “goodness” for Güte) and GG “of good.”
163 This passage provides good evidence against the claim, advanced by Vanden Auweele 2012, that Kant’s theory of 
radical evil is essentially equivalent to the Lutheran doctrine of the total depravity of human nature. Kant explicitly 
states here that he could never bring himself to adopt such a pessimistic position.
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189n.28–37
†The same ⟨Der nämliche⟩ man who has the audacity to say, Whoever does not believe this or that 

historical doctrine as a precious truth, that /one\164 is damned,165 would of course also have to be able to say, 
If what I am here telling you is not true, then let me be damned!—If there were anyone who could make 
such a terrible pronouncement, my advice would be to adjudge166 in regard to him by the Persian proverb 
concerning a hajji:167 ˻If˼ someone has been in Mecca once (as a pilgrim), move out of the house in which 
he lives with you; ˻ if˼ he has been there twice, then move out of the same street where he is deemed to be;168 
but ˻if˼ he has been there three times, then leave the city, or even the country where he is staying!

Kant first insists that, to ensure their conscience is awake, those who hold such a position must 
subject it to self‐judgment: they are acting conscientiously only if they consider their alleged 
certainty not only in relation to some impersonal other, some der (see note 12.164), but also in 
relation to themselves. If Storr would go so far as to claim that anyone who rejects a specific 
doctrine (e.g., that Jesus rose from the dead) is hell‐bound, then would Storr be willing to be 
damned, if it turns out that some cherished dogma he affirms is actually incorrect? With a 
touch of dry humor, Kant adds a “Persian proverb” as advice to anyone who knows a religious 
believer who holds a position that we would today call “fundamentalist”: this proverb (pre-
sumably uttered by a freethinking Muslim, if it was not simply a joke that Kant himself made 
up: see note 12.167) essentially warns that the more literally a person takes the symbols of their 
historical faith, the more dangerous the person is. Given the fact that this footnote begins with 
a quotation from the Bible (see note 12.165), we should take Kant’s reference to the (alleged) 
proverb as he surely intended it: not as an inappropriate expression of a bigoted attitude toward 
non-European races and their historical faiths, but as a prudent warning against the risks of 
befriending anyone who does not prioritize the moral.169

In the eighth and final paragraph of the main text of the Fourth Piece Kant points out that, 
if conscientious people tremble at the thought of applying such death‐sentencing judgments to 
themselves, then the practice of many church teachers, to require such creedal affirmations as 
a liturgical duty, must be deeply flawed.

164 Following GG for Kant’s der (literally “the”); WP and GH have “that man,” but inserting sexist language when it is 
not actually in Kant’s text is inadvisable. By avoiding the use of a personal pronoun Kant enhances the sense that the 
“man” (Mann) making such a judgment is treating another person as an object, a mere “that” rather than a “he” or 
“she.”
165 Kant is here referring to Mk. 16: 16: “Whoever believes and is baptized will be saved, but whoever does not believe 
will be condemned.” His key (italicized) phrase (der wird verdammt) is a direct quote from the LB.
166 WP has “be guided” for Kant’s richten; GH has “the conduct” and GG “dealing.” See Glossary.
167 WP, GG, and GH have “hadji” for Kant’s hadgi. The word is derived from the Arabic al‐Ḥājj, active participle of 
the verb Ḥajja, meaning “to make the pilgrimage to Mecca.” It is used as a respectful title for a man who has made at 
least one such pilgrimage; a female pilgrim is called a hajjah. Commentators have been unable to trace the source of 
this proverb (see WP 210n); even Bohatec’s extensive research into Kant’s travel books came up empty (BRR 519–20n). 
While I have located various older books that refer to this proverb, none of them predates Religion. For example, a 
missionary to the Middle East (Thompson 1859: 28) quotes it as if he had heard it from the locals (“They have a 
proverb to this effect”). Similarly, a scholar of folklore (Leland 1873: 79) introduces the joke with “People say that,” 
then points out that it bears some similarity to “several old Latin and German proverbs which speak in the same 
complimentary manner of people who went to Rome during the Middle Ages.” Neither author provides a specific 
source; both may have read Semple’s 1838 translation of Religion.
168 WP omits Kant’s wo er sich befindet; GH has “on which he is to be found” and GG “where he resides.”
169 Another reason for thinking that this “Persian proverb” was poking a bit of good‐humored fun at Storr is that, in 
the same section of his book that cites the present passage of R1, Storr also quotes R 191.32, taking Kant to be advising 
readers to stay away from places of worship (see note App. IV.5). However, if Kant was responding to Storr 1793 when 
he added this footnote, then he was not being fair: Storr does not defend a position anything like that of the inquisitor, 
but explicitly endorses Kant’s arguments regarding the priority (the “necessity”) of moral religion. Interestingly, p. 64 
of the 1794 German translation of Storr 1793 omits the Latin edition’s citation to R1 277! Perhaps Flatt (the translator) 
had read R2 and did not want to direct German readers to a passage that implicitly pokes fun at his mentor.
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190.01–08
{190} But if this is so, how does it agree with conscientiousness to insist nonetheless on such a 

declaration of faith, which admits no restriction, and even to pass off the arrogance of such affir-
mations as indeed a duty and liturgical? But170 the freedom of human beings, which is thoroughly 
required for everything that is moral (such as ⟨dergleichen⟩ the acceptance of a religion), is thereby 
completely struck to the ground ⟨Boden⟩, and no place can be conceded even to the good will 
which says, “I believe, dear Lord; help my unbelief!”171†

What is required of all human beings—obedience to the moral law—is put in jeopardy by such 
tactics, because the freedom on which all moral goodness is predicated is “completely struck to 
the ground” by such teaching. It even makes “the acceptance of a religion” impossible, because, 
for any good‐hearted person whose reason has been set free to think, the prerequisite for hav-
ing genuine faith is not a pretended affirmation of preset creeds, but an honest confession of 
one’s weakness in the face of doubts.172

Perhaps concerned about having ended the main text of the Fourth Piece on a down note 
(“unbelief!”), Kant adds a footnote in R2 that movingly praises “sincerity,”173 providing the 
main part of Religion with a more poetic conclusion.

190n.18–31
†Oh sincerity! you Astraea,174 who have fled from earth to heaven, how can you (the 

foundation of conscience, [and] hence of all inward religion) be drawn down from there to 
us again? I can concede, though it is much to be lamented, that candor (saying the whole 
truth that one knows) is not to be found in human nature. But sincerity (that everything that 
one says be said with truthfulness) one must be able to demand of every human being, and 
even if there were in our nature no predisposition to it whose cultivation ⟨Cultur⟩ is merely 
being neglected, the breed of humans175 would have to be in its own eyes an object of the deep-
est contempt. Yet this required mental property is one that is exposed to many temptations and 
costs many a ⟨manche⟩ sacrifice, [and] hence also ˻demands˼ moral strength, i.e., virtue (which 
must be acquired); but this /property\ ⟨die⟩ must be guarded and cultivated earlier than any 
other, because the opposite propensity, if one has allowed it to take root, is most difficult to 
eradicate. —

170 Kant awkwardly begins this sentence as a question, yet ends with a quoted exclamation. WP, GG, and GH solve 
this grammatical problem by inserting “when”; to make Kant’s overall point more clear, I insert a question mark 
instead. I follow GH for Kant’s aber; WP has “yet” while GG omits this word.
171 Kant’s quotation is from Mk. 9: 24b. When the father of a boy who was thought to be “possessed by a spirit” (9: 
17) asks Jesus if he can heal his son, Jesus answers: “‘Everything is possible for one who believes’” (9: 23b). The father 
then replies: “‘I do believe; help me overcome my unbelief!’” The passage ends with Jesus telling his disciples (who had 
failed to heal the boy): “‘This kind [of evil spirit] can come out only by prayer’” (9: 29). Significantly, Kant’s main topic 
in the General Comment that follows (see App. IV) is prayer.
172 Tillich 1957: §I.5 develops and expands on this Kantian view of honest doubt, as a prerequisite for genuine faith—
though without acknowledging any influence from Kant.
173 Kant concludes his 1791 theodicy essay with a lengthy reflection on “sincerity of heart” being superior to “distinc-
tion of insight” (MPT 266; see 266–70). Near the end, he concludes: “it must be that sincerity is the property farthest 
removed from human nature—a sad comment, since all the remaining properties, to the extent that they rest on prin-
ciples, can have a true inner value only through that one.”
174 Astraea (Greek for “star‐maiden”), a daughter of Zeus, personified justice, purity, and innocence. Kant’s 
source here seems to be Ovid’s Metamorphoses, 1.127–50, where Astrea flees from earth to escape human evil; her 
hoped‐for future return is to herald the beginning of a utopian society, governed by justice. WP 211n quotes both 
the Latin original and an English translation; cf. GG 470n for an alternative translation. Kant quotes from Ovid’s 
book at R 40.
175 WP, GG, and GH have “human race” for Kant’s Menschenrasse. I reserve “human race” for forms of 
Menschengeschlecht.
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Kant’s allusion to ancient mythology (see note 12.174 above) suggests that he sees sincerity, 
“the foundation of conscience,” as a missing character trait that people must recover, before we 
can usher in the golden age of bare “inward religion”—i.e., the kingdom of God. Candor (i.e., 
telling the whole truth) is unfortunately lacking “in human nature”; but sincerity (i.e., taking 
care to be truthful in all one says) can and should be cultivated, even if (as the Greek myth 
could be taken to suggest) earthly creatures have lost their original access to such a predis-
position. To give up all hope of sincerity would be to render humanity “an object of the 
deepest contempt.” Kant’s own position seems to be that sincerity is part of our predisposi-
tion to good, but that cultivating it “demands moral strength” because the propensity to evil 
that opposes it “is most difficult to eradicate.”176 Rather than give in to the “many tempta-
tions” to be dishonest in our dealings with other people, we must endure “many a sacrifice” 
to develop “this required mental property.” The earlier it is cultivated, through effective 
moral education, the more likely it is that a young person will be able to prevent evil from 
becoming firmly rooted, and thereby to begin acquiring virtue.

Kant aptly concludes his new footnote and the main part of Religion (in R2), after a dash, by 
comparing proper education (leading to virtue) with the improper method so often used in 
churches, where loyalty to memorizing a set of dogmatic beliefs is valued without any 
consideration for whether students are actually being loyal to the ideas expressed in the set 
confession.

190n.31–37
Now compare with this our manner of upbringing, above all on the point of religion, or, better, of 
dogmatics, where loyalty of memory in answering questions concerning them, without regard for 
the loyalty of the confession (concerning which no test is ever performed), is accepted as already 
sufficient to produce a faithful /person\, who does not even understand what he affirms as being 
holy, and one will no longer be surprised by the lack of sincerity which produces nothing but 
inward hypocrites.

Kant may well have been recalling his own painful experiences of religious education as he 
penned these poignant words about “our manner of upbringing.”177 But his aim is constructive: 
to foster the kind of sincerity that will enable churches to produce something other than 
“inward hypocrites.” Having stated in the first Preface (R 10) that he hopes Religion can be used 
as a textbook to train budding theologians and pastors, Kant has finished with a section 
reminding these intended readers how very important their job is. On proper education in the 
church depends nothing less than the destiny of the human race!

176 Kant’s argument at this point seems to assume that the propensity to evil can be eradicated, or at least that we can 
prevent it from taking root in a young person’s character, provided we work hard enough to cultivate the opposing 
force (virtue).
177 See Kuehn 2001: 45–55 for a detailed account of Kant’s experiences of mindless indoctrination during his 
childhood education at a religious school. What caused him to recall these painful memories at this specific 
point in preparing R2 was probably his reading of Storr’s above‐quoted comment (see page 473, above) that 
memorization, though a helpful way of learning essential religious teachings, is insufficient as a path to true, 
“(subjective) religion” (Storr 1793: 46 [62]). If so, Kant is agreeing with Storr that the essential element in reli-
gion is one’s inner conviction, expressed as a firm resolve to obey the moral law, but he is challenging Storr’s 
reliance on memorization as an appropriate pedagogical tool; memorization produces hypocrisy more often than 
holiness.



Appendix IV

Understanding Means of Grace  
as Indirect Service

The Fourth General Comment (R 190–202)

The fourth parergon concerns “means of grace,” a term Kant uses to refer to actions that are 
typically called religious rituals—that is, acts by means of which a person believes (or at least 
hopes) that God’s grace will be bestowed. Those who perform such acts tend to think they can 
understand God well enough to be able to use the rituals to exercise some degree of control 
over how God will judge them. Before discussing four specific examples of such means of 
grace, taken from the Christian tradition (namely prayer, churchgoing, baptism, and commu-
nion), Kant clarifies in more general terms how grace is distinct from nature—a distinction 
directly parallel to the distinction  between revealed religion and natural religion, made near 
the beginning of the Fourth Piece (R 154–6).

Understood from the practical standpoint, “nature” refers not to an aspect of a person’s 
“physical make‐up,” but to a type of good we can do by conforming our actions “to laws of 
freedom”; “grace,” then, refers to what we can do only with “supernatural assistance.”

190.09–17, 191.01–04 
General Comment

Whatever good the human being can do on his own according to laws of freedom, as compared 
with the capacity which is possible for him1 only through supernatural assistance, can be called 
nature as distinguished from grace. Not that by the former expression we mean a physical make‐up 
distinguished from freedom; rather, [we use it] merely because for this capacity we at least cognize 
the laws (of virtue),2 and hence reason has of it, as an analogue of nature, a guideline [that] it can 
see and comprehend; by contrast, {191} whether, when, and what or how much grace will bring 
about in us remains entirely hidden to us, and reason is bereft concerning this ⟨hierüber⟩, as with 
the supernatural overall (to which belongs morality [regarded] as holiness), of any awareness of the 
laws according to which it may occur.

Having used “nature” in this practical sense throughout Religion, Kant now explains that this 
usage is based on an analogy with the theoretical sense: in both cases “nature” indicates that we 
have “a guideline” that enables us to “see and comprehend” what is and is not good (or true, in 
the case of the theoretical standpoint). By contrast, in matters of “grace,” human beings remain 
passive, for the laws that govern its operation are “entirely hidden to us,” leaving reason “bereft.” 

1 WP has “the power of doing what he is capable of ” for Kant’s dem Vermögen, welches ihm … möglich ist; GH has 
“what he can do only” and GG “the faculty available to him only.”
2 Following GH and GG, italicizing Kant’s Tugend; WP omits Kant’s emphasis.
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Just as the third parergon argued that external experiences of miracles (being “supernatural”) 
are unknowable (see App. III), so this fourth parergon will portray “holiness” as a practical 
reality that we human beings cannot possibly control through any action of ours.

Belief in such divine assistance appeals to a transcendent concept whose reality cannot be 
confirmed with certainty by any experience; to accept such a belief is “very risky,” because, in 
order to compensate for our “deficient capacity” (either in our action or in our “weak convic-
tion”), any “morallys good behavior” imputed to us must still arise out of “the best possible use 
of our own powers.”

191.05–19
The concept of a supernatural extension to3 our moral, although deficient capacity, and even to 

our not completely purified, at least weak conviction to assuage all our duty, is transcendent and a 
bare idea of whose reality no experience can assure us. —But even when accepted as an idea for 
a bare practical aim, it is very risky and difficult to reconcile with reason, because what is to be 
imputed to us as morallys good behavior would have to occur not through foreign influence 
but only through the best possible use of our own powers. Yet the impossibility of this (of both 
taking place side by side ⟨neben einander⟩) precisely cannot be proved either, because freedom 
itself, although containing nothing supernatural in its concept, nonetheless remains just as 
ungraspable to us in regard to its possibility as the supernatural /element\ that one would like 
to assume as compensation for freedom’s ⟨derselben⟩ self‐active ⟨selbstthätigen⟩ but deficient 
determination.

Critical philosophers cannot rule out the possibility of grace, because a “foreign influence” 
might operate “side by side” with practical reason’s free choices. After all, Kant reminds us, 
the possibility of freedom itself is “just as ungraspable to us” as is a supernatural determina-
tion of human behavior. To remain Critical, therefore, we must allow for a form of grace that 
coexists with nature, but without taking the former as a substitute for freedom’s influence; as 
Kant hints (see note 3), this is possible if we assume that grace comes only as an “extension 
to” the efforts of those who do their best to employ their natural powers to do good.

In the third paragraph Kant reiterates the crucial difference between freedom and “super-
natural assistance”: “the moral laws” that govern our use of freedom are readily at hand, 
whereas we cannot know whether our “moral strength” comes from a divine source.

191.20–37
However, concerning freedom we are at least aware of the laws according to which it ought to be 

determined (the moral /laws\), whereas concerning a supernatural assistance—whether a certain 
moral strength perceived in us really stems from it ⟨daher rühre⟩, or, again, in which cases and 
under what conditions it is to be expected—˻we˼ cannot have the least cognition. Hence apart from 
the general presupposition that what[ever] nature in us4 has no capacity for will be brought about 
by grace, provided only [that] we have employed nature ⟨jene⟩ (i.e., our own powers) as far as pos-
sible ⟨nach Möglichkeit⟩, we will not be able to make any further use at all of this idea, neither for 
how we could (over and above ⟨noch außer⟩ the constant striving toward the good lifestyle) attract 
its cooperation, nor how we could determine in what cases we would have to expect it. —This idea 

3 WP has “support for” for Kant’s Beitritts zu; GH has the more literal “accession to” and GG “intervention into.” 
Kant’s term (used only here in all of Religion) means “to increase by joining one thing to another,” as when an alliance 
adds a new country. Kant’s choice of this word suggests that grace is available only to one who has already started on 
the path to goodness—a point he stated explicitly in the next quoted passage.
4 WP and GH omit Kant’s in uns, after die Natur (“nature”); GG has “in us,” but takes it as modifying bewirken werde 
(“will be brought about”). In the previous paragraph Kant called grace “a supernatural extension to our moral … capacity”; 
since it operates outside our natural deficiency, he would not here be describing it as being brought about “in us.”
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is entirely boundless, and keeping at a reverential distance from it as a sanctuary5 is moreover salu-
tary [for us], lest, under the delusion of performing miracles ourselves or perceiving miracles within 
us, we render ourselves unfit for any use of reason, or allow ˻ourselves˼ to be enticed to the inertia of 
awaiting from above, in a passive idleness, what we should seek within ourselves.

The “general presupposition” that Kant permits religious believers to make is that, if we have 
employed our natural powers “as far as possible” to do good, then we are justified in hoping 
that grace will bring about “whatever nature in us is not capable of.” We overstep the bounds of 
reason if we claim to know how to attract supernatural cooperation without constantly “striv-
ing toward the good lifestyle.” But neither can philosophically minded persons positively 
declare that belief in such boundless grace is necessarily false. Instead, reason bids us to keep 
what is sacred “at a reverential distance”; for to claim that one can grasp such grace easily gives 
rise either to a delusory belief in inner or outer miracles (these being the topics of the first two 
parerga) or to the kind of “passive idleness” that a belief in divine mysteries tends to engender 
(this being the topic of the third parergon). As we have seen, Kant does not entirely reject any 
of these parerga. Given that they press up against the bounds of bare reason, they call for a 
response, but one that resists the temptation to erase the boundary altogether, as this would 
render us irrational.

Defining “means” as causes that are under a person’s control, the next paragraph warns that 
“means of grace” is actually a self‐contradictory concept if it is identified with nonmoral acts, 
for the aim of God’s assistance must be to perfect our morals.

192.01–17
{192} Now, means are all those intermediate causes ⟨Zwischenursachen⟩ that the human being 

has under6 his control for bringing about a certain aim; and for becoming worthy of heavenly 
assistance there is no other /means\ (and ˻there˼ also can be no other) than an earnest endeavor 
to amend as far as possible his morals make‐up and thereby to render himself receptive to the 
perfecting—which is not under his control—of its appropriateness to divine satisfaction; for 
actually this divine assistance itself which he expects still has as its aim only his morals. But that 
the disingenuous human being would seek this assistance ⟨ihn⟩ not there but rather in certain 
sensual ⟨sinnlichen⟩ arrangements (which he does indeed have under his control, but which also 
cannot by themselves produce a better human being and now are nonetheless supposed to bring 
this about supernaturally) was presumably already to be expected a priori, and thus we also find 
it in fact. The concept of a so‐called means of grace, although it is indeed7 (by what has just been 
said) contradictory in itself,7 yet serves here as a means of self‐deception, which is just as common 
as it is detrimental to true religion.

The contradiction arises only if we think we can satisfy God through “sensual arrangements” (i.e., 
rituals) that we do control but that do not serve to improve our “morals make‐up.” It simply makes 

5 WP has “something holy” for Kant’s einem Heiligthum; GH and GG have “a sacred thing.” While this word can refer 
to a “relic,” its primary reference is to a holy place, a place of refuge. Kant’s point is that one must be careful about taking 
refuge in an appeal to grace instead of striving to reform one’s lifestyle. Kant might have also had in mind an explana-
tion of why he himself kept a reverential distance from churches during most of his adult life (see notes 0.4 and 9.80). 
Indeed, this is how Storr 1793: 46 (61) interprets this passage: quoting Kant’s words, he inserts an extra von (“from”), 
portraying Kant as advising that we “keep at a reverential distance from [this idea] as from a sanctuary.” In §12.4 I 
suggested that Storr’s criticism of Kant’s position on this point is probably what led Kant to add his R2 footnote about 
keeping one’s distance from Muslims who have visited Mecca. Given his addition of that footnote, Kant may well have 
intended his “from” to signal an ellipsis, so that the word applies to “sanctuary” as well as to “it”.
6 WP, GG, and GH follow Ak. in adding emphasis to Kant’s in; however, neither R1 nor R2 adds emphasis to 
this word.
7 WP has “intrinsically” for Kant’s er zwar … in sich selbst; GH has “it is internally self‐” and GG “self‐.”
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no sense, and is therefore obviously “a means of self‐deception,” to believe that a good God 
would supernaturally perfect a person who did not first “render himself receptive to the 
perfecting.” This deception is common because it rightly acknowledges that total perfec-
tion is not “under [our] control” and that we must nevertheless do something to receive 
grace; yet “it is detrimental to true religion” because it wrongly persuades people that no 
moral improvement is required to satisfy God, when in fact some improvement is within 
our control and is therefore required.

Kant brings his argument in this introductory portion of the fourth General Comment to a 
climax in paragraph five by pointing out that true service of God (the true “liturgy,” as it were) 
is two‐sided—namely both spiritual–moral and visible–ritualistic—yet remains genuine only 
if the second side is not allowed to eclipse the primacy of the first.

192.18–32
The true (moral) service of God, which faithful /persons\ have to render as underlings belonging 

to his kingdom but no less also (under laws of freedom) as its ⟨desselben⟩ citizens, is indeed like the 
kingdom ⟨dieses⟩ itself invisible, i.e., a service of hearts (in spirit and in truth),8 and can consist 
only in conviction, ˻in˼ the9 observance of all true duties as divine commands, not in actions 
determined exclusively for God. Yet for the human being the invisible needs to be represented 
⟨repräsentirt⟩ by something visible (sensible); indeed, what is more, ˻it needs,˼ for the sake of the 
practical, to be accompanied by this10 and as it were (according to a certain analogy) made vivid, 
although it is intellectual;11 [and] although this ⟨welches⟩ is only a means—not readily dispens-
able,12 yet also very much subject to the danger of misconstruction—for presenting to ourselves 
our duty in the service of God ⟨Dienste Gottes⟩, yet through a delusion [that] steals upon us 
⟨überschleichenden⟩ ˻it is˼ easily taken for liturgy ⟨Gottesdienst⟩ itself and is even commonly 
called that.

When “faithful persons” regard themselves as members in God’s kingdom, they naturally tend to 
assume the divine king requires actions that have no purpose other than to show subservience, 
just as when underlings bow in a human king’s presence. What this neglects is that the kingdom 
of God is essentially invisible, so true service must likewise consist in heart‐felt obedience to 
“laws of freedom.” Kant’s concession to the common religious believer is that we human beings 
do need visible symbols to exhibit the invisible conviction that constitutes true faith. These sym-
bols may indeed take a nonmoral form, as long as they enable our moral conviction to be “made 
vivid”—that is, only if they serve as a means to quicken within us13 the awareness that what really 
satisfies God is the “observance of all true [i.e., moral] duties.” As we saw earlier in the Fourth 
Piece (cf. §§11.3–4), religious delusion occurs whenever believers reverse this order, taking litur-
gical ritual to please God intrinsically.

The sixth paragraph outlines the remainder of the General Comment by listing four types of ritual 
that have traditionally been regarded as ways of serving God in a church, portraying each as a “good 
sensible means” of aiming at the proper religious goal of “furthering what is morals–good.”

8 Following GH; WP and GG omit Kant’s second in. Including it is a more accurate reflection of the text Kant is 
quoting (Jn. 4: 23–24), where Jesus says: “Yet a time is coming and has now come when the true worshipers will 
worship the Father in the Spirit and in truth, for they are the kind of worshipers the Father seeks. God is spirit, and his 
worshipers must worship in the Spirit and in truth.”
9 WP has “that of ” for Kant’s der; GH and GG have “of (obedience).”
10 WP has “it” for Kant’s dieses; GH and GG have “by the visible.”
11 WP omits Kant’s obzwar es intellectuell ist; GH has “though it is intellectual” and GG “though intellectual.”
12 Following WP and GG for the placement of Kant’s obzwar (“although”); GH reads this passage as “a means which, 
although really indispensable, is …”
13 In CJ §49 Kant explicitly employs the (alchemical) metaphor of quickening in a similar context: “aesthetic ideas” 
that are intuitively displayed in works of art serve to motivate reason to explore “rational ideas” more completely.
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192.33–37, 193.01–17
This alleged service of God, traced back to its spirit and true significance, namely conviction 

 dedicating itself ⟨sich weihende⟩ to the kingdom of God inside us and outside us, can be divided even 
by reason into four observances of duty, with which, however, certain formalities that do not stand in 
necessary association with them ⟨jenen⟩ have been coordinated as corresponding ˻ to them˼ {193}. For 
they have from ancient times been deemed good sensible means for serving those /duties\ ⟨jenen⟩ as 
a schema and thus for arousing and sustaining our attention to the true service of God. They are based, 
collectively, on the aim of furthering /what is\ morals–good: (1) To establish this /good\14 firmly within 
ourselves and repeatedly to arouse in our mind the conviction concerning it ⟨desselben⟩ (private 
prayer). (2) The outward proliferation of it ⟨desselben⟩ through public assembly on days legally dedi-
cated thereto, in order to let religious teachings and wishes (and with them convictions of this sort) be 
heard and thus to communicate them pervasively (churchgoing). (3) The propagation of this good 
⟨desselben⟩ to [one’s] progeny through taking up of the newly joining members into the communion 
of faith, as a duty to tutor them therein as well (in the Christian religion, baptism). (4) The preservation 
of this communion through a repeated public formality which makes continuous the unification of 
these members into an ethical body, namely under the principle of the mutual ⟨unter sich⟩ equality of 
their rights and of their portion of all fruits of /what is\ moral‐good (communion ⟨die Communion⟩).

Significantly, Kant identifies here the “spirit and true significance” of serving God as a dual 
conviction, aimed at furthering the divine kingdom both “inside us and outside us”—thus 
providing still more evidence that his goal in Religion is not to reduce religion to an entirely 
internal/rational phenomenon, but to insure that the bare (internal) body is adorned by suit-
able clothing (“formalities”). The fourfold (categorial) “schema” combines internal–external 
means of enhancing goodness with individual‐communal means: (1) private prayer is an 
internal ritual aimed at enhancing each individual’s conviction; (2) churchgoing is an external 
ritual that should support community convictions; (3) baptism is an externally focused ritual 
designed to enhance each individual’s sense of belonging to those who are devoted to goodness; 
and (4) communion is an internally focused ritual enabling the entire community to view itself 
as “an ethical body” whose members all share equal rights to enjoy the fruits of being good. 
That these “four observances of duty” are determined “by reason” simply means that their 
architectonic arrangement constitutes what I have elsewhere called a “2LAR.”15

Before beginning his separate discussion of each of these four examples of rituals that can 
function as means of grace, Kant inserts two paragraphs, reminding us that these same “for-
malities” will constitute “a fetish faith” if mere wishful thinking is put in place of the moral 
grounding that a bare rational religion requires.

193.18–33
Any initiation16 in matters of religion,17 if one does not take it merely morally18 and yet seizes 

it as a means [that] in itself makes one satisfactory to God [and that] hence, through him, appeases 
all our wishes, is a fetish faith, which is a persuasion that what cannot bring about anything at all, 

14 WP and GH follow Ak. in dropping the emphasis Kant put on es in both editions. GG preserves the emphasis, also 
emphasizing “firmly.”
15 For an explanation of this abbreviation, see note 2.9 and note 38 in App. II.
16 WP has “venture” for Kant’s Beginnen; GH has “initiatory step” and GG “beginning.” Kant’s standard word for 
“beginning” is Anfang. In the immediate context (both before and after) Kant is discussing various rituals, any one of 
which could serve as a person’s initiation to religion. Cf. note 77 in this appendix.
17 WP and GG have “religious matters” for Kant’s Religionssachen; GH has “the realm of religion.”
18 Following WP for Kant’s blos moralisch; GH has “in a purely moral manner” and GG “in a purely moral spirit.” 
While it is tempting to follow GH and GG by reading Kant’s moralisch as an adjective here, so that an omitted noun 
would have to be presupposed (in which case my translation would be “[to be] a bare moral /religion\”), moralisch can 
function only as an adverb in this context.
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neither according to ˻laws of˼ nature nor according to moral laws of reason, will indeed bring 
about the wished‐for thing if only one has the firm belief that it will bring about this sort /of thing\ 
⟨dergleichen⟩ and one then associates with this belief certain formalities. Even where the convince-
ment that everything here hinges on /what is\ morals–good, which can arise only from what one 
does, has already penetrated, the sensual ⟨sinnliche⟩ human being still searches for a secret path 
⟨Schleichweg⟩ [by which] to circumvent that burdensome condition, namely that if only he attends 
to the manner (the formality), God would presumably accept that for the deed itself—which would 
then indeed have to be called a boundless grace of God ⟨desselben⟩, unless it were perhaps rather 
a grace dreamed up in lazy confidence,19 or ˻were˼ perhaps even itself a hypocritical confidence.

Kant’s use of “persuasion” here indicates that such fetish faith is based on subjective concerns—in 
this case, the belief that God will give me what I want if my faith is firm enough, no matter how bad 
I might be.20 But even when “convincement” comes into play, with its objective grounding in “what 
is morals–good,” religious people still tend to search “for a secret path” that would allow them to 
substitute the formality of rituals “for the deed itself.” Such affirmations of the “boundless grace of 
God,” however, tend to be motivated not by a good heart but by laziness, hypocrisy, or both.

The seventh paragraph continues by noting that, although “all public kinds of faith” devise 
rituals to serve “as means of grace,” they do not all insist on a linkage to moral convictions, as 
does Christianity—at least in its better forms.

193.33–37, 194.01–08
And thus in all public kinds of faith the human being has devised certain rites as means of grace, 
although not in all of these /kinds of faith\ do these /rites\, as ˻they do˼ in the Christian /faith\, refer 
to practical concepts of reason and to convictions in accordance with them. (Thus, e.g., of the five 
great commands in the Mohammedan /kind of faith\—washing, {194} praying, fasting, almsgiving, 
[and] the pilgrimage to Mecca; of these,21 almsgiving alone would deserve to be exempted, if it were 
done from a truly virtuous and also religious conviction for human duty and hence presumably 
would really deserve to be regarded also as a means of grace—whereas [[in fact]], because according 
to this faith almsgiving ⟨es⟩ can coexist entirely with the extortion ⟨Erpressung⟩ from others of what 
is offered, in the person of the poor, as a sacrifice to God, /it\ does not deserve to be exempted.)

Kant’s parenthetical claim that Islam typifies a faith that does not seek to conform its rituals to 
moral convictions is a potentially offensive overgeneralization. Not only does he pass over 
prayer (his first example of a potentially authentic means of grace, from the foregoing schema) 
without so much as a word of explanation as to why it is potentially authentic as a means of 
grace for Christians but not for Muslims, but he ignores the fact that “the pilgrimage to Mecca” 
might serve a function for Muslims that is parallel to the function of churchgoing for Christians. 
Moreover, while he acknowledges that almsgiving might be an exception to his generalization, he 
writes as if the whole ritual were meaningless, simply because some Muslims may give alms with 
one hand while extorting money from the poor with the other.22 But, for our purposes, the key 

19 WP has “corrupt confidence” for Kant’s faulen Vertrauen; GH and GG have “slothful trust.” At R 161.07, where 
Kant uses exactly the same phrase, all three translators have “lazy confidence.”
20 On the correlation of persuasion with subjective and convincement with objective reasons, see Pasternack 2011a 
and SP‐2015d.
21 Following GH for Kant’s wovon (except that GH replaces Kant’s preceding semicolon with a period). WP and GG 
omit this word, replacing Kant’s semicolon with a dash. WP thus has three dashes in one sentence, making it even 
more awkward than the original.
22 The point of Kant’s rather contorted explanation seems to be that the person who offers money to God by giving 
alms to the poor has often obtained that money through extortion. Perhaps Kant would have thought twice about 
applying this simplistic generalization solely to Muslims, had he lived to see how, beginning just a few years after his 
death, the Sicilian mafia behaved—given that most of their members were professing Catholics.



point here is not the accuracy of Kant’s historical knowledge of various religions, but the 
 accuracy of his rational account of what makes a ritual religiously efficacious. Indeed, this 
passage provides the grounding for a potentially insightful empirical study of ritual, whereby 
actual religious practitioners around the world could be questioned and the efficacy of their 
rituals assessed, according to how well they serve to encourage “a truly virtuous and also 
 religious conviction.”23

Before turning to a detailed discussion of how prayer can function as a legitimate means of 
grace while at the same time posing a serious risk of abuse, Kant’s last task is to distinguish 
between “three kinds of delusory faith” according to the corresponding ways of allowing “the 
supernatural” to overstep the bounds of bare reason.

194.09–28
For there can be three kinds of delusory faith involving the overstepping, possible for us, of the 

bounds of our reason in regard to the supernatural (which is not, according to laws of reason, an 
object either of theoretical or of practical use). First, the faith [that] ˻we˼ cognize through experi-
ence something that yet we ourselves cannot possibly assume24 as occurring according to objective 
laws of experience (faith25 in miracles). Second, the delusion that what through reason we ourselves 
can frame no concept of ˻ we˼ must nonetheless take up among our concepts of reason, as necessary 
to [the realization of] our moral best26 (faith25 in mysteries). Third, the delusion [that] through the 
use of bare means of nature ˻ we˼ can produce an effect that is a mystery to us, namely the influence 
of God on our morals (faith in means of grace). —We have dealt with the first two contrived 
⟨erkünstelten⟩ kinds of faith in the General Comments in the two immediately ⟨nächst⟩ preceding 
pieces of this work. It still remains for us, therefore, to deal with the means of grace (which are 
distinct also from the effects of grace,† i.e., supernatural moral influences, where we behave merely 
sufferably ⟨leidend⟩, but the supposed experience of which is a delirious delusion that pertains 
merely to feeling).

Religious faith transcends both theoretical and practical reason if it causes us to believe that: 
(1) we experience miracles, even though such events break “objective laws of experience”; (2) 
we understand mysteries that enable us to reach our highest moral potential, even though 
reason can frame no such concepts; or (3) we can use natural experiences as (miraculous) 
means to produce the mystery of grace, by influencing God through rituals—a synthesis of the 
first two. Having explained the synthetic relationship between the second through the fourth 
parerga, discussed in the General Comments to the Second through Fourth Pieces, Kant clar-
ifies that this fourth parergon is the direct opposite of the “effects of grace.” (Recall that he 
named the latter as the first type of parergon only in the portion of the first General Comment 
that was added in R2.) Whereas such “effects” are feelings of “supernatural moral influences” 
wherein we remain passive, “the means of grace” discussed below put us in an active position 
of (allegedly) influencing God.

Although the short footnote that Kant added at this point in R2 is merely a cross‐reference, 
it carries an important implication that is worth considering carefully.

23 In SP‐2015d I argue that Kant treats moral (i.e., virtuous) conviction and religious conviction as quite distinct, the 
latter alone referring to the ideal of holiness.
24 WP and GG have “accept” for Kant’s annehmen; GH has “recognize.” This word normally means “assume,” except 
in contexts related to gift giving or acceptance of religious precepts. Here the context might seem to be the latter, but 
the most immediate context refers to the necessary assumption (as proved in CPR’s Analytic of Principles) of laws 
governing our empirical knowledge.
25 In R1 Kant emphasizes both of the first two parenthetical occurrences of der Glaube; in R2 he removes the 
emphasis only on the second occurrence. WP, GG, and GH follow Ak. in removing both emphases.
26 WP and GG have “for/to what is morally best for us” for Kant’s zu unserm moralischen Besten; GH has “to our best 
moral interests.”
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194n.36
†See the General Comment to the First Piece.27

Many commentators merely assume that the entire General Comment to the First Piece con-
stitutes the first of the four “parerga” (see e.g., note 3.74); I have argued, by contrast, that only 
the newly added paragraph (R 52–3) constitutes the first parergon as such. This footnote might 
seem to provide counterevidence for that claim, since Kant refers to the whole General 
Comment, not only to the last paragraph. But consider that this footnote did not (and could 
not) appear in R1: at that point the First Piece did not have a General Comment; as explained 
in note 3.74, the material that had been Section V in R1 was included in the newly formed 
General Comment to the First Piece, perhaps by accident; given that all other General Comments 
appear in a smaller type size, it seems likely that what Kant refers to here as “the General 
Comment” consists only of the one new paragraph that was printed in that smaller font. For 
that newly added paragraph is the only place in the whole First Piece where “effects of grace” 
is mentioned—and the only place in Religion where the word “parerga” actually occurs. 
Whether or not the renaming of Section V was intentional, Kant must have regarded it as an 
acceptable outcome, since that section’s theme is related to the theme of the first parergon 
(namely, how to conceive of God’s grace as having an effect on human beings) more closely 
than to the actual theme of the First Piece (namely, radical evil). But the Section V material 
without the newly added paragraph would not have constituted a parergon, nor would Kant 
have referred back to that material at this point, had he not added the new paragraph. All of 
this clearly implies that the Section V material lies within the bounds of bare reason, though 
perhaps close to the border, while only the material in the newly added paragraph presses 
against the border from the side of historical faith. In other words, the Section V material can 
be regarded as Kant’s moral interpretation of the first parergon, but, because the arguments 
presented there play a crucial role in the overall argument of Religion whereas the same is not 
true for the arguments presented in the other three General Comments, it was necessary for us 
to discuss the Section V material in Chapter 3 rather than in Appendix I.

Returning now to the main text, we come to the first and by far the longest of four numbered 
paragraphs (supplemented by an even longer footnote), where Kant distinguishes prayer as a 
means of grace—whereby an individual attempts to control God through an inward ritual—
from prayer as an expression of moral conviction.

194.29–35, 195.01–05, 196.01–02, 197.01–08
1. Praying, conceived ⟨gedacht⟩ as an inward formal liturgy and hence as a means of grace, is 

a superstitious delusion (a fetishizing). For, it is merely a wish explained to28 a being that needs 
no explanation28 of the inward conviction of the person wishing; thus nothing is done through 
it and therefore none of the duties incumbent upon us as commands of God are performed, 
[and] hence God is not really served. A heartfelt wish to be satisfactory to God in all our doing 
and refraining {195}, i.e., the conviction, accompanying all our actions, of pursuing these ⟨sie⟩ 
as if they are done in the service of God, is the spirit of prayer, which can and ought to have its 
place in us “without ceasing.”29 But clothing this wish (even though it be only inwardly) in 
words and formulas* can at most carry with it only the value of a means for repeated  animation 
{196} of that conviction within ourselves, but ˻it cannot˼ immediately have any reference to 

27 R2, Ak., and GG all emphasize Ersten Stück; WP and GH drop the emphasis.
28 WP has “a mere declaration of wishing directed … declaration” for Kant’s ein bloß erklärtes Wünschen gegen … 
Erklärung; GH has “no more than a stated wish directed to … information” and GG “only … the declaring of a wish to 
… declaration.” Following WP’s normal usage, I reserve “declare” for für … erklärt.
29 Kant’s ohne Unterlaß is a direct quote from 1 Thes. 5: 17 in the LB. The NIV has: “pray continually.”



divine satisfaction [and] precisely therefore also ˻can˼not {197} be everyone’s duty; for, a means 
can be prescribed only to one who requires ⟨bedarf⟩ it for certain purposes; yet far from everyone 
has a need for this means (to speak within and actually with himself, but allegedly all the more 
understandably30 with God), but ⟨vielmehr⟩ one must rather, through continued  purification 
and elevation of moral conviction, work toward the point ⟨dahin⟩ where the prayer’s spirit alone 
may be animated sufficiently within us and where (at least for our own support) its ⟨desselben⟩ 
letter31 may eventually drop out.

Although countless interpreters read this passage as an outright rejection of all prayer, what 
Kant actually rejects is only a limited way of interpreting prayer, whereby the superstitious 
believer views the letter of prayer (i.e., the “words and formulas” used to explain one’s wishes 
to God) as a special liturgical duty to God, so that by praying one directly causes “divine satis-
faction.”32 What is often ignored is that Kant contrasts this warning about the dangers of verbal 
prayer “as a means of grace” with an explicit affirmation of “the spirit of prayer,” understood as 
the “heartfelt wish to be satisfactory to God in all our doing and refraining.” This “spirit” just 
is what Kant calls religious conviction: the hypothetical perspective whereby we view all our 
actions as if we can serve God by doing our moral duty. Whereas it is a delusion to believe that 
verbal prayer can be a means of winning God’s grace, Kant readily admits that many people 
will require such “clothing” as “a means for repeated animation of ” our inner conviction, the 
spirit of prayer. Since many people do not find it helpful to carry on a constant inner 
conversation, verbal prayer cannot be a universal duty; but elevating “moral conviction” to a 
position of priority is a universal duty, so when “the prayer’s spirit” is “animated sufficiently 
within us,” individuals33 can safely neglect the “letter” of verbal prayer.

The footnote Kant adds near the beginning of the previously quoted sentence—in the German 
text this note is attached to the phrase‐ending verb translated here as “clothing”—explains in detail 
how the bare “wish” that “is the spirit of prayer” differs from the prayer that is clothed with words.

195n.06–16
*In that wish, which is ⟨als dem⟩ the spirit of prayer, the human being seeks to act only upon 

himself (to animate his convictions by means of the34 idea of God); in this [[clothed]] /wish\, how-
ever, where he explains himself in words, [and] hence outwardly, ˻ he seeks to act˼ upon God. In the 
first sense, a prayer can take place with complete sincerity, even if the human being does not presume 
to be able to affirm even the existence of God as completely certain. In the ˻prayer’s˼ second form, 
as an address, he assumes ⟨nimmt … an⟩ this highest object to be ⟨als⟩ personally present, or at 
least so poses (even inwardly), as if he were convicted by35 its presence, in the opinion that, even 

30 WP and GG have “comprehensibly” for Kant’s verständlicher; GH has “intelligibly.”
31 Kant is alluding to 2 Cor. 3: 6: “He has made us competent as ministers of a new covenant—not of the letter but of 
the Spirit; for the letter kills, but the Spirit gives life.”
32 In SP‐1997 (revised and reprinted as PCR App. VIII) I discuss Kant’s philosophy of prayer in great detail, emphasizing 
its hermeneutic focus.
33 Kant’s parenthetical qualification, that verbal prayer can drop out as far as “our own support” is concerned, leaves 
open the possibility that corporate prayer might retain a legitimate use in supporting others whose prayerful spirit is 
less developed. This is his focus in the second numbered paragraph below.
34 WP, GG, and GH follow Ak. in dropping the emphasis on der; but Kant emphasizes it in R1 and R2.
35 WP has “pretends … being convinced of” for Kant’s stellt sich … so, als ob er von … überführt sei; GH has “adopts an 
attitude … as though he were convinced of” and GG “poses … as though he were convinced of.” The term stellt sich (liter-
ally “place oneself”) can mean “envisage” when it appears with vor, and sometimes can connote a form of pretending; what 
Kant probably has in mind here is the kind of pretending that one typically adopts when posing for a portrait. Interestingly, 
sich stellt means “surrender,” an attitude the praying person often adopts: the “I surrender all” pose, which can be very gen-
uine. Similarly, the primary meaning of überführt is “convict,” in the sense of being found guilty; given the connotations of 
sich stellt, Kant probably has this in mind. He is certainly not referring here to a rational process of being convinced.
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if it were not so, this /action\36 could at least do no harm but ˻could˼ rather gain him favor; hence 
in the latter (literal) prayer, sincerity cannot be found in as perfect a form as in the former (the bare 
spirit thereof ⟨desselben⟩). —

One who interprets prayer in terms of its “bare spirit” employs “the idea of God” as a means to 
“animate his convictions,” viewing the whole process as an act of self‐improvement; one who 
interprets prayer in terms of its letter, by contrast, sees the ritual as a means of “act[ing] upon 
God.” A crucial difference is that only the former can pray “with complete sincerity” while 
upholding CPR’s claim that we can never be theoretically certain of God’s existence. While the 
latter claim to know God as “personally present,” Kant suspects that their experiences of being 
“convicted by [God’s] presence” are often a form of hypothetical playacting; those who admit 
our necessary ignorance of God’s existence are likely to justify such prayer with a sincere (but 
impure) form of Pascal’s Wager: ritual prayers might win God’s favor; if not, they “at least do no 
harm.”

After the first of four dashes that separate the first, long paragraph of this footnote into five 
parts, Kant conducts a thought experiment aimed at confirming his claim that the sincerity of 
a pious nonphilosopher is less pure than that of a philosophically minded person whose prayer 
life is entirely nonverbal.

195n.16–28
Anyone will find the truth of this last comment confirmed when he thinks of a human being, pious and 
well‐meaning but incidentally limited in regard to such purified religious concepts, whom another 
takes unawares, I will not say in praying aloud, but even just in gestures indicative thereof. Anyone will, 
without my saying it, expect on his own that the /person praying\ ⟨jener⟩ will fall into confusion and 
embarrassment over this, as if over a state of which he should be ashamed. But why [is] this?37 [[The 
fact]] that a human being is caught talking aloud to himself raises against him, for the time being, the 
suspicion of having a slight fit of madness; and he would also be judged thus (not entirely wrongly) if, 
when he is alone, he is caught in an occupation or in gestures that can belong only to one who has before 
his eyes someone outside himself, which after all is not the case in the adopted example. —

Kant takes as granted that a person unexpectedly disturbed while engaged in the act of speaking 
to God (even if the words are not audible) will tend to feel flustered. Why should praying be an 
occasion for embarrassment? Viewing such a situation objectively provides an obvious answer: 
when we catch a solitary person acting as if someone else is right there in the same room, we 
naturally wonder whether the person may be suffering from a mental illness. The implication 
here is that we will not draw such an inference if we disturb a person sitting in quiet meditation, 
nor is such a person likely to feel embarrassed, since such behavior requires no assumptions 
about the objective presence of a supernatural being.

Following another dash, Kant continues his lengthy footnote by interpreting the Lord’s Prayer 
as confirming his foregoing claim that the spirit of prayer is far more important than the letter.

195n.28–41
The teacher of the gospel, however, has expressed the spirit of prayer quite superbly in a formula 
that renders dispensable the prayer ⟨dieses⟩ and simultaneously also itself (as letters).38 In it one 
finds nothing but resolve for the good lifestyle, which /resolve\, linked with the consciousness 

36 WP has “this pretense” for Kant’s es (literally “it”); GH has “his acting thus” and GG “his posing.” Kant is here crit-
icizing those who treat praying in the way Pascal’s Wager treats belief in God. Cf. Kant’s earlier discussion of the 
“maxim of safety” (R 188–9), note 12.155.
37 WP, GG, and GH have “But why?” for Kant’s Warum das aber?
38 WP has “as a letter” for Kant’s als Buchstaben; GH and GG have “as a verbal utterance/formula.”



of our frailty, contains a constant wish to be a worthy member in the kingdom of God; hence ˻it 
contains˼ not actually a request for something that God in his wisdom might quite well also refuse 
us, but rather a wish that, if it is earnest (active), itself produces its object (becoming a human 
being satisfactory to God). Even the wish for the means of preserving our existence (˻the wish˼ for 
bread) for one day,39 since it40 is expressly ⟨ausdrücklich⟩ not directed to the continuance of that  
/existence\ ⟨derselben⟩ but ˻is˼ the effect of a felt need that is merely animal, is more a confession 
of what nature wills in us than a special deliberate request for what the human being wills, such as 
the request ⟨dergleichen die⟩ for the next day’s bread41 would be, which is here being excluded 
 distinctly enough. —

Those who require the support of a verbal formula for prayer42 should employ one that, 
like the prayer Jesus recommends in Matthew 6, is self‐negating. The Lord’s Prayer negates 
the need for verbal prayer by focusing solely on “resolve for the good lifestyle,” despite 
one’s self‐confessed frailty. Expressing this wish in words entails none of the self‐centered 
purposes that often cause verbal prayers to be of such limited religious value, because it 
merely asks for what “God in his wisdom” would already want us to have. Praying in a 
manner fully consistent with the spirit of prayer thus comes as close as human beings may 
ever come to experiencing what Kant elsewhere calls “intellectual intuition”: by aligning 
one’s will with God’s, an “earnest” prayer—that is, one that succeeds in activating the 
resolve to be good—”produces its object.”43 The one example of a request in the Lord’s 
Prayer that seems  selfish—the need for food every day—likewise merely affirms our 
animal nature, thus negating the legitimacy of the typical human desire to possess “the 
next day’s bread” as well as today’s—a concern Jesus goes on to negate even more explic-
itly, later in Matthew 6 (see note 41 on this page).

After reiterating that an expression of “the moral spirit of prayer” actually “produces its 
object” (since “a moral conviction” is what satisfies God), the fourth section of this footnote’s 
long first paragraph explains why such a prayer is the only kind that “can alone be made in 
faith”—that is, can generate faith necessarily.

39 Kant is alluding to Matt. 6: 11: “Give us today our daily bread.”
40 Kant’s es (in R1 and R2) requires “it” to refer to “the means of preserving” or “bread.” Ak. changes this to er, which 
assumes that Kant’s “it” refers to “wish.” Awareness of this ambiguity poses an interesting question for interpreters: Did 
Kant actually intend to say, as this widely accepted emendation assumes, that the wish for bread (or for some other 
means of giving ourselves energy) for one more day “is expressly not directed to the continuance of [our] existence,” 
or did he mean precisely what he wrote, that the hunger itself (i.e., that which produces the wish) is this “merely animal” 
effect? If the latter, then the Ak. emendation occludes Kant’s meaning rather than clarifying it, and yet another passage 
that appears to be a paradox turns out to be a straightforward psychological insight: our animal desires exist for 
immediate and good purposes, but they produce wishes that human reason typically perverts into something they 
were never meant to be.
41 WP, GG, and GH have “(the) bread for another day” for Kant’s das Brod auf den andern Tag. However, Kant is 
alluding to Matt. 6: 34a: “Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself.” In the LB, 
“about tomorrow” is rendered für den andern Morgen. This verse, appearing later in the same chapter as the Lord’s 
Prayer, comes immediately after Jesus cites food (compare the reference to bread in this verse and in the Lord’s Prayer) 
and clothing (compare the general theme of verbal prayer in these verses) as two of his three examples of what “pagans” 
tend to worry about.
42 On Kant’s preference for formulas over extempore prayer, see Ak. 27: 323–7.
43 See note 5.12. As the ability to create an object in the very act of thinking it, intellectual intuition is normally 
limited to God, according to Kant. Human intuition that leads to knowledge can only be empirical. Apparently, 
praying in the right spirit enables human beings to participate in this divine creativity, though without justifying any 
claim to know what—if anything—is actually happening.
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195n.41, 196n.03–22
A prayer of this kind, which is made in a moral conviction (˻a conviction˼ animated only 
through the idea of {196} God), because it, as the moral spirit of prayer, itself produces its 
object (being satisfactory to God), can alone44 be made in faith, which latter45 means the same 
as keeping assured that the prayer ⟨desselben⟩ will be heard ⟨Erhörlichkeit⟩; nothing, however, 
can be of this kind except the morality in us. For even if the request aimed only at the bread 
for this day, no one can keep assured that the prayer ⟨desselben⟩ will be heard, i.e., that its 
being granted to him is linked necessarily with God’s wisdom; perhaps letting the human 
being ⟨ihn⟩ die today from this lack [[of bread]] might concur better with God’s wisdom 
⟨derselben⟩. It is also an absurd and at the same time presumptuous delusion to try, through 
the insistent obtrusiveness of one’s requesting, whether God cannot (to our present advantage) 
be diverted from the plan of his wisdom. Therefore we cannot regard any prayer that has a 
nonmoral object as one that will be heard, i.e., ˻we can˼not pray for anything like this in faith. 
Indeed, even if the object were likewise46 moral, yet possible only through supernatural 
influence (or ˻if˼ at least we merely expected it from there because we do not ourselves want 
to take the trouble to bring it about, as e.g., the change of mentality, the putting on of the new 
man,47 called rebirth),48 it is nonetheless so utterly uncertain whether God will find it in 
accordance with his wisdom to complement our (self‐inflicted) deficiency49 in a supernatural 
way, that one rather has cause to expect the opposite. Hence even for this the human being 
cannot pray in faith. —

Taking “faith” to refer to an assurance that God will hear (i.e., act upon) one’s prayer, Kant 
insists that morality alone can provide such assurance. For we can be sure that a moral 
God  will not condone immoral behavior; but we cannot be sure that God wills a given 
natural event such as that any given person should stay alive for one more day. Hence even 
the apparently unpresumptuous prayer for today’s “bread” (i.e., for the fulfillment of some 
immediate natural need) cannot be “linked necessarily with God’s wisdom”; if it seems 
that such a request is not being granted, we must resist the “absurd and … presumptuous 
delusion” that we might change God’s mind by praying with more “insistent  obtrusiveness.”50 

44 WP, GG, and GH have “only” for Kant’s allein, and place it before “a prayer”; but Kant places this word here at the 
end of the sentence, with the verb, which does not necessarily mean that this is the only kind of prayer that can be 
made in faith, but does mean that nothing more than moral conviction is needed to make this kind of prayer one of 
faith. Admittedly, what he goes on to say suggests that he might also mean this is the only kind of prayer that so qual-
ifies; but this is open to interpretation. By “nothing … can be of this kind,” he might mean nothing can generate faith 
in and of itself. In other words, other kinds of prayer might be faithful or might not be, whereas only this type is by 
definition a prayer of faith. See SP‐1997 for further discussion of this point.
45 WP has “which” for Kant’s welches letztere; GH has “and by this faith” and GG “by which.”
46 WP has “Indeed … indeed” for Kant’s Ja sogar … gleich; GH has “Nay, more: … indeed” and GG simply 
“Indeed.”
47 Kant may be alluding here to verses such as 2 Cor. 5: 17 (“Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, the new creation has 
come: The old has gone, the new is here!”) and Col. 3: 9b–10a (“you have taken off your old self with its practices and 
have put on the new self ”). In the LB Kant’s exact phrase, neuen Menschen, appears at Eph. 2: 15b (“His purpose was 
to create in himself one new humanity out of the two, thus making peace”) and Eph. 4: 24 (“and to put on the new self, 
created to be like God in true righteousness and holiness”).
48 Kant is alluding here to Tit. 3: 5b: “He saved us through the washing of rebirth and renewal by the Holy Spirit.” In 
the LB this verse (as well as Matt. 19: 28) uses the same German word Kant employs here, Wiedergeburt.
49 WP has “the deficiency (of which we ourselves are guilty)” for Kant’s unsern (selbstverschuldeten) Mangel; GH and 
GG have “our (self‐incurred) deficiency.”
50 Kant here offers an (implicit) interpretation of the parable of the persistent widow (Lk. 18: 1–8), who eventually 
persuades an unjust judge to dispense justice out of concern for his own well‐being, due to the widow’s obtrusive 
 insistence. Jesus applies this parable to those who believe God to be “putting them off ” even though they are 



Indeed, no request involving “our present advantage” can be prayed “in faith,” even if its 
object is moral. This includes a request for the “supernatural influence” that, as Kant has 
conceded (see, e.g., R 44), might be needed in order for us to experience “the change of 
mentality” that constitutes a religious “rebirth”: one who brashly expects such assistance, as 
if we could affirm it with objective certainty,51 is more likely to receive “the opposite” from 
a wise God.

The first paragraph of this lengthy footnote concludes, after the fourth dash, by clarifying in 
what sense a prayer made with genuine (moral) faith can be “miracle-working,” given that it 
would be contradictory to say that God gives supernatural strength to a (natural) being, and 
that in any case our ignorance of “divine wisdom” renders us unable to generate a wish that 
could manipulate it.

196n.22–38
From this we can clarify what may be the situation concerning a miracle‐working faith (which 
would always also be linked with an inward prayer). Since God cannot bestow upon the human 
being any power to bring about effects supernaturally (because that is a contradiction), [and] since 
the human being, on his part, according to the concepts he frames of good purposes possible in 
the world, cannot determine what the divine wisdom judges concerning this ⟨hierüber⟩ and there-
fore cannot by means of the wish generated within and by himself use the divine potency52 for his 
intentions, it follows ⟨so⟩ that a gift of miracles53—namely one where it depends on the human 
being himself whether he has it or not (“If ye had faith as a grain of mustard seed,” etc.)54—is, taken 
according to the letter, quite unthinkable. Such a faith, therefore, if it is to signify anything at all, is 
a bare idea of the preponderant importance of the human being’s moral make‐up—if he possessed 
it in its entire God‐pleasing perfection (which yet he never achieves)—over all other motivating 
causes that God in his highest wisdom may have, [and] hence a basis for being able to have 
confidence that, if we were or sometime were to become completely what we ought to be and (in 

“his chosen ones” (18: 7), and he uses it to encourage his disciples that “they should always pray and not give up” 
(18: 1). Significantly, the passage ends with a promise and a thought‐provoking question (18: 8): “I tell you, [God] 
will see that they get justice, and quickly. However, when the Son of Man comes, will he find faith on the earth?” On 
Kant’s reading, this parable serves as a dire warning: those who pray for justice may have faith that God will grant 
it only if they themselves act justly. Kant might also be thinking of Lk. 11: 5–8, where Jesus, immediately after pre-
senting the Lord’s Prayer, describes someone who, “because of your shameless audacity,” gets out of bed to give 
bread to a hungry friend. This passage about prayer likewise ends with a suggestive question (11: 13): “If you then, 
though you are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more will your Father in heaven give 
the Holy Spirit to those who ask him!” Kant’s point is that, even if “the Holy Spirit” here refers to the amended con-
viction that constitutes “the new man,” one must not regard such a prayer as an excuse to avoid doing the hard work 
associated with a change of mentality.
51 To appreciate Kant’s argument in this passage, we must remember that he defines faith (see, e.g., A822/B850) in 
terms of subjective certainty. For a detailed account of the role of “conviction” (Gesinnung) in Kant’s theory of 
propositional attitudes, see SP‐2015d. See also note 1.70 and Glossary.
52 WP has “wisdom” for Kant’s Macht; GH has “Power” and GG “power.” Kant’s word choice here was probably 
meant to suggest one who attempts not merely to be used by God’s power, but to use God, regarded as the divine 
potentate.
53 For explicit biblical references to “miracles” as one of several spiritual “gifts,” see 1 Cor. 12: 28 and Heb. 2: 4.
54 Kant is quoting from Matt. 17: 20 and Lk. 17: 6. He most likely inserts “etc.” because the two passages differ at 
this point, adding “you can say to this mountain, ‘Move from here to there,’ and it will move” and “you can say to 
this mulberry tree, ‘Be uprooted and planted in the sea,’ and it will obey you,” respectively. The reference to a “mus-
tard seed” here is potentially misleading. Given that all three synoptic Gospels portray it as a symbol of the kingdom 
of heaven (cf. Matt. 13: 31; Mk. 4: 30–1; Lk. 13: 18–9), Jesus’ point is not that one needs only a tiny amount of faith, 
but that one’s faith (even if small) must carry with it the inner potential (the conviction) to develop into the kingdom 
of God.
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constant approximation) could be, nature would have to obey our wishes, which, however, would 
then never be unwise.

For the two stated reasons, the various biblical references to “a gift of miracles” (see note 53 
above in this appendix) are “quite unthinkable,” if interpreted literally, as depending on the 
strength of a person’s faith. However, if this faith, interpreted as “a bare idea,” symbolizes 
the supreme importance of a person’s “moral make‐up,” and if it thus carries the implica-
tion that we can never fully achieve the requisite perfection (compare the “seed” symbolism 
mentioned at the end of note 54 above), then it would “never be unwise” for “God in his high-
est wisdom” to arrange the world in such a way that “nature would have to obey [a perfect 
person’s] wishes.” This way of interpreting faith is completely consistent with Kant’s theory of 
the primacy of practical (moral) over theoretical (natural) reason (CPrR 119–21); such a 
hypothetical  perspective on miracles could, after all, encourage us to persist “in constant 
approximation” to the idea of the archetype that we are meant to become (cf. R 60.16).

The footnote Kant added to his comment about words clothing the spirit of prayer con-
cludes with a second paragraph, which points out that “public prayer” in church settings can 
achieve the genuinely ethical goal of edification without being “a means of grace.”

196n.39–42, 197n.23–38
But as regards the edification which is intended through churchgoing, although the public 

prayer in this is indeed also not a means of grace, it is still an ethical festivity, whether by unified 
intonation of the faith‐hymn,55 or again by the address, collaring56 within itself every moral  concern 
of human beings, formally {197} directed to God through the mouth of the minister in the name 
of the entire congregation. This /address\ ⟨welche⟩, since it causes these /moral concerns\ ˻to˼ be 
presented57 as a public concern, where the wish of each person ⟨eines jeden⟩ is to be envisioned58 
as unified with the wishes of everyone toward one and the same purpose (the effectuation of the 
kingdom of God), not only can raise the emotion up to [the point of] enthusiasm for morals 
(whereas private prayers, since they are made without this sublime idea, do through habituation 
gradually lose entirely their influence on the mind), but also has in its favor a more rational basis 
than the first /form of the prayer\ for clothing the moral wish—which constitutes the spirit of 
prayer—in a formal address, yet without thinking in this of evoking the presence of the highest 
being, or ˻thinking˼ of a special power intrinsic to ⟨eigene⟩ this rhetorical figure as a means of 
grace. For there is a special aim here, namely, to set in motion all the more, through an external 
festivity presenting ⟨vorstellende⟩ the unification of all human beings in the shared wish for the 
kingdom of God, the moral incentive of every individual; [and] this ⟨welches⟩ cannot be done 
more fittingly than by addressing the kingdom’s ⟨desselben⟩ sovereign, just as if he were present at 
this place in particular.

55 WP, GG, and GH have “hymn of faith” for Kant’s Glaubens‐Hymnus.
56 WP has “comprising” for Kant’s fassende; GH and GG have “embracing.” This is Kant’s only use of fassende in 
Religion, and it refers to “the address” (die … Anrede)—i.e., to one of the several parts of the liturgy where the minister 
formally intones a special, set prayer (or other words of admonition) on behalf of the congregation. It therefore seems 
plausible that Kant intended its secondary, metaphorical meaning: putting a collar around something.
57 WP has “is responsible for this moral concern’s being presented” for Kant’s diese … vorstellig macht; GH has “pres-
ents these last” and GG “makes these concerns visible.”
58 Kant has sich … vorgestellt in both editions; Ak. omits sich, which serves to make the verb reflexive. (WP, GG, and 
GH follow Ak.’s emendation.) The emendation is based on the assumption that Kant meant to portray the minister as 
expressing a wish that is presented as one that unites everyone’s wishes for everyone. By contrast, we can accept the text 
as Kant wrote if we assume he meant that the minister presents to the people a wish that the minister has envisioned as 
such. Given that Kant hoped Religion would become a textbook for a course that would train future pastors to think 
philosophically about how to conduct religious education (see R 10.20f), the second assumption is preferable.



By singing prayerful hymns together and listening to collective moral concerns being verbalized 
in the pastoral prayer, members of a congregation can effectively experience “the kingdom of 
God” as a “sublime idea.” The goal of such public festivities is to depict “the wish of each person … 
as unified with the wishes of everyone toward one and the same purpose.” Because private prayers 
lack the “enthusiasm for morals” that comes with public enactments of “the unification of all 
human beings in the shared wish for the kingdom of God,” they tend to lose their effective 
grounding in “moral concerns.” Moreover, the festivities generating such enthusiasm provide “a 
more rational basis … for clothing the moral wish” (i.e., “the spirit of prayer”), for in place of a 
literal assumption of “the presence of the highest being” they adopt the hypothetical perspective, 
whereby participants symbolically address the heavenly king “as if he were present.”

Having clarified in his long footnote that the spirit of prayer animates our moral convic-
tions, that verbal prayer is likely to be less sincere than nonverbal prayer, that any verbal prayers 
we do utter should be self‐negating, that only a prayer consistent with the moral spirit of prayer 
can be prayed in faith, that miracle working makes no sense if it is detached from this moral 
core, and that public prayer is more likely to be ethically empowering than private prayer, Kant 
continues his discussion of prayer in the main text by explaining why the letter of prayer “may 
eventually drop out” (R 197.08): by aiming “at a certain purpose,” verbal prayer paradoxically 
weakens the proper influence of devotion in animating “the moral idea.”

197.08–22
For this /letter\, like everything that is aimed ⟨gerichtet⟩ indirectly at a certain purpose, rather 
weakens the effect of the moral idea (which, regarded subjectively, is called devotion). Thus the 
contemplation of the profound wisdom of divine creation in the smallest things and of its majesty 
on the large scale—as indeed it has all along ⟨von jeher⟩ been able to be recognized by human 
beings but has in more recent times been expanded to the highest admiration59—is such a power, 
not only to transfer the mind into that sinking mood, annihilating, as it were, the human being 
in his own eyes, the ˻mood˼ called worship, but also, in consideration of his own moral prede-
termination therein,60 a soul‐elevating power, that words by comparison, even if they were those 
of the royal David in prayer ([and] David ⟨der⟩ knew little of all those marvels),61 would have to 
vanish like empty sound, because the feeling [arising] from such an intuition of the hand of God 
is ineffable.62—

As the subjective effect of our moral nature, devotion activates two complementary types of 
power, corresponding to Kant’s famous expression of admiration for the “starry heavens” and 
“the moral law” (see note 59 on this page). Contemplating “the profound wisdom of divine 
creation” constitutes the power of worship, which the mind experiences as a “sinking mood” in 
the face of tiny objects or majestic stars, while considering one’s “own moral predetermination 
therein” provides a “soul‐elevating power.” Kant’s description of this mood as “sinking” (sink-
ende) does not imply a feeling of being depressed or demeaned; rather, the point is that such 
sublime experiences of nature arouse the feeling of being immersed in the oneness of all being 

59 Cf. CPrR 161 on the mind’s “ever new and increasing admiration and reverence” and Burke 1767, who says sublime 
experiences cause us to “shrink into the minuteness of our own nature,” so that we “are … annihilated before” God (§V).
60 WP and GG insert “such” and GH “so” here, following Ak.’s so (literally “so” or “also”); I follow R2, which deletes 
R1’s so. Using “such” here is misleading, because “such a power,” earlier in the sentence, translates eine solche Kraft. 
Kant probably deleted so not only because it is redundant—the previous clause already says auch (“also”)—but to 
emphasize that worshipful “sinking” and moral “elevating” are two sides of the very same “power.”
61 Kant is no doubt referring primarily to the many Psalms that are traditionally attributed to King David. Of the 
other biblical prayers of David, the best known is his soul‐searching plea in 2 Sam. 7: 18–29 (also in 1 Chr. 17: 16–27) 
that God would protect his “house” forever.
62 WP has “unspeakable” for Kant’s unaussprechlich; GH and GG have “inexpressible.”
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(as it were, falling into an abyss, as Kierkegaard later described it), thereby “annihilating” our 
puny individuality—a mood complemented by the individual‐enhancing feeling of respect for 
the moral law. Compared to these “ineffable” experiences of “the hand of God”—symbolic 
“intuitions” that form the core of what I have called Kant’s “Critical mysticism” (see note 0.3 
and note 2 in App. I)—even profound verbal prayers such as the Psalms of David (cf. note 61 
here in App. IV) must “vanish like empty sound.”

Kant concludes his discussion of prayer, after a dash, by offering pedagogical advice based 
on the observation that, despite the “mental attunement to religion” that our physical and 
moral natures give us, people tend to overlook “their own moral reformation” by allowing 
wordy, “courtly service” to take its place.

197.22, 198.01–13
Moreover, human beings, in view of their mental attunement to religion, like to transform anything 
that actually has reference only to their own moral {198} reformation into a courtly service, where 
the humiliation63 and glorifications are commonly sensed all the less morally the more wordy they 
are. Thus it is necessary, rather, even in the earliest prayer practice performed with children, who still 
need the letter, to stress carefully that here speech (even as pronounced inwardly, [and] indeed even 
the attempts to attune the mind to formulating64 the idea of God, which is to approach an intuition) 
does not in itself count for something, but the concern is only to animate conviction to a lifestyle 
satisfactory to God, [and] for this /purpose\ ⟨wozu⟩ speech is only a means for the imagination. For 
otherwise all those devout testimonies of awe lead to the danger of bringing about nothing but hyp-
ocritical veneration of God, instead of a practical service of him ⟨desselben⟩, which does not consist 
in bare feelings.

Kant’s advice to those working with young children, for whom the letter of prayer is still 
needed, is to remind them that the words they speak or think “count for something” not 
by themselves, but only insofar as they “animate conviction to a lifestyle satisfactory to 
God.” That is, children should be told up front that verbal prayer “is only a means for the 
imagination” to help “attune the mind to formulating the idea of God” in a way that 
“approach[es] an intuition,” but without literally achieving it. This guards against the 
danger of prayer becoming “nothing but hypocritical veneration of God” and reminds 
children not to view their “testimonies of awe” as “bare feelings”; to hold value they must 
generate “practical service.”

In contrast to his warning that mature adults should not regard private prayer as an external 
(verbal) liturgy performed in order to please God but as an internal (spiritual) discipline that 
tunes the heart to wordless worship, Kant openly affirms the legitimacy of the second example 
of a religious ritual, churchgoing: as an “external liturgy,” it is “a duty” for all who regard them-
selves “as citizens of a divine nation,” for it edifies both the individual worshipper and the 
whole “communion of the faithful.”

198.15–20, 199.01–05
2. Churchgoing, conceived ⟨gedacht⟩ generally as solomn external liturgy in a church, in view of 

its being a sensible exhibition of the communion of the faithful, is not only for each individual a 
means to be extolled for his edification,* but also a duty immediately incumbent upon them—as 

63 WP and GH follow Ak.’s Demüthigungen (“humiliations”); I follow R2’s Demüthigung, changing R1’s plural to the 
singular form. GG has “expressions of humiliation” and uses the singular for “glorification.” 
64 WP has “grasping” for Kant’s Fassung (cf. note 89 below); GH and GG have “comprehension.” As fassen can mean 
“catch” or “grip,” a loose translation here would be: “attune the mind to coming to grips with the idea of God.”



citizens of a divine nation to be presented ⟨vorzustellenden⟩ here on earth—for the whole; [this] 
 presupposes65 that this {199} church does not contain formalities that can lead to idolatry and thus 
burden conscience, e.g., certain [forms of] worship66 of God in the personhood of67 his infinite goodness 
under the name of a human being, since the sensible exhibition of him ⟨desselben⟩ is contrary to the 
prohibition of reason, “Thou shalt not make unto thee any image,” etc.68

Kant qualifies his affirmation of churchgoing with a proviso that might explain his own 
reluctance to attend church services (cf. notes 0.4 and 9.80): the formalities of worship 
must not encourage idolatry. As he argued in discussing the divine mysteries (cf. App. III), 
belief in Jesus as a manifestation of the second aspect of God’s personhood, “infinite 
goodness” (i.e., benevolence), is fully justified by bare religious reason. But to exalt an 
external image of Jesus and take it as the object of worship is idolatry; it will “burden the 
conscience” by deluding the believer about the true nature of one’s duty. While Catholics 
are more likely to treat actual statues or pictures of Jesus in this way, Protestants are far 
from immune to this tendency: their hymns and public prayers are much more likely to 
objectify Jesus—a tendency that may have led Kant to devote his Sundays to letter writing 
rather than to churchgoing.

The footnote Kant attaches to “edification” clarifies that this term refers not to an emotional 
state but to the “moral consequence” that devotional emotion has for the worshipper.

198n.21–38
*If one searches for a signification appropriate to this term ⟨Ausdrucke⟩, /one\ presumably 

cannot indicate it otherwise than that /one\ understands by it devotion’s moral consequence for the 
subject. Now, this /consequence\ does not consist in emotion (which lies already in the concept of 
devotion69), although most supposed devoted persons (who are therefore also called devotees69) 
posit it entirely therein; hence the word edification must signify devotion’s consequence for the real 
reformation of the human being. This /reformation\, however, does not succeed unless one 
 systematically sets to work, lays firm precepts deep in one’s heart according to well‐understood 
concepts, establishes on them convictions appropriate to the differing importance of the duties 
concerning them, protects and secures them against [any] challenge by the inclinations, and thus, 
as it were, builds70 a new human being as a temple of God.71 One can readily see that this building 
[[project]] can advance only slowly; yet at least one must be able to see that something has been 
accomplished. As things are ⟨So⟩, however, human beings believe themselves (through listening or 

65 WP, GG, and GH have “provided” for Kant’s vorausgesetzt, but in WP it comes after a comma; I follow GH and GG 
(who follow Kant) in using a semicolon.
66 WP has the overly literal “worships” for Anbetungen; GH has “prayers (to)” and GG “forms of adoration.” The 
bracketed words convey the plural for an English noun that normally has no plural.
67 WP and GG have “personified as” for Kant’s in der Persönlichkeit; GH has “with … personified.” The fact that Kant 
elsewhere (see, e.g., App. III, above) often associates the second person of the Trinity with benevolence (cf. God’s infi-
nite goodness) suggests that he is here referring not to a figure of speech (“personification”) but to Jesus, as one of the 
three manifestations of God’s moral nature.
68 Kant is quoting the first part of Deut. 5: 8: “You shall not make for yourself an image in the form of anything in 
heaven above or on the earth beneath or in the waters below.” Cf. Ex. 20: 4, worded slightly differently in the LB.
69 The terms Kant uses here, Andacht and Andächtler, are closely related to (but nicer than) the more derogatory 
version used at R 185n (cf. note 12.103).
70 Unlike English (where the building metaphor implied by “edification” is indirect, via the word “edifice”), the same 
German word, Erbauung, can mean both “edification” and “building.” Likewise, erbaut can mean “built” or “edified.”
71 Of the numerous passages of Scripture that refer to the believer as a “temple,” as part of a building‐as‐edification 
metaphor, Kant is most likely alluding to Eph. 2: 11–22, as this passage also refers to believers as “citizens” in God’s 
“household” (2: 19) and to the need to destroy “the dividing wall of hostility” between different types of believers (2: 14). 
See also 1 Cor. 3: 9–17 and 1 Pet. 2: 5; cf. Acts 17: 24.
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reading or singing) to be greatly edified ⟨erbaut⟩, whereas absolutely nothing has been built 
⟨gebauet⟩, indeed, no hand has been put72 to work, presumably because they hope that the moral 
edifice ⟨Gebäude⟩ will, like the walls of Thebes, rise up on its own through the music of the sighs 
and yearning wishes.73

So‐called “devotees” of a religious faith often mistakenly refer to the emotions aroused in 
worship as if these were themselves the substance of edification. Yet a person’s “real reforma-
tion” occurs only as a result of hard work: planting “firm precepts deep in one’s heart” estab-
lishes “convictions” that enable a person to decide which duties are more important in each 
situation and to resist “any challenge by the inclinations.” In a Kantian (rational) religion, this 
work, not the emotions aroused by community worship, is the focus of every church service. 
While such moral edification occurs slowly, it is more efficacious than the delusory approach 
that waits passively, in the hope that the “sighs and yearning wishes” that arise while the con-
gregation listens, reads, and sings together will somehow cause the “walls” of moral goodness 
to build themselves.

Picking up where the footnote leaves off, the account of this second ritual continues in the 
main text with a sentence warning against the tendency to interpret churchgoing itself as “a 
means of grace.”

199.05–15
But to want to use churchgoing ⟨es⟩ as in itself a means of grace, just as if God were immediately 
served by it and had linked special [gifts of] grace74 with the celebration of this festivity ([which 
is] a bare sensible presentation of the universality of religion), is a delusion that does indeed 
concur quite readily with the way of thinking of a good citizen in a political community and 
with external propriety, yet not only contributes nothing to his ⟨desselben⟩ quality as citizen 
in the kingdom of God, but rather corrupts this /quality\ and serves to conceal, with a fraudu-
lent75 veneer, the bad ⟨schlechten⟩ moral content of his conviction from the eyes of others and 
even from his own.

The belief that God is “immediately served by” church attendance and is therefore likely to 
reward attendees with special gifts of grace, which will serve as a “veneer” to cover over the 
“crooked wood” (R 100.27) of their humanity but without actually making it straight, arises 
naturally for anyone who thinks of the church as “a political community” (cf. §7.2). Anyone 
who understands that church membership is actually about being a spiritual “citizen in the 
kingdom of God” will recognize this as a delusion; for churchgoing is properly viewed as a 
symbol (“a bare sensible presentation”) of universality, the first characteristic of a true church 
(cf. §7.3.i). Attending church in hopes of gaining a reward corrupts the “quality” of one’s con-
viction—that is, it destroys its integrity, this being the second requirement of a true church.

72 Following GH for Kant’s nicht einmal Hand … gelegt worden; WP has “no one has set” and GG “hand has yet to 
be put.”
73 In Greek mythology, Amphion and Zethus (twin sons of Zeus and Antiope) built the walls of Thebes together, but, 
while Zethus labored hard to move each stone to its proper place, Amphion merely played his lyre as his stones moved 
themselves effortlessly into exactly the right positions. The myth bears some obvious similarity to the New Testament 
story of Mary and Martha (see Lk. 10: 38–42). Cf. also the story of rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem in Nehemiah.
74 WP and GG have “graces” for Kant’s Gnaden; GH has “favors.” While “graces” is the literal translation, the use of 
the plural (“graces”) in English normally refers to the concept of gracefulness—which is a very different term in 
German (see R 23n; cf. note 1.83). Another good option for this use of the plural would be “mercies.”
75 WP, GG, and GH have “deceptive” for Kant’s betrüglichen.



The third type of religious ritual, baptism, receives the least attention of the four: Kant 
simply applies the same two‐sided strategy to explain how induction rites can easily be misin-
terpreted, even though they should play a crucial role in a rational religion.76

199.16–29
3. The solemn induction,77 occurring78 once, to the church communion ⟨Kirchengemeinschaft⟩, 

i.e., the first taking up into membership79 of a church (in the Christian /church\, through baptism), is a 
very significant festivity which imposes great obligation either on the inductee‐to‐be,77 if he is himself 
able to confess his faith, or on the witnesses who pledge to attend to his education in it ⟨demselben⟩, and 
˻it˼ aims at something holy (molding a human being into a citizen in a divine nation). But ˻it is˼ not in 
itself an action of others [that is] holy or [is] an efficient [cause] ⟨wirkende⟩ of holiness and receptivity for 
divine grace in this subject; hence ˻it is˼ not a means of grace, however overblown was, in the early Greek 
church, its standing80 of being able to wash away all sins at once, whereby this delusion also displayed 
publicly its kinship with an almost more than pagan superstition.

Like churchgoing, baptism is properly understood as a symbolic expression of the communi-
ty’s commitment to educate its members to be responsible “citizen[s] in a divine nation.” 
Through this ritual, a new member enters into communion (‐gemeinschaft) with the whole 
church community. Kant acknowledges (but does not take sides on) the issue of whether only 
adults or also infants should be baptized: the ritual is always essentially a pledge, either by the 
initiate (to submit to the community’s educative influence) or by the community of witnesses 
(to attend to the child’s education), that their goal is no lower than the attainment of holiness. 
This laudable goal, however, is perverted if participants believe that the ritual itself “activates 
holiness” or necessarily makes a person receptive to God’s grace. Despite its “overblown” repu-
tation as “a means of grace,” this historically well‐grounded interpretation of baptism, as “being 
able to wash away all sins at once,” is a superstitious delusion that threatens to make baptism 
worse than the sometimes tortuous induction rituals that are common in pagan traditions.81

Whereas baptism, as an external ritual focused on one person’s relation to the community, 
happens only once, the internal ritual that focuses on the entire community’s unified relation 

76 Indeed, the role of ritual in an empirical religion is among the most neglected of all areas in Kant’s philosophy of 
religion. A rare exception is Green 1979, who offers a sympathetic reconstruction of Kant’s theory of ritual, then exam-
ines baptism as a test case (234–8). He concludes (236) that the rich tradition of Christian baptism “displays consider-
able conformity to the fuller understanding of ritual which I developed out of disparate Kantian suggestions.” Green 
criticizes Kant for being too vague about the role of ritual in general and of baptism in particular; we must remember, 
however, that his goal here in Religion is to teach religious educators how to do their job, not to do it for them. This is 
why the focus of his comments on baptism, for example, is not on the rich tradition—religious educators do not need 
a philosopher’s instruction for that—but on its abuse.
77 WP, GG, and GH have “initiation … initiate(‐to‐be)” for Kant’s Einweihung … Einzuweihenden, but Kant is refer-
ring only to those initiation rites that serve to induct a person into the commmunity. Cf. note 16 in this appendix.
78 Following WP’s normal usage for Kant’s geschehende; but here, WP has “taking place,” as does GH, while GG has 
“(one)‐time.”
79 WP and GH have “as a member” for Kant’s zum Gliede; GG has “of a member (into).”
80 WP and GG have “reputation” for Kant’s Ansehen; GH has “esteem.” Kant’s term highlights illegitimate standing 
resulting from false prestige (see note 0.110).
81 Kant offers little help in identifying which pagan rituals he is referring to here. But the problematic interpretation 
of baptism goes all the way back to the early church. In Acts 22: 16, for example, when Paul tells his conversion expe-
rience to a crowd of people in Jerusalem, he says that, after he saw a vision of Jesus on the road to Damascus and 
converting to Christianity, Ananias urged him: “‘And now what are you waiting for? Get up, be baptized and wash your 
sins away, calling on [Jesus’] name.’” See also Acts 2: 38. This ritual had pre‐Christian roots, as acknowledged in the 
New Testament itself (see, e.g., Matt. 3: 6). However, Kant seems to have more in mind than just these biblical allu-
sions. My guess is that he is thinking of the crusades, which were motivated in part by the deluded notion that refusal 
of baptism was just cause for murder.
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to each of its members (i.e., “communion,” in Christian tradition) is to be repeated over and 
over, as a symbol of our constant need for renewal.

199.30–37, 200.01–10
4. The festivity, repeated several times, of a renewal, continuance, and propagation of this 

church communion ⟨Gemeinschaft⟩ according to laws of equality (communion ⟨die 
Communion⟩), which as the case may be,82 after the example of the founder of such a church 
(simultaneously also in memory of him), also may82 be done through the formality of a shared 
partaking at the same table, contains in it something great [that] expands the narrow, self‐
loving, and disobliging83 way of thinking of human beings, above all in religious matters, to the 
idea of a cosmopolitan moral84 communion {200}, and /it\ is a good means for animating a con-
gregation to the morals conviction of brotherly love presented under /this idea\ ⟨der darunter⟩. 
But to boast that God has linked special [gifts of] grace with the celebration of this festivity, and 
to take up among the articles of faith the proposition that this /celebration\ ⟨sie⟩, which is after 
all merely a church action, is yet in addition also a means of grace, is a delusion of religion that 
can do nothing other than work precisely contrary to religion’s  ⟨derselben⟩ spirit. —Priestery 
would thus be, overall, the dominion [which] the ministry has usurped over the minds, by 
giving itself the standing of having exclusive possession of the means of grace.

Regarded as a symbolic way of experiencing the third requirement of a true church (i.e., the 
freedom of relation that gives church members equality), sharing a meal together can effec-
tively expand the self‐seeking narrow‐mindedness that tends to plague religious people, 
thereby “animating a community to the morals conviction of brotherly love.” This is the way 
Jesus himself viewed his participation in various meals, dining with all sorts of disreputable 
people (see, e.g., Matt. 9: 11; 11: 19), so the communion ritual enables church members to 
memorialize the community’s founder while also encouraging them to treat people with a 
similar freedom of relation. However, as with each of Kant’s four examples, interpreting 
this ritual as “a means of grace” is a dangerous delusion: requiring everyone to take part in 
the communion ceremony—as if this were an article of faith85—conflicts with “religion’s 
spirit,” though it conveniently supports the “priestery” (cf. §12.1) that is typical of false reli-
gion, for it enables priests to dupe the laity into believing that God’s grace is under the 
control of those who administer the ritual.

After three asterisks that mark a break in the argument of this fourth General Comment, 
Kant concludes the whole book with a final paragraph, divided by dashes into three portions, 
which returns to the theme that began this section: the distinction between nature (or virtue) 
and grace (or holiness). Religion tends to serve as a means of self‐deception because people 
typically emphasize the second of God’s three moral characteristics (grace) to the exclusion of 
the first (holiness); by delinking holiness from divine grace, they come to believe that virtue 
(i.e., duty) is not essential to human nature.

82 WP has “may perhaps also” for Kant’s allenfalls auch … kann; GH has “indeed can” and GG “may well.” Cf. 
note 1.24.
83 WP and GG have “intolerant” for Kant’s unvertragsame; GH has “unsociable.” Kant’s unusual word could be trans-
lated as “uncontractual”—though here it refers not to any literal contract so much as to someone who does not feel 
obligated to abide by the established rules of the community.
84 Following GG and GH for Kant’s moralischen; WP omits this word.
85 Article X of the Augsburg Confession (1530) states that in the Lord’s Supper “the Body and Blood of Christ are 
truly present, and are distributed to those who eat.” Article IX states “that through Baptism is offered the grace of God” 
(quoted from The Book of Concord, bookofconcord.org/augsburgconfession.php).



200.11–33, 201.01–04  
*    *    *

All such contrived self‐deceptions in religious matters have a common basis. Among all [three] 
divine moral properties—holiness, grace, and justice—the human being usually turns immediately 
to the second, in order thus to circumvent the intimidating condition of according with the require-
ments of the first. It is troublesome to be a good servant ⟨Diener⟩ (there one always hears86 talk 
about duties); hence he would rather be a favorite ⟨Favorit⟩, where much is overlooked or, if duty 
has indeed been violated too grossly, everything is in turn made good through mediation by some 
[particular] /person\87 favored in the highest degree; meanwhile he always remains the loose ser-
vant ⟨Knecht⟩ that he was.88 However, in order to appease himself that this intention of his has 
some ⟨einigem⟩ semblance of practicability ⟨Thunlichkeit⟩, he transmits, as usual, his concept of 
the human being (together with the latter’s ⟨seinen⟩ faults) to the deity; and just as—even in the 
best superiors of our genus—legislative strictness, beneficent grace, and punctilious justice do not 
work toward the moral effect of the actions of the underling separately and each by itself (as it 
ought to be), but rather mingle in the human overlord’s way of thinking while formulating89 his 
decrees, so that one need only seek to get around one of these properties, namely the frail wisdom 
of the human will, in order to determine the other two to yield, so he hopes to accomplish this 
thereby with God as well, by turning merely to his grace. (This is also why it was, for religion, an 
{201} important segregation of the suggested properties of God, or rather of ˻God’s˼ relations to 
the human being, to make each /property\ separately detectable90 through the idea of a threefold 
personality, on the analogy of which that91 /segregation\ is to be thought.)

Here Kant’s prime target consists of those Christians whose belief in Jesus causes them to 
think that God plays favorites and has chosen them (and not others), so that moral service 
need not be taken too seriously. Since God favors Jesus “in the highest degree” and Jesus 
mediates for those who depend on him (Heb. 7: 23–28), such Christians take comfort in the 
thought that, “as slaves of Christ” (Eph. 6: 6), their moral requirements are minimal, just as 
in the case of “the loose servant” who counts on being “a favorite” of God’s. Transferring 
human qualities to the divine nature, they assume that God formulates decrees just as human 
superiors do: if we can count on the strictness of the law being mixed with kindness in God’s 
application of it, then “grace is sufficient” (cf. 2 Cor. 12: 9) for all purposes, and Christians 
may fool themselves into thinking that they can (literally) get away with murder.92 
Counteracting this misconception, Kant argues, is the reason for upholding a clear, moral 
interpretation of the doctrine of the Trinity (see App. III): only if we carefully segregate 

86 WP, GG, and GH follow Ak.’s nur (“only”); I follow R2, which deletes this word from R1. Kant probably deleted 
nur because good servants may always have duty in mind, but this does not mean that they only talk about their duties.
87 WP has “someone” for Kant’s irgend eines; GH has “some one or other,” and GG “some one else.”
88 Kant might be alluding here to the several parables in the Gospels that compare different types of servants. But in 
most cases Jesus praises diligent servants and disparages lazy ones who seek favoritism. Kant’s model for the “loose 
servant” might have been the prodigal son (see Lk. 15: 11–32), whose father treats him as a favorite when he returns, 
despite his having lived irresponsibly.
89 WP has “as he frames” for Kant’s bei Fassung; GH has “when he is making” and GG “as he renders.” As Fassung 
(literally “composure”) can also refer to a new “version” of a written document, Kant might have been thinking here of 
a ruler mulling over his existing decrees in the process of amending them.
90 WP and GH have “cognizable” for Kant’s kenntlich zu machen; GG has “knowable.” I follow WP in taking this 
expression as a synonym of kennbaren (cf. note App. I.23). Kant is referring here to how we are made aware of “the 
suggested properties of God,” not to our knowledge of such properties. For, as Kant argued throughout CPR, we cannot 
know the existence or properties of God but can only think them, because we have no intuition of God.
91 Following WP for Kant’s welcher analogisch jene (literally “which [segregation] … analogically [to] that [idea]”); 
GH has “wherein God … analogously to this idea” and GG “on whose analogy that.”
92 See note 81 above. Paul attacks this misapplication of the doctrine of grace head on, in Romans 6. Properly under-
stood, grace does not replace the law, but (as Jesus says in the Sermon on the Mount) “fulfills it” (see Matt. 5: 17).
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God’s holiness from any expression of divine grace (and from scrupulous justice) can we 
formulate a doctrine of grace (as Kant has done here in Religion) that does not violate God’s 
holiness and justice.

Religious believers who neglect this principle of distinguishing clearly between the three 
ways God relates to us will naturally tend to interpret religious rituals (“formalities”) as evi-
dence of how deeply they respect God’s commands—hoping, ironically, that this facade of 
veneration will stand in place of actually doing what God wants.

201.04–19
To this end he applies all conceivable formalities, whereby ˻he˼ indicates how much he vener-
ates the divine commands, so that ˻he˼ does not need to observe them; and, in order that his 
deedless wishes may serve also as the remuneration for the transgression of these /commands\ 
⟨derselben⟩,93 he shouts, “Lord, Lord,” just so ˻he˼ does not need to “do the will of the heavenly 
Father.”94 And thus, in the95 use of certain means to animate truly practical convictions, he 
frames the concept of95 festivities as [being] ˻a concept˼ of95 means of grace in themselves; ˻he˼ 
even passes off the faith itself that they are such /means\ ⟨es⟩ as an essential component of 
 religion (the common man even [takes this] as the whole of it) and leaves it to the omnibe-
nevolent providence to make him a better human being, by applying himself to piety (a passive 
veneration of divine law) rather than to virtue (˻to˼ the application of /his\ own powers,96 ˻to˼ 
the duty venerated by him),97 even though only virtue ⟨letztere⟩, linked with piety ⟨der 
ersteren⟩, can constitute the idea that one understands by the word godliness (true religious 
conviction). —

Quoting from one of numerous passages where the New Testament makes essentially the 
same point (see, e.g., note 94 here), Kant observes that this self‐deception is what leads 
to rituals being interpreted as essential means of grace instead of as optional “means to 
animate truly practical convictions.” This, too, is how piety comes to replace virtue: if 
God is going to save me, no matter how bad I may be, merely because I passively venerate 
God’s special commands, then I need not focus my efforts too seriously on obeying those 
commands. But this deception ignores that the “godliness” such pious believers seek 
actually consists only in the “true religious conviction” that combines piety (the wish for 
grace) with virtue (nature’s requirement of duty).

The third and final portion of the concluding paragraph of Religion returns to the starting 
point of the system of parerga (i.e., to the paragraph added to the first General Comment in 
R2) by observing that believers whose faith in Jesus’ vicarious atonement leads them into the 
aforementioned delusion will often imagine they can actually feel God privately working 
within them; indeed, these “effects of grace” can lead believers to feel disgust at the thought of 
being good and contempt for those who try.

93 R2 has the open quote mark at this position, but the passage Kant goes on to quote (see note 94 immediately 
below) does not use ruft er (“he shouts”) in the LB. WP, GG, and GH follow Ak.’s emendation, reverting to R1, as here.
94 Kant is quoting from Matt. 7: 21; cf. notes 7.113 and 10.95. See also Matt. 21: 28–32 and 25: 31–46.
95 WP has “of … concerning the … as” for Kant’s von … im … als von; GH has “of … wherein … as” and GG “of … 
surrounding … as though they were.” I have rearranged WP’s word order, as his rendering does not properly take into 
account the ellipsis implied by the parallelism between Kant’s two “of ” (von) clauses—a parallelism that only GG’s 
version reflects.
96 Ak. restores R1’s zur Beobachtung at this point; I follow R2 in deleting it, on the assumption that Kant intended to 
portray the application of our own powers as synonymous with the veneration of duty; to highlight the plausibility of 
this reading, I insert the missing “to,” which is implied by Kant’s use of the parallel terms der … der within this paren-
thetical comment. Following Ak., WP inserts “to the observance of,” GG “in the observance of,” and GH “in 
discharging.”
97 WP has “he venerates” for Kant’s von ihm verehrten; GH has “which one respects” and GG “which he respects.”



201.20–37, 202.01–04
If the delusion of this supposed favorite of heaven ⟨Himmelsgünstlings⟩ rises in him to the point of 
deliriously imagining felt special effects of grace (even to the presumption of the familiarity of a 
supposed hidden interaction with God), then even virtue eventually disgusts him and becomes for 
him an object of contempt.98 It is no wonder, then, if [[people]] publicly complain that religion still 
contributes so little to the reformation of human beings, and ˻that˼ the inward light (“under a 
bushel”)99 of those pardoned /ones\100 is not willing to shine also outwardly through good works, 
and indeed101 (as according to this pretense of theirs one could indeed require) ˻to shine˼ preferen-
tially in front of102 other naturally honorable103 human beings, who, [to put it] short and sweet,104 
take up105 religion not as a substitution106 for, but as furtherance of, the virtuous conviction that 
actively appears in a good lifestyle. The teacher of the Gospel has nonetheless placed at hand107 
these external attestations of external experience as a touchstone by which one can cognize human 
beings ⟨sie⟩, and everyone ˻can cognize˼ himself, by their fruits.108 So far, however, we have not 
seen that those /who\ in their opinion are exceptionally favored (the chosen) outdo in the least the 
natural honorable man, whom one can trust in interactions, in business, and {202} in need; ˻we 
have seen,˼ rather, that on the whole they probably cannot withstand the comparison with him 
⟨diesem⟩, [which] proves that the right way to advance is not from pardoning grace109 to virtue, but 
rather from virtue to pardoning grace.

Interpreters commonly read this closing statement as if Kant is saying “salvation … is not a 
matter of grace from God” (Anderson and Bell 2010: 63); yet this goes directly against what the 
text actually says. Rather, Kant’s conclusion assumes that “pardoning grace” is necessary, but 
questions only whether it or virtue has priority. Well aware that religion has a bad reputation in 

98 Kant may be thinking here of the way some Christians interpret verses such as Is. 64: 6: “All of us have become like 
one who is unclean, / and all our righteous acts are like filthy rags; / we all shrivel up like a leaf, / and like the wind our 
sins sweep us away.” E.g., cf. Rom. 3: 9–10: “What shall we conclude then? Do we have any advantage? Not at all! For 
we have already made the charge that Jews and Gentiles alike are all under the power of sin. As it is written: ‘There is 
no one righteous, not even one’” (quoting Ps. 14: 3 and 53: 3).
99 Kant is quoting from Matt. 5: 14–6. Cf. note 10.96.
100 WP has “receiving grace” for Kant’s Begnadigten; GH has “favored ones” and GG “chosen individuals.”
101 Following GG for Kant’s und zwar; WP has “and this” and GH “yea.”
102 WP has “with priority over” for Kant’s vorzüglich vor; GH has “preeminently, above” and GG “by comparison with 
… pre‐eminently.” If we look only at the grammatical role of vor (“before”) in Kant’s sentence, it could carry the sense 
of either “prior to” (as all three translators have taken it) or “in front of.” However, once we consider that this vor 
appears in the LB in the passage Kant is alluding to here (Matt. 5: 16; see note 10.96), the second sense seems more 
likely to be the one Kant intended.
103 WP and GG have “honest” for Kant’s ehrlichen, which is indeed the word’s primary meaning; GH has “honesty.” 
However, the qualification “natural(ly),” here and at R 201.36–7, implicitly contrasts such persons with those men-
tioned at R 47.16, who feign “honorableness” for self‐gain (cf. note 3.111).
104 WP has “in a word” for Kant’s kurz und gut (literally “short and good”); GH has “in brief ” and GG “without fuss.”
105 WP has “accept” for Kant’s aufnehmen; GH has “take,” and GG “carry.” Cf. note 1.108 and Glossary.
106 WP has “compensation” for Kant’s Ersetzung; GH and GG have “(a) substitute.”
107 WP has “provided us with” for Kant’s an die Hand gegeben; GH and GG have “put into our hands.” Kant’s meta-
phor carries the sense “made available.”
108 Following GG, I have moved the position of “by their fruits” to clarify that Kant is saying that we know (or “cog-
nize”; erkennen) both others and ourselves in this way. Kant is alluding to Matt. 7: 15a, 16–20, which quotes Jesus as 
saying: “Watch out for false prophets … By their fruit you will recognize them. Do people pick grapes from thorn-
bushes, or figs from thistles? Likewise, every good tree bears good fruit, but a bad tree bears bad fruit. A good tree 
cannot bear bad fruit, and a bad tree cannot bear good fruit. Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and 
thrown into the fire. Thus, by their fruit you will recognize them.” Whereas the LB has an ihren Früchten sollt ihr sie 
erkennen (at Matt. 7: 16a and 7: 20), Kant writes: an ihren Früchten man sie und ein jeder sich selbst erkennen kann. So 
he is intensifying the Gospel message by pointing out that it also applies to self‐knowelge.
109 Following GH for the second of Kant’s two uses of Begnadigung (literally “amnesty”); WP, GG, and GH (on its first 
occurrence) all have “grace.”
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many quarters for not contributing positively to any genuine reformation of the human race, 
Kant is blaming this reputation on the fact that religious people tend to focus on delirious, inward 
experiences of divine “grace” that leave them feeling no need for virtue—a common theme of the 
Pietest teachers of Kant’s youth (see Introduction §1). Yet again, he turns to the Sermon on the 
Mount for evidence of the scriptural grounding of his rejection of this common perversion of 
Christianity: to limit religion to one’s private experience is to hide the Light of God “under a 
bushel” rather than letting it shine to the world “through good works” (see note 99 on page 499).

As this commentary has demonstrated over and over again, Religion is not an attempt to silence 
religion and theology, but seeks to light the path that guides their way, while severely cautioning 
those who seek to use reason as a mere slave of revelation. Calling attention to the common met-
aphor that depicts philosophy as “the handmaiden of theology” (PP 369), the ironically titled 
“Secret Article” that supplements Perpetual Peace observes that “it is not clear whether she [philos-
ophy] bears the torch before her mistress or carries the train behind.’” The key Critical maxim 
expressed in CPR Bxxx, that philosophers must “annul knowledge” (in this case, of the way grace 
operates) “in order to make room for faith,” applies here as well: Kant concludes Religion by sug-
gesting that philosophy must hold out the torch of virtue so that theology’s application of any 
doctrine of grace that it might derive from an alleged revelation can be safely applied without 
leading people astray. In no way does this torch‐bearing message entail a denial of orthodox doc-
trines of grace and salvation. What it entails (as Kant insisted in R 12.21–6) is strictly limited to the 
practical implications of a person’s theoretical religious beliefs: Christians (and all religious people 
who believe in divine grace, including anyone who takes seriously Kant’s own, philosophical 
explanation of grace; see §5.4) must resist the ever‐present temptation to use such theoretical 
beliefs as an excuse for moral laziness. In short, the torch of Kantian philosophy reminds orthodox 
Christian theologians (such as Storr) and freethinking philosophers (such as Fichte) alike that life-
style matters, for it is the only rational basis for a belief in divine grace.

Kant has boldly concluded his closing paragraph on nature and grace by challenging those 
who believe that their experience of Jesus living in their heart can substitute for a good lifestyle: 
stand up and compare yourselves, he suggests, with “naturally honest human beings” (R 201.29) 
who recognize that rituals can serve only “as furtherance of, the virtuous conviction that 
actively appears in a good lifestyle.” After all, Jesus himself advised his followers to appeal to 
good works “as a touchstone by which one can cognize human beings … by their fruits”—an 
allusion to a passage in the Sermon on the Mount that warns us to examine ourselves for signs 
of false religion (see note 108 of this appendix). Echoing Jesus’ own sentiments (cf. Matt. 23), 
Kant observes that people who deceive themselves into believing that God favors them over 
others are less likely to be trustworthy in their personal and business dealings, or in assisting 
needy people, than is “the natural honest man” who may be less overtly religious. Kant takes 
this as sufficient proof that natural religion (i.e., the way of virtue) must be given priority over 
revealed religion (i.e., the way of grace) when religious people consider what it means to have 
a religious experience. If, among those of us who have succumbed to the self‐deceptive 
corruption of radical evil, anyone has good reason to hope his or her shortcomings will be gra-
ciously pardoned by a just and moral God, those who sincerely do their best to focus their first 
and foremost efforts on the spirit of true religion will be in this position. As we have seen, Kant 
joins Jesus by interpreting this spirit in terms of a cautious form of practically oriented, 
inwardly grounded experience of God. That is, Kant calls us to a Critical mysticism that offers 
genuine wisdom in place of the temptation to remain fixated on delirious experiences: a heart-
felt conviction, rooted in the moral law within every human being, is the closest we can come 
to experiencing God’s holiness; and this conviction alone provides us with the confidence to 
believe that our shortcomings will be forgiven as we seek to exhibit the moral ideal through 
“external attestations” of virtue, by loving our neighbor as ourselves.
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1. List of revised translations (German to English)

The passages quoted in the main text of the foregoing commentary present a revision of Werner 
Pluhar’s 2009 translation of Kant’s Religion (WP); of the 81,400 words in my revised version 
(excluding German insertions), somewhere between 6,500 and 8,200 (i.e., 8 to 10  percent) reflect 
changes to WP. These changes, indicated in the text by dotted underlining (see Preface), corre-
spond to roughly 600 different German words, including quite a few of Kant’s key technical 
terms. One of my central concerns, as explained and defended in the second part of this Glossary, 
has been to render the religious implications of many of these terms more  evident than it is in 
previous translations; each of the terms discussed in the second part (arranged according to 74 
main entries and 46 secondary entries that merely point to a related main entry) is designated 
with an asterisk (*) when that word is also listed here, in the first part. Most other changes aim at 
standardizing (or occasionally correcting) WP, so that the English text is maximally consistent 
with the German. My goal has been to use only one German word for each English word and 
only one English word for each German word, insofar as this is possible without sacrificing read-
ability or distorting the meaning. A footnote at the relevant location provides details of each 
unique change; repeated changes normally receive a footnote only at the first occurrence.

Part 1 of this Glossary identifies every change made more than once to WP’s translation of a given 
German word (or some form of it). After each German entry heading, a parenthesis indicates the 
part(s) of speech to which the word presented in that entry belongs, then how many times it appears 
in Religion. Counting such occurrences sometimes involves grey areas: certain variations may or 
may not be considered “forms” of the word; occurrences that appear as part of an idiom, a compound 
word, and so on are normally not counted in that word’s main entry. Some entries indicate that I 
have always followed WP for the word in question; these are included here for completeness, to 
show that, although a related use of the word was revised, the stated form remained unchanged.

After the word count, I specify the page and line number of the first place where I have 
revised WP’s translation of the stated word. For recurrent revisions, this should normally 
 coincide with the location of the first footnote. Changes that occur only once are not listed 
below, because the footnote at that one location suffices to identify the entire change; the only 
exception is when the changed word is closely related to another word that is already listed 
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here. Where WP or I (SP), or both, use more than one English word, the options are listed 
in order of decreasing frequency. Closely related words are nested under the first form listed, in 
the following order: noun, verb, adjective, adverb (as determined by the English usage in SP). 
Where a prefix does not significantly change a word’s meaning, the compound with that prefix 
may be listed under the entry for the main stem or head. For a list of all revised words in 
English alphabetical order, see the Index, section 1.

The list below includes many cases where I follow WP partially, revising only some of his 
translations; to assist readers in identifying the words that I have changed, I append a dagger (†) 
to any English word whose usage I have not changed, whenever WP uses a form of it for a 
corresponding occurrence of the German entry word. When I follow WP for all variations of 
an entry word, I introduce the translation(s) by using “WP/SP.” In such cases no footnote exists 
(because no change was made), so the location shown in parentheses represents Kant’s own 
first use of some form of the word. For information on the German–English translation of 
words that I did not list here because I consistently follow WP or I change his usage only once, 
readers may consult the excellent Glossary in WP 223–31.

abändern (v. 3; 9.12)
 WP: alter
 SP: revise
Abbruch geschehen  

(v. 2; 9.28)
 WP: infringe; impairment 

done
 SP: be detracted from; 

termination occurs
 Abbruch thun (v. 4; 69.10)
 WP: infringe; impair
 SP: do damage to
Abfall (n. 3; 40n.34)
 WP: defection
 SP: fall
abnehmen (v. 3; 77.05)
 WP: glean
 SP: discern
Absonderung (n. 3; 10.28)
 WP: separation
 SP: segregation

absondern (v. 3; 37.28)
 WP: set apart; separate
 SP: segregate
afficiren (v. 3; 32.09)
 WP: emulate; affect†
 SP: convey; affect
Alleinherrschaft (n. 2; 34n.36)
 WP: autarchy
 SP: autocracy
allenfalls (adv. 13; 20.21)
 WP: perhaps; at best; at 

most; in any case;† 

even to the point [bis 
allenfalls]†

 SP: in any case; as the 
case may be; even to 
the point

allererst (adv. 15; 10.29)
 WP: first of all;† for the 

first time; first; in the 
first place

 SP: first of all
allgemein (adj./adv. 81; 3.15)

 WP/SP: universal(ly);†* 
general†*

 im Allgemein (adv. 4; 37.24)
 WP: in general;† 

universally; generally
 SP: in general*
allmächtig (adj. 3; 86.17) 
 WP: omnipotent
 SP: almighty
ändern (v. 4; 89n.10)
 WP: transform; change; 

avoid; alter†
 SP: alter
Angemessenheit (n. 6; 37.33)
 WP: commensurateness 

… with
 SP: appropriateness … to

angemessen (adj. 19; 10.01)
 WP: commensurate with; 

appropriate to;† 
adequate to

 SP: appropriate to

Anhang (n. 2; 81.11)
 WP: supplement; 

adherent
 SP: appendage
ankommt, auf  

(v. 11; 4.02)
 WP: depend on; is at 

issue; hinges … on; 
what matters

 SP: (it) come(s)  
down to

Anmasung (n. 5; 8.20)
 WP: presumption;† 

presumes; pretension
 SP: presumption
Annehmung, ‐men (n. 22; 

6n.23)
 WP: adoption; admission; 

assumption
 SP: adoption;* 

acceptance;* 
assumption*

  annehmen/nehmen … an 
(v. 46; 45n.21)

 WP: assume; adopt; 
accept;† take on;  
bear

 SP: assume;* accept;* 
adopt*

angenommen (adj. 31; 
73.15)

 WP: assumed; adopted; 
supposed
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 SP: assumed; adopted
anschaulich (adj. 3; 59.23) 
 WP: intuitive
 SP: vivid*
Ansehen (n. 19; 8.04)
 WP: authority;  

reputation
 SP: standing

ansehen (v. 38; 14.01)
 WP: regard;† look upon; 

see
 SP: regard

es auf angesehen ist  
(v. 3; 10.16)

 WP: consideration is given 
to; considering

 SP: is countenanced
in Ansehung (adv. 57; 8.12)

 WP: in regard to;† with 
regard to; regarding; 
in view of; with 
respect to; concerning 
which; as regards

 SP: in regard to
Ansinnen (n. 2; 119.06)
 WP: demand
 SP: solicitation
Antheils (n. 3; 42n.35)
 WP: contribution; share in
 SP: portion of
A/arg (n. 1/adj. 2; 19.06) 
 WP: base
 SP: bad (shape)
Ärger/ärgste (n. 2/adj. 3; 

36.01)
 WP: basest; baser
 SP: worst; worse
Aufgabe (n. 5; 94.19)
 WP: problem;† task
 SP: problem; job
Aufnehmung/Aufnahme 

(n. 7; 7n.29)
 WP: admittance; 

admitting; admission
 SP: taking up

aufgenommen (v. 7; 4.15)
 WP: admitted; adopted; 

received
 SP: taken up; took up

aufnehmen/nehme … auf 
(v. 24; 24.12)

 WP: admit; receive; adopt; 
accept

 SP: take up*
Auftritte (n. 2; 33.05)
 WP: instance; scenes
 SP: ingress
Ausbreitung (n. 11; 94.16)
 WP: expansion; diffusion; 

disseminating; 
spreading; spread

 SP: proliferation; 
proliferating

Ausbreiter (n. 1; 165.36)
 WP: disseminator
 SP: proliferator

ausbreiten (v. 5; 81n.36)
 WP/SP: spread†
sich ausbreiten (v. 5; 9.14)

 WP: spread; expanding
 SP: proliferate

ausgebreitet (adj. 5; 19.21)
 WP: extensive;† 

widespread; spread far
 SP: proliferated; 

extensive
ausgehen (v. 10; 66.28)
 WP: proceed;† emanate; 

start; neglected; be 
extinguished

 SP: proceed; go blank 
(with leer); fade out

Auslegung (n. 12; 113.03) 
 WP: interpretation
 SP: interpretation; 

exegesis
Schriftauslegung  

(n. 3; 43n.26)
 WP: interpretation
 SP: exegesis

auslegen (v. 3; 37.34)
 WP: construe; interpret†
 SP: interpret
Ausruf (n. 1; 131.19)
 WP: outcry
 SP: exclamation

ausrufen (v. 2; 57.24)
 WP: summon

 SP: exclaim
ausschlagen (v. 2; 71.19)
 WP: erupt
 SP: break out
Äußerung (n. 2; 65n.04)
 WP: manifestation
 SP: utterance

äußert (v. 3; 12.07)
 WP: express; manifest; 

utter
 SP: voice
Bedenklichkeiten (n. 1;  

181.23)
 WP: perplexities
 SP: misgivings
bedenklich (adj./adv. 3; 79.06)
 WP: questionable; 

perplexing
 SP: objectionable

unbedenklich (adj./adv. 3; 
10.19)

 WP: hesitatingly; 
harmless

 SP: unobjectionable, ‐ly
Befehdung (n. 3; 97.01)
 WP: aggression
 SP: antagonism
Befehl (n. 6; 99.07)
 WP: order;† command
 SP: order

befehlen (v. 3; 87.09)
 WP: order;† give orders; 

command
 SP:  order
Befestigung (n. 3; 47.09)
 WP: stabilization
 SP: reinforcement

befestigen (v. 1; 47.13)
 WP: stabilize
 SP: reinforce
befinden (v. 5; 48.08)
 WP: find; deem; be
 SP: (is) deem(ed) to be
Befriedigung (n. 3; 36.31)
 WP: gratification; satisfy
 SP: appeasement

befriedigen (v. 3; 70n.06)
 WP: satisfy
 SP: appease
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Begehrungsvermögen (n. 2; 
28.23)

 WP: power of desire
 SP: capacity for desire
Begnadigung (n. 2; 202.03)
 WP: grace
 SP: pardoning grace
Begreiflichkeit (n./adj. 2; 50.14)
 WP: comprehensibility; 

comprehensible
 SP: graspableness; 

graspable
Unbegreiflich(keit) (n. 4; 

43.22)
 WP: incomprehensibility; 

something 
incomprehensible

 SP: ungraspableness; 
something 
ungraspable

(in sich) begreifen (v. 6; 
12.09)

 WP: comprehend; 
comprise

 SP: grasp (within itself)
begreiflich (adj. 20; 43.21)

 WP: comprehensible
 SP: graspable
beigesellen (v. 3; 23n.24)
 WP: associate(d); 

supplemented
 SP: adjoin(ed)
Bekanntmachung (n. 2; 129.12)
 WP: promulgation
 SP: disclosure
 bekannt machen (v. 3; 

102.26)
 WP: acquainting; 

promulgated; made 
familiar

 SP: disclosed
bekannt (adj. 13; 78.19)
 WP/SP: familiar [with]†*
bekannt werden (v. 5; 

187.02)
 WP: become familiar;† 

become acquainted
 SP: become familiar
bekommen (v. 8; 48.33)

 WP: acquire; gain; get†
 SP: get; obtain
Belebung (n./v. 7; 106.26)
 WP: invigoration; 

invigorate
 SP: animation; animate

beleben (v. 4; 112.09)
 WP: invigorate
 SP: animate
belegen (v. 3; 62.24)
 WP: support
 SP: evince
Belehrung (n. 6; 77.29)
 WP: instruction
 SP: admonition

belehren (v. 7; 49.19)
 WP: instruct; taught
 SP: tutor(ed); admonish
Benennung (n. 4; 141.27)
 WP: designation; name
 SP: appellation
Bereitwilligkeit/bereitwillig 

(n./adj. 2; 61.33)
 WP: willingness; willing
 SP: ready‐willingness; 

readily willing
berufen (v. 7; 113.12)
 WP: appoint; call;†
 SP: call

sich … berufen (v. 1, 88n.21)
 WP/SP: appeal

Beschaffenheit (n. 29; 23.03)
 WP: constitution; 

character; 
characteristic

 SP: make‐up*
Beschaffenheiten (n. 2; 

65n.07)
 WP: characteristics
 SP: qualities

beschaffen (v/n. 5; 20.24)
 WP: constitute
 SP: make‐up*
beschäftigen (v. 2; 125.10)
 WP: concerned
 SP: occupied
Bessern (n. 7; 20.01)

 WP/SP: better;† what is 
better;†

Besserung (n. 19; 34.16)
 WP: improvement
 SP: reformation*

besser(n) (v./adj. 37; 
105.31)

 WP: better;† improve; 
make improvements

 SP: better;* amend;* 
reform*

gebessert (adj. 8; 51.17)
 WP: improved
 SP: amended
bestehen (v./adj. 36; 36.27) 
 WP: consist;† subsist; 

holds†
 SP: exist; consist; holds

bestehen … Kampf (v. 3; 
58n.37)

 WP: hold his/its/
their own

 SP: survive (the struggle)
für sich bestehen (v. 4; 11.06)

 WP: self‐subsistent
 SP: self‐existing

zusammen bestehen (v. 7; 
24.05)

 WP: be consistent; 
subsistent

 SP: coexist
Bestimmung (n. 47; 23n.29)
 WP: determination;† 

determining;† 
vocation

 SP: determination;* 
determining;* 
predetermination*

betreffend (prep. 11; 31.25)
 WP: which concern; as 

regards; pertain to
 SP: concerning
Betrug (n. 1, 83.20)
 WP: deceptive
 SP: fraudulent

betrügen (v. 2; 38.09)
 WP: deceive
 SP: defraud

betrüglich (adj. 1; 199.14)
 WP: deceptive
 SP: fraudulent
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   Betrugsneigung (n. 1; 
170.10)

 WP/SP: inclination to 
fraud

Beweisthümer (n. 4; 63.11)
 WP: documentation
 SP: attestation
Bezeugung (n. 3; 103.31)
 WP: attestation of; to 

attest
 SP: testimony of

bezogen, auf (adj. 13; 
7n.36)

 WP: referred to
 SP: connected to
bietet … auf (v. 2; 51.22)
 WP: enlist
 SP: muster
Billigkeit (n. 4; 13.26)
 WP: fairness; equity;† 

appropriate
 SP: equity

billig (adj./adv. 6; 63.13)
 WP: properly; appropriate
 SP: equitably
bis zu (prep. 24; 20.08)
 WP: even to; all the way 

[back] to; to the point 
of; from … to; at the 
point; go so far; go 
up to

 SP: up to
blos/bloßen (adj. 30/adv. 40; 

5.34)
 WP: bare; mere; merely
 SP: bare (when adj.);* 

merely (when adv.);* 
just

controllirt (v. 2; 129.21)
 WP: checked
 SP: monitored
Cultus (n. 7; 13.06)
 WP: cult
 SP: ritual worship*
dennoch (adv. 16; 27.36)
 WP: nonetheless; yet
 SP: nevertheless
Deutung (n./v. 5; 42n.33)
 WP: interpretation; 

interpreting; 
construal

 SP: construction; 
constructing

Mißdeutung (n. 3; 147.08)
 WP: misinterpretation
 SP: misconstruction
Dichtung (n. 2; 19.08)
 WP: poetic composition; 

art of poetry
 SP: poetic expression
disponieren (v. 2; 81n.26)
 WP: regulate
 SP: have … at one’s 

disposal
Dunkelheit (n. 2; 71.17)
 WP: obscurity;† darkness
 SP: obscurity
Dunkel (n. 2; 59.12)
 WP: obscurity
 SP: murkiness

dunkel (adj. 1; 130.14)
 WP: obscure
 SP: murky
durch (prep. 399; 13.17)
 WP: throughout; by;† 

under†
 SP: through; by; under

durchaus (adj./adv. 3; 
111.29)

 WP: throughout; 
absolutely

 SP: thoroughly
durchaus … nicht (adv. 1; 

164.35)
 WP/SP: by no means†
durchgängig (adj./adv. 3; 

110.05)
 WP: throughout; 

thoroughgoing
 SP: pervasive(ly)

durchschauen (v. 4; 48.09)
 WP: see through
 SP: fathom
Ehrlichkeit (n. 1; 47.17)
 WP: honesty
 SP: honorableness

ehrlichen (adj. 2; 201.29)
 WP: honest

 SP: honorable
eigen (adj. 112; 37.01)
 WP: own;† peculiar
 SP: own;* intrinsic*
Eigendünkel (n. 4; 105.33)
 WP: self‐conceit
 SP: conceit
eigentlich (adj/adv. 60; 10.09)
 WP: proper(ly); in fact; 

expressly; actual
 SP: actual(ly)

ganz eigentlich (adv. 3; 
65.01)

 WP: quite expressly; quite 
properly

 SP: quite precisely
Einbildung (n. 5; 38.16)
 WP: imagining;† conceit
 SP: imagining

Einbildungskraft (n. 4; 
198.11)

 WP: imagination;† power 
of imagination

 SP: imagination
eine einzige (n. 12; 25.06)
 WP: one; a single;† only 

one
 SP: a single
Einhelligkeit (n. 4; 96.22)
 WP: agreement
 SP: unanimity
einige (adj. 16; 12.03)
 WP: some; a few; any
 SP: several; some; any

einigen (adj. 6; 10.31)
 WP: sole; one; appointed
 SP: united; unique

sich … einigen (v. 2; 95.03)
 WP: come to an 

agreement;† unite
 SP: come to an 

agreement
einleuchtend (adj. 2; 62.28) 
 WP: evident
 SP: plausible
einräumen (v. 17; 22.1)
 WP: grant; admit; 

concede†
 SP: concede
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einsehen (v. 24; 6n.25)
 WP: see; have insight into; 

gain insight into; 
have (the) insight

 SP: comprehend
nicht einzusehen (adj. 1; 

116.32)
 WP: beyond one’s insight
 SP: incomprehensible
Einstimmung (n. 4; 34.11)
 WP: agreement
 SP: concordance

einstimmig (adv. 1; 8n.35)
 WP: harmoniously
 SP: concordantly
Einverständnis (n. 2; 59.10) 
 WP: concert
 SP: collusion
endlich (adv. 26; 8.29)
 WP: ultimately; finally; 

in the end
 SP: eventually; finally 

(when referring to 
the last item in a list)

entspringen (v. 18; 29.12)
 WP: arise [from]; issue 

from; originate from
 SP: emanate [from]

entspringt (v. 10; 3.10)
 WP: arise (from);† issue 

from; give rise to
 SP: arise (from)

entsprießen (v. 2; 26.20)
 WP: spring
 SP: sprout
Ergänzung (n./v. 6; 52.29)
 WP: compensate; 

compensation
 SP: complement*

ergänzen (v. 13; 52.07)
 WP: compensate for; 

supplement
 SP: complement
ergreifen (v. 2; 87.12)
 WP: adopt
 SP: seize
Erkenntniß (n. 30; 7n.38)

 WP/SP:  cognition;†* 
cognizing†

erkennen (v. 30; 95.21)
 WP: cognize;† recognize
 SP: cognize*

anerkennen (v. 13; 6.04)
 WP: acknowledge
 SP: recognize*
Erklärung (n/v. 11; 4.06)
 WP: explanation;† 

explication; explain; † 
declaring; † 
declaration†

 SP: explanation; explain; 
declaring; declaration

erklären (v. 10; 4n.27)
 WP: explain;† explicate
 SP: explain

für … erklären (v. 6; 
89n.08)

 WP/SP: declare†
sich … erklären (v. 5; 

43n.28)
 WP: explain
 SP: figure out
eröffnen (v. 6; 83.03)
 WP: open (up);† disclose; 

reveal
 SP: open (up)
Erreichung (n. 1; 178.11)
 WP: attainment
 SP: achievement

erreichen (v. 8; 26n.30)
 WP: attain; reach; come to
 SP: achieve
Erreichbarkeit (n/adj. 3; 64.33)
 WP: attainability; 

attainable
 SP: achievability; 

achievable
erreichbar (adj. 6; 66.30)

 WP: attainable; reachable
 SP: achievable
erringen (v. 2; 26n.30)
 WP: achieve
 SP: earn
Ersatz (n. 5; 163.31)
 WP: compensation;† 

substitute; 
compensating

 SP: compensation*

Ersetzung (n. 1; 201.30) 
 WP: compensation
 SP: substitution

ersetzen (v. 6; 162n.37)
 WP: make up for;† 

compensate for
 SP: make up for
erstlich (adv. 11; 170.15) 
 WP: first;† to begin with; 

in the first place
 SP: first
Erwerbung/Erwerb 

(n. 4; 47.17)
 WP: acquisition;† gain
 SP: acquisition

erwerben (v. 16, 25.03)
 WP: acquire;† gain; 

procure; inherit
 SP: acquire
etc. (adv. 4; 13.20) 

 WP/SP: etc.
u.s.w. (v. 12; 27.25)

 WP: etc.
 SP: etc. (italicized)

u.d.g. / u.d.gl. (v. 7; 4n.29)
 WP: and the like
 SP: &c.
Facultät (n. 9; 8.24)
 WP: department; (higher) 

school
 SP: faculty*
Fähigkeit (n. 4; 29.13)
 WP: capacity
 SP: capability*

fähig (adj. 13; 4n.28)
 WP/SP: capable†*

Fassung (n. 2; 198.07)
 WP: grasping; frames
 SP: formulating

Fassungskraft (n. 2; 142.08)
 WP: power of grasping
 SP: comprehension

fassen (v. 4; 171.33)
 WP: grasp; imply 

(in sich);† fix 
(ins Auge)†

 SP: imply; fix; catch
fassende (adj. 1; 197n.23)

 WP: comprising
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 SP: collaring
Faßlichkeit (n. 3; 65n.37)
 WP: graspableness; ability 

to grasp
 SP: comprehensibility

faßlichen (adj./adv./v. 7; 
65n.07)

 WP: graspable, ‐ly; grasp
 SP: comprehensible, ‐ly; 

comprehend
Feierlichkeit (n. 9; 106.17)
 WP: ceremony
 SP: festivity

feierlichen (adj. 5; 76.29)
 WP: ceremonial; solemn†
 SP: solemn
Fertigkeit (n. 2; 14.04)
 WP: proficiency
 SP: skill
Festigkeit (n. 6; 22.22)
 WP: stability
 SP: firmness
Fetischmachen (n. 4; 177.34)
 WP: fetishism
 SP: fetishizing
Folge (n. 42; 65n.31)
 WP: consequence;† 

conclusion; succession
 SP: consequence; 

following
Folge leisten (v. 1; 187.15)
WP/SP: comply with
in der Folge (adv. 7; 25n.33)

 WP: later (on); 
afterwards; 
subsequent† 
following;† what 
follows†

 SP: subsequent, ‐ly; in 
what follows

Folgenden (31.06)
WP/SP:  following; what 

follows
zufolge (adv. 3; 99n.38)

 WP: as a consequence of;† 
in conformity with; 
in accordance with†

 SP: as a consequence of; 
in accordance with

erfolgend (adj./v. 3; 23n.14)
 WP: resulting; occur
 SP: ensuing; ensue
gedachten (adj. 5; 23.01)
 WP: mentioned; at issue
 SP: suggested
gefallen (v. 8; 6.04)
 WP: please;† fall;† like; 

made
 SP: please;* fall; 

precipitated
wohl zu gefallen (v. 3; 

84.34)
 WP: please; be pleasing
 SP: please well

uns/sich … gefallen lassen 
(v. 2; 40n.37)

 WP: like; put up (from)
 SP: acquiesce (to)

gefälligen (adj. 4; 10.01)
 WP: pleasing;† to its 

liking; ‐pleasing (as a 
suffix)†

 SP: (‐)pleasing*
gefaßten (adj. 8; 68.19)
 WP: prepared;† taken 

root;† made; 
appended; fixed

 SP: prepared; taken root; 
set

zusammen … gefaßten 
(v. 1; 144n.31)

 WP: taken together
 SP: subsumed
Geistliche (n. 9; 8.17)
 WP: cleric
 SP: minister*
gelangen (v. 6; 51.19)
 WP: reach;† attain; arrive
 SP: reach
gemäß (prep. 33; 4.15)
 WP: conforming to; 

commensurate with; 
according to

 SP: in accordance with
gemeinen Wesen(s) (n. 50; 

180.22)
 WP: community;† 

commonwealth

 SP: community
Gemeinde (n. 8; 85n.28)
 WP: congregation;† 

community
 SP: congregation
Gemeinschaft (n. 13; 26.17)
 WP: community; 

communion;†
 SP: communion

Geschlechtsgemeinschaft 
(n. 1; 80n.25)

WP/SP: sexual intercourse
Genugthuung (n. 13; 76.03)
 WP: satisfaction; 

atonement†
 SP: atonement

ein Genüge (n. 2; 73.17)
 WP: satisfaction
 SP: (a) sufficiency

Genüge zu thun (v. 5; 52.22)
 WP: fulfill; satisfy; deal 

adequately with
 SP: assuage
Gerechtigkeit (n. 29; 66.11) 

WP/SP: justice;* 
righteousness†*

Geschäfte (n. 18; 52.36)
 WP: occupation; task; 

business; profession; 
affair

 SP: profession; task; 
business

geschrieben (v. 7; 104.23)
 WP: written;† inscribed
 SP: written
Gesetzgeber (n. 28; 6.09)
 WP: legislator
 SP: lawgiver
Gesinnung (n. 146; 14.06)
 WP: attitude
 SP: conviction*

gesinnte (adj. 3; 81.10)
WP/SP: minded†
so gesinnte (adj. 1; 68.01)

 WP: such an attitude
 SP: such a conviction

gutgesinnte (adj. 1; 73.22)
 WP: of good attitude
 SP: of good conviction
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Gleichgesinnten (n. 1; 
134.29)

 WP: others of like mind
 SP: like‐minded others

W/wohlgesinnte (n. 2 / adj. 
2; 81.10)

 WP: well‐meaning
 SP: goodly‐minded*
getilgt (v. 2; 72.16)
 WP: extirpated; expunged
 SP: obliterated
(in) Gewalt (n. 22; 5.05)
 WP: (in/within) power; 

(in) force
 SP: (under) control*
gewahr (adj. 2; 34.10)
 WP: aware
 SP: cognizant
glauben (v. 43; 62.05)
 WP: have faith in; 

believe;† have faith; 
faith in

 SP: believe
Glaubenslehre(n) (n. 10; 

115.22)
 WP: dogma; doctrine; 

doctrine of faith
 SP: dogmatics*

Gläubigen (n. 8; 134n.35)
 WP: persons of faith
 SP: (the) faithful (person)

gläubig (adj./adv. 6; 77.34)
 WP: faith‐based; in (his/

their) faith
 SP: faithful, ‐ly

ungläubig (adj. 1; 130.05)
 WP: lacking in faith
 SP: unbelieving
gleichwohl (adv. 30; 19.08) 
 WP: although; however; 

yet; still; 
nonetheless†

 SP: nonetheless
Glück (n. 5; 19.11)
 WP: fortune;† happiness; 

luck
 SP: fortune*

G/glücklich (adj./adv. 11; 
8n.35)

 WP: happy; luckily; 
fortunate†

 SP: fortunate, ‐ly; happy
Glückseligkeit (n. 28; 5.11)
WP/SP: happiness;†*

Gottesdienst (n. 7; 106.25)
 WP: service of God
 SP: liturgy*

gottesdienstlich (adj. 12; 
103.34)

 WP: service of God
 SP: liturgical
gottgefällige/Gott gefällige 

(adj. 4; 53.08)
 WP: pleasing to God; 

God‐pleasing†
 SP: God‐pleasing
gröb‐ (adj./adv. 4; 111.05)
 WP: coarse‐; crude‐
 SP: gross‐
Grundsätz (n. 48; 5.21)
 WP: principle
 SP: precept*
Gütigkeit (n. 5; 67.19)
 WP: benignity
 SP: benevolence

gütig (adj./adv. 6; 107n.34)
 WP: benign
 SP: benevolent
Heil(s) (n. 8; 8.15) 
 WP: welfare; salvation
 SP: wholeness*
Herrlichkeit (n. 2; 60.20)
 WP: splendor
 SP: glory

herrlich (adj. 4; 23n.32)
 WP: splendid
 SP: glorious
hervorthun (v. 3; 67.17)
 WP: emerge; evince
 SP: become conspicuous
Herzenskündiger (n. 4; 67.12)
 WP: (one) who knows the 

heart
 SP: knower of hearts*
hier (adv. 58; 83.07)
 WP: here;† there; in this; 

in itself
 SP: here

himmlisch (adj. 13; 19.10)
 WP: divine; heavenly†; 

celestial
 SP: heavenly
höchsten (adj. 53; 60.03) 
 WP: highest; supreme; 

utmost
 SP: highest; utmost

höchstens (adv. 3; 133.12)
 WP: at best
 SP: at most
Hülfsmittel (n. 2; 84.30)
 WP: remedies; aid
 SP: expedients
im Grunde (adv. 6; 47.29)
 WP: basically; at its/the 

basis
 SP: fundamentally
immer (adv. 88; 44.09)
 WP: always;† ever;† 

indeed; continue; 
still; in fact; again 
and again

 SP: ever; always
immer noch (adv. 9; 37.07) 
 WP: always still; still; 

continue to; still keep
 SP: still as … as ever; still 

… than ever; 
[as much] as ever

Inbegriff (n. 3; 125.21)
 WP: sum
 SP: embodiment*
indessen (adv. 21; 8.07)
 WP: however; whereas;† 

while; by contrast
 SP: meanwhile; whereas
insgesammt (adv. 7; 49.13) 
 WP: one and all; all
 SP: collectively
Innere (n. 5; 38.19)
 WP: the inside; within 

themselves; inner
 SP: inwardness*

Innerste (n. 2; 99.14)
 WP: innermost [core]; 

innermost element
 SP: most inward /

aspect\*
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  inner(e) (adj./adv. 44; 
23n.10)

 WP: inner; inward;† 
intrinsic; internal

 SP: inward; internal
innerlich (adj./adv. 16; 38.23)

 WP: inwardly; internal
 SP: inward(ly);* internal*
inniglich (adj. 2; 113.36)
 WP: deep; intimate
 SP: profound
irgend einem (adj. 23; 113.36)
 WP: any; some; someone
 SP: any [particular]; 

some [particular]
Kenntniß (n. 8; 63.20)
 WP: familiarity; 

acquaintance; 
cognition; knowledge

 SP: awareness (of)*
Kenntnissen (adv. n; 69.13)

 WP: cognitions
 SP: detections

kennen (v. 14; 13.37)
 WP: be acquainted with; 

be familiar with; 
recognize

 SP: be aware of*
kennbaren (adj. 2; 53.15)

 WP: cognizable
 SP: detectable

kenntlich (adv. 1; 201.03)
 WP: cognizable
 SP: detectable
klug/Kluges (adj. 3; 69n.15) 
 WP: astute; sense
 SP: prudent
Kraft (n. 45; 36.04)
 WP: power;† force
 SP: power*
kränkend (adj. 2; 33.25)
 WP: mortifying; vexing
 SP: sickening
kund(ig) (adj. 5; 164.36)
 WP: informed;† versed 

[in]; familiar [with]
 SP: informed [about]
länger (adj. 3; 69.01)
 WP: a while; further

 SP: longer
Lauterkeit (n. 3; 61.04)
 WP: purity
 SP: integrity*

lautere (adj. 7; 66.07)
 WP: pure
 SP: ingenuous*

Unlauterkeit (n. 5; 29.21)
 WP: impurity
 SP: disingenuousness

unlauter (adj. 5; 47.23)
 WP: impure
 SP: disingenuous
Lebenswandel (n. 19; 51.15)
 WP: way of life; life
 SP: lifestyle*
Lehre (n. 37; 9.12) 
 WP: doctrine; teaching;† 

instruction
 SP: teaching*

‐lehre (n. 28; 10.06)
 WP: doctrine;†* teaching
 SP: doctrine

Glaubenslehre(n); 
see glauben 

Götterlehre (n. 1; 111.04)
 WP: doctrine of gods
 SP: mythology
leidend (adj./adv. 3; 184n.24)
 WP: passive
 SP: suffering
Leitband (n. 2; 121.20)
 WP: leading string
 SP: leash

Leitfaden (n. 6; 10.25)
 WP: guiding thread; 

guidance; guide
 SP: (set of) guideline(s)

Leitmittel (n. 3; 115.18)
 WP: vehicle
 SP: channel
lieb gewinnen (v. 3; 23n.32) 
 WP: grew fond of; 

fondness for
 SP: embosomed
Macht (n. 19; 57n.27)
 WP: power; wisdom
 SP: might;* potency*

machthabend (adj. 5; 6.09)

 WP: power‐holding; 
powerful; hold power

 SP: reigning*
mächtig (adj. 11; 20.03)

 WP: powerful; powerfully 
(for); enormous; 
mightier

 SP: mighty; potent; 
potently; mightier

meinen (v. 17; 71.14)
 WP: suppose; intend; 

mean;† have the 
opinion; in … 
opinion; intention; 
point to

 SP: mean; reckon; opine
Mensch (n. 604; 3.03)
 WP/ SP: human being†*

Menschheit (n. 30; 74.31)
 WP: humanity;† 

humankind
 SP: humanity

menschlichen Geschlecht/ 
Menschengeschlechte 
(n. 25; 34n.34)

 WP: humankind
 SP: the human race
merkwürdig (adj. 3; 116.20)
 WP: noteworthy
 SP: remarkable
mithin (adv. 85; 42n.13)
 WP: [and] hence;† thus; 

therefore
 SP: hence
Mittleres (adj./n. 7; 20.19)
 WP: intermediate; middle
 SP: mean
(die) Moral (n. 21; 3.03)
 WP: morality, moral
 SP: ethics*, ethics
 (das) Moralisch (n. 21; 19.12)
 WP: moral; morally; what 

is moral;† the moral 
[good]; the moral 
element; morality

 SP: moral‐; what is 
moral; the moral /
aspect\; moral; 
morally
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  Moralischerweise (adv. 1; 
106n.36)

 WP: Morally
 SP: Morally speaking

Moralität (n. 34; 3.11)
WP/SP: morality†
moralisch (adj./adv. 424; 

3n.25)
WP/SP: moral, ‐ly

Nachforschung, ‐en (n. 5; 25.22)
 WP: investigation; 

investigate
 SP: probing

nachforschen (v. 2; 38.18)
 WP: investigate; seek; 

search
 SP: probe
nachsuchen (v. 3; 77.07)
 WP: investigate; seek; 

search
 SP: seek after
Nachkommenschaft (n. 6; 

107.03)
 WP: posterity
 SP: progeny
nehmen (v. 36; 3.15)
 WP: take;† adopt;
 SP: take; exclude

nehmen … aus (v. 1; 
85n.27)

WP/SP: exclude
niedergeschlagen (v. 2; 

23n.24)
 WP: deject
 SP: depress
Nöthigung (n. 3; 23n.25)
 WP: necessitation
 SP: constraint
offenbar (adj./adv. 3; 138n.29)
 WP: manifest; obviously; 

overt†
 SP: apparent(ly), overt
P/pflichtmäßige (n./adj. 5; 

14.05) 
 WP: conform to duty; what 

conforms to duty
 SP: (what is) dutiful*
recht (adv. 9; 11.01)
 WP: quite; right†
 SP: genuinely; right

rechtmäßig (adj. 6; 4.08)
 WP: legitimate, ‐ly; 

rightfully†
 SP: rightfully; legitimate
Rechtschaffenheit (n. 2; 

113.33)
 WP: righteousness
 SP: uprightness*

Rechtschaffenen (adj. 1; 
101.10)

 WP: righteous persons
 SP: upright* persons
Redlichkeit (n. 1; 180.28)
 WP: sincerity
 SP: honesty

Unredlichkeit (n. 5; 38.23)
 WP: insincerity
 SP: dishonesty
rein (adj. 124; 130.29)
WP/ SP: pure†*
Richten (n. 3; 145n.34)
 WP: passing of judgment
 SP: adjudging*

richten (v. 28; 9.10)
 WP: direct; judge; pass 

judgment; 
condemn;† 
conform;† be guided; 
orient; aim

 SP: direct;* adjudge; 
condemn; conform

richtet (v. 6; 145n.36)
 WP: pass judgment; put 

into practice†
 SP: be judgmental 

(about);* adjudge; 
put into practice

richtend (adj. 13; 39n.22)
 WP: sentencing; 

judgment‐passing
 SP: judgmental*
Richtschnur (n. 2; 37.28)
 WP: standard
 SP: plumbline
Rohigkeit (n. 2; 26.20)
 WP: crudeness
 SP: coarseness

roh (adj. 6; 28n.32)
 WP: crude
 SP: coarse

Satz (n. 21; 49n.33)
 WP: proposition;† 

principle; thesis
 SP: proposition

Satzungen (n. 10; 84.07)
 WP: statutes
 SP: ordinances
Schuldigkeit (n. 2;  

145n.37)
 WP: obligation
 SP: guiltiness
Schwärmerei (n. 9; 34.16) 
 WP: fanaticism
 SP: delirium*

schwärmerisch (adj./adv. 
6; 83.31)

 WP: fanatic, ‐ally
 SP: delirious, -ly
seelenbessernd (adj. 3; 

124.27)
 WP: soul‐improving
 SP: soul‐mending*
Seligkeit (n. 13; 64.25)
 WP: salvation;† bliss
 SP: salvation;* 

blessedness (when 
referring to God)*

Seligmachung (n. 1; 118.08)
 WP: salvation
 SP: sanctification*

seligmachend (adj. 12; 
115.27)

 WP: saving; bringing 
salvation

 SP: sanctifying*
sensibel, ‐ler (adj. 2; 31.33) 

WP/SP: sensible†
Sentenz (n. 2; 146n.05)
 WP: decision
 SP: aphorism
setzen (v. 40; 12.05)
 WP: posit; set;† suppose;† 

consider;† put;†  
place

 SP: posit; put; set; 
consider

sich … setzen (v. 2; 77.17)
 WP: posited (for itself); 

setting
 SP: set up
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entgegensetzen/entgegen 
setzen (v. 8; 174.08)

 WP: oppose; contrast
 SP: oppose; contrast

nachsetzen (v. 3; 30.12)
 WP: put second
 SP: put … peripheral to; 

put … after
hinzusetzen (v. 2; 107.29)

 WP: add;† say, further
 SP: add
sicher (adj./adv, 9; 88n.24) 
 WP: secure, ‐ly;† safe, ‐ly
 SP: secure, ‐ly
sichtbarlich (adv. 2; 125.32) 
 WP: manifestly
 SP: obviously
Sinn, -sinn (n. 46; 43n.30) 
 WP: sense;† meaning
 SP: sense

Sinnlichkeit (n. 14; 111.16)
 WP/SP:  sensibility;†* 

sensuality†
sinnlich (adj. 20; 176.13)
 WP/SP: sensible;†* sensual†

Sitte (n. 7; 22.19)
 WP: morals; mores†
 SP: mores*

Sittlichkeit (n. 12; 7n.41)
 WP: morality
 SP: morals*

sittlich (adj./adv. 49; 5.21)
 WP: moral
 SP: morals*
specifisch (adv. 2; 58n.35)
 WP: in kind; specifically†
 SP: specifically
sofort (adv. 5; 20.35)
 WP: immediately; at once
 SP: straightaway
sogleich (adv. 2; 166.07)
 WP: immediately
 SP: instantly
Staat (n. 46; 8.12) 
 WP: state
 SP: nation;* regime*
Stand (n. 12; 33n.30)
 WP: state; class; status†
 SP: status*

Lehrstand (n. 1; 130.33)

WP/SP: teaching status
Mönchsstand (n. 2; 80n.21)

 WP: monastic state, status 
of … monk†

 SP: monastic status, 
status of … monk

Naturstand (n. 1; 34.06)
 WP: state of nature
 SP: status of nature

Ruhestand (n. 1; 86.05)
 WP: state of tranquility
 SP: status of … 

tranquility
Stand hielt (v. 1; 8.34)
 WP/SP: stood firm

statten kommen (v. 5; 52.30)
 WP: accrue
 SP: become a benefit
statuiren (v. 6; 23n.22)
 WP: aver; set up; establish
 SP: deploy
stehen (v. 17; 21.01)
 WP: be; stand;†
 SP: stand, be

besser stehen (v. 1; 71n.35)
 WP: be in a better state
 SP: make better off

kommt … zu stehen (v. 1; 
165.32)

WP/SP: costs†
unter … stehen (v. 7; 83.02)

 WP: be subject to; be 
under; fall under

 SP: stand under
Stelle (n. 15; 45n.30)
 WP: place;† passage 

[of Bible];† position
 SP: place; passage

stellen (v. 5; 33.01)
 WP: put; pretend
 SP: place; pose
Stellvertreter (n. 2; 74.26)
 WP: proxy
 SP: vicarious substitute

stellvertretend (adj. 4; 76.30)
 WP: proxy, vicarious†
 SP: vicarious
strafend (adj. 3; 75n.20)
 WP: punishing
 SP: punitive

Stück (n. 24; 22.16)
 WP: piece;† point; 

component;† 
chapter; way; 
number; no.

 SP: piece;* component;* 
issue*

Bestandstücke (n. 2; 28.17)
 WP: constituents
 SP: constituent pieces

Religionsstück (n. 3; 85.11)
 WP: component of  

religion
 SP: religious piece*
suchen (v. 28; 73.31)
 WP: seek;† search;† try
 SP: seek; search
täuschen (v. 2; 57.23)
 WP: delude
 SP: deceive
Thunlichkeit (n. 2; 64.32)
 WP: practicability
 SP: feasibility; 

practicability
thunlich (adj. 2; 43.05)

 WP: practicable; what we 
can do

 SP: feasible
Treue (n. 4; 40n.37)
 WP: faithfulness
 SP: loyalty

treu (adj. 5; 4.05)
 WP: faithful
 SP: loyal
Übel (n. 13; 67.22)
 WP: ill;† bad
 SP: ill;* evil /one\*
über (adv. 106; 106.07)

WP/SP: over; beyond; 
above; by; for the 
sake of; unless; 
upon

 WP: about; over and 
above; on

 SP: beyond; over; 
outside of

noch über (adj. 2; 171.17)
 WP: over and above; even 

beyond
 SP: outside of
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über … disponieren  
(v. 2; 81n.25) 

 WP: regulate
 SP: have… at one’s 

disposal
 über… ging (v. 1; 109.02) 
WP/SP: crossed 

Überführung (n. 1; 77.13)
 WP: convince
 SP: convicting*

überführen (v. 2; 113.35)
 WP: convince
 SP: convict*
überhaupt (adj./adv. 70; 3.17)
 WP: in general; as such; at 

all; indeed; throughout
 SP: generally;* overall*
Übernatürliche (n. 10; 52.28)
 WP: supranatural
 SP: supernatural*

übernatürlich (adj./adv. 
26; 44.25)

 WP: supranatural
 SP: supernatural*
überschwengliche (adj. 6; 

52.23) 
 WP: extravagnt
 SP: boundless*
übertragen/trägen … über 

(v. 3; 72.19)
 WP: transfer
 SP: transmit
Übereinstimmung (n. 9; 

23n.07)
 WP: agreement; 

harmonize
 SP: conformity
Ü/überzeugung (n. 8/v. 2; 

45n.22) 
 WP: conviction; 

convince†
 SP: convincement;* 

convincing*; 
convince*

übrigens (adv. 12; 59.24)
 WP: otherwise; moreover; 

for the rest
 SP: incidentally
u.d.g. / u.d.gl.; see etc.
unmittelbar (adj./adv. 50; 28.23)

 WP: direct(ly); 
immediate(ly)†

 SP: immediately; 
unmediated; 
imminent

mittelbar (adj. 1; 71.02)
 WP: direct
 SP: mediate
Unterthans (n. 14; 182.28)
 WP: subject;† subject’s
 SP: subject; underling(‐)
Urheber, ‐urheber (n. 14; 

21.28) 
 WP: originator
 SP: author*
Urtheilskraft (n. 5; 38.29)
 WP: power of judgment
 SP: discernment*
u.s.w. (=und so weiter); see etc. 
Verbindung (n. 17; 5.26) 
 WP: combination; 

connection; 
association;† 
connection; 
connected; link; 
linked; linkage

 SP: association*
verbindend/verbindlich 

(adj. 7; 33.18)
 WP: obligatory; obligated; 

obligates
 SP: binding; bound

verbinden (v. 7; 98.20)
 WP: obligate; link; 

combine; shake 
together

 SP: bind*
mit … verbinden (v. 7; 

119.03)
 WP: link with; combine 

with; attach to; 
relation to

 SP: associate with
sich … verbinden (v. 2; 

13.09)
 WP: combine; obligate
 SP: associate

verbunden (v. 4; 63.31)
 WP: linked;† obligated
 SP: bound; linked

mit … verbunden  
(v. 18; 27.10)

 WP: linked with;† 
combined with; 
together with

 SP: linked with
Verbreitung (n. 1; 40.10)
 WP: spread
 SP: dissemination

verbreiten (v. 4; 23n.36)
 WP: spread; disseminate†
 SP: disseminate
Verein (n. 2; 145.13)
 WP: union;† association
 SP: union

vereinigen (v. 19/adj. 10; 5.11)
 WP: unite; united; 

reconcile; reconciled
 SP: unify

mit … vereinigen  
(v. 18; 31.20)

 WP: reconcile with;† 
unite with

 SP: reconcile with; 
unify with

Vereinigung (n. 33; 5.24)
 WP: union; uniting; unite
 SP: unification
Verfall (n. 3; 19.12)
 WP: decline
 SP: lapse
Verfasser (n. 2; 111.31)
 WP: author
 SP: drafter*
Verfassung, ‐verfassung  

(n. 20; 34n.28)
 WP: ([public]) 

constitution; 
organization

 SP: structure*
Kriegsverfassung (n. 1; 
34.07)

 WP: military constitution
 SP: militarization
V/vergnügen (n. 5; 22n.33)
 WP: gratification
 SP: pleasure
Vergütung (n. 2; 67.35)
 WP: compensation (for)
 SP: remuneration (for)
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vergüten (v. 5; 67n.30)
 WP: compensate (for)
 SP: remunerate (for)*
Verhalten, ‐verhalten (n. 13; 

41.04) 
 WP: conduct
 SP: behavior

verhalten (v. 2; 24.03)
 WP: conduct; behave†
 SP: behave
Vermessenheit (n. 4; 89n.32)
 WP: presumptuousness; 

presumption
 SP: arrogance
Vermischung (n./v. 6; 26.17)
 WP: mixing; mix; 

copulation; 
intermingling†

 SP: intermingling; 
intermingle

Vermögen, ‐vermögen (n. 28; 
5.31) 

 WP: power; capacity;† 
ability

 SP: capacity
vermögend (adj. 7; 39.01)

 WP: (is) capable (of)
 SP: (has) the capacity 

(to)
unvermögend (adj. 3; 

76.20)
 WP: incapable (of)
 SP: incapacitated (to)

vermöge (prep. 11; 3.13)
 WP: through the power 

of; through … 
dependence on; on 
the strength of; 
owing to

 SP: by dint of*
allvermögend (adj. 2; 5.13)

 WP: all‐powerful
 SP: omnipotent
Vernünftelei (n. 2; 71n.37)
 WP: subtle reasoning
 SP: sophistry

Vernünfteln (n. 3; 107.09)
 WP: (subtle) reasoning
 SP: rationalization

vernünfteln (v. 1; 42.17)

 WP: use subtle reasoning
 SP: rationalize

herausvernünftelt (adj. 1; 
183.21)

 WP: subtly reasoned out
 SP: rationalized out
Verordnungen (n. 3; 134n.36)
 WP: ordinances; 

regulations
 SP: enactments

verordnen (v. 2; 187.02)
 WP: ordain
 SP: enact
Verpflichtung (n. 2; 103.15) 
 WP: obligation
 SP: commitment*

verpflichten (adj. 2; 
104.20)

 WP: compulsory
 SP: mandatory

verpflichtet (adj. 1; 104.20)
 WP: obligated
 SP: mandated
Verschiedenheit (n. 9; 11.13)
 WP: difference; variety; 

diversity;†
 SP: diversity

verschieden (adj./adv. 21; 
124.15)

 WP: different;† varying; 
varied

 SP: different; multiple
Versetzung (n. 1; 180.33)
 WP: transposition
 SP: transference

versetzen (v. 3; 185.02)
 WP: put; transfer†
 SP: transfer
Versöhnung (n. 2; 116.10)
 WP: reconciliation
 SP: propitiation

versöhnenden (v. 3; 
117.27)

 WP: reconcile
 SP: propitiate

versöhnenden (adj. 1; 
172.32)

 WP: conciliatory
 SP: propitiative
verstehen (v. 32; 25.18) 

 WP: understand;† know 
how; mean

 SP: understand
Versuch (n. 17; 13.12)
 WP: attempt; test; 

experiment†
 SP: experiment;* attempt*

versuchen (v. 10; 68.34)
 WP: try;† tempt;† 

attempt; test
 SP: try;* tempt*
vertilgen (v. 6; 28.17)
 WP: extirpate
 SP: exterminate

vertilgbar (adj. 2; 51.06)
 WP: inextirpable
 SP: exterminable
vertreten/vertritt (v. 3; 74.22)
 WP: take the place
 SP: substitute for

vertreten + Stelle (v. 6; 
45n.30)

 WP: hold the position; 
take the place; take 
their place

 SP: stand in
verurtheilen (v. 2; 171.37)
 WP: condemn; sentence†
 SP: sentence
Verwalter (n. 2; 106.27)
 WP: steward
 SP: administrator

verwalten (v. 5; 8.28)
 WP: administer;† 

discharge; manage†
 SP: administer; manage
Verwerfung (n. 3; 69n.24)
 WP: damnation; rejection
 SP: reprobation
vielfältig (adv. 2; 31.32)
 WP: repeatedly
 SP: in manifold ways
Vorbild (n. 4; 66.26)
 WP: prototype;† model
 SP: prototype
vorgehen (v. 9; 77.01)
 WP: occur; take place; 

undergo; come about
 SP: be instantiated
Vorschlag (n. 2; 10.21)
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 WP: proposal;† 
suggestion

 SP: proposal
vorschlagen (v. 2; 34.13)

 WP: propose;† 
suggest[ing]

 SP: propose
Vorschrift, ‐vorschrift (n. 15; 

7n.16)
 WP: precept; prescribed†
 SP: prescription; 

prescribed
Vorstellung (n. 47; 24.20)
 WP: presentation;† 

conceiving; 
conception

 SP: presentation; 
presenting

vorstellen (v. 60; 22.08)
 WP: present;† conceive 

(of); portray
 SP: present

sich/uns … vorstellen (v. 9; 
40.12)

 WP: conceive (of); 
present

 SP: envision*
Vortrag; ‐vortrag (n. 7; 9.19)
 WP: exposition; 

presentation; lecture
 SP: discourse
vorzüglich (adj./adv. 7; 33.04)
 WP: preeminently; 

preeminent; with 
priority

 SP: preferential; 
preferentially

vorzüglicher (Weise) (adv. 
2; 163.22)

 WP: preeminently; be 
superior

 SP: preferably
Wandel (n. 2; 65.03)
 WP: conduct
 SP: [life]style; walk

wandelen (v. 3; 73.13)
 WP: live; walk†
 SP: walk

verwandeln (v. 9; 9.04)
 WP/SP: transform

Weltweisen (n. 2; 80.02)
 WP: philosophers
 SP: sages
werden können (v. 29; 4.20–1)
 WP: capable of being; can 

be;† could be;† be 
possible;† can 
become;† able to be†

 SP: can be; could be; be 
possible; can 
become; able to be

widersinnisch (adj./n. 3; 
88n.30)

 WP: paradoxical (thing)
 SP: counterintuitive 

(thing)
Willkür (n. 84; 3.18)
 WP: power of choice; 

choice
 SP: volition*

Willkürlichen (n. 1; 
158.31)

 WP: chosen character
 SP: volitionality*

willkürlich (adj./adv. 6; 
49n.37)

 WP: chosen; contingent
 SP: volitional(ly)
wirkend (adj. 9; 11.07) 
 WP: operating; working; 

efficient;† bring about
 SP: efficient

wirklich (adj./adv. 39; 9.15)
 WP: actual, ‐ly
 SP: real, ‐ly
wohl (adv. 116; 5.30)
 WP: presumably; (misc. 

other translations)†
 SP: indeed
Wohlgefallen (n. 20; 45n.24)
 WP: liking; gratification; 

pleasure
 SP: satisfaction*

Wohlgefallens an sich selbst 
(n. 2; 45n.34)

 WP: liking for oneself
 SP: self‐satisfaction

wohlgefallen (v. 2; 45n.37)
 WP: please; liking
 SP: satisfy; satisfied

wohlgefällig (adj./adv. 10; 
47.19)

 WP: pleasing
 SP: satisfactory

Wohlwollen (n. 5; 33.19)
 WP: benevolence
 SP: well‐wishing*
wollen (v. 54; 9.13)
 WP: want;† wish;† seek; will
 SP: want; wish; aspire
zeigt sich (v. 2; 116.20)
 WP: there manifests itself
 SP: there shows up
Zufriedenheit (n. 4; 46n.18)
 WP: satisfaction
 SP: contentment
Zumuthung (n. 2; 51.22)
 WP: demand
 SP: imposition

zumuthen (v. 5; 114.13)
 WP: demand; require; 

impute
 SP: expect
zurückführen (v. 2; 21.17)
 WP: reduce
 SP: trace back
Zusammenstimmung, ‐en 

(n. 7; 6n.20)
 WP: harmony; agreement; 

harmonize
 SP: consonance

zusammenstimmen / 
zusammen stimmen 
(v. 10; 5.07)

 WP: harmonize; agree
 SP: concur

zusammenstimmend (adj. 
1; 5.09)

 WP: harmonious
 SP: consonant

unzusammenstimmend 
(adj. 1; 146n.41)

 WP: discordant
 SP: dissonant
Zustand (n. 36; 77.12)
 WP: state;† situation
 SP: state
zwar (adj. 115; 5.23)
 WP: indeed;† to be sure
 SP: indeed
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2. The rationale for revisions (English to German)

This commentary’s revision of WP (Pluhar’s translation of Kant’s Religion) nearly always 
follows WP’s excellent grammatical constructions. Most of the revisions detailed above are of 
specific words and occur for one of three reasons. First, I sought, wherever possible, to resolve 
inconsistencies and overlaps in word usage (i.e., cases where WP translates a German word in 
two or more ways even though its meaning remains the same, or uses the same English word 
to translate different German words) by standardizing one‐to‐one equivalences, so that one 
English word translates a given German word and vice versa. (These standard revisions are 
listed in the first part of this Glossary.) Second, I corrected various errors that occasionally 
crept into WP’s text. After thoroughly comparing WP with Ak., with the two original German 
 editions (R1 and R2), and with the twentieth‐century translations by George di Giovanni (GG) 
and by Greene and Hudson (GH), I have carefully annotated every revision: a footnote at the 
first occurrence of each type of revision provides the revised passage as found in WP, GG, and 
GH. On about fifty occasions my revisions suggest that Ak. (which all three modern translators 
 followed unquestioningly) introduced errors into Religion by “correcting” what Kant actually 
wrote. Third, my changes to WP’s translation of some of Kant’s key technical terms are not 
based on any inconsistent usage or alleged error but arise merely because, on my reading, the 
“feel” of Kant’s intended meaning (especially when all contexts of its use are considered 
together) fits best with another English word.

This second part of the Glossary is not comprehensive in its coverage of the most important 
technical terms in Religion. Focusing on the first and third types of change, it is intended to 
guide readers to an understanding of how my revisions make it easier to identify which 
German word Kant is using when one of these English words appears, and also to an 
 understanding of why I have sometimes adopted new translations for terms that Kant scholars 
have typically translated in other ways. (In a few cases I explain why I follow WP where he 
 differs markedly from the GG/GH tradition.) For a comprehensive list of the cases where 
I have replaced WP’s translation(s) of a given German word with my own translation at least 
twice, see the first part of this Glossary (for German to English) or section 1 of the Index (for 
English to German). Changes listed there have been made consistently, throughout all quota-
tions from Religion, except on rare occasions where a footnote or a German insertion in a 
quoted passage identifies a one‐off variation. (As explained in the Preface, I do not normally 
list or footnote revisions consisting of nothing more than a change to an article, pronoun, 
conjunction, or punctuation. The extent and nature of these tweaks  varies throughout the 
text, because such words typically take on different meanings in  different contexts.)

The following entries begin by stating my preferred translation(s) in bold print, followed by 
the main (dictionary) form(s) of the corresponding German word(s), in italics. The entry 
always states WP’s translation(s), if different, and often those of GG and GH as well. The greater 
a word’s significance, the more explanation I give for why I selected the specified English 
translation.

By frequently departing from GG I risk annoying Kant scholars who accept the Cambridge 
Edition of Kant’s works on faith; yet the time is ripe for a radical rethinking of how best to 
convey Kant’s intended meaning in English, because GG (and, to a lesser extent, even WP) tends 
to adopt as standard many translations used by GH, which is now over eighty years old and was 
in many cases following T. K. Abbott’s translation (TA) of over one hundred and forty years ago. 
Overlooking cases where the Cambridge translators themselves do not agree on a standard 
translation, I address this risk here by providing longer entries for those terms that Kant scholars 
are likely to seek justification for, such as my use of “conviction,” “ethics” (and related words), 
“lifestyle,” and “delirium.” Headwords (printed in bold) for the main entries here in part 2 will 
also appear in bold on their first occurrence in any other entry.
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accept, adopt, assume, or take on, annehmen, and acceptance, adoption, assumption, 
Annehmung, vs. take up, aufnehmen, and taking up, Aufnehmung. WP has various options 
for translating these two sets of words; they are nearly synonymous in many cases, as they 
all share the main lexeme nehm‐ (“take”). To enable readers to identify which word Kant is 
using, I use a form of “take up” for every occurrence of A/aufnehm-. GH sometimes uses 
forms of “incorporate” for aufnehmen—a translation that led Allison to propose his well‐
known “incorporation thesis” (Allison 1990: 5–6). This probably influenced GG to use 
forms of “incorporate” more consistently for aufnehmen. But “incorporate” is far from being 
coextensive with the German word, which (for example) cannot refer to businesses or cities 
“incorporating” but can refer to someone taking up (i.e., accommodating) a house guest. 
Using the most literal option minimizes the potential for English readers to draw inappro-
priate inferences from the translation. The choice of translation for A/annehm‐ then depends 
on the context and follows standard English usage, according to this rule: we normally 
“adopt” maxims and convictions, “accept” beliefs and precepts, and “assume” hypotheses 
and arguments. See Chignell 2007: 335, 241 for a helpful discussion of the important role 
annehmen plays in Kant’s theory of belief.

adjudge, richten. See judgmental.
adopt(tion), annehmen/Annehmung. See accept(ance).
amend(ed), bessern/gebessert. See reformation.
archetype, Urbild, vs. prototype, Vorbild. I follow WP except where he uses “model” for 

Vorbild. As Bild means “image,” these terms literally refer to the “Ur” (“primal” or “original”) 
and Vor (“before” or “in front of ”) image, respectively. Confusion arises because GH and 
WP both use “archetype” for Urbild, while GG sometimes uses  “prototype” and elsewhere 
“archetype.” And, while WP uses “prototype” or “model” for Vorbild, GH and GG use 
“model” or “prefiguration.” In Religion, Kant portrays the Urbild as an idea; a person whose 
conviction perfectly emulates this idea (e.g., Jesus) serves as the Vorbild for other humans 
to follow. For further discussion, see notes 4.64 and 5.137 and DiCenso 2013.

association, Verbindung, or associate (with), sich/mit … verbind‐, vs. bind(ing) verbind‐. WP 
often translates Verbindung as obligation—a key technical term in Kant’s moral philosophy, 
which I reserve for Verbindlichkeit. The double meaning of Verbindung/verbind‐ is highly 
significant for Kant’s theory of religion (as well as for his moral and political philosophies): 
to be “binding” for human beings, a law must be universal; by applying equally to everyone, 
such laws constitute the only reliable basis for “association” between human beings. As such, 
the two meanings typically imply each other; but, to enable readers to identify which word 
Kant uses in each case, I standardize Verbindung as “association” and verbinden as “bind(ing)” 
—except where the latter appears with sich or mit, when it can only mean “associate (with)”. 
This use of “bind(ing)” implies that all humans who accept the law’s binding nature are 
thereby associated; such “association,” in turn, implies that all who stand so associated can 
do so only because they are bound together through mutual adherence to universal law. The 
first sentence of Religion’s first Preface states that through reason we tie ourselves (sich … 
bindenden) to this situation; such rational commitment is the key to adopting the all‐important 
good conviction and is the essence of Kant’s central theory of the invisible church that unites 
all goodly‐minded human beings.

assume/assumption, annehmen/Annehmung. See accept(ance).
attempt, Versuch. See experiment.
author, Urheber. The German commonly carries the sense of “originator,” WP’s usual transla-

tion; but this obscures the presence of a writing metaphor. Most uses in Religion refer to the 
author(s) of a constitution or to those responsible for ordering a church community. While 
Kant’s use of this term implies that these are not necessarily written documents, the guiding 
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metaphor should be preserved: “author” is (often) a metaphor for “originator of the idea.” To 
refer literally to the author of a written work, Kant uses Schriftsteller (writer). By contrast, 
Verfasser (drafter) refers not to an author per se (as WP’s usage assumes), but to one of the 
(usually several) persons who works on a document before its publication; see note 8.43.

aware (to be), kennen; awareness, Kentniß, ‐ssen. These terms denote the general conscious 
state that must occur in order for knowledge of objects to arise; it often involves having 
information about or understanding of something. The wide range of possible meanings 
closely parallels the ordinary use of “know” and “knowledge”; the latter words, adopted as 
standard by GH (and, most notably, by Kemp Smith’s CPR translation), read very smoothly 
as translations of Kant’s terms; but this convention obscures the important distinction 
 between kennen and wissen, Kant’s specific technical term for epistemologically justified 
knowing. GG partially avoids the latter problem by alternating between forms of “know,” 
“acquaintance,” and “cognition”; but the latter overlaps with Erkenntniß. Except at R 174.12, 
where all three translators have an inexplicably inconsistent, one‐off use of recognize for 
kennen, WP was the first translator of Religion to avoid the foregoing overlapping usages: he 
alternates between forms of “acquaintance” and “being familiar.” However, the latter over-
laps with his main translation of forms of bekannt. Moreover, his usage creates awkward 
English phrasing, sometimes bordering on the humorous, as when WP’s Kant says: “insofar 
as we are acquainted with ourselves” (75.09). Moreover, being acquainted and familiar con-
note significantly different levels of closeness with the object, so using both for the same 
German word seems questionable. I avoid both awkwardness and all such overlapping usage 
by adopting words WP never uses elsewhere: “aware” and “awareness” cover the whole range 
of “knowing as familiarity” (or “knowing by acquaintance”) denoted by kennen; moreover, 
its range of application is nearly coextensive with “know” and “knowledge” of the types 
covered by kennen and Kentniß. By using exactly the same English word in every context 
where Kant uses the corresponding German word, I enable readers to decide for themselves 
what level of awareness Kant has in mind in each context. The only drawback of this usage 
is that “awarenesses” and “awarable” are not English words. I therefore use “detections” for 
plural and “detectable” for adjectival forms, as WP never uses these words elsewhere. These 
conventions allow readers to ascertain, merely from consulting the translation (and applying 
these rules), whether Kant used a form of kennen (as opposed to erkennen, wissen, etc.) in 
any given instance. Cf. cognition, familiar, know.

bad, Arg or S/schlecten or schlimm. WP has “base” for Arg, which refers to being spoiled or 
ruined; but “bad” fits much better with the two idioms (see R 19.06 and 45.03). Similarly, 
schlimm really means “sad,” but “bad enough” is a better fit at 133n.37. Schlechten refers to a 
generally negative state; I supply the German where ambiguity could arise. Cf. evil and ill.

bare or merely, bloßen. Appearing in the book’s title, bloßen takes on an oft‐neglected technical 
meaning in Religion, signifying any attempt to consider one side of the bounds (Grenzen) of 
rational religion in isolation from the other side. Whenever Kant refers to one of his two 
experiments (Versuchen), or any element within it, as bloßen, he means it is being considered 
apart from its necessary relation to the other experiment. Kant’s term has the same two 
 possible meanings as “bare”: either “mere” or “naked” (as in JR’s translation of the title). In the 
latter usage, bloßen often alludes to a metaphor Kant uses several times, whereby historical 
faith is properly regarded as “clothing” for the rational (naked) body of moral religion. In 
consulting with WP (while writing the Introduction to his translation), I pointed out the 
presence of this metaphor; he subsequently adopted “bare” for many occurrences of bloßen 
but preserved the more common “mere” whenever the context gives no hint of this metaphor. 
For consistency, I apply a simpler rule: “bare” occurs whenever bloßen appears as an adjective 
(as in the book’s title) and “merely” whenever it appears as an adverb; in the latter contexts it 
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never alludes to the clothing metaphor. This leaves it to the reader to decide whether “bare” 
means “mere” or “naked” in any given context. A point worth noting is that in CPR Kant 
twice uses bloßen reinen (“bare pure”), modifying “concepts” (A4/B8) and “categories” 
(A349). Using “bare” for the adjective reveals that Kant refers to historical faith as “bare” when 
it occurs without a grounding in the rational core of moral religion; this is a clear example of 
how something can be bare without being pure—an option that is obscured by the practice of 
using “mere” in such contexts. MRB‐Höffe: 22 is therefore right to say that this term “in the 
book’s title points to a reason that is free of non‐reasonable elements,” but he neglects that the 
term also refers (negatively) to any historical faith that is free of nonhistorical (i.e., pure 
rational) elements; together, these uses confirm Höffe’s claim that bloßen “indicates that 
something is missing.” Thus the goal of Religion is to portray them as working together.

better, bessern. See reformation.
bind(ing), verbind‐. See association.
blessedness, Seligkeit. See salvation.
boundless, überschwenglich(en): commonly used by Luther and other religious writers to refer to 

God’s grace gushing forth as an expression of love that knows no bounds. Such gushing emotion 
is aptly expressed by the Chinese philosopher Zhuangzi, who bids us: “Leap into the boundless 
and make it your home!” WP’s “extravagant,” though accurate, could be taken misleadingly to 
connote careless expenditure on luxurious living. GH normally has “transcendent” and “high‐
flown,” while GG (inadvertently emulating the word’s meaning!) has “extravagant,” “intangible,” 
“overflowing,” and “superabundant.” Given the religious context, “exalted” could also be used. 
While the German term’s emotive connotation probably forms the backdrop for Kant’s usage, 
in context his usage suggests a reference to an idea that is excessive in the sense of assuming 
more than can be justified within the bounds of bare reason.

by dint of, vermöge. See capacity.
capacity, Vermögen, vs. capability, Fähigkeit. WP has “capacity” for both terms, also using 

“power” and “ability” for Vermögen. GH and GG follow the common practice (among Kant 
scholars) of using “faculty” for Vermögen, especially when it appears as part of a compound 
word such as Vernunftvermögen (“faculty of reason”). However, this encourages an overly 
metaphysical reading, as if “faculty” designated a component of human nature rather than 
simply an ability to do something (i.e., a capacity); it also overlaps with Facultät (“faculty”; 
WP has “department”), which Kant uses in Religion to refer to one of the four major academic 
divisions of the Prussian university. WP has “capable” for fähig, vermögend, and at times 
können and several other expressions. I standardize all occurrences as shown in the first part 
of this Glossary, thus enabling readers to identify the German word; variations from those 
standards are indicated in ⟨angled brackets⟩ in the relevant passage. I use “by dint of ” for the 
adverb vermöge; though rather outdated, this allows readers easily to detect Kant’s use of the 
key word that means “capacity” when used as a noun. Cf. Kant’s other words for types of 
power: control, might, power, and strength.

cleric(s), Kleriker; clergy, Klerus. I follow WP for these terms. But see minister(s).
cognition, Erkenntniß; cognizing, erkennen: the mental processing that gives rise to 

knowledge, or any constituent part of that mechanism. Some outdated translators of Kant 
(most notably, Kemp Smith’s CPR) used “knowledge,” but translators now generally agree 
that this term should be reserved for Wissen. CPR argues that cognition requires the mind 
to be receptive to intuitive (sensible) content that is actively shaped by the pure (mental, a 
priori) forms of space and time, and to process this content by applying to it concepts 
(thoughts) that are themselves actively shaped by a fixed set of twelve pure categories of 
 understanding. Intuitions and concepts are the two key components of mental presentation 
in Kant’s epistemology. See knowledge, recognize.
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commitment, Verpflichtung. See obligation.
compensation or ‐ing, Ersatz; complement, ergänzen; make up for, ersetzen; remunerate 

(for), vergüten. WP uses a form of “compensate” (along with other options) to translate each 
of these German words, but their meanings are quite distinct. I avoid such an overlap by 
adopting the following conventions, which normally work well, though they occasionally 
give rise to slight awkwardness. Of these alternatives, the one whose usage best expresses the 
primary meaning of “compensating,” whereby some x fulfills the role originally assigned to 
some y, is Ersatz; this is corroborated by the fact that WP’s alternative translation for Ersatz 
is some form of “substituting”; I therefore select Ersatz as the standard word for compensation. 
As WP normally translates ersetzen as “make up for,” I merely standardize this option, using 
it for every occurrence. Kant’s use of vergüten always denotes compensation in the sense of 
payment of a debt (often to God), so “remunerate” works equally well, though in its 
 application to God it serves as a metaphor, meaning to make up for a deficiency. WP  sometimes 
translates ergänzen as either “supplement” or “compensate for”; but the lexeme gänz means 
“complete,” so I standardize this term as “complement.” As in the yin–yang distinction, 
“complement” implies two sides or aspects that fit together to make a whole (ganz), while 
two elements that compensate for each other do not necessarily fit together as a whole.

component, Stück. See piece.
control, Gewalt: one of Kant’s five words for different aspects of power. WP uses “power” or 

“force,” but in Kant’s usage Gewalt most often refers to the abiliy to exercise power or force. In all 
contexts “control” fits smoothly, even though WP’s usage is equally good or even occasionally 
slightly smoother. But because I have been rigorous in using “control” always and only for 
Gewalt, readers can clearly identify which German term is being used in each context. Cf. Kant’s 
other “power” words: capacity, might, power, and strength.

convict(ing), Ü/überführ‐. See conviction and convince.
conviction, Gesinnung: a “subjective principle of maxims” that determines how we take them 

up into our volitional process (R 37.20). On the basis of a thorough analysis of all 169 uses 
of this term (and its cognates) in Religion, SP‐2015d argues that Kant’s use of Gesinnung 
refers more to the result of a rational process of conviction-formation than to a potentially 
metaphysical component of human nature, as implied by the traditional translation, “dispo-
sition” (adopted by GH and GG, following TA), or to a psychological “attitude” (this being 
WP’s translation). The chief function of Kantian Gesinnung is to orient a person’s thinking 
and decision‐making processes, thus determining the trajectory of one’s moral development, 
aiming to realize one of two opposing ideals: the good or the evil principle. It is, in a nutshell, 
a person’s moral compass—a metaphor Kant himself uses in WOT. In Kant’s day, this term 
was new: Lessing made the first known use of Gesinnung, probably adapting it (at least in 
part) from the biblical use of gesinnt (which appears 13 times in LB), in passages such as 
Phil. 2: 5 (“In your relationships with one another, have the same mindset [gesinnt] as Christ 
Jesus”) and Rom. 8: 5–7 (where it occurs five times, contrasting those who have their “minds 
set” on the “flesh” or on the “spirit”). The chief drawback of my way of translating this 
function of mental orientation is that “conviction” can take an object (i.e., I can have a con-
viction that P), whereas Gesinnung cannot (i.e., I cannot have eine Gesinnung daß …). 
This  grammatical difference need not be problematic, as long as readers remember that 
Kant’s term refers to conviction as a general direction of the will, rather than as a belief with 
a specific content. SP‐2015d argues that this direction of the will arises out of an experience 
of being convinced—a term that does take an object, both in English and in German. 
(Quakers distinguish a “convinced Quaker,” traditionally called a “Quaker by convince-
ment,” from a “birthright Quaker.” When I once asked a long‐time Quaker how he would 
define the former expression, he immediately replied: “Quaker by choice!” This element of 
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volition is a crucial component of Kantian Gesinnung, arising as it does out of Überzeugung—
i.e., “convincing.”) The words “disposition” and “attitude” not only fail to connect Gesinnung 
with the experience of being convinced; they tend to refer to something unchosen. Although 
to some extent we may be able to control our attitudes, many—if not most—people would 
doubt that this is generally possible. We normally assume attitudes arise primarily out of a 
person’s natural disposition, and “disposition” is typically understood as referring to a part 
of human nature that is below the level of intentional choice. Another possible drawback of 
my translation is that “conviction” can also refer to being found guilty of a crime, which is 
not implied by Gesinnung. Nevertheless, I argue in §10.2 (especially note 10.23) that Kant 
himself closely associates Gesinnung with the feeling of being convicted (überführt). To 
avoid an overlap in terms, I reserve “convicting” (in the sense of a judgment of guilt) for 
Überführung. For further details, see note 1.70 and SP‐2015d; the latter offers a thorough 
analysis of all G/gesinn‐ terms in Religion. MRB‐Hills offers a less detailed, though accurate, 
account of Gesinnung as “a deep commitment to morality or to self‐love” (91) whose  timeless 
“content is a commitment to take certain considerations as reasons for actions” (93). See also 
goodly‐minded.

convince or convincement, Ü/überzeug(en)/ung. I follow WP in using forms of “convince” for the 
verb, as the word generally refers to the state of being convinced—e.g., by an argument. Among 
Kant scholars, the standard translation of the noun has for many years been “conviction”; but 
this is misleading, because “conviction” has a broader range of meanings than Überzeugung. 
In particular, the latter cannot refer to a state of being found guilty (i.e., being convicted), nor 
does it refer to the inner moral principle that guides a person’s choices and actions (cf. Gesinnung). 
(Oddly, WP, GG, and GH all use “convince” for überführen, yet this is a courtroom term that 
obviously means convict in the few places where it occurs in Religion.) Moreover, “conviction” 
and “convince” are not exact cognates, as they are derived from slightly different forms of the 
corresponding Latin words, convictio and convincere (see SP‐2015d, note 37, for details). In 
order to distinguish Überzeugung from these other types of (non‐argument‐oriented) mental 
states, I use the (admittedly archaic) word “convincement.” (One dictionary, www.dict.cc, offers 
Überzeugung as the only German translation of “convincement.”) Although rarely used nowa-
days, GNU Webster’s 1913 dictionary defines “convincement” as “act of convincing, or state of 
being convinced; conviction”; and Merriam‐Webster defines it as “the act of convincing or the 
state of being convinced; esp: religious conviction or conversion.” Along these lines, Quakers 
once used “convincement” as a synonym for what people nowadays typically call conviction. 
For this reason, and because überzeugen already means “convince,” I use “conviction” to denote 
moral/religious types of Gesinnung and “convincement” (or “convincing”) in the (usually 
 nonreligious) contexts of Überzeugung. SP‐2015d discusses the rationale for this translation in 
further detail.

delirium, Schwärmerei; or delirious, schwärmerisch: a trance‐like state (similar to reverie, 
but more negative), manifesting itself in extreme forms as mania. While it can be expressed 
as enthusiasm, it is not necessarily so. Thus, both the standard translation, “fanaticism” 
(WP and GH), and GG’s “enthusiasm” are misleading. Between the two, the latter is 
slightly superior, given that the German denotes not an “ism” but the feature character-
izing such an “ism” and that “fanaticism” already implies commitment to “enthusiasm; 
religious frenzy” (Johnson 1792)—a “fanatic” simply being a person “marked by excessive 
enthusiasm” (as defined in Merriam‐Webster 2014). Grimm 1854–1961 notes that in the 
eleventh century Schwärmerei referred to the swarming of bees; around the sixteenth 
century it became a metaphor suggesting fantastic (i.e., fantasy‐oriented) inspiration and/
or a form of worship, adoration, or reverence that often occurs in romantic love stories; as 
such, it is akin to the feeling of falling in love (i.e., infatuation) and to the Seelentrunkenheit 

http://www.dict.cc
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(“drunkenness of soul”) that can be inspired by, for example, the beauty of a woman or a 
flower, where the object of adoration appears in a magical light. That Kant’s use of 
Schwärmerei does not denote the purely emotive or “enthusiastic” aspect of these 
  connotations is evident from CJ 275, which explicitly  distinguishes Enthusiasmus (“enthu-
siasm”), as “comparable to madness [Wahnsinn],” from Schwärmerei, as “comparable to 
mania [Wahnwitz].” (Kant calls madness “an affect, [whereby] the imagination is 
 unbridled” and “a passing accident that presumably strikes even the soundest understanding 
on occasion,” while mania is “a deep‐seated and brooding passion” that “is ruleless,” being 
“a disease that deranges” a sound mind.) Moreover, CPrR 85 defines “the most general 
meaning” of Schwärmerei as “an overstepping of the bounds of human reason undertaken 
according to principles,” while “moral Schwärmerei is such an overstepping of the bounds 
that practical pure reason sets for humanity.” Perhaps Kant assessed Plato’s number 
delirium as “pardonable” (CJ 363–4) because it was of the former type, while he rejected 
Swedenborg so strongly (see note 0.3) because it was of the latter type. Eisler defines a 
Schwärmer as a maniac, in the sense of one who, presuming to possess direct inspiration, 
acts on a principle that transgresses the bounds of reason. That is, “maniac” here does not 
carry its modern sense, as a  synonym of “insane”; Kant’s usage connotes one who not only 
believes in but acts on the basis of mysterious, mystical powers. Thus Swedenborg, heavily 
criticized in Kant’s DSS (1766), is his prime example of a Schwärmer. What nearly always 
goes unnoticed, due in large part to the prevalent use of “fanaticism” in English transla-
tions, is that Kantian Schwärmerei is not entirely dark and negative. (Just as Kant’s Critical 
philosophy is an attempt to provide a new metaphysics, so also, as I argue in PCR II and X, 
it provides the basis for a new approach to mysticism.) His concern is that philosophers 
should not allow the dream‐like Schwärmerei that often accompanies philosophical reflec-
tion to replace rationality. Thus, Kantian Schwärmerei refers not (necessarily) to excessive 
emotion, but to any form of (e.g., romantic) delirium that usurps the place that belongs to 
rigorous argument. As such, Schwärmerei relates closely to Träumereien (“musing”), but 
connotes a more fantasy‐oriented (and thus less productive) frame of mind, while the lat-
ter can lead to good poetic insights (see R: 111). Using “fanaticism” is misleading because 
in its modern usage (e.g., as applied to obsessive football fans or terrorists), this term 
refers to forms of excess that Kant would not have had in mind. Admittedly, when Kant 
writes “Fanatiker (Visionär, Schwärmer)” at Ak. 2: 267, he seems to be defining a “fanatic” 
as a Schwärmer; but note that he specifies two terms, so these could refer to types of fanatic: 
the visionary and the “deliriac.” This is supported by an expression used in Kant’s lectures, 
“Schwaermereyen der Fanatiker” (Ak. 25: 1257), which would be  redundant (“fanaticisms 
of the fanatic”) if these two terms were synonyms; rather, Kant is referring here to a 
character trait of some types of fanatic: the two types of delirium—often dark and “fearful” 
but sometimes bright and “sweet” (R 68)—that promote the irrational, disease‐like pas-
sion on principle that fanatics often experience.

determination, determining, or predetermination, Bestimmung. I follow WP, except where 
he uses “vocation.” The latter carries the potentially misleading connotation of a “calling” 
(e.g., to a certain profession, as in one’s lifework) that is optional. Whereas one can miss (or 
fail to take up) one’s calling or vocation, human beings cannot miss their Bestimmung, at 
least in the moral application that Kant has in mind throughout Religion (i.e., as the third 
predisposition, Anlage); rather, Kant’s view is that every human being is already (pre)
determined to be moral. As such, our Bestimmung is the moral nature we are predestined to 
have; however, “predestination” would be an inappropriate translation, as it has theological 
connotations not intended by Kant. Using the standard translation (“determination”) in 
such contexts would also be misleading, as the German word (unlike the English) cannot 
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refer to the force of a person’s will (as in “he had great determination to win the race”). 
My use of “predetermination” avoids such ambiguity and resonates nicely with the use of 
“predisposition” for Anlage. Readers should keep in mind that in such  contexts Kant is refer-
ring not just to a moral “calling,” but to the fact that our nature determines that we ought to work 
toward the goal of being moral. This, too, is the implication of Fichte’s use of the same word 
in the title of The Vocation (Bestimmung) of Human Kind (1800).

direct, richten. See judgmental.
discernment, Urtheilskraft. See judgment.
disingenuous(ness), Unlauter(keit). WP, GG, and GH use “impure/impurity” (except at R 

37.26, where GG has “dishonesty”); but this word is not the opposite of Kant’s standard word 
for “pure(ly)” (rein[e]). GH 24n specifies “lack of single‐mindedness, integrity”; unfortu-
nately English has no word, “disintegrity,” though “disintegrous” would be  acceptable for the 
adjective. See integrity.

doctrine, ‐lehre. See teaching.
dogmatics, Glaubenslehre. See teaching.
drafter, Verfasser. See author.
dutiful, P/pflichtmäßige. By itself, mäßig means “moderate” (R 93.25) and Mäßigkeit, “modera-

tion” (47.15), implying a mixture with something foreign—i.e., a tempering. I considered 
using “duty‐tempered,” but this would be rather loose, since the German suffix is not a past 
participle and using the present participle (“duty‐tempering”) would convey the wrong 
meaning. WP, GG, and GH translate pflichtmäßige with a phrase, typically “conforming to 
duty.” However, when the same suffix is attached to other words, such as gesetzmäßigen for 
“lawful(ly)” (e.g., 30.35) or rechtmäßig for “rightfully” (e.g., 3.08), the suffix takes on the sense 
of “‐ful(ly).” (As an adjective, rechtmäßig is the standard way to say “legitimate,” so I follow 
WP and GG here, though “rightful” could also be used to good effect.) Several of Kant’s uses 
of the suffix ‐mäßig simply cannot be translated into a “‐ful” word; but this is not one of them. 
For Kant, a “dutiful action” is an action that is basically motivated by inclination, but whose 
outward form (i.e., the form relevant to what is legally right rather than morally good) is “tem-
pered” or “moderated” by one’s concurrent awareness of the moral law. That is, “dutiful” 
implies that, to some extent, the person doing the action is putting on a show of being morally 
good.

embodiment, Inbegriff. WP has “sum,” while GH and GG have “aggregate.” I reserve “sum” to 
follow WP’s rendering of Summe (R 26n.29). My use of “embodiment” within the text of the 
translation is not intended as a synonym of “sensible,” but should be understood metaphor-
ically, just as Inbegriff is a metaphor.

envision, sich vorstellen or uns vorstellen: to present to oneself (sich) or to the readers (“us,” uns) 
in an act of inner mental processing. In Kant’s usage, the process may refer to picturing or 
conceiving something—usually before it occurs. WP’s “conceive” often works well, but leaves 
readers unable to detect whether Kant is using this expression or his more technical term, 
denken, which WP translates as either “conceive” or “think.” Moreover, “conceive” does not 
cover forms of self‐presenting that are primarily intuitive, whereas “envision” can be a meta-
phor for conceiving or refer to literal picturing.

ethics, die Moral; ethical(ly), ethisch(e). Because of the obvious cognate relation between the 
German and English terms, all translators consistently use “ethical(ly)” for Kant’s ethisch(e). 
However, there is considerable unclarity regarding how this modifier relates to two appar-
ently synonymous technical terms in Kant’s moral theory: the various forms of moralisch 
and sittlich. Interestingly, WP never uses “ethics,” while GH and GG use it occasionally but 
inconsistently. By contrast, Kant employs die Moral as a technical term; indeed, the first 
Preface starts with this expression! What English‐only readers have never been given an 
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opportunity to assess is whether Kant portrays die Moral as synonymous with his most 
important technical term, Moralität, because translators typically translate both die Moral 
and Moralität as “morality”. Literally, die Moral means “the moral” or “what [is] moral.” But, 
as I read Kant’s usage, “moral” in this case refers to the aspect of the customs or mores—the 
morals (Sitten)—of a specific society or culture that is rooted in genuine morality (Moralität); 
it differs from Sitten as such because die Moral refers to a systematic exposition of such 
 genuinely moral beliefs and convictions (Gesinnungen). This is precisely what “ethics” refers 
to. Defending the rationality of such a system is the highest task of philosophy, and the abstract 
basis for any such defense is what Kant calls Moralität or M/moralisch(e) (“moral”/“morally”). 
Past translations leave English readers blind to any such fine  distinctions by treating all these 
words as essentially synonymous. To clarify the crucial difference between moral customs, 
abstract morality, and the systematic attempt to relate the latter to the former, I translate die 
Moral (with or without the definite article) as “ethics,” assuming it refers to the third 
classification. While Moralität and moralisch(e) refer more to abstract philosophical  theories 
and Sitten and sittlich refer to cultural mores, “ethics” refers more to the attempt to unite these 
two in a specific tradition. Thus, we speak of “Christian ethics” or “Buddhist ethics,” whereas 
utilitarianism and deontology are ways of defining the abstract basis of morality. The former 
tends to be the subject matter when Kant employs ethisch(e), but is virtually always applicable 
to die Moral, which makes far better sense when read as a reference to some concrete system 
of Sitten insofar as it exhibits Moralität. See morals, morality.

evil, Böse. This is Kant’s standard term for moral imperfection. See bad and ill(s).
exhibit(ion), darstellen or Darstellung. See present(ation).
experiment or attempt, Versuch; try or tempt, versuchen. While Versuch normally refers to an 

ordinary, nontechnical attempt, in the two prefaces Kant uses it to introduce two special 
experiments that govern his exposition throughout Religion (see Introduction §4 and note 
0.156). All occurrences of “experiment,” “attempt,” and “try” are forms of V/versuch‐; but the 
past participle (versucht) is Kant’s word for “tempt” (i.e., in German, the Devil “tries” human 
beings). I follow WP in all of the latter translations and most of the others, though he uses 
both “attempt” and “try” for the verb, while I standardize “try,” and I use “experiment” for 
the noun in a few places where he uses “attempt.”

faculty, Facultät. See capacity.
familiar (to be), bekannt: the past participle of bekennen (“confess”). Rather than translating it with 

a form of “(being) known,” as GH and GG do (among various other translations they employ), I 
follow WP’s usage, as this keeps it distinct from Kant’s technical term for knowing, wissen. WP 
also uses “familiarity” and “(to be) familiar” to translate Kenntniß and kennen, which I have 
 standardized as aware(ness), as well as “familiar (with)” for kund, which I standardize as 
“informed.” See aware.

fortune/fortunate, Glück(s/lich). See happiness.
generally or overall, überhaupt, vs. universal(ly) or (in) general, (im) allgemein(en). These 

two terms might appear to be nearly synonymous, but Kant does not use them  interchangeably. 
For überhaupt, all three translators use a range of words, often leaving the reader wholly 
unaware of what the German is, as each word is also used to translate some other German 
word(s) or phrase(s). My translation circumvents such ambiguity by always using either 
“generally” or “overall” for überhaupt and never using these two words in any other context. 
I use “generally” whenever the context contrasts something general with something else that 
is (at least implicitly) specific; when Kant does not explicitly state that the contrasting term 
or phrase is being thought of as specific, I sometimes add “[specific]” to make this contrast 
explicit. When no such contrast exists, I use “overall” (always as an adverb), carrying the 
sense of “in all parts” or “taken as a whole,” as this nearly always fits what Kant seems to have 
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in mind. The only exception is when “overall” is awkward because of Kant’s use of “all” in 
close proximity, in which case I revert to “generally.” By contrast, forms of allgemein nearly 
always refer in a more technical way to something “universal” (e.g., in human nature), in the 
sense of being true for or applicable to everyone. The only two kinds of exception are: first, 
Kant sometimes uses im allgemeinen as a synonym for “universally,” but because in English 
we cannot say “in universal,” I use “in general”; second, Kant sometimes uses forms of allgemein 
to refer to titles or sections of Religion, in which case I use “general.” Aside from three places 
where Kant uses Universal‐ as part of a compound word (and in each case I specify the 
German in brackets), my use of “universal(ly)” and of “general” translates a form of allgemein.

godliness, Gottseligkeit. See salvation.
goodly‐minded, W/wohlgesinnte. To match my use of conviction, I considered “well‐convicted” 

for this term, yet this could have been misread as referring to one who was rightfully put into 
jail. I avoid WP’s “well‐meaning,” because it does not fit well with my take on Gesinnung, and 
because I already follow his use of “well‐meaning” for three other terms that GH and GG 
translate quite differently: they have “well‐intentioned” and ”optimistic” for Kant’s one use of 
gutmüthige, while they agree on “well‐meaning” for gutmeinenden (once), and on “thoughtful” 
for one use of W/wohldenkende(n) and “right‐thinking” for two others.

happiness, Glückseligkeit; fortune / fortunate, G/glück(s/lich). To avoid undue confusion, 
I  follow this standard translation of Glückseligkeit (adopted by WP, GG, and GH), even 
though the selig (“blessed” or “blissful”) tempted me to use “bliss” to highlight the fact that 
the German term carries a more spiritual connotation than “happiness” often does in English. 
Although www.dict.cc lists “bliss” as the term’s primary meaning, this is misleading, given 
that German has no word, Glücklichkeit, to express what an English speaker might think of as 
ordinary, run‐of‐the‐mill happiness. To highlight its distinctness from mere G/glück(lich) 
(often rendered by the other translators as “happy”), I consistently translate Glücklich as “for-
tunate” and Glück(s) as “fortune,” in the sense of “lucky” or (good) “luck”—a word  cognate 
with Glück—whereas WP uses both English words for Glück. It is worth noting that this 
usage leads to an interesting, and perhaps not misleading nuance for a crucial aspect of Kant’s 
moral theory: the highest good is now described as the situation wherein everyone obtains 
“happiness” (Glückseligkeit) in direct proportion to the extent to which they have made them-
selves worthy or unworthy of being “fortunate” (glücklich; see R 65n)—a connotation that 
aptly illuminates Kant’s view that this final (eternal) result (glücklich) inevitably appeals to a 
kind of luck, which religion interprets in terms of “divine assistance” (see, e.g., 192n).

human being(s), Mensch(en). I follow WP and GG, although nothing equivalent to “being” 
appears in the German text. Kant sometimes uses Wesen, which literally means “being,” 
when referring to human beings, so on such occasions I  often provide the German in 
brackets. By contrast, GH and other earlier translators, writing when sexist language was the 
norm, used “man/men.” But this was also inaccurate, as “man” should be reserved for Kant’s 
use of Mann, as in WP. I considered using “human” for Mensch, but this produced numerous 
passages where Kant seemed to be contrasting humans with aliens!

ill(s), Übel. While this term could be translated as “evil,” I normally follow WP to distinguish 
it from Böse (see evil). While Böse refers to evil that people do or choose, Übel refers to 
unfortunate occurrences that happen to people; cf. bad.

informed, kund. See familiar.
integrity, Lauterkeit; ingenuous, lautere. WP, GG, and GH use “purity” and “pure”; but this 

risks serious confusion, as this term is far from being synonymous with rein(en), one of 
Kant’s most important technical terms. The latter is closer in meaning to klar (“clear”), in the 
sense of being not clouded by an admixture of foreign elements; by contrast, Lauterkeit 
refers to single‐mindedness of intention, which in English is best expressed as “integrity.” 
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R 115.34 adds the Latin fides ingenua to clarify that Kant had “ingenuous” in mind, more than 
“pure.” Moreover, when unlauteren and Reinigkeit occur in close proximity (e.g., 83.23–5), 
the standard translations (“impurity” and “purity”) are highly misleading. I follow WP in 
using “nothing/none but” for lauter (when used as an adverb), which offers further evidence 
that the word implies single‐mindedness more than conceptual or even moral purity, in the 
way the latter expression is often understood. Kant’s emphasis on Lauterkeit is not an effort 
to make people prudes, but to make people consistent in their moral convictions. Cf. 
disingenuous(ness), pure.

intrinsic, an sich or eigen(e). I follow WP’s usual practice, whereby “intrinsic” translates Kant’s 
an sich; when the latter has other renderings, I normally provide the German in brackets. I 
also provide the German when I (twice) use “intrinsic” for eigen(e), to replace WP’s rather 
awkward use of “peculiar.” In all other instances, I follow WP in translating forms of eigen as 
“own.” Cf. inward(ness).

inward(ness), I/inner(e/n); inwardly or internal(ly), innerlich; most inward (aspect), Innerste. 
While Kant’s use of these terms might seem nontechnical, a careful reading suggests they play 
an important role in his understanding of the essential make‐up of religion. Thus LE 106 states: 
“The term outward religion is contradictory. Religion must be inward; actions may be outward, 
but they do not constitute religion and in no wise serve God.” For Innere/Innern, WP uses 
“within,” “inside,” and “inner … element”; GH and GG have an even wider variety of options 
(including “depths,” and even “inferiority”!), though GG does use “inwardness” at R 63.15, 
while GH has “inner essence” at 79.26. All three translators use “innermost” for Innerste, though 
GG varies once, with “intimate.” I follow WP’s use of “inwardly” or “internal(ly)” for innerlich; 
but for inner(e/n) he inconsistently uses “inner” or “intrinsic” even though he normally trans-
lates an sich as “intrinsic.” To avoid this inconsistency and better reflect the religious meaning 
Kant is trying to convey, I translate Inner(e/n) as “inwardness” and inner(e/n) as “inward.” 
Standardizing the English translation of these closely related terms makes it surprisingly easy to 
detect a Kierkegaardian theory of inwardness beginning to develop in Religion—a point that 
supports the view that Kierkegaard was deeply influenced by Kant (see Green 1992).

issue, Stück. See piece.
judgment, Urtheil; discernment, Urtheilskraft; (to) judge, beurtheilen. These terms denote an 

impartial (nonjudgmental), rational discernment of rightness and wrongness. Whereas 
forms of richtend involve imposing directions on someone (see judgmental), either  morally 
or legally, forms of urtheilend involve merely discerning the difference between two (or more) 
options, including (but not limited to) those relating to moral issues. Thus, when Kant 
explains at R 186.01–3 that the issue of “whether an action, overall, is right or wrong” is 
“judged by understanding, not by conscience,” he uses urtheilt. Complaints regarding Kant’s 
bold claims about conscience, such as that it cannot err (R 186–7), arise out of a failure to 
distinguish between these two sets of terms for judgment. Kant’s point in the quoted passage 
is merely terminological: he is not saying that conscience is perfect, but only that it is inap-
propriate to ascribe error to conscience, because error arises from a mistaken Urtheil, whereas 
a Richten (an act of adjudging) is recht (“right”) merely by virtue of the authority of the 
Richter (“judge”)—in this case, conscience. If a person’s conscience is a (genuine) Richter, 
then recht is an analytic outcome of its Richten. A separate question is whether someone 
could be  mistaken about whether or not they have genuinely appealed to their conscience; 
that is a question of discernment (Urtheilskraft), and Kant’s theory allows ample room for 
error in that respect: A person who says “my conscience told me not to lie, but it was wrong” 
is making a judgement (urtheil) about their act of being judgemental (richtend).

judgmental, richtend; be judgmental (about) or (to) direct, richtet; (to) direct or adjudge, 
richten; adjudging; Richten; (a) judge, Richter. The words in this set all refer to directing or 
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giving directions, in the sense of passing judgment regarding what should be done in a 
specific situation, or to the product of such an act. The sense Kant gives forms of richten in 
Religion is aptly illustrated by Matt. 7: 1: “Do not judge, or you too will be judged” (NIV); 
“Richtet nicht, auf daß ihr nicht gerichtet werdet” (LB). To make clear that this form of judg-
ing is distinct from beurtheilen, WP translates richtet (and occasionally richten) with a form 
of “pass judgment,” except where the context dictates that it be treated like richten (“direct”). 
In the former contexts, I use “be judgmental about” or (for richtend) simply “judgmental” 
(i.e., giving direction to a person in a judgmental manner), thus conveying the self‐critical 
connotation of these terms while avoiding an equivocal use of “judgment.” I follow WP in 
the latter contexts, except that where he occasionally adopts a variant usage (e.g., “oriented” 
for gerichtete at R: 23n.37), I either replace this with his (i.e., my revised) standard usage or 
else add the German in brackets to acknowledge the deviation. I also follow WP in using the 
noun “judge” (who presides in a courtroom) for Richter. Kant uses the noun das Richten 
(literally “the levelling”) only twice, both with reference to the judgmental directing (or 
“passing of judgment,” as WP puts it) of the Holy Spirit by means of a person’s conscience; I 
use “adjudging” for these and “adjudge” for the few contexts where WP uses “judge” for a 
form of richten. These  rules prevent a potentially confusing overlap of usage in several 
respects, most notably  between the judgments (Urtheilen) made by a discerning reason and 
the adjudging (richten) of the judgmental (richtend), “morally directed” conscience. These 
terms help shape the core of Kant’s theory of moral religion, for they inform us that a good 
person’s conscience is to be self‐directing (i.e., judgmental toward itself but not toward 
others); for only a divine being has the right to be judgemental toward others (see SP‐1991 
for details). As such, Kant defines “conscience” as “self‐judgmental moral discernment” 
(186.10). Cf. judgment.

justice or righteousness, Gerechtigkeit. Although the English words have quite different 
 connotations, Gerechtigkeit can have either meaning; the context determines which English 
word should be used. Adopting the following rule leads to following WP in most cases: “jus-
tice” occurs whenever the context refers to legal judgment and “righteousness” whenever the 
context refers to moral rectitude. In Religion Kant uses this term most often in discussing the 
doctrine of justification; this normally (but not always) results in “justice” being used in con-
texts referring to God’s way of relating to human beings, while  “righteousness” is used in 
contexts relating to human beings in their corrupted state (i.e., lacking righteousness) or in 
the postconversion state of hoping to have recovered it. To avoid translating two German 
words with the same English word, I use “upright(ness)” wherever WP has “righteous(ness)” 
for Rechtschaffen(en/heit).

know, wissen; knowledge, Wissen: a systematic arrangement of concepts that are justifiably 
grounded in empirical observation, or a person’s subjective certainty that assent to the 
validity of such objective evidence is justified (see CPR A820f/B848f, PSP IV, and SP‐2015d 
§IV). I follow WP, except at R 69n.15, the one passage where he departs from this usage. See 
cognition; cf. belief, aware.

knower of hearts, Herzenskündiger. Although not strictly literal, this translation is appropriate 
because the LB uses Herzenskündiger to translate the same Greek words that the NIV trans-
lates as “knower of hearts.” WP, GG, and GH consistently use the phrase “one/Him who 
knows the heart” (except GG, who twice uses “scrutinizes” and twice “knows”). The German 
term der Künder means “prophet” or “seer”; so Herzenskündiger literally refers to a “heart‐
seer” or “diviner of hearts.” This term does not refer to knowledge in the sense of Wissen.

lifestyle, Lebenswandel. Readers of GG and GH are likely to be left entirely unaware of the fact 
that Kant consistently uses a single, technical term to refer to the way human beings behave in 
their day‐to‐day lives. Instead of following Kant’s usage by always employing the same word, 
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they alternate between a wide range of expressions (with GG often following GH but always 
choosing from the same pool of options), including “conduct,” “life  conduct,” “conduct of life” 
(or variations on this phrase), “course of life,” “way of life,” and even simply “life.” WP conveys 
Kant’s usage far more accurately by normally using “way of life”; but I reserve “way” for art 
(as  in “way of thinking” for Denkungsart). When translating a technical term based on a 
compound word, I prefer wherever possible to use a similar compound term rather than a 
phrase. As such, the most literal translation of Lebenswandel would be “life‐walk” (see note 
3.165); together with the verb that typically accompanies its use, geführten, Kant would then 
be arguing that religion is about how we “conduct our life‐walk.” Kant may well have chosen 
this core technical term for his theory of religion precisely with this “walking” metaphor in 
mind. (As is well known, Kant  regulated his own life with a set of rituals that he followed with 
quasi‐religious fervor, the most important being the solitary walk he took every afternoon, 
following his single daily meal. The second half of this compound word, wandeln, is the verb 
meaning “to walk.”) However, “life‐walk” carries potentially misleading connotations. First, 
“life‐walk” is obviously a metaphor: Kant is not literally talking about how people walk but 
how they behave. Second, the corresponding English metaphor, “walk of life,” typically refers 
to one’s job and often implies social stratification (i.e., “people from different walks of life” 
means “people whose jobs represent different levels of advancement on the social hierarchy”)—
a connotation entirely absent from Kant’s concept. While the hyphenated form “life‐walk” 
would downplay this connotation, there would still be a tendency to read Kant’s many refer-
ences to Besserung (commonly translated as “improving”) our “life‐walk” as encouraging us to 
climb the social ladder and get a better job! Finally “life‐walk” is not an existing English word, 
and it is always preferable to avoid coining a new word or hyphenating two existing words, if a 
suitable word already exists in the target language. All these risks can avoided, once we recog-
nize that the focus on lived values that characterizes the (for Kant) all‐important religious 
question, how one chooses one’s Lebenswandel, is accurately conveyed by the word “lifestyle.” 
Admittedly, this alternative risks a possible objection, that in contemporary English “lifestyle” 
tends to be used in contexts relating to choices that have nothing to do with anything moral or 
religious. For example, the popular US television program “Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous” 
(1984–95) treated viewers to the extravagance that can be enjoyed by the very rich—thus 
implying the same sort of social stratification that plagues “life‐walk”—but made no assump-
tions whatsoever about whether those living in the such lush homes were ethical (to say 
nothing of being religious) people. (Interestingly, however, one website describes the program 
as being about “celebrity‐worship.”) Likewise, the whole point of referring to “a healthy life-
style” or “the gay lifestyle” is to dissociate such behavioral choices from ethically judgmental 
concerns (one way or another), yet these surely constitute the core of Kant’s concern regarding 
our Lebenswandel. I reply to this line of objection as follows. First, the standard dictionary 
definition of “lifestyle” is (or at least includes) “way of life”; while sharing this denotation, 
“lifestyle” expresses it in a single, compound word, just like Kant’s. Second, “lifestyle” is 
 preferable to “way of life” precisely because it connotes actual behavior patterns, not simply a 
general way of behaving; as I read Kant’s argument, the whole point of his technical term is 
to contrast the (noumenal, timeless, and unknowable) conviction with the (phenomenal, 
spatiotemporal, and knowable) behavior patterns that shape one’s day‐to‐day life. Objections 
to Religion that focus on Kant’s difficult theories relating to the noumenal side of this contrast 
tend to ignore that Kantian religion is radically this‐worldly: Kant’s concern is never to figure 
out how the noumenal choice of a new conviction happens; much to the chagrin of his 
philosophical interpreters, he seems content to leave the resolution of that mystery to biblical 
theologians. Instead, his concern is to stress that we must seriously and constantly probe our 
day‐to‐day behavior in hopes of finding in it evidence of an overriding good conviction. Using 
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“lifestyle” satisfies this concern far more forcefully than the easy‐to‐overlook “way of life.” 
Finally, religious believers do, in fact, often use “lifestyle” in  contexts that are virtually 
 identical to those of Kant’s use of Lebenswandel, as aptly illustrated by the title of the best‐
selling book by Ken Green and Michael Green, New Life, New Lifestyle (Hodder & Stoughton, 
1984); the authors’ basic argument, that a religious conversion (“new life”) must be manifested 
in a change in one’s behavior patterns, is essentially Kantian. Indeed, a popularlized version 
of Religion could well be published under the revised title, Neue Gesinnung, Neuer Lebenswandel; 
Kant himself actually uses both expressions (R 74.21,77.05,117.29,184.03).

liturgy or liturgical, G/gottesdienst/lich vs. service of God, Dienst Gottes. The use (by all three 
modern translators) of the rather unfamiliar phrase “service of God” for both of these terms 
is one of several translation issues that have caused undue confusion to English readers of 
Religion. All translators take forms of Gottesdienst as merely synonyms with the corresponding 
forms of Dienst Gottes. Whereas the latter expression is roughly equivalent to what English‐
speaking religious believers typically call “serving God” (a phrase that can refer to a wide 
range of activities, moral or nonmoral), the German carries a specific meaning when the 
two words are combined into a single term. The compound form is the typical way of refer-
ring to a worship service (i.e., a church service, mass, etc.) and/or  (especially in its adjectival 
use) to the rituals, formulas, and other actions that take place at a religious meeting devoted 
to worshipping God. That is, the noun and adjective are close equivalents of the terms “lit-
urgy” and “liturgical,” respectively. To emphasize that “liturgical” also connotes (in this 
usage) “worshipful service,” I sometimes use the latter expression when commenting on 
Kant’s view of liturgy. Without a proper translation of these terms, many English readers 
remain wholly unaware that Religion advances a specific view of liturgical religion. Cf. ritual.

make‐up, B/beschaffen(heit). In its nominalized form, Beschaffenheit typically refers to a thing’s 
overall state, or to its texture, consistency, or the components that constitute its essential 
nature. WP thus uses “character,” “characteristic,” and “constitution”; but each of these also 
translates other key terms (i.e., Charakter, Merkmal, and Constitution, respectively), and the 
meanings (while overlapping in some cases) are not merely synonymous. Such a translation 
therefore requires the reader to guess from the context which word Kant used, which is not 
always possible even for native German readers of the English text. Given that the root word 
schaffen, means “make/create” (or, as a noun, “creativity/creative work”), using “make‐up” or 
(for the past tense) “made-up” (the most literal English equivalents) sidesteps the consider-
able ambiguity created by overlapping translations. Hyphenating the term avoids the impres-
sion that Kant is discussing cosmetics on fantasy writing! Because “make-ups” would be too 
awkward, I use “qualities” for the plural noun (see note 4.89). Cf. structure.

living, lebendig. See vivid.
make up for, ersetzen. See compensation.
merely, bloßen (as an adverb). See bare.
might, potency, or potentate, Macht. WP, GG, and GH nearly always use “power,” but “power” 

is broader than Macht and is sometimes misleading. To distinguish this from the many 
other words typically translated as “power.” I use the literal translation “might” (or “mighty,” 
for the adverb/adjective mächtig) wherever that fits. But many contexts focus on the poten-
tial for using the might/power, so “potency” conveys the intended meaning more accurately, 
especially when describing a capacity for power (i.e., potency) held by a person. This 
alternative fits nicely with WP’s translation of Ohnmacht as “impotence,” which I follow. 
Kant’s Macht can also refer implicitly to the authoritative status of a “mighty” person or 
office. In such contexts, Macht is not just might (i.e., capacity to wield power or strength), 
but also designates an authoritative (might‐wielding) officeholder; to convey this connota-
tion, I use “potentate,” thus preventing an overlap in word usage and preserving the cognate 
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 relation to other ways of translating this word. Readers should keep in mind, though, that in 
this latter usage “potentate” should not be taken to have necessarily negative connotations, 
as Kant sometimes uses it to refer to God’s mighty position in relation to human beings. 
Kant’s use of the compound word machthaben (literally “might‐holding”) always suggests 
(though in slightly different ways) he is thinking of a kingdom (either human or of princi-
ples), so “reigning” works very well as a near synonym of “power holding,” provided we keep 
in mind that to “reign” does not necessarily mean the monarch is actively imposing power; 
rather, the might is held as a potential, a potency, ready to be imposed if/as needed. Cf. Kant’s 
other “power” words: capacity, control, power, and strength.

minister(s), Geistliche(n). Kant’s usage refers to the type of church leaders or clerics (Kleriker) 
who have the role of caregivers, ministering over the spiritual (geistliche) needs of a 
 congregation. WP uses “cleric(s)” for both terms, while GG and GH use “clergyman/men” 
for Geistliche(n) and “clergy” or “cleric(s),” interchangeably, for Kleriker.

morality, Moralität; moral(ly), moralisch; (what is) moral, Moralisch: Kant’s basic terms for the 
philosophical nature of morality. (CPrR, for example, nearly always modifies Gesetz with 
moralisch‐ when referring to the moral law; Kant’s few uses of Sitten with Gesetz always 
appear as a compound word and can therefore be read as having a distinct connotation.) 
I follow WP for the first two forms listed here: Moralität (“morality”) always functions as an 
abstract noun; forms of moralisch always function as either an adjective (“moral”) or an 
adverb (“morally”). But WP sometimes translates the concrete noun Moralisch in ways that 
are indistinguishable from one of the first two. Instead, I standardize Moralisch so that it 
matches the German grammar more closely, appearing as “moral” (sometimes inserting  
“/aspect\” or some other implied noun, to show that the German noun functions as if it were 
an adjective) or as “what /is\ moral” (often following WP in reading the definite article as 
implying “what is”). In addition, when Kant uses Moralisch‐ as the first part of a hyphenated 
compound, the translators normally replace the hyphen with a space, thus making the word 
into an adjective; following current orthographic conventions, I replace Kant’s hyphen with 
an en dash, to show that he treats (for example) “moral–evil” as one thing, not as one type of 
another thing (i.e., “moral–evil” should be read as “moral/evil,” not as “moral type of evil”). 
I intended to do the same for Kant’s use of the adverbial form (e.g., using “morally–evil” for 
moralisch-bösen at R 20.33.) but was informed during the copy‐editing process that Wiley’s 
house style forbids the use of hyphens for adverbs; as a result, some ambiguity of usage 
remains in my revised  translation. With this one exception, following these strict conven-
tions avoids all overlap in translating Kant’s various words for “morality,” “moral(s),” and 
“ethics/ethical,” thus enabling readers to make informed judgments as to which terms are 
synonymous and which are not. See ethics, morals.

morals, Sittlichkeit; moral(ly)s, sittlich; (what /is\) morals, Sittlich; mores, Sitten. While often 
assumed to be synonymous with the German words moral and ethik, words with the root sitt 
are more authentically German, being etymologically traceable to Sanskrit; Ethik comes 
from the Greek ethikē, of which moralis is the Latin equivalent. Despite translators’ ten-
dency to blur the distinction between these three sets of terms, careful attention to Kant’s 
usage sometimes reveals potentially significant differences of connotation. To enable readers 
to detect and assess such nuances, I translate each term in a unique way, avoiding all over-
lapping usage. These sitt‐ words are much more likely to refer (like their Sanskrit root) to the 
customs, etiquette, and manners that a society expects its members to follow. In English, 
“morals” and “mores” are typically used this way. Because I could think of no unique word 
for the adjective/adverb (sittlich) that would read smoothly in all contexts, I  add “s” to 
“moral(ly),” to distinguish it from corresponding uses of moralisch. (Thus, for example, my 
treatment of hyphenated expressions using Sittlich‐ (“morals–”) and sittlich‐ (“morallys”) 
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exactly parallels that of Moralisch‐ (“moral‐”) and moralisch‐ (“morally”), the only difference 
being the subscript “s” for the former pair. As in the case of moralisch‐, the hyphens I hoped 
to use for Kant’s adverbial use of sittlich‐ had to be replaced with spaces to conform to Wiley’s 
house style.) With forms of “Sitten” the problem is less serious, because English has nouns 
that refer to what is customary or habitual in the manners of a given society: I use “mores” 
or “morals”—often following WP, but revising his usage when it is inconsistent with these 
rules. In this way, readers of Religion can now clearly distinguish between mores or morals 
(Sitten), ethics (Moral), and morality (Moralität).

nation or regime, Staat. WP, GG, and GH have the more literal “state,” but this can be  confusing 
because state is also the usual translation for Zustand, a term Kant often uses in the same 
passages as Staat. Even when these two words are not used in the same passage, uncertainty 
easily arises as to which word Kant is using, if both are translated as “state.” Frequent German 
insertions and/or footnotes would be needed to avoid confusion, if a different word is not 
used for one of the terms. For example, when Höllenstaat (R 134.17) is rendered “state of hell,” 
readers might easily assume “state” here means “situation” (i.e., Zustand) rather than a political 
entity. Although “nation of hell” is rather awkward, it conveys Kant’s meaning less ambigu-
ously. Moreover, Kant actually uses Staat to refer to a people‐group (Volk) far more often than 
to a governing body as such, and the normal English term for a politically unified people‐
group is “nation,” not “state.” (On the close connection  between Kant’s use of Staat and both 
Volk and Zustand, see Eisler, www.textlog.de/32650.html.) Using “nation” will seem awkward 
to readers accustomed to thinking of the religious  application of Kant’s theory of the ethical 
community as a “state of God,” as this now reads “nation of God” (R 94.37); yet the latter is 
more appropriate, given that Kant uses “people of God” (e.g., 98.17) as a synonym and explic-
itly distinguishes the ethical community from a political one (i.e., it is not a political state, but 
an ethical nation). In some contexts, though, Kant does use Staat to refer to the entity 
that   governs a people; to avoid misleading translations in these passages, I use “regime” 
(or “national regime”), as “regime” is not used to translate any other term.

obligation, Verbindlichkeit, vs. commitment, Verpflichtung. WP treats these terms as syno-
nyms, translating both (as well as Verbindung) as “obligation.” I propose that Verbindlichkeit 
(literally, “bindingness”) be defined as the state of being (or feeling) determined by one’s 
own will (Wille) to view a certain action or choice as morally required, while defining 
Verpflichtung (literally, “en‐dutying”) as the state of being (or feeling) determined by one’s 
own volition (Willkür)—i.e., committed to view a certain action or choice as morally 
required. This  distinction is (admittedly) not grounded in any distinction Kant explicitly 
makes between these terms and is made possible largely by the circumstance that, as it hap-
pens, WP never uses “commitment” for any other word. I leave the reader to decide whether 
any actual difference exists between Kant’s use of these terms; other translations have never 
provided sufficiently distinctive renderings to enable English‐only readers even to pose this 
question, much less answer it. Cf. association.

overall, überhaupt. See general.
own, eigen(e). See intrinsic.
piece, component, or issue, Stück. Like “piece,” Stück can refer to a portion of something or to a 

journal article or other type of creative work, such as a performance in a theater (or church, as 
in Religionsstück, which in context refers not to an essential component of religion, but to a piece 
performed as part of the liturgy). Neither language normally uses this word to  designate the 
divisions of a book (though Haupstück means “chapter”), yet Kant awkwardly uses Stück to 
label Religion’s four main divisions. Whereas GH and GG smooth over the awkwardness by 
using “Book” and “Part,” respectively, I follow WP’s “Piece” (normally capitalized), whenever 
Kant is referring to a main division of Religion. (WP had planned to use “Chapter,” with a note 

http://www.textlog.de/32650.html
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on the literal meaning; but he agreed with me when I suggested, while preparing the Introduction 
for his translation, that Kant probably chose Stück in order to emphasize that these four pieces 
were originally written as journal articles; indeed, they would have appeared as such, had the 
censor not intervened.) Unlike the English equivalent, Stück can also refer to all the articles in a 
specific volume of a journal; I use “issue” in such contexts, while other translators use “number” 
(though GG uses “issue” once). Most other occurrences refer to the Stücken of human nature or 
of religion; I was tempted to use “pieces” for these as well (see note 1.52), but it proved too 
 awkward and potentially misleading in some passages. By contrast, “component”—WP’s most 
 frequent non“piece” translation, and a word not used elsewhere—works well for contexts where 
Stück cannot refer to a piece (or pieces) of writing or drama. Although “component” is not a 
common meaning for Stück, it fits Kant’s usage very well, because in several contexts Kant 
 portrays the Stücken under consideration as necessary pieces, not just haphazard fragments.

please, gefallen, or pleasing, gefälligen. For these terms I standardize WP’s typical usage. WP 
does not distinguish these from wohlgefallen; yet without exception Kant uses the latter in 
contexts referring to genuine satisfaction of God’s demands, while his usage implies a false 
attempt to “please” God, when wohl is not included as a compound word.

potency or potentate, Macht. See might.
power, Kraft. Among the five words Kant uses that relate to power (and are sometimes 

 translated with forms of “power”), Kraft is the closest in meaning to the English word. WP 
sometimes uses “force,” but for consistency I reserve this word for “forced”: three times for 
gezwungen (e.g., R 110.11) and once for abgenöthigt (176.01; cf. 116.01). For discussion of 
the distinct meanings of the other terms, see capacity, control, might, and strength.

precept(s), Grundsätz(e), vs. principle(s), Princip(s). WP, GG, and GH use “principle,” treating 
these two terms as synonymous, though occasionally using “proposition” for the former. 
Admittedly, many readers regard these terms as unexceptionally synonymous, yet Kant might 
have in mind a significant difference: Princip refers only to a few highly important rational 
claims (especially about the status of good and evil) made throughout Religion, whereas 
Grundsätz refers to any of a number of such claims, especially when upheld by a specific reli-
gious tradition as precepts of faith. While my use of “precepts” is occasionally somewhat awk-
ward, the payoff is worthwhile, provided readers keep in mind that my use of “precept” always 
refers (usually loosely) to a type of (propositional) principle. While this sometimes overlaps 
with Princip, a translation that fails to point out the difference prevents any debate regarding 
a possible difference from arising among scholars who consult only the English text.

predetermination, Bestimmung. See determination.
present(ation), vorstellen or Vorstellung, vs. exhibit(ion), darstellen or Darstellung. I generally 

follow WP for both sets of terms (but see envision), for reasons aptly explained in WP 2n. 
Potential confusion may arise because GH and GG typically use “represent(ation)” and 
“present(ation),” respectively, for these terms. Although Vor‐ means “before” or “pre‐,” not “re‐,” 
Kant scholars typically prefer “representation” for Vorstellung perhaps because in CPR 
Vorstellungen are placed or posed (stellt) before the mind over and over, in ever more refined 
levels of determination as Kant describes the necessary conditions for forming knowledge. 
Still, each type of Vorstellung presents itself only once. WP’s alternative is therefore preferable, 
provided we remember that Kantian “presentation” always occurs subjectively, in the mind; a 
class presentation (for example) would be a Darstellung, an exhibiting of knowledge that begins 
as an inner Vorstellung.

principle, Princip. See precept.
prototype, Vorbild. See archetype.
pure, rein(e). As this is one of the most important and frequently used of all Kant’s technical 

terms, all translators agree on its translation. Considerable confusion can be caused, 
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 however, by the fact that lauter (integrity) is often translated as “pure,” as is bloßen (bare), 
occasionally. In contrast to these terms, rein refers to rational purity—e.g., to concepts that 
are not mixed with any sensible content.

quality, Qualität. Kant’s technical term for the second of the four headings in his Table of 
Categories (CPR A80/B106). The word never occurs in the plural in Religion, so I uses “qual-
ities” for Beschaffenheiten (see make-up).

recognize, anerkennen. WP consistently uses “acknowledge,” while GH and GG alternate 
 between “acknowledge,” “recognize,” and “accept,” with GH also using “know” and “avow.” 
Adopting “recognize” as the standard translation resonates well with the use of cognize for 
erkennen. Using “acknowledge” enjoyed a similar resonance only in the days of GH when 
Erkenntniß was regularly (but confusingly) translated as knowledge.

reform, Reform. Cf. reformation.
reformation, Besserung, vs. better, bessern, or amend(ed), (ge)besser(t). WP, GG, and GH 

all use “improvement” for Besserung and normally use “improve” for bessern. The 
problem with these options is that they could be taken to imply that something already 
good is being made still better, whereas Kant’s usage denotes either an evil person being 
made good (through a one‐off “deed”) or (once such a religious conversion has taken 
place) a person’s (still) evil actions becoming gradually less evil. I follow WP in trans-
lating Kant’s word, Reform, as “reform,” which always refers to a gradual process of 
replacing evil with good (as when problem children are sent to “reform school”), in 
 contrast to the one‐off revolution that is often implied when Kant uses Besserung (e.g., 
R 47–8). To distinguish between Reform and B/bessern, I follow WP when he translates 
the latter as “better,” but change WP’s verbal forms from “improve(d)” to “amend(ed),” as 
the latter more clearly connotes that the change is from the evil to the good principle. 
Kant might have chosen this term to serve such an important role in his religious system 
because the verb bessern also refers to mending an old garment. His several appeals to the 
biblical metaphor of the “old man” (cf. Adam) being reformed or amended by the “new 
man” (cf. Christ) could be understood as implying such a mending metaphor. He depicts 
this “mending/amending” function as the key feature of any religious faith that is to be 
“soul‐mending” (seelenbessernd).

regime, Staat. See nation.
reigning, machthaben. See might.
religious piece, Religionsstück. See piece.
remunerate (for), vergüten. See compensate.
righteousness, Gerechtigkeit. See justice.
ritual worship, Cultus: the standard term for ritual worship as it occurs (for example) in the 

mass; derived from the Latin cultus. When Kant used an initial lowercase “c,” he must have 
had the Latin word in mind, not the German noun. The Latin (and German) meaning of 
this word does not carry the same  connotations as the English “cult,” and should not be 
translated as such; yet all three translators do so (e.g., R 13.06)—though GH normally 
uses “worship,” “formal worship” (73n), or “rites” (84.18), adding “ceremonial worship” at 
GH 11n. At R 81n.37 Kant uses Ceremonialglauben (“ceremonial faith”) to refer to the type 
of religion that Jesus  “toppled,” thus providing further evidence that the feature of Cultus 
that concerned Kant was its ceremonial approach to worship.

salvation or blessedness, Seligkeit. I follow WP in using “salvation” when Seligkeit refers to 
imperfect human beings, but use “blessedness” in place of WP’s “bliss,” when the context 
refers to God or the archetype of human perfection. WP also translates Heil, Seligmachung, 
and Seligwerdung as “salvation”; to avoid duplication I use wholeness for the first and the 
more theologically accurate term sanctification for the other two. For another closely 
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related word, Gottseligkeit, I follow WP’s “godliness,” though a more literal translation would 
be “God‐blessedness” (i.e., the process whereby God blesses a person with holiness, through 
participation in religious rituals). Kant rejects the common assumption of many Christians, 
that religious rituals can force God to make people holy; but he accepts that the “doctrine of 
godliness” (Gottseligkeitslehre) can supplement the “doctrine of virtue” by motivating a 
 religious person to become virtuous.

sanctification, Seligmachung or Seligwerdung. These two terms denote the result of being 
“made blessed” and “becoming blessed,” respectively, both of which aptly describe the 
Christian doctrine of sanctification. WP uses salvation for both terms, as well as for some 
occurrences of Heil(s); but I reserve “salvation” for Seligkeit.

sanctifying, seligmachend‐. WP, GG, and GH have “saving.” Kant’s use of the various forms of 
this term suggests that he is referring to the traditional Christian doctrine of  sanctification, 
the process whereby a believer is made holy—selig‐machen literally meaning “to make 
blessed (in the sense of holy).” See salvation.

satisfactory or satisfaction, W/wohlgefallen, ‐fällig. WP normally has “well‐pleasing” or 
“pleasure,” while GH varies, using “well‐pleasing,” “pleasure,” “approval,” “approbation,” 
and “favor.” GG normally uses “pleasure,” but often follows GH’s variants. GH and GG each 
use “satisfaction” once, at R 103.32 and 196.02, respectively. In a few places, such as 45n, 
where Kant provides a Latin equivalent (complacentia), WP has “liking” while GH and GG 
have “good pleasure.” JR, following Kant’s Latin, uses “complacency,” but this has mis-
leading connotations. Kant’s Latin equivalent is instructive if we take into account the ety-
mological meaning of “complacency”: it goes far beyond mere “liking” or even  “pleasure,” 
implying that one has enough, just as “satisfaction” implies that one has done enough. The 
English transliteration (“complacency”) inappropriately connotes being   satisfied to the 
point of no longer caring. The Latin term literally refers to the state of being pleased with 
someone or something to the point of finding it acceptable. This is best expressed, espe-
cially in theological contexts, by the English term “satisfaction”—an option that some 
Cambridge Edition translators (e.g., Guyer, in CJ) also adopt. While the language of “lik-
ing” or “pleasing” works equally well in the context of aesthetics—CJ having been the first 
of Kant’s books that WP translated—it is highly misleading here, where Kant uses forms of 
this term solely in reference to God. Indeed, LPT (28: 1060) explicitly states that Wohlgefallen 
applies only to God and must be distinguished from ordinary, sense‐based pleasure (i.e., 
Lust). To say that God “likes” or is “pleased” by something seems far too anthropomorphic, 
at least for Kant’s liking. See pleasing.

scholar(s), Gelehrte(n). I follow WP, as this is the standard German term for scholars. GH and 
GG both use “learned”; this is acceptable, but far less common in English (being limited to 
phrases such as “a learned society”) and could give the misleading impression that Kant is 
referring in such passages to educated persons in general. But the latter is usually not the case: 
his use of this term typically refers to those who either teach in universities or are engaged in 
a profession that requires them to have had a university education in the relevant field. So, for 
example, Kant’s various references to a “scholarly public” do not refer to the public in general 
being well‐educated; rather, they refer to a specific group of scholars who form the “public” 
whose task is to decide on issues relevant to their profession. This term has an etymological 
relation with several of Kant’s other key terms, including Lehren (“teachings”) and Belehrung 
(“admonition”). In a few passages of Religion Kant does seem to be referring to any educated 
person rather than to scholars as such; in such contexts I  have added a footnote calling 
attention to this secondary meaning.

sensible or sensual, S/sinnlich(e); sensibility, Sinnlichkeit. The various forms of this term all refer 
to our embodied nature as human beings. As such, it refers to one side of Kant’s (often explicit) 
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contrast between the divine/supernatural as übersinnlich (“supersensible”) and the human/
natural as sinnlich (“sensible”). I follow WP, who uses “sensual” in five contexts, where Kant 
refers directly to the body and where using “sensible” could misleadingly be taken to suggest 
that someone is making a reasonable (“sensible”) decision. (GH and GG use “sensuous” in 
such contexts, but this could be taken to imply sexual attractiveness.) As a reminder of the 
term’s connection with Kant’s theory of sensibility, I add the German in brackets whenever 
“sensible” is not used. In one passage (R 31.33) Kant uses sensibel; I follow all three translators 
by also rendering this term as “sensible.” In my comments, I use “embodiment” and “embodied” 
as modern synonyms for this term, not as a reference to Kant’s use of Inbegriff.

service of God, Dienst Gottes. See liturgy.
soul‐mending, seelenbessernd. See reformation.
state, Zustand. WP uses “state” or “situation,” sometimes specifying both in order to avoid 

 confusing this term with Staat. I follow his use of “state.” See nation and status.
status, Stand. Although slightly awkward in some places, this translation avoids the potentially 

misleading overlap of WP’s use of state (the same word he uses for both Zustand and Staat) 
and “class” (the same word he uses for Klasse and Classe[n]). Admittedly, the meaning of 
“state” is broad enough to cover all five of these German words, even though (aside from the 
latter pair) they are far from being synomymous; but since separate words can be identified 
for each, employing them avoids considerable ambiguity. See nation.

strength, Stärke, or strong(ly), stark. Of Kant’s various words relating to power, this is the only 
one that all translators agree on, though each has minor inconsistencies; I standardize so 
that every occurrence of a form of “strength” or “strong” translates a form of Stärke or “stark.” 
Cf. Kant’s other “power” words: capacity, control, might, and power.

structure, Verfassung. This term generally refers to the shape a person (or thing, including an 
organization) is in, as when someone says “he’s in good shape” (i.e., good physical condition) 
or “the city is in bad shape” (i.e., it is experiencing a difficult situation). But Kant’s usage 
always refers to the shape of a particular style of governance—i.e., its structure. WP uses 
“constitution” or “organization,” while GG and GH use “constitution,” “polity,” and several 
other options; but these options all have other German words that are more properly trans-
lated as such. Cf. make‐up.

supernatural, Ü/übernatürlich(en). WP uses “supranatural” in hopes of avoiding certain 
undesirable connotations of “supernatural” (see note 3.78). However, Kant was well aware of 
how mystics such as Swedenborg referred to the supernatural, as including communications 
with ghosts, etc., and chose to use this word anyway. The translation should not obscure a 
connotation that is present in the original. Cf. sensible.

take on/up, see accept(ance).
teaching, Lehre vs. doctrine, ‐lehre. Throughout most of Religion Kant’s focus is on teaching, espe-

cially religious education—mainly in churches, but presumably including religious schools. 
This focus is obscured if Lehre is translated always as “doctrine,” as commonly occurs in the 
other translations. Kant’s concern is with how people can learn religion properly, not with 
theological “doctrine” as such. However, I do use “doctrine” when the word appears as part of a 
compound, as in Rechtslehre (“doctrine of right”). As such, Glaubenslehre would be  “doctrine of 
faith,” just as WP and others typically translate it; however, since this is the primary German 
term for a system of religious doctrines, I use the corresponding English term, “dogmatics” 
(which carries both a singular and a plural sense). The other uses of ‐lehre function like 
 metaphors for this religious usage. For example, “doctrine of right” refers to a system of  teachings 
meant to be taken as normative.

tempt, versucht. See experiment.
try, versuchen. See experiment.
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universal, allgemein. See general.
upright(ness), Rechtschaffen(en/heit). See justice.
vivid, anschaulich. WP has “intuitive,” but this English word has quite different connotations 

from the ones Kant intends in Religion: the adjective does not function as a form of CPR’s 
technical term Anschauung (“intuition”). To avoid inconsistency, I use “living” or “lively” for 
lebendig (WP has “living,” “vivid,” and “alive”) and “vibrant” for lebhafte (WP has “lively”).

volition, Willkür: the ability to arbitrate between the demands of the moral law and the 
 competing inclinations of self‐love. Bohatec defines Willkür as “the capability to desire 
actively, i.e., to desire what is in our control according to satisfaction or dissatisfaction” 
(BRR 135). As the impact of the will (Wille) upon the human heart, we can regard it as 
 having a judicial (i.e., feeling‐oriented) emphasis. The difficulty of translating this term, 
and the importance of getting it right for a proper understanding of Religion, is second 
only to that of Gesinnung. Nowadays Willkür typically carries a pejorative connotation of 
arbitrary choice, except when used to refer to a judge’s (rightful, though perhaps seemingly 
arbitrary) decision in court; but the term’s connotations were more neutral in Kant’s day. 
Interestingly, the English “arbitration” shares these dual characteristics, but would be 
quite misleading as a translation of Kant’s usage, since it would conjure up images of a 
lawsuit for most modern (English) readers. In fact, it would be an acceptable translation, 
if one could insure that the reader would understand “arbitration” to mean “the will’s 
power of arbitrating between the demands of the moral law and the self‐love that natu-
rally arises for us as  creatures of inclination.” The standard translation ever since the pub-
lication of TA in 1873, “power of choice,” conveys an accurate meaning but is less than 
ideal since it replaces one German word with three English words, one of which is already 
highly equivocal: other translators use “power” for a variety of quite different words, 
including Gewalt, Kraft, Macht, and Vermögen. However, English dictionaries typically 
define “volition” as “power of choice” (or something very close to this). Just as Willkür 
shares the same root as Wille (“will”), so the meaning of the root “vol‐” (in “volition”) is 
“will” (as also in “voluntary”). This option does have two  drawbacks. First, “volition” 
often has a psychological connotation, yet this is not present for Willkür; we must there-
fore  stipulate that the type of “volition” Kant has in mind here is rationally chosen volition, 
not a mere wish or preference for one thing over another. Second, WP already uses “voli-
tion” for Wollen, at R 3.12. Fortunately, this problem is easily solved, merely by adopting 
WP’s more common translation of Wollen, “willing.” Other viable options for Willkür 
include “deliberation” and “chooseability”; but the former seems too active and inten-
tional, and the latter too abstract, for many of Kant’s uses, where the context suggests a 
reference not to a specific act of deliberation or choice, but to our ability to choose. 
Whereas “volition” typically does refer to a capacity or power of willing, “deliberation” 
and “choosability” would not  necessarily be read as implying both the act (of choice) and 
the underlying ability. Interestingly, WP 82n (note f) twice uses “volition” in a context 
where (if WP’s English were translated into Kantian German) one would expect Willkür.

volitionality, Willkürlichkeit. WP has “chosen character,” while GH and GG typically use 
 “arbitrariness” (see note 10.73). While “volitionality” might seem unusual to many readers, it 
is in fact a standard term used to describe a specific verb tense used in Japanese. So‐called 
volitional verbs are ones that carry the sense “I shall x” or “Let’s x.” That is, they express a 
preference to do something and/or offer others the choice to do so. Similarly, Willkürlichkeit 
emphasizes the fact that the action has been (or is to be) chosen, not its (possibly) arbitrary 
character; while it might be arbitrary in some cases, its chosen character (its volitionality) 
makes it no longer merely arbitrary, once a person has chosen it. Another good translation 
would be “voluntarily”; but I follow WP in using this word for freiwillig.
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well‐wishing, Wohlwollen. WP’s “benevolence” is plausible, since R 45n clarifies Wohlwollen 
by adding the Latin benevolentia. However, in order to avoid using WP’s rather awkward 
“benignity,” I reserve “benevolence” for Gütigkeit (GH has “goodness,” “beneficence,” and 
“benevolence”; GG has “goodness” and “generosity”). This works well, because 
“benevolence”/Gütigkeit is a trait often attributed to God, while “well‐wishing”/Wohlwollen 
is not, and Kant applies the latter solely to the concerns of human self‐interest. Indeed, his 
first use of Wohlwollen (33.19) comes in his list of examples of human evil! I considered 
using “goodwill” (as GH and GG typically do, though GH uses “well‐wishing” once and GG 
uses “benevolence” once), as this term, when combined as one word, also means “kindness” 
or a generous, favorable attitude toward others. However, this would be too easily confused 
with Kant’s highly important technical (and genuinely moral) term “good will” (guten 
Willen). Cf. goodly‐minded.

wholeness, Heil(s). WP uses “welfare” (in the sense of well‐being or health) in nontheological 
contexts and “salvation” in theological contexts. However, he also uses both words to 
 translate other German terms, as do GG and GH. As “wholeness” in its modern usage 
carries both connotations and is not used to translate any other term, it makes a good 
alternative; moreover, “whole” shares the same etymology as Heil(s), both referring to a state 
of health or well‐being resulting from being unbroken (or, broken but repaired).

writer, Schriftsteller. See author.
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first experiment perspective of, 223
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406–407
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in miracles, 169, 243–244
moral interpretation of nonmoral, 
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practical, 166, 203, 230
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superstitious, 230, 340
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empowerment of, 17, 96n, 366
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individual, 230, 427
new, 459
religious, 29n, 38n, 44, 133, 174, 

176, 235, 268, 273, 281n, 285, 
290, 295, 315, 382, 396n, 451, 
479–480, 498, 527–528

superstitious, 485
types of (allegedly false), 285
unscholarly, 412–413

beneficence, 57, 399, 405–406, 497, 535
God’s, 186n

benevolence,+ 125n, 183, 283, 353, 
359–363, 375–376, 403, 493, 
498, 508, 535–536

Berlinische Monatsscrift (Berlin 
Monthly), 3n, 30–31

best possible world, 16–17
Bible, 25, 27, 103, 110–121, 130, 131n, 

162, 173, 184, 216, 225–229, 
238, 317–318, 320n, 330, 337, 
342, 349, 361–362, 369, 372, 
387, 415, 418, 425, 432n, 448, 
472, 474 see also  Hebrew; 
Luther’s Bible; revelation(s); 
symbol(s); theologian(s); 
theology

historical accuracy of, 168, 418n
imagery, 123, 159, 163
interpretation of, 103, 288–303

birth, 46, 50–51, 83, 108n, 115, 136n, 
142, 318 see also fall; rebirth; 
virgin birth

child-, 107, 200
pre-, 111, 113, 318

bishop(s); see prelate(s)
body, 11, 46, 80–81, 108n, 175, 200, 

201n, 202, 217n, 229, 270, 
335–336, 481, 517, 533, 545 see 
also bare; mind–body problem; 
resurrection

bare, 33, 40, 234, 302 see also 
clothing (metaphor)

of Christ (as symbol), 148n, 
224n, 496n

as source of evil (in Stoicism), 160
spiritual, 337
as symbol of religious unity, 227, 

254, 348, 481
Book of Concord, The, 143n, 496n
boundlessness, 146, 197, 245, 308, 479, 

482, 512, 518
bounds, 27n, 196, 216 see also bare 

reason; insight(s)
of another discipline, 26–27
of human capacity, 434
of human understanding, 369
of possible experience, 175n, 349
of pure reason, 27, 145–146, 148, 

367, 469n, 479, 483, 521
of rational religion, 26, 323, 517
of theoretical reason, 309n

brackets
angled, xix–xxi, xxvii, 518
use of, xviii–xxi, xxvii, 212n, 328n, 

523–524, 525–526, 533
bravery, 86, 154
bribery, 190n, 191, 212
bridge, 57, 289

between nature and freedom, 5, 16
brutality, 85–86, 285–286
Byzantine Empire, 286

calling (divine/mystery of), 68n, 185, 
299n, 365–366, 368, 371, 
521–522

Calvinism, 128n, 317n see also Calvin, 
John

theology, 367n
candor, 129n, 475–476 see also 

sincerity
capacity,+ 165, 195, 425, 434 see also 

desire(s)
cognitive, 71n
for moral choice, 122
of reason, 20, 73n, 116, 127, 396

Carthusian Order, 55–56
castigation(s), 424
casuistry, 465, 543
catechism(s), 40, 217, 284
categorical imperative, 40n, 54n, 176, 

211n, 292n, 384, 403n, 456n, 
550 see also love command

category, -ies, 121, 173n, 175n, 209n, 
240, 269, 270n, 271, 364, 426, 
518 see also. causality; quality; 
quantity

Catholicism, 32n, 56, 192n, 195, 207n, 
269n, 282, 284, 287, 316, 340, 
393, 415, 439n, 441n

catholic(s), 482n, 493
protestant, 287

causality
category of, 175n, 426
of freedom, 138n, 239, 370
of God, 389n
law of, 66, 244
noumenal, 239, 427n
practical, 21
principle of, 91, 242, 365
supernatural use of, 148
transcendent, 175n

cause(s), 51, 61, 82, 109, 116n, 126, 
175n, 220, 252–253, 301, 307, 
328, 356, 365, 369, 434, 479 see 
also ignorance; infinite regress; 
political

divine vs. natural, 243
efficient, 20n, 30, 91, 244, 306, 324, 

435, 446, 495
empirical, 253, 358
of evil, 107, 153, 309n
final, 20n
God as highest, 22
God as morally efficient, 446
godliness as, 457
of gravity, 244, 357
inscrutable, 245
as laws, 21, 239–242, 244n
of miracles, 239–240 , 242, 244
motivating, 489–490
natural, 49, 107, 110, 138, 158–159, 

242n, 243
non-natural, 247n
noumenal, 242–243, 309
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supernatural, 238
supreme, 385
temporal, 82n, 115, 141
temporal vs. rational, 62n, 106–107

cause and effect, 148, 181, 206, 216n, 
244n, 301, 310, 370, 426

celebration(s), 280n, 402, 494, 496
celibacy, 339–340
censor(ship), xi, 3–5, 22–28, 29n, 

30–31, 34, 37, 115, 164, 
237–238, 282n, 290–291n, 
299, 530

pleasing the, 4–5
ceremony, -ies, 218, 284n, 425
certainty, 58, 131n, 141, 169n, 180n, 

194, 281, 298, 318, 392, 429n, 
445, 465–468, 471–474, 478, 
488–489 see also uncertainty

absolute, 169, 183–186,  
193–194, 468

of God’s existence, 485–486
inward, 44, 171
lack of, 169, 342
objective vs. subjective, 194n
practical, 193
pretended, 468
of revelation, 392
subjective, 194n, 429n, 489, 526
theoretical, 209, 283, 486

Chadzar(s), 286
change of heart, 92n, 129–132, 164n, 

166, 168, 181, 185–186, 
188–189, 192, 195, 197, 199, 
210, 222, 233, 239, 243, 305, 
320, 348, 368, 373, 404, 411, 
425, 427n, 428, 446

change of mentality, 181, 198–199, 
201, 230, 243, 488–489

channel,+ 304–305, 307, 509
chaos writing, 369n, 540
character, 62, 69, 73, 75, 95, 99, 101, 

126, 194n, 210, 217n, 230 see 
also innate; heart

assessment, 210–213
awareness of, 210–211
empirical, 103, 128, 183
empirical vs. intelligible, 95–96, 203
essential, of binding church, 392
God’s moral, 239n
good, 69–70
good-natured, 85
holiest, 231–232
intelligible, 96, 129, 130
moral, 49–51, 107, 110–111, 118n, 

125, 133, 139–143, 179–180, 
185, 212, 278, 318, 419, 426

of timidity vs. pride, 459–460
transformation, 133, 213
of virtue, 128–130

charity, 103, 287n
charm, 56
children, 39, 133–134, 155–156, 188, 

319–320, 340, 343n, 363, 471n 
see also birth

education, 39, 134, 492, 495
of God, 162, 183, 184n, 226–227, 447
of heaven, 226
psychosexual development of, 74n

chiliasm, 90, 350
China, 125n, 352, 441n, 518
choice(s), 12–13, 48, 59, 74, 82n  

see also volition
animal, 49
a priori/intelligible, 82, 117 see also 

noumenal
empirical/phenomenal, 113n, 133
first conscious, 155
first moral, 114n, 197
free, 50, 54n, 61–62, 69–70, 84, 

91–93, 100, 105, 111, 113, 
123–124, 137–139, 155, 221, 
357, 369n, 370, 426–427, 456, 
478

individual, 81, 102, 256, 267n
moral, 10–11, 13, 20, 51, 57, 61, 70, 

95, 110–111, 115, 122, 
126–128, 132, 155n, 156, 158, 
184–185, 208, 270

non-temporal, 112
rational, 54n
spatiotemporal, 113
species, 113n
supreme, 81
temporal, 133
timeless, 60, 81, 112, 115, 123n, 

132, 320
unconscious, 76n
universal(izable), 54n, 102

Christ, 90n, 132n, 135n, 148n, 162, 
163n, 165, 168, 176n, 177, 178, 
201n, 202n, 206n, 207n, 305n, 
319n, 322n, 349, 362, 365n, 
371n, 374n, 416, 430n, 440n, 
447n, 455n, 488n, 496n, 519, 
532 see also Christus Victor; 
Jesus; mystery;

appearance of anti-, 350
imitation of, 203n
-like purity, 203
-sized hole in rational capacity, 165
slaves of, 497
as symbol of the God–man, 177n
as transcendent ideal, 178
vicarious atonement through, 1, 

203–205, 366, 430n
as vicarious substitute, 203

Christian see also doctrine; principles; 
scripture(s); symbols; 
temperament; tradition

church, 227, 228n, 251, 297, 329, 
339, 411, 433, 435, 495

concepts, 165–166
congregation/communion, 237, 481
ethics, 160, 291n
faith, 37, 332, 328, 339, 410–413, 

462, 482
gospel, 166, 168, 177, 210
interpretation of origin of sin, 

112–119
missions, 286–287,538
terminology, 164n

Christianity, 2, 9n, 29n, 34, 38, 45, 143, 
234, 272, 287, 327n, 352n, 362, 
391–392; 415–418, 431, 441n, 
461–463, 482, 495n, 500 see 
also conversion; history; 
Judaism; teacher(s)

appraising, 395n, 407, 431, 544
as historical faith, 337–339, 420
natural, 379, 404, 412, 473
origin of, 333, 338–339
orthodox, 204
Orthodox (Eastern), 195, 340
and reason, 112, 419
traditional, 28, 106, 315–316
true, 277n, 284n

Christians, 101n, 143, 148n, 172, 177, 
183, 187n, 204, 207n, 234, 
281n, 301, 308, 326, 340, 387, 
418, 425, 430n, 431, 440, 444, 
460n, 461, 463, 482, 497, 499n, 
500, 532

Dutch Reformed, 352n
early/first, 333, 339, 410, 416
fundamentalist, 353n, 414
influence on Judaism, 351–354, 

416–417
Kant trying to please, xin, 101n
New Testament, 214
orthodox, xivn, 143n, 178
Pietist, xivn, 1
traditional, xin

Christmas story, 219n
Christology, 28, 148n, 170–172, 543
Christus Victor, 220
chromosomes, 221
church(es), 29n, 40, 230, 241, 266–354, 

547 see also administration; 
Christian; church faith; 
communion; congregation; 
creed; deed(s); history; 
instruction; organization(s); 
Protestant(ism); scripture(s); 
tradition

affairs/business, 299, 382
attendance, 148n, 271n see also 

churchgoing
constitution, 271–273, 277, 324, 380
definition of, 267, 269
delusion, 434
devotional exercises, 434
doctrine(s), 25, 28, 39, 228,  

290n, 344

cause(s) (cont’d)
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dogmatics/dogma(s), 39–40, 49n
duties, 399–402
early (Christian), 348, 416, 

451n, 495n
education, 457–458, 463–464, 534
establishment of, 277–279, 381
empirical, 7n, 288, 303
ethical community as, 255, 266, 

269–272
form(s), 277–280, 322, 439–440, 449
founders of, 420, 448
four precepts of, 266, 269n, 

270–273, 380, 391n
freedom as third precept (relation) 

of, 271, 285–286, 300
fundamentalist, 414
governance, 279, 320, 327n, 

449–450, 449n, 465
Greek, 495
idea of, 274
integrity as second precept (quality) 

of, 206n, 270, 300, 494
interpreting scripture in, 295–300, 

302, 341–346
invisible, 269, 304, 382–383, 

396–397, 414, 421, 442, 
516, 539

invisible vs. visible, 269, 
382–383, 397

Jewish political community not, 
329–331

Kant’s doctrine of, 28, 228n
leaders, 279, 345, 397, 450–451, 

458–459, 466–468, 529
members, 271, 273, 278, 282, 289, 

296, 299, 312, 322, 335, 383n, 
495–496

militant vs. triumphant, 304–306
minister(s), 241–242
observance(s), 411, 437, 446
officials, 383, 416
ordinances, 278, 382–383, 402
as a political community, 329, 494
pseudoservice of, 383
–public, 284n, 299
public prayer in, 490
pure religion key feature of 

true, 304n
ritual, 36, 492
role in transforming animality into 

personality, 319
Roman Catholic, 56, 192n, 207n, 

269n, 287n, 415, 439n see also 
Catholicism

scriptural hermeneutics in, 231
seed/germ metaphor, 46n, 322
as sensible form of God’s 

kingdom, 381
servant(s) of, 269, 382
service(s), 274n, 280n, 323, 382–383, 

440–441, 493–494, 528
the service of, 322, 411, 414–415

service of God in, 455–456, 480
statutory commands of Catholic, 287
structure, 1, 414–415, 448–450
teacher(s), 322–323, 342–343, 

368–369, 429, 458, 463–464, 
472–474

vs. temples, 280
theocratic goal inhibited by 

politics, 322
true, 7n, 206n, 255–283
unchangeability as fourth precept 

(modality) of, 271, 272n, 282, 
287, 297, 326

unity of, 271, 328, 349
universality as first precept 

(quantity) of, 270, 276, 289, 
297, 304, 349, 291n, 410n

universal, 273, 285, 326–328, 
332–341, 349, 353, 396–398, 
442, 494

visible, 269–270, 304, 320–324, 344, 
382–383, 396, 407, 414, 419, 
421, 440, 442, 516, 539

young, 320
church faith, 273, 277–290, 296–298, 

301–308, 311, 316, 319, 
321–323, 327–329, 340, 
342–343, 345, 349, 364, 376, 
383, 398, 415, 418, 438 see also 
scripture(s); statutory; vehicle(s)

expansion to rational religion, 
321–329

of form vs. material, 327
historical, 289, 307, 311, 383
precepts of, 340, 437
vs. pure moral faith, 308
vs. pure religious faith, 277, 280, 284
vs. sanctifying faith, 319
transition to rational religion, 

321–329
churchgoing, 402, 477, 481–482, 490, 

492–495
circular reasoning, 126, 158, 382
circumcision, 459n
citizen(s), 466

of a divine/ethical nation, 277, 
347–348, 350, 365–366, 
493, 495

baptism as molding one into 
a, 495

churchgoing as duty for, 492–493
of heaven, 348
of kingdom of God, 381–382, 480, 

493n, 494
political, 257–258, 265n, 344, 494

citizenship
of the divine nation, 365
political, 258n
of two worlds, 5

civilization(s), 85–88, 351, 360, 362, 
441 see also vices

ancient, 236n

civilizing, 45, 256n
clergy, 28, 29n, 214, 271n, 272n, 300, 

320, 382, 429, 439, 450, 518, 
529 see also training

cleric(s), 2, 190n, 299, 320, 413, 415, 
427, 430n, 518, 529

cloak(s) (as metaphor), 40, 101n, 229, 
235–236, 319, 349 see also 
clothing

clothing (metaphor), 3n, 26, 33, 40, 
101n, 114n, 116, 131n, 148, 
166, 226n, 229, 234–236, 265, 
275n, 277, 296n, 301–302, 
319, 349, 397, 406n, 412, 415, 
428n, 433, 445, 447, 481, 
484–485, 487n, 490–491, 
517–518

coarse,+ 66, 86, 331, 470, 510 see also 
nation(s)

nature, 66, 88, 252
persons, 73, 88n
status of nature, 88
utterances, 294

coercion, 22, 218, 256–257, 260, 
263–264, 277n, 322, 330, 
344–346, 400, 547

cognition, 21–22, 47n, 87, 93, 194, 
269, 275, 301, 355, 453–454, 
478, 499–500, 506, 517, 526, 
531 see also bare reason; duty; 
expansion; feeling(s); self–
cognition; space and time; 
theoretical cognition

of causal laws, 244, 357
of divine laws, 276, 278
of dogmas, 409
of duties as divine commands, 

384–385
empirical, 270n
experiential, 238, 304, 314, 483
of God, 359, 454
of highest good, 358
historical, 118, 308, 447
minimum of, 385–386
moral, 130, 240
of moral law(s), 300–301, 356, 477
scholarly, 413
of Scripture, 300
of (sensible) objects, 268n, 

274, 274n
of subjective basis of conviction, 61
of supersensible objects, 193
through inspiration, 369, 385
unity of, 239n
use of term, 88n, 506, 517–518

color, 246
comfort, 188, 193n, 195, 209,  

214, 430
false, 214

comfortableness, 11, 58
Comforter, 193–194, 213 see also 

Paraclete
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commitment,+ 98, 129, 133, 159, 177, 
189, 229, 252, 274, 278, 290, 
343, 392, 434, 513, 516, 
519–520, 530

common good, 69, 261–262, 380
communion,+ 43, 148n, 332, 335, 507

church, 495–496
ethical, 346
with the evil principle, 444
of faith(ful), 346, 397, 481, 492
moral, 481, 496
of saved, 335

communion (ritual), 224, 477, 
481, 496

community, -ies, 66, 237, 372, 
383–384, 481, 507, 545, 548  
see also church; ethical 
community

academic, 25–26
breaking barriers between, 348
building, 63n, 67n
the church as, 298–299, 303, 311, 

324, 447–448, 517
ethical vs. juridical, 263
ethnic, 332
of faith, 232, 341, 349–350,  

353, 383
formed under political laws, 329
of grace, 230
holy, 342, 347
human, 321–322, 324–325, 350
human race as, 325–326
vs. individual, 130n
Jewish, 332, 352–353
juridical, 263, 265–266
membership, 130n
monastic, 56
moral, 278, 381
philosophical, 238
political, 254–255, 257–258, 

263–264, 269, 360, 450, 494
political vs. ethical, 254–255, 

257–259, 263–269, 331
rationally mediating, 238
religious, 174n, 225n, 253n, 345, 

384, 386
worship, 494

competition of incentives, 18, 98, 113, 
128, 217n, 253, 534

competitiveness with others, 68–69
complacency, 125–126, 533
concentric circles, 35n, 36, 78n, 

279, 298 see also experiment(s)
inner circle, 33, 53n, 279, 284, 431
metaphor of religion as, 21, 32–33, 

78n, 279, 284, 313, 326n, 428
outer circle, 33–34, 148, 279, 284

concept(s), 32n, 268n
a priori rational, 34
empirical, 246, 368, 380n
irrational, 240
of a miracle, 245–246

moral, 18, 33–35, 40, 209, 353, 364, 
369, 423

rational, 289, 337, 359–360
of reason, 193, 246, 289, 396–397, 

482–483
bare, 411–412
practical, 482
pure, 393, 397
pure practical, 396

of religion, 22, 204, 281
religious, 196, 279, 457, 486
universal, 239–240

condemnation, 103, 204, 206, 
208–209, 213n, 214, 216, 
373–375, 401, 406–407, 428n, 
465, 474n, 510

of Adam and Eve, 200
eternal, 197
to be free, 71, 93n
self-, 375

confession(s), 430n
 (of) faith, 168, 206, 280, 284–285, 

295, 334, 342, 345, 364, 376, 
385, 400, 402, 417, 429, 431, 
434, 436–437, 442, 446–448, 
468–469, 471–472, 475–476, 
487, 495

of sin, 189, 192n, 213, 236
use of term, 295

congenital, 91
congregation(s), 237, 269–270, 272, 

277–278, 284n, 298, 303, 352, 
419–420, 446n, 447, 490–491, 
494, 496, 507 see also church

Congregationalists, 441n
Connecticut, 441
conscience, 7n, 58n, 140n, 164, 187, 

190, 208–209, 213, 227, 299, 
316–317, 329–330, 346, 
360–361, 370–371, 373–375, 
387n, 400n, 401, 429, 439, 447, 
454n, 458, 463–469, 471–476, 
493, 525–526, 544

awakening, 211–212
as awareness of God’s presence, 

211n
coercion, 344–346
court of, 210n
definition of, 464, 465
guilty, 214
as judgmental,+ 103, 157n, 187, 

203, 361–362, 465–466
lack of, 465–467
peace of, 100–101
as transpersonal, 187n

conscientiousness, 21, 100, 344, 400, 
417, 447–448, 474–475

consciousness, 47n, 100n, 154, 156, 
164n, 206, 229, 275, 304, 336n, 
368, 422, 440, 454, 458, 
486–487, 541, 545

conscience as a form of, 464

of freedom, 345, 361
immediate, 140, 194, 211
of the moral law within, 137

consequence(s), 18–20, 52–53, 57, 
97n, 99, 126, 161, 171, 
173–174, 181, 189, 194, 196, 
213, 215, 218, 221, 237, 246, 
261, 265, 307, 309, 316, 319, 
331, 348, 374, 451, 472, 507

evil, 100, 401
of former unlawful acts, 110–111
of freedom, 89
good, 406
legal, 108
maxim’s necessary, 12–13
moral, 197, 493

constitution, 258, 271–273, 277, 380, 
382, 449–450, 528, 534

constitutive vs. regulative, 163n, 
174n, 194

principles in theology, 193
constraint,+ 56, 70, 80, 260, 272n, 

365–366, 447–448, 510
contemplation(s), 56, 160, 353, 491–492
contentment,+ 126–127, 183, 206, 252, 

298, 514
contrapurposiveness, 71
conversion, 120, 132, 179–180, 184, 

187, 192, 195, 202n, 207n, 243, 
251, 253, 307n, 309, 366, 373, 
442, 520, 527 see also 
experience

deathbed, 1–2, 188–193,  
213–214, 406

imperfect deeds after, 208, 212n
from Judaism to Christianity, 

416–417
moral, 339
noumenal, 140
one-off, 131
of others, 347n, 351–352, 441n
perspectival interpretation of, 81n
post-, 196, 206, 306n, 442, 459, 526
pre-, 180, 195–196, 200n, 201, 

205–206, 309, 361
punishment before or after, 

195–196, 198–200, 205–207
radical, 160
religious, 77, 180n, 186, 201–202, 

252, 411, 416–417, 
527–528, 532

conviction(s),+ 7n, 40, 57, 59–62, 78, 
96n, 98, 99, 102n, 103, 124, 
127, 128, 136, 181, 185, 192, 
202, 210–211, 230, 426n, 481 
see also ignorance; 
imperfection; inference(s); 
ingenuous; supersensible; 
unchangeability

absolute unity, 192
amended, 140–141, 186, 197–198, 

208–209, 214, 332, 489n
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definition of, 53, 54, 61, 97
dissatisfactory to God, 197, 206
evil (vs. good), 53–54, 60, 99, 131, 

140–142, 182n, 187n, 194–198, 
202, 204, 206, 251

good, 53, 100, 124, 140n, 165, 168, 
176, 178, 183–184, 187, 
193–202, 204–209, 212, 228, 
230, 251, 252, 305–306, 363, 
381–382, 384n, 424, 427, 447, 
516, 527

good vs. corrupted, 202
godly, 427
of heart, 133, 233, 305, 399
holy, 156n, 164, 315–316
as immutable, 430
innate, 61–62, 63n
invisible, 480
inward, 54, 124, 127, 132, 142–143, 

162n, 169, 208, 215, 264, 
284, 484

Jesus’, 219
moral, 59, 62, 78, 91, 101, 104, 124, 

142–143, 165–166, 168n, 169, 
174, 176, 185, 205, 209, 218, 
224–225, 234, 277–278, 280, 
284, 330–332, 355n, 358–359, 
374, 399, 411, 422–443, 
425–426, 427n, 432–435, 
445–446, 456, 463, 472, 480, 
482, 484–488, 491, 496, 525

new (vs. old), 184, 195n, 199n, 203, 
206, 210–211, 233, 527

original, 61
private, 341
pure religious, 2, 4, 201, 284n, 287n, 

317, 376, 386–387, 397, 
426–427, 455, 473, 482, 483, 
485, 498, 520

quality vs. degree of, 205
revolution in, 130–132, 135
satisfactory to God, 209, 

437–438, 445
of the Son of God, 199n, 202
subjective basis, 61
supreme basis, 61–62
subjective principle of maxims, 97
not in time (and space), 61–62, 192
as the true enemy, 156
ultimate basis, 62
universal, 197
virtuous, 58, 257, 266, 434, 

457–459, 483n, 499–500
visible, 175n

convincement,+ 124, 140, 451, 468, 
473, 482, 512, 519, 520

cooperation, 307, 400
in the ethical community, 262
with the insurgent, 108
with spiritual forces of evil, 159n
supernatural, 122, 142–143, 149, 

357–359, 478–479

Copernican
logic, 280
revolution on miracles, 169
revolution in philosophy, 371n

corpus mysticum, 269n
corruption, 36, 44, 64n, 82, 85–86, 

103, 119, 124, 134, 136, 186, 
190, 201n, 211, 229, 260, 270, 
294, 317, 352, 420, 500

brought about by bare literalist 
faith, 376

brought about by one another, 
252, 260

definition of, 78
frailty as a form of, 76
of human nature, 36, 72, 88, 111, 

117, 120, 139–140, 180, 186, 
229, 309, 361n, 366–367, 368n, 
462, 526, 549

innate, 139, 549
by the invisible enemy, 159
Jesus as free of, 219, 222
of the old human being, 202, 210–211
principles and maxims, 253n
rational nature as, 91–92
of the soul, 154
via superstition and delirium, 

270, 494
of volition, 78, 96, 119, 121
of the way of thinking, 78, 130

cosmological argument, 100n
Council of Trent, 317n
courage, 40, 58, 86, 154, 185, 214, 286, 

347, 458–461
court(s), 10, 103, 137n, 210, 213n, 223, 

242, 386, 400–401
of conscience, 210n
divine, 210
eternal, 214
heavenly, 216n
human, 197, 210n, 400n
human law, 210n
of law, 27, 197, 203, 210n, 223, 292, 

374, 400
moral, 203

covenant, 236n, 350–351, 365n, 485n
creativity, 528

divine, 366n, 487n
creation(s), 130, 217, 347n, 365, 543

divine, 491
gods of, 361n
of human reason, 294
a/the new, 130, 488n
purpose of, 161–162
story, 162n
of world, 17, 119n

creed, 272n, 473
affirming, 376, 464, 469,  

472–475
Apostle’s, 374n, 375
Athanasian, 143n
Christian, 364

church, 188n, 295n
Nicene, 269n, 373n

crime, 98, 108, 197, 200, 213n, 
272n, 471

Critical
approach, 146, 154n, 164n, 478
faith, 436
inquiry, 62
maxim, 500
method, 4, 164n, 388
mysticism, 2–3n, 6, 145, 149, 

164n, 202n, 209n, 230, 247, 
337n, 356, 359, 492, 500, 
520–521, 546

philosophers, 453, 478, 500
philosophy, x, xiiin, 2n, 19n, 33–34, 

38, 39–40, 62n, 80, 85, 145n, 
149n, 298n, 320, 336, 389–390, 
423n, 462n, 521, 546, 548

pre-, 389n
principles, 149, 359, 425, 445, 448
project, xvi, 5, 62n
standpoint(s), 200
system, 5, 39, 57, 64, 70n, 200n, 

209n, 390
theory, 5, 15
theory of transcendental 

idealism, 4n
writings, 47, 81, 85n, 182n, 434n

crooked wood, 267–268, 267n, 494
cross, 163n, 333, 366, 453
crucifixion, 202, 204, 218, 223
cruelty, 85, 188
Crusades, 340, 495n
cult(s), 279, 334, 532
culture(s), 8–9, 22, 201, 219, 273, 287, 

289n, 293n, 351, 421, 424, 
523, 546

differences between, 44, 270
early civilized, 441
imperialism, 418–419
primitive, v, 86
vices of, 68–69, 87

cultured (vs. uncultured), 66–67n, 73n
custom(s), xxv, 218, 334, 351–353, 

440, 523, 529
church, 435
cultural, 287
devotional, 460
pious, 280
moral, 52
religious, 8n

dagger
Kant’s use of, 31–32, 54, 144–145
use in glossary, 502

damnation, 190, 224, 383, 469, 474
darkness, 159n, 187n

of delirium, 184–185, 521
kingdom of, 160, 218, 222
powers of, 227
use of term, 158n
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dasturs, 351
death, 108, 113n, 115n, 132n, 137, 

163n, 165, 171, 182, 187–188, 
190–191, 193–194, 200–203, 
210–215, 218, 222–228, 286n, 
293n, 305n, 311, 330–331, 
334–336, 348, 350, 406, 413n, 
419, 437, 447n, 453–454, 459, 
465–466, 474, 482, 548 see also 
afterlife; conversion

deathbed see conversion
debt, 190n 195, 316, 405n, 519

financial vs. moral, 196
as metaphor for guilt, 81n, 196n, 

316n, 317
original, 196
of sin(s), 196, 203–204

deceit, 99n, 115, 154, 201n,  
511, 543

deception, 101, 173n, 415, 421, 427, 
429, 543 see also delusion; 
self–deception

use of term, 99n
decree(s), 208–209, 367, 497

divine, 161–162, 183, 317–318
papal, 282

deduction, 161, 179, 205, 208–209  
see also transcendental

of the categories, 209n
definition of, 209n
of justification by grace, 210
of origin of scripture, 297
practical, 209–210

deed(s), 48–49, 54n, 62n, 84–86, 91, 
104, 115, 123, 128, 148, 
180–183, 185, 197, 203, 205, 
210–212, 253n, 257, 264, 
315–316, 331, 386, 399–402, 
410, 425, 427n, 482, 532 see 
also conversion; evil 
propensity; fruit(s); 
good-hearted person; 
imperfection; knowledge

church, 207n, 386
of converted person, 208
evil, 98, 111, 190, 197, 306, 308
good, 75, 78, 100–101, 124, 189, 

206, 214, 402, 405–406, 426
Jesus, 235
intelligible, 103, 133, 182n
intelligible vs. sensible, 81–82
moral, 139n, 183, 186
moral vs. churchly, 207n
nonmoral, 425–427
noumenal, 138–139
sensible, 104
sin vs. sinful, 196n
thought–equals–, 400
timeless, 48n, 111
transcendental, 82
unlawful, 81

deism, 18, 224n, 546, 550

delirium,+ 2–3n, 90, 147, 184–185, 
187, 230, 270, 301, 339n, 
435–436, 500, 510, 516, 
520–521 see also corruption; 
experience

darkness of, 184–185, 521
vs. delusion, 437–438, 462, 483, 499
mystical, 339–340
religious, 437
sweet vs. fearful, 185

delusion, 147, 305, 322–323, 409, 421, 
422n, 444–445, 450, 462n, 471, 
488 see also delirium; 
propensity; purpose; 
satisfactory to God; symbol(s)

as bare presentation, 421, 
427–428, 437

church, 434
definition of, 421
delirious, 435–438, 462, 483
of fetishizing, 444, 484
honor, 421–422
miserly, 421–422
mystical, 339–340
practical, 421–422
religious, 420–430, 430–431n, 433, 

435–438, 440, 446–448, 
479–480, 483–485, 493–499

superstitious, 437–438, 484, 495
types of, 421–422
of virtue, 434

demand(s)
of animality, 95
of conscience, 468
of divine justice, 195, 198, 202, 210
divine revelation, 297
of duty, 55n, 77
of genuine religion, 129
of God for good lifestyle, 274
God’s, 129n, 148, 199, 399
for highest concepts of reason, 289
of holy law, 363
moral, 121, 229, 136, 141n, 180, 

183, 229, 396
on moral conviction, 330
of moral law, 16, 114, 180, 373, 384
of moral predisposition, 316
of morality, 8, 145n, 146
for signs of moral goodness, 168–169
of virtue, 363

democracy, 264, 271–272, 449n, 450
demon(s), 231n, 239, 240–241, 

245, 431n
denomination, 270, 272
deontological (ethics), 181n, 523
depravity, 78n, 260, 545

total, 103, 459, 463, 473n
desire(s), 64, 70, 73, 125, 127, 202n, 

261, 308, 376, 402, 487 see also 
faculty

animal, 73n, 487n
capacity for, 71, 74, 504, 534–535

to do good, 98
evil, 46, 201n
habitual, 72–74
object(s) of, 18, 74
psychological levels of, 73–75
for superiority over others, 67, 69
temporal, 155
unjust, 67

despair, 194–195, 462–463, 549
destiny, 38, 119n, 172, 185n, 189, 

282n, 319, 367, 442–443, 476, 
545, 547

eternal, 180n, 183, 187–188, 
191, 193–194, 207, 211, 
213–214

future, 189, 212
ultimate, 348

determination of the will, 12–13, 
158, 367

determining basis, 11, 21, 137–138
empirical, 319
of (free) volition, 9, 13, 21, 50, 70, 

81, 93, 107, 114, 167
moral, 414
of the moral law, 12n, 20

determining influence(s), 59, 111
determinate knowledge, 5, 430–431, 436
devil(s), 92, 98, 108n, 114n, 157, 217, 

239n, 242, 523
dominion of, 108–109
as father (of lies), 114n
fear of, 157
as liar, 114
worship, 222n

devilish
influence, 97, 242
nations, 348
thinking, 65

devotion, 427, 434, 491
to church-defined deeds, 386
customs of Hindu, 460
vs. devotionality, 462n
to duty, 129
to God, 406n, 421
moral consequences of, 493
religious, 424
use of term, 424n

devotionality, 461–462
diabolical see also behavior

being, 92
miracles, 97, 239
temptations, 97, 241
vices, 68–69, 97

difficulties, three, 141, 179–207, 
209–10, 213, 309, 430

dilemma(s), 359
ethical, 465
interpretive, 293n

discernment,+ 5n, 101n, 126, 245, 522, 
525–526

moral, 101
self–judgmental, 465–466, 526
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disciple(s) of Jesus, 224–225, 231, 
335, 347, 350n, 375n, 
475n, 489n

discipline, 437
of inclinations, 156–157
moral, 140, 154
spiritual, 450, 492

discipline(s) (academic), 24–30, 32n, 
36n, 44, 109, 242n, 323 see also 
bounds

historical criticism, 298n
of philosophical theology, 12

disease(s), 46, 108, 340, 521
dishonesty,+ 77n, 101, 295–296, 

471–472, 476, 510, 522 see also 
honesty; reasoning

disingenuousness, 77–78, 98–99, 130, 
134, 142, 206n, 210–211, 229, 
427, 479, 509, 522, 525 see also 
ingenuous

definition of, 76–77
disloyalty, 216, 220, 224 see also duty; 

loyalty
disobedience, 100n, 331, 448 see also 

moral law(s); obedience, 
rebellion

of a divine command, 200, 387
of a (legitimate) law, 265, 330

displaced referent, xix–xx, xxi
displeasure see also pleasure
disposition; 39n, 54n, 519 see also 

conviction
divine see also archetype; 

arrangement(s); atonement; 
authority; benevolence; calling; 
cause(s); citizen; cognition; 
court; creativity; creation(s); 
decree(s); demand(s); 
encounter; gift(s); goodness; 
government(s); grace; 
happiness; heart; hope; 
inspiration; intervention; 
judge; judgment; justice; 
knowledge; lawgiver; love; 
mechanism; mystery; 
nation(s); nature; object(s); 
pardon; perfection; 
perspective(s); power; 
predisposition; presence; 
providence; punishment; 
revelation; righteousness; 
satisfaction; standpoint; 
spontaneity; statutory; 
synthesis; wisdom

assistance/aid, 5, 17n, 96, 120, 124, 
133, 153–154, 177–8, 183, 202, 
268, 274, 303n, 367, 403, 
428–429, 432, 436n, 446, 
478–479, 524, 547 see also 
mechanism; supernatural

command(s), 12n, 112, 113n, 196, 
233, 264, 265, 274–275, 

289–290, 300–301, 332–333, 
382–388, 412–414, 448, 480, 
498, 543; see also duty; God’s 
commands

descent, 136, 226–227, 337
tribunal, 60, 210n
will, 275–278, 445, 466 see also 

God’s will
divorce, 399n
doctor(s), 109, 236n, 238n, 241–242, 

413–414, 441n, 443
doctrine(s), 30, 187, 221, 283, 509, 

522, 534 see also church; 
embodiment; godliness; love; 
pious; propitiation; revelation; 
virtue

of ascension, 290
of atonement, 215
of biblical theology, 103, 112
Christian, 28, 31, 107, 115, 220, 411, 

431 see also biblical theology; 
calling; creed; revelation; 
theology

determination of right, 297
of divine election, 367
of eternal security, 183, 195
of freedom
freedom to question church, 285
as transmissible revelation, 363
of grace, 500
of the highest good, 276n
historical, 204, 454, 474
of historical faith, 385n
of the Holy Spirit, 194
Jewish, 322
of justification, 202, 204, 209
memorizing, 473
of mores, 52
philosophical, 27, 29
pious, 174n
public, 236
of purgatory, 192
of original sin, 28, 107, 112, 178
rational interpretation of, 121
of reason, 398–399
of religion, 30, 40, 236, 282, 408, 

473, 540
of resurrection, 290
of revelation, 394, 413–414
of salvation, 165, 178, 195, 316–317
of sanctification, 180, 195
surplus of grace, 207
theological, 28, 112
of the Trinity, 148n, 273, 293n, 

296n, 297, 360–365, 369, 373, 
375n, 376, 468, 493n, 497–498

of vicarious atonement, 366, 431n
of virgin birth, 220

Dog Rib Indians, 86
dogma, 40, 187–192, 453, 468, 472  

see also belief(s); church(es); 
cognition; history; statutory

church, 49n
as not cognized by reason, 409
of eternity, 189–190
of faith, 412
historical, 345, 472
as not naturally universal, 409–410
presumptuous, 187
secret, 468
statutory, 408, 437
theoretical, 189, 367
as threatening freedom, 299–300
universal moral, 293

dogmatics,+ 39, 139–140, 304–305, 
332–334, 362–363, 395, 413, 
416–417, 476, 508, 522, 534  
see also church(es); 
revolution(s); system

doing nothing, 142, 148, 434
dominion, 157n, 216, 223, 325, 360

of devil, 108–109
of evil, 160, 171, 187, 189, 197, 215, 

227, 252–253, 257, 260
of the good vs. evil principle, 153, 

158, 161, 198, 217n
of the good principle, 143, 166, 169, 

177, 179, 215–218, 222, 251, 
253, 326, 379–383, 414

over minds, 216, 257, 496
moral, 228
of virtue, 257, 325

Donation of Constantine, 453n
dotted underlining, xiiin, xix, 501
doubt, 26, 281n, 345, 467, 475

self-, 194
dread, 56, 229
dream(s), 44, 90, 108n, 191, 482,  

521, 547
Dutch see also Christians

Malabar, 352n
Synod, 272n

duty, 7–20, 22, 36n, 39, 55n, 56–59, 64, 
77, 111, 123–124, 128–130, 
134–137, 139–141, 158, 165, 
176, 179, 231, 245, 259, 261, 
274, 275, 278, 306, 310–311, 
315, 343, 345, 357–358, 361, 
370, 373–374, 376, 386n, 412, 
422–423, 425, 430, 435, 448, 
451, 454–456, 462–463, 
466–467, 478, 497–498, 546  
see also demand(s); feeling(s); 
final purpose; idea(s); 
incentive(s); liturgical; 
obedience; prescriptions; 
presentation; private; state of 
nature; unconditional; 
veneration

absolute, 414
actions from, 39, 47n, 77, 98, 133, 

387, 522
of appealing to symbols, 174n
and authority of scholars, 299–300
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 bare motives of, 403–407
benevolence as imperfect, 125n
change of mentality as, 181
church, 399, 401–402
civil, 450
cognition of, 7–10, 130, 229, 240, 

265, 278, 357, 359, 385
collective, 262
of conscience, 464–465
conveyed via divine revelation, 

388–390
of declaring personal faith, xxi
disloyal to, 224
to distinguish cloak from core, 349
divine commands as human, 233, 

275, 277–278, 290, 382–387, 
458, 549

to do what is within one’s capacity, 
195

to establish the ethical community, 
253–255, 259, 261–262, 
264–265, 268, 277, 324, 
357–359, 365–366, 380–381, 
396–397

ethical, 264
vs. feeling of respect for moral 

law, 19n
final purpose of, 16–19
four church observances as, 

481–496
God as lawgiver of all, 403
vs. gracefulness, 56–57
highest good as, 350, 358
holy, 434
vs. inclination, 223
individual, 381
Jesus’, 223–224
law of, 99, 144
legal, 264
liturgical, 281, 322–323, 474–475, 

485, 492
moral, 8, 10–16, 123, 182–183, 268, 

382, 387, 401–402, 443, 462n, 
480–481, 485

moral interpretation as, 231, 301
of national citizens, 258
to obey civil authority, 265, 

387, 471n
as object of greatest respect, 19
pastor’s, 24
perfection as universal human, 163
of philosophers, 395n
of the regent, 344
of resisting temptation, 137n
vs. right, 36, 313
special, 268
suicide as neglect of, 224
text-based, 415
virtue vs. 57–59
voice of, 8
as written in the heart, 233

earth, 24, 90n, 108, 130n, 160, 170–171, 
177, 185, 192, 207, 216, 222, 
226–228, 230, 235, 251, 253, 
256, 268, 270, 277, 291n, 321, 
324–326, 336, 341, 347–350, 
353–354, 359, 369, 372, 380, 
382–383, 440, 460n, 475n, 489n, 
493, 542 see also son of earth

Easter, 225, 455n
edification, 118, 296, 353, 490, 492–494
education, 2n, 45, 46, 64n, 88, 

100–101, 168n, 281n, 284, 299, 
452 see also child(ren); 
church(es); instruction; 
pedagogy; perspective(s); 
scripture

of clergy, 271n
manipulative tactics in, 242n
moral, 133–134, 136, 162n, 

440–441, 458, 476
moral vs. religious, 136
religious, 133n, 135, 140, 410n, 415, 

476, 495n, 534
theological, 282n
university, 533

educator(s), 88, 343 see also teacher(s)
moral, 45–46, 134, 168n
religious, 135, 140, 495n

ego, 47n
egomania, 421n, 422
eisegesis, 118, 269n
election (mystery of), 365, 367–368, 371
elitism, 302n
embodiment,+ 5, 14, 18–19, 21–22, 

23, 56–58, 61, 66, 91, 98, 
116–117, 131–132, 140, 146, 
155, 157, 159, 162, 183, 217n, 
226n, 229–230, 252, 267, 289, 
304, 349, 454, 508, 522, 533, 
545 see also God; limits; 
reason; religion; time; 
weakness

as crucial factor requiring religion, 
66n

of duties as God’s commands, 386
as not source of evil, 119
of revealed doctrines in a book, 394
as source of evil, 91, 98, 155
of statutory laws as Jewish faith, 329

embryo, 319
empirical world, 57, 108, 145n, 240, 

357, 380, 423n
empowerment (moral), 5, 17, 48, 64n, 

76, 96, 106, 132, 133, 136, 143, 
147, 149, 163–166, 172, 179, 
185, 187, 204n, 210, 228, 233, 
252–254, 278, 280, 303, 305, 
335, 347, 355n, 366, 403, 406, 
426, 548 see also archetype; 
believer(s)

emulation  see imitation
encounter, 85, 287, 352, 359, 386

divine–human, 268n
with holiness, 358–359
with spiritual despotism, 439–440

end times, 380n
ends  see also purpose

vs. means, 253n
pseudoservice as having 

nonmoral, 451
realm of, 10n
role in human volition, 15n
statutory faith not an, 379, 384
treat persons as, 292n, 543 see also 

categorical imperative
of true religion, 455

enemy, -ies, 86, 87n, 165, 172, 224, 
291–292, 339, 346, 348n, 399, 
413 see also conviction; 
hatred; love

external, 285–286, 348
invisible, 154–156, 159
territory, 223

enjoyment, 67n, 73–74, 133, 135, 183, 
191, 216, 336, 347

enthusiasm, 136, 490–491, 520–521
use of term, 136n

envision,+ 108, 163–165, 172, 222, 
457, 490, 514, 522

envy, 68–69, 252
esteem, 64, 86n, 403
Enlightenment, The, x, xxiiin, 24, 38, 

45, 85, 154n, 320, 331n, 342, 
349, 388–389, 416n

Prussian, 30
enlightenment, 29n, 30, 153–154, 255, 

271n, 272n, 293–294, 297, 
322–323, 334, 341, 434–435, 
446n, 447–448, 451

Epicurean happiness, 144n
epigenesis (hypothesis of), 221
equality, 67–68, 269n, 320, 481, 496
eschatology see also chiliasm

goal of true church, 303
Kant’s, 3n
realized, 380, 440n, 545

eternal life, 132n, 161n, 162n, 
296, 305n

eternity, 161–162, 172, 188, 336  
see also dogma

blessed/cursed, 187
of evil, 189
in hell, 188

eternal(ly) see also destiny; glory; 
happiness; justice; peace; 
punishments; reprobation; 
salvation; security

blessed, 306
condemnation, 197 see also 

damnation
court, 214
fortunate, 142
nonexistence, 349
perdition, 172

duty (cont’d)
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reward, 405
sin, 363n

ethical community, xxv, 254–259, 
260n, 261–269, 280, 324, 325n, 
330–331, 346, 360, 365–366, 
380–383, 396, 467n, 530, 545, 
550, 551 see also church(es); 
society as collective human 
obligation, 261

experience of, 263
God as founder of, 255, 381–382
hope for, 380
objective reality of, 255–257
vs. political community, 254–266, 

272, 282, 331–334, 382
purpose of, 263–264
regarded as a church, 272
structure of, 254, 272

ethical training, 140
ethics,+ 7–9, 12–22, 55, 88, 246, 396, 

465, 509, 522–523, 529–530 see 
also Aristotle; Christian; 
deontological; Kant; Stoicism; 
system

common, 39–40
dignity in, 55
expansion of, into religion, 17–18, 

21–23
lazy way of thinking in, 154
and love prior to politics and 

law, 354
rational, 253n
role of, in biblical interpretation, 

291
Europe, 286, 441n
European

prelate, 551
scholars of religion, 341

Evenks, 441n
evil, 10–11, 45, 53, 68–70, 75, 82–84, 97, 

109, 111, 114, 120–124, 131, 
138, 140, 153–154, 156–160, 
163, 166, 180, 182, 184, 189, 195, 
200, 203, 212n, 213, 216–217, 
222, 225, 229, 252–254, 
259–260, 265, 266, 267n, 279n, 
286n, 305, 310, 316, 318, 341, 
345–346, 348, 366–368, 379, 
410–411, 414, 426, 431, 459, 
540, 541 see also act(s)/
action(s); behavior; 
consequence(s); conviction(s); 
deed(s); desire(s); dominion; 
evil propensity; germ(s); habit; 
human nature; inclination(s); 
inheritance; judgment(s); 
kingdom(s); maxim(s); 
mechanism; moral evil; nature; 
origin of evil; positive evil; 
power; predisposition(s); 
principle(s); proof of evil; 
propensity; radical evil; 

responsibility; spirit(s); 
temptation; transcendental; tree; 
universality

abandonment of, 206
definition of, 78–83, 94–96
dissolution of, 90n
empirical examples of, 85
empirical, 83, 109
examples of, 90, 92, 107, 109, 115, 

166, 253n
as false freedom, 55n
habitual, 111
as hereditary, 108–109
as hidden, 87–88
innate, 51n, 84, 95, 139, 221
moral vs. physical, 44
natural, 19–20
as necessary and universal, 85n
physical, 75
political, 88–89
pre-conversion, 195, 205, 361  

see also punishment(s)
religious solution to, 180
vs. sin, 113n
temporal causes, 115
as universal, 5, 79
as universal and contingent,  

94–95
victory over, 251, 325

evil heart, 75, 78, 97, 98–99,  
105, 214

evil-heartedness, 78, 121, 123, 187, 
198–199, 202, 213, 215, 222, 
252, 40

vs. good-heartedness, 179, 184
evil principle see also communion; 

dominion; persecution
vs. good principle, 30, 153, 156n, 

161, 309
Jesus free from, 219
lacking in Stoicism, 158
legal claim of, 215–216, 228, 230
liberation from dominion of, 252, 

309, 381
as prince of this world, 228
source of magic, 444
unifies a gang, 266

evil propensity (propensity to evil), 
49n, 64n, 72–107, 113–121, 
124, 132, 156–160, 163, 165, 
177–179, 215, 221, 227, 257, 
425, 447, 451, 459

accountability for, 80–81, 91
as contingent, 116
disingenuousness as second level of, 

77–78, 427
dominion of, 257
empirical, 134n
eradication of, 476
fragility as first level of, 76–77
vs. good predisposition, 110, 

128–129, 164

in human communities, 279, 
323–324

impact on individual character, 
99–100, 130, 139–142

as innate, 220
vs. intelligible deed, 81–82, 103, 

133, 139, 182n
whether Jesus had, 177n, 219–220
as necessary and contingent, 84
proof of, 77, 93, 96, 104–112
vs. radical evil, 84n
reversal of, 399
as spirit, 160
vs. self-love, 149n
as transcendental, 78–79, 82–85, 92, 

105, 109, 119, 547
as universal, 79–80, 411
wickedness as third level of, 78

exegesis,+ 117, 269n, 503 see also 
hermeneutics

scriptural, 118, 189–190, 231, 
296, 298

existential, 93n see also leap
meaning of life, 5–6
pathos, 4–5
problem, 121, 128, 136, 308
task of life, 57

expansion, 174, 491 see also ethics
church, 322
of cognition, 159, 173, 238n, 364
of dishonesty, 101
of human beings’ way of 

thinking, 496
of the law, 20–21
of reason, 146

experience(s), x, 21, 33, 40, 45–47, 
50–51, 60, 65, 73, 77, 83–84, 
90, 92–93, 102–104, 107, 116, 
131n, 135, 144, 146, 164n, 165, 
172, 181, 242, 244, 247, 321n, 
323–324, 356, 371, 397, 404, 
420, 424, 435–436, 442, 451n, 
456, 491–492, 519–520 see also 
bounds; change of heart; 
goodness; Kant; object(s); 
perspective(s)

of (becoming) good, 57, 132
cognition through, 314
of comfort and hope, 209
conversion, 160, 184, 186, 198–199, 

201–203, 207, 251–252, 339, 
356, 411, 495n

of death, 191
delirious, 230, 436, 483, 500, 521
of divine grace, 148
of divinity, 145n
of an ethical community, 263, 269
external (as touchstone), 478, 

499–500
ineffable, 202n, 436, 492
of inner miracle, 236
inner vs. outer, 233
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inward, 147–148, 169, 500
in general, 84, 147
of God, 355–358
of goodness, 57
of imperfection, 183
laws of, 245, 283, 483
of miracles, 147, 233, 247, 483
moral, 70, 140, 169, 427, 543
mystical, 317, 420, 436
of natural laws, 242
object of, 20–21, 148, 175n, 369
outer, 147, 169–170, 233
of punishment, 206
of religious conversion, 186, 

201–202
pre-birth, 111
private, xxiii, 327, 355, 500
religious, 2, 53n, 145, 147, 149, 230, 

337n, 355n, 500, 543
of revelation, 304–305
of things in themselves, 239n
transcendental, 51
–understanding distinction, 147

experiential see also cognition
conditions of church form, 278
confirmation, 289
proofs, 92
theoretical claims as, 324

experiment(s), 24, 29–30, 39, 63, 70, 
278, 440, 454, 470, 513, 
516–517, 523, 534

as concentric circles, 279n see also 
concentric circles

first vs. second, 204n, 225, 236n, 
251, 280n, 445

first, 30n, 34, 63n, 70n, 80, 103, 106, 
112, 147, 160, 164–165, 168, 
170, 177–180, 204n, 205, 215, 
218–219, 220n, 223, 225, 
229–230, 233, 236n, 251, 255, 
266, 272–273, 277, 280n, 284, 
297, 302–303, 315, 319, 355n, 
362, 386, 392, 393n, 396–397, 
411, 429, 431, 445, 448, 467n, 
469, 471, 473 see also bare 
reason

placement of, 34–35, 106, 163n
second 30n, 33–35, 63n, 80, 

102–103, 112, 116–117, 
147–148, 161, 163n, 164–165, 
177, 204, 214–215, 218–220, 
223, 225, 226n, 229–231, 236n, 
251, 266, 272–273, 280n,  
302, 326, 355n, 379, 386,  
392, 393n, 397, 411–412,  
428, 440, 445, 448, 467n, 471 
see also duty

two, 6, 29n, 31–36, 63n, 111, 147, 
230–231, 237, 251, 279n, 289n, 
328, 379, 393n, 411n, 471 see 
also scripture(s)

of unifying philosophy and 
theology, 29

use of term, 29n
expiation(s), 190, 210, 230, 316, 459
extortion, 399, 402, 429, 455, 482
extraterrestrial life, 331n

faculty, -ies, (academic),+ 24–26, 
108n, 413, 443n, 506 see also 
university

higher, 36, 108, 241n, 242
of law, 108, 242 see also humanity
lower, 36n, 241n, 242
of medicine, 108 see also animality
of philosophy, 31
of theology, 25–29, 36, 108, 395n, 

412 see also personality
faculty, 518, 523

of desire, 9–10n, 64
of pleasure and displeasure, 64
rational, 71

fairness, 129n, 331n see also unfair
faith, 64n, 132, 236 see also Christian; 

church faith; community; 
confession(s); Critical; dogma; 
fetish; formula(s); generation; 
guide; historical faith; history; 
ingenuous; knowledge; leap; 
passive(ly); prescription(s); 
proof; propagation; 
revelation(s); sanctifying faith; 
soul(s); sphere; statutes; 
tradition(s); transcendent; 
unconditional; work(s)

apparitional, 467
bare literalist, 376
ceremonial, 224–225
in Christ, 176n
delusory, 483
mercenary, 305, 446
miracle–working, 489
in miracles, 233, 243
moral, 145n
practical, 166, 177, 208, 209,  

215, 227
pure rational, 276
pure religious, 273–274, 278, 

280–282 see also vehicle(s)
rational, 267n
reflective, 146
religious, 36, 240n, 267n, 281, 332
revelation, 273
slavish, 305, 334, 345, 364, 

412n, 468
Tibetan, 286
as ultimate concern, 454n

faithful, the,+ 227, 341, 349, 508  
see also communion

calling, atonement, and election 
of, 365

ethical communion of, 346
unification of, 397

fakir, 432
fall,+ 44, 108, 110, 124, 216, 502

as birth of reason, 100
into consciousness, 100n
into sin, 115

false prophets, 401n, 499n
family, 232, 272 see also pluralism

God’s, 183
fanaticism, 2n, 90n, 147n, 339n, 

435–438, 510, 520–521 see also 
delirium

father, 219n, 221, 234, 240, 475n  
see also God; heaven

ancestral, 219
the devil, 114n
of lies (the devil), 114n
moral, 272–273
in prodigal son parable, 497n
–son relationship, 173
spiritual, 439

favor, 64, 125, 142, 187, 401, 424, 431, 
460–461, 463, 471, 497, 500, 
533 see also heaven

favoritism, 497
fear, 184–185, 238, 258n, 429, 

440–441, 459, 488n, 521
of death, 210, 212–213
of delirium, 185
of the devil, 157
of God, 22n, 373, 456–457
of punishment, 305–306

feeling(s), 22n, 200, 317–318, 420, 448 
see also guide

of absolute dependence, 371n, 541
aroused by the moral law, 491–492
bare, 492
of being determined vs. 

volition, 530
vs. cognition
delirious, 187
for duty, 135
of fear, 456–457
generated in worship, 462n
guilty, 100
as illegitimate interpretive 

approach, 300–303, 410
ineffable, 491
moral, 69, 437
for the moral law, 135
-oriented approach, 294, 356, 

534–535
pleasant, 73n
of pleasure and displeasure, 71n, 74
of presence of higher being, 437
religious, 386n
of respect for the law, 19, 22, 135
of revenge, 399
sense-based, 22
of sublimity, 56, 136
of supernatural moral 

influences, 483
of supernatural origin, 184

experience(s) (cont’d)
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supersensible, 462
as not a touchstone of morality, 

301–302
vs. wants, 74

female(s)
hajjah, 474n
vs. male(s), 68n
and pregnancy, 221

festival(s), 280n
religious, 440n

festivity, -ies,+ 280, 424, 490–491, 
494–496, 498, 507

fetish, 444
faith, 449, 481–482
service, 449

fetishizing, 444–449, 507
bare, 446
delusion of, 444, 484
mechanical, 449

final purpose, 14–22, 276 see also 
highest good

of all things, 15–17
for duty, 16–19
goodliness as not, 457
of the human being, 17
moral, 7, 20, 275–276, 356, 457
objective vs. subjective, 18–21
of political evolution, 90n
of providence, 234
of reason, 20

flag(s), 433
of virtue, 254

flattering, 142
flesh, 8n, 76n, 119, 143, 163n, 202, 

333, 451
and blood, 159–160
vs. spirit, 155, 519

foetus, 344n
folly see wisdom
forgiveness, 181, 192–193, 211,  

292, 313n, 317, 363n, 459,  
500, 545

of pre-conversion evil, 201
forms, Platonic theory of, 81, 269n  

see also ideal, soul(s)
form-matter distinction, 81, 278, 

280–281
formula(s), 213, 400, 472, 528

of church faith, 376
of faith, 189
festive, 372
of invocation, 446
of philosophical doctrine of 

right, 27
of prayer, 433, 484–487
of universal law, 9–10

fortunate,+ 43, 44n, 67–68, 100, 142, 
173, 187, 282–283, 320, 508, 
523, 524; see also unfortunate

fortune,+ 21n, 44, 100, 191, 283, 508, 
522, 524 see also merit; 
misfortune

frailty, 76–78, 98–99, 156n, 171, 213, 
360–361, 487, 497

fraud, 99, 229, 405, 427–429, 494, 504
French Revolution, 4n
free will, 168n, 173
freedom(s), 5, 7–8, 13, 47n, 55, 61–64, 

67n, 80, 84, 92, 99, 111, 127, 
139, 176n, 215, 252, 263, 
271–272, 309, 320–321, 323, 
345–346, 356–357, 361, 
369–370, 396, 407, 426–427, 
447, 454n, 456, 470–471, 475, 
477–478, 496, 540, 542, 543, 
544; see also causality; 
church(es); consciousness; 
consequence(s); gate(s); 
ungraspableness

academic, 25, 26, 344
brutish, 259–260
from coercion, 257
concept of, 81, 136, 137–138
vs. determinism, 137–138
divine statutory, 278
external vs. internal, 36
history of, 73n
from the law, 260
law(s) of, 54, 82, 93, 107, 318, 

365–366, 477, 480
moral, 217, 219, 274, 322, 449
moral–spiritual, 226
natural, 245
vs. nature, 48, 64, 200n, 225
origin of, 318
religious, 257
as requirement of true church, 

269n, 272, 300, 302–303, 380
vs. servitude, 226
of thought, 302, 344, 469–470
true, 76n

friend(s), 87, 165, 196, 474 see also Jesus
friendship, 87, 405, 547
fruit(s), 481

Biblical metaphor for deeds, 67n, 
123–124, 401n, 402, 499, 500

forbidden, 113–114, 201n
religious, 21
of virtue, 57

fundamentalist, 474 see also Christians
future life see afterlife

Galilee, 415n
gate(s)

of freedom, 227
of hell, 229–230
narrow/straight, 401–402

General Comment
location of, 144–145
first, 7, 32, 120, 144–149

location of, 120n, 141n
fourth, 477–500
second, 233–247
third, 68n, 185n, 293n, 296n, 355–376

generation,+ 116, 244n, 359, 462, 489, 
491, 492, 545 see also 
innocence

of duty from concept of 
lawfulness, 56

of experience of the holy, 356
of faith, 328, 487, 488n
natural (of offspring), 66, 221
supernatural, 170, 221

genes, 100
genius (in art), 166n
Gentiles, 102n, 454n, 499n
genus, 267, 388, 497

animal, 220
human, 47, 49, 62, 75, 83, 101, 107, 

112, 119, 153, 319
vs. individual, 62
of rational beings, 261

geometry, 175n
geometry of logic, 7n, 547
germ(s), 64n, 124, 181, 328 see also seed

of evil, 221
of the goodness, 2n, 45n, 46, 101, 

124, 153, 181, 294, 321–322
metaphor, 46n
of true religious faith, 341

ghosts, 122n, 534
gift(s), 65, 132, 170n, 184n, 195n, 217, 

243–244, 281n, 290n, 305n, 
308, 361n, 399n, 428n, 483n 
see also grace

of absolution, 306
divine/God’s, 148, 161, 163, 166, 

179, 208–209, 279
heavenly, 170, 403
of love, 173
of miracles, 489–490
spiritual 244n, 489n

gloating, 68–69
glorifications, 275, 492
glory,+ 337n, 447n, 463n, 508

eternal, 171–172
God’s, 162

God, xiii, 1–2, 6, 11, 16–17, 22, 28, 
35–37, 44–45, 56–58, 73, 
76–78, 80, 116, 122–123, 
129–133, 138–140, 142–143, 
147, 156n, 161–189, 192–219, 
234n, 236n, 238–241, 261n, 
265–266, 268–269, 271, 
274–279, 280n, 285, 291n, 292, 
300, 306, 309, 317, 319, 
329–332, 342–343, 348–349, 
351, 358–359, 362–369, 
374–376, 398, 410n, 430–431, 
467, 471–472, 482–483, 
488–490, 496, 498–500 see also 
cause; children; kingdom(s); 
knower of hearts; people of 
God; propitiation; providence; 
punishment(s); ruler; service 
(of God); Son of God
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as all in all, 319, 319n, 348–349
acting in history, 118–119
as all-powerful being, 142, 216
as all-seeing, 318
as all-sufficient being, 173
as almighty ruler, 21
angry, 210
appeasing, 147n
assertoric knowledge of, 385–386
blessedness of, 173
as changeless, 238n
control of, 147, 274, 401, 424, 446, 

477, 484
as Creator, 139n, 198, 240, 246
defrauding, 427, 429 see also fraud
embodiment, not bound by, 132
empirical knowledge of, 318, 437
as ens realissimum, 238n
existence of, 2, 14–15, 18, 21, 

174–175, 262, 357, 366, 
385–386, 390, 407, 469n, 
485–486, 547, 550

as Father, v, 161n, 296n, 360, 
362–365, 372–373, 480n

as founder of the ethical 
community, 255, 381–382

grace of, 147, 204, 208, 316, 367, 
435, 477, 482–485, 495–496, 
499, 518

hand of, 491
holy, 163, 180, 210, 355, 359, 366, 

498
idea(s) of, 7–8, 64, 138, 149n, 167, 

175–176, 238n, 262, 276, 357, 
359, 361, 385–386, 456, 
485–486, 488, 492

incarnate, 167, 173, 176, 543
as infinite, 196–197
no intuition of, 497n
as inward light, 499–500
Kant’s, 39n, 153n, 262n
as lawgiver, 180, 266, 275, 359, 373, 

403, 412, 458
as living, 18
make for ourselves, 423–425
as man, 198, 148n, 164, 166, 170, 

173, 177, 318, 538
moral, 14n, 132, 196, 235, 239n, 

443, 488, 550
moral argument for belief in, 262n
moral argument for existence of, 14, 

18, 21
as moral author of the world, 396
as moral father, 264, 273, 359, 

364, 384
as moral lawgiver, 18, 366, 383, 403
nature of, 40, 162–163, 171, 274, 

355, 359, 362, 364, 456, 
460–461

as a necessary being, 138
nonexistence of, 28

as omnipotent, 21, 241
as omniscient, 318
one, 275, 376
placating, 142, 213, 402, 432
pleasing vs. satisfying, 11, 147–148, 

198n, 235, 367, 424, 441–443, 
445n, 480, 492, 508, 531

presence of, 211n, 213, 367, 422, 
437, 468, 486, 490

properties of, 497
as real, 17, 386, 454, 456
religious argument for existence of, 

15n, 262–263, 265
as timeless, 138
vicar of, 340
will of, 12n, 145n, 275–277, 

424, 450
as world ruler, 320, 346, 386

god(s), 441
Greek, 57, 362
Greek and Roman, 293
of hell, 285–286
Hindu, 44–45, 361, 461n
non-Jewish, 352
polytheistic, 293, 332
of this world, 405
Zoroastrian, 361

God–man, 148n, 166–167, 170, 173, 
177, 313–314

God-pleasing,+ 235, 274, 309, 367, 508
moral aim, 147
perfection, 489

God’s assistance, 132, 178, 183, 268, 
479, 543 see also divine; 
supernatural

illustration of the need for,  
122–123

God’s commands, 2, 142, 240, 
264–265, 282, 311, 332, 
387–388, 421, 448n, 467n, 484, 
498, 549 see also divine

disobedience of, 200
not to eat the forbidden fruit, 

113–114
observance of duties as, 278, 

384–385
statutory laws as, 264–265, 311n

God’s will, 12n, 131n, 145n, 275–277, 
300n, 320, 424, 443, 450  
see also divine will

Godliness, 455–458, 460, 462–463, 
468, 498, 524, 532

doctrine of, 455, 457
vs. virtue, 451, 455–459, 463

Golden Rule, 131n, 176
good heart, 79, 131n, 482
good-heartedness, 123, 191, 259  

see also evil-heartedness
good-hearted person/people, 77–78, 

168, 198–199, 200n, 212, 230, 
252, 300, 326, 359, 405, 448, 
463, 475

corrupting influence on others, 
260n, 381

deeds of, 182
punishment of, 199, 202, 206
society/community of, 253–254, 

262, 330, 335
in the state of nature, 259–260

good predisposition (predisposition to 
good), 63–64, 70–71, 75–77, 
83, 93–94, 97, 101–103, 
110–113, 226n, 356, 366 see 
also animality; humanity; 
personality

as analytic, 84n
as corrupted, 139
corruption of, 117, 120–124, 128, 

252–253
evil as grafted onto, 79n
germ of the, 181
vs. good will, 85n, 98
idea of, 321n
Jesus as having uncorrupted, 222
and Maslow’s hierarchy of 

needs, 162n
moral training of the, 46–47, 

134, 139
perversion of the, 67–71, 97, 103
as potential to be good vs. actual 

goodness, 163, 218
vs. propensity, 73–74, 110, 128–129
restoration of, 123–124, 127–128, 

132–139, 143, 164, 341
and stages of human history, 260
and stages of leaving the state of 

nature, 256n
unused, 403–404, 458

good will, xxv, 8–9, 70n, 85n, 97–99, 
146, 255, 260, 535–536

goodly-minded human being(s), 222, 
251–252, 261, 268, 508, 516, 
520, 524, 536

goodness, 41, 80, 84n, 98, 122, 134, 
169, 320, 327, 362, 386, 
396–397, 434, 440n, 481, 535 
see also good predisposition

concept of, 19
conception of, 57
corruption of, 72, 140
divine, 375–376, 406–407
dominion of, 380–382
experience of, 57
of genuine religion, 129
God’s (infinite), 363, 366, 493
of human animality, 64
of human nature, 6
of Jesus, 171
legal, 78
legal vs. moral, 79
moral, 14, 37, 53, 58n, 155, 159, 

241, 383–384, 475, 494
original, 43–44, 46, 59
path to, 327, 472, 478n

God (cont’d)
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positive, 157
potential vs. actual, 163
of predisposition, 66
receptivity to, 132n, 374
seed of, 219, 294
subjective basis of, 69–70
unconditional, 113
use of term, 85n

government(s), 36, 237–238, 258, 316, 
320, 397, 499 see also political

aristocratic, 266
Aristotle’s three forms of, 449n
censorship, 22–25, 28, 237
church, 320, 327n
coercive, 344–345
control by priests, 450
divine, 346–347, 354
moral, 217–218, 269
political, 340
of priests, 224
regulation, 22–23, 271n, 280
regulation of religion, 238, 271n, 

299–300
republican, 449n
wise, 236–237
world, 89–90, 346, 361

governor
benevolent, 359
God as, 240

grace, 3, 58, 77, 81n, 144n, 145n, 
182n, 195, 204n, 208n, 
209–210, 228, 258, 268, 307n, 
317, 477–480, 497–498, 539, 
541, 544, 545, 546, 547, 549 
see also God

beneficent, 497
boundless, 479, 482
communities of, 230
definition of, 208, 445
divine, 147–148, 179, 207–208, 

210–211, 214, 268, 316, 367, 
411n, 435, 477, 484–485, 
495–500, 518

duty vs., 311
effects of, 144n, 145, 147–149, 

355–356, 435–436, 483–484, 
498–499

gift of, 203–204, 311, 316, 445n, 
459, 494, 496

-giving, 228
justifying, 193n
means of, 145, 147, 355, 477, 479, 

481–485, 490, 494–496, 498
mystery of, 483
vs. nature, 435, 477, 500
as necessary for religion, 209n
operative, 268n
pardoning, 499, 504
prevenient vs. irresistible, 317n
sanctifying, 193n
surplus of, 207n
unmerited, 204

gracefulness, 55–57, 494n
graces, the, 55n, 57
gradual reform(s), 129–132, 160, 321n 

see also reformation
grafting (metaphor), 66, 67n, 68–69, 

77, 79n, 220, 229, 441
gratification, 64, 229
gratitude, 37n, 172, 283 see also 

ingratitude
gravity, 244, 357
great commandment(s), 403n
Great Commission, 347n
greed, 252
Greek(s), 424 see also mythology

church, 495
culture, 219, 293n
language, 298
wisdom, 334

Greifswald, 39
guidance, 442

bare, 238
God’s, 255, 383
of a higher power, 22
of moral concepts, 35
of practical reason, 16
of Providence, 346
of reason, 67n
of specialists in scholarly religion, 391

guide
clergy vs. conscience as, 439, 

463–469
conscience as, 439, 454n, 463–465
of faith, 438, 442–450
feeling as interpretive, 300
scripture as fundamental, 295–296
true religious service of God as, 420

guilt, 81–82, 91, 99–100, 110, 112, 119, 
126, 159, 164–165, 196n, 203, 
209–210, 212, 309, 360–361, 
374, 386–387, 393, 404n, 406, 
433, 456, 485n, 520, 545 see 
also awe; conscience; debt; 
feeling(s); hope

Adamic, 113n
hereditary, 108
infinity of, 196–197
innate, 99–100
vs. innocence, 373
legal, 197n
psychology of, 101
reparation for, 306–307
and three levels of evil, 99
use of term, 196n

guiltiness,+ 81–82, 204, 213–214, 
373–374, 510

gypsy, 351

habit, 164n, 529
bad, 211
of deluded thinking, 422, 428
of desire, 72–74
of evil, 111

good, 452
of hypocrisy, 450
of observing the moral law, 129
of pious religious practices, 462, 490

Hades, 229n
halakha, 293n
happiness, 13–17, 58, 95, 125–127, 

129, 140n, 157, 186n, 190–191, 
262n, 347–348, 404–405, 508, 
524, 550 see also Epicurean 
happiness; motivation; 
presentation; principle(s); 
reward(s); worthiness

divine, 183n
eternal, 305
longing for, 461
maximizing, 126, 190
moral vs. physical, 183–184, 

206–207
one’s own, 18–21, 172, 405
of others, 11–12
principle of, 129, 141–142
proportional to virtue, 262n, 

357–358, 461
as the supreme goal of creation, 

161–162
use of term, 44n, 508, 523–524

hard work, 396n, 424 see also work
and change of mentality, 489n
and enlightenment, 153
and moral reformation, 141–142, 

243, 494
of virtue, 403, 476n

hatred, 68, 76n, 157, 399
between differing Christians, 340
of enemies, 291n, 399
of friends and benefactors, 87
of the moral law, 58
of vice, 157

healing, 46, 233n, 475n, 542
health, 129, 185, 384, 536 see also 

infant; wholeness
of body and soul, 46
metaphor of tree core, 402
of plants and animals, 340
produced by good behavior, 129
of a university, 24

heart, 40, 81, 94, 96, 101, 129–134, 
136, 154–155, 166–169, 171, 
179, 181, 186, 197, 202, 222, 
236, 264n, 266, 278, 311, 313n, 
320, 332, 359, 370–371, 403n, 
406n, 410–411, 424–425, 
432–434, 448, 459, 473, 475n, 
492–493, 500, 535–536 see also 
change of heart; evil heart; 
evil-heartedness; good heart; 
good-heartedness; kindness; 
knower of hearts

cheerful, 58, 140n
conviction of, 133, 233, 305, 399
corruption of, 78, 120
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definition of, 75–76
disingenuousness of, 77
divine judge of human, 61
duty a weight in, 134
good or evil, 104, 122
holy, 130, 181
inscrutable, 141
insidiousness of, 99
law (of love) as written in, 80, 454
new, 132, 140–141
as noumenal, 140
perversity of, 78, 97–99
religion written in the, 398–399
revolution of, 132–133
service of, 380
transformation of, 129–130
unchangeability of, 140
unification of, 272
weakness of human, 76
will of God written in, 276

heaven, 216, 298–299, 316–317, 331, 
336–337, 348, 380n, 404n, 
406–407, 460n, 462n, 475, 
493n see also child(ren); 
citizen(s); gift(s); hell; 
inspiration; justice; 
kingdom(s); moral law(s); 
property; reward(s)

archetype coming from, 163, 170, 219
assail, 244
control over, 243–244
Father in, v, 180, 334, 399n, 402n, 

489n, 498
favor of, 424, 431, 499
God as creator of, 359
and hell as real places, 187–188
and hell as symbols, 45n, 160, 

216, 348
inhabitants of, 173
Jesus as ascending to, 235n, 335
Jesus as descending from, 226
Jesus as sent from / returning to, 

334–335
kingdom of, 171–172, 252n, 

346–347, 353, 366, 399n, 
402n, 489n

remuneration of, 431
secrets of, 358n, 371

heavenly beings, 43, 173n
Hebrew, 44

Bible, 418
language, 291n, 298, 418–419
mythology, 44
prophets, 351

hell, 125, 187–188, 331, 399n, 474, 530 
see also heaven

gates of, 229–230
gods of, 285–286

Henan Province, 352n
heresy, 286n, 287, 295n, 396n
heretic, 285–286, 465–466

hermeneutic(s), 5n, 7, 103, 396, 402, 
485n, 546 see also churches; 
exegesis; scripture(s)

assumptions, 4–6
moral, 290n, 291–292, 296, 452, 454
philosophical, 295n
scriptural/biblical, 231, 295–296

hermit(s), 56, 253n, 339, 432
heteronomy, 8, 10
hierarchy; see also structure(s)

of needs, 162n
political, 219
of practical reason vs. 

predispositions, 70
of rational beings, 173
religious/church, 1, 271, 339, 362, 

415, 449–450
of roots of moral motivation, 220
social, 527

highest being, 161, 197, 279, 362, 437, 
442, 490–491 see also presence

highest good, 8n, 12–13n, 15–21, 85n, 
184n, 261–262, 276n, 350, 
357–359, 404, 434n, 456–457, 
524, 541, 544, 548 see also 
cognition; doctrine(s); duty; 
moral law(s)

definition of, 262n
God as, 168n
as happiness in proportion to, 

184n, 262n
idea of, 13–14, 17
as objective final purpose, 19–20, 

276n, 358–359, 457
Hinduism, 44, 45, 200–201, 294, 

361, 462
caste, 351–352
as paganism, 461n, 545
timidity, 460–461

historical faith, 33n, 36, 97, 157n, 
204, 267n, 273–276, 280n, 
282n, 288–289, 295n, 
302–305, 308, 327–328, 330, 
337–341, 343–344, 348–353, 
366–367, 371, 380–381, 385n, 
396n, 408, 409–412, 416–418, 
419–421, 428n, 430, 445n, 
446–447, 451–463, 467n, 
469, 472–474, 484, 517–518 
see also church faith

history, 43–45, 166, 272, 282, 369–370 
see also cognition; doctrine(s); 
Jewish

ancient, 24
Christian faith dependent on, 412–413
of Christianity, 225n, 338–341
church, 251, 272, 326–328, 333–337, 

341, 346–349
conflict of two principles of faith 

in, 316
cultural, 273
dogmas based on, 345

vs. faith, 175n
of freedom (work of man), 73n
God acting in, 118
of holy texts, 398–399
human, 180, 260n
ideal goal of, 303, 307, 380
individual moral life, 317, 367–370
Lessing’s ditch between faith and, 

175n
manifestation of God–man in, 170
miracles in, 233–235
mysterious, 335
of nations, 88–89
of nature (work of God), 73n
optimistic view of, 44–45, 303, 

349–350
use in philosophical theology, 25–26
prototype as manifestation in, 205
public history of Jesus, 335
religion applied to, 33n
revelation in, 294, 393–394
of Roman law, 28
sacred, 342–343, 349, 429
sacred vs. profane, 417–420
of scripture-based faith, 282
statues resting on, 319
of universal (true) church, 326–329, 

333–334, 346–349
holiness, 1–2, 14, 22, 92, 128, 130–131, 

136, 165, 171, 173, 201n, 206n, 
226–227, 270, 315, 348, 
358–359, 457–458, 476n, 
477–478, 495–498, 532 see also 
association; encounter; 
lawgiver; moral law(s); striving

calling to, 365
as the goal of human beings, 

399–400, 403, 457
God’s, 180, 366, 497–498, 500
of the human being, 363
of humanity as archetype, 164n
in the idea of duty, 136
as ideal, 128, 163, 483n
vs. imperfection, 180–183, 430
of the monastic status, 220
perfect, 180
sacred history striving toward, 342
of the unmarried status, 339–340
vs. virtue, 128, 496

Holy Spirit, xviii, 184n, 193–194, 
207n, 234n, 264n, 296–297, 
360–365, 367, 372–375, 436n, 
447n, 480n, 485n, 488–489n, 
495n, 526 see also Comforter; 
justice; Paraclete

holy will, 171
homosexuality, 66n, 74n
honesty,+ xi, 10–11, 137n, 208–209, 

212, 307–308, 315–316, 
343–344, 450, 465, 475, 
499–500, 505, 510 see also 
dishonesty

heart (cont’d)
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honor, 86, 129, 137n, 165, 245–246, 
272, 274–275, 284, 302–303, 
413, 419, 421–422, 432n, 463n, 
499, 505 see also testimony

hope, 5n, 20, 132, 183, 192, 194n, 
204n, 213–214, 224, 245, 268, 
270, 305, 365n, 405–406, 435, 
455, 461, 463, 494 see also 
comfort; ethical community; 
hopelessness; transformation

of absolution from guilt, 209–210
apocalyptic narratives animating 

courage and, 347
atonement is possible, 371
to become children of God, 162
to become God-pleasing, 309
to become good by one’s own 

power, 141
to become satisfactory to God, 166 

see also striving; objective
to be blessed in a good lifestyle, 

315–316
and comfort experienced with good 

conviction, 209
deluded, 448, 471
denied for international law, 

323–324
of discovering new natural laws 

through miracles, 245
for divine cooperation, 142–143, 

268, 357, 359, 430
to endure hardship, 188–189
as glimpse into immense fortunate 

future vs immense misery, 187
of higher merit, 308
individual vs. species, 267n
to ingratiate self to God, 401–402
of justification, 371n
to obtain the least concept, 240
to partake in another’s atoning, 310
passively for heavenly gift, 403
perspectival, 47n
philanthropic, 88
practical, 306
of progression from the bad to the 

better, 131–132
rational, 180n, 185–187, 189, 195, 

207, 210, 212, 242, 357, 406
reasonable, 262
for redemption, 431
of a return to the good, 120
of salvation, 189–190, 306, 310
for sanctifying grace, 193n, 497
to stand justified before judge, 203
never subjectively re: good will, 255
for supernatural assistance, 445
third question of, 5n
two conditions, 306
for victory of good over evil 

principle, 254
hopelessness, 194–195, 224, 267  

see also hope

horse(s), 200, 201n
human condition, 14, 98n, 100, 135

as ambivalent/paradoxical, 
120n, 145n

human nature, 20, 30, 43, 54n, 56, 
62–63, 66n, 67–68, 71, 76, 79, 
83–88, 90–101, 117–124, 127, 
135, 141–142, 153, 163, 166, 
171, 194, 210, 251, 272n, 
273–274, 277n, 302–303, 309, 
323, 331, 337, 340–341, 356, 
366n, 389n, 403, 420, 435–437, 
473–476, 496, 518–520 see also 
animality; corruption; evil 
propensity; frailty; goodness; 
good predisposition; 
humanity; imperfection; 
noumenal; phenomenal; 
plant(s); personality; weakness

communal vs. individual, 7n
as crooked wood, 267–268, 494
definition of, 48, 79n
good or evil, 45–49, 62–64
natural benignity of, 85
origin of, 71
partly good and partly evil, 59

human race,+ 20, 68, 75, 84, 89–90, 
115, 170, 173, 179, 187, 217, 
219, 226–227, 254, 259, 261, 
268, 272n, 282–283, 320, 323, 
328, 332, 341, 347, 359–360, 
380, 382, 392, 397, 407, 412, 
431, 435, 451–452, 476, 500 see 
also community

human situation, 4–5, 7, 83, 159, 182, 
220, 229–230, 430n see also 
weakness

epistemological requirements of, 
182n

postconversion, 206
humanity,+ 64, 67n, 72, 84, 87, 89, 91, 

130n, 254, 256n, 260n, 265, 
270, 360–361, 488n, 494, 509, 
548 see also archetype; 
mystery; perfection; practical 
reason; progress; satisfactory 
to God

ability to communicate, 67n
beneficent, 57
dignity of, 220, 458
God’s love for, 315
idea of, 69–70, 180
moral predetermination of, 

267–268
representative of, 177, 203
respect of, 54n
sacred history of, 349
symbol of, 222
transition from animality to, 70, 73n
as a whole, 72, 261, 359, 455

humanity (predisposition to), 54n, 
63–64, 67–70, 92, 256n, 270, 

294, 356 see also animality; 
personality

vs. animality, 58, 67n, 68n, 70, 
73n, 319

corruption of, 294
and law faculty, 108n
and Maslow’s hierarchy of 

needs, 162n
as a mental predisposition, 68
and stages of human history, 260n
and stages of leaving state of 

nature, 256n
humiliation, 165, 382, 492
humility, 24, 247, 283, 448, 460–461, 

463, 549 see also pious
hymn, 490–491, 493
hypocrisy, 114, 140n, 164n, 257n, 345, 

346, 385, 387, 402, 416n, 417, 
432n, 435, 450, 464, 469–476, 
482, 492 see also habit; 
veneration

hypostatic union, 171, 177
hypothesis, 51, 77, 102, 199, 221, 516

that all ills are punishments, 
199–201

of evil propensity, 83, 96–97, 102
of good state of nature, 86
practical, 189
problematic, 385–386, 389n
rational, 336

hypothetical, 17, 44, 46, 77, 93, 96, 
101, 132, 170, 174, 211, 221n, 
368, 379, 380n, 385, 423, 430, 
486, 490–491 see also 
perspective(s)

hypotyposis, 174n

idea(s), 148–149, 208–209, 212, 254, 
268n, 271–272, 372, 396, 480n, 
489–490, 498 see also 
archetype; bare; church; God; 
highest good; humanity; 
miracle(s); moral law(s); 
satisfactory to God; soul(s); 
symbol(s); transcendent

abstract, 37
archetypal, 176, 177n, 179, 180, 208, 

314, 321n, 490, 516
boundless, 146
of duty, 136, 434
of ethical community, 267–269
of ethical nation, 255
of a gang, 266
of good, 76
of grace, 478–479
vs. ideal, 176
of immortality, 331–332, 454n
of kingdom of God, 381–382, 440
of law, 159
of lawfulness, 167
moral, 227, 314, 356–357, 491
of moral communion, 496
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morally good, 229
object of, 146
of perfect humanity, 161, 163–169, 

171–172, 222, 227
personified, 161–163, 203
political, 323
as possible and real, 146
practical, 314, 364
of predisposition, 135
rational, 204, 272, 278, 281, 323
of reason, 60, 174n, 208n, 220, 246, 

261, 313, 323, 331n, 335, 396, 
407, 423

religious, 142, 233, 255, 288,  
371, 394

of revelation, 298
of trinity, 497
of a universal republic, 261

ideal, 165, 176n, 202, 258, 259, 262, 
269, 423 see also archetype; 
Christ; holiness; humanity; 
Jesus; perfection; satisfactory 
to God; transcendent

eternal, 204
of ethical community, 259, 260n, 

267, 269
God–man, 177
of God’s holiness, 363
of the good, 175
vs. idea, 176
of God’s invisible earthly kingdom, 

341
moral, 500
of the moral world–epoch, 350
person, 179
Platonic, 163n, 177
of pure religion, 383
rational, 440
religious, 253n
of the Son of God, 180
virtue as an, 47n

idol(s), 440–441, 463
definition of, 463

idolatry, 423–424, 440–441, 451, 454n, 
460n, 463, 493 see also 
veneration

ignorance, 47n, 137, 170, 192, 197n, 
212, 240, 244, 246, 261–262, 
315n, 334, 357, 368–369, 405, 
413–414, 430, 436, 448, 451, 
460–461, 489 see also 
intention(s); supreme basis

of cause of conviction, 61–62n, 
62, 82n

of God’s perspective, 204n
human, 143, 318
necessary, 60n, 62, 153, 233, 486
of philosophical theologians, 

197n, 204n
theoretical, 193, 195, 209–210, 274, 

356, 367

ill(s), 183, 198, 202, 206, 219, 511, 
523–524

as punishment, 199–201, 206–207
Illuminati, 147n
illumination, 147, 230, 282–283 

see also understanding
illuminatism, 147, 271, 272, 470
illusion(s), 27n, 137, 217, 307, 422 

see also transcendental
imagination, 57–58, 145n, 241–242, 

422, 492, 505, 521, 540
imitation, 163, 166–168, 171–172, 

177–178, 212, 222n, 225, 226n, 
335, 343, 402, 407, 516 see also 
Christ

of secular government for church 
structure, 449

immanence vs. transcendence,  
163n

immodesty, 247, 299, 371 see also 
modesty

immorality, 20, 60n, 76–77, 80, 82, 
99, 157n, 220, 240n, 265, 
294, 402, 423, 454n, 467, 
488, 542, 547

immortality, 64, 141, 149, 194, 331n, 
336, 348–349, 357, 396, 404, 
405–407, 436n, 547, 548 see 
also belief(s); postulate(s)

as imaginative projection, 454n
imperfection, 183 see also experience; 

holiness; perfection
of deeds vs. perfect conviction, 210, 

306, 315n
empirical, 183
of ethical state of nature, 259
of human nature, 179, 277n
of striving for virtue, 436, 445
of virtue, 270

impulse see also animality; sex; skill(s); 
society

to good actions and upright 
lifestyle, 300

bare natural, 49–50
sense, 94

impunity, 188
imputability, 48, 61, 63, 65, 81, 84, 91, 

93, 96, 99–101, 108–112, 
116–117, 121–122, 124, 134n, 
141–142, 206–207, 217, 331, 
360–361, 366, 373, 426–427, 
478, 542, 549 see also 
obligation(s)

incantation, 244
incarnation, 163–164, 167, 170, 176, 

543, 550 see also Jesus; 
reincarnation

incentive(s), 57–58, 98, 129–130, 
133–134, 155, 187 see also 
competition of incentives; 
order; striving; struggle

afterlife as, 405–407

conflicting, 270
to culture, 68
of esteem for duty only, 403
for fulfilling duty, 19
highest, 65–66
immoral, 76
impure, 134
insurmountable, 77
lost, 127
as the matter of the maxims, 94
moral, 53, 65–66, 71, 78, 245, 270, 

290, 406, 490
moral idea of reason as, 313
moral law as (positive), 53, 59, 93, 

98, 114, 123
moral law as sufficient, 77, 79, 

113–114, 127–128
natural, 94
of nature, 50
other than the law (external), 7–8, 

77, 80–81, 93, 113–114
of pure moral faith, 296
rational vs. sensuous, 217–218
religious, 136
respect for the moral law as, 55, 

69–70 , 122
(reversal of) order of, 94–97, 99, 

116–117, 121, 136, 270, 341
of self-love, 82, 94, 114, 159, 403
sense-based, 57
of sensibility, 92–93 , 159
of sensibility vs. reason, 158–159
spurious, 133–134
supreme, 79
to transgression, 136–137
unity of, 95–96
of volition, 53, 69–70, 78, 126, 167

incest taboo, 66
inclination(s), 18, 54, 55n, 58n, 64, 

67–68, 70, 73, 77–78, 83, 102, 
113, 128, 138, 155, 201, 
206–207, 223, 227, 270, 301, 
305–306, 327, 427, 458, 
493–494 see also discipline; 
duty; phenomenal; pleasure; 
precepts; resistance; 
superiority; temptation

body’s, 229, 331n
evil, 292
as flesh, 202
as good, 157, 447
hostile, 252
natural, 54n, 59, 91, 94–95, 

125–126, 129, 136, 154, 157, 
159–160, 171

object of, 65
physical, 138
to self-love, 122, 129, 534

incorporation thesis, 55n, 516
indebtedness, 195–196, 209n
Independents, 441
indeterminism, 138

idea(s) (cont’d)
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India, 45, 351n, 352n, 411n
Indians, 293
indifference, 13, 15, 52, 54, 59, 60, 104, 

126, 274, 280, 295–296, 312, 
334, 343–344, 429n see also 
association

indifferentists, 52, 118n
individual, 253, 260, 262 see also 

believer(s); choice; 
community; duty; genus; 
human nature; species

indulgences, 207n, 316
indoctrination, 345, 454
infant see also baptism; time

health metaphor, 46
psychosexual development, 74n

inference(s)
of the basis for moral character, 51
of contingent aim of common 

good, 380
of conviction (based on lifestyle), 

169, 187n, 191–195, 194, 
209–212

dialectical, 303n
of divine influence, 300
of evil maxims in human beings, 

47–48
of evil nature, 83
of free volition, 137
of future moral state, 189
of higher moral being, 262
hypothetical, 211, 368n
logical, 84, 116n
not needed for concept of virtue, 

457–458
as rational a priori process, 47–48
of reformation in conviction, 185
from religion’s origin vs. make-up, 

391
sensible, 174
that statutory laws are not 

binding, 227
infinite progress, 128, 132
infinite regress

of maxims, 50, 117
of temporal causes, 82n, 141
of unknown causes, 61–62n

ingenuous,+ 223, 509, 524–525  
see also disingenuous; 
maxim(s); quality; teaching

conviction, 176–177, 184, 193, 305
vs. disingenuous conviction, 210

faith, 305n
ingratiation, 308, 463 see also hope
ingratitude, 68 see also gratitude
inheritance of evil/sin, 107–109, 

221n, 290
injustice, 4, 260 see also justice
innate, 61–62, 100, 109, 115, 127, 142, 

171 see also conviction; 
corruption; evil; guilt; 
propensity

character of human beings, 
50–51, 62

receptivity to respect for moral 
law, 69

predisposition, 139n, 166, 318n
use of term, 139n

innocence, 110–111, 113–115, 139, 
157–158, 196, 203, 209, 240, 
343, 422, 475n see also Adam

adjudging guilt and, 373
definition of, 110n, 112
generation of sin from, 116
original, 93–94, 219
temporal, 115

inquisitor, 465–468, 473, 474n
inscrutability, 245 see also cause(s); 

heart
of divine assistance, 124
of evil’s origin, 117
of free choice to obey moral law, 

137–138 see also choice
of holy mysteries, 356
of supernatural realm, 146
of ultimate basis of maxims, 49–50, 

140–141
insecurity, 257, 275 see also security
insight(s), 444 see also objective

into bases of proof, 412
bounds of, 357
into cause of freedom, 309
good, 126
human, 342
imagining of, 246
Jesus’, 354
limits of, 187–188, 390
moral, 345
poetic, 290
vs. maxim of reason on miracles, 

237–238
into possibility of moral restoration, 

139
public use of, 299
rational, 189, 365, 391
religious, 390
into religious conviction, 426
of scriptural scholars, 302–303
of self-knowledge, 157n
vs. sincerity of heart, 475n
into supersensible objects, 193, 385
as theoretical form of wisdom, 

381–382
into the true and the good, 321

insincerity, 101n, 146, 510 see also 
sincerity

inspiration, 271 see also cognition
biblical, 291–292, 296–297
divine, 370
faith of divine, 356
fantastic, 520–521
heavenly, 308, 317
mystical, 145n
use of term, 136n

instinct(s), 100, 162n see also animal(s)
competitive, 69
to guidance of reason, 67n
incest taboo, 66n
kindhearted, 80
moral, 220
vs. passion, 74
of self-preservation, 66
sexual, 74n

instruction, 405 see also education; 
teaching(s)

in biblical theology, 29
of children, 39
church, 342, 456
by God, 329
method of, 34
philosopher’s, 495n
religious, 343, 370, 455
in Socrates’ last words, 190n
of youth, 457

insurgent(s), 108–109, 156–157, 285 
see also rebel(s); rebellion

use of term, 108n
insurrection, 89, 156, 387
integrity,+ xxv, 129–130, 133, 134, 

145n, 157, 163, 169, 176,  
182, 200, 208, 210, 211, 215, 
269n, 272, 300–302, 375–376, 
380, 433n, 494, 509, 522, 
524–525, 531 see also 
church(es); Kant

academic, 23–24
vs. disingenuousness, 206n
moral, 155

intellectual intuition, 131n, 145n, 243, 
437, 487 see also knowledge

intelligible deed see deed; evil 
propensity; supreme maxim

intention(s) see also providence
author’s, 118, 295n
determination of the will 

preceding, 13
God’s, 489
good, 76, 98, 125, 268, 406
good moral, 444–445
heartfelt, 462
honest, 77n
ignorance of, 47, 48n
pure, 20, 206n, 406
of a religious person, 442

interpretation see belief; Bible; duty; 
exegesis; hermeneutic(s); 
philosophy; principle(s); 
religion; scripture(s)

moral, 22n, 95n, 96n, 103, 224, 227, 
231, 247, 288, 290–292, 293n, 
294–295, 295n, 297, 299, 301, 
340, 347, 350, 363, 363n, 367, 
369–370, 395n, 402, 405, 407, 
467n, 484, 497, 548

symbolic, 90n, 117n, 290, 291n, 
294n, 296n
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inter-religious dialogue, 9–10
intervention (divine), 2, 171, 216, 240, 

244–246, 321n
intoxication, 73
intuition, 48, 268, 323, 437, 487n, 492 

see also intellectual intuition
of God, 497
about guiltiness, 204
of the hand of God, 491
object of, 167n
symbolic, 491–492
symbols presented in, 116n
theological, 49n

invocation, 210, 400–402 see also 
formula(s)

inwardness, 100, 218, 257 see also 
conviction(s); experience(s)

Iroquois, 217
Islam (Mohammedan faith), 284, 293, 

352, 460–461, 482 see also 
Muslim(s)

Israel, 236n, 256n, 365n, 416
Israelite(s), 410n, 430n
Italy, 286

jail, 168n, 524 see also prison
Jansenists, 465n
jealousy, 68 see also superiority
Jerusalem, 352n, 433n, 495n
Jesuit(s), 217n, 465n
Jesus, 8n, 95n, 99, 102n, 114n, 123, 

131n, 132n, 135n, 161n, 163n, 
167–183, 201n, 202, 203n, 204, 
206n, 214–215, 220, 222–223, 
226–237, 264n, 290, 292, 
296–297, 305, 309, 311, 
313–315, 322n, 326, 328–330, 
332–338, 341, 347–348, 350, 
354, 360–362, 366, 371–375, 
380, 395, 397–410, 415–420, 
432, 435, 440, 447–448, 453, 
456, 459, 466, 468, 472–475, 
487, 488–489, 493–500, 516, 
519, 532, 543, 546–547, 549, 
551 see also afterlife; Christ; 
conviction; corruption; evil 
propensity; good 
predisposition; goodness; 
heaven; love; love command; 
miracle; mystery; object; 
prayer; resurrection; 
sacrifice(s); virtue

coming of, 162n, 329–330
death, 223–229, 453
divinity of, 177n
as envoy, 219–220, 277
as expression of infinite  

goodness, 493
as founder of the true church, 496
as friend of humanity, 415
historical, 176, 204n, 219, 315,  

318, 335

humanity of, 170
incarnation, 173
insights of, 354
as last Adam, 219
life and teachings of, 215, 440
life of, 218
philosophical, 232, 550
as prototype, 207
as representative of humanity, 203
righteousness of, 176
as savior, 205
second coming of, 437
suffering of, 177, 235, 334–335
as teacher of the gospel, 334, 347, 

406–407, 486, 499
as teacher of the universal religion, 

235
teachings of, 170, 175–176, 

218–223, 225n, 279, 333–335, 
395–404, 406, 439–440

temptation of, 165–166
as vicarious ideal, 210
wisdom of, 219
as wise (teacher), 231, 401
work(s) of, 148n, 203, 220, 228, 335, 

366, 473
Jewish see also afterlife; community; 

doctrine; embodiment; 
Judaism; nation; 
perspective(s); philosopher(s); 
revolution; scripture; system; 
theocracy; tradition

history, 218–219, 330, 352
holy day, 459n
law, 400
messiah, 333
priests, 224, 257n
prophecies, 418
state, 218, 292, 330, 419
statutes, 399n
worship, 441

Jew(s), 102n, 219, 284, 292, 330–332, 
338, 341, 351–354, 362, 
416–419, 499n see also 
preservation

Chinese, 352n
Cochin, 352n
Kaifeng, 352n
segregated from others, 459–460

joy, 58n, 68n, 191, 207
Judaism, 225n, 234, 293, 328–329, 338, 

353, 416, 441, 448, 540, 542 see 
also Jewish

break with Christianity, 329–334
-Christianity distinction, 280, 

293–294, 328, 414, 419
Christianity’s emergence from, 

333–335
external and political nature of, 

329–331
as a floor of Christianity’s house, 

416–417

as a historical faith, 328, 341
lack of belief in afterlife, 404
as prudential, 414–420
as not a religion, 330–332
as not universal, 326, 332–333

judge(s), 137n, 161, 241–242, 374, 387 
see also obligation(s)

benevolent, 375–376
divine, 2, 61, 181, 190, 203, 

213, 216, 306, 361n, 
400–401, 406n

future, 211–213
human, 60–61, 213n, 257
just, 359, 488n
one’s own, 212, 256, 261

judging, 132, 192, 246, 362
credibility of historical faith, 273
empirical, 104
intellectual vs. empirical, 104
moral, 421
moral worth, 192, 194
noumenally vs. phenomenally, 143
pure intellectual, 104

judgment(s), 48, 67, 75, 83, 84, 86, 
107, 131n, 132, 141, 168n, 182, 
187, 207n, 258n, 270n, 333, 
361, 374, 399n, 443, 468 see 
also justice; love; maxim(s); 
noumenal; submission; 
understanding

vs. choices, 74
divine/God’s, 5n, 141, 166, 185, 

190–191, 197, 198n, 203n, 211n, 
213, 215, 291n, 375, 396, 430

of evil, 97n
final, 104, 360
intelligible, 141
last, 210n, 407
left to the all-seeing, 318
moral, 48–49, 60, 101, 103, 110, 

114, 134, 141, 168n, 187n, 192, 
421, 465, 546

rational, 193, 465
of rejection vs. condemnation, 374
restricted to regulative 

principles, 193
role of conscience in, 187n, 

465–466
piecemeal, 193n
self-, 190, 465, 474
typic of, 174n

judgmental+  see conscience
judicial, 74, 289 see also religion; 

standpoint
verdict of God, 197, 361, 374

jurist(s), 27–28, 307
justice,+ 89n, 122, 172n, 196, 203–204, 

309, 360–362, 488–489n see 
also administration; 
demand(s); unjust

divine, 195, 198–199, 203, 209–210, 
375–376, 459
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divine vs. human, 197
divine moral property of, 497
eternal, 208–209
God’s, 56n, 177, 201n, 363, 498
heavenly, 189–190, 210, 367
highest, 198, 203, 210
Holy Spirit as administrator of, 

360, 365
of human beings, 400
judge according to, 373–374
love vs. divine, 204, 210
punctilious, 497–498
punitive, 353

justification, 1–2, 180, 192, 193n, 195, 
202, 205, 206, 207, 308–309, 
367, 371n, 374, 431, 526, 544, 
550 see also doctrine; grace; 
hope; perspectival; 
supersensible

before God, 436–437
by grace, 209–210
as not accomplished by  

lifestyle, 411

kairos, 218–219
Kama Sutra, 294n
Kant see also Kant (in name index)

alleged duplicity, 25n, 28
bad experience of religious 

education, 2
personal Bible, 269n
childhood experiences, 353n, 476
childhood faith, 232
churchgoing, 2–3, 479n
epistemology, xiv
eschatological vision, 3n
ethics, xii–xiv, xvi, 13n, 127, 181n, 

292n, 467n, 543
friends, 87n, 441n
integrity, 2–3n
love affairs, 87n
moral philosophy, 7–8, 10n, 79, 91
moral theory, 11, 13–14, 19, 34, 

48n, 58, 58n, 97n, 114, 126, 
127, 370

parents, 1–2, 9n
 (moral) pedagogy, xxvii, 134n, 492
philosophical system, 2–3, 6–7, 

15–16, 27, 35n, 36n, 39, 60n, 
65n, 121, 202n, 230

philosophical theology, xvi, 14, 
243, 548

philosophy of religion, xin, xiii, 
14, 37–38, 56n, 60n, 116n, 
202n, 280n, 324, 462, 
495n, 548

philosophy, xin, 6n, 8n, 29n, 60n, 
66n, 138n, 145n, 147n, 242n, 
324, 500

political maneuvering, 87n
political standpoint, 223
political theory, 86n, 90

practical philosophy, 33n,  
40n, 60n

pre-1781, 22n
religious beliefs, xiii–xivn, 2, 4–5
system of perspectives, 132
theology, 14n, 39n, 116n, 549
theory of religion, 204n

affirmative interpreters, xiiin, xiv, 
199, 204, 547

youth, 1–2
Ketzer, 285–286, 286n, 466
killing, 86, 222, 224, 240–241, 291n, 

399, 415, 466–467, 485n see 
also murder

kindness/kindheartedness, 125, 189, 
196, 364, 497, 535 see also 
instinct(s)

kingdom(s), 528–529 see also animal; 
church(es); darkness; heaven; 
light; plant(s); virtue

ethical, 382
of evil, 217, 228
future, 353
of the good claim, 360
of a human monarch, 381
messianic, 350–351
of morals, 17n
of nature vs. freedom, 225
of nature vs. of grace, 208n
of principles, 225
Satan’s, 217, 219, 222, 228

kingdom of God, 90n, 95n, 130n, 184, 
197, 268, 302, 354, 361, 382, 
402, 406–407, 440, 472n, 476, 
480–481, 490–491 see also 
citizen(s)

appearance of, 380
approach of, 303, 319, 320–321, 

326, 350, 379–380, 546
on earth, 251, 256, 270, 324–325, 

341, 347
founding of, 256, 381
invisible, 341, 480
members of, 480, 487
moral, 270
subjects in, 274
as a sublime idea, 491
visible, 347

kingship, 449n see also monarchy
Kneph, 361
knower of hearts,+ 473, 508, 526

God as, 182, 197, 264–265, 425
knowledge, 121, 143n, 174, 198n, 236, 

288, 509, 518 526 see also 
determinate knowledge; God; 
intellectual intuition; limits; 
self-knowledge

absolute, 431
all-seeing, 318
annulling, 500
anthropocentric focus on, 60n
assertoric, 385

assumes cause and effect 
relations, 148

awareness vs. 497n, 517
of conviction vs. deeds, 211
determinate, 5, 430–431, 436
divine, 182n
vs. dogmatic faith, 146
empirical, 174n, 175, 181, 240, 300, 

436, 483n, 487n
vs. faith, 143n
vs. faith and opinion, 194n
formation of human, 121
God as transcending all 

possible, 423
immediate, 230
intellectual intuition as God’s, 182
maxim of, 311
moral, 115
of nature, 5
object(s) of, 110n, 146
objective, 174, 209
perceptual 436
positive, 470
practical vs. theoretical, 356
private vs. public source of, 238n
public, 357–358, 437
of sacred history, 429
of supersensible, 274
supposed, 193
of supreme maxim, 49
symbolism as religious, 426
theological, 6, 210, 233
theoretical, 193, 210, 233, 308, 385
by transgressing the moral 

law, 100n
tree of, 113n
true religion not posited in, 

342–343
of way the world works, 157n, 245

Königsberg, 5–6n
Kant, sage of, 2–3n, 202n
University of, 1, 3n, 29n, 343n

laity, 200, 279, 299, 320, 345, 382, 387, 
413, 415, 420, 427, 429, 450, 
463, 496

lama(s), 286
language poets, 369n, 540
last day, 44
last supper, 224
latency stage, 74n, 134n
latitudinarians, 52
laudation(s), 210, 277, 339, 401–402, 

421, 431
law(s) see also experience; virtue

bare moral, 275
civil, 218, 265–266
coercive, 22, 256, 260, 330
constitutional, 263, 450
divine statutory, 263n, 265, 

276–279, 498
external, 256–259
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external vs. internal, 257
faculty of, 108
of faith, 282
of the heart, 266
holy, 181, 280n, 359–360, 363, 366, 

372, 498
imposed, 265, 447
inner, 65–66, 71, 80
international, 88, 90, 259,  

260n, 323
of the land, 258, 265, 267, 388
of love, 80, 435
moral vs. political, 381
moral vs. self-love, 94–95, 223
national vs. international, 323
natural, 54, 91, 139, 240, 242, 

245–246, 282–283, 365, 
397, 482

noncoercive, 256
political, 23n, 256, 259, 329
politically civil, 265–266
public, 258, 260, 263–264, 269, 440
public juridical, 256
religious, 218, 275, 381
revealed, 280
of self-love, 94, 135, 223, 333–334
statutory, 36, 265, 276–278, 320, 

329–330, 383, 416, 446–448
statutory vs. moral, 275
statutory civil vs. divine 

statutory, 265
Roman, 28, 99n
universal, 9–10, 60, 263–264, 516

formula of, 10n
lawfulness, 11, 56, 78, 80, 95, 99, 129, 

134, 167, 322, 405; see also 
act(s); generation; idea(s); 
unlawfulness

universal, 9
lawgiver,+ 257, 263, 299, 331, 387,  

507 see also God; obligation; 
virtue

divine, 180, 265–266, 278, 412
highest, 196, 363, 382, 401
holiness of, 363
holy, 359
human, 265–266
invisible, 450
moral, 17–18, 389n, 393, 454
supreme, 264

lawyer(s), 109, 236n, 238n, 241, 
414, 441n, 443n see also 
attorney

laziness, 24, 141–142, 154, 382, 
403–404, 479, 482, 497n

moral, 194, 204n, 279, 500
religious, 142–143, 343
temptation of rational, 141n, 142

leap, 175, 518, 547
existential, 317
of faith, 175n, 289

legality, 128, 168n see also act(s)/
action(s)

life after death see afterlife
lifestyle,+ 98, 131n, 176–177, 180, 182, 

189, 204, 230, 300, 310, 317, 
324, 340, 411, 423–424, 469, 
479n, 500, 509, 516, 526–528 
see also association; hope; 
impulse; inference(s); 
justification; moral law(s); 
proposition(s); striving; 
transition

advancing to the better, 
185–186, 341

amended, 307–309, 425
of archetype, 170
as evidence of new heart, 140
monastic, 220
morally good, 142, 189, 191, 202, 

274, 277, 279n, 306–307, 311, 
313–316, 334, 370–371, 402, 
428–429, 431–432, 435–436, 
438, 442–446, 472, 478–479, 
486–487, 499–500

moral, 279, 349, 432–433
new, 215, 309, 402, 459
pre-conversion, 195
prototype as more than, 168
punishable, 312
satisfactory to God, 185, 314–315, 

432–433, 435–436, 492
well-lead, 230

light, 162n see also angel(s)
of day, 319
of God, 500
of good deeds, 402
inward, 420
kingdom of, 160, 222
of rational religion, xxiii
of reason, 40, 125

limits, 26, 64, 70n, 114, 147, 153, 290, 
309n, 339, 372, 390, 444, 543, 
545, 546, 548 see also insight(s)

of embodiment, 116n, 117
of human knowledge, 38, 241, 297, 

370, 472
of reason (by sensibility), xi, 33, 64, 

166, 174–175, 187–188, 241, 
244, 247, 310, 472

lip service, 236
to God, 277
to the moral law, 78
to pure religious faith, 274n

liturgical,+ 508, 528 see also acts/
actions; duty; propensity; 
religion; ritual(s); struggle; 
superstition(s)

days, 334
duty, 281, 322–323, 474–475, 485
form(s), 36, 275, 279, 281, 305, 312, 

327, 345
traditions, 294

liturgy,+ 35–36, 275n, 282, 316, 
431–433, 442, 480, 490, 508, 
528, 530, 533; see also service 
(of God)

external (verbal), 492
inward (formal), 484
public, 280

Lord’s Prayer, v, 268, 380n, 486–487, 
487n, 489n

Loretto, 433
love, 57, 172, 354, 499n see also 

self-love
animal desires transformed 

into, 73n
brotherly, 496
coercion vs. 277n
divided into two types, 124–125 

see also satisfaction; 
well-wishing

divine, 204, 375
of doctrine of revelation, 413–414
as encompassing all religious 

truth, 371
God’s, 162, 173, 315, 372n, 373
of the good, 58, 254
human, 20–21
judgment out of, 374–375
of the law, 371–372
law of, 80, 435
of God, 22, 36–37, 285n, 372–373, 

403–404, 338n, 456n
of God vs. fear of God, 22n, 

456–457
of Jesus, 172
moral law vs. law of, 435n
of moral satisfaction, 372
of others vs. self-, 67–68, 165
proper role of, 277n
rational, 125–126
reciprocal, 68–69
as satisfaction, 125–126
social need for, 162n
your enemies, 291–292, 499n

love command, 402–403, 547 see also 
transcendent

vs. categorical imperative, 403n, 
456n

Jesus on, 456n
loyalty,+ 9–10, 109, 137, 166, 423, 450, 

476, 511 see also disloyalty
luck, 21n, 524 see also moral luck
lust, 66, 72n, 252, 400
Luther’s Bible, xxviii, 8n, 25n, 43n, 

100n, 123n, 142n, 159n, 161n, 
162n, 164n, 165n, 182n, 184n, 
192n, 201n, 226n, 264n, 269n, 
281n, 285n, 305n, 308n, 317n, 
363n, 371n, 373n, 374n, 375n, 
380n, 400n, 410n, 430n, 448n, 
451n, 453n, 474n, 484n, 487n, 
488n, 493n, 498n, 499n, 
519–520, 525–526, 539

law(s) (cont’d)
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Lutheran (faith/tradition), 38, 284, 
324, 396n, 545 see also 
orthodoxy; theology

madness, 270, 422, 436, 486, 521
magic, 141n, 244–245, 317, 340, 401, 

441n, 445n, 446 see also evil 
principle

magician(s), 244
Magna Graecia, 137n
male(s) (vs. female), 68n

and pregnancy, 221
malice, 92, 97–98, 101, 110n, 154
mammals, 67n
Manichaeism, 286
Mansi, 441n
martyrdom, 466
material (vs. formal), 9–12, 14, 94, 327
material (world), 81, 268, 

336–337, 373
materialism, 335–336, 547

psychological vs. cosmological, 335
materiality

of all beings of world, 335–337, 335
maxim(s), 9–13, 52–56, 59–62, 69–70, 

75, 80–85, 93, 99, 102n, 
117–118, 125, 128, 133, 134, 
136n, 146, 155, 164n, 196n, 
197n, 245–246, 276, 310–311, 
314–315, 405, 427–428, 
432–435, 472–473, 500, 516, 
519 see also supreme maxim

biblical, 102
definition of, 10
evil, 47, 50, 59, 76, 78, 80–81, 117
for judging, 246
ingenuous, 181
moral, 56, 60, 77, 95–96, 117
necessary, 245
perverted, 156
of reason, 238, 246
supreme basis, 131, 132
theoretical vs. practical, 243
unlawful, 84

maxim of safety, 47n, 472, 486n
Mecca, 474, 479n, 482
mechanical, 66

fetishizing, 449
religious observance, 433
ritual worship, 332–333
self-love, 66

mechanism
of atonement, 210
causal, 318n
for divine aid, 429, 431
of evil, 84–85
perfection of, 246

merchant, 126
medicine, 108n

faculty of, 108
meditation, 190, 238, 346, 486, 

491n, 544

memorization, 473, 476
mendacity, 129
mercy, 188n, 264n, 291n, 317, 349, 363
merit, 86, 207n, 315, 335, 366–367, 

373–374 see also grace; work(s)
atoning, 310
definition of, 374
of fortune, 100
higher, 308–309
imagining of, 100

meritorious, 135, 168, 334–335, 374
Messiah, 329–330, 333, 353, 416
metaphysics, xxvii, 5, 331n, 521, 548
midrash, 293n
militarization,+ 88, 512
millennialism, 90 see also chiliasm
mind(s), 136, 170, 229, 244–245, 

252–253, 271, 436 see also 
mind–body problem

attuned to divine human being, 172
attuned to formulate idea of God, 492
attunement through devotion, 427
conviction aroused in, 481
dominion over, 216, 257, 496
experiencing a sinking mood, 491
private prayer’s influence on the, 490
right attunement of apprentice’s, 134
servile, 463
slavish, 219
strength of virtue is a tranquil, 164n

mind–body problem, 335n, 336, 547 
see also perspectival

minister(s), 24–26, 188–191, 213–214, 
280, 396n, 414, 415, 468–469, 
485, 490, 490n, 507, 518, 529 
see also churches; training

miracle(s), 2, 145, 147, 231n, 234, 
339–340, 355–356, 407, 410, 
460, 540, 541, 544

as alleged proof of a religion, 
168–169, 233

ancient vs. modern, 237–238 
authority of, 233–234
belief vs. dependency on, 243–244
definition of, 239
diabolical, 97
diabolical vs. angelic, 239
frequency of, 245–247
gift of, 489–490
hypothetical perspective on, 490–491
as idea, 240, 246, 356
as impossible, 247
of Jesus’ resurrection, 148n
moral, 243
natural vs. true, 245
necessity of confirmation in historical 

vs. moral faith, 337–338
political limits placed on, 236–238
positively identifying, 241–243, 247
revelation through (new), 342, 410
second type of delusory faith, 

478–479, 483

as self–negating, 233–234, 247
theistic vs. demonic, 239–241
as transcendent events, 246
unnecessary in rational religion, 

235–236
workers, 237, 244, 333n
workers vs. magicians, 244–245

misanthropy, 87, 460
misbeliever, 285
miser(s), 421–422
misery, 157, 187
misfortune, 87, 316 see also fortune; 

fortunate; unfortunate
modality, 269n, 271
model, 168, 172, 177, 180n, 222n, 516 

see also virtue
Abraham as exemplary, 240n
archetype as historical, 204n
archetype vs. prototype, 168n
concrete, 228
divine human being as, 172
of perfection, 225
as prototype, 168, 177, 228
use of term, 167n

modesty, 247, 342, 344  see also 
immodesty

Mohammedan faith see Islam
monarchy, 266, 272, 381, 386, 450, 529  

see also kingship
universal, 89, 323

monasticism, 56, 220, 340, 511
Mongol(s), 286
monk(s), 55n, 140n, 220, 253n, 339, 

432–433, 511
Tibetan, 433

moral see also act(s); bare; battle; 
behavior; character; choice; 
concepts; conviction(s); 
demand(s); duty; education; 
empowerment; ethics; 
experience(s); feeling(s); final 
purpose; freedom(s); God; 
goodness; government(s); 
guilt; happiness; 
hermeneutic(s); idea(s); ideal; 
incentive(s); interpretation; 
judgment(s); Kant; lawgiver; 
laziness; lifestyle; maxim(s); 
miracle(s); moral law(s); 
motivation; nature; obedience; 
obligation(s); order; 
perfection; philosopher; 
political; postulate; precept(s); 
predetermination; 
predisposition(s); principle(s); 
progress; purity; receptivity; 
reformation; religion(s); 
responsibility; revolution(s); 
service of God; symbol(s); 
teacher(s); teaching(s); 
training; trinity; unbelief; 
virtue; weakness; worth
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judgment, 60, 101, 103, 110n, 141, 
168n, 192, 421, 465, 546

regeneration, 219, 230, 544
moral–evil,+ xix, 3, 44n, 54n, 67n, 75, 

80–81, 92, 107–108, 114, 
142–143, 153, 155n, 158–160, 
175–176, 188, 196–197, 217n, 
529 see also moral–good

moral–good, 156, 158–159, 170, 172, 
183, 367–368, 381, 394–395, 
480–482 see also moral–evil

definition of, 53
four observances of duty 

furthering, 481
vs. moral-evil, 159–160
passively waiting for, 403
as unifying rational beings, 261

moral law(s), 11–12, 38, 40, 50, 57, 69, 
70, 76n, 78, 80, 82, 91, 95–96, 
98, 104, 123, 125, 139, 145n, 
155, 159, 162n, 176, 180, 190n, 
201–202, 223–224, 265, 274, 
405, 412, 425, 427–429, 456n, 
478, 500, 529, 534

ability to obey, 8n, 142
access to, 332
authority of, 454
as basis of maxims, 13n
called to good lifestyle through, 

370–371
cannot contradict itself, 60
cause of, 159
choosing to be determined by, 55n
community under, 381
consciousness of, 137
demands highest good be 

realized, 16
disobedience of, 17n, 57–58, 75, 

77–78, 93–95, 102, 113–114, 
129–130, 138, 140, 143, 154, 
155n, 167–168, 230, 361, 386, 
446, 448, 475, 476n

as divine commands, 196, 448
essence of practical reason, 91
evil human being conscious of, 

83–84
evil vs. sin view of, 113n
formulas of, 10n
holiness of, 180, 182, 460–461
idea of, 69
inadequate determining bases 

of, 12n
as incentive of volition, 53, 93
vs. law of virtue, 261
maxims conforming to, 

126–127, 133
maxims as universalizable under, 

59–60
merely statutory vs. purely, 275–277
motivates rational beings to choose 

the good, 54n, 59

vs. natural law, 54
vs. obedience of political law, 23
objective, 48
of reason, 482
respect for, 17, 19n, 22, 55, 64, 

69–71, 79, 91, 122, 126–127, 
131n, 133–136, 165, 300, 
369–370, 386–387, 396, 404, 
449, 473

reverence towards, 114
self-legislation of, 65
vs. self-satisfaction, 167
spirit of the, 79
starry heavens and, 491–492
strict commands of, 370–371, 

373, 384
transgression of, 112–113, 156
unconditional, 167, 356
universality of, 47n, 240, 455
in us, 369–370
as valid apart from consequences, 

19–20
veneration of, 16–17
within us, 100–101

moral luck, 100, 318n, 370,  
544, 546

morality, 6, 22–23, 39, 50, 53–54, 
90–91, 125, 163n, 167n, 184, 
206n, 240, 299–300, 305, 339, 
356–357, 368, 404, 422–423, 
429n, 433, 447, 456–457, 477, 
509, 522–523, 529–530 see also 
demand(s); ethics; expansion; 
feeling(s); immorality; moral; 
preservation; principle(s); 
religion(s); slave(s); 
superiority; supersensible; 
touchstone; volition

of actions, 263–266, 445
bare, 66, 131n, 301
concept of, 21, 443
displacement of, 449
expansion to religion, xvi, 17–18, 

21, 385
final/ultimate purpose of, 7, 13, 

19–20, 396, 403
in us, 488
incentives and, 55–56, 290
interests of, 193
internal, 47
inward, 263
Jewish, 330
judging, 104, 168n
Kantian, 58, 127, 370
law(s) of, 199–200, 454, 467
mysteries of, 40
vs. religion, 6–10, 12, 14–15, 38, 

96n, 113n, 121, 131n, 289–290, 
291, 302, 385, 398, 403, 437, 
440, 546

teaching of, 32
theological, 36–37

mores,+ xxv, 52, 79, 129, 133, 
316–317, 511, 522–523, 
529–530 see also custom(s)

Mosaic Law, 399–400, 407
motivation, 8–9, 13, 19–20, 36, 48n, 

49n, 52, 54, 69, 95, 98–99, 104, 
153, 165, 197n, 206n, 306, 343, 
357, 384, 389n, 425–426, 428n, 
429n, 449, 482, 489, 522, 532; 
see also archetype; duty; 
sensibility; virtue

internal, 134
moral, 37, 50, 157n, 220
by the moral law, 54n, 59, 79
by personal happiness, 129
sense-based, 54n
unconscious, 156n

murder(s), 85, 98, 114n, 291n, 330n, 
399n, 495n, 497 see also killing

Muses, 57
Muslim(s), 294, 351n, 352–353, 

460–461, 474, 479n, 482 see 
also Islam

mystery, -ies, 135, 146–147, 159, 174, 
226, 239n, 240, 245, 308n, 349, 
358n, 376, 428, 429–432, 
451–453, 479, 483, 493 see also 
association; atonement; calling; 
election; grace

of Christ’s dual nature, 148n
of conviction, 426n
of divine cooperation, 307n
of the divine nature, 40
empirical vs. transcendent, 358
of evil legal claim, 216
of evil propensity, 111, 117,  

119, 159
of free volition, 49
great, 371
history, 335
holy, 356, 358, 356–358
of idea of perfect humanity, 

163–164, 174, 226
Jesus as, 235
miracles and, 337
of noumenal world, 132
of religion (faith), 185n, 197n, 

355–372, 452n
underlying science, 245
supernatural (influences), 147, 

238–239
ultimate, 138, 193n

mystical see also experience; 
inspiration

cloak, 229
delusion, 339–340
influence, 317
language, 372
vs. moral and natural, 350
sense, 293

mysticism, 145n, 148 see also Critical; 
inspiration

moral (cont’d)
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delirious, 147
fanatical, 2n
Kant’s, 209n
Swedenborg’s, 2n

myth(s)/mythology,+ 57, 148, 284, 
193, 476, 509, 545, 547

Greek, 44, 55n, 57, 293, 476, 494n
Hebrew, 44
pagan, 44
Roman, 293

nation(s),+ 22–23, 291n, 292,  
323–324, 339–340, 353 see also 
citizen(s)

calling as citizens to ethical, 365
in coarse state of nature, 88–90
divine, 277, 348, 365
divine nation as theocracy, 277, 366
ethical, 255, 357, see also ethical 

community
as representing a nation of 

God, 272
good citizens for, 344
Jewish community as, 329–330, 341
juridically civil, 360
rule with subjugating precept, 470
sovereign as supreme servant of, 

269  see also Frederick II
-states, 88, 259
universal church as ethical, 327

naturalism, 38, 237, 312, 388–390
nature, 5, 16, 46, 57, 59, 64, 82, 

111–113, 135, 138, 148, 158, 
175, 199–200, 247, 253n, 
254, 271n, 351, 358, 365, 370, 
415, 435, 437, 441, 483, 490 
see also coarse; human nature; 
incentive(s); law(s); 
philosopher(s); purpose; state 
of nature see also miracle(s)

animal, 66–68, 70, 77, 98, 103, 218, 
220, 487

beautiful, 67n
bodily, 91–93, 229
concepts of, 167
definition of, 477
divine, 40, 171–174, 176, 203, 290, 

364–365, 375–376, 497
effects of, 148, 435
embodied, 19, 91, 131–132, 155, 

157, 159, 349, 533
evil, 83–84, 123, 140, 163,  

203, 221
vs. freedom, 5, 16, 48, 64, 73n, 

200n, 225
God’s, 162, 274, 355, 359, 362, 364, 

385, 456–457, 460, 493n
good or evil, 46n, 48n, 49–51, 

61–62, 71, 76
vs. grace, 208n, 435, 477–479, 

498, 500
inorganic, 246

moral, 60–61, 69, 145n, 202, 227, 
245, 267, 317, 426–427, 
446–447, 452–454, 
491–492, 521

physical, 54,158, 176, 217
physical vs. moral, 201–202
rational, 91, 112, 253
religious definition of, 437
Satan’s, 217
sensible, 19, 127, 226–227, 426n
supersensible, 426–427

Navigator Islands, 85
necessity, 122–123, 131, 137, 306, 310, 

390, 407 see also miracle(s); 
revelation(s)

analytical vs. transcendental, 84n
of appealing to practical reason, 370
church’s, 255, 304
of obeying divine commands, 448
of universality for church faith, 327
of evil propensity, 76n, 84, 92, 109, 

119, 163 see also radical evil
historical, 174n
moral, 310, 388n
of moral religion, 474n
objective, 167
practical, 17, 310
to be ready for the end days, 350
of real revelation, 388, 390–391 

see also rationalist/
supernaturalist distinction

of religion, 30
of religious symbols, 166
of righteousness before God, 411
of sanctification, 342–343
subjective, 83, 167
theoretical vs. practical, 16–17
transcendental, 103, 119
unconditional, 421
of unconditional call of  

duty, 137
neighbor, 399, 550

cities, 88
love your, 291n, 399n, 403, 500
nations, 89

Neueste Kritische Nachrichten, 39
new human being, 202–203, 204n, 

317, 489n, 532 see also old 
human being; satisfactory 
to God

build as a temple of God, 493
of good conviction, 198–199
irremissible obligation to 

become, 411
vs. old, 199n, 202–203, 206, 361
put on, 131, 201, 488
quality of, 206
through rebirth, 130, 488

New Zealand, 85
nomad(s), 286
noumena, 54, 61, 64, 209n see also 

phenomena

vs. phenomena, 27n, 40, 48n, 61, 
127, 143

positive vs. negative, 209n
noumenal, 61, 129–130 see also 

causality; cause(s); deed(s); 
heart; perspective(s); 
phenomenal; standpoint; 
supersensible; virtus 
noumenon

choice, 81n, 91, 156n, 196 see also 
choice

conversion, 140
disposition as not merely noumenal, 

54n
freedom as source of duties, 64
human nature as grounded in, 49
Kantian salvation as, 204
vs. phenomenal, 48n, 130, 

181–182, 527
vs. phenomenal choice, 133
vs. phenomenal human nature, 49
vs. phenomenal judgment of 

person, 143
realm, 202
way of thinking, 133
world, 132, 369n

numinous, 56, 358n

oath taking, 399n, 400–401
obedience, 4–5, 8n, 11, 17n, 19, 20, 23, 

57, 58, 82, 102, 114, 136–137, 
138, 140, 143, 257, 274, 331, 
415 see also authorities (civil), 
moral law(s); disobedience; 
unconditional

to church structure as robbing 
freedom, 449

to commandments without an 
amended conviction, 332

to death, 163n
to duty, 135, 265, 387n
to God, 265, 275–276, 387
habit of unconditional, 450
to laws of freedom, 480
to nonmoral statues in slavish 

faith, 345
passive, 274
to revealed religious precepts, 279
to statutory laws vs. God’s will, 276
to statutory laws vs. moral law, 446n

object(s), 10n, 77, 145n, 238n, 308, 
342, 364, 385, 483 see also 
inclination; knowledge

of admiration (bravery), 86
appropriate to moral concepts, 423
of attachment vs. respect, 18–19
awareness of, 245
cognition of, 268n, 270n
of deepest contempt, 475–476, 499
of desire, 18, 74
determination, 173
determined, 13–14
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determining volition, 49
of divine decree, 161, 197–198
of divine satisfaction, 166
empirical (concept of), 148, 216, 

368–369, 423, 427n
godliness containing concept 

of, 457
of good moral wishes, 445
of greatest/deep respect, 22, 281
highest, 485
hypothetical, 368
of intuition, 167n
of maxims, 127
moral, 355–356
necessary vs. contingent, 304
only one unique (God), 376
of possible experience, 20–21, 148, 

175n, 269
of practical reason, 356–357 see also 

highest good
of purest veneration (Jesus), 

406–407
of rational faith, 204
of reason, 355
of reflection, 473
of religion, 360
of sanctifying faith (God–man), 314
satisfactory to God, 437–438, 444
sensible, 19, 127
spirit of prayer produces its, 

487–488
supersensible, 174, 193, 385, 

435–436
transcendent, 176–177, 385n
of veneration above virtue as 

idol, 463
of volition, 81
of worship, 22, 493

objective see also archetype; behavior; 
certainty; ethical community; 
final purpose; knowledge

condition to become satisfactory to 
God, 446–447

God concept, 420, 458
grounding of convincement, 482
insight, 238
laws of experience, 483
make-up of the supersensible, 192
moral laws, 48
nature of good will, 8n, 9
necessity, 167
projection of subjective state, 389
purpose, 19–21
question, 245
reality, 16, 167
reality of God, 385–386
relation to God, 197n, 209
religious scholarship, 412
revelation, 390
sense of religion, 455–456
vs. subjective final purpose, 18–21

vs. subjective questions, 245
understanding of duty, 384
unity vs. reality of rational 

religion, 323
unity of religious faith, 328, 397

obligation(s), 196, 214, 265, 276, 430, 
443n, 470, 530 see also 
ethical community; new 
human being

to appeal to judge for justice, 292
baptism as imposing greatest, 495
to become a new human being, 411
debt of sin as most personal, 

195–196
debt of sin as non transmissible,  

196
and imputability as laws of 

freedom, 93
moral, 91, 455n
of moral revolution, 170
moral vs. sensibly determined, 

23–24
to obey moral law, 140
of scholars to interpret 

scripture, 298
unconditional, 454
under will of moral lawgiver, 393
use of term, 274n
way of presenting, 55

observance(s), 233–234, 280, 319, 
322–323, 398, 414, 447–449, 
459 see also association; 
duty; moral-good; 
unconditional

church, 411, 437, 446
external, 417
pious, 434–435, 447
public, 282
religious, 407, 425, 427–433, 

445–446
ritualistic, 412
volitional, 442

Oedipus Complex, 74n
Oklahoma State University, xxiii
old human being, 204n, 532 see also 

corruption; new human being; 
perspective(s)

dying of, 202
evil conviction governing, 204
payment for evil of, 199n
punishment due, 202, 309
put off, 201, 203

oligarchy, 449n
ontology, 130, 182n, 200, 402, 545
opinion, 86–87, 100, 108, 194n, 236, 

270, 298–299, 339, 341, 374, 
389n, 398, 416, 427, 429, 445, 
485, 499, 545 see also private; 
worth

bare, 465
heroic, 45
hypothetical, 46

of oneself, 184
of others, 67
philosophical, 45n
religious, 344

opium, 213
optimism, 45–46, 51, 225n, 326, 341, 

346, 524 see also history; 
pessimism

order;+ see also Carthusian; perversion
civil, 271n, 340
of concentric circles, 302, 342, 353, 

428, 446–447
formal vs. public, 238
of four classes of parerga, 147
of incentives, 96, 99, 116–117, 

121, 136
moral, 78, 134, 136, 240
natural, 159, 240
of nature vs. moral, 240
of organizational incentives, 302, 

342, 353
of good principles, 451–452, 455
public, 237–238
religious revolution’s new, 320–321
reversed by evil maxim, 78, 

95–96, 414
statutory law vs. service of God, 

446–447
supersensible, 318
temporal vs. rational, 280

ordinances, 233, 322–323, 328, 398, 
510 see also association; 
church(es); submission

use of term, 320n
organization(s), 336, 341, 372n, 

382–383, 396n, 420, 534  
see also order

church, 267, 269–270, 272, 288, 303, 
319, 326, 327n, 381–383, 438, 
449–450

political, 88, 254, 272, 315
religious, 15, 251, 258, 265, 269, 

321, 323, 327, 397
vs. political, 254, 267, 269, 272

origin see also Christian; Christianity; 
human nature; human race; 
origin of evil

of archetype, 335, 366
definition of, 106
of divine commands, 12n
of envoy, 219
envoy as being of divine, 277
of freedom, 318
of God, 456
of the word heretic, 286
of holy mysteries, 357
of religion, 46, 391–393
of Scripture, 297–300
Scripture’s divine, 283, 300–301
supernatural, 170–171, 

184–185, 294
transcendent, 391

object(s) (cont’d)
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of true church, 328, 331–332, 382
volitional, 398
of the world, 44

origin of evil, 63n, 106–107, 109, 112, 
119–120, 173n

rational, 81, 110, 117, 267n
rational vs. empirical, 115
temporal, 62n, 107, 109, 115–116, 

134n
temporal vs. rational, 62n, 82n, 

106–107, 111–112, 116
original sin, 28, 49n, 81n, 82, 107, 

108n, 109, 112, 411n see also 
doctrine(s)

Orthodox see Christianity
orthodoxy, xiv, 232, 237–238, 

292–293, 295n, 339–340, 345, 
366–368, 395n

Christian, ix, xin, xiii–xivn, 
29n, 38, 143n, 177–178, 
203–204

despotic vs. liberal, 285
Lutheran, 1
theology, 29n

ought–implies–can principle, 96–97, 
111, 124, 131, 137, 139–140, 
159, 167, 180–181

paganism, 449, 460, 487n see also 
Hinduism

pagan(s), 487n
myths, 44
superstition, 495

page break (placement of), xvi
pain, 165, 201n, 202, 207, 214 see also 

displeasure
pleasure and, 52, 191
in childbirth, 200

Palestine, 339n, 433
pantheon, 293n
parable(s), 402, 403n, 404–407, 466n, 

488–489n, 542 see also 
father; servants; sheep; 
son; talents

Paraclete, 193
paradise, 43, 67n, 293–294, 545
paradox, 54n, 64, 81, 84, 88, 93, 98n, 

100, 102, 120n, 124, 135, 140n, 
141n, 145n, 166, 206, 207, 
226–227, 247, 264, 271n, 289, 
308–310, 358n, 365, 448, 464, 
469, 487n, 551 

paranormal, 122n
pardon(ing), 213 see also grace

divine, 189–190, 500
pardoning grace+ see grace
parent(s), 44n, 74n, 100, 107–108, 320, 

410n see also father
ancestral, 216
first, 108
Kant’s, 2, 9n
of virgin, 221

parerga, 7, 32, 63, 120, 141n, 144–147, 
185n, 222, 233, 239n, 243–244, 
247, 337, 355–356, 360–364, 
448, 469, 477–479, 483–484, 
498 see also system; 
universalizability

definition of, 145n
Pariah(s), 351
Parsi(s), 351
partnership, 16–17, 19–21, 160, 268, 

349, 359, 382, 430
Pascal’s Wager, 470, 486
passion(s), 102, 202n, 252–253, 422, 

521 see also instinct(s)
passive(ly)

faith, 342–343
idleness, 479
illumination, 230
moral state, 459
obedience, 274
reason, 434–435
receptivity, 1, 148, 382
remaining, 268, 310, 477, 483, 494
suffering, 463
veneration of divine law, 498
virtue, 154
waiting for moral good, 403–404
waiting for supersensible object, 436

pastor(s), 24–25, 28, 30, 188n, 189, 
191, 238, 298, 345, 368–369, 
412, 476, 491 see also duty; 
ministers; spiritual; training

patriarch, 272, 334 see also father
peace, xxvii, 88, 237n, 259, 269n, 299, 

307, 316n, 343, 488n, 500
of conscience, 100–101
eternal, 90, 325
as Quaker testimony, 295n

pedagogical strategy, 134n
pedagogues, 45
pedagogy, 368, 465 see also education; 

Kant; religion; training
of Mohammed, 461
moral, 133n, 140n
and purpose of true church, 7n
religious, 133n, 193, 217, 230

penance(s), 316, 424
people of God, 263–268, 362–363, 530
perdition, 172, 217, 348 see also hell
perfect humanity, 164n see also 

archetype; bare reason; idea(s); 
mystery

as necessary requirement, 161–163
possibility of, 169
prototype of, 203n, 222

perfection, 7n, 12n, 55n, 90, 141, 143, 
177, 184, 186, 205, 212, 220 
270, 207–214, 463, 479–480 
see also archetype; 
imperfection; model

complete, 359
divine, 322, 403–407

goal of, 185–186
God-pleasing, 489–490
godly, 163
of humanity, 161–162
ideal of (moral), 163, 212, 262
as main focus of the true church, 7n
of maxim of doing, 311
measurement of, 143
of mechanism, 246
moral, 11, 55n, 161–164, 168n, 177, 

226, 261–262, 372, 445, 459
of moral reformation, 90
natural, 11–12
progress toward, 141, 321
quantitative vs. qualitative im-, 205n
required by holy duty, 434
self-, 11–12
sensual nature vs. human, 220

perjury, 137n
persecution, 222–223, 291n, 399n, 404

by the evil principle, 228
religious, 441n

Persian, 286n, 351n, 352n
proverb, 474

personality (predisposition to), 64n, 69, 
70, 76, 95, 98, 108n, 335–336

vs. animality, 68n, 94–95, 98, 162, 
270, 319

child’s, 134n
of divine Trinity, 376, 497
vs. humanity, 58, 162, 270, 294, 319
and leaving state of nature, 256n
and Maslow’s hierarchy of 

needs, 162n
and stages of human history, 260n
and the theology faculty, 108n
as third predisposition, 58, 63, 69–70, 

92–95, 162, 270, 294, 319, 356
traits in moral trinity, 363–364

personhood, 547
God’s, 493
human, 69, 124
as a task, 69n

perspective(s), 99, 131n, 161, 164n, 
284n, 361, 384, 546–550

of bare reason vs. sensibility, 22–23
change of, 133
Chinese, 125n
Christian, 4
of divine vs. human, 61, 182n, 204n
empirical, 83, 115, 196n, 205, 207, 

325, 391
empirical vs. transcendental, 81, 

95, 104, 106–107, 109–111, 
115, 196n

of experience (in PSP), 51
four key, 19n, 35n, 84n
as defining four key stages in 

religion, 41, 151, 179, 187, 249, 
325, 377

God’s, 183, 204n, 242n, 286n, 310, 
318n
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good and evil as, 95
historical, 83
human, 65
hypothetical, 84n, 485, 490–491
Jewish, 330
Kant’s threefold (Critical) use of, 4
legal, 208, 225
logical, 84n, 187
mind and body as, 336n
of new vs. old human being, 206
noumenal vs. empirical, 205
phenomenal vs. noumenal, 81, 133, 

139, 181–182, 205–207
philosophical, 108
poetic vs. ontological, 200n
principle of, 27
revealed and natural religion as, 394
system of, 132, 324, 546
transcendental, 70n, 84n, 104, 110, 

115, 179, 387
transcendental, as universal, 

110–111
Transcendental (in PSP), 51, 387
Trinity as three, on moral 

judgment, 361
two experiments as rational vs. 

historical, 223, 226n, 230, 277, 
280n, 448

two moral, 95, 104
two, of sanctifying faith, 319
two, on virtue, 130
use in education, 133
of way of sensing vs. way of 

thinking, 131
perspectival, 6, 28, 47n, 62n, 131n, 

149n, 311, 370, 447
argument for evil propensity as, 

48n, 60, 71, 78
distinction between deeds and 

conviction, 210
philosophizing/thinking, xin, 

181, 280
shift, 226n
solution to antinomy of faith, 

310–318
solution to mind–body 

problem, 336n
solution to problem of timeless 

choice, 110–111, 132–133, 139 
structure of Kant’s Critical method, 

4, 62–63n, 81, 132, 164n
tasks, as determining proper 

order, 280
understanding of change of heart, 131
understanding of justification (and 

divine punishment), 205–207
perversion, 77n, 85, 98, 99, 132, 136 

see also good predisposition
of Christianity, 500
coercive, 346
of human volition, 80

of maxims, 156
of moral incentives, 136
of order of religious principles, 416
not possible for third 

predisposition, 70
sexual, 67n
of the way of thinking, 132

perversity, 98
of the heart, 78, 97–99
radical, 99
self–incurred, 229

pessimism, 44–45, 51, 303, 473n 
see also optimism

Pharisees, 99, 257n, 350n, 362, 
399n, 432n

phenomena see also noumena; 
perspective(s)

territorial metaphor, 27n
phenomenal see also choice(s); 

judging; noumenal; 
perspective(s)

adoption of conviction, 61
deeds vs. supersensible holy 

law, 182
grounding of volition, 54n
human nature expressed in, 49
moral restoration as, 139
source of inclinations, 64
standpoint, 205
virtue, 128n, 129 see also virtus 

phenomena
world, 51, 82, 181, 239, 246, 355n, 

357, 369n
philanthropy, 11n, 401n see also hope
philology, 26
philosopher(s), 45, 88, 90–92, 107, 

109, 137, 143, 154–155, 158, 
197n, 200–201, 208n, 219, 237, 
238n, 241–242, 286n, 290, 297, 
310, 323, 356, 370, 376, 
389–390, 394–395, 412, 431, 
451n, 452, 453n, 495n, 521, 
547 see also critical; duty; 
instruction; purpose; 
standpoint

academic role, 241n, 252
ancient, 60, 293
English, 222n
enlightenment, 85
French, 360
Jewish, 416
Kant’s God as God of, 39n
liberal, 154n
moral, 133, 293, 296
natural, 242–244
non-, 51, 486
political, 256n
as pure teacher of reason, 33
Romantic, 371n
and scriptural interpretation, 118, 

299n, 318
skeptical, 382

and theology, 25–30
transcendental, 104

philosophy of religion, x, xin, xiii–xiv, 
xxv, 14, 29n, 37–38, 56n, 60n, 
116n, 280n, 283n, 296n, 317n, 
324, 462n, 495n see also Kant

physicotheology, 56n, 175
Pietism, xiv, 1–2, 9n, 207n, 392–393, 

461–462
piety, 58, 174n, 456, 461–463, 498  

see also virtue
vs. timidity, 460–461

pilgrim, 474
pilgrimage(s), 424, 433n

to Mecca, 474, 482
moral, 219
spiritual, 186

pious
believers, 498
customs, 280
doctrines, 174n
drudgeries, 448
humility, 461
nonphilosopher, 486
observances, 434–435, 447
play-acting, 434
practices, 462
scare, 345
slavish services as, 411

plant(s), 67, 246, 321n, 340, 368n  
see also cause(s)

kingdom, 246, 368n
metaphor for human nature, 68n

pleasure, 52, 183, 191, 213, 512
vs. displeasure, 301–302
erotic, 74n
ever-increasing, 193
faculty of displeasure and, 64
feeling of displeasure and, 71n, 74
of inclination, 154
life of, 213
and pain, 52–53
vs. pain in world of sensibility, 191
physical, 253
of possessing holy books, 352
self-, 126
through self-love, 202
sensual, 220
use of term, 129n

pluralism, 441, 545
religious, 283

politics, 90, 257, 313, 354, 358, 541, 
544 see also social contract 
theory

family, 272
international, 88–89

political, 3 see also authorities 
(political); citizen(s); 
citizenship; organization(s)  
see also separation of powers; 
structure(s)

abuse of religion, 341–346

perspective(s) (cont’d)
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battle against God, 216, 223
civil causes, 322
community, 254–255, 269, 360, 

450, 494
vs. ethical community, 257–266, 

272, 282, 331–334, 382
evolution, 90n
faith of Judaism, 329–334
idea of national law, 323–324
vs. moral concept, 353
vs. moral interpretation of Jesus’ 

death, 224
vs. moral law, 23n, 381
mysteries, 358
potentate, 258, 271
progress, 254
regent, 292
self-interest, 340
standpoint, 223
state, 88, 256
statutes, 36n, 387
struggle, 225
systems, Aristotle’s three  

types of, 266
war, 224, 285

polity, 449n, 534
polytheism, 293, 332, 460–461
poor, 252, 260, 440, 482 see also 

poverty
pope, 272, 282, 340, 415, 439n, 453n 

see also decree
positive evil, 52–53, 69, 156
postulate(s)

of conscience, 464–465
that God exists, 14, 18, 194n, 393, 

404, 407, 454, 456, 550
of immortality, 141, 194n, 331n, 405
moral, 423–424, 436n
of practical reason, 6n, 17n, 389n, 

393, 412, 541, 544, 550
potentate,+ 528, 531

external, 266
God as, 275, 325n, 489n
human, 346
political, 258, 271
spiritual, 340, 344
worldly/secular, 340, 344, 458

poverty, 222 see also poor
power,+ 9–10n, 121, 122, 130, 178 

see also belief; darkness
to amend one’s conviction, 140–141
divine, 244, 286n
evil, 227–228
of evil, 223, 230
foreign, 160
inner, 135, 179
magnetic, 244
moral, 139, 143
political, 218n, 258, 330, 344, 

346, 415
religious, 44
supreme, 272n, 415n

practical reason, 6n, 8, 16, 34, 39, 20, 
71n, 91, 145n, 149n, 155n, 157, 
167, 174n, 192, 213, 221, 237n, 
239, 243, 247, 370, 385n, 389n, 
412, 423, 478, 483 see also 
capacity; object(s); postulate(s); 
theoretical reason

God as necessary postulate of, 393
human predisposition rooted in, 

70–71
moral demands of, 121, 141n
moral law as one fact of, 65
primacy of, 55, 222, 302, 359, 456
standpoint of, 108, 146
true religion a need of, 359–360, 

396–397
ultimate object of, 356–357
unity of opposing maxims in, 95–96

pragmatic, 34, 70, 288, 333, 455
praise(s), v, 50, 52, 126, 210n, 275, 

422, 432n
of external behavior, 134
worthiness of moral, 58n, 78

prayer(s), v, 8n, 148n, 268, 433, 441, 
475n, 477, 482, 485n, 487n, 
488, 489n, 490, 546 see also 
formula(s); Lord’s Prayer; 
object(s); ritual(s)

of children, 492
to Christ, 148n
to Jesus, 210n
as means of grace vs. expression of 

moral conviction, 484–486
private, 481, 490–492
public, 490–491, 493
for revenge, 291
risk of abuse, 483, 492
spirit vs. letter of, 484–492
verbal, 485, 487, 491–492

prayer wheel, 433
precept(s),+ 98, 192, 246, 277, 279, 296, 

318, 469–471 see also church(es); 
church faith; scripture(s)

that apart from a good lifestyle 
deeds are pseudoservice, 428

of bare reason, 298
of biblical theology, 341–345
of constitution of kingdom of 

God, 380
corruptor of, 159–160
of the exclusion of a mean, 104
delusory, 422–424
genuine, 95
of the good, 185–186
of great societies, 88–90
inclinations as opponents of, 

156–157
of kingdom of light vs. darkness, 160
that knowing what God does for 

salvation is not essential, 143
laid in heart by real reformation, 

493–494

moral, 15, 229, 292, 456–457, 
464–465, 472

of moral–good, 156–157
of moral religion, 344n
nonmoral, 306
to obey God above human 

beings, 387
political, 272
of rational religion, 322, 432–433
religion must be founded on, 

437–438
religious, 170n, 410–411, 431, 483n
soul–corrupting, 154–155
of sufferers’ behavior, 462–463
of the true church, 270–273, 

381–382
universal, 197
to work to become better, 142–143

preconscious, 75
predetermination,+ 56, 119, 200, 407, 

458, 504, 521–522, 531
moral, 136, 162, 176n, 267n, 268, 

324, 381, 491
predisposition(s), 45–46, 66, 70, 72, 

82n, 86–89, 270, 318, 475–476, 
521–522; see also animality; 
good predisposition; 
humanity; personality

definition of, 71
divine, 346
empirically vs. transcendentally 

good, 71
evil, 30, 220–221
good, 84n, 92, 128, 252
human, 226n
moral, 46, 93, 135, 139–140, 159, 

226, 252, 260, 316, 319, 322, 
331–332, 357

to moral religion, 294, 327–328
natural, 84, 93, 111, 321, 403–404
noble, 460
original, 63, 117, 121–122, 127, 135, 

139–140, 229
partly good and partly evil, 30
vs. propensity, 72–77
singular vs. plural, 64n, 68n
special, 65
tree metaphor, 123–124
ungraspable, 136

pregnancy, 221, 344n
prelate(s), 272, 441 see also European
prejudice(s), 36, 101n, 271n, 333, 

341, 408
prescription(s), 139, 172, 271, 280, 514

of duty, 233
of faith, 450
of holiness, 403
of the law, 159
moral, 127
priestly, 469–470
of (pure) reason, 19, 243
volitional, 279
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presence, 422 see also God
of boundless ideas, 146
divine, 136, 211n
of highest being, 437–438, 490–491
of highest object, 485–486
of knower of hearts, 473
of moral law within, 93, 159, 387, 428
of personality causes evil 

propensity, 70
of prototype confirms reality of 

archetype, 168
spatial, 335

presentation,+ 12n, 281n, 423–424, 
464, 514, 531 see also delusion; 
superiority; symbolic 
presentation

of animality as shame, 220
bare, 65, 421–422, 494
capacity of, 425
of divine being, 293
of duty, 130
external, 421–422
of God, 422
of heaven vs. hell, 160
of historical narrative of future 

life, 350
of immense happiness vs. misery, 187
of incapacity for good, 459
of Jesus’ death, 226
of kingdom of God on earth, 341
partial society as schema or, 259
of perfect goodness and 

wisdom, 407
of a purpose, 12–13, 20
of reason, 107
of religion, 386
theoretical, 422
of the trinity, 364
of universality of religion, 494
of virgin birth, 221

preservation, 224, 372
of the Christian communion, 481
of church faith as useful vehicle, 322
Hindu god of, 361n
of human species, 67, 359
of the Jewish people and 

religion, 353
of living beings, 336
of morality, 228, 253, 265, 270
of offspring, 66
of plant and animal species, 246
of a religion (in tradition or holy 

books), 392–393, 398, 410, 
413, 417

of Scripture’s authenticity, 235–236
self-, 66, 487
of statutory church faith, 281–282

presumption(s), 24, 237, 261, 386, 415, 
499, 502

presumptuousness, 146, 278, 488, 513 
see also dogma

priestcraft, 43–44, 439n

priestery, 339, 379, 439, 448–450, 
451n, 496

priest(s), 43–44, 199–200, 224–225, 
236n, 237, 238n, 266, 280, 316, 
329–330, 334, 339–340, 352, 
387, 415, 441n, 442, 443n, 
449–450, 452, 453n, 463 see 
also government; Jewish

primitive people, 85–88
principle(s), 55–56, 70, 74, 131, 143, 

176, 240, 261, 263–264, 270n, 
271, 304, 321, 327–328, 333, 
357, 362, 392, 397–398, 421, 
433–435, 441–442, 449–450, 
462–463, 475n see also 
causality; critical; ought-
implies-can-principle; 
security; virtue

as advocate, 216
bare a priori, 21, 33
Christian, 90n, 395
Critical, 149, 359, 445, 448
evil, 43–44, 153, 157–158, 197–198, 

215, 216, 219, 228, 230, 252, 
266, 381, 444

evil vs. good, 30–31, 266
fundamental, 53, 76n
God is love, 372
good, 43–44, 143, 157, 161, 168, 

179, 185, 187, 202, 216–218, 
223, 225–227, 230, 251, 
252–255, 259–260, 266, 321n, 
325, 360–361, 379–380, 
382–384, 414, 439, 451, 455

good vs. evil, 30, 160–161, 215–216, 
228, 251–252, 309, 532

of good lifestyle, 310–314, 442
of goodness, 96
of happiness, 129, 142
holy, 181
inward, 54, 126
judicial, 74
of legislation, 263
of maxims, 53–54, 60, 97, 124
moral, 11, 74, 155, 225, 230, 328, 

400, 427–428, 520
of morality, 156, 526
morally-subjective, 192
philosophical, 27, 412
Princip, 15n
as prosecutor, 216
rational, 30, 71, 155, 158, 229, 233, 

322, 393, 438
regulative vs. constitutive, 193
of scriptural interpretation, 231, 

296–297
of self-love, 93, 114, 117
subjective, 93, 97, 192, 426, 519
of unification, 254
supreme, 11–12, 296, 413–414
use of term, 137n, 531
victory of the good, 256

prison, 157, 213n, 406n see also jail
private see also experience(s); 

knowledge; prayer(s)
belief in miracles, judge’s, 242
belief vs. true religion, 205
church faith and revelation  

as, 327n
conviction, 341
duty, 380
good, 429
moral concern, 268
nature, 429n
opinion, 29n
revenge, 292
source of knowledge, 238n

privation of the good, 53, 158
probabilism, 465
prodigal son, 497n
progeny,+ 281, 289, 331, 410, 418, 

481, 510
progress, 46n, 133, 140–141, 180n, 

183, 206, 272n, 320–321, 346 
see also infinite progress; 
perfection

ad infinitum, 140, 164n, 181–182
constant, 131–132, 325, 430
continual, 181, 205
from the bad to the better, 131–132, 

140, 181, 341
good, 58
of humanity, 272n
infinity of , 132
moral, 185n, 186, 187n, 212, 

331, 548
political, 254

progression see also hope
cause and effect, 216n
of nature, 89
of true (universal) church, 326

prohibition, 54, 113, 344, 400, 493
proliferation,+ 45, 322, 352, 402, 481, 

503 see also expansion; 
propagation; scripture(s); 
teaching(s); tradition

of Christianity, 416
of a church, 323
of church faith, 281
of ethical society, 253–254
of evil, 266
of historical faith, 288–289
of religion, 276, 392, 413–414
of theology, 25

promise(s), 188–189, 371, 385, 404
false, 229
of godliness, 457
of historical faith, 454–455
of rewards, 135, 452–453

proof, 103, 161, 228, 331n, 350n, 
172, 175, 176 see also a  
priori

empirical, 194
empirical vs. a priori, 93
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experiential, 92
of faith, 412–414
of God’s existence, xiii, 2
historical, 118, 468–469
that Judaism is not a moral religion, 

330–333
legal, 161
of miracles, 237–238
scientific, 175
synthetic a priori, 175n
through miracles, 168

proof of evil, 62–63, 75–83, 85–88, 
92–106, 118, 550 see also evil 
propensity; transcendental

a priori, 83, 92, 96, 101, 103
formal, 76n, 85

propagation, 368
of church, 397, 496
historical, of religious faith, 297, 

307, 392–393
of the moral good, 481
of revelation, 276
of species, 66

propensity, 7n, 72–75, 80–81, 96n, 279 
see also evil propensity

bad [schlimmen], 340–341
bare, 81–82
to chase foreign gods, 351
constant, 342–343
definition of, 72–73, 80, 81, 111
to delusion, 424–427
good, 76n
good vs. evil, 75, 475–476
innate, 72, 75, 82, 109, 115, 136, 

139, 220–221
to liturgical religion, 279, 345
moral vs. physical, 80
natural, 75, 84, 96
to pervert moral incentives, 136
psychological account of, 75
as subjective basis, 72–73
to subjugate other regimes, 323–324
to think of deity like a human 

ruler, 364
to transgression, 139, 164n
to vice, 129

property (possession), 9–11
in heaven vs. on earth, 216

propitiation,+ 306, 309, 316, 433, 
459, 513

propositional attitudes, 389n, 429n, 489n
proposition(s),+ 25, 138, 192, 209n, 

309, 314, 345, 374–375, 385, 
496, 510

analytic vs. synthetic, 84n
of arithmetic, 175
of determination of volition, 137
as divine revelations, 473
faith in, 414
faith in historical Jesus saves us, 315
any good implies a highest good, 

18–20

good lifestyle vs. delusion and 
pseudoservice, 428

Hobbes’, 260–261
the human being is evil, 83
human beings either good or evil, 51
of innate corruption, 139–140
make highest good final purpose, 

20–21
obey God more than human 

beings, 265
practical, 19
revealed, 413–414, 473
statutory, 438
synthetic a priori, 18–20
theoretical, 21

Protestantism, 32n, 282, 308, 316, 393, 
415, 441n, 469, 493

church, 287, 415
theology, 195, 315

prototype(s),+ 167–168, 177–180, 
203n, 205, 207, 222–223, 
227–228, 234, 333, 513, 516, 
531, 543 see also archetype; 
history; lifestyle; model; 
perfect humanity; presence

definition, 168n
as historical, 179
historical Jesus as, 204n, 207

proverb(s), 281
all’s well that ends well, 213
Latin and German, 474n
Persian, 474

providence, 119n, 267n, 268, 321, 
324n, 346 see also God

benevolent, 283, 353
divine, 283, 344, 353
final purpose of, 234
as God, 321n
intention of, 324
omnibenevolent, 498
use of term, 21

prudence, 58n, 70, 87, 157, 188, 289, 
319n, 327n, 405, 454, 549, 550 
see also Judaism

definition of, 157n
rule of, 58
vs. virtue, 87n
vs. wisdom, 157, 472

Prussian
censorship in 316, 471
enlightenment, 30n
king of, 269, 299n, 316
universities, 87n, 236n, 241n, 518

psalmist, 291n, 292
pseudoservice, 7n, 230, 379, 383–384, 

406n, 408, 414, 420–421, 430, 
439–440, 451, 462–463, 469, 
471 see also church(es); ends; 
precept(s); proposition(s); 
service of God; superstition; 
transformation

-service distinction, 384, 440

psyche, 87
psychoanalytic interpretation, 102n
punishability, 196, 198, 203, 206, 233, 

285, 312
punishment(s), 196–197, 198n, 

200–201, 213, 218, 223, 
291–292, 296, 307, 330–331, 
361, 404, 456n see also 
good-hearted person; 
hypothesis; ill(s); old human 
being; suffering(s); unjust

divine, 37, 198–201, 400–401, 405
eternal, 188, 192
of hell, 188
infinite, 197
of pre-conversion evil, 195, 

198–199, 202, 205–207
temporary vs. permanent, 188
threat of, 135, 306
timing of, 198–199

pupil(s), 135–136, 217, 369
purgatory, 188, 192n, 207n
Puritanism, 441–443, 541
purity, 131, 352, 531–532 see also 

integrity; intention(s); 
resurrection

of bare reason’s morality, 301
formal, 12
of germ of the good, 124
of good predisposition, 136
of Jesus’ conviction, 219
of moral law, 19, 127–128, 132, 

145, 448
of morally good, 229, 265
of new conviction, 203
in principle of supreme maxim, 131
production of moral, 127–128
of reason, 471
supposed height of, 434
of virtue, 457
of will, 171

purpose, 9–21, 33, 63, 69, 86, 122, 125, 
278, 347–348, 406, 414, 418, 
433, 463, 485, 491–492 see also 
ethical community; objective; 
presentation; religion; system

of citizenship in divine community, 
365–366

common, 260–262, 380–381, 
490–491

of creation, 161–162
definition of, 18–19
delusion of equating means with, 

422–427
ethical, 257
good, 487n, 489
highest, 397
morality’s ultimate, 13
necessary, 12n, 293–294
of nature, 67n, 89–90
of rational religion, 128, 140n, 

282–283, 289–290, 296, 311, 323
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of scholarship vs. philosophers, 
394–395

supersensible, 437
of true church, 7n, 271–272
ultimate, 383–384, 396–397 see also 

final purpose
of unifying all human beings, 

358–359
purposiveness, 16, 56n, 470 see also 

association

Quakerism, v, xxiii, 2n, 269n, 
519–520, 545, 550

quality, 532 see also church(es); 
conviction(s); quantity

of archetype, 205n, 269n
category of, 173n
of citizen in kingdom of God, 494
ingenuous vs. disingenuous, 

210–211
of lawgiver’s holiness, 363
of merit vs. worthiness, 374
of old vs. new human being, 206
spirit’s nonsensible, 336
threefold moral, 364
threefold (trinitarian), 360, 376
of true church, 270
vs. quantity, 205

quantity, 270 see also church(es); 
quality

category of, 269n
of true church, 270

Qur’an, 294 see also Islam

radical evil, 6, 43, 79n, 84n, 85n, 96, 
101–103, 134, 139–140, 164, 
187, 195–196, 239, 241, 243, 
268, 292, 295n, 303, 306, 308, 
323, 366, 368n, 375, 384, 405, 
431n, 473n, 484, 500, 541, 
543–545, 548, 550 see also evil 
propensity; species

a priori argument, 62n
empirical, 62n
proof of, 62n, 103

rapture, 235n
rationalist/supernaturalist distinction, 

9n, 38, 388–391, 394
rationalization,+ 114, 281, 343, 366, 

451, 457, 513
real opposite, 53
reason, 7–8, 13–14, 16, 24, 40, 47n, 52, 

53n, 54, 57, 63n, 65–67, 70, 82, 
83, 86, 89n, 95, 100, 107, 112, 
115, 117, 119, 123, 125, 127, 
131n, 135, 138–139, 141–142, 
154–155, 157–159, 162–164, 
167–170, 177, 179–180, 
190–191, 193, 199–200, 209, 
212, 220, 233, 239–241, 
245–247, 254–255, 262, 275, 

279, 294, 297n, 298, 300–301, 
303n, 307–310, 313–315, 317, 
320, 330, 335–336, 342, 350, 
356, 360, 364–366, 369n, 
370–371, 382, 385–387, 
390–394, 405, 407–411, 
413–415, 419, 430–431, 
434–435, 442–443, 446, 448, 
450, 454, 456, 465, 470–472, 
475, 477–479, 480n, 481, 487n, 
493, 500 see also authority; 
bare reason; bounds; 
concept(s); idea(s) maxim(s); 
philosophers; practical reason; 
prescriptions

embodied, 146, 217n, 267–268
vs. experience, 46
interests of, 5–6n
judgment of, 59–60
judgmental, 103 see also conscience
limits of, 64, 147, 153, 172, 174–175, 

187–188, 241, 244, 247, 304
as maidservant, 125
malicious, 92
moral death of, 437
morally legislative, 91, 127, 167, 266
need of, 14, 20, 275, 469n
pure practical, 8, 34
pure, 18–19, 38–39, 60, 240, 339, 

390, 421, 423, 425
religious, 232
vs. Scripture, 35–36, 230, 370
theoretical vs. practical, 39, 71n, 

167, 239n, 423, 483, 490
as universal, 24, 361, 413
war on, 27

reasoning see also circular reasoning
architectonic, 324
deluded, 425
dishonest, 472
hypothetical, 44
impure, 427
judicial, 289
mathematical, 52
of miracle-workers, 244
moral, 78
philosophical, 29, 32n
practical, 247
reward-based, 200
seductive, 199
theoretical vs. practical, 237, 

247, 292n
rebel(s), 108n, 347 see also insurgent
rebellion see also obedience

against God, 216, 330
against the moral law, 93
against political authority, 258n, 

265n, 340
rebirth, 130, 131n, 309, 331n, 488–489
receptivity, 82, 302, 437, 445, 479–480 

see also passive(ly)
to the archetype, 163

to convictions dedicated to 
God, 427

to divine grace, 495
to divine love, 204n
vs. eternal happiness, 305n
to God, 461
to the good, 131–132
to higher (divine) assistance, 

124, 202
moral, 208, 305, 374, 445
to rational religion, 408
to respect for the moral law, 69

reciprocal love, 68–69
redeemer, 203
redemption, 203, 219n, 227n, 306, 

307n, 431, 472, 547
as focus of Second and Third 

Piece, 7n
reductio ad absurdum, 221n, 287, 

291n, 317, 417, 419
reformation,+ 142–143, 192, 205, 

207n, 210, 213, 230 see also 
gradual reform(s); hard work; 
perfection; precept(s); 
responsibility; systematic

moral, 90, 118–119, 132, 141, 161, 
185, 198, 280n, 296, 320, 364, 
424, 442, 446, 492

religious, 241
theology, 269n, 367

regeneration see also moral
regime(s), 282, 293, 299, 316, 320–324, 

511, 530, 532 see also 
propensity

ethical, 321–322
national, 441, 450
political, 259, 282, 324, 450, 471

regulation, 23n see also government; 
submission

of actions, 246
brought about by God, 447
burdensome, 398
commanding, 448
customs and, 440
of empirical knowledge, 174n
external rules and, 80
of reason’s concept
of religion, 271n
of religious scholarship, 22
teaching and, 383

regulative, 323 see also constitutive
reincarnation, 331n
religion(s), 98 see also bare reason; 

pedagogy
Asian, 287
as bridging freedom and  

nature, 16
change of, 343
definition of, 113n, 278, 290, 

384–386, 392, 456
Egyptian, 361, 543
as embodied morality, 66n

purpose (cont’d)
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empirical, x, xiv, 4–5, 12, 15, 17n, 
33n, 34–35, 38, 64n, 98n, 121, 
140n, 234, 319, 324, 383, 495n

empirical vs. rational, 199n see also 
perspective(s), of two 
experiments

essential features, x
Gothic, 362
historical, xi, xiii–xiv, 6, 9, 32–35, 

39–40, 49, 114n, 131n, 267n, 
426 see also historical faith

historical introduction of moral, 
233–235

historical vs. pure religious, 277
inclusive vs. exclusive, 332
introduction of, 233 see also 

proliferation
Kantian, 98n, 100n, 143
liturgical, 274n, 275, 279, 305, 327, 345
monotheistic, 241, 332
moral vs. liturgical, 142
natural, 379–408, 409, 412–415, 

420, 431, 439, 477, 500, 543
one, 35, 275, 283–287, 342
origin of, 46
as not pure, 33n
of priests, 199
pure moral, 142–143, 205, 233–234, 

275, 279–280, 282, 284, 286, 
294, 322, 326, 330–331, 333, 
335, 339, 344, 364, 397–398, 
416, 419, 434–435, 443, 452, 
474, 517–518, 526, 546

rational, xxiv, 3n, 6, 17n, 22, 32–35, 
39, 53n, 70n, 112, 117, 123, 
146–149, 160, 174, 180, 187, 
189, 204n, 207, 209, 213, 215, 
223, 235, 236n, 239, 241, 247, 
270, 273,280, 288–290, 296, 
299, 301–303, 319–325, 330, 
349, 382, 383n, 389n, 394, 
396–400, 408, 415, 417, 428, 
432–433, 445, 455, 461, 473, 
481, 494–495, 517, 550, 551

revolutionary, 234
ritualistic, 143
statutory, 276, 379, 409, 420
system of (bare rational), 33, 71, 

103, 112, 119, 122–123, 143, 
164, 166, 215, 315, 544

true, xivn, 35, 106, 168–169, 230, 
234–235, 276, 279, 283–285, 
298, 340–343, 388, 390, 409, 
414, 418–421, 440n, 441, 
446, 453, 454n, 455, 473, 
479–480, 500

universal, 2, 247, 327–329, 350, 386, 388
Religion

as adopting judicial standpoint, 5, 
35, 48, 60n, 61, 64, 84, 91n, 
146, 149, 200n, 289, 302, 324 
see also bare; censorship; 

perspectives, four key; 
redemption

affirmative interpretation of, xin, 
29n, 199, 242n, 547

anonymous reviewer of, 37, 39, 
48n, 73, 138–139, 155n, 231, 
290n, 292

as appendix to Kant’s ethics, xii, 
29, 61

atheistic interpretation, 281n
coherence of, 4, 16, 29n, 31
English translations of, xi–xiii, 

xxvi–xxviii, and passim
goal not to reduce religion, xiv, 9, 

34, 121n, 302, 412, 481, 546
history of publication, 22
intended readership, 73n
pedagogical thrust, 7n  see also 

education
purpose of, 15
reductionist interpretation of, 8–9, 

17, 34, 38, 96n, 121n, 205n, 
242n, 277, 302, 353, 385, 412, 
428–429n

second edition supplements 
(denoted by daggers), 31, 
55–58, 73–74, 86, 89, 138, 
145–148, 208, 213, 220–222, 
223–225, 231, 243, 280, 
291–292, 314, 324, 350–353, 
361–362, 368–369, 370, 
416–417, 423, 439–440, 
460–462, 474, 475–476, 484

as a textbook, 29, 37–38
title of, 25, 32–33, 40
translation thesis, 34–35, 49n

religiosity, 53n, 210
religious piece(s) s, 236, 398, 468, 

511, 532
remission, 142, 142n
remuneration,+ 512–513, 519, 532

of God, 182, 345
of others, 200
of transgression(s), 183, 399, 431, 498

repentance, 58, 188–189, 213, 466
reprobation,+ 108, 402, 473, 513

eternal, 188, 367, 430–431 see also 
damnation

republic, 271, 449n see also structure(s)
universal, 261
world, 89–90

resistance, 53, 353, 399n see also 
rebellion

of the evil (principle), 254, 381
of inclinations, 74, 77, 137, 156
of temptation, 222
to political authority, 223n, 347, 

450n, 540, 548, 550
resolve, 185, 186, 211, 214, 215, 

254, 486
firm, 58, 128, 129n, 137, 139n, 143, 

164n, 186, 194 see also belief

moral, 136
weak, 186n

respect, 2, 10n, 19–20, 22–23, 27, 30, 
53–56, 64, 86, 93, 113, 
133–136, 143, 159, 170, 197n, 
281–282, 300–301, 308, 318, 
321n, 345, 370–372, 389–390, 
399, 403, 412–413, 417–418, 
421–422, 425, 440, 456, 461, 
473–474, 498 see also 
humanity; incentive(s); moral 
law(s); object(s); unconditional

for persons as ends, 10n, 292n, 543
as rational feeling, 22
use of term, 23n

responsibility, 103, 199n, 268, 344, 
380n, 396, 428, 543

for actions, 48n, 49, 61,  
358, 363n

of conversion and reformation, 243
for evil, 54n, 91, 98, 100, 110–111, 

128, 156n, 308
moral, 108, 111
for moral nature, 61, 73, 84–85, 

121–122, 138
unburdened by God, 208–209

resurrection, 204, 337n
of the body after death, 454, 541
of Jesus, 148n, 204, 215, 235n, 

290, 311, 335, 337, 453, 455n, 
459, 468

of original purity, 136
revelation(s), 32–33, 37–38, 143, 145n, 

147, 166, 255, 273, 276–282, 
312, 327n, 362–363, 389, 429, 
467, 472, 538 see also certainty; 
doctrine(s); experience(s); 
history; miracle(s); uncertainty

alleged, 294, 297, 500
bare, 423–424
biblical, 316, 471–472
Christian doctrine of, 413
disclosure as, 337
divine, 5–6n, 38, 236, 282, 296–300, 

320, 342, 358n, 370, 382, 
387–388, 392, 409, 416, 473

faith, 283–285, 288–290, 410–413, 
431, 434

faith preceding religion, 414
historical necessity of, 174n
for human comprehension, 

364–365, 370
inward, 436
as necessary, 446
objective, 390
possibility of, 388n, 390
vs. pure rational faith, 313–315
rationalist view of, 394
real, 388–390
vs. reason, 205n
religion in need of, 384
supernatural, 235, 392–393
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revenge, 89n, 291–292, 399 see also 
vengeance

reverence, 372, 491n, 520 see also 
moral law(s)

distance, 57, 479
revolt, 223
revolution(s), 227, 234, 282, 545, 550 

see also conviction(s)
anthropological, 131n
Copernican, 169, 371n
in dogmatics, 333
external, 320
French and American, 4n
of the heart, 132–133
intellectual, 202
intelligible, 131n, 141
inward, 135
of Jewish religion, 219, 234, 334, 338
moral, 131n, 170, 172, 179, 201–202
national, 282
one-off, 131n, 532
providential, 320–321
public, 224–225
religious, 234, 320–321
social, 320–321
in the way of thinking, 

130–132, 219
reward(s), 8, 135, 142n, 218, 288, 

305n, 306, 331, 402, 432n, 443, 
452n, 494 see also eternal(ly); 
promise(s); reasoning

of happiness, 17, 21n, 142, 
184, 262n

in heaven, 288, 348n, 404–407
rhetoric, 168n, 242n, 545
righteousness, 1–2, 95n, 129n, 

175–178, 179–180, 184n, 201, 
252, 257n, 300, 375, 399n, 
411n, 430, 488n, 499n, 507, 
526, 532 see also Jesus; 
necessity; training; works-
righteousness controversy

before God, 410–411
divine, 202, 367
God’s, 373, 430n, 472n, 500
use of term, 430
works–righteousness, 295n, 436n

rite(s), 402, 482, 495, 532 see also 
ritual(s)

ritual(s), x, 64n, 96n, 148, 271n, 272, 
275n, 284–285, 289, 297, 
425–427, 433–435, 437, 441n, 
442, 460, 479, 481–483, 486, 
495, 500, 527, 532 see also 
baptism; communion; 
church(es)

ancient, 424
of churchgoing, 492–494
of communion, 224–225, 496
external, 446
internal vs. external, 481, 495

inward, 484
liturgical, 148n, 431n, 480
nonmoral, 428n
of prayer, 484–492
public, 282
religious, 230, 236n, 392, 402, 426, 

428n, 429n, 435–436, 477, 
492–498

sacrificial, 424
superstitious, 230

ritual worship,+ 35, 199, 345n, 437, 
461n, 505, 532 see also bare

ancient, 334
mechanical, 332–333

Roman see also mythology
empire, 219, 286, 334, 351
historians, 338
law, 27–28, 99n
people, 285, 293, 338, 419, 424
ruler/emperor, 347n, 453
Senate, 285n
virtues, 156n

romanticism, 371n
Rome, 286, 347n, 474n
root(ed), 66, 67n, 68, 70, 78, 82–85, 

84n, 85, 91–92, 96n, 99, 103, 
103n, 116, 123, 133, 142, 145n, 
157–159, 181, 186, 220, 263n, 
291n, 303, 307, 319, 321, 321n, 
327n, 340, 360, 380, 452, 457, 
475–476, 489n, 507 see also 
practical reason

Rubicon, 285, 286n
ruler(s)

God as moral world, 264, 358–359
God as supreme version of 

human, 386
good, 220
human, 275–276
omnipotent moral being as 

world, 21
political, 159n, 258n, 471, 497n
Roman, 347
universal world, 332
world, 320, 458

Sabbath, 264n, 292n, 440n
sacraments, 192n see also baptism; 

communion (ritual); 
penance(s); priestery

sacrifice(s), 134, 136, 172, 202, 204, 
228, 347–348, 404–405, 424–425, 
433, 467n, 475–476, 482

of atonement (atoning), 162n, 204, 
204n, 430n, 459

Jesus’, 173, 227, 366, 432, 459
salvation, 1–2, 142–143, 164–165, 178, 

179, 183, 184, 185, 195, 203n, 
210, 251, 287, 310, 313n, 
315–317, 335, 342, 348, 367, 
371, 373–374, 408, 411n, 412, 

414, 418, 425, 430n, 431, 438, 
449, 452, 456n, 463n, 472, 499, 
500, 510, 518, 524, 532–533, 
536 see also doctrine; hope; 
necessity

biblical account of, 215
eternal, 177n
Kantian, 204
logic of, 186
satisfaction theory, 198n
use of term, 172n, 229n

sanctification,+ 128n, 180, 182–187, 
193n, 195, 207, 305–306, 305n, 
310, 319, 342–343, 365, 374, 
510, 532–533

use of term, 305n, 310
sanctifying faith, 303–319, 334, 383, 

414, 451, 453 see also 
antinomy; object; 
perspective(s)

sanctimony, 463
Satan, 108–109, 115, 119, 159, 160, 

216, 217, 219, 222, 223, 266n, 
545 see also devil(s); 
kingdom(s); nature

satanic guile, 229
satisfaction,+ 305, 332 see also Anselm 

of Canterbury; love; 
well-wishing

divine, 166, 197–198, 421, 428, 
442–444, 479, 485

immediate, 275, 444
toward the law, 456
moral, 372, 407
self-love as well-wishing vs., 

124–125
three types of, 64

satisfactory to God, 195, 202, 212, 222, 
277 see also conviction; hope; 
lifestyle; object(s); striving; 
well-wishing

actions, 462
archetype of humanity, 313, 335
becoming, 236, 305–306, 307n, 342, 

399, 423, 428–429, 433–434, 
446–447, 481, 487

continual becoming, 205
delusion to become, 437
human being(s), 170–171, 189, 192, 

198, 207–208, 222
idea of humanity, 180
ideal of humanity, 165, 

176–177, 335
make self a new human being, 399
mercenary service regarded as, 

443–445
moral make-up, 182
moral spirit of prayer as, 488
morally, 167
morally good as, 129–130
wish to be, 484–485
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savagery, 86
savages, 73n, 86 see also coarse 

persons
schemata, 174–175, 259, 341, 481–482
schematism, 174, 175n, 240, 270n

of analogy, 173–174
of object determinism, 173

scholasticism, 13n, 20n, 197n, 244n
science, xxvi, 26–28, 63, 66–67, 89, 

242, 244–246, 368–369, 418
a posteriori, 63
biological, 66
natural, 244, 540

sciences, the, xxvi, 11, 23–26, 30, 242, 
340, 547

scientist(s), 242n, 368
on God’s nonexistence, 28
natural, 108
as natural philosopher, 242

scripture(s), 35–36, 116, 166, 173, 
226n, 228n, 237, 276, 413–415 
see also authority; bare reason; 
church(es); cognition; feeling; 
guide; preservation; symbol(s); 
tradition(s); ungraspableness

Christian, 215, 337, 389
church (faith) best founded on, 

273–276, 298, 301–303, 
342, 349

as divine revelation, 337, 342, 393
through reason and, 370, 382

duty to harmonize reason and, 
174n, 230–231

expressing ungraspableness in 
historical narrative, 119

Holy, 200, 215–216, 273, 543
interpretation of, 117–118, 251, 282, 

287–290, 295–302, 319, 
341–346, 410, 415 see also 
exegesis; hermeneutic(s)

Jewish, 216, 330, 333, 352, 416, 
418–419

origin of, 298, 300
satisfy God through precepts in, 

279–281
vs. tradition to proliferate moral 

essence, 281–283, 351–353
two experiments as tests of, 407–408
use of in religious education, 410n
way of presenting, 112, 173

sect(s), 272, 323–324, 376, 440, 
441n, 442

second-level analytic relation, 7n, 74n, 
147, 239n

secrecy, 358
security, 68, 260–261, 271, 272, 300, 

343, 417n, 418–419, 430, 
471n see also insecurity

eternal, 180, 183, 187, 189, 194n, 
195 see also assurance

principle of, 243n, 310n, 343

seducer, 159–160
seduction, 159

spiritual, 119
seed, 46, 67n, 156n, 219, 246, 

271n, 294, 321–322, 327–328, 
334, 402, 489–490 see also 
germ

self-activity, 230
self-condemnation, 375
self-cognition, 122, 191, 207, 211, 

256, 499
self-contempt, 461, 463
self-control, 74, 225
self-deception(s), 100–101, 114, 184, 

203n, 423 434, 436, 479–480, 
496–498, 500

self-improvement, 461, 486
self-interest, 77–78, 89–90, 

98–100, 114, 121, 190, 
340, 403–405, 429, 448, 
452–453, 455, 535

renouncing, 86
self-knowledge, 157n, 184, 499n
self-legislation, 65, 176, 262,  

264–265
self-love, 70, 73n, 74, 76, 80–82, 98, 

111, 117, 129, 133, 136, 147n, 
155n, 156n, 159, 165, 202, 
203n, 223, 233, 257, 308, 343, 
520, 534–535, 544 see also evil 
propensity; incentive(s); 
inclination(s); law(s)

bodily, 64n
comparing, 67–68
not the germ of the good, 124
healthy form of, 66–68
law(s) of, 94–96, 135, 223, 333–334
vs. love of others, 165
mechanical, 66
moral, 126–127
mortifications, 228
not a reliable principle 11–12
physical, 68, 76
pleasure, 202
principle of, 114–117, 122
rational, 68, 126–127
social, 64n
subjective principle of, 93–94
as well-wishing and satisfaction, 

124–128 see also satisfaction; 
well-wishing

self-observation, 169
self-satisfaction, 125–127, 167, 514; 

moral law(s); unconditional
self-torment(s), 58, 213, 424
self-transformation, 124
selfishness, 129n, 487

pre-conversion, 200n
sensibility, 22, 64, 82, 94, 121, 127, 

132, 174n, 175n, 176n, 181, 
191, 270, 274n, 433, 452, 511, 

533 see also association; 
incentive(s); limits; 
perspective(s); pleasure

basis of evil as not in, 91–94, 
158–159, 220, 229

coincide with moral end by 
raising, 425

lowering to silence the call of 
duty, 425

as natural vs. motive force, 57–58
separatists, 441n
separation of powers, 27
sermon(s), 39–40, 284

of Duttenhofer, 39, 462
Sermon on the Mount, 95n, 399–401, 

497, 500
serpent, 114, 119, 216n
servant(s), 135n, 163n, 382–383, 396n, 

415n, 432, 443n, 466n, 497  
see also church(es)

of God, 296n
of invisible church, 269, 382–383, 

414–415
Job as God’s, 216n
maid-, 125
in parables, 142n, 497n
sovereign as, 269

service (of God), v, 230, 274, 280 , 345, 
382, 408, 415, 420–421, 
423–425, 455, 485 see also 
church(es); duty; fetish; lip 
service; pseudoservice; spirit; 
temple(s); worship

acting as if in, 484
in a church, 455
courtly, 492
direct vs. indirect, 35–36, 384, 

426, 443
forms of religious, 278
indirect, 429n
vs. liturgy, 275n, 280n, 508, 528, 533
moral, 433, 443, 480
moral vs. actual, 443–444
slavish, 398, 410–411, 414, 427, 429, 

449, 462
true, 420–421, 439, 480–481
true vs. false, 7n, 379, 439n, 

446–447
servitude, 226–227, 252
sex, 68n, 74n, 220–221, 294n, 

459n, 507
childhood development, 74n
impulse to, 66–67, 74

sexuality, 220, 547
Kant’s theory of, 67n

sexist language, 67n, 68n, 182n, 
474n, 524

shaman, 441–442, 449, 542
sheep, 401n, 467

parable of and goats, 373n, 406
Siberia, 441n, 542
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signs and wonders, 233, 410 see also 
symbol(s)

silence, 38, 209n, 281n, 425, 500 see 
also sensibility

simplicity, 269n, 452n
sin(s), 80–81, 100n, 102, 107–108, 

116–117, 142, 176, 182n, 
192–193, 196, 201–204, 216, 
252n, 290, 295n, 305n, 363n, 
375n, 399, 411n, 447n, 499  
see also confession(s); debt; 
deed(s); eternal(ly); fall

death to, 202n, 223
definition of, 112, 316n
vs. evil, 113n
hereditary, 115n
law of, 252

sinfulness, 1, 103, 374
of deeds vs sin itself, 196n
universal, 103

Sinai (Mount), 56
sincerity, 143, 164n, 180–184, 

188–189, 231, 306, 308, 429, 
453, 455, 475–476, 485–486, 
491, 500, 510 see also candor; 
insincerity

in utterances on religious matters, 2
use of term, 305n

skepticism, 30, 247, 342, 394 see also 
philosopher(s)

enlightenment, 8, 38, 145n
towards miracles, 238

skill(s), 11–12, 128, 157n, 298,  
352, 506

impulse to, 74
obeying moral law as, 128
virtue as, 39

slave(s)/slavery, 202n, 217, 219n, 225, 
227, 229, 305, 413, 497, 500 see 
also attunement; Christ; faith; 
service (of God); spiritual

metaphor, 58n, 252n, 305n
morality, 413

sleep, 108n, 187
social contract theory, 222n
society, -ies, 98n, 108, 241, 254, 259, 

269, 372 see also community; 
good-hearted person; precept

civil, 238, 261, 340
of clergymen, 272n
enlightenment, 24
ethically civil vs. juridically 

civil, 254
immoral, 253n
impulse to, 66, 323
goodness in human, 90
nations as great, 88
for preservation of morality, 

253–255 see also ethical 
community

primitive, 73n
under public laws, 269

striving toward unanimity of 
all, 259

son, 219n
–father relationship, 173
of Israel 416
killing of (Isaac), 240–241, 467
parable of sick, 233n, 234
prodigal, 497n

son of earth, 226
Son of God, 162, 164, 166, 168, 180, 

199n, 202–203, 210, 219n, 272, 
313, 319n, 360, 362–363, 
365–366, 372–376

Son of Man, 350n, 360–361, 489n see 
also Christ; Jesus

sophistry,+ 193, 237–239, 245–246, 513
sorrow(s), 191, 222
soul(s), 46, 124, 135, 171, 206n, 236, 

403, 457
of animals, 200
corruption of, 154
drunkenness of, 521
elevating, 347, 407, 458, 491
as idea of reason, 331n
immortality of, 141 see also 

postulate(s)
making argument, 348n
mending faith, 327, 337, 342, 510, 

532, 534
Platonic theory of, 81, 454n
preexistence of, 365n
searching, 131n, 211n, 491n
shepherd of, 269, 345
wholeness of, 23–24

space see also space and time
God existing in as contradiction, 

357
as surrounding earth infinitely, 336

space and time, 82, 110n, 116 see also 
space; time

choice(s) in, 111, 113
cognition limited by, 116n, 364, 

436, 518
conviction existing outside, 192
events in, unable to influence 

God, 274
realm beyond, 111

species, 7, 122, 246, 388 see also 
choice(s); hope; individual; 
preservation; propagation

as chooser of the supreme maxim, 
82n

human, 66–67, 95, 262, 267
vs. individual, 82n, 267n
and radical evil, 113

sphere, xxviii, 32–34 see also 
concentric circles

of faith, 32, 34
spirit(s), 130n, 175n, 216n, 234, 

252n, 336, 436, 519, 542, 545 
see also battle; Holy Spirit; 
prayer; trust

evil, 119, 159–160, 216–217, 
240–241, 345, 475n

evil vs. good, 102
vs. flesh, 155, 519
of God, 130, 184, 296–297
good, 193–194 , 371
Hindu view of humans as, 200–201
of the law, 79, 102
vs. letter of the law, 79
loving, 80
vs. matter, 361–362
of moral law, 79
of prayer, 484–491
and rational meaning as cloak, 229
religion’s, 496, 500
religion based in truth and, 

234–235
seducing, 119, 160
service of hearts in truth and, 

480–481
spiritual see also battle; freedom

care, 241–242
citizen in kingdom of God, 494
contentment, 183
despotism, 439
discipline, 450, 492
father, 439
forces of evil, 159n
forces of slavery, 219n
gifts, 244n, 489n
leader(s), 266n, 433, 441
vs. material body, 336–337
officials, 415
pilgrimage, 186
potentate, 340, 344–345
realm, 216
seduction, 119
sense of paradise, 293
superiors, 468
truth of moral conviction, 234
truths, revealed, 358n
well-being, 25
wholeness as goal of pastors, 24

spiritualism, 336–337
standpoint, 33, 34n, 108–109, 141n, 

191, 321, 385, 467n, 547 see 
also critical

of the biblical theologian, 28, 226n
doctrinal, 302
first experiment, 297
god-like, 16
human vs. divine, 132
judicial, 5, 5–6n, 33–35, 48–49, 60n, 

64, 71n, 74, 84, 91n, 146, 149, 
200, 288–290, 302, 324, 
360–361, 534–535

noumenal, 47n, 130, 139, 182, 205
philosopher’s, 431
of philosophical theologian, 451n
practical, 5, 8–9, 16, 64, 91n, 108, 

146, 148–149, 230n, 246n, 302, 
309, 312
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practical vs. theoretical, 146, 148, 
310, 314, 318, 324, 365, 370, 
451n, 453, 477

religious, 130–132, 197n, 311
theoretical, 5, 16, 34, 64, 71n, 80, 

148–149, 181, 220–223, 
230–231, 233, 236–237, 239n, 
243–247, 275–276, 287, 
288–290, 292n, 300–303, 
311–312, 316, 318, 355–359, 
365–366, 370, 381–386, 
395–396, 451–454, 477, 486

of theoretical theology, 173
of the three Critiques, 64
use of term, 34n

spontaneity, 230n
absolute, 55, 138
divine vs. human, 139
human, 366

Star of David, 333
state;+ 88, 107, 155, 183, 197–199, 211, 

213, 252–253, 259, 269, 271, 
298, 299n, 323, 327, 330, 332, 
334, 342, 397, 511, 514, 534 see 
also Jewish; nation(s); political; 
state of nature

civil, 253, 255
civilized, 86–87
constitution, 254
juridically vs. ethically civil, 

256–259
moral, 47, 189, 191, 194, 459
as political–religious, 218

state of nature, 88n, 253n see also 
good-hearted person; good 
predisposition; hypothesis; 
nation(s)

brutality of, 85–86
duty to leave, 255–257, 

261–262, 265
juridical vs. ethical, 256–260
political, 265

statutes, 264, 433–434, 438 see also 
Jewish

as aiming at moral goal, 
397–398, 421

biblical, 387–388
church, 287, 402
civil vs. legitimate, 265–266
confused with rational core, 

284–285
as divine enactments, 421
as dispensable in mature church, 

319–320
of faith, 311n, 339, 450
God’s, 276–277
historically conditioned, 454
moral vs. nonmoral, 345, 390
new faith bound to no, 333–334
political, 36
pure religion unmingled with, 417
role in church form, 276–279

as tools of governance, 340
as vehicles for true religion, 

282–283
statutory, 434 see also ends; faith; 

law(s); moral law(s); 
obedience; religion(s)

church duties, 399
church faith, 188n, 281–284, 306, 

330n, 332–334, 379, 383, 398, 
421, 466

civil law(s), 265
commands, 387, 449
divine law(s), 265, 278–279
dogmas, 408, 437
enactments, 397
jurist, 27
kinds of faith, 322
law(s) accepted as God’s will, 276–277
legislation, 276–277
(merely) law(s), 36, 265–266, 275, 

329–330, 383, 416, 446–448
vs. moral religion, 419
non-, 320
propositions, 438
theses, 442

Stoicism, 118n, 140n, 153–160, 293n
ethics, 52n, 155
virtue, 140n, 153–154

striving see also imperfection; virtue
toward the better, 132
as evidence of good conviction, 447
to follow moral law, 176
to form a church, 278
toward the good (lifestyle), 183–184, 

207, 446–447, 457–459
toward holiness, 399–400
after holy conviction, 315–316
of incentives against reason, 159
to interact with God, 437
after the kingdom of heaven, 347
to be moral, 58, 457
to become satisfactory to God, 

142–143, 309, 442
for superiority overs, 67, 323
toward unanimity, 259
toward universal monarchy vs. 

union of nations, 89
of virtue toward holiness, 342, 403

structure(s), 512 see also church(es)
architectonic, 35n, 67n
of ethical community, 254, 272
coerced vs. free, 257–258
hierarchical, 219, 362
national vs. religious, 330–331
of nature, 175
new, 320–321
political, 3n, 88, 219, 266, 334, 338, 

346, 449n
of proof of evil propensity, 104–105
religious power, 44
theocratic vs. republic, 266
of universal monarchy, 89

struggle, 113, 120n, 177n, 178, 215, 
223–225, 230 see also 
authorities (civil); battle

between animality and 
personality, 64

against evil, 251–253, 405, 551
against evil spirits, 159
between good and evil (principles), 

101n, 120n, 161, 215–217, 
218, 223

of incentives, 95, 113
as indication of moral worth, 101, 177n
legal vs. physical, 223
of liturgical vs. pure religious faith, 327
moral, 156, 158, 223, 228, 541
physical, 225
political, 224–225
political, vs religious, 101n

subgod(s), 332
sublime, 22, 56n, 86, 119, 145n, 149n, 

160, 267–268, 357, 490–491 see 
also feeling(s)

subjective basis, 69–70 see also cognition; 
conviction(s); goodness

for adoption of maxims, 54, 61–62
free nature as, 48–50
propensity as, 72–73, 75
of religious delusion, 422
of volition, 96

submission, 275, 443
to censorship, 22
to divine judgment, 191, 430
to divine legislation, 365
to God’s will, 424
to government regulating 

religion, 271n
to ordinances, 449
servile, 458

substance, 84n, 336–337
Aristotle’s theory of secondary, 113n

substitute,+ 125n, 203, 212, 366
vicarious, 203, 347, 511

suffering(s), 225, 230, 235, 406, 
462–463, 483, 509 see also 
Jesus; passive(ly); touchstone; 
vicarious suffering

of animals, 200–201n
archetype taking on, 165–166, 

170–172, 176–177
blameless, 165
and death, 165
due punishment, 202
earthly, 222
of the good principle, 223
interpreted as divine punishment, 

191, 200–201, 206–207
of new man on behalf of old man, 

202–203, 361
physical, 75, 228
physical vs. moral, 213
regarded as one’s own fault, 

164–165
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suicide, 223–224
Sunday school, 40
superiority, 86

artificial, 433, 435
jealous inclination to pursue, 68–69
of moral religious faith, 327
of morality, 374
over oneself, 67
over others in external presentation, 

422
supernatural assistance, 122, 126, 

444–446, 460–463, 477–480 see 
also divine; God’s assistance

supernaturalism, x, 9n, 37–38, 146n, 
388–390, 393–394, 473

supersensible, 205, 270, 533 see also 
object(s)

ascend from sensible to, 174
being, 456
cognition of, 193, 274n
concepts of the, 192–193
conviction (as), 181–182, 192
delirious awareness of, 436–437
feelings, 462
intelligence, 175
nature of God, 460–461
noumenal perspective of, 205
order of things, 318
origin of religious texts, 294
qualities, 172–173
reality, 175, 274
religious symbolism of, 145n
solution to justification, 207
as subjective moral principle, 

426–427
superstition(s), 140n, 147, 230, 270, 

313, 339–340, 400–401, 436, 
442, 462

liturgical, 312
pagan, 495
primitive, 444
as pseudoservice of God, 432
religious (delusion), 437–438, 

484–485, 495
supreme basis

compliance with, 82
of conviction, 61–62
ignorance of, 82n
of all maxims, 50, 84, 96, 117, 127, 

129, 131–132
subjective, 84

supreme maxim, 48–49, 53, 81–82, 93, 
95n, 96, 103, 104, 117, 131, 181 
see also authority; purity; 
species

as inscrutable, 50, 140
vs. intelligible deed, 103n
unity of, 104

surplus, 195, 374
of grace, 207–208

surrender, 145n, 185, 213, 485n

survival of the fittest, 88n
symbol(s), x, xxv, 64n, 90, 96n, 97, 

115, 117, 119, 129–130, 140n, 
142n, 147, 148, 160, 162–163, 
173, 174n, 179, 203–204, 208n, 
209n, 215, 220, 227, 266, 271n, 
318, 326, 350, 372, 375n, 427n 
see also beauty; body; heaven; 
humanity; interpretation; 
intuition; trinity

anthropomorphic, 365, 423
archetypal, 202
of baptism, 495–496
biblical, 163n, 215, 335–336, 361
Christian, 161, 203n
as a contingent explanation, 116
delusion as uniting reason 

with, 425n
that enhance community 

holiness, 342
expressing rational ideas with, 

440–441
of a flag, 254
of freedom of relation, 496
of historical faith, 474
of kingdom of heaven, 489n
moral, 205n, 290, 347, 423n, 

429n, 541
nonmoral, 480
political, 292
religious, 57, 145n, 160, 174n, 207, 

242n, 284, 456–457, 473n
religious knowledge as always 

via, 426
as sensible, 270
vs. signs, 174n
as theoretical concepts, 289–296
of universality, churchgoing, 494
volitional, 271

symbolic presentation, 293, 347, 430
sympathy, 80, 242
synthesis, 57, 131, 176n, 200, 

268n, 483
divine–human, 175
of duty and divine command, 385
of knowledge and moral action, 4–5
of nature and freedom, 16
Spirit as, 373
of Stoicism and Epicureanism, 140n
of theology and philosophy,  

29–30
of theoretical and practical, 324

synthetic, 15–16, 19, 36n, 48n, 65n, 
483 see also analytic

a priori, 18–21, 47, 85, 175n
vs. analytic, 84n
definition of, 19n
evil maxims must be, 48

system, 261, 301–302, 332–333 see also 
critical; Kant; perspective(s)

of bare rational religion, 112

church, 39
of dogmatics, 39, 304
of ethics, 8–9, 21
of goodly-minded human 

beings, 261
of governance, 449
historical, 33, 35
Jewish political, 334
legal, 36, 156n
moral, 166
of parerga, 498
of perspectives, 132
philosophical, 35
political, 218, 257, 258n, 266, 344n
of polytheistic dogmatics, 332
of preexistence of germs, 221
pure rational, 33
of purposes, 324
of rational religion, 39, 70n, 103, 

119, 123, 143, 160, 164–166, 
180, 223, 236n, 270, 315

of religion, 71, 107, 112, 119, 122, 
143, 164, 166, 215

religious, 7
systematic

form of gods, 351
order of occupations, 443
requirements for rational 

religion, 236
theology, 195
unity, 238, 239n, 240
work of reformation, 493

talent(s), 133
parable of, 142–144

Talmud, 293n
Tamil Nadu, 351n
tapeworm, 108
taste, 11–12, 64, 73n, 89, 145n
teacher(s), 122–123, 175–176, 285, 

371, 376, 396, 398, 407–408, 
468 see also church(es); 
educator(s); Jesus

of Christianity, 333
the first, 298, 419
gospel, 334, 347, 406–407, 486, 499
of the law, 257n, 399n, 432n, 451n
of natural right, 27
orthodox religious, 237–238
philosopher as, 33, 297n
public, 292
of purely moral religion, 237, 280, 

369, 400, 446n, 447
of sole religion, 235
of souls, 269
wise, 231, 401

teaching(s), 26–27, 192, 339–340, 362, 
407–410, 534 see also bare 
reason; Jesus

biblical, 280n, 313n
Christian, 411
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ethical, 219
godliness vs. virtuous conviction, 

457–459
ingenuous, 223
moral, 52, 293, 417
of morals, 394
to proliferate good archetype, 165
public, 25
pure religious faith in church, 383
of reason, 174n, 230, 231n
of reason as holiest, 230–231
religious, 481
resting on document in soul, 235–236
of the resurrection, 337
revealed, 466
scripture useful for, 296
scripture’s, 300
theological, 40
universally valid, 455

technology, 34n, 86n
teleological argument, 174–175
Teleuts, 441n
temperament, 58, 100, 459

Hindu vs. Christian, 460n
temple(s), 280, 493n see also church(es)

of God, 493
service, 440–441
worship, 441

temptation, 100–102, 110, 119, 137n, 
148, 157, 159, 184n, 230, 266, 
381, 475–476, 523, 534 see also 
Jesus; touchstone

conscientiousness to, 344
diabolical, 97, 241
to evil, 5–6, 171–172, 222
of flesh not mitigating guilt, 119
by inclinations, 113
of Job, 216n
by other human beings, 381
of rational laziness, 141n, 142

ten commandments, 56, 330–331, 
403n, 460n

territory, 27, 205n, 222–223, 311, 395n
metaphor, 27n

terrorism, 86n, 98
testimony, -ies+, 228, 232, 296n, 465, 

505, 549, 550
of awe, 462, 492
of dedication to God, 424
false, 137n
of honor, 275
Quaker, 269n

Thalia, 55
thaumaturgy, 147
theater, 85n, 468n, 530
Thebes (walls of), 494
theism, xiiin, 18

and miracles, 239–241
theocentric

vs. anthropocentric, 60
orientation, 324

theocracy, 218, 265–267, 320, 322, 
329–330, 332, 346–354, 366, 
449n, 546

external vs. internal, 266
Jewish, 218, 329, 330n, 333–334, 

351, 353–354, 459
Kantian, 327n, 330, 346, 354, 471
moral, 277
non-coercive, 277n, 547
universal, 350

theodicy, xxvii, 199, 475n
theologian(s), x, xivn, 3, 4, 6n, 23–30, 

37–38, 48n, 52–53, 100n, 109, 
145n, 154, 177, 189, 223n, 
238–239, 269n, 293n, 317, 329, 
368, 370, 380, 382, 390, 395, 
455, 471–473, 476, 500, 542, 
545, 549 see also ignorance

biblical, 24–30, 36, 90, 118, 204–205, 
226n, 231, 235, 237–238, 282n, 
290–291, 297, 300, 312, 315, 
322, 337, 341–342, 376, 391, 
395n, 408, 410, 412–414, 
450–452, 473, 527

conservative, 27, 154
liberal vs. conservative, 29n
natural, 237–238
philosophical, 25–26, 37, 204n, 246, 

289–290, 311–313, 320–321, 
323, 337, 340, 342, 391, 395n, 
409–410, 412–413, 451n, 452

reformation, 269n, 367
theology, x, 23, 32n, 36–37, 173, 193 

see also discipline(s); faculty; 
Kant; reformation

Arminian, 317n
of atonement, 215, 311, 313n
biblical, 23n, 29, 37, 103, 112, 212, 

280n, 407
Calvinist, 367n
Catholic, 195
Christian, x, 90n, 160, 178–180, 

203–204, 220, 269n, 305n, 
324, 365

conservative vs. liberal, ix
liberal, x, xi, 179
Lutheran, 1, 307n, 459, 473n
Orthodox, 195
pastoral, 28
philosophical vs. biblical, 21–29

unity of, 28–29, 36n
philosophical, xiv, 6, 26–30, 102, 

243, 295–296, 322–323, 
389n, 439

philosophy as the handmaiden 
of, 500

Pietist, 2
Protestant, 195, 315
rational, 193
students, 30, 347n
systematic, 195

teachings, 40
theoretical, 173
trinitarian, 375

theoretical, 21 see also belief(s), 
bounds, certainty, dogma, 
experiential, ignorance, 
knowledge, maxims, necessity, 
reason, standpoint, symbol(s), 
synthesis, theology, 
understanding

theoretical cognition, 80, 148, 364, 385
theoretical philosophy, 40n, 104
theoretical reason, 39, 71n, 149n, 

239n, 359, 423
bounds of, 309n, 310
vs. practical reason, 167, 302n
standpoint of, 146 see also 

standpoint
thing(s) in itself/themselves, 175, 

239n, 295, 431–432, 440 
Tibet, 286–287, 433, 538
time, 271 see also space and time

conviction as not acquired over, 
61–62

drops out in supersensible order, 318
empirical knowledge bound by, 181
evidence of evil propensity in, 92
first deed cognized in, 112, 115, 117
first deed cognized in vs. out of, 

81–82, 106–107
God outside of, 138
humans as embodied beings in, 

182–183
human assessment of maxims 

in, 131
impact on conduct of place and, 

100–101, 110–111
infant goal in, 141
moral worth viewed as unity of, 192
and place as limits of historical 

faith, 273
pleasure and pain in, 191
restoration as presented in, 139
schematism related to, 270n

timeless choice see choice;  
perspectival

timeless deed, 48n
two perspectives, 111

Tofoa, 85
torture, 137n
totem animal, 441n
touchstone

external experience as, 499–500
feeling as not a, 301
reason as, 145n
moral (morality as), 301, 423–424
sufferings and temptations as, 166

tradition(s), 276, 281, 522–523, 549 
see also liturgical; Lutheran

augmenting articles of faith, 
419–420
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Christian, 103, 165, 177, 202, 204, 
284, 311, 462, 477, 496

church, 40, 278–279, 282–287, 
386–387, 428n, 439–440, 496

cultural, 8–9, 293n
dispensable vs. indispensable in, 

349–350
filling a rational gap, 430
historical, 147, 153, 273, 276–277, 

285, 353, 441, 447–448, 
450, 452

Jewish, 418–419
the leash of holy, 319–320
moral duties not based on, 11–17
proliferation via scripture vs. 281–283
propagation of revelation, 276
reconciled with way of interpreting 

scripture, 289–290
religious, 4, 9–10, 35–36, 40, 

43–45, 80, 275, 279, 281n, 294, 
305, 321–324, 340, 448, 450, 
452, 531

secure, 392–393
seed of true religion in, 321–322, 

327–328
unchangeable vs. revisable church, 

271–272
training, 460, 465 see also ethical 

training;
in Hebrew, Greek, 298, 419
of ministers/pastors/clergy, 25, 28, 

29n, 213, 300, 369, 439, 476, 
490n, 547

moral, 135, 139–140
of the moral predisposition, 

46, 139n
in Prussian universities, 236n, 241n
in righteousness, 296n
selves to behave ethically, 129

tranquility, 129, 164n, 237, 
252–253, 511

transcendent see also causality; Christ; 
immanence vs. transcendence; 
miracle(s)

vs. empirical, 358
events, 246
ideal, 178
ideas, 147, 478
morally, 147
object, 176–177, 385n
object of faith, 176–177
origin of things, 391
questions, 146

transcendental, 18, 20, 47–48, 62n, 
76n, 79, 119, 196n, 371n, 392, 
543, 550 see also evil 
propensity; experience(s); 
necessity; perspective(s)

 Aesthetic (in CPR), 121
Analytic of Principles (in CPR), 

175n, 483n

argument, 85, 92, 102, 104–106, 
109, 117, 217

condition(s), 82n, 112, 153, 209n
deduction, 161, 209n, 550
deed, 82
definition of, 84n
dialect, 175
foundation of love command, 403n
grounding of moral choice, 127
idea, 176n
ideal, 4n, 38n, 47n, 303n
idealism, 3n, 38n, 47n, 303n, 547
illusions, 422
inclusivism, 283n
problem, 121–123
proof of evil as, 76n, 78–85, 86–105, 

109–117
quasi-, 85n, 547
reflection, 70–75, 70n
use of term, 85n

transformation, 24, 173, 204n, 301, 
492, 514 see also character; 
self-transformation

of animal desires into love, 73n
of animality into personality, 319
of bare wish for good into  

hope, 308
of church service into domination, 

415
from evil to good conviction, 

140–142
of godliness into submission, 458
of the heart, 129–130
of lifestyle, 307
moral, 297
of mysteries into moral concepts, 40
into the new human being, 204n
radical, 255n
of service into pseudoservice, 446
use of term, 225n, 306n, 514
of the way of thinking, 133
of weak analytic religion, 18

transgression, 80, 100n, 111–112, 
156, 158, 171, 196–197, 
199–200, 265, 331, 361, 387, 
431, 498, 521 see also 
incentive(s); moral law(s); 
propensity; remuneration

deliberate, 115
tree, 113n, 268, 402n, 489n

metaphor of good and evil, 67n, 
84n, 123–124, 268, 402, 499n

trend from bad to worse, 46n, 63n
trespass(es), 142, 375
tribulation(s), 347
trinity see also doctrine; personality; 

perspective(s)
Hindu, 44–45, 461n
moral, 363, 364, 376, 497
symbolic explanation, 372, 373, 

375n
Trojan War, 89n

trust, 154, 400–401, 409–410, 499
in awareness of good spirit, 

193–194
in delirious feelings, 187
God, 407
human beings, 381
the inward light, 420
in reciprocal openness, 87
toward good spirit, 371

trustworthiness, 400–401, 500
in interpreting scripture (two ways), 

410
truthfulness, 95, 306, 399, 430, 

475–476
in court, 9–10, 401
un-, 469

Tübinger Stift, 38
Tungus, 441n
tyranny, 303n, 449n

ugly ditch, 175, 289n, 544 see also leap; 
Lessing

unbelief, 466, 472, 475, 508 see also 
belief

moral, 168–169, 233
naturalistic, 312–313
regarding miracles, 338

unbeliever(s), 285, 382, 431, 466 
see also believer(s)

uncertainty, 209, 453, 467, 488 see also 
certainty

of divine revelation, 387–388
of having a good conviction, 194
of imputation, 101
of which historical faith is right, 343

unchangeability, -ableness, 281 see also 
heart; tradition(s)

of basis for behavior, 140–141
of church triumphant, 305
of God, 359
of moral principles, 328
of (new) conviction(s), 184, 194, 272
of pure religious faith, 327
of purity of will, 171
as requirement of true church, 269n, 

271–272, 281–282, 297, 380
unconditional see also goodness; 

moral law(s); necessity
command(s), 136–137, 167, 310, 

412, 414
confidence, 471–472
constraint, 56, 447
decree (of God), 317, 367
determination of volition, 65
duty, 311, 343, 387, 464
faith, 413
law(s), 7–8, 11–12, 356, 454
legislation, 70–71
nonmoral observances declared 

as, 449
obedience to church rules, 450
obedience to law(s), 11–12, 167

tradition(s) (cont’d)
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principle of volition, 125
respect for the law, 126–127, 136
self-satisfaction, 126
standing of the moral law, 167
submission to divine legislation, 365
well-wishing of God, 363
worth, 342

unconditioned
inner law, 71
knowledge is unable to reach, 181
supreme condition, 9

unconscious, 74n, 81, 89, 108, 134n, 
156 see also consciousness

understanding, 117n, 147, 174–175, 
181, 246, 295, 321n, 336n, 518

church community’s, 299
downward causation, 244
enlightened, 255
human 121–123, 131n, 193, 

245, 369
illumination of, 147
of inward principle of contentment, 

126
judgment by conscience vs., 

464–465
of mystery, 368–369
objective, 384
territorial metaphor, 27n
theoretical, 243
unity of, via reason, 239n
world of, 380

unfair, 134 see also fairness
unfortunate, 67, 278 see also fortunate
ungraspable(ness),+ 159, 226, 233, 

235, 359, 365, 504
of archetype’s existence in soul, 171
of effect of grace, 148–149
of freedom, 426, 478
of predisposition, 136
Scripture’s expression of, 119

United Nations, 88
United States Constitution, 360
universal law, 65, 263–264, 516

formula of, 9–10
universality, 420 see also symbol

distributive vs. collective, 397
of genuine religion, 284
of human evil, 5
of maxims, 10–11
of (moral) evil, 84, 217n
of moral faith, 343
of the moral law, 47n
of Protestantism, 316
of rational religion, 324
as requirement of the true church, 

269n, 270, 272, 275–276, 283, 
287–289, 297, 304, 349, 380, 
396, 410n, 494

use of term, 47
universalizability, 416

of choices, 54n
of maxims, 60

of the parerga, 148
university, -ies, 23–24, 26, 28–29, 

299–300 see also Oklahoma 
State University

faculties, 24–26, 29, 108, 301
Prussian, 87n, 236n, 241n, 518
scholars, 24, 299n, 533

unjust see also justice
desire, 67
persons, 129
punishment, 199

unlawfulness, 47, 49, 80–81, 84, 110, 
157 see also lawfulness

unsocial sociability, 67n
upbringing, 100, 476
Ural(s), 441n, 545
utopianism, 255, 467n, 475n

Veda(s), 293–294
vehicle(s), 6, 9, 31–34, 282, 342

church faith as, 304, 322, 341
of God’s love, 162
for passing evil to next generation, 

220–222
for pure moral religion, 284, 349
for pure religious faith, 267n, 

281–282, 311, 319, 323
for rational religion, 303
use of term, 304n

veneration, 22, 45, 218, 332, 342, 351, 
362, 372, 376, 398, 407, 440, 
454, 458

of divine law, 498
of duty, 498n
idolatry as false, 454n, 463
of God, 275–277, 279, 329, 421, 

423–424, 433, 455, 463, 492
of God in a church, 277
hypocritical, 492
of the moral law, 16
pure moral, 455

vengeance, 292 see also revenge
vicar, 340, 347–348
vicarious,+ see atonement
vicarious suffering, 177, 309
vice(s), 60, 68, 81, 83, 83n, 86–87, 

99–100, 129, 133, 157, 316–317
bestial, 66
common, 87n
of culture/civilization, 68, 87–88
definition of, 99
diabolical, 68–69, 97
social, 253
splendid, 156, 543
universal, 87

violence, 86, 212n, 291, 340, 346, 450n
virgin birth, 171, 220–221, 290 see also 

presentation
virtue, 8n, 14, 39, 47n, 57, 58, 60, 

86–87, 89–91, 99, 102–103, 
128–133, 137n, 165, 206n, 270, 
332, 348, 357, 403–404, 428n, 

435, 457–463, 543, 549 see also 
highest good; holiness

concept(s) of, 334, 457
courage motivated by, 459
definition of, 156n, 257
delusion of, 434
doctrine of, 257n, 457, 532
duties of, 259
empirical, 132
essence of, 458
vs. evil propensity, 476n
free, 264
vs. godliness, 451, 455–459, 463
in a holy book, 394
Jesus as paragon of, 222n
kingdom of, 255
laws of, 164n, 254, 257, 261, 

264–266, 325, 403, 477
lawgiver for, 458
model of, 164n
moral strength as, 475–476
moral unbelief as lack of faith in, 

168–169
phenomenal, 128–129, 128n
vs. piety, 498–500
principle(s) of, 260, 435
vs. prudence, 87n
specific vs. real, 424
Stoic, 140n, 153–156
striving toward, 342, 436

virtus noumenon, 39, 128n, 129–130
virtus phaenomenon, 39, 128
Vogul, 441
volition, xix, 8n, 9–10n, 10–11, 15n, 

48, 49n, 53–54, 61–66, 69, 71, 
75–78, 80–81, 84–85, 91, 106, 
109–110, 117, 119, 122, 128n, 
133, 136, 137, 138, 167–168, 
202–203, 398–399, 432–433, 
535 see also animal; bare; 
corruption; determining basis; 
feeling(s); incentive(s); 
unconditional

free, 49, 51, 64, 75, 78, 426
material determining basis 

of, 9–12
independence from 

determination, 65
moral, 148
meaning of, 9–10n
possibility of, 75
as subjective element giving rise to 

morality, 356–357, 384–385
Vulgate, 115n, 466n

Wailing Wall, 433n
war(s), 86n, 89–90, 260, 340 see also 

battle; struggle
between Arathpaescaw and Dog 

Rib, 86
foreign, 340 see also Crusades
Great Roman Civil, 285
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perpetual, 89–90
political, 224, 285
on reason by a religion, 27
religious, 285
state of, 259–261
Trojan, 89n

warrior(s), 86, 224
way of sensing, 130–133
way of thinking, 34n, 52, 80, 99, 100, 

130–134, 190n, 219, 428, 494, 
496–497, 526 see also 
corruption

common, 145n, 234
expansive vs. restricted, 287
lazy and timid, 154
magical, 245
moral, 127
perverted, 132
self-renouncing, 247

weakness, 99, 116–117, 119, 140, 154, 
159, 475

of bare reason, 116
due to embodiment, 98
human, 8n, 116n, 174n, 234, 

363, 440
of human nature, 115, 273–274, 389n
of human situation, 183
moral, 8, 76, 146
physical (frailty), 99
of will (disingenuousness), 98–99

welfare, 536
greatest for all, 125
public, 237, 300
use of term, 23n

well-wishing,+ 87, 403, 514, 536 
see also satisfaction

God’s unconditional, 363
self-love as satisfaction vs., 124–125
toward oneself, 126

wholeness,+ 229, 452, 454–455, 508, 
547 see also health

of the sciences (scholarly), 23–24
of souls (spiritual), 23–24

wickedness, 65, 68, 97–98, 115, 119, 
139–140, 156n, 201n, 227n, 
229, 257n see also evil 
propensity

definition of, 76
use of term, 97n

will, 9–10n, 11–22, 43, 55, 62, 64, 94, 
103n, 120, 138, 155, 158, 
164–165, 168n, 179, 202, 256, 
264, 318, 320, 367, 384, 442, 
519, 535, 542, 550 see also 
choice(s); determination; 
divine; free will; God; God’s 
will; good will; holy will; 
purity; volition; weakness

wisdom, 113n, 157, 246, 289, 298, 362, 
367, 413, 472, 491, 500 see also 
insight; Jesus; prudence

divine (God’s), 198, 372, 407, 
487–489

vs. folly, 154, 157
vs. foolishness, 451–452
frail, 497
God’s, 488
Greek, 334
higher, 268
highest, 217, 428, 430, 489–490
human, 193
literature, 293n
practical, 191, 233

wishful thinking, 308, 389n,  
481–482, 541

Wolfenbüttel, 224 see also Lessing, 
Reimarus

Word, The, 161–162, 366
as the Become!, 162, 208, 212, 366n, 

434n, 463n see also hope; 
objective, condition; 
obligation; striving

work(s), 73n, 184, 185, 262, 277, 310, 
323, 350, 402, 446, 493–494 see 
also hard work; Jesus; 
works-righteousness 
controversy; zealous of good 
works;

Adam condemned to, 200
vs. faith controversy, 295n, 

406n, 547
of founding a moral people of 

God, 268
of genius, 166n
of God, 73n
good, 227, 266, 296n, 309, 499–500
for the good, 385–386
of the Holy Spirit, 361
human, 320–321

of the human being, 73n,  
381, 426n

internal, 330
merit of, 207, 367
moral, 141
as moral vs. churchly deeds, 207n
of religious communities, 225
of worship, 332
the (main), 325, 330, 332

works-righteousness controversy, 
295n, 436n

worship, xxv, 199n, 214, 274, 275, 279n, 
305n, 372, 384n, 429n, 433n, 
455n, 458, 462, 480n, 491–494, 
520, 532 see also act(s)/
action(s); object(s); ritual 
worship; work(s)

community, 494
of God, 279, 424, 432n
idol, 441
image, 460–461
object of, 22
places of, 474n
service, 275, 396n, 528
temple, 441

worth, 421, 427, 445, 449
highest, 434
of one more good action, 406
of miracles, 235
moral, 78, 80, 94, 100–101, 

125–127, 133–134, 156, 
168–169, 172, 192, 194, 274, 
295, 305, 424–425, 433, 443, 
455, 460–461, 543

in opinion of others, 67
unconditional, 342

worthiness, 168n, 374
to be citizens of a divine  

nation, 347
definition of, 127
to be happy, 14n, 19, 21,  

162n, 305
to be loved, 277n

yoke, 278, 415, 417, 447–448, 
469, 469n

zealous of good works, 227, 266
Zendavesta, 351
Zoroasterianism, 351, 361

war(s) (cont’d)
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